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_ Butter. (See Oleomargarine.) — an | | 7
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Fy eo - estimates to pay for mail service..........2..| 280 | 33 ‘ 
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a Chinese immigration, message of President relative to ,..--. ~s------.--] 102 30 

_ Civil Service, annual report of, Commission.......--........2.22..22-.| 140 31 
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. Court of Claims, estimate of appropriations for judgments of ..........) 275 od © 
Courts of United States, letter of Attorney-General asking deficiency " 

| : appropriation for jurors and witnesses -.-....| 59 30 0 
. _ letter of Attorney-General relative topayment 

— of fees for returning evidence taken before , | 
a . COMM ISSIONETS .-- 2... eee eee ee eee eee ee] D4] | 5 

7 estimate of deficiency appropriations to pay | 
| : witness and juror fees ..........-...-----+-| 244 33 

: , «1178 (33 : 
| appropriatiens for, additional estimates of -. . 184 33 

: : | - 204 | 33 
Cree Indians. (See Indians.) | , : 

. Crooks, James, report of Secretary of State on claim of ..-......--.-...| 161 31 
Crow Indians. (See Indians.) : | 
Cunningham, Maria, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 5414) to. | 

. © PENSION .2 2. eee eee eee ee ee eee wee ee cee cee e ee peewee cee} 345 35 
Customs. (See Import duties.) . ee | 
Customs cases, annual report of awards to informers in...-.....---...-| 14] 20. 

Customs districts, report of Secretary of Treasury on non-paying ------ os 33 . 

Customs officers, annual report on emoluments of.......2...2.--2-------| 56 30 
Cutter, G. W., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 3551) to pen- 

SION .2 2-2. eee ee ce ow ee cs eee cee ee ee eee ee eweee| OCG 35 

_ Cutting, A. K., message of President relative to arrest in Mexico of ...| 371 oo 

Darling, James H., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 7257) to . 
| PCDSLON . .. 2-6 ee eee ee ee ce eee cn ewe eee cence cece] 306]. 35 

Debt of United States, report of Secretary of Treasury on sinking fund | - 66 , 30 
FOP 22 ae we wee wee em wee ewes wees cee eee 

letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to de- 
-  . struction of mutilated securities .............| 167 31 

report from 1791 to 185 on-......-5..----------| 116 A 
. Deming, Francis, message of President vetoing. bill (H. R. 2971) to- fy 

. PENSION .- 2. we ee ee eee cee ne cee cee eee eee eens | 300) 35 
Denver and New Orleans Railroad, letter of Secretary of Interior rela- a 

tive to discriminations against.......-......2.-22------.-----------| 186 33 
Derartment of Justice, report of Attorney-General on trust funds in-.-.| -271 33 

SO _. estimate for fitting up building for..-.-.......; 189) 9 33 
ot . letter of Attorney-General relative to contin- fe | 

oo gent fund of ..2 2.5.2 22k eee eee eee ee eee] 224 _33 
_ supplemental estimates of appropriations for.-; 173 |. 33. 

Department of State, annual report on expenditures of ..-.-...--..---.| 12) © 20 
| annual report on clerks in. .:---..2-.-.---------.| 52) 30 

. . estimate of appropriation for printing and bind- 
| ing for... 2-2-2 2-2. eee eee eee ee cee eee eee e-| 86) 830 

Deputy Comptroller of Currenéy, letter of Secretary relative to salary 108 | “ag 
Of 2 ee eee ce ee ee be be ee et ne ce ee eee eee 3] 

@ Dermody, William, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 1505) to | | 
PCNSION..-- 2. 22-2 eee ee ee eee ee eee eee ene e eee eee eens] BBB | 85 

Direct tax of 1861, report of Secretary of Treasury on...-....--.------| 158 sl
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| os te BS ay Subjects. — oo No. | VoL 

| District of Columbia, estimates of appropriations for schools in..-.-..-| 84 | 300° 

. | | -” estimate of appropriations for education of feeble- | pee 

" - ee minded children in... ..--..------- +--+ ---- ene 80; 30— | 

| co letter of Secretary of War relative to appropri- | |. 

- oe ations for water supply in .--.----------------|. 39 | 9 26 © 

| appropriations for, estimates for‘ public-school | 223 33 | 

oO LP BE building public parks in, letter of Secretary of) _ - , 

G3 War relative to regulations for ...-..---.-----! 144; 31. 

| Dow, Jennette, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 3363) to pen- | - | : 

| LOD een ne ce wee cece cee eee eens Cenc ee eer es teens rere sseeeesssre 367 35 | : 

Duluth, Minn., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 5550) to erect - | 

| public building At. cee e ec e eee cee eee cece ee eee ee eee cee cee rece cece] BAO 30 

Kight-hour law. (See Postal service. ) me : | | oO | 

| - Elderkin, David T., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 5995) to f . a 

“PENSION .. 2-2. eee ee cee eee eee ee eee eee cee cen ent et te ries teens 312. 35 * 

. --.-Bldridge, Rebecca, message of President vetoing bill (H. R.2145) for; | 
oo relief Of ...0.--2-- ceo 2 eee ene eee tere cee semen eee ener es eens cee 250400: 3838. . 

Evans, Fannie E., message of President vetoing bill (H.R. 4426)topen-) | 

| SHON. ee eee cee ene cece cer ene ce eters teens see ene ree ens cere] 339 |. 35 | 

Ex-Attorneys-General, letter of Attorney-General relative to vouchers | | eps 

oo - for cost of portraits of ...--.---2- 0 22-22 eee ee eee eee nee eee eee nee 229 1. 33 | 

_. Executive Departments, letters relative to employment of substitutes fe : 

in, from— . 7 | SO 

CB SE Attorney-General. -.... 0-22-22 + cess cece ee cece eee ceed cone cece 155} 8 | 

re Postmaster-General.... 22-2. .- 2-0 eee ee eee eee ween cee eee eee] 145) 31 

Be Secretary of Interior ..02.. 2-22. be2eeeee ee eee eee ee cece eeee-| 168] Sl 

oe | Secretary of Navy..-.------cceeee cece ee cee eee cece ce cee eeneeeees]| 166] Sl | 

: | Secretary Of State... 22. .----- eee. ceeeee cece en cece ee cere renee] 160) Sl 

- « Secretary of Treasury ...-.. ---------- 2s ee ee de cece eee ee eee eee ee] 166] 3 - 

| Secretary Of War..---- .0-ce. ee nee tee cee eee ee cece ee cree es ewer eel 165; 31. 

| _ Farris, J. W., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 6136) to pen- | — 

so 1 a ee ee ee 285 35 . 

First Comptroller of the Treasury, annual report of unsettled accounts.| 36) 2 

ne oe report Of... 2. eee eee wee ee eee ee |) OF 26° 

Forbes, Duncan, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 8336) to in- | 

crease pension Of .2.2.. ------ eee ee een nee nee eee cee cee crete 370 300 

- Foreign mercantile marine, report of Secretary of State on ..-.-.------ 172 31k. 

_ Fort Brady, report of Secretary of War relative to sale of ....-.-.----- 81} = 30 =: 

Fort Douglas, estimate to enlarge. .....-----.--------e-e eee ee eee eee] He 80 | 

_ Fort Hamilton, estimate of appropriation for purchase of ground at ... 216 33 , 

. Fort Leavenworth, estimate of appropriation for building at -..-.-.---- 178) 33 - 

eg a report of Secretary of War on encroachments of Mis-- io 

| | so. -‘gouri River on reservation at......-.------.-----| 121 | 9 31° 

'- ‘Fort Monroe, Va., plans and estimates for permanent wharf at...-..--.; 28 |, 25. 

Cg | letter of Secretary of War relative to erecting building for | _ S Coe. 

ae . artillery school at..---. -----+ -e-- eee cere ee cece er cece ee]. 171 | 31 

. Fort Niagara, estimate of appropriation for protecting site of. ......----|. 292.) BO 

Fort Porter, estimate for rebuilding. ..-..----..----- -- e+e eee erence 130 81 

_ Fortifications, letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to appropriations of 

- for armament .-..-- 2... ee oon ee nn ee ne eee ce ene ce eee cee eee 259 |. 33 

| ' Fourth of July claims. (SeeClaims.) . SO | : 

_ Fox:and Wisconsin Rivers, report of Attorney-General on awards for a 

damages by improvements of......-.---2----+- +++ 2-0 eee: wecinee----| 207 | 33 

_. Freedman’s Hospital, D. C., estimate for repairing water-tank at ...---- 88 30 | 

French spoliation claims, estimate of appropriation for securing evi- | 

oe dence in... eee. cee ce eee ee eee ee ee, vce ee cece cet ewe eee eee} 266 )°. 33 

French spoliation claims, report of Secretary of State on .... --.- wecee-| 194 330
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: oo | Subjects. | No. | Vol. . | 

Galveston Harbor, report of engineers on improvement ef........-.....) 85 B00 _ Gold and silver, annual report of Director of Mint on production of ..../ 290. 36002~—CO _ Gondalfo, Cesar, report of Secretary of Treasury on elaim of...........! 74] 30 | - Governor’s Island, N. Y., letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to bea- ne _©on light on... 22.2. ee ee cece een we ceee ceeeee eee.| 159 —8l 
Grand Island, Miss., estimate for light-house on..-.......2...0.2.-22-..] 187 ol Gray’s Harbor, Wash. Ter., letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to eer additional appropriations for light-house at we ce ee vec cee eee cane 98; 30. Great Falls. (See Potomac River.) : oO a Green and Barren Navigation Company, letter of Secretary of War rela- | __ a tive to purchasing franchises Of. 22 eee eee cee ee eee eee eee] 152 sl Grosse Island, Mich.., letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to establish- |. | | ing range lights at... 22.222. 02 ee ee ee wee eens ween ee, 265 33° Guyse, George W., message of President vetoing bill (H.R. 3205) to| —. | PCNSION -.-.-... oe eee ee cee cee cece cece ee ences cone cece 310; 35 

-Hall of Records, letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to erecting ....| 143 | 31 Hannibal, Mo., letter of Secretary of Treasury on increasing cost of | public building at...... 2.2... ee eee cee eee ee eee 150 31 | _ Hanson Grant, Florida, report of Secretary of Interior on.............| 331. 30 _. Harbaugh, Sarah, message of President vetoin g bill (H. R. 6895) to pen- | _ . SION .. 2-2. eee ee ee eee cece ee ene ween eee, 315 | 35 _ Harden, 8. W., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 1406) to pension .| 252 33. Harrington, Edward M., message of President ‘vetoing bill (H. R. 6648) | 7 to pension .----. . eo. eee eee eee ee cee ne tee cee vee eee 336 35 Hawes, Susan, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 7234) to pension.| 374 35 Hawley, Giles C., message of President vetoing bill’ (H. R. 424) to pen- | . oo | cndricks, Pholas A., estimabeok Ano geen Rieu 305 | 35 _ Hendricks, Thomas A., estimate of appropriation for engraved portraits st 
CE 1 tt 

_ Hennepin Canal. (See Illinois and Mississippi Canal.) ss: ae , . Hensley, E.P., message of President vetoin g bill (H.R. 1707) to pension.| 289 30 Hill, Andrew J., message of President vetoing bill (H.R.1471) to in- | 7 crease pension Of.... 2.22.2. eee ee eee vee eee eee ee ee ek 226 od ; Hipple, Henry, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 6897) to pension 284) 35. 
Helland, report of Secretary of State on taxation of petroleum by..... ; see nee a - 

- Hot Springs, Ark., estimate of appropriations for improvements at ....| 212 33 : | . - letter of Secretary of War relative to Army and fe . . _Navy hospital at ...2.. 0.0. 00002. ............-.. 296 BO . ‘Humboldt Bay, California, report of Secretary of Treasury relative to | | | removing light-house Ab. - ee ee eee eee eee eee eee ee eee} 91} 80-—™ Hunter, John, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 1990) to pension} 282 30 - Hunter, Maria, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 7167) for relief | co Of eee eee ee eee eee cece veces cee ee eee ccee cee ee, 327 | 30g 

Illinois and Mississippi Canal, report of engineers on surveys.of routes os. for want ttt ene eee ee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee] 17) 5 Immigration, letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to regulation of..| 141] 31 Import duties, annual report on refunds of |... ........ Sone wane ee eneee 16/ = .20 . 
annual report of Secretary of Treasury on expenses of pe 

collecting .... 2.2.2. ec eee ee eee eee ete eed 33° 20 
letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to revision of | . : 

laws regulating protests, appeals, and suits for collec- fe : © tion at 2. ee ee ee ee eee ee eee eee cee} 643 25 | 
letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to revision of....; 147) 31 
report of Secretary of Treasury on questions arising |: | oo 

under tariff act of 1883...-.......00.222.6.02..--- 68 80 
_ report of Secretary of Treasury relative to drawbacks on | | | 

: : . COAL . 26s can n ene ccccneccunns eens mee bbe Cee mne taceaenal 201 30 .
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a oe Subjects. | Ph | No. | Vol. _ . : 

-- Indian Bureau, estimate of appropriation for clerical force in-....-....| 89 30 
_ Indian Commissioners, annual report .--....----.---2 22-2 eee eee} 109 | 80 
_. Indian depredation claims, report of Secretary of Interior on..-..-.-.../ 125 ol - a 
Indians: a | Spee eg | es 
4 gensus of, estimate of appropriations for taking..-...-.....----| 79 | 30 | 

Cheyenne, message of President relative to condition of..-....| 17 20 . 
- _ Cree, estimate for relief of ...... 222-200-0222. e 2 eee eee oe] 231] 83 as 
7 _ Crow, letter from Secretary of Treasury relative to appropria- | = =| = : 

tion for allotment of-lands to............--2.-.-.-.-2-2----] 53 | > 30 > | 
| ~~ Mackinac Azeney, estimate for compensation of agent at.-....| - 234 33 

| _.  Mesealero Reservation, letter of Secretary of Interior relative |. | 7 | 
to paying settlers for improvements on-.....-.-.---22.--..-| 221) 33.” 

| _ .. Miami, letter of Secretary of Interior relative to relief of......|. 57 30 : 
a —— .... letter of Secretary. of Interior relative to funds of......) 23 30 | 

Navajo Reservation, estimate of appropriation for artesian |. — os 
Wells On: 2.2 eee eee ee ee ee ee ee eee cee teen ee ceewee| 263) 33 | 

Round Valley Agency, estimate of appropriations for........-.| 295 30 | 
7 ‘Reservation, report of Secretary of Interioron | = == | | 

a allotting lands of... 2.22222. 0.02-2.-2--222.-] 21 | 25 | 
. - Sioux, estimate to pay claims of Red Cloud and Red Leaf bands Epes 

OF eee eee ee cee ee cone cece cece eee we ctw ecew ence! 85] Q5 
Indian service, report of expenses and disbursements in .--...---..2..-) 6] 20. | 
Interior Department, annual report of contingent expenditures of......) 15 | © 20>.) 

: ea estimate for constructing east wing of building of |. 230 33 | | 
-- Internal Revenue, Annual Report of Commissioner of...--..-.2....-...) 4 20 

oes *.-. letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to paying of. a 
Ta ~ drawbacks on stills exported ....---2 502-5 ..22.... 46} 85 . 

ae See taxes, letter of Secretary of ‘Treasury relative to li-. , | 
Oye Be es cense-tax on retail] liquor-dealers...2......--..--+-|. 107 | 30 | 

a - gollectors, relative to repealing commissions to ..-...; 122 |. 31 : 
- letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to |/( 122) $1 . 

: os! | COMMISSIONS tO .. 2. nee ee eee eee eee 190} 33. | 
oo Jaws, letter of Secretary of Treasury relative topen- | =. |. 0 
a ~  --alties for having in possession used liquor-stamps..| 194 Jo | 
International copyright. (See Copyright.) | OO a 7 Pe . 

_ Iron and steel tests, estimate of appropriations for ....-..22...-02222...) 73 | 80 | 
- Irwin, John T., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 3640) to pen- RPE 

sion we ee eee ee eee ce eee eee nce ee cece emcees meee eeee! 338 ) 

Jacoby, Margaret A., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 5021) to | po | 
_ PeNSiON .- - 2. eee ee eee ee eee cee been cee ce eee eee eeceee| B44]. 35 

_ Jeffersonville, Indiana, estimate of appropriation to purchase land at..| 178 | 33. ° 
_ Joseph Richards, letter of Secretary of Interior relative to accounts of..| 127} 31 

. Jurors. (See Courts of United States.) ce | - 7 | | 

‘Kansas City, Fort Scott and Gulf Railroad, message of President re- oe 
turning bill (H. R. 6391) granting right of way to...-.-....-....2-.-| 255 | 33 oe 

_ Karstetter, Mary, message of President vetoing bill (H.R. 2043) to pen- |. |. | 
| ener “alade ise SPPIGHAGUL CeueiNR DL THER BAO) iy nese 341) 35! : 

_ Kinney, Ann, message of President vetoing bill (H.R. 5389) to pension:|: 375]. 35 . 
Kyler, H. L., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 1818) to pension.| 334] 35 

La Abra Mining Company, report of Secretary of State.on claim of ....! 274 (3300 | 
Lancaster, R. D., letter of Secretary of Treasury relative tou charges! = | | 

against wee dn preva bon ee eet eS IEE see eee ence ee 360", Jo | - 
Leavenworth Military Prison, letter o1 Secretary of War relative to ap-| fee es 

.. plication of appropriations for........ 2.22. .222..22--. .c222. eee. --|. 200 BB 
 Leefe, F. J., message of President vetoing bill (H.R. 3624) to pension ... | 283 )00~0685 
Legaré, Jean Louis, letter of Secretary of State rela‘ive to claim of.....| 356 | 35
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Lehman, L., report of Secretary of Treasury on reappraisement of glass- 

. ware imported by ...--. ---- ---- eee e ge ce een cee cece cette es cect eeee 22 25 

Letter-carriers. (See Postal Service.) ne | 

Lights, letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to appropriation for | i 

depot for fourteenth light-house district....-----------------| 40 | 2500 

oe Grand Island, Miss., estimate for light-house on ..-------------| 187 31 

Gray’s Harbor, Washington, letter of Seeretary of Treasury rel- | 

ative to additional appropriation for light-house at.--.-------| 98 30 

| Governor’s Island, New York, letter of Secretary of Treasury | | 

relative to beacon-light on ....2.---+---2----eeeeneeeee eee eee] 159] Bl 

Grosse Island, Michigan, letter of Secretary of Treasury relative | . 

. to establishing range-lights at ....-...-----------------------| 265) 33 

oe a light-houses, estimate of appropriations for repair of....---..--.| 269° 33 

Pensacola, Fla., letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to ad- Se 

ditional, at ... 2: 02-22-20 oe cence eee ee cee eee eee ee eee ee| 40 30 

Two Harbors, Minn., estimate for light station at...--..------- 203; 33 

Liquor dealers. (See Alcoholic liquor traffic.) . . 

Loomis, Aretus F., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 7018) to pen- . oe 

GION. eae cece ee eee cee ee eee eee e en enter ann cece re reeenecntess 333 35 

Lord Nelson (schooner), letter of Secretary of State on claim of ....--..| 161 |. 31 

| Luce, Elizabeth, message of President vetoing bill (H.R. 5997) to pen- 

oy BION... 2. een cee cee eee ene cee ee eee ences canteen ecee sees 281 | 35 

a — M. , | os 

McCarty, Catharine, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 5603) to . 

an PONSION .. 2-2. oe nee eee we eee eee cee cern renee cee ners sees 335 35 

Mcllwain, Martha, message of President vetoing bill (H. R, 7162) to pen- 

SION. 2 onc we cnc c cece cece cee w ee wees cece cewe cee eee ee seetececececeee| 318 30 | 

- McKay, Elizabeth, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 4782) to pen- | — . 

SION «cece ween eee eens ce ene erence wen rete cere en scenes taeees 347 35 

Mackinac Agency. (See Indians.) . 7 |e 

Mare Island navy-yard, estimate of appropriations for quarters and bar- 4 

racks Ob.c-02. 0 cee cece cece cece cece ne cence cece ee teen ee eeeee cece eens} 279 | 33 

Marine Corps, additional estimate of appropriations for...-...--.------ 202 33 

‘Marine Hospital Service, letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to an 

. additional surgeon-general in.....-.-.-----| 187 33) 

- estimate of appropriation for repair of hos- - 

7 pitals....--2.- 2222-2 ene ce eee eee eee eee] 217 33 

. Medical examiners. .(See Pension Office.) | 

Merchant marine. (See Commerce and navigation.) . : 

Mescalero Reservation. (See Indians.) . . | : | . 

Mexican awards, report of Secretary of State on claims of La Abra Min- |. a 

ing Company and B. Weil under.....----------- se 222 teen en cere eee O74 33 

Miami. (See Indians.) . ae . 

— Military Academy, estimate of appropriations for .......--------------| H9} 31 

letter of Secretary of War relative to appropriation 

| FOL occ ec ccc ee cece ee neces cece nsec eee ceccee cece} 185 31° 

Milk sugar, letter of Secretary of State on manufacture in Switzerland of-| 188 33 

Miller, Mary Ann, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 1816) topen- | | | 

BION 2. ee nec ee cece ee cece ceceee cece ceeees eee cece cnescceee cece cece} B09. 35 

; . Miller, Samuel, message of President vetoing bill (H.R. 7401) to pension-| 316 | 35 

. Mint, annual report of Director of Mint on production of precious metals.) 290 36 - 

estimate of appropriation for boilers at Philadelphia mint..--..--| 273 | 33 

- letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to appropriation for -... -- 87 30. 

- letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to salaries of officers of...| 126 38h 

letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to appropriation for mint | 

| Carson City, Nev...--.-----+ ---2ee eee e ene reer reece setae 267 33 

Mississippi River, letter of Secretary of War relative to regulations for | 

| ” passage of vessels through, South Pass of -.-..-.-----|_ 58 30 

| : -—- Jetter of Secretary of War relative to appropriations | | 

- for con inning examinations of South Passof..-..., 75 | 30 

Mississippi River Commission, supplemental report of .....---2-------+| 38 30 

| Missouri River Commission, report of...--...---.-----.----------->---| Al 30 

Monroe, J. D., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 4058) to pension.| 286 | 35 

_.  Mohtana, estimate of appropriations for legislative expenses of.....---| 128 31
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Moorehead, Abner, message of President vetoing bil. (H. R.3304) to pen- Sp | 

: . GION ee ce voce cece tee eee cece cece ee cece cee tose seeees eee tenene ses 346) 35 | - 

| - Muskingum River, report of engineers on survey 1) 48 25 

‘Mutual Life Insurance Company, N. Y., letter of Secretary of Treasury | a 

a relative to claim of....-..----- --- eee eee eee cree rere 235 | 33 

~~ ‘National Museum, estimate of appropriations for ..-----+-+---+- +--+ -++:- 2915 385 

Navajo Reservation. (See Indians.) — - | es | . | | 

_ Navy, list of retired officers....-.---------------2rerr teers 111 300 

| vessels, estimate of appropriation for armament of new cruisers..| 215 | 33 | 

| report of Secretary of Navy relative to progress on steel cruisers..| 185 Jo 

Navy Department, annual report of contingent expenses of....-.------| 47] 25 

| : "annual report of employés in..-------- +--+ -+---+-- 65 30 

| po estimate to pay carpenters at... cee cee eee eee eee] 242 | 33 Co 

oe estimate for pay of draftsmen in Bureau of Steam-| | 

a , Engineering.......------------2---e2erce ry (243 . 83. 

oe ‘estimate of deficiency appropriation for Bureau of . | 

Se | Ordnance ....-...-- +2 22-2 eee ee ee ee ee ree 195 33) 

| Navy-yard, Mare Island, estimate of appropriations for quarters and | . oe ie 

— barracks ab....-.-.---2 2222 cece ee ce eee cee epee cere teers 279 33 7 

- Neptune Island, New York, estimate of appropriation to purchase land | _ ; al - 

7 : Fo a 
ee ee : 7 ; 33 , . 

_ Nevil, William H., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 3623) to | _ 2 

: : pension... ..--.. 2.22.2 -e ee ee ee entree ce cece eeepc cttr ses 849}. 385 : | 

| New Mexico, letter of Secretary of Interior relative to adjusting private | tas 

- Jand claims in -.-.-.-.----2----+--ecee eee etter ya 209; © 33° - | 

New Orleans, La., estimate of appropriation for repairs of mint build- pe 

| oe O ing at... 2.222. eee ee eee eee eee eee 218 | 33 | | 

oy — report of Secretary of Treasury on moneys and funds | ae | 

| . | seized by military authorities at..-..-.---.-------: 101; 30 | 

New York City, report of Secretary of War on purchase of Produce Ex- | fo 

gg 7 "Change in ....-.-. 2222-2 -e 20 ee cere ee ee eee ee eee] 18 20. | 

| estimate of appropriation for an assistant collector at-- 240. 33 

| | ---. -Jetter of Secretary of Treasury relative to additional | = | 

_ | accommodations for appraiser's store at.-..-..-------| 94) 30. — a 

: | estimate of appropriation for repairing barge office at..| 220 838 . 

_ letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to sale of old |. a | 

: : post-office in....-..--. 222. ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee eee eee 235.| 33 

| estimates of appropriation for sub-treasury at..-.....-- 180 BO 

: Norfolk navy-yard, report of Secretary of Navy on affairs at ..-2.-..--| 118} 30 

‘Norman, Mary, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 6192) to pension.; 325 | 35 | 

| Olcott Harbor, New York, estimate for repairs at....--..---.---.------ 228}; 33 | 

-. Oleomargarine, message of President telative to bill to define butter | 

. and to taX.. 2.2.2. 2-2 ee be ee ne ce ee ce ne ee ete ee ee te eee 368.;.. 35 

- Oregon, report of Secretary of Interior on wagon-road land grants in..| 131. 3l : 

~ Ounalaska (schooner), report.of Secretary of State on case of.....-----|. 829} 35 OS 

Pacific Railroads, letter of Secretary of Interior on contracts of.....-.--| 60] 30. : 

ee report of Secretary of Treasury on sinking fund for...| . 44 29 — 

Painter, Francis J., report of Secretary of Navy on retirement of......| 182 33 | 

oe Parks, letter of Secretary of War relating to regulations for, in District: op ! : 

oe of Columbia .2.--. 0222+ ceecee cence e cece ee cee cee cece eens eee eeeees| 14d | 31 : 

: Pascagoula River, Florida, report of engineers on. survey of/...-.------| 83 30 | 

Passenger act, letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to......---.--+-| 72 30 | 

Paul, Joseph, estimate of appropriation to pay.-.------------------- --.| 328] 35 

| ~ Pensacola, Fla., letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to additional | - | - 

lights at... 00. cee Lene eee eee eee cee ee re tere eee cere eee -45 25 oO 

| - Pension Board of Appeals, letter of Secretary of Interior relative to | | 

| salaries Of... ccc nncn ce ceecee ceccee cccces tees cee cee ene cecescenceccen| 154 31
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| | _ Subject. re No. | Vol. 

Pension Bureau, estimate for additional floor in building of ............/ 256 33 . Pension Office, letter of Secretary of Interior relative to medical ex- |: . | aminers IM. eee ee ec ee cee eee ee 164; 31 _ ’ Pension Office building, estimate of appropriation for completing...-..| 96 30 
estimate of appropriation for completing......; 96) 30 Pensions, estimates of additional appropriations for.....-......2.......| 162} 31 additional estimates for appropriations for. ween eeeneseees.-| 162 ol oe Petroleum, report of Secretary of State on taxation by Holland of......| 254 33 _ Philadelphia, letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to additional | watchmen at Silver vaults in -... 222. 02. lee ep eee eee ee eee 169 a) oo Points, Abraham, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 8556) to pen-- — SION... 2-2 ee eee eee 373 35 . Pork, report of Secretary of State relative to restrictions on American..| 181 33 _ Postal service, annual report of Postmaster-General on proposals for | - : mail contracts.......20...200. 00.0202. -2e eles ek, 9; 22 — . _ annual report of Postmaster-General on mail contracts..| 20 20 letter of Postmaster-General relative to pay of railway | - | -. 

postal clerks... 22.222. 2222. 202.222... w.2-....-...| 110 30. _ letter of Postmaster-General relative to Application of 
° eight-hour law to letter-carriers....................... 71 |- 30 Postmaster-General : . . — Communications froom— a | a ; _ _ Mail contracts, annual report on proposals for.........2.22.22 22... 9 220 | annual report on...-....2.2..0202....22. eee ee 20 20 Postal service, relative to pay of railway postal clerks.......-....] 110 30 — _ relative to application of eight-hour law toletter-| | . | . -  CaTTiers v2... ee eee eee eee eee eee eee | OT 30 Postmasters, report on disallowed stationery accounts of...........| 245 33 | | Post-Office Department, report of unsettled accounts in..-.2.......| 97 | 30 | 7 Substitutes, relative to employment of.......0.............. --2---| 145 | 31 Trust funds, report ON...-.. 22-2 ee cee eee ee eee wee ee. ..| 330 35 ° Postmasters, report of Postmaster-General on disallowed stationery ac- | | counts Of... 22.2222. eee eee eee eee eee eee el 245.1 = 33 Post-Office Department, report of Postmaster-General on unsettled ac- | | ., COUNES IN ..---.- 22. eee ee ee ee eee eee eee eee) OTL 30 | Potomac River, report of Secretary of War on fishways at Great Falls:.; 272) 33 Poughkeepsie, N. Y., estimate for approaches to public building at ....| 42 250 . ; Precious metals. (See Gold and Silver. ).. . - | | | President of the United States: - ae . 

- Annual message, with accompanying documents— oo a Foreign Relations, part 1-2-2. 2. ee ee eee cee 1 41 Report of Secretary of War, 4 volumes, part 2........2252...2..02. 1 2-8 | Report of Secretary of Navy, 2 volumes, part 3.-......2....-..-..- 1 9 . Report of Postmaster-General, part 4.............................. 1 10 | Report of Secretary of Interior, 5 volumes, part 5 ...-.. 2.222222...) 1 | 11-15 _ Communications from— - a | , 
American vessels, transmitting report on seizure in British waters. on 3S 7 
Bartholdi statue of Liberty, relative to inaugurating ...... 2... ----| “232 30. . . Chinese immigration, relative to.........-....-.-..-.-.. 1... 102 30 | . Civil Service Commission, transmitting annual report of ..........| 140 31 . Clarksburg, W. Va., relative to appropriation for public building - Ab. e eee ee ee ee ee ce eee cee ee ee 366 ~ 35 Consular reports, transmitting .... 2.22.2. 2 22. eee eee eee] 253 34 Crooks, James, transmitting report on claim of ....... peeeeseeee-c-.| 161 31 Crow Indians, transmitting a report relative to .................... | 58] 380. Cutting, A. K., relative to arrest in Mexico Of..---. 2.22. ele] 871 35 Foreign mercantile marine, transmitting report on weeceeeeeeeee---| 172/31 Se _ Holland, transmitting report on taxation of petroleum by..-.--...|. 179 33 Indian Commissioner, transmitting annual report of ..........---.| 109] 30 International copyright, transmitting diplomatic correspondence = | . | relative to...... 2-22-2222. ei eee liebe ee eee ee (304 515) | a Kansas City, Fort Scott and Gulf Railroad, returning bill for......| 255 33° : : Mexican awards, transmitting report on claims of La Abra, Mining pe , Company and B, Weil under .._-...... 2.2... 0..........-....... 274 33 Miami Indians, transmitting report relative to relief of........ esee] S57 | 30
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- : 8 Subject. re ~| No. | Vol. 

President of the United States—Continued. : oo food 
Communications from—Continued. : Pe as | | 

one, Milk-sugar, transmitting report on manufacture in Switzerland of..| 188 | 33. a 
_.. Northern Cheyenne Indians, relative to condition of .........-.....| 17 | ° 20 | 
_. Oleomargarine, relative to bill to tax manufacture of.-.--.....----|. 368 | 35 | 

_, + QOunalaska (schooner), transmitting report on case of...........-.-| 329 38o 
_ Pacific railroads, transmitting report on contracts of:......---:.--| 60 30 

Petroleum, transmitting report on taxation by Holland of...-.....| 254 | 38 
_ . Pork, transmitting report on foreign restrictions on importation of.| 181 | 33 | 

7 Round Valley Reservation, transmitting report on allotting lands of.|. 21 | 25. | 
Santos, Julio R., transmitting report on imprisonment in Ecuador |. Dans oe 

eo Of 2.2 eee eee eee eee cee ee eee wees wee ee eeeeec ence] 361 BO 
Shipping fees, relative to bill H. R. 4838, to abolish certain .......) 277| 338. 

: South American Commission, transmitting report of...........-...| 50) 25 — | 
Substitutes, transmitting report on employment in Executive De- | oo - 
.. partments of. 2-22. ee lee cee wee ee ve eee ee eee ence we cence eee} 160 31 | 
Tonnage duties, transmitting diplomatic correspondence relative to.| 132 | 31 : 

Los Jtust funds, transmitting report of Secretary of State on..........| 362 30. | 
Veto oe a . Oo _ foo : 

Bill (H. R. 1471) to increase pension to Andrew J. Hill ........| 226} . 33 . 
: | Bill (H. R. 3019) to increase pension to Abigail Smith .........| 227 33 

a _ Bill (H.R. 2145) for relief of Rebecca Eldridge...--...2--.....-| 250] 33° woe 
Bill (H. R. 1582) for relief of Eleanor C. Bangham.........-...| 251 |. © 33 
Bill (H.R. 1406) to pension 8. W. Harden........-.--..c0------| 252) - 33 

_ Bill (H.R. 5997) to pension Elizabeth Luce....--....-..-------| 280] 33 
| ' Bill (CH. R. 1990) to pension John Hunter .......2.-..2....2.--.] 282 | 35 : 

| Bill (H. R. 3624) to pension F. J. Leese -..2.. 2222-2222 -2--22---| 283 30. 
... | Bill (A. R. 6897) to pension Henry Hipple ...-.....22:..222..--| 2841 © 35 

Bill CH. R. 6136) to pension J. W. Farris .2..2.22..---2.--2-2..-| 285 35 
| Bill (H.R. 4058) to pension J.D. Monroe .......22...---.------| 286 35 
- _ Bill (H. R. 3826) to pension John Taylor....--....2..---..-----| 287 35° | 

| - __- Bill (H.R. 4002) to pension C. W. Tiller .......2.....--...-----| 288 35 | 
: Bill (H. R. 1007) to pension E. P. Hensley..........-.....---.--| 289 | 35> | 

Bill (H.R. 6718) to pension William H. Starr ..............----/ 298 | 35 oo, 
| - Bill (H.R. 7108) to pension Andrew J. Wilson......-.-.-.-----/ 299} 35> 

Bill (H. R. 6372) to pension Charles A. Chase ..........-...----| 300] 35 
rn: Bill (H. R. 6774) to pension Bruno Schultz...........2.....--..| BOL) BB 

_ | Bill (H. R. 576) for relief of Louisa C. Beezeley ............---.|. 302 | 35 
_° Bill (H. R..7703) to pension Anna A. Probert ...!..-...-...----| 303. 35 

| ~~ Bill (H.R. 6257) for relief of Julia Connelly ...............2..-) 304 | 35 : 
Bill (H. R. 424) to pension Giles C. Hawley......----..---.2---|. 305 | 35 | 

| Bill (H. R. 7257) to pension James H. Darling............-..-.-| 306 | 35. 
Bull (H.. R. 7614) to increase pension to Hezekiah Tillman......| 307 35 : 

| S Bill (H. R. 7109) to pension Joseph Tuttle........22-.2....--.-| 308] 9 35 © 
— . Bill (H.R. 1816) to pension Mary Ann Miller .....----.........]| 309) 35 

Bill (H. R. 3205) to pension George W. Guyse ......---...---.--| 310 | 35 | 
ae - Bill (H.R. 6117) to pension James D. Cotton .-....2......----.| 311] 350 

a Bill (H. R. 5995) to pension David T. Elderkin ..-............./ 312) 35 | 
ee Bill (H. R. 7222) to pension Sallie West ..---.-.....-22..2.--..| 313 | 35 

«Bill (H.. R.'7073) to pension Mary 8. Woodson .......-....-----| 314, 30 
Bill CH. R. 6895) to pension Sarah Harbaugh..-.--......2--....| 315 | °35 | : 
Bill CH. R.7401) to pension Samuel Miller'..-...-.-.............|/ 316, 35 cs 

7 | Bill (H. R. 7931) to increase pension of Clark Boon......-.-.-.-| 317]. 85 
| Bill (H.R. 7162) to pension Martha Mellwain..2...........----) 318 | 35. 

| Bill CH. R. 7298) for the relief of Charles Schuler .......-...-..| 319 | 35 
Bill (H. R. 6688) for relief of William Bishop ....../...--...--.| 320] 35 
Bill (H.R. 7979) to pension Jackson Stewart .......-..-....---) B21 | 35 | 

| Bill (H. R..7436) to pension Mary Anderson.........-...-..----| 322 35. | | 
_ Bill (H. R. 6752) to pension Alice E. Travers ..........-...----| 323 1 

| - Bill (A. R. 6266) to pension Philip Arner ..-....2.....222.2---2-./ . 324° 35 = 
|  - Bill (H.. R. 6192) to pension Mary Norman .-.-.....-....2----.-| 325 | 35 
o Bill (H. R. 6170) to pension Mary A. Van Etten............--..| 326] 35 . 

- - Bill (H. R. 7167) for relief of Maria Hunter -.....2...2.-...-.-.| 327 35. 
Bill (H.R. 472) to pension William Boone ..........2.-.2-..-.-| 3821 ° 35 | 
«Bill (H.R. 7018) to pension Aretus F. Loomis..........,.-e2---| 333 | 35 oo 

. Bill (H, BR. 1818) to pension H. L. Kyler 0.0.22. ..c-.. ence cece] 334 | 36 .
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President of the United States—Continued. : - od ee 
Communications from—Continued. | fp | 
Veto—Continued. . a de | 

Bill (H. R. 5603) to pension Catharine McCarty ...:..-.-.-----.| 335 35: 
Bill (H. R. 6648) to pension Edward M. Harrington ......---.-.; 336} . 36 
Bill (HB. R.5394) to pension Sally A. Bradley .-.-- ..-+-.------| 387 | 35 
Bill (H. R.3640) to pension James IT. Irwin ..---...-.-.-------| 338 30 

ae | Bill (H. R. 4426) to pension Fannie, E. Evans .....-...---------| 3389 | 35. 
- | Bill (H. R. 5550) to erect public building at Duluth, Minn......; 340 | 35 

Bill (H. R. 2043) to pension Mary Karstetter....----..---------| 341] 9 35 
Bill (H. R. 5306) to pension Roxana V. Rowley~.-...,...-..-------| 9842 35 
Rill (H. R. 4797) to pension Robert H. Stapleton ..........-...-| 3438 35 
Bill (H. R. 5021) to pension Margaret A. Jacoby .-.-----:------| 344 3000CO 

_ Bill (A. R. 5414) to pension Maria Cunningham........-..-....| 346 35 
Bill (H. R. 3304) to pension Abner Moorehead ......-....----.--| 346 35 | 
Bill (H.R. 4782) to pension Elizabeth McKay..---..---.-...--.| 347 35 
Bill (H. R. 3043) to pension Lewis W. Scanland..--....---.---.| 348} 35 

| Bill (H. R. 36.3) to pension William H. Nevil.......--..----.-.| 349 350 
. Bill (H. R. 2971) te pension Francis Deming ......-.-....-..-.-| 350 | 35° 

, _ Bill (H.R, 4642) to pension James Carroll.....-.--..-.--.-----; 351 35 0 
Bill (H. R. 1059) to pension Jacob Romiser ...-........---.----| 352 35 
Bill (H. BR. 1505) to pension William Dermody ......--2...---.-) 38503 | 35 

. Bill (H. R. 524) to pension D. H. Ross.--.-...-....----.---.----| 355.) 35 : 
| | Bill (H. R. 5546) to erect public building at Asheville, N. C....| 357 30 

| ' Bill CH. R. 1391) to erect public building at Springfield, Mo....| 364 35 
Bill (A. R. 3363) to pension Jeunette Dow. .--.-.-.-.----------| 367 3D 

. Bill (H. R. 9106) to pension Rachel Barnes .........-.----.----| 369 35 
| Bill (H. R. 8336) to increase pension of Duncan Forbes-......-.| 370 35 

Bill (H. R. 8556) to pension Abraham Points ....-..-.....--.--| 373 35 
| ‘Bill (H. R. 7234) to pension Susan Hawes...-....---...---.----| 374) 35. 

Bill (H. R. 5389) to pension Ann Kinney ........---..------.--| 375 35 
| Bill (H. R. 3551) to pension G. W. Cutler ...-...----...---.----| 376 35, 

. Bill (H. R. 1584) for the relief of A.C. Richardson ..........-.-| 377 BO 
Private land claims: ae - Le 

7 ‘Florida: Report of Secretary of Interior on Hanson grant ....-.-| 3381} 35 
New Mexico, estimate of appropriations for survey of weee--------| 146 31 | 

— Report of Secretary of Interior on San Tomas de Yturbide claim.| 196 | = 33 
Letter of Secretary of Interior relative to adjustment of ....-.| 209 | 33 

| Probert, Anna A., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 7703) to | | 
Oo NEDSION 2-0. eee cee eee ee eee ee ene eee nee eee teccee erence seweces-| 303] 35 

: Produce Exchange, New York City, report of Secretary of War on pur- | | 
SO — — ghase of 1.0.2 0 elo ce ee ee ee eee cee ee ee ne ne ne nen eens 13 20. 

Public buidings, estimate of appropriations for repairs of......--+-----| 113. 30 
| for heating apparatus in 128) 31 

- . | certain [..-..--.-.-----. } 356 — «85 : 
| a 214 33 

| for repair of .....-..-..---|< 217 33 
—— '¢ 218 33 

- Public documents, annual report on distribution of...-.....-..--------1 30 

Public lands, suspended entries, annual list of..-.-..-...---.---------- 3U 25 - 

_ Public printing, estimate of deficiency appropriation for....---...-----| 222) 33 

- Quartermaster’s Department, estimates of appropriations for ......-.--) _ 93 30 | 

Receipts and expenditures, annual report of, 1882...-.--..------------- 31 27 | 

. . Oo 9 BSB Lee cee ee eee eee ee] 29] 27. 
a | / oe 1888.2. ete eee ee ee. | 365 35 

_ Receipts and expenditures and public debt, report on, to 1885.......--- 116 21 

- ——- Records. (See Hall of Records.) rr 
Register’s Office. (See Treasury Department.) _ | | 

_ Richardson, A. C., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 1584) for re-_ on 
Los Viet Of nc... cn cnee Copeen vece wnneceencccnseneweneuseecencneneneawann| Off 30
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| a Subjects. . oe ee No. | Vol. . 

- Rivers and harbors, letter of Secretary of War relative to appropria- | od a 7 
| TONS. 00 eee en cee ee cee ee eee eee es cee eee temmes cose cece] 872 | 35 | 

-. Rochester, N. Y., letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to appropria- | an | 
tion for public building at...... 020-2. c20. eens cee e cee e eee cee eee +] 236) 38 : 

_Romiser, Joseph, message of President vetoing bill (H. R.1059) to pen- | ae 
FS) 0) 6 a ES 35 . | 

- Ross, D. M., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 524) to pension...) 355 — 385 - : 

| Round Valley Reservation. (See Indians. ) | o if. | 

Rowley, Roxana V., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 5306) to | | oe 
PENSION . 02 we. oe ee ee ee wee ee ce ee cee ee eee enews meee ne seeees 342 35 

_ Saco River, Me., report of engineers on survey Of..-.-. ...--+--------+-| 37 250 | 
_.. Saint Mary’s Falls Canal, letter of Secretary of War relative to im- , / 

PLOVING 22-2. eee eee ee eee eee eee cece cee cent eneeeeeweeeeeree | GL] 30 oe 
Santa Fé, N. Mex., letter of Secretary of Interior relative to repairing | : Cc 
adobe palace at ....2. 22-2. cele e cece cence cence eee ecceeenseecee| 105) 9 300. 

_. Santee River, S. C., report of engineers on improvement at...... --.-.| 114} 30 
Santos, Julio R., report of Secretary of State of imprisonment in Eéua- | | 

8 GOL Of Lene cee ee cen cee ee cee eee wees cone teem eects cnceneeceeecee| SOL 35 
‘Saugatuck River, report of engineers on survey of .........---.-...----| 76 | 30 | os 

- Seanland, Lewis W., message of President vetoing bill (H.R.3043) to | : 
 PONSION..- eee eee ne ce ee ce ee cee ee cee ee cewene coceteceeee| 848) 35. oO 

_ Schuler, Charles, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 7298) for re- | | | 
 Vief Of... ee cece ee eee eee cece et cece cece ee cece ce eect ee eneeeeneeecee| 319] 35 | 
Schultz, Bruno, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 6774) to pen- | 

SION oo ee coca ce wee eee cee wee ween See cee nec ee coc eeresencceeee| SOL}. 35 
- Seamen, estimate of appropriation for shipping and discharging sea-;|-° =| — 

, men at Liverpool ...... 2.2. 02-222 one cee cee ene cece cee e ewer eeeees| 193] 33° | | 
: Secretary of Interior: oe a Co , | . 

Communications from— - Ss a ‘ 
- Denver and New Orleans Railroad, ‘relative to discriminations | os : 

% aGainst -.2. 2. ee cee ee ce ee cee en ene cane ewes eee cnet ewes! 186. 33 
Hanson, John H., relative to land survey of. ......-...-.----.-----; 331 |. 35 oo 
Indian depredation claims, report on........---.-----------+------| 125 31 

| _ Interior Department, annual report on contingent expenditures of. 15; = 20 
Joseph, Richard, relative to accounts of .........--..--------------| 127 31 

-. Medical examiners in Pension Office, relative to..........-.--.-----/ 164} © 31 
| -. Mescalero Reservation, relative to paying settlers for impovements..| 221 330° 
——- Miami Indians, relative to relief of............----.----2----------| 37 30 

a relative to funds of .........- .22--- wee eee eee ee ee| 23] 25 
» . Northern Cheyenne Indians, relative to condition of .......2.--.---| 17 | -° 20 : | 

Oregon wagon-road grants, relative to .....-..---..----.--2-------| 13T |) 30 7 
Pacific Railroads, relative to contracts of -....---.1 .2-.-----2------| 60) 30 

~ Pension board of appeals, relative to salaries of .........-..-..-----| 154 | 31 
. Private land claims, reporton Santa Tomas de Yturbide claim, New | wed . 

 Me@XICO we ee eee cee ne cee ne we nee cee cede cee cece eee eens | 196] 33 | 
Public documents, annual report on distribution of ..-.....-...----| 78 30 
Round Valley Reservation, on allotting lands of ..............----- OF | § 25. a 

| Santa Fé, N. Mex., relative to repairing adobe palace at......---.-| 105 | 30. 
| _ Suspended entries of public lands, annual report on ....-..--.---.|. 30 | 2. a 

Trust funds, statement of ...2.. 22-222 cee ee eee eee eee cee eee eeee-| 168). 31 Ss 
' Secretary ot Navy: | cs | | | | : 

-. Communications from— | | : | of co 
_. Navy Department, annual report of contingent expendiiures of -...) 47); 25 | 

| Ey | | onemployés in --.----...-.-.---.) 65 30 
eae ee relative to employment of substitutes in .......) 156 31 

Norfolk navy-yard, relative to...222 .. 22. ewe ee cee eee ee eee eee} 118 rn 
: Painter, F.J., relative to retirement of.,..........-..----ece- ee--| 182 | 33 

Retired officers, list of ...... 022.0. .-- 22 eee eee eee eee eee eee eee] LLL 30 
oe Trust funds, report on...-.- 22-22. 02220222 ee ee eee eee eee eee] 263 33 

Vessels, relative to progress on steel cruisers ....-.-..2--.-2---+---| 185 33 
Washington navy-yard, relative to.ordnance shops in.......-..-..| 139 sl
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: Subjects. . | No. | Vol. — - 

‘Secretary of State: | fo de Communications from— “- Py eb eebe ca Oe — 
Bordeaux International Congress, relative to..............ce.e--2.| 205] 33 - | | Compagnie Générale Transatlantique, relative to claim of.........|. 206). 33. 

- ’ Consular reports, transmitting ...... 22.2.0. 02002 eee eee ee eee eee| 253 33 - 
Crooks, James, relative to claim Of..--.- 2-2 eee eee eee eee} 161) 31 

_ Cutting. A. K., relative to arrest in Mexico of .......--....... ----| S71) 385 Department of State, annual report on expenditures of............} 12]. 20. Foreign mercantile marine, report OD. .--. 2-2. seen eee eee eneeee-| 172). 81 | French spoliation claims, report of Mr. Tuck on......-...-.-......| 194] 33 
’ Holland, on taxation of petroleum Le ; ose : _ 

_ International copyright, diplomatic correspondence relative to ....| 354 30° 
Mexican awards, relative to claims of La Abra Mining Company | | | _ and B. Weil under -.-. 22. 2.0. el eee cen neces oe --..| 274 33 Milk sugar, on manufacture in Switzerland of .................... 188, 33 . Ounalaska (schooner), relative to case of...........0-.-..-..---...| 329] . 35 . Petroleum, relative to taxation by Holland of .....................| 954 33 

_ Pork, on foreign restrictions on importation of -...................| 181 30- . Santos, Julio R., relative to imprisonment in Ecuador of ....... .. .-| 361 35 Sitting Bull, relative to claim of J.L. Lagaré in procuring surren- , A a 35 | State Department, annual report on clerks.in .....................| 52 30 | Substitutes, relative to employment in Executive Departments of .. 160 |. 31 Tonnage duties, diplomatic correspondence relative to.......:.-...| 132 31 co Trust funds: report on..... wee cece eee ee ene ween meee neue} 362> 35 | _ Secretary of Treasury: - 
; Communications from— So - . 

Annual TOPOLt .. 2. eee eee ne eee cee ce cen cece ween wee eee 2 18 | - Alaska, relative to accounts of secretary of..................-.....| 276 33 Andrews, C.C.: relative to reimbursement of ............ weeeeeeed-| B44). BL Appropriations, supplemental estimates for................... -----| 176 33 . : estimates for building at Fort Leavenworth, and of : 7 “ purchase of land at Jeffersonville and Neptune oo , | , Island ....2. 22222222. ee eee eee ce ence eeee| 178 33 
estimates for ensuing fiscal year .......... 22.22. 5 21 

| Attorneys-General, relative to vouchers for cost of portraits of .....| 229 | | 33 | 
Balances, report of balances due to and from United States........| 363 | 35 | 
Bartholdi statue of Liberty, estimate of appropriation for inau- |. -| -) | gurating .---2. 22. ee ee eee eee eee eee eee. | 9A9 33 
Beard, W. H., estimate to pay claim of .... 22-22. 2.2. 22.222 eee eee] 241] 30 

_ Boise City penitentiary, relative to enlarging ...........-........./ B4 80 
Bonaveris, Paul, estimate of appropriation to pay ---- .2.-..-.----.} 198 33 Boston sub-treasnry, relative to payment of silver dollars at .......| 163 31 
Brooklyn, N. Y., relative to increasing cost of public building at...| 129 3k 7 Bureau of Engraving and Printing, relative to improving building 176 31 . 

7 | . Bureau of Labor, estimates of appropriation for...................| » 69 30 
Cadwallader, J. 1*., relative to amount of........-... weueincla cesses 67; 30 

| Cape Orford light, estimate of appropriation for-...............--. 138 31 | 
Capitol grounds, relative to appropriation for improving ..-.-.....) 104) 30. © 
Carson City mint, relative to appropriation for..................-.:| 267 | 33 , _ Census, estimate of appropriation for ................2........-...| 191 33 
Census of Indians, estimate of appropriations for taking ..--...-...| 79° 30 
Central Pacific Railroad, estimates of appropriation to pay trans- | | . 

portation claims of 1865...... 0... 000000 cece ener eee ele eeee | 270 33 
Central Pacific Railroad, estimates to pay mail service.............| 280 33 

| _Chargés d’affaires, estimate of deficiency appropriation for salaries 961 99 
a DL |, : 

Claims, list of claims allowed for which no appropriations made...| 210 33 | 
list of claims allowed under exhausted appropriations....../ 225 33. 
estimate of appropriation for defending suits against United | 

States for ..., 2.2.00 000006200 ee eee ee ce ee 211) °° 33 
_ list of, allowed... 22.2. 202. ee ee eee cee ee eee 294} = 35 | | list of claims allowed by Court of Claims ..-....-..........| 233) 33 : | BOWE «0.000 20. ween nee eect ec cee cane tweearcscensenee! 70] 80 —
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Coal, relative to drawbacks on... 2... 22-22. eee cece cee cccececeeeee| 201] 33... 
Coast survey, annual report of expenditures ....-........-.-... wees} 32) > 25 | 

es . . annual report .....2 2.22. eee cece eee eee | 18 23. 
_ ., + Collectors of customs, relative to suits against..2.....-2. cece cee nee] 148; 31. 

. Commissioners, additional estimates of appropriations for..........| . 204 | BB 
an Consuls, estimate of appropriations for salaries of alien............. 239, BB | 

Corwin, report of ernise.... 22.22. Lee eee ee eee enone --| 153] 32> : 
eas Court of Claims, estimate of appropriations for judgments of...-22.) 275) 338 

_ Cree Indians, estimate for relief of.-.-.. 0.2026 Je. ee cece Cone wwe: 231 330002¢~C02~S” 
__. Crow Indians, relative to appropriation for allotment of lands to...| 53 | 30 a 
~. © - Customs cases, annual report of awards to informers in.............} 14 20. 
oo pelative to revision of laws regulating.......2.2.-../ 43] 25. 

es districts, relative to. non-paying ..-....22...--22 2222. eee. | 238 - 3300 
officers, annual report on emoluments of........-.--2...-..! 664 - 800002~*” | 

Department of Justice, estimate for fitting up building for.........) 189 | 33 | 
Deputy Comptroller of Currency, relative to salary of.:.... ...-...| 103] 30 one 

... Direct tax of 1861, relative to... 22. 02.2. eee eee cece ee nce uese| 158} 31 
-.° District of Columbia, estimate of appropriation for education of fee- EPO 8 ie a . 

See oo Dle-minded children in. ..-2-..2222.22......, 801 30 °° 9 
ogee Sale EP estimates of appropriations for schools in....}' 84]. .30 — oo 
oe  astimate of appropriation for public-school | fo og 

o JE Se ae ee buildings 2.3.02. .02. 00222. eee eee eee | 223 33 Pe 
. .. Fort Douglas, estimate to enlarge ....2...0220 020000 eee nee ceee} 1121 * 31 
ot Fort Hamilton, estimate of appropriation for purchase of ground at | 216 | B88 

. _. Fort Niagara, estimate of appropriation for protecting site of......./. 292] 35 
oa Fortifications, relative to appropriation for armament of........-..| 2594 33. co 
_.... Freedmen’s Hospital, estimate of appropriation for repairs at......) 88! 30 

_ ..- French spoliation claims, estimate of appropriation for securing evi- OP Pes | 
MONCO IN oo ee tee ee ee eee ee eee ee eee ceee| 266 | 33 0 

Galveston, Tex., relative to act for erection of public building at..| 8&5 | 30 7 
~ ... Gondolfo, Cesar, on claim of ...25. 0.000002. e lee ee ceee cwoeeel 74-4 300 
_... Governor’s Island, New York, relative to beacon-light on ..........| 159 Blo 

Grand Island, Mississippi, estimate for erecting light-house at.....| 137 | jl / 
_ Gray’s' Harbor, relative to additional appropriations for light-|- =| = 

Soe ee oo - “ens ” house at wove b eb eevabee es wees cae esse neces cone 98 - 30 o 
relative to appropriation for light-house at. weeees| 65 3800 

Hall of records, recommending erection of. ...... 0.222... eee cone ee 143 | Bl | 
_ Hannibal, Mo., relative to increasing cost of public building at....| 150 — BL. 

_ . - Hendricks, T. A., estimate of appropriation for engraved portraits | |. , : 
Se OB ee eee cee ee Cote nen eee ee Cel Seb ae wap de ude ep need bode ce lh 151); 31 | 

. Hot Springs, Ark., estimates of appropriations for improvement at.| 212 | Bd 
_. . Humboldt Bay, California, relative to removing light-house at....| 91] B00 

. _ Immigration, relative to regulation of ...... 2200000. eee cece eee | 141) 3100 
- ‘Import duties, annual report on refunds of ..........-. .---0.- eee. 16) 20. 2 
— Indian Office, estimate of appropriation for clerical force in ....... | BOF B00 a 

: Interior Department, estimate for reconstructing ‘east wing of |= fo 
building 2.0.02... eee ee eee eee nce neces eweeccecnee| 930] 330 : 

_...» Internal-revenue collectors, relative to commissions to..... -... ----| 1910 [occ ea 
a i ren eee | laws, relative to amending section 12{ == | oS : 

ee : So ms of act of 1879-22220. Lee eee eee eee 149. ° Bl 
_ Jurors’ fees, additional estimates of appropriations for........-....{. 173 |. 33 7 _ Lancaster, R. D., relative to charges against .........-2...........| 860] 35 co | 

~~. Lehman, L., relative to reappraisement of glassware imported by..| 22} - 25 
| + Light-house depot for fourteenth district, relative to an appropria- | : fe ae 

tion for... ee ee cen cece cee cece tee eee| 40) 2. | 
_ Light-houses, estimates of appropriations for repair of. ........-...| 269 |» .383 on 

: Mackinac Indian agency, estimate for compensation of agent at ...| 234}. 33 | : 
~. Mare Island navy-yard, estimate of appropriations for quarters and. pe > 

bed barracks at ..-2. 2. 22s eee ee ce ee ee cee claw ee cece 279 |} BB 
_ Marine Corps, additional estimates of appropriations for...........| 202 | 33 oo 

_ Marine Hospital Service, relative to an additional surgeon-general - a a By 
: ED ee ee eee ee eee eee cece seeeee ceceee cca ecee} 1871-93 5 | 
-. . Minor coin, estimate for transportation Of ........ecece cecace cocece 247 | 33 : 
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Mint, relative 10 salaries of officers of. ...-...---+----+ seccceseccee| 126 31 

” relative to appropriation for.-.....----- -.--++-+++-- weceeeee| 87 300 

-. estimate of appropriation for boilers at Philadelphia ...-....| 273 33 

° Montana, estimate of appropriation for legislative expenses of ....-| 123 | 31 

National Museum, estimate of appropriations for....-.-..---. .----- 291; 35 

. Navajo Reservation, estimate of appropriation for artesian wells on.| 263 33 

. Navy, estimate of appropriation for armament of new cruisers.....|. 215 | 30 

| | Navy Department, estimate to pay carpenters at -...---.---------- 242 od 

. estimate for pay of draftsmen in Bureau of | 

| | Steam Engineering in. ..---...---..--------- | 248 330 

oo estimate of deficiency appropriation for Bureau 

ae of Ordnance..:------ --- eee tee ee eee eee eee eee| 195 33 

_ New Orleans, La., report on moneys seized by military authorities : / 

Ob - nnn cecuce nec cee coccec cece cccres coceee ceecesseecee cece cers} LOL 30 

. New York, estimate of appropriation for an assistant collector at ..| 240 33 

- appraiser’s store, on additional accommodations for.....| 94 30 © 

: : New York barge office, estimate of appropriation for repairing -...-| 220 33° 

New. York post-office, letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to sale . . 

| of O1d Site cece ccc cce cece cece tee cen sew e ee ccc ee tweens ence ceenee| 235 33. 

a New York subtreasury, estimates of appropriations for ..-.-.------| 180 33. | 

oo _ Nickel and copper coins, relative to reissue of.....----. .----+------ 174 330 

| Pacific railroads, on sinking fund for. ..---.----+--------- --++-+--- 44, QB. 

_. Passenger act, relative to .-.--. .----- eee ee neers cee eee reer eens] 72 30 

Paul, Joseph, estimate of appropriation to pay.-..---------+------ 328 35° 

-. Pension building, estimate for an additional floorin......---.-----| 256 33 

_ Philadelphia, Pa., relative to additional watchmen at silver vaults 

Oe AD. cone ccc wce cece ce cece ccc ees cone ceceee ees cweees teeere sere eces| 169 31 

7 Poughkeepsie, N. Y., estimate for approaches to public building at..| 42 25 

Precious metals, annual report on production of...--.------------+ 290 > 36 

Private land claims, estimate of appropriation for surveys in New- . 

Mexico of .----- weno en eee wenn wen tere eee eee ee nee ene tetee: 146 31 

Public buildings, estimate of appropriation for heating apparatus |§ 128) 31 | 

| in Certain ..2. 222. ce eee cee cee ween eee eee eee S58 35 

estimate of appropriations for repair of .----.-----| 113 30 

. . oe 214). 33 

oe estimates of appropriations for repairs of certain. . 217) 33). 

: : | - 218 33 

: Public printing, estimate of deficiency appropriation for...--.------| 222) 33 

Quartermaster’s Department, estimates of appropriations for.....---|) 93) 30 _ 

Receipts and expenditures, annual report for 1882......----.-2062--| 31 27 

- annual report for 1885...--.-----------+| 29 27 

3 | annual report for 1883...-..------------| 365 35. 

Receipts and expenditures and public debt, report on--.----------- 116 |}. 21 

: Register’s Office, estimates of appropriations for ...-2----- eee eee ee! 9D 30 

relative to salaries in. ...../-.-------+------ eee] 99 30 

Rochester, N. Y., relative to appropriation for public building at ..| 236 33 

| Round Valley Indian Agency, estimate of appropriations for -...--.|. 295 | 30 

Seamen, estimate of appropriation for shipping and discharging sea- |. - 

men at Liverpool --..------ --.------- ere ern etree errr 193 ad 

Securities, relative to destruction of mutilated .-.------+++ +++. +--+ 167 31 

Shearman, G. K., relative to claim Of 2. cece ce cece ccc eee teeweeegeees| 262 > 

_ Signal Service, estimate of additional appropriations for ...--,----; 120}. 3h 

ae ' Silver balances, relative to statement of. ..----.----- -----+ +--+ --+2] 64 — 30 

—_ Silver dollars, estimate of appropriation for storage and transporta- | © | , 

tion Of... 2. 22s ete eee eee eee ence rer 142 31 

| ; relative to cirenlation of ...-2..---+2----2- eee eeeee | ]00), 3Q 

- Sinking fund, amount applied to ..--...----------+--2+ cet rte 66 | 3Q 

| | Sioux Indians, estimate to pay claims of Red Gloud and Read Leaf |. _ a 

bands of. ...--. 2. eee) eee ce tee ee eee eee etre rene 35 25 | 

State Department, estimate of appropriation for printing and binds; |. | 

| ing for ....- 222-22 cee eee e eee ee ee es ee eeee ees eernssesere 86 3Q 

Statistical abstract, annual report 0) re oo 26 29 

Steam-boilers, relative to laws governing construction Of ..-+-, weed D9 84
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a Steam-vessels, relative to appointment of watchmen on........--..) 63) 30. 
OE . - relative to amending laws for inspection of.....-...) 359 | 35 

 §tills, relative to paying drawbacks on exports of...-.....---.----| 46 250. | 
Substitutes, on employment ...... 0... ..2--. -2. 2-20 eee eee eee eee) 166} Bl | | 

... Surveyor-general of Arizona, relative to salary of ....-...6..--..--.-| 106 30. | 
| Tariff, relative to revision Of... 22.22.22. eee oe eee ee eee eee eee) LAT 31 

Tariff act of 1883, questions arising under.-...........--.-2-222---| 68 380 a 
.... Testing-machine, estiinate of appropriation for........-...----....| 73 |. 30 | | 

Thomas, Thomas, relative to refunding fine to......-.-...---------| 258) 33. | 
‘Tokio, Japan, estimate of appropriation to pay rental of legation . 

- puildimgs ate. lee. ee ee ee eee en ee cee eee eee wee} 213 BB 
Treasury building, estimate of appropriation to improve sanitary : a | 

— . Gondition of 2.2. eee ee ee ee ee ce ee cee eee eee ee 219 | 383 
| -. Treasury Department, annual report on contingent expenditures; |. aE 

. Q ° poe Of ool eee eee eee ce ee ee ee ee eee eee} LO] 20 | oe 

. oo : «estimate of deficiency appropriation for | | 
| a | custodians and janitors in ...........----| 199 330022 
om  egtimate of appropriations for printing for..| 95 | 30_ 

| — : relative to applying unexpended appropria- | . 
os ae _ tions to deficiencies in. ...2-..2-.-..2.22-) 237 33 

anne —. recommending additional clerk in disburs- | - . , 
o | Be a ing office of... 2... 022 ee eee eee ee eee} 2605) 837 

Trust funds, report on..-.-- 22220222 222. ee eee eee cece eee eee eee | 293 | 35 
-. Two Harbors, Minn., estimate for light station at -..-....-...----.; 203 |. 33 

Utah, estimate for furniture for office of governor of.....-...-.----| 257 33 
- War claims, list of those allowed under act of July 4, 1865. .......) 34 "25 | 

_... Wichita, Kans., relative to appropriation for public building at ...| 208} 38 . 
Witness and juror fees, estimate of deficiency apprapriation for....) 244 | © 33 . 

>. Wyoming penitentiary, relative to enlarging .........-..-----..---| 157, 31 
Secretary of War: 6 6 8 | _ : ay | 

a ‘Communications from— —_. : | : aoe : 
| Army, annual report on expenditure of contingent fund of.........). 77 | 30. | 

. Army and Navy hospital at Hot Springs, relative to......-.........| 296 35 | 
Army transportation, relative to appropriation for ........-.-..---; 192. 33 ee 

.. Artillery school, relative to erecting building for 22.2... .2.--.-20.) U7L) BL 
’ ps relative to pay of enlisted men employed at....-..) 108 BO 

, Artillery light batteries, relative to organization of........----....| d15 | 30 , 
| Balances, report of balances on books of War Department.....-.../ 133) 41 

7 Block Island, relative to submarine cable at .----...-..--.---.---.| 197 33 
- . Boston Harbor, relative to repairing sea-wall in...... 2.22... ------]. 136 | 31 oo 

| District of Columbia water supply, relative to appropriation for...|. 39 2Q0500°0¢~¢0°—~C— 
Fort Brady, relative. to sale of ..-2.. .. 2-2. - 22-2. eee ne cee eee eee eee! 81 30 
Fort Leavenworth, relative to encroachment of river at...........| 121 31 . 
Fort Monroe, plans and estimates for permanent wharf at ..-......) 28] 25 
Fort Porter, estimate for rebuilding. ...-.. 2.2... -----. +20. se----) 130 | 31 

: ' Great Falls, on fishways at... 2... ee eee eee tbe eee eee eee eee | QTR 33 
- Green and Barren River Navigation Compan‘, relative to purchas- | _ ue 

Ing franchises of... 0.22. cone eee eee ce eet cece cee ee eens} 152]. 31 
Hennepin Canal, surveys of routes for ........-22. -.-----2---25-.) 117) 30 | 

| Leavenworth military prison, relative to application of appropria- | . — | ee | 
Sion for co. eee ee ee ce ee cee ne wee eee cece cece wwee wees! 200} 33. 

Mileage, relative to 2.022... eee eee ee eee cece ee ee ewe weeeees| 134 24 
Military Academy, estimate of appropriations for..............----| 119 | 31 

_ Military Academy, relative to appropriations for ...............-..| 135 31 -_ 
-» . . Mississippi River Commission, supplemental report of-.............) 38]. 25 | 
~.. Missouri River Commission, report of .-........ 2222-2 .-eee.-e-e--.) 41]. 25 | 

| _. Oleott Harbor, New York, estimate for repairs at.........-...-.--.| 228. 30 | 
Produce Exchange building, New York, relative to purchase of, for | _ a 
ALMY USO .-.. 2 ee cee cee lee eee ce ee ee eee cee eee ewe ee! 18 20 Ms 

Z Public parks in District of Columbia, relative to regulations for....| 144] 31. , 
_ Rivers and harbors, report on survey of Saco River, Maine........| 37 2000 °°, 

a report on survey of Muskingum River.........| | 48 25 | 
| - 2 . - relative to appropriations for..,+¢-.-re-+-+---| 372 | 38 |
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Rivers and harbors, survey of Saugatuck.....2 2.022. scene eeeee--| 76 30 
survey of Arkansas River.......--.....-..----| 90] 30 ~— - 

, ; survey of Waeissa River, Florida -......:.....| 82] 30 
. . survey of Pascagoula River, Florida ..........| 83 30 

improvement of Galveston Harbor............| | 85 30 
| improvement of Santee River, South Carolina.| 114; 30 

So Saint Mary’s Fall Canal, relative to improving.........-....1.....| 61 30 
| Signal Service, memorial of enlisted men relative to commutations.| 297 35 

relative to appropriations for......................| 248] 33 

relative to estimates of appropriations for......-... ue 3 | 

Signal Service, map, relative to claim of American Graphic Com- | 
pany for publishing ....-.2--. 2... 22. cele eee eee cee eee eens | 188 (383 

South Pass, Mississippi River, relative to appropriations for con- | | 
| oe tinuing examinations of ..........| 75 30 

relative to regulations for using ....| 58] 30 | 
Substitutes, on employment of...... 22.2220. cee k ee wee cece eee eee] 165 31 

7 Trust funds, report on....-. 2222-2 22 e eee eee eens cee eee nee] 278 | 33 
War Department, annual report on contingent expenditures of .... 8} 20 

_ War Department library, relative'to binding for...................] 268 33° 
__. Willets Point, N. Y., plans and estimates for buildings at .........] 25 20 
Securities, letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to destructionof mu- . 

tilated 2. 2... cee ee ce cee ene ce eee eee eee ee eee e ee cece eeeecel 167} 31 
, Shearman, George K., report of Secretary of Treasury on claim of-.....| 262 33 

Shipping fees, message of President relative to House bill 4838 to abol- | _ oe 
_ ish certain ...... 222-2. eee eee eee ees ween eee tee eee nee ee| 277 33 
Signal Service, estimate of additional appropriations for...............| 120° 3l 

letter of Secyetary of War relative to estimates of ap- § 92 30 
. _propriations for......--...222-. 222 e eee eee eee eee eee [0 175” do 

OO letter of Secretary of War relative to appropriations for.| 248 | 33 | 
. memorial of enlisted men relative to commutation for fo | 
° fueland quarters.......222. 2.22222 cee eee een ee eee ee] 297 300 

. report of Secretary of War on claim of American Graphic | 
Company against 2.2.2... 22 oe eee eee cee eee wee e ee wees] 183 33 

Silver. (See Coins and Coinage.) | oe | . +t 
_  - Sinking Fund. (See Debt of United States.) , ; 

- Sioux Indians. (See Indians.) oo So, a . | 
- Sitting Bull (Indian), letter of Secretary of State relative to claim of |. - 

J. L. Legaré in securing surrender of... 2.222.222.2000 02-222 ee eee enon] 856 35 
Swith, Abigail, message of President vetoing bill CH. R. 3019) increas- | 
Ing pension Of... 0.2.2... ee ee ee ee eee cee cee ee eee eneeeee| 227]. 33 

os _ South American Commission, report of.. 2... 2.2... 0-2 eee cee ee wee ene 50 25 
| South Pass. (See Mississippi River.) 

| Springfield, Mo., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 1391) to erect 
public building at......-. 22.2. 22. ee ee ce ee eee eee ee ee| 364] 35 

Stapleton, Robert H., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 4797) to - . a 
PENSION .- 4-2. eee eee ee ee ee eee eee ee eee cere et eee] 343 - 300 

oo Starr, William H., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 6718) to pen-'| 
SION .. 002 ee een ee eee ee ees cen seen ee vec mes cone cece uceeee.| 298} > 35 

State. Department. (See Department of State)......2. 00.222 es ween ne] . 
Statistical abstract, annual report of........2. 2.2222 000. ee eee ene ee eel 26 25. 

- Steam vessels, letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to appointment | 
of watchmen on....-...------22. 2-2-0 e- eee eenee--e-| 63} 80 

- letter of Secretary of Treasury to amending laws for in- ns 
spection Of... -2 22.222. eee ees cece ee cece eee weees| 359 | 35 

. letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to laws governing | . 
construction of boilers for .........-....-.-....---.---| BS 30 

Steward, Jackson, message of President vetoing bill(H. R.7979)topen-| = |. 
SION 22-22. eee eek cee ee nee cee meee cece ee cnc eee cence cece} B21. 35 

Stills, letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to drawbacks on exports | - 95 
a 46}... 

Switzerland, report of Secretary of State on manufacture. of milk-sugar i 33 
UD oo ee ee ee ee ce eee eee cee ee eee ence cece eeentececcee! 188. 

Symons, Thomas, letter of Attorney-General relative to claim of....,..-| 177 5]
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_ ariff. (See Import duties.) > . - oo 
Taylor, John, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 3826) to pen- , | 

EE <3 0) | nS M7 5) 
Testing machine. (See Iron and steel tests.) ~ | 7 

| Thomas, ‘Thomas, letter of Secretary of Treasury relative to refunding |. _ ne 
FINE FO Leek ce een cee cag eee eee ee cee cee ee cee eee eee eee ee ewes] 208 330 CO; 

.  . Tiller, C..W., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 4002) to pension | . 288 30 
Tillman, Hezekiah, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 7614) to | | 

a inerease pension Of... 2-2 2.22. Leek - ce eee ween eee eee ee eee eee ence] 307 300 
- Tobacco, report of Secretary of State on taxation by Holland of exports | . ' 9 39 

‘ Of 2 ok ee cc ee cw ene cee eee ee een cence new ne enw n ce ancccs toncasas AT : 

| Tokio, Japan, estimate of appropriation for rental of legation buildings 913. 39 Be 
AG eee ee er oe ee ce cee eee ce ee ce ee cece emcee weet 

- Tonnage duties, report of Secretary of State on claims of foreign Gov- | — — 
ernments relative tO 2... 02.22. eee ee ce eee ce ens cee w ee ceeeee scence} LBZ] 31 : 

‘Travers, Alice E., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 6752) to pen- . | 
0 SLOT Le ee eee cee eee cen ec eee eee e eee eens ew wweccecceee| S23] = 35. 

‘Treasury Department, annual report on contingent expenditures of ....| 10 20 
| _. estimate of deficiency appropriations for custo- | . 

7 - oe . dians and janitors in... 22.2 .2..2.-02------| 199] 9 33 | 
oe estimate of appropriation for improving sanitary | _ oo | 

: Condition Of...... 0.222. eee cee eee eee eee eee} 219 | 33 
OC | + estimate of appropriations for printing for ......| 95 30 - 

’ letter of Secretary relative to salaries in Regis- . - 
_ pop . ter’s Office... eee ee ee eee eee ewneeeee| ODI 30 | | 

CO _., letter of Secretary relative to applying unex-| | | a 
i te eS - pended appropriations to deficiencies..........| 237 33 
a _ letter of Secretary relative to salary of Deputy | 

: - Comptroller of Currency ......-......-s2..-.--.| 103. 30 . 
ce | letter of Secretary recommending additional clerk | mo 

- in disbursing office of..........2.....-.....-.-| 260 33 
| Trust funds, report of Secretary of Navy on...2 22. :c cece cee ee wenn woee| 264) 9 33 . 

, Attorney-General on...... 22... 2 eee. ee eee eee -| 271 33 | 
| - . Secretary of War on ...... 2... --0.- 22-2. ween eens] 278 33 - 

me -  Postmaster-General on.... 22-2. 2... .ece0e eee---| 330 35 
- | Secretary of. Interior on ...-...,....---.---..----| 168 | 31 | 

| | Secretary of State on...... 222. eee. ween ee eee -| 362 35 
oe | Secretary of Treasury on .----...-.-..-.-2...-.-| 293 |. 35 oe 
. Tuttle, Joseph, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 7109) to pen- | | a ‘ 

SION 22 ee cee co ee we eee ce eee ence tweens cece cce.| 308 85 a 
Two Harbors, Minnesota, estimate for light station.at ....2....2.2..2..| 208 33° 

 . Utah, estimate for furniture for office of governor of.........---....--.| 257 33 

_ Van Etten, Mary A., message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 6170) to | oe 
Pension - 02. eee ee eee ee ee eee cece ce ene Lecce eeeceeeecnee| 326] 35> ° 

-  Waeissa River, Florida, report of engineers on survey of....-........--| 82 30 
Wagon roads. (See Oregon.) 7 , . | 

| War Department, annual report on contingent expenditures...-........[ 8 20- 
| | letter of Secretary of War relative to binding for | a 

oS Oe  dibrary of. 22.0. eee ee ee ee eee eee ene e eee | 268 33 -¢ 
: : _ report of balances due to and from United States on a ee : 

: 2 books of .... 1.2.2.2 2-25 ee eee cee eee eee eee eee] 188 30 a 
Washington navy-yard, report of Secretary of Navy on ordnance shops | SO 

MD ee ee ee ce eee eee cee eee ce cee nee bene cee cee cee cee cece weewceee! 139° 30 © 
Weil, Benjamin, report of Secretary of State on claim of ......2.......] 284 35 _— 
West, Sallie, message of President vetoing bill (H. R. 7222) to pension.| 313 |. 35 
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_ Wichita, Kans., letter of Secretary of Treasury relative # appropria- |. _ | 
: tion for building Ob... ee ee ee ee ee cee wee tee cee ene eeees | 208 | 33 

Willets Point, New York, plans and estimates for buildings at..-......; 251) °° 2 
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Un MESSAGE. a or 

-To- the Congress of the United States: — ve | e | 
-. Your assembling is clouded by a sense of public bereavement,caused = 

by the recent and sudden death of Thomas A. Hendricks, Vice-Presi- 
dent of the United States. His distinguished public services, hiscom- == 
plete integrity and devotion to every duty, and his persoual virtues | ms 

__-will find honorable record in his country’s history. EB 
_ Ample and repeated proofs of the esteem and confidence in which he — 
was held by his fellow-countrymen were manifested by his election to | 

Offices of the most important trust and highest dignity; and atlength, = =— 
- full of years and honors, he has been laid at rest amid universal SOrrow 

and benediction. : oe a | es fs 

- The Constitution which requires those chosen to legislate for the 
__ people to annually meet m the discharge of their solemn trust, also’ 

requires the President to give to Congress information of the state of | 
- the Union and recommend to their consideration such measures as. he es 
shall deem necessary and expedient. At the threshold ofacompliance | 
with these constitutional directions, it is well for us to bear in mind that | 

_ our usefulness to the people’s interests will be promoted by a constant  —’ 
appreciation of the scope and. character of our respective duties as _ 

_ they relate to Federal legislation. While the Executive may recom- | 
_ mnend such measures as he shall deem expedient, the responsibility for. 
_ legislative action must and should rest upon those selected by the 

_ people to make theirlaws. —s_ | i oe 7 
oe | Contemplation of the grave and responsible functions assigned to the . 

respective branches of the Government under the Constitution, will dis- 
close the partitions of power between our respective Departments and 

_ their necessary independence, and also the need for the exercise of all 
__ the power entrusted to each, in that spirit of comity and co-operation == 

_ which is essential to the proper fulfillment of the -patriotic obligations 
_ which rest upon us as faithful servants of the people. oe 

_ ‘The jealous watchfulness of our constituencies, great and small,sup- 
_ plements their suffrages, and before the tribunal they establish every ° 

public servant should be judged. > ge way 
| It is gratifying to announce that the relations of the United States - 

with all foreign powers continue to be friendly. Our position after ss 
_ nearly a.century of successful constitutional government, maintenance _ Se 

_. of good faith in all our engagements, the avoidance of complications === 
with other nations, and our consistent and amicable attitude toward = —™ 
the strong and weak alike, furnish proof of a political disposition which — / | oe eo : LI
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renders professions of good will unnecessary. There are no questions _ 
of difficulty pending with any foreign government. Ee 

| The Argentine Government has revived the long dormant question __ 
of the Falkland Islands, by claiming from the United States indemnity — 
for their logs, attributed to the action of the commander of the sloop- 
of-war Lexington in breaking up a piratical colonv on those. islands in - 

- 1831, and their subsequent. occupation by Great Britain. In view of 

| the ample justification for the act of the Lexington and the derelict 
_ condition of the islands before and after their alleged occupation by 

Argentine colonists this Government considers the claim as wholly | 
| groundless. | | : | be 

Question has arisen with the Government of Austria-Hungary touch- 

ing the representation of the United States at Vienna. Having,under 
my constitutional prerogative, appointed an estimable citizen of unim- 

> peached probity and competence as minister at that court, the Gov- 

ernment of Austria-Hungary invited this Government to take cogni- 

_ zance of certain exceptions, based upon allegations against the personal 

acceptability of Mr. Keiley, the appointed envoy, asking that, in view 
thereof, the appointment should be withdrawn. The reasons advanced — 

were such as could not be acquiesced in, without violation of my oath 

of office and the precepts of the Constitution, since they necessarily in- 
volved a limitation in favor of a foreign government upon the right of | 
selection by the Executive, and required such an application of a re- 
ligious test as a qualification for office under the United States as 

would have resulted in the practical disfranchisement of alarge class __ 
| of our citizens and the abandonment of a vital principle in our Govern- 

- ment. The Austro-Hungarian Government finally decided not to re- 
ceive Mr. Keiley as the envoy of the United States, and that gentleman 

has since resigned his commission, leaving the post vacant. I have 

-. made no new nomination, and the interests of this Government at 

, Vienna are now in the care of the secretary of legation, acting as 
chargé @’affaires ad interim. ee ; 

Early in March last, war broke out in Central America, caused by 

| the attempt of Guatemala to consolidate the several states into a single 

~ government. In these contests between our neighboring states the 

United States forebore to interfere actively, but lent the aid of their 

‘friendly offices in deprecation of war and to promote peace and concord 

among the belligerents, and by such counsel contributed importantly _ 
to the restoration of tranquillity in that locality. = | oh - 

Emergencies growing out of civil war in the United States of Colom- | 

| bia demanded of the Government at the beginning of this administra- 

tion the employment of armed forces to fulfillits guaranties under the 
thirty-fifth article of the treaty of 1846, in order to keep the transit
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open across the Isthmus of Panama. Desirous of exercising only the _ | 
powers expressly reserved to us. by the treaty, and mindful of the =| 

... rights of Colombia, the forces sent to the Isthmus were instructed to. | 

- confine their action to “positively and efficaciously” preventing the — 

transit and its accessories from being “interrupted or-embarrassed.” — a 
The execution of this delicate and responsible task necessarily in- 

~ volved police control where the local authority was temporarily power- 

_ Jess, but always in aid of the sovereignty of Colombia. vies hoy 

Phe prompt and successful fulfillment of its duty by this Government 
-- was. highly appreciated by the Government of Colombia, and has been 

followed by expressions of its satisfaction, = 
_. High praise is due to the officers and men engaged in this service. - 

_. The restoration of peace on the Isthmus by the re-establishment of : 
_. the constituted government there being thus accomplished, the forces oe 

of the United States were withdrawn, = OR 
Pending these occurrences a question of much importance was pre- __ . 

_ sented by decrees of the Colombian Government, proclaiming the = = 
closure of certain ports then in the hands of insurgents, and declar- 
ing vessels held by the revolutionists to be piratical and liable to Ee 

. Capture by. any | power. To neither of these propositions could the see 
- United States assent. An effective closure of ports not in the pos-. : 

_ gession of the government, but held by hostile partisans, could not 
be recognized; neither could the vessels of insurgents against the = = 

legitimate sovereignty be deemed hostes humani generis within the _ 
- precepts of international law, whatever might be the definition and 

- penalty of their acts. under the municipal law of the state against — a 
_-whose authority they were in revolt: The denial by this Gov- 
ernment of the Colombian propositions did not, however, imply the - 
admission of a belligerent status.on the part of the insurgents. | - 

_~. The Colombian Government has expressed its willingness to nego- | 
 tiate conventions for the adjustment by arbitration of claims by foreign 2 

- citizens arising out of the destruction of the city of Aspinwall by the = 
_. imsurrectionary forces. 8 oh iy bets mee 

. The interest of the United States in a practicable transit for ships 
across the strip of land separating the Atlantic from the Pacifichas = = 
been repeatedly manifested during thelasthalfcentury, = = | 
My immediate predecessor caused to be negotiated with Nicaragua a a 

- treaty for the construction, by and at the sole cost of the United States, | 
of a canal through Nicaraguan territory, and laid it before the Senate. - 

‘Pending the action of that body thereon, I withdrew the treaty for 
-- re-examination. Attentive consideration of its provisions leads meto > 

withhold it from resubmission to the Senate. Se 
Maintaining, as I do, the tenets of a line of precedents from Wash- 

ington’s day, which proscribe entangling alliances with foreign states,
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I do not favor a policy of acquisition of new and distant territory or | 
- the incorporation of remote interests with our own. - Oy 

The laws of progress are vital and organic, and we must be conscious 
a of that irresistible tide of commercial expansion which, as the concomi- 

tant of our active civilization, day by day, is being urged onward by | 
those increasing facilities of production, transportation, and commu- 
nication to which steam and electricity have given birth; but our duty | 
in the present instructs us to address ourselves mainly to the develop- 
ment of the vast resources of the great. area committed to our charge, 

and to the cultivation of the arts of peace within our own borders, 
- though jealously alert in preventing the American hemisphere from . 

| _ being involved in the political problems and complications of distant _ 
governments. ‘Therefore, Iam unable to recommend propositions in-— 

volving paramount privileges of ownership or right outside of ourown 
territory, when coupled with absolute and unlimited engagements to _ 

defend the territorial integrity of the state where such interests lie. 

While the general project of connecting the two oceans by means of a 

canal is to be encouraged, I am of opinion that any scheme to that end 
to. be considered with favor should be free from the features alluded to. 

/ The Tehuantepec route is declared, by engineers of the highest re- 
pute and by competent scientists, to afford an entirely practicable 

‘transit for vessels and cargoes, by means of a ship-railway, from the 

Atlantic to the Pacific. The obvious advantages of such a route, if 

feasible, over others more remote from the axial lines of traffic between 
Europe and the Pacific, and, particularly, between the valley of the 

| Mississippi and the western coast of North and South America, are 
deserving of consideration. — ke So 

Whatever highway may be constructed across the barrier dividing 
the two greatest maritime areas of the world must be for the world’s _ 
benefit, a trust for mankind, to be removed from the chance of domina- . 

_ tion by any single power, nor become a point of invitation for hostilities _ 

| or a prize for warlike ambition. An engagement combining the con- 

_ struction, ownership, and operation of such a work by this Government, 

| with an offensive and defensive alliance for its protection, with the for- _ 

eign state whose responsibilities and rights we would share, is, in my 

. judgment, inconsistent with such dedication to universal and neutral — 

--- ase, and would, moreover, entail measures for its realization beyond 
the scope of our national polity or present means. oe 

The lapse of years has abundantly confirmed the wisdom and foresight 

of those earlier administrations which, long before the conditions of mari- _ 
_ time intercourse were changed and enlarged by the progress of the age, 

: proclaimed the vital need of interoceanic transit across the American | 

Isthmus and consecrated it in advance to the common useof mankind by 
their positive declarations and through the formal obligation of treaties. 
Toward such realization the efforts of my administration will be applied, 

ever bearing in mind the principles on which it must rest, and which
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. . were declared in no uncertain tones by Mr. Cass, who, while Secretary 

of State, in 1858, announced that “What the United States want in | . 

- Central America, next to the happiness of its people, is the security . 

and neutrality of the interoceanic routes which lead through it.” 

‘The construction of three transcontinental lines of railway allin suc- 

cessful operation, wholly within our territory and uniting the Atlantic 

and the Pacific Oceans, has been accompanied by results of a most. | 

interesting and impressive nature, and has created new conditions, not 

jn the routes of commerce only, but in political geography, which 

powerfully: affect our relations toward, and necessarily increase our | 

interests in, any transisthmian route which may be opened and em-- 

ployed for the ends of peace and traffic, or, in other contingencies, for 

“ yseginimical to both. ss | en eee 

Transportation is a factor in the cost of commodities scarcely second | 

to that of their production, and weighs as heavily upon the consumer. == 

Our experience already has proven the great importance of having — a 

| the competition between land carriage and water carriage fully de- 

veloped, each acting as a protection to the public against the tenden- | 

gies to monopoly which are inherent in the consolidation of wealth and = ~ 
- power in the hands of vast corporations, = 
- -'These suggestions may serve to emphasize what I have already said 

on the score of, the necessity of a neutralization of any interoceanic 

transit; and this can only be accomplished by making the uses of the one 

route open to all nations and subject to the ambitions and warlike _ | 

~~ necessities of none. ee EM oe” | noe | 

| ‘The drawings and report of a recent survey of the Nicaragua Canal 

route, made by Chief Engineer Menocal, will be communicated for your 
information, ee eer eh ts 

~ The claims of citizens of the United States for losses by reason of the 

late military operations of Chile in Peru and Bolivia are the subject 

of negotiation for a claims convention with Chile, providing for their _ | 

submission to arbitration. oe Oe ME 

The harmony of our relations with China is fully sustained. - 

_-_In the application of the acts lately passed to execute the treaty of = 

. 1880, restrictive of the immigration of Chinese laborers into the United ts 

- States, individual cases of hardship have occurred beyond the power of ' 

the Executive to remedy, and calling for judicial determination. | 

The condition of the Chinese question in the Western States and Ter- => 

| ritories is, despite this restrictive legislation, far from being satisfactory. : 

~The recent outbreak in Wyoming Territory, where numbers of unoffend-_ 

ing. Chinamen, indisputably within the protection of the treaties and the 
law, were murdered by a mob, and the still more recent threatened out- 
break of the same character in Washington Territory, are fresh in the — 

minds of all, and there is apprehension lest the bitterness of feeling oe 

against the Mongolian race on the Pacific slope. may find vent in simi-
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lar lawless demonstrations. All the power of this Government should be __ 
exerted to maintain the amplest good faith toward China in the treat- _ 

. ment of these men, and the inflexible sternness of the law in bringing __ 
the wrong-doers to justice should be insisted upon. Oo 

Every effort has been made by this Government to prevent these 
violent outbreaks and to aid the representatives of China in their in-_ 
vestigation of these outrages; and it is but just to say that they are 

| traceable to the lawlessness of men not citizens of the United States | 
engaged in competition with Chinese laborers. . 

| Race prejudice is the chief factor in originating these disturbances, 
and it exists in a large part of our domain, jeopardizing our domestic © 
peace and the good relationship we strive to maintain with China. | 

| | The admitted right of a government to prevent the influx of ele- 
ments hostile to its internal peace and security may not be questioned, 
even where there is no treaty stipulation on the subject. That the | 
exclusion of Chinese labor is demanded in other countries where like 

| conditions prevail is strongly evidenced in the Dominion of Canada, 
_ Where Chinese immigration is now regulated by laws more exclusive 

| than our own. If existing laws are inadequate to compass the end in 
| view, I shall be prepared to give earnest consideration to any further 

remedial measures, within the treaty limits, which the wisdom of Con- 
gress may devise. . : | 

The Independent State of the Congo has been organized as a govern- 
ment, under the sovereignty of His Majesty the King of the Belgians, 
who assumes its chief magistracy in his personal character only, without _ 
making the new State a dependency of Belgium. It is fortunate that | 

| a benighted region, owing all it has of quickening civilization to the __ 
beneficence and philanthropic spirit of this monarch, should have the 

7 advantage and security of his benevolent supervision. : 
_ . The action taken by this Government last year in being the first to 

recognize the flag of the International Association of the Congo has 
) been followed by formal recognition of the new nationality which suc- | 

ceeds to its sovereign powers. Be | 3 
A conference of delegates of the principal commercial nations was 

_ held at Berlin last winter to discuss methods whereby the Congo Basin 
might be kept open to the world’s trade. Delegates attended on be- - 

| half of the United States on the understanding that their part should 
_ be merely deliberative, without imparting to the results any binding 
character, so far as the United States were concerned. This reserve 
was due to the indisposition of this Government to share in any dis- 
posal by an international congress of jurisdictional questions in remote. 
foreign territories. The results of the conference were embodied in a. 
formal act of the nature of an international convention, which laid down 
certain obligations purporting to be binding on the signatories, subject 
to ratification within one year. Notwithstanding the reservation under
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_ which the delegates of the United States attended, their signatures 
were attached to the general act in the same manner as those of the — 

_ -plenipotentiaries of other governments, thus making the United States / 
appear, without reserve or qualification, as signatories to a joint inter- — - 

| national engagement imposing on the signers the conservation of the 

_ territorial integrity of distant regions where we have no established ==> 
_ interests or vontrol. : ns oh : | ea 

-. This Government does not, however, regard its reservation of lib- 
| erty of action in the premises as at all impaired; and holding that an. | 

engagement to share in the obligation of enforcing neutrality in the a 

remote valley of the Congo would be an alliance whose responsibilities = 
we are not in a position to assume, I abstain from asking the sanction 
of the Senate to that general act. — ERS oe 

- The correspondence will be laid before you, and the instructive and - 
interesting report of the agent sent by this Government to the Congo = * 

country, and his recommendations for the establishment of commercial | 
agencies on the African coast are also submitted for your consideration. | 

The commission appointed by my predecessor last winter to visitthe 

Central and South American countries and report on the methods of 
enlarging the commercial relations of the United States therewith has 

_ submitted reports, which will be laid before you; = —ss—‘—sts—S 

No opportunity has been omitted to testify the friendliness of this | 
_ Government toward Corea, whose entrance into the family of treaty ky 

-_- powers the United States were the first to recognize. Iregard with 
favor the application made by the Corean Government to be allowed 

~ to employ American officers as military instructors, to which the assent _ 
_ of Congress becomes necessary, and I am happy to say this request has _ 

the concurrent sanction of China and Japan. Se Oe ys 

The arrest and imprisonment of Julio R. Santos, a citizen of the =—s_ 
- _ United States, by the authorities of Ecuador, gave rise to a contention ss 

with that government, in which his right to be released or tohave a __ 
_ speedy and impartial trial on announced charges and with all guaran- = - 

ties of defense stipulated by treaty was insisted upon by us. After 
| an elaborate correspondence and repeated and earnest representations - 

on our part Mr. Santos was, after an alleged trialand conviction,eventu- 
ally included in a general decree of amnesty and pardoned by the Ecua-- 

_ dorian Executive and released, leaving the question of his American = 
citizenship denied by the Ecuadorian Government but insisted upon _ 

_ by ourown, ee ee 
| The amount adjudged by the late French and American ClaimsCom- 

_ mission to be due from the United States to French claimantsonac- 
count of injuries.suffered by them during the war of secession, having 

| been appropriated by the. last Congress, has been duly paid to the 
French Government. ~~ | oe oe a
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- The act of February 25, 1885, provided for a preliminary search ot 
| the records of French prize courts for evidence bearing on the claims _ 

| of American citizens against France for spoliations committed prior to. 
1801. The duty has been performed, and the report of the agent will 

be laid before you. | . Se ee eee ee 

| I regret to say that the restrictions upon the importation of our pork 

_— into France continue, notwithstanding the abundant demonstration of _ 

the absence of sanitary danger in its use; but I entertain strong hopes» 

that, with a better understanding of the matter, this vexatious pro- _ 
| hibition will be removed. It would be pleasing to be able tosay as 

much with respect to Germany, Austria, and other countries, where 

| such food-products are absolutely excluded, without present prospect 
: of reasonable change. = es | 

: ‘The interpretation of our existing treaties of naturalization by Ger- 
many during the past year has attracted attention by reason of an ap- 

. - parent tendency on the part of the Imperial Government to extend the € | 

scope of the residential restrictions to which returning naturalized cit- 
-_ izens of German origin are asserted to be liable under the laws of the - | 

| empire. The temperate and just attitude taken by this Government 

- with regard to this class of questions will doubtless lead to a satisfac- 
| tory understanding. | | oe | 

oo The dispute of Germany and Spain relative to the domination of the 
Caroline Islands has attracted the attention of this Government, by 

| . reason of extensive interests of American citizens having grown up in 

a those parts during the past thirty years, and because the question of 

| ownership involves jurisdiction of matters affecting the status of our | 

citizens under civil and criminal law. Whilst standing wholly aloof 

from the. proprietary issues raised between powers to both of which — 

| the United States are friendly, this Government expects that nothing 

in the present contention shall unfavorably affect our citizens carrying 

on a peaceful commerce or there domiciled, and has so informed the | 

Governments of Spain and Germany. © \ | | . — 

The marked good will between the United States and Great Britain 

~ has been maintained during the past year. | 7: 7 | 

| The termination of the fishing clauses of the treaty of Washington, 

in pursuance of the joint resolution of March 3, 1883, must have resulted 

— in the abrupt cessation on the 1st of July of this year, in the midst _ 

| of their ventures, of the operations of citizens of the United States 

’ engaged in fishing in British-American waters, but for a diplomatic 

understanding reached with Her Majesty’s Government in June last, 

| _ whereby assurance was obtained that no interruption of those opera: 

tions should take place during the current fishing season,
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In the interest of good neighborhood and of the commercial inter. — | 
course of adjacent communities, the question of the North American _ : 

-. fisheries is one of much importance. Following out the intimation — 
given by me when the extensory arrangement above described was oo 

_ negotiated, I recommend that the Congress provide for the appoint- | 
-_ ment of a commission in which the Governments of the United States ss 

and Great Britain shall be respectively represented, charged with the | 

' _eonsideration and settlement, upon a just, equitable, and honorable — 
_. basis, of the entire question of the fishing rights of the two Govern- a 

_, ments and their respective citizens on the coasts of the United States 
_ and British North America. The fishing interests being intimately re. 

lated to other general questions dependent upon contiguity and inter- s 

- eourse, consideration thereof, in all their equities, might also properly | 
come within the purview of such a commission, and the fullest latitude - 
of expression on both*sides should be permitted. . ne ee 

__ The correspondence in relation to the fishing rights will be submitted. = 

ou The Arctic exploring steamer Alert, which was generously given by | 
- Her Majesty’s Government to aid in the relief of the Greely expedition, = 

was, after the successful attainment of that humane purpose, returned _ 
- to Great Britain, in pursuance of the authority conferred by the act of | 

— March 83,1885. OO | | 

The inadequacy of the existing engagements for extradition between | 
_ the United States and Great Britain has been long apparent.’ The | 

tenth article of the Treaty of 1842, one of the earliest compacts in this © . | 
regard entered into by us, stipulated for surrender in respect of a limited | 

.. number of offenses. Other crimes, no less inimical to the social welfare, _ 
should be embraced, and the procedure of extradition brought in har- 

- mony with present international practice. Negotiations with Her | 
Majesty’s Government for an enlarged treaty of extradition have been __ 

' pending since 1870, and I entertain strong hopes that a satisfactory 
result may be soon attained. ss” | — | 

_ The frontier line between Alaska and British Columbia, as defined by — 
the treaty of cession with Russia, follows the demarkation assigned in = 
a prior treaty between Great Britain and Russia. Modern exploration . 
discloses that this ancient boundary is impracticable as a geographical | 
fact. In the unsettled condition of that region the question has lacked . 
importance, but the discovery of mineral wealth in the territory the line — | 

_ is supposed to traverse, admonishes that the time has come when an _ | 
_ accurate knowledge of the boundary is needful to avert jurisdictional... 

complications. I recommend, therefore, that provision be made for a_ 
_ preliminary reconnaissance by officers of the United States, totheend 

of acquiring more precise information on the subject. Ihave invited | a 
_ Her Majesty’s Government to consider with us the adoption of a more oo 

convenient line, to be established by meridian observationsor by known |
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geographical features without the necessity of an expensive survey of 

| the whole. — | 7 ee re = 

‘The late insurrectionary movements in Hayti having been quelled, | 
the government of that republic has made prompt provision for adjudi- | 
cating the losses suffered by foreigners because of hostilities there, and 
the claims of certain citizens of the United States will be in this man- 

| ner determined. = = © erre. 7 we 

| The long pending claims of two citizens of the United States, Pelle- 
tier and Lazare, have been disposed of by arbitration, and an award,in_ . 

favor of each claimant, has been made, which, by the terms of the en- 

| gagement, is final. It remains for Congress to provide for the payment | 

of the stipulated moiety of the expenses. i : ee 

A question arose with Hayti during the past year, by reason of the | 

: exceptional treatment of an American citizen, Mr. Van Bokkelen, a | 

resident of Port-au-Prince, who, on suit by creditors residing in the _ 

- United States, was sentenced to imprisonment, and, under the opera- @ 
tion of a Haytian statute was denied relief secured to a native Haytian. 

This Government asserted his treaty right to equal treatment with na- 

tives of Hayti in all suits at law. Our contention was denied by the 

| -Haytian Government, which, however, while still professing to maintain _ 

the ground taken against Mr. Van Bokkelen’s right, terminated the con- — 

| troversy by setting him at liberty without explanation. — ee 

- An international conference to consider the means of arresting the 

| spread of cholera and other epidemic diseases was held at Rome in May 

last, and adjourned to meet again on further notice. An expert dele- 
gate on behalf of the United States has attended its sessions and will 

submit a report. oe a | 

Onur relations with Mexico continue to be most cordial, as befits those _ 

a of neighbors between whom the strongest ties of friendship and com- 

- mercial intimacy exist, as the natural and growing consequence of our 

similarity of institutions and geographical propinquity. oe 

‘The relocation of the boundary line between the United States and 
Mexico, westward of the Rio Grande, under the conyention of July 29, 

1882, has been unavoidably delayed; but I apprehend no difficulty in 

securing a prolongation of the period for its accomplishment. = 

- The lately concluded commercial treaty with Mexico still awaits the _ 
_ stipulated legislation to carry its provisions into effect, for which one 

year’s additional time has been secured: by a supplementary article | 

_ signed in February last and since ratified on both sides. 4 
| As this convention, so important to the commercial welfare of the . 

two adjoining countries, has been constitutionally confirmed by the
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_. treaty-making branch, I express the hope that legislation needed to 
_ make it effective may not belong delayed. a 

_° ‘The large influx of capital and enterprise to Mexico from the United = 
States continues to aid in the development of the resources and in es 

. augmenting the material well-being of our sister republic. Lines of 
railway, penetrating to the heart and capital of the country, bring the a 
two peoples into mutually beneficial intercourse, and enlarged facili; 
ties. of transit add to profitable commerce, create new markets, and =~ 

__ farnish avenues to otherwise isolated communities. = = = | © 

'  _[ have already adverted to the suggested construction of a-ship-rail- 
way across the narrow formation of the territory of Mexico at Tehuan- | 

With the. gradual recovery of Peru from the effects of her late disas- . 
_, trous conflict with Chile and with the restoration of civil authority 
in that distracted country, it is hoped -that pending war claims of a 

our citizens will be adjusted. AP Aga Oe Ae a re 
-* In conformity with notification given by the Government of Peru, — 

the existing treaties of commerce and extradition between the United 
States and that country will terminate March 31,1886. = | 

_. Our good relationship with Russia continues. oT 
-. - An officer of the Navy, detailed for the purpose, is now on his way 

_ to Siberia, bearing the testimonials voted by Congress to those who 
-.- generously succored the survivors of the unfortunate Jeannette expe. 

| Gitmo ee 

It is gratifying to advert to the cordiality of our intercourse with. 
Spain : | es 

The long pending claim of the owners of the ship Masonic, forloss ss 

_ suffered through the admitted dereliction of the Spanish authorities in 
the Philippine Islands, has been adjusted by arbitration, and an indem- _ 

_ nity awarded. The principle of arbitration in such cases, to which the _ 
United States have long and consistently adhered, thus receives a fresh a 
and gratifying confirmation. = —«O~S vs ere 

Other questions with Spain have been disposed of, or are under = 
diplomatic consideration. with a view to just and honorable settlement. : | 

_ The operation of the commercial agreement with Spain, of January 
2-February 13, 1884, has been found inadequate to the commercial =—=_—© 
needs of the United States and the Spanish Antilles, and the terms: 
of the agreement are subjected to conflicting interpretations in those _ Pa 
islands Oh ng nie De IS ga FPN | 
Negotiations have been instituted at Madrid for a full treaty, not — a 

open to these objections, and in the line of the general policy tuuch- 
ing the neighborly intercourse of proximate communities, to which I _ |
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elsewhere advert, and aiming moreover at the removal of existing _ 
burdens and annoying restrictions; and although a satisfactory termi- 

oe nation is promised, I am compelled to delay its announcement. _ 

An international copyright conference was held at Berne in Septem- 

| ber, on the invitation of the Swiss Government. The envoy of the 
United States attended as a delegate, but refrained from committing 

. this Government to the results, even by signing the recommendatory __ 
protocol adopted. The interesting and important subject of inter- 
national copyright has been before you for several years. Actionis 
certainly desirable to effect the object in view. And while theremay 
be question as to the relative advantage of treating it by legislation or | 

_ by specific treaty, the matured views of the Berne conference cannot 

fail to aid your consideration of the subject. 

| The termination of the commercial treaty of 1862 between the United 
| States and Turkey has been sought by that Government. While there / 

. is question as to the sufficiency of the notice of termination given, — 
yet as the commercial rights of our citizens in Turkey come under the 

favored-nation guaranties of the prior treaty of 1830, and as equal treat- 
| ment is admitted by the Porte, no inconvenience can result from the 
| assent of this: Government to the revision of the Ottoman tariffs, in. 

which the treaty powers have been invited to join. a 

Questions concerning our citizens in Turkey may be affected by the 
| Porte’s non-acquiescence in the right of expatriation and by the impo- 

| sition of religious tests as a condition of residence, in which this Gov- |. 
ernment cannot concur. The United States must hold, in their inter- 

-gourse with every power, that the status of their citizens is to be re- 

spected and equal civil privileges accorded to them without regard to 

creed, and affected by no considerations. save those growing out of 

domiciliary return to the land of original allegiance, or of unfulfilled — 
| | personal obligations which may survive, under municipal laws, after 

a such voluntary return. | os / | | 

The negotiation with Venezuela, relative to the rehearing of the — 

awards of the Mixed Commission constituted under the treaty of 1866, _ 
was resumed in view of the recent acquiescence of the Venezuelan en- 

voy in the principal point advanced by this Government that the effects — 

of the old treaty could only be set aside by the operation of a new con- 

_ vention. A result in substantial accord with the advisory suggestions 
| ‘eontained in the joint resolution of March 3, 1883, has been agreed upon — 

| ~ and will shortly be submitted to the Senate for ratification. — a 

-_-- Under section 3659 of the Revised Statutes, all funds held in trust by 
the United States and the annual interest accruing thereon, when not | 
otherwise required by treaty, are to be invested in stocks of the United
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States bearing a rate of interest not less than five per centum 
| per annum. There being now no procurable stocks paying so - 

high a rate of interest, the letter of the statute is at present inap- 
| plicable, but its spirit is subserved by continuing to make in 

vestments of this nature in current stocks bearing the highest ses 
interest now paid. The statute, however, makes no provision for the 
disposal of such accretions. It being contrary to the general rule of 

_ this Government to allow interest on claims, I recommend the repeal of | 
, the provision in question, and the disposition, under a uniform rule, of | : 

the present accumalations from investment of trustfunds | - 

The inadequacy of existing legislation touching citizenship and nat- 
uralization demands your consideration. = wo ise Se 

"While recognizing the right of expatriation, no statutory provision : 
exists providing means for renouncing citizenship by an American citi: | 

_- gen, native-born or naturalized, nor for terminating and vacating an 
_ improper acquisition of citizenship. Even a fraudulent decree of nat- i 

_ uralization cannot now be canceled. The privilege and franchise of _ : 
_ American citizenship should be granted with care, and extended to 

__ those only who intend in good faith to assume its duties and responsi, 
bilities when attaining its privileges and. benefits; it should be with- - 
held from those who merely go through the forms of naturalization | 

_ with the intent of escaping the duties of their original allegiance with. —_— 
_ out taking upon themselves those of their new status, or who may | 

_ aequire the rights of American citizenship for no other thana hostile 
_ purpose towards their original governments. These evils have had : 

many flagrant illustrations, 8 | Ee ae 
[regard with favor the suggestion put forth by one of my predeces- 

-gors that provision be made for a central bureau of record of the | 
decrees of naturalization granted by the various courts throughout the 

__ United States now invested with that power: | Se ot 
_. The’ rights which spring from domicile in the United States, espe- 

. cially when coupled with a declaration of intention to become a citizen, 
- are worthy of definition by statute. The stranger coming hither with : 

_ intent to remain, establishing his residence in our midst, contributing —o 
to the general welfare, and, by his voluntary act, declaring his purpose —_— 
to assume the reponsibilities of citizenship, thereby gains an inchoate —S_—- 

_ status which legislation may properly define. The laws of certain | 
_ States and Territories admit a domiciled alien to the local franchise, | 

conferring on him the rights of citizenship to a degree which places oo 
_ him in the anomalous position of being a citizen of a State and yet not ae 

_ of the United States within the purview of Federal and international ve 
law. OO Ss Se a rs So 

., It is important within the scope of national legislation to define | 
this right of alien domicile as distinguished from Federal naturalizas = * 
tion. woe 7 : a | oe 7
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| The commercial relations of the United States with their immediate __ 
| neighbors and with important areas of traffic near our shores, suggest _ 

. especially liberal intercourse between them and us. ee 7 
Following the treaty of 1883 with Mexico, which rested on the basis _ 

of a reciprocal exemption from customs duties, other similar treaties 
| were initiated by my predecessor. $= | | | 

__- Recognizing the need of less obstructed traffic with Cuba and Porto 
Rico, and met by the desire of Spain to succor languishing interests in 

the Antilles, steps were taken to attain those ends by a treaty of com- 

merce. A similar treaty was afterwards signed by the Dominican 
Republic. Subsequently overtures were made by Her Britannic Maj- - 

esty’s Government for a like mutual extension of commercial intercourse 

with the British West Indian and South American dependencies; but _ 
without result. — : ne oO 

On taking office, I withdrew for re-examination the treaties signed _ 
| ‘vith Spain and Sarito Domingo, then pending before the Senate. The | 
-. —- yegult has been to satisfy me of the inexpediency of entering into en- 

gagements of this character not covering the entire traffic. _ | 
. These treaties contemplated the surrender by the United States of 

large revenues for inadequate considerations. Upon sugar alone duties __ 

' were surrendered to an amount far exceeding all the advantages offered 

| in exchange. Even were it intended to relieve our consumers, it was) 

evident that, so long as the exemption but partially covered our'im- 

portation, such relief would be illusory. To relinquish a revenue so | 

essential seemed highly improvident at a time when new and large 

drains upon the Treasury were contemplated. Moreover, embarrassing © 

questions would have arisen under the favored-nation clauses of trea- 

_ ties with other nations. | So wb 

As a further objection, it is evident that tariff regulation by treaty - 

diminishes that independent control over its own revenues which is _ 

| essential for the safety and welfare of any government. Emergency _ 

| calling for an increase of taxation may at any time arise, and no en- 

gagement with a foreign power should exist to hamper the action ot 

the Government. | | 
_ By the fourteenth section of the shipping act, approved June 26, 

1884, certain reductions and contingent exemptions from tonnage dues 

| were made as to vessels entering ports of the United States from any 

foreign port in North and Central America, the West India Islands, | 

| the Bahamas and Bermudas, Mexico, and the Isthmus as far as Aspin- | 

wall and Panama. The Governments of Belgium, Denmark, Germany, 

Portugal, and Sweden and Norway have asserted, under the favored- 

nation clause in their treaties with the United States, a claim to like | 

| treatment in respect of vessels coming to the United States from their 

‘home ports.. This Government, however, holds that the privileges _ 

e granted by the act are purely geographical, enuring to any vessel of any
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foreign power that may choose to engage in traffic between this country © sy 
and any port within the defined zone, and no warrant exists underthe 

- most-favored-nation clause for the extension of the privileges in ques- 
tion to vessels sailing to this country from ports outside the limitation | 
ofthe act. (IIE EU at : 

Undoubtedly the relations of commerce with our near neighbors, 
__ whose territories form so long a frontier line difficult to be guarded, 

and who find in our country, and equally offer to us, natural markets, 
_ demand special and considerate treatment. It rests with Congress to oe 
_ Consider what legislative action may increase facilities of intercourse 7 

- which contiguity makes natural and desirable. ‘ a oles 

_ Learnestly urge that Congress recast the appropriations for the main- 
_ tenance of the diplomatic and consular service on a footing commensn- - 

rate with the importance of our national interests. Atevery post where . | 
8 representative is necessary, the salary should be so graded as to per- 
mit him to live with comfort. With the assignment of adequate sala- : 

-. ‘ies the so-ealled notarial extra-official fees, which our officers abroad 
_ are now permitted to treat as personal perquisites, should be done oe 

away with. Every act requiring the certification and seal of the officer 
should be taxable at schedule rates, and the fee therefor returned to 

_ the Treasury. By restoring these revenues to the public use the con- , 
_ sular service would be self-supporting, even with a liberal increase of | 

the presentlow salaries, = sis Eee, 
_. In further prevention of abuses, a system of consular inspection - 

_ should be instituted. eee a ; me The appointment of a limited number of secretaries of legation at. a 
large, to be assigned to duty wherever necessary, and in particular for = 

_ temporary service at missions which for any cause may be without a 
_ head, should also be authorized. = pO ORS ISEB cata 

_ I favor, also, authorization for the detail of officers of the regular __ 
_ wervice as military or naval attachés at legations. ae eS 

_ Some foreign governments do not recognize the union of consular 
_ with diplomatic functions. Italy and Venezuela will only receive the | 

appointee in one of his two capacities, but this does not prevent the 
. requirement of a bond and submission to the responsibilities of an 

_ office whose duties he cannot discharge. The superadded title of con- a 
_sul-general should be abandoned at all missions, = . | 2 

_ I deem it expedient that a well devised measure for the reorganiza- - 
tion of the extraterritorial courts in Oriental countries should replace 
the present system, which labors under the disadvantage of combining — | 

_ judicial and executive functions in the same office. oe ee 

; _In several Oriental countries generous offers haye been made of prem- | | 
ises for housing the legations of the United States. A grant of land for — | 

| FOR——II es ms S | Oo
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that purpose was made some years since by Japan, and has been referred | 

| +o in the annual messages of my predecessor. The Siamese Govern- 

, ment has made a gift to the United States of commodious quarters in 

Bangkok. In Corea the late minister was permitted to purchase a — 

: building from the government for legation use. In China, the premises 

| rented for the legation are favored as to local charges. At Tangier, the 

| house occupied by our representative has been for many years the — 

property of this Government, having been given for that purpose in 

1822 by the Sultan of Morocco. I approve the suggestion heretofore 

made, that, in view of the conditions of life and administration in the 

Eastern countries, the legation buildings in China, Japan, Corea, Siam, — 

| and perhaps Persia, should be owned and furnished by the Govern- — 

ment, with a view to permanency and security. To this end I recom-. 

mend that authority be given to accept the gifts adverted toin Japan 

and Siam, and to purchase in the other countries named, with provis- _ 

ion for furniture and repairs. A considerable saving in rentals would © 

result. | | Co Oo 

, The World’s Industrial Exposition, held at New Orleans last winter, 

| with the assistance of the Federal Government, attracted a large num- 

-_.-ber of foreign exhibits, and proved of great value in spreading among 

_ the concourse of visitors from Mexico and Central and South America — 

a wider knowledge of the varied manufactures and productions of this 

~ eountry and their availability in exchange for the productions of those 

regions. oe Cs OO | 

- Past Congresses have had under consideration the advisability ot 

abolishing the discrimination made by the tariff laws in favor of the 7 

| works of American artists. The odium of the policy which subjects to _ 

— a high rate of duty the paintings of foreign artists and exempts the 

| productions of American artists residing abroad, and who receive gra- _ 

tuitously advantages and instruction, is visited upon our citizens en- 

gaged in art culture in Europe, and has caused them, with practical 

| unanimity, to favor the abolition of such an ungracious distinction ; 

snd in their interest, and for other obvious reasons, I strongly recom- _ 

mend it. - - re 

- The report of the Secretary of the Treasury fully exhibits the con- 

| dition of the public finances and of the several branches of the Govern- — 

ment connected with his Department. The suggestions of the Secre- 

_ _ tary relating to the practical operations of this important Department, 

and his recommendations in the direction of simplification and econ- 

-- wmy, particularly in the work of collecting customs duties, are espe- — 

 gially urged upon the attention of Congress. . Oo 7 | 

| The ordinary receipts from all sources for the fiscal year ended June 

30, 1885, were $322,690,706.38. Of this sum $181,471,939.34 was re-
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ceived from customs and ‘$112,498,725.54 from internal revenue. The 
_ total receipts, as given above, were $24,829,163.54 less than those for | 

the year ended June 30, 1884. This diminution embraces a falling off of _ 
 $13,595,550.42 in the receipts from customs and $9,687,346.97 in the | 
receipts from internal revenue. - a Co 

__‘The total ordinary expenditures of the Government for the fiscal - 
year were $260,226,935.50, leaving a surplus in the Treasury at the _ - 

_ close of the year of $63,463,771.27. This is $40,929,854.32 less than : 
_ the surplus reported at the close of the previous year. a 

_ The expenditures are classified as follows: oe ne ce a 

For civil expenses. ... 2.22.0... e cece ee eee eva eeee ees $23,826,942 ILD 
For foreign intercourse.......-.....e.seeseeceueeeees 5,439,609 11 | 
For Indians ... 2.2... 22.02. cce eee e cece eeeeeeeeesees 6,552,494 63 ) 
For pensions .... 24... ...... 02. c eee cece eee cee cess 56,102,267 49 
For the military, including river and harbor improve- | 
ments and arsenals... ......... 0020.02 0.02222eeeee+ 42,670,578 47 | 

For the Navy, including vessels, machinery, and improve- oe : 
ments of navy-yards ..... 0... cee eee ce eee eee 16,021,079 69 — , 

_ For interest on the public debt.....................-. 51,386,256 47 
_ For the District of Columbia..................22..... 8,499,650 95 | 

- For miscellaneous expenditures, including public build- | Se | 
_ ings, light-houses, and collecting the revenue........ 54,728,056 21 ) 

_ The amount paid on the public debt during the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1885, was $45,993,235.43; and there has been paid since that. | 
date and up to November 1, 1885, the sum of $369,828, leaving the _ | 

_ amount of the debt at the last-named date $1,514,475,860.47. There | | 
was, however, at that time in the Treasury, applicable to the general _ 7 
purposes of the Government, the sum of $66,818,292.38, BO 

_ ‘The total receipts for the current fiscal year, ending June 30, 1886, as- __ 
certained to October 1, 1885, and estimated for the remainder of the 

_ year, are $315,000,000. The expenditures ascertained and estimated for a 
the same time are $245,000,000, leaving a surplus at the close of the __ 
year estimated at $70,000,000. _ | a - | 

‘The value of the exports from the United States to foreign countries 
during the last fiscal year was as follows: a | | | 

Domestic merchandise ............222222eeeeee.e- $726,682,946 00. | 
Foreign merchandise.................2e.e0e0e0----+ 15,506,809 00 | 

ae : | 742,189,755 00 oe 
Gold... 20. eee e eee cere eee eeeeeeeeeeecereesee  8,477,89200 

| Silver 2... eee ee cee ee ene ese e eee ceeeeetccceeseses 33,753,633 00 | 

a oe | 784,421,280 00
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Some of the principal exports, with their values and the percentage 

they respectively bear to the total exportation, are given as follows: 

: | a | | a - oo | . Percent- 
. - Articles. ee Value. | age. 

Cotton and cotton mannfactures....-.---+--0++e-2++-+++-+| $213, 799, 049 29.42 

| Breadstufts .-. 22. .-----cecece ceccce ceccee cece cece cece eeee 160, 370, 821 | 92.07 

Provisions ...22+ ee2ceceecee ceceee cence ceceee ceceeeeceee+| 107,332, 456 | 14.77 

Oils, mineral, vegetable, and animal.....c..ceeeeeee-e----| 54,326, 202 | 7.48 — 

Tobacco and its manufactures ...--.-----.-ceeeeeeeseeeees| 24,767,305 3. 41 

- ‘Wood and its manufactures ...--...---------+ s+---+-+---- 21, 464, 322 2.95 

Our imports during the year were as follows: te ae 

Merchandise ....-..--------eecceeceeeeccecece +--+ ++ $579,580,053 80 

Gold... eee cee cece een ee cower eee cceesces ceneee 26,691,696 00 

, Silver .. 2.2 wc ce we ewe wee ce meme eee smetenns 16,550,627 00 . | 

oo | 622,822,376 80 — 

The following are given as prominent articles of imports during the 

year, with their values and the percentage they bear to the total im- 

portation: | , | | . 

| | . | | | . : Percent- , 
| Articles. | | Value. “age. 

| | 

Sugar and molasses........--2eeecee seeceesece eee eeee cee $76, 738,713 | 13. 29 ' 

. Coffee .. occ eee pee mn ween come ns ce ne ceae w ene ceewee 46, 723, 318 | — 8.09 

Wool and its manufactures......--2-.----+------ ene e eee 44, 656, 482 7.73 

Silk and its manufactures ....-...--e.sneeoes woceee enenee 40, 393, 002 6. 99 

Chemicals, dyes, drugs, and medicines ...--..-----------| 35, 070, 816 6. 07 

- Tron and steel and their manufactures ........----------- 34, 563, 689 5.98 

Flax, hemp, jute, and their manufactures ...---..--..---- 32, 854, 874 5.69 

| Cotton and its manufactures ...--.---. .----- eee eee ween ee 28, 152, 001 4.88 

Hides and skins other than fur sking....-.--.----ee0eee--| — 20,586, 443 3.56 | 

Of the entire amount of duties collected 70 per cent. was collected | 

from the following articles of import: | a 
| a . | Percentage. 

Sugar and molasses ...... +... --- eee eee cee ee eee reece en eenees 29 

: | Wool and its manufactures... ..-----csee cece eee cere we eereeeeeee ID 

| Silk and its manufactures....-.---- -ecees eee cence eee tceeereee 8 

| Iron and steel and their manufactures -.-...--. 2c. seas seer cccces q 

Cotton manufactures .... 00052 cece er eee eee eee cece ceeces 6 

Flax, hemp, and jute, and their manufactures ......-++-seeceeees 3
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‘The fact that our revenues are in excess of the actual needsof an __ 
economical administration of the Government, justifies a reduction in re 
the amount exacted from the people for its support. Our Government _ 

_ is but the means established by the will of a.free people, by which cer- _ | 
tain principles are applied which they have adopted for their benefit 
and protection; and it is never better administered and its true spiritis 

_ hever better observed than when the people’s taxation for its support is 
_. sSerupulously limited to the actual necessity of expenditure, and dis- = 

tributed according to a just and equitable plan. | 
_ The proposition with which we have to deal is the reduction of the — . 
‘revenue received by the Government, and indirectly paid by the people | 
from customs duties. The question of free trade is not involved, nor is — a 

_ there now any occasion for the general discussion of the wisdom or ex- ae 
-_ pediency of a protective system. - | PS oe 

Justice and fairness dictate that in any modification of our present ae 
laws relating to revenue, the industries and interests which have been 

- encouraged by such laws, and in which our citizens have large invest- oa 
_ ments, should not be ruthlessly injured or destroyed. We Should also 

deal with the subject in such manner as to protect the interests of | 
_ American labor, which is the capital of our workingmen; its stability 

_ and proper remuneration furnish the most justifiable pretext for a pro- a 
tective policy. oe Ba eee ae 

Within these limitations a certain reduction should be made in our 
customs revenue. The amount of such reduction having been deter- 

_ mined, the inquiry follows, where can it best be remitted and what. ae 
articles can best be released from duty, in the interest of our citizens? _ | 

_ I think the reduction should be made in the revenue derived froma | 
tax upon the imported necessaries of life. We thus directly lessen the . 

_ cost of living in every family of the land, and release to the people in _ | 
_ every humble home a larger measure of the rewards of frugal industry. 

_ During the year ended November 1, 1885, one hundred and forty- | 
_ five national banks were organized, with an aggregate capital of oo 

$16,938,000, and circulating notes have been issued. to them amounting | 
to $4,274,910. The whole number of these banks in existence on the — ue _ day above mentioned was 2,727. | | eee eae 
_ The very limited amount of circulating notes issued by our national 
banks compared with the amount. the law permits them to issue, upon — 
-a deposit of bonds for their redemption, indicates that the volume of _ 
our circulating medium may be largely increased through this instru: 
mentality. oh | 7 a | 

Nothing more important than the present condition of our currency 
and coinage can claim your attention. | oe wag 

Since February, 1878, the Government has, under the compulsory | 
_ provisions of law, purchased ‘silver bullion and coined the same at the Oo 
rate of more than two millions of dollars every month. By this process yes 
up to the present date 215,759,431 silver dollars have been coined, _ o
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A reasonable appreciation of a delegation of power to the General 

Government would limit its exercise without express restrictive words, 
to the people’s needs and the requirements of the public welfare. 

--—-,-: Upon this theory, the authority to “coin money” given to Congress 
by the Constitution, if it permits the purchase by the Government of 

a bullion for coinage. in any event, does not justify such purchase and 

—— coinage to an extent beyond the amount needed for a sufficient circu- 

lating medium. | re 7 
Ce The desire to utilize the silver product of the country should not lead 

to a misuse or the perversion of this power, > | 

| The necessity for such an addition to the silver currency of the nation 

- as is compelled by the silver-coinage act, is negatived by the fact that 

up to the present time only about fifty millions of the silver dollars so 
| coined have actually found their way into circulation, leaving more than 

| one hundred and sixty-five millions in the possession of the Govern- 
. ment, the custody of which has entailed a considerable expense for thé 

construction of vaults for its deposit. Against this latter amount there. 
are outstanding silver certificates amounting to about ninety-three | 

millions of dollars. | oo ss | | 

_ Every month two millions of gold in the public Treasury are paid out 

for two millions or more of silver dollars, to be added to the idle mass 

| already accumulated. | | 
| If continued long enough, this operation will result in the substi- | 

tution of silver for all the gold the Government owns applicable to its 

general purposes. It will not do to rely upon the customs receipts of 

- the Government to make good this drain of gold, because the silver — 
| -. thus coined having been made legal tender for all debts and dues, — 

| public and private, at times during the last six months 58 per cent. 

of the receipts for duties has been in silver or silver certificates, 
while the average within that period has been 20 per cent. The pro- 

portion of silver and its certificates received by the Government will 

, probably increase as time goes on, for the reason that the nearer the 
period approaches when it will be obliged to offer silver in payment of 

its obligations, the greater inducement there will be to hoard gold 
against depreciation in the value of silver, or for the purpose of specu- 

lating. | an | Se 
This hoarding of gold has already begun. > | 
When the time comes that gold has been withdrawn from circulation, 

then will be apparent the difference between the real value of the silver _ 
dollar and a dollar in gold, and the two coins will part company. Gold, 

till the standard of value, and necessary in our dealings with other 
- countries, will be at a premium over silver; banks which have substi- 

tuted gold for the deposits of their customers may pay them with silver 
bought with such gold, thus making a handsome profit; rich specu- 

| lators will sell their hoarded gold to their neighbors who need it to 

| liquidate their foreign debts, at a ruinous premium over silver, and the
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- laboring men and women of the land, most defenseless ot all, will find 
_ that the dollar received for the wage of their toil has sadly shrunk in 

its purchasing power. It may be said that the latter result will be but — 
temporary, and that ultimately the price of labor will be adjusted to 

-. the change; but even if this takes place the wage-worker cannot pos- — 
_ sibly gain, but must inevitably lose, since the price he is compelled to . 

pay for his living will not only be measured in a coin heavily depre- 
ciated, and fluctuating and uncertain in its value, but this uncertainty _ | 

_ In the value of the purchasing medium will be made the pretext foran 
advance in prices beyond that justified by actual depreciation. | 

The words uttered in 1834 by Daniel Webster in the Senate of the | 
United States are true to-day: “The very man of all others who has __ | 
the deepest interest in a sound currency, and who suffers most by : 

- mischievous legislation in money matters, is the man who earns his = ° 
daily bread by his daily toll” oe oa, 

- . The most distinguished advocate of bimetalism, discussing our silver sits 
coinage, has lately written: = - a eee 

| “No American citizen’s hand has yet felt the sensation of cheapness, 

either in receiving or expending the silver-act dollars.” | SE 
_. And those who live by labor or legitimate trade never will feel that | 

_ sensation of cheapness. However plenty silver dollars may become, _ 

they will not be distributed as gifts among the people; andif the labor- __ 
ing man should receive four depreciated dollars where he now receives 

but two, he will pay in the depreciated coin more than double the price  —’ 
he now pays for all the necessaries and comforts of life. © | | 

_ Those who do not fear any disastrous consequences arising from the . 
| continued compulsory coinage of silver as now directed by law, and 

_ who suppose that the addition to the currency of the country intended ss 
_ as its result, will be a public benefit, are reminded that history demon- a 

_ strates that the point is easily reached in the attempt to float at the | 
_ same time two sorts of money of different excellence, when the better 

_ will cease to be in general circulation. The hoarding of gold, which _ 
_ has already taken place, indicates that we shall not escape the usual ee 
_. experience in such cases. So if this silver coinage be continued wemay _ | 

reasonably expect that gold and its equivalent will abandon the field — a 
- of circulation to silver alone. This, of course, must produce a severe _ 

contraction of our circulating medium, instead of adding toit. -_ | 
| It will not be disputed that any attempt on the part of the Govern- | 

- ment to cause the circulation of silver dollars worth eighty cents, side | 
_. by side with gold dollars worth one hundred cents, even within the _ | 

limit that legislation does not run counter to the laws of trade, to be — 
successful must be seconded by the confidence of the people that both | 
coins will retain the same purchasing power and be interchangeable at a 
will. A special effort has been made by the Secretary of the Treasury | 

_ to increase the amount of our silver coin in circulation; but the fact 
_ that a large share of the limited amount thus put out has soon returned |
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e to the public Treasury in payment of duties, leads to the belief that ix. 

-- the people do not now desire to keep it in hand; and this, withthe 
| evident disposition to hoard gold, gives rise to the suspicion that there 

- already exists alack of confidence among the people touching our finan- | 

- cial processes. There is certainly not enough silver now in circulation to 

| cause uneasiness; and the whole amount coined and now on hand 
| might, after a time, be absorbed by the people without apprehension; — 

-_ but it is the ceaseless stream that threatens to overflow the land which 

causes fear and uncertainty. Se 

What has been thus far submitted upon this subject relates almost — 

entirely to considerations cf a home nature, unconnected with the bear- | 

. ing which the policies of other nations have upon the question. But it 

| is perfectly apparent that a line of action in regard to our currency can- | 

- not wisely be settled upon or persisted in, without considering the atti- 

tude on the subject of other countries with whom we maintain inter- 

course through commerce, trade, and travel. An acknowledgment of | 

| this fact is found in the act by virtue of which our silver is compul- 

sorily coined. It provides that “the President shall invite the govern- _ 

| ments of the countries composing the Latin Union, so called, and of 

such other European nations as he may deem advisable, to join the — 

United States in a conference to adopt a common ratio between gold 

and silver for the purpose of establishing internationally the use of 

bimetallic money and securing fixity of relative value between these _ 

metals.” | / oo 
This conference absolutely failed, and a similar fate has awaited all _ 

| subsequent efforts in the same direction. And still we continue our 
coinage of silver at a ratio different from that of any other nation. The 

most vital part of the silver-coinage act remains inoperative and unexe- 

cuted, and without an ally or friend, we battle upon the silver field in © 

an illogical and losing contest. oe | 

To give full effect to the design of Congress on this subject I have 
made careful and earnest endeavor since the adjournment of the last 

Congress. Oo | : 

| To this end I delegated a gentleman well instructed in fiscal science, 

_ to proceed to the financial centers of Europe, and, in conjunction with 

our ministers to England, France, and Germany, to obtain a full knowl- | 

edge of the attitude and intent of those governments in respect of the 

establishment of such an international ratio as would procure free coin- 

age of both metals at the mints of those countries and our own. — Bymy - 

‘direction ‘our consul-general at Paris has given close attention to the 

| ‘proceedings of the congress of the Latin Union, in order to indicate our 
‘interest in its objects and report its action. | | 

It may be said, in brief, as the result of these efforts, that the atti- 

tude of the leading powers remains substantially unchanged since the 

“monetary conference of 1881, nor is‘it‘to-be questioned. thatthe views
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of these governments are in each instance supported by the weight of ai 

public opinion, = = fe eS 
The steps thus taken have therefore only more fully demonstrated = 

_ the uselessness of further attempts at present, to arrive at any agree; 

ment on the subject with other nations. ea | SO 
. In the mean time we are accumulating silver coin, based upon our 

- Own peculiar ratio, to such an extent, and assuming so heavy a burden | 

to be provided for in any international negotiations, as will renderus 
- an undesirable party to any future monetary conference of nations. os | 

It is a significant fact that four of the five countries composing the | 

Latin Union mentioned in our coinage act, embarrassed with their silver. . 

currency, have just completed an agreement among themselves, that no Poon 

_ more silver shall be coined by their respective governments, and that | 
- guch as has been already coined and in circulation shall be redeemed in oes 

- gold by the country of its coinage. The resort to this expedient by 
these countries, may well arrest the attention of those who suppose that. 

we can succeed without shock or injury, in the attempt to circulate - 
upon its merits, all the silver we may coin under the provisions of our : 

silver-coinage act. oe ESTs ae ee | 
The condition in which our treasury may be placed by a persistence 

in our present course, is a matter of concern to every patriotic citizen o 

who does not desire his Government to pay in silver such of its obli- a 
gations as should be paid in gold. Nor should our condition be such 
as to oblige us, in a prudent management of our affairs, to discontinue 
the calling in and payment of interest-bearing obligations, which we | 

have the right now to discharge and thus avoid the payment of further | 
interest thereon. a oe | 

. The so-called debtor class, for whose benefit the continued compulsory . 

coinage of silver is insisted upon, are not dishonest because they are in | 

debt; and they should not be suspected of a desire to jeopardize the — 
financial safety of the country, in order that they may cancel their pres-_ | 

ent debts by paying the same in depreciated dollars. Nor should it | 

be forgotten that it is not the rich nor the money-lender alone that must | 
_ submit to such a readjustment, enforced by the Government and their - 

debtors. The pittance of the widow and the orphan and the incomes of | a 
_ helpless beneficiaries of all kinds would be disastrously reduced. The | | 

depositors in savings banks and in other institutions which hold in 
trust the savings of the poor, when their little accumulations are scaled | 

- down to meet the new order of things, would, in their distress, painfully | | 

realize the delusion of the promise made to them that plentiful money 

would improve their condition. — | Be 
"We have now on hand all the silver dollars necessary to supply the __ 

- present needs of the people and to satisfy those who from sentiment 

_ wish to see them in circulation; and if their coinage is suspended they — 
can be readily obtained by all who desire them. If the need of more is 

.at any time apparent their coinage may be.renewed. —s_ eS
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, | That disaster has not already overtaken us furnishes no proof that 
- danger does not wait upon a continuation of the present silver coinage. © 

| We have been saved by the most careful management and unusual ex- | 
pedients, by a combination of fortunate conditions, and by a confident 
expectation that the course of the Government in regard to silver coin- 

| age would be speedily changed by the action of Congress. | Oe 
Prosperity hesitates upon our threshold because of the dangers and _ 

. uncertainties surrounding this question. Capital timidly shrinks from | 
| trade, and investors are unwilling to take the chance of the question- 

able shape in which their money will be returned to them, while enter- 
prise halts at a risk against which care and sagacious management do _ 

: not protect. | So | 

_ AS a necessary consequence labor lacks employment, and suffering | 

and distress are visited upon a portion of our fellow-citizens especially 

| _ entitled to the careful consideration of those charged with the duties 
. of legislation. No interest appeals to us so strongly for a safe and 

stable currency as the vast army of the unemployed. : 

_ T recommend the suspension of the compulsory coinage of silver dol- © 

| lars, directed by the law passed in February, 1878. | - 

The Steamboat Inspection Service on the 30th day of June, 1885, 
was composed of one hundred and forty persons, including officers, 

clerks, and messengers. The expenses of the service over the receipts 

were $138,822.22 during the fiscal year. The special inspection of for- 
eign steam vessels, organized under a law passed in 1882, was main- 

tained during the year at an expense of $36,641.63. Since the close 

of the fiscal year reductions have been made in the force employed — 

which will result in a. saving during the current year of $17,000 with- — 

out affecting the efficiency of the service. — — 

The Supervising Surgeon-General reports that during the fiscal year _ 

41,714 patients have received relief through the Marine Hospital Ser- 

vice, of whom 12,803 were treated in hospitals and 28,911 at the dis- 
7 pensaries. | oe | | 

| Active and effective efforts have been made, through the medium of 
this service, to protect the country against an invasion of cholera, 

- which has prevailed in Spain and France, and the small-pox, which 

recently broke out in Canada. — | a | | 

| The most gratifying results have attended the operations of the Life- 

Saving Service during the last fiscal year. The observance of the pro- _ 
vision of law requiring the appointment of the force employed in this _ 

service to be made “solely with reference to their fitness, and without 
reference to their political or party affiliation,” has secured the result 

a which may confidently be expected in any branch of public employment _ 

where such a rule is applied. As a consequence, this* service is com- 

| posed of men well qualified for the performance of taeir dangerous and 

exceptionally important duties. _ oe - , 
| The number of stations in commission at the close of the year was
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- 903. The number of disasters to vessels and craft of all kind within 

their field of action was 371. The number of persons endangered in 

such disasters was 2,439, of whom 2,428 were saved and only 11 lost. - 

Other lives which were imperiled, though not by disasters to shipping, 

were also rescued, and a large amount of property was saved through 

the aid of this service. ‘The cost of its maintenance during the year | 

was $828,474.43. a. re oe 

~ The work of the Coast and Geodetic Survey was, during the last fiscal 

year, carried on within the boundaries and off the coasts of thirty-two — 

- tates, two Territories, and the District of Columbia. In July last | 

certain irregularities were found to exist in the managementof this = = 
bureau, which led to a prompt investigation of its methods. The — 

abuses which were brought to light by this examination and the reck- | 
less disregard of duty and the interests of the Government, developed _ 

on the part of some of those connected with the service,madeachange > 

of superintendency and a few of its other officers necessary. Since the 
bureau has been in new hands an introduction of economies and the 

application of business methods have produced an important saving to a 

the Government and a promise of more useful results. S - | 
‘This service has never been regulated by anything but the most in- 

definite legal enactments and the most unsatisfactory rules. It was 

many years ago sanctioned apparently for a purpose regarded as tem- | 

-_- porary and related to a survey of our coast. Having gained a place | 

in the appropriations made by Congress, it has gradually taken to it- 
- self powers and objects not contemplated in its creation, and extended 

its operations, until it sadly needs legislative attention. Cou 
_ So far as a further survey of our coast is concerned, there seems to 

bea propriety in transferring that work tothe Navy Department. The _ 

other duties: now in charge of this establishment, if they cannot be 
-_ profitably attached to some existing Department or other bureau, — 

should be prosecuted under a law exactly defining their scope and pur- 7 

pose, and with a careful discrimination between the scientific inquiries | 

which may properly be assumed by the Government and those which | 

should be undertaken by State authority or by individual enterprise. a 

| It is hoped that the report of the Congressional committee heretofore = 

appointed to investigate this and other like matters will aid in the ac- | 

complishment of proper legislation on this subject. es 

The report of the Secretary of War is herewith submitted. The atten- 
tion of Congress is invited to the detailed account. which it contains of 

the administration of his Department, and his recommendations and 
_ suggestions for the improvement of the service. BS | 

_ The Army consisted, at the date of the last consolidated returns, of 

_ two thousand one hundred and fifty-four officers and twenty-four thou- | 

- .gand seven hundred and five enlisted men. — es as 
The expenses of the Departments for the fiscal year ended June 30,
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1885, including $13,164,394.60 for public works and river and harbor 
improvements, were $45,850,999.54. 9 pe | | 

_ Beside the troops which were dispatched in pursuit of the small band 
of Indians who left their reservation in Arizona and committed mur- 
ders and outrages, two regiments of cavalry and one of infantry were 
sent last July to the Indian Territory to prevent an outbreak which 
seemed imminent. They remained to aid if necessary in the expulsion 
of intruders upon the reservation, who seemed to have caused the dis- 

| content among the Indians, but the Executive proclamation warning 

them to remove was complied with without their interference. | 

Troops were also sent to Rock Springs, in Wyoming Territory, after 

| the massacre of Chinese there, to prevent further disturbance, and after- __ 
wards to Seattle, in Washington Territory, to avert a threatened attack 

upon Chinese laborers and domestic violence there. In both cases the 

mere presence of the troops had the desired effect. | 

It appears that the number of desertions has diminished, but that — 

| during the last fiscal year they numbered 2,927; and one instance is 

given. by the Lieutenant-General of six desertions by the same recruit. 

- Jam convinced that this number of desertions can be much diminished 

by better discipline and treatment; but the punishment should be in- 
| creased for repeated offenses. : 

These desertions might also be reduced by lessening the term of first 

enlistments, thus allowing a discontented recruit to contemplate a | 
nearer discharge and the Army a profitable riddance. After one term , 

of service a re-enlistment would be quite apt to secure a contented re- 

cruit and a good soldier. | . 

The acting Judge-Advocate-General reports that the number of trials - 

by general courts-martial during the year was 2,328, and that 11,851. 

trials took place before garrison and regimental courts-martial. The 
suggestion that probably more than half the Army have been tried for 

offenses, great and small, in one year, may well arrest attention. Of 

| course many of these trials before garrison and regimental courts- — 

martial were for offenses almost frivolous; and there should, I think, be 

a way devised to dispose of these in a more summary and less incon- 

| venient manner than by court-martial. . a 
_. If some of the proceedings of courts-martial which I have had occa- 

| - gion to examine present the ideas of justice which generally prevail in 

these tribunals, I am satisfied that they should be much reformed, if the — 
honor and the honesty of the Army and Navy are by their instrumen- 

tality to be vindicated and protected. | - os Loe : 
The Board on Fortifications or other defenses, appointed in pursuance — 

of the provisions of the act of Congress approved March 3, 1885, will 

in a short time present their report; and it is hoped that this may 

greatly aid the legislation so necessary to remedy the present defense- 

less condition of our sea-coasts. - a 
The work of the Signal Service has been prosecuted during the last year
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with results of increasing benefit tothe country. Thefieldofinstruction = 
has been enlarged with a vigw of adding to its usefulness. The num- oe 
ber of stations in operation J une 30, 1885, was 489. Telegraphic reports / 

are received daily from 160 stations. Reports are also received from 25 | 

- Canadian stations, 375 volunteer observers, 52 Army surgeons at mili- | 

tary posts, and 333 foreign stations. The expense of the service dur- — 
‘ing the fiscal year, after deducting receipts from military telegraph . 
lines, was $792,592.97. In view of the fact referred to by the Secretary 
of War, that the work of this service ordinarily is of a scientific nature, 

- and the further fact that it is assuming larger proportions constantly, _ 
and becoming more and more unsuited to the fixed rules which must 
govern the Army, I am inclined to agree with him in the opinion that _ . 
it should be separately established. If this is done the scope andex- 

tent of its operations should, as nearly as possible, be definitely pre- — | 

scribed by law, and always capable of exact ascertainment. _ veh | 

The Military Academy at West Point is reported as being in a high | 
_ state of efficiency, and well equipped for the satisfactory accomplish- _ 

ment of the purposes of its maintenance. 7 | BOL os 
_. The fact that the class which graduates next year is an unusually © 
large one has constrained me to decline to make appointments to second = | 

lieutenancies in the Army from civil life, so that such vacancies as exist — | 
in these places may be reserved for such graduates; and yet it is not — 

probable that there will be enough vacancies to provide positions for oe 

‘them all when they leave the military school. Under the prevailing © 

law and usage those not thus assigned to duty never actively enter the ; 
military service. Itis suggested that the law on this subject be changed, es 

so that such of these young men as are not at once assigned to duty 
after graduation, may be retained as second lieutenants in the Army if — - 

they desire it, subject to assignment when opportunity occurs, and un- | 
der proper rules as to priority of selection. — | fen | 

| The expenditures on account of the Military Academy for the last _ . 

fiscal year, exclusive of the sum taken for its purposes from appropria- — | 
tions for the support of the Army, were $290,712.07. WE Re ee | 

The act approved March 3, 1885, designed to compensate officers and 

enlisted men for loss of private property while in the service of the 

United States is so indefinite in its terms, and apparently admits so 
many claims, the adjustment of which could not, have been contem- , 
plated, that if it is to remain upon the statute book it needs amendment. __ 

- There should be a general law of Congress prohibiting the construe- > 

tion of bridges over navigable waters in such manner as to obstruct 
’ navigation, with provisions for preventing the same. It seems that 

under existing statutes the Government cannot intervene to prevent | 

such a construction when entered upon without its consent, though | 

- when such consent is asked and granted upon condition, the authority —— 
to insist upon such condition is clear. Thus itis represented that while _ 

_ the officers of the Government are with great care guarding against
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the obstruction of navigation by a bridge ACTOSS the Mississippi River. — 

| at Saint Paul, a large pier for a bridge has been built just below this 
“place directly in the navigable channel of the river. If such things 

| are to be permitted a strong argument is presented against the appro- 
priation of large sums of money to improve the navigation of this and 

other important highways of commerce. | | | 

The report of the Secretary of the Navy gives a history of the opera- — 
tions of his Department and the present condition of the work committed 

| to his charge. | | — 
| He details in full the course pursued by him to protect the rights of 

| the Government in respect of certain vessels unfinished at the time of | 

his accession to office, and also concerning the dispatch boat Dolphin, 

claimed to be completed and awaiting the acceptance of the Depart- 

ment. No one can fail to see from recitals contained in this report, 
that only the application of business principles has been insisted upon. 

| in the treatment of these subjects, and that whatever controversy has 

arisen, was caused by the exaction on the part of the Department of _ 

contract obligations as they were legally construed. In the case of the 

| Dolphin, with entire justice to the contractor, an agreement has been _ 
entered into providing for the ascertainment, by a judicial inquiry, of 

the complete or partial compliance with the contract in her construc- 

7 ‘tion, and farther providing for the assessment of any damages to which 
| the Government may be entitled on account of a partial failure to per- | 

form such contract, or the payment of the sum still remaining unpaid 

upon her price, in case a full performance is adjudged. _ = 
The contractor, by reason of his failure in business, being unable to 

complete the other three vessels, they were taken: possession of by the 

- Government in their unfinished state under a clause in the contract 

permitting such a course, and are now in process of completion in the 

—_ yard of the contractor, but under the supervision of the Navy Depart- — 

: ment. . | 

Congress at its last session authorized the construction of two addi- _ 
| tional new cruisers and two gunboats, at a cost not exceeding in the 

aggregate $2,995,000. The appropriation for this purpose having be- 

- geome available on the 1st day of July last, steps were at once taken | 

for the procurement of such plans for the construction of these vessels 

as would be likely to insure their usefulness when completed. These 
are of the utmost importance, considering the constant advance in the 

art of building vessels of this character, and the time is not lost which 
| is spent in their careful consideration and selection. © eo 

All must admit the importance of an effective Navy to a nation like 
ours, having such an extended sea-coast to protect. And yet we have 
not a single vessel of war that could keep the seas against a first-class 
vessel of any important power. Such a condition ought not longer to 
continue. The nation that cannot resist aggression is constantly ex-
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posed to it. Its foreign policy is of necessity weak, and its negotia- : 
tions are conducted with disadvantage, because it is notin conditionto 
enforce the terms dictated. by its sense of right and justice. _ Re 

_ Inspired, as I am, by the hope, shared by all patriotic citizens, that 
_ the day is not very far distant when our Navy will be such as befits our - 

standing among the nations of the earth, and rejoiced at every step 
_ that leads in the direction of such a consummation, I deem it my duty 7 
_to especially direct the attention of Congress to the close of the report  =—> 
of the Secretary of the Navy, in which the humiliating weakness of the | a 
present organization of his Department is exhibited, and the startling == 

- abuses and waste of its present methods are exposed. The conviction - 
is forced upon us with the certainty of mathematical demonstration,  —__ 
that before we proceed further in the restoration of a Navy we need a | | 
thoroughly reorganized Navy Department. The fact that within seve 
-enteen years more than seventy-five millions of dollars have been spent’ a 
in the construction, repair, equipment, and armament of vessels, and 
the further fact that, instead of an effective and creditable fleet, we 

_ have only the discontent and apprehension of a nation undefended by — 
_ war vessels, added to the disclosures now made, do not permit us to | 

_ doubt that every attempt to revive our Navy has thus far, for the most 
part, been misdirected, and all our efforts in that direction have been __ 
little better than blind gropings, and expensive, aimless follies. _ ; 

_ Unquestionably if we are content with the maintenance of a Navy Oo 
- Department simply as a shabby ornament to the Government, a con- a 

stant watchfulness may prevent some of the scandal and abuse which | 
have found their way into our present organization, and its incurable | 
waste may be reduced tothe minimum. But if we desire to build ships 

_ for present usefulness instead of naval reminders of the days that are 
_ past, we must have a department organized for the work, supplied with == 

all the talent and ingenuity our country affords, prepared to take ad- | 
_ vantage of the experience of other nations, systematized so that all _ | 

_ effort shall unite and lead in one direction, and fully imbued with the — 
_ conviction that war vessels, though new, are useless unless they com- : 

pine all that. the ingenuity of man has up to this day brought forth re- . 
lating to their construction, === OP Se 

I earnestly commend the portion of the Secretary’s report devoted to. | 
this subject to the attention of Congress, in the hope that his sugges- 

_ tions touching the reorganization of his Department may be adopted | | 
as the first step toward the reconstruction of our Navy. ao , 

_ The affairs of the postal service are exhibited by the report of the a 
_ Postmaster-General, which will be laid before you. ee 

The postal revenue, whose ratio of gain upon the rising prosperity of — 
_ 1882 and 1883 outstripped the increasing expenses of our growing ser- 
_ Vice, was checked by the reduction in the rate of letter postage, which | 

_ took effect: with the beginning of October in the latter year; anditdimin- ©
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ished during the two past fiscal years $2,790,000, in about the propor- 
7 tion of $2,270,000 in 1884 to $520,000 in 1885. Natural growth and 

| development have meantime increased expenditure, resulting in a defi- _ 
ciency in the revenue to meet the expenses of the Department of five 
and a quarter million dollars for the year 1884, and eight and a third 
million in the last fiscal year. The anticipated and natural revival of 

| the revenue has been oppressed and retarded by the unfavorable busi- 
| ness condition of the country, of which the postal service is a faithful 

indicator. The gratifying fact is shown, however, by the report, that 
| our returning prosperity is marked by a gain of $380,000 in the revenue 

of the latter half of the last year over the corresponding period of the — 
| preceding year. | Oo . ee oe 

| The change in the weight of first-class matter which may be carried _ 
| for a single rate of postage, from a half ounce to an ounce, and the 

reduction by one-balf of the rate of newspaper postage which, under — 
recent legislation, begun with the current year, will operate to restrain _ 
the augmentation of receipts which otherwise might have been expected, | 

| to such a degree that the scale of expense may gain upon the revenue | 
| and cause an increased deficiency to be shown at its close. Yet after 

no long period of reawakened prosperity, by proper economy it is con- 
_ fidently anticipated, that even the present low rates, now as favorable 

: as any country affords, will be adequate to sustain the cost of the 
| service. | | a 

| _ The operation of the Post-Office Department is for the convenience 
and benefit of the people; and the method by which they pay the 
charges of this useful arm of their public service, so that it be just and 

7 impartial, is of less importance to them than the economical expendi- — 
ture of the means they provide for its maintenance, and the due im- 

' provement of its agencies, so that they may enjoy its highest useful- 
ness. | | 

A proper attention has been directed to the prevention of waste or 
extravagance, and good results appear from the report to have already 
been accomplished. | | | 

I approve the recommendation of the Postmaster-General to reduce 
the charges on domestic money-orders of five dollars and less from 

- eight to five cents. This change will materially aid those of our people 
who most of all avail themselves of this instrumentality, but to whom 
the element of cheapness is of the greatest importance. With this re- _ 
duction the system would still remain self-supporting. 

, The free-delivery system has been extended to 19 additional cities 
| during the year, and 178 now enjoy its conveniencies. Experience has 

| commended it to those who enjoy its benefits, and further enlargement 
of its facilities is due to other communities to which it is adapted. In 

_ the cities where it has been established, taken together, the local post- 
age exceeds its maintenance by nearly one million three hundred thou- 
sand dollars. The limit to which this system is now confined by law
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has been nearly reached, and the reasons given justify its extension, a 
which is proposed. a aa oes 

-. -It was decided, with my approbation, after a sufficient examination, 

to be inexpedient for the Post-Office Department to contract for carry» 
ing our foreign mails under the additional authority given by the last 
Congress. The amount limited was inadequate to pay all within the | 
purview of the law the full rate of fifty cents per mile; and it would oe 

have been unjust and unwise to have given it to some and denied it ta . 
others. Nor could contracts have been let under the law to all ata 

rate to have brought the aggregate within the appropriation, without —_— 
such practical prearrangement of terms as would have violated it. _ os 

| The rate of sea and inland postage, which was proffered under another = 

statute, clearly appears to be a fair compensation for the desired serv- . 

ice, being three times the price necessary to secure transportation by 
other vessels upon any route, and much beyond the charges made to  ——™ 

‘private persons for services not less burdensome. DO ESSE gee ee | 
Some of the steamship companies, ‘upon the refusal of the Post- _ , 

-master-General to attempt, by the means provided, the distribution of 

the sum appropriated as an extra compensation, withdrew the services of | 

their vessels and thereby occasioned slight inconvenience, though no- 

-. eonsiderable injury, the mails having been dispatched by other means. oe 
Whatever may be thought of the policy of subsidizing any line of =— 

public conveyance or travel, I am satisfied that it should not be done 
under cover of an expenditure incident to the administration of a Dee 
partment, nor should there be any uncertainty as to the recipients of _ | 
the subsidy, or any discretion left to an executive officer as toitsdis-  —_- 
tribution. If such gifts of the public money are to be made forthe  —> 

purpose of aiding any enterprise, in the supposed interest of the public, _ 
I cannot but think that the amount to be paid, and the beneficiary, 

might better be determined by Congress than in any other way. oo 
The international congress of delegates from the postal-union coun- a 

tries convened at Lisbon, in Portugal, in February last, and after a ses- 

gion of some weeks, the delegates signed a convention amendatory of 

- the present postal-union convention in some particulars designed to ad- ) 
vance its purposes. This additional act has had my approval and will | 

be laid before you with the departmental report. a 2 | 
- Lapprove the recommendation of the Postmaster-General that an- = 
other assistant be provided for his Department. I invite your consid- 

eration to the several other recommendations contained in his report. —_— 

The report of the Attorney-General contains a history of the conduct 

of the Department of Justice during the last year, and a number of | 

valuable suggestions as to needed legislation; and I invite yourcareful 
attention tothesame. = a ere 

‘The condition of business in the courts of the United States issuch | 

that there seems to be an imperative necessity for remedial legislatior | 
| - FOR——IIL | | | 

\
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: on the subject. Some of these courts are so overburdened with pend | 

ing causes that the delays in determining litigation amount often toa 

denial of justice. Among the plans suggested for relief is one submit- 

ted by the Attorney-General. Its main features are: The transfer of 
all the original jurisdiction of the circuit courts to the district courts 

- and an increase of judges for the latter where necessary; an addition _ 
of judges to the circuit courts and constituting them exclusively courts | 

| of appeal, and reasonably limiting appeals thereto; further restric- _ 

tions of the right to remove causes from the State to Federal courts; 
permitting appeals to the Supreme Court from the courts of the Dis- 

| trict of Columbia and the Territories only in the same cases as they are 
allowed from State courts, and guarding against an unnecessary num- 
ber of appeals from the circuit courts. a 

I approve the plan thus outlined, and recommend the legislation _ 
- necessary for its application to our judicial system. a 

The present mode of compensating United States marshals and dis- 

trict attorneys should in my opinion be changed. They are allowed to 

charge against the Government certain fees for services, their income 
being measured by the amount of such fees within a fixed limit as to 
their annual aggregate. This is a direct inducement for them to make © 
their fees in criminal cases as large as possible in an effort to reach the | 

maximum sum permitted. As an entirely natural consequence, un- 
_ gerupulous marshals are found encouraging frivolous prosecutions, ar- 

| resting people on petty charges of crime and transporting them to dis- 
tant places for examination and trial, for the purpose of earning mileage 

. and other fees. And district attorneys uselessly attend criminal ex- | 

aminations far from their places of residence, for the express purpose of 

- swelling their accounts against the Government.. The actual expenses 

| incurred in these transactions are also charged against the Govern- 

ment. ee 

Thus the rights and freedom of our citizens are outraged and public 
expenditures increased, for the purpose of furnishing public officers 

__-pretexts for increasing the measure of their compensation. | 

| ‘I think marshals and district attorneys should be paid salaries, ad- 
justed by a rule which will make them commensurate with services 
fairly rendered. : | | a 

In connection with this subject I desire to suggest the advisability, _ 

if it be found not obnoxious to constitutional objection, of investing 

. United States commissioners with the power to try and determine cer- 
tain violations of law within the grade of misdemeanors. Such trials 
might be made to depend upon the option of the accused. The multi- 
plication of small and technical offenses, especially under the provis- 
ions of our internal-revenue law, render some change in our present 

| system very desirable, in the interests of humanity as well as economy. 
The district courts are now crowded. with petty prosecutions, involving 

a punishment. in cases of conviction, of only a slight fine, while the
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- parties accused are harrassed by an enforced attendance upon courts | 
held hundreds of miles from their homes. If poor and friendless they 5s —™ 
are obliged to remain in jail during months, perhaps, that elapse before 
a session of the courtis held, and are finally brought to trial surrounded _ | 
by strangers and with but little real opportunity for defense. In the LS 

- mean time frequently the marshal has charged against the Government 
__ his fees for an arrest, the transportation of the accused and theexpense _ | 
of the same, and for summoning witnesses before a commissioner, 2 _— 

_ grand jury, and a court; the witnesses have been paid from the public — oo 
funds large fees and traveling expenses, and the commissioner and dis- - 
trict attorney have also made their charges against the Government. —__ 

_ This abuse in the administration of our criminal law should be rem- ee 
edied; and if the plan above suggested is not practicable, some other | 

_ Should bedevised. = ge SE See ee 

_ The report of the Secretary of the Interior, containing an account of = 
_ the operations of this important Department, and much interesting in- © | 

_ formation, will be submitted for your consideration. = es 
_ The most intricate and difficult subject in charge of this Department 
is the treatment and management of the Indians. I am satisfied that 
some progress may be noted in their condition as a result of a prudent | 
administration of the present laws and regulations for their control. _ 

| But it is submitted that there is lack of a fixed purpose or policy on 

this subject, which should be supplied. It is useless to dilate upon the 
_ wrongs of the Indians, and as useless to indulge in the heartless be- a 

_ lief that because their wrongs are revenged in theirown atrocious man- == 
ner, therefore they should be exterminated. = 8 °* , 

They are within the care of our Government, and their rights are, or | 
should be, protected from invasion by the most solemn obligations. | 

_ They are properly enough called the wards of the Government; and it 
should be borne in mind that this guardianship involves, on our part, . 
efforts for the improvement of their condition and the enforcement of — 
their rights. There seems to be general concurrence in the proposition ee 

_ that the ultimate object of their treatment should be their civilization _ 
and citizenship. Fitted by these to keep pace in the march of progress __ 
with the advanced civilization about them, they will readily assimilate 
with the mass of our population, assuming the responsibilities and re- | 
ceiving the protection incident to this condition. _ a | 

The difficulty appears to be in the selection of the means to be at | 
present employed toward the attainment of this result. eee | 
_ Our Indian population, exclusive of those in Alaska, is reported as _ | 
numbering 260,000, nearly all being located on lands set apart for their 
use and occupation, aggregating over one hundred and thirty-four mill- _ os 
ions of acres. These lands are included in the boundaries of onehun- 
dred and seventy-one reservations of different dimensions, scattered in _ | 
twenty-one States and Territories, presenting great variations in eli. i a
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- mate and in the kind and quality of their soils. Among the Indians | 

| upon these several reservations there exist the most marked differ- | 

| | ences in natural traits and disposition and in their progress toward 

civilization. While some are lazy, vicious,.and stupid, others are in- 
. dustrious, peaceful, and intelligent; while a portion of them are self- — 

supporting and independent, and have so far advanced in civilization 
that they make their own laws, administered through officers of their _ 

| own choice, and educate their children in schools of their own estab- 

lishment and maintenance, others still retain, in squalor and depend- 

ence, almost the savagery of their natural state. BS 

- In dealing with this question the desires manifested by the Indians 
De should not be ignored. Here, again, we find a great diversity. With |. 

some the tribal relation is cherished with the utmost tenacity, while _ 

its hold upon others is considerably relaxed; the love of home is strong 
with all, and yet there are those whose attachment to a particular 

locality is by no means unyielding; the ownership of their lands in 
severalty is much desired by some, while by others, and sometimes _ 

among the most civilized, such a distribution would be bitterly opposed. 
The variation of their wants, growing out of and connected with the 

| character of their several locations, should be regarded. Someareupon | 
‘reservations most fit for grazing, but without flocks or herds; and some, 

| on arable land, have no agricultural implements; while some of the _ 

reservations are double the size necessary to maintain the number of 

7 ‘Indians now upon them, in a few cases perhaps, they should be en- 

. larged. | SO , - 7 

| Add to all this the difference in the administration of the agencies. 

| While the same duties are devolved upon all, the disposition of the 
agents, and the manner of their contact with the Indians, have much 

| to do with their condition and welfare. The agent who perfunctorily 
performs his duty and slothfully neglects all opportunity to advance 

their moral and physical improvement, and fails to inspire them with a — 

desire for better things, will accomplish nothing in the direction of their 
civilization; while he who feels the burden of an important trust, and 
has an interest in his work, will, by consistent example, firm yet con- 

| siderate treatment, and well-directed aid and encouragement, con- 

stantly lead those under his charge toward the light of their enfran- 
chisement. | oe , — 

The history of all the progress which has been made in the civiliza- 
tion of the Indian, I think will disclose the fact, that the beginning has 
been religious teaching, followed by or accompanying, secular education. 

While the self-sacrificing and pious men and women who have aided in 
| this good work by their independent endeavor, have for their reward | 

| the beneficent results of their labor and the consciousness of Christian 

duty well performed, their valuable services should be fully acknowl- 

| edged by all who, under the law, are charged with the control and — 
| management of our Indian wards. _ | |
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_ What has been said indicates that in the present cor dition of the | 
_ Indians, no attempt should be made to apply a fixed and unyielding —__ @ 

plan of action to their varied and varying needs and circumstances. | — 
The Indian Burean, burdened as it is with their general oversight ana | 

- with the details of the establishment, can hardly possess itself of the = 
minute phases of the particular cases needing treatment; and thus the | 
propriety of creating an instrumentality auxiliary to those already CS 
tablished for the care of the Indians suggests itself. : oo | 
ITrecommend the passage of a law authorizing the appointment of | 

six commissioners, three of whom shall be detailed from the Army, to be ne 

_ charged with the duty of a careful inspection from time to time of all - | 
the Indians upon our reservations or subject to the care and control | 

of the Government, with a-view of discovering their exact condition oe 

and needs, and determining what steps shall be taken on behalf of 
_ . the Government to improve their situation in the direction of their 

self-support and complete civilization; that they ascertain from such 
inspection what, if any, of the reservations may be reduced in area, eee 
and in such cases what part, not needed for Indian occupation, may be ‘ 
purchased by the Government from the Indians, and disposed of for 

_ their benefit; what, if any, Indians. may, with their consent, be re- | 
moved to other reservations, with a view of their concentration and the — 

- sale on their behalf of their abandoned reservations; what Indian | | 
lands now held in common should be allotted in severalty ; in what | 

“manner and to what extent the Indians upon the reservations can be - 
_ placed under the protection of our laws and subjected to their pen- a 
alties; and which, if any, Indians should. be invested with the right of — 
citizenship. The powers and functions of the commissioners in regard . | 

_ to these subjects should be clearly defined, though they should, in con- | 
junction with the Secretary of the Interior, be given all the authority 
to deal definitely with the questions presented, deemed safe and con- : 
sistent. ee, ch 7 _ | 

_ They should be also charged with the duty of ascertaining the Indi- _ 
_ ans who might properly be furnished with implements of agriculture, 
and of what kind; in what cases the support of the Government should os 
be withdrawn; where the present plan of distributing Indian supplies Se 
should be changed; where schools may be established, and where dis- | 
continued; the conduct, methods, and fitness of agents in charge of oe 
reservations; the extent to which such reservations are occupied or in- , 
truded upon by unauthorized persons; and generally all matters related 
to the welfare and improvement of the Indian. es oe ae 

They should advise with the Secretary of the Interior concerning _ | 
_ these matters of detail in management, and he should be given power | 

to deal with them fully, if he is not now invested with such power. _ oe 
This plan contemplates the selection of persons for commissioners oo 

_ who are interested in the Indian question, and who have practical ideas — | 
upon the subject of their treatment. | vase: | | eo
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“The expense of the Indian Bureau during the last fiscal year was | 

ae. more than six and a half million dollars. I believe much of this ex- 

penditure might be saved- under the plan proposed; that its econom- 

ical effects would be increased with its continuance; that the safety of 

our frontier settlers would be subserved under its operation, and that | 

the nation would be saved through its results from the imputation of 

inhumanity, injustice, and mismanagement. | _ 

In order to carry out the policy of allotment of Indian lands in sev- 

| -eralty, when deemed expedient, it will be necegsary to have surveys 

_ completed of the reservations, and I hope that provision will be made 

for the prosecution of this work. | | os 

| In May of the present year a small portion of the Chiricahua Apaches 

- on the White Mountain reservation in Arizona, left the reservation and 

committed a number of murders and depredations upon settlers in that _ 

| neighborhood. Though prompt and energetic action was taken by the . 

military, the renegades eluded capture and escaped into Mexico. The 

formation of the country through which these Indians passed, their — 

| thorough acquaintance with the same, the speed of their escape, and the 

manner in which they scattered and concealed themselves among the 

a mountains near the scene of their outrages, put our soldiers at a great . 

disadvantage in their efforts to capture them, though the expectationis 

7 still entertained that they will be ultimately taken and punished for 

their crimes. | en 

| The threatening and disorderly conduct of the Cheyennes in the In- | 

dian Territory early last summer caused considerable alarm and uneasi- . 

: ness. Investigation proved that their threatening attitude was due in | 

a great measure to the occupation of the land of their reservation by 

| immense herds of cattle, which their owners claimed were rightfully 

there under certain leases made by the Indians. Such occupation ap- 

pearing upon examination to be unlawful, notwithstanding these leases, 

the intruders were ordered to remove with their cattle from the lands 

of the Indians by Executive proclamation. The enforcement of this 

7 proclamation had the effect of restoring peace and order among the 

- Indians, and they are now quiet and well behaved. 

By an Executive order issued on ‘February 27, 1885, by my prede- 

cessor, a portion of the tract of country in the territory known as the 

| Old Winnebago and Crow Creek reservations was directed to be | 

restored to the public domain and opened to settlement under the land 

laws of the United States, and a large number of persons entered upon . 

those lands. This action alarmed the Sioux Indians, who claimed the — 

territory as belonging to their reservation under-the treaty of 1868. This 

Oo claim was determined, after careful investigation, to be well foundec; 

and consequently the Executive order referred to was by proclamation 

of April 17, 1885, declared to be inoperative and of no effect, and all 

persons upon the land were warned to leave. This warning has been — 

- _ gubstantially complied with. a :
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‘The public domain had its origin in cessions of land by the States to. 

the General Government. The first cession was made by the Stateof = 

New York, and the largest, which in area exceeded all the others, by on 
the State of Virginia. The territory, the proprietorship of which be- 

came thus vested in the General Government, extended from the west- ee 

ern line of Pennsylvania to the Mississippi River. These patriotic do- | 

- nations of the States were incumbered with no condition, except that. == 

they should be held and used “for the common benefit of the United | 
States.” By purchase, with the common fund of all the people, addi- ee 

tions were made to this domain until it extended to the northern line 

of Mexico, the Pacific Ocean, and the Polar Sea. The original trust, _ | 

_ “for the common benefit of the United States,” attached toall. Inthe = 
execution of that trust the policy of many homes, rather than large _ | 
estates, was adopted by the Government. That these might be easily | 
obtained, and be the abode of security and contentment, the laws for | 

. their acquisition were few, easily understood, and general in their char- 
acter. But the pressure of local interests, combined with a speculative 

spirit, have in many instances procured the passage of laws which 
- marred the harmony of the general plan, and encumbered the system = 

with a multitude of general and special enactments, which render the | 

land laws complicated, subject the titles to uncertainty, and the pur- 
chasers often to oppression and wrong. Laws which were intended for ; 
the “common benefit” have been perverted so that large quantities of = = 

_ land are vesting in gingle ownerships. From the multitude and charac- | 

ter of the laws, this consequence seems incapable of correction by mere 

administration, = = ae ees | | 
| It is not for the ““common benefit of the United States” thata large 

area of the public lands should be acquired, directly or through fraud, 
in the hands of a single individual. The Nation’s strength is in the | 
people. The Nation’s prosperity is in their prosperity. The Nation’s — | 
glory is in the equality of her justice. The Nation’s perpetuity is in 
the patriotism of all her people. Hence, as far as practicable, the _ 

_ plan adopted in the disposal of the public lands should havein view 

the original policy, which encouraged many purchasers of these lands 

for homes and discouraged the massing of large areas. Exclusive of 
Alaska, about three-fifths of the national domain has been sold or sub-_ | 
jected to contract or grant. Of the remaining two-fifths a considerable 
portion is either mountain or desert. A rapidly increasing population =— 

-ereates a growing demand for homes, and the accumulation of wealth — | 
inspires an eager competition to obtain the public land for speculative 
purposes. In the future this collision of interests will be more marked 
than in the past, and the execution of the Nation’s trust in behalf of 

- our settlers will be more difficult. I therefore commend to your atten- 
tion the recommendations contained in the report of the Secretary of 
the Interior with reference to the repeal and modification of certain of oe 
our land laws. | Sha | ce an | eee
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The nation has made princely grants and subsidies to a system of 

_ railroads projected as great national highways to connect the Pacific 
| States with the East. 1t has been charged that these donations from 

the people have been diverted to private gain and corrupt uses, and 
thus public indignation has been aroused and suspicion engendered. 

| Our great nation does not begrudge its generosity, but it abhors pecu- 

lation and fraud; and the favorable regard of our people for the great _ 
corporations to which these grants were made, can only be revived by | 

a restoration of confidence, to be secured by their constant, unequivo- | 

cal, and clearly manifested integrity. A faithful application of the 

| undiminished proceeds of the grants to the construction and perfect- — 

ing of their roads, an honest discharge of their obligations, and entire | 

: justice to all the people in the enjoyment of their rights on these high- _ 

| _ ways of travel, are all the public asks, and it will be content with no less. 

To secure these things should be the common purpose of the officers of | 

the Government, as well as of the corporations. With this accomplish- 
- ment, prosperity would be permanently secured to the roads, and 

national pride would take the place of national complaint. - _ a 
- It appears from the report of the Commissioner of Pensions that 

there were, on the Ist day of July, 1885, 345,125 persons borne upon 
the pension rolls, who were classified as follows: Army invalids, 

| 241,456; widows, minor children, and. dependent relatives of deceased 
soldiers, 78,841; Navy invalids, 2,745; Navy widows, minor children, 
and dependents, 1,926; survivors of the war of 1812, 2,945; and widows: 
of those who served in that war, 17,212. About one man in ten of all 

: those who enlisted in the late war are reported as receiving pensions, 

| _ exclusive of the dependents of deceased soldiers. On the Ist of July, 

1875, the number of pensioners was 234,821, and the increase within - 

| the ten years next thereafter was 110,304. | 

| While there is no expenditure of the public funds which the people 

more cheerfully approve than that made in recognition of the services 
of our soldiers. living and dead, the sentiment underlying the subject 

| should not be vitiated by the introduction of any fraudulent practices. 
Therefore it is fully as important that the rolls should be cleansed of 

all those who by fraud have secured a place thereon, as that meritorious — 
claims should be speedily examined and adjusted. The reforms in the 

methods of doing the business of this bureau which have lately been 

inaugurated promise better results in both these directions. / 
The operations of the Patent Office demonstrate the activity of the 

: inventive genius of the country. For the year ended June 30, 1885, the 
applications for patents, including reissues, ‘and for the registration of 

trade-marks and labels, numbered 35,688. During the same period 

there were 22,928 patents granted and reissued, and 1,429 trade-marks 

and labels registered. The number of patents issued in the year 1875 — 
was 14,387. The receipts during the last fiscal year were $1,074,974.35,
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and the total expenditures, not including contingent expenses, | 
$984,123.10, 

‘There were 9,788 applications for patents pending on the lst day of => 
July, 1884, and 5,786 on the same date in the year 1885. There has _ 
been considerable improvement made in the prompt determination of 

_ applications and a consequent relief to expectant inventors. = 

A number of suggestions and recommendations are contained in the 
- report of the Commissioner of Patents which are well entitled to the 

-. consideration of Congress, | 7 EN 

In the Territory of Utah the law of the United States passed for the _ 
suppression of polygamy has been energetically and faithfully executed 

during the past year, with measurably good‘results.. Anumberofcon- 
victions have been secured for unlawful cohabitation, and in some cases | 

pleas of guilty have been entered and a slight punishment imposed, a 
upon a promise by the accused that they would not again offend against _ 

the law, nor advise, counsel, aid, or abet, in any way, its violation by | - 
others. eo Ns He ES Le one oe - 

- The Utah Commissioners express the opinion, based upon such infor-, _ 

mation as they are able to obtain, that but few polygamous marriages 
have taken place in the Territory during the last year. They further 

- report that while there cannot be found upon the registration lists of | 

voters the name of a man actually guilty of polygamy, and while none of | | 

- that class are holding office, yet at the last election in the Territory, all : 

the officers elected except in one county, were men who, though not | 

actually living in the practice of polygamy, subscribe to the doctrine 

of polygamous marriages as a divine revelation and a law unto all, — 
higher and more binding upon the conscience than any human law, 

local or national. Thus is the strange spectacle presented of a com- 

munity protected by a republican form of government, to which they | 

owe allegiance, sustaining by their suffrages a principle and a belief 
which set at naught that obligation of absolute obedience to the law | 

of the land, which lies at the foundation of republican institutions. , 

The strength, the perpetuity, and the destiny of the Nation rest upon 
our homes, established by the law of God, guarded by parental care, 
regulated by parental authority, and sanctified by parental love. 
‘These are not the homes of polygamy. - | oa 

_ The mothers of our land, who rule the Nation as they mould the char- 
acters and guide the actions of their sons, live according to God’s holy 

ordinances, and each, secure and happy in the exclusive love of the | - 

_ father of her children, sheds the warm light of true womanhood, unper- oe 

verted and unpolluted, upon all within her pure and wholesome family 
circle. | | | Lo | ve | 

_ ‘These are not the cheerless, crushed, and unwomanly mothers of _ 
polygamy. 7 | TEE hag
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| The fathers of our families are the best citizens of the Republic. | 
: Wife and children are the sources of patriotism, and conjugal and pa- 

rental affection beget devotion to the country. The man who, unde- 
filed with plural marriage, is surrounded in his single home with his wife 
and children, has astake in the country which inspires him with respect 
for its laws and courage for its defense. oe : 

These are not the fathers of polygamous families. | 
| There is no feature of this practice, or the system which sanctions it, 

which is not opposed to all that is of value in our institutions. . 
There should be no relaxation in the firm but, just execution of the 

law now in operation, and I should be glad to approve such further 

discreet legislation as will rid the country of this blot upon its fair 
fame. | , ° , | | 

3 Since the people upholding polygamy in our Territories are re-enforced — 

by immigration from other lands, I recommend that a law be passed to 

_. prevent the importation of Mormons into the country. 

The agricultural interest of the country demands just recognition 

eand liberal encouragement. It sustains with certainty and unfailing 

strength, our nation’s prosperity by the products of its steady toil, and 

| bears its full share of the burden of taxation without complaint. Our 
agriculturists have but slight personal representation in the councils of 

the nation, and are generally content with the humbler duties of citi- _ 

. zenship and willing to trust to the bounty of nature for a reward of 

| their labor. But the magnitude and value of this industry are appre _ 

ciated, when the statement is made that of our total annual exports 

more than three-fourths are the products of agriculture, and of our total 
a population nearly one-half are exclusively engaged in that occupation. 

The Department of Agriculture was created for the purpose of ac- 

quiring and diffusing among the people useful information respecting 

the subjects it has in charge, and aiding in the cause of intelligent and 

progressive farming, by the collection of statistics, by testing the value 

and usefulness of new seeds and plants, and distributing such as are 

found desirable, among agriculturists. This and other powers and 

duties with which this Department is invested are of the utmost im- 

- portance, and if wisely exercised must be of great benefit to the 

country. The aim of our beneficent Government is the improvement — 

| uf the people in every station, and the ameloriation of their condition. 

Surely our agriculturists should not be neglected. The instrumentality 

a established in aid of the farmers of the land should not only be well 

| equipped for the accomplishment of its purpose, but those for whose . 

benefit it has been adopted should be encouraged to avail themselves 
fully of its advantages. ~ | | 

The prohibition of the importation into several countries of certain 
| of our animals and their products, based upon the suspicion that health 

is endangered in their use and consumption, suggests the importance of __
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such precautions for the protection of our stock of all kinds against _ | 
disease, as will disarm «aspicion of danger and cause the removal of | | 

such an injurious prohibition. | Oo | | | 

Tf the laws now in operation are insufficient to accomplish this pro- | 
tection, I recommend their amendment to meet the necessities of the | 
situation, and I commend to the consideration of Congress the sugges- | 
tions contained in the report of the Commissioner of Agriculture ealeu. 

_ lated to increase the value and efficiency of this Department. . os 

The report of the Civil Service Commission, which will be submitted, | 

contains an account of the manner in which the civil-service law has ) 
been executed during the last year, and much valuable information on — | 

this important subject. Oo | oe / 
- [am inclined to think that there is no sentiment more general in the = 
minds of the people of our country, than a conviction ef the correctness 

of the principle upon which the law enforcing civil-service reform is 
based. In its present condition the law regulates only a part of the — : 
subordinate public positions throughout the country. It appliesthe = = 
test of fitness to applicants for these places by means of a competitive = 
examination, and gives large discretion to the Commissioners as to the 
character of the examination and many other matters connected with 7 

its execution. Thus the rules and regulations adopted by the Commis- | 
sion have much to do with the practical usefulness of the statute and oe 

with the results ofits application, = ae | 
The people may well trust the Commission to execute the law with _ | 

perfect fairness and with as little irritation as is possible. -But of course © 
no relaxation of the principle which underlies it, and no weakening of | 
the safeguards which surround it can be expected. Experience inits =~ 
administration will probably suggest amendment of the methods of its > 

execution, but I venture to hope that we shall never again be remitted oe 
to the system which distributes public positions purely as rewards for a 

‘partisan service. Doubts may well be entertained whether our Gov- 
ernment could survive the strain of a continuance of this system, which | 7 

| upon every change of administration inspires an immense army of — a 

claimants for office to lay siege to the patronage of Government, en- | : 

grossing the time of public officers with their importunities, spreading | 
abroad the contagion of their disappointment, and filling the air with 
the tumult of their discontent. : | 7 TPIS eg 

The allurements of an immense number of offices and places, exhib- 
ited to the voters of the land, and the promise of their bestowal in. __ 
recognition of partisan activity, debauch the suffrage and rob politica). | 
action of its thoughtful and deliberative character. The evil would in-. 2 
crease with the multiplication of offices consequent upon our extension, | | 

and the mania for office-holding, growing from its indulgence, would 
_. pervade our population so generally that patriotic purpose, the support 

of principle, the desire for the public good, and solicitude for thena- =
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tion’s welfare, would be nearly banished from the activity of our party 
contests and cause them to degenerate into ignoble, selfish, and dis- 

oe graceful struggles for the possession of office and public place. | 
Civil-service reform enforced by law came none too soon to check the 

progress of demoralization. ee re 
One of its effects, not enough regarded, is the freedom it brings to 

the political action of those conservative and sober men who, in fear of 
the confusion and risk attending an arbitrary and sudden change in all 

| the public offices with a change of party: rule, cast their ballots against ) 
. such a chance. so | 7 | a 

| Parties seem to be necessary, and will long continue to exist; nor _ 
_ can it be now denied that there are legitimate advantages, not discon- 

| nected with office-holdin g, which follow party supremacy. While parti- 
_ sanship continues bitter and pronounced, and supplies so much of mo- 

live to sentiment and action, it is not fair to hold public officials, in 
charge of important trusts, responsible for the best results in the per- | 

formance of their duties, and yet insist that they shall rely, in confiden- 
tial and important places, upon the work of those not only opposed to 
them in political affiliation, but so steeped in partisan prejudice and 

oe ' rancor that they have no loyalty to their.chiefs and no desire for their 
- success. Civil-service reform does not exact this, nor does it require 

/ that those in subordinate positions who fail in yielding their best serv- 
| ice, or who are incompetent, should be retained simply because they 

are in place. The whining of a clerk discharged for indolence or incom- 

, petency, who, though he gained his place by the worst possible opera- 
tion of the spoils system, suddenly discovers that he is entitled to pro- 

tection under the sanction of civil-service reform, represents an idea no _ 
| less absurd than the clamor of the applicant who claims the vacant posi- 

_ tion as his compensation for the most questionable party work. 
_ The civil-service law does not prevent the discharge of the indolent 
or incompetent clerk, but it does prevent supplying his place with the — 

unfit party worker. Thus, in both these phases, is seen benefit to the | 

public service. And the people who desire good government having 
' secured this statute, will not relinquish its benefits without protest. 

Nor are they unmindful of the fact that its full advantages can only 
| be gained through the complete good faith of those having its execution 

in charge. And this they will insist upon. — | 

I recommend that the salaries of the Civil Service Commissioners be 

| increased to a sum more nearly commensurate to their important duties. 

It is a source of considerable and not unnatural discontent that no 

adequate provision has yet been made for accommodating the principal 

library of the Government. Of the vast collection of books and 
. pamphlets gathered at the Capitol, numbering some seven hundred > 

thousand, exclusive of manuscripts, maps, and the products of the 
graphic arts, also of great volume and value, only about three hundred i
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thousand volumes, or less than half the collection, are provided with _ 
shelf-room. The others, which are increasing at the rate of from twenty- 
five to thirty thousand volumes a year, are not only inaccessible to the _ 
public, but are subject to serious damage and deterioration from other | 

causes in their present situation. So | a 
A consideration of the facts that the library of the Capitol hastwice 

been destroyed or damaged by fire, its daily increasing value, and its | | 
importance as a place of deposit of books under the law relating to 

copyright, makes. manifest the necessity of prompt action to insure its | 
-- proper accommodation and protection. = , ne 

| My attention has been called to a controversy which has arisen from : 
the condition of the law relating to railroad facilities in the cityof = 

| Washington, which has involved the Commissioners of the District in oe 

| much annoyance and trouble. I hope this difficulty will be promptly - 
settled by appropriate legislation. = - of as oo 

| The Commissioners represent that enough of the revenues of the _ | 
- District are now on deposit in the Treasury of the United States to - 
repay the sum advanced by the Government for sewer improvements 
under the act of June 30, 1884. They desire now an advance of the _ 

. share which ultimately should be borne by the District of the cost of - 
_- extensive improvements to the streets of the city. The total expense 

| of these contemplated improvements is estimated at $1,000,000, and | 

| they are of the opinion that a considerable sum could be saved if they | 

_ had all the money in hand, so that contracts for the whole work could | 
be made at the same time. They express confidence that if the advance _ | 
asked for should be made, the Government would be reimbursed the | 
game within a reasonable time. I have no doubt that these improve- 
ments could be made much cheaper if undertaken together and prose- 

-- guted according to a general plan. Oo a co, 
>. he license law now in force within the District is deficient and un- 
certain in some of its provisions and ought to be amended. The Com- _ 

missioners urge, with good reason, the necessity of providing a building © 
for the use of the District government, which shall better secure the — 
safety and preservation of its valuable books and records. | | 

| The present condition of the law relating to the succession to the  __ 
‘Presidency in the event of the death, disability, or removal of both 

the President and Vice-President is such as to require immediate 
amendment. This subject has repeatedly been considered by Con- | 
gress, but no result has been reached. The recent lamentable death | 

' of the Vice-President, and vacancies at the same time in all other | 
‘offices the incumbents of which might immediately exercise the func- | 

' tions of the Presidential office, has caused public anxiety and a just | | 

demand that a recurrence of such a condition of affairs should not be 

permitted. _ ye ee
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- In conclusion, I commend to the wise care and thoughtful atiention 
| of Congress the needs, the welfare, and the aspirations of an intelligent 

and generous nation. ‘To subordinate these to the narrow advantages © 
of partisanship, or the accomplishment of selfish aims, is to violate the 

_-people’s trust and betray the people’s interests. But an individual 
sense of responsibility on the part of each of us, and a stern determina- _ 
tion to perform our duty well, must give us place among those who have _ 

- added in their day and generation to the glory and prosperity of our 

| beloved land. - 7 

, | GROVER OLEVELAND. _ 
. WASHINGTON, a | 

Deéember 8, 1885__ | |
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, _ 1884. De oe oe 
1 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr.. Dec. 29 |‘ Telegraphie communication between Argentine | 1 Osborn (No.221),.. 0 * ~ Republic and the United States: Instructed to} © . ' use good offices to obtain concession for Central | - . . : and South American Telegraph Company; let- | MB oS m a ter from president of the company asking as- | . . op ‘sistance of Department, and citing. cases in | : : oe which the Department’s aid has been success- | _ e woe a mo a ee —- | fully exerted, inclosed. a 7 - - . | 1885. ||. es - 2| Mr. Osborn to Mr. Bayard | Apr, 20 | Railway: Inauguration of the Andean Railway, ig (No. 450). : | connecting Buenos Ayres with Mendoza and . ’ ge ey ae Pe . San Juan, a distance of 700 miles; concession cee . . granted to extend the road to Santiago, Chili; “ - . . fo the diplomatic corps and a large party taken |. . Oe co . | over the road, which is equipped with Ameri-. 

- can (Pullman) cars and locomotives. 
3 | Same to same (No. 452)...... May 8 Political: Opening of Congress and reading of |, 3. co 

 President’s message; diplomatic difficulty with —_ _ | papal nuncio arranged ; foreign relations good; . —_ . _ financial condition good; railroad building ad- Me 
of ; vancing rapidly ; telegraph lines extended; im- ° oO migration continues to increase; only. one- | mo a Ms . fourth of children of proper age attend schools. | . ne _ 4} Mr. Bayard to Mr. Osborn May 25 | Telegraphic communication between Argentine 4-5) 

| (No. 227). oo, * | Republic and the United States: Concession mes a poo, sought by Central and South American Tele. _ i oo anne graph Company to extend existing lines to 
: Brazil; instructed to investigate and report and aan oo exptess wish of the United States for unimpeded | / cae , ne telegraphic communication; letter from presi- mo, a dent of the company asking continuation of | - oo diplomatic assistance. . . 5 | Mr. Osborn to Mr. Bayard | July 16 | Telegraphic communication between Argentine | 5 _ fb . (No. 459), . Republic and the United States: Concession 5 : op a | for Central and South American ‘Telegraph . Foe Ps eo re Company to extend its lines to Brazil granted ; . so . . draft of contract to carry concession into effect a : - Ce ' has been submitted to Government. Me 

oer AUSTRIA-HUNGARY. ° | | es , | 

oy 1885. oo, oe t — 6 | Mr. Francis to Mr. Freling- | Feb. 5 Military service demanded of Louis Feinknopf, |- 5. . huysen (No. 53). | aoa _ naturalized American citizen: He is arrested oe / pe de by military authorities of Krakau and im. Lape bo : pressed into the army as a private; Mr. Fran- ee Io - . .{ ¢is protests against this action as in violation oe . of naturalization treaty of 1370; Feinknopf is | - pees eo , discharged after a delay of three months: facts oan po mS . of case stated; correspondence with foreign | . ee | office, and with Mr. Feinknopf and latter’s |. an : ae : mother, inclosed. : ae Mr. Bayard to Mr. Francis | Mar. 9 | Military service demanded of Louis Feinknopf: 16. . (No. 30). : _ United States desires that the unwarranted | —_ oe ae delay in granting Feinknopf’s discharge should a » |. beacknowledged by Austrian Government, and Oo gTENE NET a that a reasonable ‘reparation be made for his / = . ee illegal arrest and impressment in the army. Co 
: FOR————IV . XLIX
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, . 8 | Mr. Francis to Mr. Bayard | Apr. 10 | Military service demanded of Louis Feinknopf: Ww 

(No. 72). | Minister for foreign affairs acknowledges the . 

» . po delay in granting his release was unwarranted, 

| ° | but declines to entertain the proposition to | 

’ | | grant reparation to him, as naturalized citizens 
. know of their liability to be suspected of owing 

. | military duty; the delay not. due to foreign 
| office. 4 

. 9 | Same to same (No. 78)....---; Apr. 25 | Military service demanded by Austria of Harry |. 19 
| Rice: Mr‘ Francis requests his release from 

a, | arrest; Austrian Government furnishgs proof . 

io, { that atthe time of his naturalization Rice had 

CO | ‘not reached his majority or resided five years oe 

. | in the United States, and that the certificate | _, 

| was therefore fraudulently obtained ; Rice has |. 

| | been informed that legation cannot intervene in | . 

; his behalf unless he furnishes proof in rebuttal ; . 

| ae i United States should secure cancellation of the ce 
fraudulent certificate of naturalization; in- |_ 

Lo closes correspondence with foreign office and 8 

a i with Mr. Rice. : mo 

- 10 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Francis | Apr. 28 | Military service demanded of Louis Feinknopf 27 

| (No. 37). j by Austria: His presentation of request for 
|. acknowledgment of unwarranted delay and 

an for reparation, discreet; he will make a list 
of such cases for future reference. . 

. 11 | Same to same (No. 42)....-.-| May 20 | Military service demanded by Austria of Harry 27 

‘ . Rice: As Rice’s naturalization was obtained by |. 
fraudulent allegations, he should be told that . 

° Se United States cannot intervene in his behalf. — 

. 12 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Keiley | May 27 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M. 28 

i (telegram). } , Keiley as minister: Informs him that Austria 
| i has requested delay in his departure for Vienna j _ : 

, | until assent to his appointment had been ob- 

| , | -tained, on ground that Mrs. Keiley was aJewess; my 
| | . consideration of such objection refused ; adirect 

7 -refusal to receive him not understood, but threat 
| of social ostracism held out. 

13 | Mr. Francis to Mr. Bayard..| June 17 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A.M. | 28 

. Keiley as minister: Mr. Szdgyényi states that . 

- | Mr. Keiley’s recognition would be extremely ; 
| inconvenient, as he had been objected to by ‘‘a 

| ' near neighbor’’;. Austrian Government not in-. . 

| a | fluenced by fact that his wife is a Jewess, but | — 

|. cannot prescribe society usage, which might be 

. _ disagreeable. — 

14 | Same to same......-.---.---| June 24 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M. 29 
. . | Keilev.as minister: Interview with Count Kal- 

. ' | noky; he states objections to Mr. Keiley’s ap- 
| pointment, but holds right of a Government to |. 
| refuse to receive an envoy without discussion ; 
| Austria desires to maintain friendly relations 

. | with United States, but thinks its opinions and 
. objections should be regarded; Mr. Francis ex- 

. _. presses regret at these objections. 

15 | Same to same (No. 106)....-.| June 30 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M. 30 

, Keiley as minister: Article from New Free , 

[ Press, of Vienna, inclosed, discussing the re- | , 
| fusal to receive Mr. Keiley, and giving as prin- 
i cipal reason the desire not to offend Italy; 

- asserts that Mr. Keiley would not be acceptable 

o to any European state on same grounds. , 

16 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Francis -; July 1 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M.| 32 
i | Keiley as minister: Reviews the subject of Mr. 

Keiley’s rejection by Italy and the grounds of 
objection assumed by Austria; United States 

. cannot assent to objections based on religious 
L | belief or on the wishes of a third power; the | — 

; De . _ | United States desires to continue friendly re- 

, oo . ; Jations; instructed to convey substance of this 
- oe . | . dispatch to Count Kalnoky, that objection to; -~ 

. oO ‘| ° Mr. Keiley may be withdrawn, and to present |. 

oy 7 SO . | letter of recall, tarning over legation to secre- ; 
| - " tary as chargé. ; Oo 

a, 17 | Mr. Francis to Mr. Bayard | July 27 Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M.| 35 

| (telegram). Keiley as minister: Conference held with min- a 

| . ister; early answer promised; arrival of sec- 

| retary of legation Lee; Mr. Francis takes leave 

| | on 81st instant. a, :
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. 1885. | es . nen, _ 18) Mr. Francis to.Mr. Bayard | July 28 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A.-M. 35 - ° 
bo (Nov 117). a | Keileyas minister: A prompt decision promised | | a 

. OS by minister for foreign affairs after consulta- | : 
| wo ee tion with Baron Schaeffer, who has already ar- Ss 

: oo, rived in Vienna; recall letter will be presented a a . | on 3l1st instant. | . — ne 19 | Mr. Lee to Mr. Bayard (tele- | Aug. 4 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M. 36 _ 
gram). Do = Keiley as minister: Minister for foreign affairs . 

rs oe eo . “ | Tefuses to receive Mr. Keiley and asks appoint- | oe , : a o a " } ment of another minister. . ! po 
20 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Keiley | Aug. 5 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M. 36Ci~s i 

. (telegram). . qd Keiley as minister: Informed that Austria has | : = 
a oo | =: finally and positively refused to receive him | | Be 

poe _ | and his immediate return to the United States 
lo | Is suggested. . . 

21 | Mr. Lee to Mr. Bayard (No. | Aug. 6 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M. 36—O st 
127). . | . Keiley as minister: Minister for foreign affairs 

de Os | | ‘states that his refusal to receive Mr. Keiley , . - 
ce “ ‘does not involve question of liberty of con- - 7 os 

° . |. science, but that fact that Mrs. Keiley was a a 
. Joe | dewess would make his social position in | mee oe 

boy | Vienna impossible; states that his action was | ae 
: | - | not influenced by Italy; custom of obtaining | = 

oe . po | the.agrément of a government to the appvint- | : 
: | ment of minister to it frequently avoids dis- : 

. We agreeable diplomatic incidents. . . : 
22 | Same to same (No. 131)......| Aug. 17 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M. | 37. . 

me us , -) |. Keilev as minister: Mr. Szégyényi inquires 
° - ee . | why Mr. Keiley has not been recalled, to which 

a | reply is made that a religious disqualification | — , 
oe, io | mca cannot be considered ; intimation is given that | 

. a Baron Shaeffer will not return as minister to | 
ae | . United States. - a . to 

23 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Lee (No. |:Aug. 31 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M. | 38 / a 
a 4). mo Keiley as minister: Reviews the position of | — an , : ad | United States ; United States has not insisted. — 

. be nas | | upon Mr. Keiley’s reception, and admits the oe : a Be _ _. | wight of a government to decline to receive an 
envoy without stating grounds of objeetions; |. mo 

: sO objections stated could not be acquiesced in, and 
. nn Mr. Keiley could not be recalled on such grounds. 7 

co, - Instructed to inform Coant Kalnoky that the re 
a a | | objections were stated in writing and not ver- | ~ 8 
ce _— . i bally. and objection was made on ground of fT 
an , ae Mr. Keiley’s rejection by Italy.’ _ mo os 

_ 24 | Mr. Keiley to Mr. Bayard...| Sept. 1 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M. — 41. 
Keiley as mifiister: Resigns his commission. | , 

' oS Reviews at length the grounds of refusal to re- a | 
- ' 4. Geivehim. . ue | . 

25.) Mr. Bayard to Mr. Keiley | Sept. 15 | Objections of Austria to. appointment of A. M. 45 i | 
(No. 2). a Keiley as minister: Resignation of his commis- | 

sion accepted ; approves his action and regrets | ° oo . ; . ; that the course of Austria and his refusal of | _ 
a — . other office have prevented. the United States . . of availing itself of his services. ’ poco 7 . 

26 | Mr. Lee to Mr. Bayard (No. | Oct. ‘9 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M. | 46 
147).. an . Keiley as minister: Count Kalnoky states that | | 

ee | Baron Schaeffer made a mistake in communicat- | 
. op ing Austria’s objections in writing instead of 

. oe . verbally; Mr. Szégyényi denies that he said | oo ‘ 
| a . ; to Mr. Francis that Italy had. objected to Mr. | — cies 

. é : _ Keiley’s reception at Vienna. | . a 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF AUSTRIA-HUNGARY AT WASHINGTON. oo | 

| | | 1885. - > : oe co 
_ 27 | Mr. Bayard to Baron Schaef- | May 4 | Objections. of Austria to appointment of A. M. 4B . | fer . pe Keiley as minister: Announces Mr. Keiley’s Fe 7 _ appointment as minister, and bespeaks a. favor- - 

note ney able reception for him at Vienna. vt . 
28 | Count Kalnoky to Baron.| May 8 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M. 48 oe - ‘Schaeffer (telegram). . Ss Keiley as minister: States regret at Mr. Keiley’s. 

pe . a sudden departure for Vienna, as scruples exist | _ oe a | oO against his selection as minister ; instructed to o oo 
po. direct attention of United States Government | . - . | | to practice of previously obtaining the agré- | _ . ment of the other Government, and to request | 

, | that Mr. Keiley will not reach Vienna until md OO 
po. Se consent to his nomination has been given; po- i 

oo | sition of an envoy wedded toaJewess untenable | __ oe 
in Vienna. / ne
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+ 99 | Mr. Bayardto Baron Schaef- | May 18 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M. 48 

fer. a Keiley as minister: United States unable to ad- 

. _ ‘| mit disqualification of a diplomatic agent on 
the ground of religion, or inquire into such 

. matters; religious equality the ground work 
of the American system of government; re-;_ . 
quests reconsideration by Austria; right of a 

. government to refuse to receive an unacceptable | 
envoy freely admitted. . . 

30 | Baron Schaeffer to Mr. Bay- | May 19 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M. 51 

ard. Keiley as minister: Views of the United States 

. . - will be laid before his Government; -he is not | 
authorized to discuss the arguments presented ; 

| requests that Mr. Keiley may not reach Vienna 
until consent to his appointment has been re- | 
ceived. 

31 | Mr. Bayard'to Baron Schaef- | May 20 Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M. 51 

| fer. Keiley as minister: Thecustom of previously ob- 
taining consentof foreign powerstoappointment | — 

_ of ministers has not been followed by United 

. States; gives reasons why it would be unwise; 

: | Austria was duly informed of Mr. Keiley’s ap- : 

- fo. pointment; hopes no sufficient grounds for his © 

. . rejéction will be found on this point. . — 

32 |Baron Schaeffer to Mr. Bay- | May 25 | Anarchists: Departure of, fearedamong Bohemians 53 . 

ard. leaving Chicago ostensinly to witness opening 
. festivities of New National Theater at Prague; 

. requests examination of baggage and seizure 

oo of suspicious revolutionary pamphlets and ex- ° 

. to plosives. 
33 | Mr. Bayard to Baron Schaet- May 26 | Anarchists: Departureof, feared among Bohemians 53 

- fer. leaving. Chicago for Prague; United States 

| executive has no power to make searches of bag- 
- gage of passengers suspected of carrying explo- | 

. sives, except after legal proceedings; revolu- |. _ 

- | tionary pamphiets not seizable by any United 

| States law; carrying explosives on a passenger | 7 

vessel prohibited by law; district attorney will 
. institute proceedings on complaint duly made |. 

. *. : before any United States magistrate. 

34 | Baron Schaeffer to Mr. Bay- | June 11 | Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M. 55 

ard. Keiley as minister: Austria declines to make 

. its objections the basis of a discussion upon re- . 

- ligious liberty and diplomatic law; objections 
on ground want of political tactinconsequence | - 

; of which another power refused to receive hint, | 
and of social disabilities on account of his do- | 
mestic relations, remain in fall force; requests ‘| 

. that Mr. Keiley will not arrive at present at 

- Vienna . . 

35 | Mr. Bayard te Baron Schaef: | June 13 | Anarchists: Departure of, feared among Bohemian 55 

fer. tourists leaving Chicago for Prague; attorney- 
- general unable to obtain information of unlaw- 

ful proceedings in premises. 

36 | Same to same ........-------| June 15 |, Objections of Austria to appointment of A. M. 56 
Keiley as minister: Regrets that efforts of 
United States to be represented at Vienna have 

mg . not been wholly successful; states the corre- 

; spondence was invited by Austria,andis abrup ily 

mo closed by Baron Schaeffer’s note of 1ith in- | 

. ‘stant; declines to discuss objections based on 

; | previous refusal «f a third power; asks if re- 

. | quests that Mr. Keiley may-not aifive ‘just |. 

| | now’ is intended to temporarily delay his pre- 

. 7 | sentation or is a final refusal to receive him. ‘ 

7 
Neen ee een nn nn aan nnnnn nc 

: | BELGIUM. ~ | , 

| 1885. | 57 

37 | Mr. Fish to Mr. Bayard (No.| Aug. 2 Congo, Independent State of: Assumption by | 

349.) ¢ King Leopold of title of sovereign of, and ap- . 

. - pointment of Eiimund van Eetvelde as adminis- 

. trator-general of foreign affairs; the relation of 

King personal and not connected with Belgium ; 

Jot letter of King to President; King’s secretary to 
Mr. Fish, and Mr. Eetvelde to Mr. Bayard, giv- 

= ing boundaries and guarantee of neutrality as 

. . _ provided by the general act of Berlin Congo | 

| conference.
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' $8] Mr. Bayard to Mr. Tree Sept. 11 | Congo, independent state of:, Recognition of 60 

(No. 5). So , King Leopold.as sovereign of, and entrance upon 
SO ae diplomatic relations with new state by United 

. oo States ; declaration of neutrality cannot be given | — ‘ 
: ce , due weight until Senate takes action upon general ce 

ed . _ |. act of Berlin Congo Conference; United States} os 
° delegates at Congo conference signed the general {°° ee ar oe ae | a act without plenipotentiary powers, and United — . . a 

. Oats, | States not bound by that instrument; letter . 
oe | oS of President to King Leopold and of Mr. Bayard wo - : ve to administrator-general for foreign affairs of | ||. : 
—- . Congo inclosed. me - 

. 89} Mr. Tree to Mr. Bayard | Oct. 20 | Congo, independent state of: Interview with 62 . 
. (No. 5). o Coy Es administrator-general for foreign affairs; let- 7 

- ~ ters to him delivered ; postal service tor Congo 
; . | to be in operation by January 1; judicial system . 

Be nearly perfected; courts to be established at . a . Bees od. oo Banana and Vivi; department of interior under weit a 
. -...|. organization ; results hoped for in due time. ve . 40 | Same to same (No. 7) .......| Oct. 26 | Congo, independent state of: Delivery of letter 63 

op . . | of President to King Leopold as sovereign of | me! . . o oo , Congo; king expresses gratification, and states 7 an | oe _ that United States was first nation to recognize a 
nea | theCongoflag ; deprecates too great expectation |. ; 

- eo of results in short time; project to build rail- 
. neg ebe way around falls of Congo mentioned; King in- . oe | 7 oR : terested in carrying civilization to Africa, and: | OMS Se . hopes to build up commerce, : , 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF BELGIUM AT WASHINGTON. os oo . “ + 
: x ~ 

A nar ttn 
etn 7 - = “ a | 138. | ne | | 

. 41 | Mr.de Bounder to Mr. Bay- | June -19 | Tonnage duty: Removal of,on vessels coming 64: a . ard. . _| ° from certain ports of North, Central, and South : : of |. America, in accordance with shipping ~ act of . . ~ June 26, 1884; same treatment claimed for 8 : os - vessels coming from Belgian ports under most |. a : . ; ~ favored nation clause of treaty of 1875. | 
42 | Mr. Bayard to Mr.de Boun-| Nov. 7 | Tonnage duty: Removal of, on vessels comin 65 we der. . from certain ports in North, Central, and South Se ee . : oe | America, in accordance with shipping act of | __ a o og June 26, 1884; in opinion of Attorney-General . oo rn Ps : : the discrimination geographical ,inuring to ves- : Sp ve) sels of any nation from ports mentioned in act. . ys , Moe, Claim to exemption for vessels coming from | - - ae | Belgium under ‘“ most favored nation” clause : _ of | of treaty of 1875 unwarranted. . a ° 

| — * GENTRAL AMERICA. oo gee 
OE Meee a 1885. Te SE _ 43 | Mr. Hall to Mr. Frelinghuy- | Jan. 15 | Destitute laborers in Guatemala: They wereen-| 66° | ‘sen (No. 309). rire a .. gaged by verbal contract at New Orleans to ee od me ——- work on a projected railroad; many reported Be 

~ | pt to have died; aid asked,- but not expected, . ie a tee ‘|| from Government of Guatemala; suggests that es : oe American naval vessel be sent'to Livingston to: |. Do eel! ojo. | Gnvestigate and return such as desire to New ot LO _| Orleans; correspondence with consular agent | — oe : ce a “ a at Livingston inclosed. . - ce _ 447) Same to same (No. 311)....-.| Jan. 22 | Destitute laborers in Guatemala: Many claim 68 ae Be a . - |. American citizenship ; reports of their destitu- |. Ps oe _ tion corroborated; tor naval vessel to return | ots a ms oh ERR the worthy destitute to New Orleans would be |. oS / re .. an act of humanity. . oe . 
45 | Same to same (No. 314) .....| Feb. 5 | Destitute laborers in Guatemala: Renews his 69 - 

_- Suggestion that an American naval vessel re- |. 
a oe cn 2 - turn them to New Orleans; letter from consu- 4 . : lar agent at Livingston inclosed. a « 46 | Same to same (No. 316)......| Feb. 10 | Arrest demanded by Nicaragua of J. D. Gomez, a 70 | oo ae . : Nicaraguan, charged with a political offense, and : me a passenger on board American steamer Hondu- | . a 2 | tas; Mr. Hallhas protested; captainof Honduras oS 

Oe . refused to deliver up Gomez, and sailed; cap- | _ - a tain tried after his departure and found guilty; . Co trouble feared in case his ship returns; corre- - . wl og |. spondence with consul at Managua inclosed. | 
47 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Feb. 11.) Destitute laborers in Guatemala: Secretary of | 72 - Hall (No. 215). ‘| - Navy has been asked to send naval vessel to in-~ . | | so | vestigate and return American citizens in dis- 

| tress to New Orleans.
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48 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Feb. 27 | Destitute laborers in Guatemala: Secretary of | 72 

a Bayard (No. 221)., Navy has ordered a naval vessel to Livingston 
: to furnish supplies to destitute Americans, 

| after conference with consular agent, and trans- oO 
| port such as desire to return to New Orleans; 
| letter from Secretary of Navy inclosed. . 

49 | Mr. Whitehouse to Mr. Fre- | Mar. 6 | Union of ‘Central America proclaimed by decree 73 

linghuysen. | of President Barrios of Guatemala: Great ex- | ~  - 
: citement and enthusiasm prevails; resistance | 

of Nicaragua and Costa Rica anticipated,and | = ~ 
| preparations made against them ; Presidents of 

Salvador and Honduras have declared for ‘the . 
| Union; persons hostile to Union declared trai- | _ 

tors; officers who declare for it to be advanced ; 
| treaties negotiated by other states after decree., 

a declared void. Note from minister of foreign . 
oe . . | affairs announcing decree inclosed. : 

. 50 | Same to same ......-..-..--.| Mar. 8 | Union of Central America proclaimed by decree 74 
| of President. Barrios of Guatemala: President 

. | of Salvador vacillates, declaring assent of Con- 
| gress necessary before agreeing to decree; war; - —— . 

. |. expected to be declared; Honduras has ad- 
| hered unreservedly; answers of Nicaragua and a 

. | | Costa Rica not made public. Letter from Presi- 
| dent Barrios to President of Salvador urging 

, | | him to join the Union inclosed. 
51 | Same to same -....-..--.----| Mar. 9 | Union of Central America proclaimed. by decree 75 

, i of President Barrios of Guatemala: Decree and 
| proclamation of the union inclosed ; no treaties 

. a | made by any other of Central American States 
a | will be recognized after date of decree of union. 

52 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hall (tel- | Mar. 10 | Union of Central America by decree of President 81 
-egram). | Barrios of Guatemala: United States in favor 

| of a voluntary combination of the different 
| | states, but discountenances coercion by any one 

| gtate; United States prepared to use its influ- . 
. ence for peace. 

| 53 | Same to same (No. 226).....-| Mar. 12 | Arrest demanded by Nicaragua of J.D.Gomez,aj{ 82 
. Nicaraguan, charged witha political offense, and 

; . a passenger on board American steamer Hondu- 
, | ras ; captain of Honduras should have delivered 

i’ ; | up Mr. Gomez if he voluntarily entered jurisdic- | 
| . | tion whose law#he had violated ; merchant ves- 
| i - sels owe temporary allegiance to country they 

— | . visit, and are subject to its laws unless granted 
| — , immunity by treaty. Requests report of facts. 

54 | Mr. Halito Mr. Bayard (No. | Mar. 14 | Union of Central America by decree of President | 83. 
i 822). Barrios of Guatemata: Decree unexpected; 

fo Honduras has joined the movement; previous : 
: | agreement was made between Presidents of |‘ . 

« , : { Guatemala, Honduras, and Salvador; latter 
f does not hold to agreement, owing to opposition | — 

/ | of people of Salvador; Costa Rica and Nicara- | 
. : | | gua opposed to union; necessity of peaceful | 

. | | _ measures urged upon President of Guatemala ; 
. | | United States influence will be used to avert | - 

conflict. Correspondence inclosed. — | 
55 | Same to same (telegram)... | Mar. 15 | Union of Central America by decree of President 87 

er | Barrios of Guatemala: President of Guatemala | 
i . | . states his army on Salvadorian frontier to sup- 

- . , - | - port union not to invade neighboring states ; 
Mexico will probably remain passive and allow . 

| | President of Guatemala to recede gracefully 
- ; po | . from his position. 

56 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hall (tel- | Mar. 16 | Telegraphic cables belonging to Americans in Cen- 87 
egram). tral America: United States will hold Guatemala 

Do responsible forinjury doneto, under its authority.| 
57 | Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard (tel- | Mar. 16 | Union of Central America by decree of President 87 | 

a | egram). . 1° Barrios of Guatemala: Arrangement thought . 
a possible to avert conflict; President of Guate- : 

. mala would accept suggestion of United States, 
fo So and withdraw troops from Salvador, if Mexican | 

, ‘interference is discontinued; condition of af- 
. fairs prejudicial to American interests. - | 

. 58 | Same to same (telegram)....| Mar. 24 | Union of Central America by decree of President | 88 
Barrios of Guatemala: Mr. Hall has endeavored | . . 

. i : to prevent conflict; Honduras and Nicaragua | 
poo _ will delay hostilities pending instructions to 

| him from United States; rumored intervention 
Cg by Mexico sought by Salvador; new minister | — 

_ from Guatemala will give information of de- 
mand made by Salvador for surrender of persons 

| on steamer Grenada; naval vessels asked for.
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59 | Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard (No. |; Mar. 25 | Demand by Salvador for surrender of Guatemalan 88 7 

825). 0 : fh minister to United States, and of men and . 
es so . oO military supplies for Honduras, of captain of f 

. Pe oe oF | American steamer Grenada; captain of Gren- 
: | - | ada refuses to comply; all the Central Ameri- | a 

| - . can states use the Pacific Mail Steamship Com- |. | 
: pany’s steamers for transporting arms; Mr. 

| Co ee - Hall refuses to instruct the captain to return |. . 
. oo . | the men to San José; correspondence inclosed. a! . 

. 60 | Same to same (No. 326)......| Mar. 25 | Destitute laborers (American) in Guatemala: | 90 - 
- Commander of U. ®. 8S. Swatara has made in-}| ~~ | 

| . . vestigation; better protection of Americans a 
| . promised ; moral effect of Swatara’s visit good;| poe 

’ thirty-eight. men taken on board from Living- | - oe 
On res ston; others will be returned to New Orleans | = | 
Soa oe from Puerto Barrios; letterfrom consular agent 

- . _at Livingston inclosed. de : 
- 61! Same to same (No.327)......| Mar. 26 | Union of Central A.merica by decree of President 91. 

Pe - {  -. >) Barrios of Guatemala: Efforts of Mr. Hall to | — an 
qo | | secure peace; Guatemala and Honduras giveas- | = i 

i oe _ , | gurances they will not begin hostilities; Sal- a 
. os _. vador stated to have sent emissaries to foment . os 

oy ! ‘revolution among Indiansin Honduras and Gua- 
. : } - | temala; President of Guatemala has evinced 

Co poo | willingness to recede from his position because | ~ OS 
7 ne o . |. of failure of support of President of Salvador ; 

Se oo | correspondence with the Central American es . 
aan : pee | ae States in endeavor to secure peace inclosed.: ° 

“ 62} Same to same (No. 329)....../ Mar. 26 | Union of Centra! America by decree of President | 94 
. a Barrios of Guatemala: Decree does not affect “ 

_ - a . . existing treaties, and is void so far as concerns 
. . : Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica, who have; 

Ss oe ob i: not accepted it; memorandum and note from 
oe . . |... | | minister for foreign affairs of Guatemala inclosed. . 
63 | Same to same (No. 330)......| Mar. 26 | Union of Central America by decree of President. 96 SO 

- -. | Barrios of Guatemala: Condition of affairs in 
og oy aa Nicaragua; army,is placed on war footing and . 

_ oo |. G@uatemala to be invaded; dispatches from con- Sw 
_ ; |. stl at Managua inclosed. ae - eo SS 

64 | Mr. Bavard to Mr. Hall (tele- | Mar. 27 | Naval vessels ordered to protect American inter- | 98 
oo gram). - . | - ests in Central America. Oo: oe os 

65 | Same to same (telegram)....;| Apr. 1 | Union of Central America by decree of President 98 ° 
She . § Barrios of Guatemala: Mr. Hall informed of 

po, . ) his previous authorization to offer good offices , 
7 me of the United States in interest of peace. 7 

_ 66 | Mr. Hallto Mr. Bayard (tele- | Apr. 1 | Union of Central America by decree of President 98 
Oe gram). - fe Barrios of Guatemala: Exercise of good offices 

- mo - of the United States will probably prevent | — 
oy, , - "| ploodshed; asks permission to extend same. . 
67 | Same to same, (telegram)....; Apr. 2 | Union of Central America by decree of President 99 - 

CO ee Barrios of Guatemala: Battle between the | . : 
. oo forces of Salvador and Guatemala; President of . 

- oe Guatemala killed; diplomatic corps has pro-|. — So 
od a . ' posed armistice. 
68 | Same to same (telegram)....| Apr. 8 | Union of Central America by decree of President 99 - 

Bo Barrios of Guatemala: President Barrios killed | =. . 
Ade on in battle on 2d inst.; General Barillas named by ' wou 

| os ‘National Assembly provisional President; new 
oo af 2 oo ministry formed; General Barrios’ death demor- . 

: me . . alized army, and caused panic; Guatemala Gov- | | boy 
7 : re ernment weak; fear entertained as.to safety of |  —s_. 

I mo a obnoxious individuals; numbers ask asylum in | . 
: a ; egation. po 

69 | Mr..Whitehouse to Mr. Bay- |.Apr. 10 Political situation:, Mr. Hall, by exercise of good; 99 a 
ard (telegram). “3 ottices, has prevented military dictatorship of 

po a SO s . General Barrundia, and induced Guatemala to. 
pe a | observe. legality, form new ministry, and make 

. | peace with Salvador; Salvador will probably | | 
. consent to peace if mrged by the United States. |' : —_ 

_ 0 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. White- | Apr. 11 | Political situation: United States minister to 100. . 
house (telegram). fo Mexico has been telegraphed that war between me : 

| | Sf . Mexico and Guatemala is deprecated by the | oe 
ee a i. United States. . a 

71 | Mr. Hallto Mr. Bayard (No. | Apr. 11) Union of Central America by decree of President 100 | 
336)... so . . Barrios of Guatemala: Invasion of Salvador on 

4 a frustrated by death of General Barrios at head a 
4 _ of his troops; panic ensues; fighting not re- os 

| , Op - | > gumed; Guatemala revokes decree; General. 
oe cs Barillas named provisional President, and - 
| ot oS ‘| appoints excellent cabinet; peace reported be- 

. oe , Green Honduras and Salvador, Nicaragua, and a 
. mo | ‘Costa.Rica; Salvador and Guatemala will prob- ce co 

. ne ce ably make peace. - .
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72 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hall (tel- | Apr. 13} Political. situation: President urgently recom- 104 

egram). ‘|  mends to acting President of Guatemala a peace- 
- ful termination of present difficulties. __ 

73 | Mr. Whitehouse to Mr. Bay- | Apr. 14} Political situation: Attitude of United States |; 10% : 
ard. towards threatened war between Mexico and | 

Guatemala; Department’s telegram of 11th in- | 
stant has been sentto Mr. Hall notin cipherthat .|~ : 
its meaning may be known to Salvador. ~ - 

74 | Same to same.....-.........; Apr. 15] Politica: situation: Peace arranged by. Salvador | 102- 
® and Guatemala; hostilities ceased between Cen- . 

tral American States, and general amnesty pro- - 
, . claimed; plenipotentiaries of allies meet at Aca- 

jutila to arrange definite treaty; letter from’ 
- “President of Salvador and consul at San Salva... 

| dor inclosed. . 
75 | Same to same.-...........--.| Apr. 15| Political situation: Preliminary peace proposi- |. 102 . 

| . tions through good offices of diplomatic corps , 
| accepted by Salvador and Guatemala; renewal | 

: _ of hostilities improbable. . 
76 | Mr. Hallto Mr. Bayard (No. | Apr. 15 | Political situation: Mediation of diplomatic corps 103. 

337). results in preliminary arrangement for peaceful 
oe settlement of war growing out of decree. of. 3 

-- union by President Barrios; bases no conditions | _ 
. — | and absolute amnesty ; correspondence between 

Mr. Hall, diplomatic corps, and Presidents of 
_ Central American States inclosed. 

- 97 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hall (No. | Apr. 16| Destitute laborers (Americans) in Guatemala: 109 
239). U.S.S. Swatara returned them to the United 

- ; States in a satisfactory manner; reports of 
. - naval officers and letter from consul at Livings- a 

ton inclosed. < 7 . 
78 | Mr. Hallto Mr. Bayard (No. | Apr. 17/| Political situation: Draft. of decree declaring | 112 

- 338). peace to be issued simultaneously by all Cen- eo 
tral American States has been drawn up by |. 

, | | President of Salvador; no positive assurance of _— 
‘| | thisresult; diplomatic corps congratulate Pres- : 

: | . ident of Salvador upon satisfactory result of its . 
So | mediation. 

79 | Mr. Whitehouse to Mr. Bay-| Apr. 18| Political situation: Treaty of peace between Sal- 114 
ard. | vador and Honduras inclosed. 

80 | Same to same...............| Apr. 18) Political situation: Decree of President of Salva- 115 ~ 
. dor declaring peace and thanking diplomatic 

corps for its mediation. 
$1 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hall (No. | Apr. 23 | Union of Central America by decree of President |; 117. 

— 241). Barrios of Guatemala: Abrogation of decree 
does away with importance of ninth article an- 

| nulling treaties signed by the other States after 
date of the decree. fom os 

82 | Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard (No. | Apr. 24} Mediation of diplomatic corps to secure peace: 117 
342). Resolution of thanks to diplomotic corps by | © 

Legislature of Guatemala for its action in secur- 
. | ing peace. , . 

83 | Same to same (No. 351) .....| May 8 | Union of Central America proposed by President 118 
: of Salvador: All Central American States in- 

, vited to send delegates to a congress to adopt a | . 
federal constitution; project fails, only Hon- 

“ | duras sending favorable answer; circular of 
, : $alvador, and replies ot the different Govern- | . 

e ments inclosed. 
$4 | Same to same (No. 355) .....| May 16 | Revolution in Salvador: Salvadorians under Gen- 123 

| erals Menendez and Perez, who were favorable 
. _ |. to General Barrios, have routed Government 

: i troops; President Zaldivar resigned and left 
| country; peace will probably be made by elec- 

- tion of General Menendez to presidency. — on 
85 | Same to same (No. 367) .....| May 30.) Revolution in Salvador: Attempt to settle diffi- j~ 124. 

, . culty by commissioners on behalf of Govern- 
. | ment and revolutionists unavailing; Nicaragua . 

a | sends 1,000 men to aid Government of Salvador; 
° . ; victorious engagement by revolutionists re- | . 

. ported; proclamations by revolutionary leader | - 
. Menendez inclosed. 

86 | Same to same (No. 369) .....| June 2 | Revolution in Salvador: Guatemala protests 126 
against intervention of Nicaragua in internal 
affairs of Salvador; Guatemala intends to place 

con observation forces on frontier of. Salvador; 
° action of Salvador likely to occasion difficulties 

| with Guatemala, Honduras, and Mexico; pro- } 
. | test of Guatemala to diplomatic corps inclosed. | 

¢ . .
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87 | Mr. Hallto Mr. Bayard (No. | June 5 | Revolution in Salvador: Successes of revolution 127 . 

| 1 870). ‘ reported; Nicaraguan troops to aid General my 

os - : Figueroa have landed in Salvador; dispatches — 
- a from consul at Sansonate inclosed. . 

S, 88 | Same to same (No. 373) ....| June 12 | Revolution in Salvador: Mediation of United 128 

ae Lo - States desired by Guatemala to promote peace . 

. - 7 ; . in; and secure withdrawal of Nicaraguan forces | 2a 
a . ~ from Salvador; Guatemala will then withdraw os 
was troops from frontier; American interests preju- |. - : a 

. ee - diced by state of disorder; note from minister oo 
fe ET oe | be | of foreign affairs inclosed. . Mao 

89 | Mr Bayard to Mr. Hall (tel- June 19 | Mediation by United States to secure peace in| 130 — 
ae egram). . ; ~~ |. Central America: Instructed to use good offices | Ee 

: oe Co oo and inflnence to secure peaceful settlement; | fo as 
- ee es United States has deep interest in welfare. of | a 

i a | . oy Central America. . a 7 Oe an 
90 | Mr. Hallto Mr. Bayard (No. | June 26 | Revolution in Salvador: Success of revolution- | . 130: 

377). — | ists; terms made with Government party; Mr. | ° 
a . Oe : - Hall used his good offices to bring about result; | oe 

t Do: General Menendez . provisional President ; a 2 
: _ |. treaty of peace inclosed. a 

-* 91 | Same to same (No. 378)......) June 27 | Revolution in Salvador: Provisional Government | | 132 — 
yt under General Menendez as President an- : Sas 

. . . | mounced by minister for-foreign affairs; sug- | - ~ 
. . gests recognition by United States. | ao 

. - 92 | Same to same (No. 394)......, July 22 | Railroad contract by Guatemala to build railroad 133 
. 7 - from Atlantic to Guatemala City: Scheme lan- a 

- . : o guishes from failure of Guatemala to carry out ce 
rn ae | oo contract; Mr. Hall obtains payment of wages of A, 

ve ee | American laborers employed; new contracton |. , 
| : ee : equitable basis to be made; letter from agent of 

re oe ’ . ‘contractors and consular agent at Livingston 
_ *. |. inelosed. op . 

93 | Same to same (No. 404)......} Aug. 31.| Mediation of United States to secure peace be- 136 
/ . oe oa tween Guatemala and Nicaragua: Through Mr. 

. |. "“Hall’s efforts Guatemala has received Nicara- 7 . 
. me guan envoy; protocol to settle differences; let- | 

. . me | ter to Mr. Hall inclosed ; Guatemala and Salva- 

a dor disposed to maintain peace with Nicaragua. | —_ 
_ 94 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hall (No.| Sept. 1 | Neutrality laws of. United States: Alleged viola- 1388 i 

285). a oo tion ot brsteamer City of Mexico,at New York, | a 

an engaged in filibustering expedition against Hon-.) oo 
a duras; means to prevent same have been taken; | 

od es | Mr. Hall will inform Honduras. 
95 | Same to same (No. 288)......| Sept. 7 | Neutrality laws of United States: Alleged viola- | 1388 

| a tion of, by steamer City of Mexico engaged in 
a - filibustering expedition against, Honduras; no a. 

oe ; - evidence to confirm report, but she will be : 

7 Ra - . watched. . : Chee te 
96 | Myr, Hail to Mr. Bayard (No.| Sept. 11 | Neutrality laws of United States: Alléged viola- 189 . 
1 410). a ne tion of, by steamer City of Mexico engaged for |. . 

: - oe - filibustering expedition against Honduras; ex- | 
- oe - vo pedition said to be under ex-President Soto ; in- 

oo . . | closes note from minister for foreign affairs | 
Orn Pe a a Cf asking her detention at New York. a ae 

97 | Same to same (No. 427)......| Sept. 29 | Revolutionary movement against Honduras by | 140 
a ex-President Soto: Unsuccessful attempt of | - — . 

a steamer Dorian to land an expedition; news-| 
Se paper articles inclosed. ae : 

98 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hall (No. | Oct. 7 | Neutrality laws of United States: Alleged viola- | 14k 
- 294), tion ‘of, by steamer City of Mexico engaged ne 
pe . - i. .. | for filibustering expedition against Honduras; :.\ oo . 

; a So . no evidence found against vessel, which has | _ 
. . os | sailed from New York; correspondence with | . . 

ree . | > Treasury Department inclosed. : pe 
99 | Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard (No.| Oct. 10 .| Neutralitv laws of United States: Alleged viola- 143 

te 429). es ' tion of, by steamer City of Mexieo engaged for |. 
. filibustering expedition, against Honduras; ws 

- ne a thanks of Honduras for steps taken to prevent | ae 
« ob | departure of expedition from United States; ns | 

oo poe oe telegrams inclosed. 
100 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Pringle | Nov. 18 |} Mediation of United States to secure peace in 143 

oe (No. 305). ood Central America: President willing that United | . 
Be ee States representatives should use influence to Se 8 

Sy ees ve, that end, with due recognition of sovereign oe 
a fe . rights i good wishes for Central America ex- | — po 

. |. pressed. a of 
101 | Same to same (No. 307) .....| Nov. 28) Neutrality laws of United States: Alleged viola- | 144 — 

a a . tion of; against peace of Honduras by British |... ee 
steamer Dorian through assistance of A. D. 

. a, Straus & Co., at New York; operations of latter 
. , will be investigated. - . .
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102 | Mr. Young to Mr. Freling- | Dec. 12] Students (Chinese) educated in America: They 144 

huysen (No. 574). { . distinguish themselves in fight against French 
| at Foochow; students no longer sent to United OF 
| States on ground that they become denational- 
| | ized; Mr. Young calls attention to their bravery 
| at Foochow, and hopes for continuance of the 

ae system ; correspondence with foreign office in- | 
closed. 

103 | Same to same (No. 596) .....| Dec.- 27| Tea trade of China: It is decreasing owing to 146 
increase of tea culture in India; opium culture | ~ . 

a, ‘increases with diminution of tea culture. ~ ° 
1885. . 

104 | Same to same (No. 631) .....| Jan. 20) Christian converts at Canton: Protest of mission- |. 147 
, | aries aguinst incendiary publication suggesting Lo 

| : means for arresting spread of Christianity; re- 
‘ | | view of missionary questionin China; treatiesin | | 

| | _ ;. which China stipulates protection of Christians | - 
. | | cited: remonstrance will be made to yamén; |» . 

| ; | letter from consulat Canton; publication issued ; 
| | at Canton, and address of Protestant mission- 

| | | _ aries at Canton inclosed. : | 
105 | Same to same (No. 632)......; Jan. 24; Protection of foreigners at Canton: Viceroy has.| 154 - 

| | suppressed publication arguing against spread 
| | | of Christianity, at intervention of British con- : 
| | '  gul-general; no formal complaint will be made 

i to yamén, but by informal representation; | = 
. | | correspondence between British consul-general 

. _ | and viceroy of Canton inclosed. 
106 | Same to same (No. 650) .....; Feb. 14; Neutrality of United States during difficulties | 156 

| Oo | between France and China: Consul at Foochow 
t . | directed not to recommend to Chinese explosives — 

. | of American manufacture; correspondence in- 
| closed. fe 

107 | Same to same (No. 658) .....| Feb. 23 | Citizenship status of J. F. Pearson, or Whey Ting, | 157 : 
| a _ | born of American father and Chinese mother: | 

| He claims American citizenship to aid him in a | 
. | | property difficulty; Mr. Young holds he must 

| | be regarded as an American citizen, if he has | . 
i: | assumed no other allegiance; correspondence. . 
| . | withconsulat Canton. |. 

168 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Young | Mar. 11; Neutrality of United States during difficulties 160 
| (No. 407). . -{ between France and China: United States can- 

| . . | not prevent its citizens out of its jurisdiction 
i . | from joining in hostile movements against for- |. 

| eign states at their own risk; instructed to dep- 
. - , . recate such action; Americans cannot be pro- 

p . | hibited from acting as pilots on French men-of- 
war. a 

109 | Mr. Young to Mr. Bayard | Mar. 13] Contraband of war: Notification of French min- ‘161 
(No.'673). | ister declaring rice to be contraband inclosed. {| —__. 

110.| Mr. Bayard to Mr. Young | Mar. 20} Protection of foreigners at Canton: Action taken 162 
: (No. 418). | relative tomemorialagainst Christians approved; a 

formal representation to yamén not necessary. - 
; 111 | Mr. Young to Mr. Bayard | Mar. 24/| Contraband of war: Notification of French con- 162 

. ~ (No. 687). sul-general at Shanghai enumerating articles | 
- considered as contraband. ot 

112.| Same to same (No. 693) ...-.| Mar. 29] Missionaries, protection of, in China: Correspond- 162 
| ence with chairman China Board of Evangelical 

. i Alliance; indemnity for property destroyed 
- near Canton desired; central government will- 
ing to protect missionaries and Christians, but . 

. cannot prevent outrages perpetrated sy mobs in 
, _ the provinces; difficulties of missionary work. . 

113 | Same to same (No. 696) .....| Mar. 30} Neutrality of United States: As France and China 168 
are at war, consul at Ningpo-has been in- 

. ; structed not to enter or clear American vessels 
. | | supplying either belligerent with contraband of 

. _ : war j correspondence with consul at Ningpo in- 
closed. . 

114 | Mr. Smithers to Mr. Bayard | Apr. 16| Armistice between France and China: Incloses 169° . 
‘ (No. 4). decree making the announcement; embargo on 

: rice still continues. 
115 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Smithers | Apr. 20} Neutrality of United States in war between | 170 

(No. 428). . ¢ France and China: Mr. Young’s instruction to ; 
| consul at Foochow to avoid action that can be 

; | construed as violation of, approved; incloses’ . 
| | - | instruction to consul-general at Shanghai rela- 

: po _| tive to sale of vessels by Americans to Chinese.
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416 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Smithers | May 4) Citizenship status of J. F. Pearson, born of 171 : . 

(No. 431). - . a American father and Chinese mother: Nation- 
ce fs ality of mother would not affect case if the son . . 

- oO ° is legitimate, unless father was citizen of State cole t 
prohibiting marriage with Chinese; his legiti- | oe 

. qs macy should be proved by. his applying for | 
oo oo passport; opinion of law officer of Department: 

. .  inclosed. _ . of : 
ae 117 | Same to same (No. 439) ..-- | June’ 1) Contraband of war: Department prefers toawait | 172 _.. 

. . an specific cases before deciding what articles are 
pos and what are not contraband; general question | = 

. . |. discussed. i . 
118 | Mr. Denby to Mr. Bayard | Oct. 4 Navy of China: Decrees from throne providing 178 

(No. 14). . . |, for its reorganization. inclosed. - 
119 | Same to same (No. 17) ..-...| Oct. , 16 | Defenses of coast of China: Memorial of Tso,. 174 . 

a Se 7 late viceroy at Nanking, to throne, advocating . mo 
re oo adoption of Western armaments, vessels, guns a 

. . - | and machinery, railroads, and telegraphs ; his" fe. 
a | *suggestions as to navy are being ‘adopted ; =. 

me . " oe / Western aid will be needed in developing the 
no . Sp country: | . | : 
120 | Same to same (No. 34) .....-| Nov. 5) Railroad construction in China: Its advocacy by | 180 . 

. . an | |. Viceroy Li; exhibition of complete model of 
. . ood. | an American railroad before imperial household | 

SO , | - at’Peking;. great intérest evinced by the im-| 
. ; ch -' + perial family; good results hoped to follow ; a, 

. : : oF . | American railroad system particularly adapted ; 
- | | to China. ; n | . 

mo CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF CHINA AT WASHINGTON. . — 

| me ; 1885.. . . 
121 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cheng | Apr. 24 | Canton indemnity: Return of residue of, to China,; 181 - 

= |. Tsao Ju. ~ less $130,000, on settlement of claim of Charles |. me 
oo os . - EK. Hill vs. China for loss of steamer Keorgeor; | . 

| . - pe draft for $453,400 and.triplicate receipts for sig- Co 
i . S ’ nature will be handed him by officer of Depart- po 

, ment. =: 7 - 
122 | Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to. Mr. | Apr. 25 | Cantonindemnity: Return of residue of, to China; 120 

Bayard. ‘ . - acknowledges draft for $453,400.90, being remain- ors 
. |. der after deducting $130,000, in payment of : . 

7 1 ) a Me - claim of Charles E. Hill vs. China; appreciation ; So 
. po + fo + | of generosity of United States; receipts on be- | 

me | half of China and of heirs of Charles E. Hill - . 
t - | inclosed. Ce a 

. 123.4 Same to same.........-..-..| Aug. 5 | Emigration (Chinese) to United States: Memo- 184 
, ne randum requesting issue of a fixed form of cer- 

ts |  tificate allowing Chinese of exempted classes to | = 
. | ‘enter United States, and also appropriate in- | os 

. | structions to consul at Canton and consuls in | 
oe countries where Chinese merchants have inter-. . 

. : ; course with United States. / 
124 | Mr. Bayard to Mr: Cheng | Aug. 11 | Emigration (Chinese) to United States: Certifi- 185: : 
Se Tsao. Ju. . | gates to enable exempted classes to enter United | Co , a 

mE, States; instructions will be sent to consul at; =. > 
os . Hong Kong; suggestion of fixed form of certifi- 

So . —, «| gate will be submitted to Secretary of Treasury ;_ 
a a . . | list of ports from which exempted classes are | J 

. os — likely to leave for United States requested... . 
125 | Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. | Aug. 17.| Emigration. (Chinese) to United States: Gives; 186 — : 

Bayard. / | list of ports from which exempted classes are |. , ae 
. SN likely to leave for United States, and where : 

oe me . there is no Chinese official to:issue them certifi- oo 
. fo ; oo cates. 
126 | Same to same.....-.........| Sept. 11 | Outrages by killing and wounding of Chinese by 187 

oS . | mob at Rock Springs, Wyo.: Consuls of China oo 
Hn. . have been sent with interpreter to investigate; | ss. 

a | asks for protection and facilities for them. — oo 
127 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cheng | Sept..11 | Outrages by killing and wounding of Chinese by ; 187 . 

Tsao Ju. ae mob at Rock Springs, Wyo.: Two United States) os 
ory ' Army officers will meet. Chinese consuls at Og- rn “ 

. op _ mo den, accompany them to Rock Springs, and pro- a 
. . tect them during their investigation. eS 

128 | Same to same ...............| Sept..12 | Outrages by killing and wounding of Chinese by | 188 7 
oo Mg : . mobat Rock Springs, Wyo.: Letterof Adjutant- |. 

7 ' General stating detailing of two officers to pro- | ° . 
tect Chinese officials during theirinvestigation | = | . 

| inelosed. | . oO
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129 | Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. | Sept. 14 | Outrages by killing and wounding of Chinese by 188 

Bayard. ,; mob at Rock Springs, Wyo.: Thanks for detail 
of Army officers to protect Chinese officials 
during their invéstigation. . feo 

130 | Mr. Porter to Mr. Cheng | Sept. 14 | Outrages by killing and wounding of Chinese by |. 189 
Tsao Ju. mob at Rock Springs, Wyo.: District. attorney | 

: 4 instructed to aid investigation and bring the | , 
perpetrators of the outrage to justice. . 

_ 181 | Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. | Sept..15 | Outrages by killing and wounding of Chinese by | 189 
Porter. mob at Rock Springs, Wyo.: Thanks for in- 

" structions to district attorney to aid investi- : 
gation and bringing perpetrators to justice. | : 

182 | Mr. Porter to Mr. Cheng | Sept. 15 | Outrages by killing and wounding of Chinese by 190 
. Tsao Ju. ~ |” mob at Rock Springs, Wyo.: Date of departure | 

| . from’ San Francisco of Chinese investigating 
commission has been communicated to Secre- 

| _ | tary of War that military officers may meet them 
| at eden. . . oo 

133 | Same to same......-.....-- -| Sept. 17 | Outrages by killing and wounding of Chinese by 190 
mob at Rock Springs, Wyo.: Colonel McCook , 

| ‘and Lieutenant Groesbeck have accompanied oe 
| Chinese investigation commission to. Rock . 

- Springs. 
134 | Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. | Sept. 17 | Outrages by killing and wounding of Chinese by 190 

Porter. ; | mob at Rock Springs, Wyo.: Chinese inves- 
. “| | tigating commission have arrived at Rock 

. : | Springs accompanied by United States Army 
otticers. OS 

135 | Mr. Porter to Mr. Cheng | Sept. 19 | Outrages against Chinese: Threats of Knights of 191 
| Tsao Ju. | Labor in Wyoming; telegram relative to, com- 

, . a municated to Secretary of War and Attorney- 
. - | General for adoption of preventive measures. 

136 | Same to same. ..............| Sept. 19 | Emigration (Chinese) to United States: Evidence | 191 
; to allow exempted classes to land in United | | 

| i States; consular officers can issue certiticates’| — 
| of identity in any form satisfactory to collector | — 

. | | at port of entry; Treasury circulars as to ad- 
- | mittance of Chinese inclosed. 4 

137 | Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. | Oct. 17 | Outrages by killing of Chinesé and burning of 193 
Bayard. | their dwellings at Seattle, Wash. Ter.: Threats of ; 

expelling all Chinese; protection by governor | 
of Washiagton Territory requested. > 

; 138 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cheng | Oct. 21 | Outrages by killing of Chinese and burning of 194 
Ot Tsao Ju. : | their dwellings at Seattle, Wash. Ter.: Governor 

| of Washington Territory has beendirectedtotake | . 
° : | measures to prevent forcible expulsjon of Chi- 

' nese. 
‘ 139 | Same to same..........-.-..| Oct. 28 | Outrages upon Chinese by killjng them and burn- 194 

| ing their dwellings at Seattle, Wash. Ter.: Gov- |». 
‘ | ernor of the Territory reports his ability to 

' _-| _ protect lives and property of Chinese. fo 
140 | Same to same...............| Nov. 2 | Outrages upon Chinese at Seattle Wash. Ter.: Per- 195 

sons accusedof killing Chinese under indictment | 
| | formurder; governorof Territory abletopreserve 

| order; troops can be called out if necessary. | | 
; 141 | Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. | Nov. 4! Outrages against Chinese at Seattle, Wash. Ter. : 195 

Bayard. _ Thanks for precautions to prevent outbreak | 
: ae . _ against.Chinese. | 

. 142 | Same to same ...............| Nov. 5 | Outrages against Chinese at Tacoma and Seattle, | 196 
. Wash. Ter: Several hundred Uhinese driven out 

; . - | of Tacoma; merchants given one day to leave; 
. | ‘ authorities inactive; protection guaranteed by | | 

._ treaty invoked. 
143 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cheng | Nov. 5 | Outrages against Chinese in Washington Terri- 196 

Tsao Ju. | tory: Cases of outrage referred to Secretary 
! of Interior for action. 

144 | Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. | Nov. 7 | Outrages against Chinese in Washington Terri- | | 197 
| Bayard. i tory: Chinese ordered to leave Seattle; , gov- 

, | ernor refuses troops to mayor of Seattle; tel-. 
: egram from Chinese consul-general inclosed. - . 

145 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cheng | Nov. 7 | Outrages against Chinese in Washington Terri- 197 
ee Tsao Jt. tory: President’s proclamation enjoining order 

and authorizing the employment of the military ; 
oo orders have been issued to United States troops 

. a to enforce the laws. 
146 | Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. | Nov. 9 | Outrages against Chinese in Washington Terri- 198 

Bayard. . tory: Thanks for prompt efforts of United 
oo ; | States in suppressing lawless combinations 

, | against the Chinese. .
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_ 1884. Ce od, 
«447 | Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Freling- | Dec. 23 | Civil war in Colombia: President has issued 198 

| huysen (No. 180). ~ ce proclamation declaring Santander, Boyacé, Cun-. 
* dinamarca, and districts of Bolivar and Magda- 

os . | Jena in:a state of civil war. Suggests that oe 
_| American naval vessel be sent to Colombia. . 

148 | Same tosame (No. 182)......| Dec. 26 | Naturalization: Points out its abuses by foreign- | 199 
So - ers, owing to lax administration of naturaliza- 

. . tion laws in United States. Case of Aurelio F.. 
oo - . . . Pinzon, a native and resident of Colombia; he |. Coe 

. : requests protection; his certificate of natural- | — 
. ization fraudulently obtained after four years’ — . 

, | vresidence in United States; his case one of oy 
1885. | . many. _ oe , - 

149 | Same to same (No. 187).....-| Jan. 11 | Civil war in Colombia: Movements of the insur- 201 2 
gents; Magdalena River in possession of rev- . 

—- olutionists; renews request for naval vessel; |. 
poe . 5 mails robbed by insurgents; Bogota cut off BP, . 

re : _- from mail and telegraphic communication. 
. 150 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Jan. 20 | Civil war in Colombia: Naval vessel has been 202 

Seruggs (No. 19). . stationed at Panama and Colon to protect Amer- |: 
ch | fo, - ican interests; telegram from United States |. a 

- oo - naval commander announcing revolution and |. . os 
od. |. his arrival at Aspinwall... oe ae a 

151 | Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Freling- | Jan. 20 | Civil war in Colombia: Deplorable condition of | 203: . 
huysen (No.188). ao the country? lawlessness and savagery of in- _ 

- : me surgents; mails systematically robbed; forced |... 
. — be |. leans and seizures of property; all banks but. 

fo ae two have. suspended; foreigners thus far have | _ 
7 . { . | escaped outrages, owing to vigilance of diplo- | =. ee 

a . matic corps. | | 
- 452 | Same to same (No. 190).-....| Jan. 30-| Citizenship: All persons born in Colombia de- 204 . | 

“ fo > elared Colombian citizens regardless of the | 
. . __| father’s nationality: passports will still be | - 

. . | ' granted to such persons, with caution that it 
Lv will not necessarily protect the person in. Co- - 

oon ‘lombia; notice of foreign office as to citizenship | — 
L inclosed. - _ - 

_ 153 | Same to same (No, 194)......|-Feb. 23; Asylum: Right of, in legations in foreign coun- | 205 : 
, ‘| tries; abuse of the right by Argentine minister : 

ae Ds in harboring in his legation a Colombian against | - 
. whom an order of arrest: had been issued; Co- | 

oe a lombia protests; foreign representatives reply, * — 
affirming right of asylum, but. condemning its 

oe . a abuse; circular note of minister for foreign af- . : 
. oe - Oo fairs and reply of Mr. Sccruggs inclosed. oe 

154 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Feb. 25 | Civil war in Colombia: Dispatch from consul at 207- 
Scruggs (No. 22). Barranquilla, stating seizure of property of . 

. : Americans by insurgents; question of account- 
° . . ability for spoliation by insurgents open; de facto pe 

we government accountable for its own spoliations. |- So 
155 | Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Freling- |-Mar. 4 | Citizenship: Colombia claims as its citizens chil- | 208. 

huysen (No. 195). | dren born in Chili, but residing in Colombia, | | oF 
of - . . - whose father was a British-born subject and |. - . 

vy the movher born in Colombia of British pa- |. =. . 
a . . 2 rents; correspondence between minister of for- 

| woe . "|. eign affairs and British minister. - eh ie 8 
156 | Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Bayard | Apr. 7 | Blockade of Colombian ports, and declaration that | 209 Se 
— | (No. 200). ‘vessels in possession of insurgents are pirates | 

. - coe by government decree: Columbia requests that . 
. eS - arms be not exported from United States to | 

oo | | ports held by revolutionists; telegram sent. at . 
moe oo oe, request of Colombia; Mr. Scruggs has sug-|~° 

ee gested impracticability of the decree. - 
157 | Same to same (No. 201)......; Apr. 16 | Neutrality of Isthmus of Panama: Guarantee of, 209 : 

an by United States; requests United States troops OR ls 
-..be sent to isthmus to-insure neutrality and sov- . 

‘ ereignty; correspondence with minister for for- | — . . 
. et : | . eign affairs inclosed. woliw is : 

158 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Scruggs | May 15 | Civil war in Colombia: Naval vessels of Atlantic 210 
(No. 34). . ye and Pacific squadron have been ordered to Uo- | — 

, wy! + Jombian waters. = : chs a 
159 | Same to same (No. 36).......| May 16 | Citizenship status of Aurelio F. Pinzon: No obli-.} - 211 a 

oo . _. gation of United States to protect him, as his | | 
ae naturalization certificate was obtained by fraud. . 

160 | Same to same (No. 87).....-.| May 19 | Seizure of vessels of United Magdalena Steam |. 211 
: . Navigation Company, belonging to Americans, a 

by Colombian revolutionists: Orders issued to}. ~ oo 
oe a nited States naval forces to recapture the ves- : _ . 

_ a sels; reports of Jaw solicitor of department and 
. od letters from presidentof steamship company in- os 

Pop ny closed. /
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- 161 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Scruggs | June 16 | Asylum: Right of, in legations in foreign coun- 214 

(No. 48). | | tries; reviews history of extraterritorial rights | | | of ambassadors; modified by modern usage; 
; exercise of right of asylum by United, States. 

. | | | representatives can be allowed to protect per- 
. | sons from mob violence, but attempts to harbor |. 

oe . | | offenders against laws of foreign countries mitt an 
. , ; not be countenanced; instructed to verba 7 

. | OT | correct wrong impression made by his note to 
| _ foreign office. 

162 | Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Bayard | July 21 | Civil war in Colombia: Insurgents in possession 216. 
. (No. 221). | of all boats but one on Magdalena River; in- . 

| | surgent forces, 3,500 men; Government forces, | ° mo 
| 1 8,000men; quietin interior; Bogota practically | | 
| | under siege; siege of Carthagena abandoned; | 

, | insurgents hold Barranquilla. oe 
163 | Same to same (No. 223)...-..; Aug. 11 | Civil war in Colombia: Barranquilla evacuated 217 

: | by insurgents; rebel Prestan captured ; insur-! | 
. ! gents still contiol Magdalena River; quiet in a 

interior ; financial distress in interior unprece-*| « 
ented. 

a 164 | Same to same (No. 230).-....| Aug. 29 | Civil war in Colombia: Capture of rebel flotilla 218 
! . | in Magdalena River; insurgents’ leader, Gaitan, | 

captured; suppression of insurrection probable, | 
- | ‘ but troubles liable to break out afresh. "| 

. 165 | Same to same (No. 232) ......| Sept. 3 | Asylum: Right of, in legations in foreign coun- |. 218 

, | friogs wrong impression croated by his note to | . use 0 e ri | 
~ | Argentine minister has been corrected. . y 

166 | Same to same (No. 234). noes] Sept. 17 | Civil war in Colombia: Navigation of Magdalena | 219 
| | River opened by capture of rebel flotilla; civil | 

war suppressed for the Prosent with exception ! oo 
: . of guerrilla bands in remote districts. 
167 | Same to same (No. 239)......| Oct. 2 | Custom-houses to be established at Panama and | ‘220 

Colon for collection of duties: Apprehensions | es 
.. | of interference, in consequence, with freedom of . : 

| Isthmian transit expressed to minister for for- | 
| - eign aftalrs ; decree and articles of fiscal code: | oo 

oo a inclosed. f 

168 | Same to same (No. 240)......| Oct. 3 | Duties paid by consignees to insurgents: Decree | 221. . 
issued imposing 50 per cent. fine in case of re- | 

. i usal to. pay duty on'same goods to Government; | 
. . | Mr. Scruggs protests; foreigners exempted; | __ 

| farther suggestion made that foreign interests | 
Fe e exempted; american consignees will prob- 

ob ably not be affected 3 memorandum to foreign 
. a . office. - | 

169 | Same to same (No. 241)..-.-.; Oct. 3 | Civil war in Colombia» Capture and execution of | 223 
- |  vYrebel leader Prestan; insurgents Aizpuru and | 

| os | | _Gaitan captured; they will be banished. ho 
170 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Jacob | Nov. 3 | Custom-houses to be established at Panama and | 293 

(No. 2). ; | Colon for collection of duties: Apprehension of | a 
. SO | interference with free transit across Isthmus | - 

| _ guaranteed by treaty. of 1846; instructed to | oo 
; i | impress upon Colombia importance of free and f re 

; unobstructed use of the transit; letter from | 
| | | consul-general at Panama, decree ‘of President | 

, | of Colombia, newspaper article, and correspond- | 
| ence with A. Lazarus & Co., inclosed. . 

171 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Scruggs | Nov. 17 | Duties paid by consignees to insurgents: Decree 229, —- 
(No. 72). | imposing 50 per cent. fine in case of refusal to ’ 

—— | | pay duties on same goods to Government; Mr. : 
| | Scrugegs’s protest approved; note to Colombian | ro 
| . | minister inclosed; gratification at expected re- 

‘ _° ae | _ vocation of the decree. , 
172 | Same to same (No. 74) ......| Nov. 19 | Custom-houses to be established at Panama and 230 

. . | Colon for collection of duties: Mr. Scruggs’s ac- 
tion in urging necessity for providing for free- 

a . | dom of transit across the Isthmus approved ; 
oe instructions to new minister inclosed. . 

173 | Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Bayard | Nov. 25 | Death of General Eustorjio Salgar, ex-President 230 
oe ~ (No, 257). of Colombia: Outline of his career; eulogizes 

| him. . .
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174 | Mr. Becerra to Mr. Freling- | Mar. 2 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by 231 ; 

huysen. _| . Benjamin Gaitan, who is negotiating for pur- mo, 7 
. . . Le chase of war vessels and supplies for Colombian 

; . -| insurgents in New York; asks prevention of [ . 
same. - oy me 

-175 | Mr. Arosemena to Mr. Be- ! Mar. 2 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, through 232 
, cerra (telegram). | | seizure of tug Game Cock, to be used to trans- Day : 

. i: port insurgents; instructed to communicate to |. : 
fo. the United States under what conditions she : . os 

sails. : moe 
176 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra..| Mar. 10} Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by 232 

- . Benjamin Gaitan at New York, in fitting oat oe 
/ - | expeditions against Colombia; proper authori- oo . 

. - _| § ties have been informed. mo ' of. . = 
177 | Same to same.........-.....| Mar. 11 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, through 232 

. . _ | aid to Colombian. Insurgents ; detention of oe 
oo . a poe | steamer Albano at New York, alleged to have / 

. oe ee . arms on board for Colombian insurgents;  spe- 
So — | cific information against Albano desired; cor-) |. 3 

a | respondence with Attorney-General and district | 9 . 
| _ attorney at New York. — 

178 | Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard ..| Mar. 12| Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by | 234 ae 
. | oo | steamer Albano in carrying arms for Colombian |— | 

| | | | : insurgents from New York; gives information 
7 po against the Albano; asks that the sending of. 

- | __arms.to insurgents be prevented. —— 
179 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra... Mar. 13 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by | . 236— 

ms | |. steamer Albano in carrying arms for Colombian : 
| dnsurgents from New York; note of minister 

; i oe giving particulars sent to Attorney-General ; 
at. : oo pod suggests co-operation of Colombian consul at 

re ot | ~ New York with district attorney in substan- | |. mo 
| oe oO tiating facts. | . 
180 | Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard -.| Mar. 17 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, in send- 236 oe 

; : - . a ing arms from United States to Colombian in- ae 
. | - gurgents; states that schooner George W. Whit- - 

po - ford, with arms for insurgents, has sailed from 
so —— oe . | New York; complains that the steamer Albano D 

. |. was allowed to depart in spite of his protest. , 
181 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra . . -Mar. 20 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by al- 237 « 

oe . . | .. | Jeged sending of arms to Colombian insurgents . 
= DO | oO | from New York; authorities in New York are | 

. | exercising vigilance; steamer Albano carried no oo 
. oo Oo ; arms for Colombian ports; sailing vessels: may. ‘ oo 

. : | re leave without clearing papers; authorities.| a oO 
. , | directed. to report suspicious circumstances con- oe 
— . . * | | - nected with them. . . eS 

182 | Same to same ...-......-.-..| Mar. 25 | Neutrality of United States: Violation ‘of, by | © 238 . 
po sending of armsto Colombian insurgents; statu- | = 

oe | - |. tory provisions will be enforced; existence of | - . : 
ot - rebellion in Colombia does not authorize obstruc- - . a 

- e | a tion of ordinary commercein arms between citi- 7 
. : | | “gens of United States and of Colombia; armed . 

: | . | | vessels and military expeditions only can be an 
ee op ne | __affected under statute law. Lous . 

183 | Same to same...............! Mar. 27 | Neutrality of United States: Alleged violation of, | 938 . an 
| bv schooner George W. Whitford and steamer a i 

po 1 a | Albano, in shipping arms to Colombian insur- | _ . 
Se | | | gents; gives manifest of Albano, showing 

| amount of arms carried ; nothing unlawful in | — : 
| a / the transaction; schooner George W. Whitford - : 

a po shows no arms on her manifest; gives informa- — 
Ss Oo os - tion relative to Colombians Tuana and Gaitan, | 

- 7 , alleged agents of insurgents. - . : a — 
184 | Mr. Becerra to Mi. Bayard ..| Apr. 2 | Civil war in Colombia: Burning of Colon; im- 939. 

a prisonment of United -States’ consul and an oa 
: . _ American naval officer, and disturbances ‘at Po 

oe : Panama by desperadoes; hopes that United| - ce 
Oe a States naval forces will be sent to preserve neu- | 

oo | vos trality of Isthmus; disclainis responsibility of; oo 
. ms : mf ‘| ‘Colombia for acts perpetrated in absence of | |. mt 

co i troops called elsewhere by civil war. oo 
185 | Same to same.-....-....--.--; Apr. 3 | Civil war in Colombia: States its scope; quietis | 242 | 

| es - rapidly being enforced by Government, troops 5 : oo 
I | outrages at Colon and Panama caused by des- - 

ao! . | -peradoes and convicts, not by Colombian revolu- | _ 
oo . de - tionists. oo _ 

_. 186 | Same to same...............| Apr. 4 | Complains of telegram of commander of U.S.S. 244 
| . | Galena, at Aspinwall, stating his capture of a 

i _ insurgents, but fear of their escape if delivered , mae 
J | | 4. to Colombian authorities. en Co
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187 | Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard..| Apr. 4 | Transit across Isthmus of Panama: Protection of, 244 

. . by United States troops; reviews interview. 
. _ with Secretary of State relative to; expresses 

satisfaction at orders given to American forces; 
, _ regrets that United States marines did not as- | 

. sist Colombian authorities, and thus prevent; 
s burning of Aspinwall. - os me 

188 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra..| Apr. 6 | Complaint of Colombian minister of language of 247 
ot commander of U. S. 8. Galena, in telegram an- | 

nouncing capture of insurgents who burned : 
Aspinwall: Disclaims all intention of discour- . . 

- tesy to Colombia; actual commander of Colom- | 
bian troops was a matter of doubt. . 

- as9 | Same to same......-.....--.| Apr. 6 | Civil war in Colombia: Telegram to commanders 248 
; of Colombian troops at Panama and Aspinwall 

- | could not be delivered, owing to capture of one . 
Ft | and illness of+sanother; letter from President | — a 

of Central and South American Telegraph 
Company. os 

190 | Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard..| Apr. 7 | Civil war in Colombia: Incloses telegrams from 249 
commanders of Colombia troops, stating Panama . 

. in possession of rebels. oO 
191 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra.; Apr. 8 | Seizure of tug Game Cock by Colombian insur- 249 

‘ gents: Game Cock not owned by United States 
. citizens, and her employment by an American | - 

oo corporation would not entail obligation of pro- 
- tection as if she carried United States flag. — . . 

492 | Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard..| Apr. 8 | Civil war in Colombia: Suggests that American 250 
forces sent to keep open interoceanic transit be 
ordered to prevent outrages and pillage at Pan-. 
ama. oo 

193 | Same tosame.............-./ Apr. 8 | Complaint of Colombian minister of language of | 250 
commander of U.S. S. Galena, in stating he : 

| _ feared the escape of insurgents who burned | ° fe 
Colon if he delivered them to Colombian au- |} ~ 
thorities: Satisfaction at explanation given; | 

| refers to anomaly of insurgents being. impris- 
oo | i oned on board a United States vessel; states | — 

7 | who are the constituted authorities on the 
| | Isthmus. pe 

494 | Same to same...............| Apr. 9 | Blockade of Colombian ports of Sabanilla, Santa | 252 
| Mirta, and Barranquilla, held by insurgents, . 
| declared by decree; trade carried on with ports 

. named considered contraband ;vesselsatCartha- |. 
| gena Bay in possession of insurgents declared 

, . | by decree without the pale of international law. | | 
195 | Same to same...............| Apr. 21 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by aid | 253 ~ 

| | furnished Colombian insurgents by steamer City 
| of Mexico; complainsof action of the steamer in 

| | carrying arms toinsurgents, and committing out- 
| . | paves while flying American flag; requests ap- , 
| - | prehension of her captain,and crew in New York. | 

196 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra..| Apr. 22 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by 254 
| steamer City of Mexico in aiding Colombian in- 
| gurgents; minister’s note sent to Attorney- 

. | General; complaint must be made under oath, 
: . with testimony of witnesses to institute judi- |. 

. | cial proceedings. . ft 
197 | Same to same....-........-.| Apr. 24 Blockade of Colombian ports of Sabanilla, Santa 542 

| | Marta, and Barranquilla, held by insurgents, 7 
| d=clared by decree: United States does not con- . 
| sider the ports closed except by an effective |. 

. blockade; precedents and international law 
cited; vessels manned by Colombian insurgents 

_ . cannot be deemed piratical, unless by perform- 
| _ ance of piratical acts; United States naval ves- 
I sels will recover floating property of United 

States citizens.. 
198°| Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard | Apr. 27 | Civil warin Colombia: Insurgentleader Aizpurt | 259. 

. (telegram). to, arranged with American admiral that United mo 
. : States forces should retire, Aizpurt to maintain 

an order in Panama until arrival of Government 
‘troops; battle to be fought in open country. 

- 799 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra../ Apr. 30 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by aid 259 
" furnished Colombian insurgents by steamer City 

of Mexico; incloses letter from district attorney | 
a at New York requesting certain statements from 

minister for use in case.: .
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200 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra..} Apr. 30 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by 260 . 
— : a , steamer City of Mexico, in aiding Columbian in- 

a surgents ; case against vessel set for trial on 5th 
fo os oo proximo ; information desired by district attor- . 

7 '. |. ney should be furnished at once. . . 
. 201 | Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard .| May -1/| Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by aid 261. 

- a furnished Colombian insurgents by steamerCity | , 
, ne of Mexico; gives information desired by district . 
- re es | attorney at New Yorkrelative to Colombian re- | , 

oe bellion for use in case against the vessel. - 
202 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra .; May 2 Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by aid 262 

a . furnished Colombian insurgents by steamer 
| oo City of Mexico; information for use in case . co 

oo . . against vessel forwarded to district attorney at . 
ae - ++ New York. . - 
203 | Mr. Becerrato Mr. Bayard ..;May 4/ Neutrality of United States: Violation of, feared |. 262 

. . by Columbian insurgent agents at New York ; 
Se ms . in fitting out the Clarabel; requests preventive | ~ 

ee . measures. . 
204 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra..; May 4 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of. feared 263 

: through fitting out of the Clarabel to aid Colom- |. . 
- - | Dian insurgents; she will be watched. os 

205 | Same to same......-..-...-.| May 9) Neutrality of United States: Violation of, feared 264 — 
through fitting out of the Clarabel to aid Colom- ae 

re . 4. bian insurgents; Secretary of Treasury. has co 
. oo * | ordered collector at New York to keep watch 

. 7 oe .. on all vessels. _ So 
206 | Same to same..-....-.......| May 11| Neutrality of United States: Violation of, through 264. 

Me aid furnished Colombian insurgents by ‘the . 
Ms - | Clarabel; vessel. not. under charter by any . . 

: . , _ person; no grounds for interfering with her so 
fe | | sailing. a | 

207 | Mr. Becerra to Mc. Bayard .| May 14 | Pirates: Decree of Colombia declaring insurgents; 264 
in possession of war vessels pirates; argument [| . 

7 : : in support of soundness of the decree and in op- | - 
position to position of Department holding it not o 

oO - binding. * 
208 | Same to same...............| May. 27) Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by 269 oo 

, brig Ambrose Light, captured by U.S.S. Alli- a 
— : |. - |} ance under suspicion of aiding Colombiaz in- a 

en —. ‘| gurgents; states she was purchased for the 
— transportation of troops. ne oo 

209 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra .| June 1) Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by | 269 
nn _ brig Ambrose Light, captured by U.S. 8S. Alh- oS 

. '- ance; note giving information against Ambrose 
: | Light forwarded to Attorney-General. . 

| 210 | Same to same...-.........-..;June 1 Duties paid by consignees to insurgents: Decree 269 © - 
imposing fine of 50 per cent. in case of refusal . 

. to pay duty again to Government; protests and | — 
. hopes for reconsideration of decree; declara- 

a a - tion of blockade not sufficient to warrant it; de- | 7 
. cree, protest of foreign consuls at Barranquilla, - . 

and reply of Colombian Government inclosed. 
211 | Same to same ...........:...| June 15 | Blockade, by Government decree, of Colombian 272 7 

- . ports held by insurgents: Gratification that . 
. ‘minister has not deemed it necessary to contro- . - 

: -: _ vert position of United States. : . . 
de to. Pirates: Aftirms position of United States that oe 

insurgents cannot be made pirates by decree ; a — 
: 7d they may become so by their acts; examples 

oe |. and precedents cited. . . . 
212 | Same to same..........-..-.;| June 16 | Neutrality of United States: Violation by brig 275 

oo os ten, : ‘Ambrose Light, captured by U.S. S Alliance; 
. |. failure of Colombian consul at New York to | in 

woe . - confer with district attorney relative to case 
against the vessel. . . . 

213 | Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard..| June 18 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, through | 275 | 
. purchase of steamer Vertumnus by insurgents, : . 

el _ to be armed at New York; asks that this be an 
: . prevented. ‘ 
214 | Same to same...........---.| June 18 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by brig 276 

, . Ambro e Light. captured by U.S. S. Alliance ; . 
7 . | regrets failure of Colombian consulat New York |. oo | 

ni to communicate with district attorney ; expla- 
. nation requested of consul and. instruction to , 

| , him toact zealously ; desires apologies conveyed | 
. - » to Department of Justice. . | ae .
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4 215 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra..; June 19.| Neutrality of United States: Violation of, through 276 

OO - - purchase of steamer Vertumnus by Colombian 
oO . insurgents, to be armed at New York ; Attorney- 

General asked to. take proper action ; complaint 
| must be made under oath before magistrate to 

. | begin proceedings; district attorney will aid 
- agent of Colombia in making out a case. | oh! 

216 | Same to same..........-----| June 20 | Neutrality of United States: Violation in aiding | 277 
| Colombian insurgents by brig Ambrose Light, | © . 
Pe captured by U.S. 8. Alliance ; regret of minister 

| at delay of Colombian consul at New Yorkin/| | 
. conferring with district attorney made known 

| to Attorney-General. . . . 

217 | Same to same......-.....--.| June 22 | Neutrality of United States: Violation in aiding 277 | 
Colombian insurgents by brig Ambrose Light, 

/ captured by U.S.S. Alliance; letter from dis- 
trictattorney at New York pointing out discrep- | 

' | ancies in statements of Colombian minister and | 
| Colombian consul at New York. . 

218 | Same to same .........2....| July 38 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by aid- 278 @& 
| ing Colombian insurgents by brig Ambrose |. 

| Light, captured by U.S. 8. Alliance ; letter from 
| district attorney -at New York, showing that | — 

. ; transfer of vessel was not made within United |. 
: States jurisdiction in violation of neutraiity laws. 

219 | Mr. Holguin and Mr. Be- | July 31 | Civil war in Colombia: Barranquilla taken by 279 
° cerra to Mr. Bayard (tel- Government forces and port opened ; insurgent 
oe egram). Prestan taken and tried. 

. 220 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Holguin | July 31 | Civil war in Colombia: Satisfaction at recovery 280 
and Mr. Becerra (tele- of Barranquilla and speedy pacification of Co-. 

gram). lombia. 
221 | Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard | Aug. 28 | Civil war in Colombia: Peace announced ; insur- 280 

(telegram). gent Prestan hanged at Colon. . 

922 | Same to same..-..-..----.--| Dec. 3 | Duties paid by consignees to insurgents: Amend- 280 

. ed decree issued imposing second payment of 
| duties to Government, and 50 per cent. penalty 

in case of refusal, only in case of voluntary pay- |. 
ment to insurgents. . 

; Claims of foreigners growing out of civil war in. Boa! 

, Colombia; incloses decree prescribing mode and 
means of payment. . 

223 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra.| Dec. 11 | Duties paid by consiguees to insurgents: Amend- 281 
| ed decree imposing second payment of duties to 

Government, and 50 per cent. penalty in case of 
, | refusal, only in case of voluntary payment to 

7 4 insargents ; justice and reasonableness require 
. - that voluntary payment to insurgents should be» . 

assumed on positive proof only. — - 

a A 

CONGO. — : 

| 1884. | 7 

904 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Sept. 8 | Instructions to agent: Reports to be made on po- | 282 

Tisdel (No.1). [ |. litical, social, geographical, and commercial con- 
| ditions of Congo and American products likely , 
| to find a market; declaration by Congo Associa- 
| tion announcing its establishment inclosed. 

225 | Mr. Tisdel to Mr. Freling- | Nov. 23 | Trade and philanthropic possibilities in the 285 

 huysen. | Congo: Establishing of the International As- 
- | . sociation of the Congo and its objects; suppres- 

| : sion of slave trade aimed at; King of Belgium 
president of the Association; vast sums ex- 

3 | pended by him; expense of administration to 
“| be defrayed by him ; list of national committees 

; of International Congo Association; treaties. 
. | concluded with chiefs ; river frontage of Congo; 

stations of Association; manifesto of the Inter- 
| national Association. . 

226 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Dec.13 | Mission to Congo defined as being geographical 2930 

. Tisdel (No. 6). ot 3 rather than political. 
; 1885. — | . 

927 | Mr. Tisdel to Mr. Bayard.. . Apr. 25 | Description of low countries and Lower Congo: | 294 
| | American merchants advised not to establish | . 

themselves unless possessing large capital; 
| Dutch, English, and German companies; their 

. . elaborate system of trading ; little merchandise 
, imported from the Congo proper; barbarism | . 

| and sloth of natives; gin and cloth principal ar- | 

’ . ticles of barter; climate unhealthy; principal | 
| exports and imports; description of country | 

, and people.
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228 | Mr. Tisdel to Mr. Bayard...; June 29 | Journey in Congo country: Difficulties of trans- | 300 
a ee oe portation; principal stations described ; war- > 

. ° eee | like character of natives; their cruelty, treach- 
oe CEE . ery, and depravity; native customs and habits; . 

; ce te eloth coming into use; cheap finery much 
. a oo . prized ; education of natives apparently impos- | . 

oo a sible; women the laborers; slavery still exists ; | 
. 7 little trade from Upper Congo; sterility of coun- : 

a oe - try ; little animal life; climate deadly:to Euro- 
oo | _ peans; no government within Congo Valley; |. . 

. . aes Congo Association unable to obtain soldiers or} 
poo me - revenue; contract to be entered into by em- a 

ee ena a ployés of Congo Association, and letters to Ad- |. . 
me . oy . | miral English inclosed. | 

a COREA. a : 

229 | Mr. Foulk to Mr. Freling- | Oct. 10 | Journey into interior of Corea: Observations on 315 
huysen. oo ; _ | manners and customs; products and occupations ; 

. .of inhabitants; description of towns: and fort- | - 
Po, resses; cultivation of ginseng. _ 

230 | Mr. Foote to Mr. Freling- | Dec. 5 | Assassination attempt upon life of Min YongIk, | 331. 
“| buysen (No. 127). | -recently Corean envoy to the United States, at | a . 

oe : So a dinner party; details occurrence. pe 
231 | Same to same (No. 128)..-...| Dec. 17 | Revolution in Corea caused by opposition to pro- 332 

. . a , | gressive policy of Government; principal min- | 
a - / |. isters killed; their places taken by opponents | — 

of pe a to the progressive movement; King protected | . 
an - by Japanese troops; hostility of populace to | 

, een |. Japanese; Japanese legation and private houses , 
| burned; Japanese troops withdrawn to Che- 

: . - --. -  mulpo; asylum given in the United States le- | — - . 
- oe gation to Japanese and other foreigners ; King . 

: . bespeaks Mr. Foote’s good ottices with Japan- es . 
po a ese Government; report of Ensign Foulk, naval | | 
| attaché, upon Corean politics; list of prominent 

od | | nobles. - ee 
- 1885, | Ds 
232 | Same to same (No. 140)......; Jan. 9 | Japan and Corea: Difficulties between, growing 343 pues a 

oD oo out of Corean revolution, amicably adjusted ; 
Ps . ms Corea pays indemnity; convention inclosed. . 

233 | Mr. Foulk to Mr. Freling- | Jan. 31 | Political: King reported to have given over Gov- 344 . 
. huysen (No. 146). — ~.) ernment exclusively to ministeral body ; bar- 

a wey barous executions of persons implicated in re- | 
oe ; | volution; populace of Seoul fled in terror, but a 

. pe later returned; Chinese representatives with | 
| - —_ troops within Seoul; Japanese chargé and |. : 

7 . troops outside city; contracts with Americans - - 
I . will be carried out. . ; 

234 | Same to same (No. 148)......| Feb. 10 | Political: Chinese ambassadors and troops leave | 345. 
a — Seoul; long conference of King with them; of: me . . 

; ficials petitioning King for execution of female | oo 
a relations of conspirators who are hiding in a 

Japan dismissed from office and memorial dis- 
- . approved. . 

235 | Same to same (No. 150)......| Mar. 1 | Protection of the United States legation by Jap- | - 345 
ie anese troops during a conflagration in vicinity: 

a Japanese chargé thanked. , 
_ 236 | Same to same (No. 151)......| Mar. -5 | Hospital to be established by Corean Govern- 346 . 

af es | ment under management of Dr. H. N. Allen, | — 
a . an American; services of Dr. Allento wounded | - . 

° | Coreans. ; jae 
237 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Foulk | Mar. 19 | Torturing of Corean conspirators regarded as | - 346 

(No. 35). oe i: brutal. 
238: | Same to same (No. 38).......]. Apr. 30 | Protection of the United States legation by Jap- 347 

So - a . anese troops during a conflagration: Japanese 
. Government hag been thanked through the; | ~ 

. , United States minister to Japan. , 
239 | Mr. Foulk to Mr. Bayard | May 30 | Hospital established by Government at Seoul, | 347 

(No. 176.) . under charge of Dr. Allen, art American: Its ° 
_ | ~ successful operation; Corean young men and , 

: a . oe . oe womenselected to study medicine at the hospital. a 
240 | Samet .$ame (No. 177).-....| May 30, Political: Affairs peaceful; probable return from: 348. . 

ee vt China of father of King, the ex-regent; itssignifi- | 
a 7 cance; insurrections against local governors |- - . 

: ' . caused by excessive taxation; feeling against a 
Sf _|. conspirators who fled to Japan weakening; | ~~ 

, - | ‘Corea slowly paying indemnity to Japan. . .
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241 | Mr. Foulk to Mr. Bayard | July 5 | Coal fields: Discovery of, in Corea; they are to be 349 

, (No. 193). worked by an American and a Chinese company. , 
- 242 | Same to same (No. 198) ..-- | July 10 | Political: Return ot King’s father from China 349 

desired by people but dreaded by nobles ; with- 
drawal of Chinese and Japanese soldiers from | - | 

| | Seoul; apprehension felt by foreigners in con- | 
sequence. . ‘ _ 

243 | Same to same (No. 203) sn July 22 | Troops (Chinese and Japanese) peacefully with- 350 — 
| drawn from Corea:-Corean soldiers to protect 

; , foreign legations in absence of police. be, 
244 | Same to same (No. 205) sees] July 23 | Political: Re-establishment of home office, abol- 350 

ished during revolutionary troubles; King re- 
| sumes active participation in affairs. 

245 '| Same to same (No. 207) .....| July 26 | Protection of toreign legations in Seoul: Corea 351 
| | provides a guard of soldiers for each; formal 

. | request made for protection in several cases, but | 
| not by Mr. Foulk; rules tur the guard inclosed. 

246.| Same to same (No. 224): ...-.| Sept. 2 | Military forces of Corea: Means adopted to render 352 
| | them effective; 4,000 troops in Seofl; military | _ 

| _ supplies purchased. : | 
247 | Same to same (No. 225) .....| Sept. 4 | Farm styled ‘‘ American farm” established near | 353 

| | Seoul in 1883, on return of embassy trom United | | 
| States: Its flourishing condition ; seeds distrib- | 

. | | uted throughout country; blooded stock im- | , 
| | _. ported ; importance of project to Corea. . 

248 | Same to same (No. 231) -.-.., Sept. 25 | Telegraph line to be constructed from Seoul to | 354 
| Peking via Chemulpo by Chinese: Termsstated; | 

. . | proclamation of Chinese superintendent of tele- | 
. | | graphs inclosed. | 

249 | Same to same (No. 235). .. | Sept. 30 | Telegraph line from Seoul to Peking: Portion be- | 356 
| | tween Chemulpo and Seoul completed; line to | 
| | Peking to be in operation in sixty days. | 

250 | Same to same (No. 237) -....| Oct. 14 | Political: Return to Corea of father of King and | 356 
| | ex-regent, accompanied by Chinese troops; en | 

. | | thusiastic reeeption by populace; execution, by | 
| | order of Queen, of persons engaged in his con- 

| | | gpiracy in 1883; further executious stopped by — . 
| . | | Chinese general; arrival of Russian chargé and | 

Oo | . | British consul-general. - | 
251 | Same to same (No. 238) ....-.! Oct. 14 | Russia and Corea: Arrival of Russian chargé to | 358 © 

negotiate for a Russian-Corean overland trad- | 
| i -ing-post; sites proposed; boundary. question | 
bo | between Corea and Russia to be settled. po 

252 | Same to same (No. 239)......: Oct. 14 | Customs service of Corea: Appointment by China | 358 
, . po | of H.¥F. Merrili,an American, as inspector-gen- | 

. i eral; customs service corrupt and confused. 
253 | Same to same (No. 241).....-| Oct. 15 | Chemulpo: Necessity of aconsularrepresentative , 359 

| at; Great Britain, Germany, and Japan so rep- | 
' yesented; increasing 1mportance of trade. | 

| 254 | Same to same (No. 243)......| Oct. 20 | Political: Interview with father of King; hisin- | 360 
, - | telligence and vigor; probability of his partici. | 

| | pation in politics; China trying to gain his in- |. 
| | | fluence; his relations with Queen ee 

255 | Same to same (No. 245) a Oct. 21 | Russiaand-Corea: Ratification of treaty between, | 861 
— | gimilar to those made with Great Britain and _ 

. | | Germany; negotiation for trading-post post- | 
| ; | | poned; decoration of P. G. von Mollendorff by | 
| | | Russia. of 

_ CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF DENMARK AT WASHINGTON. 

1885. | | 
256 | Mr. de Lovenoérn to Mr. Ba- | Aug. 27 | Tonnage duty: Removal of, on vessels coming 362 

yard. from certain ports of North, Central, and South | . 
‘ America, in accordance with shipping act of | — 

= June 26, 1884; same treatment claimed for ves- | 
, _ sels from Danish ports under most favored na- 

| tion clause of treaty of 1826; question of entire | 
| suspension of tonnage duties, as provided for 

. by act, in return for reciprocal concessions, re- | 
, _ served. | 

: 257 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. de Lé- | Nov. 7 ' Tonnage duty: Removal of, on vessels coming 363 
venorn: | from certain ports in North, Central, and South | 

. America, in accordance with shipping act of | 
ty | June 26, 1884; in opinion of Attorney-General, | 

. the discrimination geographical, inuring to ves- | 
. : sels of any nation from ports mentioned in act; | 

. _ claim to exemption for vessels coming from | 
‘ Belgium, under most favored nation clause of | _ 

. treaty of 1826, unwarranted.
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' 258 | Mr. Morton to Mr. Bayard | Mar. 25 | Contraband of war: Declaration of France that 363 

(No. 787). - rice shipped to certain Chinese ports is contra- 
Ses band; Great Britain, Denmark, and Sweden 

: a a _,and Norway protest; Germany, Austria, Spain, - 
. | Portugal, and Netherlands acquiesce; legality 

- 7 . | Of seizures to be submitted to prize courts at; 
. oo - | > Paris; British Government agrees, reserving 

| 8 diplomatic action; correspondence between i . 
. French and British foreign offices inclosed. foo: 7 

_ 259 | Same to same (No. 774)...-.-| May 13 | Pork (American): Prohibition of its.importation 367- 
| into France ; bill pending cancelling prohibition 

. oo, and substituting inspection to apply to allcoun- | ‘ 
e | | tries; Mr. Morton has urged passage of meas- | 

/ mo ee | _| ure; note from minister for foreign affairs in- 
Se re . | closed. Pt ee , 

260 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. McLane | June 1 | Pork (American): Prohibition of its importation 368. oo 
(No. 9). . oo | into France; hopes for cancellation of prohibi- OS 

= . tion, or at least its replacement by. practical | . 
ne | | | - measures without discrimination. , 

. 261 | Mr. McLane to Mr. Bayard | June 16 | Pork (American): Prohibition of its importation | 368 oo 
| (No. 24). a | into France; no confidence that prohibition will 

| ; Po | be repealed by Chambers; its repeal by decree 
= | ; . - | of President will be urged after elections. . a , 
262 | Same to same (No. 27).......) June 17 Citizenship status of Charles Drevet: He is son |. 369 _ | 
of . : _ of naturalized American, but was never in Uni- a 

- oe .\ .ted States; he desires certificate, required by wo, 
| ae ‘| French law, attesting that he has maintained | : 
| Co | _ his original nationality. | . Do 

263 : Same to same (No. 28).......| June 23 | Statue. of ‘Liberty Enlightening the World”: | .369 
: : - Thanks of French Government for flattering : a 

Co i reception of French naval officers bringing ‘ a 
| - : , _ statue to New York. : 

264 Same to same (No. 29).....-.! June 24 | China and France: Treaty of Tien-Tsin settling | 370 
| pO difficulties between, inclosed; France secures 
4 ; commercial advantages and protectorate over | . 

Ht as fe Annam. _ 
265 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. McLane | July 2 | Citizenship status of Charles Drevet: Held not an 3873 

| (No. 18). : American citizen, because not residing in. Uni- 
ted States at time of his father’s naturalization, | — 

| | : and never having visited or intended to reside . 
| - |. in- United States; passport refused. ; 

- 266. | Mr. McLane to Mr. Bayard '| July 3 |-Pork (American): Prohibition of its importation |. 373 
| (No. 36). |. into France; cabinet has decided to. facilitate . 

. a . . _ passage of bill repealing prohibition; inter- 
| : ol views held with minister of commerce and chair- . 
| aan man of committee of deputies, who will use 

. efforts in favor of bill; strong protectionist feel Po 
, ing against it. - . 

267 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. McLane | July 9 /| Pork (American): Prohibition of its importation | 374 . - 
| QNo. 20). _ into France; regret that bill to repeal same not 

. a , - likely to pass. ce . 
268 | Mr. Porter to Mr. McLane | July 10 | Statue of ‘‘Liberty Enlightening the World”: | 374 

3 (No. 21). | Appreciation of France of courtesies to French 
. otticers at New York communicated to Secre- an 

. tary of Navy and mayor of New York. fo . 
269 | Mr. McLane to Mr. Bayard | Aug. 7 | Pork (American): Prohibition of its importation 375 

(No. 53). ‘ into France; French Chamber closed sessions 
a . without considering bill for admission of Amer- | - . 

_ ican pork. 
- 270 | Same to same (No. 58)......./. Aug. 13 | Pork (American): Prohibition of its importation | ° 375 

—_ | . into France; minister for foreign affairs holds . 
oy “y ~ legislative authority necessary to annul prohib- | | . 

m . itory decree; discrimination against American | - - 
So ' meat denied. ce 

271 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. McLane | Aug. 31 | Pork (American): Prohibition of its importation 376 
. (No. 35). into France; regret at failure to consider bill = . 

, - allowing importation; prejudicial effect. upon, 
. | public opinion; prohibition unwarranted on ee . 

sO sanitary grounds. 
272 | Same to same (No. 37) .....-| Sept. 1 | Petroleum (American): Discrimination against, |. 876 | 

— in favor of Russian petroleum; instructed to | ___. : 
. . investigate and report; letter complaining of 

—— . _ discrimination inclosed. : 
273 | Mr. McLane to Mr. Bayard | Sept. 25 | Pork (American): Prohibition of its importation |. 377 

(No. 73). co | into France; cancellation of prohibitory decree 
. - ee urged, as unjustifiable on ground of unhealthi- 

So : ness; minister for foreign affairs pleads inability e 
y to act without legislative sanction; note to oe , 

minister for foreign affairs summarizing ques- : 
tion inclosed. ©
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_ 274 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. McLane | Oct. 17 | Pork (American): Prohibition of its importation 380 

(No. 48). — into France; Mr. McLane’s presentation of case 
. approved; French executive thought to have . 

, ample power to repeal prohibitory decree. 
275 |‘Mr. McLane to Mr. Bayard.| Nov. 20 | Pork (American): Prohibition of its importation | 381 

(No. 108). into France; as result of Mr. McLane’s repre- 
, | gentations, minister for foreign affairs reiterates 

sanitary reasons for prohibition ; no new views 
_ . ‘| presented; protection to agricultural interests |. 

. true grounds; chambers of commerce of Bor- |. 
oo deaux, Marseilles, and Havre protest against 

prohibition ; correspondence inclosed. oo 

i RR Pt 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF FRANCE AT WASHINGTON. . 

| 1885. . 
276 | Mr. Roustan to Mr. Freling- | Feb. 5 | Contraband of war: Announcement that France | 383 

huysen. will hereafter rigorously prevent introduction mo 
of contraband of war into China; neutral rights 

° will be respected. 
_ 277 | Same to same ...........-:--| Feb. 20 | Contraband of war: Rice for Chinese ports de- 384 

| glared contraband; French naval commanders 
will enforce measure from 26th instant. 

278 | Same to same ..........-..-.| Feb. 24 | Contraband of war: Importation of rice to be al- 384 
lowed at Canton and ports of southern China; 
when intended for Chinese ports north of Can- - 

. ae ton it will be treated as contraband. 
279 | Mr. Roustan to Mr. Bayard.| July 31 | Seamen’s wages: States section 10 of shipping act | 384 

| of June 26, 1884, prohibiting advancing wages to | 
. seamen in United States ports, conflicts with art- . 

| - |  4ele 8 of consular convention; French captains | 
. fo should be allowed to advance wages to French 

| seamen. 
280 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Roustan || Aug. 6 | Seamen’s wages» Alleged conflict of section 10 of 386 

| - shipping act of 1884, prohibiting advancing 
| wages, with consular convention; claim of right 

oe 0 | ofeach Government to jurisdiction over its own 
| | | citizens under consideration. . 

281 | Same to same ......-..-.--..| Aug. 26 | Seamen’s wages: Contends that section 10 of 386 
| | shipping act, prohibiting payment of advance 
| | wages to seamen in American ports, is not in 

. |. conflict with consular convention of 1853. 
282 | Mr. Roustan to Mr. Bayard..| Sept. 5 | Annexation. of country of the Ouatchis, West 389 

af | Africa, to France, announced. _ 
283 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Roustan..} Sept. 9 | Annexation of country of the Ouatchis, West 390 

| | | Africa, to France: As United States has not ad- 
| | | hered to act of Berlin conference, an opinion as : 
| ; | to the announcement cannot be expressed. 
| | | | CS 

GERMANY. - | 

, bo . | iss4. | . - 
284 | Mr. Kasson to Mr. Freling- | Dec. 6 | Citizenship status of Karl Klingenmeyer: He was 390 

| huysen (No. 94). | born in Germany after his father, a naturalized 
_ | American, had given up intention of returning 

| to United States; his passport, obtained by false 
| 1885 | . swearing, canceled ; correspondence inclosed. a 

285 | Same to same (No. 124) .... ] Jan. 6 | Expulsion of Ferdinand Revermann, son of a nat- 392 
| wuralized American from Germany; Germany 

_ ‘| will hold naturalized Americans of German 
. | birth, remaining over two years in Germany, to 

| have renounced American citizenship; their | 
| minor children born in United States consid- 

. . . ered American citizens, but may be expelled ; 
| correspondence with foreign office inclosed. 

286 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Jan. 15 | Citizenship status of minor children of naturalized 394 
Kasson (No. 83). | Americans: Cases of Ludwig Hausding and | - 

Johannes Weber; reviews Mr. Kasson’s action; | _ 
. interpretation of Revised Statutes bearing upon | - 

| subject. 
_ 8 287 | Same to same (No. 84) ......| Jan. 15 | Citizenship status of Karl Klingenmeyer: With- 396 

drawal of his passport approved ; reviews case; | 
- interpretation of two years’ residence clause of | 

. treaty of 1868 left to future decision of Supreme | 
Court. 

i : :
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288 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Feb. 7 | Citizenship status of naturalized Americans re- 399 | 

Kasson (No. 95). - maining over two years in Germany, and of their Le 
: ec: . _sons residing in Germany at majority: Posi-; .- | . 

. tion of Germany that naturalized Americans . 
. . become German citizens by remaining over two 

_ : _ . years in Germany, and that their sons can be . 
Te expelled on reaching majority denied; further | 

. : - explanation of position of Germany desired be- 
. od fore giving instructions as to expulsion of Rev- 

a ermann. . . 
_289 | Mr. Kasson to Mr. Freling- | Feb. 14 | Citizenship. status of Karl Klingenmeyer:. Re- 401, 

. huysen (No. 168). | views case; his interpretation of treaty clause 
: Pe oe relative to animo revertendi designed to favor 

ee - - bona fide citizens, and not to make American | 
- a ae citizenship a passing convenience to foreigners. 

290 | Same to same (No. 179)......| Feb. 20 | Convict emigration: Andreas Rausch, an alleged 402 ' 
. : a . criminal and pauper, prevented at Bremen from . 

emigrating to United States; foreign office de- 
: . — |. nies allegation, as Rausch has served his sen- . 

. tence and has money contributed for his sup- Oo . 
” . a ~ port; term ‘‘convict’’ held by. Mr. Kasson to 

- a cover persons convicted of crime even after os 
— . 7 ‘serving out sentence; correspondence inclosed. |. 

- 291 | Same to same (No. 189)......| Feb. 27 | Citizenship status of naturalized Americans of | 404 oo. 
. | German birth and their sons resident in Ger- Ma 

many: Residence of over two years notheld by |. - * : . 
Germany to cause restoration of German citi- 

. . zenship, but renunciation of American rights ; - a 
me note to foreign office presenting position of 

cos _|-. United States inclosed. 
_- 292 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Kasson | Mar. 13 | Convict emigration: Case of Andreas Rausch, 406 

(No. 117). . stopped at Bremen from emigrating to United 
. States; word ‘‘convict’’ heid to cover persons : 

o convicted of felonious crimes after expiration | 
. of sentence. : 

293 | Mr. Kasson to Mr. Bayard | Apr. 4 | Military service case of Ernst F. Heitmiiller: He 406 
(No. 223). . _ isfined and imprisoned on unfounded charge of . 

. . evading military duty ; investigation promised Lo 
. : by foreign office; inadequateness of naturaliza- 

tion treaty of 1868; correspondence inclosed. 
294'| Same to same (No. 240)......| Apr. 15 | Citizenship status of John Geist, a minor, born in 408 

. : ae United States of father subsequently natural- . 
oe ized, who later renounced American allegiance: eet , 

: | Passport refused while he remains in Germany ; 
Pp a correspondence and papers in case inclosed. | 

295 | Same to same (No. 245)......| Apr. 23 | Contraband of war: Declaration of France mak- | 411 
ing rice contraband; danger to food-producing | . 

-. | eountry like United States in admitting doc- 
| - trine; all products useful to a country at war . 

: — could be excluded on same principle; news- | : 
oS hod fp oo paper article on controversy between Great oe 

. . Britain and France relative to rice declaration. | — 
296 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Kasson | Apr. 28 | Military service case of Ernst F. Heitmiiller: Mr. 414. 

(No. 187). . ~ Kasson’s request for investigation of his im- 
co prisonment approved; further instruction will . 

Co e sent. . oo, 
297 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Pendle- | May 12 | Citizenship status of John Geist: He is entitled 414 | 

-} - ton (No. 3). oN to a passport as an American citizen; gives 
a a =. reason for decision. os : 

298 | Mr. Kasson to Mr. Bayard | May 16 | Expulsion of Constant A.Golly, a naturalized 415- 
mT (No. 261). oo | American,from Alsace-Lorraine, on ground that 

wo he intends permanently to reside there and . 
evade military duty: Delay of order of expul- 
sion asked for and denied; correspondence with | © 

Ae foreign office. oe 
~ 299 | Same to same (No. 265)......| May 19 | Naturalization treaty : Germany insists on its in- | 416 

. ee terpretation of, by which it claims right to 
. a expel American citizens of German parentage a 

. . . . _ who remain in Germany more than two years; ae 
. os correspondence with fvreign office, giving 

ns arguments on both sides, inclosed. 
300 | Mr. Pendleton to Mr. Bay- | June 22 | Expulsion from Prussia of Mayer Gad, a natural- 419 . 

‘| ard (No.18). . ized American of Russian birth: He is expelled . 
oo . because immigration from Russia prevents 

Bo . Germanization of territory bordering on Rus- 
2 sian Poland; Gad has no intention of returning 

a . |. to United States; correspondence with foreign : . 
office inclosed. oe 

301 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Pendle- | July 7 Military service case of Charles L.George: Heis | 420 
ton (No. 19). | imprisoned at Strasburg for owing military serv- . 

ice; facts stated; no ground forimprisonment; | => : 
a examination and explanation from foreign office 

| should be requested.
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302 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Pendle- | July 9 | Expulsion from Prussia of Mayer Gad, a natural- 423 

ton (No. 20). ized American, formerly a Russian: Not being a ; 
mo a German he does not come under treaty; United | . 

| States cannot lawfully object to his expulsion. 
303 | Mr. Pendleton to Mr. Bay- | July 16 | Expulsion of David Lemberger from Wurtemberg: 423—t 

ard (No. 36). . He is given alternative of acquiring German . 
citizenship or expulsion; his time of sojourn in 

' Germany has been extended several times by 
German authorities; correspondence with for- 
eign office. Lo . 

304 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Pendle- | Aug. 1} Expulsion of David Lemberger from Wurtem- | 426: . 
ton (No. 24). berg: Expulsion apparently based on idea that 

his father after naturalization returned to Ger- 
many; this not the case; instructed to obtain - 
facts from Lemberger and use same in argu- | 

a ment in his behalf with foreign office. 
305 | Mr. Pendleton to Mr. Bay- | Aug. 10 | Military service case of Ernst Heitmiiller: Re- 426 

ard (No. 47). turn of fine paid to him; mistake in arresting 
him explained; note from foreign office. mo 

306 | Same to same (No. 55)....--.| Aug. 31 | Expulsion of David Lemberger from Wurtem- 427 
berg: Lemberger has applied to resume Ger- 
man allegiance; his father has resided in Ger- | 

me many since 1875; correspondence with M. H. 
. | Lemberger and consul at Stuttgart. 

307 | Same to same (No. 100)......| Nov. 2 | Military service cases in which legation has in- 428 
— . tervened: Yearly report on, prepared by Mr. 

Coleman, secretary of legation, inclosed. 
308 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Pendle- | Dec. 18 | Naturalization treaty: Report of law officer of 438 

ton (No. 80). Department on interpretation to be given to 
a | article 4 inclosed. 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF GERMANY AT WASHINGTON. | 

| : | 1885. oO 
309 | Mr. Alvensleben to Mr Bay- | Mar. 16 | Colonial acquisition of Germany in East Africa: |. 441 

| ard. | Sovereignty assumed over lands acquired by | . 
| German Colonization Society; provisions of}. 

general act of Berlin Congo conference will be . 
“ | | - respected ; letter of protection issued by Em- 

peror.inclosed. ; 
' 310 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Alvensle-; Apr. 6 | Colonial acquisition of Germany of lands of Ger- 442 | 

ben. man Colonization Society in East Africa: . 
United States not a party to general act of Ber- 

. lin Congo conference; views of United states | 
. as to the acquisition cannot be expressed. 

311 | Mr. Alvenslebento Mr. Bay- | Aug. 3 | Tonnage duties: Claim of Germany to privileges | 443 
ard. extended to vessels from certain ports of North, 

me Central, and South America by shipping act of 
. . June 26, 18384, by virtue of most-favored-nation 

0 clause of treaty; Germany will reciprocate. Coo 
312 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Alvens- | Nov. 7 | Tonnage duties: Claim of Germany to privileges 444. 

leben. extended to vessels from certain ports in North, 
‘ | Central, and South America under shiz ping act 

: | June 26, 1884; privileges held to be geographi- 
-; Gal, and to inure to vessels of any nation from | — . 

: . | ’ ports mentidned in act, but not to vessels from 
| | ports outside of its limitations. | 7 

- GREAT BRITAIN. 

| | 1884. | | | | 
313 | Mr. Lowell to Mr. Freling- | Dec. 22 | Mormon proselyting in India: Attention of vice- 444 

huysen (No. 917). roy has been called to; British Government sug- 
_ gests that United States consuls in India give 

188: information to British authorities. 
; 5. oe 

- 314 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Jan. 7 | Mormon proselyting in India: United States con- 445. 
. Lowell (No. 1058). suls in India instructed to co-operate with Brit-’ 

ish authorities, as suggested by Lord Granville. 
_ 315 | Mr. Lowell to Mr. Freling- | dan. 29 | Pauperimmigration from Europeto UnitedStates: | 445 

huysen (No. 941). Circular of December 27, giving law prohibiting 
same, sent to foreign office; publicity in Great 
Britain suggested. 

er
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316 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. ; Mar. 3 | Greely Relief Expedition: Return of vessel Alert, | 446 

Lowell (No. 1088), to British Government; act directing return in- : 
ce closed ; she will beat once dispatched when point 
ee . at which it is desired to receive her is ascer- . 

| y tained ; appreciation of action in placing her at 
. . disposal of United States. . 

317 | Mr. Lowell to Mr. Bayard | Apr. 4, Greely Relief Expedition: Return of vessel Alert |. 447 
(No. 961). a | to British Government; Great Britain will re- . 

ceive her at Halifax; correspondence with For- 
aoe eign Office. , ae 

' 318 | Mr. E. J. Phelps to Mr. Bay- | Sept. 16 | Mormon proselyting in India: Mormon emissaries 448 
. » (No. 95). have made no converts; measures against them . : 

a . op at present unnecessary ; provisions of penal code | 
oe . will be exerted against them in case of unlaw- a 
veo ful recruiting ; correspondence. Co 

. CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF GREAT BRITAIN AT WASHINGTON. 

| | : | ige5. | SS | 7 Po | 
319 | Mr. West to Mr. Bayard....) Apr. 28 | Claim of J. P. Tunstall vs. United States, for mur- | — 449 a 

. i der and robbery of his son, J. H. Tunstall,in) . 
7 . ws New Mexico: Reiterates request for a decision. | - 

_ 820 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. West....; June 1} Claim of J. P. Tunstall vs. United States, for mur- | ~ 450° 
| . der and robbery of his son, J. H. Tunstall, in | . 

oe - . New Mexico: Reviews case at length ; cites pre- | 
Do mo : cedents, and shows that United States is not lia-| ~ , 

. - ble for damages; recourse should be had to the | 
courts. | | . 

Te ne a 

PAPERS RELATING TO THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND 
_ GREAT BRITAIN RESPECTING THE FISHERIES. net 

. , : on . 

| | , | | 1885. - - oe . 
321 | The Secretary of State -... | June 25 |. Fisheries articles of treaty with Great. Britain of | 460 

OS 1871: Notice of diplomatic arrangement extend- |, . 
_ ing through fishing season of .1884, _ a 

322 | Mr. West to Mr. Bayard ...) Mar. 12 | Fisheries articles of treaty of 1871: Memorandum | 460 
. suggesting their continuance in force until Jan- 

; ~ ary, 1886, to prevent difficulties likely to arise | ~ 
. | if fishing by Americans is prohibited after July | . 

1, 1885—the fishing season. . 
323 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. West ...| Apr. 22 | Fisheries articles of 1871: Abrogation of; Execu- 461 

. L of | tive unable to extend time of, beyond July 1, | . 
. . Te 1885, withont legislative action, but will agree 

. . to bring before Congress a proposition to settle . 
. ; oo ' fishing difficulties by a commission, provided bo 

a there shall be no enforcement of penal laws ‘ 
co against American fishermen during fishing | . 

_ season of 18%5; this arrangement can be made | . 
; | . by interchange of notes. «" | 

324 | Mr. West to Mr. Bayard ...! June 13 | Fisheries articles of treaty of 1871: Agreement to | 462 ~ 
oe ' yO extend time of same; Newfoundland does not | ‘ 

. - make refunding of duties a condition to agree- | 
. ~ ment, but expects consideration when fishevies 

| a fe commission is appointed. - 
825 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. West ...; June 19 | Fisheries articles of treaty of 1871: Agreement 462 

| oe | | to extend time of; memoranda passed under- . 
a | stood to constitute agreement to extend time . 

: Co during fishing season of 1885, in return for | | 
oe . | promised negotiation by United States for de- ot 

| oo |. velopment oftrade with British North America, | | 
326 | Mr. West to Mr. Bayard ...; June 20) Fisheries articles of treaty of 1871: Agreement to 463 . 

: oo _ extend time of; Canada will give reciprocal 
privileges as to fishing in return for under- 

: _ : ‘standing that United States will negotiate for. - 
L development of trade with British North Amer- 

co _ ica; this arrangement to be temporary. od 
327 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. West ...| June 20 | Fisheries articles of treaty of 1871: Agreement 464. a 

a : | to extend time of; agreement undefstood to be.| . 
; | . concluded by correspondence; public notifica- | — oo 

- | _ tion will be made shortly. 
328 | Same to same ......-.....-..| June 22 | Fisheries articles of treaty of 1871: Agreement 465 

. to extend time of; reiterates agreement of - 
: . . | United States torecommend to Congress a com: 

: . | mission to consider question of extension of | - 
; | trade with British North America.
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329 | Mr. West to Mr. Bayard ...| June 22 | Fisheries articles of treaty of 1871: Agreement 465 

| to extend time of; mutual understanding 
| reached; agreement considered embodied in 

| “correspondence; Mr. West will inform Gov- 
i ernments of Canada and Newfoundland of com- 

| _ pletion of agreement. 
330 | President’s proclamation ...| Jan. 31 | Fisheries articles of treaty of 1871: Proclamation |. 466 

. - . | of President declaring termination of, July 1, | — 
. . | ~ 1885. a 

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS. | oe 

; | 1885. . 
321 | Mr. Daggett to Mr. Freling- | Jan. 14 | Financial: Intention of Government to receive 469 

huysen (No. 208). for customs dues, and retire from circulation, | — 
Hawaiian silver, to relieve financial distress. _ 

332 | Same to same (No. 215)......| Feb. 14 | Emigration of Japanese to Hawaii: Arrival of | 470 
; . Japanese laborers assisted by, Government; - 

they are promptly engaged by planters; more 
a are to follow. 

333 | Same to same (No. 217).....-| Feb. 14 | Financial embarrassment arising from rescinding | 471 
by Honolulu Chamber of Commerce of its resolu- 
tion to receive for gold gold certificates of Gov- |. 

; ernment. ‘ 
- 834 | Same to same (No. 218).-....| Feb. 25 | Financial: Resumption of collection of customs 471 

| -duties in gold; scheme to retire excess of Ha- . 
| | waiian silver in circulation by receiving it for 

| customs not effective. 
335 | Same to same (No. 219).-.-- j Feb. 26 | Census of Hawaii: Native population decreasing ; 472, 

, | increase of total population due to immigration |. / 
— - of Chinese and Portuguese laborers. : 

_ 336 | Same to same (No. 221)......| Feb. 28 | Financial: Inability of Government to redeem 473 
: outstanding certificates in gold ; Hawaiian sil- ; 

. | ver equal to outstanding certificates will be held | 
. | in treasury as security. 

337 | Mr. Daggett to Mr. Bayard | Apr. 27 Death of Queen Emma, widow of King Kameha- 473 
_(No. 233). . | ' mehaIlV: With her, lineage of native chiefs 

‘ | extinct. 
338 | Mr. Merrill to Mr. Bayard | Aug. 14 | Laborers by contractin Hawaii: Circular of Board 474 

(No. 14). | of Immigration stating policy of Government 
. towards contract laborers. si. 

. 339 | Same to same (No. 20)......-| Sept. 12 | Chinese emigration to Hawaii: Regulations con- 475 
| trolling same inclosed. 

~ HAYTI. 

1884, 
340 | Mr. Langston to Mr. Fre-| Dec. 1 | Financial: Paper money to be issued, secured by 476 

‘ linghuysen (No. 690). certain export duties ; bills to be printed in the . 
| United States; decree inclosed.. 

341 | Same to same.(No. 692)...--.| Dec. 4 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- 477 
Prince for debt: Protest made in view of his 

| illegal arrest and feeble health. 
342 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Dec. 9 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- 478 

Langston (No. 312). Prince for debt: Instructed to request his imme- 
. diate trial or release; history of case desired, to . 

determine if Van Bokkelen is entitied to dam- | . 
ages; letters from W.K. and C. A. Van Bokkelen. 

343 | Mr. Langston to Mr. Fre- | Dee. 17 | Imprisonment of A. C. d’Almena, at Port-au- 480 

; linghuysen (No. 695). Prince, charged with abstracting valuable pa- 

- ' pers from national bank of Hayti: He is held in | 
, . €Glose confinement, and conference with him re- 

. | fused; note to Foreign Office requesting access 
| 7 | 1885. to him. | | 

344 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Jan. 2 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at .Port-au- | 481. 
Langston (No. 321). | Prince for debt: Approves Mr. Langston’s ac- | 

tion in asking Van Bokkelen’s speedy trial or dis- 
. | charge; instructed to continue exertions for 

. his release ; letter to W: K. Van Bokkelen in- 
closed. * . 

345 | Mr. Langston to Mr. Fre- | Jan. 14 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- |. 482 
linghuysen (No. 702). -| Prince for debt: Reports his action and dis- 

cusses Position of Hayti; full correspondence , 
inclosed. _—
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$46 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Jan. 20 | Imprisonment of A. C. d’Almena at Port-au- 490 

Langston (No. 324). . S Prince: Detention of witnesses to secure their 
ee us S . | appearance permissible, but unduly harsh: : . 

7 treatment in present case should be protested |. re 
. - | against. . : 

- 347 | Mr. Langston to Mr. Fre- | Jan. 21 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- 490 
. linghuysen (No. 706). | Prince for debt: Further correspondence with 

. . lee me foreign office urging his release inclosed. 
- 348 | Same to same (No. 708)...-..; Jan. 24 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-an- 492 

oo . . Prince for debt:. Hayti declines to release him. 
349 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Feb. 2 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- | 492 — 

. - Langston (No. 328).. Prince for debt: His imprisonment a violation 
. - : a of treaty; instructed to continue efforts for his | 

ot ne 7 release. a 
350 | Mr. Langston to Mr. Fre- | Feb. 4 | Claims of C. W. Mossell and E. V. Garrido vs. | 493 

linghuysen (No. 712). op | Hayti, for loss of property during insurrection . 
oo, ne ho at. Port-au-Prince in 1883: $10,000 received in~ : 

pT i - settlement of former and $2,000 for latter; sum | ” 
a es a paid to Mr. Mossell; Mr. Garrido will be paid |. 

; | on demand. oe 
* 351.| Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Feb. 13 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- 494. 

_ Langston (No.:331). - Prince for debt: Haytien consul-general told | _ 
. oe — it is not desired to transfer discussion to Wash- |” 

- ington; approval of Mr. Langston’s course; | . . 
. ‘letters from C. A. Van Bokkelen inclosed. Os 

352 | Mr. Langston to Mr. Fre- | Feb. 25 | Imprisonment of A. C. d’Almena at Port-au- 495 
linghuysen (No. 715 bis)... | Prince, charged with abstracting papers from |. 

‘National Bank of Hayti: Mr. Langton’s de-| — 
ee oe, mand for his release not granted;  corre- |. 

. _ spondence. 2 
353 | Same to same (No. 717)...--.| Feb. 25 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- 497 

SE Lo Prince for debt; courtof appeals trying case; | : 
: -- unfavorable decision as to his right of assign- 

- ment feared; permission asked for Mr. Van 
. _ |,  Bokkelen to live in his own house; considerable . 

. : liberty granted him. — 
354 | Same to same (No. 720) ..-..; Mar. 4} Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- | 498 — 

- Prince for debt: Decision of court of appeals . 
o i ‘| denying him right of assignment inclosed ; . 

| a | gravity. of decision as affecting American 
, | citizens. | 

355 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Langston | Mar. 13 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- 499 
(No. 339). - Prince for debt: Information of decision of | ce 

‘ court of appeals as to his right of assignment, . 
when made known, desired. , 

356 | Mr. Langston to Mr. Bayard | Mar. 17 | Claims of Americans vs. Hayti, growing out of 500 - 
Bo (No. 723). mo ' Josses at Port-au-Prince during riots of Septem- 

po ber 22 and 23, 1883: Claims to be snbmitted to 
. a mixed commission, and to be paid.as allowed | _ 

~ on a discount of 10 per cent; correspondence . Oe 
inclosed. | . 

357 | Same to same (No. 726)......| Mar. 21 | Claim of E. V. Garrido vs. Hayti: $2000 paid him | | 507 a: 
a ~--.| in settlement; his receipt on file at legation. . 

358 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Langston | Mar. 28 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- 807 
(No. 343). oe Prince for debt: Reviews case and decision; - 

. oe of court denying right of assignment; denial 
: a aaa | of right unjust and in violation of treaty; Van 

vo / . Bokkelen’s release requested. . 
359 | Same to same (No 349)..-.-.; Apr. 23 | Claims of Americans vs. Hayti, growing out of | 510 

co. Spe | riots at Port-au-Prince of September 22 and - 
. _ 23,1883: Approval of his action in agreeing to os 

oe | settlement by a mixed commission, reserving . 
. . . diplomatic claims. oh, 
360 | Same'to same (No. 350)..-...; Apr. 28 | Imprisonment. of A. C. d’Almena at Port-au- 511 - 

| . Prince: -Letter from C.M. Brun to President. 
oo : : declaring d’ Almena’s innocence, and asking pro- | . 

. Do . “tection for him. _— 
| 361 | Mr. Langston to Mr. Bayard | Apr. 29 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au-| 512 — se 

(No. 734): an Prince for debt: Hayti refuses to release him, eo 
- ms | sustaining decision of court that Haytians only 

a | have right of assignment; Van Bokkelen re- - 
- : oe _ turned to jail: in spite of his feeble health. — - a 

362 | Mr. Bayardto Mr. Langston | May 6 _/ Imprisonment of ‘C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- | 512 
. (No. 352). . | Prince for debt: Letter trom W.H. Van Bok- |. . . 

- - - | kelen, thanking Department for efforts to secure a 
ar | release of his son, inclosed. 

_ 863 | Mr. Langston to Mr. Bayard | May 9 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- 513° 
; (No. 736). a Prince for debt: Minister for foreign affairs : 

. . supports decision of court to refuse benefit of . 
: insolvency act to foreigners; Van Bokkelen’s ° 

release demanded under treaty rights; corre- a 
_ spondence inclosed.
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No. From and to whom. Date. woes Subject. Pose 

| 1885. . 
. 364 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Thomp- | May 21 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- 517 

son (No. 3). | . Prince for debt: Denial to him of remedies ob- | . 
| tainable by a Haytian an infraction of treaty; |. 

a ; instructed to discontinue correspondence ; mat- |_ 
| ter will be laid before Congress; United States |... 
| has no desire to release Van Bokkelen from. his 

-liabilities. 
365 | Mr. Langston to Mr. Bayard | May 22) Claims of Americans vs. Hayti, growing out of 518 

(No. 740). riots at Port-au-Prince September 22 and 23, 1883: 
| Awards made in cases of C. W. Mossell, E. Vv. . 
| Garrido, Mrs. Maria Hamilton, Bertram Bros., 
| and Mrs. Isabella Fournier; payment will be 

o 7. made in American silver; Haytian commission- | — 
| ers hold payments should not be made for reales-| 

tate destroyed; American commissioners com- | 
| bat this view ; report of commission. _ . 

366 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Langston | May 28.) Imprisonment of C, A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- | 521 
(No. 355). Prince for debt: Directed to take no further 

a action; his successor instructed. 
. 367 | Mr. Langston to Mr. Bayard | May 28 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- 521 

(No. 741). | Prince for debt: He is brought to. Jegation 
and set at liberty on 27th instant; no written | 

| communication received relative to his release ; 
| claim for indemnity wilt not be pressed. | 

368 | Same to same (No. 742)--...-.-; May 28 | Imprisonment of A.C.d’Almenaat Port-au-Prince: | 522 
, One French and two British subjects now being | 

| tried with d’Almena; charge against them will | 

. probably be dismissed as insuflicient; British 
and French men-of-war at Port-au-Prince. . 

369 | Same to same (No. 744).:-...| June 9 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port au | 522 
| Prince for debt: Minister for foreign affairs | 

, states his release due to arrangement with his 
. , | creditors, but reaffirms position of Hayti as to 

, _legality of his imprisonment; correspondence. 
370 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. ‘Thomp- June 15 | Claims of Americans vs. Hayti, growing out of 525 

’ gon (No. 4). | riots at Port-au-Prince September 22 and 23, 
. | 1883: Settlement of by mixed commission ; in- 

, , . structed to investigate real property claims of | 
| _ Mrs. Evan Williams and Mrs. Isabella Fournier 

. | as to whether legal steps were taken tu dispos- 
. sess them of title deeds, and if they are entitled 

| to damages; report of law officer of Depart- 
, | ment, on which he will base his arguments, in- | 

| closed. . | 
371 | Mr. Langston to Mr. Bay- | June 16 | Clainis of America vs. Hayti, growing out of riots | . 5296 

ard (No. 746). at Port-au-Prince, September 22 and 23, 1885: | 
Awards of mixed commission (less 10 per cent. 

| as agreed upon) paid in cases of C. W. Mossell, | ° 
| E. V. Garrido, Bertram Bros., and Mrs. Maria 

Hamilton and Mrs. Isabella Fournier (for per- 
- _ sonal property). ‘ 7 

372 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Thomp- | June 23 | Tonnage and other duties of exorbitant amount 526 
son (No. 6). levied on American shipping in Haytian ports: 

, | Complains of same, and of claim of Hayti to hold 
| , ship captains liable for duty on discharged car- 

. goes; full report, with a view to procuring re- 
| form in Haytian regulations, desired. 

373 | Mr. Langston to Mr. Bay- | June 24 | Imprisonment of A. C. d’Almena at Port-au- | 528 
| ard (No. 749). | ‘| Prince: Hearing on appealas to legality of ordi- 

; | nance under which he is imprisoned delayed by 
| illness of one of judges; d’ Almena has been im- 

prisoned seven months awaiting trial; Mr. 
. Langston has attended sessions of court. .- 

374 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Thomp- | June 25 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkeien at Port-au- |. 529 
son (No. 8). Prince for debt: Satisfaction at his release; no 

claim for damages should be presented before . 
; investigation by Department; if claim pre- 

. oO . sented by Mr. Langston, he will withdraw it 
for re-examination, reserving all rights. 

375 | Same to same (No. 9)...-...| June 26 | Imprisonment of UC. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- 529 
. Prince for debt: However his release was ef- 

. . fected, note announcing fact should be simply 
| acknowledged, reserving rights to indemnity. 

376 | Mr. Thompson to Mr. Bay- | July 8 | Imprisonment of A. C. d’Almena at Port-an- | 530 
. ard (No.9). . Prince: Court sustains legality of ordinance 

- under which arrest was made and act of accu- 
sation; d’Almena and others accused to be held 
for trial; arrival of British man-of-war to look 

a . . | after interests of British subjects imprisoned.
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ot 1885, _ — | 
377 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Thomp- | July 15 | Imprisonment of C. A. d’Almena at Port-au- | 530 

. son (No. 11). : | Prince: Mr. Langston’s efforts to secure d’Al- . 
° . = mena’s release commended; instructed to act in | ee 

ns _ same direction. 
_ 878 | Same to same (No. 13) .-.-..| July 20 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- | | 531 . 

er —}.. Prince for debt: If other creditors of Van Bok- - . 
. . kelen endeavor to take same course as Toplitz . 

. - & Co., instructed to see that treaty rights are o 
. a protected ; no claim for damages to be made un- 

: ‘ less so instructed ; letters from C. A. and W. 
7 . a K. Van Bokkelen inclosed. y 

379 | Mr. Thompson to Mr. Bay- | July 30 | Imprisonment of A. C. d’Almena at Port-au- | 533 — 
| ard (No. 17)... . _ Prince:. Decision of supreme court ignores d’Al- ; . 

- mena’s appeal; British and French representa- , 
: . - fe - tives protest in favor of imprisoned French and . 

British; Mr. Thompson protests against the ig- 
. . . noring of d’Almena’s appeal, contrary to Hay- ne 

_ - tian law; note to minister for foreign affairs. . 
. 380 | Same to same (No. 28) ......; Aug. 15 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-an- 534 

. ~ Prince for debt: He desires indemnity; hesails | - : 
for United States on this date; synopsis of Van 

os Bokkelen’s case; ext: act from message of Pres- 
| ident of Hayti, and-notitication of creditor with- as, 

. | drawing ‘‘recommendation’’ against him, in- |. . oe 
oe So md. “ closed. - oo . 

"381 | Same to same (No. 29) ......| Sept. 9 | Imprisonment of A.C. d’Almena at Port-au- | 536 
. Prince: Trial by jury now taking place; great. . 

-interest manifested; French, British, and Amer- 
. ican representatives attend trial. 

382 | Mr. Bavard to Mr. Thomp- | Oct. . 2} Claim of C. A. Van Bokkelen vs. Hayti for im- 537 
. | son (No. 24). prisonment for debt: Instructed to press for . 

. . , immediate payment of indemnity or reference a 
oo of amount to arbitration ; letter from Mr. Van 

. a . Bokkelen stating his claim. . : 
383 ; Mr. Thompson to Mr. Bay- | Oct. 17 | Asylum: Right of Americans to, who have en- 539 

. ard (No. 44). - . gaged in insurrection; requests instructions; 
reports case of a Frenchman whose surrender : 

ot . froma French vessel was refused. : . 
384 | Same to same (No. 47) ......) Oct. 26 | Claims of Mrs. Evan Williams and Mrs. Isabella 540 

Do | Fournier vs. Hayti for destruction of real prop- |» 
ie : | erty during Haytian rebellion: Refusal to admit . 

. . justice of the claims on ground that the claim . 
Co auts are Haytians or would not be allowed to 

. oe a . hold .eal estate; negotiations to be intrusted to co 
Cf Haytian minister to the United States; corre- 

Pee ee 2 spondence inclosed. . 
385 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Thomp- | Nov. 3; Asylum: Right of Americans to, in Hayti; diplo- 542 

~ gon (No. 28). . _lomatic or consular officer could not prevent a 
. criminal from being taken from a ship; inter- . : 

ao | wpational law does not recognize right of asylum 
‘ a | of foreign legations in any country. — - 

386 | Mr. Thompson to Mr. Bay- | Nov. 3 | Claim of C..A. Van Bokkelen vs. Hayti for im- 542. 
ae ard (No. 49). prisonment fordebt: Claim has been presented ; J 

an . ae reports Mr. Van Bokkelen’s death. | 
387 | Same to same (No. 50) ......| Nov. 5 | Imprisonment of A. C.. d’Almena at Port-au- 543 . 

oO Prince on false charge of abstracting papers 
a } . from Bank of Hayti: He is acquitted; refusal of . 

—— Mr. ‘Thompson to give him a certificate declar- ee 
. ing Hayti responsible for his imprisonment; 

. / oS statementsof his case by Mr. d’Almena inclosed. 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF HAYTI AT WASHINGTON. 

/ - 1885. | os | a | __ 
388 | Mr. Bassett to Mr. Davis ...| Jan. 13°} Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-au- } 547 Te 

oy, Do | Prince for debt: States position of his Govern- |. . . 
bo a ment and that of United States minister to | 

4 Hayti relative to; argues in support of position | — 
cto of Hayti. ; 

, 389 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Jan, 21 | Imprisonment of C. A. Van Bokkelen at Port-ai- | 548 
Bassett. 7 Prince for debt: Action of United States minis- | . 

. _ ter to Hayti approved by Department; unable | 
: an : to transfer discussion to Washington. oo | | ae
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1885. | . 
- 390 | Mr. Keiley to Mr. Bayard...| Apr. 18 | Objections of Italy to appointment of A. M. Kei- 549 

| ley as minister: Explains his utterances relative 
| ot to annexation of Pope’s dominions by Italy, ob- * 

jected to by Italian Government. 
#91 | Mr. Keiley to the President.| Apr. 25 | Objections of Italy to appointment of A. M. Keiley 550 

| as minister» Resigns his commission. 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF ITALY AT WASHINGTON. 

1885. | . ; . 
392 | Baron Fava to Mr. Bayard..| Apr. 13 | Objections of Italy to appeintment of A. M. Keiley 550 

/ as minister:. Refers to newspaper reports of 
| speech by Mr. Keiley; requests interview. 

. 893 | Mr. Bayard to Baron Fava..| Apr. 13 | Objections of Italy to appointment of A. M. Keiley 550 
| as minister on account of utterances, in i871, 
| against occupation of Rome by King Victor 

So | | Emmanuel: Discussion of irresponsible news- 
| | paper articles cannot be entered into; appoint-| 
| | ment made in good faith, and Italy must exercise | 

. | her discretion as to receiving Mr. Keiley; in- , 
; | | | terview placed for 15th instant. 

394 | Baron Fava to Mr. Bayard..| Apr. 20 | Objections of Italy to appointment of A. M. Keiley 551 © 
- | | ‘as minister: Telegram from minister for for- 

| eign affairs, stating objections, and hoping for 
| amore acceptable appointment. 

395 | Mr. Bayard to Baron Fava..; Apr. 30 | Objections of Italy to appointment of A. M. Keiley | 552 
| as minister: Resignation of Mr. Keiley owing 
| to objections of Italy. 

i \ . 

JAPAN. 

“ 1884. . . 
396 | Mr. Bingham to Mr. Fre- | Dec. 22 | Corea, insurrection in: Japanese troops sent to 553 © 

linghuysen (No. 1970). protect king of Corea; Japanese legation build- 
. | ings in Seofil burned by meb. Chinese minister 

. requests Mr. Bingham’s good offices in event of | — 
conflict between Chinese and Japanese troops 

—— : in. Corea. - . . 

397 | Same to same (No. 1975) ....| Dec. 22 | Gift by Japan of five acres of land for legation | 554 
. | premises: Acceptance and appropriation to 

erect suitable buildings suggested; five gov- 
. ernments now own their legation premises at 

Tokio. 
1885. ce | | 

398 | Same to same (No. 1978) ....; Jan. 2 | Gift by Japan of land for United States legation: | 554 
| Early answer as to acceptance of gift desired, 

| as land is to be purchased; minister for foreign | 
| | affairs desires transfer during President Ar- | 

| _ thar’s term asa special recognition of his friend- | 
| | ship for Japan. | 

399 | Same to same (No. 1996) ..../ Jan. 19 | Gift by Japan of land for United States legation: | 555 
| _ Early answer as to acceptance urged. 

400 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Feb. 11 | Gift by Japan of land for United States legation: 556 
Bingham (No. 887). Acceptance of gift and suitable appropriation |. 

_ to improve grounds recommended to Congress. 
401 | Mr. Bingham to Mr. Freling-| Feb. 18 | Deserting seamen, Edward Sebaglia (an Austrian), 556 

huysen (No. 2013). | from U.S. 8S. Alert: Mr. Bingham holds that a 
deserter from United States naval vessel is not 

| entitled to relief by United States consul; cor- 
. respondence with Austrian consul. 

402 | Same to same (No. 2022) ....| Feb. 28 | China and Japan: Difficulty between, growing 560 
out of Corean revolution ; interview with Jap- 
anese ambassador who goes to China to secure 

, fo settlement; Mr. Bingham counsels moderation | . 
- - | and withdrawal of both Japanese and Chinese | 

. troops from Corea; probable peaceful settle- | 
ment. - . | 

403 | Same to same (No. 2047) --.. | April 27 | Gift by Japan of land for United States legation: | 566 
- | ~ . | Recommendation by Secretary of State to Con- | 

‘ | + gress of acceptance of gift made known to | 
| | minister for foreign affairs ; correspondence.
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| ee nn, Sennen LO 

| ‘| 1885. : 2 
404 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Bingham | April30 | Protection of United States legation at Seoul, 562 

| (No. 911). . fp Corea, by Japanese troops during a conflagra- 
| oe : +. tion; instructed to convey thanks of United . 

7 oS . : : . States to Japan. an 
405 | Mr. Bingham to Mr. Bayard | May 30 | Protection of United States legation at Seoul, |. 563 

| (No. 2056). boos Corea, by Japanese troops during a conflagra- . 
of . oo | tion: Thanks of United States conveyed to; | 

_ a _ Japan. . 
- 406 | Same to same (No. 2058) ....| June 1 | China and Japan: Difficulty between, growing 563 

. or a , out of Corean revolution; settlement. nego- OE 
. — | |, tiated; both parties agree to withdraw their ) 

. . : | . troops from Corea; ‘convention and. notes in- 
. closed. - 

407 | Same to same (No. 2064) ..-.) June 9 | Protection of United States legation at Seoul, |, 565 . : 
oe | | Corea, by Japarese troops during a conflagra- Lo 

— | 7. 1. tion ; reply of minister for foreign affairs to ex- | . . 
wel . oe | pression of thanks of United States... fons 

' 408 | Mr. Hubbard to Mr. Bayard | Sept. 24 | Financial: Rumored negotiation of a Japanese 565 
_ (No. 42). . l. loan in London; statement of bonded debt of |_ 

S yg | Sapan. az 
409 | Same to same (No. 47) .-..-. | Oct. 2.) Gift by Japan of land for United States legation: | 566 . 

Tender still in abeyance; other Governments 

a . fe have accepted similar gifts. a ee . 
410 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hubbard | Nov. 11 | Gift by Japan of land for United States legation: | 567 oe : 

(No. 27). Appreciation of offer; suggestion to Congress | — 
|. of its acceptance and erection of buildings will | - 

. . - | be renewed. a a ee 

CO CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF JAPAN AT WASHINGTON. oe 

. es | 1885. . 
411 | Mr. Kuki to Mr. Freling- | Jan. 9 Corea and Japan: Announces that Japan has 567 

huysen. - a |. waived right to $400,000 indemnity due from 
: ees Corea on account of damages from insurrection 

, or at Seoul in 1882. . 
412 | Same tosame...:...........| Mar. 2 | Protection of Japanese during revolution in Corea | 567 | 

, . by United States minister; many Japanese owe | . 
ae . their lives to-his intervention; tenders thanks : 

_ . | of Japan to General Foote and to United States | | oS 
oe . : . Government. . 

- 413 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Kuki ....| Mar. 9 | Protection of Japanese during revolution in Corea 568 
fee | by United States minister; President gratified : 

: of at recognition of General Foote’s etforts; he will oo 
be informed as well as minister to Japan and 

oe ' China and Foreign Relations Committee of 
| | fo Senate. | | a 

| a a MEXICO. | — | oo 

oy ee es | 1884. . | 
_ 414 | Mr. Morgan to Mr. Freling- | Sept. 24 | Imprisonment without trial of T. R. Monahan, a 569 . 

huysen (No. 905)... - mo railroad engineer, at Toluca; note from minis- |. . 
. | terfor foreign affairs giving facts ; further inter- | ~~ 

- . vention of legation denied, as Monahan is not oo, 
. oe - matriculated at foreign office. . 

_ 415 | Mr. Frelinghuysen te Mr. | Dec. 20 | Matriculation at foreign office required of Ameri- 570 a 
‘Morgan (No. 698). - |. e@an-citizens in Mexico: Instructed to prepare . 

| report upon, for submission to Congress; United. | . 
- , oo ‘States denies right of Mexico to refuse to allow = 

: Poe, diplomatic intervention by municipal regula- oo OS 
' tions. . , . 

om ~ 1885. 1 : , mo 
416 | Mr. Morgan to Mr. Freling- | Jan. 1 | Imprisonment of T. R. Monahan, a railroad en- 571 

huysen (No. 960). - gineer, at ‘Toluca: He has been discharged with- . . 
, ‘ ; out trial. oe rns 

417 | Same to same (No. 962) .....| Jan. 12 | Matriculation at foreign office required of Ameri- | 571 oe 
ate . - +  gansin Mexico: Decrees of President Juarez, on || . 
— _ which regulations are based, given; report upon, . " 

sa Py : answering categorical questions in Department, Pe : 
; 1.698. 

418 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Feb. 17 | Matriculation laws of Mexico: Right of Mexico | 575 - . 
Morgan (No?732). | to place reasonable restrictions on foreigners a . 

an residing in Mexico recognized, but theory affect- | — oe 
Py eo ing relations between Americans and their Gov- . 

: ernment cannot be accepted; instructed to so oo 
| oe | ; ‘inform Mexico... ae .
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, 1885. | - oe 
. 419 | Mr. Bell to Mr. Bayard (No. | Sept. 17 | Universal suftrage: Meeting of workingmen of 576 

44). | ' various trades to agitate same; complaint made 
. | | to mayor of Amsterdam of violent action of | 

| police in quelling disturbance at a meeting. 
420 | Same to same (No. 47) ...---| Sept. 23 | Universal suffrage: Procession of delegates of 577 

. | ** Netherlands League of Universal Suffrage,” | 
— | ‘‘Netherlands Workingmen’s Association,” and 

|- “Social Democrats of the Netherlands”; meet- 
- | ing held at which a resolution is passed tobe |  — 

, : | presented to the chambers demanding for the | 
' last time, ‘‘ peacefully,” universal suffrage. 

421 | Same to same (No. 48) ......| Sept. 26 | Financial: Deficit in budget forhome government | 578 
oO and colonies: Loan to provide for same and for 

— | eompletion of unfinished public works, payable so 
| | | ‘in fifty-five years, prepared by minister of Lo 

oy finance. : . 
- 422 | Same to same (No. 55)... . | Oct. 13! Financial: Budget for 1886 proposes to meet the | 578 

| deficit by diminishing expenditures in all de- |; . 
partments except that of war; fund for educa-— 

[ . | tional purposes to be reduced; items for the — 
| |. various departments given ; loan proposed, pay- 

= | able in fifty-five years; uses to which its pro- 
- ceeds are to be put. . 

423 | Same to same (No. 56) ......| Oct. 14| Financial: Budget of Dutch East Indies; state- 579 
, | | ment showing receipts and expenditures. , 

424 | Same to same (No. 57)...... | Oct. 15| Tariff (colonial) of Netherlands: Proposed reduc- 583 
| tion of export duties on coffee, sugar, and tea, 

7 | and increase of import duties on petroleum and | 
| tobacco; import duty of 10 per cent. ad valorem 

| | to be imposed on various articles mentioned; 
| ee: . | large increase of revenue contemplated. __ 

425 | Same to same (No. 62) ......-| Oct. 29 | Financial: Demonetization of 25,000,000 florins of 583 | 
| _ | Dutch silver coin determined upon; Govern- 

« | _ | ment will lose 5,000,000 florins by transaction, 
| . _ ; but greatly improve its credit abroad ; Nether- 
| | | lands adopted single silver standard in 1847; 

. | | | gold standard introduced in 1875; statistics of 
| | amount of gold, silver, and copper coin; text of | 

: . | law of demonetization. | ee : 
426 | Same to same (No. 73) ......; Nov. 20% Universal suffrage: Government replies to report 585 

| | of commission of second chamber; universal . 
. . | suffrage not approved of; reasons given; suf- 

- |  frage to be enlarged ; election of workingmen’s 
po | candidate over member of old nobility ; liberals 
| | in majority for first time. 
| r 

PERU. 

| i | : - _ 
| i 1884. | . 

427 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Dec. 5; Murder of Owen Young, an American, by a Peru- 587 
S. L. Phelps (No. 81). | vian soldier: Approves action of Mr. Phelps; | 

, po | punishment of murderer and indemnity to fam- 
: . | ily of murdered man should be pressed. —* 
. 428 | Same to sanie (No. 88) ...--.; Dec. 18} Murder of Owen Young by a Peruvian soldier : 588 

, | President regrets no action taken by Peru; in- 
| | structed to read this dispatch to minister for 
| | foreign affairs. | ‘ 

429 | Mr. S.L. Phelps to Mr. Fre- | Dec. 20) Murder of Owen Young by a Peruvian soldier: 588 
linghuysen (No. 191). | | Note from minister for foreign affairs recount- 

| ing legal proceedings taken. 
. 430 | Same to same (No. 194) ..-..| Dee. 24 | Political: No decided change in situation ; Gov- 589 

- ernment extending its authority; many out- 
. | | | rages committed by its agents; General Caceres. 

| of | controls southern provinces, but is unpopular 

| | | | 1885 | there; Government army 6,000 men. . 
. 1 Lu { 

431 | Same to same (No. 199)......| Jan. 7 | Murder of Owen Young by a Peruvian soldier: | 589 
i Protest to minister for foreign affairs against 

| | delay in bringing murderer to justice. 
432 . Same to same (No. 203)......| Jan. 28 | Murder of Owen Young by a Peruvian soldier: 590 

| . a No reply to communication demanding punish- oo 
| ment of murderer; Department’s instruction 

, | regretting delay of trial read to “minister for 
| | foreign affairs. ; 

433 Same to same (No. 204)...-..| Feb. 4) Murder of Owen Young by a Peruvian soldier: 590 
; | Apparently no soldier yet examined by court; 

| | copy of ‘judicial proceedings furnished by for- 
a fe | eign office.
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434 | Mr. S. Phelps to Mr. Fre- | Feb. 9 | Murder of Owen Young by a Peruvian soldier: 590 

7 linghuysen (No. 206). oO Correspondénce with foreign office; copy of . 
Oo legal proceedings to ascertain’ murderer and 

inventory of Young’s effects inclosed; effects. 
me oo delivered to son of murdered man. 7 

- 485 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr.S. | Feb..28 | Murder of Owen Young by a Peruvian soldier: 594 
. L. Phelps (No. 110). Mr. Phelps’s action approved ; United States in- 

| . “ sists upon full justice from Peru. 
436 Mr. 8. L. Phelpsto. Mr. Fre- | Mar. 4 | Political: Opening of assembly; conciliatory 595 

linghuyser: (No. 213). Da measares proposed; conciliation with General 
| oo . Caceres popular; advance of General Caceres 
| co an from. Arequipa; Indians, at his instigation, . 

. drive out Chilan division and defeat Govern- Se 
| . . ._ ment forces; wretched material and financial 
| a | * condition of the country. a 

437 | Same to same (No, 215)......; Mar. 13 | Political: Assembly divided into two parties; one 596 . 
| . . | desires continuance of Iglesias government, 

| BP the other new election for President and peace . 
a with Genetal Caceres; Iglesias party in .ma- | Oo 

jority; financial and commercial decline of 
Peru;.ramored Indian outbreaks. , 

438 | Mr, Bayard to Mr. S. L. | Mar. 16 | Murder of Owen Young by a Peruvian soldier: 596 = 
Phelps (No. 118). | . Approves Mr. Phelps’s protest against inade- . 

. . _ quacy of measnres # apprehend murderer. 
439 | Mr.S. L. Phelps to Mr. Bay- | Apr. 4 | Political: Assembly to appoint commission to | 597 os 

ard (No. 226). oN treat with General Caceres; he will be asked to , 
: | surrender and recognize Iglesias government | . oe 

; a on condition of new presidential election; Mr. 
, Phelps asked to telegraph General Ca4ceres in : 

- behalf of commission; Indians pillaging in - 
. . Huarez; business paralyzed. _ . 

~ 440 | Same to same (No. 230)......; Apr. 11 | Political: Government aid to quell Indian revolt | — 597 . 
Co a promised at request of people of Huarez; no 

reply from General Caceres as to peace commis- 
. . : _-sion; financial distre.s general. - 

441 | Same to same (No. 235)......| Apr. 25 | Political: Deplorable condition of Peru, owing to 598 . 
_ guccessful Indian uprisings; General Caceres ae 

_ expected to attack Lima; Government troops 
oo eld in readiness; success of General Caceres 

predicted. / 
442 | Same to same (No. 238)......| May 1 | Murder of Ovjen Young by a Peruvian soldier: 598 

Minister of foreign affairs still awaiting advices 
. : . from court at Pacasmayo. . . 

443 | Same to same (No. 241)......| May 16 | Political: Rumored advance of General Caceres 599 
. oo npon Lima; change in cabinet; President, viee- . 

a president. and general-in-chiefofarmy, brothers. , 
444°| Same to same (No. 244)......| May 21 | Political: Capture of Truxillo and seizure of rail- 600 . 

a road operated by Americans; suggests naval |- 
. vessel be sent to prevent lawlessness by roving . 

. bands; ports closed by Government; battle 
a4. ‘|. with General Caceres imminent. oo 

/ 445 Mr. Bayard to Mr. S. L. | May 29 | Murder of Owen Young by a Peruvian soldier: 600 i 
Phelps (No. 129). . a Continued failure of justice will necessitate 

Se bringing matter to attention of Congress; ap- 
’ proves action taken. 

446 | Mr.S. L. Phelpsto Mr. Bay- | June 6} Political: Revolution declared at an end; General 601 
ard (No. 246). | foe Caceres’s troops reported to have disbanded; - 

‘| marauding bands still causing trouble; ports 
. | . reopened by Government. 

447 | Same to same (No. 249)......| June 13 | Political: Reported defeat of General Caceres in- | 602 . 
correct; he1s re-enforced and Government troops 

. retreat; peace farther off than before. _. 
448 | Same to same (No. 251)......) June 20 | Political: Condition of country still unsettled; | 602 

- General Caceres holding his own; commission Se 
_. to be sent to treat with him. 

449 | Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard | July 4 | Political: Newspapers fined for free expression 603 
(No. 7). _ oh of opinion; war news under censorship; Gen- : 

. . . _ | eral Cageres refuses to treat with peace com- oo, 
So mission: Arequipa and Mollende abandoned . 

. 7 by General Caceres. . 
450 | Same to same (No. 18).......| July il | Politicalsituationreviewed: Military movements ; 603 

a. - crisis unfavorable to Government thought to be 
a a , imminent. - a 

451 | Same to same (No. 18).......| July 25] Political: Military movements; prospect of indefi- | 604 
yy nite strife. i 

452 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Buck | July 30! Murder of. Owen Young by a Pernvian soldier: | 605. 
| . (No. 9). . oo: | | Instructed to urge arrest of murderer. _ | oe 

~  . FOR-—VI . me . 

f
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453 | Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard | Aug. 7 | Political: General Caceres suggests that supreme 605 

| (No. 21). court assume executive of provisional govern- | - 
| ment until new electionis held, or that Gen- | 

oO eral CAceres and General Iglesias exercise au- | 
‘thority over territory held by each and call an | 
election simultaneously ; arrangement effected | | 

. for free transit of goods to Bolivia via Arequipa. | 

454 | Same-to same (No. 22)...--. | Aug. 7 | Murder of Owen Young by a Peruvian soldier : 607 
: . : No reply to note demanding arrest of murderer. | 

455 | Same to same (No. 23).......| Aug. 15| Political: Military movement; Truxilloand most | 608 
- northern ports occupied by Government troops ; : 
war imposts on sugar and concrete in Province 

- of Chiclayo; General Caceres moves his cus- | 
tom-house from Mollendo to Arequipa. 

456 | Same to same (No. 24).......| Aug. 22} Political: Defeat of Government troops at Canta ; 609 
. revolutionary movements; forced loan exacted oe 

a | by. ofticers of General Caceres at Cerro de Pasco. oo 

457 | Same to same (No. 25)...... | Aug. 22| Murder of Owen Young by a Peruvian soldier: | 611 
| | Foreign office transmits correspondence show- 
| ing difficulties in way of punishing the mur- | 

. derer ; no reference to indemnification ; cor- L 
. —_ respondence inclosed. . | 

. 458 | Same to same (No. 27)..---..| Sept. 4, Murder of Owen Young by a Peruvian soldier: | 614 

| | Minister for foreign affairs states discovery of | . 
murderer impossible. 

459 | Same to same (No. 28)..-..-.| Sept. 5) Political: Numerous arrests of suspected persons | 616 
a | | under police notice offering rewards to in- | 

| formers; ex-dictator Pierola banished and his | 
= “| | newspaper suppressed ; oppressive export duties | 

| ‘at Chiclayo rescinded; military movements re- | 
ported; quiet at Lima. | . 

460 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Buck | Sept. 10.| Murder of Owen Young by a Peruvian soldier: | 616 

(No. 19). : | - Commends Mr. Buck’s action. © | 
46. | Mr. Buckto Mr. Bayard (No.| Sept. 12 | Political: Military operations; uprising at Are. | 616 | 

30). - quipa in favor of General Iglesias unsuccessful. | . 
- 462 | Same to same (No. 34).......| Sept. 19 | Political: Capture of courier from General Ca- | 617 

Do - ceres; personsin Limaimplicated in revolution- : 
ary plots and imprisoned ; military movements; . 

. Iglesias government impecunious; small pros- 
| pect of payment of claims; action of claims ar- 
| bitrations in Chili barring certain war claims. | 

463 | Same to same (No. 35)....--. Sept. 36 | Political: Review of Government troops; their | 619 
oS strength; Government urged to open ports and 

roads in int+rior; question of recugnizing Gen-. 
eral Caceres as‘a belligerent. 

- 464 | Same to same (No. 36)..-----| Oct. 2 Political: General Caceres demands recognition ; 620 
as belligerent by diplomatic corps; in case of | . 
refusal threatens to treat foreigners as Peru- | 

| ‘vians; Peruvian Government unable to protect . 
| ‘| foreigners ;- suggests naval vessels be sent te | 

Peru; General Caceres’s letter to diplomatic | 
| | GOIps. | 

~ 465 | Same to same (No. 42).......| Oct. 10 | Political: General Caceres said to have only 2,000 | 622 

: i | troops; Government successes reported. | 
466 | Same to samé (No. 45).......| Oct. 17 Political: Repulse of Genera} Caceres at Caja- 623 

| . marea; death of General Lorenzo Iglesias, | 
| | chief of army, brother of the President. — 

467 | Same to same (Nov. 47).......| Oct. 24 | Political: Detailed account of Government suc- | 624 

| |. cessat Cajamarca; commissary of army defect- | 
: | ive. . 

468 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Buck (No. | Oct. 27 Claims arbitrations at Santiago : Reviews and dis- | 625 

33). | eusses rules laid down by the tribunal relative | 
i to claims arising from bombardment, acts com- | 

| | mitted by soldiers, and taking of evidence in | . 
a, - i ' claims. . oO | 

469 | Mr. Buckto Mr. Bayard (Xo, Oct. 31 | Political: Military movements; dispatch of a | 625 

50). : ti, | force from Callao against General Caceres. ~ 

470 | Same to same (No. 54)....-- _| Nov. 14 Political: Military movements ; Government troops 626 
—— oo ~ | | yreported successful in several engagements; | 

| other reports declare General Caceies stronger, | 

| | and supported by ammunition received through | _ 

— | Bolivia. ' | 

. 471 | Same to same (No. 55).......| Nov. 21 | Political: Disastrous defeat_of General Caceres | 627 
| by Government troops at Jauja reported ; revo- | 
| | lution considered at an end; General Caceres | 

; - | may cause trouble by his influence over Indians. | | . 

_ . 472 | Same to same (No. 56)..-....| Nov. 28 | Political: Details of Government victory at Jauja; 628 

oe be rumor that General Caceres with portion of 
| | his army is advancing on Lima; consternation | 

| of Iglesias’s government; Government troops re- 
| called to Lima; attack will be awaited in the eity. 

: : ! .
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473 | Mr. Elmore to Mr. Bayard..| Mar. 31 | Treaties of commerce and extradition between | 630 
| . | - .; United States and Peru: Gives notice of ter- | De 

. . - miation of, March 31,1886; Peru desires nego- 7 . 
. tiation of new treaties to take place of those oe 

| oo _ denounced, 
- 4741 Mr. Bayard to Mr. Elmore..; Apr. 7 | Treaties of commerce and extradition between 631 , 

a O United States and Peru: Notice of their termi- 
nation formally accepted; United States will | 

| jo | consider drafts of new treaties presented by ee 
Peru. . 

a Fs , 

‘\ : . : : 

| ) PORTUGAL. 

i : : te ‘ 

oo | 1884. | | | | 
475 | Mr. Hunter to Mr. Rich- | Sept. 27 , Missionary difficulty at Bihé and Bailunda, West 631 

- mond .(No. 6). . , Africa: Missionaries compelled to retire to; = _ 
- | Benguela; cause of trouble unknown; in- . 

: |. Structed to use good offices; letter from secre- |. 
. . |. tary of American Board of Foreign Missions in- 

: - | 7 .| elosed. , 
476 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Oct. 24. Missionary difficulty at Bihé and Bailunda, West 632. 

ue. Richmond (No. 9). | Africa: Missionaries, American citizens, duly | 
A oo |. provided with passports. driven out by a native 

. Se | chief, under sovereignty of Portugal; instructed . 
, to ask protection for United States citizens, in- 

oo . |. demnity for losses, and punishment of King of 
, Bailunda; letter from secretary of American 

. | | Board of Foreign Missions, giving particulars ° 
. | of difficulty, inclosed. 

. 477 | Mr. Richmond to Mr. Fre- | Nov. 18 | Missionary difficulty at Bihé and Bailunda, West | 684 
linghuysen (No.12). . | |, Africa: Note to minister for foreign affairs re- | 

. | | Questing protection of missionavies, indemnity _ | 
|. for damages, and puishment of King of Bailunda, 

oe | me | ineclosed. . 
478 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Dec. 38 | Missionary difficulty at Bihé and Bailunda, West 636 

~ 1) Richmond (No. 15). , | Africa: Portuguese authorities promise protec- Se 
| po ee ae | _ tion to missionaries; letter from secretary. of | 
| oS a American Board of Foreign Missions and note 

. : : | : | from Portuguese minister inclosed. - 

479 | Same to same (No. 17)..---..; Jan. 27 ! Missionary work in East Africa: Protection of | 637 
a Portugal desired for missionaries who have ob- | 

a . | - tained concession of land in Mozambique ; let- | 
oe a a oe | ter from secretary American Board of Foreign 

. | .- Missions inclosed. 4 |. . 
480 | Mr. Richmond to Mr. Fre- “Feb, 16 | Missionary work in East Africa: Protection of | 638 

Bo linghuysen (No.18). bo . Portugal asked for missionaries Who have ob- 
a cy tained land concession at Mozambique; note 

pe to minister for foreign affairs and letter to sec- | 
, |. vetary American Board of Foreign Missions in- | — 

vs oon os). Closed. - 4 
* 481} Mr. Bayard to Mr. Lewis May 29; Missionaries (American) in East Africa: Conces- ; 639 

(No. 4). . |} gion of 2,500 acres to them by Portuguese au- - 
poe | oe | thorities at Mozambique, on condition of not |. 

-  .engaging in religious teaching beyond the limits | — 
| m | - of the concession ; instructed to use good offices , 

: to further their legitimate efforts: letter from | -. 
: poe Secretary of American Board of Foreign Mis- a 

: 2s | sions, desiring removal of the restriction, in- : 
oe cs | | + closed. . 

482 | Mr. T’orter to Mr. Lewis | June 8 |. Missionary difficulty at Bihé and Bailunda, West 640 
(No. 6). - ee P Africa: Letter from Secretary American Board 

of Foreign Missions, giving account of expul- | - . 
po a - sion of missionaries by King of Bailunda, at in- Soe 
| . Se ade stigation of a Portuguese merchant; report of 

law officer of Department reviewing facts; in- 
- structed to ask reparation for losses incurred | ©” 
and protection in future. - 

483 | Mr. Lewis to Mr. Bayard | July 14 | Missionary difficulty at Bihé and Bailunda, West 644 
_ (No. 10).° - Africa: The expelled missionaries will return | . 

o 40 their labors; they do not fear molestation, . . 
. ~ .but are doubtful of obtaining reparation for their | 

. . asses, ; note of Mr. Lewis asking reparation in- 
woe oe =. closed.
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484 | Mr. Lewis to Mr. Bayard | July 16 | Missionary difficulty at Bihé and Bailunda, West 645 

(No. 11). — Africa: Missionaries fear no further disturb- 
a ance; portion of their property restored; they | 

| appear satisfied with action of legation; note 
from minister for foreign affairs, stating the ex-' 

| | pulsion was not due to Portuguese merchant, | : 
and the means taken to insure future protec- 

. . tion, inclosed. 
485 | Same to same (No. 16).....-.| Aug. 10 | Missionarics (American) in East Africa: Per- | 646 

oe - mission to enable them to instruct the natives 
asked for; minister for foreign affairs replies 
that there is no law prohibiting such teaching ; 

_. correspondence inclosed. ; . 

486 | Mr. Porter to Mr. Lewis | Aug. 12 | Missionary difficulty at Bihé and Bailunda, West 647 

. (No. 11). ‘ Africa: Satisfaction at measures taken for their 
future protection; recovery of property lost . 

. . hoped for. 
487 | Mr. Lewis to Mr. Bayard | Sept. 11 | Missionary difficulty at Bihé and Bailunda, West 647 

| (No. 20). Africa: Minister for foreign affairs promises in- 
| . vestigation of charge that a Portuguese mer- | 

ceant instigated expulsion of the missionaries, 
. with the connivance of the Portuguese author- 

ities ; the person charged with the. offense is 
. ead. . , 

488 | Same to same (No. 32).......| Nov. 17 | Missionary bishop, William Taylor, of American 648 
Methodist Episcopal Church: His arrival in 
Lisbon after establishing mission schools in 
Angola and Loanda;‘generosity of Portuguese 
governors to missionaries ; Bishop Taylor pre- | . 
sented to King. . 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF PORTUGAL AT WASHINGTON. | 
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489 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Vis- | Sept. 25 Missionary difficulty at Bihé and Bailunda, West | 648 . 

count das Nogueiras. Africa: Expulsion of missionaries; asks good 
offices for their protection; incloses letter from 
secretary American Board of Foreign Missions 
to the minister commending the werk of mis- 

. sionaries among natives and asking action in | 
_ | . their behalf. 

490 | Viscount das Nogueiras to | Oct. 4 | Missionary difficulty at Bibé and Bailunda, West 650 | 

Mr. Bayard. - Africa: Representations in behalf of American 
missionaries driven out, and serviees of Portu- 

. guese offidials.in their behalf, promised. . 

491 | Same to same......--..--.--| Nov. 17 | Missionary difficulty at Bihé and Bailunda, West 650 

Africa: Expulsion of missionaries is being in- 

vestigated by governor of Angola; persons who 

have violated principle of religious toleration |. 

oo. and laws of hospitality in Portuguese domin- 

ions will be punished. * 

492 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Vis- | Nov. 26 | Missionary difficulty at Bihé and Bailunda, West | 651 . 

, count das Nogueiras. Africa: ‘Thanks for friendly action in behalf of 

the expelled missionaries. 
1885. co’ 

493 | Viscount das Nogueiras to | Mar. 15 | Tonnage dues levied in United States: Incloses 651 

Mr. Bayard. — President’s proclamation reducing duties on 

vessels from certain places in accordance with 

shipping act of June 26, 1884; asks that same 

cencessions be granted to Portugal in view of 

. ~ her low charges and most favored nation clause 

pe . _ of treatv. oO . 

‘ 494 | Mr. Bayard to Viscount das | May 21 | ‘Tonnage dues: Portugal may be allowed exemp- 653 

Nogueiras. tion of, for reciprocal favors to United States 

—— vessels, a8 granted to vessels from centain ports 

by shipping act of June 26, 1884; asks if Ameri- 

Se can vessels in Portuguese ports are exempted 

from tonnage tax. 

495 | Same to same........-.-----| Nov. 7 | Tonnage dues: Reduction of, on vessels from cer- 654 

tain P¥ECes in North, Central, and South Amer- | 

. ica in accordance with terms of shipping act of 

June 26, 1884; the privilege held to be geograph- 
- jeal and apply to vessels of all nations from | 

ports mentioned, but not to vessels from places |_ 

| . outside the limitations of the act.
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_ 496 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Dec. 18 | Jews in Russia: Rumored expulsion from Russia 655 © 

Taft (No. 7). . of all Jews holding foreign passports unless 
a os provided with permits of residence; instructed 1 
a . . to ask such permits for American Jews, and to 

. - Lie | report immediately as to rumored expulsion. 
Cone 1885. | , oS foo 

497 | Mr. Taft to Mr. Frelinghuy- | Jan. 17 | Jews in Russia: Permits of residence required of | 655. 
| gen (No. 26). | all foreigners ; of foreign Jews, merchants pay- 

oo ‘ ing license only allowed permits; American, {| 9 
. . -British, and German Jews similarly treated; |. | 

O _ probably few American Jews in Russia. oo. 
498 | Mr. Taft to Mr. Bayard (No. | Mar. 18 | Jews in Russia: No! order of expulsion of foreign | 657 

80). Jews:from Odessa and other parts of Russia 
- issued; permits of residence granted to Ameri- - . 

a me can Jews on presentation of passport; statistics | 
. . rod | of number of American Jews in Russia cannot 

me . be supplied. , 
499 | Mr. Bayard toMr. Taft (No. | Mar. 30 | Jeannette Arctic Expedition: Testimonials to be 657 

15). | : - awarded to Russians who assisted survivors; {| = 
a | Secretary of Navy to designate officer to dis- : 

oe tribute the testimonials; legation instructed to : 
pe 1 _assist him. . — 

500 | Same to same (No. 21)..-.....| May 25 | Arrest of Israe] Miller, a naturalized American, | 658 
a | . for abandoning Russian allegiance without per- | ey 

. “mission; instructed to report as to means of . 
: obtaining redress in such cases; correspond- . 

co _ ence relative to case inclosed. 
501 | Mr. Wurts to Mr. Bayard | May 28 | Canal connecting St. Petersburg and Cronstadt: | 660 So , 

(No. 46). — ~ Opening of; St. Petersburg directly connected . 
. with sea; commercial importance of canal; its oo 

_ ‘description and. history. 
502 | Same to same (No. 51)..-..-.| June 14 | Arrest of Israel Miiller, a naturalized American, 663 

v for abandoning Russian allegiance without per- 
! | mission: Russia holds its subjects liable for | 

breach of this regulation on their return, even 
. after naturalization; no redress likely to be ob- . 

. tained; reviews similar cases and legation’s 
el a action. a 

503 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Lothrop | June 30 | Jeannette Arctic Expedition: Testimonials to 665. | 
(No. 4). - Russians who aided survivors will be distrib- . 

uted by Lieut. W. H. Scheutze, U. 8. N.; free ‘ 
. a | admission of his effects and testimonials de-| _ 

oo sired; instructed to assist their distribution, : 
and make proper expression of gratitude of 

7 : United States. . ne 
504 | Mr. Bayard to Lieutenant | July 3 | Jeannette Arctic Expedition. Testimonials. to 666 . 

Scheutze. oe Russians who aided survivors; instructions 
Ho, relative to delivery of letters and special re- |; °° | 

. | wards in acknowledgment of services rendered ; 
| _list of letters and rewards, and copies of letters, a 
—— inclosed.. > | 

505 | Mr. Porter to Mr. Lothrop | July 18 | Arrest of Israel Miller, a naturalized American, 669 7 
(No. 8). | charged with abandoning Russian allegiance ; 

os ae .. without permission: Instructed to present case . 
’ “ | . andask leniency; case shows necessity of natu- 

. ralization treaty; report of law oflicer of De- , 
| . partment-inclosed. | . 

_ 606 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Lothrop | July 30 | Arrest of Israel Miller, a naturalized American, 670 
(No. 12). | | charged with abandoning Russian allegiance 

| without permission: Particulars of arrest re- oe 
a . | quested. | 

507 | Lieutenant Scheutee to Mr..| Aug. 1 | Jeannette Arctic Expedition: Testimonials to 670 
Bayard. | | Russians who aided survivors; reports death - 

a of General Tchernaieff, governor of Yakutsk; ny 
. suggestion that sword intended for presenta- 

tion to him be presented to Emperor. , 
508 | Mr. Lothrop to Mr. Bayard | Aug: 13 | Arrest of Israel Miller, a naturalized American, 671 

(No. 9). Oo , 1 charged with abandoning Russian allegiance | | - 
oo ‘| ‘without permission: This contrary to Russian . : 

a law; Russia refuses to assent to American |. . 
, doctrine of naturalization; little hope of suc-| . 

cessful application for redress; intense anti- 
. . Semitic feeling; asks instructions as to sug- 

'. | gesting desirableness of treaty adjustment. . 
509 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Lothrop | Aug. 27 | Jeannette Arctic Expedition: Testimonials to | 672. 

(No. 16). a -Russians who aided survivors; regret at death 
— of General Tchernaieff, governor of Yakutsk; 

. | _ Co . sword intended for him to be placed at disposal . 
. i ~ | of Emperor.
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510 | Mr. Porter to Mr. Lothrop | Sept. 15 | Arrest of Israel Miller, charged with abandon- 672 

(No. 23). . ing Russian allegiance without permission: 
| Further instructions at present judged unneces- 
| | sary; he will exercise his own discretion in 

taking action. 
511 | Mr. Lothrop to Mr. Bayard | Sept. 17 | Sugar industry in Russia: Over-production ; 672 

: (No. 17). bounty offered to stimulate exportation; reduc- 
. tion of duty on sugar contemplated. 

512 | Same to same (No. 19).....-.| Sept. 24 | Jeannette Arctic Expedition: Testimonials to 673 
| Russians who aided survivors; arrival of Lieu- 

tenant Scheutze, bearing testimonials, at Ir- 
utsk. 

513 | Lieutenant Scheutze to Mr. | Sept. 25.; Jeannette Arctic Expedition: Testimonials to 674 
Bayard. Russians who aided survivors; reports journey 

toward Siberia with the testimonials; courte-: 
: sies extended to him. , 

514 | Mr. Lothrop to Mr. Bayard | Nov. 27 | Jeannette Arctic Expedition: Testimonials to 674 
i (No. 38). Russians who aided survivors; sword in- 

Se a tended for late General Tchernaieff, governor 
_ of Yakutsk, accepted by Emperor as token of 

° appreciation by the United States; note from 
minister for foreign affairs. - oO 

515 | Same to same (No. 40).......| Nov. 28 | Jeannette Arctic Expedition: Testimonials for. 676 
- Russians who aided survivors; Lieutenant , 

Scheutze, bearing testimonials, arrived at Ir- 
, . kutsk. . 2 : : 

SPAIN. | 

| | 1884. | | 
516 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Oct. 20 | Manifests of cargoes: Royal order requiring | 676 

Foster (No. 274). translations to be furnished by masters of ves- 
sels in Cuba and Porto Rico, and imposing fines 

, for errors; instructed to ask that where error 
oo in manifests result from mistake in translation | . 
a no forfeiture or penalty be imposed; dispatch |. 

_ from consular agent at Mayence, and royal order , 
. inclosed. 

517 | Same to same (No. 289)....-4| Nov. 22 | Manifests of cargoes: Royal order requiring | 678 
translations to be furnished by masters of ves- 
sels in Cuba and Porto Rico; order rescinded ; 

| manifests now translated at custom-houses at . 
expense of captains; letter from consul-general |. 

. | , , . at Havana. 
518 | Mr. Reed to Mr. Freling- | Dec. 3 | Claim of American vessel Masonic vs. Spain: 678 

huysen (No. 270). . Spain agrees to proposition to refer amount of 
damages to an arbitrator, to be selected by both 

1885 Governments; correspondence inclosed. 

519 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Jan. 17 | Claim of. American vessel Masonic vs. Spain: 683 
Reed (No. 302). Baron Blane,: Italian minister at Madrid, ac- . 

| cepted as arbitrator; amount of damages, not 
right to damages, to be arbitrated; decision to 

| be rendered in six months; amount to be paid 
in American gold. 

520 | Same to same (No. 305)..-.--| Jan. 28 | Cattle tax: Fees illegally exacted by Spanish | 683 
consul at Key West on shipments of cattle to 
Cuba; he will press return of illegally-exacted | 

_ tax; letter from Spanish consul to James Mc- | 
- Kay inclosed. 

521 | Mr. Reed to Mr. Freling- | Feb. 5 | Manifests of cargoes: Royai order requiring G84 
huysen (No. 301). masters to furnish translations of, in Cuba and 

. 7. Porto Rico; unfairness in making ship captains 
: responsible for errors in translation represented 

‘ to Spanish Government. 
. 522 | Same to same (No. 303)......; Feb. 5 | Duties imposed at Barcelona upon scrap-iron im- 684 

—_ ported from Havana by F. B. Hamel: Efforts to 
secure release of duties; minister of finance’ 

- promises consideration and revocation of royal ~ 
order imposing duties, if possible; correspond- 
ence. - 

. 523 | Same to same (No. 308)......| Feb. 10 | Claim of the American vessel Masonic vs. Spain: 687 
Spanish.Government informed of acceptance of 

. Baron Blane as arbitrator and conditions of ar- 
bitration; Baron Blanc accepts position of arbi- 

| trator; note to foreign office.
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524 | Mr. Reed to Mr. Freling- | Feb. 24 | Manifests of vessels in Cuba and Porto Rico: | 688 

huysen (No. 31). oe : Captains of vessels not. be liable to fine or re- | — 
noe Ee _ sponsibility where error is result of mistake in 
oe a translation of manifest. . 

525 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Feb. 27 | Fine imposed upon American vessel Ocean Pear] 688 
Reed (No. 312). — at Matanzas for error. in manifest: Instructed 

to urge restitution of fine; no’fraud intended; . 
. ao correspondence. aa oO, 

526 | Mr. Reed to Mr. Freling- | Mar. 2 | Claim of Aimerican vessel Masonic vs. Spain: 695 
huysen (No. 312). Conference and correspondence with minister 

; Ce . _ of state relative to arbitration of amount of; 
| arn . | damages; note of invitation to Baron Blanc 

.  . |. agreed upon; latter has indicated willingness 
eas mo to act as arbitrator. 

527 | Same to same (No. 314)......| Mar. 3} Claim of American vessel Masonic vs. Spain: 699 
7 Baron Blanc formally accepts position of arbi- 

- : - trator; owner of Masonic should furnish evi- | 
ence. - 

528 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Reed | Mar. 10 | Duties imposed at Barcelona on scrap-iron im- 700 
— (No. 817). - . ported from Havana by F. B. Hamel: In- 

po! = | . structed to press case on its merits for return of . 
. x | duty; letter from consul-general at Havana, —_ 

| protest of Mr. Hamel, and reply of Department 
. iclosed. . wo Be _- 

529 | Same to same (No. 822)......| Mar. 23 | Fine imposed upon American vessel Ocean Peal 708 : 
: a at Matanzas for error in manifest: Letter from 

oo consul at Matanzas, and affidavit explaining . 
| a discrepancy in manifest. | oo ct 

a 580. Mr. Reed to Mr. Bayard | Apr. 8 Cattle tax: Fees illegally exacted by Spanish | 703 | 
(No. 318). - consul at. Key West on shipments of cattle to | 

. Cuba; minister of state asks for statement of . 
. United States to compare with that of Spanish : 

os consul, that settlement may be made; state- 
f ae ment of, claims on file at legation and corre- | — 

- spondence inclosed. , , 
- 531 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Reed (No.; Apr. 9 | Duties imposed at Barcelona on-scrap iron im- 707 

. 827). - ported from Havana by F. B. Hamel: Letter 
of from consul-general at Havana showing Mr. 

| - Hamel’s good faith; instructed to continue to 
= urge case on its merits. poo, 

532 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Foster | Apr. 29) Cattle tax: Fees illegally exacted by Spanish 710 
(No. 332). 7 consul at Key West on shipments of cattle to 

ae Cuba; letter from McGrew & Small, attorneys 
for claimants, suggesting return of feesthrough | | 

- Department; adoption. of suggestion lies with . 
pain. -_ 

533 | Same to same (No. 336)......| May 6 | Passport regulations in Cuba: Annoyance caused 711 
. o a by requirement of visa by a Spanish consul; |. = 

4 BC - suggests clause in pending commercial treaty | 
mo oe abolishing present system; letter from H. B. 7 . 

. _ Plant. complaining of annoyance. 
534.) Same to same (No. 348)......| May 28 | Fine imposed upon American bark Charles L. 712 
a C Pearson, at Cienfuegos, for want of visa of man- 

ifest: Instructed to ask revision of fine on " 
. . ground of absence of fraudulent intent; cor- 

oo respondence with consul-general at Havana. . 
585 | Mr. Porter to Mr. Foster | June 8 | Duties imposed at Barcelona on scrap iron im- 714 . 

(No. 346). : ported from Havana by F. B. Hamel; metals | . 
. sent to Barcelona had paid duty on entering 

_ Cuba in original state; decision requiring fur- 
So, ther onerous duty not equitable; instructed to . 

| urge claim; letter from Mr. Hamel and order 
S fo imposing the duties. : 

536 | Same to same (No. 349)......| June 6 | Fine imposed upon American vessel Charles L. | = 716 
- Pearson, at Cienfuegos, for want of viswof mani- |. 

. fest: Master allowed to give bond until ques- 
; - tion of fine decided at Madrid; correspondence . 

po _ |. of consul-general at Havana. 
537 | Same to same (No. 350)......; June 8 | Duties imposed’ at Barcelona on scrap iron im- 718 Ct 

oo ported from Havana by F. B. Hamel: Question . 
as to whether duties were exacted under new . 

Po ee . rule or interpretation of old law; goods in tran- 
sit should not be affected in either case. 7 

538 | Mr. Foster'to Mr. Bayard | June 10 | Fine imposed upon American vessel Ocean Pearl, 718 
(No. 819). A at Matanzas, for error in manifest: Part of fine |. 

oo a - . pertaining to Treasury remitted; regret ex- ~ + 
oo : pressed by Mr. Foster that whole amount of 

. ee a fine is not returned ; correspondence. 
5389 | Mr. Bayard to- Mr. Foster | June 17 | Fine imposed upon American vessel Charles L. 719 

(No. 353). | Pearson, at Cienfuegos, for want of visa of mani- 
; ‘fest: Amount of fine deposited at Department : 

ns | pending diplomatic decision at Madrid.
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540 | Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard | June 19 | Fine imposed upon American vessel Charles L. 719 

(No. 326). Pearson, at Cienfuegos, for want of visa of mani- . 
fest: Application made for remission of fine. 

541 | Same to same (No. 327)....-.| June 19 | Duties imposed at Barcelona upon serap iron im- 719 
ported from Havana by F. B. Hamel: Note to 
foreign oftice presenting case; minister of 

| finance will be urged to remit duties. 7 ‘ 
542 | Same to same (No. 330)......; June 24 Political: Ministerial crisis; condition of parties 720 

in Spain. . 
543 | Same to same (332)..........| June 27 | Financial: Spanish budget, showing receipts and 722 

_ expenditures. __ ; 
. . 544 | Same to same (No. 333)...-..) June 29 | Claim of American vessel Masonic vs. Spain: De- |. 724 

cision of Baron Blanc as arbitrator; $51,674.17 
- ‘awarded; suggests proper recognition of serv- 

ices of Baron Blanc’; correspondence. 
545 | Same to same (No. 334)......| June 30 | Passport regulationsin Cuba: Annoyances from; | 726 

; ‘Minister of state declares no complaints have 
| been made to Cuban government; insertion of 
; stipulation. abolishing present passport system 

in Cuba, in commercial treaty, will be at- 
tempted ; correspondence. 

546 | Same to same (No. 346)......; July 8; Claim of American vessel Masonic vs. Spain: | 729 
Memoir of arbitrator giving reasons of his de- 

Oo cision in favor of Masonic. 
547 | Mr. Bavard to Mr. Foster | July 20 | Claim of American vessel Masonic vs. Spain: De- 732 

(No. 372). cision of Baron Blane as arbitrator equitable 
_ and satisfactory; letter of thanks for his services. 

. 548 | Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard | July 22 | Claimot American vessel Masonic vs. Spain: Notifi- 733 
(No. 361). . > cation of Spanish Government accepting decis- 

; ion pt the arbitrator as binding and without ap- oo 
pea. . t. . . 

549 | Same to same (No. 364)...-..| July .23 | Financial: Cuban bud get for 1885-’6 inclosed, with 734, 
, | comments on tariff, proposed loans, and public | - 

, ebt. 
' 550 | Same to same (No. 366)......| July 25 | Railway construction in Cuba: Provisions of law 737 

oO providing for same stated. 
551 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Foster | July 25 | Fine imposed: upon American vessel Ocean Pearl 738 

(No. 377). at Matanzas for error in manifest: Injustice in - 
~ allowing customs officers at Matanzas to retain 

| informer’s moiety when fine is declared to be 
- | improperly imposed; question of informer’s 

a _ | moiety to be considered in treaty negotiations; 
__ | _ letter from consul at Matanzas. 

552 | Same to same (No. 378)......| July 29 | Fine imposed upon American vessel Ocean Pearl 740 
- | | at Matanzas for error in manifest: Government 

| | moiety of fine remitted; employés of custom- 
house still claim their moiety as informers ; let- 
ter from consul-general at Havana. 

- 553 | Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard | Aug. 3 ; FinancesofCuba: Wretched condition of; extracts 742 
" (No. 375). | of speeches in Spanish Cortes. # 

554 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Foster | Aug. 4 ; Cholerain Spain; Instructed on termination of his |. 746 
(No. 384). mission to convey deep sympathy of United 

a States to people of Spain in their affliction. 
. 555 | Same to same (No. 385)..... | Aug. 5 | Claim of American vessel Masonic vs.Spain: In- | 746 

structed to accept on part of United States 
. | award of Baron Blanc as arbitrator. 

556 | Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard | Aug. 7 | Claim of American vessel Masonic vs.Spain: Ap- | 747. 
(No. 382). | : preciation of services of Baron Blane as arbi- 

‘ trator conveyed to him ; correspondence. 
557 | Same to same (No. 384)...-. / Aug. 10 | Fine imposed upon American vessel Ocean Pearl 748 

forerrorin manifest: Right ofinformer to moiety 
. , bot affected by condonation of fine ; article, with 

. obj ct of placing fines entirely under Govern- 
ment control,embraced in project of new com- 

. mercial treaty. : 
558 | Same to same (No. 389)......| Aug. 18 | Duties imposed at Barcelona on scrapiron im- 749 

ported from Havana by F. B. Hamel: Agent of 
Mr. Hamel has instituted legal proceedings ; 
case must now be settled by judicial process; 
further action by Jegation inadvisable; corre- 
spondence with minister of finance. 

559 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Foster | Aug. 21 | Passport svstem in Cuba: Objections to; letter 751 
, (No. 390). from consul-general at Havana and newspaper . 

article showing discontent occasioned by pres- |- 
ent system. | 

560 | Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard | Aug. 22 | Cattle tax: Feesillegallyimposed by Spanishcon- | 752 
. (No. 394). sul at Key West on shipments of cattle to Cuba; 

- Spanish minister at Washington directed to re- 
, turn $7,987.80, three-fourths of amount collected; 

; L suggests that statement be made that accept- | . 
co ance of this sum not a recognition of right of 

, . Spain to impose a tonnage tax in American 
. ports; correspondence. . | |
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561 | Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard | Aug. 24 | Claim of American vessel Masonic vs. Spain: 754 

(No. 396). _ Formal acceptance by United States of award | 
. ces a | of arbitrator communicated to Spanish Govern- . . 

- . - . ment; payment of award before expiration of | 
- gix months fixed by agreement contemplated; | . 

‘| corresporidence with foreign office. 
. 562 | Same to same (No. 398)......! Aug. 26 | Railway construction in Cuba: Probably no bid- 755 

ne der for concession. as 8 per cent. interest on in- |- . 
vestment is provided by law tobe guaranteed | 

Sn “ by Cubantreasury.. 
563 | Same to same (No. 401)......| Aug. 29 | Fine imposed: upon American vessel] Charles L. |  .756 . 

ro _ Pearson, at Cienfuegos, for want of visa of man- an 
oO —_ . _ifest; whole finecondoned ; minister for foreign 

- mo oo : affairs states it 1s not to be regarded as a prece- . 
. . | dent; correspondence. 

564 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Strobel | Sept. 7 | Cattle tax: Fees illegally exacted by Spanish con- 757 ve 
(No. 394). , sul at Key Weston shipments of cattle to Cuba ; 

fe i in aecepting amount of illegal fees returned, | — 
{| right, of Spain to exact an export tax in Ameri- 

7 _ ee can ports, which is not permitted by United |. / 
oo , ma States laws, should be denied. . | : 

' 565 | Mr. Strobel to Mr. Bayard | Oct. 13 | Duties imposed at Barcelona on scrap iron im- 758 
(No. 439). - ported from. Havana by F. B. Hamel: Spain re-. en 

. . fuses to return excessive duty; custom-house , 
. regulations and tariff quoted to show injustice 

. on . involved; instructions requested; note from 
. . oe minister of state. . . . a 

566 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Strobel | Nov. 4 | Duties imposed at Barcelona on scrap iron im- 76L 
1 . (No. 409). |. ported from Havana by F. B. Hamel: Instructed 

. . oo, : to represent injustice of imposing the duties, in 
it or, a . view of ambiguity of regulations. oo 

567 | Same to same (No. 412)......| Nov. 17 | Duties imposed at Barcelona on scrap iron im-j|. 761 
. ported from Havana by F. B. Hamel; Letter 

oe from J. B. Hamel arguing that scrap iron from , 
oo oo Cuba should not pay duty. © . 

568 | Same to same (telegram)....| Nov. 27 | Death of King of Spain: Condolence of United 762 . 
- States to Queen regent. _ , . 

569 | Mr. Strobel to Mr. Bayard | Nev. 28 | Death of King of Spain: Particulars of his illness 762 
(No. 458). - | and death; remains lying in state at Madrid; | 

. - |. condolence of United States extended to Queen _ 
Oo . regent. © 

570 | Same to same (No. 459)......| Nov..30 | Regency of Queen Maria Cristina mnder consti- 765 
. 7 tution: Condition of the succession; constitu- a 

- od tional provisions for regency and oath of regent 
- . . inclosed. — . 
571 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Curry | Dec. 5 | Tonnage fees exacted by Spanish consuls on car- | 766 

(No. 10). . | goes for Cuba and Porto Rico: Suppression of . 
f fees guaranteed by commercial agreement with 7 

oS . Spain of February 13, 1881; letter complaining of | . 
oo their continued exaction incloséd; information | — 

. poe as to action of Spain in suppressing them de- 
. . . sired; instructed to make representations, if | 

: a necessary. 
~ 572 | Same to same (No. 11) ......; Dec. 10 | Duties imposed at Barcelona on scrap iron im- 767 

— . ported from Havanaby F.B. Hamel: Letterfrom | - 
| Oe en J.B. Hamel stating existence of law passed by 

" °  * |. Cortes in 1873, and unrepealed, admitting free,; 
a ~ 6ld metals from Antilles; instructed to investi- , 

gate facts and use in argument with foreign | 
. | office for return of duties. : . 

. CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF SPAIN AT WASHINGTON. 

; . 1885. | —_ hoot 
573 | Mr. Valera to Mr. Freling- | Jan. 8 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by lot- 767 

huysen. tery established at Key West to aid filibustering — 
_. expeditions against Cuba; asks prevention of co 

oo _ such designs. ° = . 
574 | Same to same............---| Jan. 15 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by Cu- | * 768 - 

. ban insurgentsat Key West; requests measures . 
: . to prevent expedition against Cuba. 

575 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Jan. 16 | Neuttalityof United States: Violation of, by Cu- 768 - 
Valera. ‘ baninsurgents at Key West in organizing an ex- . Le 

: pedition against Cuba; Depart ments of Justice, |  ~ 
| Treasury, and Navy, and governor of Florida |. 
| _asked to take action to prevent violation of neu- - uo 

trality.
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576-| Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Jan. 21 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by Cuban 769 

' Valera. insurgents at Key West; Attorney-General and | 
Secretaries of Treasury and Navy have taken | 

8 measures to prevent violation of neutrality laws. 
577 | Mr. Valera to Mr. Freling- | Jan. 26 | Annexation to Spain of territories between West- | 769 

| huysen. - ern Bay and Cape Bojador, West Africa, without 
| prejudice to existing rights of third parties. . 

578 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Jan. 28 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by ex- I 769 
| Valera. peditions against Cuba; no foundation of ru- 

mors of lottery to aid insurgents or of expedi- 
tion against Cuba; precaution taken to prevent 
violation of neutrality laws. 

- 579 | Same to same......-.........| Feb. 27 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by lottery | 770 
me . at Key West to aid expedition against Cuba: 

Postmaster-General discovers no foundation of | 
rumor. . 

580 | Mr. Valera to Mr. Bayard...| Mar. 21 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by fili- 770 
. bustering expeditions against Cuba; complains 

of the hatching of plots in United States and 
— - | sale of lottery tickets to aid expeditions, and 

» desires their more effective suppression; ex- 
_ presses appreciation of action already taken by 

United States. _ 
' 581 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Valera...| Mar. 31] Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by fili- 771 

bustering expeditions againstCuba; lotteries in 
States are under State control; no Federal stat- } 
ute prohibiting sale of lottery tickets; lotteries | 
in States can be proceeded against by statement | 
‘made under oath to State magistrate. | 

582 | Mr. Valera to Mr. Bayard...) May 26| Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by ex- 772 
. pedition against Cuba from New Orleans by 

- bark Adelina and schooner Mexico, chartered |. | 
— by filibusters; order from Attorney-General to a 

prevent departure of the vessels requested. | 
583 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Valera-..! May 28/| Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by fili- | 773 

bustering expedition from New Orleans;. At- | | 
torney-General and Secretary of Treasury in- 

. . formed; judicial procedure will follow due in- 7 
_ formation made to proper officer under oath. 

584 | Same to same...-.........-.| June 13| Neutrality of United States: Violation of, by ex- 773 
| pedition against Cuba from New Orleans; col- 

| lector at New Orleans directed to prevent ship- . 
ment of arms for Cuba by bark Adelina or other 

_| vessel. 
585 | Mr. Valera to Mr. Bayard...| July 21) Neutrality of United States: Violation of, through 174 

‘expedition against Cuba; complains of open 
manner in which expeditions are advocated and 

_ funds are collected at New York, New Orleans, 
| and Key West, and at inadequate means of sup- 
| , pression adopted by United States; trial by 
| | jury futile. 

586 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Valera...| July 31) Neutrality of United States: Violation of, through 776 
. _ expeditions against peace of Cuba; comments | 

on minister’s complaint of inadequateness of - 
United States laws to prevent violation of neu- | 
trality; expression of opinion not an indictable | 
offense; State courts of United States are thor- | 

_ oughly competent to punish persons, whether 
native or alien, violating the laws. 

587 | Mr. Valera to Mr. Bayard...| Sept. 28 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, through 779 
expeditions against Cuba; states Cuban revolu- 

| tionists at New York are to celebrate anniver- | — 
a sary of outbreak of insurrection in Cuba in 1868; 

, requests prevention of expedition to Cuba 
which may be started at same time. 

588 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Valera...; Oct. 6 | Neutrality of United States: Violation of, through | 779 
expedition against Cuba; Attorney-General re- 

, quested to prevent expedition from New York. 
589 | Same to same...............| Oct. 8 | Neutralityof United States; Violation of, through 719 

expedition against Cuba; district attorney at 
. New York directed to exercise vigilance to pre- 

. vent violation of neutrality. 
590 + Mr. Valera to Mr. Bayard...; Oct. 10/ Cattle tax: Fees illegally exacted by Spanish con- 780 

So , sul at Key West on shipments of cattle to Cuba; 
oo check inclosed for $7,987.80, amount of illegally 

: exacted fees returned, with list showing vessels 
and cargoes on which the fees were collected. 

591 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Valera..| Oct. 14 | Cattle tax: Fees illegally exacted by Spanish | 780 
, . consul at Key West on shipment of cattle to | 

Cuba; acknowledgment .of check for $7,987.80, | . 
; amount of illegal fees returned. |
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592 | Mr. Valera to Mr. Bayard..} Nov. 18 | Claim of American vessel Masonic vs.Spain: Draft | 781 | 

. _ for $52,937.72, amount of indemnity, awarded by 
| arbitrator, and interest, inclosed. : 

593 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Valera..| Nov. 25 | Claim of American vessel Masonic vs. Spain: Ac- 781 
fe . knowledgment of draft for ~$32,937.72,in pay- 

fo eo -| ment of arbitrator’s award and interest; appre- : 

a es ciation of action of Spain; claimant’s receipt 
- . - inclosed. a 

594 | Mr. Valera to Mr. Bayard..| Nov. 28 | Death of King of Spain: Announcement of, and | 781 

oe of appointment of new.ministry. a 
595 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Valera..| Dec. 5 | Death of King of Spain: United States minister 782 

/ to Spain was immediately instructed to convey - 
. | to Queen regent the condolence of the United 

. . States 
! 

596 | Same to same..-............| Dec. 7 | Neutrality of the United States: Violation of, 782 - 
through expedition against Cuba from Key | © 

| me West; United States attorney and collector— - 
at Key West directed to prevent departure of 

| | suspected persons on such expedition. . . 

_ . | a 

| SWEDEN AND NORWAY. 

. | = 1885. | . | 
- 597 | Mr. Thomas to Mr. Freling- | Feb. 2 | Duties proposed on agricultural imports: Bills to 783 | 

huysen (No. 100)... | impose them introduced into Swedish Diet; pro- : 
. ot | tection and not revenue the object aimed at; : 

fos a danger to American interests; duties if levied 
. | would not apply to Norway. — 

598 | Mr. Thomas to Mr. Bayard | Mar. 7 | Duties proposed on agricultural imports: Com- | 784 
(No. 107). . mittee of Swedish Diet has voted to report ad- 

a -- versely on bill imposing duties, except as to 
: cede | maize; great interest in question manifested. 

599 | Same to same (No. 108)...-..| Mar. 20 | Duties proposed on agricultural imports; Swed- 784 
| . . | ish Diet votes to admit pork, meats, and agri- 

pe cultural products free; account of legislative 
- | _| proceedings. 7 | 

600 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Magee | July 31 | Tonnage dues: Claim of Sweden and Norway to | 786 
. | (No. 8). . - reduction conceded to vessels from certain |. oO 

‘ports.under shipping act of June 26, 1884, by | ~ . 
- virtue of most-favored-nation clause of treaty . 

| J with the United States; instructed to report on / 
os oo .- construction of most-favored-nation clause in 

so _ fo | _ treaties of Norway and Sweden with other for- | | 
ce ~ |. eign countries. . 

601 | Mr. Magee to Mr. Bayard | Sept. 7 | Commercial condition of Sweden and Norway: 787 
- _ (No. 25). Depression following business activity ; money 

. . market stringent; strained relations between 
7 Great Britain and Russia depress trade. 

602 | Same to same (No. 34).......| Oct. 9 | Passport refused to an American citizen in- 788 - ot 
. tending to make Mormon converts in Finland 

. - for transportation to Utah: Asks if law rela- 
. oe tive to issuing passports is mandatory or dis- . 

oo ' cretionary. . 
- 603 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Magee | Nov. 3 | Passport refused by legation to Mormon emis- 788 . . 

. (No. 16). : sary: action approved; law as to issuing pass- 
ports permissive, not obligatory; polygamy a 

oo . statutory crime in United States; fact of appli- 
cant’s being a Mormon emissary should be con- | . 
clusively proved. — a 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF SWEDEN AND NORWAY AT WASH- 
e INGTON. 

. 1885. _ : . 
604 | Mr. Reuterskiold to Mr. | June 17 | Tonnage dues: Memorandum citing shipping act | 789 

_ Bayard. — of June 26, 1884, granting exemptions to vessels : 
en from certain places, and claiming same favors Lo 

. for vessels from Sweden and Norway, by virtue 
of article 8 of treaty of 1827 with United States. . 

605 | Same to same..........-..-.| Oct. 4 | Tonnage duty: Same reduction in, as granted to | 790 
. 1. vessels from certain places by shipping act of 

L June 26, 1884, claimed for vessels from Sweden 
. and Norway, by virtue of article 8 of treaty of
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606 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Reuter- | Nov. 7 | Tonnage duty: Claim of Sweden and Norway to 790 

skidld. concessions granted to vessels from certain 
; . places by shipping act of June 26, 1885; same 

tavors cannot be granted to vessels from Nor- / 
way and Sweden by virtue of most-favored- 
nation clause of treaty, as the concession is | « 
geographical, and applies to vessels of all na- 
tions from ports mentioned in act. | . 

607 | Mr. Reuterskidld to Mr. | Nov. 11 | Tonnage duty: Claim of Norway and Sweden to 791 
Bayard. | _ concessions: granted to vessels from certain ce 

places by shipping act of June 26, 1884, by 
virtue of article 8 of treaty of 1827; reiterates 

. @laim ; claim not set aside by answer of Depart- So, 
ment, as most-favored-nation clause not invoked. 

, | SWITZERLAND. . 

) fl 
. | 1884. . | 

608 | Mr. Cramer to Mr. Freling- | Nov. 26 | Convict emigration: Pardon of Joseph Binzegger, | . 792 
huysen (No. 183). | - under life sentence for incendiarism, on condi- | 

tion of emigrating to United States; note to 
federal council, protesting, inclosed. 

609 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Dec. 11 | Convict emigration: Pardon of Joseph Binzegger, 793 
. Cramer (No. 118). under life sentence for incendarism, on condition 

fp of emigrating to United States; approves pro- | . 
test against; if his embarkation not prevented | 
by Switzerland, he will be returned on reaching ~ 

oo, United States. a po 
610 | Mr. Cramer to Mr. Freling- | Dec. 18 | Convictemigration: Pardon of Joseph Binzegger, | 793 

huysen (No. 188). \ under life sentence for incendiarism, on con- 
. dition of emigrating to United States; incloses: 

. note from federal council; Binzegger pardoned a 
without conditions; his intention to emigrate |, 
to Argentine Republic. ; 

1885. . . 
611 | Same to same (No. 199)....-.| Jan. 22 | Passport application of illegitimate boy, born in | 794 

United States but residing in Switzerland: His 
mother, deceased, had American passport; asks | . 
if passport, as required by Swiss law, can be is- 

, sued to him, and, if so, gratis, in view of his 
i extreme poverty; letter from consul at Zurich, . 

stating facts, inclosed. 
612 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Feb. 13 | Passport application of illegitimate son of an 795 

Cramer (No. 126). American citizen: He may elect on attaining 
majority American or Swiss nationality ; during 
minority entitled to American protection and 

fo | passport; passport fee prescribed by law, and 
cannot be dispensed with. 

613 | Mr. Cramer to Mr. Freling- | Feb. 20 | Expulsion of. Dr. H. T. C. Emeis, a naturalized 796 
huysen (No. 204). American, from Switzerland on suspicion of | 

| being an anarchist: Revocation of order of ex- 
. pulsion requested by Mr. Cramer on Dr. Emeis 

, producing evidence of citizenship, and proving 
innocence ; note to Swiss Federal council. 

614 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cramer | Mar.: 9 | Expulsion of Dr. H. T. C. Emeis from Switzerland 798 
. (No. 129). on suspicion of being an anarchist: His Ameri- 

can citizenship and innocence regarded as estab- | 
lished ; approves action requesting rescinding 
of order of expulsion. 

615 | Mr. Cramer to Mr. Bayard | Mar. 9 | Expulsion of Dr. H. T. C. Emeis from Switzerland 799) 
(No. 209). a on suspicion of being an anarchist: Order of ex- 

, pulsion revoked on further investigation by 
. police; action of legation detailed; correspond- 

ence. 
616 | Same to same (No. 225)......; May 8 | Mormons: Departureof seventy-five personsfrom | 803 

, Basle for New York, via Antwerp; their de- 
. parture not protested against. as they were 

neither polygamists ‘or paupers; if proper, 
- co they can be prevented from landing at New 

ork. 
. 617 | Same to same (No. 229)......| June 8. | Citizenship status of Robert Emden: He requests 803 

passport; his father a naturalized American; 
the son never in United States; father no in- 
tention of returning to America; asks if pass- 
port shall be granted; letter from Mr. Emden 

| and affidavit inclosed.
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618 | Mr. Cramer to Mr. Bayard | June 20 | Passport desired by Swiss authorities for Mrs. 805 

_ (No. 235). - ; | Margareth Blimeling. confined in insane asy-/; | 
. lam in Switzerland, and for her minor son, C. H. 

oO F. Blimeling: Under circumstances require- 
- ments of application for passport cannot be com- 

. oO plied with; asks if one shall be issued. — 
619 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cramer | June 27 | Citizenship status of Robert Emden: Passport | 806 . 

(No. 145). cannot be issued. to him, as he has never been 
. . ‘dwelling in the United States,’ as required by . 

Statute. oe a 
620 | Mr. Porter to Mr. Winches- | July 11 | Passport desired by Swiss authorities for Mrs. | 807 

ter (No. 4). Margareth Blimeling, now insane, and her 
‘ minor son: Passpert can be issued, application |. 

. _ and affidavit being made by guardian or next | . oO 
. - friend. , 

621 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Winches- | Aug. 15 | Marriages of American citizens abroad: Marriage 807 
ter (No. 12). . ceremony performed before United States rep- r 

aa De, . resentative would be valid in United States, but 
. mInight not be so outside of its jurisdiction ; law of | po 

be . place where marriage is contracted should be 
complied with; each State of United States su- . 

: prene in its legislation relative to marriage and | 
- i | _ divorce. . i 

622 | Mr. Winchester to Mr. Bay- | Aug. 26 | Citizen status of Robert Emden: Case restated; | 809 
ard (No. 8). oe he is 23 vears old, and has never been in United , 

od States; he was born after his father’s naturali- . 
: 4s zation; asks if passport shall be granted; abuse 

a of American citizenship bv foreigners, who, by . 
. | co that means, escape all obligations. of- nation- 

a ality. a 
- 623.| Mr. Porter to Mr. Winches- | Sept. 14 | Citizenship status of Robert Emden: Case re- 811 

ter (No. 14)... viewed and law stated; he should have elected 
- | American citizenship on attaining majority; if 

| | he elected Swiss nationality he cannot obtain 
| a passport until naturalized in United States. 

624 | Mr. Winchester to Mr. Bay- | Oct. 29 | Spirituous liquors: Law to permit cantons to 812 
ard (No. 23). . regulate sale of, and levy import duties on wines 

a and liquors, carried by popular vote; regula- 
. tions to be adopted to prevent intemperance ; . 

: alarming increase of intemperance from free | — 
distillation. 

‘625. Same to same (No. 24).......! Nov. 4 | Citizenship status of Richard Greisser, a minor. 813 . 
Oo and orphan, born in United States of alien | 

. ' parentage: Facts stated; asks if passport shall: | 
be granted. . 

626 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Winches- | Nov. 28 | Citizenship status of. Richard Greisser, a minor 814 . 
ter (No. 26). | ae and orphan, born in United States of alien 

. parentage: He is not regarded as an American 
| . eitizen; law bearing on case commented upon. |. 

| : TURKEY. | : | 

oo 1884. | . ; _ ( : 
627.| Mr. Heap to Mr. Freling- | Nov. 21) Property purchased from Turkish Government by 815. & 

huysen (No. 451). ' Rev. George C. Knapp; formerly belonging to | — oo 
My . ap insolvent debtor to the Government at Bitlis: 

. Decree of inferior court deciding sale illegal and : 
sentencing Mr. Knapp to restore property; Mr. 

ee Knapp should not surrender property until in- . 
. : demnified for amount expended by him; facts . 

. 7 : recited; legation finds it impossible to comply 
with Porte’s request that Mr. Knapp be again oo 

oS required to appear before tribunal; all legal . 
. measures have been fulfilled; correspondence. [| . 

628 | Same to same (No. 453) .....| Dec. 1]! School (Euphrates College) established by Ameri- 819 . 
: { | can missionaries at Harpoot, Armenia: Threat 
re |. of provincial authorities. to close school on - 

ground that permit for its establishment has 
not been obtained; stay of proceedings re- 

. / quested by Mr. Heap until permit may be 
. granted; correspondence. ’ ; 

. 629 | Same to same (No. 457) .....| Dec. 18) Bibles «f American Bible Society: New regula- 823. 
tion requiring all- books pablished by Bible and 

/ mission societies to bear inscription ‘‘For the | - . 
ct use of Protestants” likely to prevent their sale; . 

, . | removal of obstruction to sale of the books 
| | oo | made more difficult by the conversion of certain 

| | Mohammedans to.Christianity; report of drag- | 
i oman.
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630 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Dec. 31! School (Euphrates College) established by Ameri- | 825 

| Heap (No. 249).. | | can missionaries at Harpoot, Armenia, and ‘or- 
: | oo | ‘ dered to be closed by provincial authorities: |. 

| Closing of college would impair our relations 
| with Turkey; hepe that technical point of per- | | 

, 1885. mit will be fulfilled by its issuance. 
631 | Mr. Wallace to Mr. Freling-| Jan. 8) Claim of Dr. Maurice Pflaum vs. Turkey for im- 825 - 

huysen (No. 460). | prisonment .by Turkish authorities: Irregu- |. 
larities in the proceedings against Dr. Pflaum, . 

. i and punishments inflicted therefor; suggests | — 
| that claim for indemnity be pressed with vigor. 

632 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Jan. 10.) Booksof American Bible Society, obstructions to 826 
Heap (No. 2531). . the sale of, in Turkey: Regulations prepared by 

| +  Yrecent joint commission are an international un- 
; | derstanding not to be set aside by either party; |. 

| United States regards matter settled by mutual 
| agreement, and expects and insists that agree-. . 

| - ment shall be observed. . 
633 | Mr. Wallace to Mr. Freling- | Jan. 13 | Claim for indemnity of Messrs. Knapp and Rey- 827 

huysen (No. 461). - nolds, attacked by Kurds near Bitlis: Irregu- | 
. | larities committed by the magistrates and pun. | 

| isbment inflicted therefor; examination and | 
| | judgment of the affair promised; immunity from , 

' arrest of Moussa Bey, the principal assalant. 
. 634 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. ; Jan. 22 | Extraterritoriality: Disputed interpretation of 827 ~~ 

Wallace (No. 254). - the fourth article of the treaty of 1830 between | 
the United States and Turkey; position of Tur- | 

| _ | key and incongruity of Turkish claim; in- ; 
| structed to report in full before further instrac- | 

| | tions are issued. | 
635 | Mr. Wallace to Mr. Freling- | Jan. 24 | Tariff of Turkey: United States receiving the | 829 

. huysen (No. 466). | game treatment from Turkey as other powers 
| | under most-favored-nation clause of treaty of | 
| | 1830; tariff negotiations of Turkey with United |; 

- | States and European powers; Porte desires to | 
| | put all powers on a perfect equality of privi- | 

lege; points evoked by conversation with min- | 
| | _ ister for foreign affairs. | po 

636 | Same to same (No. 467)......; Jan. 24 | School (Euphrates College) established at Har- | 831 
| poot, Armenia, by American missionaries, and | 
| ordered to be closed by provincial authorities: | 
| Latter refuse to grant a permit to college; min- | 

. | ister of publhe instruction has instructed Har- | 
Is | poot authorities to issue permit; payment of | 

| | fine for using printing press without permit 
: | ' ; advised, as laws should be complied with be- | 

| | fore legation can intervene. md 
637 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Jan. 29 Claim of Dr. Maurice Pflaum vs. Turkey forim- | 831 

| Wallace (No. 257). . | prisonment by Turkish authorities: Instructed, | 
| if offer to make reparation for irregularities in | ) 

| | proceedings against Dr. Pflaum be not made | 
| | within reasonable time, to renew and press de- | - 

_ | _ mand for payment of suitable money indemnity. | _ 
§38 . Mr. Wallace to Mr. Freling- | Jan. 30 | Books of the American Bible Society: Obstacles | 832 

| huysen (No. 468). | to their sale at Erzeroom; minister of public | 
_ 0 | instruction denies sending order to censor, at | 

° | | Erzeroom, that the books must pass censorship | 
| | there; note to minister of public instruction. | 

639 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Feb. 4 Chaim for indemnity of Messrs Knapp & Rey- | 834. 
| Wallace (No. 260). | | nolds, attacked by Kurds near Bitlis: Irregu- 

| larities in the proceedings; United States ex- 
. | | pect Turkey will make early and due repara- 

| | | tion for the ontrages committed by Moussa Bey, 
| whose identity is beyond question. - 

640 | Mr. Wallace to Mr. Freling- | Feb. 6 | Schools conducted by American missionaries | 834 
| huysen (No. 471). | | closed by the Governor of Syria: Schools in 
| | | question not American, but native schools car- 
| | | ried on under supervision of American mission- 

| | aries, and were probably closed for con-compli- | 
| i ance with law requiring permits. | 

| | Seizure of property belonging to Dr. Eddy, an | 
| , | | ‘American citizen; action to be taken will de- | 

: | . . pend on whether. house was inhabited by Dr. | 
| oe | Eddy as his residence; correspondence. - 

641 | Same to same (No. 475)...---| Feb. 12 | Books ofthe American Bible Society andclosing of | 838. 
| . | schoolsin Syria: Opening of schools depends upon | 

- | | missionaries applying fur permits jrequired by | 
| : law; president of board of education assures le- | 

| gation that he will report favorably for restora- | : 
: | | tionofarrangement perfected by commission two | 

| years ago respecting the sale of missionary books. |
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642 | Mr. Wallace to Mr. Freling- | Feb. 23 | Tariff of Turkey upon American productions 8 | 83% 

7 huysen (No. 476).° ~ | per cent. ad valorem: Other countries pay 
a - - | same, except Austria, whose treaty still in oe - 

oe | force; Austrian minister has unsuécessfully . 
po8 - : | | endeavored to obtain same terms; minister for 

. : foreign affairs desires co-operation of American 
: fo delegate in revision of Turkish tariff and pre- 

_ . | paration of new commercial treaty 5 instructions 
4 " ) -requested; correspondence inclosed. 

643 | Same to same (No. 477) ....-., Feb. 24 | School (Euphrates College) established by Ameri- 840: 
 * i . “| can missionaries at Harpoot (Armenia), ordered —_ 

4 a to be closed by the provincial authorities: Sat- 
‘ . | isfactory settlement soon expected. 

644 [Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. | Feb. 25 | School (Euphrates College) established by Ameri- | 84}. 
- Wallace (No. 265). | . | can missionaries at Harpoot (Armenia), ordered . 

oS | a to be closed by provincial authorities: Depart- 
| “ | | ment eratified at apparently amicable adjust- oF . 

ment of differences.’ 
645 | Same to same (No. 268)....-.| Feb. 27, Commercial treaty with Turkey: Good disposi- 841 a 

. | —..- | tion of United States; further report awaited 
| | | before eiving definite instructions in regard to . 

/ | - new tariff and treaty. 
646 | Mr. Wallace to Mr. Freling- | Feb. 28 Claim of Dr. Maurice Pflaum vs. Turkey for im- Sdt . 

| huysen (No. 479). : pot prisonment: Demand for indemnity renewed; |. 
| : mo | note to foreign office inclosed. — , 

647 | Same to same (No. 480) feces] Feb. 28 | Claim for indemnity of Messrs. Knapp and Rey 842: 
| ao | mo ~nolds, attacked by Kurds near Bitlis: Irregu- 
| . 7 , | larities in proceedings against assailants; judg- oo 

. | a . l | ment under which delinquent magistrates have 
| . £ been put not sufficient satisfaction for inju- 

. | | ries inflicted ; demand for money indemnity re-" , 
. | newed; note to foreign office. 

648 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Wallace Mar. 13 Property purchased from Turkish Government 843. 
. | (No. 274). ; a | “by Rev. George C. Knapp, formerly belonging 

| 7 - | to an insolvent debtor to the Government at | 
| : - Bitlis: Case.reviewed; Mr. Knapp should con- 
i | . | . tinue contest in Turkish courts to maintain 
| | -. | his right to property ; should sale be finally de- 

_ . | Clared illegal, Mr. Knapp. has remedy against , oa. 
| a —} -Turkey for amount of purchase money and ex- 
i a | »- | penses incurred. oe 

. 649 | Same to same (No. 280) .- 0. Mar. 25. Claims of Dr. Pflanm and Messrs. Reynolds and 844. 
ae . . a . | Knapp’ vs. Turkey: Turkey should perceive |. | 

| | justice of tendering reparation for actual inju- 
oO ‘ , i | les; question of demand for cxemplary ‘and ot 

bo | consequential damages reserved. . 
650 | Mr. Wallace to Mr. Bayard | Apr. 3. School (Euphrates College) established by Amer- | 844. 

~ 1. (No. 487). =| jean missionaries at Harpoot, Armenia, and or-.; ~ 
. po | fered’ to be closed by provincial authorities: | . 

: a |  VWaliof Ha:poot instructed to deliver a permit | 
- | . a ~~ to vine school on compliance with regulations | oe 

" oe | on subject. 
651 | Same to same (No. 490)---2--) Apr. 9, Property purchased from Turkish Government | 845. . 

_ | | by Rev. George C. Knapp, formerly belonging | 
oe o | - to an irsolvent debtor to the Government at | 

. . mo Fo | Bitlis: Decree of inferior court deciding sale il- | 
oS | legal; Turkish Government has caused an ‘‘op- . 

. position pr. ceeding ”’.to be instituted to pre- . 
. | vent issuance of execution and for voidance of | oe . 

i 7. judgement of lower court. — . 
652 | Same to same (No. 491)......; Apr. 9 | Claimsof Messrs. Knapp, Reyno'ds, and Dr.Pilaum 846 > 

. oe | . - | vs. Turkey: Turkish Government expresses in- 
oye | ability to accede to demands for indemnity, as in 

| penal matters no provision exists giving per- 7 . . 
. . : . . mmission to private persons. to claim indemnity . 

: ; ‘rom. the state; note from foreign office. 
653 | Mr. Basard to Mr. Emmet ; May 29 | Citizenship status of Kevork Gulizyan and Bed- | 947 . 

(No. 289). a | . | ros Iskiyan: Turkey refuses to certify to, on | . 
| . ‘ ' the ground that their passports do not show | . 

oe | | that. they left the Ottoman Empire prior to pro- | , 
SF | -mulgation of law of 1869 forbidding Turkish | 

cae . | | subjects to leave the country without permis- , 
~ | Sion; no lawin United States requiring pass- | : . 

: . . ; port to state when naturalized citizen left his : 
og oP mative country; instructed to protest. ae 

_ 654} Mr. Porter to Mr. Emmet | June 8 | Taxes imposed upon, ant onerous duties exacted | 848. - 
(No. 293). “ - of relatives of J. J. Arakelyan, a naturalized | . 

Se American citizen, in Turkey, because of the lat- . 
me _ | ter’s absence: Decree imposing tax on the per- 

| gon when the party is elsewhere domiciled and | 

1
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. elsewhere @ citizen is internationally void; in- 

| | structed to request the return of taxes paid on 
: Mr. Arakelyan’s account and that no further 

taxes on his account be imposed upon his fam- 
° . ily ; correspondence. . 

655 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Emmet | June 29 | Citizenship status of E. Chryssofondis, whose 849 
(No. 296). American citizenship is denied on his revisiting | 

: Turkey: Attention called to statement of Turk- 
. | ish officer at Dardanelles that by treaty with |. 

| foreign Governments a Turk resumed his former 
Turkish allegiance by landing in Turkey; he 
United States has made no such treaty; in- 

, | structed to call upon consular agent at Darda- 
, nelles for report; correspondence. 

656 | Mr. Emmet to Mr. Bayard | July 21 | Citizenship status of naturalized American citi- 851 
(No. 513). zens of Turkish origin upon revisiting their 

. , - native country: Majority of cases where nat- 
oe uralization is questioned are where people left 

Empire to.escape payment of debt, evade crim- 7 
fo , inal process, or without permission of Govern- i 

f | ment; Turkish law on subject; steps to be 
| taken by those having violated the law; pre- | 

. caution to be taken by naturalized Turks in or- 
‘ | der to inherit from Ottoman subjects. —. 

657 | Same to same (No. 515) .....; July 23 | Citizenship status of E. Chryssofondis: Refusal 852 
fo | . of Turkish authorities to issue him a pass; 

| proofs of Mr. Chryssofondis’s naturalization 
. found to be incomplete ; refusal of recognition , 

by ‘Turkish authorities based on law. of 18689, . 
which will provea barrier to his inheriting from 

. | his parents, unless steps indicated be taken to 
obtain the Imperial irade; correspondence with 
consular agent at Dardanelles. . 

658 | Same to same (No. 516) .....; July 23 | Taxes imposed upon, and onerous duties exacted 854 
of relatives of J. J. Arakelyan, a naturalized . 

- : | American, in Turkey, because of: his absence: 
. | Relatives entered into bonds to enable him to 

. absent himself; steps to be taken to have his 
| name stricken from the records. fo 

659 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cox (No. | Aug. 17 | Citizenship status of E. Chryssofondis: Depart- 855 > 
| 6). ment has offered, upon proof of Mr. Chrysso- 

. . fondis’s naturalization, tu apply to the Turkish | 
minister for an irade. os 

660 | Same to same (No. 7) .......| Aug. 17 | Taxes imposed upon, and onerous duties exacted 855 
4 of thertlativesof J.J. Arakelyan, a naturalized 

American citizen, in Turkey, because of his ab- 
sence: Department has offered to apply to the 
Turkish minister fur an irade relieving his rela- | . 
tives. 

, 661 | Same to same (No. 9) .......| Aug. 17 | Missionaries (American), in Ottoman Empire: [| 855 
| Restrictions placed upon them by the Turkish . 

Government; missionary statistics furnished ; | , 
. | alleged neglect of Aimerican citizens in Turkey | 

| . by their Government; case of Rev. Mr. Knapp 
| cited as an instance;, action taken by former 
| - administrations defended and approved ; general | 

instructions on subject; correspondence with 
. | American board of commissioners for foreign 

missions. 
662 | Same to same (No. 10) .-....| Aug. 17 | Claims of Messrs. Knapp, Reynolds, and Pflaum 859 . 

vs. Turkey for assaults and imprisonment: Ad- 
verse decision of Turkish Government; United 

| | States unable to accept position of Turkey that 
she is not:.to be held pecuniarily responsible for | _ 

, , acts complained of; brief of case given; claims | 
. possess much merit and Turkey should be urged - 

: : to make settlement. 
° 663 | Same t same (No. 15) .....-; Aug. 27 | Taxes imposed upon and onerous duties exacted 860 

| in Turkey of relatives of J. J. Arakelyan, a / 
| naturalized American citizen, because of his 

| absence without permission: Gives letter from 
a Mr. Arakelyan giving reasons why he left 

- oo Turkey and came to United States; instructed 
Poot to apply for an irade, that his name may be 

. stricken from Turkish records. . 
664 | Same to same (No. 16) ...-../ Aug. 29 | Expulsion from Safed, Palestine, of Louis and 862 

_| Jacob Lubrowsky, naturalized Americans, be- . 
. cause of their Hebrew faith: Bonds required of 

. them to depart in ten days unless special license 
| [ _ is obtained; United States expects no distins-
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- a demanded as of right. ye 

665 | Mr. Cox to Mr. Bayard (No. | Sept.#18 | School (Kuphrates College) established by Amer- 862 ws 
14). a oe ican missionaries at Harpoot, Armenia: Good 

a / a offices of British consul asked in absence of a| . . 
. | . United States representative. 

. oe . | Robbery of Rev. J. F. Smith and party by Circas- . 
mo sian soldiers near Tocat: Robbers arrested, but . 

oo . : as not punished, and no return made .of property | - - 
. - an stolen ; representation made to Porte; corre- 
oe oe - spondence. . 

666 | Same to same (No. 22) .....-| Sept. 24 | Expulsion of Louis and Jacob Lubrowsky, Ameri- | 864 co 
. ~ can Jews, from Safed, Palestine, on account of . - 

. 7 . their religion: Action taken by consal-general | _ - mo 
an - and consul at Beirut in protesting against their 

es eo | expulsion; nothing further heard of their expul- |. . 
- _ | gion; correspondence. co f° 

687 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cox (No. | Oct. | 8 | School (Euphrates College) established by Ameri- | 868 | oo 
{ 7). can missionaries at Harpoot, Armenia: Thanks 

. ae to be conveyed to British minister for exercise |. ma” 
yo . of. good offices by British consul at Harpoot, | __ 

~ ....1- where there isno United States representative; | = = 
a ‘| “thanks also to be. conveyed through United» 

. : ee  . |. States lezation at London. 
-€68 | Mr. Cox to Mr. Bayard (No. | Oct. 10) Claims of Messrs. Reynolds and Knapp and Dr. | 868 
oo 25). Ba Pflaum vs. Turkey: Note to minister for for- 

8 ee | eign affairs reopening cases and making demand oO 
} : for indemnity. a 

3 €69 | Same to same (No.'26) ......| Oct. 13) Tariff Revision (Turkish) Conference: Turkey 870. 
. . - - desires resumption of same, and appointment of 

pS Da ee : | . American delegate, and to discuss commercial 
ren ae treaty; instructions desired; correspondence . 
pe with foreign office. oo | . 

670 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cox (No. | Oct. 15 | Expulsion of Louis and Jacob Lubrowsky, Amer- | 871 : 
Bl). oe - jean Jews, from Palestine, on account of their _ . 

ae . Jewish religion: Consul-general’s instruction, © 
oe that they should not yield to orderofexpulsion | => | 

. : a unless force was applied, approved; United . 8s 
7 es States cannot admit application of a religious 

. . ap testto American citizens; matter may rest with-.| °° - . 
. ' out further proceedings. a 

@71 | Mr. Cox to Mr. Bayard (No. | Oct. 17 | Taxes (excessive) to support local schools levied | 872 
- f. Bh) upon foreigners in Mytilene; Mr. Cox haspro-; = 2 si 

cs . tested; correspondence. | an a 
_ 72 | Same to same (No. 35) ......| Oct. 24 | Citizenship status of Kevork Gulizyan and Bedros 873 - . 

a Iskiyan, naturalized Americans: Turkish bureau noes 
. oe _. | of nationality. still refuses to recognize their. 

of. passports unless it is shown that they emigrated | | . . 
. oe to United States before. Turkish law of 1869, | 

a . requiring permission of Government to emigra- | 
fo, oo, : tion; Mr. Cox has protested against this deci- ce 

Pena . gion; correspondence. . 
673 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cox (No. | Oct. 28 | Commercial treaty and Turkish tariff: Consul- | 877 . 

- $6). we oe _.| General Heap authorized to attend conference. 2 
oe . . _ under directions of Minister Cox; United States 

1 waives question of abrogation of treaty of 1862, | , woe, 
. . J and will participate in new negotiations on | ~ . 

: oe : basis of most-favored-nation privileges; valua- | | . 
ae ae _|.. tion of articles of importation and comparison | — . 

es . of same with duties charged should be made by 
. oe oo : Consul-General Heap. 

674 | Mr. Cox to Mr. Bayard (No. | Nov. 8 | Expulsion of Louis and Jacob Lubrowsky, Ameri- | 873 : 
| 44). Cp ‘|. ean Jews, from Safed, Palestine, on accountof{. © =. > 

: * their Jewish faith: No farther information rela- oe 
. : — a tive to case; protest thought tohaveconcluded | os 

Oe ay oo | / matter. . | | fet a . 
_ 675 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cox (No. | Nov. 11 | Taxes (excessive) to support local schools levied 878 . 

UP MM) one vo - upon foreigners at Mytilene: Taxes for such | - . 
wut ene . purpose proper, and damages for them -when 

ve - excessive should be redressed by local courts; | - . 
. cae SoS as no Americans are affected, Mr. Cox's note to / 
Feu et a minister for foreign affairs premature; nothing | — 

: Be _. further. should be done until Department re- ae 
a “ ‘ —— ceives reply of Turkey. : Sen 
676 | Mr. Cox to Mr. Bayard (No. | Nov. 14 Diplomatic questions growing out of missionary | 879 

. 55). oO | difficulties in Turkey arising from closing of 
nt : | gehools, prohibition to sell books, assaults on . 

ee - Messrs. Reynolds and Knapp; claim of Dr. [ — 

Le FOR——VII ; | 7 |



xXCVIII LIST OF PAPERS. 

| | . TURKEY—Continued. 

No. From and to whom. Date. a Subject. Page, 

. 1885. Pflaum, &c.: Reviews whole subject; difficulties 
, - anddelaysin obtaining redress; notes to foreign 

. office expressing disappointment at delay of 
. 7 Turkey in affecting settlement. ‘ 

677 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cox (No. | Nov. 28 | Naturalization treaty: Instructed to propose 885 
49), negotiation on basis of unratified treaty of 1874 

and naturalization treaties with Great Britain | | 
. . —_ and Austria; discusses citizenship cases of 

- | Kevork Guligyan and Bedros Iskiyan, whose | . 
~ : passports Turkish bureau of nationality refused . 

to recognize; United States upholds natural 
right of expatriation; information as to func- 

- tions of bureau of nationality desired. 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF TURKEY AT WASHINGTON. 

1884. | 
678 | Tevfik Pasha to Mr. Fre- | Apr. 26 | Extraterritorialitv question: Right of United 890 

linghuysen. - §tates consuls under treaty of 1830 to exercise 
. exclusive criminal jurisdiction not admitted by 

‘Turkey; reviews correspondence, and asks 
prompt settlement of question; same privileges 

. will be granted by Porte to American citizens 
as granted to citizens of other powers; cites ac- 
tion of consul at Beirut in refusing to act upon 
mandate of Turkish court. issued against an 

. American missionary. 
679 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Tevfik | May 31 | Extraterritoriality question: United States can- 892 

»Pasha. not accept argument of Turkey as to interpreta- 
tion of article 4 of treaty of 1830;.Turkey never 
furnished paraphrase of article 4, or explained 
what was usage towards other Franks in 18390, 
as requested by United States; tribunals to. | 
which it is held Americans citizens are amena- | 
ble originated after 1830; Turkish position | 
shifting; article 4 not a ‘‘most favored nation” |. | 

| clause, but explicit. . 
680 | Tevfik Pasha to Mr. Davis..| Aug. 80 | Commercial treaty of 1862: Turkey claims thatit | . 895 

has ceased to exist, by notice of Porte of its . 
- abrogation; ad valorem duties will be levied on , 

American goods; ‘most favored-nation” treat-. 
ment denied; negotiation for new treaty and 
tariff desired. ; 

681 | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Tevfik | Oct. 24 | Commercial treaty of 1862: By its abrogation by 896 
Pasha. - _ Turkey United States claims ‘‘most favored na- 

tion” treatment under treaty of 1830; Amer. 
_ jean representative in Turkey will protest 
-against levying of ad valorem duty on American | * 

. goods as treaty violation; United States ready 
to negotiate for new treaty on basis of same 

- treatment as extended to other powers. 
682 | Tevfik Pasha to Mr. Fre- | Nov. 26 | Extraterritoriality question: Interpretation of | . 898 

‘| linghuysen. article 4 of treaty of 1830; reviews question at 
‘length; holds that Americans accused of crime. 
‘should betried by Turkish tribunals in presence 
of United States minister or consul; Americans 
accorded same privileges as enjoyed by other 
foreigners in Turkey; asks that instructions 

~ be sent to American minister to negotiate and 
settle question; incloses letter from foreign 

. ‘| officeto American minister requesting adefinite | > 
settlement... 

683 | Same to same....c2e.e0-----| Nov. 30 | Commercial treaty: Turkey will grant ‘“‘ most fa- | 98 
vored nation”’ treatment to United States pro- 
ducts if her products are granted same privi- 
leges in United States; products of all nations 

. oe now subjected to same treatment in Turkey 
’ -except those of Austria-Hungary; protest by 

’ United States against levying of ad valorem 
| duty will complicate question; immediate ne- 

oh gotiation of new tariff and treaty desired. 

a VENEZUELA. 

. 1885. 
684 | Mr. Baker to Mr. Bayard | Mar. 23 | Ship’s papers, Custody of, in Venezuelan ports: | 903 

(No. 49). Question will receive consideration during pres- 
ent Venezuelan Congress.



LIST OF PAPERS. XCIX 

| Pees, VENEZUELA—Continued. - eo 

a 

No.} From and to whom. Date. Subject. Page. _ . 

po oP 1885. | : . 
' 685 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Baker | Mar. 24 | Claim vs. Venezuela growing out of collision of | 903 — : 

. (No. 51). - foe American schooner Lanie Cobb and Venezuelan 
Poe ‘| vessel Ana Eulogia in the port of La Guayra: 

Redress refused by Venezuelan authorities; in- oo me 
. structed to investigate case and report whether | — . 

ee facts warrant demand for damages; letter from . 
7 -consulat LaGuayra. SE ms Co 

686 | Mr. Baker to Mr. Bayard | Mar. 30 | Locusts: Visitation of; and devastation caused | 904 a 
(No. 53). by, in Venezuela. | : i oo 

687 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Baker | Apr. 9 | Claim vs. Venezuela growing out of collision ef 905. 
(No. 56). - |. American schooner Lanie Cobb and Venezuelan a 

; Po, ' vessel Ana Eulogia in port of La Guayra: State) : 
i - ment of facts, and damages sustained by the |: a 

Ee 3 ~LanieCobb; dispatch from consul at La Guayra. . me 
688 | Same to same (No. 58) ......; Apr. 21 | Ship’s papers, Custody of, in Venezuelan ports: | 912 

. o on _ Annoyance and inconvenience caused by Vene- ee 
| zuclan law in reference thereto; instructed to 

a press upon Venezuelan Government necessity os, 
1 for a modification of the law; dispatch from | “ 

J gonsulat La Guayra. — 
689 | Same to same (No. 59) ....-.| Apr. 22 | Claim vs... Venezuela, growing out of collision 913 

— a | -.of American schooner Lanie Cobb and. Vene-. 
. . ee -}  guelan schooner Ana Eulogia in port of La |. . Dee 

. . HY -Guayra: Additional incidents relative to; con- 
. . 7 - clusion of Venezuelan officials that the Lanie 

: a = Pe Cobb not entitled to damages; dispatch from 
7 I cousul at La Guayra. . . oe 

690 | Mr. Baker to Mr. Bayard | Apr. 22 | Claim vs. Venezuela growing out of collision |. 914 
(No. 80).- . jo = |. ef American schooner Lanie Cobb and Vene- | 

Sue guelan schooner Ana Eulogiain port of La . 
. ft. of | Guayra: Statement of facts requested by consul 

| . oe at La Guayra. 
691 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Baker | Apr. 24] Ship’s papers, Custody of, in Venezuelan ports: 914 . 

(No. 60). |. Instructed to press for modification of present 
| - | Jaw on subject. | a 

692 | Mr. Baker to Mr. Bayard | May 6 | Claim vs. Venezuela growing out of collision 915 
(No. 88). -.. |}. of American schooner Lanie Cobb and Vene- ’ 

ES es ~-guelan schocner Ana Eulogia in port of La 
Guayra: Facts warrant. a demand for damages . 

| ' 1 jn favor of the master of the Lanie Cobb; dis- | 
Ls patches from consul at La Guayra. a. 

603 | Same to same (No. 93).......| May 11 | Ship’s papers, Custody of, inVenezuelan ports: Re-| 916 
. - luctance of Venezuela to make modification in | 

cose Os the law desired by United States; note to min- . 
| Le . | ister for foreign affairs urging the modification. | - 

694 | Mr. Scott to Mr. Bayard | July 3 | Revolution in Venezuela: Energetic measures | 917 
(No. 12). eo 1 ‘taken by Venezuelan Government for its sup- . 

oF . FP" pression; occupation of Carupano. by rebels; . 
ye decree declaring revolutionary steamer Justicia | 

eras 4: Nacional a pirate and offering reward for her . 
. 7 ' capture; correspondence with foreign office. . 

695 | Same tosame (No. 16).......| July .7 | Revolutionin Venezuela: Defeat of revolutionists | 918 . 
; . o ee ° . at Carupano; suggests American man-of-war be . 

. . sent to Venezuelan waters to protect American . 
a ee ma es — interests. . | . at 

696 | Same to same (No. 19).......| July 9 | Pirates: Revolutionary steamers Justicia Nacional | 919 | 
. . . “ and El Torito declared pirates by decree of Ven- | 

ee eed |. ezuela, and reward offered for their capture. 
697 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Scott | July 24 | Pirates: Decree of Venezuela declaring revolu- 920 

~. (No. 15). . tionary steamers Justicia Nacional and El Torito - 
ae mo | to be pirates; decree of Government does not | = 
nae va - invest a revolted national ship in hands of in- Boa 

oe ro _ | gsurgents with piracy; her own acts determine | — 
7 . a : |. her piratical or non-piratical character. 

698 | Mr. Scott to Mr. Bayard | July 24 | Revolution'in Venezuela: AnnouncementofPresi- | 920 
(No. 21). - as | dent of Venezuela of its suppression; Venezuela . 

. a congratulated; correspondence with minister | — 
oe : for foreign affairs. , 

699 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Scott | Sept. 3. Claim vs. Venezuela growing out of collision of 923 
Hoe (No. 22). phe, RS American schooner Lanie Cobb and Venezuelan | . 

. : vessel Ana Eulogia in port of La Guayra: Mas-| 
ST eS = ter of Lanie Cobb entitled to damages; facts ps 
- and previous negotiations reviewed; instructed | . 

. oe . to present claim and press for payment. 
760 | Mr. Scott to Mr. Bayard | Oct. 14 | Claim vs. Venezuela growing out of collision of | 928 . . 

(No. 35). . | American schooner Lanie Cobb and Venezuelan . 
Sees me: . vessel Ana Eulogia in port of La Guayra: Claim . 

|. of master of Lanie Cobb for damages; note to] | : 
. -. | minister for foreign affairs, presenting claim . 

_ and requesting payment inclosed. oo
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VENEZUELA—Continnued. 

No.| . From and to whom. Date. Subject. Page. 

1885. — 
701 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Scott | Dec. 4 | Ship’s papers, Custody of, in Venezuelan ports: 928 

‘| (No. 35). Embarrassments to American vessels from their | . 
papers being held at custom-houses while ships - 
are in port;. letter from consul at Maracaiko 

. stating difficulties and suggesting remedies; | — 
. instructed to press for modification of regula. . 

tions as suggested by the consul. ; 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF VENEZUELA AT WASHINGTON, 

. . 1885. 
702 | Mr. Soteldo to Mr. Bayard ..| Apr. 2 | Claim of John E. Wheelock vs. Venezuela: Re- 930... 

views negotiations; $6,000 offered by Venezuela 
in settlement, to be paid in two installments; 

. this offer accepted bv Secretary of State. = #8 | - 
” 703 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Soteldo..;, Apr. 3 | Claim of John E. Wheelock vs. Venezuela: 932 

. Amount fixed as indemnity considered inade- 
: quate, butis accepted contingent upon the faith- 

ful observance by Venezuela of terms of agree- . 
, . ment reached. 

764 | Same to same.........-...-..| Apr. 10 | Claim of John E. Wheelock vs. Venezuela: Six 932 
thousand dollars to be paid in satisfaction of 
claim in United States currency. 

705 | Mr. Soteldo to Mr. Bayard..| Apr. 13 | Claim of John E. Wheelock vs. Venezucla: Un- 933 
. derstanding that the $6,000 indemnity is to be 

. paid in United States currency, meets his ap- 
~ : proval. . 
706 | Same to same....0ce.---..-.| June 29 | Claim of John E. Wheelock vs. Venezuela: Ven- 933 

_ezuela approves agreement between Mr. Soteldo 
and Secretary Bayard for settlement of, but does | . 

; . not accept as a precedent that persons injured 
by officials can appeal to diplomatic intervention 
before having recourse to judicial proceedings; |. 

. . atates he is ready to pay first installment of in- | 
emnity. . 

707 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Soteldo..| July 7 | Claim of John E. Wheelock vs. Venezuela: Draft 934 
. for $3,000, first half of sum in settlement, ac- | — 

knowledged ; United States does not understand . 
. oe that settlement is a precedent for claims of its | _ 

- Character; but municipal enactments cannot . 
| _ bar diplomatic rights. , 

708 | Mr. Soteldo to Mr. Bayard..| July 21 | Pirates: Venezuela has declared as, revolutionary 935 
os steamers Justicia Nacional and El Torito; re- 

oe quests that they.be so regarded by United States 
if they reach American ports. 

709 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Soteldo..| July 24 | Pirates: Decree of Venezuela declaring revolu- | 935 
tionary steamers Justicia Nacional and El 
Torito pirates.cannot be recognized by United 
States; action of the vessels will determine . 
their character; revolutionary vessels will not | - 
be received in ports of United States, except in 

. case of distress; cites international law, and in- | . 
closes correspondence on similar occasion with | | 
Colombian minister. 

710 | Same to same........---..--.| Oct. 16 | Claim of John E. Wheelock vs. Venezuela: Seo- 936 
° ond halfof indemnity due and not received. . 

7i1l | Same to same.............. | Dec. 7 | Claim of John EK. Wheelock vs. Venezuela : Sec- 937 
| ond installment of indemnity, due October 3, , 

notreceived; regret at failure of Venezuela to 
. carry out agreement. 

712 | Mr. Soteldo to Mr. Bayard..| Dec. 12 | Claim of John E. Wheelock vs. Venezuela: De- 937 
- . lay in meeting second installment caused by 

adjournment of Venezuelan Con gress before in- 
: oe sertion of amount stipulated in the budget; the | » 

payment will soon be made. 
1886. . . ae. 

713 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Soteldo..; Jan. 14 | Claim of John E. Wheelock vs. Venezuela: Sec- 938s 
7 ond installment of indemnity should be paid 

forthwith, with interest added to cover delay. 
‘ 714 | Mr. Soteldo to Mr. Bayard..| Jan. 26 | Claim of John E. Wheelock vs. Venezuela: De- 938 

lay in payment of second installment of indem- | 
nity due to unexpected expenditure growing | 

| . out of revolution in Venezuela; regrets delay; | 
. payment will soon be made. 

_ F115 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Soteldo..| Mar. 12 | Claim of John E. Wheelock vs. Venezuela: Re- 939 
‘ po ceipt inclosed for second and final installment 

. of indemnity; this cannot be accepted as full 
settlement; interest for five months on delayed 
payment requested.



“CORRESPONDENCE. = 

oe ARGENTINE REPUBLIC. ore 

ae | | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Osborn. Oa ee a 

No. 221.) DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oo 
SO | Washington, December 29, 1884, on 

SiR: I inclose a copy of a letter from Mr. Scrymser, president of the e. | 
Central and South American Telegraph Company, and observe that if | 

_ you should find, on inquiry, that the use of your good offices in the case > ce 
would tend to improve the telegraphic communication which the United 

_ States now enjoys with the Argentine Republic, you can act in this di- 
' rection, but no action should be taken to prejudice the interestsof Ameri- joe 

ican citizens, provided such interests exist and are exercised in a com- 
mendable manner. =  — a =. Be SE gare - 

oe cole KFREDK. T. FRELINGHUYSEN. | 

. - | Do [Inclosure in No. 221.] | | = o mo 

, oe Mr. Serymser to Mr, Frelinghuysen. a - | oo 

oa oe oe New York, December 9,1834.. 
- . Dear Str: I have the honor to inclose a form of contract which this company is - 7 desirous of arranging with the Argentine Republic, and have to request that you will instruct the American minister to the Argentine Republic to obtain from that _ Government its approval substantially in the form herewith inclosed. op | ” I had the honor of addressing you in regard to the telegraph connections with Bra- — zil via the Argentine Republic, November 24, 1883, and I regret to state that the mo- 

nopoly then complained of still exists. . . - | | a -* Tinclose for your information a chart, and will explain that the cable between the : ) city of Buenos Ayres and Montevideo is owned by an English company, which is in , _ exclusive alliance with the cables laid to Portugal and England, and which you will | note land at various places on the coast of Brazil. | Cs a a ¢ This cable originally had exclusive rights from the Argentine Republic, which have ==> now expired, and the monopoly is only maintained through the rights obtained from . _ Uruguay. The monopoly is so complete that although many messages are sent from oe Europe and from the United States to Brazil, via the lines of this company, not asin- gle message is permitted to be returned via this company’s lines,thereby imposing = 3 —— upon all American telegrams the additional charge of fifty cents a word, which is the | charge of the Atlantic cables from England to this country. : | | The Governments of the Argentine Republic and Brazil are both anxious for another outlet for their foreign telegrams independent of the European. route, and politically | and geographically there is every reason for the establishment of an independent line. _ In’past years your Department has done much to promote contracts of this nature, _ Bo It was through the instructions of the Hon. William H. Seward to our ministerin _ a ) 1 FOR | | | oo | -
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; Spain that in 1865 the contract for the establishment of'a cable connecting the United 
. States with Cuba and other West India islands was obtained from the Government of 

Spain by the International Ocean Telegraph Company. Similar instructions and 
authority were given by the State Department to the Hon. James Watson Webb, | 

_ American minister to Brazil, and on August 9, 1875, the Hon. Frederick W. Seward, 
Acting Secretary of State, informed me that instructions of a like nature had been _ 
sent to the Hon. Mr. Foster, which Iam pleased to state resulted in obtaining from the 
Government of Mexico a contract which has enabled this and its connecting compa- 

s - nies to establish telegraph communication with all the nations of Central and South 
America, excepting Brazil. | a | 

I therefore ask that your Department will forward to our minister inthe Argentine - 
Republic the necessary instructions to obtain from that Government the authority 
asked for. . a 

On receipt of your answer to this application, I will send to our minister full in- 
structions and the necessary power of attorney. 2 

I have, &c., . , 

, . . JAMES A. SCRYMSER, - 
~ oe President. 

Se : No. 2. | | 

. a Mr. Osborn to Mr. Bayard. 

No. 450.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
| Buenos Ayres, April 20, 1885. (Received June 2.) 

| | Siz: On the invitation of the president of the Republic, through the 

minister of foreign affairs, with two of his ministers, the diplomatic — 

corps and some three hundred other guests, composed of governors of — 

| the provinces, senators, and national deputies, | accompanied him to. | 

| Mendoza and San Juan, the capitals of the two provinces of the same 

name, to assist in the inauguration of the Andean Railroad, completed 

to those points. The city of Mendoza is located at the foot of the Andes 

Mountains, and at the pass or the mouth of the pass, through the mount- 

ains to Santiago, Chili. San Juan is also located at the foot of the 
mountains, but 90 miles north of Mendoza. | | , | 

| ~ The road inaugurated was constructed by the Government at the cost 

| of about $10,000,000, and with its connections connects Buenos Ayres, 

| the capital of the Republic, with the two cities above named, a distance — 

of about 700 miles. Be | _ 

A private company has a concession from the Argentine and Chilian - 

| Governments to extend the road from Mendoza to Santiago, Chili, which 

is now being pushed forward. a : 7 | | 

A portion of the country over which we passed is barren, but fit for 

any kind of agriculture adapted to the latitude, with irrigation. ao 

It is peculiarly adapted to grape-culture on account of its volcanic 

formation, and we found the vineyards in a high state of cultivation 

| -and excellent wines produced. : a | . 

The road inaugurated is equipped with American cars and locomo- 

tives, and it was with peculiar national pride that I witnessed most of ° 

the party, for the first time, introduced to the magnificent Pullman 

sleepers, seven in number, made in the United States, and which did — 

us such good service on our journey. | , a , 

After an absence of two weeks we returned to this city on the 18th — 

instant, without accident or unnecessary delay. | 
I have, &c., | Oo : oo 

| | - THOS O. OSBORN.
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oe | , No. 3._ So | ee 

| . a Mr. Osborn to Mr. Bayard. CO ne 

No. 452.) > DLEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, vee 
OO —.  . Buenos Ayres, May 8, 1885. (Received June 27.) 
' -$Srr: The annual session of the Argentine Congress was formally | a 
opened on the 7th instant by President Roca, when he read his mes- ee 
sage to both houses, assembled in the Chamber of Deputies. , 

The message of the President is shorter than usual, but is a plain, | | 
concise statement of public affairs, and I think it will. be well received eS 
by the public. moe olay ee a, a fe 

The President opens his message by stating that the country is. at 
- peace, both at home and abroad, that the diplomatic difficulty with the 7 

Papal Nuncio had been settled according tointernational law,and that = —— 
_ the country continues to progress prosperously in its material, moral, = 

and intellectual forces. > 7 ae : we 
_° Under the head of balance of trade the President says that until 1882 ~ 

the balance was in favor of the country, although there was no decrease 
in exports in 1883, but there was an excess of imports to the amount of | , a 
$20,000,000, and in 1884 $26,000,000. The exports show an increase of | 
13 per cent. over 1883, and the first three months of 1885 the éxports | 
advanced to $23,000,000 and the imports to $19,000,000. _ | Be 

| The general revenue for 1884 was estimated at $33,000,770, and over ne 
$37,000,000 were actually received, being 20 per cent. more than in 1883. a 
The actual expenditure was.a little over $32,000,000, leaving a surplus. | 
of over $5,000,000. _ ae aS, | | | ce ee 7 
The custom-house receipts for the first quarter of the present year __ - 

show an increase of 15 percent. = oe a 
It is affirmed in the message that the national engagements are faith- | 

_ fully performed, no delay having occurred in the service of either in- = = 
- ternal or external debt, and that the Argentine Government will con- 

tinue most religiously to pay the public debt. © 7 oe, 
Under the head of public works executed, it is stated that railways = 

are advancing in every direction, and that the country now possesses 
_ 4,128 kilometers of railways in working order and 1,978. inthe course of . 

construction, which will all be finished by the end of 1886, by which. 
time the railways will have cost $120,000,000. | | 7 

_ The revenue of the post-office during the year 1884 was $638,675, an - 
‘increase over 1883—$61,504. Within the last year 3,200 kilometers of | 
telegraph Iines were constructed. The telegraph revenue was $288,450, | 
but in consequence of a reduction of tariff the receipts were less than 
in 1883. | o vos - | | oo | 

Immigration continues to increase, and although the ports were closed - 
for a time during the year through fear of cholera, 81,541 immigrants | 
arrived here and found employment. During the first of this year the , 

« number of immigrants landed was 46,415. oo | ee 
' Under the head of public schools it is shown that the number of _ 7 

pupils attending national colleges is 3,700, being an increase over 1883  — 
of 658. CO So . . | aan 

_. The normal schools show a total of 6,379, or 958 more than in 1883. | 
_ The attention of Congress is especially called to the fact that only one- | | 

fourth part of the children of an age for education actually attend school. _ sy 
_ The President closes his message by referring to the approaching 

presidential contest, and says the Republic is now entering upon a pe- 
riod of activity in its politics in reference to the next presidential elec- _ |
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| tion, that itis the most difficult moment for every government, and the _ 
: touchstone for proving the solidity of its institutions; that the public | 

: Argentine mind, he believes, has made much progress in the last few _ 
a years, and painful experience has taught the people that the greatest of — 

all benefits are peace and liberty, and that while he has the profound 
| conviction that no one will attempt to bring to the question discussed 

| insane elements and anarchica] passion, still he owes to the entire coun- 
try in these solemn moments the loyal and frank promise to be, up to 

| the last moment of his administration, faithful to the constitution, to 
give, in his character of first magistrate of the nation, complete liberty 

. _ to all ambitions and to all parties without any exception, and without _ 
- throwing into the scale in favor of any one the weight of the power | 

: which his fellow-citizens conferred on: him for accomplishing the object _ 
| of the Government, to preserve order, and to enforce obedience to the 

7 laws. - | So | | Loe 
| I have, &c., . oo eS 

| | | THOS. O. OSBORN. 

7 | oo — No4 | | | 

| | _ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Osborn. OC 

No. 227.] | - . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| Washington, May 25, 1885. 

| ~$rr: I inclose a copy of the material portion of a letter from Mr. 
, _ Serymser, president of the Central and South American Telegraph | 

Company, 37 Wallstreet, New York, in continuation of the subject of the © 
| proposed extension of the telegraphic lines now existing to Brazil,pre- 

| sented in a recent telegram to you. | o Se 
Please invéstigate the entire matter of the scheme and report. You 

- can properly make known to the Argentine Government the general | 
: : desire in this country and the wish of the Government for full and un- | 

| impeded telegraphic communication between the United States and the 
Argentine Republic. 7 | So | 

| Tam, &e., ; oe ae 
| | . T. KF. BAYARD. | 

| tinclosure in No. 227.] | : Se 

a Mr. Serymser to Mr. Bayard. — | 

| — a | | 7 New York, April 23, 1885. 
. Dear Sir: * * * Ina communication addréssed to the honorable Secretary of | 

. State, Mr. Frelinghuysen, December 9, 1884, this company asked that the Department 
of State should instruct the United States minister at Buenos Ayres, General Thomas 

. O. Osborn, to urge upon the Government of the Argentine Republic the granting ofacon-. 
- -_ eession to this company for the extension of its lines from the coast of the Argentine Re- 

. public to Brazil. Mr. Frelinghuysen informed me in a letter dated December 29, that — 
. _ Minister Osborn had been instructed accordingly. . a - | | 

. I take pleasure in informing you that General Osborn cabled, April 22, as follows, . 
in response to my inquiry asking what progress he had made in obtaining sucha con-_ . 

a cession: | | | | - : 

: . ScryMSER, New York: | 
First step gained; think success certain. — a . 

: | : a OSBORN.
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In this connection I deem it proper to explain that, prior to the establishment of _ | 
. the telegraph lines of this company, South America was only reached through the _ a 
English cables via New York, London, Lisbon, thence across the South Atlantic to 
Brazil, and thence southward. —_. 7 ae : 

These English lines form a monopoly so complete that the present time, not- a sin- : 
.. gle message can be transmitted from Brazil to the United States excepting via Europe. 

The Governments of Brazil and the Argentine Republic are very anxious to secure co! 
direct: telegraphic communication with the United States independent of these Euro- 
pean lines. a a oe | | | 

. The advantage of unrestricted communication between North, Central, and South 
_ America will be of great political and commercial value to the three Americas. on 7 

Under these circumstances I trust that your Department will confirm the commen- _ 
datory instructions given to Minister Osborn by your predecessor, and that Minister  — 
Osborn will be permitted to conclude the important negotiations he has undertaken. - 

. % ¥ . * © * : * 8 ‘ ae 

i ITremain, &c., . , , — ee 
| | a , ee JAMES A. SCRYMSER. oe 

wo NOB Soe ee 

a | | Mr. Osborn to Mr. Bayard. | | | = 

No. 459.) ~~ ~*Lmgarton oF roy UNITED SvarEs, 
Buenos Ayres, July 16, 1885. (Received August 24.) 

 §rr: A decree granting a concession to the Central and South Ameri- 
can Telegraph Company, to establish in the waters of the Argentine’ 

»« Republic one or more submarine telegraph cables, to connect the coast 
of this republic with that of Brazil, which I had the honor to submit mo 

- on behalf of the company, has been signed by the President and Min- 
ister of the Interior, of which I have already informed Mr. Scrymser, , — 
the president of the company, by telegram. a oe | 

Much delay was caused by the friends of the Kuropean line anda : 
_ portion of the press here. . ne : Be) Sn 

I have submitted a project of contract to carry into effect the couces- 
» sion to the minister, and as soon as the chief of-telegraphic lines and 

the attorney-general of the Government have made their reports on the | 
- game, I will have a conference with the minister, when I hope to report | 

progress, if not a final settlement of the matter, so far as I-am author- | 
ized. — | OE Ee 7 Ae oo a 

| _[ have, &., — | mo | | ne 
A | | a THOS. O. OSBORN. | 

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.  ——— | 

. | No. 6. BS Bo 

oe | Mr. Francis to Mr. Frelinghuysen. — | ns 

No. 53.] ss LEG ATION OF THE UNITED STATRS, | - 
— ' Vienna, February 5, 1885. (Received March 3.) wos 

_ re: I have the honor to inclose herewith copies of communications  —s— 
transmitted by me to the Imperial and Royal minister of foreign affairs — 
and translations of notes from Count Szégyényi in response thereto, to- | | 
gether with some accompanying papers, in regard to the arrest by the | 

. military authorities at Krakau of Louis Feinknopf, a citizen ofthe United
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- States, with a view of exacting from him service in the Imperial and _ 
| Royalarmy. SEER ot | oe | 

| The case may be stated as follows: Feinknopf, born at Krakau, Galicia, 
in 1860; emigrated to the United States in 1876; naturalized and de- - 

| : clared a citizen of the United States April 3, 1882, by the United States 
7 district court for the southern district of Ohio;. subsequently estab- 

lished residence in New York City; for first time since emigration visited 
his native place, Krakau, arriving there October 20, 1884; summoned 
by military authorities of that place to report for duty in the Imperial 
and Royal army October 23; claimed exemption from such service on — 

| ground of his United States citizenship, and in evidence thereof pre- 
_ sented his certificate of naturalization; permitted to visit Vienna 26th — 
of October to confer with United States minister, in whose hands he 
placed certificate of naturalization and other papers establishing facts 

\ as above stated. | | —_ | ' 
. In interview with Baron Pasetti, at foreign office, on the subject, 

October 27, I presented to him the papers bearing conclusive evidence 
in this case, and said that, in a matter so clear as to exemption from — 

. military conscription under the treaty of 1870 between the United States 
— and Austria-Hungary, I hoped instructions would be promptly com- | 

-  municated to the proper authorities at Krakau to release Feinknopf | 
from arrest as one owing service in the Imperial Royal army, and to 
erase his name from the rolls as owing such service. October 28, I ad- 

_. dressed a note to Baron Pasetti, copy of which is herewith inclosed, care- 
| fully recapitulating the facts, and earnestly repeating this request. In 

-. an interview with him at the foreign office November 7, I called his * 
attention to the fact that I had received no reply to my note of Octo- _ 
ber 28, as above, and said that delay in this matter was embarrassing. 

' He replied that the subject had been referred to the proper department 
| and he would request a prompt decision thereon. Hearing nothing fur- 

| ~ ther on the subject, 1 addressed a second note to Baron Pasetti, Novem- 
ber 21, copy of which is inclosed, pointing out that continued delay in- 

7 volved hardship and injustice toward a citizen of the United States | 
who was entitled, under treaty obligations, to prompt: release trom the 
claim made upon him by the military authorities at Krakau. On the 
same day I had a personal interview with Count Szogyényi, first chief 
of section, ministry of foreign affairs, and presented to him Feinknopf’s 
naturalization certificate and other papers. He said there had been 
delay in this case because of unavoidable circumstances, but it should 
now have prompt attention. Still the delay was prolonged, and mean- 
time Feinknopf wrote me that he was obliged to conceal himself at | 
Krakau to avoid being forced into the army. November 29 I received 
first note from foreign office on this subject, translation of which is 

: inclosed, saying the matter had been referred to the ministry of public 
: defense with request of urgency. December 5 I again pressed Count 

 §zdgvényi in personal interview for a decision in the case. He replied 
| that he was doing all that was possible to hasten this result, which 

| | could not be much longer delayed. I said to him that the proofs being | 
- conclusive it would seem that the relief to which Feinknopf was entitled 

| should at once be granted to bim. 7 | 
The count replied that ‘‘we at the foreign office have to work through 

| the ministry of war, and there is the delay.” I answered that I could 
| only know the Imperial Royal Government in the premises as it was | 

a represented at the foreign office, and that I believed the war depart- | 
_) iment did not make treaties. I was reassured that no effort would be 

| spared to hasten a satisfactory conclusion of the question. But no re-
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~ gult having yet been announced, I addressed a third note on the sub- 
ject to,Count Szdgyényi, dated December 16, copy of which is inclosed, — | 

- urging that answer be made to my request, and setting forth reasons — | | 
which it seemed to me should have prevailing weight. Still no decision _ 
came, and on December 23 I again called upon Count Szégyényi, and 

- immediately on meeting him he exclaimed: ‘ This case of Feinknopt’s oa 

has given me more troubie than any affair I have had to deal with af 

+ the foreign office.” He said with emphasis that the ministry of foreign | 

affairs agreed with me as to facts and conclusions, and that Feinknopf _ an 

could not be held to serve in the Imperial Royal army, but it had been _ | 

assumed elsewhere that there was not sufficient evidence to warranthis = | 
~ discharge. He then requested me to furnish him with Feinknopfs  _ 

naturalization certificate, which had been previously examined by both 

- Baron Pasetti and himself and returned to me, saying he feared it had 

been their mistake not to have taken this certificate for the information = =— 

of the ministry of war in the beginning. I handed him the paper, re- 

marking that while recognizing his excellent intentions in dealing with Te 

the subject under consideration, I must respectfully insist upon an ap- 

- gwer to my request in behalf of Feinknopf. oe | 
- His excellency declared there could not be much longer delay. De- _ 
cember 28 I received a note from Count Szégyényi (translation of =~ 

- which is inclosed), stating that delay was caused by objections of the - - 

Imperial Royal commander of the respective army corps, and that Fein- 
‘knopf’s naturalization certificate (which had been presented by me at | 
foreign office for information and use, if required, October 28, and on | 

several subsequent occasions, and always returned after observation 

until December 23, when Count Szégyényi retained it, as mentioned 
above) would likely be the means of bringing the whole affair‘‘toa , 

speedy and favorable decision.” Delay still continued, however, and - 

on 8th January, in interview at foreign office, I again earnestly pressed an 
Count Szégyényi for quick decision, saying that such delay seemed un- 
justifiable. He replied that “we at the foreign office are doing all we 

can to hasten the decision.” Receiving intelligence from Krakau Jan- : 

~ gary 10, that Feinknopf had been arrested, placed in the barracks, and | 
impressed into service as a common Soldier, I addressed a note, January 
10, to Count Szbgyényi, copy of which is inclosed, strongly protesting _ 
in behalf of my Government against this proceeding, and requesting = = 

- that Feinknopf be promptly relieved from his practical imprisonment. | 
January 10th I received a note from Count Szégyényi, translation of | _ 

which is inclosed, announcing that the Imperial Royal military com- 
mander at Krakau had been ordered by telegraph to grant a furlough ~ 
to Feinknopf, pending decision of the case. January 10thI sentanote = 
to Count Szégyényi, copy inclosed, acknowledging above, and insisting _ a 

- that the discharge be unconditional. January 12th a note wasaddressed 
by me, copy inclosed, to same, with telegram from Feinknopf’s mother — : 
at Krakau of same date, stating that her son had not been furleughed. 

_ January 13th I received a note from Count Szégyényi, copy inclosed, = 
_ stating that he had received a communication from the Imperial Royal 
ministry of war to the effect that an order had been sent by telegraph = 
to the military authorities at Krakau, 9th instant, to liberate Feinknopf_ 
on furlough immediately. | | - — 

. January 14th note from same was received by me (copy inclosed), stat- . 
- ing on authority of the Imperial Royal ministry of war that Fein- 

_ knopf was liberated on furlough 9th instant, “ As lwas convinced from 
the beginning,” says Count Sz6gyényi. January 20th sent anotetothe 
latter in reply (copy inclosed), with letter from Feinknopf, showing that a
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_ he was arrested and placed in barracks January 8th, and was held as a 
| common soldier until January 13th, when he was released on furlough, not 

| ‘immediately ” on 9th, as his excellency had been erroneously informed, 
also repeating, with earnest urgency, my request that he be discharged _ 
unconditionally from all claim to service in the Imperial Royal army _ 

| January 22nd I received a note from Count Szégyényi (translation in- 
closed), announcing that the Imperial Royal ministry of public defense __ 

: had, on the evidence presented, ordered the discharge of Louis Fein- - 
: knopf “from the military service, by virtue of articles 1 and 2 of the — 

treaty of September 20th, 1870.” | | | 
a February 2nd I transmitted a note to Count Szégyényi (copy inclosed), © 
a acknowledging receipt of above, and informing his excellency that a _ 

letter received by me from Feinknopf declares that on 30th J anuary he | 
| was informed at office of military authorities at Krakau the order for _ 

his discharge had just been received, and that five days more would 
- elapse before the certificate could he deilvered to him. 

| In this communication I also referred to the embarrassing delay in 
the decision of the case as attributable to no omission of mine in-fur- 
nishing complete evidence from the beginning of Feinknopf’s exemption 
under the treaty from military service in the Imperial Royal army, 

a and to correct erroneous inference that might possibly be drawn from 
| his excellency’s allusion in his note of December 28th, to the naturaliza- 

tion certificate as having been left by- me at the foreign ottice a few days 
, prior tothattime. Oo | | | 

From this detailed statement and the accompanying correspondence, 
_ to which Jatter I invite’your attention, it will be seen that for a period 

| of nearly three months Louis Feinknopf, a citizen of the United States, 
owing no service to the Austro-Hungarian Government, nor accused of | 

: any crime, was subjected to annoyance and persecution, and finally to 
a deprivation of his personal liberty, by the military authorities at Kra- 
kau, unchecked by governmental power until the period of his release on 
furlough, January 138th, and his unconditional discharge as subsequently _ 
ordered, but which had not been executed up to January 30th; this, too, | 
In violation of treaty obligations and after the facts and evidence were | 

| laid béfore the ministry of foreign affairs, proving that the military 
proceedings against him would involve a violation of the treaty of 1870, 

_ with resulting assault upon the personal liberty ofa citizen of the United 
| States. The ministry of foreign affairs never expressed any doubt as to 

Feinknopf’s exemption from military duty here under treaty; in per- 
| sonal interviews the fact was conceded... The unjustifiable delay which 

: permitted the wrong to be done, with the aggravation of forcible arrest 
and impressment into service while the case was pending, was no doubt | 
owing to the obstruction of military authority. But governments make 
treaties and are bound in good faith to execute the solemn agreements, 

_ allowing no departments within their own organization to retard or de- 
feat their provisions to the injury of persons or property. It has oe- 
curred to me that, referring to this case as an example, it might be ex- | 
pedient for the Department, in the interest of Americau citizenship, to | 
remind the Government of Austria-Hungary that such delay and wrong- © 

a ful proceedings as have characterized this case are inadmissible and af- 
ford reasons for serious protest. Awaiting instruction on this head,ifin- 
struction is deemed advisable by the Department. . : 

: I have, &e., | ey | | 
| | a CO JOHN M. FRANCIS...
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- — ([Inclosure in No. 53.] - . . Of , 

. = Mr. Francis to Baron Pasettt. . . 

_ Oo LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - 
° | | _ Vienna, October 28, 1884. : 

YouR EXCELLENCY: Referring to my interview with your excellency, yesterday after- | | 
noon, relative to an American citizen, one Louis Feinknopf (Leibel being the Hebrew . 
rendering of the name Louis), who has been notified by the military authorities at Kra- 

_ kau to report: for service in the Austrian army, I have the honor to submit the factsin | 
_ the case for the consideration of your excellency. ey — 

- Leibel (or Louis) Feinknopf was born at Krakau on the 2d of January, 1860. His ~~ 
father, Markus Feinknopf, died many years ago. His mother, a widow, still resides at. 
the old homein Krakau. In September, 1876, being then sixteen years of age, Leibel(or 

_ Louis) Feinknopf emigrated to the United States, no one of his family accompanying — : 
him. Nearly six years thereafter—his residence being continuous in that country from 
the period of his arrival there—he was naturalized and declared to be a citizen of the 
United States, by the. district court of the United States for the southern districtof = = = 
Ohio, on the 3d of April, 1882. = a Be : a . 

On Monday, October 20, Leibel (or Louis) Feinknopf arrived at his-native place =~ 
(Krakau) from America, for the purpose of visiting his mother and other relatives. On | 
the 23d of October he was notified by the military authorities at Krakau to appearand ~~ 
report for service in the Austrian army. He answered the summons, protesting, how- _ - 
ever, that as an American citizen he owed no such service, and requesting that he be — : . 

| ‘permitted to visit Vienna to. confer with the United: States ministet there in a matter. . 
go vitally affecting his rights. 7 | en ne _ 

The permission was promptly granted, and Feinknopf reported tome at this legation, _ 
' yesterday morning, October 27.0” | oy i os Og | 

_ [have presented to your excellency, in brief, a statement of the facts in this case. The 
question now recurs, can the American citizen Feinknopf bg properly held for service in 

_ the Austrian army? I think the treaty of 1870 between the United States and Austria- = 
_ Hungary should settle this question. Article I, of that treaty, reads as follows: - | 

“* Citizens of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, who have resided in the United States | 
_ of America uninterruptedly at least five years, and during such residence: have become 

naturalized citizens of the United States, shall be held by the Government of Austria and , 
Hungary to be American citizens, and shall be treated as such.”’ | | : eee | 

_. It will be conceded, I think, that Feinknopf has met all the conditions for admission _ . 
to American citizenship above set forth, and must therefore be recognized as a citizen of | 
the United States under the terms of Article I of the treaty. | a | - 
But being an American citizen can he still be held for military service in his native a 

_ country? In answer to this, the vital question in the case, I beg leave to call your ex- 
cellency’s attention to Article IT of the treaty: | ee 

| ‘* In particular, a former citizen of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, who, under the 
first article, is to be held as an American citizen, is liable to trial and punishment, ac- 
cording to the laws of Austro-Hungary, for non-fulfillment of military duty. ee | 

‘* (1) If he has emigrated after having been drafted at the time of conscription, andthus —_ , 
having become enrolled as a recruit for service in the standing army. ws 

‘*(2) If he has emigrated whilst he stood in service under the flag or had a leave of. , 
absence only for a limited time. a - ee eo 

_- “*(3) If, having a leave of absence for an unlimited time, or belonging to the reserve or a 
to the militia, he has emigrated after having received a call into service, or after a public - 
proclamation requiring his appearance, or after war has broken out.” 
‘On the other hand, a former citizen of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, naturalided Co 
in the United States, who by or after his emigration has transgresse1 the legal provisions . 
on military duty by any acts or omissions other than those above enumerated inthe __ 
clauses numbered 1,2, and 3, can on his return.to his original country neither be held sub- | 
sequently to military duty nor remain liable to trial and punishment ‘for the non-fulfillment of ° | 
his military duty.’ ae | a 

_ It does not appear that Leibel (or Louis) Feinknopf ‘‘ has transgressed the legal pro- _ 
. Visions on military duty by any acts or omissions enumerated in the clauses numbered 1, 

2, and 3; and this being conceded he cannot be held here (quoting the language of the . 
'. treaty) to military service nor remain liable to trial and punishment for non-fulfillment = 

of his military duty.” a Ts A a | 
In this connection the undersigned begs leave to call your excellency’s attention to a 

case &lmost exactly similar to this one, which was presented by Mr. Phelps in a note 
from this legation to. His Excellency Count Kalnoky, F. O. No. 23, of the date of June = 
3, 1882, and the reply thereto by Count Szégyényi for the minister of foreign affairs, — -
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So i8¢37 dated October 6, 1882, wherein it is announced that the sentence passed upon the 
persons named, Leeb and Jacob Morser, American citizens, has been repealed, and that. 
they were discharged, their case coming under the provisions of Article II of the treaty 

| of September 20, 1870, by which they were exempted from military service in the Aus- 
. trian army. a Ee 

Your excellency will observe by reference to this case as above that the decision ar- . 
rived at applies to the one te which I now urgently call your attention, —s_. | 

The undersigned claims in behalf of Leibel (or Louis) Feinknopf exemption from mil- 
itary service in the im) erial royal army under the provisions of the treaty of September 

' 20, 1870, and respectfully requests that instructions be communicated by the Government 
of his Imperial Majesty to the military authorities at. Krakau to discharge the said Fein-’ 
knopf from arrest and discontinue all proceeding intended to exact from him service in 
the Imperial Royal army. | oo | | 

_. The undersigned avails, &c. | — 
| . JOHN M. FRANCIS. 

| _ [Inelosure 2 in No. 53.] : a 

: Mr. Francis to Baron Pasettt. 

| oe LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| Vienna, November 21, 1884. __ 

YouR EXCERLENCY: Referring to my note F. O. 11, of the date of October 28, 1884, 
: relating to the case of Louis (or Leibel) Feinknopf, an American citizen, who has been 

| summoned by the military authorities at Krakau to report for assignment to duty in the 
Austrian army, I have the honor to state that so far he has received no notification as-— 
suring him exemption from his service to which he is entitled under the treaty of 1870 

. between the United States gnd Austria-Hungary, and he writes me, under date of No- 
vember 19, that the summons is still held as binding upon him. | | 

I again earnestly invoke the attention of your excellency to this subject as one that 
| concerns the personal liberty and rights of a citizen of the United States. If the repre- 

sentation of this case as made by meis an accurate statement of the facts, as I think it is, 
Louis (or Leibel) Feinknopf is no more subject to conscription for service in the Austrian — 
army than any native citizen of the United States would be on visiting this country, and 

oe it would seem that he should be promptly relieved from arrest and his name erased from 
- the military roll. | SO | . | 

- IT need not say, what will readily occur to your excellency, that for a period of four 
weeks he has been subjected to anxiety and inconvenience in consequence of the pro- 
ceedings of the military authorities at Krakau against him, and very properly he asks | 

_ that in his behalf there may be accorded the protection assured him as an American cit- 
izen under solemn treaty obligations. | : 

. Respectfully requesting reply to my communication of October 28 on this subject, an 
answer to this note as soon as may be convenient to your excellency, 

T have, &c., , BF 
oe JOHN M. FRANCIS. 

| {Inclosure 3 in No. 53,—Trahslation.] oe 

: ; Count Szdgyényi to Mr. Francis. . : | 

SO | VIENNA, November 29, 1884. 

Referring to the esteemed note of the 2ist instant, F. O. No. 13, I have the honor to 
* inform the honorable John M. Francis, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipoten- 

tiary of the United States of America, that I have immediately transmitted the documents 
concerning the case of Louis Feinknopf to the Imperial Royal ministry of public defense 
with the request that, as the matter was urgent, the decision might be sent in the briefest , 

-  - possible time. =. > : co : | a . | | 
The undersigned embraces this occasion to renew to the honorable envoy of the United . 

States of North America the expression of his high esteem. . 
wo For the minister of foreign affairs. _ so , | 

oo , | SZOGYENY®
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co ' [Inclosure 4 in No. 53.] o 

| Mr. Francis to Count Szogyényi. . 

. ee _.» -LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — | . co 
| a oo | | Vienna, December 16, 1884. . — 

Your EXcELLENCY: Referring to my notes, numbered 11 and 13, of the dates of October oe 
28 and November 21, respectively, and the note of your excellency numbered 2474", dated a 
November 29, treating of the case of an American. citizen, Louis (or Leibel) Feinknopf, 
who was summoned in October last by the military authorities at Krakau to report for : 

- duty in a regiment to which he had been assigned, I now beg leave to state that, in my : 
notes referred to, together with memoranda on the subject handed by me to your excel- _ | 

~ lency on the 28th of November, namely: (1) Certificate of the birth of the said Feinknopf; — 
(2) notarial certificate showing the year when he emigrated to the United States, and (3) | 
the summons served upon him by the military authorities at Krakau, the evidence is pre- | 

~ sented that under the treaty of 1870 the American citizen, Louis (or Leibel) Feinknopf, = S 
cannot be held to do military duty for Austria-Hungary, and I therefore requested that __ | 
he be relieved from arrest and his name be stricken from the military roll at Krakau. — 

The. case appeared so clear in the light of recent precedent as well as from the evidence — t 
presented, that it seemed to me a decision would be arrived at without much delay; but 

- geven weeks have already elapsed since the matter was brought to the attention of his - 
_ Imperial Royal Majesty’s Government,and I am not yet advised astoits action, ifactionhas 

_ been taken by itin the premises. I take the liberty, therefore, of again calling yourexcel-, 
~ leney’s attention to this matter, seeing that further delay may involve serious inconven- | 

- fence, as to me it will be embarrassing.  —s_ ny wee a 
~. T avail myself, &., - “ | JOHN M. FRANCIS. = 

[Enclosure 5 in’ No. 53.—Translation.]. y oe : 

oe | oo Count Szégyényi to Mr. Francis. -— | BT . 
_ a ee VIENNA, December 28, 1884.. oe 

In the matter of Leibel Feinknopf, the Imperial Royal ministry of. foreign affairs re- | 
_spectfully begs to convey to the knowledge of the Hon. M. Francis, envoy extraordinary 
and minister plenipotentiary of the United States of America, that the Imperial Royal = mo 

_ Statthalter (governor of province) at Lemberg has reported by telegraph that the Imperial | 
Royal commander of the respective army corps has raised objections to the discharge of the | 7 

- above named from military service, which will cause a renewal of investigations to which 
is to be attributed the delay in coming to. a decision of the case. | ee 

~ In the mean time the Imperial Royal Statthalter (governor of province) at Lemberg has | 
- been put in possession of Leibel Feinkopf’s naturalization certificate, deposited herea 

: few days ago by the honorable envoy of the United States of North America, which doc- . 
ument is likely to be the means of bringing the whole affair to a speedy and favorable. ae 
decision. | 7 oC / 

The Imperial Royal ministry of foreign affairs, not losing sight of this matter, willdo - 
everything in its power to effect an early settlement, and will immediately advise the - | 
envoy of the United States of America of such fact. : oe oo 
- The undersigned, &c. woe : | on 
For the Minister of Foreign Affairs. | ns , — | oo a | 

oy a | _ SZOGYENYT. | 

| : a - [Inclosure 6 in No. 53.] me a 

- oo Louis Feinknopf to Mr. Francis. | | e: 

| - ee | , KRAKAU, January 8, 1885. . | 

| Srp: I arrived here this morning and was immediately arrested by the authorities at | 
_ Krakau, forcibly enlisted in the army, and now find myself in their power, without see- 

- ing my way out of it, for Iam at this very moment at the soldiers’ retreat and in uni- 
form. If there is anything that can be done for me it must be done at once, for I am in. po 
great distress and I only look to you for help. The papers which you gave me were. oo 

_ taken from me and were not respected. | : Os | oo 
I pray you to do your utmost, and go in person to the ministry of foreign affairs, show . | | 

- them my dispatch so that the case meets with speedy attention. oo 
Yours, &c., poe | . . oo 

| 7 | | — . LOUIS FEINKNOPF. | | |
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oo {Inclosure 7 in No. 53.] | 

Mr. Francis to Count Szdgyényi. — _ 

: Se | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 
- : > Vienna, January 10, 1885. 

| YOUR EXCELLENCY: Referring to my interview with your excellency on the 8thin- 
stant. respecting the case of Louis (or Leibel) Feinknopf, an American citizen who, in 
disregard of treaty obligations, has been deprived of his liberty by the military authori- 
ties at Krakau, I now desire to enter a formal protest in behalf of my Government against 
the wrongful action of the Krakau authorities referred to. Their course seems to have __ 
been the more indefensible from the fact that many weeks prior to the action complained 
of the Government of his Imperial Royal Majesty had been fully informed of the status 

_ of Feinknopf as an American citizen clearly entitled under the treaty of 1870 to exemp- 
; tion from any military service to the latter power. . | ca : 

' In view of information received by me from Krakau this morning to the effect that — 
Feinknopf was, on the 8th instant, forcibly taken to the barracks, compelled to put on the 

. military uniform of a soldier in the ranks, and placed under the strictest surveillance; 
and furthermore, that, showing to the authority which consigned him to this indignity, a 
certificate issued by this legation on the previous day, the 8th instant, to the effect that. 

_ his naturalization certificate and other papers named had been placed in possession of the © 
| ministry of foreign affairs and were still held by said ministry, the Krakau authority re- 

ferred to refused to. return the said certificate to Feinknopf on his demand for the same, | 
| In view of these facts, and considering also that this citizen of the United States is still | 

held by the military power in deprivation of his liberty, and under the most rigorous su- - 
" pervision as if a prisoner guilty of criminal misdoing, I must earnestly repeat. my request 

| that the said Feinknopf be promptly relieved from his practical imprisonment by the 
military authorities at Krakau, and that his name be stricken from the military roll as | 

- Owing service in the Imperial Royal army. - | I | 
Your excellency will permit me the liberty to suggest that this case seems to be one . 

involving the invasion of personal rights, and it will no doubt occur tothe mind of your 
_ excellency that some explanation of the long delay in its disposition in a form for record | 

. . would be desirable in the interest of the cordial amity existing between two great and. 
always friendly nations. At the same time I desire to thank your excellency for the 
earnest personal interest your excellency has from the beginning manifested in this case 

- to secure its satisfactory adjustment. | | 
I vail myself, &e., | oo _ . —_ | 

| | JOHN M. FRANCIS. 

| '  [Inclosure 8 in No, 53—Translation. | | 

: . Count Szdgyényi to Mr, Francis. CO 

oS . VIENNA, January 10, 1885. — 

. The imperial royal ministry of foreign affairs, in transmitting herewith the telegram 
of Leib Feinknopf, of the 8th instant, has the honor of informing Hon. John M. Fran- 
cis, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States of America, 

. ‘+ that the imperial royal military commander at Krakau has been ordered by telegraph to 
| furlough the above named, pending the decision of the case. | 

. In view of this fact the imperial royal ministry of foreign affairs reserves to itself the 
privilege of making further communication to the honorable envoy of the United States 

oo, as soon as the competent authorities have brought the matter to a decision, which inten- 
tion had been made known also in the note of the 28th ultimo, No. 29856. | 

7 For the minister of foreign affairs. 7 : - Loo, 
_ . | | : - SZOGYENYI. 

. 7 | | [Inclosure 9 in No. 53.] | . | 

| Mr. Francis to Count Szdgyényt, | : | 

mG | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, . 
yo, So a | Vienna, January 10, 1885. 

| YouR EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the esteemed note, 
| | 183 of this day’s date, informing me that the military authorities at Krakau had been 

instructed by telegraphic order to release upon furlough Louis or Liebel Feinknopf, the 

* \ S
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- American citizen who had been consigned to the barracks at that place and put in uni- CO 
- form for service in the imperial royal army, as stated in my communication of this day . . 

_ which had been dispatched when the note of your excellency, as above, was delivered to , . 

me. " | Se _— — | ; ~ oe | 
It is satisfactory to know that Feinknopf has been allowed his liberty pending the de- O 

cision of his case by the imperial royal government, but it is still: important that his 
_ rights under the solemn guarantees of treaty shall be promptly and fully recognized to the’ - 
end that he may have the liberty of action accorded to any citizen of the United States, —s_—| 
who, visiting this country, has violated no law of the Imperial Royal Government, - 
- And I have to urge most earnestly that the decision which has beer so long delayed, 

- to the injury of an American citizen who has been the subject of military prosecution _ 
at Krakau, may be rendered at as early a day as possible. a . 

I renew, &c., | | : | 
/ a | Se JOHN M. FRANCIS. a 

| - a [Inclosure 10 in No. 53.] | 7 . : | . 

. : 7 . Mr. Francis to Count Szdgyényi. a Pe | 

— a . LEGATION OF THE Unrrep States, 
_ . oO | . oy | Vienna, January 12,1885. 
- Your EXcELLENCY: Referring to your excellency’s note of the 10th instant, No.4$38, = 

» .informing me that an order had been sent by telegraph directing the military authori-_ cae 
ties at Krakau to liberate on furlough the American citizen Louis (or Leibel) Feinknopf, | 
pending decision by the Imperial Royal Government upon his case, I now hasten to 

_ transmit to your excellency a dispatch received at this legation this evening, by which oe 
it appears that up to the time when this dispatch was written (apparently at a late hour — 
this afternoon) Feinknopf had not been granted the furlough as above. | 

I need scarcely assure your excellency that this delay involves additional. embarrass- - 
ment.. To my mind, as I think it must also appear to your excellency, the course of the | 

 wnilitary authorities at Krakau in this matter seems entirely unjustifiable. . | 
. Your excellency will oblige me by returning the inclosed dispatch as convenience | . 
may “permit. ey ee oa po a " - | 

 Thave, &., oo ea oe ple | | 
| , | | JOHN M. FRANCIS. _ 

| S _ a [Inclosure Ii in No, 53—Translation of telegram. ] mS os 

| a “Mother of Feinknopf to Mr. Francis. cn oe 

ree OE - KRAKAU, January 12,1885. 
Up to this hour my son has not been furloughed. | 2 | a 

/ — an Se - | FEINKNOPE, | | 

| po — | [Inclosure 12 in No. 53.] ; . | oO - oe 

| 7 7 Count Szogyényt to Mr. Francis, January 13, 1885. | 

_ §re: Referring to your note of yesterday, No. F. O. 29, the inclosure of which I have | 
_ the honor to return to you, I beg to inform you that, having this morning again commu- 
nicated with the imperial royal ministry of war, I have received the answer thaton © 

. Friday last, 9thinstant, a telegraphic message has been sent to the military authorities at | 
Krakau, ordering them to immediately liberate on furlough Ciebel Feinknopf. oe — 

. T have, &e., - ae a ae . oo , 
oe en - | a SZOGYENYI. | 

P. S.—I am just informed that the minister of war has to-day telegraphed to Krakau | 
to inquire whether the order given on Friday has been.executed. No answer has been- — | 

_ received up to thishour. As soon as I receive the answer I shall not fail to transmit it _ 
- to your excellency. | —_ |
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[Inclosure 13 in No. 53.] 

| . an Count Szogyényi to Mr. Francis. oo 

Oo Oo one VIENNA, January 14, 1885. 
Sig: I beg to inform you that, according to a communication I have just received from 

| the imperial yoyal ministry of war, the order given on Friday last to liberate, on fur- 
lough, L. Feinknopf, has been, as I was convinced from the beginning, immediately exe- | 
euted by the military authorities at Krakau. - : | = 

I have, &c., : . . oo 
: , SZOGYENYI. 

. oo . [Inclosure 14 in No. 53.] me . 

Mr. Francis to Count Szogyényi. - | a 

. , LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 

Vienna, Januarg 20, 1885.: 

Your EXcELLENCY : [have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency’s — 
replies under date of January 13 and January 14, respectively, to my note of the 12th 
instant (F. O. 29) in regard to the case of Louis (or Leibel) Feinknopf. . 

. _ In your excellency’s note of January 13 it is stated that the imperial royal min- 
istry of war informed your excellency that ‘‘a telegraphic message had been sent to the 
military authority at Krakau ordering them immediately to liberate on furlough Lei- 
bel Feinknopf,’’ and in your excellency’s note of January 14 it is stated that, ac- 

. gording to a communication your excellency had just then received from the imperial 
a, _ royal ministry of war, the order given on Friday, January 9, was ‘‘ immediately executed. 

by the military authorities at Krakau;’’ and your-excellency remarks in this connection, 
‘‘as I was convinced from the beginning.’’ : CS 

In regard to the positive statement that Feinknopf was released on furlough Fri- 
day, January 9, which statement was undoubtedly founded upon assurance to that effect 

. given by the proper military authority at Krakau, I desire to call the attention of your . 
excellency to the fact that a telegraphic message from the mother of Feinknopf, dated 

_ Krakau, January 12, 4.45 p. m., which I inclosed in my note of the same date for your 
-. excellency’s observation (since returned to me) declared that up to that hour her son had 
not been furloughed. This of itself might not be accepted as conclusive proof of the fact, 
as, receiving his furlough, he might have neglected to inform his mother that he had been 
released. But this seemed to me improbable, and I hastened to communicate with Fein- — 
knopf on the subject. I inclose herewith copy of his reply to my letter of inquiry which, 
it will be seen, is both categorical and specific in its statement of the dates of his arrest 
and committal to the barracks and his release upon the furlough granted. It would ap- 
pear from this communication that, arrested on Thursday, the 8th of January, he was _ | 
held and treated as a common soldier until Tuesday, January 13, a period of five days, 
and that the telegraphic message sent by the imperial royal ministry of war to the mili- 

Fo tary authorities at Krakau on Friday, January 9, was not ‘‘immediately’’ executed; that 
. is to say, it was not carried into effect at that date, nor until Tuesday, January 13. 

| I have deemed it proper tosubmit this statement to your excellency in view of the un- 
‘justifiable course of the military authorities at Krakau toward a citizen of the United 
States, against which I made earnest protest in my note to your excellency (F. O. 26) of 

, the date of January 10. | ~" - | — 
And furthermore, I have to repeat with earnest urgency the request that, upon theevi- | 

- denee which has been presented in this case establishing under the second article of the 
treaty of 1870 the exemption of Louis (or Liebel) Feinknopf from all liabilities to do mil- . 

_ itary service in the imperial royal army, his furlough be canceled by a certificate of such 
exemption, and that his name be erased from the military rolls at Krakau as owing the 
service attempted to be exacted from him. Noattempt has been made to refute this evi- 

| dence; yet after the lapse of nearly three months since his arrest, during which time he | 
| has been subjected to painful apprehensions, personal inconvenience, pecuniary sacrifice, — 

| and finally to the indignity of forcible impressment into the military organization at 
Krakau, where he was held five days under strictest military discipline, the case is 

. still undecided by the Imperial Royal Government; the claim to military service he does 
‘not owe is not withdrawn; his situation is simply relieved by a furlough, the latter in 

: itself implying that the claim upon him is still maintained. | : | 
| f must, therefore, while acknowledging the spirit of courtesy and justice with which 

: in repeated interviews your excellency has discussed with me this question, our views
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“and conclusions apparently involving no differences of opinion, seriously reiterate the 
- request that the rights of Louis (or Liebel) Feinknopf as a citizen of the United States, — — 
who has violated no law of the Imperial Royal Government and owes it no military serv- 

ice, shall be fully recognized, and that he be accorded the unconditional exemption to : 
which he is entitled from further claim to such service. And in this connection I may | 
say that delay of action in the case increases.embarrassment, as it seriously interferes oo 

_ with the course of justice toward a citizen of a friendly power. | oe a oo noe 
- J avail myself, &., _ | os , o ae are i 

| - | - | Oo JOHN M. FRANCIS. 

ee co . [Inclosure 15in No. 53.) | oo a | 

es - a ‘Louis Feinknopf to Mr. Francis. | | 2 ee 

is ee oe - Oo KRAKAU, January 15, 1885. 
_. Srp: Your very kind and pleasing letter of the 14th instant came duly to hand. Jam 

at a loss how to express the thanks which Iowe you. You have reallydone more forme oe 
than a father could do for his own child, and I can proudly say America and the Amer- a 
jeans shall live forever. My mother did not misinform you. I was not liberated until 
Tuesday, January 13. On Monday evening I was yet under strong guard at the military | 

 - retreat. I was arrested on Thursday, January 8, and kepttill Tuesday, January 13, and — | 
was treated as a common soldier. J can vouch for the truthand prove it with the papers | 
of my furlough, and I do sincerely hope that my liberation will soon follow, as Tamvery ~ 
anxious to get away from this country. Oe et oe | 

With thanks and prayers for your long life, [remain, &., - = Fa 
_ ae eS mo LOUIS FEINKNOPF. — 

P. S.—My dear mother sends her heartfelt thanks and her best thanks and good wishes. a 

— fInelosure 16 in No. 53,—Translation. ] : . | / | . 

ae Mog ES Count Sebgyényi to Mr. Francis. ne a a 

| | er ee VIENNA, January 22, 1885. | 
_ In pursuance of the note of the 10th instant, No. 153, the imperial royal ministry 

_ of foreign affairs has the honor to inform the Hon. John M. Francis, envoy extraor- a 
dinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States of America, that the imperial a 
royal ministry of public defense has decided that Louis Feinknopf, of Krakau, assigned ee 

_ to the thirteenth regiment of infantry, Graf. Huyn, on the 23d October, 1884, be dis- po 
_ charged from the military service by virtue of articles 1 and 2 of the treaty of Septem- — 

ber 20, 1878, it having been authentically ascertained after steps had been taken with " 
that end in view by the honorable North American envoy, that Feinknopf was natural- | 
ized in the United States in 1882, and is therefore, by treaty stipulation, not subject to 

- military duty in this country. — on : | aa 
The necessary orders for carrying out this decision have already been given to the | | 

competent authorities. | ny : a | : 
| The ministry of foreign affairs does not omit at the same time to inclose herewith to —— 

the honorable the North American envoy the naturalization certificate and the notarial - 
* - act concerning Feinknopt’s emigration to America, mentioned in the note of December me 

16 last, No. 19, with the information that the other two inclosures of the above men-.  —~ 
tioned note have not yet been received from the imperial royal authorities, but that | | 
they have been asked for. me : | | : 
-The undersigned avails himself of this occasion to renew assurance of his profound 

' esteem. . . es 
For the minister of foreign affairs: : . a 

oe es eo | Ps . | SZOGYENYI. : 

ce - OS - [Ineclosure 17 in No. 53,] — - . : | / - 

. : 8 Mr. Francis to Count Szogyényt. 5 os 

| | | | . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | < * 
ae | | : -_ Vienna, February 2, 1885. | 7 | 

| Your ExceLuency: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency’s 
‘ esteemed note 1814, dated January 22, 1885, announcing that the imperial royal minis. _ . 
try of public defense had decided upon the evidence presented an the case of Louis
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Feinknopf, a citizen of the United States, arrested at Krakau, October 23, 1884, charged ~ 
with owing military service to the Imperial Royal Government, that the said Feinknopf 
be discharged from such service by virtue of articles 1 and 2 of the treaty of September 

| 20, 1870. And your excellency transmits at the same time as inclosures the naturaliza- — 
tion certificate of Louis Feinknopf, and accompanying notarial certificate in reference to _ 

. _. his emigration to America. coe 
_ In regard to the discharge of the said Feinknopf from military service as mentioned, . 
your excellency observes that ‘‘the necessary orders for carrying out this decision have 
already been given to the competent authorities.’?. For your excellency’s information, 
I will state that on the 30th ultimo, applying at the proper office of the military authori- 
ties at Krakau for his discharge certificate, Feinknopf writes me that in answer to his _ 

: request it was stated that the order for his discharge had just been received, and that 
_ five days more would elapse before the certificate would be delivered to him. / 

. Referring to the delay in reaching a decision in this case, in your excellency’s note 
22526 ‘dated December 28, 1884, your excellezicy is pleased to remark as follows (after 

: stating that objections had been raised to the discharge of Feinknopf by the imperial _ 
. royal commander of the respective army corps, rendering necessary a renewal of investi- 

gations, to which was to be attributed the delay): , oe 
| ‘‘In the mean time the imperial royal statthalter (governor of province) at Lemberg 

has been put in possession of Leibel Feinknopf’s naturalization certificate, deposited here 
a few days ago by the honorable envoy of the United States of North America, which 
document is likely to be the means of bringing the whole affair to a speedy decision.” 

| (Translation. ) , re : 
_ This averment in the absence of explanation might leave the impression that until 
the time mentioned, namely, a few days prior to the 28th of December, I had failed to © 

| furnish the necessary evidence—Feinknopf’s naturalization certificate—required to se- 
cure his discharge from military service. But the fact is, I presented this certificate for 
the information of Baron Pasetti during my first interview on this subject at the foreign 

- office, which he looked over and returned to me. In an interview with him on Novem- 
| ber 7, I again presented for his excellency’s observation this certificate and other papers 

as establishing the facts carefully stated in my note of October 28th, which certificate _ 
oe was again returned to me. Again, personally delivering to his excellency Count 

Szogyényi my note addressed to Baron Pasetti, November 21, I offered for hig (Count — 
a Szogyényi’s) observation or use the papers in the case, including the naturalization cer-- 

_ -—- tificate referred to, which latter was returned to me after a hasty glance over the paper. 
| And, as your excellency will doubtless remember, it was not until December 23 that - 

your excellency, again receiving the naturalization certificate-at my hands, requested 
. that it should be left with you for the purpose of facilitating an early conclusion of the | 

whole matter. | Se 
_ . I take the liberty of setting forth these facts, your excellency, in no reproachful sense, _ 

: but to show that the embarrassing delay in the case so justly decided was through no 
. neglect or omission on my part to supply the needed evidence for a prompt decision; 

and at the same time it gives me pleasure to bear evidence of the interest always ex- 
| pressed by your excellency to bring the matter to an early and honorable conclusion. 

I embrace, &e., , | 
JOHN M. FRANCIS. 

| No. 7. ee 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Francis. | . 

No. 30.| Se DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
, | | . 7: So _ Washington, March 9, 1885. 

_ Sie: Your No. 53, of the 5th ultimo, relative to the arrest at Krakau, 
on the 23d of October last, of Louis Feinknopf, an American citizen, 

- charged with owing military service to the Austro-Hnngarian Govern- | 
. . ment, has been received. | | 7 | 

The arrest took place in October last, but Mr. Feinknopf’s release 
| was not ordered prior to the latter part of January. On the 22d of 

. , ~ & | oO :
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_ that month you were informed by a note from the foreign Office that = 
the imperial and royal ministry of defense had decided— | = 3 © ae 

That Louis Feinknopf, of Krakau, assigned to the 13th Regiment of Infantry, Graf” a _ Huyn, on the 23d October, 1884, be discharged from the military service by virtue of . | _ articles 1 and 2 of the treaty of September 20, 1870, it. having been authentically Sek! 
ascertained that Feinknopf was naturalized in the United States in 1882, and is there- bE » fore by treaty stipulation not subject to military duty in this country. 7 | 

_ . Between the date of your first representations in this case at the ts 
_ foreign office and the date of the order for release, there elapsed a 

period of some three months, during which, notwithstanding all your => 
_ exertions, little was effected in thé case but postponement and delay, caren 
and you observe as follows: - ~~ | Be Se 

__ It has occurred to me that referring to this case, as an.example, it might be expedi- © a ent for the Department, in, the interest of American citizenship, to remind the Gov- a ernment of Austria-Hungary that’ such delay and. wrongful. proceedings as have = _ characterized this-case are inadmissible and afford reasons for serious protest, | ne 
In view of your persistent presentation of the case and exhibition = 

_ of the papers proving Mr. Feinknopf’s United States ‘citizenship om 
various occasions, the long’ procrastination of the authorities in the = oe 
premises appéars to this Department hardly consistent with the tra- 
ditional amity which has existed between the two Governments. — | oe : 

__ It is thought, however, not unlikely that His Imperial and Royal 
-Majesty’s Government will be willing to acknowledge the fact of un- OO 

_ warranted delay, in some quarter, of the course of justice, if the occa-_ ) 
_ sion for such an acknowledgment should naturally arise, and evince@® — | 
_ disposition to make some reasonable reparation for Mr. Feinknopf’s | 

benefit. — ol | Sete oe an - oo 
__ You will profit by an early appropriate occasion to verbally make ~ 

' known this view in the most judicious terms possible. Oo a 
Tam, &e., - | a | a me | 

ns a NOB | Bs ae 
| 0 Mr, Francis to Mr. Bayard, 

_ No. 72.) ___ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | | 
| a Vienna, April 10, 1885, (Received April 27.) a 

_ _ Sir: The instruction contained in your No. 30, relative to the case of oe 
Louis Feinknopf, an American citizen, who was held under arrest at =~” 

- Krakau for more than three months, charged with owing military = 7 
service to the Government of Austria-Hungary, has received my care- - 3 
fal attention, and I now have the honor to submit the following report: oN 

__ Calling at the foreign office, March 27, I drew the attention of Count —_ 
Szégyényi to this subject, remarking that what seemed to have been 
unwarranted delay in the decision of the case, involving great hardship ss” 
to a citizen of the United States, of which he had made frequent com- i 
plaints to me during the period he was held under arrest, had attracted 
the attention of my Government; and it was believed that should the — 
occasion for such acknowledgment naturally arise, His Imperial and. _ Soe 
Royal Majesty’s Government would be willing to acknowledge the fact = ==” 
of unwarranted delay, in some-quarter, of the course of justice in this » cole, 

_Inatter, and evince a disposition to make some reasonable reparation = 
for Mr. Feinknopf’s benefit.: | _ ee | 

_ Count Sz6gyényi listened attentively to and received most courte. oo. 
2FOR | OS . - ae
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: -ously what was said by me. He replied that there had been annoying 
delay in the vase, it was true, and so much was to be admitted; but he 
did not think that reparation could be thought of as a proposition to 

| - be entertained by his Government. He requested me to furnish hin, 
if convenient, a brief memorandum of my remarks just made to him, ~ 
-as of verbal character,'since he desired to confer on the subject with - 
his chief, Count Kalnoky, the minister of foreign affairs. To this — 

_  -gourteous request I cheerfully assented, and the following day (March 
| 28) sent to Count Szégyényi the following memorandum:. a 

- Mr. Francis, in interview at ‘foreign - office, March 27, 18~5, called attention of | 
| Count Szégyényi to case of American citizen, Louis Feinknopf, who was arrested in 

«October last and held under arrest by military authorities at Krakau more than three 
months, and finally placed in barracks and there detained under strict military dis- | 

| cipline several days. Mr. Francis remarked that in view of the long procrastination 
SO ‘in this case, involving great inconvenience and hardship to Feinknopf, proof being + 
a _ presented in the beginning that the latter was not liable to military duty here, he . 

(Mr. Francis) was instructed by his Government to intimate in this verbal way that, | 
considering the traditional amity existing between the United States and Austria- — 

. Hungary, it indulged the expectation that the Imperial Royal Government would be 
“willing to acknowledge the fact of unwarranted delay, in some quarter, of the course 
-of justice in this matter, if the occasion for such acknowledgment should naturally | 

. :arise, and evince a disposition to make some reasonable reparation for Mr. Feinknopt’s 
Se denefit. | | 

oS _ A series of holidays intervening, I had no opportunity to meet Count 
Szégyényi at the foreign office again until the 7th instant, when he re- 
plied to the above memorandum as follows: 

The suggestions contained in this verbal statement have had consideration, and I 
: will say in reply that we freely acknowledge that there was unwarranted delay in 

the course of justice in this matter, but, as your excellency will bear witness, not 
_ through any fault of this Department, which earnestly urged a prompt decision of the 

case and was exceedingly annoyed on account of the delay. So much we are willing 
to say, but as to the proposition of according reparation for Feinknopf’s benefit, which 
means pecuniary compensation to him, we cannot entertain it. Thesemen, nativesof — 

; this country, return here after becoming naturalized in the United States. ‘There has 
been no previous notification of such naturalization, and they know perfectly well that - 
they are liable to be arrested as Austrian subjects owing military duty to this Gov- | 
ernment. They present their naturalization papers to the authorities after arrest; 
but these have to be referred to a higher authority, and considerable time will natu- 

"rally elapse before investigation can take place and a decision is rendered. Inquiry, 
. too, has to be made as to whether the person arrested, though he has become a natu- 

ralized citizen of the United States, did not owe military service to Austria-Hungary, ~ 
. while an Austrian subject, and before leaving his native country, and this involves 

delay. ‘The arrested party, under these circumstances, cannot set up a claim for rep- 
aration because he is kept- waiting under arrest. No, we cannot entertain a propo- 

| sition to grant reparation in the case under consideration. . oe 

- -. Tt is true that during the pending of this case, covering a period of 
| about three months, in all-my interviews with Count Szégyeényli, he ex- 

'. pressed an earnest desire to meet my views by assuring the prompt 
| release of Feinknopf, saying on more than one occasion that the pro- 

| | <crastination elsewhere was exceedingly annoying to the ministry of 
foreign affairs, and they were doing everything possible to facilitate 

| ‘the object I desired in the premises. The delay arose from the appar- 
ent indisposition of the military.authorities to take the reasonably _ 
prompt action which, in the interest of justice, the case required. But . 
the “unwarranted delay ” occurred, a fact now frankly acknowledged. 
“The reasons advanced by Count Szégyényi why the proposition for — 
reparation in this case for the benefit of Feinknopf cannot be entertained 

; by his Imperial and Royal Majesty’s Government I need not here dis-_ 
cuss, since the question can only ‘naturally arise” in case such claim 

: is presented under instruction from the Department. , 
: I have, &e., . oe | | 

a — » SOHN M. FRANCIS...
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Bs _ Mr. Francis to Mr. Bayard. a a oe 

No. 78.) 0 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, Bo 
ce | Vienna, April 25, 1885. (Received May 11.) | 

Str: On the 25th of February last I received a letter from Harry - 
“Rice, dated at Lippa, Hungary, the previous day, claiming to bean > 
American citizen, and requesting protection from conscription in. the = 

. Imperial royal army. . — an an oe | 
: He stated. that he was arrested by the Lippa police on the 20th of — | 

_ February, charged with owing military service to the Governnent of | 
_ Austria-Hungary, and that March 8 was the appointed day for his ex-. 

_ amination with a view to assigning him in the armv. The police had 
taken possession of his naturalization certificate, and he could therefore 7 

_ notforward it tome. He stated that he left Hungary in 1879, when he 
was 16 years old, and mentioned the fact, which I distinetly remembered, 
that calling at this legation.a few weeks previously, and showing. me > 
his naturalization certificate, [ stated it should assure him protection a 

_ from military conseription. And in this connection | explained to him: _ | 
_ the terms of the treaty bearing upon his case. oe Bo Po 
_ _. On the 27th of February I left a verbal memorandum of the case with: I 
_ Mr. Szégyényi at the foreign office, and on the 5th of March I received | 

— reply by note from Barons Pasetti, translation of which is herewith _ 
inclosed. To this I made response March 7 (copy inclosed), transmitting Se 

- with my note copy of Henry Rice’s naturalization certificate, which I 
had just received from him. me . a . 

. . April 1 Rice: wrote me that he desired to return to the United States | | 
_ during the month, but the bail bond he had given to the authorities re- - : 
~ mained uncancelled and his certificate of naturalization was withheid : | 
from him, and he could not leave until the matter was adjusted. oo 

* April 3 [addressed a note to Mr. Szégyényi (copy inclosed) request- 
ing, as there seemed to be no question in this case, that prompt avtion — sw 
might be taken by the Imperial Royal Government to relieve Rice from . ; 
arrest, so as to enable him to return to the United States. To this—I. 5 | 

_ received reply by note from Baron Pasetti, dated April 6 (translation, 
. Inclosed) stating that the imperial royal ministry of foreign affairs had tt 
recommended the royal Hungarian ministry of public defense to make — Oe! 

_ Speedy decision of the case. | eee : 
April 8 Ireceived from Baron Pasetti another note, and oneofimpor- 

tance as indicating the results of the investigation in this case by : 
the royal Hungarian ministry of public defense (copy of translation = — - 

_ thereof inclosed) wherein it is alleged upon the testimony of his lateém- 
ployer at Lippa, that Harry Rice did not leave that place for the United ' _ - 
States until 1881, and could not therefore have resided in the United Oo 
States five years prior to the date of his naturalization certificate De- : 
cember 19, 1884, copy of which is herewith inclosed; ‘and, moreover, . a 
that according to the official registry of his birth he was not 21 yearsof 

_ age at the date of said certificate. This exposition presented the matter = : 
_ dna new and very unfavorable light for Rice, and April 11 I addressed 
a note to Baron Pasetti (copy inclosed) stating that if the alleged facts 
are established by competent evidence, Rice’s certificate of naturaliza- | — 
tion was obtained by fraudulent: means and must be regarded asinvalid. = 

_. Lalso requested authenticated copy of testimony for information of — . 
my Government. April 15 I received a note from Baron Pasetti in re-
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ply (translation inclosed) with certified copy of evidence in the case _ 
: (translated), including testimony as to the time Rice left Lippa, and au- 

| thenticated copy of extract from Israelitic register of birth at Lippa, - 
| showing date of the birth of Rice. It will be observed that in his note 

as above, Baron Pasetti, in behalf of the imperial royal ministry, re- — 
| quests that the information which may be obtained in the United States _ 

| in regard to this case, be communicated to his Government. April 18 
; I replied: to this note (copy inclosed), promising to communicate infor- 

. mation to the imperial royal ministry upon the subject as instruction - 

may be given by my Government. SC 
On receiving the notes with evidence in this case from the foreign 

- office, I promptly informed Rice by letter of the facts, saying nothing | 
| could be done for him unless he presented proof properly authenticated 

| that he left Lippa for the United States at a year and date that would | 
| cover a period of time admitting five years’ residence therein prior to _ 

the date of his naturalization certificate, and furthermore, conclusive — 
: proof as to his age showing that he was 21-years old at the date of said | 

certificate. 1 requested him-also to furnish me the names of the per- 
sons who were his witnesses in the proceeding of his naturalization at 

/ Chicago. In reply, Ricestates it is not true that he left Lippa in 1881; 

OO that his former chief and the servant of the synagogue had ‘‘sworn be- _ 

fore the judge” that he emigrated from Lippa in May, 1879, but the ~ 
judge declined to furnish bim a certificate of this testimony, saying it — 
must be given by another official known in Hungary as the “Vize Ges- . 
pan.” Rice says that with a request from me, written in German, he 
can obtain the evidence through the latter official. This request has _ 

| been communicated to him as desired. He gives the names of his nat- 
- - uralization witnesses, resident in Chicago,.as W. Friedmann and a Mr. 

| - Sonnenfeld, whose first name he does not remember. | oo 

a I inclose herewith copy of Rice’s first letter to me in answer to charges | 

' made against him. It will be seen that he admits he was not 21 years 

: of age when he obtained his naturalization certificate, lacking, as he — 

oo says, “only a few days,”—as a matter of fact nearly one month—from 

—  *» December 19, 1884, the date of his naturalization.certificate, to January 

17, 1885, his twenty-first birthday. | | — 
| _ That he knew he was not 21 years old when he received this natural- 
/ ss gation paper which certifies he had attained that age, he does not deny, | 

| and he must have falsely represented his age to the court that issued _ 

| - ‘the certificate. And so far he has not furnished me any authenticated 

| 7 evidence to disprove the testimony of his late employer at Lippa, 

a Ignaz Jellinek, that he was with him (Jellinek) as an apprentice until — 
| -s- & the beginning of 1881.” If this sworn testimony is true Rice could not — 

ae have resided longer than between three and four years in the United 

| States prior to the issue of this naturalization certificate, December 19, 

| 1884. oO : | 7 

— | The imperial royal ministry of foreign affairs has placed’ in my 

oe hands the original of Rice’s natualization certificate. It will be held 

- by this legation awaiting instruction from the Department. And here 

pS | I may be permitted to remark that, assuming this certificate to have 

| ~ been obtained by fraud and perjury, as seems quite certain, in my 

' opinion prompt action by our Government to secure its cancellation, 

| and, if possible, to bring to punishment the violators of law in the 

| me premises, would have a salutary effect. re 

| It is upon the integrity of these certificates that diplomatic repre- - 

| sentatives of our Government. must depend in assuring protection to 

| persons abroad claiming to be naturalized citizens of the United States. 

‘ , _ .
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_ Instructions with reference to the courteous request of theimperialand 
_ royal ministry of foreign affairs respecting the case under consider- 

_. ation are respectfully requested. Oe oes Lo 
- ~Thave, &, «| | a - a 7 

ee Ce pe - - | [Inclosure 1 in No. 78.—Translation. ] | S - | os 7 

I Pasetti to Mr. Francis. ar | 
. oo | ae | — - WYENNA, March 5, 1885. 0 | 

In reply to the request of the Hon. John M.. Francis, envoy extraordinary and min- 
ister plenipotentiary of the United States of America, the imperial royal ministry of > 

. foreign affairs has not delayed to take the necessary steps with reference to summoning _ a 
_ Henry Rice for the discharge of military duty in Hungary. re 

The ministry is now in condition to inform the North American minister that. on the oe 
7 part of the royal Hungarian ministry for’ national defense the commander has beep 

_, telegraphed notto bring Harry Rice before the examining committee. os | oe oe 
__ While the undersigned reserves more extended communication while awaiting further’ ees 
developments, he avails himself of this occasion to renew to the honorable the North = _ 
American envoy the assurance of his distinguished consideration. | Se 

For the minister of foreign-affairs, | a oh 
e oo Sn | oe M. PASETTI. 

7 . | _ o SO [Inclosure 2 in No. 78.] | 7 : co wot | a 7 oo 

pe - | Oo Mr. Francis to Baron Pasetti. a, : 

Oo | | Pe _  LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, = =————CS: 
— a Vienna, March 7,°1885. Sa 

: YOUR EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the esteemed : 
- note of your excellency 2327, dated 5th instant, wherein I am informed that in ref- = 

.- erence to the arrest in Lippa, Hungary, on the 20th of February last, of an American == 
citizen, Harry Rice, charged with owing military service to the imperial royal govern- 
ment, the royal Hungarian ministry for national defense has telegraphed to the mili- . 

_ tary authorities at Lippa instructing them not to bring the said Harry Rice before the a 
_ examining commission according to the summons served upon him with a view to placing 

_ him in the Imperial Royal army. a . Co : : 
: I have to thank the ministry of foreign affairs for its prompt intervention in this case oes 

to. assure for a citizen of the United States the protection to which he is entitled under 
the guarantees oftreaty, == en Ce an | P BO 
_ As stated by me in personal interview with Count Szégyényi on the 27th of February | 

_. last, and repeated in my conversation with your excellency yesterday (6th instant), the — : 
original of the naturalization certificate issued to the said Harry Rice was'taken from : 
him at the time of his arrest at Lippa; but he has furnished me a copy of the same, Po 
which I inclose herewith for the information of the ministry of foreign affairs. | Se ° 

_ From this certificate it will be seen that Harry Rice, a citizen of the United States, is | 
_ ¢learly entitled to exemption under the treaty of-1820 from service in the imperial royal an 

army, and I respectfully request that the bail-bond that has been required of him to. oy 
. appear for, such service be canceled, and that his name be stricken from the military. . 
- rolls as owing the service named. + | a a ee 

. _t have, &e., a a BF a 
a = | _ JOHN M. FRANCIS. | 

- | . : oe -  [Inelosure 3 in No. 78. | - 2 ae . oe | : oo 

oo - / " Mr. Francis to Count Szdgyényi. Oe - oo - | 

ee _ cea LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, = an 
— oo . I mA oo Vienna, April 3, 1885. . a 

Your EXCELLENCY: Referring to my note F. 0. 39, dated March 7, in reference to . oo 
the arrest at Lippa, Hungary, of Harry Rice, a citizen of the United States, charged 
with owing military service to the imperial royal government, I have this day received ae
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from him a letter dated April 1, saying that he applied that day to the ‘ Solga Bird’’ 
for his naturalization certificate that had been taken from him at the time of his arrest, | 
and was informed that the paper had been sent to the mayor of Temesvar, and he 
‘could not do anything in the case until he gets answer from there. . 

Mr. Rice desires to leave Lippa for the United States during the present month. He 
cannot do so until the naturalizatien certificate is restored to him and he is relieved 

. - from the bail bond exacted in this case at the time of his arrest. 
A citizen of the United States and owing no military service to the imperial royal 

government, I respectfully repeat the request that he may be promptly relieved from 
| arrest, the bail bond given by him canceled, and his naturalization certificate returned 

. tohim. I make the request with urgéncy in order that he may not.be put tothein- 
7 convenience of delay in returning to his adopted country and the personal sacrifice 

: which postponement may involve. eS — oo os | 
| Linclose herewith a memorandum in the Hungarian language, referring I think to | 

the naturalization certificate, which, after observation by your excellency, I would be 
glad to have returned to me. . . . 

| . Trusting this case, about which I believe there is no question, may have a speedy de- 
cision, I embrace the occasion to renew to your excellency assurances, &c. ms 

Oo | JOHN M. FRANCIS. | 

| . | .  [Inlosure 4 in No. 78 —Translation. ] , . | | 

a .. Baron Pasetti to Mr. Francis. 

| a | : : | VIENNA, April 6, 1885. | 

The imperial royal ministry of foreign affairs had the honor to receive the esteemed note 
of April 3d, numbered F. O. 46, the inclosure of which is herewith returned. Ithasnot | 
failed to comply with the wish expressed by the honorable North American envoy, to 
recommend to the royal Hungarian ministry of public defense a speedy decision of Harry 
Riée’s case, informing the ministry at the same time of his intention tu return to the 

. United States in the course of this month. | | | | - . 
| The undersigned avails, &e., : , ae 
_ For the minister of foreign affairs: mo | et 

oo, - | : . M. PASETTI. 

: [Inclosure 5 in No. 78.—Translation.} > - 

| Baron Pasetti to Mr. Francis.. . 

| VIENNA, April 8, 1885. 

| _ The imperial royal ministry of foreign affairs begs to inform John M. Francis, envoy 
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States of America, that a com- | 
munication has been received from the royal Hungarian ministry of public defense giving 
the result of investigations made in the case of Harry Rice. | . | 

Harry Rice, alias Henry Reisz, was born, as is shown by authenticated copies of the 
‘register of births of the Jewish congregation at Lippa,’’ on the 17th of January, 1864, 
at the town of Lippa where his parents are residing. The records also show that on 

| March 6th, last, Ignaz Jellinek, a merchant doing business at Lippa, made affidavit that 
. Henry Reisz was apprenticed to him in 1878 to serve for three years; and at the beginning 

— of 1881, about three weeks before the termination of his apprenticeship as stipulated, he 
- left and went to America. 7 

- Nothing appears on the records of the competent authorities to show that an emigra- 
tion passport or a consent for emigration had been given him. ) 

. When he had reached the age that rendered him liable to military duty and‘he-failed © 
to report, his name was inscribed on the rolls as absent without leave, and on his appear- 
ance at Lippa, in February last, he was arrested in order to be made to fill his military 

. obligations. . oo , | | 
. _ Henry Rice thereupon deposited a document with the community at Lippa, showing 

' that ‘‘after five years’ residence within the limits of the United States and after reach- 
. ing his twenty-first year of age’’ he received on December 19, 1884, from the court of — 

. Cook County, Illinois, the citizenship of the United States. Be 
— In view of this and of the reclamation made by the honorable the American envoy, 

. the question must be decided whether Henry Reisz, according to the treaty of September 
20, 1870, between the United States and Austria-Hungary, is to be considered and treated 
as a United States citizen, and whether he has violated the law by evading military duty.
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' Article I of the above-mentioned treaty provides that subjects of Austria-Hungary = = 
who have lived uninterruptedly for five years in the United States and who have acquired 
citizenship there shall be regarded by the Government of Austria-Hungary as American. . 
citizens and be treated as such; and the last clause of Article II provides thatif such - = 
persons are not guilty of any of the misdemeanors enumerated under 1, 2,and 3 of said . , 
article, on their return to their native country they shall not be held to military duty 
nor be punished for non-fulfilJment of the same. | Co oR 

-. In view of this, the provisions of Article I of the treaty of September 20, 1870, do 
not apply to Henry Rice, for the affidavit of the merchant Ignaz Jellinek, at Lippa, RS 
shows that Reisz was in his service until the beginning of 1881, and he could therefore. = 

. not have reached America sooner than in the course of 1881, indirect contradiction with = = 
the contents of the naturalization paper of December 19, 1884, which certifies to a. Co 
five years’ residence in America, which, if true, would have necessitated Reis’s arrival in. ; 

America in 1880. : | a 7 Oe So 
| As there can be no doubt of the correct proceeding of the United States authorities, _ a 

the conclusion remains that Henry Reis has acquired United States citizenship by false 
representations or testimonials in an unlawful manner. This conclusion is additionally | 

_ strengthened by the fact that in the naturalization papers of December 19, 1884, it is 
| stated that Reis had reached the twenty-first year of age, while an authenticated copy of — | 

- register of birth shows that he was born January 17, 1864, and that he was consequently | wo 
-. not. twenty-one years old on the 19th of December, 1884. _ — 

In order that the provisions of the treaty of September 20, 1870, be applied to the case- _ 
« of Henry Reis, it appears under these circumstances absolutely necessary to ascertain by 

.. what means Reis obtained the naturalization papers, which show a five years’ residence, 
and whether this was done ina lawful manner or not. = | re 

- To this end the imperial royal ministry of foreign affairs begs to solicit the kind 
assistance of the honorable the American envoy, and asks to be favored with a reply 

- upon this point. The royal Hungarian ministry of public defense, in order to bring? — | 
-. light into this matter, has ordered an investigation to be made as to the time when Rice- : 
_ left his home, and whether he has not interrupted his sojourn in America before the lapse: 

of five years. =  ° . - | : Ce | . . 
The ministry of foreign affairs wiH not omit to inform the honorable American envoy’ 

of the result of these investigations. Until clearness, however, has been established the- 
’  yoyal Hungarian ministry of public defense is not in a position to erase the name of Henry | ce 
_ Reis from the military rolls, but it has stopped further proceedings against him pending: Bo 

these investigations. re | | a oe Oo , 
The ministry of foreign affairs finally complies with the wish expressed verbally by the 

_. American envoy that the naturalization certificate of Henry Rice, deposited with the po 
~ community at Lippa, and of which copy has been taken, be returned. “ a es 
~The undersigned avail, &e. | | oe a po : ve , 

For the ministry of foreign affairs: | oo | | re 
re | en : _ M. PASETTI. a 

nr -__- [Inclosure 6 in No. 78.] . 

: - | Final certificate of naturalization—minor. — . - 7 | 

- UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, = | | Soy” , 
“State of Illinois, County of Cook, ss: mo ne oe 

| Be it remembered that on this 19th day of December, in the year of our Lord one oe 
thousand eight hundred and eighty-four, in the circuit court of Cook County, inthe . | | 
State of Illinois (the same being a court of record, having a clerk and seal), and of the , . 
December term, thereof, for the year aforesaid, Harry Rice, an alien, came into courtand: 

_. applied to be admitted as a naturalized citizen of the United States; and it having ap- - 
'_ peared to the satisfaction of the court that the said applicant arrived in the United Statesa | 
, minor under the age of eighteen years, and that he has resided withinthe limitsandunder = > 

the jurisdiction of the United States for and during the full term of five years last past, a 
and one year and upwards immediately preceding the date hereof in the State of Illinois, 

_ and that during said term of five years he has sustained a good moral character, and ap- 7 
peared to be attached to the principles contained in the Constitution of the United States, — - 
and well disposed to the good order, well-being, and happiness of the same; and that. 
he has arrived at the age of twenty-one years, according to the several provisions of the- i : 
acts of Congress heretofore passed op that subject; and he having nowhereinopen court ~— | 

-. taken and subscribed the oath required by those laws, tosupport the Constitution of thee ss. 
- United States, and to renounce and abjure all allegiance and fidelity.to every foreign, = =
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prince, poteniate, state, or sovereignty whatevér, and more particularly all allegiance 
7 _ Which he may in any wise owe to the Emperor of Austria, of whom he was heretofore _ 

| <& subject. mo Oe a a 7 
It was therefore ordered and adjudged by the court that the said Harry Rice be, and __ 

the was thereby, admitted to all and singular the rights, privileges, and immunities of . _ 
| -a naturalized citizen of the United States, and that it be certified to him accordingly, 

‘ which is done by these presents. _ pe . | | 
_ _ Witness, Henry Best, clerk of said circuit court.of Cook County, this 19th day of | 

, , December, A. D. 1884. OR a | | 
[Seal of circuit court Cook County, Ilinois. ] | , - HENRY BEST, : 

| | | a! : - : Clerk. 

OO | Mr. Francis to Baron Pasetti. | 

an . . . [Inclosure 7 in No. 78.] oo | ae 

: : _. LEGATION, OF THE UNITED STATES, 9 
, . oe Vienna, April. 11, 18885. 

Your ExceLLency: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency’s 
| _ note numbered 237, dated April 8, 1885, relative to the case of Harry Rice, who was ar- 

rested at Lippa, Hungary, in February last, charged with owing military service to the 
- Austro-Hungarian Government. - 

, Rice had previously shown to me his certificate of naturalization, duly authenticated, 
7 by which it appeared that he was naturalized and declared to be a citizen of the United 

eT States by the circuit court of Cook County, Tlinois, at Chicago, 19 December, 1884. As- 
. suming this certificate as evidence of such citizenship, in notes addressed by me to Baron 

_ Pasetti, dated March 7, 1885, No. F. 0. 39, and to Count Szégyényi, dated April 3, 1885, © 
CO No. F. 0. 46, respectively. I requested that proceedings against the said Rice as above 

| ‘be discontinued, and that his name be erased from the rolls as owing military service to 
. the Imperial Royal Government. — . | : ae 

It now appears from the statement of this case as presented in your excellency’s note, 
. assuming that the evidence is accurate upon which the statement is based, that Rice 

- having resided at Lippa until the beginning of 1881, when he left that place for the United | 
: States, he could not have maintained an uninterrupted residence in the latter for five , 

| years up to the date of his naturalization, December 19, 1884, as required under the nat- 
_ -s uralization laws of the United States, and specifically mentioned in the treaty of 1870 as 

. a condition of acquired citizenship thereof by an alien; and furthermore, that the birth | 
_ registry showing he was born January 17, 1864, he had not arrived at the age of twenty- 

one years at the date of his naturalization certificate as that certificate declares. Ifthese — 
facts are established by competent evidence, the conclusion is inevitable that Rice’s cer- 
tificate of naturalization was obtained by fraudulent means and must be regarded as in-. 

: valid. . . . 
In conformity with the request of your excellency, I shall hasten to communicate with 

7 ‘my Government on this subject with a view of ascertaining the facts in the case, for if 
illegal methods have been employed to secure the naturalization certificate, the Govern- 
ment of the United States will not hesitate to reprobate the wrong and use every prac- 

7 ticable means to bring to justice the violators of the law. . | . 
I will thank the ministry of foreign affairs for an authenticated copy of testimony, or 

substance of testimony, that has been. or may be taken in this case, to the end that I 
aay forward such evidence to my Government for its information. ao . 

J avail, &e., | : | - 
os | a a, | JOHN M. FRANCIS. — © 

- -{Inclosure 8 in No. 78.—Translation. ] . _ 

| | oe MM. Pasetti to Mr. Franeis. | 

7 | : ne _ VIENNA, April 15, 1885. 

In conformity with the wish éxpressed in the esteemed note of the 11th instant, F. O. 
, 51, the imperial royal ministry of foreign affairs has the honor to place at the disposal of 

| the Hon. John M. Francis, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United 
| States of America, the following documents concerning the case of Harry Rice: 

oe First. An authenticated copy of a protocol which was taken by several residents ot 
Lippa concerning the question at what time Rice left his home. —
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Second. An authenticated German translation of this protocol. ee | 
 . ‘Third. An authenticated copy of an extract from the Israelitic register of births at ae 

. + Theimperial royal minister of foreign affairs requests most respectfully tobeinformed = |, 
in return of the result of the events which have transpired in the United States regard- po 
ing this affair, oe a . | | : oo ; oe 

The undersigned avails himself, &c. Te | pee as ui 
For the minister of foreign affairs: : oe | | —_ ns 

| . -- [Inclosure 9 in No. 78.—Translation. | : Co — : a ey 

| | Protocol taken at Lippa the 6th of March, 1885, before the judge of the Lippa district. So . 

There were present the undersigned. en | | | a eo - 7 
Respecting the military obligations of Harry Rice,.born in Lippa, the following fre | 

the proceedings of the examination called out in connection with his place of residence: 

- | The Israelitic instructor of religion and recorder, JAMES LICHTER: = °° oe - , 

Q. Do you know Harry Rice?—A. Yes; know him. | I : 
_ Q. In what year was he born ?—A. In the year 1864, as may beseen from theextracts ¢ ~~ 
of the records presented by mé at the military examinations last year. A 

Q. Where is. the permanent place of residence of the parents and family of Harry 
— Rice ?-—A. At Lippa. oO es ae | | et | oe 

_.. Q. Do you know whether Harry Rice had left the community of Lippa, where‘he and re 
his family belong, permanently; and.whether he emigrated from Austria-Hungary and / 

. became an American citizen?—A. I know that he emigrated; but that he became a _ | 
— United States citizen I only know from hearsay. ~: oe ee , 

; Q. Have you any knowledge of the fact, or did Harry Rice report to you' asthe re-- - ~ . 
_ corder, his departure; do you, therefore, know that he had left Lippa?—A. He did give | 

- - no notice, but simply took leave of me; the exact time I don’t remember. —, oo oe! 

| IGNAZ LANGLEBEN, a resident of Lippa, and servant at the Israelitic congregation: a , 

- Q. Do you know Harry Rice 9A. Yes - ee | 
- Q. Have you information when Harry Rice left Lippa for America?—A. It is about | 

the fifth year, and may coincide with the time of arrival of the new choir-leader, for I | 
do not remember that he was in the synagogue under the new choir-leader.. ThenIsud- — . 

_, denly heard that he had gone to America. Being old, and ‘not havinga good memory,l 
don’t recollect the year or the month in which the new choir-leader came to Lippa. Harry 

_ Rice was in the synagogue after his return. | | a, ee 
os . Se Ce IGNAZ.LANGLEBEN. || oe 

IGNAZ JELLINEK, resident and tradesman of Lippa, communicates the following in one 
_ this case: er a a , | oo mo Rg oo 

In the period while I was in business Harry Rice was with me for three years asanap- 
prentice. He came to me in 1878 and his contract expired in 1881. Toward the.close —— 
of the third year, namely, in the beginning of 1881, he requested me to dismiss him be- 
fore the time, as he designed to go to America, and so I dismissed him then, at the be- 7 

_ ginning of 1881, about three weeks before the expiration of his term. Athisdeparture © 
' J remember to have given him a testimonial. po . | 

oO ne ee BS IGNAZ JELLINEK. 

_ The protocol is closed and undersigned. ° | SO re | , . 
- Date as above. — , - | a a | 

Pe be _ | |  .KABDEBO, 
ne Be | a Judge. | | 

' For the correctness of the translation: oS | a 
| a . | - ae —. J. MARSCHALKAS,” . ee 
on — _ Sworn court interpreter for the Hungarian language.
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. . . [Inclosure 10 in No. 78.—Translation.] - 

| | | | _. Extract from the register of births. a | 

. a. je | Names of parents, 

No. | Name of the child. Date andy car |. Sex, | rr 

; | 7 yo Father. | Mother.. 
. . Sond (SE -| ——-~ = : I-—— - ee - ee 

a 2 | Hinrich ReISZaneerrer Jan. 17, 1864....... Male...| Legitimate... Maritz Reisz.. Salé Kohn. | . — . | | . | a to 

. Residence f | errs D d year of | N f th 2 . . . : idence | ame ofmiawite, | Pap.and yaar of | Name of the witness 
a TOTS = i | | To a ae 

Lippa siveseeseeaeee! Helen Verte Jan. 24, 1864. Ignaz Blatuer... Wilhelm Winternitz. 

I —_ _ _ a 

So - LEOPOLD ARNSTEIN, 
- - a | Presiding Officer. . 

. | o JACOB LICHTER, 
: . - Recording Clerk. : 

| Lippa, October 1, 1883. : _ 

| For the correctness of the copy vouches the imperial royal ministry of foreign affairs. 

_ ee GENTANOUSKE, 
| | . - Assistant Director. 

. VIENNA, April 16, 1885. so _ a 
: [OFFICIAL SEAL. | ——- | | . 

_ | - _ - [Inclosure 11 in No. 28. ] . . | | 

| | Mr. Franeis to Baron Pasetti. - CO a 

| | : | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
oo / . | Vienna, April 18, 1885. | 

| _ YouR EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency’s 
note, No. 9005-7, of the date of April 15, 1885, together with an inclosure embracing 
evidence relatiye to the case of Harry Rice, arrested at Lippa, in Hungary, in Febru- 
ary last, charged with owing military service to the Imperial Royal Government. | 

_ In response to the request contained in the hote of your excellency I shall, upon re- 
- ceipt of information from my Government, hasten to communicate to the imperial royal __ 
ministry ‘‘ the results of the events’’ regarding this affair as instruction may be given 
‘me thereon. | | = - | 7 | 

| T avail, &e., | 7 8 . ro 
4 . JOHN M. FRANCIS. 

oe | [Inclosure 12in No.78.] —- | - a 

| Mr. Rice to Mr. Francis. | a . 
- | Lippa, April 13, 1885. 

Sig: Your letter of the 11th instant I have received. In reply I have to say that the 
. _ information you received that I left Lippa in the year 1881 is not true, and I can prove 

it to you. Sy . oo 
The second information, stating-that I was born on the 17th January, 1864, is true, 

| and I will inform you how I received my citizen paper. | 
It was before the election of Grover Cleveland when If went to the Democratic head- 

4 quarters, and told them I want to leave the United States for a visit to Europe. Iam | 
| in this country five years, but I am not quite twenty-one years of age. : 
Oo _ The clerk who was there that time went to some gentleman there and came back and 

gave me a card, stating that I should go to the judge, when I would rezeive my papers. 
But then I considered and did not go there; for the first thing I did not want to vote 

_, false, and, second, I was a Republican. | : |
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On the 15th of December I received a letter, when I had to go Europe, and on the 19th . 
_ J received my (naturalization) paper. Then again sumething happened, and I. could. : 

not leave on that day, so I left two weeks later; it was in January. 2 
_. This is the whole fact, which I notify you now. The whole difference between my | Co 
_twenty-first birthday is only a few days, which may be in the law a good deal. oe 

- _ T will go to the gentleman I was employed last, and will ask him to give mea state- -— So 
ment when I left Lippa. | Se ’ a Co a 

-. This is all I can notify you, and all Iknow. If you, dear sir, can help me out of this | | 
ease, I would be greatly obliged to you, as I lose lots if I cannot go back any more. . we 

: _ Hoping you will pardon the mistake I made and not withdraw your help, - | 
 T remain, &., / Oo | | | oe Be 

| | ” ee Oo | HARRY RICE. . | 

PT as No100 0.00 | _ wos 

Pe — Mr. Bayard to Mr. Francis. a 7 

No. 37.] Se _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = 
ae a Washington, April 28,1885. 

Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 72, of the 10th 
instant, in the case of Louis Feinknopf, the American citizen who was | - 
held under arrest at Krakau for over three months, charged with owing = 
military service to the Government of Austria-Hungary. You appear 
to have presented the suggestions of Instruction No. 30, of March 9 ; 

. last, very discreetly, at the foreign office. The result is that His Im- oe 
- perial and Royal Majesty’s Government has expressed an acknowledg- © oo 

. ment of the unwarranted delay of the course of justice in the matter, ~ | 
— and, at the same time an unwillingness to entertain any proposition or. 
take any action in the direction of affording reparation to M. Feinknopf a 
inthe premises. — a a | a 

You will not press the matter, but it would be well to list all such 
- gases for future reference. che a oe | 

| Tam, &e., — | a | CO a fe 
- SS re - | TF. BAYARD.  — — 

COE ad Mr. Bayard to Mr. Francis. er a 

No.42.]J | a - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = °. 
CE | -, Washington, May 20,1885. 

 §re: I have received your No. 78, of the 25th ultimo, touching the 
case of Harry Rice, arrested at Lippa, in Hungary,'as owing military — - 

. service to the Imperial and Royal Government. oe | a 
Mr. Rice appealed to you, claiming to be a naturalized American ° os 

Citizen, | es | oe FO | 

~The papers have been carefully examined by the law officer of the _ , 
Department,.and the conclusion in the case is that the naturalization | 
of Rice was, on bis own showing, obtained on such material fraudulent oe 

- allegations as to preclude him from taking advantage of iton anap-; 
_ peal to this Department. You will inform him, therefore, that under 

the circumstances of his case this Government cannot respond favorably = 
- to the appeal. | - ae ee 

Lam, &e.,. a _ 7 : | : 
re T. F. BAYARD.
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a - | No. 12. a ee 

. Mr. Bayard to Mr. Keiley (through United States minister to France). — 

> | . [Telegram.] - 

| ee _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | Washington, May 27, 1885. | 

| Mr. McLane is directed to communicate to Mr. Keiley that two days 
| after the latter had sailed for his post the Austrian minister in Wash- 

i ington had asked that the new minister’s departure be delayed until | 
the Austrian Government had announced its acceptance of the appoint- — 
ment. It was stated that Mr. Keiley’s position at Vienna would be. 

| difficult, if not impossible, in‘consequence of the fact that his wife was’ 
| _aJewess. Mr. Bayard had replied to the minister that Mr. Keiley had 

| already sailed, and that the United States could not constitutionally | 
— | admit, consider, or discuss any supposed disqualification of its officers 

| | based on religion. It was also denied that the consent of ‘a foreign | 
_ country was a condition precedent to appointment. The Austrian min- | 

- ister communicated Mr. Bayard’s note to his Government, and nothing 
further had been heard from him. It was not understood that the Aus- 

| _ trian Government distinctly refused to receive Mr, Keiley for the reasons 
Stated, but it holds out the threat of social ostracism, which would 
make the position of the minister painful and perhaps untenable. . Full 
correspondence is forwarded by the mail of this date, and it is preferred 

- that Mr. Keiley should see it before going to Vienna. oe 

| ae | ~ No. 13. | | po 

oe | Mr. Francis to Mr. Bayard. - | ee 

: : :  [Extract.] | - a | 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ») | 
BS Vienna, June 17, 1885... 

-- My Drar Mr. Secrerary: Calling at the foreign office yesterday, — 
it was intimated to me by Mr. Szégyényi, chief of section, minister of 

. foreign affairs, that serious objections had been made by the Austrian - 
| _ + Government to Mr. Keiley, which would render his recognition here as 

| my successor extremely inconvenient. He said a friendly Government, — 
a a near neighbor, had objected to him as the United States representa- 
a tive at its court, and its views had found earnest expression here since 

the President had named him as United States minister to A ustria- 
| _ Hungary. The alleged fact that his wife was a Jewess did not influence 

: _ the judgment of His Majesty’s Government in the premises, for Austria 
—: is tolerant and liberal in respect of religious ‘matters; but it cannot — - 

| | prescribe society usage, which might be unpleasant in that regard. 
. I said in response to these observations that 1 deeply regretted the~ — 

existence of this feeling entertained on this subject, but of course it 
a could not be expected that I would enter into discussion concerning it. — 

| | ~ Lam, &e., ae Se a | | 
a : | JOHN M. FRANCIS. 

|
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a Mr. Francis to Mr. Bayard. - oo mT 

a - UG ATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | Nk 
. re . Oo | Vienna, June 24,1885. 

My DEAR MR. SECRETARY: Referring to my letter to youofthedate — oe 
of June 17, I beg leave to submit the following: arr 

- Calling at the foreign office yesterday afternoon, mainly withthe view  - | 
~of ascertaining whether the Emperor was likely to remain at the capital — > 

_ during: the season longer than the present month, my object being to : 
_ learn the fact with reference to an audience of His Majesty in behalfof = 

- my successor and myself at a convenient period, Count Kalnoky, min- oO 
ister of foreign affairs, at once commenced conversation respecting the a 
appointment of Mr. Keiley to represent our Government near thiscourt. 
He related that a confidential telegram was sent by him to Baron 

_ Schaeffer to indicate in a friendly way to you that His Majesty’s Gov-.. 
ernment preferred that some other selection should be made as my suc-  - 
cessor for this post; that you replied to this intimation by setting forth oe 
an argument upon the question, dwelling especially upon the marital = =~ 
relationship ot Mr. Keiley, which had been incidentally referred to by - + © | 
him (Count Kalnoky) not as a Government, but as a social element in 

~ the case which this Government could not control. Hesaidhe had de: . 
- clined to enter into a discussion of the case, because it was deemed suffi- 2 

cient in a diplomatic sense—and was altogether consistent with the most | 
friendly relations—for a Government to intimate its objections toa . - |. 

_ mninister sent to it, or proposed to be sent toit, by anotherGovernment; = | 
and such objections. were’ usually regarded, and were not made the = | 

basis. of diplomatic discussion. Italy had just objected to Mr. Keiley, «= | 
and in consequence he resigned his office as minister to that court... 

_ He was, however, immediately appointed to Austria. This Government « _ os 
— objected as soon as it heard of his appointment here, but Baron © = © ~ 

Schaeffer was told it was too late—Mr. Keiley was already on his 7 
way to Vienna. It would seem, said Count Kalnoky, that objections == 
in such'a case could not properly be overruled because of a hasty de- oS 

. parture on the part of the appointed minister. The objections still. a 
exist, the same as if he had not left the country before it was possible aos 

for us to present them to Mr. Bayard. He said that they were not 
- founded, so far as this Government was concerned, upon the fact that) = > 
Mrs. Keiley had been a Jewess. That fact, however, with marriage 
under civil law alone, would inevitably involve social exclusion. But — a 

_ the main reason for objections on the. part of this Government is not’ 
only the action of Italy in the premises, but the public utterancesof Mr. 
‘Keiley, which were of a character not agreeable to it. His position = | | 

~ here would not be comfortable. Wehave sustained,hesaid,mostkindly 
relations with your country. We sincerely’ wish to maintain those re-  _ | 
lations. We should not fail to recognize,objections by your Government, — ) 
and give them effect without entering into discussion on the subject be- a 

- fore the world, against any minister we might propose to send to the | ; 
“United States... We.would say the Government of the United States : 
is a judge of this matter for itself; itis not for us to make up that 
judgment. And now we only ask in the interest of a common amity © - 

- that this diplomatic rule shall be extended to us in the case under con- _ 2 
sideration. _We do not want Mr. Keiley, and ought we not to be judges ; 

for ourselves ?. As to our liberality and good feeling towards diplo- | oo 
matic representatives from the United States to this country, you, Mr ce
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- _ Minister, and your predecessors can testify. Weare notintolerant; we 
- _ mean to be just. We have our opinions and objections, and we think | 

| ert in a proper way, we may be allowed to give them expression and. ~ 
effect. | : | _ . oe 

IT said to Count Kalnoky that while I could not discuss this question 
, with him at all, since it was receiving the personal attention of Mr. _ 

_ Bayard, I must be permitted to express my deep regret that such feel- 
ing existed. I was here awaiting the arrival of my successor, and ~ 

oe hoped an amicable arrangement of the matter would soon ensue. Lin- _ 
a quired as to audience of His Majesty in behalf of my successor and my- 

self after his arrival in Vienna, which might not be much longer de- 
layed. Count Kalnoky replied that the Emperor was to leave for Ischl _ 
Within a day or two, and would hold no more formal or diplomatic as- 

| semblies until September. OF 
This, then, is the situation. I have carefully and accurately reported 

| it. i have only to add that a sense of duty impels me to call your 
attention again to my confidential communication of the 17th instant, 

.+ and especially to the three last paragraphs of that letter. oS 
: have, &c., a . 

: re JOHN M. FRANCIS. 

: | No. 15. | 

oo Mr. Francis to Mr. Bayard. | : | 

7 No. 106.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| | Vienna, June 30, 1885. (Received July 18.) | 

| Str : The objections of the Imperial. Royal Government to the recog- | 
| ' nition of Mr. Keiley as United States minister to Austria-Hungary have 
| recently had expression with something of sensational vehemence in | 
SS nearly all the Vienna newspapers. The leading daily journal of this - 

_ capital, the New Free Press, discusses the matter at considerable length, 
a and as its comments reflect the tone of the Vienna press generally on _ 

_ the subject, I transmit a slip of the article cut from its issue of June 
27, and inclose translation of the same. | a | ee 

It will be seen that the main reason set forth against the acceptance | 
of Mr. Keiley by the Imperial Royal Government is the alleged fact of 

_ - objection to him by Italy, when he was recently appointed United States 
minister to that court, the character of the objection being specially 

| dwelt upon as keenly affecting the susceptibilities of King Humbert. | 
. The New Free Press article states, in terms less guarded, however, _ 
as respects carefulness of speech, substantially the utterances of Count 

_ Kalnoky made to me on the 23d of June, and I presume there can be 
: no doubt that the almost simultaneous expression of the Vienna press _ 

| on the subject had its inspiration largely at the foreign office. . - 
a Yours, &., | a a oe 

| | : | JOHN M. FRANCIS. 

- | a [Inclosure in No. 106.—Translation.] Oo | 

| a From the Vienna New Free Press, Saturday, June 27, 1885. - 

The most amicable relations exist between Austria-Hungary and the United States __ 
of America, and great effort has always been made in Vienna and in Washington to 
foster them. The greater must be, therefore, the surprise that Mr. Keiley, thenewly- |
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appointed envoy of the Union, who is already on his way to his new post of duty, is 
not accepted by Austria-Hungary. The facts in the case, however, are such that no . _ | 
fears need be entertained that this refusal of Mr. Keiley will disturb the good feeling” - _ 

_ -between Austria-Hungary and the United States. Mr. Keiley once made a most vio- : 
_ lentspeech at a Catholic me: ting at Richmond, Va., denouncing King Victor Emmanuel, tk 

and calling the liberator of Italy and the,creator of its unity the most insultingnames, = = 
~ When Mr. Keiley was appointed minister to Italy the Quirinal, pointing to his hostile =o ° - 
remarks on Victor Emmanuel, refused to receive him. Mr. Keiley was thenappoirted | © © 
minister to Austria, probably without knowledge on the part of the President that oe 

_ his candidate had, by bis speech, rendered 1t impossible for him to be employed in a | 
_. diplomatic mission te any European state. Mr. Keiley has not been viewed asa _ me 

‘proper representative at Vienna, firstly, because due respect for the Italian court de- . 
- mands that a man should be refused who had sullied the memory of the father of the — 
~ reigning king of Italy; and, secondly, because Mr. Keiley’s behavior gives rise to sus- Ne 

picion that he is not a proper person to render good service in the maintenance of =: 
_ friendly relations between Austria-Hungary and the United States, a 
~~ All this would not have occurred if in the diplomatic intercourse of the United States 

with ‘European Governments the same rule was applied as with the latter among 
themselves, whereby the court to which a minister is to be sent is first asked whether oe 
the appointee is agreeable. But the Union, on account of the delay to which the cor- ss 

_ respondence is subject, has not considered it practicable to adopt this custom, and 
has not even adopted it to-day, when the cable, whose absence made the reason plausi- | 
ble in former times, has removed this objection.’. Thus it happened that Mr. Keiley + 
could be appointed, and steps for redress were possible only after the appointment had | 

._ been made. These steps were taken, the,Austrian Government through the envoy 
at Vienna, Hon. John M. Francis, and the Vienna court through the envoy at Wash- . 7 

_ ington, confidentially informing the United States Government that Mr. Keiley could | 
not be accepted as diplomatic representative of the North American Union, since he | | 

_ had so gravely offended the Italian dynasty, and had been refused by the court: of Coe 
Rome. a ~ | 2 | _— : | 7 

Irrespective ofall personal considerations, the affair has political significance of high 
interest respecting our relations toward.Italy. The ground alleged for the refusal o 

.to receive Mr. Keiley is the consideration due to Italy. Although various Symptoms — OO 
during the past few years gave rise to the thought that the relations between Vienna DY 
and Rome were slightly disturbed, an assumption made plausible by the fact that the a 
visit of King Humbert to Vienna had not been returned’ by the Emperor Francis - 
Joseph, and that the foreign policy of Mr. Mancini pointed to an estrangement with — o 

Germany and Austria-Hungary, the refusal to receive Mr. Keiley contradicts all this. _ | 
in a manner whose clearness leaves nothing to be desired. Not only is a proof of | 
friendship given to the Italian Government by refusing the lawyer from Virginia:to | cee 
exercise the functions of envoy at. Vienna, but it is also an act of personal and deli- 7 , 
cate. courtesy which the Emperor Francis Joseph renders to King Humbert, who 

~ must necessarily be indignant that the memory of his father had been sullied most. - — 
grossly by Mr. Keiley; and it cannot escapé the King’s notice that the non-approval __ — 
is due to a regard for these feelings. Although assurances have occasionally been | | 

_ . received from Rome that the tie which binds Italy to the alliance with Germany and ~ | 
_ Austria-Hungary is as firm as ever, yet the approaches made towards England, the | | 

taking of Gladstone’s part in the Egyptian question, and the East African expedition, = 
seem to confirm the opinion of those who look upon these manifestations of the foreign . 

_ policy of Italy as signs of an approaching rupture with Germany and Austria-Hun- | 
gary for the sake of an English alliance. The episode with Mr. Keiley shows that at _ 

_ Vienna no opportunity is allowed to pass without indicating to Italy every pos- 
sible regard, and public opinion of Italy cannot remain blind to this fact. That the | 
memory of Victor Emmanuel, the liberator of Italy, should be honored outside of Italy. 

_ must be gratefully felt by her, and King Humbert cannot fail to be touched to see . 
that the Vienna court is reluctant to allow unfavorable criticism of his father by | OO , 
those who are appointed to represent foreign states here. There would have been no’. : 
occasion at Vienna to commence such a delicate diplomatic discussion with the . oo 
friendly North American Union, if the fact had been apparent that Italy was indiffer-. _ 

_ ent as to being on good terms with Austria-Hungary, or if there had been aninten- _. . 
tion to treat these relations more coolly. This Keiley case is a barometer which shows So 
that the desire and inclination exist between Vienna and Rome to leave nothing un- = * 7 

- done to strengthen the friendship between tbe two courts. a | . o 
On reflection the Cabinet at Washington will find that the reasons which actuated | 

- the Austro-Hungarian Government to refuse Mr. Keiley are such as to forbid any — a 
other course. The conviction that Austria-Hungary has the sincere desire of remain. © a 
ing on the most friendly terms with the great transatlantic Republic need not be reit- Do 
erated at the White House; the amicable relations between the two countries are 

_ traditional. A personal matter will scarcely change them, the more so as in the pres- 
ent instance no ill-will towards the United States Government and its interests has
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dictated the course adopted by the Vienna cabinet. The diplomatic custom at. Wash-. 
ington caused the episode of publicity which would otherwise have been avoided. To | 

| | remove it from discussion as soon as possible will surely be the mutual aim of Wash- 
. ' ington and Vienna. Mr. Keiley, who has to. bear the consequences of his thoughtless — 

oo, manifestation, will find in the great western Republic another sphere for his talents 
| if it chooses to profit by them. But to the Vienna cabinet it will not deny the free- 
| dom to accept those foreign representatives only who have not prejudiced their capa-_ 
| , bility to foster with care and tact the amicable relations between Austria-Hungary 
- | and the United States. The good terms we sustain with the Union will not suffer by 
: | preserving at the same time our friendship with Italy. . 

. . No. 16. a oS 

. a Mr. Bayard to Mr. Francis. = Co 

| a - [Extract.] 7 . | oe 

| - : | | - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
a . Be | Washington, July 1, 1885. 

Str: I received yesterday your personal letter of the 17th ultimo. ~ 
As the matter of Mr. Keiley’s recognition, to which it partly relates, has 

| been the occasion of prolonged correspondenee here with the Austro- 
Hungarian minister, | treat the two opening paragraphs of your letter 

| | as officially on file, and give it answer in this form for your guidance in 
| dealing with the subject with the representatives of the Austro-Hun- | 

-  garian Government. . os | 
oe The action of that Government in respect of the estimable gentleman | 

- _appointed to be your successor has been marked by unusual features, _ 
S some of them of an unpleasing character. » ay 

Early in March last Mr. Keiley had been nominated by the President — 
and confirmed by the Senate as minister to Italy; and some weeks 

| : thereafter expressions of objection by the Italian Government were con- 
: -.. -veyed to me by Baron Fava, its minister to the United States. The 
| a, objection alleged was based upon a speech made by Mr. Keiley in 1871 
: on the occasion: of a public meeting held at iiichmond, Va., to give ex- — 
po pression to the sentiments of certain Roman Catholic citizens of that 

place in relation to the then pending conflict between Victor Emmanuel 
pe and the Vatican. Because of those utterances the present Italian Gov- 
- ernment discovered and averred that Mr. Keiley was to them persona 
BO non grata. | | | | 

_ Upon learning their objection Mr. Keiley returned his commission 
| | to the President, who forthwith appointed him to the mission to Austria- 
ce ‘Hungary. - | ce Lo 
a _, Mr. Keiley had then already made all his preparations to goto Rome, _ 
| and his family and personal effects were in New York ready for em- 
| | barkation, so that he left at once for his new post at Vienna. oO 
| - The correspondence, of which I now send you copies,* will place you 

in possession of the case up to the present time, as it appears on the 
| | files of this Department and is known to me. You will observe the sit- _ 
- uation relatively occupied by the Government of Austria-Hungary and 
| that of the United States. __ | : - 
pS Count Kalnoky commented in his first communication upon the fail- 
| ' ure of this Government to obtain in advance the agrément of Austria- — 
| | Hungary to Mr. Keiley’s nomination. Thataspect of the matterisfully 

| * For inclosures see document numbers 29, 30, 31, 34, and 36. oo
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answered by my note to Baron von Schaeffer of May 20. Nosuchrule | 
- has ever obtained in a single instance in the history of this Department. _ Ss 

The only objection stated by Count Kalnoky is the marriage of Mr. | | 
Keiley to a Jewess, which may or may not be true. To this an answer | 
was promptly given, and by that answer this administration stands,and _ | 
so, I trust and believe, will the people of the United States. It seems to a 
me quite impossible that Count Kalnoky could have understood the —. oo 

~ utter inability of this Government to entertain such a groundof objection 
in the face of the express prohibition of religious tests by our funda- = 
‘mental law, nor how offensive to American minds is the impeachment — a 
of the husband on the ground of the wife’s supposed disability for her Oo 
religious creed. | Oo OS ne a | 

- While I cannot, under the distinct inhibition of the Constitution, — oo 
__ apply or take official cognizance of any religious tests in Mr. Keiley’s) _ : 

ease to prove or disprove the allegations made, [ may observe that vol-. _ | 
~ untary statements to me by those well qualified to judge are to the effect | ee 

that Mrs. Keiley, although of Hebrew ancestry, has never herself pro- — 
 fessed the Jewish faith, and that the marriage had the sanction of the 
highest ecclesiastical Roman Catholic authorities in the United States, 2 | | 
many of whom, moreover, joined most warmly in commending Mr. 

 Keiley’s appointment. - [ merely mention this, for it imay turn ont that — he 
the Austro-Hungarian Government is in serious error in accepting and a 
acting upon unproven and perhaps false premise. . | coe | 

--In his very brief answer to my notes, under date of June 11, Baron 
- von Schaeffer. reports Count Kalnoky as declining to discuss the two | 
‘points mentioned; from which I infer he does not propose to take issue _ | 
with the positions assumed thereon by this Government in its correspond- | 

- ence. But, in the same note, you will observe that Count Kalnoky’s ye 
- objections to the appointment are reported to ‘remain in full force,” and fae 
~ . those objections, as has been shown, rested in great part on the assumed | 

_ religious faith of the appointed envoy’s wife. But Count Kalnoky also es 
leaves the question. of Mr. Keiley’s ultimate reception in doubt, by re- 

- questing that Mr. Keiley ‘may not arrive in Vienna just now.” [have : 
~ asked, as you will have observed, in my last note to Baron von Schaeffer, es 

for a final and distinct answer. - | 
_ The diplomatic intercourse of this Government is intended to be con- eo 

ducted towards foreign powers in directness and simple good faith. | 
Having no corps of professionally educated diplomatists, we select,aS 
has been done in the instance of Mr. Keiley, an intelligent and upright — os 

- citizen of high personal character to represent the honor and interests Oe ot 
of our country near a foreign Government. This envoy is believed to | 
be thoroughly worthy and entirely friendly te the Government and peo- 
ple to whom he is aceredited. We have had no traditional causes of = : 
misunderstanding or wounded susceptibilities with the Government of =. 
Austria-Hungary, and Mr. Keiley having never before been accredited | 
to any foreign power, the suggestion of Count Kalnoky that he shows | 
“want of political tact” is therefore wholly without color of reason or : 
basis of fact. _ , | | ee 

Some sinister and secret influence would seem to have been at work 
to embarrass the efforts of this Government to be represented at the > 
imperial and royal court of Austria-Hungary by a gentleman in all re- OO 
spects so fit and worthy to appear there in the capacity of the repre- 

' gentative of a friendly power. —— ee a ws 
Whilst Mr. Keiley was on the ocean on the voyage to Europe, an un-— - 

- usual incident was communicated by cable from London. A member of — a 
- Parliament was reported as making inquiry of the British Government | 
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: 7 whether it had urged any objection to Mr. Keiley’s reception at Vienna, — 
and the inquiry was answered in the negative by the ministry. — a 

| _ In the public press sundry articles and telegrams have lately ap- 
: peared suggesting that the objection of the Austro-Hungarian Gov- 

| ernment to Mr. Keiley was made in deference to the feelings of the 
Government of Italy and its representative at the court of Vienna; 

| and this statement is confirmed by the tenor of your letter to me. That - | 
the Austro-Hungarian Government should seek or lend itself to any © 

| pretense of this nature is quite unaccountable. * * * | 
I mention these facts to apprise you of the situation so far as it is 

oe alisclosed, and I do so because the subject has, after much delay, been. 
—rought to your notice by the Austro-Hungarian Government. . 

The Government of Italy has exercised’ its own discretion in respect _ 
oe of receiving an envoy from the Government of the United States, and 

_ there the matter should be concluded so far as that Government is con- 
cerned. When Austria-Hungary, a Government with whom we have 
held long association of a most friendly nature, assumes to reject our | 
envoy because of the objection of Italy based upon an alleged occur-— 

| rence confined to that Government alone, the case becomes very different. 
3 {t would appearyintolerable were the good relations and diplomatic 

oe intercourse of the United States with Austria-Hungary to be thus em- | 
| ‘barrassed and obstructed by the special prejudices of any third Gov- 

| ernment or of those who may represent such Government in foreign 
courts. | : | oe 

The President is exceedingly desirous for the continuation and pro- | 
motion of the closest and most friendly relations with Austria-Hungary, 
and to comply in all things with the wishes and interests of that Gov- 

| ernment as indicated by its agents, but not to an extent involving the 
| slightest forfeiture of our national self respect, or the respect and sense 

, of a friendly duty which, to exist at all between two equals, must be 
mutually guarded and maintained. — — an 

- Yhis Government has performed its full and friendly duty towards. 
| Austria-Hungary in the appointment of Mr. Keiley as its envoy; and 

the reasons or suggestions which have been raised against his reception: 
cannot be considered tenable when tried by any rule of friendly diplo- 
matic intercourse or of consitutional or international law.. | 

| Desiring earnestly that the amicable relations which have so long 
existed between these two Governments and their peoples should be | 

7 | strengthened and not strained, I hope you will frankly convey the pur-  — 
port of this instruction to the Government of Austria-Hungary, in order ~ 
that all objection to the friendly reception of Mr. Keiley may be with- _ 

. alrawn and a condition of feeling which I shall deplore but which I be- 
 dieve is likely to follow persistence in his rejection for the causes, or 

, gather want of causes, stated, may be averted. ' | : 
Mr. Keiley is nowin Paris. Should you have occasion to address him 

. _ sxyou can do so in care of Minister McLane. | | a 
- I will ask you to present your letter of recall after you have had your 

: - g@nterview with the minister for foreign affairs in relation to Mr. Keiley. | 
| You will thereupon turn over the legation to the secretary, Mr. Strong, 

as chargé (affaires ad interim, and he can act in that capacity until he 
| _ is relieved, either by Mr. Keiley, or by the arrival of a new secretary of 

legation, to whom he will relinquish both his regular office and his tem-. 
| porary charge. oo | | | 

: You will advise me, briefly by telegraph, the result. | 
Iam, &e., | a — a - 

, . | | - T. F. BAYARD.
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ee | a No. 17. oe oe 

CO , _ Mr, Francis to Mr. Bayard. — | ee ee 
_ | | [Telegram.] _ : ee 

a ae _ LEGATION oF TaE UNITED States, sas 
op | | a | a Vienna, July 27,1885. ——. / 
BAYARD, Washington: | oN . - ne 

__ Conference Saturday. He will answer soon. Take leave Friday, 
Lee arrived. © | - Oo | | ee | 

| ae . he i FRANCOIS. ne 

a No. a on el. 
- | ee _ Mr. Francis to Mr." Bayard. — | Ce 

— No. 117.] _ ,  LEGATION OF THE UNITED Starrs, ~ Ss 
- | Vienna, July 28, 1885. (Received August 17.) Oo 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt on July 21 of your 
instruction of the date of July 1, 1885, treating of the appointment of oe 

_ Hon. A. M. Keiley to be my successor at this post, and inclosing your . 
_ correspondence with Baron von Schaeffer, the Austrian minister at ‘ 

_ Washington, relative to objections urged by Count Kalnoky, the Im- » oe 
perial and Royal minister of foreign affairs, to such appointment. | 

In conformity with the instruction referred to I immediately made 
_ application at the foreign office for audience of his excellency, Count a 
Kalnoky, who was then out of town, but returning on July 25 he - : 
promptly granted me audience on that day. I presented to Count. oo 
Kalnoky the substance of your insttietion referred to, together with pr - memorandum embracing the inquiry you had made in your note to 
Baron v. Schaeffer of the date of June 11, 1885, with respectful ree 
quest for reply as to whether the wish of the Austrian Government, that == 
Mr. Keiley may not arrive “just now,” is intended temporarily to delay . Os 
Mr. Keiley’s presentation at Vienna, or is to be taken as constitutinga ~~ | 
final refusal to receive him at any time. I also gave expression to the . _ wishes of Mr. Keiley in the premises as he had communicated them to | a Ine, with statement of his desire for a prompt decision of the case. I an - said to Count Kalnoky that it seemed to me only simple justice that 
such decision should be rendered soon as convenience would permit. | 

i announced to his excellency at the same time that it was my wish 
_ to present at the earliest practicable day my letter of recall-to His Im- BS 

_ perial. and Royal Majesty the Emperor, and I would be glad to have a | : _ time fixed for this purpose... | SO 4 . , 
Count Kalnoky said he was only awaiting the arrival of Baron v. | _ Schaeffer, now due in Vienna, for conference with him in regard to the 

” Keiley case, and its decision by the Imperial and Royal Government 
_ would be promptly given after such interview. Se ot 

_ His excellency said in reply to my request for an early opportunity 
- to take leave of His Majesty, that the Emperor would not return to - Vienna until September, but His Majesty would depute him (Count oe 
_Kalnoky) as had been done in other similar cases to receive the letterof 
recall. He intended to leave town forthe Emperor’s Summer residence. Le 

_ at Ish] that day, but would return to Vienna so as to be here on the a
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a _. 31st instant. Then he would be able, he thought, to give me thedesired 
audience in behalf of the Emperor, | SO : 

: I may say in this connection that Baron v. Schaeffer arrived in Vienna 

| _ the day I had this interview with Count Kalnoky (July 25), andLhave _ 
| therefore reason to believe the case of Mr. Keiley, so far as the Austro- 

Hungarian Government is concerned, will very soon be decided. ; 
 T have, &c., On | | oc | 

- a os . JOHN M. F ANCIS. 

- 7 Mr. Lee to Mr. Bayard. | ee 

| t. 7 | | Telegram. | | | - 

a oe : LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 

| | | ~ Vienna, August. 4, 18385. | 

a Mr. Lee reports that the minister for foreign affairs has declared that 

a, he cannot receive Mr. Keiley, and-has asked that the United States ap- 

sot - point another minister. : Oo | 

re No 20 

- _ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Ketley, through United States Minister to France. 

| | | . - [ Telegram. ] a , 

| Oo ne ss DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | | re a _ Washington, August 5, 1885. 

oe Mr. Bayard instructs Mr. McLane to inform Mr. Keiley that the Aus- _ 

7 trian Government positively and finally retuses to receive him, and it is 
thought that he should forthwith return to the United States. Answer: 

requested. OO , | | 

| | No. 21. ee . 

a | oe “Mr. Lee to Mr. Bayard. | | _ 

| No. 127.) | - LEGaTron of THE UNITED STATES, | 
oe Vienna, August 6, 1885. (Received August 18.) _ 

| Sir: Refering to Mr. Francis’s dispatch, No. 125, under date of | 

August 3, I have to report that pursuant to the appointment made with 

Count Kalnoky on Monday, August 3, I called at the foreign effice on 

| Tuesday, August 4, to receive from his excellency an answer to the sub-. 

/ stance of your dispatch to Mr. Francis dated July 1. : . 

7 Count Kalnoky said that immediately on hearing of the appointment 

> of Mr. Keiley to Austria-Hungary he telegraphed Baron Schaeffer con- 

Oo fidentially the wishes of his Government, his intention being that his — 

a - views should be verbally communicated to Mr. Bayard. He said that 

the objection to Mr. Keiley did not in any manner involve the question 

of liberty of conscience, for on that score he thought that the laws of 

this country were as liberal as those of my own; but that the anti-Semitic
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social feeling here was a fact; that a person of proximate Semitic de. | 
scent would be excluded both by the social and diplomatic circles of 
Vienna, and that fact was beyond the control of his Government; that = 
he would not speak of Mr. Keiley’s views on the differences between | 

Italy and the Pope beyond saying that his form of expression Was very _ 
_. objectionable and even insulting to the reigning dynasty ofa friendly 

and neighboring country; that since the question of Mr. Keiley’sre- 
- geption had become public, there has developed here an almost unan- = 

imous public opinion as expressed by the press and through other a 
agencies against the propriety of his recognition by this Government; =. 

_ .that he (Count Kalnoky) reluctantly and in a spirit of the kindest friend- so 
- ship towards a Government with which his own had sustained the friend 
 liest relations, whose. representatives here had all-been most highly es- 
-teemed in the diplomatic corps, and some of whom (notably Mr. Francis) oe 

had also acquired distinguished social position, felt obliged, as he could — o 
not secure for Mr. Keiley the position due to a United States minister, to — a 
ask me to say to Mr. Bayard that he could not receive Mr. Keiley and. 
would ask him to make another selection. | . le - 

Count Kalnoky said that he had of course informed the Emperor on | 
the subject; that His Majesty had not expressed anyindividual opinion = = 
concerning it, but had referrred the decision to him. | oe _ 

‘' —- He further said that his reference to the diplomatic practice of ob- 

| taining of a foreign Government its agrément to the nomination of a min- 
ister, was meant only to indicate how ‘such diplomatic questions as this es 
one, for instance, were frequently avoided by Governments, but not with 
any intention of criticising the methods in use by the United States in such os 
matters. He also said he was quite ready to admit all of Mr. Keiley’s a 

- good qualities, and was extremely sorry for him. individually on account _ | 
of the position he found himself in; but he felt his own action in the- 

7 premises had been from the first calculated to relieve him from amore | 
disagreeable one. , oe 7 | : & 

 -_He thought it undiplomatic to have intimated, without adducingsome 
confirmatory proof, that Italy was influencing the decision of his Gov- 
ernment, but would say that he had not been approached on thesubject, ~~ 

, once even, by the Italian ambassador. 7 re ee 
-. Treplied that I very much regretted that his senseof duty obliged him 

to decide as he had done, and that I should immediately inform Mr. Bay- 7 
- ard of the decision. oO | Ce | 

2 ~ I thereupon telegraphed you as follows: (Substance of this telegram 
will be found in Document No. 19.) SO ld 

- .. T have written to Mr. Keiley at Paris informing him of the decision | a 

in his case. | ee ee eee oe 
:  Thave,&@, © | , a we 
Oo es Oo JAMES FENNER. LEE. — | 

an OO NO, 22. a Bn e 

Oo | — + Mr, Leeto Mr. Bayard, . 

No. 181] - ~~ ~—— LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 
| ys — Vienna, August 17, 1885. (Received August 31.) 

 Sre: By the advice of Mr. Francis I called on Mr. de Szégyényi.on | mo 
his return from a short holiday; told him I had merely come to paymy 

| respects, as owing to.bis absence Mr. Francis had been unable to pre-e
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oo sent me.f He received me very civilly, and alter conversing on indiffer- 
ent subjects he asked me what I heard from Mr. Bayard about the Keiley 

| matter. I replied that I had noinformation on the subject from Wash-. 
fo ington. He then asked me why Mr. Bayard bad not recalled Mr. Keiley, 

| , to which I replied that Mr. Bayard could not do it under the circum- 
stances. He asked why, and my reply was that an objection to Mrs. ~ 
Keiley’s religion (though I must disclaim any knowledge of its accuracy) 
could not be considered in my country a sufficient reason for recalling 

: Mr. Keiley. He then said, as Count Kalnoky did, it was not a religious 
question, but a.social one. I replied that I did not think Mr. Bayard © 

- . desired me to discuss the question, and I thought Count Kalnoky’s reply 
to Mr. Francis’s memorandum of Mr. Bayard’s dispatch closed the ques- — 

: tion. He then conversed on other subjects for a short time, when _ 
| he asked me if I had known Baron von Schaeffer in America. I told 

_ ‘him I had only been introduced shortly before leaving home, and had 
crossed the Atlantic with him to Antwerp, and thence traveled with 
him to Vienna. Resuming he said, “ Schaeffer is avery ill man.” TI ob- 

| served that I believed Baron Schaeffer’s friends in America thou ght him 
oy more seriously ill than he thought himself to be. He then said, “Yes, _ 

_yes; I hardly think he will return to America.” | — 
oe _ We then conversed on other matters for a short time, and I bade him 

| _.. good afternoon, he accompanying me to the door. | 
| IT have, &c., : : | 

| JAMES FENNER LEE. 

| | : No. 23. FO ae 

| | | Mr. Bayard.to Mr. Lee. . / a 

@ No.4] — DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | 7 | _ Washington, August 31,1885. 

Sir: Your telegram, dated the 4th instant, and your dispatch, No. 
. 127, of the 6th instant, have duly informed me of the final and deliber- | 

_ ate decision of the Government of Austria-Hungary, communicated to 
| you by Count Kalnoky in your interview with him on the 4th instant, 

not to receive the Hon. Anthony M. Keiley as the envoy extraordinary | 
_and minister plenipotentiary of this Government. _ oo 

| The reasons or causes which are avowed to have led the Government 
of Austria-Hungary to this conclusion may be found in the correspond- 

| ence heretofore exchanged, and it is not my design to restate the straight- 
forward efforts of the United States to send a competent and worthy 
representative of American interests and feelings near the Government 
of Austria-Hungary. : | | 

_ It may, however, be proper here to note that the United States never 
: pressed Mr. Keiley upon Austria-Hungary, nor have they insisted upon 

_ his acceptance. His Imperial and Royal Majesty’s Government, on’ . 
learning of Mr. Keiley’s appointment, stated certain objections, and in- 

_ vited the Government of the United States to admit their sufficiency 
by withdrawing its envoy. Oo : 

This course would have raised no difficulty had the. objections pre- 
, sented been such that the President could have recognized their perti- | 

| nency and force, and, of his own executive action, annulled the appoint- 
ment. a : | |
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| But the disinelination to accept Mr. Keiley was placed by Austria- = 
- Hungary on grounds which could not be admitted by the President, 
with due regard to the provisions of the Constitution, nor be held by | | 
him to constitute any disability under our law or custom. The Presi- — , 
dent’s freedom of action being thus barred by the Austrian presentment: 
of the case, no alternative remained, the status having been duly made =|_—> 
known by us, but to await from the Imperial and Royal Government. ae 
a positive announcement of its purposes with regard to the acceptance | 
or rejection of Mr. Keiley, and this announcement has at last been po 
definitely communicated to you; ced | a 

| Nations, like individuals, are the proper guardians of their own self- - 
respect and honor, and the people of the United States mustdecideupom 

_ their acceptance of the novel conditions of diplomatic intercourse which _ | 
have been set up and insisted upon by Austria-Hungary in the case of © 
Mr. Keiley. oo oo - ‘ = | a 

— By no act of mine nor with my consent can the Government of the ©. 
_ United States be placed. in an attitude of supplication for favor, or | 
become a petitioner for recognition on terms. prescribed by any foreigm 

- power, and this expression meets the full approval of the Executive. © | 
There is, therefore, and can be, no suggestion of expostulation or = 

protest by us against the unprecedented action. of the Government of | | 
Austria-Hungary. ae - | , oo we 

_ All that has been said and written by us has been designed to make | 
it clear that, as between the revocation of Mr. Keiley’s appointment by = 

- this Government and his rejection as an envoy by that of His Imperiak — | 
_ and Royal Majesty, the responsibility of the final decision must rest | 

' with the latter, which, having now signified its determination and ac-_ oe 
~ complished its object, must abide the result. a a 

International comity, as understood and practiced by the United oo 
. States, is substantial and sincere, and applies to the public interests of Oo 
Governments and to the vast concerns embraced and controlled by gov- — Se 

-ernmental action. It. is not the intention of the Government of the | 
United States, as it cannot be the wish of the people of this country, : 
from whom the power of administration is derived, to allow the impor- 
tant and dignified objects which diplomatic intercourse was designed | 

_to promote to be lost sight of or subordinated to the prejudices and | 
caprices of a limited social circle. oo ee 
We recognize the necessity of high personal character and intelli- re 

- gence in the envoys of the United States, and their possession of perfect. 
amity and good faith towards the Government and people to whom Oo 
they are sent.. No breach of social conventions on their part is con- 
templated, neither is personal immorality to be condoned. Individual een 
worth and competency are tests by which their fitness is to be measured. — po 
Judged by this indispensably high standard, no breath of imputation . 

- against Mr. Keiley’s good fame is discoverable. _. | | 
| Whilst this Government concedes as freely as it exercises the mght — : 

_ to refuse to receive an envoy, yet when that right is so exaggerated CO 
and expanded as to become a virtual claim of the function of selection = | 
as well as of rejection we must demur. | | ee 
On the face of Count Kalnoky’s telegram to the Austro-Hungarian | 

minister at this capital, in the communications, both written and verbal, 
' made to me by Baron von Schaeffer, and in the reports by Mr. Francis y 

of his interview with Mr. Szégyényi at the foreign office and your own. | 
_ report in full of Count Kainoky’s statements to you in your final inter- — 
view with him on this subject, two facts appear: First, that the alleged | | 
race and religious faith of the wedded wife of an envoy of the United | oe
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States is held a cause of his rejection; and, further, that objections by | 
a third party—‘‘a friendly power”—are necessary to be removed in 
order to allow a proper reception to be extended. - Oo | 

- -. These conditions are simply intolerable, and are, in the case of the 
United States, not only inhibited by the plain letter and undying spirit 
of our constitution of government, but are inconsistent with that decent 
selt-respect which forbids a nation of sixty millions of freemen to accept 
the position of a diplomatic dependency of the “friendly power” whose 

, behests appear to have been acquiesced in and carried out by Austria- _ 
| Hungary in the present instance. , | 

- The issues thus raised are grave, and I will not now pursue their dis- 
| cussion, as they will in all probability be submitted to the representa- 

: | tives of the American people upon the meeting of the two Houses of 
| Congress in December next. . — : 

CO While consideration of the merits is thus laid aside, two matters of | 
detail and fact, which were stated. by Count Kalnoky in his last inter- 

- view with you on the 4th instant, require my attention in this instrac- 
tion. | : , en 

a : First. His excellency avers that his intention was to have had his 
ae views stated verbally to me by Baron von Schaeffer. I can only say, as . 

| to this, that whatever may have been his private intentions, the full 
copy of his telegram to Baron von Schaeffer, of May 8, was by the lat- 
ter carefully translated and handed to me in writing, and that the ob- 
jection to the religious faith of Mr. Keiley’s wife, which appeared in that | 

| telegram, was the main point of discussion between Baron von Schaef- 
fer and myself, and was insisted upon by him against my earnest re- _ 

| monstrance and explanation that the President could not withdraw Mr. _ 
| ~ Keiley on such grounds. A month later, on the 11th of June, Baron | 

von Schaeffer, in writing, communicated to ne Count Kalnoky’s decla- 
gation “that his objections to said nomination remain in full force.” | 

a Secondly. His excellency remarked to you that ‘he thougbt it un- 
diplomatic to have intimated, without adducing some contirmatory proof, 

. that Italy was influencing the decision of his Government.” | | S 
My desire to attain absolute truth in my relation of facts has certainly _ 

been greater than to excel in the periphrases of diplomacy, but his ex- 
——- gellency must have been either unmindful or uninformed of the state- 

ments of his associate, Mr. Szégyényi, chief of section in the ministry. 
4 for foreign affairs, made to Mr. J. M. Francis, then the United States 

| minister, on June 16, at the foreign office, or he certainly would not. 
- Wave averred that my comment was not diplomatic. — 

: On that occasion Mr. Szégyényi distinctly informed Mr. Francis that 
- ‘(a friendly Government, a near neighbor,‘had objected to him” (Mr. 

Keiley) “(as the United States representative at its court,and its views 
had found earnest expression here” (in Vienna) “since the President had _ 

-. named him'as United States minister to Austria-Hungary.” 
a Mr. Keiley’s mission was the only object of that interview, and state- 

| ments emanating from a source so authoritative can scarcely beheld to | 
| : need “confirmatory proof.” . a a | 

It may not be superfluous in this connection to refer to the language — 
: of Count Kalnoky in his letter to Baron von Schaeffer, as communicated 

| to me by the latter under date of May 19, as exhibiting the influence 
| upon his intentions of the *“ friendiy power” referred’ to, wherein he _ 

| states his objections to the reception of Mr. Keiley as being ‘‘ based upon 
want of political tact evinced on his part on a former eccasion, in con- 
sequence of which a friendly power declined to receive him, and upon 
the certainty that his domestic relations preclude that reception of him
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py Vienna which we judge desirable for the representative of the United | : 

 $tates.” a | - | oO oS 

You are instructed to make known to Count Kalnoky the facts inre- 

~ gard to the communication of his telegraphic dispatch in writing, and 

| its subsequent confirmation in Baron von: Schaeftfer’s letter to me, and 

also the statement of Mr. Szdégyényi to Mr. Francis in relation to the — 

‘‘ earnest expression” at Vienna, of the wishes of athird party concern- 

ing the diplomatic relations of Austria-Hungary and the United States. > 

The personal and individual opinions of His Majesty the Emperor, | 

to which Count. Kalnoky made reference in your interview, we must of OS 

- course hold to have been expressed by his distinguished minister. | 

| I cannot close this instruction without referring to the remark ad- | | 

— dressed to you by Count Kalnoky, that “the antisemitic social feeling a 

here {in Vienna] was a fact; that a person of proximate semitic descent | 

- would be excluded both by the social and diplomatic circles of Vienna, = 

and that fact was beyond the control of his Government.” This fact, if 2, 

beyond the control of the Imperial and Royal Government, is equally ©. 

beyond the cognizance of the executive power of this Republic, which - 

~~ gould not admit a principle which, through the exclusion of “ persons of 

__- proximate semitic descent,” and others married to “ persons of proxi- 

| mate semitic descent,” would establish’a religious test, and disfran- — 

| chise from holding public office a very large and important body of our, | 

citizens. : a ae - : CO 

: It is a cause of astonishment that in an era of advanced civilization, | 

in which musty prejudice and illiberal discrimination among religious : 

sects and races of mankind are giving such gratifying proofs of their — 7 

rapid extinction, when throughout the wide world the death of the ven- a 

- erable and philanthropic Montefiore is so genuinely mourned, when the 

council of highest rank and most exclusive privilege of fhe British Em- 

pire is glad to enroll in its peerage a member of the noted house of A: 

_ Rothschild, that from so enlightened a Government as that of Austria- 

Hungary should proceed the declaration that ° proximate Semitic de- | 

| scent” will be sufficient to proscribe individuals of admittedly blame-  — 

Jess and virtuous personality from appearing at that court clothed in - 

the representative character of a friendly power. ~ ne _ : 

Tam, &e,, - BS oe | 

poe Be a | 7. F. BAYARD. © | 

| an Mr. Keiley to Mr. Bayard. Po: | we 

NEw York, September 1, 1885.- (Received September 7.) 

‘Sir: My appointment of minister of the United States near the court | 

= of Austria-Hungary was communicated to me on the 2d of May, 1885, | 

and on the 7th I sailed for my post, arriving at Cherbourg on the 17th _ 

and at Paris the following day. «In the railway station at the latter city 7 

1 was handed your telegram directing me not to proceed to Vienna until a 

| I had heard from you further, and 1 accordingly remained. oo | 

| On the 7th of August I received a letter from Col. J. Fenner Lee, sec- 

retary of the legation.of the United States at Vienna, and later in_the | 

| same day a cablegram from yourself, announcing that the Austrian Gov- 

ernment had finally refused to receive me; and conceiving it my duty oe 

to return at once to the United States, I secured passage on the earliest —
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_ available steamer, sailing on the 15th and arriving in New York op the 7 
26th, and. proceeded the next day to Washington to possess myself of - 
the details of the correspondence between the foreign offices of the re- 
spective Governments and to learn the attitude and purpose of the ad- 

~ ministration. | ; Oo - | 
_ Tam advised by you that it is not the design of my Government to 

| _ recall me or to countenance in any other manner the extraordinary ob- — 
| jection made by Austria to my reception, but that 1 am left free to pur- | 

sue such course as my own judgment may indicate as appropriate. 
Y . That course is entirely clear. I cannot consent to accept the compen- 

_ sation of an office without discharging its duties, and I therefore hereby 
return to the President the commission with which he was pleased to 

| honor me, and beg that you will, at the earliest moment, lay this com- | 
‘munication before him. | : fe 

| Under other circumstances this note might be concluded here; but | 
the position of the Government of Austria-Hungary in respect of this — 

| case involves questions of so grave a nature, concerns principles of | 
American liberty so vital and elementary, and affect the rights, feelings, | 

_ and interests of so large a segment of our people, that [ may be par- 
doned for asking official consideration of the facts. , Oo 

These will be best understood by a Summary of the correspondence 
_ In the sequence of its dates. CO | 

+ On the 8th of May Count Kalnoky, the Austrian minister of foreign 
affairs, forwarded a telegram from Vienna to Baron von Schaeffer, the 

_ Austrian minister at Washington, which was communicated to you on 
_the following day, by the latter, in a translation under his own signa- 

. ture. As the first announcement of Austria’s objection, expressed in | 
ot language of her own choosing, and officially communicated by her most 

exalted representative, this dispatch must, of course, be regarded as - 
| _ the official statement of the position of that Government. In that com-. | 

) _ munication the only syllable suggestive even of exception to myself is 
| contained in this sentence: | | | 

| The position of a foreign envoy, wedded to a Jewess by civil marriage, would be 
untenable and even impossible in.Vienna. DG 

| This objection, thus announced with a certain bluntness, disdaining | 
even the affectation of respect for modern: ideas of freedom, is, aS we 

: Shall see, repeated at every step of this correspondence with a persist-. 
| ence whieh discloses either the purpose of a deliberate and gross in- 

| sult to the American people or a desire to mask under a false reason, 
| avowed, though disreputable, a true reason too disreputable to be 

_ avowed. I say an insult to the American people, because in this, its 
: first form of statement, as ever throughout this correspondence, it is 

proclaimed that in the official regard of Austria, Hebrew blood brands as 
with a leprosy, not only excluding all tainted with it from high honor at | 
Austria’s hands, but disqualifying beyond remedy even the agents of . 

| other Governments who may have business with Austria, so fatal in- 
7 deed, that even a marriage connection with it by a citizen of whatever 

| biood or belief, unfits him for the representation of a foreign and friendly 
power at this imperial and royal courts ne : 
In the same dispatch Count Kalnoky formally requested that my de- 

parture for Vienna should be delayed, but as I had already sailed, your 
, only recourse was to stop me in transit, as was done. Of this Baron | 
a von Schaeffer was informed, and he communicated the fact to his Gov- 

ernment. oo | a | So
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On the 16th of May he transmitted to you a second message from — - 
Count Kalnoky, in which that distinguished. pc rsonage reiterated his an 

threat of official ostracism in these words: = ; BS 

_ The new minister will find himself in a most painful position upon his arrival in 
Vienna, | et | : a | 

To this, as well as to his first telegram, you made a fulland formal § - © 
' reply on the 18th of May, calling attention to those principles of relig- 

ous liberty and absolute civil equality embedded in our organiclaw 
‘which were invaded by this assumption, and deprecating the vigotry 9" 
which stood ready to hazard international comity for reasons which the ae, 
administration would not even condescend to discuss, and you called 

_ attention to the affront to American independence in the assumption, in os 
substance, by a foreign power of a right to prescribe a religious test for | 
an American office, and to the more offensive affront tothe genius ofour 

_ ‘people in seeking cause forthe disfranchisement of the citizenin the == 
- faith of his wife. In this dispatch you fortunately fixed the limits of. ioe 

_ the contentiormby designating this objection of bigotry as “thereason, 
and the only reason, given for the indisposition of the Government of ~ 

_ Austria-Hungary to receive Mr. Keiley.” ey es, 
_ On the 19th of May, Baron von Schaeffer acknowledged receipt of = = 
your answer and promised to forward it in original by that day’s post Pe 
to Vienna, and on the 10th of June you were furnished with Count Kal- 

_ noky’s response, in which he restates his objection to my reception, de- | 
claring it now to be “based upon want of political taet evinced on his - 

_ part on a former occasion, in consequence of which a friendly power de- : 
clined to receive him, and upon the certainty that his domestic relations. 
preclude that reception of him by Vienna society which we judge desir- - 

_ able for the representative of the United States.” ) | 
In the same dispatch Count Kalnoky expressed the wish that ‘Mr. 

- Keiley may not arrive-in Vienna just now.” | So | 
The new objection is the announcement of the claim by Austria to sit | | 

in judgment upon the qualifications of an American minister, and to de-- ~ 
. termine them by the opinions or prejudices of a third power in a matter | 
in which that third power alone was interested; and is even more con- a 

_ ,Spicuously an insult to the United States than the former objection. 
We shall also see significant evidence in the futuré correspondence that | 
of this position, as of the other, Count Kalnoky has the grace to be | 

ashamed. _ BE ee _ | A en 
| The instability of purpose betrayed in a request that I should not ar- | 

rive in Vienna “just now,” contained in a dispatch adding objections = 
_ to those which Count Kalnoky had already declared would make my °° 

position at Vienna “impossible,” seemed to indicate the dissatisfaction 
of Austria with her own case and an unwillingness on the part of her 
minister to face the responsibility of his extraordinary claim; but de- . 

-termined as you were that this contreversy, at once so profitless and so | | 
unpleasant, should be speedily settled, you instructed Mr. Francis, the 
American minister in office at Vienna, to request of. the Austrian Gov- 
ernment an early and definite decision. | ns | 
~ Meanwhile you had received from Mr. Francis a dispatch covering — 
the details of an interview with Mr. Szég¢*ényi, chief of section in the | 

. ministry of foreign affairs at Vienna, held on the 17th of J une, in which | : 
that confidential and high officer cited the objections “which a friendly - 7 
Government and near neighbor” had opposed to me, adding that its a 
views had “found earnest expression at Vienna.” - | | 7 

_ This formal statement, in connection with Count Kalnoky’s objection, ae
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- justified the suspicion that Austria was insulting the United States to” 
please Italy, and you desired Mr. Francis to call that matter also to the 

| attention of her minister. a 
On the 25th of July, Mr. Francis laid the whole matter fully before | 

the Austrian minister of foreign affairs, and left with him a memoran- © 
| dum of the position of the United States in detail, to which Count . 

= Kalnoky promised a reply as soon as he could confer with Baron von | 
. Schaeffer, then on bis way to Vienna. = ne 

| | On the 3d of August, this response was formally. communicated to 
Colonel Lee, the American chargé, and was transmitted by him to you 

. in a full dispatch, dated August 6, at the same time cabling to you the | 
conclusion of Austria not to receive me. | OS 

- In this interview Count Kalnoky informed Mr. Lee that his first dis- 
: patch to Baron von Schaeffer was designed to be verbally communi. _ 

cated to you; that the anti-Semitic feeling in Vienna was so decided that 
| a person of proximate Semitic descent would be equally excluded by 

both the social and diplomatie circles of that city; that “1s to the inter- 
vention of Italy, he regarded it undiplomatic in the American Secretary 

CC of State to advert to it without, confirmatory. proof; but that in point 
-  .. of fact he had not even been approached by the Italian minister on that 

subject. Finally, that Austria would not receive an Ainerican minister. 
| obnoxious to the objections presented to me. a : 

| With respect to the intervention of Italy, not only has: the press of 
Vienna enjoying the reputation of semi official authority, opénly avowed | 

a that my rejection was an evidence of the disposition of Austria to pla- 
ate Italy, but both Count Kalnoky ‘and his chief of section, with as_ 

Oo much. directness of statement as 18 permitted to diplomacy, admitted 
a _ the same to be true. : oe oO oo ee , 

-. If Count Kalnoky, in affirming that-the Italian minister had not ap- 
SS proached him on this subjest, merely meant to say that I[taly’s objec- 
7 tion, though made, was not presented through a particular channel, he ~ 

_ simply illustrated the proverbial insincerity of diplomatic intercourse. 
oo If, however, he meant to deny that Italy’s objection was presented in 

- any way, he accentuates the insult to the United States, since he con- » 
oe fesses, that, in order to propitiate that power, he shut the door of the. 

Austrian court in the face of an American minister for a cause which ~ 
| Italy herself did not deem of sufficient gravity to suggest. 

- But the great abjection, maintained throughout, repeated in every 
- communication, varied in expression as if to present it in every form of 

| otfense, is the proclamation that no matter what his character, qualifi- — 
| cation, or public services, no American citizen of Hebrew race or creed, | 

| and no American citizen of whatever race who commits the crime,-in 
- Austria’s eyes, of marrying a Hebrew wife, shall be received in diplo- 

. / matic circles in Vienna, or permitted to represent the interests of the 
| United States at the Austrian court. — | | ’ 

7 That is to say, Austria-claims the right (1) to prescribe a religious 
a test for office in the United States; (2) to determine what creed shall 

 *  eonstitute the disqualification. | | 
It is difficult to determine whether the citizen is more outraged by 

the first or the Republic insulted by the second. | 7 
| Certain it is until the Constitution of the United States is altered: to 

| meet Austria’s views in this behalf there is uo fit place or appropriate 
/ ~  funetion for an American minister at Vienna. ——- 7 
Se The doctrine is elementary that the mutual independence and sover- 
a eignuty of states demand that all tree nations shall have power, with or . 

| without cause, to decline to receive a particularenvoy. A nation may,
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since all things are possible to stupidity and malevolence, declare that os 
_ it will receive 'no minister whose hair is not red, and the only permissible = 

resentment is the withdrawal of all intercourse. So a nation may de- — 

cline to receive a particular envoy, without assignment of cause, and a 

under diplomatic law, without conveying offense. When, however, it © 

declines to avail itself of its right to decide such a question by asimple 

gic volo, and proceeds to give reasons, it subniits to the j urisdiction of - 

-. reason and invites judgment on the rightfulness of its course. . / 

-.. Justice to its own people and. protection of their rights are the first Oo 

obligations of every Government; and in this case but one course seems 

adequate to the vindication of the one anc the maintenance of the Doe 

other. = yp Bo oe 

| Austria’s claim is not an exercise of the power of rejéction. Itpasses | 

- far beyond this, anc. in substance amounts toa demand of the privilege 

of selection, an infringement of the liberty and an affront tothe dignity 

of the United States, such as no power-could accord without humiliation oo 

or assent to without public shame. : PO a 
There can be no question that this assumption of an Austrian veto of | 

Presidential appointments will, as it ought to, arouse the resentment - 

and encounter the rebuke of every American citizen in whose breast 

that pride of country which is the essence.of patriotism has place sit 
‘Nor will that resentment be less decided from the circumstance that - 

- the race. and religion thus proscribed have won their place with the 

foremost of the carth by an eminence in statesmanship and finance, in _ 

arts and letters, which has conquered the inherited intolerance of cen- a 

 turies, and the further circumstance that the blow which wounded them | 
pierced also the most ennobling relation of human society, - 

} Thave,&¢., 4. a | | ot | 
me Co A. M. KEILEY, = ~->. 

| a Mr. Bayard to Mr. Keiley. 

No. 2.] co DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = 

ee. , | 7 Washington, September 15, 1885. oe 

-. Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of — 7 

the 7th instant, which contains your resignation of the position of en-— ne 

voy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to Austria-Hungary. > : 

. he statement of the facts attending your appointment in May last, 

‘and your voyage.to and from Europe in pursuance of your mission, - 

_ which accompanies your letter, is entirely accurate, and the reasons you oe 

assign for no longer retaining the commission intrusted to you are con- 

~ gonant with your own dignity and personal character as an upright cit- 

-izen and honest public servant. eo a 

The President and those who are associated in his council are com- | 

pletely satisfied with your attitude and action throughout this remark- 
-. able episode in our dipiomatic history, and all deeply regret that the | 

country has been prevented by the unprecedented and intolerable action ~— 

of the Austro-Hungarian Government from having the advantage of mS 

your personal presence at Vienna and of your services there asa com- 

- petent and worthy representative of the interests and honor of the 

| American people and their Government. | Z es, 

- Iam thoroughly aware of, and exceedingly deplore, the serious per- oo 

sonal inconvenience and pecuniary loss which have been entailed upon ~ |
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you by the wholly unexpected course of the Government to which you 
oS were accredited. And whilst I might, for some reasons, have depre-— 

cated your refusal to accept the other official positions of honor and 
emolument of which the option was tendered to you, yet your action in 
declining to place yourself in the attitude of an indiscriminating seeker 

_ or recipient of public salary and position is so in keeping with the esti- 
mate formed of your character that I am sure it will receive the hearty 
and enviable acclaim and approbation of your fellow countrymen. 

_ ‘The proprieties attaching to diplomatic. communications have neces- 
: sarily caused the correspondence in this case between the Governments. 

| of the United States and Austria-Hungary to be withheld from publi-> . 
cation, and much honest misunderstanding, and, I regret to say, no 

= _ little malevolent misstatement, have been allowed to pass uncorrected, 
but the incident of the declination by the Government of Austria- — 

_. Hungary to receive you as the envoy of the United States, upon the 
| grounds alleged, is destined, I believe, to have important consequences. 

oe I will not believe that the people of the United States will ever con. _ 
sent to the creation or enforcement of such tests as have been insisted _ 

| upon by the Government of Austria-Hungary as conditions precedent 
: and qualifications for the selection of their representatives in foreign | 

_ ‘courts by the United States. Such action must naturally awaken wide- 
spread amazement, coupled with indignation and resentment, when the 
history of the case is made public, nor do I believe that these senti- 

| ments will be confined to our own country, but that, wherever religious 
__- liberty is valued and respected, a common judgment will be formed. 
a In closing this communication, I reiterate my expressions of disap- 

pointment that you have disconnected yourself temporarily from the | 
public service. Whilst the immediate cause for this voluntary act of © 

' Severance is to be regretted, yet I congratulate you that your name is 
- honorably associated with the maintenance and vindication of principles 

| _ which constitute the very soul of personal liberty, and which lie at the. 
| foundation of our Government. To be allied with such principles is | 

| honor at all times, with success as a certain finality. SO 
| Iam, &e., - | | | 
ot | TT. BF. BAYARD. | 

| No. 26. | | ee 

| , Mr. Lee to Mr. Bayard. — | a 

No. 147.) LEGATION OF THE DNITED STATES,. 
a _ Vienna, October 9, 1885. (Received October 24.) 

= Siz: [have the honor to say that in accordance with your instruction 
No. 4, dated August 31, 1835, I called on Count Kalnoky on Tuesday, 

| October ‘6, and communicated to him the facts in regard to the commu. 
. nication of his telegraphic dispatch ib writing and its subsequent con- — 

__ firmation in Baron von Schaeffer's letter to you, and also the statement ° 
_ of Mr, Szégyényi to Mr. Francis in relation to the “ earnest expression” 

| at Vienna of the wishes of a third party concerning the diplomatic re- - 
lations of the United States and Austria-Hungary. - 

a Having listened attentively to what [ had to say on the first point, he 
simply observed, “ Yes, there is no doubt Baron von Schaeffer made a 
mistake in communicating in writing confidential instructions to him- oe
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_ self. These matters always should be considered verbally and confi: | 
-dentially.” ° : es | ace 

With regard to Mr. Francis’ interview with Mr. Szégyényi, he said “It ee 
_is impossible that Mr. Szégyényi could have said anything that implied mo 
an interference on the part of the Italian Government. Mr. Francis —_ 

- must have misunderstood him. You know he does not speak English _ 
very well; but he could not have said it, as it had not occurred. Oblige 
me on going from here to go to Mr. Szogyényi’s office and ask him what _ a 
his recollection of this,interview with Mr. Francis was.” -I rather pro-— - 
tested against seeking corroboration to his own words. He replied that are 
he especially desired it, and begged me to go immediately from his office | oe 

_ to Mr. Szégyényi before there could be any possibility of his seeing him | 
or conversing with him. I replied that if he made an especial request | 7 
that I would do so to gratify him. He said he was much oblighed to Mr. 

_ Bayard for calling bis attention to the matter, as it was always desira- | 
ble to have any such mistake rectified at once. Count Kalnoky also | a 

_ asked me to say to Mr. Bayard that he regretted exceedingly that any - 
_. misunderstanding should exist between the two countries, and that it 

_ was foreign to his mind that any misunderstanding should grow outof = 
what had occurred. oy | oo oe oo 

_ I then went, as requested, to see Mr. Szégyényi, who was not in his ma 
office when I sent my card (his office is in a different part of thesame 
building), but I was asked to wait, as he would not be absent long. | 
On his return Ff told him the object of my visit, when he at once said . 
Mr. Francis had misunderstood him; that, of course, he could not recol- | 
lect the exact language of all the conversations he held, but that. it was en 

_ Impossible that he should have said anything to Mr. Francis that would mo. 
have given him to understand that the Italian Government was taking 
any part in the matter of Mr. Keiley’s reception, as it was not true. It 
must have been the fault of his bad English. He did ‘recollect con- | 

_versing with Mr. Francis on the subject, but when I asked him what | 
T should tell Mr. Bayard he did say, ie said he could not, of course, rec- _ | 

_ollect exactly at that distance of time, but that Italy never had ob- cs 
jected, and he could not have said anything that implied that it had. _ | 
He begged me to explain how impossible the matter was to my Gov- : oo 
ernment, and again said that it must. have been the fault of his English. a, 

It transpired during the interview that he had seen Count Kalnoky : 
_ since I had, as he asked me at the end of his explanation what Count ae 
Kalnoky had said on the subject. When I told him he had said exactly  ~°. 
the same thing, he replied, “I am glad. I was with the eountafew = = | 
minutes ago, and he asked me if I had seen you; I said ‘No.’ . He then 
said, ‘Mr. Lee is no doubt waiting now to see you, so go at once” I oe 

_asked him what Mr. Lee wanted to see me about. Count Kalnoky re- — 
_ plied, ‘Never mind; I do not wish to talk to you about it before you oo 
have seen bim, and in that way perhaps influence the bent of your 7 
thoughts’” | | OO oe a 

_ The remainder of the interview, being upon a different subject, I re- . 
serve for a separate dispatch. a | 

Thave,&e, . | | a | a 
a . JAMES FENNER LER. -
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Oo CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF AUSTRIA- | 
— HUNGARY AT WASHINGTON. - . | 

oo PS Mr. Bayard to Baron Schaeffer. - oo 

| a a - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | Washington, May 4, 1885. | 

| - Baron: I have the honor to inform you that the President has ap- | 
pointed Anthony M. Keiley, of Virginia, one of our distinguished citi-  - 
zens, to succeed Mr. Francis as the envoy extraordinary and minister 
plenipotentiary of the United States at Vienna. : | 

. _ In communicating this intelligence, [ desire to bespeak for Mr. Keiley, | 

oe through your kind offices, that favorable reception at Vienna which is _ 
due to his merits as an American citizen of great ability and character.. 

| | IT improve, &t., : : | ‘ nn 
| oe | | T. F. BAYARD. 

Oo | , No. 28. a 

| | | Count Kalnoky to Baron Schaeffer. + — a : 

} | . | . | CO [Translation of telegram.] — - es - fn 

| | a VIENNA, May 8, 1885. 
Oo We regret the nomination of Mr. Keiley as minister plenipotentiary 

aud envoy extraordinary to the imperial court and his sudden depart-., 
ure from America, as here, too, like in Rome, prevail scruples against 
this choice. , a | 

a Please direct in the most friendly way the attention of the American — 
Government to the generally existing diplomatic practice to ask pre- — 

-_- viously to any nomination of a foreign minister the agrément. (consent) 

| -of the Government to which he is accredited. , | 

| You are therefore requested to earnestly entreat them that the newly- 

nominated minister may not reach Vienna before our confidential con- 

OO sent to his nomination bas taken place. e a 
| The position of a foreign envoy wedded to a Jewess by civil marriage 

-_ would be untenable and even impossible in Vienna. : | 

| | | : COUNT KALNOKY. 

- : oe No. 29. ee 

| Se | Mr. Bayard to Baron Schaeffer. | 

a | 7 _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ~~, 
| . | | — Washington, May 18, 1885. 

— BaRon: On the evening of. May 8th I received from you, at my resi- 
dence, a private note to the effect that you had a telegram from your 
Government which you desired to lay before me at the State Depart- | 

| ment, and I instantly replied appointing the following morning, May 
9, for our meeting at the place so designated. | BO
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On May 9. at noon, you kindly handed me the translation you had — 
made of a telegram dated Vienna, May 8, 1885, from Count Kalnokyto 
yourself, which is literally as follows: — | an | po : 

We regret the ndmination of Mr. Keiley as minister plenipotentiary and envoyex- . a 
_ traordinary to the imperial court and his sudden departure from America, as here, . : . 

too, like in Rome, prevail scruples against this choice. a 
| Please direct in the most friendly way the attention of the American Government te : 

the generally existing diplomatic practice to ask previously to any nomination. of & - 
foreign minister the agrément (consent).of the Government to which he is accredited. 

You are therefore requested to earnestly entreat them that the newly-nominated min- : 
’  dster may not reach Vienna before our confidential consent to his nomination has 

_ taken place. | a | | a - 
_ The position of a foreign envoy wedded to a Jewess by civil marriage would be un- 
tenable and even impossible in Vienna. : | BO . 

a - : | | COUNT KALNOKY. - 

You were then informed by me in our conversation that the Hon. A. M. 
 Keiley, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United — | 

— States to your Government, had embarked for Europe on the day pre- Oy 
- vious to the day on which the telegram was dated, and being thenupon _ 

_ the high seas it was, as it still is, impossible to inform him of the tel-. — 
egram received by you until his arrival in Europe. | oe 

- The reason, and the only reason, given for the indisposition of the | 
- Government of Austria-Hungary to receive Mr. Keiley, stated in the | 

telegram and repeated by you verbally to me, consists in the allegation 
. that his wife was ‘‘a Jewess,” and that his marriageto oneof thatfaith  —. 

would render his position, in the words of the telegram, “untenable and a 
even impossible in Vienna.” | : | | 

| On Saturday, the 16th of May, at 4 p. m., I received your communica- 
tion of that date, as follows: Co SS . 

'  - T have the honor to inform you that, in reply to the communication addressed by me 
: to His Majesty’s Government that Mr. Keiley would not be stopped en route to Vienna, , 

Count Kalnoky has instructed me to let you know that this nomination will doubtless 
be attended with great difficulties, and the new minister will find himself placed in a 
most painful situation upon his arrival in Vienna. oe | a . 

~The question thus raised by your Government involves principles of — | 
the greatest importance, and has no precedent as yet discoverable to _ , 
me in modern times and in intercourse between friendly nations; and - 
having submitted the matter to the consideration of the President, lam | 
instructed by him to inform your Government, through you, that the | | 
ground upon which it is announced, that the usual ceremonial courtesy _ : 
and formal respect are to be withheld from this envoy of the United - 
‘States to your Government, that is to say, because his wife is alleged 5 
or supposed by your Government to entertain a certain religious faith, : 
and to be a member of a certain religious sect, cannot be assented to 
by the Executive of the Government of the American people, but is ) 
and must be emphatically and promptly denied. ee oo 

The supreme law-of this land expressly declares that ‘no religious oe 
test shall ever be required as a qualification to any office or public trust | | 

- under the United States,” and by the same authority it is declared that 
s¢ Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof.” - : | 

| This is a government of laws, and all authority exercised must find — 
its measure and warrant thereunder. . | | 

oe It is not within the power of the President nor of the Congress, norof : 
any judicial tribunal in the United States, to take or even hear testi-— | 
mony, or in any mode to inquire into or decide upon the religious belief 

| 4 FOR | | |
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of any official, and the proposition to allow this to be done by any for. 
eign Government is necessarily and a fortiori inadmissible. | 

‘To suifer an infraction of this essential principle would lead to a dis; | 
| franchisement of our citizens because of their religious belief, and thus ~ 

| impair or destroy the most important end which our constitution of Gov- 
ernment was intended to secure. Religious liberty is the chief corner- 

. stone of the American system of government, and provisions for its 
security are imbedded in the written charter and interwoven in the 

a moral fabric of its laws. | | | 
_ Anything that tends to invade a right so essential and sacred must. 
be carefully guarded against, and I am satisfied that my countrymen, 
ever mindful of the suffering and sacrifices necessary to obtain it, will 

_ never consent to its impairment for any reason or under any pretext 
whatsoever. | | . a - | 

In harmony with this essential law is the almost equally potential 
unwritten law of American society that awards respect and delicate 

-. eonsideration to the women of the United States and exacts deference 
in the treatment at home and abroad of the mothers, wives, and daugh- 

| ters of the Republic. a, | 
The case we are now considering is that of an envoy of the United 

States, unquestionably fitted, morally and intellectually, and who has - 
been duly accredited to a friendly Government, towards which he is 

| thoroughly well affected ; who in accordance with the laws of this coun- 
| try, has long since contracted and bas maintained an honorable mar- 

-  Yiage, and whose presence near the foreign Government in question is 
objected to by its agents on the sole ground that his wedded wife is al- 
leged to entertain a religious faith which is held by very many of the | 
most honored and valued citizens of the United States. , 

It is not believed by the President that a doctrine and practice so 
destructive of religious liberty and freedom of conscience, so devoid of 
catholicity, and so opposed to the spirit of the age in which we live can | 

| for a moment be accepted by the great family of civilized nations or be 
allowed to control their diplomatic intercourse. | | | 

° Certain it is, it will never, in my belief, be accepted by the people of 
the United States, nor by any administration which represents their 

| | sentiments. | re 
7 Permit me, therefore, being animated only by the sincerest desire. to 

strengthen the ties of friendship and mutual respect between the Gov- 
ernments we respectively represent, most earnestly and respectfully to 
crave careful consideration of this note, and to request your Govern- 
ment to reconsider the views you have communicated to me in respect 
of the possible reception of Mr. Keiley on the mission of amity and mu- | 
tual advantage which, in the amplest good faith, he was selected by 
this Government to perform. | 

Into the religious belief of its envoy, or that of. any member of his 
family, neither this Government nor any officer thereof, as I have shown 
you, has any right or power to inquire, or to apply any test whatever, 
or to decide such question, and to do so would constitute an infraction 
of the express letter and an invasion of the pervading spirit of the su- 
preme law of this land. 

| While thus making reply to the only reason stated by your Govern- 
| ment as the cause of its unreadiness to receive Mr. Keiley, permit me | 

also to remark that the President fully recognizes the highly important 
| and undoubted right of every Government to decide for itself whether 

| the individual presented as the envoy of another state is or is not an 
7 acceptable person, and in the exercise of its own high and friendly dis-
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cretion, to receive or not the person so presented. This right so freely 
aceorded by the United States to all other nations, its Government | 
would insist upon should an occasion deemed to be proper arise. | | 

 , Accept, &e., _ Ce | CS : 
oe  . T, F. BAYARD. | 

| - | | No. 30. | Oo 

, a Baron Schaeffer to Mr. Bayard. | ne | 

- Fe | WASHINGTON, May 19, 1885. _ 

| Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the recept of your official note- | 
answering my communication of the 16th instant, relating to the nom1- 
nation of Mr. Keiley as envoy extraordinary and minister plenipoten- 7 
tiary at the court of Vienna, and shall not fail to lay it before my Gov- 
ernment in original with to-day’s post. | ce 

| Not feeling myself authorized to enter in any discussion of the argu- 
ments therein contained, I cannot but repeat my most friendly verbal . 
request that the newly nominated minister may notreach Vienna before 
the confidendial agrément to his acceptance of the Iinperial and Royak — 
Government has taken place. | : - — 

| | Aecept, &e., | ne a 4 
: Oo SCHABFFER. 

, No. 31.. i | | a 

a | Mr. Bayard to Baron Schaeffer. oo 

| | | - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 7 
a Sn a Washington, May 20,1885.  —s. 

BARON : With reference to the note which Ihad the honor toaddress => 
to you on the 18th instant concerning the appointment of the Hon. A. 
M. Keiley as the envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of 
the United States near the Government of Austria-Hungary, I have . 
now the honor to present to you the view of this Government with re- = 
spect to a point which had been advanced by your Government, and 
which [ had, i# preparing that note, set aside for more convenient ex- 
amination. rs | 7 | | 

In the telegram sent to you by Count Kalnoky, on the 8th instant, in oe 
relation to Mr. Keiley, a translation of which you kindly handed to me, | 
I note that he desires the attention of this Government to be directed | 
to what he designates as the generally existing diplomatic practice to | 
ask, previously to any nomination of a minister abroad, the consent of 
the Government to which he is to be accredited. - a oe 

In the conversation we held at the time you delivered that translation 
to me I stated to you that such practice did not prevail with this Gov- 
ernment, nor was such consent sought in advance of its nominations of 
envoys to foreign states. | | | OB | 

- Upon reflection the importance of the question becomes apparent. | 
Consequently, I have made careful search for the precedents and prac- 
tice in this Department for the last ninety years: The result enables 
me to inform you that no case can be found in the annals of this Gov- —
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ernment in which the acceptability of an envoy from the United States __ 
was inquired about or ascertained in advance of his appointment. to the 
mission for which he was chosen. - | oe 

7 Whilst the practice to which Count Kalnoky refers may, ina limited - 
| degree, prevail among European states, yet in this respect the excep- 

tions are very numerous, and there are important reasous why, in this 
| country, the practice should never have been adopted, and why its 

adoption would not be practical or wise. . 
‘Our system of frequently recurring elections at regular and stated 

_ periods provides, and was intended to provide, an opportunity for the © 
| influence of public opinion upon those to whom the administration of 

public affairs has been intrusted by the people temporarily, and for a 
| fixed time only, on the expiration of which an opportunity for a change 

. in its agents and policies is thus afforded. | ne 
| The affiliation in sentiment between a political administration thus 
defeated at the polls and a foreign nation closely interested in maintain- | 

_ ing certain international policies and lines of political conduct, might 
: render it difficult for an administration, elected for the very purpose of 

+ producing a change of policy, to procure the consent of the foreign Gov- 
ernment to the appointment of agents whose views were in harmony with 

/ ' the latest and prevailing expression of public opinion as the result of 
popular election. ae | ' 

| _ As this Government has never adopted the policy of employing pro- 
fessional diplomatists specially dedicated to the duties of the service, | 

' and as it has-no titled or privileged class to select from forthe perform- 
ance of such duties, it is constrained to chooseits representativesabroad © 
from those who have been bred to other pursuits. In following this 
course, care is taken to secure persons of intelligence and standing, be- 

| lieved to be worthy of the confidence of their own Government and who 
. would not be likely to offend the susceptibilities of society or of the 

a authorities of the foreign country. The choice of such representatives | 
| may not invariably have been wise, but I will venture to say that it has 

been in the main as nearly so as human fallibility will allow. | 
If, however, upon the announcement of a mission, the Government to 

| _’ which the chosen envoy is to be sent objects to him, and declines to re- 
| ceive him on the ground of some vague report to his discredit—proba- : 
7 bly originating in the disappointment of personal rivalry or in envy—it | 

may result in creating an issue founded upon retaliation, and thus per- . 
oO - mit petty personal objections to seriously embarrass important public 

affairs, and, perhaps, in the end, prevent the accrediting of a representa- 
tive of either Government. This to us would be especiglly undesirable © 
in respect to Austria-Hungary, one of the most ancient aud respected 
Governments in Europe, to which the United States are bound by many 
lasting ties of amity. | 7 | | 
Permit. me to observe, here, that, whilst the wise and time-honored | 

custom of this Republic precluded the prior submission of the Presi- 
| dent’s choice of his agent to the approval of the Government you rep- 

resent, yet I availed myself of the earliest opportunity to courteously 
acquaint you, by my note of the 4th instant, and your Government 

| _ directly by means of an instruction sent the same day to the United 
States legation at Vienna, of the choice and appointment of Mr. Keiley _ 
to that mission, and to bespeak for him, through your kind offices, that 
favorable reception at Vienna due to his merits as an American citizen 
of great ability and character. In so doing, I followed with pleasure | 
the common usage of this Government on such occasions, and one which
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in many instances—although I find numerous exceptions—has been ob- | ! 
- served by other Governments toward this. 
_. Itis hoped, in view of the foregoing considerations, that His Majesty a 
- the Emperor of Austria and King of Hungary will find in the appoint- 

- mentof Mr. Keiley as envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary 
of the United States no sufficient ground to reject him in that character > 
because of His Majesty’s sanction not having previously been asked. | 

| . Aceept, &e., | - | : 
: —_ = T. F. BAYARD. | | 

| | Oe No. 32. , oe , 

oC | Baron Schaeffer to Mr. Bayard. - ) oe 

a Oo WASHINGTON, May 25,1885. = 
 $rr: Information having reached His Majesty’s Government through — 

Prague papers and otherwise, that a considerable number of Bohemian’s" vo 
(Czechs), residents of Chicago and the environing districts, are going - 

- to leave on the 30th instant, at 5 o’clock p. m., by the Hamburg steamer | | 
Westphalia, as saloon and steerage passengers, for Prague, Bohemia, | 
ostensibly to witness the opening festivities of the new National Theater 

- - in that city, and as it is quite possible that some of the Bohemian so- , 
- eialists and anarchists, now in this country, may avail themselves of this _ 
opportunity for effecting their return to the Austro-Hungarian mon- 

- archy, or with a view to smuggle into His Majesty’s dominion pam- | 
- phlets of revolutionary character or explosives, I have been instructed =, 

to bring this matter to the notice of the Government of the United | | 
States. I have consequently the honor to make you the above commu- > 
nication, requesting you to take measures for having the luggage of all 
Bohemian tourists who are booked as passengers on the Westphalia 

-' garefully examined by the New York police, and to have all suspicious _ 
| matter in the way of explosives and revolutionary pamphlets seized. . 

-.. I venture to hope that this request, prompted by considerations of the - 
utmost importance, may appear practicable in your eyes, and beg that 
you will inform me if such suspicious matter should have been found. | oe 

Accept, &e., oe, | 
oo, - | | SCHAEFFER. © | 

- | : No. 33. | ee | ee 

| _. Mr, Bayard to Baron Schaeffer. | oe 

| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a 
| = | Washington, May 26, 1885. _ 

- Baron: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of | 
yesterday, whereby you acquaint me with the purport of information, | 
gathered by your Government through Prague newspapers and other- 
wise, to the effect “‘that a considerable number of Bohemians (Czechs), 
residents of Chicago and the environing districts, are going to leave on. | 
the 30th instant, at 5 o’clock p. m., by the Hamburg steamer West- 4 

_ phalia, as saloon and steerage passengers, for Prague, Bohemia, osten-. | : 
sibly to witness the opening festivities of the new National Theater in _ 
that city,” and add that ‘‘as it is quite possible that some of the Bohe-
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| mian socialists and anarchists, now.in this country, may avail them- 
- gelves of this opportunity for effecting their return to the Austro-Hun- 

- garian monarchy, or with a view to smuggle into His Majesty’s dominions. 
pamphlets of revolutionary character or explosives,” you have been 
instructed to bring the matter to the attention of the Government of the 

. United States, requesting that measures be taken “for having the lug- 
| gage of all Bohemian tourists who are booked as passengers of the 

Westphalia carefully examined by the New York police, and to have 
all suspicious matter in the way of explosives and revolutionary pam- 
phiets seized,” and, further, that you be informed “if such suspicious 
matter should have been found.” | | - 

With every desire to do justice to the motive which prompts this re- 
quest on the part of His Majesty’s Government, I must in all frankness 

_ premise that it appears to be based on a misapprehension of the func- 
tions and duties of the Executive under our federal system of govern- 
ment. The police of New York is a municipal organization, under the — 
control of the State,and is not under the direction of the Federal Gov- _ 
ernment. There is no mechanism provided, under either Federal or 

7 State laws by which the nationality of outgoing passengers may be com- 
petently ascertained and those of any particular origin separated from 
others. Even were this provided, there is no way open for the enforced 
examination of the effects of such passengers, except by due operation 

| of law, as administered by the judicial authorities, upon complaint duly 
made. In the event of its appearing that the law is violated or about 

| to be violated, the suggested search may be in order as a part of the 
judicial function; but there is no power lodged in the hands of the Ex- 
ecutive to decree such a proceeding as a preventive measure. : 

The objects of the suggested search are stated by you to be the dis- 
covery of “explosives and revolutionary pamphlets,” and the seizure 
thereof. As touching the supposed ‘revolutionary pamphlets,” the 
Executive is without power to act. There is no statute known to it 

| which interdicts or restrains the individual possession of such matter 
within the jurisdiction of the United States, nor, indeed, any law defin- 
‘ing what printed matter may or may not be “revolutionary.” As the 

 . Hxecutive cannot take cognizance of such revolutionary or seditious 
matter, even if directed against our own constitutional form of govern- 

- - ment, it stands to reason that itis no less incompetent to pass upon sach | 
subversive character when it may be alleged that it is in contravention _ 
of the municipal statute of another land. To intervene in that case 
would be, in effect, to attempt to administer, within the sovereignty of 

| the United States, the domestic law of another sovereign. | 
| The carriage and shipment of dangerous combustible and explosive 

* materials upon passenger vessels engaged in international or inter-State 
traffic is, however, regulated by law, in the interest of the safety of 
human life, by the Federal statutes of the United States, leaving the 
regulation of such carriage and shipment within the limits of any State 
to the municipal jurisdiction thereof. I have the houor to inclose here- 
with for your information, copies of the pertinent sections of the Re-- 
vised Statutes, Nos. 4278, 4279, 4472, 5353, aud 5354. By section 5368 
the conveyance or delivery of the explosive substances named upona 
passenger vessel engaged in foreign or inter-State traffic is punished by 

. a fine of not less than $1,000 or more than $10,000, one-half to the use 
of theinformer. This fine is, of course, imposable in the regular course 
of judicial proceedings. | | | | oo 

If, therefore, complaint be lodged before any magistrate of the United | 
States, by any person cognizant of the facts, charging any person or
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persons with violation of this statute, the consequent proceedings - will 

be instituted to the end of.establishing -the guilt or innocence of the 

party accused. Such complaint may be duly made by any officer of 

your Government, or by any person whomsoever having knowledge or 

belief on which to found such a charge; and the United States attorney =~ 
at New York will cheerfully assist in the institution of such proceedings. 

- [am happy in being thus able to point out the line of demarkation . 

‘between the Executive action, founded on suspicion, which your Gov- | 

ernment suggests, and which as I have shown is here impracticable, 
and the judicial examination of the fact of the criminal conveyance of : 

a deadly explosive on board of a passenger vessel to the endangerment 

of humanilife.  mw# : a 
‘Be pleased tofaccept, &c., | : on | | 

: | | | Be | T. F. BAYARD. — | 

| : | yg No. 34. - | | 

| : Baron Sehaeffer to Mr. Bayard. as a 

a WASHINGTON, June 11, 1885. 

Srr: Referring to your notes of the 18th and 20th May last, I have 
the honor to inform you that, these papers have been laid before Count. 

Kalnoky, and that I have been instructed by his excellency to inform | 

you, confidentially, that His Majesty’s Government must absolutely de- 

cline to make your deductions the basis of a discussion with the Gov- 

ernment of the United States, upon religious liberty and diplomatic law. | : 

In Austria-Hungary, as well as in the United States, the constitution | 

grants entire liberty to all forms of religious worship. Our objections ~ _ 

to Mr. Keiley’s appointment as minister of the United States to the Imperial o 

Court are founded upon want of political tact evinced on his parton a former | 

occasion, in consequence of which a friendly power declined to receive him ; 

and upon the certainty that his domestic relations preclude that reception of | 

him by Vienna society which we judge desirable for the representative of 

the United States, with which power we wish to continue the friendly re- | 

lations existing between the two Governments. | 
Count Kalnoky adds that Keiley’s rather sudden appointment and _ yO 

abrupt departure cannot be regarded very. considerate proceedings, that - | 

his objections to said nomination remain in full force, and that he feels — 

~ bound to express the repeated wish that Mr. Keiley may not arrive in | 

Vienna just pow. : , | a a 

| cce fe. | | oT | 
oe ro | | | SCHAEFFER. — | 

CO . -No. 35. | | | | 

_ Mr. Bayard to Baron Schaeffer. ee : 

| re DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
- | Washington, June 13, 1885. ~ 

| Sir: With reference to my reply of the 26th ultimo, to your note of 
‘the 25th ultimo, in relation to the alleged embarkation of certain Bohe- : 
mian socialists at New York, I have the honor to inform you that Lhave |
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received a report through the Attorney-General to the effect that the _ 
authorities at New York have been unable to obtain any information of | 
any unlawful proceedings in the premises. | | | 

| Accept, &c., - | | a 
| = TT. KF. BAYARD, | 

| | No. 36. | 

| Mr. Bayard to Baron Schaeffer. —— 

a | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
os | Washington, June 15, 1885.. 

| Baron: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note 
dated the 11th instant, which reached me at noon on the 12th. oe 

It is deeply to be regretted that the friendly infentions and efforts of 
| this Government to be represented at the court of Austria-Hungary by | 

| an envoy entirely acceptable to that friendly power have not been 
wholly successful in the case of the proposed minister, the honorable 

: a... M. Keiley, who was commissioned by the President for that responsi- 
ble and distinguished position on the 29th of April last, and of whose | 
appointment you were advised by my note of the 4th of the following 

| month. | 
| It was solely and in direct response to the telegram of Count Kalnoky- 

to you, which you kindly communicated to me on the 9th of May, that. 
my notes of the 18th and 20th of May were written. The only objec- 
tion assigned by Count Kalnoky to receive Mr. Keiley—being the relig- 

oe ious faith of the latter’s wife—was answered by my note of May 18, 
and his suggestion or inquiry as to the practice of this Government to 

| obtain in advance the “agrément” of a friendly foreign state before 
- sending an envoy to it, called forth my note of the 20th. 7 

| The present declination of His Imperial and Royal Majesty’s Govern- 
ment ‘‘to make” my “deductions the basis of a discussion” on these. 
points closes, and, I may be permitted to say, somewhat abruptly, a 

| correspondence invited expressly by Count Kalnoky’s telegram to you, 
| which, by his direction, you communicated to me; and I note, also, by 

your letter of the 11th instant that Count Kalnoky’s objections to the 
nomination in question “remain in full force.” As I have already com- 

_-- ynunicated to you the views of this Government concerning those objec- 
_ tions, repetition thereof is unnecessary. . : 

The objection to Mr. Keiley’s reception as a ministemig. the United _ 
| States at the Imperial and Royal court, which is for the first time made 

, known and communicated to me in your note of the 11th instant, as 
founded upon a want of “political tact” on his part, which had led to _ 
the declination of ‘a friendly power to receive him,” I do not feel 
called upon to discuss, because it seems difficult. to imagine the basis 

, for such an objection to a gentleman who has as yet never been in 
| Europe nor held official relations to any foreign state. | | 

: | The “domestic relations” of Mr. Keiley, somewhat obscurely alluded 
to, are, 1 suppose, objectionable to His Majesty’s Government on the 
ground contained in Count Kalnoky’s telegram of May 8, namely, his 

| being “wedded to a Jewess,” the effect of that having been stated by 
| the same high source as rendering his residence at the court of Aus-. 

tria-Hungary “untenable and even impossible.” |
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‘Having stated in my note to you of the 18th May the full recognition oe 
by the Government of the United States of the right of a foreign power 

to exercise its own high and honorable discretion as to the reception — oe 

- of an envoy from this Government, it does not seem necessary to repeat | 
anything on that score, but I beg leave to draw your attention to the | 

_ Closing paragraph of your note of the 11th instant, stating the repeated. 
wish of your Government that Mr. Keiley may not arrive in Vienna — a 
“just now,” and to inquire whether this expression is intended tem- ; 

porarily to delay Mr. Keiley’s presentation at Vienna, or is to be takem . 

as constituting a final refusal to receive him at any time. a an 

Accept, &e., we a | } oe | 
| | - | —_ T. F. BAYARD. or 

| BELGIUM. | 7 

SO | —. No. 37. | oe | | 

| sid, Fish to Mr. Bayard. — | | - | 

| Do a [Extract. ] . oe Lo | / oe 7 

No. 349.) oe _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
a | | — Brussels, August 2, 1885. (Received August 15.) | | | 

Srr: I had this afternoon a visit from Count de Borchegrave d’Alténa, | 
the King’s secretary, who said that the King, having taken the titleof 

- Sovereign of the Independent State of the Congo, and that State having | 

as yet no diplomatic agents accredited abroad, he had been charged by 
- the King to inform me that Mr. Edmond van Eetvelde has been ap- - 

pointed administrator-general of the department of foreign affairs of the : 
Independent State of the Congo. He said that owing to the fact that — : 
the relation of the new State and Belgium being exclusively personal, - 
he, as the King’s secretary, had been charged with the mission of making a 

_ Mr. van Eetvelde’s appointment known to me, with the request thatT | 
would communicate it to you, and also to request me to transmit an | a 
original letter to the President froin the King notifying the latter’s as- | 
sumption of the title of Sovereign of the Independent State of the Congo, OO 

_of which he furnished me with an office copy as well as the original.. ~ 
| Count de Borchegrave also left with me two open letters addressed _ | 

to you by Mr. van Hetvelde, one notifying you of his appointment and | 
- the second giving you the official guarantee of the neutrality of the on 

_ new State and defining its limits in accordance with the general act of 
the recent conference at Berlin. - — | / 

. OR % * x * * 

| I transmit herewith the originals and translations of all the documents, — 
excepting Count de Borchegrave’s letter to me, of which I inclose a copy | 
and translation. They are duly enumerated in the list of inclosures. I ; 

—» have only to add that I believe this method of making the communica- . 
tion has been chosen in order to more fully mark the distinction be- 

- tween the new title and that hitherto borne by the King. oe 
= | I have, &C., an a : oo . ee 

| | - ae | NICHOLAS FISH. oe
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. [Inclosure 1 in No. 349.—Translatien.] . . 

| | The King to the President. 
. | | : AvuaustT 1, 1885. 

. VERY DEAR AND GREAT FRIEND: The Government of the Republic of the United 
States of America was pleased to recognize the flag of the International Association 
of the Congo as that of a friendly nation. Atthe time of thesigning of the general 
act of the conference of Berlin, the president and the members of that high assembly,. 

| on receiving the adhesion of the Association to the acts of the conference, manifested 
their sympathy for its enterprise. To-day that the position of the Association is fixed 

vo in an international point of view, that its territorial constitution is established, and 
. . that its mission has received valuable encouragements, I am prepared to bring to your 

notice and to that of the Republic of the United States of America that the possessions © 
of the International Association of the Congo will hereafter form the Independent 
State of the Congo. I have at the same time the honor to inform you and the Gov- 
ernment of the Republic of the United States of America that, authorized by the Bel- 
gian Legislative Chambers to become the chief of the new State, I have taken, in ae- 
cord with the Association, the title of Sovereign of the Independent State of the Congo. 

The union between Belgium and that State will be exclusively personal. .The new _ 
State, | am firmly convinced, will fulfill the expectations of those powers which have | 
in a measure greeted in advance its entry into the family of nations. I shall en-. 
deavor to guide it in that course, and I entertain the hope that you will be pleased, 
as well as the Government of the Republic of the United States of America, to facili- 

. tate my task by giving a favorable reception to the present notification. | | 
I eagerly seize this occasion to offer you the expression of the high esteem and of 

. the inviolable friendship with which I am, 7 . 
Very dear and great friend, your sincere friend, . 

- LEOPOLD. 
EDM. VAN EETVELDE, 

Administrator-General of the Department of Foreign Affairs © - 
of the Independent State of the Congo. . 

OSTEND, August 1, 1885. . | a 

{Inclosure 2 in No. 349.—Translatien.] 

: Count de Borehegrare to Mr Fish. a 

THE PALACE. . 
Brussels, August 1, 1888. 

: Mr. MINISTER: The King charges me to inform you that His Majesty has named Mr. 
#dmond van Eetvelde as administrator-general of the department of foreign affairs — 
Of the Independent State of the Congo. | : os 

His Majesty will be obliged to you to kindly convey to your Government the fact 
of this choice, and to transmit to it the inclosed letter of the administrator-generad. 

I beg you, &c. CS . 
a The Secretary of the King : : ce 

: Count P. pe BORCHEGRAVE bv’ALTENA., — 

{Enolosure 3 in No. 349.—Translation. ] - 

Mr, van Hetvelde to Mr. Bayard, SO 

| | BRUSSELS, August 1, 1885. ° 
Mr. SECRETARY OF STaTE: I have the honor to inform you that the King, Lee- — 

pold II, Sovereign of the Independent State of the Congo, has deigned to name me ~ 
_  ' administrator-general of the department of foreign affairs of that State, - | 

I shall be happy to see established between the Government of the new State and . 
the Government of the United States of America agreeable relations equaliy profita- 
ble to the interests of both countries, and I shall neglect nothing on my part to stamp 
them with this double character. | | a 
— Expressing the hope that you will be pleased to grant me your kind confidence, I 
eagerly seize this first occasion to offer you, Mr. Secretary of State, the assurances, &c. | 

EDMOND van EETVELDE.
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. . | [Inclosure 4 in No. 349,—Translation. ] 

oo Mr, van Ketvelde to Mr. Bayard. _ 

Oo : OS AuGusT 1, 1885. - , 

The undersigned administrator-general of the department of foreign affairs of the : 
_ Independent State of the Congo is charged by the King, sovereign of that State, to 

inform Mr. Bayard, Secretary of State at Washington, that in conformity with article | 
- 10 of the general act of the conference of Berlin, the Independent State of the Congo oo 

hereby declares itself perpetually neutral, and claims the advantages guaranteed, by . 
chapter III of the same act, at the same time that it assumes the duties which neu- | 

trality imposes. The district of the neutrality will apply to the territory of the In- le, 
dependent State of the Congo, included in the limits resulting from the treaties suc- 

~ eessively concluded by the International Association with Germany, France, and Por- 
tugal, treaties notified to the conference at Berlin and annexed to its protocols, and : 
which are thus determined, viz: - , Ss | 

On the north. ~A straight line drawn from the Atlantic Ocean and joiningthe mouth SO 
of the river which runs into the sea at the south of the bay of Cabinda near Ponta. | 

Vermelha to Cabe Lombro ; | . 

The parallel of this last point prolonged to its intersection with the meridian of the 
eonfluent of the Culacalla with the Luculla; | 7 7 a | 

The meridian thus.determined to its meeting with river Luculla; oo, / 
-The course of the Luculla to its confluence with the Chiloango (Luango Luce); 
‘The Chiloango River from the mouth of the Luculla to its most northern source ; 
The (créte de partage) dividing line of the waters of the Niadi Quillon and of the — | 

Congo, to beyond the meridian of Manyanga; - / | 
| A line to be determined and which, following as much as possible a natural division 

of the ground shall terminate between the station of Manyanuga and the cataract of . 
Ntombo Mataka, at a point situated on the navigable portion of the river; OO, 

_ The Congo as far'as Stanley Pool ; : oe _ CO 
The median line of Stanley Pool; : 

| The Congo to a point to be determined on the river above Licona Nkundja; , 
A line to be determined from this point to the seventeenth degree of east longitude — os 

from Greenwich in following, as far as possible, the line of the watershed of the — | 
basin of the Licona Nkundja ; | | 7 

The seventeenth degree of east longitude from Greenwich to its junction with the oe 
. fourth parallel of north Jatitude. | - . 7 

The fourth parallel of north latitude to its junction with the thirtieth degree of © | | 
longitude east from Greenwich. : | oe 

On the east.—The thirtieth degree east from Greenwich to the height of 1° 20 of a 
south latitude. — . : , oo a 

- Astraight line drawn from. the intersection of the thirtieth degree of east longi- 
tude with the parallel of 1° 20’ of south latitude to the northern extremity of Lake .— 
Tanganyka ; ot a / | i 

The median line of Lake Tanganyka; : | 
; A straight line drawn from Lake Tanganyka to Lake Moero along 8° 30! of south | 
atitude ; . oe | os 
The water course which unites Lake Moero with Lake Bangweolo ; a 

_ The western bank of Lake Bangweolo. 2 . 
On the south.—A line drawn from the southern extremity of Lake Bangweolo to its | 

meeting the twenty-fourth degree of longitude east from Greenwich, and following the , 
dividing line of the waters (créte de partage) between the waters of the Congo and those — 
of the Zambesi; OO | | 

The dividing line of the waters which belong to the basin of Kassai between the | 
twelfth and sixth parallels of south latitude; : , - 

The sixth parallel of south latitude to its point of intersection with the Quango; 
The course of the Quango as far as its meeting with the parallel of Nokki; oe | 
The parallel of Nokki as far as its meeting the meridian which passes through the 

mouth of the river Uango-Uango ; | : 
_ The course of the Congo from the confluence of the Uango-Uango to the sea. - 

On the west.—The Atlantic Ocean between the mouth of the Congo and the river | 
which flows into the south of the bay of Cabinda, near Ponta Vermelha. oe 

co - EDMOND van EETVELDE. | | 
_ BRUSSELS, August 1, 1885. . , os : . a
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: No. 38. | en 

- . Mr. Bayard to Mr. Tree. | 

— No. 5.) | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
| Washington, September 11, 1885. 

Sir: Mr. Fish’s No. 349, of the 2d ultimo, transmits certain docu- 
| ments received through Count de Borchegrave d’Alténa, the King’s 

7 secretary, concerning the assumption by His Majesty King Leopold II 
of the sovereignty of the Independent State of the Congo, and the ap- 

a pointment of Mr. Edmond van Eetvelde as the medium of diplomatic — 
communication on the part of that State with other Governments. 

| The President having been for some weeks absent from the seat of 
Government, it has not been practicable to convey to him, until his re- 
turn hither, the autograph letter of His Majesty announcing the assump- 
tion of the title of Sovereign of the Independent State of the Congo. 1 
have now the pleasure to transmit, herewith, the autograph reply of the 

| President, with the request that you will cause the same to reach His _ 
| Majesty’s hands through the proper channel, to which you will apply — 

| for that purpose. In this connection due notice is taken of the declara- 
| tion that the relation between the new Stateand Belgium is ‘exclusively 

| personal,” by which it is understood that His Majesty in assuming the 
sovereignty acts for himself alone, and not as creating a dependency 

| of the State of the Congo upon the Crown of Belgium. | 
I also transmit my sealed reply to Mr. van Eetvelde’s letter, of 1st 

of August, announcing his appointment to be administrator.general of 
. the department of foreign affairs of the Independent State of the Congo. — 

This reply operates as a full recognition of and entrance upon diplomatic — 
| relations with the new State as a member of the family of nations. An 

office copy of my letter is inclosed, of which you will retain a transcript 
| on the files of your legation. | . 

an _ In addition to these, I transmit with office copy my letter in acknowl- 
, edgement of the receipt of Mr. van Eetvelde’s notification of the neu- 

trality and boundary limits of the said Independent State. | 
'  Itis observed that Mr. van Hetvelde informs me that— 7 

In conformity with the tenth article-of the general act of the conference of Berlin, 
the Independent State of the Congo, by these presents, declares itself forever neutral, 
and that it claims the advantages guaranteed by the third chapter of the said act; at 
the same time assuming the obligations which pertain to neutrality [and further 

: that]: The régime of neutrality will be applied to the territory of the Independent 
. State of the Congo comprised within the boundaries which appear from the treaties 

; successively concluded by the International Association [of the Congo] with Germany, 
. France, and Portugal, and which treaties have been notified to the conference of 

| Berlin and annexed to the protocols thereof. | 

| Mr. van Eetvelde’s letter thereupon recites the boundaries in ques- 
tion. | 

As you are aware, the Government of the United States, in authoriz- 
' Ing the attendance of Mr. Kasson as a delegate to the conference of 

: Berlin, and of Mr. Sanford as an associate delegate, did so under ex- 
_ pressed reservations, among which was the understanding that those | 
gentlemen were without plenipotentiary powers, and that this Govern- 

_ ment, in its sovereign discretion, reserved wholly the right thereafter to 
| _ accede or withhold its accession to the results of that conference. , 

: It appears, however, that their signatures were attached to the gen- 
eral act in the same manner as those of the plenipotentiaries of other 

| Governments, and that the United States are thus made to appear as _ 
—— signatories to a general international treaty, imposing on the signatories
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a common duty in respect of the conservation of the territorial integrity | 
_ and neutrality of distant regions where this Government has no estab- Oo 
lished interests or control of any kind. os a , | 

- This Government does not, however, regard. its prior and entire res- an 
 ervation of liberty of action in the premises as at all thereby impaired. . 
And until the United States shall, by subsequent accession and ratifica- | 
tion of the general act of the conference of Berlin in the manner therein _— 

_ provided, and according to their constitutional forms, become a party an 
_ to the stipulations thereof, it will be impossible to determine the due 
and proper weight to be given by this Government to the declaration _ - 
and claim which is thus communicated by Mr. van Eetvelde on behalf oO 

_ of the Independent State of the Congo. But this reservation is wholly — | 
_ distinct from the recognition of the sovereign status of the Independ- a 

ent State of the Congo, which does not rest upon the conventional | - 
arrangements contemplated by the conference of Berlin. — | 

| ; Tam, &c., | en | - 
| | —— | T. F. BAYABD. | 

- | : {Inclosure 1 in No. 5.] | | | 

President Cleveland to His Majesty King Leopold, Sovereign of the Independent State of the - 
a ' | Congo. a - | 

-. EsreeMEpD AND Great FRiunp: I have had much pleasure in receiving your Maj- oe 
esty’s letter of the lst or August last, announcing that the possessions of the Inter- 

_ mMational Association of the Congo will henceforth form the Indepéndent State of the : 
Congo, and that your Majesty, under the authorization of the Belgium Legislative — | 
Chambers, and in accord with the Association, has assumed the title of Sovereign of 
the Independent State of the Congo... I observe your Majesty’s further statement that 

' the convention between Belgium and the new State is exclusively personal. This 
Government at the outset testified its lively interest in the well-being and future prog- 
ress of the vast region now committed to your Majesty’s wise care, by being the first’) —_ . 
among the powers to recognize the flag of the International Association of the Congo 
as that of a friendly State; and now that the progress of events has brought with it | 

_ the general recognition of the jurisdiction of the Association, and opened the way for a 
its incorporation as an independent and sovereign State, I have great satisfaction in | - | 

- congratulating your Majesty on being called to the chief magistracy of the newly- — | 
formed Government. The Government and people of the United States, whose only 

_ concern lies in watching with benevolent expectation the growth of prosperity and ! 
- peace among the communities to whom they are joined by ties of friendship, cannot 
doubt that under your Majesty’s good government the peoples of the Congo region 
will advance in the paths of civilization, and deserve the good will of all those states Oo 
and peoples who may be brought into contact with them. | 7 

I am, my esteemed and great friend, your faithful friend, . | 
c, | | GROVER CLEVELAND. | 

Done at Washington this 11th day of September, 1885. . / | 
_ By the President: _ : | | a 

» 'T. F. Bayarp,  ,. oe : 
. '  Seeretary of State. | | . an 

| | | a . [Inclosure 2 in No. 5.] | Oo | | 7 

| Mr. Bayard to Mr. van Eetvelde. | Oo ; : | 

: . ee en DEPARTMENT OF STaTE, —— 
: —_ Washington, September 11, 1885. : | 

__ Sir: Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 1st ultimo, / 
_ in which you are pleased to proffer, through me, to the Government of the United — - 

States of America an official guarantee of the neutrality of the newly-constituted In- Bn 
dependent State of the Congo, and whereby you acquaint me with the boundary de- - 
markation of the new State. | : an oe a | 

{ observe that this proffered guarantee of neutrality is made by you in conformity | 
~ with article 10 of the general act of the conference of Berlin. | | nn
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The Government of the United States having been represented by delegates in that 
. eonference under the expressed reservation of the right, in its sovereign discretion, 

thereafter to accede or withhold its accession to the results of its deliberations, it — 
will not be possible for me to determine the due and proper weight to be given by 
this Government to the declaration and territorial claim thus communicated by you 
on behalf of the Independent State of the Congo, so far as such declaration and claim 

. rest on the provisions of the general act, until the United States shall, by subsequent 
. accession and ratification of the said general act of the conference of Berlin, in the 

manner therein provided and according to their constitutional forms, become a party 
to the stipulations thereof. 

The relationship of cordial recognition and earnest good will heretofore initiated 
by the Government of the United States toward the International Association of the 
Congo, and now confirmed and, I trust, perpetuated in respect of the new independ- 
ent State which succeeds to that Association, is, however, complete of itself and apart 

. from any conventional relationship flowing from or defined by the general act. of the 
conference of Berlin, and the obligation to respect the precepts of neutrality and 
friendly intercourse is held by the Government of the United States to be as perfect 
toward the Sovereign and Independent State of the Congo as toward any and all sov- 
ereignties with which the United States maintain friendship and intercourse. =~ 

| Aceept, sir, &c., | : 
. T. F. BAYARD. 

{Inclosure 3 in Ne. 5.]} | 

| | a Mr. Bayard to Mr. van Eetvelde. | | | 

, DEPARTMENT OF STATE, . 
Washington, September 11, 1885. 

Sir: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the Ist ultimo, whereby you are 
pleased to inform me that His Majesty Kizrg Leopold, Sovereign of the Independent 

' State of the Congo, has conferred upon you the office of administrator- general of the 
department of foreign affairs of that State. 

In furtherance of the good will and amity which the Government has heretofore — 
testified toward the organization of the independent tribes of the Congo Basin, under 
@ common system of administration, and which it equally bears, now that the Govern- 
ment of the Independent State of the Congo has taken rank among the sovereign 
eoemmunities of the world, it will be my aim and my gratification to maintain and | 
strengthen by all means in my power the most agreeable and lasting good relation- 

| _ ship between the United States and the newly constituted State of the Congo. 
| - ] embrace, &e., . 

a T., F. BAYARD. 

oe | — No. 38. | - 

| | Mr. Treeto Mr. Bayard. — | | | 

{Exeract. a 

| No. 5.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| Brussels, October 20, 1885. . (Received November 4.) 

Sir: Referring to your instruction No. 5, bearing date September 11, 
| 1885, I have the honor to state that yesterday 1 addressed a note to Mr. 

Edmond van Eetveldt, requesting him to indicate a time when I might 
7 call upon him to deliver the two sealed letters from you addressed to 

him, and also informing him that at the same time I should have the 
honor of handing him a copy of the autographic sealed letter from the 
‘President of the United States to His Majesty Leopold, Sovereign of 

| the Independent State of the Congo, with a view of arranging the chan- 
oe nels through which I could cause the original letter of the President to 

reach His Majesty’s hands. oo | | : 
 [ received a reply from Mr. van Eetvelde the same evening, informing 

| me that he would be very much pleased to see me this afternoon. I ac-
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_ cordingly called upon him to-day at the hour indicated and delivered =. 
your two sealed letters and also the copy of the President’s letter, re- 
questing him to advise me how I should cause the original to be con- | 
veyed to His Majesty’s hands. He promised to take the orders of the ~ 

_ . King and advise me at an early date. 7 7 oe | 
_ The conversation which ensued was almost entirely with reference to 

the character of the country of the Congo and its productions. He, Mr. | 
van Eetvelde, mentioned that his Government had completed arrange- a 

_ ments for a postal service there; that the men, wagons, and machinery 
necessary for such service had already been shipped, and that it would _ | 
be in operation by the 1st of January. | a 

_ He also said that a scheme for a judicial system for the country was 
_ , nearly perfected, which embraced a penal code and the establishment 

of courts at Banana and Vivi; that this judicial system would probably | 
be complete within three weeks; that a departinent of the interior was si 
being organized, and that the Government hoped before long to show 
‘some results. a : ; . CO 

In the mean time he expressed the hope that the Government of the 
_ United States would be indulgent (I use his words) to the new Govern- 

ment, which had many difficulties to contend with in its efforts to plant | 
eivilization in that quarter of the globe. All of the conversation was _ 
of this general character, | . 

. € oe * . * eT ‘a *& 

Ihave, &e., | | a 7 
| | Do | LAMBERT TREE. © 

| No. 40. | | 

- : < Mr. Tree to Mr. Bayard. — ce 

No. 7.| - | ... LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
a Brussels, October 26, 1885. (Received November 9.) 

_ . Sie: Referring again to your instruction No. 5, I have the honor to | 
state that on Saturday evening, October 24, I received a note from - 

_ Mr. Edmond van Eetvelde, administrator-general of the department of , 
_ foreign affairs of the Independent State of the Congo, informing me that oe 

His Majesty would receive me at the Palace of Brussels this afternoon : 
at half past 2 o’clock, to take from my hands the autograph letter of a 
President of the United States, addressed to His Majesty Leopold, Sov- | 

_ ereign of the Independent State of the Congo. nt 
_. I therefore drove to the palace at the hour designated, and was im- 

mediately received by His Majesty, to whoin I handed the letter of the 
President, and said to him at the same time, following substantially the 

_ Janguage of your instruction No. 5 to me, that owing to the absence of 
- the President for several weeks from the seat of Government it was not 

_ practicable to convey to him the autograph letter of His Majesty an- . | 
nouncing the assumption.of the title of Sovereign of the Independent | 
State of the Congo until the President’s return to Washington. oe 

_ His Majesty said that it gave him great pleasure to receive the letter | 
_ from the President. That he had seen the office copy of the President’s _ | 

letter which I had delivered to Mr. van Eetvelde, so that he already | 
knew its contents, and that it was quite true, asthe President had said, _ | 
that the Government of the United States was the first of the powers __ 
to recognize the flag of the International Association of the Congo as
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that of a friendly state. He also said that he hoped the Government _ 
and people of the United States would not be impatient and expect too_ 

| much from the new Governmentina short time. That much work had 

been already done, but for obvious reasons they could not proceed very _ 
| rapidly. He also spoke of a project for building a railroad around the 

falls and rapids of the Congo, which as yet, however, had not taken © 
definite shape. He said he was extremely interested in the work of car- 
rying civilization into that distant part of the world, and hoped that in 

. time a large trade would grow up with the Congo country. : 
[ listened attentively, and told His Majesty I would take great pleas- 

| ure in communicating to my Government what he had said tome. The | 
- eonversation then becaine more general,and I remained with His 

Majesty about three-quarters of an hour. He was extremely cordial, as_ 
he had been on the two former occasions when I had the honor of being 

| . received by him. - eS 

_Thave, &c., | | a oe ee 
| | | LAMBERT TREE. » 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF BELGIUM AT 
Oo | WASHINGTON. . 

No. 41. | 

| Mr. de Bounder to Mr. Bayard. | 

{ Transtation. | ot 

| LEGATION OF BELGIUM, | 
| New York, June 19, 1885. (Received J une 22.) 

oe  §re: The first part of section 14 of the act of Congress of June 26, 

| 1884, “to remove certain burdens on the merchant marine,” has modi- 
, fied the rate of and the manner of collecting the tonnage duty; that — 

duty is now 6 cents per ton for vessels coming from ports other than 
those of Central and North America, from Mexico, Colombia, and from 
the British possessions, and 3 cents for vessels coming from ports situ- 
ated in these latter countries, while it is not to exceed, in the former 
case, 30 cents per ton per annum for the same vessel, and 15 cents in ~ 
the latter case. | - oo a : 

: According to Article XII of the treaty of 1875 between the United — 
States of America and Belgium, any favor or immunity, any privilege 
din matters relating to customs or navigation that shall be granted by 
the United States Government to another State, shall be immediately. 

, granted to the subjects of Belgium, gratuitously if the favor is gratui- 

tous, and on the same compensation or its equivalent being givenif the _ 
favor is conditianal. Oo | 

Now this reduction to 3 cents for vessels coming from a given zone is 
categorical and absolute; it constitutes a general favor, granted gratui- 

tously and unconditionally, to certain specified countries; it consequently 

- ghould have been made to apply to vessels coming from Belgium as soon — 

| as the act of June 26, 1884, went into operation. | , 7 
a Nevertheless, Belgian owners of steamers plying between Belgium 

| and the United States of America complain that the duty of 6 cents per 

: ton is still required on their vessels. | _
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- -It- will be sufficient, I am sure, for me to call your excellency’s atten- 
tion to this fact to induce you to request your honorable colleague of - 

_ the Treasury Department to issue orders to the end that vessels coming _ 
from Belgium may be assimilated, as regards the payment of tonnage 
‘dues, to those coming from Central and North America. | 

_ By thesecond paragraph of the fourteenth section of the aforesaid act 

of June 26, 1884, the President is authorized to reduce and eventosus- 

pend the collection of the tonnage duty in the case of vessels coming — 

from ports situated within the zone indicated, but this suspension or oo 

- reduction is made subject to certain conditions; and proclamations issued 

by the President on the 31st of January and the 7th of August lastre- | 

‘moved all duties on vessels coming from certain ports situated within 7 

- the zone in question, because no tonnage or light-house dues were col- — vo 

~ lected in those ports. I avail myself of this occasion to beg your excel- 

lency to be pleased to inform me what documents my Government wilk _ ) 
~ have to produce in order to secure, the case arising, the same advantage — 

.. for vessels coming from Belgium. ns | | rt 
. Thanking your excellency in advance for your mediation and good Lo 

Offices, I have, &c., : - , a - ee | 
So . Oo THRE. DE BOUNDER DE MELSBROECK, © . 

gs | eee No. 42. oe : oe | 

. Mr. Bayard to Mr. de Bounder. — 

; | | . - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, aes 
| | ce le a _ Washington, November 7,1885. 

_ § re: I had the honor to receive in due season your note of June 19 
last, touching the application of the provisions of the fourteenth section - 
of the shipping act approved June 26, 1884, inrespect of the collectionof = = 
tonnage tax, to vessels of Belgium coming from ports of that country to | 

ports of the United States, under the ‘most favored nation” clauseofthe =| 

existing treaty of 1875 between the United States and Belgium. | - 
-. - The importance of the questions involved in the claim of the Belgian 

Government, and in likeclaims preferred by other Governments, has led | . 
to the submission of the entire subject to the judgment of the Attorney- 
General. — Se ass | a a : 

- The conclusions of the Department of Justice, after a carefulexam- 

_ jhation of the premises, are that— ——- os a 

-. -The discrimination as to tonnage duty in favor of vessels sailing from the regions 
‘mentioned in the act, and entered in our ports is, I think, purely geographical in . 
‘character inuring to the advantage of any vessel of any power that may choose to | 

fetch and carry between this country and any port embraced by the fourteenth sec- 
tion of the act. I see no warrant, therefore, to claim that there is anything in the 

6 most favored nation” clause of the treaty between this country and the powers men-_ - 
) tioned that entitles them to have the privileges of the fourteenth section extended to | 

their vessels sailing to this country from ports outside of the limitation of the act. re 

These conclusions are accepted by the President, and I have, accord- | 
ingly, the honor to communicate them to you as fully covering the 
points presented in your note of the 19th of June last. a | , 

| Accept, &e., | ae fe oe Bs 

Lo eG OSs | TF. BAYARD | 
6§ FOR © | a : a te ee
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oe » No, 43. — | 

Mr. Hall to Mr. Frelinghuysen. 7 

. , {Extract} | | oh 

. ~ No. 309.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES ~~. 
- : oo IN CENTRAL AMERICA, 

| Guatemala, January 15,1885. (Received February 9.) | 
_ Sre: I beg leave to inclose herewith, and to invite your attention 

| thereto, three letters from Mr. Sarg, the consular agent of the United 
States at Livingston, addressed to Mr.. Whitehouse. a 

. Mr. Sarg reports that there are numbers of destitute foreigners at . 
that place, all, or nearly all, of whom have come from New Orleans, some 
of them engaged by verbal contract to work on the projected railroad | 

: from the west coast of Guatemala to this capital; others have gone 
| there ostensibly in search of work. Doubtless among these there are 

- many of the tramp class who never look for work with the expectation 
of finding it; but there is no doubt as to their general destitution and 
suffering from want and privation. * * * Many of these unfortu- 
nate persons are reported to have died for want of proper attention in 

- sickness. oo a Oe 
| I called to-day on the minister for foreign affairs, Mr. Cruz, and gave 

him these letters to read. I asked that the authorities at Livingston 
be instructed, so far as in theirpower, to render relief to these destitute 
persons, and to that end to co-operate with the consular agent. Hehas © 
promised to bring the subject to the notice of the President, but I look 

.. for no efficient measures from them. a | | 
I respectfully suggest that a naval vessel be sent to Livingston; that 

_ .the commander be instructed to investigate the reports of the consular 
agent, and to take back to New Orleans such American citizens as are 

; found to be really destitute and desire to return. I have no means of — 
knowing how many there may be; but, from the estimates that have 
been made me, I imagine there are from three to five hundred persons 
out of employment and destitute. | | - 

. I have, &c., | : a | os 
HENRY ©. HALL. — 

oo [Inclosure 1 in No. 309.] | 

Mr. Sarg to Mr. Whitehouse. | | 

| UNITED STATES CONSULAR AGENCY, ~~ 
a - Livingston, December 5, 1884. 

Srp: Your No. 14 was received on the 30th ultimo. I confess that I have allowed 
| myself to be completely misled by the jefe. politico, as regards the sanitary condition 

at the hospital at Santo Tomas. In the early part of November I spoke to him on this 
matter. He then told me that there was a good hospital at Santo Tomas; that a Gov- 

oO ernment doctor was attending the sick, and that no American citizens had died, either 
at Santo Tomas or on the line. I told him that Ishould require a regular weekly san- 
itary report on both places, and arecord of such as die, and in case he could not fur- 

| nish me with such, I should have to report it to my consulate, which might tend to 
| cut off further communication by American vessels with Port Barrios and Santo Tomas
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on the ground that the sanitary condition of those places could not be proved satis- = 
factory. Iwas unable toimpress upon his mind the importance of this question, either | 

_as to how far it would inconvenience the Guatemala Government or affect the inter- . 
_ vest of the United States. ee - 
ce I spent the 3d and 4th of the month ona personal inspection of Santo Tomas and 

- Port Barrios. a | i | ee : 
_ The Santo Tomas hospital is a common leaf-covered shed of the meanest description, oo 

~ but the patients have been taken out that morning. to Port Barrios, asthe railroad = 
~ gontractors have now engaged a medical man, a.Dr. Pawlett. I have heard accounts, 

repulsive beyond description, of the want of care, and the scant attention bestowed OE 
on the unfortunate men of all nationalities who were brought there tolieon the bare, — 

— damp ground, without proper foot or attendance. How many had died there I could: . - 
not ascertain, but I inclose a list of ten men given to me by Captain Mitford, the | 
Guatemalan Government railroad agent, who corroborated all accounts I had heard, a 

- . and assured me that he had reported on this matter to the direction-general at Guate- 2: 
- - mala, which took no notice of such complaints. Cf ee | 

I passed on to Port Barrios and invited the comandante and the alcalde to accom- 
pany me to inspect the new hospital. This is a large, open shed, about a mile distant | 

_ from the landing, with a board roof, affording shelter to about fifty men. Dr.Pawlett, 
. the physician, here presented himself; told me he had been on the place but twodays; 

that the shed was a temporary hospital, and that a permanent hospital would be | 
erected ; that food, medicine, and attendance were furnished by the contractors. I then — 
asked the doctor to step outside while I catechised every single patieut. They were oe 
content with the change to the new quarters; said that they liked the new doctor, 
but that the food was scant and poor. With but one exception they had nothing — 
coming to them from the contractors, but were in debt.. Those that had no blankets , 
complained of cold at night. How many had died at Port Barrios and in the camp 
up the line, no one could account for; but from what I could hear, some twenty-five | 
or thirty must have died. —_ re ae | | 

Many of the men clamored to have me go up the line into the distant camps to see © a 
for myself how badly they were fed and housed. All of these men have come here | 
merely on verbal agreement, and, as soon as landed, they owe the contractor $16 for 

. their passage. oy Ae | Dey - a | SO 
I do not believe that more than half of the men‘are United States citizens, although : | 

they nearly all claim to be such.. co | ae oe | 
| The men complain that the weather has been so bad they have not been able to a 

work and clear themselves from debt; that the food, salt provisions, does not agree : 
| with them, giving them diarrhea; that there is no regular pay-day; thatthe con- : 

. tractors do not pay in cash, but in checks, which are not exchangeable into money, 
and are only received at the contractor’s store in exchange for goods; that the prices 

* of the goods-are exorbitant; that an itemized account of such goods is refused ; that a 
they vainly apply for redress to the comandante of the place, as they cannot find an’ oo 
interpreter. ne BES a oe So re 

-. The contractors complain that many ‘men come out who are absolutely physically : 
- anfit for the labor expected of them; that men will smuggle themselves over affected 

‘. with a chronic complaint that requires immediate care; that many of the men are. — | | 
«tramps who feign sickness, and that a great number have run away owing for their 
passage and a considerable store bill. be UE eS 

-..” [told the contractors and subcontractors that I should make a minute report of | 
what I had heard and seen, and drew their attention to the fact that the constitution | | 

| of Guatemala requires every foreigner arriving to conform to the laws of the country ; 
that it was my duty to see that Americans were not injured by the non-compliance | 
with such laws whenever they protected their interests, and the National Board of | | 

Health expected me to exert the yreatest vigilance as to the sanitary condition of the - 
, ports at which the outbreak of ah epidemic could be avoided only by the greatest. - 
-- gare; that I should require a register of United States citizens as previously inti- : 

mated, also a weekly hospital report, with specifications of the diseases from the . 
. doctor (whom I will put under oath) and that notice of the death of any man on the 

line be given to the comandante and alcalde, interment deferred until the body has 
| been inspected by one of the officials, and that I shall exact the application of the 

legal fine for every case of remissness under this head. (I have heard sundry stories of 
men being kicked, beaten, and even shot at, and have thought myselfjustified in put- 
ting this point forward.) — a _ 

Thave also told them that I shall have to uphold the men if they claim an account- — | 
book, because the law prescribes one to be given every man; if they claim to receive cash : 
for their labor instead of store tickets, and if they claim a fixed pay-day every week. 

a The question arises what is to be done with the men who are not so sick as to war- - 
\rant hospital, yet so weak that they can do no work, have absolutely no means of a 

| subsistence, and yet cannot leave the place because they are in debt. ee |
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oe I await your approval of the measures I have taken, and your orders to change them - 
if you deem it expedient. . | , | oO. rer 

I beg to add that sanitary precautions are one-sided as long as vessels running to. | 
ports in the United States do not vall for bills of health, and I take this opportunity 

| _ to cover my responsibility. me | 
oo Iam, &c., | | | 

a | | a _ JAMES F. SARG. — 

oN | . UNITED STATES CONSULAR AGENCY, 
| _ Etwingston, December 5, 1884. 

H. REMSEN WHITEHOUSE, Esq., , TEE ne en 
United States Consul-General, Guatemala: | | PEE ee 7 

Str: As advised in my No. 11, I beg to hand you a list of the men who died at the 
hospital of Santo Tomas during the month of November of this year. It is supposed 
that they were United States citizens, although nothing definite is known. No per- — 
sonal effects were left by them. (1) Audrew McCullen, (2) David Flanigan, (3) Fran- 
eis Smith, (4) William Watts, (5) Henry Higgins, (6) Pat Conelly, (7) George Ander- 
son, (8) Josef Boegel, (9) Mike Lynch, (10) Josef Krichreuther. : ee 

Tam, &c., 
7 | JAMES F. SARG. | 

| | | a [Inclosure 2 in No. 309.] | | 

——- | | , - Mr. Sarg to Mr. Whitehouse. | ; 

: . : UNITED STATES CONSULAR AGENCY, | 
7 . ‘Livingston, Guatemala, January 7, 1885. 

- Sir: * * * My position is becoming somewhat precarious for the want of in- 
. structions. I fully comprehend the necessity of avoiding as far as possible a collision — 

with the local.authorities, from which would result either a disagreeable interpolation | 
ef the Guatemalan\Government or a disavowal of my action; at the same time I deeply 
regret that I am often unable to give the protection to the interests of United States | 

: | __- eitizens that is applied for. a, 
. A regulation for consular interference is urgently required for the estates of the 

7 United States citizens deceased, particularly. of those who die at Port Barrios and on ~ 
| the railroad line. os 7 . oy 

- The steamer Blanche Henderson, from New Orleans, brought one hundred and twelve 
men to Port Barrivs yesterday. The captain assured me that when his ship was brought 

: alongside the wharf at New Orleans, there was such a press of men over and above 
the number engaged that they were obliged to drive them off the ship with clubs, and 
in spite of this twelve stowaways appeared after they got out to sea. I have not re- 
ceived a register of these men, nor do I expect the contractors will send me one. | 

Livingston is crowded with destitute and sick men coming from Port Barrios. I 
- listen to their complaint for entire days,and do allin my power for them, yet I am 

. | unable to afford the relief which many believe they are entitled to at the hands of the 
consul. Oe SO a : 7 
_ Also at Belize, I hear, there are numbers of these men on the street. : 

. | Yeurs, &c., : —_ 
_— | ' | So | JAMES F. SARG. 

| oo No.44, 0 ST 

| : Mr. Hall to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

No 3p LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES => 
a | IN CENTRAL AMERICA, _ 

7 a Guatemala, January 22,1885. (Received February 17.) _ 
‘S1rr: With my dispatch, No. 309, of the 15th instant, I transmitted 

| ~  eopies of letters from Mr. Sarg, the consular agent of the United States 
| at Livingston, wherein he reports that there are numbers of destitute 

, _ foreigners at that place and at others on the Atlantic coast of Guate-
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mala, who have gone there seeking work on the projected. railroad. . 

- From subsequent information from the. same source, and from anum- | : 

ber of the persons referred to who have found their way across the } 
~ country to this city, I learn that all, or nearly all, claim to be citizens 

of the United States, and many that I have conversed with are beyond 

~ doubt native citizens. They confirm the reports hitherto received as to. 

the destitution and sufferings of the laborers, of the inadequate hospital . 

accommodations and attendance for the sick, and of the daily mortality Oc 

. among them. — | CO a | — - 
In view of these reports, and as an act of humanity, I deemed it my oo 

_ duty to communicate the statements as I have received them to you by 

cable for any action the Government may be pleased to take, and re- _ - 

 peating the suggestion contained in my No. 309, that a naval vessel be _ 

sent to Livingston to inquire into the facts and to convey the worthy 

destitute who may desire to return to New Orleans, whence they came. , 

a | plaka os HENRY C. HALL. | 

| a Mr. Hall to Mr. Frelinghuysen. Po | 

No. 314.| . - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES | . 
Oo ) ee | . IN CENTRAL AMERICA, _ Oo 

wo Guatemala, February 5, 1885. (Received February 28.) ee EO, 

Sir: With reference to my dispatches, numbered 309 and 311, of the | 
_ 15th and 22d ultimo, relating to the reported destitution and_ sickness. : 

-. among American laborers on the Atlantic coast of Guatemala, now _ - 
inclose a copy of another letter from the consular agent of the United : | 

- States at Livingston, to which I respectfully invite the Department’s 

attention; at the same time I would repeat the suggestion I made in ) 
- the above-mentioned communications in regard to sending, if practicable, as 

a vessel of the United States to Livingston, to convey the destitute who 

may desire to return‘to New Orleans, whence they came. — | : 

| | | [Inclosure in No. 314.) ao | : 

. | Mr. Sarg to Mr. Whitehouse. ' | : " 

| | ConsuLaR AGENCY oF THE UNITED STATES, a ae 
| | oS _. Livingston, January 28, 1885. : 

Siz: I beg to advise you of the death of Robert Smith, a United States citizen, whe 
died here on the 25th instant from the effects of fever and general debility. His home : 
is supposed to be at Lake Park, lowa. No personal effects forthcoming. e | 

The steamship Ellie Knight. touched here on the evening of the 6th instant from — 
Port Barrios, where she had taken up a crowd of the sick and distressed laborers: to 
be carried to New Orleans. There may have been sixty, more or less. . : os 

; From this port a large party of these unfortunates have now struck out for Belize, . 
and in consequence the governor of that colony has put the vagrant act into execu- | 

tion. All landing without visible means of support have the option of taking Gov- me 

ernment labor at $1 per day, or to go to jail for one week as vagrants, expenses of | 
confinement to be exacted afterwards by forced labor. oo 

| Matters at Port Barrios and on the line of the railroad, as far as they concern the 
laborers, have remained without a change. I receive no sanitary report, nor do I be- . 

_ teve that any record whatever is kept of those who die. The numbers of those whe |
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come to bring complaints has become small, not that the causes have been abolished, — 
| but that they have begun to find out that it is utterly useless to make complaint 

| ' against. Messrs. Shea, Cornick & Co. | my 8D a 
The depression in manufacturing interests in the United: States and the vain hope 

of finding labor in New Orleans.at the exposition grounds, has tended to accumulate ~ 
in that city thousands of men who seem ready to accept any kind of proposition for * 
labor, no matter where or under what circumstances. : - - 
. I arn, &e., . : : oe 

| | | JAMES F. SARG.._. 

: | | a No. 46. | pA 

a | Mr. Hall to Mr. Frelinghuysen. a ce 

No. 316.] : LEGATION OF THE "NITED STATES © aan 
, : | , IN CENTRAL AMERICA, | 

oe | Guatemala, February 10,1885. (Received March 6.) 

| | Sir: On the 28th ultimo I was informed that the Nicaraguan Gov- 
a ernment proposed to arrest and remove from on board of the Pacific | 

| . Mail Company’s steamer Honduras, then lying in the port of San Juan | 
, ' del Sur, a passenger in transit for Panama. No other particulars were 

_ given me, except that the passenger in question was a Nicaraguan 
named José Dolores Gomez, and that he was one of those who wereim- 
plicated in the recent insurrectionary movement in Nicaragua, which I: 

| reported to the Department in my No. 254, of the 3d of September ul- | 
timo,drom Managua. Gomez had been ordered to the Mosquito Re-— - 

_ serve; from there he came to Guatemala and embarked at San José,as) 
_. ‘J first understood for Panama, but have since learned that it was for |. 

Punta Arenas. 7 BO | PN kes 
: Upon learning of the attempt referred to, I instructed our consul at | 

| _ Managua by telegraph “to say respectfully to the Nicaraguan minister | 
a for foreign affairs that our Government has never consented, and will | 

never consent to the arrest and removal from an American vessel in a 
foreign port of any passenger in transit, much less if the offense is po-'. 

| litical.” | — re rer 
I had in mind the many cases of this kind which occurred at Havana 

during the Cuban insurrection and in’ every case, with one exception, 
a where the Department was consulted as to the surrender of the party, 
| - a negative answer was returned. a : | os 

he exception was that of one Olivares; who was charged with the . 
| crime of assassination. | Be 7 | 

A similar case to that of Gomez occurred at the port of San José de 
| Guatemala, and was reported to the Department by the consul-general, | 

_ Mr. Whitehouse, in August last, during my absence. OS 
, -It seems desirable that there should be more definite instructions 

, for such cases; under certain circumstances there can be no doubt as to. 
the right to. arrest a person who, like Gomez, voluntarily enters the — 

_ jurisdiction of a state whose laws he has violated, even should he be in 
transit for another state and on board of a foreign vessel. __ Se 
Ll inelose a letter from the consul at Managua transcribing a telegram . 

| he received from the minister for foreign affairs of Nicaragua, and re-» | 
. _ porting-other particulars in regard to the case of Gomez, 

Thave,&e,, 0 a 
: | _ Co oe . HENRY C, HALEL.. -
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: | _ [Inclosure 1 in No: 316.—Cablegram. ] | . | oa 

ee Mr, Hall to Mr. Leavitt. ae 

oe 7 a ee | . _ GUATEMALA, January 28, 1885. | ite 

Reported here arrest of a transit passenger bound to Panama, on board steamer | 

Honduras, at San Juan del Sur. Say respectfully to Nicaraguan minister foreign af- 7 

fairs that our Government never has consented and never will consent to the arrest Oe 

and removal from an American vessel in a foreign port of any passenger in transit, 

much less if offense is political. oe oo Se Se 

7 ae a | Z — [Inclosure 2 in No. 316. | ae _ . . - . | | 

he oe Mr. Leavitt to Mr. Hall. | up - | | eS 4 | 

se Woes eS UNITED STATES CONSULATE, - | - : 

: aS Managua, Nicaragua, February 3, 1885. . 

-- §rr: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your telegram of the 28th — 

ultimo. At the time the message was delivered in Managua I wasin Leon. While in | | 

Leon, on the evening of the 27th, I received the following telegram from Mr. Castellon: _ | 

-. Government has ordered the commander of port San Juan del Sur to arrest José | | 

Dolores Gomez, a fugitive prisoner, who is on board of the steamer Honduras, now en | 

route to that port. I suppose the captain will not interfere with the action of the | 

commander, but to avoid whatever difficulty likely to arise, I request you to send a : 

- telegraphic message to the captain of the Honduras at San Juan del Sur, stating that. — 

the order has been issued by the Government and recommending him to support the — | 

commander, as there is no grounds on the part of the captain to hinder the execution — 

-of the Government’sorder, =... 
an : 

| oe Pea Qe yea 2! oe CASTELLON.” _ | 

‘J declined to send such a telegram. I returned ‘to Managua immediately and found. noes 

your telegram awaiting me. Mr. Castellon was absent from Managua, and to-day ie — 

the first opportunity I had of seeing him and informing him of your instructions. to, — : - 

me. He requested me to send my instructionsin writing. I did so, and sent the let- .- —— 

- ter of which'I inclose a copy. (Copied in continuation.) = ee ae a 

~ [have learned that the Government requested the captain of the Honduras to de-_ co 

liver up Gomez, but he declined. He was then requested by the Government to go 

~ ashore. This he declined to do. He then was requested not to sailfor twenty-four 

hours: This also he declined, and the Government alleges that he sailed in two hours 

without a license from the commandant ofthe port.e =. 7 a a 

: ‘For these alleged offenses he, the captain, has been tried by the Nicaraguan Govern-- 

ment and found guilty, but I have not yet been able to learn what.sentence they have: 

passed upon him. From the attitude of the Government, I am afraid they meditate | 

‘ some injury to the captain or his ship in case he returns. een - | 

- -Thave tried, briefly, to outline the case and give the salient points... oe | 
ce % | *. x , : * * * * 

lam, &«., oo Ro | - : 

| is - | H. H. LEAVITT. 

mo | a [Inclosure in inclosure 2in No. 316.) . . 

, ae ve oe - a - . Mr. Leavitt to Mr. Castellon, a | | : 

Bn Ce ee ee - Unrrep States ConsuLaTe, | - 

OO US oe Managua, Nicaragua, February 3, 1885. 6 

, Sir: In reply to your telegram of the 27th ultimo, and regarding the case of José | | 

Dolores Gomez, I have the honor to say that Iam instructed by the minister of the 

United States in Central America ‘‘ that the Government of the United States never 

- has consented and never will consent to the arrest and removal from an American = 

ease! ina foreign port of any passenger in transit, much less if the offense be politi- - 

Tam, &, 0 wolabee  yis | 

. | coe | | United States Consul. —
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a ss Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Hall. a 

No. 215.) DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
——- | _ Washington, February 11,1885. 

| Sip: I have received your No. 309, of the 15th ultimo, relative to the - 
reported destitution among foreign laborers, many of them said to be _ 

| Americans, on the Atlantic coast of Guatemala, and have referred a 
| copy of your dispatch to the Secretary of the Navy, to see if a vessel of 

‘war cannot proceed to Livingston, investigate the condition of affairs 
there, and take back to New Orleans any of our citizens who may really _ 
ibe in distress and desirous of returning. . oe | 

| | . 7 FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. | 

| No. 48. | | 

| | a Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Hall. | 

No. 221.] | oe | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | Washington, February 27, 1885. 

: Sir: With reference to your No. 311, respecting the destitution among —~ 
certain American citizens at Livingston, Ihave to inclose herewith, for _ 
your information, a copy of a communication of the 25th instant, from 

, the Secretary of the Navy, from which it appears that Admiral Jouett, 
' weommanding the United States naval force on the North Atlantic sta- 

, tion, has been authorized to send a vessel of bis command to Livingston, 
with instructions to her commanding officer to confer with the consular 

— agent at that place, and after ascertaining the condition of affairsamong _ 
— the destitute Americans, to take such steps for their relief, and to sup- 

7 ply them with such food, clgthing, and medical stores as he may deem 
| mecessary, and to transport such to New Orleans as he can accommo- 

| date on board and as may desire to return. —- So oe 

. | FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. 

| [Inclosure in No. 221.] | | 

- | | Mr. Chandler to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

So —— Navy DEPARTMENT, _ 
| ee Washington, February 25, 1886. : 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the . 
: Alth instant, inclosing a copy of a dispatch from Mr. Henry C. Hall, United States 

minister to the Central American States, concerning the reported destitution among 
| certain American citizens at Livingston, and requesting that a vessel of war may be 

gent to that port to investigate the reports made by the consular agent there, and to — 
take to New Orleans, from whence they came, such of the American citizens as are — 

. found to be really destitute and desire to return. : | 
| In reply, I beg to inform you that a copy of your letter, withinclosurefrom Mr. Hall, 

. has this day been sent Rear-Admiral Jouett, commanding the United States naval 
force on the North Atlantic Station, authorizing him to send a vessel of his command 
to Livingston with instructions to her commanding officer to confer with the conau-
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lar agent at that place, and after ascertaining the condition of affairs among the dea~ 
titute Americans, to take such sieps for their relief. and to supply them with such. 
food, clothing, and medical stores as he may deem necessary, and to transport such | 
to New Orleans as he can accommodate on board and as may desire to return. a | 

Iam, &c., : | | ae i oe 
| | | ae -W. E. CHANDLER. | 

a - | - | No. 49, | _ mee 

| | Mr. Whitehouse to Mr. Frelinghuysen. eo. 

 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN CENTRAL AMERICA, — | 
oe Guatemala, March 6, 1885. (Received March 31.) oe 

- §Srr: In the absence of Mr. Hall, I have the honor to inclose here- | 
with a copy and translation of a note received this day from the minis- oa 
ter of foreign affairs, Sefor Cruz, informing this legation of the decree 
issued by President Barrios, proclaiming the union of theCentral Ameri- | 
can States into one republic under one military chief, which supreme Ho 
 gommand he himself assumes. sis | ae 

1 cabled you to-day the following in regard to this action: = | 

Central American Union proclaimed by decree of President Barrios. oe - | 

. . ~The publication of the decree was unexpected and is causing consider- ee 
able excitement. The crowd invaded the opera where the performance = — 
was in progress, and the decree was read from the stage amidst great _ 
applause. eg Re Sue ee Te 

Resistance on the part of Nicaragua, and especially Costa Rica, is 
anticipated, and due preparation for such a contingency is made. a | 

The decree, of which I will send a copy by next mail, states that any . 
person declaring against the Union shall be held a traitor to the great 

- national cause, and shall be subject to the consequences and. responsi- OS 
bility of the acts he may have executed. | | | ae 

- Officers and officials who declare for the Union shall be advanced one 
grade in the army of the Central American Republic. 
No treaties, foreign loans, or analogous stipulations arranged by the. | 

_ other States after the date of this decree (February 28th) shall berecog-. 
nized. . | | oe | 

[have just learned that the Presidents of Salvador and Honduras | 
have declared for the Union. ee , oe oF 

As the mail leaves very shortly, I have no time for more details. . 
Tam, &e., | | | | an | | 

, —  .. H. REMSEN WHITEHOUSE. —¢ | 

I [Inclosure.—Translation. ] 

- : aoe he Senor Cruz to Mr. Hall. | . peo : 

oe ce a, | _ . GUATEMALA, March 6, 1885. — 
| Mr. MINISTER: I have the honor to transmit to you a copy of the decree in which oe 

_ the President of the Republic, in accordance with the desires of the peoples of Central. a 
America, proclaims the union of them allinto one singlerepublic, and, in order to effeet . : 
this, assumes the position of supreme military chief and the attribute of absolute 

- command as such till the successful union of the different sections into one single » | 
- nation and under one single flag. a . oo . | - 

| The realization of this grand thought, whilst fulfilling the most legitimate aspira- - 

tions of all good Central American patriots, will facilitate and render more solid and _
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fruitful the friendly yelations with the Governments of America and Europe, for it. 

will assure peace, raise credit, offer more efficient guarantees to foreign immigration, — 

and widen, the field for the development of industry and commerce. oe a 

, In accomplishing the pleasing duty of advising you of this important step which : 

. has just been taken, I beg you, if you deem it well, to be kind enough to bring it to 

| the knowledge of your Government, and with expressions of high esteem and respect, 

_ . JT subscribe myself, &c., a oe . 
| a —. FERNANDO CRUZ. 

- Mr. Whitehouse to Mr. Bayard. . an 

| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN CENTRAL AMERICA, 
- . - Guatemala, March 8, 1885. (Received April 3.) _ 

7 Srr: In my dispatch of the 6th instant I stated that Salvador and 

Honduras had sent their adhesion to President Barrios’ decree, and IT 

| based this assertion on the assurances of one of the cabinet ministers. I | 

| now find I must moderate it. | 7 oe 

‘ Honduras immediately and unreservedly adhered, but President. - 

_ Zaldivar, of Salvador, vacillated, sending ambiguous telegrams of con- 

gratulations, but stating that it would be necessary for him to convoke | 

| his Congress and submit the matter to them. a | | 

This, as will be seen by the inclosed correspondence, President Bar-. 

| rios deems to be entirely unneccessary. : CS he or 

| It is very generally expected that war will be declared within a few: 

days. | | Oo ae 

Nothing has as yet been made public concerning the answers received: — 

form Nicaragua and Costa Rica. : - re 

7 : _ H. REMSEN WHITEHOUSE. — 

| _ [Inclosure. —Translation. ] a oo , — : 

— President Barrios to President Zaldivar. | OS 

. Co - oe es co GuatTemaLa, March 8, 1885. 

Relying upon frequent assurances‘and promises which you and General Bogran' © 

gave me to stand by me in the endeavor of union, I communicated to you and to him, 

as also to Dr. Cardenas and General Fernandez with the same spirit the resolution 

, adopted. by me in the decree of the 28th ultimo. General Bogran and the Honduras 

. people have replied patriotically and immediately to my invitation, giving their ad- 

hesion to my decree and proclaiming the grand country that | desire for Central 

| America. Your Government does not reply, and I do not need to say why it does 

not, but I reckon, as you know, upon the power and the elements that are indispen- 

sable and upon the help of all good patriots of Central America, in order to realize 

the union, and I am bound and disposed to advance in the step I have taken, come 

what may. oo oo . rn . . 

- ‘With this view I to-day name General Menendez to take charge of the military 

. command of the western department of Salvador to raise and uphold the flag of the 

, Republic of Central America; and 1 ‘hope that you, who in your telegram two days. . 

ago still say you are with me and will share my fate, will give prompt ‘and efficient © 

orders to recognize and obey General Menendez forthwith in his rank of delegate of 

the supreme military commander of Central America, which I am exercising. - .- 

I will add that I did not. assemble Congress in order to issue my decree, in which I 

*took such a great responsibility; that I informed it only because it met on the follow- 

ing day, and that the Congress of Honduras only took part because it happened to be. 

‘in session, and that did not prevent General Bogran from forthwith giving his adhe- 

sion to the great cause. Yet you who have shown yourself the most enthusiastic and:
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friendly, and whom I could have expected to at once issue a decree of adhesion, call- _ 7 
| ing together the Congress to make them acquainted with my decree, instead of adopt- . a 

ing the more suitable, immediate, and energetic resolution. __ , ae 7 
- My determination is irrevocable, and all that cannot forthwith support the idea I 
have proclaimed will only serve to involve all the country in a great revolution, for’ . oo 

_ which I shall hold you, and only you and your circle, responsible to Central America. | 
To convoke Congress, as you desire, appears to me entirely useless when there is in® 
question a cause which all the Governments, by their respective constitutions, are | po 
.bound to embrace and no Central American can dare to oppose. Delay in thismatter: _ | 

’ can only mean opposition, fear, or want of confidence. » | OO RS Sb : 
| 7 | - cM be | J. RUFINO BARRIOS. > 

OO _ Mr. Whitehouse to Mr. Bayard. _ 

_ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN CENTRAL AMERICA, Be 
a _.* .. Guatemala, March 9, 1885. (Received April 3.) _ oe 

_ Sir: Referring you to my despatch of the 6th instant reporting the — oo 
publication of President Barrios’ decree proclaiming the union of the — 

_ Central American States into one republic, I have now the honor to . - | 
inclose a copy and translation of the decree and proclamation. = —- oe 

- , T- would call your attention to article 9, of the decree, which states. 
_ that no international treaties, &c., arranged by any of the other States. a 

of Central America after the date of said decree (February 28) will — 7 
be recognized. es - a | 

AS REMSEN WHITEHOUSE. > 

- 7 . 7 | oe [Inclogure.—Translation.] : . | Pe . a 

| J. Rufino Barrios, general of division and supreme military chief of ‘the Central Amer- i | 
es | ican Union, to the Ca" Americans: oes oo 

_ .The nations of Central America, torn asundé#by the enemies of its honor, greatness, © | 
and liberty, have been. sighing for a long time for. the reconstruction of their country, 
and all of them anxiously crave to form. againgbiip powerful and respectable republic. | 

Long have they-appealed to me with energy “#fid persistence to initiate, proclaim, and. i 
- uphold the grand cause of the Central American nationality, basing all the hopes of the: = 
union and making its triumph dependent upon me alone. = ss - 
In answer to this appeal I have issued this very day the decree in which.I.declare my-. 

self for the union, and in order. to cover myself of the immense responsibility ‘which. - Co 
would ‘be laid upon- me were Ito remain inactive, and atthe same time to obey the . 
sentiments which animate me in favor.of the restoration of: our country, which will be. | 

_ our most legitimate pride and glory, I have assumed the supreme military command. = 
. Here, then, Iam at the head of the ardently wished-for movement, hoisting the sym- | | 

pathetic flag, which is that of our future, the first on the list of these who will join-to | 
form the union army in the exclusive service of the idea of our liberation and in defense” So 
of its sacred banner.. Ee mo - . fs ey . cE Ss 

_. There is nothing greater or more worthy than this cause, nothing that can be nearer. | | 
to the hearts of every well-intentioned Central American. They think my-action in- - | 
dispensable; they believe that. upon. me the victory is founded. Although I have not. os 

_ that presumption, I am unable to oppose their wishes or resist my own duty and senti- — 
ments. Therefore, inspired by the greatness of the idea, with undying faith in the. 

_ triumph of a principle sustained by nature, public opinion, and patriotic dignity, I am | 
_ ready to uphold it with my whole soul and with all my might and power. .Thereis 

something within me, in these solemn moments, that tells. me that the victory is ours, | 
and that we shall be able to accomplish without great sacrifice the Central American | 
Union. - | | - '
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But if sacrifices are indispensable, Iam ready to accept them all, and.to offer upon. _ 
- their altars my duty in aid of my country, my repose, and my existence. oo 

I would be proud and satisfied to obey and fight among you as a simple soldier, aban- 

doning to another more worthy than myself the post of chief commander which publie 
oO pinion has laid upon me. | — / 

_ This post, if it is a glorious one, is one chiefly of peril and responsibility, and forthis 
reason I hesitate not a second to accept it with enthusiasm. | 

a . The ambition of commanding has no influence over me. I have had by sad experi- — 
ence time enough to taste its bitterness were I governed by this idea. I have had op- | 

7 portunities enough to satisfy this ambition without the penalties and responsibility 
with which I now willingly burden myself. Neither do I seek persona] benefit or to_ 

. procnre the aggrandizement of the Guatemalians, for the position [now hold and the 

means I possess are sufficient for my wants, and this Republic in its present position of 

relative prosperity, power, and wealth has nothing for which to envy the others. ‘Tt 

a could even give something to them, and do much for their progress and welfare. or 
_ The contemplation of the deplorable fate to which these nations are condemned oa 

account of their smallness and separation, and knowledge of my imperious duty.as Cen- 

tral-American and chief, decide me to do something to revive our country out ofits present — 

unhappy condition, to struggle, exhaust my efforts, and, if necessary ,to die so that my. 

children and those of my countrymen may have a country, and with it rights, respecta-_ 

bility, and guarantees. - _ . an 
_ All the states stimulate me, and although I havea great deal to risk and lose, [answer . 

. _ to their appeal by pledging my name and person with all the elements and forces at my 

disposal. They must now actively work on their side to increase the ranks of patriots, 
pronounce resolutely for the union, and, conquering or dying, be deserving of. immortal 

. fame in the future history of the reorganization of the Central American country. If it 
is brought about peaceably so much more glorious will our triumph be, for it will prove 
the abnegation of the Central American citizens, and show how they can silence the cries 
of mean interests and personal ambition only to listen to the grand moving voice of 

| country. If it is necessary to take to arms in the service of this idea, and to sustain the: 

- opinion by force against the attacks of those who, blinded by vile passions and carried away _ 

by miserable interests, are satisfied with misery and debasement, we have superabund- 

ant means and forces to sustain it, to allow the opinion to make its way, and issue sue- 

cessfully out of the struggle, so that victorious Central America may appéar crowned 
with brilliant and immortal splendor. Bh 

. Soldiers of Central America, the banner you have longed to see floating beneath the . 

sky of your native land is hoisted; comeand rally around it, and to-morrow it shall wave 

triumphantly in all Central America. No more fratricidal wars; no more struggles and — 

: | bloodshed in defense of ignoble causes to satisfy the hatred inspired by a mean local __ 

spirit; let us all unite to fight for one country, the country of which we have solong been . 

Ce bereft, which we lack to-day and of which our children are deprived, and which we can . 

bequeath to them as their dearest inheritance and most invaluable possession. 

| Those who do not assist are those who live content in opprobrious smallness, who do 

not feel their blood boil and their cheeks.redden with shame considering the deplorable 

situation into which separation has thrown us;.those who wish to live in slavery and | 

_ .inaction, contemplating with indifference the agonies of our native land, and wait until 

an obscure death comes to put an end to a life spent in degrading abjectness; those, finally, 

who are not worthy of the name of Central Americans. — - 

But those will surely join who have patriotism and a heart; those whose ambition is =~ 

7 to have a country, who love their children and long to bequeath to them a country and 

rescue them out of the abyss into which division has buried us. All good children ef 

Lo Central America will unite, and these form the immense majority. . 

| _ Woe to those who do not assemble on this memorable occasion, for on their heads will | 

the eternal maledictions of posterity fall, and their forehead will be forever marked with 

. the terrible anathema of history. - Cn - CO 

Woe to the few who, giving way to the inspirations of a bastard interest, oppose the 

torrent of public opinion, for it will sweep themaway. -_. a On 

| Woe to the unnatural persons who oppose the true happiness of their country, for ina 

few short days they will be ignominiously crushed beneath the wheels of the triumphal 

a chariot of the Central American Union. a So 

| Officers and soldiers of Guatemala, as your chief, friend, and comrade, I joyfully abandon 

my comforts and call you to my side to share with me the hardships and sacrifices as 

| well as the glorious laurels of the brilliant day which dawns for the restoration of the 

: Central American unity. — CF a OO 

: Happy may we feel to whom falls the honor of beginning and consummating this 

- patriotic campaign in the noblest and grandest cause, the only one for which we ought 

| and can fight and die, the only one worthy to be watered with the noble blood of the
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- @hildren of the country. _ You who in bloody and unequal battles have done prodigies | 
of valor, raising to the skies the name of the Guatemalan soldier, you whose loyalty, 
energy, and point of honor have always answered my call, efficaciously helping me to  —s_ 
obtain the victory, here you have a vast field to display your heroism. I trust in you, © fe 
and, being with you, I fear nothing; every enterprise seems easy and the triumph certain. | 

_. Here I am first, for when it comes to marching together to the field of honor in sup- | 
_ port of the national cause I havé no interests, children, or family; my faithful companions. © 

in arms and the idea we,defend are all to me. At your side and mingled among you 
you will find me always, for your hardships will be mine, as also your glories, for I‘de- _ | 
sire no other distinction than that of being always at vour head, occupying the perilous: 
post to present my heart to the enemy before yours, for the life of the last of my soldiers. 
is far dearer to me than my own. a | . 7 | 

If we must perish we will perish together, but gloriously and covered with honor, de- 
fending the most sacred of all causes, deserving well of posterity, and meriting perpetual 
gratitude by assuring the establishment of theunion. But we will not succumb. No! | 
the idea will triumph, and we are called upon to make it triumph. —— : : 

. ‘We may say that without: boasting or being censured with presumptuous vanity, for | 
we have more than fifty thousand Remington rifles abundantly ammunitioned, and pro- : 

. vided with numerous and magnificent munitions of war, and what is much better than : 
- depending upon these, we depend upon opinion, which is stronger still, and upon the sup- . 

- port of the patriots of all the Republics, who, true to their professions and promises, will | 
| eormmbine all and dispose everything in order to render the victory unfailing and at little 

cost. , . re Bc | | Pe 
Our enemies, if any exist, are weak and insignificant and will not be able to resist the ee 

_ immense superiority of our numbers, precision of our firearms, the bravery and decision 3 
of our soldiers, and; most of all, the ascendance and prestige of the cause we uphold, and 

' the terrible blows of public opinion which will rise against them, overthrowing them in ae 
eonfusion and disorder. | Po ae | a a | | 

'. Happy we to whom it is given to initiate and carry out the greatest and most patri- | 
_ otic work which it was possible to undertake from the days of the independence till to- = 

_. day, the grandest work which will be wrought for many a day, and I may say the sub- 
_ limest of all which may ever be realized here—the union upon which our happiness is: . a 

based, which has caused the actual greatness of Germany and Italy, whichhas madethe . | 
United States so powerful, and changed the fate of almost all the republics of ancient  —— 
Spanish America, among which we ought not to appear divided and small, asad and 
shameful exception. Divided and isolated,we are nothing; united, we may and shall be > 
everything. | ; Le oe a | a | — ! 

I, for my own part, can say that I prefer a thousand times the position of chief of the 
| poorest and most obscure department of a powerful and worthy nation to that of presi- . : 
_ dent of one of these republics, which cannot bear the weight of even that title; and I 

- deem it more honorable to.be.the last of the soldiers in the union army than general _ Sb 
- ef that of a State which causes derision on account of its weakness. a | 

_ Once again let us be worthy of ourselves, and prove that Guatemala is deserving of the 
_ extraordinary enterprise at whose head it has had the good fortune to place itself; the 

idea can not be more glorious; its influence will furnish us with indomitable ardor; its. oe 
- greatness will reflect upon each one of its supporters, fortifying and increasing their 

numbers and, carrying the banner of Central America from victory to victory, removing 
_ the ridiculous boundaries which divide us, we shall find at the close of our journey the. 

-eountry oSour ambition and hopes—the ideal of all our aspirations. | oe | | 
Let us hasten then to conquer it. The soldier of the Central American Union may : 

_ gloriously. die on the field of battle, but he cannot return vanquished nor outlive the. | : 
_ dishonor of a defeat. Let us hasten to obtain the victory that is awaiting us, to secure = 
country, liberty, fruitful and worthy repose, and greatness and lasting tranquillity, in 
order to dedicate ourselves afterwards, without interruption, to our peaceful labors,and . 
to enjoy in security in the midst of abundance the fruit of all our work. | a . 

( By the memory of the fathers of our independence, by the venerated ashes of our fore- 
fathers, and by the fate and future of our children I entreat you not to lay down your - | 

_ arms until the Union is definitely established, never to tread again upon this beloved © 
- gol, filled with all our. remembrances and affections, until we can say we have now a ~ | 
home and a native country ;:we can now live worthily, for we have order, progress, and 
liberty; we can now die in peace for we have conquered, bequeathing to our children a me 
country with effective sovereignty which assures them guaranties, respect, and liberty. 

_ _ Officers and soldiers of the Central American Union, the Union is dependent upon you. 
_ Promise me to fight for its completion, and I will answer that it isalready accomplished. a 

_ Long live the Republic of Central America. Long live the Union army. ee 
| Your companion in arms, and friend, | | . oo 

. | | } : | | J. R. BARRIOS: 
. G@UATEMALA, February 28, 1885. . | oe ae
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. [Translation.]) oe | gh ee 

- Long live the Republic of Central America. J. Rufino Barrios, general of division and 
- _ > President of the Republic of Guatemala: hee ee Tet 

_. Whereas that since the unfortunate day in which the egotism and criminal intrigues | 
-of the aristocratic party dismembered into five fragments the once beautiful and flourish- - _ 
‘ing Republic of Central America, the fractions which appear to-day as independent | 

| ‘nations, vainly struggle to withdraw from the ruinous and lamentable consequences of 
this unnatural state, so contrary to nature, to the geographical situation of this region, —_ 
to its traditions, antecedents and history, and also to its political, economical, material 

and social interests; : | BS 
Whereas in their present divided state these nations are vainly striving to win, in 

the face of the civilized countries, the idea of importance and. respectability which be- 
longs to their autonomy, which they doubtless would enjoy were they to issue from the | 

| isolation to which their smallness reduces them; were they to form again, all united, 
a strong, rich and great republic, capable of making good its rights, exercise the pleni- 

‘ tude of its sovereignty aud occupy a worthy and honorable post in the concert of Ameri- 
ean and European nations, with which the relations arising out of their enviable posi- 
tion, fertility of soil, and the wealth it incloses, the variety of their productions, the 

. ‘vast field they offer to foreign speculation and the facilities they present for enrichment 
by agricultural, industrial or mercantile enterprises, put them in immediate contact; 

Whereas the nations of Central America, already taught by long and painful experi- - 
ence, understand instinctively that the true motive and primary cause of all the calam- 
ities which have caused them to suffer so many disasters for more than forty years, the | 
backwardness, agitation, poverty, and debility in which they have lived during that — 
time, have their root in the inexplicable and lamentable division of the Central American 

- ceountry; they have not ceased to advocate and plead for its reconstruction, as their 
+ strength can only proceed from their union; from the union alone can they hope for re- 
spectability, peace upon solid basis, material advancement, culture, enlightenment, and 
republican morality ; woe, 

Whereas one of our principal and most urgent necessities, that of attracting foreign | 
capital, and large currents of honest, intelligent, and industrious immigration to work 

- ‘the innumerable sources of wealth which abound in this privileged soil, and make. use 
of the immense treasures and natural resources which are yet mostly unknown or aban- 
doned, cannot be gratified at present on account of the distrust arising out of the want — 

_ of credit caused by our insignificance. This certainly would be remedied when the 
| “union is brought about, for when once the national credit is established.and consolidated 

- through her, with positive guarantees of order, lasting tranquillity and fulfillment of all 
agreements entered upon, the capital to be invested would abound in a country which 
offers so many commodities for living and promises such extraordinary profits; anda 
large number of industrious foreigners would then come, who, reaping copious profits, 
would fecundate our numerous elements of production by the powerful help of their 

: _ work, intelligence, and knowledge; | - | 
- Whereas in the present situation each State has to attend to its own security and also 

to that of the others, as the agitation and disorder in any one of them rapidly propagate 
themselves in the others; the incomes of the governments which ought to be employed 
in the public advancement, improvement, and prosperity are unproductively spent in 

- watching each other closely, looking after and defending themselves one from the other, - 

| in being prepared with arms and war implements, to sustain military forces which compel » 

them to keep and live on a permanent war footing; the proper weakness, nfistrust, and 

| _ diffidence which they mutually inspire and the fears and alarms which badly intentioned - 

. people take a delight in sowing; and all this renders a frank and cordial policy of affec- 

tionate correspondence and fraternity entirely impossible. On the contrary, a frighten- 

, ing, envious, and mean policy, full of jealousy, suspiciousness, and rivalry is thus created, 

which maintains uneasiness, aliments quarrels, and local. hatreds, opening abysms of 

separation hidden by friendly appearances which, as time passes, it will not be possible to 

— remove, and will at last completely overthrow the union and harmony which for so 

| “many reasons ought to bind them; . we : , / 
Whereas the States being constituted into one republic, with the interests and 

fate of all in common, the odious and expensive vigilance would disappear on one’ 

side, and the taxes which to-day weigh down the people would sensibly diminish on 

. the other; and. the necessity of investing considerable sums thus absorbed would be 
done away with, for theré being but one administration to sustain, instead of five, all 

oo the other expenses would be reduced on a large scale, and the possibility of making 

-  gonsiderable economies in many of the expenditures enhanced; and on the ‘other hand 

| the Government, formed with the forces and elements of the others, could surround 
itself with the most eminent and distinguished citizens of the different States, to be guided —
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.by the worthy confluence of their understanding, science, patriotism, and knowledge of 
-. general affairs and interests, thus assuring respect, power, popularity, and the protection — 5 

- of public opinion; and all the receipts could then be consecrated to sustain all its activity Sg 
_ . to.impulse, protect and favor great enterprises for the public welfare; and in order to ~ 

secure definitively the peace which in the sections of Central America is only disturbed == 
--« by wars, originated between one State and the other by their separation and dissensions | 

_. , arising out of it, and to offer protection and confidence, so that under the support of in- ( 
- -violable guarantees and the strong arm of an effective and progressive authority all 

- abandon themselves to work for individual good and wealth and for the welfare, great- | 
-.. mess, and prosperity of the nation. | i - 

Whereas the union is equally indispensable to lay the foundations of andsustaindem- 
- oeratic institutions, unrestrained by certain persons, and unsubjected to revolutionary: ol 
_» fluctuations and the vacillation of diametrically opposed parties to establish, develop, and | 

practice, with all the extent of which they are.capable, the rights and guarantees which | 
a citizen ought to enjoy under a truly liberal system; and the exercise of these rights | 
and guarantees unembarrassed of obstacles and efficaciously defended would be impracti- | 

. + cable without laying the authority open to ridicule or of falling into anarchy. TheState = 
_ being small, and its government weak, often stumbles against the obstacles that spring , 

out of its insufficiency and insecurity, and the struggle with the elements which the 
_ same restriction in the circle of its actions allows to put into play. This oftenrenders ° . 

| the primary necessity of maintaining order impossible without departing from the limits. 
Of strict lawfulness. _ Pe re a | ea 
_. Whereas the idea of the Central American Union, which for some time appeared to. 
_.be smothered by the enemies of the progress and welfare of those nations, has recently, : | 

_ and especially in these last years, revived with a new and vigorous life, has spread over . 
the whole territory of the five States, acquiring vast proportions in the population and | | 

giving rise to glowing protestations of attachment; and it is openly proclaimed by all : 
_ «Central Americans of good faith. as the only. possible means of issuing from prostration oe 

- and discouragement, being accepted with demonstrations of approbation and sympathy 
by the governments at their head, as also by the foreign Governments with whom they - 

_ entertain relations; and it. will be more convenient, expeditious, and decorous for these . 
in international communication, discussion, and settlement of their affairs and interests . 
to correspond with one government whose stability is secured and represents a nation oo 
which, on account of the extension of its territory, elements, and resourcesof all kinds, 

. is worthy of reciprocating with them on the base of relative equality. OE at 
_ Whereas Guatemala, the most important State in the Central American federation, 7 
on account of the means and elements. at its disposal, is. that which has taken the lead, 

_ ‘under the present administration, and made the most positive efforts in favor of the re- 
_ establishment of the union, and it is to her that the other nations look up and the most — 
prominent citizens, defenders, and partisans of the idea direct themselves; and they all coe 

- Claim of her a new and efficacious initiative, a vigorous and energetic action in order to 
_.- undertake and happily carry out this glorious enterprise. : | a ee 
_ Whereas in trying to reorganize the national union, founded upon bases apart from a, 

, the accidental inconveniences against which inexperience made it stumble in former ee 
- times, producing the most complete and beneficial transformation in Central America, 

_ and which constitutes the only cause that is and must be sacred to all Central Amer- 
~ icans, and the only one for which they can and ought worthily to fight and die; and all — 

_ those who entertain sentiments of dignity and national love, and long to bequeath to vo 
_ their children the highest. and most positive benefit to which they can aspire, a country —_—_. 

of which they are destitute to-day, and with justice they ask for, are obliged underthe = 9 *— 
strictest responsibility to make efforts. for promoting and obtaining it by allmeans in = = 

. their power, without being discouraged by any.consideration, sacrificing all to it—their — a 
position, interests, life, and family. | . | . ee, 

Whereas, considering the greatness of the object, examining the future of Central 3 
_ America, we must lay aside on its account all contemplation, and elevate ourselves | 

above all mean intrigues, offensive suppositions of ambitious plans, and the wicked : 
cries of calumny; and we must scorn the hatred of those who, by a spirit of narrow — 
localism, nurtured and upheld by miserable interests, or by low ideas of personal : , 

_ benefit, prefer a despicable advantage to the great interest of Central America, and try , 
_ to remove the day of our union by raising against its promoters obstacles, which envy | 

_ and meanness always throw in the way of all that is great; whereas the obligation of —* 
_ proclaiming the union and working resolutely and courageously to obtain itis much 

more imperious for those men to whom these dismembered sections of Central America 
_ have intrusted their fate, and of whom they justly hope to initiate, protect, and sustain . 

_ all that which tends to better their condition, in particular the monumental work upon 
_ which it depends, and such as happened recently in the nations of America and Europe : 

.
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: im order to “issue from their prostration and annihilation, this grand enterprise of the 

union, without which it can be said that the future is forever shut out, without which 

nothing is done, for we must consider these wasted efforts as even less than lost, that are 

made in giving prosperity and greatness to that which cannot bear their weight as long 

as it labors under the constitutional vice of smallness produced by division. - 

Whereas on this understanding the chief of the Republic, intimately penetrated with the 

¢ranscendency and signification of this duty, which the very constitution imposes upon him, 

and the respective constitutions upon the other governments; thatif in all it is a crime, 

and in him a still greater one, to allow time to fly without doing everything that can be 

= done to arrive at the desired reorganization, and carried moreover by his ardent sym- 

pathy for the Central American union, in whose favor he has at other times employed 

his most decided efforts and always is ready to consecrate them with an inflexible reso- : 

lution, and stimulated as well by reiterated and energetic summons of the most distin- 

- guished and liberal men and circles of all the States in the name of the dearest and most — 

vital interests of Central America, involving the principles he has defended, directing 

him to raise his voice in protection of the union, and to hoist and defend its flag; and 

taking also into account the state of actual effervescence and excitement of public opin- 

ion which might cause in the States revolutions unproductive of anything good, but fer- | 

, . tile in disasters and confusions, which would be felt in this republic; unable to underes- 

. | timate such powerful motives and unwilling to give reason in other times of blaming 

him for not laying to the service of the cause his person and influence, pledging in it all 

his interest, the high conception in which the nations hold him, his representation as 

military chief and supreme magistrate of Guatemala and the favorable disposition in 

: - which through documents and official publications the presidents and governments have 

- manifested to be, the time has come to act as a good soldier and native of Central Amer. ~ 

ica taking in consequence the attitude which the enterprise demands in such a clear way 

as to leave no place.for doubt or vacillations, and assuming by the initiative he makes 

the direction and responsibility of the works and operations to remove the ridiculous 

boundaries which divide us and to unite the nations of Central America into one great, 

| happy, and respected country. | a 

‘Whereas this frank and energetic proceeding in which he openly declares his inten- 

. ' tion is that which becomes the manifestations of the will of the nations and the nature _ 

and greatness of the work to be completed, in opposition to-which are the hidden in- — 

trigues, the concealed devices, the protection of factions and other means which have sug- - 

gested themselves, and to which we might resort with hopes of a more prompt and cer- 

tain success, but, being neither decorous nor straightforward, would throw a tarnish 

— upon a worthy-and sublime cause, as this one is, when everything in relation with it 

| should be praiseworthy and elevated, and especially the means to makeit triumph so that 

| its victory be the true expression and natural result of opinion, force only intervening to 

a sustain and defend it against the machinations of the enemies both of the nation and 

| greatness of Central America: 7 

Therefore, in his turn, decisively and solemnly calling upon all the Central American 

patriots, all generous-hearted men of high ideas and aspirations, all the nations which 

fundamentally lay their hopes of tranquillity, aggrandizement, and fortune in the Union, 

and in perfect harmony with the council of ministers— | 

: , It is decreed: ne | 

Art. 1. That the chief of.the Republic of Guatemala proclaims the union of Central. 

| America into onesole Republic; initiates, protects, and upholds all the works, operations, 

° and movements directed to obtain it, and for this purpose assumes the position of supreme | 

military chief of Central America, and exercises absolute command as such till the ac- 

- eomplishment of the union of these sections into one sole nation and under one flag. | 

: .— Apr. 2. That this same chief shall receive the adhesion of the governments, nations, 

- and chiefs that embrace the idea of the Union, according to the terms established by this 

decree. . , 

ART. 3. That a general assembly, composed of fifteen members for each of the States, 

and publicly elected with the most ample liberty and independence, among the persons 

| who, according to the respective laws can act as representatives, shall assemble in this 

eity of Guatemala on the Ist of May next, to decree the political constitution of the Re- 

public of Central America, and especially to determine upon the mode, time, and form 

for the election of a President, the duration of his presidential period, and the date on 

which the elected president shall receive from the assembly the supreme constitutional 

eommand, and to designate the city or place in the territory of Central America where 

the capital shall be established and where the supreme powers shall reside. © 

Arr. 4. Any person of private or official character who declares himself against the 

: Union, or opposes its operations and works, hindering them in any way, sball be consid- ~ 

: ered as a traitor to the great national cause; he shall be incapacitated to fill any office or
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dignity in the Republic of Central America, and will subject himself to theresponsibility | 
_ and consequences which arise out-of such actions, according to their nature. . Be Se a 

.. ART.-5. That all the Republics of Central America be invited to pronounce in favor of i : 
_-the Union, and that Guatemala henceforward makes common cause with those who de- ey 
_ elare themselves for it, any authority which resists it being unrecognized. Sn 

_ ART. 6. That the chiefs and officers of the Central American militias who decide in. - Bo 
_ favor of the Union and lend their services to the realization of this patriotic ideal will Oe 

have a right to promotion of a step in the army of the Republic of Central America,and, =. | 
_ should they have arrived at the highest degree, they will be solemnly decorated witha . ~ 

_ gold medal bearing an appropriate inscription recording their merit. DN 
_ ART. 7. The classes and soldiers who shall be noted for their courage and conduct will era 

-Teceive, besides their promotion, a distinction and recompense, which will be dulygiven =) 
- In reward of their services. . | ogee — Og a 

| ART. 8. The standard of Central America, which from this date shall be used by the |. 
_ defenders of the Union, will be blue and white, disposed in three vertical bands, of which — : oe 

the central one white and the two extreme ones blue. The arms, consisting of a “ Quet- vo 
_ 2al,”? upon a column with the motto ‘‘ Libértad y Union—15 Setiembre de 1821, 28 de fara 

_ Febrero, 1885,’’ which shall -be painted upon the white band. | : ce SB ee ES 
_ ART.-9. No negotiations for territory, international treaties, foreign or national loans, ee 

_ and other stipulations of like character or importance, arranged or concluded by anyof  ) , 
the other States of Central America, shall be recognized after the date of this decree... as . ART. 10. The minister of foreign affairs has charge of informing Congress of this and , ee 
of laying it before the other Governments of Central America, as well as of those of Pune ESE ~ America and Europe with whom he entertains relations of friendship or commerce. —~= OP, 

Art. 11. The secretary of state for the interior and Justice shall provide everything ALS 
or the due installation of the general assembly of the states. oe Oe a EE 
ART. 12. The secretary for war shall attend to everything else that the execution of > : 

this decree may require. | ee ea re 
_ Given in the national palace of Guatemala this twenty-eighth day of February, one : 

_ thousand eight hundred and eighty-five. | : | : oo Lo . 

_. The Secretary of the War Department: | Bey : | ; an 
. SM BARRUNDIA. © nes on 

_ The Secretary of the Foreign Department: oe Oo 
CS | | wi ER oie FERNANDO CRUZ. : 

The Secretary of Public Works: - PEE Spb oats ete ete a a 
pee Pe SUS | FRANCISCO LAINFIESTA. 2 

The Secretary of the Finance and Public Credit Department: ee Ss hee, , oe, 
ere? Coy gh a eee |, DELFINO SANCHEZ | 

The Secretary of the Interior. and Justice: at 25 oo ee 
SR EE oe ole AAs CAYETANO DIAZ MERIDA. oo | 

_ | The Secretary of Public Instruction: = oe a eee SES 
RAMON MURGA. Pigg h ae os ne 

Mr, Bayard to Mr. Hall. oh Sos Neg he 80 are 

ae | - . Oey me [‘Telegram.] - ee Oe ; ST 

ve  DepaRrMENT oF Stare, 
: SS Washington, March 10,1885. a 

Mr. Hall is informed that, while the United States Government is =” 
_ prepared to use its influence in averting a conflict and to promotepeace, = | 
and deems advisable a voluntary combination of interests of the Central 
American States, no display of force on the part of any one or more, 
‘States to coerce the others can be countenanced. = | | oe 

~  ¢ tee — os a | ‘ 7 a , ms a .
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CS ‘Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hall. Ce 

No. 226.) | . ‘DEPARTMENT OF STATS, © / 

oe : _* Washington, March 12, 1885. 

| | ‘Sre: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 316, of the 10th © 

ultimo, in which you inclose copies of the correspondence between the 

| legation at Guatemala and Mr. Leavitt, the United States consul at. . 

_.. Managua, respecting the case of J osé Dolores Gomez, and request more 

| definite instructions for such cases. | oe ee 

yO It appears that Mr. Gomez, who is said to be a political fugitive from. 

- Nicaragua, voluntarily took passage at San José de Guatemala for Punta | 

oe Arenas, Costa Rica, on board the Pacific Mail steamship Honduras, 

-- with the knowledge that the vessel would enter en route the port of San» 

| ~ Juan del Sur, Nicaragua. I Ge 

| The Government of Nicaragua upon learning of this fact ordered the 

—— egpmmandant of the port of San Juan del Sur, to arrest Gomez upon 

ae the arrival of the Honduras at that port. : Co 

The minister for foreign affairs of Nicaragua informed Mr. Leavitt, 
| United States consul at Managua, of the action of the Government by 

a telegram, as follows: a . | 

. Government has ordered the commander of port San Juan del Sur to arrest José 

- Dolores Gomez, a fugitive prisoner, who is on board of the steamer Honduras, now 

: en route to that port. I suppose the captain will not interfere with the action of the 

a commander, but to avoid whatever difficulties likely to arise I suggest you to send | 

a telegraphic message to the captain of the Honduras at San Juan del Sur, stating 

De that the order has been issued by the Government, and recommending him to sup- 

port the commander as there is no ground on the part of the captain to hinder the 

execution of the Government order. | . | 7 on 

‘It appears that before Mr. Leavitt had an opportunity to act upon 

. ‘this request, you telegraphed him as follows: | oe 

| / Reported here arrest of a transit passenger bound to Panama on board steamer Hon- 

. duras at San Juan del Sur. Say respectfully to Nicaraguan minister of foreign affairs - 

that our Government never has consented and never will consent to the arrest and 

- removal from an American vessel in a foreign port, of any passenger in transit, much 

ee less if offense is political. | 

It appears that Mr. Leavitt declined to comply with the request of the 

, _- minister of foreign affairs, and followed your instructions by submitting 

a a copy in writing to the minister. _ : 

| From the brief outline given by the consul of the subsequent pro- 

yO ceedings, it appears that the Government authorities at San Juan del 

my ‘Sur, upon the arrival of the Honduras at that port, requested the cap-. 

tain to deliver up Mr. Gomez. This he declined to do, and set sail with- 

7 out proper clearance papers. ~ oe _ 

a . The consul reports that for these offenses the captain has been tried 

: by the Nicaraguan Government and found guilty, and although he has | 

- not been able to learn the nature of the sentence, he is convinced, . 

from the present attitude of the Government, that the sentence will be 

| executed in case of the return of the captain or the vessel within the 

= jurisdiction of the Government of Nicaragua. a 
As the nature and character of the proceedings against the captain 

7 of the Honduras are not known to this Department, a full and detailed | 

oe report should be made as early as practicable. . It is clear that Mr. Go- 

_ mez voluntarily entered the jurisdiction of a country whose laws he had 

eo violated. | an | — ,
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ae eo Bae ee x | | 
_. It may be safely affirmed that when a merchant vessel of one country » 

visits the ports of another for the purposes of trade, it owes temporary | 
allegiance and is amenable to the jurisdiction of that country, and is 

_ subject to the laws which govern the port it visits so long as it remains, 
unless it is otherwise provided ‘by treaty. _ | | 

_ Any exemption or immunity from local jurisdiction must be derived | 
_ from the consent of that country. No such exemption is made in the 4 

_ treaty of commerce and navigation concluded between this country.and = 
_ Nicaragua on the 21st day of J une, 1867. | . 

lam, &c., So | a — 
con ee TYE. BAYARD, | . 

| 7 No. 54.0 Oe ay SE | 

tg _ Mr. Hallto Mr. Bayard. = va 

7 _ es ‘[Extract.] | | oe . | 

No. 322.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES © a 
ne : IN CENTRAL AMERICA, : | 

| ae Guatemala, March 14, 1885. (Received April 9.) | 
_ Se: Late in the evening of the 6th instant, at Corinto, Nicaragua, 
while waiting for the steamer by which I had engaged my passage to — 
Guatemala, I was requested to go to the telegraph station to receive a | 

_ verbal communication from President Cardenas. It proved to be with ) 
_ reference to a telegram which had been received at Managua from Sal- 

vador a few moments before I was called, and to the effect “that in: | 
. formation had been received at Salvador that on the previous night, | 

the 5th of March, the National Assembly of Guatemala had ratified a 
_ decree of President Barrios, declaring the union, or rather the reunion, — aos 

of the Central American States under one federal Government, he (Pres- 
_ ident Barrios) assuming the command of all their military forces.” 

On my arrival at La Libertad (Salvador) on the 9th instant, I found 
awaiting me a telegram from President Cardenas, from which it appears 

_ that President Barrios had officially communicated the above-mentioned | ° | 
decree to the Governments of the several states. The answers of Nic 
aragua and Costa Rica are given in the message, and leave no doubt as Oo 

. to the attitude of those Governments. | | | , 
While at La Libertad I was informed that the Guatemala decree had _ 

awakened a feeling of indignation and resistance in Sdlvador, and re- | 
ported the same to you from there by the cable. Later in the day, Presi- _ 
dent Zaldivar, hearing that I had gone ashore at La Libertad, sent me a ee 
pressing request to visit him. I complied, hoping thereby to obtain | 
Some definite information concerning this extraordinary movement. oe | 

_ After a journey of eight hours I reached the capital, San Salvador, | 
about midnight. Here I found a great commotion. I learned also that | 

_ there had been popular demonstrations of an unmistakable Significance, 
_ and that the sentiments of all classes, apparently without exception, | 

were intensely hostile to any union with Guatemala. _ . 
# x * . % | % 7 % * | 

_ The following day, the 10th instant, President Zaldivar telegraphed : 
me, at the port of Acajutla, a transcript of a telegram he had received _ 
from PreSident Diaz, of Mexico. a oo | | 

. | * . x * KR ¥ | + ye
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. Upon my return to Guatemala on the 11th instant, I received your 

telegram of the same date in reply to mine of the 9th from-La Libertad. 
BR * % - oe | * ee 

| On the 12th instant, the day following my return, in response to a 

| - courteous request of President Barrios, brought to me by the minister 

for foreign affairs, Sefior Cruz, I called on him and availed myself of 

the opportunity to make known the purport of your above-mentioned 

| -. telegram. I inclose a memorandum of our interviews, as dictated by 

| himself to his private secretary. He said, subtantially: oe 

: (1) That the concentration of forces on the frontier of Salvador is not with the in- 

tent to invade unless in danger of being invaded. a 

(2) That the object is to protect and sustain operations and movements directed. to 

promote the union of Central America. | : 

(3) That as to the attitude of Mexico, should the Mexican Government interfere, he | 

will accept the challenge. | - 

_. (4) That Honduras will assume the same conduct towards Nicaragua that Guate- 

mala assumes toward Salvador. — | 

| In consonance with your telegram referred to, I urged upon President | 

| Barrios the necessity of carrying out these measures by peaceful means; 

. that any other would certainly fail to accomplish his object. Although 

he made no definite promise or declaration beyond what is expressed in 

the memorandum, I came away satisfied that he will, if possible, avoid 

a conflict with Salvador. Whatever influence I may be able to use will 
be directed to that end; the menacin g attitude of Mexico may, however, 

| prove an embarrassment. | 

I further inclose a copy of a circular note from the minister for for- 

eign affairs, received last evening; he refers to a telegram from Presi- 

| dent Diaz of Mexico, which- he considers an uncalled-for menace of 
intervention in Central American affairs. The note also contains the first 
reference I have seen to the agreement which appears to have existed 

between the Presidents of Guatemala, Salvador, and Honduras. | | 
# % ® %  & * eo 

: oe HENRY C. HALL. 

{Inclosure 1 in No. 322.—Cablegram.—Translation.] 

° : | President Cardenas to Mr. Hall. | 

: ee ManaGua, March 9, 1885. 

I have communicated to Congress the unaccountable intimation of Barrios, and - 

their answer was the following decree: OS a | | 7 

ARTICLE 1. Nicaragua does not accept the military dictatorship which the Presi- | 

dent of Guatemala pretends to impose on Central America, and repels energetically | 

whatever attempt (may be made) to carry it out. In consequence the executive power 

is authorized in all ways in order that alone or allied with the states that desire to 

defend their independence, their dignity and liberties, they may provide for the na- 

tional defense without omitting for this end any effort or sacrifice. 

Art. 2. Nicaragua declines on behalf of those in power the consequences of the war 

to which they are provoked, and protests before the civilized world against the scan- 

dalous usurpation which it is attempted to accomplish. | . 

Given in the session room of the Chamber of Deputies, Managua, March 8, 1885. 
| De A. J. PASOS, . | 

- | . | P. Y. LUIS VEGA, 
| TOMAS ARNIEJO, 

| - | | : S.al P. E. 

Given in the Chamber of the Senate, Managua, March 8, 1885. 

: : | P. Y. CHAMORRO, a 
| P. J. RAMON SAENZ, 

: FRANCISCO JIMENEZ, 8. |
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At the same time I made known to the Government of Costa Rica the resolution of — 

_ that of Nicaragua to struggle to the last stage defending the national dignity andin-, = oe dependence, and the answer of President Fernandez is the following: 7 | a | 
—« “Doctor CaRDENAS: The assembly of influential men, composed of more than one ae 
_: -hundred persons, resolved unanimously that a minister should immediately be sent - aa 

to that Republic, in order that, in unisow with its Government, we may resist until we 7 
triumph or until the last Costarican disappears; this is the opinion of the country, | Se 
and this is my opinion. Iawait yours. a | Coe oS 

— . -. Your affectionate friend, CO ae “ues eee LEE ee See Pe PY FERNANDEZ.” 
. - Be pleased to make known both these communications ( insirumentos)to the Spanism = | | 

_ MIninister and your other colleagues, and, should you deem it well, to Dr. Zaldivar.. 
: Central America is about to embark on a war which will cause her total ruin, andi 
_. you and the other members of the diplomatic corps can exercise your important influ- 
__- ence to prevent Barrios from accomplishing this wicked and criminal attempt, which: : 

* will seandalize all civilized nations. I beg you to advise me immediately what the © an 
_ Government of the United States says. = = 2 Oo es eee | Cpe . Cs woe ‘CARDENAS. — cael 

oe | * ee [Inclosure 2 in No. 322.—Telegram.] . 8 ue : | - BS - 

ae Mir, Hall to Mr. Bayar 
- / 7 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN CENTRAL AMERICA, =” 

| mo \ oe ve La Libertad, March 9,1885, 0. oe 
_ Mr. Hall telegraphs to the effect that much wanton bloodshed, and perhaps  —S si. |. anarchy, will undoubtedly follow the decree of the President of Guatemala in respect is _ to a union of the Central American States, and_his assumption, without invitation, of oo . the command of their military. His action being taken without either consent or So 

_\ ¢onsultation is considered an unwarranted usurpation.  — a an 7 ‘While it is ramored that Honduras adheres to the movement, it will be resistedby. 
_ Costa Rica, Salvador,. and Nicaragua. | ae BO gs a ae eee 

° . oe _ [Inelosure 3 in No. 322.] 7 . oe : ss 

a - | Memorandum of a conference with President Barrios. - a 

— (1) Concentration of forces on the frontier not with intent to invade unless in Ss 
_ danger of being invaded.. a | - : ne a (2) In accordance with article 1 of the decree of February 28, I will begin to pro- Swe 

tect and sustain all works, operations, and movements directed to promote the union 7 _ of-Central America, : : Py TD ae Re a eS (3). Having received a cablegram from the President of Mexico, in which he tells _ me his Government will take action, and I am disposed to repel force by force should «sisi _ it be carried out. a oe - me a So » (4) Honduras will assume the same conduct, and if the Nicaraguans ask forarms, == a they will be given them as well as money, in accordance with same article 1 of ‘said - 

_ GuaTEMaLa, March 12,1885, ed ae en ot 

fae _ Mnelosure 4, in No. 822—Translation.) = Oe 
| - pps - Sefior Cruz to Mr. Hall. | | - ey sy 

| oe 7 - | a 7 GUATEMALA, March 13, 1885, - _ - Str: I have the honor to bring to your notice that General Barrios, having com- _ Municated to the President of the United States of Mexico the proclamation made in oe the decree of the 28th February of the union of Central America, he received from a, _ him in reply the cablegram which literally reads: | sn ge . 
oo ee | a mo “Mexico, March 10,1885, 

“General J. RuFINO Barrios: Your telegram received 7th instant. The resolu- oS __ tion taken exclusively by assembly of that Republic is repulsed with energy by the | OB
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Government and peoples of the other Central American Republics, according to tele- 

grams which I have received from Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Salvador. Co 

: | “This circumstance and the growing impression which the news causes with the 

: Mexican people will influence the action which the Government under my charge has 

oe to take before an emergency which is a threat against the independence and freedom 

_ -of the nationalities of this continent. | fe : - : 

Lo | : ; . ~. .  &PORFIRIO DIAZ.” 

a . By a telegram, after the 7th instant, the Congress of Honduras agreed with the Gov-. 

ernment, and, seconding the wish of that people, proclaimed the Central American -_ 

Union, adhering in full to the proclamation of Guatem ala. Dr. Zaldivar,inatelegram 

| of March 6, which has already been published, congratulated General Barrios.and the _ | 

‘nation for the decree which he has issued concerning nationality. He confirmed what 

he bad said to him, and then repeated it, that they were influenced by the same fate, - 

and assured him that with the means which he could dispose of he would find him = 

fully agreed to second this great idea. Eos 

Up to date no answer has been received from Costa Rica, and only the Government 

a of Nicaragua has manifested its declared opposition to the union which is proclaimed; = _— 

SO but it is certain that the people of that State as well as those of the others are openly — 

decided for the union, so that any resistance will: be from those who figure in those 

Governments. . a 

: On the other hand, Guatemala does not admit, neither can admit, that any other | 

, - Government shall arrogate this attitude of intervention which the cablegram sup- | 

a poses, in a matter purely Central American, and which has for object to re-establish: 

| . the uxtion and the nationality which formerly existed, and to which the people desire 

oo toreturn,. 7 ce - 

| "Considering the above, if there be really constituted a threat against the independ- 

_ ence and the freedom of the nationalities of this continent, and against which itis 

_ protested forthwith, it would be the deed of intervention and a hostile attitude to- 

‘ward the Union which it is desired to realize, and the wish to dictate what should or 

-should not be done. - | Moe 

a, Fully assured that your illustrious Government will agree with that of Guatemala 

‘on the subject, and deeming it indispensable and fitting to give it notice of it, 1 beg ~. 

| of your excellency to communicate it, and I would esteem it greatly that you, should 

it be possible, would do so by means of the cable. . a 

Iam, &c., oo oe we 

sO | oO | _ FERNANDO CRUZ. . 

. - - [Inclosure 5 in No, 322.—Translation. | 

oo oe . Seftor Cruz to Mr. Hall. a — | 

Be | a  @uatemara, March 11, 1885. 

| . Mr. Minister: I have the honor to transcribe to you the telegram, dated 7th instant, 

an which the minister of foreign affairs of the Republic of Honduras directed to, this 

, office: . a ee _ 

 “T hasten to bring to your notice that the National Congress, after much considera- 

oo tion, has to-day decreed the following: : | a 

. &tAptioLe 1. The Honduranian people, through the medium of their national repre- 

sentation, proclaim the Central American Union, adhering to the revolution begun by 

os the President of Guatemala. Oo , . ON 

7 «CART, 2, To aid in every way the executive power in order that it may take active — 

- part in the revolution of the Central American nation. | | 

i “¢ Apr, 3, The National Congress and the President of the Republic shall commu- _ 

nicate to the people a frank and explanatory manifesto concerning the great project 

- of the revolution which has been proclaimed. | 
‘“¢Given in Tegucigalpa on March 7, 1885. - : 

re | oe _ tM, VIGIL, D. P. : | 

| : — _ “*CARLOS A. UCLES, D. S$. 

_ | a, : SO . *&MAXIMO GALVEZ, .D.S. 

ae “Renewing to your excellency the assurances of my esteem, I am your obedient 

servant, re 

oS . a - oe ‘¢JERONIMO ZELAYA.” 

| I offer you, &c., | | | - : ro — | 

| oo , : . : - FERNANDO CRUZ.
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| | oe | — | Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. oe Oo es - 

| - 7 | oo a ‘[ Telegram. ] | a | - 7 Co oe 

: GEG ATION OF THE. UNITED STATES | ; | oe 
eT EES - : _ IN CENTRAL AMERICA, wo ire 

ae — . Guatemala, March 15, 1885." (Received March 16.) 00 

Mr. Hall telegraphs the Department that the purport of itstelegram 
to him of the 11th instant has been’ made known to the Presidentof 

-- Quatemala, who appears to be deeply impressed, saying that although =» 
~ he sends an army to the frontier of Salvador to support the movementS = 

- - in favor of the Union he has no intention to invade neighboring states. _ | 
- * RB OM ME 

- Mr. Hall is of opinion that if Mexico will for the present remain pas- 
_. sive, affording the President of Guatemala an opportunity of receding = 

_ decorously, bloodshed may be avoided. en a Oe 

an a ; oe, No56° 02st erent ee me 

os | : Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hall. | | Poe . a 

oe | 7 - : ; | [Telegram.] | - - | | - - a . 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ee 
- Washington, March 16,1885, 

_ - Mr. Hall is instructed to make known to the Government of Guate- oo 
- mala that it will be held strictly responsible for any injuries to the tel- 
_. egraphie cables, property, or interests of American citizens in Central = 

| America committed with its connivance or under its authority. 

fp, alto Mr. Bayard, 
Ps | o a so taletegram.] ed a oe i . oe 

UG ATION OF THE UNITED STATES 
- / wp IN CENTRAL AMERICA, +5 

| Guatemala, March 16, 1885. (Received March 17.) 

Referring to the Department’s telegram of the 11th instant, Mr. Hall 7 
thinks it possible to make an arrangement by which the threatened a 

_-gonflict may be averted and the difficulties settled. Hesaysthat any 

suggestion emanating from the Government of the United. Stateswould | | 

be accepted by the President of Guatemala, who, if the United States 
-» ean induce Mexico to discontinue her interference in the affairs of Gua _ z 

~ temala and Central America, which interference arouses hisresentment, 
though it does not intimidate, will immediately withdraw his forces — 
from the frontier of Salvador. = = = .~. Gece ae 

Mr. Hall says that a prolongation of this state of things will work — : 
great injury to the interests of United States citizens in these countries. =
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vo No 58 | Ee 

a sO Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. : — SO | 

/ _ [Telegram.] - | . —_ 

a - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES | 
oo - 7 _  .., IN CENTRAL AMERICA, 

. Guatemala, March 24, 1885. (Received March 27.) . , 
’ Mr. Hall states that he bas used every effort to prevent a conflict | 
between the Central American States, and that promises have been _ 

| made by the Presidents of Honduras and Nicaragua that they will de- . 
_lay the commencement of hostilities while he awaits instructions from 

| the Department. It is rumored that the intervention of Mexico has 
been sought by the President of Salvador. Oe 

| The Department will be informed by the minister from Guatemala, 
: who is expected to arrive in Washington on the 2d of next month, re- - 

‘specting the demand made for the surrender of Captain Ousley and - 
others, passengers on the Granada, by the authorities of Salvador at. 
La Libertad. He. thinks United States vessels should be sent there 
tmmediately. | yO oe , , 

| No. 59. os os 

Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. eae 

a No. 325.] _LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OL 
oe a | | IN CENTRAL AMERICA, | | 

| | — Guatemala, March 25, 1885. (Received April 18.) — 
. Biz: [ respectfully invite your attention to the accompanying copy © 

of a letter from Mr. T. 8S. Leverich, special agent of the Pacific Mail 
, Steamship Company, and of one addressed to President Barrios by Mr. 

| Batres, minister from Guatemala to the United States. . 
| | These letters report an attempt on the part of the Salvadorian author- | 

| ities at La Libertad to force the captain of the Pacific Mail steamer 
_. Granada to give up certain of his passengers, Sefior Batres among them. 

/ It would appear that it having become known that a boat.and a cer- 
tain sum of money, to be used for political purposes in Honduras, were 
on board the Granada and bound for Amapala, the comandante endeav- — 
ored to compel Captain Connolly not only to give up the boat and-crew , 
of five men, but also the Guatemalan minister to Washington, Sefior 

7 Antonio Batres, or to pledge hiniself not to touch at Amapala, threaten- 
ing him and refusing to give him his clearance unless he should com- 
ply. This the captain declined to do, and threatened to use his revolver. 

| In face of this determined attitude a compromise was made, and the 
7 captain agreed to communicate with Captain Dow, the agent at Panama, 
a on which promise he was allowed to proceed. At the same time Presi- | 

| dent Zaldivar telegraphed me requesting that the captain be instructed 
: to return the men to San José de Guatemala, in order to avoid an act _ 

_ of hostility being committed against his Government. I did not con- 
sider it necessary, however, to comply with this request. | | 

The Government of Salvador, I would add, makes continual use of 
ca these steamers for the transport of munitions of war; andthe Honduras -
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ately brought from Corinto 33 boxes of arms and 130 cases of car. ie 

_ tridges consigned to Dr. Zaldivar at La Libertad. | Pa 
-.. Phe other Republics also do not hesitate to avail themselves of them, CO 

_ and the same steamer Honduras carried from Punta Arenas (Costa = 
_ > Rica) to Corinto 57 boxes of arms and accouterments consigned to the . 
_ Nicaraguan Government. = =. | ee 

OEE ee | _ a - HENRY O. HALL 

" | | | : | ‘{nclosure 1 in No. 325.] | | — | | ees a 

an _ Mr. Leverich to Mr. Hall. | : : - Me ve 

| a Qu aTEMALA, March 20,1885. 
DEAR Sir: Referring to our conversation of this evening, I would state that Captain ee ea! 

‘Connolly informed me at La Libertad. that on his return to Acajutla from America, : 
Mr. Noltenius, this company’s agent there, refused to give him his clearance unless - 7 
he would agree to proceed direct from La Libertad to Punta Arenas and not deviate res from his voyage by going to Amapala, and requested him to sign a document to that aes . effect to satisfy the comandante of the port. This Captain Connolly positively re- SS _ fased to do, when Mr. Noltenius told him the comandante with six soldiers was out- Ce 

_ side the door and that he could not go on board his ship. The captain. braced him- : o 
self against the wall, and said he had a six-shooter with him and that he was a wee Ty 

_dead-sure shot; #hat he would shoot him (Noltenius) first, the comandante next 
and then four soldiers, and by that time the others would have run; besides he had pas 

. plenty more cartridges with him. This argument had the effect of cooling Mr. Nol- 
_'tenius’ ardor, and the captain finally consented to communicate with Captain Dow, a 

_ Panama, by cable, from La Libertad, on which promise the agent gave him hisclear-- a 
 @nee. . | _ cok oe vs | . ee 

This is the sum and substance of the affair as related to me by Captain Connolly. -_ 
| Tam, &e., oe . So Ae | ae 

so eee ee aa T. 8. LEVERICH, CP RE 
coi - ‘Special Agent Pacific Mail Steamship Company, = 

- - : _ as  [Inclosure 2 in No. 825.—Translation. too | oy oS NE - | - ' 

AEP SUER ae ES Seftor Batres to President Barrios = s—ss—S : i | 

PO hid takes ON Boarp STzaMSHIP GRANADA,) EME Soe BAO SO i ga March 16,1885. 05° 
__Srr: Last night the captain of the steamer called me to inform me that the sending =. 

_ of themoney to Amapala was well known in Salvador, and that thecomandanteofthe == —— ‘ port of La Libertad, where we are now, had exacted the giving up of the boat, ofits = = 
crew, and of Ubico and myself as revolutionists, to which said captain refused. Then _ we ls 
they wished to make him signa document in which he promised on his word of: | 
honor not to carry out the agreement made with Don Delpino, because it violated. — 

_. the laws of neutrality, which document he also refused to si gn. Thentheagentofthe | 
_ company threatened to keep him prisoner, and that permission to continue his voy- Pa 

age would not be given him, to which the captain replied that he would kill six men a _ with his revolver before such a thing should take place. The said captain showed ). _ himself'very much angered, and has just received a long protest from Don Pedro a : _ Melendez, whom he disembarked yesterday at Acajutla. — , - Lee | . 
In this protest they tell him that he himself confessed having made the agreement a 

with Minister Sanchez for $1,000. I told the captain that as yet therehad beenno 
declaration of war on which grounds it could be protested that neutrality must be - aa 
maintained, and I used many other arguments. They returned to request thatwebe =. re 

- given up, and the captain telegraphed to Captain Dow and to New York. © «| | 
_ I think there will be no further news, but it might well happen that, owing tocir- 

- eumstances, Ubico could not disembark in Amapala. | ee SO 
- Among many lies which are circulated in‘the port and through Salvador, they say. ee 

_ that the Government of the United States has sent a vessel of war to San José de Pek ns Guatemala, and that Amapala is occupied by the Nicaraguan troops. . 
Not having further news, lam, &c., pos Ped Be 

Ds a fool ALS [ets a Ce | ANTO. BATRES, | CO
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Oe ; 7 [Inclosure 3 in No. 325.—Translation.] . | we 

- So President Zaldivar to Mr. Hall. — oo | 

pe | _ Saw Satvapor, March 16, 1885. 
oe Minister HaLL: The steamer Granada has on board a boat, five sailors, and hostile 

‘ . elements for disembarkation at Amapala. The captain allows that he agreed to 

. _ . ehange his regular route on this account for $1,000, which Minister Delfino Sanchez 

| offered hint. I beg you to give orders that he transship them and their boat and ele- 

a - ments, in order that they return to San José de Guatemala, thus avoiding that this act 

of hostility be committed against this Government, without detriment to the protest | 

which this Government will make. Lo oo os | 

os Yours, &c., So | : : a es 

| | | _ - R. ZALDIVAR. 

| | | | Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. | Oo 

No. 326.) LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES ~~ 
| , | | IN CENTRAL AMERICA, 

oe Oo Guatemala, March 25, 1885. (Received April 18.) 

ae Sr: With reference to my dispatches Nos. 311 and $14, of January 

: 22 and February 5, respectively, f now inclose a copy of a letter from 

: the consular agent at Livingston to Mr. Whitehouse, reporting the visit 

of the U. 8.8. Swatara to that port. Beis 
| From Mr. Sarg’s letter it will be seen that a board of naval officers 

oe inspected the sanitary condition of the laborers, investigated the causes 

| of their destitution, and conversed with the contractors and many of 

a the laborers. . | | , ee 

‘The comandante of Puerto Barrios and the jefe politico of Living- 

ston were also visited, the object of the Swatara’s visit explained to — 

them, and promises for the more efficient protection of Americans elicited. 

7 | Mr. Sarg also considers the moral effect produced by the Swatara’s. 

| | appearance as highly. beneficial, and as duly appreciated both by the 

resident Americans and the native authorities. _ 

| The Swatara. took thirty-eight destitute men from Livingston, and * 
_ proceeded to Puerto Barrios to collect others. | Oo 

| _ ~ Lhave, &e., a oe OO 

| — - -, HENRY ©. HALL. 

. a | _ [Inclosure in No. 326.] | 

Lt Sr Mr. Sarg to Mr. Whitehouse. o Oo Bs 

Coy | | - - -Lrvineston, March 17, 1885. | 

Sir: The U. 8. §. Swatara, Commander J. C. Wiltse, anchored off this port on the 

morning of the 13th instant. The commander had instructions to take off sick and 

| destitute Americans, and foreigners worthy to be taken, and wishing to return to the 

. United States. A board of naval officers was appointed to inspect the sanitary con- 

dition of the men, investigate the causes of their destitution, and decide on their . 

. claim to relief. | ee oS a 

; 0 I accompanied Commander Wiltse to Port Barrios, where the hospital was inspected, 

—-._-s together with the jefe politico of this department, Don José Ma. Ardon. Mr. Shea, of 

Se Shea, Cornick & Co., was interviewed, as also many of the laboring men about the 

SO place, and general information tended to show that matters have undergone a ma- 

Te terial change for the better ever since the management of the line has been put in the 

oO hands of Captain Grant, who has expressed his entire satisfaction as to the proceed- _ 

ings of Commander Wiltse, and far from seeing an undue interference in the mission 

of the Swatara, has assured the commander that his railroad enterprise wiil be as
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, much benefited by her appearance as are the men she is now carrying back toNew = = © 

| rleans. a ie Oe . a 

/ -A.visit was paid to the comandante of Port Barrios and to the jefe politico of this = 

town, the object of the ship’s visit explained, and a solemn promise received from these aoe 

‘officials to protect American citizens residing in their jurisdiction in a more efficient = = | | 

manner than heretofore, and it was enjoined on them to inform their Government that vo 

 * the United States insisted on the laws of this country being strictly adhered to when- ae 

. ever they prétected the welfare of Americans. Manifestations of the character can- | 

_, not-be evaded by Guatemala as long as her Government persists in maintaining in- 

. eapable officials in responsible positions. - ac ce 

' The moral effect produced by the Swatara’s appearance is highly beneficial, and is | 

.. appreciated by all resident Americans, who have charged me to express to you and - 

- to Commander Wiltse their sincere recognition of your respective actions. _ | ae ] 

--' The Swatara has to-day taken on board from here thirty-eight destitute men, Amer- 

icans and foreigners, without discrimination of nationality, will proceed to-morrow. a 

| morning to Port Barrios to pick up those that may have collected there, and willsail  < . 

for New Orleans direct on the morning of Thursday the 19th instant. Inclosed please Oo 

~ - find list of officers. | _ | | | es 

oT lam, sir, &c., | | - oe Be ee 

an ot | - 7 J.F.SARG. 2 

oe Mr. Hallto Mr. Bayard. - Bo A 

ao a {Extract.] ee a Be 

— No. 327.) 0 - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES ee Lo 

ee Be | -.. JN OCENTRAL AMERICA, = 2 

_ | Guatemala, March 26, 1885. (Received April18.) 

Sir: With reference to my dispatch No. 322 of the 14th instant, I 

have the honor to inclose copies * * * and translations of the = 

- telegrams. which have passed between the President of Nicaragua, the cate, 

minister for foreign affairs of Honduras and others, and myself, since . 

the 19th instant. These show what has been done and the effortsthat =. 

have been made in attempting to carry out the views expressed in your aes 

telegram of the 11th instant, to wit, “that the United States stand - 

% ready to exert their influence to avert a conflict and promote peace” 
These steps, which have been taken without my special instruction, == —— 

other than the foregoing, I trust will meet your approval. Aside from as 

the ground of humanity, our citizens have large interests in these coun- | 

_, tries, in Guatemala especially; these interests are threatened with seri- ee 
ous injury, if not with ruin, in the event of war, which now seemsim- = 

- minent. I confess, however, that while the efforts which have been - 
made may tend to postpone the conflict, I have little hope that it will © oo 

be averted and peace promoted. i a a Oe 
-. In my dispatch above mentioned I referred to an interview with 

_ President Barrios, at which he gave assurances that he would not in- 
wade Salvador, and that Honduras would observe the same conduct in | 

- yvegard to Nicaragua. © - re oo 
On the 19th instant I informed President Cardenas that I was mak- ok 

ing efforts, threugh my Government, in favor of peace; that President = = 
_. Barrios had promised that neither Gautemala nor Honduras wouldin- .° * 

_ vade Salvador or Nicaragua, if the two latter should observe the same - , |+ 
conduct towards the other states. He replied, on the 23d, that Nica- a 

\. ragua had abstained from invading Honduras and that Salvador would 
remain solely on the defensive He adds, however, that he knows posi; 
tively that Bogran is advancing to invade Salvador. I transcribed — Be
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these telegrams to the minister of foreign affairs of Honduras, who | 
| in reply, dated yesterday, gives assurances that there is no Such inten- 

| _ tion on the part of General Bogran. He declares also that Salvador ! 
| and Nicaragua were the first to send their forces to the frontiers ; not- — 

- withstanding, Honduras will take no imprudent step. In ajsecond dis- _ 
- patch he transcribes a telegram from General Bogran confirming these 

assurances. — | a - EE Ee, 
_ Copies of other communications between Presidents Bogran and 
Barrios, and from the latter to his minister, Sefior Cruz, are appended — 

_ tothe inclosure. From these it is to be inferred that should hostilities 
- take place the responsibility will fall on Salvador; that Zaldivar has 

sent an Indian outlaw named Baraona with a force of 400 Salvadorians 
—_ into Honduras with the view of promoting a revolution among those of _ 

| his class, and. that he (Zaldivar) had also sent a band of 200 criminals — 
a into Guatemala to maraud and plunder. oe 

, The two telegrams of yesterday from Minister Zelaya, of Honduras, — 
were transmitted at once to President Cardenas, and their receipt has — 

| been acknowledged to-day. , CS 
As I have informed. you in my dispatch No. 322, and in my. telegram 

Of the 18th instant, Barrios, since he has realized that he will not be — 
_ supported by Zaldivar, has manifested a willingness, and even a desire, 

! to withdraw from his present position. - 7 | 
* + * % + a * 

In the mean time the Mexican minister and suite have gone to Salva- 
_“ ° dor, and the legation is closed, but the family of the minister remain 

here. The British and German ministers have informed me that they _ 
. have applied to their respective Governments for naval vessels, to be — 
a _ Stationed on the Pacific coast of these states. oR 
. | I have, &c., | an | | Lee 

| | — | HENRY C. HALL. | 

a 7 | {Inclosure in No. 327.—Telegrams. ] _ . 

- Be Mr. Hall to President Cardenas. | | 

| : _ UNITED States LEGATION, | | 
. 7 _ Guatemala, March 19, 1885. | 

| ‘  -President CARDENAS, Managua: — oe _ | a ESS | 

| ~ Ever since my return from Nicaragua I have been making efforts, through my Gov- ~ 
| ernment, to avert a conflict. President Barrios offers me that until my Government _ 

. is heard from neither Guatemala nor Honduras shall invade Salvador or Nicaragua, — 
: | if on the part of the two latter the same conduct shall be observed respecting Guate- 

. mala and Honduras. Oo | : a 
a - I hope you will concur with me that this proposal is reasonable‘and convenient,in 

. which case Nicaragua will undertake no invasion of Honduras. Please answer. = # £~ 

. - - | President Cardenas to Mr. Hall. ~ ; a 

| o [Translation.) a | . —_ 

en Managua, March 23, 1885. (Received in Guatemala at 8.10 p.m.) 
7 Minister Hat, Guatemala: | ae So 

a ' _ My Government, in deference to your suggestion, has abstained from invading Hon- 
duras, and influenced Salvador to maintain herself solely on the defensive; but to-day 

_ IL know positively that General Bogran advances with forces to invade Salvador, and , 
oo! -Tinform you in order to save every responsibility for the consequences. Please ac-— 

. knowledge receipt. . ne __ 
— “CARDENAS.
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ne 3 ny Mr. Hall to Senor Zelaya. . - oo : OS | . 

- 7 o a a. a [ Translation. ] wes pe . . — | So 

oO a CE - GuaTemana, March 24,1885. 
Minister ZeLaya, Tegucigalpa : poe | a — ee 

I answer your telegram of to-day, informing you that under date of: yesterday, eS 7 
_. President-Cardenas, of Nicaragua, telegraphs me the following: : Opes 

My Government, in deference to your suggestion, has abstained from invading | ans 
_ Honduras, and influenced Salvador to maintain herself solely on the defensive; but a 

~  to-day-I know positively that General Bogran advances with forces to invade Sal- 
_ vador, and I inform you in order to save every responsibility for the consequences. = = 

Please acknowledge receipt. : | | te : oS — we | 2 oe “CARDENAS.” - - a 

- I beg that you will give me the facts in regard to the invasion of Salvador by Hon- OSs Ls 
-duranian forces; if true,my friendly influence to avoid a conflict and in favor of © ee 
peace willavail nothing, © | © / = eee, 

fo Eg  HENRYC.HALL © 

: - oe - 4 - _ [‘Translation.] : Ss | oe - oe Me Noe 

ae oo Sehor Zelaya to Mr. Hall. . we 7 | me 

a ee ee | - ‘Pu@uci@aLPa, March 25,1885. ok 
_ Minister HALL, Guatemala: — a os . ye oe we 

To-day [have received your telegram, for which I thank you. General Bogranhas si ssis 
done nothing more than to move to Nacaome and Cholateca to take command of the —-_—~ . | 

- army; but I assure you, and am answerable to you therefor, that he will not invade © oe 
‘. Salvador nor Nicaragua. The Governments of these states were the first to send forces. eee 

to the frontier. Ours have not moved from Nacaome and Cholateca. Youcan‘use ~~ 
_ your friendly influence with the assurance that Hondurus willtakeno imprudent step, 

and will wait to be attacked. - — co | | 7: “4 ce 
| OS ES os | : JERONIMO ZELAYA. | we 

~ | “ . | —  Beftor Zelaya to Mr. Hall. . | Me a a 

- | ; 7 oo. epanslation] | os . a 

EI a . ss Tra@ucieatpa, March 25, 1885, ee 
, Minister Hay, Guatemala: | Bey ce ee 

In confirmation of the telegram I addressed to you two hours ago, I transcribe to oes 
_ you the following just received from General Bogran: == oe oe ee 

ee ee ee Bo “Nacaomn, March 25,1885. or 
_ “Minister ZELAYA: | ce fe OM ee a | oe ne ee 
\ “In consideration of the good offices of Mr. Hall, I shall restrict myself to guarding — ns 

the frontier until the result of his mediation be known; but it will not be possible. ey 
to maintain indefinitely an armed ‘and expectant attitude, which paralyzes all opera-. Oo 

_ tions and occasions heavy expenditures. Zaldivar has Baraona (an Indian chief of . - ee 
_ Honduras) in Pasaquina, threatening the tranquillity of these people. Taking into CO 

' account the character of that chief, he cannot be trusted to respect Honduranian ter- —— 
ritory, even should he have orders to that effect, so that should any excision arise, | 
which I shall not at present initiate, the blame and responsibility must be charged to : 
Salvador, | ; - — 

Be co oo we ‘““BOGRAN.” oe 
| I am, your obedient servant, 7 ae | Pee 

7 - : ao JERONIMO ZELAYA. oe 

- Nore.—Under the same date, 25th instant, the last two telegrams from Sefior Ze- oO 
- Jaya, minister for foreign affairs of Honduras, were transcribed to President Carde- 
_ nasof Nicaragua. . Lo : | Oo De
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7 r The following are translations of telegrams sent to Mr. Hall by Minister Cruz, of. — 

Guatemala: | ye OE ee - eye 

: | - _ President Bogran of Honduras to President Barrios. | | 

as ae | -- Te@ucrgapa; March 21,1885. 

a [have just learned that Zaldivar (President of Salvador) has .armed the Indian — 

| _ Baraona with the object of revolutionizing Honduras. | : = 
| oo | a a BOGRAN. 

| | oo Same to same. . an - | 

Oo | TrGucicaLPa, March 21, 1885. 
-Yconfirm my telegram of this morning. Ileave for the frontier within an hour. 

My plan is purely defensive; but if I am invaded I shallinvade. ee 

: — BOGRAN, 
a | President Barrios ‘to Minister Cruz. eo no 

So | | | _ AZACUALPA, March 24,1885. 

- In answer to-your telegram I have to inform you that Bogran telegraphs me that 

, Baraona with 400 Salvadorians has invaded Hondurian territory, this isthe conduct’ 

: the separatists observe, and according to a dispatch from the Commandant Chiqui- | 

| mula, just received, they may invade Guatemala. This invasion they expect to make | 

_ with a force under Lieut. Col. José Palacios. Zaldivar, as you know, is not aman 

whose word affords any guarantee. , . a 

ae Oo Bn BARRIOS. 
| | | Same to same. | - | 

a | - Rio DE Par, March 25, 1885. 

_ Go personally to Minister Hall and tell him that in this place on the way to Jutiapa, 

[have received a dispatch from the commandant of Chiquimula, informing me that 

200 armed Salvadorians have passed the line, and in consequence I have given orders 

se that they be followed up not only in our territory but also, in Salvador as they are — 

: a band of criminals armed by the Salvadorian Government with the object of plunder. __ 

: | : BARRIOS. | 

° | Mr. Hall to Senor Zelaya. . So 

: . | a | - @uaremMata, March 25, 1885. eS 

7 ' IT have received your two telegrams of to-day and transcribed them at once to Doc- 

_ tor Cardenas, and will inform you the result. I thank you for the courtesy with 

: which my suggestions have been received. Lo - | 

: a | HENRY C. HALL. : 

| oe | Seftor Zelaya to Mr. Hall. a | 

, | | - TrevcreaLpa, March 26, 1885. 
- I thank you for your telegrams, and await news of the result of your friendly offices, 

which you offer to communicate to me. | 7 a 

| : JERONIMO ZELAYA. 

/ President Cardenas to Mr. Hall. | _ 

Oo —  Mara@ua, March 26, 1885, 
‘I thank you for your efforts to arrest conflict. Our forces on the frontier of Hon- _. 

| - duras have received no orders to invade. | - | 

. oe | CARDENAS. 

; GO No. 62. a | 

| Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. BO 

No. 329.] : LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES _ | 

a a . IN CENTRAL AMERICA, 

| . | " ~ Guatemala, March 26, 1885. (Received April 18.) 

oe Sie: On the 24th instant I received your telegram of the 23d ask- 

| ing what foundation there was for the rumor that foreign treaties with — 

Bo Central American States. had been declared void by the President of
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| Guatemala, to which I replied that it had been officially declared by the ny ok 
minister for foreign affairs of Guatemala that the decree of the Presi; 

- dent of Guatemala was never intended to apply and does not apply to 7 
- any existing treaties with the Central American States. pe te 

_. I brought the subject of your telegram to the notice of the ministerfor . 
. foreign affairs and he immediately sent me the memorandum of which ' 

_ the inclosed is a copy; and the following day addressed a circularnote. 
to the foreign representatives in Central America, containing thesame = 

- declaration that I communicated in my telegram referred to. He de- _ | 
clares that the decree has in no way affected, nor does it affect, any) > 
treaty signed before the 28th February, 1885; that it refers solely to = => 
treaties signed after that date; that-the decree was promulgated when |” 
it was believed the union would be accepted by the states; this belief . = 

_ was founded upon the public manifestations and promises madeinad- = = 
_ vance by the President of Salvador, and was intended to embrace such 

‘states only as should adhere to the compact. In other words, the ar- ==. 
__ ticle referred to is null and void, as is the decree itself, so far as it.con- — _ 

cerns the states of Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica, which have — a 
not accepted, and in all probability will not accept it. — eee ee 

| ee ei : —. HENRY ©. HALL. 

aoe oe, ee . [Inclosure 1 in No. 329.—Translation. ] a | | rr 

| ee : Seftor Cruz to Mr. Hall. a | | 

7 - a | “MEMORANDUM. | | pao: 4 

The minister for foreign affairs of the Republic of Guatemala has the honor toinform — ae 
Mr. Henry C. Hall, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United ——_ . 
States in Central America, that there is no declaration on the part of the President - 

. of Guatemala in which it is pretended to annul the treaties concluded with any of the . 
states of Central America before the 28th of February last. Oo so 

. ° The decree of that date states that those which may be concluded will not be recog- / 
- -nized—that is, those which shall be signed after that day ; but even that was with the y 

belief that the union would be accepted at once by virtue of the promises made.before-- | 
hand by Dr. Zaldivar, and never having a widerinterpretation than that ofincluding «| 
only the states which pronounced in favor of the union; so much so that this imme-. a 
diate adhesion not having taken place, and in view of its taking more or less time in ce Nis, 

, bringing it about, it has been communicated to the diplomatic representatives who ~. .. 
have made any inquiry in that respect, that no objection is made, nor willbe made __, - 
in any case, to any treaty concluded even after the date of the decree, and even should 
it be with Honduras, which at once embraced the cause of the union. Plea ty 

Furthermore, the undersigned has instructions from General Barrios to confirm to 7 
_ the American minister the same, of which he has personally assured him, that neither = | 

- to-day, nor under any circumstance, and least of all if the union be effected, no diffi- . as 
- culty of whatever nature will be placed in the faithful and full accomplishment of any | pe 
treaty, previous or posterior to the 28th of February, made by the United States with 7 
any of the Republics of Central America. Onthe contrary, hisdesire isnot onlythat = ~— 

' all of them be observed, but that they contain concessions more liberal and amplein - 
_- every sense for the Government and people of North America. He hasinstructions | : 

not only to repeat this, but also that. the President of Guatemala will hear with the 
’ _ greatest satisfaction any indications which come from the Government of the United _ . 

- States concerning the subject of the union. | | oe ee 
: | : _ FERNANDO CRUZ. | oo 

GUATEMALA, March 24, 1885. . . | ot a 

| . oo [Inclosure 2 in No. 329, Translation. . - — | os 

= ne Senor Cruz to Mr. Hall. a -° a 

a _ a | GUATEMALA, March 25, 1885. . 

Mr. MINISTER: The Government having had information that various interpre- | : 
tations have been given to article 9 of the decree of the 28th of February last, in | ae 

_ which reference is made to negotiations concerning territory, international treaties, = :
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| _, and national Ioans or foreign such, it has been. considered indispensable to explain 
| the sole sense of the referred to article; and with this view I have received special _ 

~ and decisive instructions from the President to accomplish it, in his name and in that | 
- of the Government, in the terms which I am about to have the honor of submitting | 

. ‘to you. | , . oe 
_ _ In the first place, the article mentioned has not affected nor affects in any way any ~—> 

. treaty signed before the 28th of February, 1885, by Guatemala or by any other of 
| the states of Central America with any other nation, because it expressly refers to : 

those concluded, that is, signed after that date, and in no case to those already exist- 
ing or signed before. . ps : CO 

' Secondly. Even the declaration that those signed after the 28th of February would — 
not be recognized was with the supposition that the Union was going to be accepted - . 
at once, as was to be supposed by the manifestations of public opinion, and.on ac- — 

_ count of the promises made beforehand, among others, by the ruler of Salvador; and : 
always, without a greater range than that of including the states which adhered 
immediately to the proclamation of the union which has been made.  ~ = =. 

. In conformity with that which Ihave explained, and there being delay on account 
of the failure of the ruler of Salvador to carry out his promises in the immediate ad-. 

- -hesion which was expected, I have already had the honor to inform those diplomatic 
representatives who have made any inquiry on this subject—and it is apleasure tome. 
to confirm it now—that no objection can be made by Guatemala nor will be made in 
any case, and even less so after the accomplishment of the union, to any treaty made 

- between the nations they represent and Guatemala or another of the states of Cen- 
° tral America, even if it should be signed after the date of the decrees. 7 

In virtue of that which is just expressed, article 9 of thedecree of the 28th of Feb- 
- ruary last includes solely and exclusively the negotiations which are expressed in it, 

that are made by any of the states which adhere to the proclamation of the union of | | 
_ Central America, after the date of their adhesion, and without the consent of the 

others which are already in it. | | : ; 
I beg of you to be pleased to take note of this declaration, which explains officially 

what is the sense of the referred-to article; and that, should you deem it well, you | 
7 will bring it to the notice of your Government in whatever form you may think | 

proper. 7 eS eS 
Iam, &e., ._ ae oe | 

| ‘FERNANDO CRUZ. ses 

Co, | ' No. 63. : oo 

| Mr, Hall to Mr. Bayard. : 

No. 330.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES a 
| IN CENTRAL AMERICA, | 

- Guatemala, March 26, 1885. (Received April 18.). 

; Str: With reference to my dispatches No. 322 and No. 327, the latter 
of this date, I have the honor to inclose herewith, and to invite your - 

— attention thereto, copies of two letters from the consul of the United 
: States at Nicaragua, wherein he reports upon the general state of af-- 

fairs consequent upon the recent decree of the President of Guatemala, — 
- and the hostile attitude ot the Government of Nicaragua to its enforce- | 

; ment. . . az . . 

— I have, &c., | . | 
| | | _ - HENRY C. HALL. 

| | [Inclosure Lin No. 330.) 9. ee | 

co - oe Mr. Leavitt to Mr. Hall. a : | 

_ |  -[ Extract.) : | . _ 

| | . , | | | UNITED STATES CONSULATE, 7 
oe : | a Managua, March 13, 1885. 

Str: I have the honor to herewith present a report on the general state of Nica- 
ragua and the feeling of the people in the present unfortunate situation into which the | 

- proclamation of President Barrios has thrown the Central American Republics.
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. The country is profoundly agitated. Business is suspended. The sound of the _ 
bugle and the roll of the drum, as the soldiers and raw recruits march through the 
streets, are constantly heard, while eager crowds gather at the corners to hear the: oo 
proclamations read when issued by the Government. . = | 

Prior to the receipt of intelligence from Costa Rica and Salvador as to the position | 
_ those Governments would take on the proclamation of the President of Guatemala, fo. 

| the greatest uncertainty and alarm was felt for the ultimate result. Upon the receipt : 
_ of telegrams, first from Costa Rica and then from Salvador, that these Governments | : 

_ would oppose Guatemala, anxiety and alarm gave place to joy, and when, later, a | 
_ telegram was received from the Mexican Government denouncing in strong terms the a S 

step Guatemala had taken, the people were exultant, and on all sides “‘Death to Bar- | 
_ Flos!” was shouted by an excited populace. Troops are being rapidly recruited: It | 

is stated that at present there are five thousand men under arms, and this number is | 
being augmented. As fast as men are enrolled they are pushed ‘forward toward the | 
frontier of Honduras. = arc LF ee an a 

__ The Government has decreed that bank bills are legal tender and refuses toredeem' 
them in silver; as a consequence, silver has suddenly disappeared. | a oe 

_ It is proposed by the Government to issue fractional currency of the denominations ee 
of 50, 20, 10, and 5 cents. ee, | ne | a 

_ On the 10th instant I called upon President Cardenas, and during my call a tele- : 
_ gram from Salvador was handed him, stating that Saivador would furnish twenty 

thousand men. | eo | | ~ | oe oo | 
The President stated to me that Nicaragua lacked arms and ammunition ; thata 

_. eablegram had been sent to the Remington Arms Company asking for an immediate 
_ shipment of arms to Nicaragua. They replied it would require four months to fill | 

_ the order and that they had none on hand. — - | 
; x * : Pe # * *% % . 

At this interview he informed me that it was the intention of Nicaragua to invade 
Honduras and Guatemala for the purpose of deposing President Barrios, saying that 
the peace of Central American would never be assure] as long as Barrios was Presi- . 
dent of Guatemala, and that he had communicated with the Governments of Salvador ot 
and Costa Rica for the purpose of securing their co-operation. Thereupon I imme- . 

~ diately sent you the following telegram: Ls 
. “Nicaragua President has just told meathat the Nicaraguan Government intend in- oe 

_ vading Guatemala and Honduras, and have asked the co-operation of Costa Rica and | 
. Salvador.” . ae _ | ee TE ye ee Bae 

_ In the afternoon of the same day. a decree was issued declaring Nicaragua under — ue 
martial law and I telegraphed you as follows: an | Pe | 

‘Nicaragua declared under martial law.” | | | oy | 
_ The Congress is adjourned until 1886. The President has been appointed commander sits 
ef the army of Nicaragua, and ex-President Pedro Joaquin Chamono has been Qp- 

- pointed provisional President. . | oo a | | | . 
-. All male citizens between the ages of eighteen and fifty are declared to be enlisted | oe 
‘in the army. ee, . oe 
_ On the 12th a proclamation was issued that Mr. Chamono had assumed the office 

- and duties of provisional President. _ . | | | 
_ _To-day I learned that President Cardenas would leave Managua for Leon to take coe 

- eommand of the army, and I sent you this telegram: | | | ee | 
| ‘‘Chamono assumed the duties of provisional President yesterday. Cardenas leaves yo - . to-morrow for Leon to take command of the army.” | ed a | 

: # %  &: * a ae * ie x 

| Tam, &e., © a a | | | - a a a SO H. H. LEAVITT. 

a So _ [Inclosure 2 in No. 330.] 7 | | : . 

| oe | Mr. Leavitt to Mr. Hall. : 

a  .  [Extract.] . Fe . . 

oe, | | ss UNITED STATES CONSULATE, | : 
. | 7 _, Managua, March 15, 1885. oe 

Sir: * * * J have forwarded copies of all telegrams sent by me, except the | 
last, which was sent by President Cardenas and placed by me in cipher. It wasas | . 
follows: ae . bs | . ee ; - 

‘We expect rifles from Punta Arenas. Can you authorize the captain of the Hon- . 
— duras to take them to Corinto? — ee | - - | es | 

: | | | oar a = “CARDENAS.” | |
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| The President desired me to’ telegraph to the captain of the Honduras to take the 
7 . gifles. I declined to so telegraph unless authorized by you. Whereupon the President 

| desired me to send the above telegram. At the same time I told the President that 
X saw no reason why the Honduras should decline to carry articles, even though - 
contraband of war, between two countries at peace with each other, although a state 

| of war exists between them and a third, and I did not think the captain of the Hon- 
<duras would object to take them. ee 7 

I am in receipt to-day of a telegram from the captain of the U. 8. 8. Ranger that 

she will be in Corinto in a few days. | . . 
. # ' x * om # Oe # 

- . - The Government seem to insist on invading Guatemala, and do not desire peace. It 
. | is rumored that they fear the good offices of the United States; that nothing will sat- 

isfy them unless Barrios is overthrown. Recruitings are going rapidly forward and _ 
mew troops are being constantly hurried to the frontier; but the greatest number 
that Nicaragua can place in the field is 8,000, as there are no more arms. ee 

The Government are issuing more paper money. Coin has disappeared, and already 
some of the people object to accepting paper, but are forced to under the decree. © 

President Cardenas postponed joining the army at Leon, but proceeds there to-day. 

os Iam, &c. . . 
: oa | | | | HLH. LEAVITT. 

Oo | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hall. | | 

oe | . [Telegram. ] 

— - DEPARTMENT oF STATE, 
- : Washington, March 27, 1885. | 

Mr. Hall is informed that the United States vessels on the north and 
south coasts have been ordered to protect the American interests in Cen- 
 fral-America. So | a 

: No. 65. | , Oo 

a | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hall. oo 

: | . . {Telegram.] 

| oo _. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
_ | | So Washington, April 1,.1885. 

Mr. Hall is informed that he has previously been authorized to offer 
SO the good offices of the United States in the interest of peace and to avert 

@ conflict. | | | 

| | No. 66. — | | 

oe - Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard, - - DS 

| 7 [Telegrain.] oO OO 

_ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES _ 
a | CO IN CENTRAL AMERICA, 

| La Libertad, April.1, 1885. (Received April 1.) 

| Mr. Hall refers to the Department’s telegram of the 11th ultimo, in | 

which the influence of the United States is offered. He is of opinion 
oo that the exercise of his good offices will very probably prevent blood- 

shed, and, feeling great assurance that the result will be favorable, asks 

| ifhe may use them. — | a ae :
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aa i pele No. 67. Oo | 
Oo nee — Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. | a 

* oO os oe | [Telegram.] © : Oe : - . | _ 

eS  LEGATION OF THE Unrrep States ti , ae a | | IN CENTRAL AMERICA, | 
an a _ Guatemala, April 2, 1885. (Received April 16.) _ Be 

_ Mr. Hall informs’the Department that a battle was fought to-day (the 
2d) between the forces of Salvador and Guatemala, in which the Pres- | 

- ident of Guatemala was killed. He says the diplomatic corps has pro- 7 | 
posed an armistice. — ee a es 

NB 
hr, Hall to Mr. Bayard. Con 

fae _ LEGATION oF THE UNITED StaTES it re 
wo | no ss IN CENTRAL AMERICA, . ot 

7 | Guatemala, April 8, 1885. (La Libertad, April 9.) ee 
___ Secretary of legation goes to Libertad to communicate with you. 

Communication from here not practicable. General Barrios killed bat- 
tleon 2d. General Barillas named. by National Assembly provisional | | _ President. A new ministry has been formed. _ | mo 

_ Barrios’s death demoralized the army, caused a panic throughout the _ | 
country. Guatemalan Government weak, vacillating. Greatfearisen- = _ tertained as to personal safety of certain obnoxious individuals. Num- 
bers ask for asylum at this legation. —__ ne a 

I shall remain at my post, come what may. - re ee 
Secretary takes cipher, = = - BF 

a a No. 69. | oe Ce! ae 

- ae a | Mr. Whitehouse to Mr. Bayard. ae re FF 
oo — Se OB [‘Telegram.] a | : oe — oo oe ; 

Do .  LEGATION OF THE UNITED States ee a 4 - _ INOCENTRAL AMERICA, | oe De | oe - | La Libertad, Apri] 10, 1885. 7 
In acknowledging receipt of the Department’s telegram of the 1st in- | 

stant, Mr. Whitehouse says that the good offices exercised by Mr. Hall _ 
have been the means of preventing the assumption of the military dic- ; 
tatorship on the part.of General Barrundia. He has been instrumental in Sn 
prevailing upon the Government to adhere to legality, and, as a measure | 7 
towards bringing about peace with Salvador, has advised anew min- 
istry. ne a ce : eS - The legation’s every effort is toward a prevention of a renewal of hos-) | 

—tilities with Salvador and threatened anarchy in Guatemala. Strict — - “neutrality has been maintained throughout. pa |
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oe The family of General Barrios left yesterday for San Francisco. It 

igs expected that Barrundia will leave during next week. oo 

Mr. Whitehouse has been assured by the Salvadorian Government. _ 

.. that his communication with the Department will be unmolested. ‘Upon 

--———- this point he insisted. He thinks it possible that, ifurged by the United — 

on - $§tates, the President of Salvador would consent to peace. He (Mr. 

Whitehouse) is on board the U. S. 8. Wachusett. : : 

oo No. 70. cyniies es: 

| | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Whitehouse. a a 

. | . . (Telegram. } | oe 

. oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = 
- | — Washington, April 11, 1885. 

| ‘Mr. Whitehouse is informed that the attitude of the United States 
- toward Salvador is the same as toward Mexico, and that Mr. Morgan has 

ae been telegraphed to the effect that a war between Mexico and Guate- - 

, ' mala is deprecated by the United States. | - 

| a on No. 71. | : 

. SO Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. - vat 

| | | -{Extract.] a a 

No. 336.) LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES | 
- | , _IN CENTRAL AMERICA, 

: SS | Guatemala, April 11,1885. (Received May 5.) 

Sir: I have time by this mail only to make a cursory report of the — 

principal events which have transpired here during past fortnight.  —_. 

oe * % wm * x tO x 

- The advanced forces of Guatemala and Salvador met at a place 

. galled El Coco on the 31st ultimo. The Salvadorians, according to 
the Guatemalan reports, were routed, with the loss of one field-piece, 

one mitrailleuse, and a considerable quantity of ammunition. The 

Guatemalans followed up their success by invading Salvador, and. on 

. - the 1st instant met the intrenched forces of the latter at Chalcuapa. 

An engagement commenced the same day, was suspended at night, 

| | and renewed on the 2d. At about 11 that morning General Barrios. 

was killed, while leading a charge against the Salvadorian intrench- 

| ments. His death caused a panic among his troops, which at once com- 

menced a retreat. The Salvadorians, however, were in no condition to 

improve the advantages they had. gained by Barrios’ death. From that 

| - moment there appears to have been a complete cessation of hostilities, 

an which have not been resumed. : | oo | 

oo, - There is now a greater feeling of confidence among the people, and 

| tranquillity seems in a fair way to be restored. _ BO
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_ Many families have left the country, among them the widow and oo 
- family of General Barrios. * * * | a | | aa 

_ _- Since writing the foregoing, a telegram from President Zaldivar an- 
nounces that peace has been made between Honduras on the one part — 

. and Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica on the other. It only remains ee 
_ for Salvador and Guatemala to come to an arrangement, of which there 
as aprobability. ~ | : | ae 
- -Thave,&e., = © | a | | | 

| - | | HENRY C. HALL.  ~——. 

7 NOT fle ce 

Mr, Bayard to Mr. Hall. | | ane 

oe 7 , ee [Telegram.] . poe - . a , 

ar | ee - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | | 
| oe , - Washington, April 13,1885. =. 

Mr. Hall is instructed to inform the minister for foreign, affairs of | 
Guatemala that the telegram of acting President Barrillas is acknowl- — 

_ edged by the President, who urgently recommends that the present — 
difficulties be brought to a peaceful termination. — oe | , 

oe | Now 738. | : oR - | 

a «Mr. Whitehouse to Mr. Bayard. | 

ne LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES oe | a 
a 7 | : IN CENTRAL AMERICA, 

Be a La Libertad, April 14, 1885. (Received May 5.) a 

Str: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your cablegram ce 
_ Of the 11th instant informing me of the attitude of the United States __ 

in regard to the threatened war between Mexico and Guatemala, and | 
- the continuance of the war existing between Salvador and Guatemala. = 

Not considering myself as vested with the diplomatic character necee 
_ essary to address President Zaldivar on the matter without special in- 
structions, and not being at that time in communication with Mr. Hall, | 
I cabled you on the 12th, to the effect that peace had been declared be- _ 
tween Salvador and Honduras, and inquiring whether you thoughtit- 
advisable that I should see the. President of Salvador in reference to _ 
Department’s dispatch of the 11th. - Bo OO 

Up to date I have received no answer. ee | a 
_. This morning, communication being re-established, I telegraphed the | 

_ contents of your cablegram to Mr. Hall in plain words, in order that — oe 
the Government of Salvador might become cognizant of the sentiment - 
therein expressed. | | ‘ Oo . 

Tam, &e., re So wn 2 oS 
| | ae H. REMSEN WHITEHOUSE. | Cine?
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, oe a No. 74. renee ca 

| OC | Mr. Whitehouse to Mr. Bayard. — Se 

Se | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES | a 
| | a oe | IN CENTRAL AMERICA, a 

| OS La Libertad, April 15, 1885. (Received May 5.) 

Sir: Yesterday afternoon I received .telegrams from President Zal- 
. divar and Consul Duke of San Salvador, informing me that peace had _ 

| ' been concluded between Salvador and Guatemala. | | | 
_. I therefore sent you the following cablegram : ee 

| Peace arranged with Salvador and Guatemala. Uostilities ceased between Cen- 
tral American States, and general amnesty proclaimed. Plenipotentiaries of allies 

| meet Acajutla arrange definite treaty. | . ea 

Pending the arrangement of this treaty, that of friendship existing 
| before the war will remain in force. , , | 
ae I do not deem it improbable that these negotiations will lead toa 

a union of the Central American States. | CO 

oe | HH. REMSEN WHITEHOUSE. _ 

SO | a, [Inclosure 1.—Translation. ] | - cs | - - | 

oo . | President Zaldwar.to Mr. Whitehouse. a eG 

| | | | oo — Sanva ANA, April 14; 1885. 
In answer to, your telegram ofthis date, I inform you with much pleasure that we _ 

. are at present engaged in fixing the basis of peace between this Republic and that of 
. Guatemala. | ae a 

Iam, &c., . | — | Oo 
— : - | R. ZALDIVAR. | 

4 . Oo [Inclosure 2,--Translation. ] : | | 

- | Mr. Duke to Mr. Whitehouse. — | | ee 

oo ° , | | - Saw SaLvapor, April 14, 1885. 

oe Linform you that, according to a telegram from President Zaldivar, peace-has been. — 
arranged between this Republic and that of Guatemala, conceding a full amnesty to 
all persons who took part in the revolution promoted by the decree of General Barrios _ 
concerning the Central American Union. Representatives of the five Republics will 
unite. shortly at Acajutla to fix the basis of the final settlement of the difficulties 

: pending, and uutil this takes place, the treaty of friendship which existed before the 
- war between Salvador and Guatemala remains in force. . a 

os | | : . | J. MAURICE DUKE, 

7 BO No.7. 0 

. an - Mr. Whitehouse to Mr. Bayard. an / — 

| Se LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES cal. 
. | | | | IN CENTRAL AMERICA, 

7 La Libertad, April 15, 1885. (Received May 5.) — 

Sir: The following telegram from Minister Hall, in Guatemala, has 
| just reached me. As the information is substantially the same as I ~
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cabled you yesterday, I consider it sufficient to communicate it by the = | 
mail, which is about to leave. | | Oo . vo 

- Say to Washington’ that, through the friendly good offices of the diplomatic corps 
_ accredited to Central American States, preliminary propositions in favor of peace have oo 

_ been accepted by Salvador and Guatemala, and that there.is no probability of any: / 
' renewal of hostilities. | 7 se ; Oo 

a Iam, &¢., | CO | a | a 
a : |  H.REMSEN WHITEHOUSE. 

| No. 76. BO eS 

- Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. | | oe | | 

oe ce [Extract] ee or re 

No. 337.) | | _LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES _ — : 
| | IN CENTRAL AMERICA, | 
oo | Guatemala, April 15, 1885. (Received May 16.) 7 
 .$rm: In the midst of the panic throughout Guatemala, the demoraliza- _ : 
tion of the army, and the apparent helplessness of the Government, - _ 
which followed the death of General Barrios, at the personal and earnest: _ 
solicitation of Sefior Cruz, the then minister for foreign affairs, the foreign 

- representatives residing in this city met at this legation on the night of = 
the 3d instant, with the object of rendering the Government any assist- 
ance in their power to avert the anarchy which then threatened the coun- oo 
try. Sefior Cruz was present, as was also General Barrundia, the min-. - 

— isterofwar, 0 2 re er a 
_. After much discussion it was decided that, in view of the revocatiom os 
of the decree of the 28th of February, and there being no motive for 

_ keeping up the warfare, with the object of averting further bloodshed, = = > 
_ to propose to the Presidents of the several states an armistice of one a 

month. The proposition was telegraphed the same night to President: = + 
Zaldivar. By reference to the inclosure it will be seen that it was simply 

- proposed to obtain @ truce, leaving the Governments of the states to a 
_ settle their differences in their own way. | ees 

_.. President Zaldivar replied on the following day, the 4th instant, in-a. 
dispatch, in which he entered at length into the merits of the contest,. | 

. and declared that he would give neither truce nor repose to Guatemala me 
until the ministry of Barrios had disappeared; until Salvador and her | 
allies had received a satisfaction and an indemnity, so far as possible, ° : 
for the expenses and sacrifices they had been obliged to make in con- = 
sequence of the decree above mentioned. It was evident that he de- | 
sired to enter into a discussion of the merits of the contest, which the | | 
diplomatic body were not inclined’ to do. Bo 

The President of Honduras replied on the 6th, accepting the proposed. 
armistice on the condition that the other states should also suspend | 
hostilities. on | cy oe | 

_ No answers were received from Nicaragua or Costa Rica. ae ad SO 
| The diplomatic corps replied to President Zaldivar on the 7th instant,, a, 

and expressed their regret that his Excellency had not seen fit to ac- : 
. cept the armistice, which, in their opinion, offered an honorable meansof 

' terminating pending difficulties by negotiations for peace, and that, in. 
_ regard to the terms and conditions of the peace, the neutral character 

of the corps prevented their expressing officially, any opinion. et a
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7 To the latter President Zaldivar replied on the 10th instant, express- 
ing regret that his refusal to concede an armistice had been understood 
as a non-acceptance of an honorable means of terminating pending dif- 
ficulties with Guatemala through negotiations for peace; that nothing 
would have been more acceptable to him than the mediation of the for- | 
eign representatives; he then gives his reasons for not accepting their 
proposed armistice, and concludes by declaring that he had not refused 
and does not refuse any proposition leading to a definite and permanent 
peace, much less when coming through their friendly mediation. => 

~ On the 11th instan" President Zaldivar telegraphed me personally, 
repeating what he had previously stated to the corps—that he had not 
provoked hostilities, nor did he refuse an honorable settlement, but that 
he required, in addition to the guarantee of the diplomatic corps, the — 
presence of a new and independent personnel in the cabinet of Guatemala: 

* * * ¥ * * * 

It would seem that up to the 11th instant, the date of his last-men- 
tioned telegram, President Zaldivar had not been informed of the change 
of ministry here. As to any guarantee of the foreign representatives, 

~ the idea was not for a moment entertained by any of them, nor to dis- 
| cuss with him the merits of his dispute with Guatemala. Their object: 

was to avoid bloodshed and to promote peace in the interest of hu- _ 
manity. _— 

) ~ On the 12th instant President Zaldivar informed me that Honduras 
had entered into a treaty of peace with the other states, and that it 
would be equally satisfactory to him to terminate the difficulties still — 
pending with Guatemala, to which end he would be glad to have the 
mediation of the diplomatic corps. | | _ 

The two last mentioned telegrams from President Zaldivar were ac- 
> knowledged by me on the 12th, suggesting to him that inasmuch as the 

. present Government of Guatemala and himself were inspired by the same _ 
sentiments, I had no doubt they would come to an honorable settle- 

: ment, to which I promised him my own aid and that of the diplomatic 
corps. | | 

—_ Again, on the 13th instant, President Zaldivar communicated by tele- 
graph to the several members of the diplomatic corps, thanking them 
for their friendly offices, expressing his opinion that an honorable settle- 
ment, upon which so many interests depend, would be possible, and 

. substantially requesting them to propose the bases for a treaty of peace 
| and to communicate the same to him by telegraph. Acting upon this 

invitation, my colleagues came together again at this legation, and de- 
- gided to send to the President the following : a | | 

. * * * Under existing circumstances, the diplomatic corps, acceding to the expressed 
wishes of your Excellency, with the same motive of averting the effusion of bluodand - 
to facilitate the consummati: n of a treaty of lasting peace, as friends, propose to the 

: five Governments that a frank and solemn declaration of peace and friendship, with- 

out conditions or reclamations of any kind, shall be made, and that an absolute am- 

nesty be conceded to all those who are in any way implicated in political matters re- 

lating to this war. ae | : 

After the foregoing bases for a treaty had been submitted to and ap- 
. proved by the President of Guatemala, they were transmitted by tele- 

graph to the President of Salvador, and they have been unconditionally | 
. accepted by him. The two Governments have to day entered intocom- _ 

| munication with each other, and there remains no longer & doubt as to 
the termination of the troubles growing out of General Barrios’ attempt 

| to establish by foree a union of the Central American States, and this 

° has been brought about without imposing on any of them humiliating 
terms. | 

_ . I have, &e., HENRY C. HALL. |
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. s -  [Inclosure 1 in No, 387.—Circular telegram.—Translation. ] _ pe - 

po oe . GUATEMALA, April 3, 1885. ee 

_ The Presidents of the five Republics of Central America: a 

Oo In view of the resolution adopted by the Assembly of Guatemala annulling the decree ms 

of the 28th of February, ultimo, the diplomatic body accredited to Central Americapro- — 

- poses to the Governments of the five Republics, with the object of avoiding bloodshed, oy 

- that hostilities be suspended and an armistice for one month be conceded. . | 

| wee 7 SO HENRY C. HALL, OO 

- | ae | , Minister of the United States. 

: | | . WERNER von BERGEN, - 

| Ce a Minister_of Germany. | 

| oe DO MELCHOR ORDONEZ, ma po 
: - : | be Minister of Spain. 

| | - — J. P. H. GASTRELL, hey 

CO , | Oo Minister of England. — so 
\ oe | J. LE BRUN, — | | 

| | : . Chargé @’ Affaires of France. , 
ae | oe Co ~ ANGELO MUTTINE, | | 
ee | oe ' Chargé @ Affaires of Italy. 

. [Inclosure 2 in No. 337.—Telegram.—Translation. | - we 

. : President Zaldivar to diplomatic corps. ; a . 

os --- SANTA ANA, April 4, 1885. (Received in Guatemala at 11.40 p. m.) 

- - Lave received the telegram dated yesterday, in which you are pleased to. communi- . 

© gate to me the resolution taken by the Assembly of that Republic declaring null the decree | 

of the 28th of February, in virtue of which and with the noble aim of avoiding blood- 

shed, the honorable diplomatic corps, earnestly proposes that hostilities be suspended 

and an armistice of one month be granted. — : . jor te 

I give, before all, due thanks to you for the earnest and humane interest which you , 

manifest, although feeling that the friendly interference of the diplomatic ministers can- 

- not be under the circumstances as efficacious as they desire nor can produce the proposed | 

object. 6 . Be . a | 

I recall to you that not only Salvador did not provoke, but on the contrary endeavored 

to avoid by all possible means the unjust war which Guatemala has made; that con- Oe 

_ fiding in the promise which was made to me through the American minister that the 

forces of Guatemala would not invade the territory of this republic if on our part we | | 

abstained from an invasion, I maintained with the forces of Salvador a defensive attitude, a | 

limiting myself to collecting them on the frontier in order to sustain, should occasion = 
-- grise, the dignity of the Republic, and finally that the three battles which took place in : 
--. 1 Coco, San Lorenzo, and Chalchuapa, on Salvadorian territory, are the best proof that me 
- not only on our part was fulfilled that which the promise demanded and the laws of _ 

 givilization in the sad extremity of war, but also we knew how to brilliantly sustainour 
- dignity and independence, repelling with arms the unjustifiable aggression of the Gov- | 

ernment of Guatemala. But when victory has crowned so splendidly our efforts, when 
_ the illustrious: blood of so many Salvadorians dead on the field of battle has irrigated __ o 

| the soil of liberty, when the death of General Barrios places the stamp on our triumphs 
at the same time that it punishes the rash boldness of that military chief, would it: | 

|. -be possible that I myself*should eclipse the glories of Salvador, that I should render in | 

vain the noble blood which has been shed, and deprive the Republic and all Central 
| America of the advantages which it is in a position to obtain, and in the right to exact a 

in order to insure its tranquillity, to indemnify itself for its heroic sacrifices and to pre- 
. vent fresh attempts? ee | : | ’ 

I think that the honorable diplomatic corps cannot desire it thus, all the more as this | 
would be the sole result to which would lead the suspension of hostilities for a month | 

- which they propose to me in the telegram of yesterday which I am answering; on ne 

account, the interests of Salvador and her allies bind me, and the most holy duty im- 

: poses on me not to take truce nor rest until the ministry of General Barrios disappears | 
, from the political’ scene of that Republic, until Salvador and her allies receive a com- | an 

plete satisfaction and that they be indemnified to the extent possible for the expenses _ 
_ and sacrifices to which they have been driven in consequence of the decree of the 28th 

of last February. a Oo | : a 

- Without rejecting, therefore, the friendly offices of the honorable diplomatic corps, 
. whom on the contrary I thank sincerely, I hope, in order to make them efficacious in -
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—. behalf of peace, avoiding further bloodshed, they may be carried out in the sense above — 
indicated, serving as intermediary and as guarantee for the settlement of the conditions - 
which will put a definite and advantageous stop to hostilities. I muststatethat neither 

oe Salvador nor. her allies conceal any hostile intent against the brother people of Guate-. 
mala, whose fate interests them as much as their own, and that they only desire to treat. 
concerning the conditions of a peace in which they can freely manifest their wishes, and, 
to exercise by the same means their rights, this being from now the only object for 
which the forces of this republic are kept together. | y 7 —— 

Lam, &e., po Do 
| oO oe oo RAFAEL ZALDIVAR. | 

a The Diplomatic Ministers H. C. HALL, MELCHOR. ORDONEZ, J .P. HL GASTRELL, —. 
WERNER VON BERGEN, J. A. Le BRUN, and ANGELO MUTTINE. | 

[Inclosure 3 in No. 337.—Translation.] - | . - | , 

Actina President Leiva, of Honduras, to the foreign ministers residing in Guatemala. | 

| 7 | | TEGUCIGALPA, April 6, 1885: 
_ I have received the telegram of your excellencies in which you urge me, with the view . 

_ Of suspending hostilities, that a truce for one month be conceded. I appreciate, as it. 
a merits, the humane and friendly solicitude of the ministers, and my Government on its 

| _, part, wishing that there may be no more shedding of Central American blood, has acceded 
__ to the suspension of hostilities proposed by your excellencies, which promise shall take 

_ effect when it shall be known that the other belligerent Governments are of the same 
: accord, which I trust your excellencies will be pleased to communicate to me, as also in 

regard to the negotiations for peace, which may be initiated. 
I have, &c., 7 | en oe 

a PONCIANO LEIVA. — 

| [Inclosure 4 in No. 337.—Translation.] — | : ; - 

a T he.diplomatic representatives to President Zaldivar. - eo a | 

| . : . . | : GUATEMALA, April 7, 1885. | 

The diplomatic corps accredited to Central America has had the honor to receive your , 
. telegram of the 4th of this month, and observes with regret that your Excellency has not 

: . _ been pleased to accept the friendly proposition to concede an armistice for one month, 
- which, in their opinion, offered an honorable means of terminating the pending diffi- |. 

culties through negotiations for peace. In regard to the terms of the proposed peace, — 
: the neutral character of the diplomatic corps prevents them from expressing officially 

any opinion. . | oe Oo oo / 
Your obedient servants, . , 

: HENRY C. HALL, © : 
- | ° WERNER von BERGEN, | 

a | . MELCHOR ORDONEZ, oe 
| | | | J. P. H. GASTRELL, 

. J. LE BRON, | | | a 
| 7 | ANGELO MUTTINE. | 

| [Inclosure 5 in No. 337.—Translation. ] Oo a 

| President Zaldivar to Henry C. Hall and others of: the diplomatic corps in Central America. 

— pa | . | ‘SANTA ANA, April 10, 1885. — 
oo. By your excellency’s telegram of yesterday, just received, in answer to mine of the 4th 

instant, I notice with. regret that my refusal to concede an armistice for one month is | 
taken as a non-acceptance of an honorable means of terminating the difficulties pending | 

. _ with Guatemala, through negotiations for peace. Correcting this misunderstanding, I ; 
have the pleasure to make known to you that nothing would have been more. grateful | 

| to me than to make use of the friendly mediation of the diplomatic corps.for effecting — |
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peace under honorable conditions, and my reason for declining with regret the armistice 
solicited was because in making that request nothing was suggested that would lead to | 
the desired object; on the contrary, the probabilities were augmented that the strife would — - 

_ continue with more violence, and the one month’s truce would afford the Government. | 
of Guatemala an opportunity to reorganize its forces. I confirm to the honorable dip- => 

: _lomatic corps the favorable disposition that from the first I have met with to settle - 
peacefully and honorably the difficulties pending with Guatemala, of which are an evi- 
dent proof the steps that I took at the commencement to induce General Barrios to de- 
sist from his purpose;. my attitude, purely defensive, under the promise of the Ameri- 

| can minister; and, finally, the fact that all the battles have taken place in Salvadorian. | 
... territory in just defense of the rights of the Republic. | ; oo . 

| Your excellencies therefore know that I have not refused, nordo I refuse,any proposi-- 
tion that may lead to a definite and permanent peace—much less when coming through | | 

: the friendly and respectable medium of the honorable diplomatic body. ; oe , 
" Tam, &., | “ , | | | oe 

| — a - RAFAEL ZALDIVAR. © 

= - -[Inclosure 6 in No. 337.—Translation.] | an 

a President Zaldivar to Mr. Hall. | | a = 

. oe | | SANTA ANA, April 11,1885. | | | 

_ IT suppose you have already received my reply to the telegram of the diplomatic corps, 
dated the 3d instant. JI repeat it under cover, adding that I have not provoked these 
hostilities, nor do I refuse to terminate them through a worthy and honorable settle- 
ment. I only demand to have faith in such'a settlement, that in addition to the guar- : | 
antee of the diplomatic corps that another should be given to this Government and to its.» | : 

_- allies by the presence of a new and independent personnel in the cabinet of Guatemala. | 
| _ I trust that the bases they may propose will be communicated to mé by telegraph. pS 
. . , T am, &e., 7 . - a . co . oe a | 

- | ne : oe RAFAEL ZALDIVAR. = 

4 _... {Inclosure 7 in No. 337.—Translation.] eo 

| a President Zaldivar to Mr. Hall. . . o / 

| eo SANTA ANA, Aprii 12, 1885. — Oe 
With pleasure I inform you that yesterday at 6 p. m., in the town of Namasasigare, oa 

- Honduras, peace was signed between the Republic of Honduras and the Republics of . . 
-. Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica, thus avoiding on that side further effusion of blood. 

| It would be equally satisfactory to. me to terminate the difficulties still pending with 
Guatemala, to which end I shall see with pleasure the friendly mediation of the diplo- o 

_ Inatic corps. a o- , ee oe a 
_, On my part, I renew to you the assurance that I will accept favorably every initiative | 

' conducive to that important object. = , : , - 
Tam, &e., we | ae : | , 

pues a . RAFAEL ZALDIVAR. oo 

2 " | {Inclosure 8 in No. .337.] | ok, 

| CO -. Mr, Hall to President Zaldivar. Sg a 

| . Be : | | _ GUATEMALA, April 12, 1885... | 
_ To-day I have addressed you a telegram acknowledging the receipt of yours of the. | 

- 10th and 11thinstant. I have now the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of yours of 
to-day, announcing that peace has been signed between Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, 

; and Honduras. In view of the disposition of the present Government of Guatemala, = = © 
_ which inspires the necessary confidence, and the good intentions you have manifested, I~ | 

_ have no doubt that the two Governments will come to an honorable and_ satisfactory oe 
settlement. I believe the aid of the diplomatic corps can be depended upon. I assure; ced 
you that I shall do everything in nry power to thatend. pte Se 

: Tam, &c., oo : : - . - 
SO an -. HENRY .C. HALL. | co
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| | [Inclosure 9 in No. 837.] : Ce | me - 

| os ie 7 President Zaldivar to Mr. Hall. - “ 

| - : | 2 SANTA ANA, April 13, 1885. — 

_ I thank'you for your good offices. Considering the friendly disposition of the Govern- _ 
ment of Guatemala afd my own, I have no doubt it would be feasible to come to an 
honorable settlement, and as upon. this depend so many interests, I would like that by | 
telegraph we fix upon the principal bases, so that not only hostilities may be suspended, 
but also the movement of forces. . oe bo 

_ ° «Men of order in all Central America will notice with gratitude the efforts of yourself and __ 
of the honorable diplomatic corps in favor of peace, and hoping that you will communicate - 
4o me whatever may be done to retain it, | | - ae 

I remain, &c., a | 
| a, RAFAEL ZALDIVAR. 

7 [Inclosure 10 in No. 337.—Translation.] | ; 

. The foreign representatives in Central America to President Zaldivar. 

se | — , GUATEMALA, April 13,1885. 
_ The undersigned members of the diplomatic corps accredited to Central America have 

: had the honor to receive the telegrams of your Excellency dated the 10th and 12th in : 
stant. . . . . | 

Under existing circumstances the undersigned, acceding to the expressed wishes of 
your Excellency, with the same motive of avoiding the effusion of blood and to facili- 

| tate the consummation of a treaty of lasting peace propose, as friends, to the five Gov- 
ernments that a frank and solemn declaration of peace, without conditions or reclamations 
of any kind, shall be made, and that an absolute amnesty be conceded to all those whe 
are in any way implicated in political matters relating to this war. . 

We are, &c., . : 7 
_ HENRY C. HALL, a 

| WERNER von BERGEN, | 
. MELCHOR ORDONEZ,  —,—i—. 

J. P. H. GASTRELL, | 
| | | J. LE BRUN, 7 | | 

- | . ANGELO MUTTINI. | 

; | | {Inclosure 11 in No. 337 Translation. | | | a 

| a. President Zaldivar to the diplomatic corps. — 

| | «SANTA ANA, April 14, 1885. 

I refpond with pleasure to the telegram of your excellencies of yesterday’s date, this 
moment received, in which, with the desire to avoid further effusion of blood and for 
conciliation, you propose, as friends, to the five Republics that they enter into a treaty 
of lasting peace, that without conditions or reclamations of any kind a frank and solemn _ 
declaration of peace be made, and that an absolute amnesty be conceded to all those who 
are implicated in political matters relating to this war. _ yo 

Inspired by the same sentiments your excellencies manifest, and in view of the accept- 
ance of the President of Guatemala, I on my part, and in the name of Salvador, accept 
the propositions you are pleased to make me, and I to-day invite all other allied Govern- 

- ments to make one identical declaration; but without prejudice to this declaration I. 
. _ ‘would wish, as soon as practicable, the representatives of both Governments to meet in | 

Acajutla, to make a definite treaty of peace, declaring in force, in the mean while, the | 
stipulations and franchises of the treaties which were in force before the 28th of Febru- 
ary ultimo. | | , SO | | Oo 

I renew to your excellencies my thanks for your friendly mediation, and repeat that 
: ZT remain, &c., | oS | | oo 

: : | RAFAEL ZALDIVAR.
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No. 239.] -! Mr. Bayard to Mr, Hall. | : eee 

ot a _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
: ee OS Washington, April 16, 1885. | . 

'  §rr: I herewith transmit, for your information, having regard to pre- — 
_ vious correspondence, the inclosed copy of a letter from the Acting Sec- 

retary of the Navy, of the 20th ultimo, in regard to the destitute Amer-  -_ 
jeans in Guatemala. es, a | 

Tam, &e., | — T. KF. BAYARD. oe 

: : | - [Inclosure in No: 239.] ce | 

_ | _ Mr, Walker to Mr. Bayard. — os 7 

| : es 7 NAVY DEPARTMENT, = 
a oe ; - | oe Washington, March 20, 1885. , | 

‘re: I have the honor to transmit herewith a communication from Rear-Admiral _ . 
. James E. Jouett, commanding the United States naval force on the North Atlanticstation, . 

7 eovering a dispatch with accompanying documents from Commander Wiltse, of the _ | 

Swatara, with regard to the destitute Americans in Guatemala. a 
‘These papers are sent you for the information of the Department of State, and atter | 

their perusal I have to request that they may be returned to this Department. oe a 
‘Very respectfully, — ae , . / a Oo 

a . | a a | a J. G. WALKER, SO 
: ° BO . | cae Acting Secretary of the Navy. - — : 

- . | | [Inclosures in inclosure in No. 239.] | . 

7 " | - Rear-Admiral Jouett to Mr. Whitney. a Oe 

co | | NorRtH ATLANTIC STATION; — : | | 
| -... Umsirep STATES FLAGSHIP TENNESSEE (FIRST RATE), - . 

| : ~ mR | 7 New Orleans, La., March 26,1885. 

Srp: I have the honor to inform the Department that the U. 8. 8. Swatara arrived| « 
here from Livingston, Guatemala, at half-past 4 o’clock yesterday afternoon. 7 | | 

I forward herewith a copy of Commander Wiltse’s report in regard to the destitute: a 
Americans in Guatemala, and also a copy of the proclamation issued by President Bar- _ os 
rios; also letter from United States consular agent to Commander Wiltse. Pret, 
_Itake pleasure in stating that Commander Wiltse has performed the duty on which he- 

was sent to Guatemala in a very prompt and thorough manner. : Ee 

Tam, &e., _ , ae a . 
vs | es | | | JAS. E. JOUETT. 

| eras | Commander Wiltse to Rear-Admiral Jouett. / an LS 

: ng : U.S. S. SWATARA (THIRD RATE), _ _ 
ae Toe ss Ltwingston, Guatemala, March 19,1885. 

__f§rg: I have the honor to report that in obedience to your order of the 4th instant the: 
Swatara sailed from New Orleans on the 5th and arrived off Livingston, Guatemala, on _ 
the 13th. I immediately placed myself in communication with our consular agent, Mr. . 
Sarg, and the jefe politico, Don José Maria Ardon, in reference to the distressed and sick. | 

’ American citizens and foreigners in and about, Livingston and Port Barrios. I also ap-- 
pointed a board of officers, consisting of Surgeon T. N. Penrose and Lieut. T. 'T. Wood, 
to investigate the claims of these distressed people ix Livingston, Port Barrios, and vicin-. 

' ity. I found 78 distressed and suffering people in need of medicine, &c., whom I took | 
_ on board ship. - . . : | — 

Many complaints were made by the workmen against the contractors of the railroad. =~ 
ef ill-treatment and non-payment. These were strongly denied by the contractors. — 2 ;
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It is difficult to form a correct opinion of the matter, but I think that there are faults - on both sides. The jefe politico; Don José Maria Ardon, of this department assured me 
that he would use every effort in his power to have the rights of American citizens pro- 
tected by the laws of the country. oe a a . oo 

_ _ In the performance of this duty our consular agent, Mr. Sarg, rendered me great as-_ 
sistance. But for the timely arrival of the ship, I think a great many of the men I have 

: _ On board would have died: . os a 7 
SO President Barrios of Guatemala has issued a decree declaring the union of the five - 

Central American States, Guatemala, Honduras, Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica. | 
T inclose his decree. I think that this act will eventually lead to a war between these 
states. _ Ce ee 

. _ I inclose herewith the report of the board of officers; also a copy of a letter addressed — 
to me by the American consular agent. ee | I shall sail for New Orleans this afternoon. | | Tam, &e., : , , oo ee, 

| . G. C. WILTSE, © 
: Commander, United States Navy, Commanding. 

_ Lieutenant Wood and Surgeon Penrose toCommander Wiltse. - 

- | - U.S. 8. SWATARA (THIRD RATE), _ | 
: | Off Livingston, Guatemala, March 19, 1885. — 

_ Sire: In obedience to your order of the 13th instant, a copy of which is hereto appended, | an marked A, directing us to ascertain the condition of the destitute American and for- 
eign citizens in the vicinity of Livingston and Puerto Barrios, Guatemala, &c.,-we beg 

7 _ to state that we have performed the duty assigned us, and respectfully submit the fol- | 
lowing report: . , oo So, 
§° On the 14th instant we visited Livingston and inquired into the condition of all these 
presenting themselves for examination at that place. A preliminary statement was im-. 
mediately made to you of their condition. Those needing it were prescribed for at the 

a time of our visit, and food and medicine were sent on shore for their use pending your | 
decision in their cases. | 

_ On the 16th instant, having received information from Mr. Sarg, the United States © 
consular agent at Livingston, that others ‘had ‘arrived at that place, they were visited 

- and their condition inquired into, and you were duly made acquainted with the facts _ 
pertaining to their cases. | | | 

: On the 17th instant 38 men found at Livingston, Guatemala, were received on board 7 
‘this ship, ‘and, after being washed, were supplied with clean clothing, mattresses, and. 
blankets. All requiring it were placed under medical treatment immediately. 

On the morning of the 18th, the Swatara proceeded to Puerto Barrios, Guatemala, and 
‘we immediately proceeded on shore and inquired into.the condition of all those present- 

_ Ing themselves before us for examination. A preliminary statement of their cases was 
also made and presented to you for your decision. - : . oe 

On the 19th instant, 40 men were received on board from Puerto Barrios. Many — 
| _ of them were sick. After receiving a bath they were supplied with clean clothing and 

| blankets; mattresses were also furnished until the supply was exhausted. Nearly all 
of these men were immediately placed under medical treatment. 

_ In conclusion we beg to state that we weré informed by Captain Grant, the -chief - 
. manager of the railroad, who has but, recently assumed control there, that everything 

will be done to further the interests of all workingmen connected with the road; a bet- : 
ter hospital will soon be erected on higher ground near Sulphur Springs; that there are 
at this time no destitute persons there, as employment can be found for all those desir-__. 

. ing it. This gentleman alsostdted that when men were taken sick they would be sup- 
_ plied with hospital treatment, and in cases where men are not likely to recover in ‘that 
climate they would be sent back to New Orleans at the company’s expense; that he had 

- already sent 48 men back before our arrival. , | | , | 
In this connéction we wish to state tht from all reports received by us regarding the 

- accommodations for the sick, as at present provided in the hospital not far distant from — 
Puerto Barrios, they are to our minds entirely insufficient and unworthy the name. o 

oo We desire to acknowledge our indebtedness to Captain Grant and Consular Agent 
Sarg for assistance rendered us during our investigations. | OB 

. Very respectfully, &c., 7 oe - 
’ “ — THOMAS N. PENROSE, yo 

‘ | SO Surgeon, United States Navy. — 
| oo THEO. T. WOOD, | . ° 

| : _ Lieutenant, United States. Navy.
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| a Commodore Wiltse to Surgeon Penrose and Lieutenant Wood. ns 

7 | | U.S. S. SWATARA (THIRD RATE), | 
| | | : Livingston, Guatemala, March 13, 1885. | 

_ 2*GENTLEMEN: You are hereby appointed a board to ascertain the condition of the des- | 
- titute American citizens and foreigners in the vicinity of Livingston and Puerto Barrios, ts 

Guatemala. | | nr SO oe ce om . 
oo, Yaa will find out those who are in immediate need of food, clothing, and medicine, | | | 

also. those who desire to return to New Orleans, and report the result of your investiga- _ 
, tionstome. © - a : . . a | 
oe Iam, &c., | a | ae oo ee 

oe ae oo oo  G. C. WILTSE, | oo 
| . | | _ Commander, United States Navy. 

a Mr. Sarg to Commander Wiltse. -- a oan Sas. 

| , | _ UNITED STATES CONSULAR AGENCY, oe | 
a a | / Livingston, March 18, 1885. : a 

a Sik: I beg leave to congratulate you on the satisfactory completion and eminent suc- Ve 
| cess of your mission to this port in command of the U. 8S. S. Swatara. . Be 

The board of officers set down by you on the 13th instant, the day of your arrival, oe 
7 composed of Dr. T. N. Penrose and Lieut. T. T. Wood, has investigated the physical and 

sanitary condition of destitute and sick Americans and men of other nationalities who. | 
have been here and at. Port Barrios in utter distress, anxious to return to the United 
§tates. =. an a ae a oe , 

,_. Prompted by a generous feeling so well becoming a representative of our wealthynation = 
- you have furnished me with provisions to be distributed tothesé hungry unfortunates, = = 

. and have offered them a free passage to New Orleans, without discrimination of nation- = 
ality. You sail to-morrow with 78 of these men, who are deeply impressed with asenseof —_— 
gratitude for this noble action on the part of the United States Government, and for the a 

_ kindness received at your.hands and those of your officers. Bo " ae 
: The causes of complaint which actuated your mission have been largely diminished by = 

the fact that the entire management of the Guatemala Northern Railroad has been laid fa 
into the hands of Captain Grant, a Southern railroad engineer of high reputation, humane __ | 
principles, and a thorough understanding of the race and class of men fitted for work in | 

_ this climate. This gentleman has assured me that far frem seeing a detrimental effect . 
- to his undertaking in the return of these distressed men, who in many instances have come . : 

- out at his expense, he feels grateful to see them leave the country. = ee . 
You have met the civil and military governor of this department of the ‘‘Free Zone,’’ . : 

Don José Maria Ardon, and have received from him the verbal assurance that the rights 
| and interests of American citizens will be always protected, particularly in cases where 

the laws of the country do so distinctly, and thereby avoid giving rise to grievances 
. which have tended in the latter time to make my intercourse with him disagreeable and 

_ the cause of complaint. . This functionary has requested me to communicate to you his - 
gratification at seeing all questions cordially settled, and of having avoided a stain on — 
the friendly relations existing with the United States, which are highly prized by his | 
Government. Outside and above accomplishing all this, the moral effect produced by . | 
the appearance of the Swatara in this port can hardly be overrated. She is the first rep- 
presentative of the United States naval power that has shown upon this bay since more 

. than forty years. You-have had occasion to observe that there reside here a number of - | 
- enterprising Americans, men of good social standing. All have expressed to me their 

great satisfaction at seeing you here, and wish me to report to headquarters the bene- | ; 
ficial effect that the periodical appearance of a United States naval vessel would have on : 

_ their interests, which are synonymous with those of the United States. I most heartily 
- advocate this sentiment. It is an undeniable fact that a quiet, unostentatious display : 

of power will in thesé Central American Republics accomplish more than diplomatic — 
moves. — . 7 , | 

Allow me, commander, to express to you my admiration of the manner in which you ~- 
‘have conducted proceedings. You have undoubtedly been the means of saving the lives. | 

- of all the distressed men you have on board; you have cultivated friendly feelings with 
_ the authorities, and inspired confidence to American residents. _ co 

| Tam, &c., a CO SO Do | 
ee | - JAS. FREDK. SARG. |
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| | No. 78. _ oe a 

| . an Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. | 

—. No. 338.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES 
_ | , IN CENTRAL AMERICA, _ 
7 | | Guatemala, April 17, 1885. (Received May 1@) _ _ 

oo Srez: In continuation of my dispatch No. 337 of the 15th instant, E 
have the honor to report to you the result of the last act of mediation 

| between the Governments of Guatemala and Salvador on the part of the 
7 | foreign representatives accredited to Central America. os 

In that dispatch I reported to you the unconditional acceptance by 
President Zaldivar of the terms of peace submitted to him, at his re- 

-. quest, on the 13th instant. This prompt acceptance merited and re- 
eeived from them a proper recognition, which was communicated to him _ 
in the following telegram, dated the 15th instant: | | 

. The diplomatic corps accredited to Central America greet your Excellency, andin = _ 
. acknowledging the receipt of your courteous telegram, congratulate your Excellency, | 

the Government of Salvador, and the other Republics of Central America upon the | 
satisfactory result of the mediation initiated by the corps in favor of peace. - 

| _ The same day another telegram from President Zaldivar, addressed | 
to the corps, was received; he transmitted with it a project of a decree de- 

: elaring peace; a translation is inclosed herewith; he proposed also, that 
if aceepted, it should be published simultaneously by the Governments 
of the several states. As this project is in consonance with the terms 
proposed by the diplomatic corps, it was at once submitted to the 
Guatemalan Government, and as promptly accepted, with the few mod- 
ifications required by the different conditions existing here. | - 

- I inclose also a translation of a note, dated the 15th instant, from | 
| the minister for foreign affairs of Guatemala, with which he transmits 

| a copy of the declaratory decree, No. 323, of the Guatemalan Govern- _ 
a ment, issued in consonance with the above-mentioned project. | 

It is to be hoped that with these declarations of peace between Gua- | 
_ temala and Salvador, which it was proposed should also be made simul- 
taneously by the other states, the difficulties between them will termi- _ 

= nate. There is as yet, however, no positive assurance that such will 
be the result. | } 

, I have, &c., | ne oS Oo 
| | | |  - HENRY C. HALL. | 

[Inclosure 1 in No. 338,—Translation.] mo 

. President Zaldivar to the diplomatic corps. © | a : 

. _ S§anra ANA, April 14, 1885. 

As you will readily understand, every hour that passes in this state of war involves 
sacrifices and difficulties that we should endeavor to terminate as soon as possible, and 
being already in accord as to the declaration of peace, I take the liberty to submit, | 
through your worthy mediation, to the Government of Guatemala'the project of a decree 
‘relating to this matter, trusting that, if it should be accepted, I may be informed of the | 
day on which it can be published by both Governments. I have also communicated it. 
to the Governments of Nicaragua and Costa Rica, inviting them to adopt an identical - 
determination. __ | 

Tam, &c., a | | | 
_ . ~ RAFAEL ZALDIVAR.
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[Sho ea. | , PROJECT OF DECREE. Oe oe | 

_ The executive power of the Republic of Salvador, considering: | , 
(1) That the causes which placed this Republic in a state of war with the Republic ate | 

of Guatemala having ceased through the revocation by the assembly of the latter of the - 
decree of the 28th February last past, which proclaimed, de facto, the union of Central eo 
America, and by the death of General Don J. Rufino Barrios, who, for the purpose of | 

_ carrying it out, assumed the military command of this Republic; . a 
(2) That the allied Governments of Nicaragua and Costa Rica are animated by the same | , 

_ ideas in regard to interests of such vital importance, all having been in accord for the a 
celebration of peace with the Republic of Honduras; — a Ss 

(3) That, through the medium of the honorable diplomatic corps accredited to Central 
America, a perfect understanding with the Government of Guatemala has been reach ed, 
the honorable basis of a firm and stable peace between the two Republics having been | 
agreed to: eee : , _ | | oo 

Therefore, in the exercise of the powers with which he is invested, he decrees: Fe | 
ARTICLE 1. Be it declared that ge Republic of Salvador returns to-day to peace with i 

her sister and neighbor Republic, Guatemala. | | | cade So 
_ Art. 2. Be it declared on the part of Salvador that the stipulations of the treaties 
with the Republic of Guatemala are in force as’they were on the 28th of February last | 
past, until a new treaty shall be made upon the same or more liberal bases, which es- 

_, tablish the mutual relations of the two Republics. — : | - | 
Apt. 3. Let ample and safe amnesty be conceded to all those Salvadorians who are ~ ae 

implicated in the union cause, which the Government of Guatemala proclaimed on the 
28th of February, and, generally, to all those Salvadorians now absent on account of po- | 
litical offenses. a | - : | 

| ART. 4. Let a note expressive of national gratitude be communicated to the honorable _ | 
diplomatic corps accredited to the Republics of Central America for their friendly and | 
efficient mediation to obtain the re-establisment of peace among them. | 

_ Apr. 5. Let Sunday next, the 19th instant, be designated for due solemnization of the 
‘re-establishment of peace with Guatemala. ae, _— a | 

_ ART. 6. The department of foreign relations is charged with the execution of the | 
present decree, of which an account. shall be given as soon as possible to the Legislative 
Assembly of the Republic. — | ee . on 

Given in the National Palace, &c._ Ee . 

-. . [{{Inciosure 2 in No. 338.—Translation.] . 

| |  Sefior Arroyo to Mr. Hall. . . | 

| , oS DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, _ | 
| . no : . Guatemala, April 15, 1885, | 

Mr. Minister: I have the honor to transmit to you a copy of decree No. 323, which | 
the general in charge of the Presidency of the Republic, in the exercise of the executive — | 
power, issued to-day in the councilof ministers, —— | | 

_ Itis very gratifying to me to transmit to you this document, in which you willbe | | 
pleased to notice that, with great justice, it is disposed to communicate a note of thanks _ | “ 
to the honorable diplomatic corps accredited in Central America for their friendly and 
efficient mediation to obtain the restoration of peace between the Republics of Salvador, | 

- Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Guatemala. ~ | a 
-. Be pleased, &c., | | | | | | . | 

- | ANGEL MA. ARROYO. | 

_. DECREE NO. 323, — a Oo 

Manuel L. Barillas, general of brigade, in charge of the Presidency of the Republic, in 
exercise of the executive power, considering: rs oe : 

___ First. That by virtue of the revocation of the decree of 28th February, in which the. | 
_ Central American Union was proclaimed:in the form therein expressed, and that by the | 
death of the Bene-Merito, General Don J. Rufino Barrios, who for cartying out the same _ ; 
had assumed the military command of Central America, the causes that placed this Re- - 
public in a state of war with the Republics of Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica have | | 
ceased; | ee ee | 7 OEE : 

_ Second. That under such circumstances it becomes a patriotic duty to attract the peoples 
by sentiments of fraternity and concord, so that they may enjoy the blessings of peace, the | first and most imperious of necessities; | - 

. 8FOR © aa os | : BS a
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Third. That the Governments of the. Republics of Central America are animated by 

identical ideas as regards matters of such vital interest, and the Governments of Salvador, — 

Nicaragua, and Costa Rica by mutual accord having made a peace with the Republic of 

Honduras, which adhered to the proclamation of the President of Guatemala; 

Fourth. That through the friendly mediation of the honorable diplomatic corps ac- 

! credited to Céntral America a perfect understanding with the Government of Salvador 

oo has been readily obtained, and the honorable bases of a firm and lasting peace between — 

both Republics and the allies of the latter having been agreed to: _ . 

Therefore, in the exercise of the authority conceded to the Executive by decree No. 99 

of the Legislative Assembly, and in accord with the council of ministers, I decree: 

“ARWICLE 1. Be it declared that the Republic of Guatemala, from to-day, returns to the | 

state of peace with her sister and neighbor, the Republic of Salvador, and her allies, the 

Republics of Nicaragua and Costa Rica. 
| 

. Art. 2. Be it declared that on the part of Guatemala the stipulations of the treaties 

| - with the Republic of Salvador as they were on the 28th of February last past are in 

force, until under the same or more ample bases a new treaty establishing the relations 

| : of the two Republics shall be made. | Te 

Art. 3. Let an ample and secure amnesty be conceded to all Guatemalansimplicated — 

in the union cause that the Government proclaimed in its decree of the 28th of February 

ultimo, and to all Guatemalans now absent for political offenses committed during the 

. six months previous to that date, the Government proposing to issue, as soon as circum- 

stances permit, the decree of general amnesty which has been under study since the 

present acting executive came into power. - ae 

-«g fArt. 4. Let a note of national gratitude be communicated to the honorable diplomatic 

corps, accredited to the Republics of Central America, for their friendly and efficient in- 

tervention to obtain the re-establishment of peace. . 

~ Arr. 5. Let Sunday next, the 19th instant, be designated for duly solemnizing the re- 

establishment of peace with Salvador and her allies. a oe 

- Arr. 6. The department of foreign relations is charged with the execution of the 

| present decree, of which account shall be given to the Assembly. — | - 

Given in the national palace of Guatemala the 15th of April, 1885. | ae - 

| 7 | MANUEL L. BARILLAS. : 

The Secretary of State in the Departments of Foreign Affairs and of Public Instruction, — 

: = ANGEL MA. ARROYO. | oo 

The Secretary of State in the Departments of the Treasury and of Public Credit, 

| | ANTONIO AGUIRRE. | 

, | The Secretary of State in the Departments of Government and Justice, 

| | | : MANUEL T. DARDON. 

. The Secretary of State in the Department of Public Works, 

a : a - E. MARTINEZ SOBRAL. 

7 No. 79.0 oe 

| | Mr. Whitehouse to Mr. Bayard. _ 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES 

| IN CENTRAL AMERICA, _ 

| La Libertad, April 18, 1885. (Received May 16.) — 

- Srr: Referring you to my dispatch of the 14th in regard to the proc- 

lamation of peace between Salvador and Honduras, I have now the honor 

oe to inclose acopy and translation of the treaty. | | 

| | : ~H.REMSEN WHITEHOUSE. 

—— oe [Inclosure — Translation. ] . . i 

| | The bases of the treaty with Honduras. oe 

| a The treaty concluded in Namasigiie with the Government of Honduras is the follow- 

ing: - | | | 

| With the desire that the difficulties created between the Republic of Honduras and 

the allies Costa Rica, Salvador, and Nicaragua in consequence of the decree of March 7,
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issued by the Congress of Honduras, terminate in a peaceful manner, and that they may | 
_. be drawn yet closer together, they have concluded through their respective representa- - 

tives, General Lisandro Letona, on the part of the Governments of Salvadorand Costa = 
Rica, General Joaquin Zavala, for the Government of Nicaragua, and Dr. Adolfo Zt: ~ | 
niga for the Government of Honduras, duly authorized, the following treaty: ns 

ARTICLE 1. The Assembly of Guatemala having revoked the decree of the 28th of 
_ February of the present year, in which General J. Rufino Barrios declared himself su- 

-preme military chief in Central America in order to carry out the national union, the Oe 
Government of Honduras, which had adhered to the above-mentioned decree, considers 
itself freed from all compromise with Guatemala and things return to the state which. | 

_ they were in before the decree issued on the 7th of March by the Congress of Honduras. 
ART. 2. In consequence, the Government of Honduras remains united in a defensive - 

alliance with the allied Governments of Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica, in accord- 
_ ance with existing treaties. The Government of Honduras will use its good offices to ob- : 
tain the organization of a new government in Guatemala, which shall give facilities and . | 
offer efficient guarantees for a satisfactory arrangement of peace between the Govern- re 
ments of Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica, and that of Guatemala. . 

ART. 3. The Government of Honduras will disarm and concentrate its forces, reduc- 
ing them to the garrisons ordinary in time of peace, unless the public order require their | 
being increased, and for their part the allied Governments of Salvador, Nicaragua, and : 

_ Costa Rica will not threaten in any way Honduras, withdrawing the forces they have | 
on the frontiers of Honduras within a period not to exceed fifteen days; the Government’ __ 
of Honduras shall have a like period to disarm and concentrate as stipulated in this ar- | 
ticle. / i. . . . . 

_ ArRt..4; There not being armed emigration proceeding from the Republics of Salvador a 
and Nicaragua in the territory of Honduras, but only refugees, the Government of Hon- a 
duras shall proceed with its concentration in such manner as not to cause injury to the 
neighboring and sister Republics in entire conformity with the existing treaties. Oo 

ART. 5. The Government of Honduras contracts close and special alliance with the al- _ 
lied Governments of Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica, and pledges itself to exert all : | 
its forces to carry out the reorganization of the Central American nationality by the , 

_ Yational and pacific means as prescribed by civilization. — SO a 
ADDITIONAL ARTICLE. The Government of Honduras will permit the transit of the . 

troops of the allied Governments of Salvador, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica, for the opera- 
_ tions which it may be necessary to employ against Guatemala, until the result of which a 

the second article of this convention treats be obtained. In consequence, the Govern- 
ment of Honduras consents that the armies. of Nicaragua and Costa Rica remain, pend- | | 

- ing their undertaking their operations, in those places on the territory of Honduras | 
which they at present occupy, and even permits that with the same aim they can occupy 
others which may be absolutely necessary, giving that Government the corresponding | 
notice. In pledge of which a declaring that the stipulations of the present treaty are of | me 

immediate application, we sign three copies of one tenor in Namasigiie, the 11th of 
April of 1885. . | | 7 ws re . 

: - Oy | Cas : a LL. LETONA, ce | 
— | | | | | _ » JOAQUIN. ZAVALA,» 

| a _. ADOLFO ZUNIGA. | 

a No. 80. —_ ee | 

| . Mr. Whitehouse to Mr. Bayard. ae es 

| | _. LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES | ) 
, ee | IN CENTRAL AMERIOA, | 
an | La Libertad, April 18, 1885. (Received May 16.) , 

Siz: On the 17th instant I sent you the following cablegram: 7 

Government of Salvador decrees national vote of thanks to diplomatic corps for effi- a 
cacious intervention to promote peace. | a : a 

| I am now able to inclose a copy of the decree, from article 4of which 
~ I quoted in the above-mentioned cablegram. | | 

Lam, &e., | ee oo — — 

| , | - - H. REMSEN WHITEHOUSE. — 4
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_ [Inclosure 1.—Translation. ] . 

Ss | | Peace with Guatemala. 7 | a 

a | Oe a en Santa ANA, April 14,1885. | 

Guided by the sentiment of peace and concord which ought to exist between the 

members of the Central American family, I have accepted to-day, through the media- 

tion of the honorable diplomatic corps, that both in Guatemala as in Salvador be 

immediately issued a decree proclaiming peace and conceding a general amnesty to 

all who took part in the revolution started on the 28th of February last. Further, I 

suggested that as soon as possible plenipotentiaries of both Governments shall meet 

. in the port of Acajutla to conclude, under ample guarantees, a new treaty, the stipu- 

- lations of former (treaties) meanwhile remaining in force, and I addressed myself to 

- the Governments of Nicaragua and Costa Rica, that they accept in their turn the 

| proposition of the diplomatic corps, sending forth similar dispositions to those of Sal- 

vador and Guatemala. — Cle 

I think that in proceeding in this manner I faithfully interpret the generous senti- 

ments and the needs of this‘people, whose highest aim is to be able to enjoy an hon- 

orable peace, and that in treating with the fraternity and concord of the Central | 

| American people they are as noble and generous as they are strong and brave in 

sustaining their dignity and independence. In due time I will transmit to you the 

decree which will be issued, concerning the terms and other details of which I am 

agreeing with the Government of Guatemala, and with those of Nicaragua and Costa 

. Rica. . . 

| . RAFAEL ZALDIVAR. 

| [Inclosure 2.—Translation. ] | | 

. Peace with Guatemala. eee mee : 

The exe¢utive power of the Republic of Salvador, considering, firstly, that the 

causes which brought this Republic in a state of war with that of Guatemala having 

ceased by the revocation by the Assembly of the latter of the decree of the 28th of Feb- 

- yuary last, in which was proclaimed the union of Central America, and by the death 

of General J. Rufino Barrios, who, in order to realize it, had assumed the military com- 

mand of these Republics; secondly, that under such circumstances it is a duty of pa- 

| triotism to bring the people to sentiments of fraternity and concord, to make them 

enjoy again the benefits of peace, which is the first and most imperious of their needs; 

: thirdly, that the allied Governments of Nicaragua and Costa Rica are animated by 

similar views with regard to such vital interests, having all agreed to the celebration 

— of peace with the Republic of Honduras; and fourthly, that through the friendly in- 

terposition of the honorable diplomatic corps accredited in Central America, there 

oe has easily been arranged a perfect understanding with the Government of Guatemala, 

agreeing to honorable bases for a firm and stable peace between both Republics: There-. 

fore, in accordance with the powers it is vested with, it is decreed— 

ARTICLE 1. It shall be proclaimed that the Republic of Salvador returns from this 

° day to the state of peace with its sister and neighbor, the Republic of Guatemala. _ 

Art. 2. Shall be declared in force, on the part of Salvador, the stipulations of the 

treaties which existed with the Republic of Guatemala the 28th of February last un- 

til it shall be proceeded to make on the same bases, or on more ample bases, a new 

| treaty which shall fix the relations of both Republics. | , 

| | Art. 3. Shall be conceded a full and secure amnesty to all Salvadorians compro- 

mised in the Union which the Government of Guatemala proclaimed in its decree of 

the 28th of February last, and in general to all Salvadorians who are absent for politi-. 

cal crimes. " . | 

7 Art. 4. Shall be tendered a vote of national thanks to-the honorable diplomatic 

corps accredited to the Republics of Central America for their friendly and efficacious _ 

intervention to bring about the re-establishment of peace between these Republics. 

oO | Arr. 5. Shall be selected Sunday next, the 19th instant, to solemnize fittingly the 

| re-establishment of peace with Guatemala. a. a 

Art. 6. The secretary of foreign affairs is charged with the execution of the pres- 

| ent decree, of which account will be given as soon as possible to the Legislative 

Assembly of the Republic, &c. , | : 

oe | oe RAFAEL ZALDIVAR. 

| . co SALVADOR GALLEGOS, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, specially authorized.
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. cee - . ae No8t ‘ | | * | 

yee Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hall. ; od 

No) DEPARTMENT OF STATE, — ee 
| ete A a Washington, April 23, 1885. | 

rr: I have received your No. 329 of the 26th ultimo inregard tothe _ | 
proposed Central American Union, and my telegram to you of the 24th- : 
of that month relative to the ninth article of the decree of March 5, 
1885, as it concerned the treaties of the several states of Central America ae 
with other nations. | He gk eg ie | OC a 

The annulment of the decree of February 28th last (March 5), since | | 
reported, does away with the importance of the incident. This Gov- 

— ernment’s inguiry was prompted by the sweeping nature of the ninth 
_ article of the decree and by the uncertainty as to whether it embraced | 

all treaties which might not have been perfected by ratification and = 
_ exchange before February 28, the verb concluir in this sense being am- : 

- biguous. Mr. Cruz’s declaration that it only intended to refer to treat-_ - 
ies signed after that date agrees with Mr. Batres’ announcements, but - 
Mr. Batres did not add that it only intended to refer to those states : 
which adhered to the movement for union. In this aspect the logic — : 
of this limitation is not evident. ooo 7 en | 

lam, &., a | a oe | | OO 
, : ees T. FE. BAYARD. © 7 

rane No.8. | 

| Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. Oe 

No. 342.] : - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES - Be - 
| or ke ae - IN CENTRAL AMERICA, ea 

oe | Guatemala, April 24,1885. (Received May 18.) | 

- §rR: With reference to my dispatches, numbered 337 and 338, dated — 
the 15th and 17th instant, I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy — we 
and translation of a resolution of the Legislative Assembly of Guate- | 

- mala, relative to a vote of thanks to the ministers of the United States, 
Great Britain, Germany, and Spain, and to the chargés (affaires of — 

_ France and Italy, for their friendly mediation, which, it is understood, _ | 
contributed efficiently towards securing an honorable peace between — 
Guatemala and Salvador, and the allies of the latter, Nicaragua and | 
Costa Rica. a m | | 
a Ihave, &¢., a | | | 

, ee | - - HENRY C. HALL. . 

. | | [Inclosure in No. 342.—Translation. a Se - 

| | - -DECREE No. 101. a - | | | 

‘The Legislative Assembly of the Republic of Guatemala. | a | - | | 

Whereas, through the medium of the secretary of foreign relations, tle decree an 
which the Executive, in the exercise of the powers-with which he is invested, issued —
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| on the 15th instant, has been communicated to this Assembly, declaring that from 

that date the Republic of Guatemala returned to the state of peace with the Republic 

of Salvador and her allies, Nicaragua and Costa Rica; that the honorable diplomatic — 

| . corps accredited to Central America contributed largely, by its friendly mediation, 

to such a satisfactory result; that the mentioned decree provides for the real inter- 

ests of the nation, assuring an honorable peace, under the auspices of which the mani- 

fold elements of public prosperity may continue to he developed: Be it decreed— 

SoLE ARTICLE. That the decree which the Executive, in the exercise of his vested 

powers, issued on the 15th of the present month is hereby approved, and that a vote 

of thanks be tendered to Mr. Henry C. Hall, envoy extraordinary and minister pleni- 

potentiary of the United States; to Mr. Werner von Bergen, minister resident of the 

German Empire; to Mr. J. P. Harris Gastrell, minister resident of Her Britannic Maj- 

: esty; to Mr. Melchor Ordofiez, minister resident of His Majesty the King of Spain; 

to Mr. J. F. A. Le Brun, chargé d’affaires of the French Republic, and to Mr. Angelo . - 

| Muttini, chargé of the Italian legation. — 
Let it be communicated to the Executive for publication and fulfillment. ee 

| - Given in the Chamber of Sessions, in Guatemala, the 18th of April, 1885. : 
JOSE SALAZAR, _ 

| : President. 
: D. ESTRADA, , 

Oo Se ss Seeretary. , 
| : | MANUEL CABRAL, 

| - - Seeretary. — 

: es PALACE OF THE GOVERNMENT, 
| | . Guatemala, 18th April, 1885. 

| Let it be carried out. — 
| | . — - -M, L. BARILLAS. 

The Secretary for Foreign Affuirs, . 7 
| ANGEL MARIA ARROYO. | 

— No. 83. OO | 

—— | Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. re 

: | (Extract. ] oe | . | 

No. 351.) | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES | 

7 - | IN CENTRAL AMERICA, — a 
| : | Guatemala, May 8, 1885. (Received June 4.) 

Sir: Within a week after the recent declaration of peace in Central 

America, the President of Salvador submitted, by a circular, to the 

a several Governments of the other four states a proposition inviting 

| their co-operation in another attempt to bring about a union of these 

| states under one central reorganization. With this object each state 

was invited to send five plenipotentiary delegates to a congress which 

. it was proposed should meet at Santa Tecla, Salvador, the 15th of the 

present month, this congress to have had full powers to adopt a federal 

constitution and other measures for carrying out the proposed union. 

In the same communication is announced the firm resolution of Pres- 

ident Zaldivar to retire from the government of Salvador, and that he 

7 should only await therefor the action of the proposed congress. The 

| | proposition of President Zaldivar has the appearance of a purpose on 

| his part to take up the project initiated by General Barrios in 1875, 

which he twice attempted to carry out by peaceful means, and latterly 

| by force, all of which terminated in absolute failure. oo | 

. In answer to President Zaldivar’s proposition, the minister foreign 

- affairs ef Guatemala refers to the steps taken by his Government in
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-. 1875 and in 1883 in favor of the union; that a union of these statesisits 

- settled policy, but considers a renewal of thesubject at this time, so imme- | 

diately after the recent failure, as altogether premature, and of course 

will not send delegates to, the proposed congress of the states. : . 

Costa Rica declines the proposition in terms similar to those ex- | 

pressed by Guatemala. Nicaragua rejects the project and the invitation | 

- to participate in the proposed congress with illy disguised contempt. ne 

‘Honduras alone proffers her unconditional acceptance. - : 

~ Linelose a copy of the circular, and a copy of the official newspaper of Y 

Salvador containing the replies of the several states, with translations, = 

to which I respectfully invite your attention. . | vo 

The reunion of these states under a confederated Government appears. ss 

- to be an essential part of every political creed in Central America. | 

~ The constitutions of all the states recognize the principle in some form, . 

like the following in the new constitution of Salvador: — | | 

‘Salvador considers herself a disintegrated section of the Central American nation | 

and is ready to unite with any and all of the Republics, into which it is now divided, | 

for the organization of a national Government whenever circumstances may permit ee 

or it may suit herinterests. * * * oa : - | 

President Cardenas, in his message to Congress in January last, refer- _ | 

ring to the same subject, in connection with the mission from Guate- “ | 

~. mala and Salvador in 1883, says: . oe - | a 

| ‘The Government accepted the idea with enthusiasm, and, counting already upon | 

its acceptance by Honduras and Costa Rica, appointed delegates to the Diet, and was 

about to communicate to them ample instructions, when official information was re- 

ceived that the Government of Costa Rica, in deference to popular clamor, had with- © 

drawn. The Governments of Guatemala, Salvador, and Honduras were then con- . os 

_ sulted as to whether a meeting of the four states could have any practical result. To 
this Guatemala replied negatively, and the project was thus frustrated. We cannot | | : 

otherwise than lament this result, which postpones the day of the realization of that 

great idea. . 8 | | 

-. Jt was generally understood at the time that the failure of the project 
of 1883 was due solely to the popular repugnance, outside of Guatemala, oe 

to General Barrios, the presumptive President of the confederation. 

But so far as I have been able to judge from my associations with the : 

- Governments, leading men and people of intelligence in these countries, — 

there is not, as is generally supposed, any really sincere sentiment _ 

- among them favoring a union of the states, their protestations to the 
contrary notwithstanding; if such a sentiment has existed of late years _ | 

the recent conflict and the bitterness engendered thereby will no doubt | 
serve to suppress it, and years must elapse before it will be revived. 

| Lam, &e., | a a | a : . 

ae * Oo HENRY C. HALL. - 

| [Inclosure 1 in No. 351.—Translation. | o | / 

| Seftor Gallegos to Senor Arroyo. — - | a : 

a CIRCULAR. : | a 

, San Satvapor, April 21, 1885. (Received in Guatemala at 7.48 p. m.)— | 

_ -To the Minister for Foreign Affairs : So | a | | 

. Peace being re-established in the Central American Republics, the Government of Sal- 
vador proposes that as far as regards itself its effects should be made to benefit the 
common interests of these peoples, who imperiously demand the re-establishment of | |
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~ the sacred ties of nationality; and being convinced that the just aspirations of Cen- — 
tral American patriotism in the sense of the union of these Republics can reach a sat- | 
isfactory and logical solution, and appealing to the measures which reason and prin- 

~ ciples designate as more natural and efficacious to obtain this result, instructions 
have been given me to direct myself through the worthy medium of your excellency 
to the Government cf that Republic, proposing to it,in the name of Salvador, the 
proposition of giving to a Central American congress the necessary authority to pro- 
claim, should they deem it expedient, the political union of these Republics into one 
nation, decreeing the constitution which ought to govern it and the further disposi- 
tions which are thought necessary for the provisional organization of public trusts. | 

_ In this sense, appealing to the traditions and the numerous bends of these Republics, — 
- as also to the legitimate desires which they cherish to reconstruct their nationality, 

which is to assure them definitely internal order and increase their foreign credit and 
consideration, I urge your Government that in accepting on general terms the propo- | 
sition of national reconstruction, they may, if they consider it well, accredit five | 
ministers to the Central American congress, which the Government of Salvador pro- 

. poses should unite on the 15th of May next, in the city of Santa Tecla, with the ob- 
. _ ject of proclaiming the Central American Union, and dictating the fundamental laws 

of the Union, if thus should be deemed expedient, or at least to adopt those plans of | 
general interest which shall conduce to prepare this event, binding as much as possi-_ 
ble the ties and interests of the Republics of Central America. 

I add by the specia] recommendation of the President that that official has the firm 
' resolution of separating himself from the Government of Salvador and that he will wait 

solely, in order to do so, uniil the above-mentioned congress decide what is deemed 
| fitting concerning the important subject of nationality, whether it is realized or that 

the division into which at present the Republics of Central America are constituted 
continues, 7 

lam, &e., an 
| SALVADOR GALLEGOS. 

. . [Inclosure 2 in No. 351.—Translation. | ON oo 

a Seftor Arroyo to Senor Gallegos. oe | 

| GUATEMALA, April 22, 1885. 
To the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Salvador: . 

. - In consequence of the re-establishment of peace between the Republics of Central 
America, your excellency is pleased to inform me that the Government of Salvador, 
with the view that its effects be made to benefit the mutual interests of these peo- 
ples, who imperiously demand the restoration of the Central American nationality, 
has given your excllency instructions to direct yonrself, through my medium, to my 

. Government, proposing to it in the name of Salvador the suggestion of granting toa 
. Central American congress the necessary powers to proclaim, should it be deemed ex- 

pedient, the political union of these Republics into one nation, decreeing the con- 
stitution which shall regulate it and the other necessary steps for the provisional or- — 

os ganization of the public trusts. With this aim your excellency, appealing to tradi- 
tions and ties of these Republics and making most just considerations in favor of the 
great proposition, is pleased to urge my Government that accepting the proposal of 
the national reorganization, it accredit, if it deems well, five ministers to the Central 
American congress which the Government of your excellency proposes should unite 
on the 15th of May next in the city of Santa Tecla, with the object of proclaiming 

the Central American Union and dictating the fundamental laws of the Union, or of 
_ adopting at least those dispositions of general interest which shall conduce to this 

| event, drawing tighter, as much as possible, the ties and interests of the Republics 
- of Central America. | | 

Lastly, vour execellency adds, in accordance with an especial recommendation of — 
the President of that Republic, that this official is firmly resolved to withdraw from 
the Government of Salvador, and that he will await only, in order to do so, until the 
above mentioned congress decides what it considers expedient concerning the impor- 
tant subject of nationality, whether it be realized or that the division which at present 
exists between the Republics of Central America be continued. 

I brought at a fitting moment the contents of the telegram, to which I have the honor 
to reply, to the knowledge of the President, and that official has authorized me to say 

. to your excellency the following: | 
The Government of Guatemala would in no case need to accept the great proposal of 

Central American nationality, which it has on all occasions and by all the means which 
. ~ your excellency proposes to-day always been the first to initiate. The 15th of Sep- 

tember, 1875, there was convoked a congress of plenipotentiaries by a circular from this.
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- eabinet. This congress met in this capital on the 15th of January, 1876, and after 
having beld several sessions, on the tenth, finished its labors by signing a treaty of — - 7 

péace, preparatory to a union of the five Central American Republics. : | 
In the year 1883 plenipotentiaries ot Salvador and Guatemala conferred with the 

. Governments of the other three Republics of Central America concerning the expe- es, 
diency of a congress of plenipotentiaries, meeting in Santa Tecla or in Almachapan, 7 
these plenipotentiaries having full powers to discuss the bases of the reorganization 
of Central America and to formulate the national constitution and the other organic 
laws. Aste | oo | —_ 

: Unfortunately, these labors undertaken by Guatemala and Salvador did not have - 
any practical result to the realization of this patriotic idea, Notwithstanding, as | 
your excellency is well aware, the Government of Guatemala did not desist in its, | 
efforts nor was discouraged by the oppositions and difficulties of that time. On the 

-. the contrary, it carried the ardor of its enthusiastic desires to the point of seconding oe 
the invitations that, by means of the foreign press and the free press of Central 
America, were made to General Barrios to undertake this task, as the only existing : | 
man called to realize it. | | oe 7 

Your excellency and your Government know very well the history of the last events * 
- which might have caused the total ruin of Central America. After the disasters of 

the war and the sad death of the chief who had risen to carry into practice the idea oo 
of the Central American nationality, there was signed, owing to the intervention of | 
the diplomatic corps, an honorable and worthy peace between these five Republics, . ps 
and popular feasts were celebrated in commemoration of the fortunate event. ._- _ 
Notwithstanding the passions are not calmed in all respects, the minds are still un-. oa 

quiet. The general, President of the Republicof Guatemala, findshimself temporarily 
at the head of the executive; popular elections of the constitutional President are be- - 

' ing prepared; most urgent subjects of home policy demand the attention of the Gov- _ | 
ernment. It does not consider that the moment is favorable to discuss a question, ee 
which, for the reason that it is esteemed of vital importance to the interests of Cen-. - 
tral America, demands the greatest moderation and the most absolute calm and quiet. 
Therefore my Government, without undervaluing the invitation which your excellency | 
sets forth, coasiders at present premature the meeting of this congress. | | oe 

On the other hand, the actual designated, in exercise of the Presidency, thinks it ex- . a 
pedient to defer entirely this matter to that which the new constitutional President 
may resolve, after. hearing the decision of the Legislative Assembly which will meet =~ , 
the first of March of next year. — | . a a a | 

It is in such terms that I have the honor to respond to your esteemed telegram, re- 
iterating the assurances of my respectful consideration. oe | 
a Oe | a ANGEL MARIA ARROYO. 

[Inclosure 3 in No. 351.—Telegram.—Translation.] oe 

— | Seftor Zelaya to Setor Gallegos. — — | oo 

an ee | vo ce . 9 ‘PEGUCIGALPA, April 24, 1885. | 
- Mr. MINISTER FOR FOREIGN RELATIONS: Yesterday I had the honor to receive your — . : 

_ excellency’s telegram, informing the Government of this Republic that, peace being re- | 
estalished in Central America, the Government of Saivadar proposes to make felt its 
effects beneficially to the people by working with the aim of re-establishivg thesacred 
links of nationality with the hope of reaching a satisfactory solution, appealing to 
the means which reason and principle point to as the most natural; that in this sense _ on 
‘you urge my Government that, accepting in general the scheme of national reorgan-- 
ization, it be pleased, if it thinks well, to accredit five ministers to the Central Ameri- 
can congress which that Government proposes should meet on the 15th of the month oo 
of May next in the city of Santa Tecla, with the object of proclaiming the union of 

| Central America, and to settle upon the fundamental laws of the nation, if this should os 
. _be considered advisable, or at least to adopt such dispositions of general interest as 

- ghall conduce to prepare the event, drawing closer to the utmost the ties and interests 
: of the Central American Republics... oe os CEE? ee 

In answer, and by the instructions of the President, I have the honor to inform you — a 
that the Government of Honduras receives, with the appreciation and enthusiasm 
which is due the proposal which that of Salvador addresses to it, all the more as itis 
doing no more in this case than conforming with constant aspiration and tradition | 

- of the Honduranian people, who, on several occasions, have given proofs of their love . 
and fidelity to the canse of the Central American union; that on this account it is 

- disposed, if the majority of the Republics defer to the invitation, to accredit five del- 7 
egates or ministers to the congress, in order that on the date and at the place men- 
tioned they may begin their deliberations with those of the other Republics concern- . :
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ing the measures of bringing into practice the glorious scheme of which it isquestion, - 
. -or to agree upon the dispositions which are to be fixed in order to assimilate more and | 

more the interests of the detached sections, and prepare in this way the advent ofthat 
event. : co oo, | 

In reference to the last part of your telegram, the President will deplore the sepa- 
: ration of Dr. Zaldivar from the Government of that Republic, believing that his | 

initiative and persevering efforts for the realization of nationality by the proposed 
' means are at present, and will continue to be, of great importance, and that he ought __. 

- -  onthat account to remain at the head of that Republic for the time remaining for his 
administration. : OO 

lam, &c., 7 oO 
OO , : So JERONIMO ZELAYA. | 

[Inclosure 4 in No. 351.—Telegram.—Translation.] 2 

. Senor Castellon to Setior Gallegos. . . 

. LEON, April 26, 1885. 

Minster for Foreign Affairs, Salvador : . | oo. 

Having informed the President of the Republic of your excellency’s telegram of 
the 23d instant, relative to the meeting of a Central American congress in Santa 

: Tecla for the purpose of treating for the national reorganization, I have received in- 
: structions to answer your excellency in the following terms: The actual circum- 

| stances, under which Central America has just suffered great disturbance and serious 
| evils with the pretext of realizing the union of the states are not in any way favor- 

able to place on the ‘‘tapis” a question which has in all times been precursory, to in- 
ternal revolutions and of wars between states. Public opinion has declared against | 
this initiative at a moment when the people have not even recovered from the immense . 
sacrifices which the proclamation of that scheme cost them, and when the armies of 

OS Nicaragua and Costa Rica have not returned to their homes. Nicaragua, therefore, 
| is not inclined to take part in those discussions by sending to Santa Tecla.her pleni- 

potentiaries, believing, on the other hand, it to be incompatible with her dignity te 
treat with a Government such as that of Guatemala, whose existence is ignored, and 
from whom it has not received one word of friendship or of reconcilation. My Gov- 
ernment regrets that the initiative of union should start from the friendly Govern- 
ment of Salvador, whose desire it would have much honored in seconding were it not 

a for the weighty reasons which oppose it, and which I trust it will know how to justly 
. appreciate. a 

| I subscribe myself, &c., a . oO 
| - F, CASTELLON. 

oo, | [Inclosure 5 in No. 351.—Telegram.—Translation. | . 

. Senor Castro to Senor Gallegos. | 

SO San Jos&, Costa Rica, 
: | . April 28, 1885. . 

To the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Salvador: : So 

I have had the honor toreceive and to bring to the knowledge of the President the very 
important telegraphic dispatch of your excellency, dated the 22d instant, conveying 
the proposal on the part of the Government of Salvador to that of this Republic, the 
scheme of delegating to a Central American congress the necessary faculties to pro- | 

- ¢elaim the union of Central America into one Central American nation, and to decree 
the constitution which shall rule it, and, in case of acceptance, to send five ministers | 

| to the Central American congress which the Government of Salvador at the same 
time proposes, for the 15th of next May, in the city of Santa Tecla. a | | 

_ The President of this Republic, as well as I, highly appreciates these sentiments 
which have inspired the President of that Republic with the scheme referred to and. 
the fraternal invitation which I answer. I regret that the full powers which were 
conceded to him in March last for the purpose of defending the autonomy of the na- 
tion are rather an obstacle in his way for determining by himself on measures which 
could in some way more or less radically affect that same autonomy. Being thus 
without authority, his decision is to-day the same as yesterday, that on the proposed 
subject it is only open to my Government to submit it to the sovereign Congress _
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_ which is about to assemble, and this he promises to do in order that that high body, 

if it should deem it advisable, should take the necessary legal measures for the re- | | 

form of the actual -constitution, a previous step without which Costa Rica cannot 

make the transition from a political body, sovereign and independent, to the integral : | 

part of a common autonomy. —. | | 

‘In regard to assuring peace between the Central American Republics, strengthening : 

their interests by means of treaties which leave uninjured the autonomy, there is not . 

with my Government any opposition or a want of the best disposition. — : | 

Concerning what your excellency indicates regarding the proposal of the actual | | 

President’s separation from the Government of that Republic, 1 must inform your ex- 

—cellency that in the consideration of my Government it would be beneficial to the 

peace of Central America that such a worthy and high person should retain the chief | | 

_ - magistracy of Salvador. , . a | 
Tam, &e., oo oe oo | 

| | . J. M. CASTRO. | 

| | ~— No. 84. ve - : | 

| | Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. | a | 

7 | [Extract] oe 

No. 355.] 7 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES © ot 
| | ore IN CENTRAL AMERICA, — | 

, | | Guatemala, May 16, 1885. (Received June 16.) | 

Sir: I have the honor to inclose herewith copies of two telegrams — a 

J addressed to you yesterday, relating to the insurrection in Salvador | 

and the resignation and departure from the country of President Zal- | 

divar. | - | Oo a, | 

| The recent attempt of General Barrios to unite the Central American , 

States was supported by several military officers of Salvador, among _ 

‘others, Generals Menendez and Perez. * * * | | 

_ There were also with the army of Barrios some three hundred Salva: 

- dorians under the command of Menendez. These, after the withdrawal _ | 

of the Guatemalan forces, appear to have become a nucleus on the 

frontier of Guatemala and Salvador for other Salvadorian malcontents, oe 

-. and some ten days ago it was said their number had increased to five 
_ hundred and upwards, and that there were other forces in the State | 

ready to join them in a revolutionary movement against Zaldivar. 

The report proved to be well founded. Yesterday it was announced 

that Menendez and Perez had been joined by two or three thousand de- 

-serters; that in two engagements the insurgents had been successful, | | 

and had gained possession of Santa Ana, the second place in impor- | 

tance in the State. ne | ) OS | | 
Almost immediately after -receiving the news above referred to, the | 

following telegram from our consul at San Salvador came to hand: | 

“Congress gave Zaldivar leave of absence. He sailed to-day for Pan- | 

ama by the Uarda ja German steamer], leaving hjs resignation.” | Later | | 

in the day I received a telegram from the minister for foreign affairs of = 

— Salvador. It confirmed the consul’s report, and further announced that | | 
General Figueroa had assumed the Presidency. Telegrams from Sal- 
vador, received here to-day, report that emissaries of the Government = 
have been sent to confer with Menendez, and that the belief is that there | 

, will be a peaceful settlement of difficulties by the election of Menendez 

to the Presidency. | - | | 
| % * * % x . % % _ 

Tam, &e., | cee _ Cee | 
| | a a HENRY C. HALE. | og
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, . No. 85. oo | Cee 

| Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. oe 

No. 367.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES 
| | IN CENTRAL AMERICA, | 

Guatemala, May 30, 1885. (Received June 23.) ) 

Siz: With reference to my dispatch No. 355 of the 16th instant, [have _ 
| the honor to report to you such further information asI have been able _ 

| to obtain in regard to the insurrectionary movement in Salvador. 
7 Tinclose copies and translations of two proclamations of the insurgent 

_ Chief Menendez. One of these, dated the 15th instant, relates tothe — 
| formation of a provisional Government; the other, dated the 16th in- 

stant, is an exhortation to the Salvadorian people to support the move- 
ment, and discloses its aims. — oO | | 

. Attempts have been made by both parties to bring about a peaceful 
settlement, but thus far without‘any favorable result. 

My informant was but recently a resident of Salvador, and has the | 
means of communication with Santa Ana, the headquarters of the in- 
surgents. His statement is substantially the following: | ae 

On the 23d instant a messenger arrived at Santa Ana, bringing dis- 
_ patches from General Figueroa, Zaldivar’s successor. These dispatches 
contained overtures from Figueroa to Menendez that each should name 

| commissioners with full authority to settle all differences. The proposi- 
tion was accepted. Figueroa named as his commissioners General Juan | 

| José Samayoa and Sefior Miguel Yudice. These were accompanied by 
the Nicaraguan minister to Salvador and the Mexican consul, acting 
as advisers. Menendez appointed Drs. Gallardo and Castellanos, who 
are also members of his executive council. : | 

The commissioners met at a place called El Molino, a league from. 
Santa Ana, on the 24th and 25th instant. They had long conferences, | 
from which nothing definite resulted, the propositions of neither party | 
being accepted by the other. | | . Oe 

Figueroa’s commissioners proposed that Menendez and his party 
7 should surrender their arms, under a guarantee of life and property, 

and an offer of subordinate appointments under the Government. AS 
the insurgents have thus far gained all the battles that have been fought, —_ 

| and consider themselves, in some other respects, in a stronger position 
- . than theGovernment, it is not strange that the proposition to surrender | 

their arms should not have been entertained for a moment by their com- 
missioners. It appears also that Figueroa’s commissioners were with- | 
out authority to make any other proposition. _ | 

The insurgent commissioners made several propositions, among them 
the following : | : | 

_ (1) That both Figueroa and Menendez should retire; that a junta of 
notables should designate a third person as provisional President, whose 

7 first duty should be to convoke a congress for revising the constitution 
| and provide for a popular election of a President. oe | 

: (2) That Figueroa and Menendez should retain their commands, 
jointly or separately; that a congress be called, and a popular election 
of a President be ordered. a | | oe | 

(3) Figueroa and Menendez, together with a third, to be named by 
them, forming a triumvirate, should exercise the executive authority, 

| should convoke a congress, which should elect a President. 
Menendez’s commissioners had full powers to conclude an armistice 

| and any other negotiations favoring peace, and to avoid bloodshed.
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_ Figueroa’s commissioners had limited instructions, but upon retiring 2 

stated that they would ask for instructions in regard to the first-men- 

tioned proposition of Menendez. oe oe 

A telegram of to-day announces that the Government of Nicaragua will | 
| give armed assistance to the Government of Figueroa. This assist- 

ance consists of a force of one thousand men which will besentfrom Cor- 
into, Nicaragua, and landed at La Union or Acajutla. The sametelegram — ce 

also announces that another engagement has taken place near Cojute- : 

_- peque between the Government forces and the insurgents, in which the > 

former were defeated with considerable loss. It is claimed, also, that . 
this victory insures the success of the revolutionary movement. It is not oe 

_ to be expected, however, that such success, even should it be realized, 
-- will secure permanent peace and tranquillity to Salvador. If reports | 

are to be credited, there are other aspirants, besides the two above 
named, to the Presidency, and, if disposed to enforce their claims, all 
have followers enough to keep the country in a state of anarchy for cee 

: months to come. oo oe | ae | : 

Since the 15th instant telegraphic communication with Salvador, be- 
yond Santa Ana, and cable communication with the United States have ee 

- been interrupted, and there is no immediate prospect of their being re- , 
 newed. — : | | | ace 

Tam, &e¢., oe | A 
) el | HENRY ©. HALL. 

- - [Inclosure 1 in No. 367.—Translation. ] | a | 

oo ne Proclamation of General Menendez. | cae - 

| Francisco Menendez, general of division of the Republic of ‘Salvador, considering, | 
that I have been called by the people of the Republic to place myself at the head of ee 

the revolution, whose noble object is to overthrow the administration of Dr. Don _ 
Rafael Zaldivar, which has so long suppressed our liberties and violated our guaran- 

: tees, and that it is a duty of patriotism to procure the good of the country by saving : 
| it from the tyranny which oppresses it in order to give our citizens the enjoyment of. 

their liberties and rights, I decree: a oe | oo 
_ ARTICLE 1. I assume the provisional Presidency of the Republic of Salvador, plac- oa 

7 ing myself at the head of the revolution, which has for its object the organization of — 
- the country upon true republican principles. 7 . . 

ARTICLE 2. General Don Estanislao Perez is appointed minister of war, and is 
charged with the general administration, to whom also is commended the organization | 
of the several offices of the provisional Government. | a eo 

- Given in the Government House of Santa Ana, May 15, 1885. | | 

- so | FRANCISCO MENENDEZ. | an 
| | | oe MAXIMO MANCIA, =. . 

| | | : oe Secretary ad interim. | 

| | LOB [Inclosure 2 in No. 367.—Translation.] Lo oes 

— Proclamation of General Menendez, of Salvador. fade he aa 

Francisco Menendez, general-in-chief of the liberating army and provisional President 7 
| es of the Republic, to his fellow-citizens. | ee - | 

SALVADORIANS: I have. placed myself at the head of the national. insurrection 
against the corrupt and corrupting Government which, during the past nine years, 
has weighed upon the honor and shame of the country, and God having given vic- 
tory to the cause of liberty and justice, we have defeated the-hirelings of tyranny in = 
Santa Ana, in Bejuco, in Sonsonate, and in Atiquizaya. | : fos 

oo Dr. Zaldivar, valiant only in beating and assassinating helpless citizens, has fled So 
shamelessly at the sound of our conquering arms. His ring, notwithstanding, re- . 
mains in power—that ring of swindlers and miscreants. | | | 

: Fellow-citizens, continue, as hitherto, to support with enthusiasm the efforts now - 
being made by the noble sons of the west of the Republic, that we may have moral- 
ity, country, liberty, and laws, and in a few days we shall have torn up by the roots *
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the cursed tree of eastern tyranny, planted here by Zaldivar, and here by him and 
his ring irrigated with the tears and blood of a brave people worthy to be free. — 

Soldiers of the Liberticide Faction, the sacred right of revolution belongs to you; _ 
_ youare, like ourselves, rational beings, not machines, and, like us, citizens of a Republic | 

which has so written it in her laws, and engraved. it with immortal deeds in her his- 
tory. Do you not blush in still defending those infamous men who carry on their fore- 
heads the brand of public indignation, the brand of infamy (‘‘thief”)? In their 
stratagem they may at some time attempt to disguise themselves under an honest ex- 

~ terior, as if from the glorious ranks of the opposition; but do not trust them, they 
who, like lepers, infect the hale with their miasmas and the atmosphere: with their 
pestilential presence. Throw down your arms and come to fight on the. side of mo- 
rality and law. . | : a | 

Salvadorians! God protects our cause. Rally round the provisional Government, 
and soon the capital itself will be redeemed by our.arms. The victory once consum- 
mated, the cannon silent, law shall speak and a constituent Congress shall carry out — 

| your wishes and crown the only aspirations of your friend and compatriot, 7 
. oo oe FRANCISCO MENENDEZ. | 

‘Santa Ana, May 17, 1885. | . : 

No86 = © . 7 

| | Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. | 

No. 369.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES 
| : IN CENTRAL AMERICA, 

| : | Guatemala, June 2, 1885. (Received June 23.) 

- Sir: With reference to my dispatches No. 355 and No. 367, the latter 
dated the 30th ultimo, I have the honor to transmit herewitha copy and 

; translation of a circular note of this date, which the minister for foreign — 
So _ affairs of Guatemala has addressed to the diplomatic corps accredited 

| ' to Central America, concerning the intervention of Nicaragua in the | 
internal dissensions of Salvador. | a | ; 

The Guatemalan Government has information that Nicaraguan forces | 
have occupied the eastern departments of Salvador, and considers the 

| act a menace to the peace and tranquillity of Guatemala. As a meas- 
| ure of precaution, the Government deems it necessary to place forces on 

the frontier of Salvador for observation. At the same time the Guate- 
malan Government protests against the action of Nicaragua as opposed 
to the peaceful attitude the Central American Republics have main-  ~ 
tained towards each other since the recent events. ) 
-Inmy No. 367 I referred to the report received here on the 30th ultimo 

a in regard to the armed aid Nicaragua proposed to give the present Gov- 
| ernment of Salvador. At the same time I had some doubt as to its 

_ truth, now confirmed. I have no idea what may be the motives of the 
Nicaraguan Government for this intervention ; but so far as I am able. 
to judge it is unwise and uncalled for, and may lead to trouble with — 

7 Guatemala and Honduras, and possibly with Mexico. | 
I propose, at the earliest moment possible, to visit Salvador for the. 

: purpose of ascertaining the facts as to the situation, and to report to 
you from there by the cable. Oo 

: Lam, &c., HENRY ©. HALL. 

. Soe {Inclosure in No. 369.—Translation.] . 

| _. Seftor Dardon to Mr. Hall. a | 

| DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN RELATIONS OF GUATEMALA, | 
| oe | | Guatemala, June 2, 1885. 

| Mr. MINISTER: I have the honor to inform you that this Government has learned 
_« with surprise that Nicaraguan forces have occupied the eastern departments of the 

Republic of Salvador; and as up to the-present no explanation has been received as to |
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the motives which have given rise to this important step, considering that public | 
good order is thereby compromised and that the peace and tranquillity of Guatemala 

may be disturbed, fty Government deems it obligatory on its part to take necessary = = 
| precautionary measures for the safety of the Republic, and with that object has or- 

| dered forces for observation to be situated on the Guatemalan frontier boundary line 
of Salvador. At the same time my Government cannot do otherwise than protest me 
against an actso opposed to the peaceful attitude which the Central American Re- 
publics have maintained towards each other since the recent events. oe 

As the honorable diplomatic corps accredited to Central America has taken so 
much interest in the re-establishment of peace, and for their friendly and efficient 
mediation has merited the gratitude of these Republics, I deem it my duty to :com- 
municate the foregoing to you, and in doing so it is highly satisfactory to me to : 
renew to you the assurances of my distinguished consideration and respectful esteem. 

| le - MANUEL J. DARDON. 

| | a , No. 87. ee pg 

_ a Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. | 7 . 

| | a . - . [Extract.] | | | . cone - we 

No. 370.] a LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES a ) 
7 a | IN CENTRAL AMERICA, —— 

7 Guatemala, June 5, 1885. (Received June 29.) 
Sir: In my dispatches numbered 355, 367, and 369 I reported to you | 

all the information I had been able to gather, up to the 2d instant, con- | 
cerning the insurrectionary movementin Salvador. [nowinclose copies — 
of two letters, dated the 26th ultimo and 3d instant, from Mr. Mathé, 

7 consul of the United States at Sonsonate, which is some ten or twelve | 

- Jeagues from Santa Ana, the headquarters of the insurgent General 
Menendez. Mr. Mathé reports the capture of the place by the insur- | 

- gents, its recovery by the Government forces, and other incidents of 7 
interest. . a | ae co , | 

- * * a eo * | * eo | 

~  - In my No. 367 I reported that Nicaragua had sent a detachment of — 
some five hundred men to La Union to aid the Government of Figueroa, 

|  Yaldivar’s successor, and that another force would be sent from Co- — a 
- rinto, either to the same place or to Acajutla; the latter, to thenumber  —_. 

of six hundred men and upwards, was landed at La Libertad on the 3d 
| instant, to which place it was transported from Corinto in the Pacific a 

Mail Company’s steamer San Juan. It is also reported that another — 
detachment of five hundred Nicaraguans will soon follow. | : OO 

e x. BR ee * a; a a 

| Thave, &c., : oN mo: te ae 
: — Pr | HENRY C. HALL. — 

| | | | - | [Inclosure in No. 370.] | So 

- | Mr. Mathé to Mr. Hall. | : | | 

- a a - Unrrep States ConsuLatTE, — | 
oe a an | | : Sonsonate, May 26, 1885. , | 

Sir: I have the honor to report that on the 14th of this month General Menendez. __ 
took possession of Santa Ana, after three day’s fighting, and he no@ holds that place 
with a force of some three to four thousand men, having established there a revolue = 
tionary government with himself.as provisional President of the Republic. | 

On the 16th instant this place surrendered to a force sent by General Menendez, . po 
| which then proceeded to take possession of Armenia, on the road to San Salvador; - 

local authorities were appointed here, who held the place until the 19th instant, when 
information having reached this place, that the Government troops had completely de- | 

a Oe . ae
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feated the revolutionists at Armenia, and were marching upon this place, when the . 
recently established authorities suddenly left, taking with them all the troops here, - 

. with the exception of eight men in charge of over a hundred prifdners, and retired to 
Santa Ana, leaving this place without established authority or any sufficient force to 
maintain order. a | 

| On the 2ist instant Sonsonate was reoceupied by about 500 Government troops, 
who had fought at Armenia, that place being left with a sufficient force for its protec- 

| tion, and at the present moment 500 men, under General Mianda with Generals Le- 
tona and Monterrosa, still remain here, having fortified the place and occupied com- 
manding positions in the neighborhood in anticipation of an expected attack by the 
Menendez party, who are said to be on the road from Santa Ana to this place with 

—1,000 men. oe 7 | 
Both parties are strong, and it is difficult to see when this state of affairs will end. 

Of course, the Menendez party have always the disadvantage of being confined to 
Santa Ana and the neighboring town of Aliquizaya, while at the same time their re- 
sources in arms and othér war elements must be limited in comparison to those at the 

c disposal of the Government. . 
On the 16th instant I addressed a communication to the commander of the troops 

then taking possession of this place, requesting the necessary guarantees for the se- : 
curity of American citizens and their property, as well as those other foreigners res- 
ident in the place who had no immediate consular representation, and received a _ 

| very attentive reply. No one has in any way been molested. | - 
S In consequence of the peace arrangements after the war with Guatemala, a dis- 

contented opinion arose against Dr, Zaldivar, and this, together with the invasion 
. by General Menendez, obliged him to leave on the 14th on the steamer of the Kosmos _ 

line, which he engaged, as is supposed, to take him to Panama. He had applied to 
the Legislative Assembly for license to absent himself, and at the last moment had to 
abdicate. The provisional President, General Figueroa, is the second ‘“‘designado,” 
and so far, with the exception of Santa Ana, has the rest of the Republic in his favor. 

Iam, &c., | | 
J. MATHE. 

P. S.—May 28. I have just seen in the Salvador papers a telegram from the Presi- 
dent of Honduras to General Figueroa, offering the mediation of that Government in 

. the present difficulty, and General Figueroa’s reply accepting the same very cordially. 
- A similar proposal was sent to General Menendez, and although his reply had not 

been received there is little doubt but that he will.accept the offer, and it is said that _ 
a meeting and conferences were to take place yesterday. I have every hope that it 
will result in peace being declared. . 

| 7 J. MATHE. 

| SONSONATE, June 3, 1885. | 

: Sir: I had the honor of addressing you on the 26th and 28th ultimo, with some de- 
tails of the revolutionary movements in this quarter, but that dispatch I was unable 
to forward at the time, on account of the suspension of the overland mail from here 
to Guatemala. Since that date, and as then stated, a commission from the Govern- 
ment waited upon General Menendez, with the object of coming to some arrangement 
for peace. He was offered prominent positions under Government, but rejected all, | 

- holding out for nothing less than the Presidency. The consularbodyinSan Salvador ~ 
have now arranged a meeting with him, and it remains to be seen what will be the 
result. It is also stated that he agrees to meet General Figueroa, the provisional 

_ President, in conference, so that there is at present still some hope of an arrangement. 
If General Menendez persists in his pretensions to the Presidency, it will then be diffi- 
cult to see the end of this movement. Meanwhile all hostilities are suspended. 

Iam, &c., | 
| | | J, MATHE, © 

No. 88. : 

| | Mr. Hali to Mr. Bayard. | 

No. 373. | | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES oe 
| . IN CENTRAL AMERICA, 

oo Guatemala, June 12, 1885. (Received July 6.) 

: Siz: With. reference to my dispatches numbered 355, 367, 369, and 
370, the latter dated the 5th instant, relating to the revolution in Sal- |
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. vador and the armed intervention of Nicaragua, I now inclose a copy 
and translation of a communication of this date from the minister for | 

- foreign affairs of Guatemala, in which he solicits the mediation of the | oy 
United States for the promotion of peace in that state and for the | 

_. withdrawal of the Nicaraguan forces therefrom, so that the forces which 
_ the Guatemalan Government has, for its own safety, deemed it neces- oe 

sary to place on the Salvadorian frontier may also be withdrawn and | | 
disbanded. | sk Ey ae re oS es 

As telegraphic communication from here is still interrupted, I shall 
_ proceed to-morrow to Salvador with the object of communicating with _ 

you by the cable from La Libertad. I hope to be able to return in the 
course of ten days. | a oe Pe | 

The interests of our citizens in these countries, and particularlyin ss, 
Guatemala, suffer greatly by this prolonged state of disorder. - Os 

lam, &, | : ee - 7 
ne te - HENRY C. HALL. 

a | [Inclosure in No. 373,—Translation 1} ; | | | : | 

| Doe | . Sefior Dardon to Mr. Hall. a a Oo oC | 

ne a - DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, 
oo - ae an | | Guatemala, June 12, 1885, oe 

‘Mr. MiInistTER: The President of this Republic having learned that yo propose to | 
visit Salvador, has given me instructions to address you, and to request that you will — - 
be pleased to inform the Government of the United States in regard to the present un 

' gatisfactory state of affairs in Central America, due principally to the revolution in — - 
Salvador headed by General Menendez, and to the armed intervention of Nicaragua. _ 

- in favor of the government which has succeeded that of Dr. Zaldivar. | oe a 
. ~The Government of Guatemala considers the arbitrary intervention of Nicaragua Sol. . 

_ not only unnecessary, but that it constitutes a menace to this Republic, which has 
since peace was established endeavored to maintain strict neutrality in everything re- 7 | 
lating to the affairs of these states. | es 7 po Oo | 

' The action of the Government of Nicaragua hascompelled that ofGuatemala,asan si 
_ indispensable measure of precaution, to place troops on the frontier of Salvador,.oc- _ 
_easioning to its Treasury great expenses at a time when the Government was making == | 

_ arrangements to disband the greater part of the army. This action, taken by Nica- | | 
ragua without consultation or knowledge of the Government of Guatemala, keeps 
up a state of intranquillity in this Republic and in all Central America which, under, | 
existing circumstances, may have disastrous results. 7 oS 

_ My Government, and the President especially, justly appreciating the decided sen- 
timents which animate you in favor of the peace, order, and prosperity of the Repub- oe 
lics of Central America, requests you, should you deem it proper and conducive to . 

_ the desired end, to communicate with your Government in regard to the present sit- oy 

uation of affairs in Central America, and to ask for the friendly mediation of the | 
United States to obtain the withdrawal of Nicaraguan troops from Salvadorian terri- CO 

_ tory, thus avoiding the necessity which compels Guatemala to keep up the attitude ° : 
' . required for the safety of her rights and interests, and to obtain a cessation of the 7 

civil war now raging in Salvador. | a oe oe . 
. I doubt not that you are perfectly well aware of the loyal intentions of my Govern-. . 

ment, and that although its intention is to do nothing more than may be necessary Doe 
. for the defense and safety of our territory, it-will omit nothing which may practically 

and efficiently secure that end, and I doubt not you will be pleased to interpose your : 
~» personal influence and good offices in the same sense, to the end that confiden ce, peace, | 

_ and tranquillity, which they so much need, and now more than ever so absolutely in- 
dispensable, may be secured to them. |. | . es : Soa 
Be pleased, sir, to accept, &c., ee a Co : A 

: . we | | - MANUEL J. DARDON.. . .
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oo | . No. 89. : - 7 

- BO Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hall. | : Ee 

| nan - _- fTelegram.] : a . - 

| : - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a 
BS Washington, June 19, 1885. | 

Mr. Bayard telegraphs Mr. Hall that the deepest concern is felt by 
this Government in the welfare of the Central American States, and it 

| is earnestly hoped that force will not be resorted to ; that mutual safety 
an and welfare can only be restored and maintained by the exercise of rea- _ 

or son and justice; and instructs Mr. Hall to use his best offices to bring 
| about a peaceable settlement. The Department is pleased to learn that . 

* she is within telegraphic communication, and so situated as to be en- _ 
| abled to exert his influence toward bringing this unhappy contest to a. 

/ close. | a 7 a 

| No. 90. | | 7 

Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. | 2 | 

a .  [Extract.] . | 

No. 377.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES 
: ° Oo | IN CENTRAL AMERICA, : 

- 7 Guatemala, June,26, 1885. (Received July 16.) — 
. Srr: In my dispatch No. 373, of the 12th instant, I informed you that 

| T should leave the next day for La Libertad, forthe purpose of commu- ~— 

nieating with you by cable in regard to the state of affairs In Salvador. 

The steamer in which I took passage was detained at San José until the | 
| night of the 15th; it was also detained a full day at Acajutla; in con- 

| sequence, I did not arrive at La Libertad until the morning of the 17th 
| instant. From that place I cabled to you the following: 

Arrived to-day with the object of ascertaining the state of affairs in Salvador, 
. and to communicate to you. a | | | 

| : Telegraphic communication with Guatemala interrupted since 15th May. The bel- | 
ligerents are of about equal strength; recent engagements are in favor of insurgents. 

| . Nicaragua sends forces to the aid of the Salvadorian Government, without notifying , 
the other Central American States, in consequence of which Guatemala has placed 

‘ 4,000 men on the Salvadorian frontier, thereby causing imminent danger of a general 
| war. My opinion is that your instructions to me to promote peace, if possible, will 

be of great service. Oo . . a 

: At La Libertad I learned that a few days before there had been a se- © 

| vere battle at a place called Cojutepeque, which resulted in the defeat 

and surrender of the Government forces; the defeat also at the same | 
| time, and near the same place, of some 600 Nicaraguan troops and their _ 

| forcéd retreat. towards La Union. 7 : oo | | 
T left La Libertad at noon of the 17th, and reached the capital, San. 

| Salvador, in the evening of the sameday. Here [learned that General | 

Figueroa, ex-President Zaldivar’s successor, had resigned and turned 
over the executive office. to Sefior Rosales, the third designated sub- _ 

—— stitute for the Presidency, General Figueroa retaining the command of | 

the army. I called on them the following morning, the 18th, and was 

| very cordially received. Up to that time no definite advances had been 

- made towards an arrangement with the revolutionary chief, General. 
a Menendez, who it was known was hourly gaining strength and pres-
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_ tige throughout the county in virtue of his recent successes, public _ 
opinion being also decidedly in his favor. = =~” ee 
Anticipating your instructions, asked for in my above-mentioned © 

_ telegram, I offered President Rosales and General Figueroa my best: es 
_ offices to bring about an arrangement with General Menendez and a . 

_ restoration of peace to that distracted country, to be used in any way | | 
' they might deem most conducive to that end. They expressed their — Shay 

appreciation of my offer, promising to advise me later in what way eer 
_ my mediation might be most effective.. Within an hour after thisin- 
terview the Nicaraguan commissioner called on me in their behalf and | 
suggested that I should offer my mediation to General Menendez. I _ 
accordingly addressed him a telegram recommending, in the name of | 

_ my Government, that he should enter into an arrangement with the © Oy 
Government of Sefior Rosales that would put an end to the state of Bo 

_ war which was causing such injuries to all interests, national and for- 
eign, in Central America. I informed him of the good intentions of  ~ | 
President Rosales, and assured him that my Government would be 7 
glad to learn that an honorable settlement had been attained, and, . 
further, that I was authorized to express the same sentiments in behalf vty 

_, of the Government of Guatemala. General Menendez responded im- — 
_ mediately, manifesting his appreciation of the sentiments expressed in | 7 

the name of my Government in favor of a peaceful settlement. He said | 
_ he had full confidence such a result would be reached, since he had | | 

_ learned that he could treat with patriots like Sefior Rosales, and that 
I was authorized to say as much tohim. = Sy | | 

_. In virtue of these assurances it was arranged the same day between  —S_— 
. Senor Rosales and General Menendez that commissioners of each party _ _ 

should meet the next day, the 19th, at San Andres, between San Sal- | | 
vadar and Santa Ana, to treat of peace. They met accordingly and —— 
agreed to the bases of a settlement which doubtless would have been ' 
‘more liberal to the Government, and might have resulted in the reten- | 
tion of Sefior Rosales as provisional President, but for the occurrences 

_ which I shall now refer to. = | | | | 
‘The affair of Cojutepeque, to which I have already referred, greatly “ 

_ weakened the Government, but they still counted upon a force of 2,000 | 
men at Sonsonate and another of 1,200 men at Coatepeque, to hold 

_ Menendez in check. But while the commissioners at San Andres were | 
_ treating of peace these forces revolted and disbanded, leaving the Gov- | 

_ ernment with no other support than the small detachment at the capital, 
_ and the Nicaraguans, numbering in all some 1,800 men. The Govern. ae 
ment was thus at the mercy of the revolution, with no alternative but 7 | 
to accept the terms offered by Menendez. These terms, however, under | | 
the circumstances, appear to be liberal. _ eh 

: lam, &,. © | oe oe : Oe co 
| | | a! HENRY C. HALL. — : 

[Inclosure in No. 877.—From La Patria, Guatemala, June 25, 1885.—Translation.]} : | - 

Treaty of peace between the established and the revolutionary governments of Salvador— | 
General Menendez, the revolutionary chief, assumes the Pvesidency in a provisional char- Co 
acter. - . a OF 

‘ We have been favored with a copy of the agreement entered into on the 19thin- 
_ stant between General Don Francisco Menendez and Sefior Don José Rosales, holding 

the executive power, residing in San Salvador, as follows: oo. a 

__ General Don Francisco Menendez, provisional President of the Republic, and Sefio- - 
Don José Rosales, in charge of the executive power, residing in San Salvador, anir —
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oo, mated by an ardent desire to re-establish tranquillity and order, and of putting an 

end to the horrors of a civil war which unfortunately afflicts all Salvadorians, and 

throwing a veil over the past, have appointed commissioners to arrange a peace upon 

| just and equitable bases; to that end General Menendez has designated Dr. Don 

Jacinto Castellanos, and Senor Rosales has named Dr. Don Rafael Ayala and Dr. 

. Don Manuel Trigueros, who, after having presented their full powers, and finding 

them in due form, have agreed to the following: | | | 

(1) Sefior Rosales recognizes the provisional government. presided over by General 

oe Don Francisco Menendez. oe | | . ae 

(2) General Menendez recognizes asa debt of the nation all that has been con- 

tracted by General Don Fernando Figueroa during the time he has exercised the su- 

preme command, as also whatever Sefior Rosales may have contracted in the same 

. character. — . ‘ . . 

(3) All the employés, civil and military, who have served during the administra- 

tion of the said General Figueroa shall have full guarantees, and shall not be mo- 

lested in their persons or property for their political opinions and offenses. 

' (4) The troops now stationed in San Salvador shall be disbanded to-morrow pre- _ 

cisely, except two hundred men, under the command either of General Don Constan- 

tine Ambrogi, General Don Salvador Avila, or of Colonel Don José Maria Angulo. | 

The arms shall be deposited in the national stores. , 

oo (5) The auxiliary troops of Nicaragua stationed in San Salvador shall proceed, at 
the latest on the 23d instant, to Zaragoza or to La Libertad, to join those who have | 

last arrived at that port, there to re-embark as soon as possible. Those now at San — 

Miguel or La Union will also re-embark in the last-named port immediately,and none _ 

of them shall be molested in any way while they remain in the country. 

. (6) It being a part of the programme of the provisional government to convoke a con- 

stituent assembly for the formation of a new fundamental law which shall guarantee 

. the rights of Salvadorians in an efficient and permanent manner, General Menendez 

shall make such convocation as soon as possible, and giving to the people the most 

ample liberty in the election of their representatives. oe oo 

(7) General Menendez declares that his only and exclusive object. in placing him- 

- . self at the head of the popular insurrection has been to establish in Salvador an honest 

| government emanated from the national will... - a oN 

(8) The liberating army and all the employés of the provisional government shall * 

enter San Salvador the day General Menendez may be pleased to designate, and Sefior 

Rosales will give the necessary orders, so that upon due notice sufficient provisions 

. be prepared for the said army. a 
, (9) The present agreement: shall be transmitted by telegraph to General Menendez 

and Sefior Rosales, so that they may, if approved, transmit their approval by the same 

+. medium, which shall be obligatory upon the contracting parties, in the act of ex- 

. ' changing such ratifications. | 

The minister plenipotentiary of Nicaragua, Don Modesto Barrios, who was present 

during these negotiations, manifested his satisfaction on account of the termination 

of the civil war in this Republic, and that to this end all his efforts have been directed 

since his arrival in the capital. oo - 

. In testimony of all which we sign the present, in duplicate, at the hacienda of San | 

Andres, on the 19th of June, 1885. - _ , | 7 
‘ | | ' * JACINTO CASTELLANOS. 

7 | | M. TRIGUEROS. | 
| | | RAFAEL AYALA. =| | 

| : MODESTO BARRIOS. 

| No. 91... : 

- : a Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. | 

oo No. 378.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES | 

| - - IN CENTRAL AMERICA, _ 

ye CO Guatemala, June 27, 1885.. (Received July 16.) 

_ Sir: With reference to my No. 377, of the 26th instant, I have the 

honor to inclose herewith a copy and translation of a telegram from the 

— minister for foreign affairs of Salvador, announcing the success of the 

-—.-- yevolution initiated by General Menendez, and the inauguration of the
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: provisional government of which he is the President. This information 3 SF 
I communicated to you by telegraph, on the 25th instant, as follows: : 

_ .. The new minister for foreign affairs of Salvador announces the inauguration of 
the provisional government General Menendez President, and the pacification of the = 

-  eountry. My opinion is that they are entitled to recognition. - | - 
| 7 , - an oe HALL. | 

- “J am, Se., : , Se . , . Sos 

— | - «HENRY ©. HALL.. , 

. | | fInclosure in No. 978,—Telegram.—Translation. | a _ | 

cs | - Senor Meza to Mr. Hall. ae | as ae 

| | | oe oe San SaALvapor, June 24,1885. 

I have the honor to inform your excellency that the revolution initiated in the | 
- month of May last past, for the overthrow of. the administration of Dr. Don Rafael | 

' YZaldivar, who has been for a long time denounced by public opinion in this coun- a 
try, has obtained a complete and splendid triumph. The liberating army, com- — - 

- manded by General Francisco Menendez, whom the people have proclaimed provis- | | 
_ jonal President, uwiade his triumphal entry into this capital ou the 22d instant, in the : 

midst of enthusiastic popular acclamation; the provisional Government has been or- | 
- ganized, and the whole Republic pacified. . r ne | 

The undersigned, having been appointed secretary of state in the department of 
foreign relations, has received instructions to communicate the event by telegraph to | a 
the Government of which your excellency is the worthy representative, as will also - 
be done in the customary torm and style, assuring your excellency that fromthistime — oo 
the new Government of Salvador desires to cultivate with the Government your ex- 
-cellency represents, the most frank and cordial relations. : | . | 

- Tbeg your excellency to give information of this dispatch to your Government, | 
»* to accept for the first time, the consideration of, | oy | : | 

| Your obedient servant, = > | | | | 7 | 
| | a RAFAEL. MEZA. pe 

a ss Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. | oo | 

i | > pExtract.] - co | es 

No. 394.) = Legation or THE UNtrep STATES. _ 
oo | . | _ IN CENTRAL AMERICA, | | - 

| oa Guatemala, July 22,1885. (Received August 15.) eo 

Sir: With my dispatch No. 156 of the 10th of August, 1883, I trans- _ | 
mitted a copy of a decree, dated the 4th of the same month, relative to _ 7 
the construction of a railroad from the Atlantic coast to the capital of — | 
Guatemala. The decree established a capitation tax of $40, the nom- _ oo 
inal value of one share of the stock on all persons, foreigners excepted, ve 
whose incomes or earnings were estimated at not less than $8 a month, 

_ the tax to be paid in quarterly installments of $1 each. oe | 
The management of the work was intrusted to a board of three direct- 

— ors; they organized and commenced their labors early in 1884, the board | 
-. received the quarterly tax payment, employed a corps of engineers to - | 

make the survey, and entered into contracts for construction. | 
: _ The enterprise progressed satisfactorily to all appearance for abouta =, 

_ year; the taxes were collected from the poorer classes ; the wealthy were - 
called upon to subscribe for stock proportionate with their means; a ~~ 
respectable sum was thus accumulated in the International Bank of © a
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Guatemala to the credit of the board, * * * to beapplied upon the © 
first emergency to any pressing requirement. Very soon after the 

| _ death of Barrios, the balance remaining in bank was appropriated for _ 
other purposes. The decree of the 4th of August, 1883, was revoked, — 
the tax was abolished, the board of directors dissolved, and the liquida- _ 

a tion of affairs of the railroad was turned over to the department of pub- 
lic works. | | a | ; . | 

| _' Soon after the organization.of the board of directors proposals to 
: build the road were presented by different parties, but the only con- 

| tractors who have attempted to carry out their engagements are Shea, 
Cornick & Co., who are represented in this city by Dr. D. P. Fenner. 
They undertook the construction of the first 60 miles of the road from — 

| ~ the Atlantic coast—westward. . They have completed and have received 
_. payment for 12 miles. In addition, there are 4 miles finished and ready © 

: to be received, and a large amount of disconnected work which would | 
a be ready for reception in the course of a few months. According to 

| their contract they are to be paid upon the completion of each one mile 
“of the road. | eo a, | a 

Since the Government assumed the obligation of the late board of 
| | directors matters have gone badly with the contractors; they appearto _ 

| be absolutely dependent upon prompt payment for finished work to en- 
able them to pay their workmen; a month’s, and upwards, wages are 

~ now due to 300 men, most of whom are said to be American citizens, 
and the contractors have not even the means of supplying them with 
food. The agent, Dr. Fenner, has appealed ineffectually to the Govern- 
ment for payment of the money due; and at his instance, as set forth in 
his letter to me, I have made known to the President the situation of | ° 

 — -——s: the contractors as regards their laborers, and have urged upon him the 
necessity of his giving the matter his attention. * * * | 

| Upon receipt of a letter from the consular agent at Livingston, inform- 
ing me that unless relief by the payment of their wages were promptly | 
afforded, the laborers would be left destitute and without food, I called 

| upon the President again and insisted that of the sums due to the con- | 
tractors an amount sufficient to pay the wages due to the men and their 
passages to New Orleans be supplied at once. The result was a prom- 

, ise of the payment of $25,000 the next day. The promise was fulfilled 
| two days later, and yesterday the amount was forwarded to its destina- — 

tion. | | 
At the interview referred to, I stated to the President that as regards 

the terms of the contract with Shea, Cornick & Co. I had nothing 
to do; that my mediation was solely in behalf of the laborers, who, it 

_ had been represented: to me, were exposed to destitution and sickness. 
in the swamps of the coast through the failure of the Government to 

| fulfill its obligations with the contractors, and that unless relief. were 
| furnished immediately, I should be compelled to apply to my Govern- 

ment for a naval vessel to transport the men to the United States. 
The Government now proposes to rescind the contract upon equitable 

terms; with that object they have appointed William Nanne, an ex- 
pert in railroad matters, to enter into negotiations with the agent of the 
contractors. It is to be hoped that these negotiations will result in a 

| satisfactory settlement, and an absolute winding up of the affair. The 
8 — Government is not in a situation to fulfill its part of the contract, much 

’ Jess to build the road with its own resources. oe 
I have, &e., aa - oe _. , | 

| | | | | 1 HENRY C. HALL, |
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. oo | ne ([Inclosure 1 in No. 394.] . — 

‘Dr. D, P. Fenner, general agent of Shea, Cornick § Co., contractors of the Northern Rail- coaaee 
ois -_ . road of Guatemala, to Mr. Hall. — - 

| | | BS | GUATEMALA, June 7, 1885. | 

-- §rr: We wish to call your attention to certain facts and occurrences which lately | a 
- have taken place, seriously affecting the interests of Shea, Cornick & Co., contract- | 

_ ors for 62 miles of Northern Railway of Guatemala. oo | 
In 1883 the Government of Guatemala issued a decree for a certain contribution to | | 

be paid by nearly. every citizen of Guatemala, at the same time inviting subscriptions : 
from foreigners as well as natives. Each person so contributing or subscribing re- — cee 

_ eeived corresponding shares in the enterprise incorporated by the Government and a 
_ known as the “‘ Guatemala Northern Railroad.” A president and board ofdirectors 

_- were appointed and duly authorized to receive and receipt for money paid in by the — 
. Bhareholders as trustees, that the money should not be used other than forthe lawful - / 

purpose for which it was collected, i.¢., to build the railroad. oe! 
The first collections demonstrated that the amount of money which could be safely 

_. expected to be paid into the treasury would amount to about $700,000 per annum. oo. : 
-. he directors were further authorized to contract for building of part or whole of the | ~ 
designed road, subject to the approval of the minister of fomento. ee - 

In May last, 1884, Messrs, Shea, Cornick & Co., contracted with the directors to 
- build 62 miles from Puerto Barrios to Los Amates, at a round sum of $30,000 per mile, os 

equipped, and to be paid for, as shown in specifications of contract, to be finished in - 
two years and —— months, it being calculated that the receipts of the directors at | _ 

. that time would be almost sufficient to pay for the work, leaving, however, a deficit = 
--. Jn the amount which might. occur on the part of the directors before the work was CO 

| concluded; in view of this probable deficit, Shea, Cornick & Co., allowed to be intro- | wee 
_ duced into the contract a clause No. —— by which in case the funds of the contribu- 

_ tion, or of the stockholders, would not be sufficient at any time to pay the contractors : 
for work actually done, and to be paid for as expressed in the terms of the contract, a 
that the directors should not thereby suffer immediately, but that the road should be _ — 

- 4%pso facto, become mortgaged to the contractors, who would continue work for three : 
| months, charging 10 per cent. interest on such moneys as were due. ‘ | Oo 

 _ © (It will be noted by you that the contribution was collected quarterly, thus enab- 
ling the directors to have three months more time to pay than Shea, Cornick & Co. _ 

~ had to build.) ee ae | Oo oo 
Matters went on well enough for some time, and the contractors had made their : 

- preparations to put on a much larger force than they actually had at work, being = — ~ 
specially encouraged to this by the favorable season, and by the fact that the direct- . ‘ 

- ors had on deposit in the bank about $600,000 in coin, as well as also having effected ne 
- favorable arrangements in England and the United States to purchase rails, locomo- | 

tives, bridges, &c., as per article No. — of contract. _ | oo : , 
_. The war preparations early in March necessarily made the contractors circumspect | 
in pushing the work by a much enlarged force, but no men were discharged, and work 
was and has been ever since steadily progressing. . . a | | 
Karly in April the Government suppressed the contribution, the very basis upon : 

which the contract was founded, giving no notice to the contractors nor making any | 
provision to pay the contractors for work done or tobe done, and the Government | 

- appropriated to other uses the money in the bank, and now the directorsare abolished 
and. absorbed into the ministries of fomento and hacienda, no notice being given to | | 

' us, thus depriving us of having to do with the only legally recognized party of the _ . 
other part to our contract. . Oo . : oe : 

- -° Up to this time we have graded, received, and been paid for 12 miles. We have | 
now another mile graded. ‘The inspector was duly informed of this, but deliberately = - 

' passed by the work on his way to Puerto Barrios without inspecting, thereby sub- 
. . Jjeeting us toa long delay in receiving our money, it being the clear duty of the di- . 
-. reetors to have an engineer on the work to inspect as fast as our engineers give notice | 

of completion. me . Os . oa | : | 
_- But we especially wish to call your attention to the fact that the money which was _ | 

in the bank has been seized and applied to purposes alien to that for whichit. was 
_.. eollected, and that the source of revenue has been abolished. Wethereforedeclare . 

that unless the Government make satisfactory arrangements for payment for work to oe 
_ be done, that we consider the Government has broken faith and the contract, and we 

think that arbitration should be appointed to arrange for our damages and losses. a 
oo x eo Ho * 4 * * * . 

| ; | | , . oo OD. P. FENNER. -
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. | {Enclosure 2, in No. 394.] | . Fe | 

* | mo - Mr. Sarg to Mr. Hall. , mo 

| as oe UNITED STATES CONSULAR AGENCY, 7 | 
: . oe : Livingston, July 11, 1885. 

Sir: * * * The situation of United States citizens connected with the con- 
struction of the Northern Railroad is becoming a very serious one. [ do not pretend 
to analyze the claims which Messrs. Shea, Cornick & Co. may or may not have 
against the Guatemala Government, for payment of certain contract work ; I confine 
my action to respectfully representing to you the situation some 300 laboring men 

| will be thrown into, if inside of a very few days, money cannot be sent down from. 
Guatemala. | . | re Pe 

| Ihave seen and conversed with all of the subcontractors. They will be able to con- 
tinue feeding the men for only two weeks more from this date, attheutmost, and willhave 
to discharge them. if this term eomes round without money having been received.» 
They have distinctly told me that no promise of money being paid at a later date. — 
will enable them to hold out one day longer. These 300 men will, without doubt, as- 
semble here a few days after discharge destitute and in distress. Many have applied | 

7 to me for advice, and agree to leave their claim for wages in my hands and return to 
the United States if transportation is provided. . - 

I would respectfully suggest that in case the foregoing supposition should become | 
. a fact, that you empower me to provide food for such destitute United States citizens, - 

and tosend thein to the United States on board of steamships running to New Or-. 
| leans, at the expense of the United States Government, establishing a preferential 

claim against Messrs. Shea, Cornick & Co. for the amount of all such expenditure. 
There are no agricultural or other enterprises in this district that could occupy 

one-fourth part of these men. —_ 4 | 
| a I will beg you to give-your answer by telegraph. a | 

: Tam, &c., _ oe | 
| | JAMES F. SARG, - 

| | | United States Consular Agent. 

| : No. 93. | | ee 
a 

| a Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. | ee 

(Extract. ] . : . 

No. 404.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES | | 
. oo - - IN CENTRAL AMERICA 

7 Guatemala, August 31, 1885. (Received September 24.) | 

_ Sir: I reported to you the steps I had taken to bring about an ami- 
- cable understanding between the Governments of Guatemala and. 

_ Nicaragua, and that President Barillas had.expressed his readiness to 
| receive any representative the Government of Nicaragua might be 

| pleased to accredit to his Government for the promotion of that object. 
| In virtue of that arrangement, ex-President Zavala has been sent with 

oe full powers; he arrived on the 10th instant, and was cordially received. 
by President Barillas and his Government. | oO | 

| ~The differences between the two Governments have been amicably 
settled through mutual explanations; a protocol was agreed to and - 
signed by the minister for foreign affairs of Guatemala and General 
Zavala, on the 27th instant. I have the honor to inclose a translation of 
this document and of the Nicaraguan minister’s note accompanying it. 

7 | He has also expressed to me verbally that, notwithstanding the just © 
) reasons his Government has had to think otherwise, he is now satisfied 

| the Governments of Guatemala and Salvador are disposed, as it is to 
oo their interest to maintain peace with Nicaragua. It is to be hoped that 

‘he is not mistaken. * 7 | | —_ 
| + ae * a # * * Oe 

Oo I have, &e., : | ee 

Be : | | _ HENRY C. HALL. ©
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| ae ' {Inclosure 1 in No. 404.—Translation.] _ | Oo . ) 

. _ . ; General Zavala to Mr. Hall. | ee . 

SO i = LEGATION OF NICARAGUA, an 
| | - . Guatemala, August 30, 1885. 

My Dear Sir: *. * * TI transmit to you.a copy of the protocol, which I have _ | 
signed with the minister of foreign affairs, re-establishing the frank and cordial rela- , 

. tions which have heretofore existed between Guatemala and Nicaragua. | | 
_ It is a pleasure to me to express to you, on the part of my Government, its sincere . = 
‘thanks, and my own, for your friendly mediation, through which this result hasbeen . _ 
obtained. | : a | So Cc 

_ # * | * Ps . * w . 

coe | - a JOAQUIN ZAVALA. . 

a [Inclosure 2 in No. 404.—Translation.1 Lo . . Coe 

Protocol of the conference which took place on the 27th August, 1285, between Gen- | 
eral Joaquin Zavala, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the Gov- = | 

- ernment of Nicaragua, and the licentiate Sefior Don Manuel Ramirez, secretary of | Bo 
_. state in the department of foreign relations, as plenipotentiary on the part of the ee 

_° Government of Guatemala, with the object of making certain explanations neces- 4 
- gary for establishing upon bases of cordiality and frankness the relations of friend- — 

_ ship existing between the two Republics. 4 | “ a . 

_ The plenipotentiary of Guatemala stated that his Government had considered the — oe 
autograph letter of his Excellency the President of Nicaragua, dated the 16th May | : 
last, as little friendly in its terms, which are far from being in sympathy with those ~ | 

' which the general in charge of the Presidency used in communicating to the former 
his elevation to office. © | oe | a | 7 

_ The plenipotentiary of Nicaragua declared that he admits the justice of this. obser- 
vation that the document was written under the pressure of difficult circumstances, bo 

_ which had powerful influence over his excellency Sefior Cardenas; and that in the mo 
. opinion of the exponent the fault isexculpated in the autograph letter whichaccredits = - 

him as envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary near the Government of this mu 
Republic. ae ae . | Oo St 

 _‘The plenipotentiary of Guatemala stated that one ef the conditions stipulated for. | 
 . the re-establishment of peace between the five Republics was that each one of the 

' Governments should issue a decree of amnesty in favor of its respective political exiles, . OO 
and that the Government of Nicaragua had not fulfilled that stipulation. a 

The plenipotentiary of Nicaragua replied that his Government, in giving its power - 
, to Dr. Zaldivar, then President of Salvador, to make peace, reserved to itself,as a 

did Costa Rica, the right to be consulted as to the details of the treaty; that not-. a 
withstanding Nicaragua was not consulted, but desiring to realize that objeetit gave ~ — . 

- in its adherence to the treaty, and did not decree an amnesty, because the exiles them- 
' selves created obstacles and, through the press, rejected the amnesty, and boasted a | 

that the Governments of Guatemala, Salvador, and Honduras protected them in their Se 
- aggressive designs, against the constitutional Governmeut of that Republic. 

The plenipotentiary of Guatemala admitted that the foregoing explanations justify | 
the omission of the decree of armistice, and added that inasmuch as the interior tran- | 
quillity of Guatemala cannot be secure if there should be any disturbances in Hon-— oe 
duras or Salvador, he confidently expected that the Government of Nicaragua would oo 
display an efficient zeal in preventing the formation of factions either from that State | 
or of the malcontents of either of the other two Republics. ¢ | oe : 

| _ The plenipotentiary of Nicaragua declared that his government has not protected - 
| nor will it protect nor consent, within its territory, to the formation of any faction 7 

which might carry perturbations into the neighboring republics. | pet 7: 
' The plenipotentiary of Guatemala declared that the difficulties between Nicaragua _ 
and Guatemala being thus terminated, the frank and cordial relations of friendship, ~ 
which unfortunately have been altered by late events, are hereby renewed. | 

_ In testimony of which the said plenipotentiaries have signed the protocol in dupli- | 
'  -eate and have attached thereto their respective seals. Donein the city of Guatemala, | a 

_ the 27th day of August, 1885. , | . oe - | | 
[SEAL. ] - - we so JOAQUIN ZAVALA. | Se 
[SEAL | — | | MANUEL RAMIREZ.
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, | ~ No. 94. | | _ 

SO | Oe Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hall. | 

No. 285. | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
- | . — . . * Washington, September 1, 1885. — 

| Sir: I received on the 28th ultimo, a telegram dated San Pedro, Au- 
| gust 27, 1885, in the following words: “Am informed steamer City of 

| _- Mexico, now in New York, is ready for filibustering expedition to Hon- | 
| duras. If so, please prevent.” It was signed H. A. Lever, consul, whom 

_I understood to be the recently recognized consul of Honduras at New 
Orleans. | | | ore | 

I at once brought this telegraphic information to the attention of the 
_ Attorney-General and the Secretary of the Treasury for such action as 

their respective Departments might deem proper. a 
T am in receipt of a letter from the Acting Attorney-General of the _ 

28th ultimo, wherein he states that the attorney of the United States — 
: for the southern district of New York had that day been instructed to 

take such steps as might be necessary to prevent any violation of the 
| neutrality laws; also one from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury of 

the 29th ultimo, who observes that the collector of customs at New | 
York has been directed to investigate the equipment of the steamer, 

- to watch her movements and report to that Department, as well as to 
: - take proper measures against any person, or the steamer herself ifa 

liability. to proceedings for a violation of the neutrality laws. arises 
| under sections 5283, 5286, 5287, or 5290 of the Revised Statutes of the 

| United States. | | | | 7 Oo 
: [have apprised Mr. Lever at his New Orleans address of the nature 

of the action of. this Government to prevent any unlawful act in this — 
- case, but as he may not receive my letter until late, [deem it prudent — 

| - * to instruct you to communicate the facts herein presented to the Gov- 
- ernment of Honduras. on | | en 

| lam, &e., | 7 | 
oe ee | T. F. BAYARD. 

| No. 95. ae oo 

; Oo Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hale a 

| - No. 288.] | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| Washington, September 7, 1885. 

Str: I herewith inclose, in connection with No. 285 of the Ist instant 
to you, a copy of ‘a letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, of 
the 4th instant, respecting the steamship City of Mexico, alleged to be 

| fitting out with a view to a filibustering expedition against Honduras. 
| I have furnished Mr. Lever, the consul of Honduras at New Orleans, 

a copy of the report of the inspectors in this case, and stated that. al- 
| | though the report apparently presented no evidence tending to confirm 
a his suspicions, the vessel being now in adry-dock pending a lawsuit in 

regard to certain recent repairs and having on board only a supply of 
_. - edal, the surveyor had been directed to continue to exercise careful sur- _ 

| veillance over her to prevent any violation of the neutrality laws. | .
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You will, however, make suitable communication of the within in- 
_ formation to the Government of Honduras for the reasons stated in my | 

No. 285. | Oo as eo 
| . Tam, &e., ee —_ 7 - 

Ce BO No. 96. oe OO 

| | Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. | Ss 

[Extract.] Pe OS 

No. 410.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES So 
Be IN CENTRAL AMERICA, | 

a — Guatemala, September 11, 1885. (Received October 6.) | 
Srg: I have the honor to inclose a translation of a communication ~~ 

from the acting minister for foreign affairs of Honduras, received to- | . 
day, in which I am requested to inform the Department in regard to the | 
designs of ex-President Soto against the peace of that state. He refers | 
to and incloses a copy of a letter from Mr. Jacob Baiz, consul-general — ot 

_ of Honduras in New York, giving the information that A. D. Straus & 
_ Co., of that city, have purchased the steamer City of Mexico, with the 

_ object of sending her to the north coast of Central America in response’ _ - 
_ toa revolutionary movement. The Spanish minister here has informa- | 

tion that it is suspected that the steamer may be engaged to carry any 
expedition to Cuba. President Bogran, however, believes that her 
destination is against Honduras. _ | ee ) 

It would be strange that Baiz, who appears to have positiveinforma- 
tion on the subject, should not, in the absence of the Hondurian minis- 
ter, have informed the Department of these movements. | eo , 

oe a e 7 cS 6: Ho oe 
 Lhave, &e., / ae a | a 
ree oe - ‘HENRY ©. HALL. oe 

. : - = - [Inclosure 1 in No. 410.—Translation. fo. oe oa a . os 

| a me 7 Seftor Gomez to Mr. Hall. . | | —_ 

| a MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS OF HonDURAS, ee 
: Sn a | .. Legueigalpa, August 21, 1885. es 
Mr. MINISTER: With the certified copy, which I have the honor to inclose, of a oo 

letter addressed to this ministry by the consul-general:of Hondurasin New York; we ce 
_ are informed that the steamer City of Mexico has been purchased with the inten- os 

tion to send her to the north coast of this Republic in support of a revolutionary | 
movement which it is asserted will take place here. —— 
__In presence of these data, emanating from a.source in which my Government has | " 
all faith, the President has intsructed me to address you, and to invite your. serious. 
attention to the attempts which are directed towards a disturbance of the peace of — | 

_ this Republic, and which undoubtedly have their origin in New York, where some of : 
the enemies of the present administration reside, and among whom figures in the — | 
first rank ex-President Don Marco Aurelio Soto. | | Oo ae 
__In compliance, therefore, with these instructions, permit me to call your attention to _ 
this matter, and to beg that you will bring it to the knowleege of the Government —_ 
of the United States, to the end that it may be pleased to instruct the proper authori- - | 
ties to exercise the greatest vigilance to prevent the departure from New York or : 

_ from any other place in the United States of expeditions which may come to disturb the a 
peace of this country or of any other of the sister Republics of Central America. . 

I have, &c., — a mS — 

oo a - | C. GOMEZ. — Js
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sO an {Tnclosure 2 in No. 410.—Translation. ] | . 

| ne . | | Consul Baiz.to President Bogran. | re 

. | . | a . NEW York, August 1, 1885. | 

My Dear Sir AND FRIEND: At this moment I have learned that the house of A. D- 
Straus & Co. has purchased the steamer City of Mexico,:and I am assured that it is 

with the object of sending her to the north ccast of those Republics (Central America) 

in response to a revolutionary movement. That house is the same which a short time 
ago dispatched the steamer Dorian with a cargo of arms and provisions for the coast _ 
of that Republic, and which returned without having been able to discharge. | 

pO For want of time and not having the complete details I cannot be more extended 
| by this steamer, but I will be in my next. » | 

Iam, &c., | , SO _ 
| | | 7 | _-« JACOBO BAIZ. 

| oN No. 97. | CO 

) | | | Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. | | | 

| . (Extract.] 

7 No. 427.| _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES 
| 7 oO IN CENTRAL AMERICA, © | 

- | | Guatemala, September 29,1885. (Received October 30.) — 

— Sir: In my No. 410, of the 11th instant, I inclosed a copy of a com- 
| munication from the minister for foreign affairs of Honduras, in which 

: he reported to me the information his Government had received relative — 

| to a hostile expedition against Honduras that ex-President Soto was — 
believed to. be preparing in New York through the medium of A. D. 

_ Straus & Co. — - | oe 
| It appears from the accompanying inclosures that an unsuccessful 

attempt had previously been made to land an expedition of the same 
character in Honduras from the British steamer Dorian; that the ves- | 

sel was cleared at New York by the same A. D. Straus & Co., on the | 

29th May, for Bluefields, Nicaragua, where she made her appearance 
about the 1st of July. On the 15th of July she anchored off Cape 

—_ Gracias 4 Dios, also in Nicaragua, where some of the ship’s company 

went ashore and inquired for one General Brioso. -Not obtaining the 

oe information sought for, nor receiving any encouragement from the 
: Nicaraguan authorities at that place, those in command of the steamer _ 

| decided to return to New York, where, it appears, they arrived on the — 

a 8th of August without having been able to effect a landing. After the | 

steamer had left the coast of Honduras the British gunboat Lily, in 

a search of the same vessel, arrived at Truxillo. | | 

Co Thave, &c., — : — | 7 
| . 4 | oo HENRY C. HALL. — 

oo Inclosure 1 in No. 427.—Translation from La Republica, Tegucigalpa, Honduras, of August 15, 1885.] — 

| _ Return of the filibustering steamer Dorian to New ‘York. a 

. The following letter, dated ‘New York, the 8th ultimo, has been received in this 
city : D | 7 | 

, | ‘Sir: The fact that the steamer Dorian, which was dispatched at this port. for 

| Bluefields, Nicaragua, on the 29th May, has returned with the same cargo she carried.
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away, induces me to give you the data I have been able to collect, and from which | - 
it appears that the steamer did not sail for Nicaragua, as cleared, but for Honduras, 
and not being able to discharge her cargo, or perhaps there were no inducements to. . 

discharge, has returned and has dischargéd here. . a a 
_. The charter was at the rate of $100 a day. | - | | \ | 

- «The cargo comprised 50 cases of rifles and bayonets, 1 case containing a drum, . - 
10 cases carbines, 1 case cornets, 1 case sabers and belts, 4 cases cane’ knives and | a 
sheaths, 20 cases knapsacks, 3 cases. saddles, 1 case tools, 8 cases hardware, 4 cases 
shirts, 610 cases cartridges, 3 cases percussion caps, 883 barrels flour.” Be 

The vessel was dispatched by A. D. Straus & Co. : * , Se: 

‘[Inclosure 2 in No. 427 —Translation from La Republica, Tegucigalpa, Hondurus, August 22, 1885.. - | 
Copied from El Porvenir of Nicaragua. ] . ‘ 

| The paragraphs taken from the Nicaraguan newspaper El Porvenir, relative to the oe . 
 filibustering expedition, are the following: BO , : : | 

| ‘The expedition against Hondurasis not aninvention. Itisafactthatthesteamer — 
Dorian, under the British flag, anchored the 15th July some fifteen miles off Cape | 

- Gracias & Dios, having on board Generals Emilio Delgado, Antonio Medina, and, it - 
is said, a splendid armament; there was also a Cuban general named Rosado. Some 
foreigners belonging to ths crew went ashore, and inquired with great interest for | oo 
General Brioso. They wants.t to ship some laborers to cut wood, but the authorities po 
would not consent toit. =. , - o | - | 

‘‘ Some twenty-two hours later the steamer sailed in the direction of the coast of 
Honduras, and finding it well sentinelled it sailed for Belize, where the Hondurian J 

| emigrants were taken on board, among them Don Francisco Caceres. _ | 
‘¢ Previous to the 15th of July the steamer was in the Bay of Bluefields. | 
“The expedition meets with serious difficulties, for although it might land at any 

-. point on the coast, it would be where there are no inhabitants and no means of con- — 
veyance. The expedition needs a place like Omoa, Truxillo, or Puerto Cortez to or- 

_ ganize in.” : Co | | | oo : 

Ce No. 98. ee | 

ei ne _ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hall. Oo a | 

No. 294.] | ss DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| OO | Lee _ Washington, October 7,1885. 
_ Srr: I have received your 410; of the 11th ultimo, in relation tothe 
alleged plottings against the peace of Honduras, and the purchase of © 
the steamer City of Mexico, to be fitted out at New York forafilibus- 
tering expedition against that country. ra | | eo _ 

_ In this connection, reference is here made to the Department’s pre- 
. vious instructions, Nos. 285 and 288, of the Ist and 7th ultimo, concern-— a 

ing that vessel and her intended mission. oe re 
Since then I have received a further letter from the Secretary of the | 

- Treasury, of the Ist instant, reporting that upon a careful inspection of | 
the vessel’s cargo and equipment nothing appeared to be found in vio- 
lation of the neutrality laws of the United States, and asking whether, | | 
under these circumstances, there was any objection to granting the City | 
of Mexico aclearance. I immediately replied that none was perceived, yo 
and it is understood that the vessel has since sailed from New York. Be 

I add, for your further information, a copy of Mr. Manning’s letter —s_—© 
upon this subject, with its accompaniments. | | 

| Tam, &., | eo BS a | 
ee a T. F. BAYARD. |
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| | {Inclosure in No. 294.] Poa 

OS | Mr. Manning to Mr. Bayard. | oo | a 

. | Be TREASURY DEPARTMENT, _ 
. . | a Washington, October 1, 1885. 

Sir: Referring to previous correspondence, I have the honor to transmit herewith a 
copy of a communication of the 30th ultimo from the collector of customs at New York, 
inclosing a copy of the report of two inspectors of customs in regard to the lading of the _ . 
steamer City of Mexico, now under surveillance at that port. The letter states that. — 

~ nothing in the cargo or equipments of the vessel seems to be in violation of sections 
| 5283, 5286, or 5287, R. S., and that the collector’s office has no information tending to 

7 show an effort to violate the neutrality laws in the employment of the steamer. a 
_, As the steamer proposes to sail to-day, I would thank you for a telegraphic com-. 
munication as to whether there is any valid objection to the granting of aclearance.. 

. Ihave, &c., . — | | 
> , D. MANNING, | | 

a, Secretary. — 

[Inclosure in inclosure in No. 294.] . . 

Mr. Hedden to Mr. Manning. a - 

ee CustoM-HousE, NEW YorK CITY, ee 
oe | , 7 Collector’s Office, September 30, 1885... 

_ rr: Referring to Department letter of 29th’ ultimo (D. L. 13,204) and to reports 
. of this office of 3d and 19th instants, in the matter of the allegation that the steamship 

City of Mexico was being fitted out at this port for a filibustering expedition 
. against Honduras, I herewith transmit copy of report this day received from the sur- 

veyor to the effect that the cargo which has been laden on the vessel consists of mis- 
| cellaneous merchandise, hardware, glass, dry goods, lard, machinery, &c., and 7 cases 

of cartridges, and ten kegs shot; and that by the most careful inspection of.each- - 
package laden nothing is found in cargo or equipments showing violation of sections : 
283, 5286, or 5287, R. BS. : ; - 

No information has been received at this office tending to show intention to violate 
neutrality law or, 5290 section, R. S. | So = 

As stated by the surveyor, the cargo laden is not of a suspicious character, unless 
the 7 cases of cartridges and 10 kegs shot are so considered. 

It is understood that application for clearance of vessel will be made to-morrow, 
the 1st instant, and your telegraphic instructions are desired as to the action’ of this 
office. | 

Iam, &c., | | | oe 
: | | E. L. HEDDEN, 

| 7 | wo a Collector. 

a Messrs. Meeks and Garley to Mr. Beattie. | . 

. | . CusToM-Hovusst, New York CIty, | 
Oe . o. Surveyor’s Office, September 30, 1885. 

: Str: We have to report that the steamship City of Mexico is now almost laden. . 
Her cargo consists of a miscellaneous lot of goods, such as is generally exported to 

- Mexico and South American ports, viz: hardware, glass, dry goods, lard, machinery, 
&c. ; also seven cases cartridges and ten kegs shot. : 

. By the most careful inspection of each package laden, we find nothing in hercargo — 
. or equipments that would violate sections 5283, 5286, or 5287, R. S. | 

Respectfully submitted. oe . oe a 7 . . 
So a | : | : - . MEEKS AND GARLEY, : 

. . . me - | : Inspectors. »
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oe | Mr. Hall to Mr. Bayard. | | Dos 

No. 429.) 9 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES a | 
| ee | _ _. INCENTRAL AMERICA, => rags 

|  . Guatemala, October 10, 1885. (Received November 6) 
- 1m: [have the honor to acknowledge the receipt; on the 8thinstant,of = 
your instruction No. 285 of the 1st ultimo. In compliance therewith,I = 
have advised the minister for foreign affairs of Honduras by telegraph 

_ that steps have been taken to prevent the departure of any expedition = 
against that Republic in violation of the neutrality laws of the United | 
States. - : Eg - oe o 

By telegram of this date the minister, in reply, expresses the grateful os 
acknowledgments of his Government. I inclose copies and translations _ 

_ of the telegrams referred to. | BS , : 

4 | Se PE HENRY ©. HALL 

po . oo [Inclosure 1 in No. 429. 'Telegram.—Translation.] | ee 

So es | Mr, Hall to Senor Zelaya. | oe ee 
Soe . | - : . 7 oo . GUATEMALA, October 8, 1885. | | a 

_ To the MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, _ a, | : 
re _ Legucigalpa, Honduras: — a : 7 

The honorable the Secretary of State instructs me to make known to your Govern-: | 
-. ment that.steps have been taken to prevent the departure of any expedition against  _ 

Honduras in violation of the laws of neutrality of the United States. oe a 

- Lae Ee  [Inelosure 2 in No. 429,—'Tolegram.—Translation.] - | . | - 

oo | _.. Seftor Zelaya to Mr. Hall. ne | | ae | | 

: noe aR le Travcigatra, October 10, 1885. | 
| Minister H.C. Haru, | | | | : : 
. eat, Guatemala : a oe re | os. 
-. [thank your Government, in behalf of my own, for the interest it takes in favor So 

_ of Honduras, by dictating opportune measures to impede the departure of any filibus- 
- tering expedition against her. — ey | : | 
_ This rectitude of conduct on the part of your Government will not only favorthe  —-—» oe 

natives of this country who are engaged in peaceful labors, but it will encourage the | | 
important North American enterprises, which rely for their success upon the good . oe 
order and tranquillity which the Republic now enjoys, &c. re 

| " oe — SERONIMOG@ELAYA. 

a - NTO: © | a 

Mir, Bayard to Mr. Pringle. a 

No. 305] sss DEPARTMENT oF Stare, =—s—t 
a ‘ | | _. Washington, November 18, 1885. 
_ Srp: I have received Mr. Hall’s dispatch No. 404 of August 31 last, | | 
announcing that ex-President Zavala, of Nicaragua, had accomplished _ a 
the object of his recent visit to Guatemala, and that the amicable rela-— we
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| tions between those two sister Republics which the decree of the late | 

- - President Barrios of February 23 last had temporarily interrupted, — 

oS had been re-established. = st _ a - 

| | The President directs me to say that he has been much gratified at 

this intelligence and to express his. willingness to permit our represent- | 

| atives in Central America to use their influence to that end, when it | 

| can with full recognition of the sovereign rights of those States. He 

hopes also, as do the people of the United States, that not only may 

there be between the Central American Republics the most perfect, cor- _ 

dial, and friendly understanding, but that the fullest measure of success 

, may be realized through their combined peaceful endeavors, and anew — 

era of prosperity be vouchsafed unto them. Pa 

/ Iam, W&e., an | Da a 

| | | |  T, KF. BAYARD. 

| a | No. 101. - | 

} | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Pringle | 

No. 307.) | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | : 
. Washington, November 28, 1885. 

sO Sir: I have received Mr. Hall’s dispatch of September 29 last, No. — 

427, relative to the plottings of ex-President Soto against the peace of 

Honduras and the part taken in the same Ly the British steamer Dorian, ~ 

through the assistance of Messrs. A. D. Straus & Co., of New York. 

| I have inclosed a copy of Mr. Hall’s dispatch to the Attorney-Gen- — 

i eral and have observed that it might be proper to instruct the district. 

attorney at New York City in regard to the alleged operations of Messrs. . 

A.D. Straus & Co., to the end that in case they were infringing the nen- 

:  trality laws of this Government all necessary steps could be taken in 

| - the premises. | | | Oe | 

a Tam, &e., oo | _ / 

: | i  f 6 DER BAYARD. 

Se CHINA. oe 

| No. 102. | : a Oo 

| e Mr. Young to Mr. Frelinghuysen. a : 

a No. 574.] /LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 

- Peking, December. 12, 1884. (Received February 16, 1885.) 

: _ rr: A conspicuous incident of the affair at Foochow was the gal- | 

: - lantry shown by several of the young Chinese students who had been | 

| educated in the United States and were afterwards assigned to duty in 

ye various branches of the Government service. Five were, as is reported, 

on the Chinese gunboats during the action at Foochow, and one of them 

| lost his life. ee : Oo a 

~The Department will have learned from my dispatch No. 148, dated 

' .- March 13, 1883, of the interest which the legation has taken in the for- | 

tunes of the young men who studied in the United States, and my deep
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- regrets at the cessation of that educational experiment, whenever occa- _ 7 
_ sion served, and it could be done in a becoming manner. I have ex-  — ._ 

pressed this regret to the prince and the viceroy, in the hope that IT 
might revive an interest in the subject and persuade the Government | 
to send more students and perhaps establish the system on a perma- 
nent basis. © | | — 7 7 ea 

_ The main objection to the education of the young Chinese in America 
| was the allegation that they became denationalized; they forgot the = 

— customs and even the language of their own country, and returned _ 
Americans in feeling and not Chinamen. This was an argument that sy. 

- I could not answer, except by the general assertion of my belief that. _ 
the more thoroughly acquainted Chinamen became with the literature, => 
science, arts, and laws of the United States the better it would be for 
China. — rrr — oe aa | | - 

_ When it: appeared, therefore, at Foochow, that these “denational- => 
ized”? students had shown conspicuous bravery and patriotism; thatan 
education in America had really made them able torender their country = 
an essential service, I brought the matter again to the attention of the _ 
prince and the viceroy in an informal conversation. His highness saw | : 

_ the force of the illustration, which events made itin.my power to ad- 
vance, and gave me tounderstand that the question of revivingtheedu- 

_ cational system in America would, as soon as French affairs were ad- — 
justed, have his careful and most favorable consideration, = = | , 

After the conversation I addressed his highness an informal note, in 
order that the subject may be a matter of record in the legation for the | 

_ convenience of my successors who may care to revive it. Thisand the 
reply of the prince will be found as inclosures to this.dispatch. | a 

Trusting that my action will meet with your approval, = = 

ne fe | JOHN RUSSELL YOUNG. 

res | me —.. * {Inclosure 1 in No. 574.) — : . - ‘ | | 

no Mr Young to the foreign office. °° | oo 

: ce | ke LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a | 
Oo BS 7 | September 2, 1884. oe 

- Your IMPERIAL HIGHNESS AND YOUR EXCELLENCIES: The American minister pre- 
sents his compliments to his imperial highness the prince and their excellencies the = 
ministers of the yamén, and begs to state that he has noticed an account in the | 

_ foreign newspapers to the effect that in the fight which occurred between the Chinese. 
and the French forces at Foochow the Chinese displayed bravery in fighting for their. pa 
country, and conspicuous among those. who distinguished themselves were five of the 

- students who were educated in America and who were serving on board the Yung 
Wu. These students showed ability in firing their guns and fought to the very last, = 

_ fearless of death, and they did not leave the vessel until she commeneed to sink, 
when they jumped into the water and swam for their lives.. One of the students, . 

_. nephew of Mr. Yung Wing, late assistant minister of China to the United States, was 7 
— killed. Pn . - | a | 

The American minister desires to express to his imperial. highness and ministers of’ 
the yamén his deep sense of regard for the bravery of these young men. Ithas been 
stated that it was to be feared that these students in undergoing a system of foreign | 

. studies would not prove of any great service to their country, but judging from | 
these recent acts above recited itis manifestly evident that they have done great serv- 
ice to China, and that their education in the United States has not proved fruitless. — 

- They have fully shown themselves not only worthy of their country’s favor, but they 
-- have also shown themselves brave. | ads Se . 

-_ It cannot, therefore, be said that they are of no service to their country. It is the 
_ hope of the American minister that the Government will, in future, at the proper time, 

10 FOR | | ee _ : 7 bee :
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again favorably consider the question of sending another group of students to America, 
, as events have confirmed the opinion he has expressed tu your highness that the 

, . education they would receive would be of benefit.to China. - oe 
_ In sending this note the American minister hopes that it will receive the favorable — 
consideration of his imperial highness and their excellencies the ministers of the ya-_ . 

| mén. 7 oe 

. | | . [Inclosure 2 in No. 574,—Informal.] 

| | | Lhe foreign office to Mr. Young. . OS 

| Your ExcELLENCY: On the 2d September we received a note from your excellency | 
wherein you stated that you had read an account in the foreign newspapers to effect 

| that five of the Chinese students (who were educated in America) serving on board | 
_of the Chinese vessel Yung Wu had displayed themselves in firing the guns of that 
vessel during the fight which ensued between the Chinese and French forces at Pa- 

_  goda Anchorage ; that they showed courage, and were not afraid to die for the cause 
they espoused ; that one of the students was killed in the battle; and that it was man- | 

- ifestly apparent that these students were thoroughly patriotic, and that the educa- . 
tion they acquired in the United States had not proved fruitless. And it was your 
hope that China would ‘again, at stated periods, send boys abroad to be educated. | 

. In answer, we would state that the object of sending students abroad to study is to 
prepare them for being of service to China, when called upon. . | | 

| The prince and ministers feel very much grieved at the loss of one of the students 
who fought for his country at Foochow. , So 

. In regard to the educational mission to America, the question has been laid before 
- the throne and is on record. As to whether or not students are to be sent abroad in 

future, it will be necessary to first have the sanction and permission of the Emperor, 
and then action can be taken in the premises. | a 

| Cards and compliments. © | : oe 
| PEKING, October 1, 1884. | oe _ oe 

| . No. 103. | | ore 

| _ Mr. Young to Mr. Frelinghuysen. / 

_ No. 596.] | _LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
. Peking, December 27, 1884.. (Received February 25, 1885.) _ 

: Sir: There has been much discussion recently in mercantile and offi- 
cial circles in Chinain regard to the falling off in the tea trade. The 

| effect of this is seen in many ways, especially in its effect upon business. 
_ Inquiry shows that this is largely to be attributed to the efforts of the 

‘Indian Government to develop tea-culture in Assam. re 
The success of these efforts will be seen in the fact that while in 1870 

| England imported from Assam 10,000,000 pounds of tea, the import has _ 
| steadily increased until in 1884 it is estimated at 66,664,359 pounds. 

oe While the Indian export has been advancing, that from China has been 
decreasing, falling off from 125,000,000 pounds in 1879 to 110,000,000 

| _ pounds in 1882. This is to be accounted for by the better methods of | 
oe Government which prevail in India, the adoption of modern appliances 

| in agricultural machinery and methods of culture, and in a much more 
| liberal commercial policy than what prevails in China. — | | 

It is a lamentable fact that while the growth of tea diminishes in 
China, the opium harvest increases. Opium gradually supplants tea. . 

| If England should lose her Indian revenues from opium, she will gain _ 
them from tea. No one can deny that this will be a sorry exchange | 

) for China. In the event of the continuance of war between China and | 
_. France, one of the immediate results to be anticipated is the develop- 

- ment of tea-culture in India. As during our own war the cotton growth 
. was transferred from the Southern States to India and Egypt, so it © 

is within the range of probability that one of the consequences of the
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- -present war will be the transfer of the tea trade from China to India and © a 
Japan. Whether China will be able to recover it when. peace comes, a 
‘as we recovered our cotton trade, is very doubtful. - | 

a lam, &c., | ae | ns 
| _ JOHN RUSSELL YOUNG. oo 

oo : No. 104. _ | | | | a! 

ee Mr. Young to Mr. Frelinghuysen. , 

No. 631.] -  . DEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Peking, January 20, 1885. (Received March 16.) . 7 

| - §Srr: I have the honor to inclose a éopy of a dispatch from Mr. Con- | 
sul Seymour at Canton. Mr. Seymour forwards to the legation copies oe 
of inflammatory publications in Chinese text issued in Canton, intended | 
to incense the people against the foreigner, and more particularly na- | 

_ tives who have become Christians. These are sold about the streets, - 
and at this time, with the public mind incensed against France, and dis- oo 
posed as the people are to confound all foreigners with Frenchmen, do .: 
harm. As a specimen, I annex a summarized translation of a memorial 
from the imperial commissioner to the throne, which has gone into gen- | 

- eral circulation™ The memorialist, an official of very high rank, alleges’ a 
that Christianity is only accepted by “ loafers or men of no occupation, 
greedy of a little gain.” Fe | a . - 
He furthermore says that “bad characters and pettifoggers join . 

_ Christian churches to escape the laws of their country. Out of this 
come troubles, and, at times, outbreaks.” The memorialist admits that 

~ it is impossible to prevent the missionaries from making converts, but, _ | 
while preventive means so far as disseminating Christian ideas areim- = 
possible, there might be measures of restriction. Chinese converts to 

Christianity should be registered. Small tablets bearing in Chinese _ | 
characters the word “Christian” should be nailed over the door of each | 

-  eonvert’s home. They should wear a distinctive dress—a short coat, | 
~ not along one. As nothing could be more mortifying to a Chinaman - 

than to compel him to change his long garment for a short one, as the. | 
_ change would be virtually putting upon the converts a stigma ora 

- brand, the memorialist naively adds that “this will move them to 
_' Shame, and thus break off the means of obtaining converts” = = | a 
_ Itwould be difficult, considering the oriental character as well as the’ 

Manners and customs of the Chinese, to devise a more ingenious and | 
effectual method of persecution than this. In reading it it is only justto - 
the Chinese memorialist to remember the methods adopted in former _ a 

| times and in Western lands for. the conversion of the Hebrew race and 
the extirpation of various forms of “heresy.” Such arecommendation, = = 
however, coming from an imperial commissioner, and addressed to the 

~. throne, naturally, as Mr. Seymour informs the legation, made an unfor-__. - 
tunate impression upon the Chinese, and caused much anxiety to for- — | 

- eign teachers and others engaged in mission work. An address by way on 
_. of protest was prepared by the representatives of three of the missions 8 

in Canton, British, German, and American, to be forwarded to the re- — 
‘spective legations in Peking. A copy of this I inclose. i oo 

In this address the missionaries protest against the allegation of the 
| Inemorialist, that they interfere with the administration of Chinese jus- a 

tice in the courts or prisons.. They deny that they have ever aimed to - : 
establish any right of asylum, as it were, in their churches, chapels, or
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_ religious houses, the effect of which being to secure for the Chinese 
Christians exemption from the laws. They claim simply that Chinese _ 

_ Christians shall be treated as Mohammedans, Buddhists, or Confucians, 
as loyal subjects of the Empire, and not as aliens or rebels. 

Mr. Seymour, as I have said, does not give a pleasant impression as to 
the policy pursued at Canton by the imperial commissioner, but charges 

| him directly with having twice aroused the populace to hostile demon- | 
 gtrations against foreign residents and native Christians. | 

As the address of the missionaries was likewise sent to my colleagues. 
of the English and German legations, I conferred with them as to the 

joint action appropriate under the circumstances. The indisposition of 
one of my colleagues prevented its immediate consideration, but I trust — 
we shall be able to enter upon its discussion in a day or two. [I ex- | 

| pressed my willingness in conversation with Sir Harry Parkes to unite 
In an earnest remonstrance to the yamén. | | | 

‘The subject is one of the most difficult attending our relations with | 
China. Questions are continually arising as to the status of native con- 

| verts to Christianity. In dealing with them we are met with the con- 
‘sideration which it is difficult to answer, namely, the right of the Em- | 
peror to do what he pleases with his own subjects. While this might. | 
be conceded as a general proposition, the treaties are clear upon the 
subject. And in the treaties, whenever there.is an expressed covenant, 

| we must find our only tenable ground for dealing witlgythe Chinese au- _ 
 thorities. | | : o | 

| In the treaty of 1858, signed by my predecessor, Mr. Reed, Article - 
XXIX declares that— -_ | 7 

a _ ‘The principles of the Christian religion as professed by the Protestant and. Roman 
Catholic Churches, are recognized as teaching men to be good, and to do to others.as _ 
they would have others do to them. , | | oO 

~The Emperor of China, in this convention, accordingly engages that 
those who “quietly profess and teach those doetrines shall not be 

| harassed or persecuted on account of their faith.” It is furthermore 
declared—_ = | ) 

. That any person, whether citizen of the United States or Chinese convert, who, 
according to these tenets, peaceably teaches or practices the principles of Christi- 
anity, shall in no case be interfered with or molested. _ 

In the Russian treaty of 1858, provisions not only for the protection 
_ of Russians in the observance of their faith, but also for the protection 

of Chinese converts to the Russian faith, are even more explicit than in 
the American treaty: SO | | 

: Le gouvernement Chinois ayant reconnu que la doctrine chrétienne facilite ’établis- 
sement de l’ordre et de la concorde entre les hommes, promet de ne pas persécuter 
ses sujets chrétiens pour l’exercice des devoirs de leur religion ; ils jouiront de la pro- 
tection accordée 4 tous ceux qui professent. les autres croyances tolérées dans ’Em- 
pire. Le gouvernement Chinois considérant les missionnaires Chrétiens comme des _ 
hommes de bien qui ne cherchent pas davantages matériels; leur permettra de pro- 
pager le Christianisme parmi ses sujets, et ne lear empéchera pas de circuler dans 
Vintétieur de VEmpire. Un nombre fixe de missionnaires partant des villes ou ports 

- ouverts sera muni de passeports signés par les autorités Russes.* | Co 

| | __ *The Chinese Government having recognized that the Christian doctrine facilitates 
the establishment of order and of concord among men, promises not to persecute its 
Christian subjects for the exercise of their religious duties; they shall enjoy the pro- 
tection granted to all those who profess other creeds tolerated in the Empire. The | 
Chinese Government, considering missionaries as good men, seeking for no material 

_ advantages, will permit them to propagate Christianity among its subjects, and will 
not prevent them from moving about in the interior of the Empire. A certain num- | 
ber of missionaries leaving open towns or ports shall be provided with passports signed 

| by the Russian authorities. oo
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_ These provisions are emphatic enough'so far as they affirm the duty ~~ 
of the Emperor of China to protect Christian missionaries and converts, fe 

-. Stipulations to the same effect are found in the conventions with Great 
Britain, Germany, Belgium, Denmark, Holland, Italy, France, and - 
Spain. The provision of the French treaty, especially as it appears in 
a translation from the Chinese text, is more comprehensive and precise, 
and worthy of consideration, considering our rights under the favored- | 
nation clause: — oe ” | | 

-* Arr, VI. It shall be promulgated throughout the length and breadth of the land, in _ 
the terms of the imperial edict of the 20th February, 1846, that it is permitted to all Bs 

- people in all parts of China to propagate and practice the teaching of the Lord of =. 
heaven; to meet together for the preaching of the doctrine; to build churches and to 
worship; further, all such as indiscriminately arrest (Christians) shall be duly pun- | | 

: ished; and such churches, schools, cemeteries, lands, and buildings as were owned . 

on former occasions by persecuted Christians shall be paid for, and the money handed — 
_ to the French representative at Peking, for transmission. to the Christians in the lo- | | 
calities concerned. It isin addition permitted to French missionaries to rent and 
purchase land in all the provinces, and to erect buildings thereon at pleasure. oe 

France has taken special interest in the missionary question, aSupon 
her practically devolves the protection of the members of the Roman | 

~ Catholiccommunion. The membersof this communion—native converts, | 
JT mean—so far as I can learn, are largely in excess of those of any other — 
Christian body. Wemust remember, however, that for generations the =~ 
Roman Propaganda has takena deepinterestin China, and haditnot been - 

_ .for the persecutions of suspicious sovereigns would now, in all proba- _ 
bility, be as strongly established as Mohammedanism. How far the un- 
fortunate suspicions of she sovereigns—leading, as they did, to such un-— . 

_ happy consequences—were aroused by an indiscreet energy on the part _ . 
of the early missionaries of the Roman Church, history leaves as a mat- | 
ter of speculation. As they were generally members of the Society of 

. Jesus, we know enough of the profound and courageous policy of that. - 
venerable order to be assured that there was no lack of zeal on the part | oe 
of its representatives-in China. JI have seen nothing in the Chinese _ 
cbaracter or philosophy to show that either rulers or people have re- 
ligious antipathies. Among the ruling classes the feeling does not — 
exist. As a general rule these high officials are Confucians, and there . | 
could be no creed more tolerant than that taught by the illustrious —-—, 
teacher. EEE bal | a | oo 

-. Phere are practical difficulties in the dissemination of the Christian = 
_ faith, whether in Roman, Greek, or Protestant form, worthy of consid-_ | 

| eration in looking at the political or diplomatic aspects of such. ques- : 
tions as this which comes from Canton. The ‘conversion” of a China- 

. man means more than is understood in the accepted meaning ofthat word. = 
The convert has so much to learn, so much to forget. If conversion were | 

— gimply the acceptance of a new dogma, or learning. a new creed, or — 
the acceptance of a new system of theological speculation, the labor of ae 
teaching would be simple. There are points of agreement in doctrine — - 
and tradition between existing forms of faith in the West, which make | 
easy the teaching of any special form of Christianity. EveninIslam = 
you see a dependence upon the Hebrew Scriptures. But I have found |. | 

- no vestige of that influence in the religious systems of China, and, more - 
especially, nothing in the manners or the customs of the people to - | 
make the Mosaic dispensation agreeable. For a Chinaman to accept _ ) 
Christianity involves so complete a surrender of all that belongs to his . 

education, his theory of government and society, his views of nature, 
his ancestral worship, his domestic relations, and his modes of life, that — | 

it is a wonder that a convert is ever made. OT | |
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So far as I can see, converts come from the humbler classes. J am — 
gradually coming to the opinion that there are few instances where __ 

| conversion is not associated with a sentiment of self-interest. The _ 
| missionary does not come simply with a Bible in his hands. He | 
| brings other bread than the Bread of Life. He looks after the sick; 

he takes the maimed and the halt into a hospital and nurses them. He 
| Strives to avert pestilence and famine. The children are taken into ~ 

schools, which practically means shelter, clothing, and food. Thepious 
. women at the mission stations have access to Chinese homes, and grad- 
| ually establish a practical influence of a domestic character in Chinese 

| family life. In a country so populous and so poor, with the dread of | 
_ famine ever present; where the question of mere subsistence for millions | 

| is paramount; where food and shelter are chief considerations; where 
_ even clothing is a secondary matter, a propaganda which not only offers 

| food and shelter, but medicine and counsel and friendly aid, cannot but 
a advance. I see no other way in which advancement is possible. Nat- | 

| —urally, however, it is only the poor—the very poor—who are converted. — 
| ' I have made this digression forthe purpose of establishing two points... 

: The first is the difficulties attending mission work in China, and that 
Christianity, seeking so radical a change in Chinese life, makes its ad- 

| vance even in its mildest forms an aggressive influence. The second is, 
that the ruling classes have no sympathy with it, and would regaru | 
with indifference the spread of the gospel so long as there was no fear | 

‘that the new faith would be used for political purposes. 
| The only Chinese statesman within my knowledge who has shown — - 

any interest in the missionary work, or any desire to aid it, is the vice- | 
roy Li. This arose from the fact that a medical member of one of the 
missionary boards in Tien-Tsin was enabled, at a critical time, when the 

- viceroy’s wife was ill, to save her life. This awakened in the mindof | 
| . Li a sentiment of interest and gratitude. From this has come much | 

good so far as the protection of missionary interestsin the north is-con- | 
cerned. . : . 

| Apart from the fact that China always looks upon everything new 
with suspicion, and that the character of the people is as unimpressible 
as granite, I believe that no country could be more tolerant of arelig- | 

| lous propaganda. There is no faith, for instance, more aggressive than 
7 that of Mohammed. Islam taught that paradise was to be found under | 

| the shadow of the sword. And yet Mohammedanism has millions of be- 
| lieversin China. They keep their customs, and differ from other Chinese 

in some slight. peculiarities of costume; but they are essentially a part 
of the Chinese nation. It has taken generations to bring about this as- . 
similation, and I am afraid other generations must come and go before 

7 the gentler faith of Jesus achieves itsdue dominion. =~ oe 
| If it be true that China looks with indifference upon the efforts to _ 

- spread the gospel, why these persecutions in Canton? The reasons are 
_. political, not religious. _Chinais at this time swayed by one antipathy— 

Lo hatred of France. In this dense and ignorant community all foreign- 
: ers arealike. The rulers know better; but the intelligence of the yamén 

is not generally found in a tea-house or on the highway. Our friends, | 
therefore in Canton and elsewhere, have to submit to the fact that,im = 

- the eyes of many classes of Chinese, they are a part of the movement | 
| which disturbs the peace of China and threatens the integrity of the . 

_ Empire. a : | a | | 

7 _ All that we can do is in the first place to. take means for the protec- 
tion of our people. Admiral Davis has done all that he can do with his 

oe small naval force. In this, as the Department knows, the admiral has |
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| been in accord with the commanders-in-chief of other squadrons. Can- 7 

ton, ever since the rot in 1883, has been under the guns of American _ 

and other men-of-war. | | , a os a 

| _ As you are aware from previous dispatches, the question of the pro- © 

tection of the open ports when war threatened was “made the subject, 

of careful and minute preparations. Since these arrangements were _ - 

consummated the legation has had no anxiety about the safety of our | , 

people. AdmiralsDavis has done his share loyally in carrying out the . 

agreement between the powers referred to in my dispatch No. 318, dated | 

January 6, 1884., Although but one American resides in Newchwang, . 

an American gunboat is now there, and will remain frozen in all win- a 

ter. But while Admiral Davis is protecting other nationalitiesin New- 7 

chwang, the ships of other powers protect Americans elsewhere. o 

- Having therefore done all that we can to protect the ports, we have 

not failed to demand from the yamén protection for the interior. The | 

- amplest assurance has been given in a decree from the throne, as re- 6 

ported in my dispatch No. 505, dated September 7, 1884.. I have no. 

reason to doubt the good faith of the Chinese authorities In the enforce- 

ment of that decree. As was seen in Canton, as has been seen in na- 

tions claiming a higher civilization than China, it is not the authori- 

ties we have to fear. There may be-an outbreak in Kuangsi, for which | | 

the yamén would be no more responsible than the Cabinet of Washing- _ 

| ton for a negro election fight in Texas or an Indian massacre in Mon- — 7 

tana. - Poe 7 | oe | | . es 

The dangers of these outbreaks I do not mean to belittle. There — 
- is no point where the danger is more imminent or where the foreign oe 

| population is more helpless than in Peking. There are, perhaps,ahun- = 

‘dred foreigners resident here, including missionaries of the Protestant, 9 

Roman Catholic, and Greek churches, frozen in for the winter. We 

— gould not reach the seaboard in two weeks. There are two small gun- 

boats at Tien-Tsin, German and Russian, but of no protection tous. We 7 

are absolutely at the mercy of the Chinese troops or even of Chinese _ 

mobs; and, although the question has not been regarded without con- — ae 

gern as a practical fact, I have never heard any one question the sin- . 

cerity of the authorities in their declaration to protect all foreign resi- | | 

dents, even the French. I have not heard that any French have left © 

| Peking, except the members of the legatiou, and they are in Shanghai. | | 

~ T have troubled you with what the Department may regard as unnec- a 

essary observations; but Iam anxious that you skould appreciate the — | 

importance attached by the legation to the gravity of the problem which | | 

comes again to us from Canton. There will be no difficulty inthe for- > 

eign ministers asking from the yamén a loyal observance by the Canton 

. officials of the decree from the throne, and a rebuke of the imperial com- 

: missioner for his incendiary publication. So long as war threatens there _ - 

will be no want of care on the part of the naval vessels. Beyond this TIT 

do. not see what can be done. A great deal will depend upon the tact, a 

courtesy, and forbearance of foreigners themselves in dealing with the > 

"Chinese, and especially those engaged in missionary work. There may 

be annoyances, insults, disturbances, perhaps causes for anxiety. — , 

The history of Christianity shows that those who follow the cross | 

- must sometimes bear the cross, especially in teaching and preaching the — , 

gospel. We shall do all that is possible for their protection, with the - | 

; hope that nothing more than our good will towards that end will be re- / 

quired. os : a OE | 

) L have, &e., Sd ° a re 

a | ee JOHN RUSSELL YOUNG. a
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ee | [Inclosure 1 in No. 631.] - - | Ce, 

| Mr. Seymour to Mr. Young. —— : - co 
‘No. 95.) . . | | _ DECEMBER 17, 1884. 

Sir: I have the honor to hand you, herewith appended, the remonstrance of the | 
, American, English, and German Protestant Missionaries at Canton against the use 

| made of the memorial of Imperial Commissioner Pang Yii Lin (or Lun) and its mis- . 
chievous nature and misrepresentations. wee , | | , The Ameriean, English, and German consuls at Canton have been requested to 

| . transmit this remonstrance to the American, English, and Germgn legations, respect- 
| ively. . . - ~ : | 

It may not be fully understood at Peking that since the arrival of Imperial Com- — 
missioner Pang in Canton, during the first week of December, 1°83, he has lost noop- . 

| portunity to create hostile feelings among the natives against the foreigners, and. to. | 
incite the populace to acts of persecution against native convertsto Christianity. His 
arrival was the occasion of great demonstrations against foreigners and missionaries 
and their native friends. — eva 
The first half of December, 1883, will be memorable in Canton for the earnestness 

with which the natives attempted to get rid of all foreigners and to harass native — 
- | Christians, | | | / 

In my No. 44, under date of December 8, 1883, I gave you particulars of that event, 
and the lists of correspondence for December, 1883, transmitted with my No. 48, bears 
record of lively work in guarding the interests of foreign residents and missions and 
native converts from hostile mobs in city and country, as it was generally understood | 
by the populace that the imperial commissioner, acting under orders of the Imperial | 
Government, had come to Canton to reverse the policy pursued by the two viceroys, 
Tseng (in August, 1883), and Chang Shu Shing (in September, 1883), as to protection 
of foreigners and foreign interests from native mobs. Again, in August, 1884, and 
the following months Commissioner Péng twice aroused the populace to hostile dem- 

_  onstrations against foreign residents and native Christians by proclamations that were 
a unreasonable. In both of these cases he involved three other high officials by hav- 

. ing their names and seals affixed to those mischievous documents, one of which en- 
| joined upon all Chinese along the coast and as far south as Singapore to kill the 
French by poisoning their food. ae oe poe 

The memorial of Commissioner Pang to the throne a few months ago, in favor of 
, compelling native Christians to be so designated by registration and peculiarity of | 

, apparel and other marks for identification, as to be continual objects of ridicule, de- 
rision, and contempt, manifested his evil purpose. © | | During the past month about tifteen thousand students have been in Canton attending 

. the examinations and exercises for literary honors; and taking advantage of the 
presence of this large body of students, some person or persons caused many thou- * 

' sands of copies of ‘the Pang memorial,” &c., to be sold upon the streets of Canton. _ 
- It was posted in the yamén, and widely circulated, apparently, if not evidently, - 

with the full knowledge and concurrence of the authorities, including the imperial 
commissioner, whose overshadowing influence is felt by all subject to his control, or 

| liable to incur his displeasure, or seeking his favor. a : 
So unfavorably have the imperial commissioner’s efforts to keep alive bad feelings 

among the natives against foreigners and native Christians been felt by these mission- 
aries whose remonstrance now goes to you, that they desire you, in conjunction with 

. the English and German legation, if possible, to lay their grievances. before the 
Tsung-li Yamén, and try to have Commissioner Pang admonished to refrain from 
@ continuance of the evil course he has pursued for a year past in Canton, which ig 

| clearly contrary to the spirit and letter of treaty stipulations, and tends to alienate 
natives and foreigners who might otherwise enjoy peace, security, tranquillity, and 
mutual respect. a | 

Iam, &c., - a . 
- CHARLES SEYMOUR, OO 

. : Oo, United States Consul. 

Se {Inclosure 2 in No. 631.—Translation. ] | . | 

| _ In the matter of distinguishing native converts from non-Christians. | 

Since foreigners have been permitted under the treaties to propagate the Christian. 
' . religion in China, the effect upon the people’s hearts has been bad, for the reason that 

| loafers or men of no occupation, greedy of a little gain, are enticed to become converts. - 
Bad characters and pettifoggers join the Christian churches and thus escape the 

: laws of their country,as the local officers are unable to get at them and investigate 
(their crimes). This has had the effect of stirring up trouble, and hence the many 

e
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cases of burning of chapels and Christian places of worship. It is now impossible to 
| _-prevent natives from joining the Christian societies, but the memorialist requeststhat = = ~> 

while natives are openly permitted to become Christians, yet at the same time a plan 8 | ean be enforced to secretly prohibit them. Itisthat— ~~ | 
(1) Converts are to be registered separately. Pe o : 

| (2) The officials of the chows and hsiens are to give each convert a small tablet. | with the character ‘‘ Chiad Min” written on it, to be nailed over the doors of their 
houses, . | __ (3) All converts are to wear a distinctive dress, and should wear short coats, not 

| long ones. This will move them to shame, and thus break off the means of obtaining ~ 
converts. In the event of there being anv apprehension as to the missionaries object- | ne _ Ing to the above plan, they can be told that since taney exhort and encourage natives. | 7 to join their religion, those who become converts it is right that they should be known. | 
and be different from the masses. wea | cel we 

That for a man to embrace Christianity and not be willing to acknowledge the fact 
_ is the same as saying that he is ashamed of being a convert, and the foreign mission- mo 

aries would not consent to any convert saying that he felt ashamed of the religion he - 
, espoused. Further, if converts are not distinguished from non-Christians, then the 

local officers will have no way of giving protection to them. Therefore to require oe 
that native Christians should be specially registered would be a secret way of ridi- 7 
culing them; to give them tablets to be hung over the doors of their houses would : 
manifestly make known their religious profession, and the wearing of a different . 
dress would clearly show that they were converts. - a : | For instance, for a Chinaman in the presence of missionaries or in the chapels to ne 
admit his conversion, but in the presence of outsiders to disclaim it, would manifestly —__ 
show that he was ashamed of his religious profession. How could the missionaries a have any regard or esteem for such a one professing Christianity? The missionaries | 

| would not be able to reason against such an argument. . oe 
By the adoption of the above plan the converts would not dare to act as they please : _ and insult people, and on the other hand the natives would not dare to lightly and | . without thought become converts (lit.: to make a trial of religion). The officials 

would then be enabled to ascertain the number of converts. . oO 
| Your memorialist, Yu Lin, believes that the above plan will answer in all the prov- Cue - inces, and is of the opinion that it had best be put into execution first in the Yueh | _' provinces; and be begs that instructions be sent to the viceroys and governorsto 

order the officials of the chows and hsiens to have-a large quantity of small tablets pre-. 
pared, and to take action in accordance with the plan submitted. Thus the temper | 
and general feeling of the people toward Christianity will surely lessen and die out, | 

The treaty of Tien-Tsin clearly provides that missionaries are not to interfere with 
Chinese.cases, but there are many-of the magistrates of the chows and hsiens who are | afraid of trouble, and for that reason they quietly give way and settle the cases * which arise according to their own views, and do not exert themselves to the proper. | discharge of their duties. - | — | oO | 

| . _F. D. CHESHIRE. 7 

| a . [Inclosure 8 in No. 631.] ve _ os . 

Address of Committee of Protestant Missionaries in Canton. oe ne 

Whereas a paper posted in the yamén and widely circulated in the streets of Canton purporting to be a memorial to the throne from the Imperial High-Commissioner Pang _ | Yu Lin, contains serious charges against Christian missionaries and churches, it wasre- 
solved at a conference of the Protestant missionaries of Canton that a committee of one | from each nationality represented, English, American, and German, be appointed to place. 

. on record our protest against these charges, and to present the same to our respective - | consuls with the request that they forward it to Peking to be presented to the Tsang-li Yamén. | hope : | ner 
In the name of, and in behalf of the conference, we wish to call attention to the follow- i : ing points: , | | | be 

__ (1) In the aforesaid memorial it is averred that ‘‘since the treaties have permitted - foreigners from the West to spread their doctrines the morals of the people have been ' greatly injured.”’? Again, that ‘‘ the churches have become refuges for men who seek to a escape the demands of the Jaw.”’ Again it is implied that ‘‘missionaries interfere with . the due administration of justice in the courts and prisons.’’ In speaking of Christians , the term Kian min is used, and embraces both Roman Catholic and Protestant Christians. _ | - (2) As Protestant missionaries we wish most emphatically to deny that we have | ' sought or do seek to establish any imperium in tmperio, or claim any right of asylum _ _ in our churches, or seek in any way to secure for the Chinese Christians under our care -
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— any exemption from the penalties justly due for any infringement of the civil law. All 

. that we desire is that Christians should be treated with the same tolerance and favor 

that is extended to the followers of Mohammedanism, Buddhism, Tauism or Confucian- 

ism, and not be vilified and oppressed and. spoken of as aliens and rebels,* but be : 

regarded as loyal Chinese subjects. , 

(3) We do not knowingly retain any men of immoral character in connection with 

our churches. | 7 | . 

(4) If the Chinese authorities wish to make such charges against the Roman Catho- 

~ lies, who claim the protection of France, with which country China is now in a state of | 

war, we claim that in fairness some distinctive name should be used, and that mission- 

| aries from England, America, and Germany should not be included in the charge by the 

- employment of a term understood as applying to Christians in general. | __ . 

We would respectfully state that we feel it due to ourselves, as well as to the churches) 

and the nationalities which we represent, that these matters should be placed inaclear 

_ light before the Chinese Government. | | — 

oe _ | R. H. GRAVES, 
- : | oo F. ILBURG, | : Oe 

| | | | GRAINGER HARGREAVES, | 7 

. Oo Committee. | 

oo | : No. 105. , | | 

Oe Mr. Young to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

No. 632.] LeG@ATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 

a Peking, January 24, 1885. (Received March 16.) 

Sir: In my dispatch No. 631, dated January 21, 1885, I had the honor © 

to send you a communication from Mr. Gonsul Seymour in regard to | 

affairs at Canton. Mr. Seymour forwarded a petition from the mission- — 

aries in Canton, addressed to the British, German, and American lega- 

tions, in regard to a memorial written by high Chinese officials making 

invidious suggestions as to converts to Christianity. The matter was 

| 7 discussed at length with Sir Harry Parkes and Mr. Von Brandt. The _ 

| - papers submitted at our conference by Sir Harry Parkes were more ex- — 

plicit than those sent to the legation by Mr. Seymour. Two of these 

papers I inclose. It seems that Her Britannic Majesty’s consul on the 

21st of November called the attention of,the viceroy to the tenor of the © 

: proclamation. The reply of his excellency, in the opinion of Sir Harry | 

| Parkes, Mr. Von Brandt, and myself, seemed to be as satisfactory as we 

could expect from the Chinese authorities. The viceroy disavows the | 

published memorial as inaccurate, and informs Her Britannic Majesty’s 

| consul that he has suppressed the publication and destroyed the blocks. 

- . After mature deliberation it was thought best not to send the yamén 

| a formal note, but to make the subject one of informal conversation with 

| the ministers when we next had occasion to see them on business. 

While it is not well to allow declarations in violation of treaty, such as 

| are contained in the memorial to which I refer, to pass without notice, — 

; the fact that the governor-general of Canton had, in his letter to Her © 

_ Britannic Majesty’s consul, anticipated any action we could have de-— 
: ‘ : : 2 _ —— 

| . * That this is done by the Chinese authorities we have frequent proof. EF. g., the fol- 

lowing from a proclamation by the provincial judge, dated 21st of seventh month of the 

present year: - . a - a . - 

m ‘‘ As to the ignorant people who are followers of Christianity, they are also our subjects. 

a If they return and repent they will be permitted to purge themselves. | | 

‘*As to how they will be treated, the mandarins will hold the balance (justly).’’ 

- a . SO a [Eight Chinese signatures. ]
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_ manded deprives the incident of the importance attached to it in my 
dispatch No. 631, dated January 21, 1885. J trust that the conclusion =| 
reached by my colleagues and myself will meet with the approval of the | 
Department. oo a : | CS 

a Thave,&, a | _ oe 
Bs JOHN RUSSELL YOUNG. | 

- fe . | ~ [Inclosure 1 in 632.] ee a | | 

| Her Britannic Majesty’s Acting Consul Hance to Governor-General Chang. me 

| ee | - NoveMBer 21,1884. 
7 YOUR EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to inform you that I recently bought a pam . 

phlet (which was being sold in the streets) containing the draft of a memorial written 
by you, the governor-general, the Junior Guardian P’eng and Governor Ni, and that — a 
on opening it I found that it contained a paragraph relating to Christian converts. I do a 
uot know whether this draft is genuine or not, but if in the midst of the people [such a 
work] is printed and sold both within and without the city, ignorant. people seeing it - 
will regard converts to the Christian religion with feelings of hatred. If [the people] _ 

, reflect that [the teaching] originates with foreigners the evil [feelings] will be turned on - 
_ the foreign officials, merchants, and others who reside in the province, and thus disturb- cs, 

_ ances of the peace can easily take place. . | | | 
__. Now that the licentiate examinations are taking place the provincial capital is neces- 

_ | sarily full of people, and I fear that disturbances could be easily caused. I, the acting ae 
_ consul, being desirous that Chinese and foreigners should live in peace together, am of - | 

_ opinion that precautions should be taken, and therefore have the honor to request you, __ | 
the governor-general, to direct your subordinates to’prevent the draft of this memorial a 
being sold in every place; thus preserving peace between Chinese and foreigners. | | 

_ I inclose a copy of the pamphlet for your inspection. a : | oe 
_ ' T have, &c.,. 7 oo , - Co ot . 

) | | | , [Inclosure 2 in 632. ] | a . 

| : : Governor-General Chang to Her Britannic Majesty’ s Acting Consul Hance. 

Be ae "ss DECEMBER 5, 1884, | | 
Sig: [have the honor to acknowledge receipt of dispatch from you, dated the 2ist ae 

ultimo, = © - . | - - - 
_ Ihave to observe that the printing of the memorial was in the 5th moon, whenmy | . 
predecessor, his excellency Chang, was in office, and is not a matter which has occurred _ | 
during my government. In [the pamphlet] the phraseology is incorrect, and there are po 
many places where it does not agree with the original draft. Itisa characteristic of the => 

_ Canton people to love novelty and dislike what is antiquated. When they happen to see % 
_ or hear anything in the market-place, they will arrange and concoct circumstances and a 

_ . compose an article on it, which they print. and sell with a view to making a profit. - 
_ Hitherto, as nothing of importance was touched on, the local authorities took no means | a 

_ of prevention; but the printing of these two pamphlets and their wanton falsification is 
most blameworthy. Orders have been given to the prefect and magistrates to take vig- no 
orous measures for their suppression, and to find and destroy the blocks from which | 
they were printed. Friendly relations have existed formany years between our respect- - - : 
ive countries, and the intercourse of the [two] states.is constant and stable. Thepeople — 
and the converts, however, cannot get on together, and are eternally in quarrel and © 
litigation, whereby disorder is bred. Preaching the gospel was long since allowed by . 

_ treaty, and can by no means be now disallowed. Now, missionaries from western lands 
of course keep strictly to the rules of their doctrine, and do not interferein matters out- 

_ side it; but many unprincipled people in the interior, not believing in the doctrine 
from the bottom of their hearts, become converts in name only, and, relying [on Chris-_ - 
tianity | as on a charm to protect them, create trouble to the detriment of order in the | a 
villages. Thus do they injure the reputation of the chapels and give birth to suspicion =. | 
and dislike between Chinese and foreigners. This class of persons does double harm [i. e.,
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to the chapels and to the people], and should. undoubtedly be sought out and preventive 
regulations made, so as to avoid a further continuous series of troubles, and re-estab- _ 

| lish the former state of tranquillity. . This year the Chinese and foreign ministers have = 
been holding a discussion, with a view to devise a plan of united action, so that internal : 

| affairs may be tranquil and foreign relations friendly. a 

There is not the slightest desire to incite the hatred of the Chinese against converts, 
or to injure. the interests of the officials and merchants of other nations. The exam- 
inations are now over, and the country is quiet, as formerly. You may, therefore, cast 
away all suspicion and doubt. 

I have, &c., : _ Oe | 

, - No. 106. a | | 

“Mr. Young to Mr. Frelinghuysen. 

No. 650.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
Peking, February 14, 1885. (Received April 13.) 

Str: Linclose for your information a correspondence with Mr. Con- 
, sul Wingate at Foo-Chow. : | 7 | 

: It appears that an American firm asks the good offices of the consul 
to introduce giant-powder and other explosives to the attention of the 
Chinese Government. I have said to the consul that any influence he 
can use to advance an American interest would be a performance of | 

’ duty. I, however, thought it my duty to say that, considering the 
friendly relations between France and the United States, the legation 
could not. approve of aconsul using his influence to supply the Chinese _ 
with articles of war to be used. against the French. an oo 

L.trust that this action will meet with your approval. 
Tam, &e., | —_ — 

| JOHN RUSSELL YOUNG. | 

[Inclosure 1 in No. 650.] | 

| No. 115.] | Mr. Wingate to Mr. Young. | 

| | . | | JANUARY 26, 1885. 
Srr: I do not usually enter communications like the No. 327 received in my letter- — 

. - book. Such letters and business circulars are usually treated as unofficial. If I ean 
give any real information to the sender I answer them, but most received are evidently 

| so ill adapted to the demand of this people that I think I am right in concluding that 
e they are merely sent to the consulate because the sender finds the name of the place in 

the consular directory, and not as expecting an acknowledgment. —_ So 
In a case like the one under consideration I should, if a proper opportunity offered, 

c speak to an official regarding a manufacture by citizens of the United States, but I 

7 could not with propriety go further. , - 

Iam, &., | | | So 
. | : J: C. A. WINGATE. 

. . /... [Inclosure 2 in No. 650.] | 7 

: | ‘The Giant Powder Company to Mr. Wingate. — a 

i . Co | SAN FRANCISCO, October 4, 1884. 

| Sir: Owing to the present outlook for war between China and France, we desire to call 
your attention to and solicit your aid and advice with regard to placing beforethe notice 

- of the Chinese Government our explosives. — : oO
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. The Giant Powder Company’s patents were acquired from the original inventor, Mr. | a 
Alfred Noble, both for dynamite powders and his later discovery, the ‘‘explosive gela- = 
tine,’’ the strongest of all known explosives. | | Oo , cae 

. The name “‘ giant powder’’ was used for our dynamite powders as being more simple and ate 
_ - more acceptable than ‘‘ dynamite.’’ | | | a 
"As the Giant Powder Company are to-day the largest manufacturers of high explosives | 

. inthe United States and perhaps the world, having extensive works bothin California ss 
and the East, and being fally prepared to furnish dynamite in any quantities upon the — - 7 

_ shortest notice and at prices which defy competition, we desire to enter every field: _ 
where dynamite is or may be used. | : _ oo 
We address you as being in the position to forward our interests, and trust you may be — 

able to place with that Government a quantity of our explosives. we | | 
_ We send you herewith circulars descriptive of the new ‘‘ explosive gelatine,” and will 

_ say that this powder deserves attention, particularly for torpedoes and similar purposes, | 
oS Weare, &c., Pig TUE ts oe forges | | 

| | - BENDMAN, NIELSON & CO., Ho 
7 ea — General Agents. Ds 

a ! | [Inclosure 3 in No. 650.) | | : Cone 

No. 100.) oo, Mr. Young to Mr. Wingate. : we | 
oe Mo oe : ‘FEBRUARY 14, 1885. oe 

Sir: As a further reference to your dispatch, No. 115, I have the honor to note your | 
comments in regard to the letter you inclose from a San Francisco firm, offering to 
sell the Chinese explosive materials. Your action seems to have been judicious. The - : 

: proper custom in all such cases, the one which the legation follows, is to send the ap- 
_ plication to some mercantile firm and allow the business to take its course. Ifitshould — | 

be in the power of a consul to advance an American interest by speaking to the Chinese 
authorities in commendation of the interest or in explanation of its merits, or giving an - 
assurance of its integrity, there is no reason why this should not be done, taking due . 

_ care to show that your action is official, not personal. At the present time, however, I | ° 
_Sshould-refrain from commending to the Chinese any manufacture, like powder or fire- | 

_ arms or any other agency which could be used for a warlike purpose against France. 
Our relations with France are friendly, and I wish nothing done by any consular officer, Oe 

". even in an informal manner, that might be regarded as a violation of the strictest neu- _ | 
trality. . 7 | oe ee | 

/ Iam, &c., | BO 7 ee ge ee 
, ; _ - _  . JOHN RUSSELL YOUNG. ao 

LAs nO No. 107. poe a 

oe a | Mr. Young to Mr. Frelinghuysen. So a ne 

No. 658.) _- LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
- a - Peking, February 23,1885. (Received April 27.) oo 

_ Sir: A question has arisen in Canton as to the right of asonof an | 
. American citizen born in China of a Chinese mother to claim American a 
citizenship. I have instructed the consul that under section 1993 of | a 

_ the Revised Statutes he must recognize this right, unless it can be | 
shown that the claimant has sought naturalization from another power. | 

_ _ These questions are awkward, as in most cases the claims are made 
by people whom it is not desirable to have under our protection 3; atthe 
same time the law seems clear and I do not see how it can be avoided. = = | 

| Tam, &., CEE eg aR ES Se Sg a 
: ee sO JOHN RUSSELL YOUNG. | |
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[Inclosure 1 in No. 658.] . ae 

me a Mr. Seymour to Mr. Young. — : a a, 

No. 101.) © - CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES, os 
. . Canton, January 24, 1885. . 

Srp: I have the honor to present a case, involving the question of citizenship, in re- | 

| spect to which it is desirable to have clear and definite instructions. —— 

An American citizen, native of the United States of America, named Frederick Pear- — 

son, lived many years in China, and did business at and around Shanghai, where he _ 

| died 14th June, 1868, leaving children by a Chinese woman, to whom he was married 

by Rev. Father Desagque, as per the records of the Roman Catholic Church. ; 

“A gon of Frederick Pearson, born at Shanghai, August 26, 1854, named John Frederick 

Pearson, was baptized by the same priest and now livesin Canton. The question as to 

_ whether this son was or was not born in wedlock is not satisfactorily settled, but if the 

decision as to American citizenship hinges upon that point, care will be observed in 

arriving at the facts as to whether the marriage of the parents occurred previous or sub- 

sequent to the birth of the son; whose appearance favors the impression that his age is 

—— correctly stated at about thirty years. This young man, who wears the garb, cue, and 

outfit of a native of China, with the name of ‘‘ Whey Ting,’’ seems thoroughly deter- | 
mined to maintain all the peculiarities and characteristics of a Chinese subject; but at 

7 the same time (evidently to have recourse to consular aid and influence in pushing his _ 

- schemes when resisted by Chinamen),.seems desirous of having registration at American _ 

~ gonsulates where he may require assistance. | : —_ 

: - This man ‘‘Whey Ting’’ asked for registration at this consulate, as the son of an 

American citizen, during the past week, for the declared and obvious purpose of assist- 

ing him to evict occupants of a building and premises to which he claims title, and to 

obtain possession of the property, for which the occupants refuse to pay rent. The 

. value of the property is stated at about $1,300 and cost $800. The rent agreed upon — 

. many years ago was 10 taels, equivalent to about $15 per. month—50 taels paid inad- > 

‘vance. | a 

| From examination of his title-papers there is no evidence of his ownership, as thedeed. 

: runs in favor of one ‘‘ Chang Ho See,’’ whom ‘‘ Whey Ting’’ claims as his wife’s aunt, 
she having supplied a portion of the purchase-money; and he being her heir, as he al- _ 

’ leges, without substantiating his statements. Consequently I declined to take up his 

| case as the claim of an American citizen, in the absence of any evidence that he was 
_. bornin wedlock, or that he is the owner of the property to which through the aid of this 

consulate he desires to obtain possession. _ . 

| Furthermore, while invoking consular assistance of this nature, he objected to a full | 

and frank statement of his parentage to the Chinese authorities, evidently to avoid in- 

: curing the risk of subjecting himself to the restraints or restrictions to which foreigners 

or citizens of the United States are subject in China. 

a - In order to more fully understand the peculiarities of this case, it should be known — 

that the father, Frederick Pearson, who was well known in business circles in China, 

. gent this son, John Frederick Pearson, alias ‘‘Whey Ting,’’ when young to the United 

States of America for an English education, and, beside four years of schooling and res- 

- idence in Massachusetts, the son was two years in England previous to A. D. 1878, the 

oe year in which he claims to have acquired an interest in the property mentioned. He . 

| speaks and writes the English language as accurately as any educated Englishman or | 

, American. - Both in respect to pronunciation and grammar, as well as to orthography . 

- in the use of the English language, his precision is faultless. 
By further reference to his written statement it appears the name of his relative who 

supplied $300 of the purchase-money for the property in 1878 is ‘*Seng Woo Ting,”’ 

| which does not agree with the name given in the deed; but ‘‘ Whey Ting’”’ (alias Pear- 

son) claims he paid $500 of the $800 purchase-money; and that no rent has been paid 

| since the first payment of 50 taels already mentioned. So there is nothing clear about 

-. the title to the property being vested in the claimant, respecting whom the American 

ae firm of Messrs. Russell & Co. have from their knowledge of him advised caution. Apart 

from the property title deeds, the question of registration as an American citizen should 

| be settled. And this brings us to the consideration of section 1993 of the Revised Stat- 

| utes of the United States and its application, to ‘‘ Whey Ting’’ (alias Pearson), who may, 

: perhaps, like other Chinamen, have a variety of names. This section declares— _ a 

| ‘* All children heretofore born or hereafter born out of the United States, whose fath- 

. ers were or may be at the time of their birth citizens thereof, are declared to be citizens 

of the United States.’’ ’ OS | 
Under this section ‘‘Whey Ting” (alias Pearson) claims registration and the aid of 

the United States consulate as to his property. I respectfully submit that the language
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of that section (1993) is too full or loose to admit of proper restrictions, such as may be | 
| necessary in cases similar to the one under. consideration, and especially in regard to : 

children of American fathers born out of wedlock, or previous to the marriage of the | 
parents; and also in regard to children who practically ignore all obligations that rest | 
upon native or naturalized citizens of the’United States and become thoroughly identi- 
fied with the life, halgts, customs, laws, and requirements and privileges of the sub- | 
jects of China and other countries of Asia with entire abandonment of every character- | 

| tic of an American citizen. SO | | | | 
In my investigation of facts touching the case of ‘‘Whey Ting’’ (alias Pearson), it ap- an 

_ peared that during a portion of his absence from China, since 1878, until his recent re- | 
_ turn here, he has resided at Bangkok, Siam, at which place, on December 19, 1879, | 

| David B. Sickels, United States consul, gave him provisional protection; and that in dis- | 
_ patch No. 135, dated January 3, 1880, Consul Sickels reported his action in the case to 

" the Department of State; and that in dispatch No. 66, under date of March 24,1880, : 
_ Hon. Charles Pasoen, then Third Assistant Secretary of State, approved of Consul ae 

| Sickels’s action; the precise particulars of which are not disclosed, except verbally, , 
_ through ‘‘ Whey Ting”’ (alias Pearson). : oo . ea 

| Respectfully submitting the entire question of citizenship of ‘‘Whey Ting (alias John | 
Frederick Pearson) to your consideration by the light of all the facts within my reach, ° 
and hoping it may lead to a clear understanding of the rights of all persons similarly oe 

- concerned, : Dee oe ) : 
Tam, &e., _ ee oo | Co 

oe : ae | i : CHARLES SEYMOUR, | | 
| a | ae | | United States Consul. wo 

os [Inclosure 2 in No. 658.] | . 

: | | | ~ Mr. Young to Mr. Seymour. _ 

Fe | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, Oo 
- . | | : , 8 February 23, 1885. 

Sir: As a further reference to your dispatch No. 101, dated January 24, 1885, Ihave 
the honor to say that the question you there present has received careful consideration. 

: The statute you quote is clear as to the intent of the law, namely: That the children of 7 
American citizens born abroad share the nationality of their father, unless they accept 
naturalization from another power.’ The right. is inherent, and so long as the holder oo 
maintains it we cannot take it from him. To do so would be virtual outlawry. The _ 

- case as you present it, in my opinion, rests largely upon evidence; and that of course you 
are in a position to obtain. If it should appear (1) that Pearson’s father was an Ameri- _ - 
- can, who had not renounced his nationality; (2):that Pearson himself had not accepted == 
naturalization from another power, I.do not see how we can deprive him of his citizen- a 
ship. a mo a 7 Oo | 

_ A question of the same kind has arisen at.Amoy. The consul at Amoy reported to the . 
legation that a resident at that port was the son of a negro who had been born in Maine. | Co 
The resident had never been in the United States, but was a native of Singapore, if I. 
_ remember. He had been registered in 1861, had been tried for an infraction of our laws : 
by an American consul and American assessors, found guilty, and imprisoned forayear. .  _ 

_ The consul at Amoy held, however, that as the Dred Scott decision before the war had 8 
deprived negroes of their rights as citizens, and as the person in question had not been — oe 
in the United States since the war, had, in fact, never been there, he rested under the | : 
ban of that decree. I found it impossible to accept this view of the law, and the - 

_ same difficulty was shared by the Department, which approved myaction. In thatcase, - 
as in yours, the question is a matter of evidence. The consul at Amoy may be able to _ 
ascertain that the claim of American parentage is unfounded, and that whenhetold the | 

_ legation that the father was born in Maine he was not correctly informed. I think he _ oan 
| is giving a good deal of time to the inquiry, but with what result remains to be seen. oe 

If the consul at Amoy had given his attention to the evidence instead of confirming  _. 
_ the Dred Scott decision his case might now have been determined. My advice in Pear- 
son’s case would be to look well into the evidence. Iam not anxious to have every ad- | 
venturer who wishes to use the consulate for purposes of gain or revenge a citizen of the , 
United States. I should, when any such claim is advanced, take the utmost painsto _ _ 
ascertain the facts. I should throw upon the applicant the burden of satisfying every 
doubt that might arise in your mind as to the validity of hisclaim. Alldoubtremoved, ~ — 
the law leaves you no option. © ee Co | , , a 

_ In the case at Amoy the consul held, and holds, that the bad character of the claimant — |
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. made it undesirable that he should be a citizen. ~ I should assent to that as a moral pre- 

. cept, but, unfortunately, character is not an issue. | oo : : Sle 

As to the question you suggest, namely, how far the fact of a child being born out of 

- wedlock may affect his nationality, I speak somewhat with reserve. But my opinion is 

that the misfortune of an illegitimate birth cannot deprive a mag of his nationality. . It 
-may interfere with rights of property and inheritance, but citizesship remains with him. | 

| He is a part of society. The laws are made for the protection of society. He must sub- 

: mit to them, and submission involves protection. — 
As I have said, the question in Pearson’s case is one.of evidence. The law is clear. 

If after due examination you find the facts to be as you present them, in my judgment 

I do not see how, under section 1993 of the Revised Statutes, you can refuse to regard 

Pearson as an American citizen. oe oO a 
Iam, &c., | | : a | 

- oe JOHN RUSSELL YOUNG. 

| | | | No. 108. | | | 

— Mr. Bayard to Mr. Young. Se i 

oo No. 407.] | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| Washington, March 11, 1885. 

 §rr: A telegram concerning the service of citizens of the United 

| States as pilots on French vessels of war in Chinese waters was re- 
| ceived from you on the 9th instant in the following words: 

Chinese object American pilots French men-of-war. Shall I forbid such service? 
— YOUNG. 

To this the following reply was sent March 10: , | 

Although well disposed, we cannot forbid our citizens serving under private con- — 
tract at their own risk. Not prohibited by statutes or cognizable by consuls. — 

| The obligation of a neutral Government to prevent its citizens from 

: joining in hostile movements against’ a foreign state is limited by the | 

extent to which such citizens are under its jurisdiction and by the mu-_ 

- nicipal laws applicable to their. actions. Hence, a citizen outside of | 

a such jurisdiction may not be controlled in his free acts, but what he 

does is at-his own risk and peril. If he offer his services to a combatant, 

| that is a matter of private contract which it may be equally improper 

_ for his own Government to forbid or. protect, and such service in legiti- 

mate war is not contrary to international law. . 

-° _In China, however, foreign powers have an extraterritorial jurisdic- 

, tion, conferred by treaty. This jurisdiction is in no wise arbitrary, but — 

| is limited by laws, and is not preventive, bnt punitory. If a citizen of 

the United States in China commit an offense against the peace of China, | 

it is triable in the consular courts. Section 4102 of the Kevised Stat- 

utes provides that “insurrection or rebellion against the Government 

of either of those countries [i. ¢., the countries named in section 4083, 

whereof China is one] with intent to subvert the same, and murder, 
shall be capital offenses, punishable with death,” &c., the consular court 

and the minister to concur in awarding the penalty. But the simple 

act of entering into a private contract to serve either combatant in open 

| warfare would not appear to be triable under this section; and even if 

| it were, this Government would have no rightful power to forbid such 

° service. - | 
It is, of course, understood that this reasoning does not apply to 

7 persons in the employ of the Government of the United States. For — 

| such persons, while so employed, to perform hostile service for either
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party would be a breach alike of discipline and neutral good faith, | 

| which the rules of the service would be competent to prevent. . — ne 

---*Tn the interest of good will between nations, it is desirable that citi- 

gens ot the United States should not take part with either belligerent, | 

or, if they do so, that it shouldbe distinctly known that they thereby — | 

| act beyond all effective responsibility of their own Government. Your 

discretion will doubtless show you how far it may be opportune to go - 

in the direction of dissuading any citizen of the United States from — . 

taking sides in the present contest, but whatever you may do should 

be marked with the most obvious impartiality. — oe | 

- Jam, &.,- | a co So i 

a | a | DER BAYARD. 

. | 7: | ~No.109% Se eo 

an a : Mr. Young to Mr. Bayard. — Oe 

No. 673.) _ - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 

/ | . Peking, March 13, 1885. (Received April 27.) 

| - Se: I have the honor to inclose a copy of a notification issued by Me 

 Patendtre, the French minister, to the effect that the Government of ; 

- France will, from the 26th of February, regard the transport of rice as | 

an act contraband of war, - | 

T have, &c., | oe 7 oS 

. —— a — JOHN RUSSELL YOUNG. 

— : ; . oe oe [Inclosure in No. 673.—Translation.] . - 

SO Letter of Mr. Patenétre to the foreign representatives at Shanghai. oO 

RICE TO BE CONSIDERED CONTRABAND OF WAR. - 

-.-' The Government of the Republic informs me that all the powers have been officially 

informed that from the 26th of this month rice will be considered and treated as contra~- = 

band of war. Cargoes of rice will be liable to seizure on the same ground as arms and oe 

- ammunition. 
es 7 a . 

: Admiral Courbet has consequently been’ requested to adopt measures for exercising 

the right of search on vessels leaving Shanghai. It remains understood that with the . 

exception of the above-mentioned article all merchandise can be freely carried. a 7 

—... Persisting in its desire to spare as far as possible neutral commerce, the Government 

: f the Republic authorizes me to add that it renews, as far as Shanghai and Woosung . 

| - are concerned, the assurances already given by M. Lemaire in the letter which he ad- Oo 

| dressed the 26th August of last year to the doyen of the consular body. No attack will | 

therefore be made against these two ports as long as the statu quo is not altered on the | 

part of China. ee , | a 

This declaration will have, I hope, the effect of dissipating any alarm which the pos- 

sible presence of French vessels in the neighborhood of the Yantze might occasion to the 

population of Shanghai. The ships cruising in those parts will have no other mission — 

; than to oppose the carrying of contraband of war. Co Co | 

Pray accept, &c., oe | ee ens wee 

BS cree ay PATENOTRE.. 

 SeraNGHAL, February 23,1885. a ee oe 

| 11 FOR a | | ns eee 

| | | | oe - a
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| —— No.1l0, 0 See 
- Mr. Bayard to Mr. Young. 

No. 418.) _ DEPARTMENT oF STATE, oo 
: | Washington, March 20, 1885. 

| Siz: Il have received your Nos. 631 and 632, of January 20 and 24 
last, in regard to the protection of foreigners in Canton and the memo- : 
rial of the high commissioner there respecting Christians. | | | 

Your dispatches have been read with attentive care, and the conclu-. 
sions reached in your No. 632 merit the Department’s approval. The 

| incident seems to have passed beyond the need of any formal represen- 
tation to the yamén. | 7 

| lam, &e., — | oe | 
: | ; | T. F. BAYARD. 

| | No. 111. a | | 

—_ Mr. Young to Mr. Bayard. | 

No. 687.} LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — | 
| a Peking, March 24, 18385. (Received May 13.) 

Oo Sig: I have the honor to forward herewith for your information a . 
' copy and translation of a notification issued by the consul-general of 
France at Shanghai enumerating the articles held by the French as 

| contraband of war. . — : SO Ee 
| I have, &e., | - et | 

os , JOHN RUSSELL YOUNG. . 

ae - [Inclosure in No. 687.—Translation. | | 

Notification. : SO 

In reply to questions recently put to the consul-general of France by several resi- 
' dents of Shanghai, the undersigned has the honor to remind the public that— 

_ Besides rice, which has already been the object of a special declaration, the following. | 
articles are considered contraband of war: | | 

Cannon and fire-arms, side-arms, projectiles, lead, powder, and other explosive sub-. 
: stances, saltpeter, sulphur, articles for military equipment, camping and harness, all 

instruments and articles whatever manufactured for warlike purposes. _ | | 
: This list may be extended hereafter, if circumstances require it, the prize court re- 

maining judge. 
The consul in charge of the consulate-general : . So ~ 

. : V. COLLIN DE PLANCY. 
SHANGHAI, March 15, 1885. 

| No. 112. Oo oo | 

| _ Mr. Young to Mr. Bayard. | , | 

No. 693.) _ _._ LEGATION OF THE UNrrep Srares, 
Peking, March 29, 1885. (Received May 13.) 

| Sir: I have the honor to transmit for the information of the Depart- | 
_ ment a correspondence between the legation and the Rev. Dr. Blodget, 

. the chairman of the China Branch of the Evangelical Alliance. oe 

7 * | . JOHN RUSSELL YOONG.
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é | ; Oo  {Inelosure Lin No. 693.) 7 . ; 

3 | 7 Mr. Blodget to Mr. Young, | Oo , 

'PHR ANTI-CHRISTIAN RIOTS IN THE PROVINCE OF CANTON IN SEPTEMBER, 1884. © 

| OO PEKING, March 14,1885. 

' DEAR SIk:. The propagation of a new religion in any nation must of necessity be at-  — Be 
-- tended by some difficulties and.misunderstanding between the adherents of the old re- 

ligion and those of the new. It was so with Buddhism, which entered China froma 
foreign country in the Hem dynasty, and was frequently and severely persecuted till 

: in the Sung dynasty China accepted the principle of religious toleration and ceased to | 
* persecute the Buddhists. . | a . ee os | | 

: Tn the year 1858, during the reign of the Emperor Wen Tsung, of the present: dynasty, 
treaties were made with the western nations. | s = oe Ce , 

_ The high ministers appointed to negotiate the treaties withthe representatives of for- _ 
eign powers were desirous of preventing divisions, disturbances of. the peace, and grie- Pe 

- vances in connection with the spread of Christianity, and it was mutually agreed that oo 
articles providing for the protection of native Christians in the practice of their religion | 

_ ghould be inserted in the treaties. we Shoe Sa ee al ee 
In the treaty with Great Britain the eighth article says: The Christian religion as 

| professed by the Protestants or* Roman Catholics inculcated the practice of virtue and ~_ | 
teaches man todo as he would be done by.. Persons teaching it or professing it, therefore, 
shall alike be entitled to the-proteection of the Chinese authorities; nor shall any such,’ ro 

| peaceably pursuing their calling, and not offending against the laws, be’ persecuted or in-. . : 
| -terfered with, ©. -— es rs — a oo 

: The treaty with Russia says, the Chinese Government having recognized the fact that __ i 
the Christian doctrine promoted the establishment of order and peace among men, 

_.. promises not to persecute its Christian subjects. for the exercise of the duties of their . 
religion; they shall enjoy the protection of all those who profess other creeds tolerated | 
in the Empire. The Chinese Government, considering the Christian missionaries as worthy 
men who do not seek wordly gain, will permit them to propagate Christianity amongst. oe 
its subjects, and will not hinder them from moving about in the interior of the Empire. os 

In the treaties made with the United States, France, Germany, Denmark, Holland,. , 
Spain, Belgium, and Italy, there isin each case an article for the toleration of the Chris- oe 
tian faith, © . eee wee 

- ‘Then in the year 1860. an imperial edict was issued enjoining on the local magis- a 
‘trates ‘Sin every case affecting Christians (the reference here is to Romau Catholics) to. 
investigate thoroughly and decide justly. So long as the Christians obeyed the laws of | 

| China they were to be regarded as China’s children, and to be treated in the same way 
as if they were not Christians.”’) a , Bt oe | 

_ Subsequently it was found that this edict, though repeatedly communicated to the 
- governors and viceroys of the Empire, did not prevent. disharmony from arising in sev- 7 | 
eral of the provinces. The cause of this was found by inquiry to be that the Christians ~~. 

- were unwilling to contribute money for the building and repairs of temples, for the ex- _ oe 
penses of idol processions, plays, incense burning, and the like. Prince Kung, chief | 
minister for foreign affairs, at that time acting with his full powers, early in 1862 issued — eS 
an explanatory note and order on this matter. oe , . aha se, | 

The Emperor, this order said, looks with equal grace on those who are Christians and 
those who are not Christians, and loves all as his children. ‘The Christian religion | 

- teaches the practice of virtue, and in its great principles agrees with Confucianism, : 
Buddhism, and Tauism. It was, therefore, allowed to be propagated in the reign of , 
Kang-hi. The note further says that Christians, while they are. to pay taxes and rates .- 

' of a public nature, as if they. were not Christians, are not to be compelled to pay ashare ~ . 
toward the expenses of building and repairs of temples of idol processions, plays,and the. 
like... In cases where taxes and rates of a public nature are united with charges of the . . | 
other kinds mentioned, the local magistrate is ordered to make a just division of the two — | 
kinds, civil and religious, and not allow them to remain confused to the disadvantage of 

| the Christians. Oe Es co _ . | , 
_ For instance, if four-tenths be for public objects and six-tenths for maintaining tem- : 

~ ples and the like, the magistrate must distinctly point out that the Christians:are only — 7 
liable for the four-tenths, and are not to be compelled to pay the remaining six-tenths. = = 

If the Christians are, on account of not. contributing to expenses for repairing tem- 
7 ples, processions, &c., beaten, insulted, robbed, or have their crops destroyed by any of 9. 

_ *In the Chinese text itreads ‘‘'and Roman Catholics.’? The wordis‘‘Ki.”? ‘‘And”’ is | 
better than ‘‘or,’’ but we do not alter the English text. rr re oo | |
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_ the people who are not Christians, it is made the duty of the magistrates to inquire into © 
. the matter, punish the guilty parties according to -law, and oblige them to make full / 

restitution for losses sustained. — Cs a - 
a _ Further, if missionaries present petitions to the magistrates for the redress of wrongs, 

‘it is the duty of the magistrates to give fair consideration to the subjects presented to | 
- them, and to decide justly. Sn , 

In the year 1881, at the instance of the Hon. J. B. Angell, then minister for the , 
United States, all the privileges secured to Roman Catholic converts by this document 

. were then, by a similar order issued by the Yamén for foreign affairs, also secured to 
, | Protestant converts. This order was addressed to the high officers in all the provinces 

in the 5th month of the 7th year of Kang-hi. By it the law was made the same for 
Roman Catholics and Protestants throughout the Empire. Ce 

Imperial edicts which have subsequently appeared affecting the relations of thenative °_. 
Christians to the general population have maintained the same just principles, and 

- Imany excellent proclamations have been issued by viceroys, governors, and other offi- 
cers in accordance with the spirit of the imperial edicts. Seditious persons have been | 

| strictly prohibited from destroying the teaching halls of the Christians; and as regards 
- the Christian teachers and their converts it has been plainly stated, as for instance by 

the present viceroy of Canton in his proclamation of the 23rd day of the 7th month of - 
last year, that the conditions of the treaties must be adhered to, the same protection 

| _ extended to all, and all molestation and violence forbidden. 
Unhappily the former tranquillity was changed last summer into anxiety and disturb- 

ance on account of the deplorable events which occurred at Foochow and Formosa. The — 
- people in many parts of Canton province rose against the native Christians and destroyed 

or robbed a largé number of chapels.* Eighteen of these were Protestant, and among 
' . them ten were American, seven English, and one German. How many Roman Catho- 

lic chapels were attacked we have not yet heard. If we knew we would mention here — 
the number of these also. Our desire is to see equal justice done to all the. persecuted 

_ Christians whether attached to the French missions or to the American, English,or Ger- 
man missions. Not only were the chapels attacked, but the private dwellings and _- 
shops of the Christians were mobbed and their contents destroyed or stolen. In many | 
places the local magistrates did nothing to check these things. No arrests of rioters 
“were made. No stolen property was destroyed. a | 

- In some places, however, in consequence of the importunity of the Christians for help, . 
~  Impotant proclamations were posted. At Shin-hing, after one chapel had been de- 

- gtroyed, the district magistrate sent a guard to protect another, and put out a good proc- 
- lamation. At Paklo the district magistrate behaved honorably. . After the riot he ar-_ 

rested and punished some of the leading rioters, restored some of the stolen property, 
| and offered some indemnity for the chapel destroyed. At Fatshan the authorities af- 

forded Dr. Benyon protection, but said they dared not arrest therioters: They have since 
- promised to rebuild one of the chapels demolished. On the other hand, the Tsing-lun 

: _ mnagistrate put out a proclamation stating that the American chapel belonged to the © 
- French, and sat by in his chair while the rioting was going on, making no effort to check | 

it as long as the houses of the non-Christian inhabitants were not interfered with. The 
only help he afforded the Christians was to send some of them. away in.a boat after their 
houses had been destroyed, their property stolen, and they themselves, even old men 

a and women, beaten and stripped of their clothes. In the city of Canton itself the mag- 
istrates protected the cathedral and chapels by special proclamations. A guard of sol- 

| diers occupied the grounds of the Roman Catholic cathedral. When a mob of about a 
thousand persons collected to destroy it, the officers very promptly suppressed the out- 
break, and order was restored. . . 7 - 

. The immediate cause of the simultaneous attack on so many chapels and communi- 
ties of defenseless Christians in various parts of the Canton province was the issue by ) 

. the high authorities in Canton of the proclamation of August 30, offering rewards for 
| the heads of French officers, soldiers, and sailors. The rewards ranged from $5,0U0 to 

a ~ $20. At the close of this document there was an injunction not to touch the persons of 
any other foreigners or the property of foreigners at peace with China. The turbulent | 

oo populace only saw the first part of this proclamation. They at least paid no attention _ 
to the end of it. Wild excitement prevailed in and out of the city. On Monday, as 
-goon as the proclamation was posted at Fatshan, mobs gathered and pulled nearly to 
the ground the Wesleyan chapel. They then attacked the London mission chapel, and 

, left. nothing but the walls standing. Soon after the news came to Canton that the 
| Presbyterian chapel at Sheklung had ‘been destroyed, and the houses of the native 

--—s Ghristians looted. Besides this twenty-three houses of Roman Catholic natives were 
burned down. At Chingyneu, on the North River, the district magistrate impressed a 

| - ‘boat and sent in it,to Canton fourteen refugees of the American Baptist mission, not 
being able to protect them from the fury of the mob. Thenative pastor was threatened 

| | -*Chinese Recorder, December, 1884. a
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- with death, the roof of his house torn down, and all his effects stolen. Other native 

Christians lost everything, and the mob tore off the upper garments of the women, and. 

pulled out their ear-rings. Similar scenes were witnessed in many other places, the a 

fruit of the proclamation of August 30. poe | - , 

In the Peking Gazette there soon appeared an edict disapproving of this proclamation, ee 

and others were issued which had the effect of checking the persecution and restraining. a, 

the rage of the people somewhat from the deplorable work of destruction. But the prov- 

erb says, ‘‘ When once a word has been uttered four swift horses can not overtake it.’” 

In the first few days of September the acts of piunder, burning, wanton ruin, and personal 

cruelty committed in the province of Canton on chapels and native Christians were too 

many to be counted. a 

| ‘We desire to draw attention to disobedience to imperial edicts and disregard to their a 

-_ eountry’s laws shown by those who committed these crimes. The native Christians who ! 

were molested and robbed, and who were deprived of their homes, were living peaceably, . 

paying their taxes regularly, and acting as loyal subjects of the Emperor when thus at- 

tacked. They had done nothing to deserve this treatment. Criminality and desert: of | 

punishment were entirely on-the side of those who maltreated them. The Emperor, to. | 

---yse the words of one of the decrees, ‘‘regards them with the same benevolence as he does | 

his other subjects,’’ and if the facts are made known to him he will not suffer these, his = =| 

| - loyal subjects, to be injured with impunity. In an edict published last year in the Pe- we 

| king Gazette, after affairs with France had assumed a critical shape, the Emperor gener- 

ously permitted the French missionaries and merchants to remain in China under the | 

imperial protection so long as they acted in a lawful manner. : Oe 

- ° 'This.clemency and liberality are in strong contrast to the spirit of those persons who - 

would stir up an ignorant populace to burn and plunder the houses of Christians and | 

| destroy the teaching halls of the foreign missionaries. The viceroy of Canton, with | 

great reason, pointed out in a proclamation that the patriotism of the people would .be So 

better shown in boldly fighting the French, should they come with an armed force, than 

in destroying churches and ill-treating defenseless.converts. - . a Co 

: Pecuniary compensation for the destroyed chapels would be in accordance with the. | 

order of 1862. The same may be-said of compensation for the losses of the Christians.. 

: If also the liberal tone of the other’ documents that have emanated from the Chinese | 

Government be considered, it is likely that the ministers would listen favorably to the: = 

suggestion that full restitution should be directed to be made in accordance with that 

_ order. May we not also ask that wherever there are foreigners residing or native Chris-. 

. tians meeting’ for worship the local magistrates should be men who have mastered the 

=: contents of the edicts, tre ties, and other documents which tell them how.to act in case | 

- . difficulties should occur? a oO _ ee oo : 

-. Every instance of byrning, assault, robbery, and destruction of crops and other - 

property ought to be officially inquired into, and a fair decision respecting them made, 

| The effect of this would be hbenetieial in the future in the better preservation of har- a 

mony and public order wherever the riots have occurred. We are aware ‘that great Ee 

‘difficulties may attend the attempt to obtain a satisfactory settlement in most cases _ os 

| where wrong had been done to the Christians. These difficulties are of two kinds. 
_ The severity of the criminal code makes it not easy to obtain conviction, and prob- | : 

- ably it is this that often leads the magistrate to try to settle the question by arbi- - 

. tration. The sympathy of the people is too often given to the wrongdoers, and not > | 

-.- geldum magistrates who have charge of a case decide it unfairly in favor of the ag- ' 

_ gressors rather than of the injured. | Lo | | 
In regard to the first of these, it may be observed that the foreign office order of 

- 1862 requires punishments to be inflicted according to the ordinary criminal. code. . , 

That code states that when evil-disposed persons assemble, burn down houses, shops, - a 

| granaries, or public offices, and steal what they contain, they are to be beheaded as.’ | 

robbers without distinction between principal and accessories. When defamatory 

7 placards of an anonymous nature are posted up with the intention to destroy the 

good repntation of any one, the punishment of the principal is strangling, and of the | oo, 

| accessories banishment to a distance of 3,000 li. oe oo a. . 

. There is no good reason why the Chinese criminal law should not be improved. 

The Han dynasty code was milder than that of the Chin dynasty which preceded it. 

_ The Ming code was more severe than that which now prevails. It was, for instance, oo 

not uncommon formerly for the members of a clan to which some great criminal be- : 

longed, as far as to three remeves, to be all put to death as a part of his punishment. a, 

- Such things are not done now. Hence it may be hoped that, as there is needofsome. 

more legislation in regard to anti-Christian riots that may in future take place, the | 

: Government may not be unwilling to soften the code. Anonymous placards and 

| books slandering the Christians and the missionaries would be much better punished, 

| by pecuniary. mulcts and deprivation of rank than by strangling. In all anti-Chris- , 

tian riots, sach as took plac» in September of last year in many places, comingimme>
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_ diately after the distressing. events in the Min River and in Formosa, the wave of 
- _ popular excitement has to be considered and allowance made for it. The provocation _ 

given excited a thirst for vengeance, and, if we proceed to take into the account the 
crass ignorance of many of the people, we think the full penalty of the law need not 

. be exacted. A sufficient pecuniary mulct would perhaps meet all the cases. But ; 
there ought to be a new trial wherever the judgment had been notoriously unfair. 
Justice should be done in the conviction of all conspicuous offenders. In-every in- | 
stance where the magistrate, treating the matter as a quarrel between two parties of 

_ opponents which has gone beyond bounds, takes the position of official arbitrator and : 
' names asum of money to be paid by the assailants, the amount should be in propor- 

tion to the losses inflicted. 7 a eS - | : | 
In a recent instance the loss of the Christians is stated to have been about $2,000. 

The. magistrate acting as arbitrator offered them $10, and then $15.% Such a mockery _ 
of justice could only happen when the magistrate sympathized so entirely with the 

. aggressors that he was disqualified from acting fairly. If a magistrate cannot be — 
impartial in cases of this sort, he ought not to be a judge at all. There ought to be. 
anew trial by a fair-minded officer, who could act in the spirit of the Emperor’s edicts, 
and in accordance with the mode of procedure laid down in the yamén orders. 

Another point deserved, as it appeared to us, careful consideration. Inmanyofthe _ 
, riots the magistrate was paralyzed by fear and stood by as a helpless looker on, ren- 

_ dering no aid to the victims of blind fanaticism and greedy lust of plunder. The | 
magistrate is in such cases without support from public sentiment, and does not ‘dare 
to oppose the people. In English law all respectable persons may be appealed to by | 
a justice of the peace or other officer to assist-in quelling any popular tumult. To — 
refuse to do this is a punishable act. In China a local magistrate may call on the 
gentry to assist him.in case of difficulty. A riot, as such, is not mentioned in the Chi- — 
nese criminal code, nor in the yamén order for 1862, for the better settlement of cases 

| arising out of the persecutions of Christians by their neighbors. But these persecu- 
tions having assumed the character of riots of an uncontrollable and sudden nature, 
_Inagistrates ought to be in the possession of all available aids to suppress them 
promptly. For the respectable inhabitants to refuse to help when appealed to, in the 
absence of a military force, ought to be made, we venture to suggest, a crime punish- 
able by fines. In the directions given by authority for the guidance of local magis- | 

. trates, it seems to us that it ought to be made the duty of the officiating magistrate | 
to appeal to the local gentry for aid, for without this it is probably impossible in . 

| many neighborhoods in the southeastern provinces for the local magistrate to meet 
the emergency caused by these sudden tumults, with sufficient promptitude and 
energy. ‘ _ , 

2 Paternal treatment of the Christians by the Central Government will increase their _ 
loyal feeling. Their religion makes faithfulness.to the Government a duty. The 
Christian books teach it, and the missionaries constantly incuRate it. Thus the peo- 

_ ple will be linked to the dynasty by a double tie, that of duty and of a gratitude. 
. Ina time of disturbed feeling like the present, there is special need of vigilant care 

. _ to maintain internal peace, and to make Christians and others recognize that the arm 
of the Government is strong to repress all injustice. . : | 

The decree permitting French missionaries, merchants, and others to remain in the — 
country during the present troublous times inspires us with confidence in the fair | 
and friendly disposition of the Government. We are.therefore Jed to hope that in 

_ presenting this plea for suffering Christians we are asking what is not difficult of at- 
tainment. Further, we would add that the Imperial condemnation, so quickly ut- - 
tered, of the ill-timed proclamation of Augusi 30, proves the energy of the present | 
administration, and their willingness to enter on a path of improvement. May we not 

. hope for the final abandonment of the practice of offering rewards for human heads 
- and of exposing. heads in cages at no distant date? The one practice is dangerous, __ 

to public safety; the other is injurious to public morality. ©. Se 
Our prayer to Almighty God is, that you .may be aided by Him in your endeavors _ 

to promote the spread of justice and humanity in this country. © . 
| og . oo oo... HENRY BLODGET, — 

SO President of the China Branch of.the Evangelical Alliance. 
. SC ; eo | . oo, . JOSEPH EDKINS, _. 

, oe So / | Se , J. L. WHITING, — . | 

_ _.* This took place at a town called Chuhwannia, 30 miles from Swatow.. fee 
Woman’s Work in China, November, 1884.00 5° oo 7
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. a . [Inclosure 2 in No. 693.] a . co 

| eo | _. Mr. Young to Mr. Blodget. os c = Sy 

: ' - - -Prexrine, March 28, 1885. a 

To the Rev. H. Blodget, D. D., chairman, and the Rev. Dr. Edkins and the Rev. J. Le a 

Whiting, secretaries, of the China Branch of the Evangelical Alliance: rn 

_ GENTLEMEN: I have read with much care your letter, dated March 14, in regard to 
| missionary affairs in China, and especially the anti-Christian riots in Canton in Sep-. 

tember, 1884. -I note with interest your summary of the historical relations of China. . - 

towards the cause in which you are engaged. -Your presentation of the stipulations 

between China and the treaty powers had not escaped the attention of the legation _ : 

in the course of. the many discussions with the yamén and. local officials upon mis- ms 

sionary questions. | SO oO . | mo | 
. My experience. in China had led-to certain conclusions. I have discovered no an-. 

tagonism toward missionaries on the part of the authorities in Peking. IThavenever 

had a question, none at least which I can now recall, which has not been adj usted after 

due and amicable discussion. What gives value to the-statement is the ‘further. fact 
- . that during the time of which I can speak with personal knowledge the relations 
-. between China and the foreign powers have been upon a most unsatisfactory basis. | 

- With one power war exists; with another power war is feared: From these and an 

other causes it has been the experience of this legation, and I think of others, that the | | 

difficulties of transacting business have been unusually great. The exception isin . | 

_ questions arising out of missionary work. I note this fact as.an important achieve-_ Co 

ment in your peculiar relations with the Chinese people. Woy ed A eae " 
It was my duty last year to make an official tour of inspection of the consular ports. 

{I was accompanied by Admiral Davis, commanding our naval forces. We were re- | 
- geived by the officials with every honor and attention. In my conversations withthe 

- high authorities I took special pains to impress upon them the wisdom and the pro- — 
_-priety, not alone of protecting our own people who were engaged in missionary labors, : 

-. Dut more especially the native converts. I held that it would be a violation of the 
spirit and letter of the treaty, and a reflection upon China, if these converts were out- 

- lawed simply for professing the Gospel of Christ. China had not rejected other relig- 
| ious systems, Buddhism, Mohammedanism, Tauism, Confucianism. The Government. - 

did not see any reason why a Chinese subject in accepting these forms offaithshould =| 
_. invite suspicion as to his fealty to the throne. There was certainly none inthe gospel . - 

7 taught by those of my own faith. © | ae eth Las o 
In these representations I did not include those Chinese converts who had entered 

the Roman and Greek churches. I recognized and respected the fact that priests of 
these communions were endeavoring to teach a high, form of morality and felt it my | a 

. duty to give them in my conversations with the Chinese authorities, so far as advice | 
would go, all the aid and protection in my power. As a part of a large and general 

experience, I am happy to sav that in no instance did I find on the part of a Chinese a 

_. official any disposition to antagonize these views. On the contrary, there was acqui- | | 
-. escence, or, perbaps I might say, indifference. _ - ee we , Co 

The practical point was that I had the assurance from the officials that they would me 
respect and protect those engaged in the missionary work; that they would dis- | ° 
countenance evety effort to ostracize or outlaw the native converts who had accepted = ‘ 

_ the Christian faith. Ido not know of an exception to this experience in the course of | 

. most careful inquiry. I have heard of no hostility to the missions in Peking. The 7 
~ Psalns of David and the anthems of the Roman Church are sung under the walls of | : 

| the imperial palace. 7 et 7 Oo ce Oo 
In Tien-Tsin and the provinces adjoining, the missions may virtually be said to be 

under the protection of the viceroy.. The Canton viceroy promised me that he would | : 
issue a proclamation commending Christian converts to special protection. The | | 

7 same assurance was given by the viceroy at Wu Chang. The trouble, therefore, so . 
| far as I may venture an opinion; is not with the high authorities, but with local — 

authorities, what are known as the “gentry” or the ‘literary class.” This is a | : 
- trouble which no legation can reach, unless it comes to us in a definite form of com- we 

plaint of some injury done or injustice suffered, for which we can ask redress from | 
_ the yamén.. Under these circumstances, this legation has never failed to ask redress. 

- It will always be my duty todo so where American citizens are concerned. ar : 
I do not see that the treaties can be amended so as to make your rights more secure. . 

An American missionary, in the eyes of the law, is a citizen, no more. He is engaged : 
_. . in an honorable calling, just as if he were a banker, or a teacher of chemistry, ora | 

tiller of the soil. So long as he observes the law, he must have the protection of | | 
 thelaw. I think this states the whole proposition. | | os 

-. There are one or two farther thoughts which occur tome. Your work is a pecu- — a 
liar one, and must of course meet with peculiar difficulties. History shows that | : 
there have been unhappily many instances of a public policy of suppression on the
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part of states, resulting in martyrdom and massacre, If the religious element were | 
| _  gtrong in China, the same might be feared. Happily for you, gentlemen, and for us 

_ who are charged with your protection, no such sentiment exists. What we have to 
dread is some local antipathy or dislike that may lead to outbreaks, especially to our 

, friends in the interior. Much of this may be avoided by patience and tact on the 
part of the ladies and gentlemen themselves engaged in the work, remembering that | 
those who follow the cross must sometimes bear the cross. . 
Abnormal circumstances now existing, arising out of the strained relations between | 

China and France, have occasioned the legations- much concern as to the protection 
of the missions in the interior. The question of the protection of those at the open 
ports was well considered in the beginning, and an arrangement was made between 

i the maritime powers by which the flag of any neutral nation would protect the citi- 
zens or. subjects of every other neutral. In this arrangement were included the citi- | 
zens of France. This has been faithfully observed, and I am glad to know that Ad- | 

a miral Davis hps done everything to fulfill our. part of this important.engagement. | 
Thus, for instance, although but one American resides in Newchwang, an American — 
gunboat has been frozen in all winter for the safeguard of the foreign residents. . At 
the same time, while we have many Americans in Tien-Tsin, they are under the protec- . 
tion of the Russian and German flags. | - | oo | 
_As to the interior, we are not in a positien to give that entire support which we 
should like to extend everywhere. We have received from the Prince and ministers 

- every assurance that, so far.as the Government is concerned, there would be protec- 
tion to every foreigner non-combatant, including the citizens of France. I do not - 

. think the integrity of this assurance can be questioned. It has certainly not been 
a by the French Republic, whose minister remains on Chinese soil while warlike oper- 

. ations on the part of France are directed against the Chinese Government. - 
The question has been frequently asked whether the. legations would advise those 

in the interior to come to the seaboard as a precautionary measure. I have not, so 
far as American citizens are concerned, felt it my duty to give such advice. 

| | My lamented colleague, Sir Harry Parkes, with whom I had many conversations | 
on this subject, did not feel that he could take a contrary course regarding English 
missionaries. Any action of this kind could only arise from circumstances within the - 
knowledge of the residents themselves, and upon which they alone should act.. There 
is perhaps no point in China more exposed than Peking—an official class, a turbu- - 

. lent army, and a threatened withdrawal of the rice, upon which the fuod of the army 
depends. We, a handful as it were, in the center of a vast population, with no possi- 

| ble means of naval or military support from our own flag in the event of tumult or up- 
| rising, have not even considered the advisability of retiring to the seaboard. Atthe | 

same time the contingency may arise here as it may arise elsewhere. But the advice 
we have not felt it wise to follow, we have not thought it wise to give. . | 

: The decree from the throne in which the Emperor extends protection to loyal sub- 
jects, without regard to their creed, arose out of the protest of my colleagues and 

| myself against the inhuman proclamations of the local authorities offering rewards 
: for the headsof Frenchmen. It is within my knowledge that the Prince and ministers 

disavowed these proclamations. In regard to such occurrences as those reported in. 
Chuhuan, I do not see that we can do more than has been our custom under similar | 

. circumstances. The diplomatic body has maintained the principle that the teaching 
, of Christianity and its acceptance shall not be to the disadvantage of a Chinese sub- 

ject. This has been confirmed by the throne. It seems wise for us, therefore, to. ac- | 
cept what the throne gives es the expression of a general imperial policy, and when 
cases arise such as you indicate, implying a violation of our rights, to make them a 
matter of special remonstrance and reclamation. : oo | a 

In the mean time I remain, gentlemen, &c., oo . 
, JOHN RUSSELL YOUNG, 

. United States Minister. 

No. 113. | an re 

| | Mr. Young to Mr. Bayard. — Fs 

— No. 696.| | a LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Peking, March 30, 1885. (Received May 13.) | 

| Sig: I have the honor to inclose a. correspondence between the lega- 
tion and the consul at Ningpo. ae OF _ 

I have thought it well to say to the consul that as China and France. 
y are at peace with the United States, as we are officially informed that
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_ a state of war exists between the two nations, and as it isourduty to 
- maintain an exact neutrality, he would be justified in refusing to enter | . 

or clear any vessels under the American flag supplying either belliger- / — 
ent with contraband of war, . | | oy | 

: OO JOHN RUSSELL YOUNG. » oes 

ee , | , [Inclosure 1 in No. 696.—Extract. ] oe es Oe 

ee Mr. Stevens to Mr. Young, oe 

| , | _ UniTep STATES CONSULATE, 
| Se | a - Ningpo, February 27,1885. 0 | 

Sra: * * * Asour nation is at peace with both France and China, I would re- | 
gard it as a questionable right upon my part to enter and clear ship flying the Amer- =. 

_ jean flag loaded with contraband articles of war for either of the contending fleets, | | 
_ and more especially so if she had cleared for another port than this. — | . | 

Upon this important point I should be much pleased to have your excellency’s in- an 
structions, | ~ oe | co ee _ ; 

Tam &e, —  DWIN STEVENS, 

| oe [Inclosure 2 ia No. 696.) oe oo a a 

wm “Mr. Young to Mr. Stevens. mo, | ee 
en ne - | — Marcr 30, 1885. 0” oo 

; Sir: I have the honor, as a further acknowledgment of your dispatch No.80,dated 
| February 27, 1885, to say that I have carefully considered the facts therein recited. I 

agree’ with you that it would be.a questionable right, under existing circumstances, for, 
a vessel flying the American flag to carry contraband of war for either of the belliger- | 
ent powers. Such an enterprise can only be undertaken at the risk of the owners of . : 
the vessel. No consuls should in my opinion give sanction to what would be regarded: os 
by either China or France as a violation of the obligations of neutrality. | 

 . Pam, &c., | | : ws | . 
| : - | JOHN. RUSSELL YOUNG, 

oo - No, 114. an ce | 

Mr. Smithers to Mr. Bayard. ee 

No.4.) ~~ Lm@atrion oF THE UNITED STATES, ca | 
ee | Peking, April 16,1885. (Received June 5.) 

Str: I have the honor to inclose herewith a decree published in the = 
_ Peking Gazette, under date the 13th instant, announcing the existence | 

_ of an armistice between France and China, pending the discussion of 
_ the terms of a convention for permanent peace betweenthetwocountries. > 

| Itis with regret that I am unable to announce the removalof the em- ee 
bargo on the exportation of rice to the north. | ) 2 ne 

a  Thave, &e., - OO en 
| CO ce - #.J. SMITHERS. 

a oe . | " [Inclosure in No. 4,] a | Co a , 

Decree published in the manuscript Peking Gazette of date the 13th of April, 1885, OS a 

A decree issued in the presence of the ministers of the Grand Council. As France | . 
-, and China have now under consideration the question for the arrangement of peace, | | 

it being agreed upon the execution of the Tien-Tsin teaty, we command that the gar- 
risous at all places (lit., all roads) at the fixed period cease fighting. We further com- - 

_ mand that all the garrisons of the Yaman and Kwangsi, in accordance with the terms a 
of the convention, at the fixed period be withdrawn from the frontier. > ey . 

_ Respect this, _ | a : - |
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as , Be Mr. Bayard to Mr. Smithers. | | | 

- No. 428.] | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ | 
; | on | Washington, April 20, 1885. . 

Str: I have received Mr. Young’s No.-650, of February 14 last, and 
have to approve his instruction to Mr. Wingate, consul at Foo-Chow, 

- intimating that in view of our friendly relations with both China and | 
France a consular officer should be careful to avoid doing anything, 

| even in an informal manner, that might be regarded as a violation of | 
the strictest neutrality. | | | oe 

| _ _ As illustrating further our position in Such cases, I herewith inclose | 
_ for your information a copy of an instruction lately addressed to our _ 

| consul-general at Shanghai touching the sale of vessels by American 
oe citizens in China. | _ — OO 

* Tam, &e., ~ He | ae 

{Inclosure in No. 428.] . 

| i | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Stahel. a , 
. . oe 

No. 25.] DEPARTMENT OF STATS, 
— : — Washington, April 14, 1885. 

_ Sir: On the 19th ultimo you telegraphed to the Department inquiring ‘‘Can Ameri- 
eans sell steamers to Chinese?” You were answered to the effect that the inquiry 

| was too vague to admit of intelligent examination. } | = 
On March 20 you repeated the inquiry in a modified form, ‘‘Can American steamers © 

, here be sold to Chinese?” | oe | a oe 
The question is still too obscurely presented to admit of a reply by telegraph cov- 

ae ering the different cases which it presents. There are alternative aspects toeach  - 
fundamental point covered by your inquiry, thus: | 

(1) Are the steamers in question registered vessels of the United States plying be- 
tween our ports and those of China, or are they foreign-built vessels in Chinese waters, - 
which have become the property of citizens of the United States through bora fide 
purchase? | 

| ~ (2) Are the owners of the steamers residing within or without the jurisdiction of _ 
China? | | . . : , 

(3) Is it proposed to sell them to the Chinese Government, or to individual subjects 
| of China? | 

(4) Are they to be employed as regularly-enrolled vessels of war, or as privateers _ 
under Chinese commission issued to individuals, or as Government transports, or as 
merchant vesseis in legitimate trade with unbloekaded ports, or as blockade runners? 
Any given combination of these points would involve a distinct application of inter- . 

- national law thereto. So oe oe 
_ Assuming that the owners of the steamers are within Chinese jurisdiction, as the 

| _ steamers appear to be, judging from your second telegram, the intervention of the con- 

| sular officers of: the United States would be required in case of sale to aliens, to cancel 
the papers under which the steamers now bear our flag. If they are regularly reg- 
istered vessels the registry is to be destroyed and one-half of it sent to this Depart- 
ment. If they are foreign built and owned by American citizens, the certified bill of  _ 
sale allowed under paragraph 340 of the Consular Regulations of 1481 should be can- 
celed by the consul; and if the new transfer should take place at another consulatethan  * 

. that at which the original purchase of the vessel was recorded, official correspondence 
- between the two consnlates would be needed to effect such cancellation. 

| - It would, however, be maniféstly improper for any official of the United States to 

take part in the transfer of a steamer, or of any property whatever, for a warlike pur- 

pose, to a belligerent towards whom the United States maintained a position of neu- 

trality. | oo, | : 
. If, however, the proposed transaction should be clearly and positively determined — 

to be wholly pacific, and not intended in any way directly or indirectly to favor the 

} -. employment of the vessel for or in aid of any hostile purpose, the intervention of the 
- consul to cancel the existing documents of the vessel would not violate any inter- _ 

_-—- wational obligation on the part of this Government. The utmost discretion and the
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most evident and positive proof of the legitimacy of the transfer would, however, be- | | 
necessary, and in case of doubt, however remote, :t would be the consul’s duty to de-. _ ey 
line to intervene in the transaction. | 7 oe oe 

, Your inquiry is susceptible of still another aspect, for you may have desired to know oe 
whether you were under any obligation to prevent the trauster of American-owned. 
steamers to the flag of China, whether with pacific or with hostile intent. In any case 
where the ultimate object of the transfer is or may appear to be hostile, and where con- oN 

_ sular intervention is necessary to-effect a valid transfer, the withholdment of such | 
intervention would be the limit to which a consul could go to prevent such unlawful | 
change of ownership. But ifthe legalization of the sale should be unnecessary, there | a 

. would be no international obligation on the consul to prevent the seller from alien- | - 
_ ating his property, nor would any preventive means appear to be within the consul’s. | a 
reach, in such.a manner as to impute responsibility to him for failure to employ them. | oe 

_ The consul would have no more control, and consequently no more. responsibility, in | Pe 
» the case of transfer of the American vendor’s property by private contract and simple | 
- delivery within Chinese jurisdiction, than in the.case of a private contract ou the part 
of the same vendor to lend his per-onal aid to either belligerent. In either case, the | | 

_ party alienating his property or his services does so at his own risk and peril. | cay — 7 
This instruction, although covering only a part of the hypothetical field embraced | 

in your inquiries, may serve to guide you in whatever specific case mnay be presented; — - 
 butif-you should be in doubt on any point involved, precise instructions will be | , 

givento you thereon. | / Cos Se | ee , 
A copy of this instruction will be sent to the United States legation at Peking for — aa 

- its information: . oo Cn | ee 
Tam, &., Oe ey oe Co aon 

So | : 4 a — TT. F. BAYARD. ~ Dy 

- | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Smithers. — Oo oo 

‘No. 431.) DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Oe 
— . Bed ; Washington, May 4,.1885. 

_ _ Sin: I have received Mr. Young’s dispatch No. 658, dated the 23d : 
_ February, with inclosure, informing the Department that he had in- roe 

_ structed the consul at Canton to recognize the right of Jobn Frederick - a 
Pearson to American citizenship, and have given it my careful attention 

_ as well as Consul Sickels’ dispatch No. 135, of January 3, 1880, to the - 
_ Department, and Mr. Payson’s approval of his course in this matter, of | 
March 24, 1880. ee ae oe 
_ Tinclose you an opinion on the question by the law officer of the De- 

_ partment by which you will see that inasmuch as Pearson’s father was I Be 
_ an American citizen, the nationality of his mother previous to marriage | 
~ would make no difference in the son’s nationality, provided he was legit- | 

imate, unless the father was a citizen of one of the States which pro- oe 
hibit marriage with Chinese, of which there is no allegation in the | 
present instance. a an . ne 

There appears to be no doubt of the son’s good faith, and in the oe 
previous correspondence Consul Sickels speaks of him when at Bangkok | oe 
as a young man of good character, and very clearheaded.and intelligent. | 

_ As regards his legitimacy, tlie best way to bring out the facts would | | 
_ be to require Mr. Pearson to apply for a passport through the consul = 

at Canton, making an affidavit to the circumstances of his case as given _ 
in Consul Seymour’s No. 101, of January 24 last, and substantiating it 
with certificates of his birth and of his parents’ marriage at Shanghai, mo 
by Rev. Father Desaggrue, which you Say appears on the records of the __ | 
Catholic church. This will make a complete record of the case, one wt copy of which can remain on the files of your legation, and another 
may be sent to this Department. : 7 a SO Tam &e, OTE shat 8 8 ne EG TB BAYARD.
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a | . ; _ . : _ _ nelosure in No. 431.) CO . | a os 

oe | , | re DEPARTMENT OF STATE, . a 

: | : Law Bureau, April 29, 1805. 

The prevalent opinion undoubtedly is that the fourteenth amendment of the Con- |. 

stitution of the United States does not confer citizenship on Chinese not bornin the —_ 

7 United States. We have several adjudications from ‘Federal, circuit, and district 

.-- eourts to this effect, and although the question has not been definitely settled by the. 

Supreme Court of the United States, yet not only from the terms of the amencment, 

but from the weight of authority, I must hold that there can be no such citizenship 

of Chinese born in China. But whether the legitimate child of an American citizen, — 

ce such child being born in China from a Chinese mother, is an Ametican.citizen, is an 

entirely different question. .As a general rule the legitimate children of American 

- eitizens born abroad partake of their father’s nationality. ‘Were the question before | 

us whether or no an illegitimate child of an American citizen by a Chinese woman 

would be an American citizen, the conclusion might be different ; but I can see noth- 

ing in the fact that the mother isa Chinese that takes the case out of the generalrule, — 

| - that the child of an American citizen born abroad acquires its father’s nationality. 

If such is the case, the law that governs is the law of the father’s domicile. 

| There are, I believe, one or two States in the Union which prohibit the marriage of 

. white citizens with Chinese. There is no allegation in the present. case, however, 

. that the father of the child, whose status is now investigated, was domiciled in one 

of these States. I must, therefore, hold that the child in question is prima facie a 

citizen of the United States. No doubt the case may be embarrassed by the state- 

. ment in Mr. Seymour’s dispatch, hereto annexed, that the question as to whether this 

. son ‘‘ was born in wedlock is not settted”; but the rule of law undoubtedly is that, 

, in doubtful cases, the presumption in favor of legitimacy is to control, and the con- © 

clusion, therefore, must be that John Frederick Pearson, whose rights are here in- 

vestigated, being a legitimate son of Frederick Pearson, by a Chinese wife, assumes 

. his father’s nationality. This view is strengthened by the fact that a woman’s na- 

tionality merges-on marriage in that of her husband, and the Chinese wife of Fred-  . 

| erick Pearson became, by the mere fact of her marriage, an American citizen. The *— 

difficulty which encounters us in the present case, however, is one that is independent 

of the rnles I have just stated. While the law is indisputable that the child of an. — 

American father, born abroad, takes his tather’s nationality when an infant, I apprehend . 

that the rule also is settled that when he arrives at full age he may elect or surrender 

such nationality and accept that of the country of his birth and residence. ‘The prepon- 

| derance of authority is that when such election is made it is final. The facts. which 

are rather referred to than. stated, in the accompanying dispatch, render it doubtful 

: whether John Frederick Pearson made this election on arriving at fullage. If he did 

. I hold that the election was final and cannot be reviewed or recalled by any subse- 

quent action on his part. But the evidence as to this specific issue being by no means. 

as full as could be desired, I submit that the papers be remanded to the United States 

minister in China for the purpose of further inquiry. _ so 

Respectfully submitted. . St _ of 

| FRANCIS WHARTON, — 

. . me Law Officer. 

| | No.117. 0 ee 

, Mr. Bayard to Mr. Smithers. | 

No. 439.| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 

| : Washington, June 1, 1885. 

| | Str: I have to acknowledge the receipt of Mr. Young’s dispatch of 

March 30, 1885, No. 696. It incloses copies of the correspondence be- 

tween himself and Mr. Stevens, United States consul at Ningpo, in 

| which the former agreeing with the latter upon the subject. of articles, 

. contraband of war, states that as both China and France are at peace _ 

. with the United States it would be a questionable right under the cir- 

cumstances for any vessel flying the American flag to carry contraband 

yo of war for either of the belligerent powers. The consul. is consequently 

admonished against clearing any vessel freighted with such articles, the 

| enterprise being undertaken solely at the risk of the owner or owners.



_ . The duties of neutrality, by the law of nations, cannot be eitherex- —S_ 
_. panded or contracted by national legislation. The United States, for = ° 

instance, may, in excessive caution, require from its citizens duties ‘more oe 
Stringent than those imposed by the law of nations; but this, while it = ~~ 
may make them penally liable in their own land, does not by itself make 
them or their Government extraterritorially liable for this action in a 
disobeying such local legislation. On the other hand,a Government ~ — 

. eannot diminish its liability for breach of neutrality by fixing 4 low _ | 
_ .&tatutory standard. ee | eo | 

_.’ [tis also to be observed that the fact that certain articles of commerce | 
are contraband does not make it a breach of neutrality to export them.  — . 
There has not been, since the organization of our Government, a Euro- 

_ pean war in which, in full accord with the rules of international law, — 
~ as accepted by the United States, munitions of war have not been sent  —_ 

_ by American citizens to one or both of the belligerents; yetit hasnever © | 
been doubted that these munitions of war, if seized by the belligerent, 
against whom they were to be used, could have been condemned as — 
contraband. eT ne - a eo Pet | : 

The question, then, is whether furnishing to belligerents coal and life- _ | 
shells is a breach of neutrality which the law of nations forbids. The 
question must be answered in the negative as to coal, and the same con- a 

_ ¢lusion may be adopted with regard to life-shells, which are said to be a 
projectiles used in the bringing to shore or rescue of wrecks. | | 
Under these circumstances it is not perceived why, in the present case, © a 

the United States authorities should intervene to prevent such supply _ o 
from being forwarded to the open ports of either belligerent. Even oo 

_ Supposing such articles to be contraband of war and consequently liable = | 
_ to be seized and confiscated by the offended belligerent, it is no breach Shape 

_ of neutrality for a neutral to forward them to such belligerent ports 
subject, of course, to such risks. When, however, such articles are Ce 

_ forwarded directly to vessels of war in belligerent service another ques- 5 
_ tion arises. Provisions and munitions of war sent to belligerent eruis- = 

ers are unquestionably contraband of war. Whether, however, itisa 
breach of neutrality, by the law of nations, to forward them directly to 
belligerent cruisers depends so much upon extraneous circumstances | | 
that the question can only be properly decided when these circumstances —-——™ 

_ are presented in detail, and until an actual case of this character arises __ 
_ the Department prefers not to discuss the point. pe - coe 

 - Tam, &e., | . ne Oo 
. oe | - TT. F. BAYARD. | | 

ee No. 118 a Sn — 

a. _ Mr. Denby to Mr. Bayard. EE 

/ , . . ne . [Extract.] | a a | 

— No. 14.| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ oe 
ye ne Peking, October 14, 1885. (Received December 5.) a 

Sir: * * * Tinclose herwith two decrees relating to the reor-— | 
ganization of the imperial navy. The Tsung-li Yamén, Li Hung Chang, 
and the Seventh Prince were ordered to report a scheme of organiza. =’ 

_ tion. They made their report. The Seventh Prince, Prince Chan, is - 
_ put at the head of naval affairs, and Prince Ching, who is a member of = “ 

the yamén, and Li Hung Chang are made colleagues. | CS a
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This means on the part of China the construction of a great fleet and 

| putting the coast in complete defense. It may result in the employ- - 

nent of American officers to command the vessels. | 

Ihave, &., —— , | | 

a “hah ee es CHARLES DENBY. _ 

| oe (Inclosure 1 in No. 14.] | ‘ — : . a . | 

A decree published in the manuscript Peking Gazette, October 12, 1885, issued by the Em- 

| . | press dowager. - oes See 

, | Some time ago, on account of the great importance of the reorganization of the 

coast defense, we ordered the northern and southern winisters, superintendent of 

trade, and others, to consider and report upon the subject, and they have duly sub- 

| mitted their respective views. We further ordered the princes and ministers of the . 

. - grand council and of the Tsung-li Yamén, in conjunct‘on with Li Hung Chang, to 

-  garefully consider this question and report. We also ordered the seventh prince to 

take part in all their deliberations. These officers have now submitted a comprehen- 

sive plan and they propose that a beginning be made by perfecting the organization 

of the naval squadron of the northern coast, and further improvements to be made 

‘ gradually, year by year. As these propositions are very satisfactory, therefore let 

Prince Chun be appointed chief controller of naval affairs, and all measures of the 

- coast defense to be decided by him. Let Prince Ching and the grand secretary and . 

viceroy of Chibli, Li Hung Chang, be appointed as his colleagues in this manage. 

ment, and the lieutenant-general of the Chinese Red Banner Corps, Shan Ching, and 

the junior vice-president of the board of war, Tseng Chi Tze (Marquis Tseng) are ap- 

pointed as assistant managers. Li Hung Chang will be made solely responsible for 

the reorganization of naval affairs for the northern coast. HO an 

And the said princes and ministers will carefully and minutely consider all neces- 

sary plans, and draw up proper regulations and submit them in due course to .the 

| throne. on , | : : 

Respect this. . | : | arn 

| . . . | ‘[Inclosure 2 in No. 14.] . SO 

_ | A decree published in the manuscript Peking Gazette, October 12, 1885, issued by the Em- | 

' : press dowager. | 

7 Prince Chun and others, in obedience to our commands to consider and devise plans | 

for the reorganization of the coast defenses, submitted a report in which they state | 

that Taiwan (Formosa), being a place of great importance, should have a high officer 

stationed there, &c. CO Oo CO 

Taiwan being the portal of our southern coast makes it a place of extreme impor- 

, tance, and therefore arrangements should be made in keeping with the changing 

a times. 
a 

; Therefore, let the office of governor of Fuhkien be changed to that of Taiwan, said 

governor to permanently reside there. Let the affairs of the governorship of Fuhkien 

| be placed under the management of the viceroy of Fuhkien and Chekiang. The said. 

— viceroy and governor will deliberate carefully upon whatever may be necessary in 

effecting this change and report thereon. . : 

| Respect this. | - 

| | a No. 119. a 

| oo i, Denby to Mr. Bayard. - 

Nol] _- DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 

| oo _ Peking, October 16, 1885. (Received December 5.) 

Sir: Tso Tsung T’ang, late viceroy at Nanking, superintendent of . 

‘ | southern trade, &c., who, with Li Hung Chang, has for the last quarter. 

| | of a century been the chief councillor of the Chinese throne,'and one_ 

/ ot China’s most liberal statesmen, shortly before his death, which oc-
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curred some weeks ago, drew up the inclosed- memorial, which was presented to thethrone. (oe gli Meaba SoS ee es The late war with France has unquestionably been of great advan- cree tage to China in many respects. It has Shown her that her troops, well, = or even indifferently drilled, might resist. a foreign invader. She has, © - moreover, seen the inestimable advantage of telegraphic lines, which, as the Viceroy Tso remarks, “have become indispensable in China.” oe Moreover, in the war with France, China has been enabled to appreci- | ate the superiority of foreign armaments and modes of warfare; for, Ps not only did the European arms, with which her troops in Tongking - were generally provided, enable them to resist and frequently to de. eb _ feat the French, but the confidence which the arms gave her soldiers | _ Increased their courage tenfold. China’s war vessels, although not as _ successful as they might have been if more ably manned, still rendered eo a her services which none of her older vessels could have possibly done. : China, however, does not want to be subject to foreign countries for yo _ . the manufacture of her iron-clads and her steel guns. She has had for — _ Some years.an arsenal at Foo.Chow, and at Port Arthur and Taku she -has also naval establishments, although on a smaller scale. The vice- So _ roy Tso had already, proposed to the throne to allow the iron mines of — | _Hsiichow and Unyuen to be worked. Now he suggests that ex peri- a enced chemists may be employed, for, as he pertinently remarks, “‘min- | a ing and the manufacturing of ships and guns always go together.” : The viceroy does not, however, limit his suggestions for the: coast | - defenses to the manufacture of iron-elads and cannon; he adds that rail- 7 roads must be modeled and built, “for trade is the backbone of the. | | State.” The lines, the Viceroy suggests, may have an extent of a thon- : _ sand miles, but these, he remarks, are only as a trial, and when once _ they have proved a success, they can be extended. A line to the north: | _ west (t. e., towards the China-Russian frontier) is, he Says, especially — | inevitable in the future. ines / _ a | . The memorialist requests the throne to sanction the creation of a : ministry for coast defense, in whose hands may be centered the vast _ a plans which he has referred to, and the decree of the 5th instant, which I forwarded in my dispatch No. 14, shows that Tso’s memorial is being — | acted upon. | oe ee 7 | Co | _ The men who form the new ministry of coast defense are very liberal — | in their tendencies, The president, the tather of the Emperor, known. a as the Seventh Prince, organized an arsenal some years ago near - sie “Peking, where arms and ammunition of an approved pattern are man- — | ufactured, and whereit is expected that foreign machinery will be largely — | introduced. He is also largely interested in coal mining, &e. Li Hung Chang and Prince I Chin g, the president of the foreign office, are well . wee known to you. The latter, however well disposed, will be most likely - largely influenced by his colleagues, men of much larger experience - than he. a . , pn Se : , The moment is a momentous one for China. Li Hung Chang stands a - how, the most respected councillor of the throne. No doubt can be en- _ tertained that all his efforts will tend towards China taking such steps in the way of progress as may best tend to consolidate her power at => home and abroad, increase the wealth and well-being of the state,and __ give her the position among nations which she has arighttohold. The first step is naturally in the way of improving her military and naval forces, and to attain this end there is no doubt that foreign aid will be | | eagerly sought there where China’s advisers think she can get the best. For the time being German army and naval officers are being nearly
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. - everywhere employed ; the arsenals and powder mills are being equipped 

- according to German plans, and ships and troops are under German in- | 

: structors. | | eee , 7 Be 

Modern warfare is a science which embraces many others, and which | 

7 calls to its aid many branches of industry not originally connected with 

it. The Chinese know full well the importance for military purposes of 

| railroads and telegraph lines, and there is no doubt that every effort 

will-be made to have such railroad lines made as will tend to facilitate | 

the concentration and provisioning of her troops. - The working of her 

| mineral resources which we gather from the very able reports of Baron 

- Richthoffer are immensely large, will all require foreign assistance, at 

least in the first stages of the work. | | oe 

China has not been standing, still; factories of glass, woolen goods, 

: paper, &c., equipped in Western style, which are scattered over the 

—  eountry and owned by Chinese subjects, are proofs of her enterprise, 

oe and now, if the Government takes the question earnestly in hand, we 

may look for the wide adoption in China of many of our appliances 

: and modes of manufacture. That some of the above-mentioned enter-— 

| prises have been unsuccessful proves nothing, for the Chinese know that. 

the fault lies within themselves. New ventures in the same line are— 

sure to follow, and when, success shall. crown any of their efforts the 

whole progressive movement will receive: an impetus which will insure 

its permanent establishment in the country. 

| | I have, &c., | Se CHARLES DENBY. . 

oe . | [Inclosure in No. 17.] | oo 

| ; MEMORIAL ON COAST DEFENSE. | —_ | 

° By the late Imperial Commissioner Tso Tsung-Tang. . 

| The memorialist, in compliance with an imperi a] decree directing him to make prop- 

ositions for the necessary coast defenses, prostrate requests the establishment of a 

special minister of coast defense, with full powers, so as to have the direction of 

affairs centralized and all the conditions of coast defense under one control; and 

begs their wajesties’ sacred glance upon his memorial. ‘The memorialist humbly states 

that on the 25th day of the 5th moon, 11th year of Kuang Hsii, he received from the 

| cabinet ministers an imperial decree promulgated on the 9th day of the 5th moon: 

«Although all the conditions of peace are completed, still there should be no laxity | 

| in preparing coast defense. Great and sincere exertions should be made for the future 

well-being, so that the defenses may be relied upon long and permanently. Obey 

: this!” - oe _ | | . 

The memorialist, looking upwards, perceives that their majesties are profound in 

their designs, caring for future contingencies, and showing deep solicitude for the 

coast provinees ; all of which calls forth unspeakable admiration. The old age and 

. the many ailments of the memorialist render him unfit to animadvert upon and take 

in every affair of state ; still, if the memorialist discerns anything (beneficial to the 

oo. state) how dare he disobey their majesties’ order? And he therefore presents the fol- - 

lowing propositions, which may their majesties be pleased to select from and approve. | 

The memorialist humbly finds that the western countries have modeled and manu- 

factured constautly for tens and hundreds of years guns and ships, thereby becoming 

| powers on the seas, and doing what they wished to do in allthings. Were the mili- 

tary preparations of China of twenty years ago compared with those of the West, we 

should be in no position to face them (foreign armies and navies) in a single engage- 

ment. But during the last ten or more years China has begun to establish gradually 

dock-yards, arsenals, and naval acadeinies ; although things have not been carried to 

perfection, yet the fundamental principles have been acquired. From this fact a year ' 

SO , ago when the French troubles were initiated the Chinese were able to join in battle 

with the enemy, who retreated before the fire of our tremendous guns at Chin-hai. _ 

- The successful result of our military preparations is obvious. Taking the present con~ 

dition of our navy into consideration, the memorialist is sincerely of the opinion that 

the Chinese are inferior to foreigners in drill and practice. Still, even foreigners ad-
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mit that the Chinese are very clever and quick with eyes, ears, and thoughts; andif ==. 

. those who hold superior positions would learn in all sincerity, following the good ~~ 
points of the foreigners, it would be possible even to direct their destinies, not to speak | 
of protecting our own country. | - | oe Oo 

In another imperial decree the memorialist reverentially perused the follo wing: : | 
‘*We, in planning and preparing defenses, have built dock-yards and established a — os 

navy; yet the ships built are not strong, the arms manufactured are not perfect, the ~< 
_ Officers selected ‘are not experienced, the funds devised are not sufficiently ample.” | | 

The memorialist is of opinion that in building ships iron-clads should take the lead, 
_ and in manufacturing arms steel guns ought to be considered essential. A memorial | 
‘proposing the building of large dock-yards and arsenals with all the particulars fully  o° 

_ set forth has already been laid before the throne by the memorialist; since to purehase . Se 
| ships and guns is not. so-advantageous as to build and manufacture them, - The a 

Fubkien arsenal is not so spacious as to admit the building of large iron-clads;.and © | 
_ the request for establishing big dock-yards is of imperative importance, permittin gno 

: delay, The memorialist hears that the former,acting governor-general of Hu-kuaug, 
Pien Pao-ti, proposed starting an arsenal at the entrance of Fan-yang Hu in Kiangsi. \_ | | 

_ The Yangtze River below Hankow and Wuchang is nowhere so deep and so dangerous _ oe 
_ to navigation by the banks and indentations as this place (Fan-yang Hu), and the Oe 

memorialist begs their majesties to order the governors of Hupei and Kiangsi to dis- | 
patch officials to have the place sounded, and to deliberate upon the advisability of — . 
earrying out the propositions, . The breech-loading big gunsare to be speedily manu- _ 

_ factured as soon as the arsenal is finished. Perhaps it.is more expedient, asthe me- —— 
‘morialist thinks, to order the arsenals in Kiangnan and Kuangtung to first try manu- : 
facturing (big breech-loading guns) as experiments, soas not to waste money and 
commit mistakes. All these should be taken into early consideration. The memo- . _ 
rialist considers that the chief importance of organizing coast defense isto have a 
proper man to take charge of it.. That the Chinese.navy is ineffective some attribute ‘ 

_ to the want of exertion (on the part of the authorities); yet among the metropolitan. 
and provincial officials patriotic and good men are not wanting. ‘There must be | _ 
some reason which accounts for the hindrance which interferes with every step that _ 

. is taken (in naval affairs). The memorialist is acting as commissioner for the de- . / 
fense of the seaboard and adviser to the vabinet; and he humbly perceives that on 7 

_. aceount of the direction of affairs not being centralized everything is difficult of ot 
'.. management. . The reason is this: The power of the board ministers is great, because _ 
___ they receive direct decrees fom the throne to deliberate in wnison; but in every mat-.. 
'. ter, whether great or small, they mostly propose and follow out the requests of the | 

_ high provincial authorities. The power of provincial viceroysand governors is limited — 
to the territory under their control; even the high commissioners of the Northern: | | 

~. and Southern Oceans are not.at liberty to intrude into the matters of a province not =... 
. under their jurisdiction. a 7 SO oo 

_ | As their majesties have truly said, to start and build ships and manufacture arms __ 
in a single corner of the Empire is not arranging a complete state of coast defense, - 

_ _Ifit is now desired to expunge the evil of orders not being executed effectively,itis 
“necessary to select with care a virtuous and able man, and raise him to ahigh post, = = = 
which is to be called either minister plenipotentiary for coast defence, or minister Pes 

_ ofthe board of marine. In all matters relating to coast defense, the minister caleu- on 
. lating upon the entire state of affairs under his control, can report to the throne and . 

act. He should have full powers to select officers, drill soldiers, devise funds, and. = 
_ build ships. His permanent residence should be on the Yangtzti; but southward he | | oe 
-. whould watch over Fuhkien and Kuangtung, and northward guard the seat of gov- | 

ernment. He’should be at liberty either to perform his duties in his yamén or to make — Bn 
his tours of inspection about all places under his control, as circumstances demand, oe 

_ without being fettered in any respect. An assistant minister should also be chosen - 
_to give advice and help to his chief when in the yamén, superintend the works, and wo 
guard the office when the first minister isaway on histours. When powers are vested 7 

_ ina single person he cannot shirk his responsibilities; then success may be. immedi- we 
_ ately looked for; but such a minister, occupying such a high position and shouldering BS 

_, such enormous responsibilities, must be a man of excellent character and repute, well. | 
versed in foreign studies (or affairs), and respected by both foreigners and Chinese. _ | 
As to the various details the memorialist cannot propose beforehand, lest. a pre-estab- . - 
lished opinion may cause mistakes. The memorialist, enjoying high imperial favors — ety _ without being able to repay a particle, tremblingly followiny the precept of the holy. _ ° | 

_ philosophers of taking warning of the past and care of the future, and laying before | 
__, their majesties his humble and limited experience, now presents the seven proposi- ~~ 

| tions which are possible to decide on for the imperial perusal, and awaits'a decree for — | SS _ their execution and their majesties’ instructions. a . : | 
‘The memorialist respectfully proposes seven propositions of coast defense, devised 

and framed according tothe exigencies of the present times, and reverentially presents. , _ them for their majesties’ sacred perusal. — CF oe Oe 
| 12 FOR | | OS / Oo
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I. War ships must be built in sufficient numbers. Foreign navies have fast-steam- | 

. - ing cruisers; gunboats; fish torpedoes, to assist their strong and powerful iron-clads; _. 

| - transports, to carry provisions ; steam-launches and gigs to facilitate every movement; 

. just as the Chinese land forces, consisting of infantry, cavalry, battalions of gingals.  _ 

| and shields, which combined form an army—because they are in need of each other: — 

they benefit one another. Since it is proposed to make a grand reorganization of 

the navy, it is necessary not only to have everything prepared, but to have everything ‘ 

perfect. The old-fashioned half-fighting and half-merchant vessels should be made | 

to do duty as transports. The fast- steaming cruisers of the latest pattern are capa- | 

ple to a certain extent to enter into battle, but they cannot fight alone. The entire 

- length of the Chinese sea-coast is estimated to be over ten thousand li; and we must : 

- at least have ten large naval squadrons, well drilled, each squadron composed of 

several iron-clads and a sufficient number of auxiliary vessels, so that in case of war 

' _ we may be able to meet the enemy. oo 

II. The naval regulations must be deliberated upon and adopted. The conditions 

of the navy established in former times are different from those of the present. Be- 

sides the naval forces doing duty in the Yang-tsze and the inland rivers (which are oo 

to remain just as they are) the sea forces allalgng the coast should undergo athorough | - 

uniform change. Moreover, the ships of the Nan-yang* and Pei-yangt are not awell-  - 

organized squadron. Henceforth, since the’ sea forces are to be reorganized, they - 

_ ghould be placed under the direction of the minister plenipotentiary for coastdefense. _ 

Each squadron should have a commander, equivalent to the rank of general in land 

forces, and an assistant commander equivalent to the rank of commandant on land; 

then should come officers holding ranks equivalent to colonels and lieutenants in the © 

military sense. All promotions, changes, dispatches for service, and bestowals of 

. -- posts among naval officers are to be reported to the throne by the administrator. of 

coast defeuse before being carried into effect. The territorial authorities are only to 

have control over land forces garrisoning the port. Unless extraordinary emergency 

demands, they are not at liberty to summon naval squadrons to their assistance. In 

performing all official journeys and business speciai boats must be requisitioned ; the 

war ships cannot be indiscriminately employed. : 

IlJ. Rules must be established for patrolling, guarding, drilling, and practicing,so 

oe as to constantly exercise the squadrons. If the ten squadrons were only doing the 

| duties of defense without constantly cruising about, being drilled and kept in prac- 

tice, they might be numerous, but they would be of no use. Therefore out of the ten. 

squadrons, it is proposed that eight should be distributed at Taku for Tien-Tsin, Yun- 

oe chun for Nin-ku-ta, Chetoo for Shantung, Tsung-ming for Kiang-nan, Chin-hai for 

Che-kiang, Foochow for Fuhkien, Formosa and the Pescadores, and Kiung-chow 
4 (Hainan) and Canton for Kuangtung. Each squadron is to bestationed attheplaces — - 

oO assigned to it; Amoy, Swatow, Chinkiang, Peitang, and other places will have war. 

ships stationed within their harbors, detached from the squadrons that are ordered 

to watch over the special provinces, and they must be kept in drill and practice morn- 

ce ing and night. The eight squadrons stationed at different ports should exchange 

' their posts once in every four months, at which time they should meet in a grand naval 

. rendezvous. As regards the remaining two squadrons one should cruise about Japan 

(lit. Eastern Ocean), the other about the countries of the West (lit, Western Oceans), . 

doing the same duty as the ships of other nations in China, protecting the merchants; | 

they can also practice and learn to ride the storms, find out about sand-banks and 

. shallows, become acquainted with the climate and habits ‘of the people, discern the. 

position and situation (of other countries’ coast), and study natural philosophy and. 

| | manufactures. In case any two countries are at war with each other these two squad-. 

- yons should go and watch the battles, and at the expiration of a year return to take 

their place among the squadrons of defense, out of which two others are selected to 

7 “ao duties abroad. A yearly report is to be drawn up by the squadrons for cruise and 

for defense, detailing the particulars of what they have learned and what they have 

practiced, and presented to the administration of coast defense for examination. 

The deportment of the officers in each ship is also to be reported and the throne peti-- 

| tioned to award rewards or penalties as cases may require. - pS 

IV. The various administrations for various business should be,co-operative. For- | 

| merly the memorialist petitioned the throne to allow the mines of Hsti-chow and 

. Mu-yuen to be worked so as to furnish materials for the building of iron-clads and man- 

oo ufacture of steel guns.. A decree was issued ordering the memorialist to deliberate as 

- to which was the best place to start a foundry. According to ordinary circumstances. | 

the memorialist is of the opinion that the governments of Liang Kiang, Fuhkien, and 

| Chekiang should devise and furnish fands to make anexperiment; or that honorable, 

: | titled, and wealthy merchants should be requested to issue shares and start theen- 

oo terprise. Experienced chemists should be employed to explain and find out the best 

methods of assaying, so that steel and iron may be speedily produced in order to meet 

*j. e., Southern Ocean. ti. e., Northern Ocean. Fe
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_ allrequirements. The fact is that mining and the manufacturing of shipsand guns : 
. always go together. Now, as aminister plenipotentiary for coast defense is to be ap- a | 

* pointed, all guns, ships, mines, foundries, and ammunitions should be placed under es 
bis sole management; for thus duties can be performed in a more expeditious manner. - | 

_ The memorialist proposes to request the throne, as soon asa proper manisappointed . — 
to be minister of board of marine, to abolish the office of high commissioner in the 7 

| ¥Foochow arsenal, and to allow the minister to select a man to fill the post in the ar- | re 
_ senal with the approval of their majesties. The arsenals of the other provinces are. , 

also to be under the minister’s general direction, sé that there may be uniformity in == 
' every measuré set on foot. Dy a a | oa 

/ VY. Funds must be generally devised. The memorialist perceives that in forming ne 
: the naval squadrons the expenses necessary must be enormous. The yearly expendi- | 

. ture will be about three or four millions.* Now, our treasury isin an embarrassed con- me 
_ dition, and unless all China exert itself to bring forth its combined resources itisim-. ae 
. possible to carry out the plan. The.first method of devising funds is to reduce the | 

army. If we decrease the regular army by six-tenths several millions can be gained. ° : 
_ Af one-tenth of the funds for recruiting soldiers, were reserved it would bring in hun- . oo 

dreds of thousands.- Moreover, taxes or foreign goods (2) or opium (?) can be increased, ~~ a 
and gun-junks along the coast..can be done away with. This increase on theone  =— | 
hand and abolition on the other will result in procuring hundreds of thousands—even = 

- woillions. May it please their majesties to instruct the boards of revenue and war'to - 
find out what are the present income and expenses, and what these would be after. : 

_ the reductions in the different branches of service are made, and how much funds can 7 
‘be devised thus, so that the yearly expenses for administration of the coast defense - . 
may be fixed, which sums should be considered as the revenue of the board, and no. ’ 

-. province be permitted to be short in its remittance. . The various provinces in yearly, 
| subsidizing the arsenals and.in purchasing foreign goods and foreign materials (for a 

_ military and naval purposes) expend several tens of thousands. Whatever canbe = - 
- _economized out of these every year should be handed over to the minister of the board) =. 

-of marine, who is to render an account of his expenditures to the throne. a oe 
_. VIL Railroads must be modeled and built. In foreign countries trade is the back- oo 

bone of the state, and China is different from them in condition and circumstances, | 
_ But railroads are built by the merchants; military movements are benefited by the : 
‘ roads. Transportation is facilitated and made expeditious, and wherever the railroad 

_ extends there benefits accrue. Before the railroads were made many hindrances were . 
_ thrown in their path, but when once they came into existence the people on that ac- - | 

count grew rich, countries became powerful, aud goods imported were multiplied, : 
That there is every advantage. and no detriment is only too obvious. The coniments 

: of the masses aro multifarious, but there is no necessity to argue with them and ex- a 
_ plain everything. As the Analects have it, ‘‘The people can be made to follow, but , 
_ cannot be convinced.” Take, for instance, the telegraph and steam navigation, things 

China never had before; yet once they are initiated they become indispensable. If | 
-' vailways are introduced the bentits that will be derived are of still wider scope. The __ 
- memorialist is of the opinion that the first railroad should be laid from Tungchowt to 

Tsing-kiang-pu, t so as to connect the pivots of the north and south. Transportation oe 
_ being made easy, the trade will become brisk; military movements being rendered Po 

expeditious, the army may be reduced toa great degree. Besides, the cost of the road oe 
- is only several millions. If shares are purchased by mandarins and merchants to . 

_ make this read as an experiment, the plan can be carried into execution. | Moreover, | as | 
. ib interferes in no respect with the country, or the livelihood of the people. When Te 

' ‘this road is a success it can be extended. A railroad for the northwest is especially a 
inevitable in thefuture. The memorialist proposes that as soon as the minister for the om 

"board of marine is appointed he is to be instructed to deliberate upon the subject, to _ oe 
devise methods for raising funds, to draw up proposals for carrying the plan into ex. __ . 

- ecution, and finally to report everything to the throne. | - : 7 _ 
: | *VIT. The ambition of the students must be encouraged. The Government, inselect-- a 

ing students, considers of the first importance morals and accomplishments; for morals. oo 
. are the motive principle, and accomplishments are for action. -In the year previous. __-’ oe 

- Pan Yen-tnng memorialized the throne to start a special examination for students co 
who study arts and crafts, and the memorialists, obeying a decree, deliberated in «= 
unison [with Pan] and framed a circular to the effect that [Confucian] doctrine and - | 
arts or crafts are from the same origin and cannot be separated into two different ob-- 

_ jects; so that able and talented men are to be had even among those who.pursne the — 
latter studies. Now, the memorialist, having some personal experience in seaboard | 
affairs, and having made minute inquiries in all matters, is of the idea that not only 7 
such a college as the one proposed by Li Hung-chang, where naval and military men ee 

* 4, e., from $3,750,000 to $6,000,000. : oo | a ce 

On the Pei-ho, 13 miles southeast of Peking, with which it is connected by a 
canal, a _ oS oe Co - 

- {On the Yang-tze, near Chinkiang. (7) . ae - ra,
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can study polytechnics, manufactures, geography, and laws, so as to combine morals 

| with accomplishments, should be opened, but it is also necessary to start a Govern-. 

| ment school and to frame regulations in accordance with which scholars may been- 

abled to advance themselves. Foreign books are to be translated and carefully writ- 

ten out. The students and people are to be instructed so that they can teach each . 

other. Then ability and talent willbe inexhaustible. The best methods to be adopted 

| to garry out this project will be proposed by the minister plenipotentiary fer coast. 

erense. , oO re 

' . ‘Phe memorialist humbly awaits the imperial decision on these seven propositions. 

| | No. 120. a | 

| Mr. Denby to Mr. Bayard. | Co 

No. 34.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED'STATES, - 

| Peking, November 5, 1885. (Received December 26.) | 

-.. Sr: I have the honor to state, as a matter of interest toa great 

many persons in the United States, and as part of the current history 

of China, the position of that Empire as to the construction of railroads. 

~The most prominent man in China to-day is Li Hung-chang, who is 

grand secretary of the Empire, viceroy of the province, and one of the | 

heads of the admiralty board. His residence. is at Tien-Tsin, but he 

- Jately spent some weeks at Peking. I had the pleasure of meeting him 

on several occasions. He seems to have great respect for foreigners. 

He has for some years been in favor of building railroads. He has had 

oO a hard fight in China to have his views approved. The opposition 

oo comes chiefly from the censors and the board of revenue. The cen- _ 

: sors represent that numbers of men would be thrown out of employ- 

- ment, graves would be desecrated, and internal troubles would ensue. 

- The board of revenue claims that if railroads are built the whole reve- _ 

7 nue service of China would have to be changed. It seems likely in ef- 

fect that the lekin tax, which is one of the chief sources of revenue 

| to China, would have to be abandoned or materially modified. This is 

a consummation that the foreigners most ardently desire. The vice- 

| roys generally oppose railroads because they tend to centralization of 

SL power, and thereby diminish their own influence. But Li Hung-chang, 

through all the changes of men and measures, has maintained his 

‘power, and there seems every reason to believe that he will succeed in 

, his plan of constructing railroads. | | oe 

| | IT send to the Department the dying memorial of Tso Tsung Tang, 

which contains an able presentation of the argument in favor of con- 

. structing railroads in China. ~ By way of parenthesis I will state thata 

) dying official always leaves a posthumous memorial to the Government. 

- Tt also happens often that after he is dead some distinguished honor- 

| ary office is conferred on him by imperial decree. This memorial of 

. [go Tsung Tang preceded by a very few days the visit of Li Hung- 

| chang to the capital, and furnished him a fine opportunity to press his: 

| railroad views. oe Ce oe 

| | It was considered, certainly with reason, that the best mode of invit- 

: ing the attention of the members of the Government to the merits of 

7 railroads would be to exhibit a working model of an American road- 

way and rolling-stock. The Chinese are eminently a practical people _ 

and without much scientific knowledge; therefore an actual ocular dem- 

- onstration of the thing proposed is the surest and easiest: mode of car- 

| | yying conviction to their minds. eS
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_ Acting upon this peculiarity, a complete working model railroad was tt” 
_ procured front the United States. Itconsisted of 100 feetof maintrack 

_ and sidings, with switches and turn-tabie, a passenger locomotive and = = 
_ tender, mail and baggage cars, passenger cars, Pullman parlor and oe 

‘sleeping cars, different kinds of freight cars, a full section of seats oe 
and berths in sleeping-car, &c. The cars were 5 feet long, and all 

. other parts of the model. were in equal proportion, and care had been — | 
| taken to make the model throughout an exact representation in minia- ot 

_ ture of road, locomotive, cars, &c., in actual use in the United States, == 
_ complete in the smallest detail. The motive power was clock-work. = = 

This model was exhibited to the viceroy, Li Hung Chang in his yamén _ oe 
at Tien-Tsin, in September last, and he expressed himself much pleased = 

-. with it, and said he would exhibit it in Peking when he went there in ae 
October, oe CO a i 
On the 16thof October the model, which had been conveyed toPeking, = = 

_ Was again exhibited before the viceroy by his order,and on the follow- 
_. ing day the viceroy presented it to Prince Chiin, the Emperor’s father. ge 

_ Several native mechanics who were able to work the model went with ae 
-. it to the prince’s palace and worked it successfully in the pleasure - | 

grounds of the palace. The prince was highly pleased and thanked. oe 
__. the’viceroy heartily.. He also gave presents to the mechanics and had 

_ them instruct his own attendants in the working of the model. Two | 
_ days later the prince sent: the model to the imperial palace, where it 
~ was exhibited to the Emperor and Empress dowager, and worked suc- —_. 

_ cessfully. Their majesties were much interested and amused, and spent — 
, Some time in 4 minute examination of the model. It was the firstand | 
most.complete representation they had ever seen of the much-talked-of 

_ wailroad, and it enabled them and the prince to realize many of the — 
benefits that this modern institution would confer on China. Itisun- 

_ derstood that the event materially assisted the viceroy in his advocacy ! 
_ Of railroads for China, and their majesties lent a willing ear to all he = 

_ had to say in favor of railroads, and agreed to allow him to prepare for oo 
_. their introduction into the country. | 7 | ae - 

Itis to be hoped that this good result will be followed by measures a 
_ favorable to the adoption of our system of railroads in various parts of =. 

this vast Empire. There are many ways in which our system is pecul- = 
iarly adapted to China, and it may be expected that the enterprise and ss 
skill of our engineers and manufacturers will find a profitable field for © 

_ employment in China, and furnish men and material fitted to sustain = 
_ the high reputation of our railroads and their management. _ Be 

| a So So _ CHARLES DENBY. oe 

_ CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF CHINA AT ~~. 
_ 7 WASHINGTON. So : 

oe NO 121, oe a | 

rr ae - Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju. — : BO 

So a + DEPARTMENT oF STATE, = = #*. 
LO ' + Washington, April 24, 1885. : 

‘Srp: I have the honor to inform you that by an act of Congress ap- 
proved March 3, 1885, the President was directed to cause the sum of | | 
$583,400.90 to be paid to the Chinese Government out of the residue of
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the indemnity received by the United States from China in pursuance 

| of the claims convention of 1858; provided that before the payment to ~— 

-* China the Secretary of State should pay to the execuzors of Charles Kk. 

Hill the sum of $130,000, upon receipt of a release in full for all claims _ 
upon China for the use and loss of the steamer Keorgeor, in or about the 

. year 1863. : oe | ; 

” This latter prescription of the law having been complied with, the 

President desires me to now pay over to China the sum of $453,400.90, 

this being the remainder of the sum of $583,400.96, after deducting the 

payment of $130,000 to the executors of Charles E. Hill. eg 

BO Having been advised by the chargé d’affaires of the United States at 

Peking that it is the wish of His Imperial Majesty’s Government that, 

your excellency shall be the recipient of this payment, it gives me great | 

pleasure now to proceed with you to the fulfillment of the provisions of | 

- law-and the wishes of the President and His Imperial Majesty’s Govern-. 

ment. For this purpose I send to you by one of the officers of this De- 

‘ ‘partment a draft drawn by Messrs. Riggs & Co., of this city, upon the | 

, Bank of America, of New York, in my favor, and by me duly indorsed | 

to your order, for the sum of $453,400.90.. The officer who brings you 

this will also bring you two receipts and releases, of identical tenor, _ 

which were executed by the executors of Charles E. Hill, and three iden- 

| tical forms of receipts for the sum of $453,400.90 for official execution 

by yourself. | | 

So “T have authorized the bearer to witness on my behalf your execution — 

_ of the triplicate receipt, and have instructed him to leave with you the | 

duplicate and triplicate executions, so that, with the duplicate ‘and trip- 

| | licate executions by the executors of Charles E. Hill, you will beena led 

| to furnish your Government and fortify yourself with an accurate .¢- 

- count of the transaction. a oe | 
In thus terminating a most pleasant incident of the happy relations 

| which have always existed between our two Governments, I avail my-_ 

self, Mc. | oe : oO ee 

7 | | , 7. BF. BAYARD. | 

, No. 122. | : Oe 

| | ~ . Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. Bayard. | sO 

| / | | CHINESE LEGATION, — 

: 7 Washington, D. C., April 25,1885. (Received April 27.) — 

an Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 

, 24th instant, informing me that in compliance with an act of Congress 

| approved March 3, 1884, directing the President to pay to the Chinese 

~ Government the sum of $583,400.90 out of the residue of the indemnity 

| received by the United States from China in pursuance of the claims 

convention of 1858, first deducting the sum of. $130,000 to satisfy the 

| claims of the executors of Charles 1. Hill for the use and loss of the 

| - gteamer Keorgeor, the President desired you to pay over to China the 

* gum of $453,400.90, being the remainder of the sum of $583,400.90, and 

| that you send by one of the officers of your Department a draft duly in- 

e. ’ dorsed to my order for the amount. a oo Oo 

4 I have the honor to state further that on yesterday the officer desig- 

. | nated handed to me the draft above mentioned, together with the two — 

-. receipts of the executors of Charles E. Hill, and that lofficially executed 

receipts for the sum refunded to China, and returned one to you by the — 

- officer authorized to witness their execution.
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J shall report to my Government an account of this transaction, and 
procure from it a receipt for the sum paid over to me, which I will for- a 
ward to you when received. ) | | a a 

_ _ I take great. pleasure, Mr. Secretary, in expressing to you my thanks 
for your courtesy and kindness in this. matter. This generous return | : 
of the balance of the indemnity fund by the United States to Chinacan- 

~ not fail to elicit feelings of kindness and admiration on the part of the | 
_ . Government of China towards that of the United States, and thus the 

friendly relations so long existing between the two countries will be | 
- strengthened. = | . | | ee | | aor 

Oo Accept, sir, &c., : os - re | oe 
- ae es CHENG TSAO JU... 

oe So _ RECEIPT ON BEHALF. OF CHINA. bes _ - 

a I, the undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of his Imperial ee a 
_ | Majesty, the Emperor of China, do hereby acknowledge to have received, on this 24th __. | 

_ day of April, A. D. 1885, in the name and on account of the Imperial Government of — | 
_ China, from the Hon. Thomas. F. Bayard, Secretary of State of the United States of | | 

- . America, a draft drawn by Messrs. Riggs & Co., of Washington, D. C., on the Bank of 
_ America, of New York, in favor of the Secretary of State of the United States, and - | 

by him duly indorsed to my order, for the sum of. $453,400.90, in lawful money of the - 
. United States of America, it being well understood that this payment by the Secretary © or 

_ of State to me as the representative of the Chinese Government is in fulland dueex- 
ecution by the President of the United States, in so far as the Government of China | oo 

_ is concerned, of the provisions of the act of Congress approved March 3, 1885, which : 
- is word for word as follows:. Ma —— | , | 

| oo a, i ‘AN ACT relative to the Chinese indemnity fund. — oo So 7 S, 

| + Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of Amer- . 
 4ea in Congress assembled, ‘That the President be, and he is hereby; anthorized and __ 
directed to cause the residue of the indemnity received from China, which is now 7: | 

‘ in the custody of the Secretary of State, and is known and designated in the accounts | 
and reports of the Department of State as the Chinese indemnity fund, to be converted oo 
into coin, and the sum of five hundred and eighty-three thousand four hundred dol- | = 
lars and ninety cents be returned to the Chinese Government, and the balance of said OS 

| fund, if any, be covered into the Treasury of the United States: Provided, That be- | 
fore the payment to China the Secretary of State shall pay from said fund to the ex- | 

_ ecutors of Charles I. Hill the sum of $130,000, upon receipt of a release in full for all | 
. ¢laims upon China for the use and loss of the steamer Keorjeor, in or about the year a 

: eighteen hundred and sixty-three. | en oe 
“Approved March 3d, 1885.” - _ | - a oo ot ; 

And proof having been produced before me that in compliance with one of the ©. 
_ provisions of said act, the Secretary of State of the United States has paid-tothe 

| executors of Charles E. Hill the sum of $130,000 upon receipt of a release in full for ye 
all claims upon China for the use and loss of the steamer Keorgeor in or about the , 

| year 1863, I hereby ratify the action of the Secretary of State in making such pay- 
ment, and, farthermore, in. consideration of the sum of $453,400.90, the receipt of oo 
which I have above acknowledged, I do, in the name of my Government, by these, : 
‘presents, remise, release, and forever quit-claim and discharge the Government of the 

| United States from all claim or demand whatsoever for or on account of any pecuniary | 
_ rights which China may have acquired by virtue of the act of Congress aforesaid, © — er 
and the transactions referred to therein, and I undertake to procure for the Govern- 

_ ment of the United States, from the minister for foreign affairs of China, a receipt. 7 
and quittance similar in substance and effect to these presents. . | So 

_ In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the official seal of my So 
legation, at the city of Washington, D..C., this 24th day of April, A.D.1885.0 = 

| [SEAL] © Dg. _ CHENG TSAO JU, | re 
. Linvoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to | 

- on ss OF A. I. Chinese Majesty to the United States. © ee 

I hereby certify that Cheng Tsao Ju, known to me to be the envoy extraordinary and © 
minister plenipotentiary of China to the United States, executed the above instru- | | 

_. ment in my presence this 24th day of April, A. D. 1885. ce a ete, 
. - a | ~SEVELLON A. BROWN, oo , a 

nn | Chief Clerk, Department of State. =
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oo _ RECEIPT OF THE EXECUTORS OF CHARLES E. HILL. 

Se Know all men by these presents: | a oe Bo es | 
~ Whereas, by an act of Congress approved March 3, 1885, entitled ‘‘An act relative | 
to the Chinese indemnity fund,” it was, among other things, enacted that the Secre- 
tary of State should pay from said fund to the executors of Charles E. Hill the sum 
of $130,000, upon receipt of a release in full for all claims upon China for the use and 
joss of the steamer Keorgeor, in or about 1863; and a | 
_ Whereas, the undersigned, Josiah H. Drummond, jr., of Portland, Me., and Horatio 
N. Twombly, of New York City, are the duly appointed and qualified executors of 
the said Charles E. Hill, deceased, in said act mentioned, as by a certified copy of the 
letters testamentary to them issued, filed in the Department of State of the United. 
States, will fully appear: : _ 

_. Now, therefore, know all men by these presents, that we, the undersigned, execu- 
tors as aforesaid of the said Charles E. Hill, deceased, do hereby acknowledge tohave | 
received from the Secretary of State of the United States the sum of $130,000, paid _ 
by a check dated March 25, 1485, and drawn by the disbursing clerk of the Depart- 
ment of State, on Messrs. Riggs & Co., of Washington, D. C., in favor of Horatio N. : 

| Twombly and Josiah H. Drummond, jr., executors, for $26,000, and a draft drawn by _ 
Messrs. Riggs & Co., of Washington, D. C., dated . March. 25, 1885, on the Bank of | 
America of New York City in favor of Horatio N. Twombly and Josiah H. Drum- 

; mond, jr., executors, for $104,000, and that as such executors as aforesaid of the said 
Charles E. Hill we have remised, released, and forever discharged, and do by these pres- 
ents remise, release, and forever discharge the Empire of China, and also the United 

| | States of America, of and from all claim or demand whatsoever, whether of the said 
| Charles E. Hill, deceased, or of his estate, or of us as his executors, for or on account 

of the use and loss of the steamer Keorgeor, in or about the year 1863. 
Witness our hands and seals at the city of Washington, D. C., this 25th day of March, 

A.D. 1885. | ; . 7 
- [SEAL. ] : | JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, 

[ SEAL. | HORATIO N. TWOMBLY, 
. Executors of the last will and testament of Charles E. Hill, deceased. 

Witnesses: 3 | | 
JOHN J. CHEW, a OS 

: HENRY L. BRYAN. . . 

CITY OF WASHINGTON, | mS 4 
District of Columbia, ss: | | 

Oo On this 25th day of March, A. D. 1885, before me, John J. Chew, a notary public in. 
and for the city and district aforesaid, personally appeared Josiah H. Drummond, jr., 
and Horatio N. Twombly, to me known to be the individuals who severally executed , 

| the within instrument, and each acknowledged the same to be his free act ana deed, 
oe In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the. 

. day and year last above written. a | . oe 
| {SEAL.]  _ | JOHN J. CHEW, 

| | | | Notary Public. — 

| No. 123. — an . | 

8 oe | Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. Bayard. - a 

CHINESE LEGATION, . 
| Washington, D. C. (Received August 5, 1885.) 

. | 7 a MEMORANDUM. > OS 

Referring to the second rule of the circular dated December 6, 1884, 
---- gsued_ by the Secretary of the Treasury for the admission of Chinese . 

| - persons of the exempt class under the act of July 5, 1884, that “Chi. | 
| nese subjects, not laborers, desiring to come to the United States from 

| countries other than China, may do so on production of a certificate 
. corresponding to that required by section 6 of the act of July 5, 1884, 

to be issued by a Chinese diplomatic or consular officer, or if there be | 
7 ~ no such Chinese officer stationed at such port, on a like certificate to be
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_ issued by a United States consular officer,” the Chinese minister begs 
to state that the Chinese merchants, not laborers, residing in Hong- sy. 

_ Kong, constantly go to and from New York and San Francisco,orCuba, 
Pern, and other places, via the United States, on commercial busi- - © 
ness; and that there is in Hong-Kong no Chinese official, but thereis = 
a United States consul. Starting from Hong-Kong, where there is no- a 
Chinese official to issue them certificates for their entry.into or transit ~ 

_ through the United States, these merchants can only, in- compliance — ; 
- with the rule stated above, apply to the United States consul there for = | 
- thesame. The Secretary of State is respectfully requested to instruct — 

the newly appointed United States consul to Hong-Kong to issue to _ 
-. guch Chinese merchants certificates in accordance with the law and cir- oe 
-. cular mentioned. ‘This would greatly facilitate the trade and increase oy 

the commercial interests between the United States and China. : | 
- - It is stated that certain Chinese merchants coming fromthe Hawaiian 
- _Islands to this country with certificates issued by a United States con- | 

-. sul there, were met with objections by the customs authorities atSan 
. Francisco on the ground that the certificates were not drawn in the — | 
- proper form. To avoid such objections by the customs authorities, the 

Secretary of State is also respectfully requested to cause a fixed formof 
_ ¢ertificate to be drawn and issued to all the United States consular i 

_ officers residing in those countries where Chinese merchants have com- | 
mercial intercourse with the United States. - oe, ey 

| So | No. 124. ©— © _— a | 

oO Mr. Bayard to Cheng Tsao Ju. | Oo 

oe | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Does 
Oo | OO Washington, August 11, 1885. r 

Sir: I had the honor to receive, on the 5th instant, through the Sec- | 
- vetary of your legation, your unsigned memorandum, in which you ad- 

vert'to the frequent departure of Chinese subjects, notlaborers, under 
_ the stipulations of existing treaty, from the foreign port of Hong-Kong, | 

where there is no Chinese official to issue them certificates for their en-. 
try into or transit through the United States, and ask that the newly a 

-- appointed consul of the United States at Hong-Kong be instructed to 
issue to. such Chinese merchants departing from that port certificates in ae 

- accordance with existing statutes and with the second rule of the cir- 
-eular of the Secretary of the Treasury dated December 6, 1884. Your 7 

- memorandum further adverts to arecent statement that certain Chinese 
merchants, coming hither from Hawaii with certificates issued by the | 

- United States consul there, had been met with objections by the cus- 
toms authorities‘at San Francisco on the ground that their certificates 

- were not drawn in the proper form, and to avoid such objections itis = > 
-. suggested that a fixed form of certificate be prescribed for the use of _ : 
_ the consuls of the United States in those countries where Chinese —. 

merchants have commercial intercourse with this country. OC 
he circular of the Secretary of the Treasury of December 6, 1884, | a 

was in due time communicated to the United States consul at Hong- = 
Kong, among others, with instructions to carry out its provisions, es- 
pecially in respect of the second rule thereof. This Department is = | 

- gnaware of any obstacle to the fulfillment of that instruction beyond ~-
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| certain technical objections raised by the late consul, Mr. Mosby. Nev-— 
. ertheless, in pursuance of the request conveyed by (the memorandum, 

and in order that no possible interruption of the prescribed rule of — 
conduct of the consul in the premises may ensue by reason of the recent _ 

_ ehange in the incumbency of the office at Hong-Kong, an instruction 
' will be sent forthwith to Mr. Robert E. Withers, the newly appointed 
. consul at that port. Sosa ee 

a The further suggestion of your memorandum, relative to a fixed form 
_of certificate to be used by United States consuls at foreign ports other _ 

| than Chinese, is referred to the Secretary of the Treasury, with the,re- 
quest that such a form be drawn up. When the Secretary of the Treas- 

_ ury shall have replied, I will take pleasure in instructing the consuls 
a at the principal ports whence Chinese merchants and other Chinese | 

| subjects not laborers may be in the habit of departing for ports of the 
a United States, either for purposes of sojourn in this country or in 

transit to other countries. In order that such circular instructions may — | 
reach all consulates concerned in executing the orders therein given, 

a I have the honor to request that you will at your earliest convenience 
' give me a list of the ports from which Chinese subjects of the exempted _ 

| classes are likely to depart and where there may be no Chinese official — - 
: competent to issue the certificate called for by the act of July 5, 1884. 

| Accept, sir, &e., | | 
So . ; | T. F. BAYARD. 

| | No. 125. ; 

a Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. Bayard. | 

a CHINESE LEGATION,- , 
| Washington, D. C., August 17, 1885. (Received August 17.) 

Sir: Having acknowledged the receipt of your note of the 11th in-~ . 
stant, advising me that an instruction was to be sent to Mr. Robert E. 
‘Withers, the newly appointed United States consul to Hong-Kong, to 
issue to the Chinese subjects, not laborers, certificates in accordance . 

| with the present statutes and the circular of the Secretary of the Treas- 
ury dated December 6, 1884, and that the Secretary of the Treasury has 
been requested to have a fixed form of such certificates to be drawn up, — 

| I have the honor to express to your excellency my gratitude for your 
, kindness and courtesy in these matters. In compliance with your re- 

quest that you shall be furnished with a list of the ports from which 
. Chinese subjects of the exempt classes are likely to depart, and where 

| there may be no Chinese official to issue them certificates, I take pleas- 
ure to inclose a list of those ports where there are comparatively more 
such Chinese persons to come to or through the United States. . 

a Accept, sir, &c., | : | | 
: | 7 | | CHENG TSAO JU. 

a a, - [Inclosure.] ' oe 

oe A list of the ports where there are comparatively more Chinese subjects of the exempt classes. 
to come to or through the United States. | - 

| | Asia; Hong-Kong, China; Saigon, Anam; Bangkok, Siam; Ceylon, India; Manila, ~ 
A Philippine Islands. | _ | _ 

Oceanica: Sydney, Australia; Melbourne, Australia; Honolulu, Sandwich Islands, 
North America: Victoria, British Columbia. . . 

: , South America: Panama, United States of Colombia; Aspinwall, United States of _ 
7 Colombia: Iquique, Chili, | |
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Be No.126.0 - © Oe 

a ‘Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. Bayard. OO 

Be _ CHINESE LEGATION, a 

os Washington, D. C., September 11, 1885. (Received September 11.) _ - 

- §rr: I have the honor to inform you that I have received a telegram Be 
from Mr. Huang Tsun Hsien, Chinese consul-general at San Francisco, —_ - 

-. in which it is stated that on the 2d instant the Chinese residents at. | 

- _ Rock Springs, Wyoming Territory, were attacked by a mob of American 

 gitizens; that many were wounded and killed, and a very largeamount 

of property belonging to the Chinese residents was robbed and dee 

'  gtroyed. © | | | ae oo 
-__-In order to ascertain the facts I have appointed Col. Frederick A,Bee 

and Mr. Huang Sih Chuen, consuls of China, and Tseng Hoy, inter- - 

_. preter, to proceed to Rock Springs and make an investigation. re 

- . On account of the excitement prevailing in the vicinity of the out- 
. break, danger may be feared to the persons commissioned, and I ree 

- spectfully ask that instructions may be issued from the proper quarter _ 

_ for the protection of the persons named above; and,ifit be proper, that = 

an officer or officers may be detailed to accompany them. es pe 

| I shall also be greatly obliged, Mr. Secretary, if you can send me &® ~ 
- document to serve as an introduction and protection to the persons 

.  mamed above, which I can forward to them. Oo ee 
| If there is anything unusual in these requests, I trust, Mr. Secretary, 

that the gravity of the situation at Rock Springs may furnish my ex- 

—euse. I feel thatiI can confidently appeal to your kindness and to the | 

- generosity of the Government of the United States. — a 
a Accept, sir, &e., : a 

a os er : CHENG TSAO JU. |... me 

a fo Noe 127. ee 

Mery Bayard to Mr. Cheng Tsaodu. 

po Oo DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
rn oe | + Washington, September 11,1885. | 

rr: I have had the honor to receive through the courtesy of Mr. Tsai 
Kwok Ching, the first secretary of the legation of China here, your 
note, of to-day’s date, in regard to the recent attack on His Majesty’s ns 
subjects at Rock Springs, Wyoming Territory, and the efforts you con- _ 
template making by sending Col. Frederick A. Bee and Mr, Huang Sih 

- Chuen, with Tseng Hoy, as interpreter, to that place to investigate and 
make report as to the facts.  *- | a 

It will give me much pleasure to aid you in this matter by all means 
- within my power, and to that end, upon being notified of your legation’s | 
_. approach, two officers of the United States Army will meet Colonel Bee 

and‘ his colleagues at Ogden City, Utah, and will accompany them to Rock 
Springs and the scene of the late disturbance, and will remain with © 
them, giving them all aid and protection in the prosecution of the . 

_ thorough investigation of the most regretable assault upon the Chinese : 
laborers. © | a ee 

Accept, sir, &e., : - re 
- rr | T.F. BAYARD. _ |
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So — No. 128. a | 

| Mr, Bayard to Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju, - | 

oo a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
oe Washington, September 12, 1885. 

a _ Sim: I have the honor to inclose to you herewith, in reference to my _ 
note to you of yesterday’s date, a copy of a communication from the War - 
Department of the 11th instant, directing that Colonel Bee and his col- 
ieagues shall be met at Ogden City by two suitable officers of the United 
States Army from Fort Douglas, who will accompany them to Rock 
Springs, attend them while there, and return with them to Ogden, so_ 

| as to afford them every possible assistance and protection while inves- _ 
tigating the recent attack upon the Chinese laborers in Wyoming Ter- | 

 -witory. | | oe 
Accept, sir, &¢., | | | , 

| | T. F. BAYARD. 

| [Inclosure.—Telegram.] | 

a a Adjutant-General Drum to General Schofield. oe, 

| : — | Wark DEPARTMENT, © , - 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL’S OFFICE, 

| oe . Washington, September 11, 1885. - 

The Department of State informs the Secretary of War that the two Chinese consuls . 
and their interpreter at San Francisco will go to Rock Springs to make investigation 
into the late disturbance. The Secretary of War directs that the consuls shall be met 

- at Ogden by two suitable officers from Fort Douglas, who will accompany. them te 
Rock Springs, attend them while there, and return with them to Ogden, so as to se- 

_ ture the consuls from harm or insult and procure them courtesy and kind treatment 
. while making the investigation and while traveling. You will give the commanding 

oy officer at Rock Springs full and explicit instructions, so as to secure safety to the con- | 
| suls. . . . oe 

| — _ RC. DRUM, © 
Adjutant- Genera. 

Oo | 7 No 129 © | 7 | 

| | Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. Bayard. a Oo - | 

| | | _ CHINESE LEGATION, 
| Washington, D. C., September 14,1885. (Received September 14.) 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your two notes 
dated respectively the 11th and 12th instants, and desire to express to 

| you my sincere thanks for your courtesy in so promptly securing a mili- 
tary escort for the gentlemen sent by me to investigate the recent riot __- 
in Wyoming Territory. | | 7 fo So 

| In response to the inquiry in your first note, | would say that the. 
- members of the commission leave San Francisco, Cal., to-day, and that | 
they expect to be joined at Ogden by the United States officers so _ 

- kindly appointed by the War Department for that purpose. | | 
: Accept, sir, &¢., | | 

| ae | | | _ CHENG TSAO JU. |
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| - Mr. Porter to Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju. aan. 

Bo | SF DEPARTMENT OF STATE, es 
ol, SO oe Washington, September 14,1885. 

_ § mm: I have the honor to inclose herewith, in connection with pre- a 
vious correspondence respecting the proposed investigation into the as- | | 
sault upon the Chinese laborers at Rock Springs, acopy of aletter from = 
the Acting Attorney-General of the 12th instant, saying that thedis- 

trict attorney of Wyoming Territory had been instructed by that De- 
partment to do all in ‘his power to assist the proposed investigation and _ 
to bring the evildoers tojusticen os a 

— ,  Aecept,&e, | _ So Ne 
, | | JAS. D. PORTER, . oe 

a Ee | Acting Secretary. nate 

a | . . oo : [Inclosure. ] — oo | a o . 

- no Mt, Goode to Mr. Bayard, oe | a | | - | oo 

oO - Ou a DEPARTMENT o¥ Justice, _ a 
| SO | _ ° Washington, September 12, 1885. : 

. Sir: Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 
b 1ith instant, inclosing letter from the Chinese minister, with reference to a proposed ~ 

investigation about to be made at Rock Springs, in‘Wyoming Territory, by the Chi- > 
nese consuls, of the murderous outbreak upon the Chinese laborers employedin min- — 
ing in that vicinity. _ ee an I 

The district attorney of Wyoming Territory has been instructed by this Depart- 7 
-— ment to do all.in his power to assist the proposed investigation, and to bring the evil- . 
 doers.to justice. — oe | | Oo ge poe eS | 

| Very respectfully, 9° — - : a pe 
a | | re | "JOHN GOODE,  —— 

| a a a Acting Attorney-General. pe 

oo Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to’ Mr. Porter. ee TS 

a | a : rs a CHINESE LEGATION, Loe | | a 
: Washington, D. 0., September 15,1885. (Received September 16.) 

_ rr: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note dated | 
_. the 14th instant, and its inclosure, informing me that the district attor- = © 

-. ney of Wyoming Territory had been instructed to doallin his powerto 
assist the proposed investigation by the Chinese commission into. the 
recent riot at Rock Springs, and ‘to bring the evil-doers to justice.” | | 

-.. I beg to state that I have advised the members of the commission by —— 
telegraph of the facts kindly furnished. 
— Tendering to your Department and that of the Attorney-Generalmy 
thanks for these gratifying efforts in aid of the Chinese commission, 
avail myself, &e. nn et | : So | 

| | | —  * CHENG TSAO JU.
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ese | Mr. Porter to Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju. oe 

pc 7 ‘DEPARTMENT oF STATE, | | 
pO Washington, September 15, 1885. 

- _” Srm: I have had the honor to receive your note of the 14th instant, . 
-- goncerning the departure on that date from San Francisco of the mem- 

bers of the commission who are to investigate the recent assault upon 
a the Chinese laborers at Rock Springs, Wyoming Territory, and stating 

. - that they expect to meet at Ogden City the military escort appointed by _ 
7 the War Department to attend them. I have had pleasure in commu-— 
--—- aicating a copy of your note to the Secretary of War... - 

, : Accept, sir, &c., | | ; a a 
: | | JAS. D. PORTER, =. 

| ee | Acting Secretary. 

Oo . No. 183, — oe 

Mr. Porter to Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju. - | 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, __ 
| | | Washington, September 17, 1885. 

_ , rg: Ihave the honor to apprise you of the receipt of a letter from / 
: the War Department, of to-day’s date, saying that Col. A. McD. McCook, | 
a and Lieut. 8. W. Groesbeck, adjutant of the Sixth United States In- 

fantry, met Colonel Bee and his colleagues yesterday, the 16th instant, __ 
at Ogden City, Utah, and left with them for Rock Springs, Wyoming 

| Territory, to mvestigate the recent assault upon the Chiifese laborers 
| in that vicinity. | | | 

| Accept, sir, &c., | | | oe | 
| | | JAS. D. PORTER, | 

So - Acting Secretary. _ 

| oS No. 134, So 

Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. Porter, oe | 

| : CHINESE LEGATION, ~~ 
— Washington, D. C., September 17, 1885. (Received September 18.) | 

- Str: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of to- 
day’s date, kindly informing me that the two United States officers di- 

Oe rected by the War Department to escort the members of the Chinese 
yy commission to Rock Sprivgs had met the latter at Ogden yesterday, the 

| 16th instant, and had proceeded to Rock Springs with them. a 7 
, At the same time I[ take pleasure to inform you that a telegram has _ 

just been received from Colonel Bee and his colleagues stating that.they 
had arrived at Rock Springs this morning, escorted by the officers men- 
tioned above. ss | 7 | 

a | | ae OHENG TSAO JU.
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eS No. 135. - : ae 

co Mr. Porter to Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju. wy 

| | ae DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ce 
: | | Bo | Washington, September 19,1885. = 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a telegram ad- | 
~ dressed to yourself on the 17th instant, a copy of which was by your Sy 

- direction left at the Department, in relation to the threats of the Knights - 
_. of Labor against the Chinese in Wyoming Territory. rs 

I at once communicated copies of this telegram to the Attorney-Gen- — a 
eral and the Secretary of War, for such action.as they may deem proper 
to adopt in order to insure their protection by this Government and te 

- @onserve the peace. > a | SN — 
.. Accept, sir, &e, © | | lk, ae 

a rs , | JAS. D. PORTER, sy 
- a | re Acting Secretary. } 

So Oo _ No. 136. ees 

| _ Mr. Porter to Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju. o one 

— ss  S DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - 
a, — to Washington, September 19,1885, » 9 

- Srr: [have the honor to advert to the Department’s noteto youof the = 
1ith ultimo, and with reference to that: portion of it touching the applica- " | 
tion of the second rule of the Treasury circular, of December 6,1884,inre- 

' gard to theissuance by United States consular officers of certificates 
to Chinese subjects, not laborers, about to return to the United States, = - 

_ and your request for a fixed form of certificate to obviate difficultiesex- =. 
_perienced in the past, I desire to say that Iam informed by recent let- = 

_ ter from the Treasury Department that there appears to be no objection = = 
to the issuance by the consular officers of this Government of suitable 

_ ¢ertificates to Chinese persons, other than laborers, who, under the pro- | 
visions of paragraph 2 of Treasury circular No. 7, dated January 14, =. 

_ 1885, are permitted to land in the United States on the production of any — | 
- evidence satisfactory to the collector of customs. at the port of entry, - 

_ subject, of course, to the two amendments to that circular mentioned = 
in the Treasury circular, No. 7016, of July 13, 1885, by striking ont = = 

_ from paragraph 5 the last sentence commencing with the words “orif . 
_ there be no such Chinese officer,” and by inserting in the first sentence 

Of paragraph 6 the words “ at the date of the treaty” after the words: : 
_. “ United States.” Under these circumstances, therefore, the Treasury | 

- Department is of opinion that no particular form of proof is necessary. | 
_- That the situation may be the better understood, I have deemed is = 
_ proper to append hereto copies of the Treasury circulars N 0.174,0f De- — : 

ember 6, 1884, and No. 7, of January 14, 1885; also a copy of No. 7016, 20 
_ dated July 13, 1885, amending the same, all of which have been kindly. i 

Aurnished by the Treasury authorities. __ | OF ea | 
oo, Accept, sir, &c., | . - | Ok a 

| Be _ JAS. D. PORTER, = > 7 

| _ oe a ~~ Acting Secretary. | €
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SO , > [{Inclosure 1.] : | | | Bas 

. -- « GIRCULAR RELATING TO CHINESE PERSONS COMING TO THE UNITED STATES. | 

oo TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
BS - | . Washington, D. C., December 6, 1884. 

--Fo Officers of the Customs and others: 
To promote uniformity in the admission of Chinese persons of the exempt class, 

under the act of July 5, 1884, the following rules are prescribed: 
(1) Chinese persons, other than laborers, who are now, or who may hereafter be, 

lawfully within the United States, and who may desire to depart from and return to 
the United States, may do so on production of a certificate corresponding to that re- - 

| quired by section 6,of the act of July 5, 1884, to be issued by a Chinese consular offi- _ 
cer stationed within the United States. | . | 

Certificates issued under the act of May 6, 1882, and decision 6240, before the pas- 
| sage of said act of 1884, are to be regarded as having the same effect as if said act of 

1884 had not been passed. | . | | oo : 
(2) Chinese subjects, not laborers, desiring to come to the United States from 

- eountries other than China, may do so on production of a certificate corresponding | 

| to that. required by section 6 of the act of July 5, 1884, to be issued by a Chinese 
diplomatic or consular officer, if there be one at the port of departure, countersigned 
by a United States consular officer, or, if there be no such Chinese officer stationed at 

. such port, on a like certificate to be issued by a United States consular officer. __ 
(3) The regulations contained in decision 5544, and dated January 23, 1883, rela~ 

a tive to the transit of Chinese laborers through the territory of the United States, wilk 

a be applied to all Chinese persons intending to se go in transit through the United 
States. 7 , 

(4) Chinese persons who may be compelled to touch at ports of the United States 

in transit to foreign countries, may be permitted to land under the regulations of 

January 23, 1883 (S. 5544), so far as the same may be applicable, such persons to take © 

passage by the next vessel leaving for their destination or the voyage of which may 
| form part of the route necessary to carry them to their destination. 

, | , | oe H. McCULLOCH, 
a a _ Secretary. | 

{Inclosure 2.] | . 

CIRCULAR—CHINESE PERSONS COMING TO THE UNITED STATES. | 

. ) OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
| Washingion, D. C., January 14, 1885. | 

Fo Officers of the Customs and others: | | | 

- The following regulations relating to the rights of Chinese laborers to enter the 

| United States are deemed to be in accordance with the recent decision of the Su- 

preme Court in the case of Chew Heong, plaintiff in error, vs. The United States, and. 

- ¢he existing regulations relating to the admission of Chinese persons. other than la- 

. borers into the United States are restated and modified for your information and 

government: CS ; re 

- ~ (1) Chinese laborers lawfully residing in the United States and who left the United 

States by sea after the passage of the act of July 5, 1884, are entitled to enter the | 

United States only upon the production of the certificate prescribed in section 4 of 

that act, or of the certificate prescribed in section 5 of the act of May 6, 1882, in case 

they depart by land. 
(2) The fourth section of the act of May 6, 1882, as amended by the act July 5, 1884, 

i -_- prescribing the certificate which shall be produced by a Chinese laborer as the only 

oe evidence permissible to establish his right of re-entry into the United States, is not 
applicable to Chinese laborers who, residing in this country at the date of the treaty 

of November 17, 1880, departed by sea before May 6, 1882, and remained out of the 

: United States until after July 5, 1884, and such persons may be permitted toland — 

' without any certificate upon production of evidence satisfactory to the collector of 

. . guch facts. . | SN | re 
(3) Chinese laborers residing in this country at the date of the treaty of November 

17; 1880, or who shall have come into the same before the expiration of ninety days 

| next after the passage of the act of May 6, 1882, and who left the United States  be- 

’ fore the passage of the act of July 5, 1884, are entitled to re-enter the United States 

. upon the production of the certificates prescribed by sections 4 and 5 of the act of — 

a May 6,1882. Certificates issued under the act of May 6, 1862, and decision 6240, be- 

| fore the passage of said act of 1884, are to be regarded as having the same effect as if 

said act of 1884 had not been passed. 

| (4) Chinese persons other than laborers coming to the United States for the first
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. time from China can. be permitted to enter the United States only upon the produc- 
; tion of the certificate prescribed by section 6 of the. act of July 5, 1884, such certifi- =’ 
-. cate being the sole-evidence permissible on the part of the person so producing the = = — | 

game to establish a right of entry into the United States. Se co 
-. (5) Chinese subjects, not laborers, desiring to come to the United States from = 

- . .eountries other than China may do so on production of a certificate corresponding to re 
that required by section 6 of the act of July 5, 1884, to be issued by a Chinese diplo- == = 

. ~ matic or consular officer, if there be one at the port of departnre, countersigned by @ 
‘United States consular officer; or, if there be no such Chinese officer stationed at such — re 

- | port, on d like certificate to be issued by a United States consular officer.* | ltd | 
(6) Section 6 of the act of 1884 does not apply to Chinese persons other than labor- - 

ers lawfully in the United States.t Such persons are, by treaty, entitled ‘to come =.” 
and go of their own free will and accord,” and when they leave,the United Statesare == 
entitled to re-enter on any evidence satisfactory to the collector that they are not’) -.. ©} 

. . Chinese laborers. a : | oe 
_. For the convenience of such persons and of the customs officers and others, such =o © 
“ persons who may desire to depart from and return to the United States may enter Ca 
. the United States on production of a certificate corresponding to that required by pubs 

section 6 of the act of July 5, 1884, to be issued by the collector of customs of the 
-_- port of departure, which certificate may be prima facie evidence of a right to enter = 

| the United States. — Co a eee . 
_. (7) The regulations contained in decision 5544, and dated January 23, 1883, rela-' _ oo 
‘tive to the transit of Chinese laborers through the. territory of the United States, Cee 

will be applied to all Chinese persons intending to so go in transit through the a 
United States. | CS Boe as | Be oP - 

. (8) Chinese persons who may be compelled ‘to touch at the ports of the United | Co 
| §tates in transit to foreign countries, may be permitted to land under the regula- = 

_. tions of January 23, 1883 (S., 5544), so far asthe same may beapplicable, such persons» | 
to take passage by the next vessel leaving for their destination or the voyage of which — 

- may form part of the route necessary to carry them to theirdestination. re 
| ey | | | 7 | | H. MeCULLOCH, | oo 

oe a 7 re 7 Secretary. ° | : 

yy  fInclogure 3.1 os poo es 

| CIRCULAR RELATING TO CHINESE PERSONS COMING TO THE UNITED STATES... _ oe 

| | SO -  TreasuRY DEPARTMENT, July 13,1885. 
COLLECTOR OF Customs, San Francisco, Cal.: | S | Oe 

- Sir: Referring to your communication of the 3d ultimo, relative to the regulations == 
| concerning Chinese persons coming to the United States, linclose herewith a copy of == > 

'. an opinion obtained, under date of the 6th instant, from the Solicitor of the Treasury 
- uponthe subject. | | oe po Rs ey 

You will perceive that most of the provisions of the regulations as restated and: . 
| modified by circular No. 7, of the 14th of January last, are found to be fully in ac- oe 

. .eordance with the law as expounded by the United States courts and the Attorney- . | 
General, and that the circular requires in two particulars only amendment (as indi- gp 

_ cated in red:ink on acopy of the circular, also herewith inclosed), by striking out = 
from paragraph 5 the last sentence, commencing with the words ‘“‘orif there beno . | 
such Chinese officer,” and by inserting in the first sentence of paragraph 6 the words ©. 
‘Cat the date of the treaty” after thé words ‘‘ United States.” Ceo Bs oi 

You will consider the circular as amended in the particulars mentioned. © mg 
: - ‘Very respectfully, . | | bo Be 

7 oo. - | | , C. 8, FAIRCHILD, an 
, moe | — | | '- Aoting Secretary. a 

oo | : - No. 137. a ee 

| oe Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. Bayard. . ee 

ee oo | a CHINESE LEGATION, —_ oe 
- Washington, D. C., October 17, 1885. . (Received October 17.) ee 

Siz: I have the honor to inform you that ina recent communication  —«_—s| 
_ ‘from Mr. Owyang Ming, Chinese consul-general at San Francisco, I am 
_ informed that three Chinese residents at Seattle, Washington Territory, © - 

- * Words in italics are to be omitted. — ee ee 
oe - tInsert the words ‘‘at the date of the treaty”. a oe 

«13. FOR . Sy a ase
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were, in the night of the 7th ultimo, killed, and three wounded, by citi- 
| zens there; that in the night of the 24th ultimo the citizens of that 

| vicinity burat down all the residences of Chinese miners there; and 
| that the Chinese merchants in Washington Territory called the consul- 

: general’s special attention to the fact that proclamations, as result of _ 
: the anti-Chinese meeting lately held at Seattle, were published inthe 

_-  Jocal papers, demanding the departure of all Chinese persons from the 
| - Yerritory before the Ist of November, 1885, and intimating that force 

would be applied if this demand should fail to take effect. Resolutions 
oe were also agreed to by the meeting, calling upon all citizens to aid in 

_ the work. Apprehending the imminent danger of the Chinese subjects, 
- the consul-general, through Col. Frederick A. Bee, Chinese consul at. 

_ $San Francisco, requested the governor of Washington Territory by tele- 
| graph to extend his protection over the Chinese residents there. = 

_. Since the evil-doers of the Territory have been so violent in their con- 
duct, and now threaten to expel all Chinese persons from the Territory, _ 
an outbreak like that at Rock Springs may occur at any moment. . 
£ (I therefore most respectfully ask that your excellency will requestthe 
governor of Washington Territory to use special caution, and to take 
all necessary steps to avoid such an apprehended occurence. | 

|  Aceept, sir, &., : , | , 
| Se CS CHENG TSAO JU, . 

No. 188. | | Oo 

oo a ' Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju. So 

| : DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oe : 
| a | Washington, October 21, 1885. 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of 
the 17th instant, relative to an assault upon Chinese residents of Seattle, 
Washington Territory, and to the threatened movement against your | 

| countrymen having for its object their expulsion from that Territory. — 
In compliance with your request the attention of the governor of Wash- 

° _ington Territory has been called to the necessity for measures of pro- 
| tection to the Chinese, so that any contemplated outbreak against them 

a may be averted. The matter has also been laid before the Secretary of - 
the Interior, to the end. that every power of law should be lent, through 
the Territorial officials within his jurisdiction, to secure the Chinese | 

: from assaults. | So 
_ Accept, sir, &c., . ) oo 

ae a | T. FE. BAYARD.. 

| No. 139. | 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju. 

| . _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
: | : —_ Washington, October 28, 1885. : 
- §rg: With reference to your note of the 17th instant, relative to the 

threatened assault upon Chinese residents of Washington Territory, — - 
and to my reply of the 21st instant, I have now the honor toinform you —
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_ that I have just received a telegram from the governor of the Territory _ oo 
| reporting that the authorities are able to protect lives and property,and - | 

_ that in the event of any disturbance nineteen-twentieths of the able- _ ree 
_ bodied men can be depended upon as a posse comitatus. Every lawful 

precaution is being taken to preserve order. os oy Pe 
— .. Accept, sir, &¢., ae | 7 eee, | Sa 

ee ae | 0 DK. BAYARD. ey 

oe ‘No.140, 0 | “a Be ine 

| Myr. Bayard to Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju. pg AG 8 

oa RS DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a 
ee a Ee Washington, November 2,1885. | 
Sir: With reference to your note to this Departmant of the (thultimo, 

_ in regard to the assault upon Chinese residents of Seattle, Washington 
Territory, and the threatened expulsion of Chinese from that Territory, = 

_ and to my reply of the 28th ultimo, I have now the honor toinform you 
that Governor Watson Squire reports that the persons accused of killing 

_ the Chinese are now in jail under indictment and awaiting trial for mur- gone Biees 
~. der in the first degree. The governor, reports, further that a better oe 2 
. feeling in the direction of peace and order already prevails, and that = 
- @ strong organization of the better class of citizens has arrayed itself _. 

_ under the law, for concerted action to prevent any. outbreak against — gt 
the Chinese. .He is satisfied of the ability of the civil authorities to noe 

- maintain order, but at the same time is fully prepared to notify the 
President by telegraph in case it shall be necessary to call out the mili; 

_ tary force at Vancouver Barracks, within a few hours’ journey from the sy | disturbed locality, OE BS ee 
Accept, sir, &e., = | se | ee era 

ae , | we | TF. BAYARD. ss 

Mir, Cheng Tsao Juto Mr. Bayard. = EO 

° oe ae - : CHINESE LEGATION, =| ey 
_ » Washington, D. C., November 4, 1885. (Received November4.) = = 

___ Str: T have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note,dated 
_ the 2d instant, kindly furnishing me with an account of the report of, 

_ Governor Watson Squire, of Washington Territory,in regard to the  § =°— _ persons accused of killing certain Chinese residents in Seattle, Wash, = = _ and to the precautions taken to prevent an outbreak against the ©. 

_ I beg to express to you, Mr. Secretary, my thanks for your courtesy. 
Accept, sir, &., cs OS BE Es Bsa a ea 

| , Pe CHENG TSAO JU. i
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Bo be Bs a ' No. 142. er a 

oe oe Ho Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. Bayard, | a - 

cB Se --- Outnuse LEGATION, 
| a , — Washington, D. C., November 5, 1885. - 

| Srp: I have the honor to inform you that I received lastevening from _ 

- Mr. Owyang Ming, Chinese consul-general at San Francisco, a tele- 

| gram as follows: : | ae 

_ | ‘Several hundred Chinese driven from Tacoma, Washington Territory, yesterday, | 
are now in woods without shelter or food. Merchants given until to-day to pack their 

- oods and leave. No effort made by the governor or authorities to protect them. | 

Prompt action must be taken, or the same outrage will be enacted all over the Terri- 

| The Chinese laborers mentioned above were residents in the United — 
States on the 17th day of November, 1880, or before the expiration of 

ninety days after the passage of the act of May 6, 1882, while the mer- 

-- ghants are among the classes entitled. to come and go to the United 

| States of their own free will and accord. a oe 
-~- In circumstances like these, when these people have been so suddenly 

‘ : and unreasonably expelled from their occupations and homes, their lives 

and property are in imminent danger. I therefore feel compelled to re- 

quest that immediate and earnest efforts may be taken to secure for 

_ them due protection, in order to restore to them the rights and _privi-— 

| leges granted by the treaty made between China and the United States. 

| Ido not entertain the least doubt that your excellency will kindly | 

adopt measures to enable them to return in safety to Tacoma, where 

| they may resume their usual occupations. are - 

LT beg: to state, further, that I have received a second telegram from 

| our consul-general at San Francisco, which reads as follows: ee 

| | --- Just received the following telegram from Seattle, Washington Territory : 

a ‘¢ Chinese residents of Tacoma forcibly driven out yesterday. From two to three 

a hundred Chinese now in Seattle in imminent danger. Local authorities willing, but 

not strong enough to protect us, Weask you to secure protection for us. . 
| : — - “WAH CHANG'& CO.” 

| Immediate action necessary. _ 7 7 

— I would respectfully call your attention to this matter also. 

| ' Accept, sir, &., | - | | 

Be CHENG TSAO JU. 

| No.148, | | 

| | | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju. 

7 | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - 
| cae Washington, November 5, 1885. 

i - Sre: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note, of this 

| date,in regard to an outrage stated to have been perpetrated upon Chinese © 

a subjects in Washington Territory, and to say that I have referred the 

oe case to the Secrétary of the Interior, under whose authority the Terri- — 

| tories are placed by law. oe : a 

Pe Accept, sir, &e., - | | _ 

- | | T. F. BAYARD. ©
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SU Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. Bayard. nee 

a | - s,s (HINESE LEGATION, = 
Washington, D. C., November 7,1885. (Received November7.) 

$reg: Thanking you for the kind attention which you have already) __ “ 
given to the disturbances at Tacoma and Seattle, in Washington Terri-— a 
tory, I have the honor to submit to you for your consideration another > 

_ dispatch (herewith inclosed) received last night from the Chinese consul- 
general at San Francisco. - | we ere 

 , Accept, sir, &e., 7 OE ee a 
ee | — GHENG TSAO JUL 

oe : oa [Inclosure—Telegram.} " . Ae en oe | . 

ee on — ; oe SAN FRANCISCO, Cat., November 6, 1885—9.04 p. me : a fae 
His Excellency CHENG, . Co | | | a . ae 

oo Chinese Legation, Washington, D.C.: ee ee : ee 

-  Yelegrams this day from Washington Territory show that outrages are still going.) 
Last night all Chinese driven from Puyallup, and matters hourly getting worse. No | tg 

_ troops sent. The Chinese ordered to leave Seattle to-day. Strong appeals for pro-  .. «4 
tection received here hourly. The mayor of Seattle asked governor for troopson the 

.. 4th, but refused. Cos, , | 7 a re 
oy oe : 7 - - OWYANG MING. ee 

NT 
So Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cheng Tsao Jue a 

Oo a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, == 
| ee a ee hen — ... - Washington, November 7,1885. = |” 

 Srg: I have the honor to inform you that prior to the receiptof your 
- note of to-day, relative to the hostile movement against the Chinese 

' residents of Washington Territory, the President had issued his proc- 
_ lamation. making provision for their protection, and thatthe Secretary =~ 

of War instructed the commandant of the troops at Fort Vancouver, by — 
telegraph yesterday, to use every effort with the aid of the military to = 
‘preserve order. | a Se he 

Accept, sir, &., , . | ve Ca SES Spe gi 

: - fF. BAYARD. 9” 

| . | ' [Inclosure.] . oo | _ oe a : | * 

ae BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, © ce wT Ba : 

ne APROCLAMATION. 2 

| - Whereas it is represented to me by-the governor of the Territory of Washington that P | : 
domestic violence exists within the said Territory, and that by reason of unlawful ob- | oe 
structions and combinations, and the assémblage of evil disposed persons, it has be- : 

~ come impracticable to enforce by the ordinary course of judicial proceedings the laws 9 |. 
‘of the United States at Seattle, and at other points and places within said Territory, — oe 

- ‘whereby life and property are there threatened and endangered; and. _ a Poe a oY us 

Whereas the legislature of said Territory cannot be convened, andinthejudgment = 
of the President an emergency has arisen, and a case is now presented, which justifies oe
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ae and requires, and under the Constitution and laws of the United States, the employ- 
ment of military force to suppress domestic violence and enforce the faithful execu- 
tion of the laws of the United States if the command and warning of this proclamation _ 

: _  . be disobeyed and disregarded: eee ee 7 - . 
ot Now, therefore, I, Grover Cleveland, President of the United States of America, do 

oe hereby command and warn all insurgents and all persons who have assembled at any 
_ point within the said Territory of Washington for the unlawful purposes aforesaid, 

to desist therefrom, and to disperse and retire peaceably to their respective abodes on 
--or before twelve o’clock meridian on the Sth day of November instant. - 

And I do admonish all good citizens of the United States, and all persons within the 
limits and jurisdiction thereof, against aiding, abetting, countenancing, or taking any ~~ 

- part in such unlawful aets or assemblages. | aeons ee 
In witness whereof I have set my hand and caused the seal of the United States to 
be hereunto affixed. . } eee | 
Done at the city of Washington, this seventh day of November, in the year of our 

- Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-tive, and of the Independence of the | 
_ = Ynited States, the one hundred and tenth. | — 

[SEAL. ] oo GROVER CLEVELAND, 
Oo By the President: | | a 

| . ‘T, B. Bayarp, Secretary of State, | , 

7 Bn No. 146. : 

| | Mr. Cheng Tsao Ju to Mr. Bayard. | 

Be | CHINESE LEGATION, — 
- Washington, D. C., November 9,1885. (Received Nov. 9.) 

oe Sim: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the _ 
_ {th instant, inclosing two copies of the President’s proclamation pro- 

__-—- ¥iding for the protection of the Chinese residents of Washington Terri- 

| I take pleasure in expressing to you, Mr. Secretary, my profound 
on #thanks for the prompt efforts of the Government of the United States 

_ In suppressing the lawless combinations against the welfare and peace 
of the Chinese in that Territory. a 

: - | 7 CHENG TSAO JU. 

a | oe COLOMBIA. | 

: — | : No. 147. os - 

| 7 ltr. Seruggs to Mr. Frelinghuysen. 7 

| - | | [Extract.] | | . 

- No.180.] = ° ~—~—«*XLEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, _ | 
| . | - Bogota, December 23, 1884. (Received January 16, 1885.) | 

_ . Srp: Ever since the Presidential election of last year, this country 
| has been constantly distracted by rumors of contemplated local and 
an general “revolutions.” In some of the States, as, for instance, in Pa. 

—— nama, there were serious disturbances, even before the inauguration of 
the new President. But as these soon subsided, hopes began to be 
entertained that the incoming administration might be peaceable. —
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| ~. But ‘a few weeks after the inauguration, in July last, there was an 
outbreak in the State of Santander, growing out of a disputed election ~ a, 
for governor, in which the federal Government had taken.an active 

«+ part. A compromise was, however, effected whereby an adherentof = 
the Nuiiez administration became governor ad interim, pending anew 
election which had been ordered. OS Te 
A few weeks later a similar quarrel occurred in the Stateof Cundina- 

. Marca, resulting in the massacre of some 80 or 100 personsin the town - 
of Guaduas. But the matter was patched up by a sort of compromise, = 

whereby General Aldana was to remain governor two years longer! > 
_ _ Some ten days ago there was another outbreak, of a still more serious 

_ Gharacterin Santander. Itoriginated, as did the first, ina quarreloverthe Oe 
_ local offices, deeply involving thenationaladministration. A pitchedbat- 

tle was fought, in which the insurgents were defeated, but the disaffection oe 
| continued to spread until it reached the adjoining State of Boyacé, and — Z 

the latest reports are that there has been a similar uprising in Bolivar = > 
and Magdalena © . Poe a 

_ In consequence of this unsettled state of affairs, the President, onthe  ~. - 
_ 18th instant, issued a proclamation declaring Santander, Boyacé,‘Cun- 

_ - dinamarea, and the district of Bolivar and Magdalena bordering on the 
~ river Magdalena, in a state of civil war. This proclamation, under ex- Le 

isting Colombian laws, is tantamount to-a suspension of the privileges ene 
of the habeas corpus, and to placing the States and districts named - — 
under martial law; and it has been followed by the usual militaryim- = 
 pressments. a ee oo ae ae ae 

-~ It is understood that the main insurgent force, some 4,00Qstrong, === 
-. under the command of General Daniel Hernandez, is marching upon . | 
_ Tunja. The Government here has already dispatched all its available 

force for the same place. So that, in the absence of some possible com-- 
‘promise, a general engagement may be expected very soon. = = 2 | | 

_. The National Government.is in great straits for money. Ithasalready = 
exhausted its credit with the local banks, and is now levyingforced con- ° 

_' tributions in order to defray its current expenses. Add to this the 
almost hopelessly bankrupt condition of the exchequer. * * * =  -” 

| Where it will end no one can at present conjecture. Butinthepres- = 
ent. disordered condition of society we may reasonably anticipate the = 

.. usual disregard of the rights of foreigners on the coast and Isthmus. | 
I would respectfully suggest, theretore, that the presence of an Ameri- ee 

. Gan man-of-war near those localities would probably prevent the neces- = 
sity for diplomatic reclamations against the Government. = ee ea 

SS he | | WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS. oe 

: - oe No. 148. | REP a 

| . Mr. Seruggs to Mr. Frelinghuysen. 7 

No. 182.] . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | oo 
oe _ Bogota, December 26, 1884. (Received May 11, 1885.) re 

: Sir: A few days since I was waited upon by one Aurelio F. Pinzon, =. 
_.& native and resident of this country, who claimed exemption from the  ~— 
duties of Colombian citizenship, and asked the intervention of this . 

_ _ legation for the enforcement of such claim, on the ground that he was - 
. naturalized citizen of the United States. In supportof this claim _ 

he produced the certificate of naturalization which I heré inclose. pes
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sn reply to my inquiries, he stated that he had lived in the: United | 
_ ‘States but four years; that he had never made any previous declara- 

_ tion of intention; that he had never been required to prove and that. 
_ fle had never proven by two of its citizens that he had resided five 

years at least in the United States; that immediately upon obtaining 
| _ this certificate he returned to Colombia; that he had never beenin the © 

| United States since, and that he had no present intention of ever re- | 

| turning thither for the purpose of residence. Further inquiries elicited 
the fact that he paid the clerk of the court a large fee for this bogus 

_ eertificate, and that he was never before the judge of the court at any | 
— _ time or for any purpose. , Oe pe ee 

I submit this as a fair sample of perhaps vot less than fifty cases of | 
a like character that have come before me during my official residence — _ 

_abroad. ¢ an | os Ce 
Our naturalization laws would not be objectionable if they could be | 

honestly administered ; and at the time of their adoption, more than 
| _ three-quarters of a century ago, before our State judiciary had been 

ae divested of its independence, their honest administration was possible. __- 
~ But experience has shown how impossible this has become since the 

-- loeal courts, competent to grant certificates of naturalization, have — 
been degraded by a system of State constitutional amendments and 

'. loeal legislation. The judge, clothed with the power to admit aliens 
. to citizenship, ought to be independent. He should hold his position 

| by some more certain tenure than that by election for short terms by 
: universal suffrage. Besides, since the power of naturalization: is, by - 

/ our Caopstitution, vested in the national legislature exclusively, the | 
- power to admit to citizenship ought to be as exclusively in the national 

| | courts.. This is of infinitely more practical importance than any fixed 
os . term of probationary residence, because. it is of little consequence | 
| whether that term be long or short, so long as its provisions are habit- 

: ually disregarded. And they will continue to be so disregarded so long. — 
; as the judge having jurisdiction holds his position at. the caprice of 

-.- - gome local political caucus or faction. ce | 
| The abuses of American citizenship in foreign countries are much. 

oe more frequent and grave than our people at home haveever realized. It 
| is a very common thing for natives of other countries to maintain a res- 

| - idence in our midst barely long enough to procure certificates of natur- 
7 alization. They then return to their native country, or take up their 

abode in some other, with no intention of ever returuing to the United — 
| States for permanent residence. In this way they enjoy exemption from — 

a the ordinary burdens of citizenship in both countries; from thoseinthe . 
—- - gountry of their residence by reason of their naturalization papers, and > 

| from those in the country of their adopted allegiance by reason of their 
| | continuous absence. They belong to a class of persons who are the 

most importunate in their demands for protection by our Government, 
and usually the first to complain if their demands are not readily com- — 
plied with. And it sometimes happens that, by misrepresentation and _ 

a _ falsehood, they either embroil our Government in difficulty or place it 
in a wrong position. — | Oo a 

I know that it is held by the Department.(and justly so) that where 
= by the laws of their native country these persons were never expat- 

| riated by being naturalized in the United States, and where they as- _ 
| sume duties or perform acts compatible with their original allegiance’ - 

| and incompatible with their acquired citizenship, they must be deemed | 
. to have absolved our Government from all obligation to protect them. | 

But this seldom happens, and for obvious reasons. By our treaties with.
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- most European countries, and by the laws of nearly all the Latin Amer- 
jean States, expatriation is accomplished whenever naturalization takes) = > 

.. place. And‘since the primary object of these. persons is to shirk the’. 
duties. and responsibilities of citizenship in both countries, they arevery, > 

- careful not to assume duties or perform acts that would imply a pur-, _ 
- pose to resume their former allegiance. And thus, while living beyond - — 

the reach of the authority of our Government, withoutever havingiden- — - 
tified themselves with it and without ever having contributed anything - 

- to'its support, they successfully invoke its power to shield them from cys 
_ the ordinary duties of citizenship in the country of their residence. | Me 

_... An effective remedy for such abuses is not possible, as I conceive, ex- ee 
cept by some well-digested scheme of Congressional legislation. There vag 

- ghould be some explicit declaration by Congress of the conditionsunder 
- which citizens of the United States—native born as well as natural-* = 

| ized—shall be deemed to have expatriated themselves;* and when a | 
-» man in a foreign country demands protection as an American citizen 

_ he should be required to produce some better evidence of his nation; 
_ ality than that afforded by the certificate of a petty municipal magis- = > 

trate who, although he may have common-law jurisdiction, a clerk,and 
_ a seal, holds his position by the favor of some ward politician.t area ee 
- Long experience in the service has impressed me with the paramount 

~~ }mportance of both the reforms here suggested; and this conviction, = 
‘supplemented by a desire to see our Government respected abroadasit = - 

.> . deserves, is my only apology for thus intruding the subject upon you. 
TD have, &e., Coe orn re | 

a Pe WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS. | | 

oe | | Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | BP 

No. 187.] Oo LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| os a Bogota, January 11, 1885.: (Received May 11.) 

_ §rm: Since the date of my No. 180, of the 23d ultimo, there has been = = 
‘no general engagement between the two hostile armies; and, aside from ee 

’ the capture of Honda by an insurgent force under the command ofone .. > 
. Gaitan, and similar raids in other parts of the country, the military ==, 
situation is not materially changed. | | we ee 

, It it understood that Hernandez, the insurgent chief, is stillencamped - | 
near Tunja, though he has retired from his former position. The main «| 

_ body of the Government troops, under Generals Aldana and Mongan, 
‘have been massed at a point some three days’ march south of that place © 
near Zapaquera. Cg Me a ce 

Meantime, the raiding party which occupied Honda have sentade-  —|_—, 
tachment down the Magdalena River in two small steamers, which they. 

.  eaptured at Carocali. Their destination is not known.. They may .. | 

| *The act of Congress of July 27, 1868, fails to declare how or under what. cireum- ss 
. stances the ‘‘right of expatriation ” may be exercised by American citizens, what is , 6 

essential to its full attainment, or what shall be the evidence of its accomplishment. 
In Michigan, and probably in other States, county courts (since they have common _ 

. law jurisdiction and a clerk and seal) have admitted aliens to citizenship, and this © +) 
hhas been held to be in accord with our naturalization laws. (See case of Biddle v. _ Se 

' Richards, 1 Cong. Elect. Cases, 407.) ee ge
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have proceeded to the coast, for the purpose of seizing the custom-. 
_. houses; or they may aim merely to blockade the river, and thus cut off 

_ all communication with the coast. It is only known here that mail — 
 ¢ommunication with the coast has been interrupted. I therefore send _. 
this and other dispatches, as also duplicates of my former dispatches — 

_ (from the 24th to 31st December, inclusive), by a special messenger to 
the care of the United States consul at Barranquilla. = _ | 

_ In anticipation of a possible attempt by the insurgents to seize the — 
_  ¢eustom-houses, the Government has ordered the entire force at Panama 

| (numbering about 500 men under command of General Vela) to Sava- _ 
. nilla. This will leave that State at the mercy of any revolutionary fac- 

. tion that may arise therein; and, what is more serious, expose the Isth- 
| mean transit to constant interruption. I therefore respectfully repeat 

- the suggestion (made in my No. 180) that one of our war vessels be 
sent thither, and that it remain within easy call of our consul-general 
there during these public disorders. Its presence would restrain the 

| spirit of lawlessness, and thus save our Government a series of embar- 
_, © rassing questions in the future. * * * | —_ 
. I have, &c., | | 

So | | | | WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS. — 

| 7 P.8.—I have just learned, from a source deemed reliable, that. the 
, | man Gaitan (referred to above) robbed the mails that were coming up 

_ . the'river in the Stevenson Clarke, somewhere below Nare, on the 9thin- 
' stant. The mails contained the usual packages for the foreign legations 

— here; but none of them were respected by this freebooter, who, it seems, 
, now has undisputed possession of the river between the ports of Baure | 

— and Honda, covering a distance of about 400 miles. The overland mail, 
— _ Via Buenaventura, had been likewise cut off by the insurgents. Thus 

_- we are completely cut off from all mail or telegraphic communication © 
. with the outside world. My latest date from the Department is No- — 

| vember the 26th last. | _ . = 
: | | | W. LS. |. 

a 7 | No. 150. ) > | 

— No. 19.] Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Scruggs. oe 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oo 
| _ Washington, January 20, 1885. 

| Sir: FE have received your No. 180 of the 23d ultimo, in regard tothe | 
ee threatening condition of affairs in Colombia, and to say that agreeably 

to a previous understanding with the Secretary of the Navy he has 
caused a vessel of war of the United States to be stationed at Colon and 
Panama, for the protection of American interests in that quarter. I 

| shall, however, inclose to Mr. Chandler a copy of your dispatch, andas 
bear:ng upon the subject to which it relates, I herewith transmit a copy 

| _ of a telegram of the 18th instant, from the commander of the U.S. _ 
so ‘8. Alliance at Panama to Mr. Chandler, who has kindly forwarded it 

hither, saying that a revolution was in progress there. oN 
ce, lam, &e., | _ | | co 

| : : 7 | FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN, |
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es - oo. [Inclosure in No. 19.—Telegram.} sit Be 

Poa . Commander Clark to Mr. Chandler. PRET 

Ls | BC 4 _ Panama, January 18,1885. 
es Revolution in progress. President of Panama announces his inability to protecé = > 

the property of Panaina Railroad Company. At request of authorities shalllandforde =. — 
soon as possible to protect American property in Aspinwall. Will keep you informed an 
Of state ofaffairs. -Have put Alliance alongside dock to assist in case demonstration. oe 

_ Please give such instructions you think proper. United States minister Bogotacan= = 
| not be communicated with; wires cut. Bogotain state ofsiege. © Se 

nr ee cy m | ' LEWIS CLARK, °° 
a : aa CPi s Commander U. S..N., Commanding U.S. 8. Alliance. 

eo | J Tass ees ~ Nol SE EG So ae 

| ele - Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Frelinghuysen... 

No. 188] 0 | _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ©... | 
s — - - _ Bogota, January 20, 1885. (Received May 11.)_ eR 

Sir: There are some features of the present civil warin Colombiaas . | 
-.- deplorable as they are novel in the history of this country. Heretofore, == 

_ pending the issue of such commotions, the national post-offices and 
-. mails have been held sacred by both parties. Mail communication with = 

| the coast and, per consequence, between this capital and foreign coun. | 
tries, have been repeatedly interrupted by reason of the blockade of the 

. river Magdalena; but in no instance now remembered were the mails or — 
_. post-offices violated or robbed by either of the contending factions. oN 

But the present strife for power has, from the very outset, been char- 
acterized by a spirit of lawlessness and savagery that is without prece- 

© dent. The mails between. Bogota and all the interior towns and cities 
have been robbed systematically by the insurgents,so much so thatthe  —. 
general. post-office here has been practically closed fora month past, 9 

| while the mail-boats on the Magdalena have been plundered, the mail- 
_ bags opened, all valuables extracted therefrom, and the remainder 

_ ‘thrown overboard. All the foreign mails, including those addressedto 
|. the different legations here, have met a similar fate. The Government, oN 
- has been, and is still, quite powerless to check these depredations, = =——™ 

Another feature of the-present strife is its spirit of extreme vindic- eos 
tiveness. It was inaugurated by a most shameless and cold-blooded — te 

- massacre of some eighty helpless victims in the town of Guaduas; and 
similar outrages have been frequent in other parts of the country ever © 
since. | | | ue wee 

| At the present moment, two ex-Presidents and one former minister for _ ve 
_- foreign affairs of the Republic are hiding away in order to save their 
~ lives. The right of private property, and even the sanctity of private > 

dwellings, seem to be wholly disregarded, and what one faction fails to — - 
_ take in the form of forced loans, the other usually takes by force of 
arms. All the banks, except two, have closed their doors; andthetwo ° — 

- which still keep open, and continue to meet their obligations, will be = 
_.. forced to close before many days, unléss, indeed, affairs should take a => 

different turn. | an eo | Ba 
‘Up to the present time, owing possibly to the watchfulness and -effi- _ | 

ciency of the diplomatic corps here, I have not heard of any outrages 
- against the persons of foreign residents. But, taken altogether, thisum- © _ 

_ fortunate country is ina most deplorable condition; worse, perhaps,than 
| it has been at any time since its independence of the Spanish Crown. = — 

I have, &e., | So oe eS 
| | : | | | WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS... 

. . : v4 . a wy
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. | No. 152. Ss ne 

- | _ Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Frelinghuysen. : | | 

| No. 190.] — — LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
ee | | Bogota, January 30,1885. (Received May 26.) | 

Sir: I transmit herewith (in copy and translation) an official publi- 
_ ¢ation containing an extract from the Colombian constitution, relative _ 

- to the question of nationality. oe ae 
| Whilst the Colombian Government thus practically ignores the test : 

of nationality by the nationality of the parent, and adopts that by place 
| of birth, it makes actual domicile the real test of Colombian.citizenship. 

So that, in nearly every instance, a person must reside in the country _ 
oe in order to be a Colombian citizen. This, of course, involves possible | 

: conflict with the laws of the United States, and with those of many 
European countries. an ° | 

The laws of England, like our own, lay chief stress upon the place of ~ 
birth ; though children born abroad of British parents, are declared by 

_ certain imperial acts to be British subjects. er | 
a __ By the laws of France, the father’s nationality usually determines, 

though not absolutely, that of the child. SS 
, _ Our statute of February 10, 1855, formally commits us to this last — 

- named test of nationality, with the qualification, however, that the 
— father must have resided in the United States, so that the privilege 

7 usually expires with the first generation. | 
- I apprehend, in view of the Colombian fundamental law referred to, 

_ that persons born in this country whose fathers were at the time citizens 
of the United States, have a dual nationality; and that, while in Co- 

: lombia, their Colombian nationality must prevail. . | Be 
| In accordance with this principle therefore, and until instructed other- — 

wise by the Department, I shall, if applied to, grant passports to such | 
persons; but with the express caution that such passport will not nec- 
-essarily confer the right to protection by the United States Govern- 

| ment, as against that of Colombia, while the holder remains in Colombia. 
My British and French colleagues assure me that they will adoptthe _ 

same course. | : : - 
I have, &c., : ye 

oO | WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS. — 

‘ {Inclosure in No. 190.—Translation. ; , / . | 

: a Official notice.— Colombian citizens and foreigners. | 7 

- | ae _ OFFICE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, | 
| ne | ne Bogota, January 15, 1885. 

According to the tenor of article 31 of the national constitution, all such persons 
-are Colombians, viz: . oe, re 

(1) Who have been or may be born in the territory of the United States of Colom- 
| bia, although children of foreign parents transitory sojourners in the same, if they 

| {the children) shall come and settle in the country. _ 
. oo (2) The children of a Colombian father or mother, whether born in the United = =~ 

| , States of Colombia or not, if, in the latter case, they shall come and settle in the 
eountry. — moe -« ‘ a 

: : (3) Foreigners who have obtained letters of naturalization. : - | 
| -* (4) Persons born in amy of the Spanish American Republics, whenever they have 

 . settled in the territory of the Union and declared their desire to be Colombians be- 
7 fore a competent authority. | : . |
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“As several cases have already. occurred of Colombian citizens, merely on account: ss ~ 
> .of being sons of foreigners, pretending not to be Colombians, the attention of the = ° ~~ 

-, public is directed to the national prescripts above set forth... | : Oo | | 
|”. ‘Notice is likewise given that the issue of passports, whether for the use of Colom- oe 

—. pians or of foreigners, is a function, exclusively pertaining to the constitutional = | 
- guthorities of the Republic. ne re aon 

For the secretary, the chief clerk: - a 7 oe es 
pe sia _ - FRANCISCO SANTOS GALVIS. 

Be | | : | No.1838.0 5 os ae 

Bo Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Frelinghuysen, 

| No. 194.) ..... LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
ne ae ~ Bogota, February 23, 1885. (Received May 26.) 

Sin: Some weeks ago an executive decree was issued levying a war. 
+ eontribution upon certain Colombian citizens named therein, among ~~ 

| whom was a Senior. Uribe, a wealthy citizen of this city. Upon their ~~ 
~ refusal to contribute, an order was issued for their arrest, whereupon 

_ the minister resident of the Argentine Republic went to Uribe’s house ss 
and escorted him thence through the public thoroughfare to the apart- «> | 

+ ments of his legation in one of the city hotels. DO fos 
A second decree was then issued, requiring all hotel-keepers to furnish — 

_* - the Government the names of their guests. ‘The Argentine minister then a 
-_ left the hotel and took up his residence in Uribe’s house, giving the 

° owner asylum therein. es pa RS Bn 
Phe Colombian minister for foreign affairs then addressed each of the = => 

.’ foreign representatives here a circular note, a copy and translation of. —,—| 
which Tinclose. — Pay beast a EE ea Eos 

_ After an ineffectual effort to induce their Argentine colleague to give > 
_ up Sefior Uribe, each replied to this circular in his own way, all, how- 

‘ever; maintaining the entire inviolability of the rights, &c., oflegation, = 
_ while condemning its abuse.  —  . Beg es a 

I submit herewith a copy of my own reply. Those of the English, — -. 
- German, Spanish, French, and Chilian representatives wereinthesame = | 

The Argentine minister now says Uribe has left his legation, but no = |. 
one seems to know. where he is. 7 me BS tes a 

a  # ot % Fe % * * io 

- Thave,&e, = | es aoe 
a | - ee pe . WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS.) 

| 7 _ | _ [Inclosure 1in No. 194.—Translation.] - re Po - 

a | Mi, Restrepo to Mr. Scruggs, 

woo _,° DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, = 
a en Bogota, February 16,1885. = 

Mr. MINISTER: Your excellency is aware that the unjustifiable rebellion which has. ms 
_* broken out in the Colombian territory, a rebellion which has proclaimed no principle, =~ 

_, nor invoked any right, has not urged the executive power into any odiousextreme; 
| on the contrary, the executive has been unwilling to avail itself of the tremendous : 

right of war even in the legitimate cases of reprisal for acts. of violence, pillage, and >
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treason with which everybody is acquainted, but-has rather limited itself to enforcing = 
the ordinary proceedings of the law, and to decreeing such forced imposts asareneces-. 

: _ sary to maintain the public armed force, and the progress of the military operations. 
The public of this city is every day witness of acts of toleration, of which thelike — 

has never been known in any of our previous internal commotions; to sucha degree = 
that in the end this magnarimity has come to be mistaken for weakness. My Gov- 

co ernment, however, has felt little concern at the existence of this error, which it has 
been at no pains to dissipate ; indeed, far from causing any diminution of itsauthor- 
ity, which is being daily reestablished wherever it has been momentarily lost, this 

oN ‘error is considered by my Government as a title to the highest esteem, both within 
. and without the country. In general the Government pursues only such of its ene- 

mies as are under arms, and even so with the sole view of feducing them to obedi- 
ence and of re-establishing peace and the supremacy ofthelaw. ~ aa | 

If, as I flatter myself, your excellency will acknowledge that the course of events __ 
has been and is such as I have described, I desire to invoke these antecedents, which 
of themselves command respect, in order next to make known to your excellency, 
according to the instructions I have received from the citizen President of the Repub- 
lic, the manner in which that magistrate and the Government over which he presides __ 
anderstand the immunities of the foreign diplomatic ministers, in regard to the asy- 
jum they may possibly feel themselves called upon to grant to individuals hostile to | 
the Government and criminally engaged in the present civil conflict. | 

| The right of self-preservation and of the supreme defense of states is recognized by : 
the most learned publicists as paramount to all other considerations, even to the im- 

. munities which are enjoyed by diplomatic agents. | | 
The action of my Government will therefore be guided by that rule, if such occa-. 

. sion, truly and happily very remote, presents itself; but it naturally trusts that the re- 
spectable diplomatic body accredited to the Government of the Union, of which your 
excellency is so distinguished a member, will not lay it under the necessity of claim- 

. ing the surrender of individuals who have taken refuge in their residences, and of 
: whom the legitimate authority may, for any motive whatever, be‘in search, asit can- 

| not be supposed that any member of that body, there being no question of defending | 
such refugees from any barbarous maltreatment, will desire to mix himself up in our 
unhappy domestic conflicts. . . os 

oe For the rest, my Government will recognize to the fullest extent the immunity of 
your excellency, and that of your family and dependents, as likewise that of your : 
residence, and as far as the abundant resources at.its command, both material and 

_ moral, will allow, will cause that immunity to be respected at any cost, provided that 
in so doing no damage or danger accrue to the nation, nor anything tend to destroy 

oe the guarantee of theright of equality consigned in the constitution which governsus.. 
Fortunately your excellency’s antecedents, and the great respectability of the Gov-_ 

ernment you so worthily represent, are data which incline the Government to judge. - | 
that the difficulties it is attempting to prevent are, as I above stated, very remote, 

os and in this belief the present dispatch has no other object than that of calling your = 
: -excellency’s attention, in a friendly manner, to the duties which the executive may 

find itself called upon to perform, and which it must perforce perform in the civil 
‘ -war the country is witnessing. oe 

I deem it unnecessary to enter into a lengthened discussion of this point of public — 
: daw on which examples drawn from the history of nations throw so much light,and 

therefore close the present mote with no further addition than the assurance of the 
: distinguished consideration with which I subscribe myself. a | 

Your excellency’s, &c., . , - | 
; ae VICENTE RESTREPO. | 

| oo [Inclosure 2 in No. 194.] | 

Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Restrepo. oo m 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
Bogota, February 21, 1885. 

| Mr, SECRETARY: I have carefully read your excellency’s important note, dated the 
- 16th instant, relative to the privileges and immunities of foreign ministers, andasI | 

_" geply thereto before having had the opportunity to refer it to my Government, I do 
- $0 upon my own responsibility. eo 

. | When once received, a public minister is entitled to all the privileges annexed by | 
the law of nations to his public character; and among these, entire and absolute ex- 

a ‘emption from local jurisdiction. Not only is his person sacred and inviolable, buthis ~ 
. _ movable effects, his servants, and the house in which he lives are likewise exempt _ 

from the operation of local law. And to make these exemptions the more complete, :
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& “the fiction of exterritoriality has been invented, whereby though actually in afor-. , - . 
. . €ign country, he is supposed to remain within the territory of his own sovereign, |. en 

_ _ It follows, then, as a logical sequence, that civil and criminal jurisdiction over those: . ., 
_ - attached to his legation rests with the minister exclusively, to be exercised by him . ~ oo 

- according to the laws, regulations, or instructions of his own Government; and, © © 
_ @bove all, that his house cannot be invaded by order of either the. civil or military === ot 

authorities of the local Government, no matter how apparent the necessity therefor, = —. - 
__ These exemptions and. immunities are founded upon mutual utility, growing out of — eo 

- the necessity that a public minister should be entirely independent of the local au-. Fe 
_ thority in order to fulfill the duties of his mission; and the very act of sending thé = =. 
_ minister on the one.hand and of receiving him on the other is ‘a tacit compact be- | 
-. tween the two states that he shall be subject only*to the authority of his own nation, — | 
_ These principles seem to me to be too. well established and too generally recognized vo 

_ to require discussion, and I shall continue to expect their strict observance by the en- - 
| lightened Government of your excellency. On the other hand, I as frankly admit — | oa 
_ that these exemptions can never justify a public minister in converting his legation = © 

. into an asylum; and that if he should do so, and thereby attempt to shield a'citizen = 
_ of the country to which he is accredited from the eperation of a local law, his con- | _ S 

duct would be justly offensive and his recall might with reason be asked. — Po 
The right of such asylum is not sanctioned by public law; and even in veryextreme == 

_ cases, and when prompted by the humane impulse to save life, its exercise can‘be o 
._ justified only by exceptional circumstances, aud then only asa temporary expedient. _ _ Tam aware that occasions for claiming it have been frequent in the countriesofthia, = 5 

hemisphere; but it is believed that it has never, in any instance, been granted bya 
~ minister of the United States with the approval of his Government: ee Roa 

- Timprove, &c., | Co  , ee 3 Pe tha go oe ca a : | WILLIAM IL. SCRUGGS. 

ne ee ee ee ee No.154. 0 2 th Ses 
a | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Scruggs. ae 7 

No. 22.] - 7 DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
eS ee 7 Washington, February 25,1885, 5 

_. Sim: [herewith transmit a copy of a dispatch, No..122, of January 
7 last from the United States consul at Barranquilla, in relation tothe = 7 | 

' revolution then in progress in Colombia, and have to say that whilethe => 
_. question of accountability for the spoliation of insurgents may remain __ ae 
open, yet there can be no doubt as to the responsibility of the Govern. — . 
ment de jure for all spoliations it may resort to for its own protection. | eS 

Be ses _--«*-FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. 

a - ae [Inclosure in No. 22.1 ne o oe Coes arte ee : 

oe | . Mr. Dawson to Mr. Davis, — | | a oe : oo | 

No. 122.) Dae CONSULATE oF THE UNrrEep STATES, _ ee os : aa | Barranquilla, Janwary 7,188.0 
Sr: I beg respectfully to inform you that this country is in a state of revolution, : | and that the revolutionary forces, under the command of General Ricardo ‘Gaitan, > _.. have taken possession. of this city. All the steamers on the river have been seized by  s. the revolutionists, and most of them sent: back to this port. - : cnet Ag eR | 
One of them, the Trujillo, commanded by Captain Bradford, an American,'and:= = 

_ owned by citizens of the United States, had the tops taken from her cylinders, 90milegs 
up the Magdalena, and brought to this port. Four separate mails for Bogota were- tt _ brought back here, Besides, they were also opened by the revolutionists, and $70,000 «= ' in Government funds and $40,000 in specie extracted therefrom. DO eg eos 

A battle has been fonght at Ocano, and about eighty men killed on both sides, 
There is no communication between here and Bogota at present, and the telegraph. a a wire ‘between here and Carthagena is reported cut in thirty-five different. places. =
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| Yesterday the military authorities here seized ‘the river steamer Roberto Calixto, a 
owned by citizens of the United States in New York, to convey troops to Santa Mar- 

. tha. I protested on behalf of my countrymen, but the colonel in command ordered. 
his soldiers to go aboard, which they did. The value of the steamer was fixed at _. 

7 $60,000, and her use at $300 per day. Be | 
| "he Atlas steamer arrived in port this morning, but there is no cargo to go by her, 

- J most respectfully request that a ship of war may be sent to Sabanilla Bay imme- 

diately, in order, in case of necessity, to protect the lives and interests of citizens of 

_  . the United States. | 7 : | . a ee 

-. Allthe local officers, governor of the province, collector of the port, &c., have been 

| | changed by the revolutionists. This city, Carthagena, Savanalaya, and Soledad are 

: ~ _- proclaimed under martial law. Coe a er to = 

- | J have, &e., a | | | (ee ER 

| : ee _ THOMAS M. DAWSON. 

: : | No. 155. | oes 

| ot Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Frelinghuysen. a 
. . , | : : . . fe, - ; , 

| _ No. 195.]  -  DLEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | : 

CO | Bogota, March 4, 1885. (Received June 4.) | 

"+  -, Str: Relating to the subject of my No. 190, I inclose copies of a cor. — 
respondence between the British legation here and the Colombian for- 
eign office. From this it seems the Colombian Government Claims as 

| its citizens children born in Chili, but now residing here, whose father _ 

was a British-born subject and whose mother was born in Colombia, of 

a British parents. | : a | | 

I have, &c., | a : | — ot 

| | | : WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS. _ 

os a . a ‘[{Inclosure 1 in No. 195. ] . | 

oe, Mr. St. John to Mr. Restrepo. | 7 | | 
. BRITISH LEGATION, 

De = Bogota, February 13, 1885. | 

. Mr. MINISTER: I have been applied to by a widowed British mother for informa- 

tion as to the nationality of her children while in Colombia, doubts on the subject 
: having arisen in her mind after the publication of a recent Government decree, The ~ 

circumstances are as follows: The father was a British-born subject; the motherisa _ 

| Colombian born, of British parents. The children were born in Chili, but now resid- 

ing in Colombia. | a | . | 

| T shall feel obliged if your excellency will favor me with the views of the Colom- — 

 *-bian Government on the subject, in order that I may inform the parties interested. — 

| I avail myself, &c., © | 
. | ¥F. R. ST. JOHN. 

| | 7 oe {Inclosure 2 in No. 195.—Translation.] —— 

. | oe ‘Mr. Restrepo to Mr. St. John, | 

oe | DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, - 
| oe | | Bogota, February 16, 1885. 

“Mr. MINist#ER: I have the honor to answer your excellency’s esteemed note dated . 

| the 13th instant. | | CC a. ae - 
As established by the 2d paragraph of the 31st article of the constitution, ‘‘the 

-  ghildren of a Colombian father or mother, whether born within the territory of the — 

United States of Colombia or not, provided in the latter case they settle in the coun- 

try, are Colombians.” There seems, therefore, to be no doubt that the children of 

- the Colombian mother, who has expressed to your excellency her doubt on the sub- 

: | ject, are citizens of this country, provided they are settled in it. | oo | 

7 I have, &c., Co OO | 
| a | | VICENTE RESTREPO. |
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AEE NOG 

ee yo! - Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Bayard. | os 

No. 200.] | -LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
oe _ _ Bogota, April 7, 1385. (Received May 26.) a 

| Sir: On yesterday I sent you a cable dispatch, as follows: _ ee 

The Colombian ‘Government has declared the ports of Barranquilla and Santa - cate 
Martha closed, and the vessels occupied by the rebels to be pirates. It desires that 
the exportation of arms to the Atlantic ports in possession of the rebels be prohibited. 

This was sent at the urgent request of the Colombian Government, =| 
‘ which had just received intelligence of the occupation of the ports, ©. | 

‘ named by the insurgents, and that they likewise had possession (by 
what. means unknown) of one or two sea-going vessels. 

- . IT suggested the impracticability of declaring a port-blockaded before sss 
~ the Government had the means of enforcing such blockade, and that . 

_ marine vessels could hardly be considered pirates so long as their._papers 7 
were regular and they carried their flags authorizedly.. a Se ae 

_., Nevertheless,though concurring in these opinions, the President asked, = > 
as a special favor, that I communicate the facts to you; and thatI 

- would make known his desire that exportations of arms tothe ports . 
named be prohibited. =« | Ce eee 

In the interior, the Government forces have been generally successful ; | 
- butthe Magdalena River, all the river steamers, the two sea-portsnamed, | 

and possibly other districts on the coast, are still in possession of the = 
_. Insurgents. Pe ae ws | 

| Thave,&e, © So BL oes 
I a  . WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS. | 

| / ss Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Bayard. = s rs 

|; a | 4 i ‘[Extract.] ee : / 

_ No. 201.] _ LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
Poe! | _ Bogota, April 16, 1885. (Received May 26.) | 

Str: On the 14th instant I sent you a cable dispatch, asfollows: . 
. . * : » | * * . * / # . . 7 mo . 

This Government solicits the fulfillment of article 35 of the treaty of 1846 to se- - 
eure the neutrality and sovereigaty of the Isthmusof Panama. It desire that, for - 
that purpose, some land forces be sent to disembark on the Isthmus. | acre eo 

- This was sent in accordance with the request contained in thenoteof | 
that date addressed to me by the Colombian minister for foreign a 
affairs, a copy of which, with translation, I inclose. I also inclose a - 

~ @opy of my reply to the minister’s note. NE a 

| ; Ce . WILLIAM I. SCRUGGS. 
| 14 FOR oe re ea es
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. {Inclosure 1 in No. 201.—'Translation. ] mo 

ees | Myr. Restrepo to Mr. Scruggs. . | 

Rg | UNITED STATES OF COLOMBIA, : 
ee DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, - 

Ba : pe . Bogota, April 14, 1885. 

Mr. MINISTER: I have received an order from the President of the Republic to mani- 
‘fest to your excellency that the State of Panama is in a perilous situation, viewed 
“with reference to the preservation of order, as well exterior as interior, a situation 
which threatens the sovereignty of Colombia over that territory, since we find it im- 
possible to send military forces thither with the necessary rapidity; and that the | 
‘time has arrived for soliciting the intervention of the Government which your excel-_ 
lency worthily represents in accordance with article 35 of the treaty of December 12, — 
1846, to the end that pending the arrival there of the national troops said Government | 
‘will undertake to maintain harmless the rights and authority of the Colombian Gov- 
ernment in the State of Panama. | Bo bt 
#eln the hope that your excellency will have the goodness to address the Government 
of the United States upon the subject of this note by the line of telegraph via Buena- 

-  wentura, now in working order, | oe Ba 
. I gladly improve, &c., en 

| | VICENTE RESTREPO. 

. [Inclosure 2 in No. 201.] . | 

| | | _ Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Restrepo. | | 

a {[Extract.] - oe . 

: | UNITED STATES LEGATION, 
. | Bogota, April 15, 1885. 

Mr. SECRETARY: In accordance with the request contained in your excellency’s 
courteous note of yesterday, I have transmitted io my Government a cable dispatch, - 
whereof the following is a copy: : : | 

* * * * * * *% 

. I shall, immediately upon its receipt, communicate the response to your excellency. 
| Hoping the present disorders on the Isthmus may be of short duration, and that 

Colombia’s sovereignty thereon may not be involved, : 
I have, &c., 

WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS. 4 | | 

| No. 158. ; 

a Mr. Bayard to Mr. Scruggs. | | 

| No. 34.] a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, May 15, 1885. 

: _ re: [have received your No. 187, of January 11 last, in regard to ~ 
the public disorder in Colombia, and in which you suggest that a ves- 

: sel of war of the United States be sent to Panama within easy call of . 
the consul-general there in case of emergency. _‘ a 

. Later events have (as you will have learned before this instruction 
reaches you) required the presence of most of the available vessels of _ 
the Home Atlantic.and Pacific squadrons in Colombian waters. I am 

| happy: to express the Department’s pleasure at seeing that communica- 
tion in that quarter is reopened. | : 

T. F. BAYARD. |
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Sead. | 7 — No 1598 a SOE 

ee Mr. Bayard to Mr. Scruggs. _ 7 en 

oe | ay : [Extract.] — oh eS . | 

- No. 36.) _ oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, =. 
Ege gh oe , a Washington, May 16, 1885. 

Srp: [have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 182, of December | 
26 last, touching the abuses of American citizenship, and in which you 

_ ite the case of Aurelio F. Pinzon, a native and resident of Colombia, yoy 
- who claims to be a naturalized citizen of the United States, and as such oe 

has appealed to you for protection. Ao Ss rr 2 eee 
_ On Mr. Pinzon’s own statement the Government of the United States _ | 

is under no obligation to protect him as against the country of his  —s_ 
original allegiance, his certificate of naturalization having been ad- = 

_ mittediy obtained in fraud of the United States statutes. ee 
ee eo *” we Rg * Op 

Tam, &., Ee Es . an BSS — 
| : Pg Sees, T. F. BAYARD. — 

ye | ow . . | No. 160, = ca SEE oR ga oo 

no OC Mr. Bayard to Mr. Scruggs. Ete is A eas 

No. 37.] epee DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ss 
a a ow oy Washington, May 19,1885. 

__ Sre: I herewith inclose copies of reports from the law officer of the Jee 
_ Department, No. 34, April 21, 1885, and 57, of May 18, 1885, in regard — a 

_ to the seizure of the boats of the United Magdalena Steam N avigation aa 
Company by armed forces in the United States of Colombia. I.add in ats 

_ this connection a copy of a telegram to the Department, of. the 16th a - Instant, from the president and secretary of the company at N ew York; | 
_ anda copy of a letter of the 18th instant from the attorney of the com- = e 
‘pany at this capital. The two letters of Mr. Hood, of April 14, 1885, - 

_ and May 11, 1885, with their accompaniments, have been sent to the 
Secretary of the Navy in original, and their return requested when he | 
Shall have made such use of them as he shall deem necessary in con- st” 

_ hection with the Department’s recommendation, following the second 
suggestion of report No. 57, that proper instructions be immediately _ 

_ issued to the commander of the naval authorities in Colombia forthe | 
recapture, when on the high seas, by any force the United States may 
be able to use for that purpose, of the vessels of the Magdalena Steam oe 
Navigation Company thus. unlawfully seized and possessed by the in- | 
surgents. Beg AES eas Be Oa ER EES Ns Se | 
_ Upon the return of Mr. Hood’s letters of April 14:and May 11 last to C _ this Department, copies of the same will be at once made and forwarded _ - 
to you to complete the record in this case. _ | oe a 

Tam, &., | i Tegel ag Seg aes 
oe Bing, | T.F. BAYARD. | -
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| Co | _. [Inclosure 1 in No. 27.) | re 

- No. 34.) a : | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, LAW BUREAU, 

: 7 ae oe | +.» Washington, D. C., April 21, 1885. 

Sir: In reference to the annexed papers, I beg leave to report as follows: 

(1) When vessels belonging to citizeus of the United States have been seized and are 

now navigated on the high seas by persons not representing any Government or belliger- . 

* ent power recognized by the United States, such vessels may be captured and rescued | 

by their owners, or by United States cruisers acting for such owners; and all force 

which is necessary for such purpose may be used to make the capture effectual. | 

(2) The Government of the United States of Colombia is liable not only for an in-.. - 

. jury done by it or with its permission to citizens of the United States or their property, 

‘put for any such injury which by the exercise of reasonable care it could have averted ; 

. . and it is also liable for damages done to such vessels when by reasonable care if could 

. have averted such damage. a . eg 

Respectfully submitted. . | | ea 
Oo OO FRANCIS WHARTON, — | 

. . 7 Solicitor. | 

. [Inclosure 2 in No. 37.} . 

: No. 57.] 7 . “DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Law BUREAU, | 

| _ Washington, D. C., May 18, 1885. 

. - §1r: In my report of April 21, 1885, I stated as follows: 

(1) When vessels belonging to citizens of the United States have been seized and are 

. now navigated on the high seas by persons not representing any Government or belliger- 

- ent power recognized by the United States, such vessels may be captured and rescued _ 

by their owners, or by United States cruisers acting for such owners; and all force 

which is necessary for such purpose may be used to make the capture effectual. | 

: : (2) The Government of the United States of Colombia is liable not only for any in- » 

oo jury done by it or with its permission to citizens of the United States or their property, 

. ‘but for any such injury which by the exercise of reasonable care it could have averted, . 

and it is also liable for damages done to such vessels when by reasonable care it could 

have averted such damage. 
This report was approved by the Secretary, and the company was duly informed 

: thereof May 16, 1885. I have now before me, under date of May 18, instant, a second 

: application from the company, stating the unlawful seizure of two additional vessels 

| by the insurgents by whom the seizure noticed in the prior report was made, Ibeg | 

CO now to report that on this state of facts these steamers may be retaken by United 

States men-of-war and restored to their owners on the same principles as sustained 

the conclusion given to this effect in my prior report. Under all the circumstances 

- of the case I now respectfully submit that the following directions be given by the 

Secretary : | — 

First. That an instruction be sent to the United States minister at Bogata contain- 

. ing this and the prior report above mentioned. * | oe 

Second. That the papers in this case be immediately forwarded to the Secretary of 

the Navy, with the request that the vessels thus unlawfully seized. and now possessed 

/ | by the insurgents be retaken when on the high seas by any force the United States 

may be able to use for that purpose. : : 

| In closing this report I beg to call attention to the following paragraph at the end 

| of the recent dispatch from this Department as to the status on the high seas of ves- 

sels owned by the insurgents in question : | , | - 

‘Secondly. The Government of the United States cannot regard as piratica] vessels 

manned by parties in arms against the Government of the United States of Colombia, 

. when such vessels are passing to and from ports held by such insurgents, or even 

| when attacking ports in the possession of the National Government. In the late civil _ 

war the United States at an early period of the struggle surrendered the position 

- that those manning the Confederate cruisers were pirates under international law. 

The United States of Colombia cannot, sooner or later, do otherwise than accept the ~ 

: game view. But, however this may be, no neutral power can acquiesce in the posi- 

- tion now taken by the Colombian Government. Whatever may be the demerits of the 

vessels in the power ofthe insurgents, or whatever may be the status of those man-_ 

ning them under the municipal law of Colombia, if they be brought by the actofthe | 

. National Government within the operation of that law, there can be no question that 

such vessels, when engaged as above stated, are not, by the law of nations, pirates ; 

nor can they be regarded as pirates by the United States.” | a 

_ It will be seen, therefore, that the crews manning these vessels cannot be regarded 

by this Government as pirates. But while this is the case, and while it may be con- . 

: eeded that vessels seized by them on the high seas are seized under claim of right, _
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| yet, vessels belonging to citizens of the United States $0 seized by them may berescued moos 
_ by our cruisers acting for the owners of such vessels in the same way that we could oe 

reclaim vessels derelict on the high seas. , re 8 / | 
Respectfully submitted. , oo ae | | 7 | 

een oe : | _.. FRANCIS WHARTON, — ieee 

Oe | . {Inclosure 3 in No. 87.J > | | Le | | 

pe | "Mr. Hoes to Mr. Bayard. ee a 

UNITED MAGDALENA STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY, es 
ee | New York, May 16,1885. 

_ Sr: I beg leave to inclose you a press copy of a telegram which has been sent to | a 
you by the United Magdalena Steam. Navigation Company after a special meeting a 

" of its board of directors, held this day, to consider the very important matters referred he 
to. in our telegram. | eS ne : o 

Our information in regard to the taking out to sea by General Gaitan of the boats ss 
of this company, which are American property, was received through Sefior Becerra, _ 
minister resident at Washington of the United States of Colombia. ie . 

. You will appreciate, no doubt, the very great urgency that now exists, as we be- | 
lieve, for your immediate action, together with that of the naval or other Depart- | | 
ments of our Government, in the recovery by the Government of the property taken : 

-. from us in violation of treaty and law. ae 7 | . 
We may have the honor, through a committee, of waiting upon you personally on 

Monday next;. meanwhile, we respectfully urge the importance of these matters. | a 
- Respectfully, a | a | , 

_ oo , _ Attorney of United Magdalena Steam Navigation Company. vs 

. a . - . [Inclosure in inclosure 3 in No. 37.] . oo | — | . 

| The United Magdalena Steam Navigation Company to Mr. Bayard. ne . 

| . Te Coa [Telegram.J =: - . 7 : 
| oo | Fas SE May 16, 1885. | 

| _ This company, on February 28 last, an American corporation owning steamboats © sos 
| upon the Magdalena River, United States of Colombia, which were seized for hostile wp 

use, requested your predecessor to protect and preserve its property. | 
 , On April 14 last we filed with you an additional statement of further seizure and 

- damage to our property and business, calling your attention to pending treaty between 
_. this Government and that of New Granada (now United States of Colombia), invoking | . 

your active aid and intervention, and urging that our property and rights be fully | 
protected by this Government. . Further details of outrages were filed with you llth = = 

. instant. | | - . eo ee ea 
“>. Yo-day we are informed that the revolutionary General Gaitan has taken our steam- — os 

ers from Baranquilla out to sea. oo : tS ree | | 
We respectfully urge and request that this Government recapture our vessels so. : 

seized, being the property of an American corporation. — | oe 
Ce a THE UNITED MAGDALENA STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY, a 

| a : T. PARRAGA, . 0. 
ee President. 

So ie | | H. B. PATTESON, | : a 
: | | ae oe | | | Secretary. ° 

| | ey | [Inclosure 4 in No. 37.] ; es | . oe oo oe 

: 7 ‘Mr. Hood to Mr. Bayard. . Pr _ 

rc . 0 Wasnineron, D. C., May 18, 1885. | 
Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 16thinst., = 

advising me in reference to my communications of April 14 and May 11 inst., that— 
, . When vessels belonging to citizens of the United States have been seized, and - 

are navigating on the high seas by persons not representing any government or bel- 
ligerent power recognized by the United States, such vessels may be captured and: 
rescued by their owners, or by United States cruisers, acting for such owners, and all
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7 force which is necessary for such purpose may be used to make the capture effectual,” 
_ On the day your said letter was written our company received information and ad- 
vised you by telegraph from New York, among other things, that the revolutionary | 
General Gaitan had taken our steamers from Barranquilla out to sea, and it respect-. . 
fully urged and requested that this Government recapture our vessels so seized, being . 
the property of an American corporation. _ | Oo , 

In view of the facts already presented to the Department as to the seizure of the 
, vessels of the company, at or near Barranquilla, on the Magdalena River, and that 

now some of those vessels (which are light-draught river steamers and not adapted 
to ocean navigation) have been actually taken out to sea, where they are liable to. 

| destruction; and in view also of the loss and damage which the company has sus-_ 
tained and continues to sustain by sueh seizure and taking to sea, I respectfully 
petition and urge, as coming within the principles laid down in your letter, that the- 
power of our Government, acting for this company as the owners of the vessels so 
seized, may be used at once to rescue said vessels and return them to their owners. _- 

\ | Mr. William M. Hoes, the attorney of the company in New York and one of its __ 
' directors, who accompanied me in a personal interview with you this morning, joins 

me in this petition in behalf of said company. oe 
Very respectfully, &c., | . 

: So / JAS. -F. HOOD, | 
for said Company.. 

. NO 1610 

a Mr. Bayard to Mr. Seruggs. , oe 

No. 48.] - DEPARTMENT oF STATE, | 
| | — Washington, June 16, 1885. 

Str: Your dispatch, No. 194, of the 23d of February last is received, 
and your reply of the 21st February to the minister of foreign affairs 
on the subject of rights of legations is noticed, inasmuch as in it you 

7 take up certain positions which this Department cannot maintain or ap- 
prove. a | | , 

It appears that the correspondence between yourself and the Colom- 
_ bian foreign office arose from the refusal of a certain Sefior Uribe, a 

. wealthy Colombian citizen, to pay his war contributions, which led to 
| an order for his arrest, and then to his being rescued and concealed by 

the minister of the Argentine Republic under the assumed right of asy- 
lum of his legation. This right the Colombian authorities appear to have 
respected; but the minister of foreign affairs addressed a circular note, 
a copy of which you inclose, to the representatives of foreign powers, 
protesting against the right of asylum of foreign legations for the ene- 
mies of the Republic, and intimating that, in spite of past toleration of 
it, the Government might feel itself under the necessity of claiming the 
surrender of individuals who had taken refuge in the residences of min- 
isters, and “‘of whom the legitimate authority may for any motive 
whatever be in search.” ; a 

In reply to this you inform the minister of foreign affairs, as you 
| state, “upon your own responsibility before having had the opportunity 

| to refer it to your Government,” that a public minister “is entitled to 
| all the privileges annexed by the law of nations to his public character, 

and among these entire and absolute exemption from local jurisdiction; . . 
also that civil and criminal jurisdiction over those attached to his lega- 
tion rests with the minister exclusively, to be exercised by him accord- 7 
ing to the laws, regulations, and instructions of his own Government, 
and above all that his house cannot be invaded by order of either the 
civil or military authorities of the local government, no matter how ap-_ 
parent the necessity therefor.” | . 

oe These remarks at any time would require to be materially qualified, 
| -and you will see by the inclosed extract from the new diplomatic instruc-
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tions, a complete copy of which will soon be sent you, what the views => 
of this Department are as regards the so-called extraterritorial ques- 

_. tions for the guidance of our diplomatic representatives abroad. It is 
_ generally safer when a minister receives such a communication asSefior = __ 

Restrepo addressed to you not to make it the occasion of arguments, or 
of statements which might be construed as committing the Government, el 
but to acknowledge it and refer it home for instructions. | SS 

As regards the right of asylum, which was the immediate occasion 
. of the correspondénce in question, the new instructions do not permit - 

it for persons outside of the agent’s diplomatic or personal household. | 7 
-. The works on international law do not sustain the unqualified right _ 

of asylum, and the Spanish law forbids it altogether. There are sev- 
eral cases cited in the law books where the necessity of claiming the — a 
surrender of individuals who have taken refuge ina minister’s resi- 
dence has been enforced and admitted by other nations. = || _ 

| In 1726 the Duke of Ripperda, minister of Philip II, took refuge in 
. the hotel of the British ambassador at Madrid, but under the opinionof > 
the council of Castile was taken by force from the ambassador’s hotel, 
and Great Britain did not claim the right of her ambassador to retain | a 

the refugee. pean! | OP gi ie pe Sage | 
. In 1747 a Swedish merchant, accused of high treason, took refuge im” 

the hotel of the British ambassador at Stockholm, but the ambassador  __ 
was finally obliged to yield. to military force and to surrender the ref- => 

-ugee. This event led at the time toa withdrawal of the respective dip- 
lomatic agents, but is now admitted, as well as the preceding case, to | 
have been in accordance with the principles of international law, a 

- _In the same way the exercise of criminal and civil jurisdiction by @ 
- minister is practically a dead custom, and instances of it mustbe looked 

- for among the causes célébres as relics of an authority which was for- 
merly only exercised by ambassadors as representing the person of the 
sovereign. For instance, in 1603 the Marquis de Rosny, afterwards Duc | 
de Sully, while French ambassador at London, sentenced a member of 
his suite to death, and asked the mayor of London to have the sentence _ ; 
executed, but King James I intervened and pardoned the condemned sy 
man. Again, in 1657, Queen Christina of Sweden, at Fontainebleau, | oe 

- condemned and caused to be executed the Marquis de Monaldeschi, her =| 
— grand écuyer. 7 BE ere nee nee eed 
_ Such were the privileges formerly reserved only to ambassadors, but si. 

as since the Congress of Vienna in 1815 the substantial equality of alk => 
grades of diplomatic agents is admitted, the accredited public minister = 

_ of every state, whatever be his designation, enjoys the rights of invio-  — 
lability and the privileges of extra territoriality with equal certainty — S 
and strength, and these powers of life and death, belonging exclu- | 

_. Sively to ambassadors, have been abandoned. Thereis,itistrue,afunc- _ ~ 
| tion of ministerial and consular extraterritorial jurisdiction attaching —_ | 

to representatives of Christian powers in certain non-Christian coun- ce 
tries, as specified in section 4083 and following sections of the Revised — - 
Statutes, but that function is derived from treaties ad hoc, and is ex- _ 7 

: ercised and limited by means of laws passed to carry those treaties | 
Into effect. We cannot demand from other governments any more = 

_ privileges for our diplomatic agents than are accorded by us totheir =| 
agents here; and the laws of the United States do not confer such 
jurisdiction as you have claimed on ministers, as aclass, inthe absence = 
of aright to do so acquired by a treaty, and still less could civil and 
criminal jurisdiction be exercised by a foreign minister in the United 
States, as you state, “under the regulations and instructions of his | | 
own Government.” | oR ES an ee
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| In notes 128 and 129 tosection 226, Part IIT, of Wheaton’s International 
Law (Dana’s edition, 1866), Mr. Dana discusses the whole subject ex- 
haustively, and very properly remarks that the subject of diplomatic 
immunity of person and place has been obscured by the use of the phrase . 

, ‘‘extraterritoriality ;” that treating this figure of speech as a fact, and 
reasoning logically from it, have led to results of an unsatisfactory and 

. not practical character; that the phrase should be treated as a figure of 
speech and not as a fact from which inferences can be drawn. The 
whole subject, he says, depends upon the principle—the convenience of 

| nations; nations necessarily agree that the functions of ambassadors © 
must be performed with freedom, and the ultimate test is whether the | 

_ exercise of the municipal authority in question is an unreasonable inter- _ 
| ference with that freedom. The Department of State long ago laid _ 

down the position of this Government as regards civil or criminal juris: — 
diction in a letter to Mr. Fay, United States minister at Berne, of the 
12th November, 1860; in the above sense and as regards the right of — 

- asylum, in an instruction of Mr. Fish to Mr. Bassett, at Hayti, dated 4th 
of June, 1875. (See Foreign Relations for 1875, p. 701.) : | 

| While it may not be necessary to formally modify. your note of the 
| 21st February to the minister of foreign affairs unless some difficulty or 
- misunderstanding should arise from it, when the true position of. this 

Government would have to be frankly made known, yet it would be as | 
well for you in conversation with the minister of foreign affairs and with 
your colleagues to correct any misapprehension that you may discover 
to exist. - ae | - | a 

| Iam, &c., | oe 
, | oe | T. F. BAYARD. 

: - | [Inclosure in No. 48.] 

_ Extract from “Personal Instructions to the Diplomatic Agents of the United States in For- 
eign Countries.” : 

Section 48. In some countries, where frequent insurrections occur and consequent 
_ instability of governments exists, the practice of extraterritorial asylum has become 

so firmly established that it is often invoked by unsuccessful insurgents, and is prac- 
tically recognized by the local government to the extent even of respecting the prem- 
ises of a consulate in which such fugitives may take refuge. This Government does 
not sanction the usage, and enjoins upon its representatives in such. countries the 
avoidance of all pretexts for its exercise. While indisposed to direct its agents to 
deny temporary shelter to any person whose life may be threatened by mob violence, | 
it deems it proper to instruct its representatives that it will not countenance them 
in any attempt to knowingly harbor offenders against the laws from the pursuit of 

_ the legitimate agents of justice. : 

| | No. 162. | : 

Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Bayard. : ) og 

No. 221.] _  . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
| . Bogota, July 21, 1885. (Received September 15.) | 

| Sir: There have been no important changes in the military situation 
since the abandonment of the siege of Carthagena. It is believed here 

| that the insurgents are still fortified in Barranquilla. They certainly _ 
have possession of the Magdalena River from the Delta to Naré, a dis- | 

° tance of nearly 600 miles. _ Le — 
| It is true the Government forces hold the canal between Carthagena _
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and Calamar, and that they have entrenched themselves at the last- ==> 
- named place. Calamar is a town of some 5,000 inhabitants, situated ab =i. 

_ the junction of the Carthagena Canal and the Magdalena River,62 

— miles above Barranquilla. But the river at that point is very wide, = 

and its banks flat and marshy; so that without gunboats orother floate 
| ing batteries, the national forces, however numerous and wellarmed, = 

cannot prevent the passage of the rebel steamers. | : 
~The Government has infantry forces stationed at different points on | 

the river between Calamar and Naré; and on the 17th ult. a general og 
engagement took place near Humareda, some 16 leagues below Naré. | 
The loss on both sides was considerable, and one of the rebel gunboats | 
was blown up. But it was eSsentially a drawn battle, without decisive . 

results. - - oe - Oo | | | Be SS 
| The entire rebel force probably numbers only about 3,500 men, but — 

generally well armed and equipped. All the river steamers except one: | 

have been in their possession’ since December last. The exception re- 
ferred to is the Emelia Duran, a light-draught vessel of less than 150 
tons, designed for navigating the Upper Magdalena, between Handa a 
and Ambalema. Some weeks ago she was brought down belowthe | 

| Rapids and armed by the Government for defensive operations on the | 

lower river. _ Ae, oo . | : | 
— The Government claims to have 12,000 men underarms. Itsefficient = = 

~ armed force is about 8,000. These are distributed over different parts : 
of the Republic, its efficient force on the line of the river being about =| 
6,000 men. They are generally well armed and disciplined and com- 

- manded by able and experienced officers. Oo 
_. In the interior, off the line of the river, all seems to be quiet. Occa- | 

— gional raiding parties penetrate within a few leagues of the capitaland 
- render telegraphic and mail communication with the Pacific coast un- — . 

certain. But aside from these predatory excursions the authority of | - 
the General Government is not contested. - 7 na 

_ However, with the great fluvial highway in the possession of the in- 
surgents, Bogota is practically under siege, as it has been since the — - 

_ 25th December last. There is also a factious and insurrectionary spirit | | 
- among the people in nearly all the interior states. The Government — 

troops have not been paid for nearly two months past,and thereissaid = > 
to be dissatisfaction in consequence. One of the Government generals, 

- Aldana, has retired from the service, and is known to be disaffected. — ara 
He is at the present time governor of the State of Cundinamarca, and 

- very popular with the masses. So that, unless the insurgents should be 
_. dislodged from their stronghold in the Magdalena Valley before the Oo 
- fever season fairly sets in, there may be a second outbreak in the in- | 

terior and northern States, the end whereof no man can tell. a, 
I have, &e., © oo | a a 

_ | —— WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS. : 

| a | No.163, 0 Ss 

we Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Bayard. ee oo 

No. 223.] | _LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, = 
Oo | Bogota, August 11, 1885. (Received September 15.) — 

Str: Since the date of my No. 221, of July 21, we have information .  — 
of the evacuation of Barranquilla by the insurgents, and of the cap- | s 
ture, by the Government. forces, of the mulatto assassin and incendi-
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ary, Prestan. You have doubtless received all the particulars from our 
| consuls on the coast. eg eae | | 

> The insurgents still hold the river between Calamar and Naré, and 
likewise all the river steamers but one. It is believed here that they © 

a have landed a force of some 1,500 men at Puerto Nacional, with the — 
a intention of marching upon Socorro, the capital of the State of San- 

-  tander; but as the National Government has about 4,000 troops in that 
State, this raid will be a failure. a tee a 
With the exception of two or three recent outbreaks of a feeble | 

- character in Cundinamarca, everything continues quiet off the line of 
the Magdalena. | SO : TE 

All business has been practically suspended since the 25th December 
last, and the financial distress in the interior cities of the Republic is 
almost unprecedented. | | | | a 

| I have, &e., : | —_ 
| a | — . WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS. 

Oo No. 164. 

oe Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Bayard. 

No. 230.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Bogota, August 29, 1885. (Received October 28.) | 

Str: The Government here received intelligence yesterday, by tele- 
graph from Panama via Buenaventura, that the rebel flotilla in the 
Magdalena River had been captured near Tamalameque, and that the _ 
rebel leader, Gaitan, had been wounded and taken prisoner. It re- _- 
ceived authentic intelligence of the surrender of General Camargo, near — 
Ocanla, some days ago. | | | OC 

: In consequence of the veported capture of Gaitan and of all the river 
| steamers under his command, it has been determined to dispatch a mail 

_ hence, via Honda, to Barranquilla this evening, and I embrace the op- 
: portunity to send this and other dispatches. | . 

It now seems probable that the insurrection will soon be put down, 
although the country is still in extreme disorder, and the troubles may | 
break out afresh at almost any moment. I shall, however, write you 
more fully on this subject by the next mail. : 

| | I have, &e., 7 : 
| WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS. 

- No. 165. | 

, Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Bayard. | oe 

No. 232.] -  LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Bogota, September 3, 1885. (Received October 23.) 

Sir: I have read with interest and profit your very clear and able 
instruction No. 48, of June 16th last, which I had the honor to receive 
on the 24th ultimo. - | | | a | 

—— It relates to the discussion of the rights and privileges of public min- 
isters, and of the pretended right of asylum, reported in my No. 194, of
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February 23, 1885; and although the immediate occasion had passed,I 
felt it to be my duty to make its contents known to the Colombian min- 

_ ister for foreign affairs (and also to some of my colleagues here), which = 
| I have done informally, in the course of social conversations. = = | 

If there is anything in my note of the 21st of February that can, by —™ 
_ any possible construction, make me appear as an apologist (much less ae 

an advocate) of the pretended right of asylum, then I was singularly oe 
- unfortunate; because my chiefest concern was to leave no room for 
doubt on a point on which the traditions and position of my Govern- - 
nent were so uniform and so well known. I aimed to state, with dis- os 

_ tinetness and emphasis, that when a public minister abuses his high | 
_. privileges by an attempt to shield a citizen of the Government towhich = 

he is accredited from the operation of a local law or decree, his conduct — 
becomes indefensible, and that his recall might, with reason and jus- — : 

_. tice, be asked for and insisted upon in consequence. And I waseare- 
ful to add that whilst occasions for claiming asylum had been frequent = >_— 

_ In the countries of this hemisphere, it had never been granted, so faras =” 
I could remember, by a minister of the United States, withthe approval  =—> 

-  ofhis Government. | i fo ee Cy 
However, I regret that in my very brief and necessarily imperfectex- = 

_ position of the logical sequences of the doctrine of extraterritoriality, I | 
was less clear and explicit, and I thank you sincerely for calling my at- 

_ tention to this point. In a time of great public disorder and apprehen- oR 
sion, my aim was merely to claim for my colleague and his household © | 

_ absolute exemption from local jurisdiction, as specified by all the stand- oe 
ard writers on international iaw ; certainly not to advocate the exten- | 

_ Sion of this exemption to the accidental inmates of his house, and still — : 
less to those who had wrongfully sought and obtained asylum therein. 

My note was so understood by the Government here, as also by all = 
my colleauges, who, with the exception of the one directly concerned, | 
expressed their unqualified concurrence with the position taken. But 

_ when disconnected with the local circumstances which called it forth, = ~~ 
I perceive, upon reflection, that it will bear a construction, with respect . 

_ to the sequences deduced from the fiction of extraterritoriality, thatis = 
wholly inconsistent withmodern opinion and precedent; and I am glad mo 

_ of the opportunity afforded by your admirable exposition to forestall = | 
_ any possible misapprehension on this point. _ Fe fe 

| I have, &e., he pb te | Ee 
| a os WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS. 

NO, 166, ae ON eS ae 

7 oe Mr. Seruggs to Mr. Bayard. - BL eB 

- : , [Extract] = aa et | | 

No. 234.] - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — 
_ Bogota, September 17, 1885. (Received October 26.) | | | 

_._ Sim: The capture of the rebel flotilla and the opening of the Magda- | 
lena River to navigation, as reported in my No. 230, of the 29th August  —s—_” 
last, is now confirmed by official reports. The report of the capture of 
Ricardo Gaitan, the “ general” in command of the rebel forces onthe ~~ 

_ Yiver, was, however, premature. It was another Gaitan who was cap- 
_tured.. Ricardo made his escape, and is now supposed to be somewhere - te 

- in the State of Antioquia, PN POL ES ete eee oe
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With the exception of a few small bands of guerrillas in the remote _ 
districts (which are rapidly disappearing) the civil war is considered over _ 
for the present. I say “for the present,” because there seems to bea ~ 

a very general impression here that we are to have another “revolution” | 
goon. * * * # ey ee Ss 

- | — . WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS. | 

— No. 167,00 i 

| | Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Bayard. on ES 

No. 239.] oe LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, > 
Bogota, October 2, 1885. (Received November 13.) _ 

| Srr: I inclose herewith (in copy and translation) an executive decree, 
No. 636, establishing custom-houses at the ports of Panama and Colon. 

: I also inclose an English translation of article 8 of law 53 of 1884, and 
of articles 41, 42, 47, and 48 of the fiscal code to which it refers. | 

Informally I have expressed to Dr. Restrepo, secretary for foreign 
affairs, my apprehensions that this measure will seriously interfere with — 
the freedom of the isthmian transit; and informally he has expressed to | 

| me his concurrence in this opinion, adding that he had been overruled | 
| by the President and cabinet. a | as an 

My British colleague, with whom I have spoken on the subject, en- 
| tertains the same fears and will write to his Government accordingly. — 

~ While thus referring the matter, I shall in all probability, pending 
the arrival of your instructions, venture on my own responsibility to — 
try to dissuade the President from putting his decree into operation. - 

Ihave, &c., | — a 
. WILLIAM L. SCRUGGS. 

JInclosure in No. 239.—Translation. } 7 

| DECREE No. 636. . i es | 
| | ; sO SEPTEMBER 25, 1885. 

| The President of the United States of Columbia, in execution of article 8 of law 53 
of 1884, decrees: | . , 

| ARTICLE 1. That, in accordance with said law, custom-houses be established in the 
ports of Panama and Colon, on and after the lst of December next. 7 

" ArT. 2. That the import duties collected therein be the same as those collected at 
_ the other ports of the Republic, less 40 per cent. , 

| ArT. 3. That the regulations common to the customs service in the other ports of 
the Republic shall govern in said ports. Consequently, that at foreign ports whence 

. merchandise is shipped thither the tisual formalities as to manifests and certified in- 
voices as prescribed in articles 41, 42, 47, and 43 of the fiscal code be observed. 

Given at Bogota, September 25, 1885. a ee . 
a RAFAEL NUNEZ. 

7 F, ANGULO, _ . ae —— Co : mS 
Secretary of War, in charge of Finance Department, — | oo | 

Article 8 of law 53 of 1884, to which the preceding decree, No. 636, refers. ot 

a [Translation. ] - | Hs 

: ArT. 8. The Executive is hereby authorized to establish custom houses in Panama, 
| Colon, Aranca, and Oracué. The personal of the service thereof shall not exceed the 

salaries paid at the custom-house at Santa Martha. © :
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_ ~The duties collected at the new ports named shall be those provided for in the ex-_ co 
isting tariff laws, less 40 per cent. | | So - 

-. The executive decree organizing the customs service at said new ports shall be sub- 
- mitted to the next succeeding sessionof Congress, | ce 

- | | - Articles of the Fiscal Code referred to in decree No. 636. ° | vo 

as co oO '. [Translation.] CS : S 

Oe ART. 41. The captain or supercargo of every vessel loading in a foreign port for the | _— 
ports of Colombia should present to the Colombian consul therein a manifest signed 
in triplicate setting forth— ee | _ | | | 

11) The name, class, nationality, and tonnage of the vessel. | ee 
(2) The ports of her departure and of her destination. : oo oe 
(3) The name of the shipper or consignor, and also that of the consignee, _ —_ | 

| (4) The marks and number of each package, and also the gross weight of each. . 
. ° (5) The number of packages or parcels in each cargo, and of those destined foreach 

particular port. oe tas 7 | ot : a 
| Arr, 42, Every person wishing to ship merchandise to any of the Colombian ports oo 

- ghould present. to the Colombian consul in the port of embarkation an invoice in — | 
triplicate showing: | ms | " By 

.» (1) The name of the shipper, the place whence shipment is made, the name of the | 
7 consignee, the port of destination, and also the name of the vesselh 

(2) The marks, number, description, contents, and gross weight of each package ms 
or parcel. sy oes | | | | . | 

(3) The aggregate value of the list of articles named in the invoice, without, how-  » | 
ever, the necessity of specifying the precise value of each separate article. — | : 

. ART. 47, The consul will make note of all manifests in a register kept by him for 
that purpose; he will compare these with the invoice presented, and, after satisfying 
himself as far as possible of their correctness, will certify thereto at the foot of each - 
copy; he will return one copy to each ef the parties interested, for presentation at 
the respective custom-houses. . _ | | co co | | 

e ART. 48. The consul will transmit, under seal, by the same vessel, one copy eachof 
the manifest and invoice to the customs collector at the port of destination, together | , 

| with such other advices as he may deem necessary to the prevention of frauds. | ee | 

oP a Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Bayard. pio ER 

Mo. 240} LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Re _ Bogota, October 3, 1885. (Received November 13.) — | 

_ §rr: Mr. Consul Dawson, of Barranquilla, informs me that during =| 
the suspension of mail communication between Bogota and the coast; = 
he transmitted to the Department a copy and translation of the execu- — | 
tive decree No. 173, of the 10th of February last, which somehow got 
through the lines. It levies a fine of 50 per cent. on all consignees of Oe 
merchandise who may have paid import duties thereon to the rebel 

- authorities and may afterwards refuse to pay duty on the same goods to, | 
the Government. TLinfer from Mr. Dawson’s letter that somecorrespond- . 

- ence has passed between you and the Colombian minister in Washing- 
ton on this subject, but he probably was not acquainted with its contents, 

— orelse assumed that I was already familiar with them, and the Govern- 
~ ment here informs me that it has had nothing from Dr. Becerraon the 

subject. © , a a Tig rr - : 
On the 19th instant an order was issued by the secretary of finance | 

enforcing the decree of February last and specifying certain firms to | 
be proceeded against without delay. me Ce es :
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In the absence of instruction qn the subject, I feel it to be my duty _ 
to remonstrate against this proceeding. In the course of myinterview _ 
I told the minister for foreign affairs that, in my opinion, the principles 
involved in that decree would never be acquiesced in by foreign Gov- | 

| ernments whose citizens or subjects might suffer from it, and that I 
should write to the United States consul at Barranquilla to advise 
American consignees to allow their goods to be sold by order of the Gov- 
ernment rather than pay the fines imposed. aoe | 

_ In reply the secretary intimated that the decree was never intended 
to be enforced against neutral foreigners, and asked me to point out the 
names of any American citizen on the list. | On ae ES 

Of course there are no American names on the list, and I suggested 
: . that some of the native firms might be merely consignees of American 

- manufacturers and merchants, and that to avoid complications it might | 
be well to so modify the decree as to exempt. all foreign interests. He _ 

: then asked me to embody my objections to the decree in such a written ~——C. 
— memorandum as might be used by him at the next regtflar Cabinet 

| meeting, which I did, as per copy herewith submitted. a | 
_ Thus the matter stands for the present. The decree has not yet been 
revoked, nor has it been enforced, and I have every reason to believe it 
will not be enforced against American consignees. OO : 

: I have, &c., | 7 | , | | 
- WILLIAM LL. SCRUGGS. 

P. 8.—The minister for foreign affairs sends me a private note, just 
as the mail is closing, to assure me that the decree referred to willbe 

- revoked. | | | Bons 

a | ~ [Inclosure in No. 240.] . | 

| _ MEMORANDUM. | 

The decree No. 173. (February 10, 1885) involves principles which it is believed for- 
eign Governments represented in Colombia will never accede to; because— | 

(1) While it may be a question how far a Government is responsible for acts of in- 
surgents, there is no question that it is bound to use all possible means to protect resi- 
dent citizens of foreign Governments against such acts. How, then, can Colombia, in 

- justice to such denizens or to the Governments whose citizens they are, take advantage 
of her failure to so protect them by imposing upon them penalties based on the very 
acts she was bound to prevent? The persons thus doubly taxed were.compelled by 
superior force to submit to the alternative of paying import duties to the authorities 

| in actual possession of the custom-houses or of the complete loss of their property. 
_ Suppose they had adopted the latter instead of the former alternative; would it be 

pretended, in such case, that they ought to be taxed because the Government allowed 
them to be robbed? And the principle in both casesisthe same. 

(2) Again, to enforce the decree would be to assume retroactive jurisdiction over a 
. port confessedly not within the control of the Government; and if this power be 

claimed in virtue of the fact that, by an earlier decree, the port. was declared closed, 
the reply is that such a ‘‘ paper blockade” is neither legal nor obligatory, as demon- 
strated in Mr. Bayard’s note to Dr. Becerra of April 24 last, a copy of which ishere- 
with submitted. : | ee a _. | 

In accord, therefore, with this position, I have upon my own responsibility (in ad- _ 
vance of instructions from my Government on the.subject) written to the United 
States consul at Barranquilla to advise American citizens to refuse to pay the fines. 

_ indicated; but rather to allow their goods to be sold by order of the Government, should 
‘extreme measures be resorted to. a | 

| 7 Co | | | W.L. Ss.) 

| Bogota, October 1, 1885. | | |
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oe i Es No. 169. PEAT ae 

oe Mr. Seruggs to Mr. Bayard. : oe 

No. 241.] | _-_—«sLEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
oe | _ Bogota, October 3, 1885. (Received November 13.) oe 
_ Ste: You have doubtless learned from other sources that Prestan did _ | 

_ not take refuge in Jamaica, as was at one time believed here; but that | 
_ he was captured near Barranquilla by Government forces, whence he 

_ was sent to Colon, tried by a military commission, and hanged near the _ 
_ scene of his crimes. It was a fitting end of him. — | | | - 

| -Aizpuru, who is perhaps very little less criminal, is still in prison 
here. He will, in all probability, be banished from the country, though . 
It is still uncertain whether he willnot hang. 9© | EOE 

___ Gaitan, “the river pirate,” was captured some days ago in thé 
_ Carare (a tributary of the Magdelena), and is now in prison in Zipaquera. _ oe 

_ He will be tried by a military commission, and, in all probability, nee 
banished. pe ee ee 

| — Thave,&e, 000 - ee ee eee — (WILETAM LL. SCRUGGS. oo ote 

fol E Se OE aah No.170, ee | , 

| | | - Mr. Bayard to Mr. Jacob. — ous pues SO as 

— No. 2.] oe | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = = | 
oe oo ee Washington, November 3, 1885. oe 

Srp: One of the first questions to be treated by youon your arrival at — 
_ your post, is therecent actionof the Colombian Governmentinimposing, =» 

under the fifty-third law of 1884, customs duties upon imports into the pe 
_ territory covered by the Panama transit, and especially into the cities Po 

_ of Colon (Aspinwall) and Panama, from the 1st of December next. —_ | 
_. For your information I annex copy of the proclamation of President  — 
Nufiez, of September 25, 1885, establishing the collection of duties as. Ay 

_ aforesaid, and also copy of a dispatch on the subject which has been =~ 
_ received from Consul-General Adamson, No. 187, of October 10,1885, 
_ with its inclosed article clipped from.the Panama Star and Herald of 

_ October 10. This article presents in quite temperate language the objec- ee 
_ tions to the proposed measure, as affecting the interests of the Isthmus _ : 

_ which have grown up under the long régime of free trade there. With  _ 
_ this we have little or nothing to do, although in view of the intimacy of 

- our trade relations with the Isthmus, and the large investments of our a 
citizens in business there, it may be proper to express doubts as to the | 

_ wisdom of a measure which can only affect disastrously the prosperity 
of that. district. : - | | a ee 

_ _ The thirty-fifth article of the treaty of 1846 between the United 
_ States and New Granada gives us, however, the right tocallattentionto 

the possible results of this measure, as affecting the unimpeded use of . | . __ the Isthmian transit. The whole tenor of that article is that nothing = 
shall be allowed to hinder the free transit of persons and goods passing = 
over the Isthmus, from ocean to ocean, to countries beyond.” It is:stip- |. 

_ ulated that there shall be franchise of duties as to all merchandise so
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: crossing, either by actual omission to collect the duties or by adraw 

| back on re-exportation. — | Ns - | | ye 

‘The original establishment of a free zone, embracing the ports of 
Colon and Panama and the transit route, was intended to accomplish 

, the twofold object of developing the interests of the Isthmus and of 
a leaving the transit absolutely free from any obstructive formality, such 

as the entrance into and exit from a customs cordon would almost neces- 
: sarily involve. | | ae wee 

It may be that the practical wisdom and foresight of the Colombian = 

| Government may successfully contrive and apply a revenue system at 

- either end of the transit in such wise as to bear only on imports into | 

Colombian territory without in any manner obstructing or delaying the | 

guaranteed uninterrupted through transit. The complex formalities. 

| usually attending bonded transit and re-exportation under drawback 

| do not, however, afford much prospect that the through transit traffic 

a will not seriously feel the burden of the new arrangements to be adopted, 

and if the operations of the transit, be in any way hampered thereby, — 

- this Government would feel bound to regard it as a departure from the 

intent and letter of the treaty engagements in respect of such transit. 

The question is naturally attracting attention and causing no little 

~_ eoncern in this country. I transmit for your information copy of a let- 

ter of inquiry addressed to me by a mercantile house of New York, and 

of my reply. 
o - You will take an early occasion to bring this matter of the free and 

unobstructed use of the transit to the attention of the Colombian Gov- 
ernment, adding such arguments as your good judgment and discretion 

| may suggest. | | | : | 

lam, | SS 

: oe | a T. F. BAYARD. 

7 | . _ [Inclosare 1 in No. 2.] 7 | 

. i Mr. Adamson to Mr. Porter. 

— No. 187.} | : CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 

oe Panama, October 10, 1885. (Received October 24.) 

: Gir: In my No. 179, of September 4, I expressed the belief that the elections for a — 

President of this Republic to succeed Dr. Nufiez would not be held at the time 

fixed by the constitution, that an attempt to change the constitution would probably 

be made, &c., and intimated the probability that.our Government might again be 

called upon to protect its interests here. oo | — 

‘In my No. 182, of September 15, I noted another sign of the drift of Colombian 

affairs, as shown by the decree suppressing all newspapers throughout the Repub- 

lic (from which, however, the Star and Herald of Panama obtained exemption). 

| Since that time various official acts made public justify the opinions heretofore given — 

by me. — - | 

Tn the Panama Daily Star and Herald of October 9 was published an impromptu. 

address delivered by President Nufiez on the occasion of receiving news of the capt- 

oo are of the rebel flotilla, in ‘which he says: | | 

‘Gentlemen, the constitution of 1863 no longer exists. Very soon the people 

: will give themselves a new one, which will satisfy their true necessities and consult. 

the inclinations of the great majority of the Colombian people.” —— 

On the 10th of September President Nufiez issued his decree No. 594, as per copy 

herewith, calling upon the governments of the several States to send delegates to a 

convention to be held at Bogota on the 11th of November to reform the constitution, 

and on the same date he issued an address to the people, giving the reasons for de- 

Oo , manding said reform, It is believed here that the Government at Bogota has inti- | 

| . mated to the civil and military chiefs of the several States the names of those persons. 

who would be acceptable delegates. _. | 

| The opinion is also generally entertained. that the projected constitution will abol- 

ish State sovereignty, and on this point all parties agree that the change is desirable...
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~ Jt is also supposed that the Presidential term will be extended from two years, as’ a 
- at present, to four or six years, and that the present incumbent will be his own suc- | 

| cessor. The friends of the national Government further say that in all probability | me 
a narrow zone of this Isthmus, including the railway and projected canal lines, will 
be declared a federal district, to be governed by an agent of the central Government, 
assisted by a large military force, and that the seat of government of the Stateof = || 
Panama will be removed to David, in the department of Chiriqui. an oe 

- These things have had, comparatively speaking, but little effect on the public 
mind, but within the present week the people of Panama have been startled by the - 
publication of decree No 696, issued at Bogota on ‘the 25th of September, establishing 

| eustom-houses on the Isthmus of Panama. ee oo, 
You may infer that this decree caused much feeling here by. reading the editorial | 

articles taken from the Weekly Star and Herald of this day, and remembering that | 
said journal is only permitted. to be published by the.sufferance of the National Gov- 
ernment, as stated in my No. 182. Of : Oo Po | 

. Dr. Pablo Arosemena, who strongly opposes the proposition, was recently president. 
of the State of Panama, and the committee appointed to represent the merchants is | 
composed of men of the highest standing. On the part of both the Panama Railroad 
and the Interoceanic Canal Company it is claimed that the proposition is in violation | a 
of the rights conceded to said corporations.- | ; | — 

If the Government persists in the enforcement of the decree it will certainly cause | 
much ill feeling here, for it would touch the pocket of almost every adult. male per- - 
son in the State. As a prominent merchant feelingly remarked to me, ‘‘ It would add a 

| ‘$15 to the cost of a cause of brandy.” — oo oe 7 | 
I do not deem it within thescope of my duties to discuss the foregoing matter more =| 

fully, and therefore respectfully submit what is herein written for your information.  —__ 
Tam, &c., . a CO 

| os | | THOMAS ADAMSON. | ; 

: . {Inclosure 1 in inclosure 1 in No. 2.—Translation.] _ | . 

\ | DECREE No. 594. | a 7 

- ‘Fhe President of the United States of Colombia, considering it necessary to assist 
the re-establishment of the constitutional régime, disorganized by the recent rebellion, 
and taking into account the written manifestations of public opinion as well asthe — O 
antecedents of the constitution which is to be replaced, decrees: | 
ARTICLE 1. The governments of the States are called upon to send delegates toa 

_ national convention to be held on November 11 proximo, in the capital of the Union, 
| to consider the measures which should be taken to reform the constitution. | | 

_ ART. 2. The government of each State shall name two principal delegates, and three —_—- 
| numbered substitutes for each one of these. OS a 7 | 

/ ART. 3. The delegates shall have a right to their daily expenses, the same as mem- 
bers of Congress. | 7 | Ps es | - 
Let this be communicated and published. | | | Pe : 

_ Given in Bogota on September 10, 1885. SS | 
c | a ee _ RAFAEL NUNEZ. : 

| . a {Enclosure 2 in inclosure 1 in No. 2.—Translation.] a oe OO . 

~~. ADDRESS TO THE PEOPLE. — | | ee 

[From the Panama Daily Star and Herald, September 30, 1885.] a — 

President Nufiez has issued the following address: —|. | . | 

| The President of the Republic to the Colombians. Ces | 

| The nation has just rescued: herself, by her own prudent action, and thanks to. — ° 
Divine Providence, from an armed anarchy which made.a last desperate effort to Oop- - oS 

_ pose the advent and establishment of liberal institutions. With judicious firmness: 
the Government directed the defense of the society thus threatened with imminent 
disaster, and it has now to perform the duty of preparing the re-establishment of an 
altered constitutional regimen. | | oo | 

— .. JOFOR | | Ca | oe
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The infidelity of the sectional governments of Antioquia, Bolivar, Boyaca, and | 
, Tolima on the one hand, and the acts of sedition which were committed at Magda- - 

. | lena and Panama on the other, virtually deprived the expressed regimen in those 
States of-its proper force and effect. Santander may be said to have been in the same 
condition since the last months of 1884, in consequence of disturbances, apparently 
local, which occurred there in the middle of August, although the recognized repre- 

7 sentative of the legitimate Government, Dr. Narciso Gonzales Lineros, has not failed 
to exercise his authority without interruption throughout the State, in spite of the 
vicissitudes of war. The same cause has also prevented the voting for the President 
of the Union, which should have been decided on the 6th of the present month, and 

| the election of members to the Nationa] Congress. In accordance with the prece- 
dents of the constitution, it has become indispensable to promote a reunion of the | 
governments of the States, as the most natural method, under the circumstances, of 
reconstructing the shattered elements of the Union on Well-defined principles. 

The numerous and expressive manifestations which the municipalities and citizens 
of the Republic daily direct to the Government clearly indicate the necessities of the 

. entire country in the present important epoch of our history. Reform is therefore 
sanctioned beforehand by the unequivocal will of the people. In undertaking the 
necessary task of formulating this will into written institutions, a task in which I 
invoke the protection ofthe All-Powerful, I am but fulfilling an imperious duty, con- 

- tributing by my conscience and authority to the creation of a political order, free 
from dangerous fallacies, which may be susceptible of realizing that wished-for de- 

- velopment of our young civilization that has been unhappily so often interrupted. 
We find ourselves unavoidably in a constitutional interregnum, but in this interreg-- 
num no legitimate interest will suffer; for the severe prescriptions of the law of peo- 
ples will be applied with the sole object of the complete pacification of the country, 
in order that the great sacrifices which the victories of the national arms have cost 

. - May not prove to have been made to no purpose, and in order that prudential meas- 
ures may speedily and effectively check the public misery which, after some years of 
social insecurity, already begins to assume alarming proportions. 7 

- a | RAFAEL NUNEZ. 
Boaota, September 10, 1885. a | 

oo , {Inclosure 3 in inclosure 1 in. No. 2.—Translation. |. 

PROPOSED CUSTOM-HOUSES ON THE ISTHMUS. 

- UNITED STATES OF COLOMBIA, 
OFFICE OF THE CUSTOM-HOUSE OF BUENAVENTURA, 

| | October 1, 1885. . 

To the civil and military chief of the State of Panama: . — 

I have been ordered by the national secretary of finances to transcribe for you the 
following decree, that it may be executed and profusely published on the Isthmus: 

Decree No. 696, establishing custom-houses on the Isthmus of Panama. oo 

The President of the United States of Colombia, in execution of the 8th article of. 
the law No. 53 of the year 1884 on ways and means, decrees: 

SecTIONI . From the Ist of December next, the custom-houses allowed by the law. 
7 53 of the year 1884 shall be established and begin to have their effect in the ports 

of Panama and Colon. —_ — 

- Sec. 2. By the aforesaid custom-houses the same duties shall be collected that are 
charged by the other custom-houses in the Republic as ‘‘ importation duties,” with a 
reduction of 40 per cent. - ; a 

Src. 3. The other regulations common to the other custom-houses will rule at the 
aforesaid ports. . In accordance with this, the requisites of certifying the statements — 

: of cargoes (sobordos) and invoices, as enacted by articles 41, 43, 47, and- 48 of the 
Fiscal Code, must be duly enforced in foreign ports from which merchandise is em- 
barked. ao | ar 

Given in Bogota on the 25th of September of the year 1885. . oe 
| oo , : . : - RAFAEL NUNEZ. | | 

: The secretary of war, acting as secretary of finances: SO 
FELIPE ANGULO. 

| oe FELIPE MELENDES. |
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The public will read with surprise and regret the decree of his Excellency Presi-. | | 
_ dent Nufiez, which we publish in our English and Spanish columns to-day. If it ce 

- could be carried into practical effect it would simply create a revolution in the fiscal | 
_ policy of the Isthmus that would at once be disastrous to commerce and unpro- 

ductive to the Government itself. The decree orders the establishment of custom- 
houses in this city and Colon. Apart from the fact, that merchants and othertraders 2 
on this Isthmus, and the consumers of imported articles also, have the right, sane- 
tioned by time and a long-prevailing custom, to be exempt trom imposts such as are 
now proposed, it would be indiscreet and display considerable unwisdom to insist 

_ upon so. unconstitutional a change. In the first place, the revenues that would be : 
collected would hardly pay the cost of initiating and keeping a large staff of offi- | 
cials; then the change would be most vexatious to merchants and embarrass com- Oo 
merce in every way to an extent that it isimpossible to anticipate. Infact, it would — 

_ inflict the death blow to all branches of trade, already fearfully depressed. Large | 
_ direct taxes are levied in the shape of the monthly contribution, and to attempt to - 

Increase the charges to which merchants are already liable would be to consummate | * 
the ruin of the Isthmus. . en ee ms Se nn | 

‘We say it is impossible the decree can be carried into effect, for the reasons we have 
stated, and for others which will occupy our pen in a future article. All parties. 
sympathize with the Government in its financial difficulties, but none are blind to 
the fact that the remedy proposed would simply amount to an aggravation of those - 

_ difficulties, and lead to irritation and discontent.. Every class of the inhabitants, : 
as well as the importers, is interested in this important question, and it is to be - 
hoped that united and respectful remonstrances will induce a reconsideration of °  . 
the subject, and lead to a withdrawal of the decree, which is injudicious and unwork- . — | 

_ able. We did not exaggerate when in a former article we stated that the public 
opinion of the country was opposed to the reimposition of custom duties on the Isth- | 
ius, beeause the necessities and welfare of the inhabitants depend upon free transit, 
and opposition to the institution of custom duties has been known to exist for half a Bs 

— century. SL | | on | 
Since 1835 the law of May 25 conceded to the districts of Panama and PortoBello 

the privileges of free ports during the period of twenty years, when “‘ there would be — | 
a canal or a railway existing,” and later, under the law of June.2, 1849, adecree was ° 
issued to take effect on the 1st of January following, abolishing the custom duties on = 
the Isthmus without fixing any limitation as to time. At that time the contract for = | 
the construction of the present railway had already been agreed upon in Washing - 
ton, on the 28th day of December, 1848, and the work was inaugurated in 1855, this 
‘measure having been decided upon on April 15, 1850. OO, 
_. Any one who has considered this subject in the least will see the evidence of thisin 
the manner in which the New Granada legislators were convinced that there was no way 

" to reconcile the system of tariff duties through the customs with prompt and absolute . 
free transit. The indispensable restrictions to avoid fraud as to the importations of mer- — 

_  chandise must necessarily restrain, more or less, free transit, and would require a corps 
of employés, who would be so many more hindrances .and absorb the revenue tobe 

_ derived. Nor is it probable that without very high salaries responsible persons could 7 
be had to perform these duties in a country where the expenses of living are so very 

_ The inevitable result of the restriction in the transit (in case the customs service Da 
should not prove to be merely an expensive formality) would be that our rivals would | 
take advantage of these financial errors. The transcontinental railways would be the : 
carriers of the merchandise which now goes through the Isthmus of Panama from _ 
New York to San Francisco, and by the Straits of Magellan that coming from Europe . oF 
or the United States and proceeding to the South Pacific Republics, and vice versa. | 

To what extent merchandise and articles of consumption increase in Panama and 
- Colon can easily be computed. These results are not understood in Bogota, and par- 
ticularly by those who do not take the trouble to study this question. Nor is the fact 

_ that the railway freight charges are very high for those goods which are destined to. oe, 
- be consumed in the country, for the simple reason that there is no competition. | 
Another reason is that the products of the country have diminished to a large extent; 

_. everything is imported, even articles of primary necessity. The farmers abandonthe ’ 
_" fields to escape conscription, or are attracted by the high wages paid by the canal- 

_ company; and the cattle, at one time so plentiful on the Isthmus, are decreasing at _ 7 
an alarming rate, so-much so that it is now necessary to bring them from Bolivar and” | 
the Cauca to supply the demands of the market. oe 
From this we see also the impossibility of substituting another tax for the commer- _ 

cial contribution levied by the State since 1850. There is no production upon which. 
to impose new taxes, and therefore the goods imported will have to meet both the State Ee, :
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and national taxes. If any one shou!d ask, How do we manage to pay for the goods 
imported ? we would point out to him that the large and increasing amount of me- 

_- tallic currency which the canal company furnishes in payments to their employés en- 

ables us to do so. From this also results the high prices, which, if it does not injure ~ 

those who receive remunerative wages, does affect those who live upon their limited 

- incomes or fixed salaries. . 

We will conclude by appealing to the judgment of the authorities. The decree © 

which establishes the customs tariff from the Ist of December (a limit somewhat short) 

has surprised the inhabitants of the Isthmus, because, although the law existed, it 

was considered too unreasonable to imagine that it would be carried into effect. The 
evils of which we complain consist not only in what we have stated, but also in some- 

thing worse. The maritime communications are the only ones which the constitution 
reserved to the National Government, and if these had not been reserved, if the State 

| of Panama did not have the high honor to be one of the nine States of the Republic 

of Colombia, the annual income which the nation receives from the railway would 

belong to her treasury, and also that which will be derived from the canal company. 

| From this originated the fact that upon the suppression of the customs tariff the State 

of Panama obtained the right of taxing the mercantile interest to replace thisrevenue. - 

Having demonstrated that both cannot conjointly exist, nor can the State of Pan- 

ama impose an additional tax, it follows that there is no reason why custom-houses 

should be established. There is not, in fact, a rational or prudent reason except with | 

those who seek for an imperious measure which will tend to weaken rather than to 

. strengthen the ties which unite the State of Panama to the other States of the Co- 

. lombian Union. Let it be understood that the projected political reforms, especially if 

| they interfere with the antonomy of this State, will not be calculated to better the 

political situation. . ; 

- A very important meeting of the mercantile community took place at the rooms of — 

the International Club on Wednesday afternoon to consider the decree of President 

Nufez ordering the establishment from the Ist December ensuing of custom-houses 
on the’ Isthmus. The greatest unanimity prevailed, showing the deep interest taken 

ae in the subject by ail parties. J. B. Poylo, esq., was unanimously called to the chair, | 

) and explained very lucidly the important object of the meeting. —_— | 

- Dr. Pablo Arosemena, being requested, reviewed the legal bearing of the case, 

and eloquently defended the rights of the State of Panama to a voice in so moment- 

. ous a question as the present one. Quoting from the act of incorporation of the fed- 

eration of Panama with the Union, he said that custom-houses could not be established 
without the acquiescence of the State of Panama. Further, he argued that article 7, 

of the contract celebrated with the canal company, distinctly provides that custom- 

| - house restrictions shall only be placed on goods destined for other portions of the 

Republic, and that from the commencement to the termination of the work, and dur- 

ing its continuance, the ports at both extremities of the canal shall be free and open 

| to the commerce of all nations. [Loud cheers.] | . 

. . Dr. Amador next addressed the meeting and expressed his entire disapvroval of — 

the establishment of custom-houses on the Isthmus. He spoke very emphatically and 

| proved. conclusively the great inconvenience such arrangement would create to com- 

merce, and he further dilated on the utter impracticability of the proposed scheme. He 

7 said it would not be remunerative to the Government under any circumstance, and when 

he recalled the recollection of the recent disasters on the Isthmus, he was certain the 

| change would extinguish entirely the lingering sparks of vitality still visible inthe | 

country. -[Applause. ] | : : 

After remarks from several other gentlemen, all of whom evidenced their cordial 

sympathy with the object of the meeting, and signified their alarm at even the possi- 

bility of: the proposed change being carried into effect, Dr. Francisco Ardila said he 

was sufficiently authorized by the directors of the Canal Company to say that they _ 

would protect and defend the rights secured to them by the canal contract to the ex- 

tent to which human power could do. [Cheers. ] oO . | 

A committee was then appointed to prepare a memorial to the President, pointing 

| out the disadvantages spoken of, and the danger of the enforcement of the decree, and _ 

a praying that it be revoked. The committee consists of J. B. Poylo, Pablo Arosemena, | 

| D. H. Brandon, E. L. Salmon, and Dr. Amador. 7 

It was further resolved to telegraph to his Excellency the President, asking him to 

suspend the operation of the decree until the memorial adopted at the meeting shall | 

be received by him and considered. | . | , 

A vote of thanks to the chairman brought the meeting to a close. oo
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- | 7 - [Inclosure 2 in No. 2.] a . | | a 

a | Messrs. A. S. Lazarus § Co. to Mr. Bayard. | | oe 

7 . "New York, October 26,1885. 
. rr: Noticing that the President of the United States of Colombia has issued a - 
proclamation declaring that on and after December 1, 1885, import duties will be levied - 

- on imports into Aspinwall and Panama, we ask the favor of areply asto whether == 

this is not in contravention of treaties now existing between this country and that 7 
Republic. - | a ee | 

_ Soliciting the favor of an early reply, we have, &c., — oS 
| Se - | | A. S. LAZARUS & CO. © 

/ oe oe [Inclosure 3 in No. 2.] | ; an . - 

Bee Mr. Porter to Messrs. A. 8. Lazarus § Co. | : 

no | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - 
| 7 . _ Washington, October 31, 1885. a 

GENTLEMEN: Your letter of the 26th instant has been received. You therein ask 
whether the recent proclamation of the President of the United States of Colombia, : 
‘declaring that on and after December 1, 1880, import duties will be levied on imports 
into Aspinwall (Colon) and Panama ‘‘is not in contravention of treaties now existing | 

between this country and that Republic.” | . . oe oe 

In response I inclose a printed copy of the treaty of 1846 between the United States 
| and New Granada, now Colombia. You will perceive that the thirty-fifth article | 

- thereof stipulates that citizens of the United States shall have in the territory of the rere 

interoceanic transit—. as ood - a | 
“All the exemptions, privileges, and immunities concerning commerce and naviga- 

tion, which are now or may hereafter been enjoyed byGranadian citizens, their vessels, _ 

and merchandise”; that this equality of treatment extends to the transit, and, further, | 

‘“that no other tolls or charges shall be levied or collected upon the citizens of the 
‘United States, or their said merchandise thus passing over any road or canal that may 

/ be made by the Government of New Granada, or by the authority of the same, than : 
ig under like circumstances levied upon and collected from the Granadian citizens; _ 
that any lawful produce, manufactures, or merchandise, belonging to citizens of the 

United States, thus passing from one sea to the other, iu either direction for the pur- | 

pose of exportation to ary other foreign country, shall not be liable to any import | 
duties whatever, or, having paid such duties, they shall be entitled to drawback upon 

__ their’exportation,” &c. Oo : 
--—- From this it is seen that there is no treaty obligation to make Colon and Panama so 

free ports; that the guarantee of the treaty is limited to equal treatment.of Ameri--  —_ 

-. ean goods with those of native Colombians or of the most favored nation, with an 
- exemption from customs duties in the case of merchandise, &c., passing over the tran- a 

sit to countries beyond. : . oo Oe 

- . Should the collection of duties on imports into Colombia at Aspinwall and Panama SO 

be enforced in. such a way as to hamper the stipulated free transit this Government. 

_ . would feel bound to complain. a | oO oe _ 

Jam, &e., vee Lo . . 4 a - 

oe _ — : | JAS. D. PORTER, | 
| | ps . | _ Assistant Secretary. a . 

: oo — Nol. | a | = 

_ | | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Scruggs. .— | | 

No. 72.) - oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
a | . , | _ Washington, November 17, 1885. me 

Str: Your dispatch No. 240, of the 3d ultimo, has been received. __ es 
Your reported action in regard to the Colombian decree whereunder _ 

- gonsignees who paid import duties to the insurgents who lately held a 
"ports of entry must pay over again to the Colombian Government, with |
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50 per cent. added in case of failure to do so, is approved, because — 
coinciding with the representations made to the Colombian minister in > 
Washington when the decree was known. - 

_ Isend you herewith copy of my note of June 1, 1885,* to Mr. Becerra, 
| on the subject, from which you will see that you had independently 

reached almost identical conclusions as to the objectionable character 
a of the decree, and the indisposition of this Government to recognize any 

act whereby the Government of Colombia might assume to apply juris- 
_ dictional rights in respect of places over which it had no power. 

The substance of my note to Mr. Becerra was communicated to Mr. — 
. Dawson, June 10, 1885. Communication, with Bogota being then inter- 

rupted, no attempt was made to manifest ‘through the legation the 
views of this Government. | a 

a I learn with pleasure from your postscript that the decree in question 
- will be revoked. oo, - , 

| Tam, &e., | Oo 
| . T. F. BAYARD. 

. oo | No. 172. . : | | 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Scruggs. . 

No. 74.) © DEPARTMENT OF STATE, , 
: Washington, November 19, 1885. 

_ Sire: I have received your No. 239, of the 2d of October, referring to 
| the proposed establishment by Colombia of custom-houses at Colon and 

Panama, and detailing your action in the direction of preventing this 
| and providing for the continued freedom of the Isthmian transit. 

_ Your action is quite consistent with that contemplated by one of the - 
| Instructions—No. 2, of November 3—just given to the new minister, Mr. 

Jacob, on the same subject. | a 
I inclose a copy of that instruction.t —_ 

I am, &ce., - 
| T. F. BAYARD. 

No. 173. —— . - 

—_ Mr. Scruggs to Mr. Bayard. | 

| No. 257.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Bogota, November 25, 1885... (Received January 8, 1886.) 

SiR: General Eustorjio Salgar, ex-President of Colombia, died at his 
residence in this city at 6 o’clock this morning. He was comparatively 

. a young man, being only in his fifty-third year. Heseemed in excellent 
health ten days ago, when he was suddenly stricken with paralysis, 
which proved fatal. oo | uo 

General Salgar was one of the very best. men of Colombia, and had 
7 filled many positions of public trust. He was educated to the law. At 

the age of twenty-three he was elected governor of one of the New 
. Granadian provinces, under the old Republic of 1856. In 1859 hebe- | 

oe For inclosare, see document No. 210, page 269. st—~S~S 
| _ t+ For inclosure, see document No. 170, page 223. |
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gan his military career under General Mosquera, and rose tothe chief 
- eommand of the national army at the age of thirty-one. Subsequently 

he was elected a member of the executive council of the provisional _ | 
- Government of 1863, and soon thereafter was appointed Colombian min- — 

ister to Washington. I doubt not that Mr. Hunter and others inthe 
Department remember him well. - Pn | 
Upon his return to Colombia he was elected governor of the State of fo 

- Santander, and subsequently President of the federal Republic. All : 
parties concede that:he made one of the very best Presidents Colombia =, 
ever had. His administration was able, non-partisan, pure, and clean. ls 

After the expiration of his Presidential term, in 1872, he retired to 
private life; but he was not permitted to remain. He was soon called ~ - 
again to the public service as cabinet minister under President Perez, | 
with the portfolio of war. The succeeding administration (that of Presi- 
dent Parra) called him to the position of minister for foreign affairs. - 
He was again called to the same position by President Trujillo, in 1878; a 
and again, for the third time, by President Nufiez, in 1884, which he, 
however, soon resigned. oo, | oe oS 

In politics he was a Liberal, with strong convictions; butduring the = 
late eivil war lived in retirement at his hacienda, taking no part what- 
ever in the contest. It was my privilege to know him long and inti- _ 

- mately, having served with him on the International Commission of 1875 — - 
_ for the settlement of some British claims. Few men of any country com- | 

bined such rare aptitude for public affairs with such admirable traits of 

personal character. =| a BS | 

— Thave,&e, aS } | a) 
| Se "WILLIAM LL. SCRUGGS. — 

~ CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF COLOMBIA 
| AT WASHINGTON. | oe! 

° | No. 174. . | 7 

| Mr, Becerra to Mr. Frelinghuysen. _ 

Meee | - . [Translation.] —— | Sa | 

oe - _LEGATION OF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, | | | 
Oe Washington, March 2, 1885. (Received March 2.) 

Sir: A citizen of Colombia, named Benjamin Gaitan, arrived in the | 
city of New York four days since, having been commissioned by the 
rebels, who now control a part of the Atlantic coast in Colombia, to : 

- purchase arms and munitions, and even to fit out vessels for the pur- 
pose of carrying the war into the interior of the country. a | 

Mr. Gaitan brings funds for this purpose which were forcibly taken | 
” from the custom-house at Barranquilla, and the firm that is acting as | 

agent for the purchase of the elements of war is the commission-house - 
of Mr. Santiago Perez Iriana, No. 16 Beaver street, New York. Mr. | 
Perez Iriana is likewise a Colombian. es : | 

: The purpose of these parties may be either to dispatch a vessel di- | 
rectly to Barranquilla, or to send the elements of war via Curacao on ; 
board the Valencia, of the Bliss & Boulton line, or else to fit out some - 
vessels at San Francisco, Cal., and to send them to the Colombian ports | 
on the Pacific coast, which are also held by the rebels. | | Co
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At all events, I trust that the United States Government, conform-. — 
ably to its own laws, and to the lofty spirit of honor which has always. 
characterized it in cases similar to the present, will issue, with the «— 

| promptness that is required, the most stringent orders for the purpose 
of preventing the departure from its ports of warlike expeditions or of | 
elements intended to foment armed discord, of which the territory of 
Colombia is, unfortunately, now the scene. I most respectfully make 
this request of the chief authorities of the United States through the 
honorable Secretary of State, whose obedient servant re | 

a Lhave, &c., oe a = - 
ae , RICARDO BECERRA. 7 

| - No. 175. | 
| oe | . [Telegram.— Translation. | | : | 

| oe Mr. Arosemena to Mr. Becerra. | | | 

| | | PANAMA, March 2, 1885. 
MINISTER OF COLOMBIA, | 

: Washington fo | 

Armed band has seized steam-tug Game Cock of the railway service. 
Superintendent Burt protests. Communicate to the United States. 
Government under what conditions that vessel now sails. She goes to . 

- Sabanilla to bring expedition to the Isthmus. Act with energy. | 
| | |  AROSEMENA, | 

a No. 176. | | 

a | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. | - 

oe : DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 
| | | Washington, March 10, 1885. 

Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 2d in- 
stant respecting the movement of certain parties in the United States, ° 

oy who, it is alleged, are engaged in fitting out warlike expeditions against 
| the Government of Colombia, and to inform you that the attention of 

the proper authorities was promptly invited to the subject. | | 
— Accept, &e., | | | an | | 

: oe : | | a T. F. BAYARD. © 

ee No. 177. | BF 

. : _ Mr Bayard to Mr. Becerra. a 

oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
: | | .« Washington, March 11, 1885. 

| _ Sie: [have the honor to inclose herewith for your information a | 
_ copy of a communication of the present date from the Attorney-Gen- 
‘ eral, in which he inclosed a copy of a letter of the 10th instant from Mr. |
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Root, the United States district attorney at New York, a copy of which | 
is also inclosed, respecting the detention at that port of the steamship oe 

_ Albano for the purpose of further examination under section 5290 of the | 
Revised Statutes. - oe as 

The Albano being a vessel of a regular line from New York, the de- | | 
_ tention for the purposes mentioned will be brief. You are, therefore, 

- requested to furnish this Department, at the earliest possible moment, = 
| with such further and more particular information as you may be able 

to give in relation to the violation of the neutrality act by the steam- 
- ghip in question. a oo ae _ | —— 

Inclosed herewith you will also find a copy of the section 5290 of the 
Revised Statutes under which the present detention. for examination is | 
justified. | co YY, ae | | 

| Accept, &¢., oo a | | oe 
Pe oO T.F.BAYARD. 

| | .  _[Inclosure.} _ : / - ‘ . 

| — .. Mr. Garland to Mr. Bayard. a co - | 

ae , | ‘DEPARTMENT OF J USTICE, = 
- | ee - Washington, March 11, 1885. -_ , 

Sir: I have the honor to send you, for your information, a copy of a letter of the os 
10th, instant from United States Attorney Root, New York, in relation to the steamer 

_ Albano, which cleared that morning for a port in the United States of Colombia, an 
having arms upon her manifest.’ I respectfully call you attention to the request of | 

_ the attorney that he may receive, at the earliest possible moment, such further and 
more particular information as the minister of the United States of Colombia may be . 
able to give, and shall be pleased to receive such information as the Department of 
State may be able to furnish, that I may transmit it promptly to the attorney. po 

Very respectfully, Pe | _ 
| oe A. H. GARLAND, — = 

oO | - Attorney-General. | 

| | | | a [Inclosure 1 in inclosure.] 7 on re 

_— - | Mr. Root to Mr. Garland. | | | 

oe [Office of the United States attorney for the southern district of N ew York.) 

a So New Yorx, March 10,188. 
_ Sir: I have to-day received from you a telegram, as follows: | So 

/ | a . ‘WASHINGTON, D. C., March 10, 1885. . | 
| ‘*ELIU Root, He a : , - | 

oo ‘‘United States Attorney, New York, N. Y.:— - | 
‘Minister of United States of Colombia at this capital states that parties are en- 

gaged in purchase of arms to carry on war against hisGovernment. Steamer leaves . 
| _ your port to-morrow or next day. You are directed to immediately adopt stringent a 

_measures to prevent any departure of warlike elements intended to assist expeditions . 
against Colombia. — . vo So 7 

| | - “A. H. GARLAND, 
| 7 a | _ Attorney-General.” _ 

IT immediately sent to the collector of this port a letter, a copy of which I inclose.. 
I have received no reply from the collector. I have also caused Special Agent Fox of 
the Treasury Department, who is attached to this office, to make special inquiry upon 
the subject. He informs me that the steamship Albano was cleared this morning for : 
a port in the United States of Colombia having arms upon her manifest. He requested _ 
that the clearance be stopped and the vessel not allowed to leave until further ex- 
amination. The collector informed him that he would comply with the request and , : 

_ report the facts tome. I beg that I may receive at the earliest possible moment such
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further and more particular information as the minister of the United States of Co- | 
lombia may be able to give. Of course, the mere fact that a steamer cleared for a port 

| in the United States of Colombia having arms among her cargo is no ground for in- — 
terference. It is highly improbable that the vessel in question, whether it bethe Al- 

. bano or any other steamer, will correspond with the description of section 5290. “The 
Albano I understand to be a vessel of aregular line. The detention for the purpose 

| of examination justified by section 5290 will accordingly be brief. 
In order to take any further steps to prevent the arms from going forth, I must have 

some facts which will establish a violation of some provisions of the neutrality act. 
The case of the steamship Florida, decided by Judge Blatchford in the district court in 
this district in 1871, and reported in the.4th of Benedict District Court Reports, 452, . 
illustrates the difficulty of establishing violations of law of this description. 

| Very respectfully, So 
. ELIHU ROOT, 

. United States Attorney. 

[Inclosure 2 in inclosure.] ; . Oo 

| | _ Mr, Root to Mr. Robertson. 

[Office of the United. States attorney for the southern district of New York.] 

| ot | . NEw York, March 10, 1885. 
_ . Sir: Ihave this day received from the Attorney-General a telegram as follows: 

| - « Wasuineton, D. C., March 10, 1885. | 
oo  Erravu Root, United States Attorney, New York, N. Y.: , | 

‘‘Minister of United States of Colombia at this capital states that parties are en- | 
: - gaged in purchase of arms t® carry on war against his Government. Steamer leaves 

. your port to-morrow or next day. You are directed to immediately adopt stringent 
measures to prevent any departure of warlike elements intended to assist expeditions 

“ against Colombia. . . 

. oo “A, H. GARLAND, oo. 
° | ttorney-General,” _ 

I have to request that you will forthwith enforce the provisions of section 5290, | 
United States Revised Statutes, against any steamer which is about to leave this port 
having on board arms, as indicated by the telegram of the Attorney-General, and |. 
coming within the provisions of that section, and that you will cause careful exami-  _ 

| nation to be made of such steamers as may possibly be indicated by the information 
contained in the Attorney-General’s telegram, and inform me as early as possible of 
any facts showing a violation or intended violation of section 5283 United States 
Revised Statutes, against the fitting out or arming of vessels to cruise or permit hos- 
tilities against foreign states, or of section 5286 United States Revised . Statutes, 
against beginning, setting on foot, providing or preparing means for any military 
expedition or enterprise against a foreign state. oo 

: _ Very respectfully, Oe 
oe _ ELIHU ROOT, 

| United States Attorney. — 

| Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. | 

| (Translation. ] | | | 

| a _ LEGATION OF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, 
- Washington, March 12, 1885. (Received March 12.) 

| Str: I had the honor to receive the very polite note of your Depart- 
ment yesterday afternoon, and therewith copy of the documents in ref- 

. erence to the prompt and efficient. action of the respective American 
authorities, upon the request of this legation, to prevent the shipment.
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_ of arms and munitions and the fitting out of vessels destined for the | 
part of the Colombian territory now the theater of an armed insurrec- _ 

_ tionagainst the lawfully-constituted Government of that Republic, which .— 
is the friend of the United States. I return thanks to the honorable | 
Secretary for the diligent action which has followed my representations, 
and I hasten to amplify, with the speed which the case requires, the de- | 
tails which the attorney of the district of New York needs with refer- | 
ence to the shipment of arms and munitions on board of the Albano, 
bound for Sabanilla, and for the insurgents who have actual possession © 

| of that port. oe m | - Cs oe | 
_ (1) The Albano belongs to the line of English steamers of the British , - 

: Atlas Company, which has resident officers in the citiesof New Yorkand | 
Liverpool, which steamers are engaged in regular trade between the | 
former port and those of the Atlantic coast of Colombia. The company — | 

_ has contracts with the Colombian Government whereby in some respects _ 
their service of transportation is favored, and. therefore, they are sub- | 

. ject to greater and stricter duties of neutrality in the domestic conten- => 
| tions of that country. | . ae | | | oe 

(2) Notwithstanding this, the company has received on board the 
Albano a large quantity of arms and munitions purchased in New York _ - 
by Sefior Benjamin Gaitan, the known agent of the insurgents, with _ 

_ funds taken by force from the custom-house at Barranquilla, orasa — 
_ forced loan from the peaceable commercial element of that city, whose 

residents are in grea: part foreigners. And, moreover, it has agreed to 7 
_ transport the arms and munitions and the purchaser thereof, the agent. oe, 

of the rebels, to a port which the competent authorities of Colombia = 
_ have closed to foreign commerce in virtue of the decree competently er 
issued and communicated to the foreign consuls resident there. | 

Further, in conformity to the legislation of Colombia, all opera- =~ 
tions of commercial importation are based upon the previous interven- a 
tion of the consul of Colombia at the port of the vessel’s departure; 
yet, notwithstanding this, the Albano has been cleared for Sabanilla | 

, without that essential requirement being complied with, thus with- - 
_ drawing herself from the lawful jurisdiction of Colombia, and putting “ 

' herself under that of the rebels, whose interest is from that moment. | 
to attract to themselves the greatest possible number of warlike ele- — 
ments in order to prosecute their work. oe a | ‘ 

_ (3) The arms and munitions embarked on the Albano are evidently = 
intended for the insurgents who are now the masters of the port of Sa- | 

_ banilla, and their carriage thither, if unfortunately it be accomplished, _ me 
will be such efficient aid that without it the cause they espouse would 

| be lost. The reason of this is that they almost wholly lack munitions — 
suitable for the arms that they have succeeded in capturing, while in 
the national arsenals there is an abundance of such munitions. This | 
explains why, as I have been informed, the company owning the Albano 
has charged the shippers of the arms extraordinary freight money. - 

(4) The United States, as guarantors of the neutrality of the transit - 
_. by way of the Isthmus of Panama, according to the treaty of 1846, are 

_ naturally interested in preserving order there and in warding off or | 
suppressing whatever efforts or elements may tend to a contrary result. ve 
Now, then, it is a fact which admits of no doubt, that.a large part of Te 

_ the arms put on board the steamer Albano are intended for the insur- mo 
gents who are preparing to invade the State of Panama. The Ameri- 
can Government, in fact, knows that a band of those same insurgents 
by surprise and force seized in the port of Colon (Aspinwall) 4 steam- 

_ tug which is the property of the railway company, and itis aware that _
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the captors have taken the tug to Sabanilla, in search of the means of _ 
carrying the war into the Isthmus. Your Government hasalready given 

- directions for the recovery of that property, thus supplementing, at the 

instance of this legation, the want of means on the part of the lawful 
authorities of the State of Panama to do the same thing. If, then, the 
embarkation and dispatch to the rebels of the armament purchased in . 

_ New York were tolerated by the American authorities, the result would 

be that these latter themselves would furnish means in opposition to the 
fulfillment of the obligation assumed by the United States to guarantee 
the neutrality of the interoceanic transit by the way of Panama, to the 

- injury of such transit, or at least its paralyzation in the event of the 

rebels carrying the war into that territory, as it is at present.their very 

clear intention to do. | a re 
I venture to hope that the facts and considerations here set forth will | 

/ carry to the mind of the proper American authorities the conviction 

- that the case now presented is one of the clearest and most urgent 

__ eharacter in so far as it concerns the neutral duties of this nation, and | 

: _ that it is, likewise a very appropriate one for demonstrating the high 

- policy of moral protection in the interest of peace in South and Central 

America, which the present administration doubtless holds. | | 

Lam, &e., OC : | | | | : 
a . RICARDO BECERRA. 

io | | No. 179. oe | | 
. a | : | 

- Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. : | 

a . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - 

| | | - —. Washington, March 18, 1885. | 

: Sir: I have the honor. to acknowledge the receipt of your note of |. 

. . yesterday’s date in reply to mine of the 11th instant, requesting you to | 

furnish me with such particulars as you might be able to obtain as to — 

- the alleged violation of the neutrality act by the steamer Albano. 

' A copy of your note was at once communicated to the Attorney-Gen- 

| eral with the suggestion that its statements be substantiated by the 

United States district attorney at New York,.acting conjointly with 

the censul of the United States of Colombia at that city, > 

Accept, &e., 7 | 
. | : TT, KF. BAYARD. 

| | No. 180. - - | 

— Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. - - - 

| oo - LEGATION oF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, | 

Washington, March 17, 1885. (Received March 17.) 

' Sir: With positive pain I am obliged most respectfully to call your — 

attention to what, according to information received by me, is now going 

on in the port of the city of New York, in the matter of the shipment of 

arms and munitions and the sending of vessels tor the purpose of assist-
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jing the armed rebels who are now resisting on the Atlantic coagt of Co- __ 
-lombia the authority of the General Government of that Republic, which | 

js on terms of friendship with the United States of America. oo | 
Lam informed, first, that the schooner George W. Whitford, chartered | 

expressly for this purpose, has sailed from the aforesaid port for the oe 
 Mulata Islands, where there is no port open to-foreign commerce, hav- 

ing on board arms and munitions purchased in that city by rebel agents. | 
' The vessel was cleared without any intervention on the part of the Co- 

lombian consul at New York., Second. The steamer Albano, of the oe 
Atlas line, which, aecording to information furnished by the New York — - 

- custom-house, had on board elements of war for Colombian ports, was — 7 
‘not detained, notwithstanding reports to the contrary furnished by offi- | 

— cers of the Government in that city. — Oo ge | 
I trust, Mr. Secretary of State, that you will deign to take note of ae 

| these facts, and that, being animated by the high spirit of justice which a 
_ has ever characterized the American Government, you will order such — 

- * an investigation as may tend to bring the true condition of things to _— 
‘light, and to restore tranquillity to the minds of those who, like me, rep- _ 
resenting the dearest interests of their country, earnestly desire the oa 
strict fulfillment by the subordinate authorities of the many efficient - 
legal provisions which guarantee the neutrality of the United States ss. 
and call for the punishment of those who transgress the same. _ | - 

With sentiments, &e., oe - aan pe 
| en Z | | RICARDO BECERRA. ~ | 

a No 18h : - . : 

- 7 - -‘Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra, | | 

| | . , DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | a 
| — | Washington, March 20, 1885. a 

rr: Acknowledging the-receipt of your note of the 17th instant, — a 
- wherein you complain of the alleged neglect of the United States au- : 

thorities at the port of New York to enforce the provisions of the neu- | 
trality laws, I have the honor to inform you that the reports received at. 

~ this Department indicate that the authorities mentioned have exercised 
- the utmost vigilance to prevent any infractions of the neutrality. laws. | | 

| It appears from the inquiries made by those authorities that they are ss 
satisfied that no arms or munitions of war were taken on board the 
steamship Albano for Colombian ports. Asa schooner or sailing vessel — | 
may leave the port of New York without clearing at the custom-house, ~— 

| it has been deemed proper to instruct the proper authorities to report | 
forthwith any suspicious circumstance connected with the loading of | 

-- any such vessel with arms or munitions of war. sists SO 
_ Any information which may come to your knowledge, or tothe knowl- 
edge of the consul from Colombia at New York, that would indicate an a 

| infraction of the neutrality laws, should be made known at once to the an 
- proper authorities, . | , | eS 

Accept, &c., | - a | os - 
- | oo a =. F. BAYARD. ©
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’ oo No. 182. | oe 

_ . | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. . | 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATR, 
| | Washington, March 25, 1885. 

| Sir: On the receipt of your note of the 17th instant complaining that, 
certain ordinary merchant vessels have sailed, or are about to sail, from 

— the port of New York, having on board ‘as part of their cargoes boxes 
of arms and of ammunition, intended for the purpose of assisting armed 
rebels who are now resisting on the Atlantic coast of Colombia the au- 
thority of that Republic, I did not fail to communicate the subject of 
its contents to the proper authorities. _ , 

I now have the honor to inform you that it appears from a recent 
communication from my colleague, the Attorney-General, that the 
United States attorney at the port of New York has been directed to 
be vigilant in enforcing those statutory provisions which apply to the 
circumstances in which Colombia is unhappily involved. | 

In this connection I deem it proper to invite your attention to the 
fact that the existence of a rebellion in Colombia does not authorizethe 
public officials of the United States to obstruct ordinary commerce in 

: arms between citizens of this country and the rebellious or other parts 
of the territory of the Republic of Colombia. It is a well-established _ 

, rule of international law that the allowance of such commerce is no 
breach of duty towards the friendly Government whose enemies may 
thus be supplied with arms. 

As no charge is made that the vessels in question are armed vessels 
intended for the use of the rebels mentioned, or that military expedi- 

_ tions are being set on foot in this country against the Republic of Co- 
lombia, the duties of this Government are limited to the enforcement _ 
of the statutory provisions which apply to such cases. | 

Accept, &¢., | | 
| TT F. BAYARD. 

| No. 183. 

: Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. : | oe 

- | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, SS 
- - Washington, March 27, 1885. 7 

Str: With reference to previous correspondence on the subject, I 
. have now the honor to inform you that I have received a letter from the 

Secretary of the Treasury, datéd the “4th instant, transmitting a copyof _ 
a report from the collector of customs at New York, relative to the clear- 
ance from that port of the schooner George W. Whitford and the steamer 
Albano, charged with the unlawful shipping of arms and munitions of 
war to be used against the Colombian Government. | | 

It appears from the collector’s report that on the 9th instant, upon his 
attention being called to this subject, he took immediate. steps for the 
exercise of the utmost vigilance to prevent any violation of the neu- 
trality laws. It was ascertained upon inquiry that the steamship. Aca- 
pulco had sailed for Aspinwall before the special instructions in this 

| matter were received, and that the Albano left soon after, but an exam-
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ination of the manifests of these vessels failed to discover any arms or Co 
ammunition among the cargo of either. <A. supplemental manifest of 
cargo of the Albano was, however, filed at the custom-house after the a 

| clearance of that vessel, showing the following articles, and the ports or , 
places of destination: One case shells, value $32, Kingston; 324kegs 

" powder, value $40, Wianita; 1 case caps, cartridge 90, value $32, Wi- 
anita; 1 case military accouterments, value $15, Kingston; 1 case rifles, 
value $45, Kingston; 1 case cartridges, value $12, Kingston; rifle at a 

_ $8, Boca del Toro; 1 case cartridges, 43, at $29, $37, Boca del Toro; , 
lease cartridges, $17, Kingston. | ee | | vlogs at 

It has not as yet been possible to ascertain whether these articles are | 
_ Intended to be used in expeditions hostile to the Colombian Govern. 

ment, but even should this prove to be the case, this Government, how- 
ever much it may regret the encouragement in any manner from this - 

: country of the revolt against the constitutional authorities of its sister 
Republic, must maintain the right of its citizens to carry on without a | 
violation of the neutrality laws the ordinary traffic in arms with the = = 
rebellious or other parts of that Republic, as more particularly Ssetforth — 

- In my note to you of the 25th instant. ee ee 
The report of the collector of customs further shows that inquiries a 

were made as to Santiago Perez Tuana and a Mr. Gaitan, which dis- ~ | 
closed the fact that the former is engaged in business as a commission 
merchant for ports or places in Central America, and that no informa- 

_ tion could be obtained as to the latter. _ | | - | 
It further. appears that the schooner George W. Whitford cleared ao 

from New York on the 7th instant, and that her manifest records no | 
arms or munitions of war of any kind. | 

a Accept, &c., a BUM 8 ee | 
7 Oe ye T. EF. BAYARD.» o 

ae ae No. 184. . a / 

Mr, Becerra to Mr. Bayard. | , 

on 8 | | : [‘Translation. : oe a coe 

— EGATION OF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, | 
Joo Bree o Washington, April 2, 1885. (Received April 2.) — | | 

Siz: The Colombian State of Panama, across whose territory exists a _ | 
railway which brings the two oceans into communication, and where at 
the present time there is being excavated a canal which will unite their . 
waters, is. ruled by its own local institutions, and obeys a government _ 
whose magistrates are elected by the vote of its citizens. In conformity ; 
with the political constitution of the Colombian nation,to which thatState 

_ belongs and of which it is an integral part, its government yields obedi- _ | 
ence to and supports the action of the National Government whieh holds _ | 
its seat at Bogota in all matters having regard to foreign relations, tointer- 

_ national commerce, to public instruction, to the army, to the collection 
_ of the general taxes, and to the security of persons and property. | 

Until 1880 the autonomous rights of the State of Panama, like those 
_ of the other States of the Union, extended to the exclusion of all inter- — . 

vention of the federal Government in the armed contests of the citizens __ 
_ of a State against its authorities; but in 1881 a law of the federal Gon- | 

gress, explanatory of the constitution, imposed upon the Natjonal Gov. >
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| ernment, that is to say upon. its executive department, the duty of de- 
fending the existence and the tranquil operation of the legal govern: — 

- ments of the States against hostile attacks on the part of domestic _ 

factions. It may be affirmed that this fundamental innovation upon the _ 
a Colombian political system was in a great measure effected for the 

purpose of rendering more efficient and assured than theretofore the 

national intervention for the protection of the great commercial interests | 
established on the Isthmus, and of the enterprises which, like that of 

| the canal now in process of construction, promise to vastly develop 

those interests for the benefit of civilized peoples. — | ae | 

: And, io fact, in the execution of that important law, the central - 

Government established at Bogota gave paramount attention to the 

military service of the Isthmus, raising the number of its several gar- 

risons to a thousand men, all veterans, endowing them with the best 

armament and equipment, and intrusting their command to officers of 

known capacity whose appointment was confirmed by the Senate. : 

a Thanks to this special system of defense and precaution, there was no | 

recurrence in the State of the slight but always prejudicial disturbances 

| which in former years had obstructed its progress; the persons and 

property of natives and foreigners enjoyed the highest possible degree _ 

of security ; and even the enormous body of laborers employed in the 

works of the canal, reaching in number some 15,000 men, many of them 

of the lowest moral condition, has scarcely made itself felt, watched over 

: ‘agit has been and in many cases repressed in its excesses by the soldiery 
of the national garrisons. This satisfactory state of things lasted until 

: the beginning of the month of March of this year, when, unfortunately, 

| there began to be felt upon the Isthmus the deplorable consequences 

. of the powerful rebellion which had occurred in the interior of the Re- 

public and in the populous State of Cauca, which adjoins that of Pan- 
| ama; a rebellion which had its origin in questions of constitutional 

reform, and proposed as its object to perturb this reform and to over- 

. throw from power the legal‘magistrates of the nation. In order to _ 

| repress and suppress it in time, it became necessary to concentrate all 

| - the military forces of the Union, and among them those which were doing 

-- garrison service in Panama and Colon, a large part of which were re- 
moved, alihough merely as a provisional measure, to the States of 

Bolivar, upon the Caribbean Sea, and Cauca, upon the Pacific. 

The most important points of the Isthmus being thus left ungarri- | 

| soned in a way that was almost reckless, it was difficult, if not impos- 

sible, for its local government to immediately organize the militia force, 

and-to this was added the adverse circumstance of being relatively dis- 

. tant from the centers of purely national population, such as are the 

provinces of Chiriqui and Veraguas, in which it was possible to enlist 

soldiers or levy a conscription in conformity with the law. In Panama 

and Colon, whose most active population is either cosmopolitan, or, as 

in the case of the workmen upon the canal, exempt from all military 

| service, in pursuance of the liberal concessions of the Colombian Gov- 

ernment, and where, moreover, the attractions of excessive commer- 

| cial gain relax to a certain extent the ties of citizenship, such an organi- 

gation of forces needs time, demands expense, and inno case can be the. | 

work of the moment.  —— _ | | 

- Meanwhile, in these same cities of Panama and Colon there are un- 

fortunately not wanting those professional politicians who are in all — 

| - eountries the pest of modern democracies, partisans whose noxious 

agitation, curbed and kept within bounds until then by the presence of
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the national forces, found in their temporary removal a propitious oppor- 
tunity to devote themselves to their natural machinations. re 

_ It thus becomes clear how that, notwithstanding that there was at . | 
_ the head of the Government, through legal election by the assembly of | | 

_ the State, one of its most distinguished sons, and notwithstanding the ee 
intrinsic excellence and the patriotism of all his public acts, and in spite oe 

_ of this same citizen professing the dominant political opinions of the ~— 
State, those professional agitators, and in their shadow many criminals : 
of diverse nationalities and origin, conspired against the public peace 
and order, and at last succeeded in an evil hour in seizing, without 

_ resistance, the city of Colon and making a sanguinary attack upon that _ 
of Panama. Oo re eS | ° 

' Thus also are explained the horrible excesses, unprecedented in the Oe 
political history of Colombia, to which, according to the news furnished See 

_ by the press, those soulless agitators have abandoned themselves during | we 
these last few days, and among which are certainly not the least de- | | 

_ Serving of chastisement and deplorable the imprisonment of the Ameri- - | 
- can consul and of an officer of the Navy of this country, notwithstand- | 

ing the sentiments of constant amity and respect which have ever been : 
_ entertained by the people of Colombia and all those of its citizens who _ 

have exercised or may exercise therein any power or authority toward : 
this Republic, and toward its officers and agents of whatever rank, _ - 

* Two other circumstances should be here mentioned, in order that this | 
communication, which is a sort of memorandum, may produce the re- a 
sults which he who has the honor to present it to the consideration and 
judgment, of the honorable Secretary of State hopes for fromit,and ©. 

- these are: re i I 
First, that notwithstanding the straitened and painfal military situ. 

_ ation in the interior of the country, there nevertheless remained in the | 
city of Panama certain national forces, which have contended. against 

_ the disturbers of the public order, although without the successful re- | | 
' sult which was to be desired. ae o a 7 
__Becondly, that in well-grounded anticipation (based upon a knowl- | 

edge of men and things upon the Isthmus) of the deplorable excesses of 
which the city of Colon‘has been the theater and the victim, the writer | | 
of this communication had the honor, in a verbal conference sought to _ 
that end, to intimate clearly to the honorable Secretary of State how | es 
expedient it was, and besides being opportune how necessary, that suf- 
ficent American forces on board of vessels of war stationed at Panaina’ on 
and Colon, should be there within sight of events, ready and competent —— 
to give to the persons and property of American citizens that effective oe 
protection and shelter which, by reason of temporary, but none theless _ en, 
effective deficiency of material force, the Colombian authorities could) 
not afford for the time being. The honorable Secretary took a note 
‘of those intimations, and his remarks indicated his favorable reception. | 
thereof. — | Oe | a | Be | 

It follows from what has been herein set forth that Colombia, after 
having assured at the cost of no small sacrifices on her part the advan- coe 

_ tages of the Panama transit for the enjoyment and benefit of the inter- 7 | 
_ ests of all mankind, after having there suppressed the national customs _ - 

duties, and, as a concession toward a more expeditious and free com- 
munication, done away with even the most elementary formalities of her es 
maritime coasting policy, and after, lastly, having contracted, without | | 
proportionate compensation, and solely in a generous spirit of associa-_ | 
tion in the work of common progress, the responsibility of protecting . po 

- 16 FOR Oo | a ae |
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a by means of her forces the great schemes of communication from ocean 

to ocean and the vast interests thereto related, has done since 1849, and 

| especially since 1880, in so far as the great purpose in view involved 

modification in the constitutional practices of the Government, all that. 

has been in her power in the direction of fulfilling her pledges. Ac- 

- cidents in her political life, which are not to be wondered at in an in- 

cipient nation such as Colombia is, since they occur In others of secular 

. growth, have at times prevented as for instance in the present case, — 

the action of her laws and her Government from being as prompt and 

effective as is to be desired; but these exceptions, which, as has been 

i observed, likewise occur even under the authority of the better consti- 

tuted Governments of the world, afford assuredly no ground for forget- — 

| ting what that Republic has done in contribution to the universal in- 

a terests of civilization, to which, as an absolutely free arena, the Colom- 

bian territory of the Isthmus has been thrown open. _ . . | 

The present unfortunate state of things in that region will, on the 

| other hand, not be of long continuance. The rebellion of the interior 

of Colombia has been overcome, and the recent submission of the coast 

of the State of Cauca to the authority of the national Government indi- | 

| cates that there will be dispatched from there, at no distant day, armed 

. expeditions on the part of the nation, competent to restore peace upon 

the Isthmus and to subject to the operation of justice those who have | 

| , _ disturbed it by attempt like that of Colon. | | 

| Entertaining the most justifiable confidence in the high circum spection . 

and never-belied spirit of probity of the Government of the United States 

- of America, the undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister pleni- 

'_ potentiary of the United States of Colombia, has the honor to submit 

this note, and the details and information which it contains, to the judg- 

ment of the honorable Secretary of State, in the hope that the decision 

which he will reach concerning the recent deplorable events upon the 

| Isthmus will be as fitting to the occasion as is to be desired. 

| The undersigned renews, &e., | 

| | RICARDO BECERRA. 

: - No. 185. a 7 | | 

— Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. | 

_ { Translation.) . 

| LEGATION OF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, , 

| Washington, April 3, 1885. (Received April 4.) 

Str: In accordance with the promise which I had the honor to make 

to you on the occasion of our pleasant interview of to-day, I hasten to 

communicate to you the latest news that I have received, through reli- 

able channels, concerning the state of affairs in Colombia. _ : 

The rebels in the interior of the country, who for a short time even | 

- threatened the city of Bogota, the seat of the federal Government, 

| were speedily checked, and have since been compelled, after meeting 

- with no small number of reverses, to take refuge in the national terri- 

tory of Casanare, which, as a theater of war, possesses no importance 

whatever. As a consequence, the three central States of Cundina- | 

marca, Boyaca, and Santander, which embrace a vast extent of terri- 

‘tory and contain a population of more than a million and a half, now
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- obey the authority of their lawful governments, and are in the enjoy- 
ment of peace and tranquillity. Ce oo | 

The rebel governments of the States of Tolima (on the Magdalena | 
River) and Antioquia, which is perhaps the richest State in the Union, _ 7 

_ have also been put down, and those States are now under the control woe 
of the federal forces and authorities. | neh | “ 

| In. Cauea the rebels who made an armed uprising have been beaten, | 
and. the national forces have just retaken Buenaventura, a port situ- a 

_. ated on the Pacific Ocean, forty hours’ sail by steamer from Panama. | | 
_ The rebellion, therefore, which at first appeared formidable, has been o 
suppressed everywhere, except on a portion of the Atlantic coast inthe — 
State of Bolivar (the said portion including the ports of Barranquilla 

~ and Sabanilla, the former of which is a river and the latter a sea port), / 
and one other portion, less extensive and important, in the State of Mag- | 
 dalena. v2: eee 7 Be ae | 

As soon as the central Government shall have procured vessels suita- a 
ble for navigating the Magdalena River from the coasts of the States | 

_ of Tolima and Candinamarca as far as those of the Atlantic States of | 
. Bolivar and Magdalena, it will send considerable forces to the latter 

States, which forces will, I am sure, conquer the rebels without any. ~ vee 
- great difficulty. Oe ge | | me ec ea es 

[think it altogether likely that troops designed to re-enforce those ~~ 
- at Panama and Colon, and to restore peace, tranquillity, and confi- a 

dence, which, for a brief period, have, unfortunately, been interrupted 
- In that important part of our territory, have already sailed, or will soon 
do so, from the port of Buenaventura. ye 

It 1s proper for me here to state, as I do, to the estimable Government | 
of which you, Mr. Secretary of State, are the worthy representative, that | 
there is not the slightest connection or solidarity between the unprinci- a 
pled agitators on the Isthmus, whose exploits have ended in the cow- 
ardly burning of the city of Colon, and the political rebels in the inte- 
rior of the country. The latter are the actors in a political drama in 
which eminent citizens are engaged, including not a few of those who, 

- when a constitution for the country was adopted in 1863, introduced | 
into the public law of Colombia the humane provision that all the usages ar 

_ of the law of nations should be observed in civil wars. The former | 
are, according to my latest advice and their own acts, common crimi- . 
nals of various nationalities, whose sole object is pillage, and some of | 

~. whom have been seen to fight and even to fall wounded with the chains oe 
or fetters of the prison on their legs. When the rebels in the interior _ a 
learn that these wretches have dared to rally under their flag, Iam ~~ 
certain that they will deplore that fact more than the overthrow of their 
own cause. + | pe | ones 

I take the liberty to beg, Mr. Secretary of State, that, in taking note | Mo 
of the foregoing information (which I gladly hasten to furnish to you in 7 
compliance with your verbal request), you will bear in mind this radical | 

- distinction, since that will save my country from the disgrace and re- 
_ sponsibility consequent upon the erroneous belief that there are politi-_ ce 
_ cal men in it who are capable of resorting to such barbarous and wicked: 

_ means as the intentional burning of towns in order to secure the suc- | 
 eess of their cause. , cos | | | ess - | 

| ~Ibeg you, Mr. Secretary, &c., Ss | 
| ee RICARDO BECERRA. oe
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| | | — -No.186. 00 re 

a | _ _ Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. . | 

| . | . Translation. ] : | | - 

| : LEGATION OF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, 
, oe Washington, April 4, 1885. (Received April 4.) _ 

| Siz: With regretful surprise and with a feeling of indignation, which 

| I am sure the honorable Mr. Bayard, to whom I have the honor to ad- 
dress myself, will appreciate and respect, I have read in the morning | 

- papers the following cablegram, which, it is said, has been sent to the 

| Department of the Navy, in Washington, by the commander of the war 

| vessel Galena, now stationed in the waters of the port of Colon 2. 7 

I hold two of the most prominent insurgents who assisted in firing Aspinwall. I 

do not think it is safe to deliver them to the Colombian authorities, who would per- 

| mit their escape. . | . , = | 

| There is no need for me to measure the intensity and the scope of this 
brutal (sangriento) insult, which would seem to be leveled at the people 

! and Government of Colombia by the commander of an American war | 

| vessel; an insult which at the same time would seem to have been ac- 
cepted by this.Government, and given, with its sanction, to the pub- 

: licity of the world. © | I : 
I very respectfully call the attention of the honorable Secretary of | 

State to this unqualitiable incident, and entertaining well-founded-confi- 
: dence in the spirit of good judgment and perfect decorum of which he — 

_ has given so many proofs, I suggest to him the adoption of the best 
among the many methods which may be available to redress the insult 
inflicted upon a friendly nation, which is the more worthy of considera- 

a tion the greater is the state of perturbation in which it now is by reason _ 

| of accidents connected with the incipiency of its political life. - 
The undersigned renews, &c., —_ : 

- — RICARDO BECERRA. 

: NO 18 Oe 

| | | Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. | 

‘Translation. ] i 

| oe _ LEGATION OF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, | 
| . Washington, April 4, 1885. (Received April 4.) 

ss SyR: Our interview which took place yesterday, at 2.o0’clock p.m., had | 

oe reference to a matter of such vital importance to the interests and the 

honor of the people and the National Government of Colombia, which - 

| are now intrusted to my discretion and zeal, that I deem it proper, and, 

as a matter of course, worthy of your approval, Mr. Secretary of State, 

that I should state in this note, and put on record therein, if not all the. 

| particulars of the interview, at least the main agreement in which it 
- | resulted, together with the considerations which suggested it on both 

sides. Consequently, Mr. Secretary of State, I have the honor to lay 

before you my recollections of that interview, begging that you will 

| rectify, or, if you think proper, confirm them, so that we may thus place 

- on record that exchange of sincere and ingenuous opinions whose object
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- was the common benefit of the two countries, and which, if faithfully - 
carried out, will establish a precedent worthy of great respect in their | 

- mutual relations. | 7 7 | 
_, . On the day preceding the aforesaid interview I had the honor to — a 

address to you, Mr. Secretary of State, my note of that date, April2, 
containing a statement of the reasons why, notwithstanding the most . 

. earnest efforts of the Colombian Government and. the antecedents of oe 
_ many years, interoceanic transit across the Isthmus of Panama has _ | 

not, during the past few days, been as efficiently protected as is to be 
_ desired. You began, Mr. Secretary of State, by remarking that my note | 

_. was clear, intelligent, and well caleulated to give a correct idea ofthe _ : 
_ condition of affairs in Colombia, especially on the isthmus. You added 1 

_ that the statements therein made showed that the protective action of | : 
the Colombian authorities had been either wholly wanting or very in- | 

_ sufficient, which fact had given rise to the outrages committed inthe 
city of Colon against the persons and property of many American citi- 
zens. The object of my note having been to explain and even to justify Jos 
that insufficiency, on the ground of the exceptional nature of the cir- 
cumstances, I hastened to reply that your remark was unfortunately 

_ well founded, and that I should in no case have recourse to the subter- ° 
- . fuges so often made use of in what is called diplomacy for the purpose | : 

of distorting facts, especially as I had unlimited confidence in the up- 
_ rightness of the American Government, and in the spiritof justiceand 

_' equity which lies at the root of its whole present policy. | 
| Incidental remarks then led us to the special object with which Thad 

solicited the interview. From what had been published in the news- s 
papers, I was aware that the United States Government was preparing | 

_ to send an expedition to the Isthmus. I did not know, however, what a 
_ was its object, how large it was to be, or the legal grounds on which the | 
Government proposed to send it. I therefore expressed the desire 

_ which I naturally felt tobe informed of these particulars, with which 
desire you unhesitatingly complied by informing mé that several men- | 

- of-war and a few transports were, indeed, about to sail for the ports of — 
Colon and Panama, with a sufficient force of marines to effect a landin g, 
if necessary ; that the sole object of the expedition was to re-establish 7 

- railway transit between the two oceans, which you supposed to be still a 
_ interrupted, and to afford sheltér and. protection to the many American . 

__ citizens who had been rendered homeless by the burnin gofColon;that 
_ the United States thus performed the duty which wa's rendered incum- _ | 
_ bent upon them by the treaty (still in force) coneluded in 1846, wherein it | ee 

is provided that they shall “prevent the free transit from the one to the | : 
other sea from being interrupted or embarrassed,” and that, too, with the So 

_ greater reason, inasmuch as it had been seen that the authorities of the " 
~ Colombian Government, which was the first guarantor of that freedom of 

_ transit, had of late been unable to perform that duty, thereby rendering | 
_ possible the commission of acts of violence and outrages against officers . 

_ and citizens of this country, against which public opinion inthe United => 
States vigorously protested. [ then told you that I had good reasons | a 

_ to assure you that free transit had already been re-established, and that 
the national forces which had just recaptured Colon and defended Pan- 
ama would be sufficient not only to protect the transit but also to sup- | 
port the action of the authorities in bringing the criminals to condign 
punishment. I briefly explained the political condition of Colombia, 
and said that re enforcements for the national garrison on the Isthmus SEE! 
would probably soon sail, if they had not done so already, fromthe port =
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of Buenaventura, which is very near to Panama. To these statements 

of mine you replied by formally declaring that the United States forces 

were to be sent to the Isthmus, in pursuance of the spontaneous action of 

~ the United States Government, solely in order that the duty might be | 

7 fulfilled which is rendered incumbent upon the nation by the treaty of 

1846, it beiug understood that if, on arriving at Colon, they should find 

| the freedom of interoceanic transit restored, and the Colombian authori- 

ties in possession of foree sufficient to furnish a guarantee that order 

would be maintained, the said forces would be withdrawn, as their mis- 

sion would then be at an end. I then expressed the satisfaction which 

I felt on learning what limits were to be set to the action of the United — 

| States on the Isthmus by the exceedingly moderate and upright policy | 

of their Government, and I promised to make a statement of that poliey 

and of its character to the national authorities at Panama, urging them 

at the same time to do all in their power to strengthen themselves, in 

order thus to render unnecessary the intervention of the second power 

guaranteeing interoceanic transit, or at least to render it of very short — 

oo duration. I then wrote a couple of telegrams, which you told me, in » 

compliance with my special request, would be sent without delay by the 

~- Department of State. | , 

In the course of the interview I took occasion to mention that I had 

seen with painful surprise that several New York papers reported that. 

language which was unfriendly and even diametrically opposed to the 

very moderate and prudent policy of this Government had been used 

by the naval officers who were about proceeding to the Isthmus. You 

| were pleased to take note of my observation, and I have seen by the | 

- dispatches of the Navy Department that the Government desires that 

| there be no lack of decorum in language on the part of those who are 

to execute its orders. All this goes to strengthen the very great confi- 

| dence with which, as the representative of the most delicate interests 

of my country, I have from the very outset viewed the policy and the 

methods of action of the American Government. | 

- Here ends my statement of my recollections of our important inter- 

view of yesterday, which I most respectfully submit to you, Mr. Secre- 

: tary, for approval or correction. I would add that the foregoing state- 

ment may be not improperly supplemented by that of my recollection 

of our previous interview in relation to the same subject, at which I 

had the honor to be accompanied by the minister of Mexico. Foresee- — 

ing, as [then did, some if not all of the painful events which have 

since then taken place, I hinted to you, Mr. Secretary, that it would be 

wellif the crews of the war vessels then anchored at Panama could be — 

. ordered by the Government to lend aid to the lawful authorities of the 

Isthmus, whenever the latter might deen: it necessary for the protection 

of transit and of the interests of foreigners You listened to my re- — 

marks with favor, and doubtless acted accordingly. It is not formeto . 

inquire why the orders, which must have been given, were not exe- 

cuted, but I may be allowed to deplore the causes or circumstances that. . 

| led to this omission, since the burning, and, as-is said, the total de- 

struction of the city of Colon was thereby rendered possible. ) 

I again offer you, &c., oo as 
ae RICARDO BECERRA.
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So oes ~ No. 188. PS 7 ce 

eae Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. Mee 

| | | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, US 
Washington, April 6, 1885. 

_ . Siz: I had the honor to receive, late on the afternoon of Saturday a 
_ jast, the 4th instant, your note of that date, in which you are pleased 

to express to me the feelings of surprise, grief, and indignation with , 
which you have seen the publication in the daily papers of a tele- 
gram from the commander of the United States steamer Galena, now Oo 
at Colon, to the effect that he holds two of the most prominent of the os 
insurgents who assisted in firing that city, and that he deemed it unsafe — 

_ todeliver them to the Colombian authorities, lest they should be allowed _ 
to escape.. You ask that redress be afforded for the insult which, in a 
your judgment, Commander Kane has thus offered to the Colombian oe 

. Government and people. a eee ee | pe Tes 
You do me simple justice when you intimate that I should share your 

surprise and grief at anything that might indicate a lack of confidence = | 
in the Colombian Government, or in its representatives, by any officer . 7 
of the United States. Permit me, however, to suggest some considera- 
tions which may serve to qualify the sentiments you perhaps not unnat- ts 
urally express in relation to the telegram. . ane a ook 

While the language attributed to Commander Kane, expressed with = 
the necessary brevity of telegraphic communication, may appear to you. 
unpleasant, yet the time when it was written and the circumstances | 

- gurrounding the writer must be justly considered before measuring the ass 
- imputed offense. / | | : . ee en 

_ It was a period of great excitement—by no means wholly allayed, be 
- it observed—when power was changing hands almost hourly between — 

the contending parties at Colon and along the line of the railway tran- | 
sit, and it was wholly uncertain who really represented the lawful Gov- _ | 
ernment of the United States of Colombia upon the Isthmus of Pan. |. 
ama. | a a, Oa wee | | 

General Aizpurt, who captured Panama, was not the officerof that = __ 
Government, but General Génima, who attacked him, was such an offi- oy 

—cer.. Between these two a doubtful part seems to have been played by © 
_ Dr. Arosemena, the president of the State of Panama, who appears to 

have temporarily yielded to General Aizpuré under constraint and con- | 
tingently upon the outcome of the insurrectionary attack upon Carta- Be 
gena. At any rate, their actions rendered it very confusing toa third  — 
party, such as the United States naval commander, to know who rep- 

_ resented the legitimate authority of the Colombian Government on the 
Isthmus. In this confusion I myself still share. - nee 

- The latest dispatch received by this Government from Panama was 7 
dated April 3, and was from General Aizpuré. In that communica-’ 
tion he assumes to speak as an authorized commander of the Govern- 
ment of Colombia for the whole territory of the Isthmus. Yet you in- | 2 
formed me on the same day that General Gonima was regularly incom- | 
mand at Panama, and Colonel Ulloa at Colon. fe ce 

| A later telegram from Commander Kane, received since your note 
_ of the 4th was delivered, speaks of the presence at Colon of a force, 

_ about one hundred in number, of troops of the Colombian Government, | 
- but without indicating whether they are acting under the orders of the Co
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regular Government commander, or obey the insurrectionary leader, — 
General Aizpurt. | Co — ; 

a In a state of affairs so confused and confusing, Commander Kanecan | 
hardly be blamed with justice for not knowing who were the lawful au- | 

: thorities of the federal Government of Colombia, with which alone this 
Government maintains international relations; or for hesitating before 

| . giving up the two marauders who had assisted in burning the city and 
blocking the transit, until events had disclosed that he might do so with © 

| security. . cer aee ae , 
The action of Commander Kane has been so vigorous in adirection 

favored and desired by the Colombian Government which you represent, 
and his instructions and objects have been so entirely in the line of 

| Colombian interests, that an unfavorable construction imputing disre- 
| spectful language to him should not be placed upon an expression con- | 

tained in a hasty telegram written to his superior in office. | 
For my part, I am positive that no offense was intended; and I trust | 

, this frank statement will entirely satisfy the friendly mind of the hon- 
_ orable representative of Colombia in the United States. oo 

| | Accept, sir, &c., oe | , 
oe | | | | T. F. BAYARD. : 

. ee | No. 189. : *: - 

| | | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. - ; - 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| ‘ - Washington, April 6, 1885. 

Str: Referring to so much of our conversation of the 3d instant as 
| related to the dispatch of telegrams from you to the officers of the 

Colombian federal Government at Panama and Colon, respectively, 
| General Génima and Colonel Ulloa, I have the honor to communicate 

to you herewith copy of a telegram which I have received from Mr. * 
Scrymser, the president of the Central and South American Telegraph. _ 
Company, in which he reports for your information that he hasbeen un- 
able to cause the delivery of those telegrams, inasmuch as General 
Goénima is a prisoner in the hands of the Radicals who have taken 
Panama, and Colonel Ulloa is lying seriously wounded at Colon. 

- Accept, &c., | | | | 
| | | | — TF BAYARD. © 

1 . [Inclosure.—Telegram. | 

| | Oo Mr. Scrymser to Mr. Bayard. oe . 

Se a - ss New York, April 4, 1885. 
Kindly inform Sefior Becerra his message to General Gonima, Panama, cannot be 

delivered. He isa prisoner in hands of Radicals who have taken Panama, nor can 
we yet deliver his message to Colonel Ulloa, Colon. He is seriously. wounded at. 
Colon. SefiorBecerra will gain time by wiring direct from Washington. ae 

a en a oo oo SCRYMSER.
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coe Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. — | of 

. - - . | [Translation.] = . | SO | | 

ee | LEGATION OF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, | 
| oo «Washington, April 7, 1885. (Received April 8.) | 

_ §rer: I have the honor herewith to inclose, by way of information, an _ 
authentic copy of two telegrams which I have this day received by cable. 

_ That which is marked No. 1 is from the legitimate governor of the State _ 
of Cauca, which is near to that of Panama. That which is marked No. | | 

- 2is from Colonel Ulloa, who is in command of the militiamen of Cauca, 
who have been called into active service in defense of the National Gov- | 

| ernment these are the same troops that beat the Colon incendiaries. 
have told Colonel Ulloa to await the arrival] of the national forces, which | 
has been announced, and to enter into no understanding with the rebel  —_> 
-Aizpurii, who is mainly responsible for the deplorable occurrences that | 
have taken place on the Isthmus. | ee a | 

7 Trenew, &c., er | — : ee 
wot a, RICARDO BECERRA. oe 

| | ee .-  f[Inclosure1.J | ne | a: 

Mr, Payan to Mr. Becerra. = | a oe 

BS —_ - | BUENAVENTURA, April 7, 1885. — 
_.  Panama.power rebels. Government forces will be sent to recover Isthmus and ss, 

- yestore order. : | ° | | : 

| | | . . ; —  PAYAN, 

. | @ . . [Inclosure 2.] | - | oe | a 

a | | Colonel Ulloa to Mr. Becerra. — es 
Ee oe | tte Coton, April 4. 

_ T-was pleased to receive your telegram, which will encourage the people. After . 
the fight I had but a small force left to protect the foreign population and their in- 
-terésts. Panama held by rebels. They propose arrangements. I shall remain here. 

. Revolution in Cauca put down. oe oo os . - a 

| oe : | oo a — ULLOA. 

a : | re No. 191. . | re So 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. ~ oe | 

- DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = 
: | Washington, April 8, 1885. 

Sir: On the evening of the 3d of March, ultimo, you communicated 
| to my predecessor a copy.of a telegram received by you from the au- So 

- thorities of Panama, reporting that the steam-tug Game Cock, belong- | 
. ing to the Panama Railroad Company, had been captured by insurgents, oe 

and you thereupon asked that the naval commanders of the United = 
States should be suitably instructed in the premises, which, as you 
were verbally informed at the time, was done. | = oO 
‘The Secretary of the Navy now communicates to me a report from
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the commanding officer of the United States naval vessel Galena, sta- 
| tioned at Colon, from which it is learned that the Game Cock is not 

owned by citizens of the United States, but is French property; belong- | 
ing to the Panama Canal Company ; that at the time of her capture she 
was doing harbor duty temporarily for the railroad company, and that 
she was under the flag of the United States of Colombia. I do not un- 

. derstand that such temporary employment in the service of a United _ 
States corporation could entail upon this Government any obligation _ 

, such as might be incumbent with respect to a vessel owned by our citi- 
zens and sailing under our flag. Ea age 

| Accept, &e., a “ 
| T. F. BAYARD. 

| | | No. 192. | 

| Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. | 

. [ Translation. ] . a . 

| . LEGATION OF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, = 
\ | | Washington, April 8, 1835. (Received April 8.) 

-  Sre: I have just received, through the consul of Colombia at New 
York, the following telegram trom Colonel Ulloa, in command of the - 
national forces quartered in the city of Colon: 

. | | CoLon, April 7, 1885. 
7 1am informed that forces are to be sent from Cauca. I am awaiting their arrival — 

in order to act in concert with them. 
| | | ULLOA. 

‘ It is consequently to be expected that the rebels, who now hold the 
city of Panama, will be attacked in a few days, and as I know but too 
well the nature of the elements of which they may make use in order to 

| resist the national forces, and as those very rebels have already shown | 
at the unfortunate city of Colon that they are capable of committing 

| all sorts of outrages, I take the liberty most respectfully to suggest, | 
_  Mr.Secretary of State, that it would be well if the American forces that 

- have been sent for the purpose of keeping interoceanic transit open, 
: and of protecting the lives and property of Americans residing on the 

isthmus, could be informed of what is about to take place at Panama, 
and could receive instructions calculated to prevent, in case of extrem- 

| ity, a repetition of the destruction which took place at Colon. oo | 
~ renew, &c., | | 

RICARDO BECERRA. 

No. 193. _ i a | 

| | | - Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. . | 

| | | | , | [ Translation. ] . - a | 

| - ‘ LyGATION OF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, 
| — Washington, April 8, 1885. (Received April 8.) 

| Sir: I have received and have read with the greatest attention the _ 
extended note of the 6th instant, which you had the kindness to ad- 
dress to me in reply to mine of the 4th, relative to certain opinions ex-
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pressed in one of the dispatches sent by cable to the Navy Department ; , 

- by Commander Kane, of the war steamer Galena, now stationed in the > 

Colombian waters of the Isthmus of Panama. | | | 

After a careful examination, I find that the well-considered state.  — 

ments made in your note are so well founded, and that the purpose . 

which therein appears to avoid wounding the honor and the just suscep- | 

tibilities of the people and the legitimate authorities of Colombia 1s so 

evident and at the same time so upright, that I'do not hesitate to declare | 

that those statements are satisfactory and well calculated to strengthen | 

the confidence which has long been felt by the people and Government eo 

of that country in the upright and friendly disposition of the United a 

States of America. I must, in fact, believe,in view of the shortnessofthe = 

time at his disposal, of the complicated nature of the circumstances,and =. | 

and of the uncertainty of men and events which are the main charac- a 

teristics of the present state of affairs on the Isthmus, that the officer in — 

~ gommand of the Galena did not mean to refer to the legitimate Colom-. | 

‘ bian authorities and to the tribunals of the country when, in announc- _ 

- ing the detention on board of his vessel of two of the principal persons 

who were guilty of burning Colon (as he did in his report), he stated — 

that he deemed it improper to turn them over to the acting authorities — , 

because those authorities would allow them toescape. 
| In view, Mr. Secretary of State, of the considerations set forth in _ 

your note, and of the lofty spirit of justice which dictated , them, I ab- | - 

stain, at least for the present, from calling the attention of this Gov- | 

- ernment to the anomalous circumstance that a vessel of war belonging — 
/ to a nation friendly to Colombia, and now anchored in the territorial 

| waters of that country, is exercising in those waters jurisdictional acts | 

of so pronounced a character as detaining on board two Colombian citi- | 

zens, concerning whose right to the enjoyment of their personal liberty | 

and concerning whose criminality no one is competent to take cognizance Oe 

except the courts of Colombia, in the manner provided ‘by the laws of 

‘that Republic. I must suppose, in deference to the tranquilizing state- 7 | 

ments regarding the policy of this Government, that that detention, oe 

although anomalous, is temporary, and that it will cease as. soon as the 

lawful authorities are able to receive those prisoners with safety and mo 

pring them to trial. > ae Pa 7 

- -[t- will not be superfluous here, in order to remove all doubt on this | 

subject; for me to inform you, Mr. Secretary of State, that, with the ex- | | 

- ception of General Ramon Santo Domingo Vila, constitutional gov- — 

’ - ernor of the State of Panama, now absent in the military service of the 

nation; of Dr. Pablo Arosemena, the legal substitute of said governor, 

and of General Carlos Génima and Colonel Ulloa, officers commanding a 
the federal troops, all persons who claim to exercise supreme authority, © oe 
and who do, in part, exercise such authority, in the name of the nation, oe 

are mere usurpers, with no title save that of material force. Among 

the number of these are the rebel leader BRrestan, who has been driven ———> 

| out of Colon, and his lieutenant and companion, Aizpura, who now a 
~ holds Panama, and will probably continue to do so until the arrival of — 

the national forces, who will restore order there, together with the aw- 

_ thority of the United States of Colombia. oe | | | , 

| I renew, &¢., fo i Te | Shes oR 
Co oo —— | RICARDO BECERRA.
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. oe a No. 194." | : 

| | Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. — a 

[Translation. ] oo oe 

| | | LEGATION OF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, |. 
- | _~ Washington, April 9,1885. (Received April 9.) | 

- Sir: I yesterday had the satisfaction to receive a telegram from the 
| President of Colombia, dated at the capital city of the Union on that 

| | same day, whereby that magistrate informs me that the entire Republic 
_ 1s now pacified, with the exception of the ports of Panama, in the State 

of that name, and those of Sabanilla, Santa Marta, and Barranquilla,in | 
the States of Bolivar and Magdalena. Active military operations, how- 
ever, were still in preparation against the rebels who hold those points 
in our territory, and with a view to making them more efficient various 
measures of a highly important character had been adopted, two of 

: which I have the honor, in obedience to special instructions, to bring 
7 to the knowledge of this Government. | he 
-.__ By a first decree, the Colombian Government, in the exercise of its 

_ authority, and expressly enforcing pertinent provisions of its commer- 
cial and revenue laws, declares the ports of Sabanilla and Santa Marta, 

7 in the Caribbean Sea, and the fluvial port of Barranquilla, which is very 
near to Sabanilla, closed to foreign commerce. All attempts to import 
or export goods through the aforesaid ports, after this decree is known, _ 

_ will therefore be considered as illicit; any trade thus carried on will be 
considered contraband, and the vessels, crews, &c., engaged therein will 
be liable (besides forfeiting the goods) to the penalties in such cases | 
provided by the Colombian laws. | | | o 

By a second decree the Government of Colombia declares that the 
| vessels which are now stationed at the entrance to the bay of Carta- 

- gena, in the port of that name, in the Caribbean Sea, and which are there 
embarrassing and even making war upon international commerce, car- 
ried on under the flags of various friendly nations and by means of the 
vessels of the lines of regular communication which have long been es- 

| tablished, do not belong to the United States of Colombia, and that they. | 
have no right to fly, as they nevertheless do fly, the flag of that nation. 

| As a consequence, both their existence and their action, which are 
- wholly irregular, put them beyond the pale of international law, and 

their proceedings, which are hostile to the peaceful operations of com- 
| | merce at the entrance to a commercial port belonging to a nation which 

is at peace with the whole world, may, in all cases, be repressed by the 
| vessels that are charged in those waters to watch over the interests of | 

_ commerce in general and over the special interests of the nations to 
_. Which they respectively belong. | | 

| In informing you, Mr. Secretary of State, as I hereby have the honor 
to do, of the restoration of peace throughout almost the entire territory 
of Colombia, and of the measures adopted with a view to its restoration 
in the ports which are still held by the rebels, I entertain the hope that 
this information will be gratifying to you, and that the decrees in ques- 

a tion will have, in your estimation, the weight necessary to cause them | 
| to be considered as important to American commerce. — , | 

- IT offer you, &e., Oo | | 
| Sn | ~ RICCARDO BECERRA. |
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are | | No.195. | | oo | 

| OO - Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. | : 

a - | : | Translation. ] | co . : 

| _ LEGATION OF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, a 
| Washington, April 21, 1885. (Received April 21.) | 

_ Srr: The American steamer City of Mexico, which, until recently, — 
belonged to Messrs. F. Alexandre & Co., No. 33 Broadway, New York, | . 

- was expressly chartered for the service of the rebellion on the Atlantic | 
coast of Colombia by the agents who were appointed in that city early . 
in March last by the leaders of that rebellion. Onthel2thofthesame 
month the aforesaid vessel ‘sailed from the port of New York, being 
ostensibly bound to Bocas del Toro, and having on board, according to | | 

| her manifest, wheat, flour, and other provisions. Bocasdel Toro, how- — 
ever, is not a Colombian coast, with ports open to foreign commerce, and _ 

_. it was not true that the whole cargo was composed of the articlesdeclared —s_—© 
at the custom-house.. She carried, moreover—and this was the princi- 

_ pal, if not the sole, object of her trip—a large quantity of armsand mu- . 
nitions of war, among which were several guns such as are used for © 
firing grape-shot. a Be ane : 
~The vessel, although she had obtained a clearance for Bocas del Toro, - 

sailed direct to Sabanilla, where she discharged her cargo of munitions | 
of war and delivered it to the rebels. She next, doubtless fulfilling 
the agreements made in her special contract, placed herself at the service as 
of the rebels and conveyed rebel officers and soldiers to Rio Hacha, which — 
port was occupied and defended by loyal troops, and there, acting with | 
unexampled perfidy, which in part produced its natural effect, presented , 
herself as.a neutral merchant vessel, sailing under the American flag. | 

_ Having been received in that capacity by the local authorities, the Co 
_ custom-house officers went on. board, where they were placed under 

_ arrest; the boat in which they had come was seized, and they were in | 
imminent danger of being shot. In the next. place, the vessel, pursu- o 
ing the same course of perfidy and deceit, endeavored, although unsuc- 
cessfully, to get possession of a national war schooner which was an- _ 7 
chored in those waters. on ‘ | oe yee ee 

7 _ The captain of the City of Mexico, who, after that series of outrages, : 
has just anchored in the waters of New York, is named John O’Brien, : 

_ and his first officer is a man named John H. McArthy, who didnothexs 
 itate to give an account of the events above enumerated to the Colom- | 

_  bian consulin New York. ee ane | 
The authorities of the port of Rio Hacha inform me that they will _ _ 

_ speedily send documentary evidence of the facts stated; butinthemean | 
time McArthy and the men composing the crew of the City of Mexico 
can and ought to be summoned to give their testimony. Ce a 

To this effect I formally charge the aforesaid vessel, the City of ae 
_ Mexico, and her captain, officers, and crew, with willfuland persistent 

violation of the neutrality laws of the United States. Ialso charge with a 
similar violation the owner or owners of the vessel, and the partiés who 

_ chartered her for this purpose, and who placed her, as appears from 
the facts, at the disposal of.the rebels in Colombia.) Ba 

In view, moreover, of the very great calamities and disasters which > 
a war, aided and abetted in the United States by the most flagrant'vio- 
lations of the duties’ of neutrality, is causing in my country, I cannot | 
do less than. protest, as I hereby do protest, against these violations, | -
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and I once more appeal to the American Government to repress and 
punish them in the present case, which is so clear, in my judgment, as | 
to admit of no manner of doubt. : cae 

| | I once more renew, &¢., eS | 
OO | . es RICARDO BECERRA. | 

| | No. 196. Pea | | 

Mr, Bayard to Mr. Becerra. Ba, 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oa 
| | - Washington, April 22,1885. 

- Sire: [have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the | 
21st instant, in the matter of the alleged violation of the neutrality laws | 
by the American steamer City of Mexico. , | | 

I have hastened to communicate a. copy of your note to the Attorney- 
, General for his consideration. At‘the same time you will permit me to 

observe, having regard to your statement tbat the Colombian war, 
‘which is aided and abetted in this country by the most flagrant viola- 
tions of the duties of neutrality,” that such complaint under oath and 
the testimony of witnesses is necessary to the institution of judicial pro- 
ceedings against any person accused of violating the neutrality act. © 

| Accept, &e., . 
a T. F. BAYARD. | 

| : | No. 197. - 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. . 

| . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
a Washington, April 24, 1885. - 

S1g: I had the honor to receive in due course your note of the 9th 
- instant, communicating to me the purport of the two decrees recently 

. issued by the Colombian Government, touching foreign intercourse with 
certain named ports on the Atlantic coast. The subject so presented — 
has received the detailed consideration due to its importance, and I 

| ~ have now the pleasure to acquaint you with the views of this Govern. 
ment thereon. | 

' By the first of these decrees, as you inform me, the Colombian Gov- | 
ernment, in the exercise of its authority, and expressly enforcing per- | 
tinent provisions of its commercial and revenue laws, declares the ports 

‘ of Sabanilla and Santa Marta, on the Caribbean Sea, and the fluvial 
port of Barranquilla, closed to foreign commerce, and denounces against 

_ the goods which may beimported thither or exported thence, and against 
the vessels which may engage in trade with those ports, the forfeitures 
and penalties fixed by Colombian law forsmuggling. _ : 

| By the second decree it is declared that the vessels which, under the 
: ‘flag of Colombia, are engaged in hostile operations against Cartagena, 

~ to the interference of lawful foreign commerce with that port, do not 
| belong to the United States of Colombia,:have no right to fly the Co- 

lombian flag, and are beyond the pale of international law, and conse-
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quently their punishment. by the armed force of any friendly power in hs 
those waters isinvited.)) =~ op tough Ms | ae ae 

- Upon these several decrees I have the honor. to make the following | : 
observations: | . re | | | 

First. This Government, following the received tenets of interna- 
tional law, doés not admit that a decree of a sovereign Government 2 
closing certain national ports in the possession of foreignenemies orof _ 
insurgents has any international effect unless sustained by a blockading ae 

- foree sufficient to practically close such ports. . _ 
_ Mr. Lawrence thus states the rule drawn from the positions taken by 
the administrations of Presidents Jefferson and Madison during the = 

-  gtruggles with France and England, which grew out of the attemptto ——- 
- glaim the right of closure—as equivalent to blockade—without effective 

action to that end: oe Bn Dee | | 

Nor does the law of blockade differ in civil war from what it is in foreign -war. 
Tradé between foreigners and a port in possession of one of the parties to the contest. | 
cannot be prevented by a municipal interdict of the other. For this, on principle, =~ 

| the most obvious reason exists, The waters adjacent to the coast of a country are : 
| deemed within its jurisdictional limits only because they can be commanded from the | 

shore. It thence follows that whenever the dominion over the land is lost, by its a 
_ passing under the control of another power, whether in foreign war or civil war, the | . 

sovereignty over the waters capable of being controlled from tbe land likewise ceases. 
_ (Lawrence’s noteon Wheaton, Part II, ch. iv, § 5, 2d annotated ed., p. 846.) | 

-- The situation which the present decree assumes to create is analogous 
to that. caused by the action of the Government of New Granadain 
1861. The Granadian chargé d’affaires, Sefior Rafael-Pombo, on the _ 
31st of March of that year, notified Mr. Seward that certain ports, 
among them Rio Hacha, Santa Marta, Cartagena, Sabanilla, and Zapote,. | 
all on the Caribbean coast, had been declared to be closed to commerce Oo 
whether of export or of import. ‘There is this difference, however, that _ 7 
the Granadian Government then announced that war vessels of the _ | 

| confederation were to cruise about the ports closed to commerce for the | 
purpose of seizing vessels which should be found violating the closure , 

- which had -been decreed. It appears from Mr. Seward’s note of ac- 
knowledgmentto Senor Pombo, dated April 9, 1861, that the announce- — 
ment then made was interpreted as a declaration that certain named | 

-- ports were “in-a state of blockade which should be rendered effective by © | 
national vessels, and of which due public notice had been given.” - 
While the Government of the United States, in 1861,thus confirmed =~ 

the doctrine it had consistently maintained from the earliest days of the _ 
‘Republic, that non-possessed ports might be effectually closed by a mari-— | 
time blockade, the British Government then controverted the right of =| 
New Granada to resort to such a remedy. Answering aninquiry in the | | 

- House of Commons, June 27,1861, Lord John Russell, the secretary of 
state for foreign affairs, said: | | rs | 

. The Government of New Granada has announced, not a blockade, but that certain | 
ports of New Granada are to‘be closed. The opinion of Her. Majesty’s Government, | 
after taking legal advice, is-that it is perfectly competent to the Government of a 

-  gountry in a state of tranquillity to say which ports shall be open to trade and which = 
shall be closed; but in the event of insurrection or civil war.in that country, itis | 

- net competent for its Government to close the ports that are de facto in the hands of 
the insurgents, as that would be a violation of international law with regard to | 
blockades. ce | | ce | we 

_ His lordship added that orders had been given to the British naval | | 
~ commanders in the Caribbean Sea ‘“ not to recognize the closing of these 

ports.” (See Parliamentary Debates, cited in Lawrence’s Wheaton, 2d | 
annotated ed., notes, pp. 46, 47, 43.) ae Be Be: :
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! When in 1861 the civil war in the United States broke out, this Gov- 
-' ernment maintained the position that the municipal closure of domestic _ 

ports in the hands of the Confederate forces was a legitimate incident 
_. toward the maintenance of au effective blockade by sea. This wasop-. 

_._. posed by the British Government, and in the correspondence which then 
_ took place Lord John Russell repeatedly announced to Mr. Adams the 

same rule as he had previously announced with regard to the Granadian 
| decree; and he finally appealed to his answer in the New Granada case - 

, for the purpose of showing that it was intended to make the rule uni- 
versal. (United States Diplomatic Correspondence, 1861, pp. 90,95, 
117, 120,177.) The British ministry ultimately went to the extreme of — 
declaring that they would consider such a municipal enactment (that of 
the closure of non-possessed ports) as null and void, and that ‘they 
would not submit to measures taken on the high seas in pursuance of 
such decree.” (Parliamentary Papers, 1862, North America, No.1, p. | 

: 72; Lord Lyons to Lord J. Russell, August 12, 1861.) — a 
Of In a speech of Mr. Cobden, made on October 25 1862 (cited in Law- 

rence’s Wheaton, 2d annotated ed., p. 823, note), hesaid: | 

| It has been distinctly intimated to America that we do not recognize their munic- 
| ipal right in the matter; andif they were to proclaim, for example, that Charleston 

was not to be traded with, and did not keep a sufficient. force of ships there, we 
should go on trading with the town just as if nothing had occurred. Itis only upon. . 
condition that the blockade shall be effectively maintained as between belligerents ~ 
that the European powers recognize it at all. \ Oe | 

| A recent authority, Professor Perels, judge. of the imperial admi- 
ralty court in Berlin, in a treatise on international maritime law, pub- 
lished in 1882, writes thus: | | se 

. The embargo of domestic ports, no matter by what measures or for what purpose 
| it takes place, as it has not the character of a real blockade, cannot have the same — 

consequences. It can indeed without question be maintained, in case of need, by 
means of the employment of force against such neutral ships as do not choose to ac- 
quiesce in it; likewise a seizure of such neutral ships as do not find themselves pre- __ 

- pared to submit to the measures of embargo must. bé considered as allowable, and it | 
must be held in the case of active resistance that.even the destruction of such ships 

- .. is allowable in accordance with the rules of war; but it is inadmissible, because not 
grounded on international law, to condemn as good prizes on account of their car- 
goes neutral ships resisting such embargo. (Op. cit., sec. 52.) 

And it is conceded by this éminent authority that there can be, with- - 
out blockade, no closure of a port not in possession of the sovereign 
issuing the decree. | ‘ Oe a 

The legislation by the Congress of the United States in 1861 relative 
| to the closing of the ports of the South held by the Confederate armies 

was really conditioned on a blockade. As Mr. Seward wrote to Mr- 
_ Adams, July 21, 1861— | | | | : | 

The law only authorizes the President to close the ports in his discretion, accord - 
ing as he shall regard exigencies now existing or hereafter to arise. * * * The 
passage of the law, taken in connection with attendant circumstances, does not neces- __ 
sarily indicate a legislative conviction that the ports ought to be closed, but only 
shows the purpose of Congress that the closing of the ports, if it is now or shall be- 

. come necessary, shall not fail for want of power explicitly conferred by law. (United 
: States Diplomatic Correspondence, 1861, p. 120.) : | | , 

| Under the authority so conferred certain ports were closed by formal _ 
proclamation of blockade which it thereupon became incumbent upon | 
the Government of the United States to maintain effectively according  __ 

| to the prescriptions of international maritime law. - 
OS After careful examination of the authorities and precedents bearing 

| upon this important question, I am bound to conclude, as a general prin- | 
- ciple, that a decree by a sovereign power closing to neutral commerce
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ports held by its enemies, whether foreign or domestic, can have no _ 
_ International validity and no extraterritorial effect in the direction of | 

_ imposing any obligation upon the Governments of neutral powers to , 
recognize it or to contribute toward its enforcement by any domestic : 

_ action on their part. Such.a decree may indeed be necessary as a-mu- oe 
- nicipal enactment of the state which proclaims it, in order to clothe the 

executive with authority to proceed to the institution of a formal and - 
effective blockade, but when that purpose is attained its power IS ex- Oo 

- hausted. If the sovereign decreeing such closure have a naval force 
_ sufficient to maintain a blockade, and if he duly proclaim such a block- oo 
ade, then he may seize, and subject to the adjudication of a prize court, | o 
vessels which may attempt to run the blockade. If he lay an embargo, — 

_ then vessels attempting to evade such embargo may be forcibly repelled a 
by him if he be in possession of the port so closed. But his decree | a 
closing ports which are held adversely to him is, by itself, entitled to | 

_ no international respect. Were it otherwise the de facto and titular 
sovereigns of any determinate country or region might between them — 
exclude all merchant ships whatever from their ports, and in‘this way . 
not only ruin those engaged in trade with such states, but cause much , 
discomfort to the nations ot the world by the exclusion of necessary sy 

_ products found in no other market. : 
_ The decree of closure of certain named ports of Colombiacontains no. | 

- Intimation of an ulterior purpose to resort to a proclaimed and effective oe 
blockade. ‘It may, therefore, be premature to treat yourannouncement | 
as importing such ulterior measures; but it gives me pleasure to declare 

_ that the Government of the United States will recognize any effective 
_ blockade instituted by the United States of Colombia with respect -to - oe 

its domestic ports not actually subject to its authority. This Gov- 
ernment will also submit to the forcible repulsion of vessels of the 
United States by any embargo which Colombia may lay upon ports of 

- which it has possession, when it. has power to effect such repulsion. 
_ But.the Government of the United States must regard as utterly 7 

nugatory proclamations closing ports, which the United States of Co- oe 
lombia do not possess, under color of a naval force which is not even’ nS 
pretended to be competent to constitute a blockade. - | , 

_ Secondly. The Government of the United States cannot regard as 
_ piratical vessels manned by parties in arms against the Government of : 
- the United States of Colombia, when such vessels are passing to and | 

from ports held by such insurgents, or even when attacking ports in os 
_ the possession of the National Government: In the late civil war, the 

United States at an early period of the struggle surrendered the posi- | 
_ tion that those manning the Confederate cruisers were pirates under | 
_ international law. The United States of Colombia cannot, sooner or | 

_ later, do otherwise than accept the same view. But, however this may | 
be, no neutral power can acquiesce in the position now taken by the - | 
Colombian Government. Whatever may be the demerits of the vessels. 
in the power of the insurgents, or whatever may be the status of those — | 

_ manning them under the municipal law of Colombia, if they be brought | : 
by the act of the National Government withii the operation of thatlaw, 

_ there can be no question that such vessels, when engaged as above  ——> 
‘stated, are not, by the law of nations, pirates; nor can they be regarded . 
as pirates by the United States. | ne : eo | 

The status of purpose or of employment, which the Government of Co- _ 
lombia seeks to create against such vessels by decreeing them to be | 
pirates, is, of course, wholly distinct from their inherent status as float oo 
ing property. On this latter point we are not as yet adequately informed | 

a 17 FOR : | - | | |
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: - The commanders of.the naval vessels of the United States on the Colom- 
-_- bian coast have, however, been told that if conclusive proof be shown 

| that any vessels belonging to citizens of the United States have been 

| unlawfully taken from them, the recovery of such property by the own- 

, ers, or by others acting in their behalf, to the end of its restoration to _ 

| their legitimate control, is warrantable. Such a right is inherent, de- 

| “pending wholly upon the circumstances of the case, and cannot be de- 

rived trom or limited by any municipal decree of the Colombian Gov- _ 

ernment like that which you now bring to my notice. | 

| | Having thus replied to the two propositions contained in your note 

of the 9th instant, it may not be improper to recapitulate in somewhat 

more of detail the historical attitude of the Government of the United 

States in regard to the question of closing non- possessed ports, in order 

that its consistency may be quite evident to you. oe ce 

As early as April 24, 1861, when Mr. Lincoln’s administration had 

only been in office six weeks, but when it was already apparent that 

the secession movement then begun would speedily have possession of 

: most ot the ports of the Southern States, Mr. Seward addressed a cir- 

-* eular to the ministers of the United States in Europe, in which he de- 

7 elared the adhesion of the United States Government to the rule that 

-- & Hlockades, in order to be binding, must be effective; that is to say, 

| maintained by forces sufficient really to prevent access to the coast of 

the enemy.” (United States Diplomatic Correspondence,1861, p. 34.) | 
When President Lincoln proclaimed, as he did on the inception of the 

civil war, a blockade of the Southern coast, the proclamation was fol- 

a, lowed by an announcement to France and to England that the blockade | 

| would be effective in the above sense; and it is important to observe — 

| that, enormous as were the profits to be gained by blockade running 

| and doubtful as was at least the friendliness of certain European courts 

toward the United States, not one of the maritime powers of Europe 

complained that the blockade was not effective. | 
| ~ Congress, it is true, adopted a few weeks later a municipal statute, as 

- hereinbetore stated, authorizing the President, at his discretion, to close. 

a the Southern ports; but as to this measure the following observations _ 

7 - are to be made: (a) The closure was to be a domestic act, incidental to 

. the blockade, the permanency of which as a general measure during * 

| the civil war the President had already announced to foreign sover- 

eigns. (b) It was to be effected in part by land forces. (c) Its institution 

was conditional upon the discretion of the President, which discretion 
was néver exercised. : OO ) | 

It is as thus qualified and explained that Mr. Seward refers, in his 

a eorrespondence with Mr. Adams and Lord Lyons, to. the statutes in 

| question, but it is impossible not to see, in Mr. Seward’s references, a 

latent appeal of great force against the action of those European 

powers which, at the beginning of this century, did not hesitate to con- 

vulse and devastate the world by decrees and orders in council closing 

ports they did not possess. They did this in the face of vehement and 

7 | almost supplicatory remonstrances from the. United States, and forced 

a this Government, then young in the family of sovereignties, and natur- 

ally desirous of peace with all, most reluctantly and at great cost of 

- --plood and treasure to undertake, as at last the sole maritime contest- 
ant, wars against Great Britain and France to maintain the freedom of 

the seas and the invalidity of paper blockades. a | 

| With this unimpeachable record behind us, no tangible objection could 

| be made to the validity of a blockade which was effective enough to
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keep off multitudes of the most skillful navigators of those countries 
_ from the Southern ports of the United States, and the appeal had its | 

immediate and inevitable effect. Great Britain and France, on the one ~ 
hand, ceased to contest the validity and efficiency of the blockade of 

_ the Southern ports, and united, on the other hand, in the most solemn 
repudiation of the position formerly taken by them, that a belligerent — 
can, by mere decree, give binding international effect to the asserted _ ¥ 
closure of a port he does not hold. And that ports not so possessed . 
cannot. be closed, even by their legitimate sovereign, without the con- — 
-comitant of a duly announced and effective blockade, may be accepted 
as now an established rule of international law.  —s_ oe - 

_ have, in conclusion, to express the pleasure with which I receive 
your statements respecting the progress of pacification and of the res- ce 
toration of authority in the United States of Colombia. . : | | | 

Oo Accept, sir, &., > | BF , - | 
OB ae oe | | 7. F. BAYARD. | 

| | No. 198. a 

| ae [Telegram.*] . : OS ee . 
a a Oe | PANAMA, = 

_ BECERRA, . pe - | | a ae - 
— Colombian Minister, Washington: Es 0 

"Yesterday afternoon Aizpurt arranged with the American admiral _ 
that the latter’s forces should retire to the railway station, those of - 

_ Aizpurti to maintain order in the city until the arrival of the expedition 
from Cauca (Buenaventura), when they will go out of the city with full 
liberty to give battle in the open country. ee 

| Between 7 and 8 at night the Americans retired. ne 
. - . | : | | a . TELL | oe 

| OO | No,199. : oe 

~ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. | - _ 

| Oo | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | oe 
| | | eS Washington, April 30, 1885. 

Sig: I have the honor to bring to your immediate attention the in- —_— 
closed copy of. a letter from the United States district attorney at New | 
York of the 29th instant (recently forwarded hither by the Attorney- — 
General), wherein Mr. Root asks that you will furnish certain necessary — 
information tonching the revolutionary movement in the United States 
of Colombia, for use in connection with the neutrality proceedings ss 
against the steamship City of Mexico. — | 7 ne 

: Accept, &e. | | - oS | soe 
- | : oo oe DE BAYARD, © | 

oo, _. *Shown to Mr. Bayard by Mr. Becerra, April27. | |
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Se | [Inclosure.] | | 

a Oo oo Mr. Garland to Mr. Bayard. - 4 | 

a - a ‘DEPARTMENT uF J USTICE, | 
| a - Washington, April 29, 1885. 

_ rr: I have the honor to transmit to you, for your, consideration, a copy of a letter 
‘ . of the 29th instant,from United States Attorney Root, New York, in relation to the 

neutrality proceedings against the steamer City of Mexico and her master, and to call 
your attention to the suggestion of the attorney that the Colombian Minister be 
asked to furnish certain necessary information. oo | oe 

Very respectfully, | CO - a 
- oo, A. H. GARLAND, =. : 

| SO Attorney-General. — 

a | . [Inclosure in inclosure. ] | oo 

| | Mr. Root to -Mr. Garland. — | 

: - | | | New Yorx, April 29, 1885. 
- Siz: In the neutrality proceedings against the City of Mexico and her master, of 

which you were advised by my letter of last Saturday, the counsel for the defense has 
_ gtated that he would accept a statement by the Colombian minister in lieu of formal 

proof on certain matters which I think it important to bring out. Ihave the honor - 
to suggest, therefore, that the minister be asked to give full information as soon as | 

. he can conveniently do it on the following points: | 
os (1) An account of the insurrection in the United States of Colombia from its incep- 

tion to April 10th last, with special reference to the State of Bolivar and the cities _ 
Barranquilla, Sabanilla, and Rio de la Hacha. oe | | 

(2) -‘The relations, official and other, to the established government of Colombia and | 
, to the insurgents during the said period, and more particularly during February and 

: March last, of the following persons: Benjamin Gaitan, J. de P. Manotas, Mig. dela. 
Espriella, Frederico Castro R., J. F. Acevedo, ——— Salgar, Rudecindo Ospina B. . 

(3) By whom were Barranquilla, Sabanilla, and Rio de la Hacha held during Feb- 
’  ruary and March? | | 

: (4) What has become of the fiscal officers of Rio de la Hacha captured by insurgent 
- goldiers on the City of Mexico the latter part of March? 

| (5) What is the law of the United States of Colombia with reference to the inter- 
vention of Colombian consuls in the matter of shipments to Colombian ports? | 

‘Very respectfully, . . 
, . | | ELIHU ROOT, . 

. > United States Attorney. 

No. 200. oO Oo | 

a _ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. | | 

. —_ — DEPARTMENT OF STATE, © 
: | Washington, April 30, 1885. 

Sir: I have the honor to say, having reference to my note to you of | 
this date, that pursuant to a letter from the Attorney-General of the 
30th instant, the neutrality case against the City of Mexicois set down 

a for trial on the first day of the next term of the court, which will be May 
5 next. | . 

, / . ; | 

Under these circumstances, I respectfully suggest that you furnish at: 
| once such information as you can on.the points stated in the letter of 

| Mr. Root of the 29th instant. | | | a 

| T. F. BAYARD.
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| | . No20 5 a | | | -_ 

Oo «Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. | | 

| «| Translation.) A can : : 

| oe _ LEGATION OF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, ss” 
BS Washington, May 1, 1885. (Received May 1.) :— — | 
. Sre: I hasten to transmit, in compliance with the urgent and well- 
founded requests of the Department of State the information which the = ——— 

_ United States attorney in the city of New York has asked for as'an - 
important element in the prosecution that has been commenced against = 
the City of Mexico, charged with violating the neutrality -laws. | 

I offer the following in‘ormation on the first point: = | 
| Early in January last, according to an official telegram received at | 

this legation, a party of armed men, belonging. to different States of | 
_ the Colombian, Union, without legal authority of any kind, and being . @ 
Yn open rebellion, against the constitutional authorities of ‘the nation, 

» took possession, by surprise, in the upper portion of the Magdalena = 
_ River—which washes the shores of seven States, and which, according 

to the constitution, is a national highway, subject to the federal au- 
thorities and to the laws of the Union—of five of the steam merchant * 

_ vessels which navigate that river under various flags, among them that | 
_ of the United States. Having obtained possession of the vessels, which 

_. could not be protected by any authorities, the rebels sailed down the . 
river. surprising the peaceful towns along its banks, together with other. | | 
vessels sailing therein, compelling those which were going up to turn 

_ back, to the great detriment of the interests of commerce aid to the : 
great inconvenience of the peaceful passengers who were on board. 

- With the large convoy of vessels thus surprised, they reached Barran- fo 
quilla unexpectedly, which port is situated on the same river, near the | 

_ maritime port of Sabanilla, where there was but asmall garrison of one | 
_ hundred men, who were intimidated, and. believing themselves to be sit 

in the presence of a powerful enemy, abandoned the city. The perpe- | 
trators of the coup de main at once took possession, removed the loyal oN, 
authorities from office, obtained control of the revenue offices of the oe 
nation, among them the custom house, and without delay commenced 
hostilities against the inhabitants of the State of Bolivar, who remained | - 
loyal to the National Government, as also against the legal Govern-. es 

_ ment and the peaceful citizens of the neighboring State of Magdalena. 
_ Inthe course of these hostilities those rebels have succeeded, being re- 

_ enforced by their allies from the various localities of that region, in- | 
holding possession of the city of Barranquilla, in controlling the sea- — | 
port of Sabanilla, and subsequently in invading the State of Magda- — | 
lena, and taking its capital city, Santa Marta, which is a national port, 
with a eustom-house. es oe | re 

__As they held the city of Barranquilla, which is a rich center of sup- 
plies, and thus controlled the funds of the custom-house, and the money - 
yielded by forced loans, the rebels were enabled (1) to prevent the nav- | a 
igation of the river, and thus to paralyze all commercial traffic; (2) suc- | 

_ cessfully to resist the national forces which left Panama for the purpose a 
of compelling them to obey the legally constituted authorities ; (3) to 
‘send forces to attack the city of Cartagena, which is obedient to the 

_ federal Government; (4) to send ageuts to Curagao and New York for a 
_the purpose of procuring elements of war, so that they might be ena- 7 

~ bled to carry hostilities to the interior of the country ; and, finally, (5) — |
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‘to purchase those elements in the latter of the aforesaid cities, pay — 
: ing for them with the money which they had taken from the nationa 

coffers, and to carry hostilities to the port of Rio Hacha, which has al 

an ways been and still is under the jurisdiction of the legal authorities. 

— . On the second point: | a 
- All the persons to whom the attorney’s question has reference are — 

rebels in arms.against the National Government, and someof them, such 

/ as Messrs. Manotas and Espriella, are officers of the State of Bolivar, 

: who are unfaithful to their duty to obey the Government of the Union. 
Mr. Benjamin Gaitan has been and is the principal agent, who has 

been employed by the rebels to charter vessels, purchase arms and m4u- 

nitions, and send them from the port of New York for the purpose of — 

aiding the said rebels and carrying on warlike operations in Colombia. — 
. D the third point: — | | | 

| During the months of February and March the port of Barranquilla, 
° in the Magdalena River, and that of Sabanilla, on the sea coast, were 

' held by the rebels. During the same time the port of Rio Hacha, in 
the State of Magdalena, was under the control of the legal authorities, 

| On the fourth and fifth points: © | : 

~ JT amignorant as to the whereabouts of the fiscal officers of the port of 

» Rio Hacha, who, being deceived by the presence of a friendly flag, went _ 

on board of the City of Mexico, and were there taken prisoners. 

I this day instruct the Colombian consul at New York to send the at- 

. torney the information referred to in the fifth point of his interroga- 

tories. : oo 

| I reiterate, &c., | | : 

: | : RICARDO BECERRA. 

oe _ No. 202. | : 

Oo , Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. , | 

| | — DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| oS — - Washington, May 2, 1885. 

| Sir: I have the honor to. acknowledge the receipt of your note of 

a the 1st instant, containing information desired by the United States 

district attorney at New York in the trial against the City of Mexico — 

- for an alleged violation of the neutrality laws, and have forwarded @ — 

copy of your note to the Attorney-General for communication to Mr. © 

Root. SO . oo 
Accept, &c., : : 

- | | OO T. F. BAYARD. 

| | | No. 203. | 

—_ . Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. eS , | / 

. . [ Translation. ] . —_ 

en LEGATION OF COLOMBIA AT. WASHINGTON, 
| - Washington, May 4,1885. (Received May 4.) _ 

’ Sir: Last night and to-day I have received from Panama and Colon 

several cablegrams whereby the Colombian authorities inform me of 

their fear that the agents of the rebels at New York may succeed in
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purchasing and fitting out or at least freighting a vessel capable of co- — 
operating with their military optrations against the city of Courtagena, = 
and perhaps carrying hostilities to the Isthmus of Panama, anew, where 
the security of the interoceanie transit. has only just been barely re- 
stored. In their expression of these fears, they go so far as to include 
the name of the vessel which is sought to be dispatched armed as for 
war, and this is no other than the Claribel, or this is at least the name 
transmitted by the telegraph. | pe | | - oo 

= Any violation of the laws of neutrality which may be successfully | 
-. executed by the agents of the rebels at New York would be now the | 

- more grave and the more serious and disastrous when it is known that | 
the bandit Prestan, who burned Colon, succeeded in escaping with his. | 

_ forces, and is now in the waters of Cartagena with two or three vessels _* 
_ violently taken by him at Portobello. The re-enforcement which such 

an enemy might receive would assuredly put that man in a position to 
repeat, perhaps, the same events at the important city of Cartagena, or — | 
at the neighboring city of Barranquilla, and renew the scenes of savage 
destruction which he has already enacted at the Isthmus. ae | | 

_ J appeal, therefore, to the high spirit of justice of the Government of 
the United States, and I ask through the medium of the honorable 
Secretary of State, that it will issue new orders to exercise vigilance, | 

- and, in the appropriate case, of repression, to the end of thereby pre- : 
- gerving the neutrality rules of the country, and at the same time pre- _ oe 

serving the threatened interests of civilization upon the Atlantic coast — 
— of Colombia. ce | ae 7 oo | 

ITrepeat,&., = = | a oo | 
| | ae 7  RICARDO BECERRA. | 

! — | No. 204. . a. | : 

Be | _ Mr. Bayard to’ Mr. Becerra. oe _ 

ae a a —. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | Bn 
a, ' Washington, May 4, 1885. oo 

_ Sire: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of this | : 
_ day’s date, in which you acquaint me with the fears of the Colombian | | 

authorities upon the Isthmus that the agents of the insurgents atNew 
York may succeed in purchasing or freighting a vessel in aid of Prestan’s 7 

- movement against Cartagena, and possibly against Colon anew,andthe = =—_© 
- name of the Claribel is mentioned as that of the vessel which it may 

be sought to equip for such hostile purpose, in view of which fears you — | 
ask that this Government give orders of vigilance, and, if need be, of © 
repression in the case., | | | a = 

. I have hastened to transmit copy of your note to the Secretary of — | 
the Treasury and to the Attorney-General, in order that a watch may | | 
be kept upon the Claribel. If, however, that vessel should prove to be | 
actually engaged in the unlawful purpose you indicate, the judicial a 

_machinery for her prosecution under the statute would require to beset 
inmotion by due complaint, under oath, with the necessary evidence.  —s_— 

Accept, &e., oS a oe ae | ae 
| 7 Be | T. F. BAYARD. — 3
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| | | No. 205.0 | OO 

ee : | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. | | 

oo | | | a ‘DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | — | e Washington, May 9, 1885. 

Str: [have the honor to inform you, having reference to the sus- 
- pected employment of the steamer Claribel, or some other vessel at 

New York, for a hostile expedition against the peace. of Colombia, of 
the recent receipt of a letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, say- — 
ing that the necessary instructions have been sent to the coliector of . | 
customs there, both by telegraph and by mail, to cause a close watch 
to be kept on the movements of the vessel named, as well as others at 
the port of New York, with a view of preventing any violation of our 
neutrality laws. | — | | 

oo Accept, &e., OO | | oo | 
| | | | T. F. BAYARD, | 

| | No. 206. | 

a Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. os | 

— | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
. | | Washington, May 11, 1885. 

a Sig: I have the honor to lay before you the text of a telegram of the _ 
- 11th instant, addressed by the United States district attorney at New | 

York to the Hon. A. H. Garland, Attorney-General, by whose direction | 
| it has been sent hither. Mr. Root’s telegram reads as follows: 

| _ Master of Claribel states that he will sail to-morrow for Jamaica with general 
- " ‘eargo, includirg about two tons war munitions, which are to be transshipped for Corn’ 

| Island, consignee not known. Vessel not under charter to any one person; no other 
. facts known to me. , I see no grounds for interference. 

Accept, &c., ms | 
, : | | | T. F. BAYARD. 

| SO No. 207, © ; a 

| : Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. ae | 

: | | {[Translation.} = oe 

| | ‘LEGATION OF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, 
, a Washington, May 14, 1885. (Received May 15.) 

a Str: I have the honor to inform )ou that I have received your polite 
note of yesterday, and with it two printed copies of the communications © 
exchanged between this legation and the Department of State with refer- 

: ence to the decrees of the Government of Colombia relative to the clos- 
ing of ports, and the declaration that the vessels now engaged in com- 
mitting acts of hostility against the city and port of Cartagena are 
pirates. | 7 — OO 

- In acknowledging the receipt of the aforesaid note, and in thanking 
_. you for the courteous and opportune transmission ot the said printed 

copies, I deem it expedient to ask your attention to a few considerations
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in regard to one of the two points in controversy, and, at the same time, 
— to state the reason why without in any wise accepting the principles of a 

doctrine according to which, in your extended note of the 25th ultimo, 
you impugn the right of the Colombian Government to close certain — a 
ports in its territory, I nevertheless do not insist on upholding and duly | one 
elucidating that right.. | is | oe 

It happens that the controversy on this point is now practically un- oo 
-. important as regards the efficacy of the results which the Government fae 

that issued the decree in question expected thereby to secure. The . 
strong probability of a military dénowement which will certainly put | | 
an end to the spoliation of various national custom-houses, and the | | 
kindly spirit in which the different navigation companies whose vessel 
visit that coast for purposes of trade consented to the closing of the : 
ports, suspending all shipments to them, are two circumstances which = 
give the measure in question.the character of a definite fact, for which 
reason it is scarcely necessary in referring to it to leave any record of. | - 
dissent with the principles of-doctrine set forth, or of-the regret thereby | 
occasioned to this legation, which entertains a high respect for. the | 
judgment of this Government and for your own enlightenment. : | 

The case is unfortanately not the same with respect to the true con- — : 
‘dition of the vessels uow engaged in acts of hostility against Cartagena, a 
the persons on board of which are threatening to give full rein there 
also, as their coadjutors have already done on the Isthmus, to their lam- _ 

- entable material irresponsibility and to the perverse instincts of their  ———. 
leaders. The increasing dangers which the existence and _the, thus far, 
unrepressed action of those vessels involve, not only to the cities and 7 
towns vf Colombia, but also to the interests of foreign residents on that) 

coast, and even to the fundamental principles of international morale © 
| and security, as well as the fatal consequences that will result hereafter | 

from a precedent authorized by the high respectability of the American _ 
Government, induce me to request you, Mr. Secretary of State, as I- : 
hereby very respectiully do, to reconsider, in view of the reasons which | : 
I shall endeavor to state as briefly as ‘possible, the decision reached by 
you on this subject in your aforesaid note of the 25th ultimo. - 

| The case is not, Mr. Secretary of State, as you takeit forgranted, that 
of an ordinary insurrection or civil way, in which the enemies that are = 
contending by sea against the legally established Government cannot - | 
and ought not to be considered as pirates until they have rendered them- | 

_ selves deserving of that title and of the punishment which it involves 
by actual violations of international law to the prejudice of neutral na- 
tions. It is true that. the vessels now engaged in hostilities against a oe 
portion of the Colombian coast are instruments of war in an insurrection | 
against the regularly constituted Government of that country. Itis — 

_ also true that the niain object of their hostilities isthe authorities of that == 
Government and the military forces that are sustaining those author- 
ities and defending theirexistence, © ee es 

---It is necessary to examine, however, how those vessels have become = 
instruments of war, and what is at the present time the nature of the = 
forces that are commanding and manning them. This will enable usto _ 
ascertain what is their true character in the light of international law, 

‘which, as is well known, is the code of moral rules by which all civil- Baa 
ized countries of the present day shape their course of conduct. | 

Ls I can assure you, Mr. Secretary of State, and I will even add that me 
_ there is evidence of this at the Department of State. that all those ves- — | 

sels, with the single exception of the General Cordova, which is the eee 
 property-of the nation, have come into the possession of the insurgents =
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through the commission of acts of robbery identical in their nature and. 
the means whereby they were commitied with those which are charac- 
terized as piracy by American law (section 5370 Revised Statutes of the 

| United States), and for whose perpetrators the penalty of death is pro-. : 
, vided. = a | | | 

ne The Game Cock, which is now known among the insurgents as the 
General Gaitan, belonged, for a time, at least, to the Panama Railway 

| Company, and was forcibly removed from the Bay of Colon and taken 
- to Cartagena by Benjamin Ruiz, one of the most active accom plices of 

the outlaw Pedro Prestan. | | a | 
The Camacho Roldan, another of. the vessels in the service of the in- 

| surgents, belongs, if I am not mistaken, to an English company, the 
_ Atlas Line, which, in the prosecution of maritime trade, navigates the _ 

' Cartagena channel. This vessel was likewise forcibly taken from the | 
service in which it was engaged and from the control of its lawful own-. 
ers by Ricardo Gaitan, one of the ringleaders of the insurgents, and is | 
now in the mouth of the channel—that is to say, in one of the localities _ 

| mentioned in the aforesaid section 5370 of the Revised Statutes. = 
It is, moreover, a matter of public notoriety that the outlaw Prestan, 

after his flight from the city of Colon, which he had invaded, took for- 
cible possession of Portobello, and of one or more large vessels, on board 

| of which, together with many of his followers, he repaired to Cartagena, _ 
where he is now co-operating in the siege and perhaps in the ruin of 
that historic city. | SO Oo 

| In view of these facts, and their nature being compared with the prin- 
ciples on which, in the present case, American law is based, [am unable | 

| to see how it could be maintained that a flotilla thus constituted (and 
whose officers and men are, if not all, at least in great part, the same 
who committed those acts of depredation and violence) deserves to be 
considered as a mere instrument of war of a political insurrection. If _ 
this opinion were to prevail, being supported by so high an authority 

-. - as the American Government, it would be difficult to see to what a 
wretched extreme of insecurity and abandonment the interests of com- 

a merce and of civilization in general would be reduced on the coasts of 
those countries which, like Colombia, owing to their trusting, perhaps, __ 
too implicitly in peace and im the elements which are fostered by it, 

| have no permanent forces sufficiently strong to prevent crime, because 
it is evident that then all that the captors of defenseless merchant ves- 
sels would have to do, in order to secure impunity, would be to cover | 
the latter, when once in their hands, with the flag of the same country, | 
and declare war against the constituted authorities. - 

It will be urged that the repression and punishment of such outrages | 
are matters to be attended to by the authorities of the country in which 
they are committed, to which it is easy to reply, first, that the state 
most directly injared thereby can with great difficulty prevent them, 
much less punish them in time. co Se 

The powerlessness which occasioned them is equally great, or still 
greater, to effect their punishment. =~ | 

If the crime can be committed owing to the lack of vessels, it is evi- | 
dent that, owing to the same lack, the consequences of the depredation __ 
may be indefinitely delayed. And then the yiolation of international 
law, to the detriment of other nations, which, in such cases, is what 

- constitutes the crime of piracy, naturally widens the jurisdiction of the 
| judges who are to punish it. All civilized nations not only may, but 

- ought, the case arising, to exercise that jurisdiction thus amplified, and 
with it their own right of self. preservation and self-defense. |
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7 Iam not aware that there is a single precedent in the history of ‘the 
~ complicated enforcement of the rules of international law whereby the _ : 

doctrine is established that merchant vessels which have been forcibly | 

removed from the service in which they were engaged, by threats | 

against the lives of their captains and crews, by surprise, and in bays, | 
-roadsteads, or mouths of rivers, ‘or in any river where the sea ebbs . 
and flows,” as the American statute says, can be made to constitute a 7 

~ regular force, worthy of the respect, not only of neutrals, but even of | a 

| the very nations whose subjects or citizens have been the victims of such oe 

act of violence. In support of the opposite argument, I can cite many | 

authoritative examples, among which the most pertinent is doubtless 

that of the Magellan pirates (see Phillimore), the law in which case was | 
_ laid down by the English Judge Lushington. Certain individuals rose 

in arms, in the year 1851, against the authority of the regular Govern- | | 

| ment of Chili, captured in the Strait of Magellan (which at that time. 

had not been declared neutral by Chili) the Eliza Cornish,an English, = 

and the Florida, an A'erican vessel, and, after murdering one of the | 

two captains, they placed both vessels in the service of their cause, | 

| hoisting the Chilian flag over them. The Government of that Republic: | 
_ (as does now-that of Colombia) declared the said vessels tp be pirates, | 

and Admiral Moreby, who was then in command of the British naval 

- gtation in those waters, ordered them to be pursued as such, and sent 

the Virago, a British man-of-war, for that purpose. The action of this _ , 

_ vessel was so energetic that both vessels were speedily recaptured, and 

the leader of the band of insurgents and his accomplices, having been 

apprehended, were turned over to the Chilian courts, and were subse- | 

- quently tried and punished as pirates. | | 

—. &JT am of opinion,” said Judge Lushington, in the final decision pro-. , 

- nounced by him in this case, “‘ that the persons who did these acts were _ | 

guilty of piracy. * * * It has been said that these acts were not _ | 
- eommitted on the high seas, and, therefore, this murder and robbery _ : 

not properly or legally piratical. Buti this case the ships were car- 

ried away and navigated by the very same persons who originally seized | 

them [just as in the Colombian case]. I consider the possession at sea | 
to have been a piratical possession, and the carrying away the ships on | 
the high seas to have been piratical acts.” SY es 

--- The agreement of the facts and the nature of the doctrine established a 
could not be more striking; I mean the agreement of the facts with | 

' those of the origin of the vessels that are now making war upon the in- Se 

habitants of the Colombian coast, and the agreement of the doctrine 
above established with the fundamental principles of American law on . — 

. the subject of piracy. | | co ent | ee, | 

‘The manner in which the aforesaid vessels were converted into in- 
struments of war in the service of the insurgents having been suffici- | 
ently elucidated, it remains to examine the character subsequently as- 

-gumed by the forces of those insurgents which are now operating against 
: Cartagena. — | oe | 

It is well known that the incendiary of Colon, at the head of about — 
seventy of his accomplices, arrived in that port on board of the vessels — 
captured by him at Portobello, and that a command was at once given | 
to him among the forces.of the insurgents, who, by this fact alone, lose 
any title that they otherwise might have had to consideration as rep- a 

_° -resentatives of an armed political movement. This is true, because, by | 
associating with such men, and, what is even more serious, by giving a — 
superior military command to their depraved leader, and with it the | 

a
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- means of.committing at Cartagena a crime equal to that committed at _ 
Colon, those insurgents declared by implication;though none theless 

_ positively, that they accepted the responsibility and consequently. the 
disgrace of that act of vandalism, thereby pursuing a different course 

 . . from that of theinsurgentleader at Panama, who at least tried to extenu- 
ate his own guilt by stipulating (although unnecessarily and although 
he had no right to do so) for the punishment of his lieutenant. __ 

The territory which was partially laid waste by the torch of Prastan — 
and his accomplices is, to a great extent, neutral territory, freé to all — 
nations, and open to their commerce and their people; in a word, it | 

_is the means possessed by those nations for communication between. 
, two hemispheres, and there the interests of the civilization of the pres- 

ent day have met, as it were, on common ground, in order that they 
| may be mutually benefited and harmonized. For these numerous rea- 

| sons it is proper to ask how those same nations and those same interests 
which were savagely attacked on the Isthmus of Panama by Prestan | 

_ and his accomplices can respect that leader, his auxiliaries of yester- 
day and his upholders of to-day, now that the scene of his action has | 

_ changed; how the United States Navy, which was, to a certain extent, a 
| _ victim of the outrages and felonious acts of that outlaw, after having co-| 

_ operated, in the name of its Government and in fulfillment of a treaty, 7 
in checking him at Colon, is now to respect him at Cartagena, consider- 
ing him and _ his vessels as regular forces of an insurrectionary move- 
ment. The English admiral who recaptured the Eliza Cornish and the 

| Florida, also took Cambiaso, the leader of the insurrection and the cap-. 
| tor of those vessels, and it is certain that, if he had succeeded in escap- 

ing, and joined the partizans of his cause in any other part of the coun- — 
try, that mere change of locality would have affected neither the right — 
by which the British officer so opportunely acted nor the principle on 

| - which he thus acted. a - . 
I take the liberty to call your attention, Mr. Secretary of State, to 

_ these decisive circumstances, and likewise to the no less important one - 
that the United States, being bound by a treaty to guarantee the neu- 

_ trality and safety of transit across the Isthmus of Panama, their ~~ 
| Government cannot be indifferent to anything closely connected with 

that important obligation, owing to the mere circumstance of a changé 
of locality. It would be inconsistent, to say the least, for the criminals 
who have disturbed the safety of transit across the Isthmus to be con- 
sidered as mere insurgents against the authority of the Colombian Gov- | 
ernment, because they have retired to Cartagena, where they surely de- 
sire to secure a foothold, in order to return to their work of disturbance 
and devastation on the Isthmus. | Oo 

| These are the considerations which, without expecting (much less— 
asking) from the United States Government more than las been mu- 
tually promised to each other by all civilized nations for the repression — 
and punishment of the crime of piracy, I very respectfully submit to | 
your enlightened judgment, Mr. Secretary of State, in the hope that — 
they may induce you to view the subject now under discussion in the | 
light in which it seems to me that I have presented it in this note, which 
I hope will, in due time, be also published. Oo a - : 

 Lhave, &e., — | oo me 
oo | RICCARDO BECERRA. |
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ne 7 Me, Becerra to Mr. Bayard. — . ae 

S - [ Translation. ] me . . a | 

ae LEG ATION OF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, es 
7 _ Washington, May 27, 1885... (Received May 27.) 

7 Sir: I have information whose authenticity and reliable source suf- | 
ficiently authorize me to assure the Government of the honorable Sec- . 
retary of State that the brig Ambrose Light, captured on the 17th in- - 
stant by the American war vessel Alliance, in the Caribbean Sea, under © 
circumstances which caused her, with reason, to be suspected, was Jie 
bought in Philadelphia for the use of the Colombian rebels by their =~ 
agent, Benjamin Gaitan, who sent her with some munitions of war to the 
scene of the rebellion, where she was detailed for the transportation of 
troops. Thesaid agent, the purchaser of the vessel, has just given this __ | 

' information to the Colombian consul.at New York, assuredly because the 
rebellion being overcome, he has no further interest in pursuing or in 
concealing, his operations. — oe Oo pL ANE Bt 

I therefore request the honorable Secretary of State to be kind __ 
enough to consider the information alluded to and to forward it, in the a 
Manner he may deem most appropriate, to the officer intrusted with a 
elucidating the facts relative to the ownership, character, and capture | - 
of the said vessel. A a Lek ee Bae | 
. It gives me pleasure to renew, &e., © pe ; 

Ce ot ae Ss ~ RICARDO BECERRA. | 

0 08 
a en Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. - ES Ba | 

| | Os fot ‘DEPARTMENT oF STATE, po : 
| | oe oe Washington, June 1, 1885. | oo 

- Sir: Ihave had the honor to receive your note of the 27th ultimo, | | 
in regard to the brig Ambrose. Light, recently captured by the U.S. 8S. | 
Alliance in the Caribbean Sea, and have transmitted a copy of your note 
to the honorable A. H. Garland, Attorney-General, for his consideration = | 
and action, © eS CE SE ee | 

— Accept, &., | ee | * TE : 
| Se | a OS T.F. BAYARD. 

7 Ce es No.210 © | es ees 

| Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra, | vs _ 

7 oO oO 7 DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| . | . Washington, June 1, 1885. Co 

Sir: I have the honor to call your attention to the inclosed copy of - 
a decree of the President of the United States of Colombia, which I am 
informed. by our consul at Barranquilla, under date of the 24th April, — : 
was published in the Official Gazette of the 12th February last, and is 
dated the LOth of the same month. | | | | 

By Article I of this decree the payment of custom-house dues in any : 
place incidentally occupied by rebel forces, not only does not exempt the |
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| respective importers of the goods which have already paid duties to the | 
insurgents from their obligations to the national treasury, but will bea | 

| reason for adding to such obligations 50 per cent. of the amount of _ 
. duties illegally paid, if immediate payment is refused, and the collectors | 
are further instructed to proceed immediately. to a collection of such | 
dues, as also of the extra 50 per cent. in case of delay, and are required 

a to make a report to the treasurer of all such importers as have paid 
duties to the rebels. | | | - 

: - Our consul at Barranquilla informs me that on the 17th April the 
foreign consuls in Barranquilla protested collectively to the military 

: commander of the city against the decree in question. The reply of 
the general is herewith inclosed. It does not appear from the consul’s. 

| dispatch whether this decree has been enforced and the duty been act- 
, ually collected, but it is probable that now that the rebellion is partially 

overcome all means of raising revenue have been adopted, and I desire, 
in anticipation of the protests of our merchants, to express the views of 

| his Government on the subject. . a ee 
The question as to how far a government is responsible to its citizens 

and foreigners within its borders for losses occasioned by insurgents 
may perhaps be open to argument, but there can be no question that 

| no Government has the right to inflict a punishment (for this double tax, 
with superadded penalty, amounts to a punishment) on neutral and * 

-- peaceful merchants who have been compelled by military force to con- 
tribute against their will to the revolutionary funds or supplies, as if 

| such merchants were voluntarily aiding and abetting the rebellion. 
| A Government is bound to use all proper measures to protect the 

: denizens within its borders from revolutionary acts, and in case it fails 
| to insure such protection, it. cannot with any justice hold the citizens 
oe of foreign nations responsible for its own weakness and failure to pro- 

tect them, by imposing on them a penalty or fine for the very occurrences 
, which the Government itself was bound to avert. Such a course of ac- 

tion as is authorized by the decree of the 10th February would be especi- 
| ally objectionable as being a retroactive revenue measure at ports | 

oo admitted to have been beyond the control of the Government at the time 
the rebel dues were paid. Should an attempt be made to justify it on - 

/ _ the ground of being in effect a fine for illicit trading with ports assumed | 
to be embargoed, a8 mentioned in the President of Colombia’s decree _ 
of the 9th April, I must again use the arguments in my note of the 24th — 

7 ultimo to those decrees, and contend that a blockade must be efficient 
to be recognized, and that executive measures relative to ports over. 
which the Government has no control can only be considered as nuga- 
tory. . | . 

Hoping that your Government will view this question in an equitable 
| light and reconsider this decree, which must prove so harassing to our _ 

merchants, . | —_ : , 
I have, &c., | T. F. BAYARD. | 

: , (Inclosure 1.—Translation. | a | 7 | 

| Decree No. 173 of 1885 of the President of the United States of Colombia. 

7 The President of the United States of Colombia: | a - 
| Whereas that, in conformity with the articles 149 and 150 of the fiscal code of the 

union, importation duties ought to be paid in the respective custom-house, that is to 
say, in that in which the duties have been occasioned, ur in the general treasure of 
the union, it is decreed: : | | - 
ARTICLE I. The payments of the importation duties that have been made to per- 

sons having no legitimate official character in any custom-house or place of the Repub-
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lic, incidentally occupied by rebel forces, not only does not exempt the respective 
importers from the obligation contracted by them or their agentsin favor of the = 
national treasure, but will be a cause for adding to the debt 50'per cent. on the amount. | 
of duties erroneously paid, provided the importer or his agents having been advised, : 
deny the immediate payment of the duties occasioned in favor of the public treasure. — 

ARTICLE II. The coliectors of customs of the Republic shall proceed immediately to | 
require the importers mentioned in the above article, in order that the payments of . 7 

| duties which they owe shall be delivered to the national treasure, and not to persons - | 
- without any official character, and if they do not pay immediately the collectorsshall : 

proceed to collect the amounts plus the 50 per cent. mentioned in the same article . 
making use of those means in accord with their jurisdiction, not only against the | 
principal debtor, but also against his respective liabilities. | | 

_ ARTICLE III. In respect to the payments of the importation duties that ought to 
_. have been made to the general treasure, and are mentioned in the Article I of this de- — 
, cree, the generai treasurer shall proceed as determined by the Article II of the same. 

ARTICLE IV. The collectors of customs of the Republic shall pass immediately to | 
7 the general treasurer a memorandum of the persons that ought to have paid their im- | 

portation duties to this office, and have given it to persons without any legitimate | | 
official character. a oo . 
- Given at Bogota, the 10th day of February, 1885. os oan ES | 

Jaf | oe, : - _ RAFAEL NUNEZ. ° | 
_ The secretary of the treasury, => oe | | ye 
7 : . | JORGE HOLGUIN. 

oe - {Inclosure 2.—Translation.} = = | . | : | 

Protest of the Foreign Consuls at Barranquilla against Decree No. 173 of 1885. | 

ce | | | a . BARRANQUILLA, April 17, 1885. 

- GENERAL-IN-CHIEF OF THE MILITARY FORCES OF THE PLACE: | ; _ 

| By decree No. 173 of the 10th of February last, published in the Official Gazette of 
the nation, No. 6309, the 12th of the same month, the national executive power di-_ | 

~ rects that the payment of import duties made to individuals who have no legitimate 
 - official character not only does not exempt the importers from the obligations con- | | 

_ tracted by them or their agents in favor of the national treasure, but will furnish a | 
- yeason for adding to the debt 50 per cent. of the amount of the importation duties 

illegally paid. Ss | a | 7 | 
This place and its custom-house being occupied by military forces that have not - 

- peen recognized by the National Government, and who have no recognized legiti- = 
| mate official character, and they having demanded from the importers payment of. 

| custom-house bonds made in favor of the national treasure for customs duties pre- we 
viously incucred, the undersigned, to protect from the responsibility that would be 

_ ineurred in the payment of the said bonds by the subjects and citizens of the nations _ 
_we represent, protest against the payment of the said bonds which the military forces _ 
of the place are now exacting, and we protest also against every other payment of ‘| 
this kind or of an analogous nature made or that shall be made in future taxing 
and obliging foreign merchants to pay by armed. force. | : 
With respectful consideration, your humble servants, —_ | | we ' 

: | | | ce _ D. LOPEZ PENHA, Jr, | 
| | - The Consul-General of the Netherlands. - 

. - a Be AUGUST STRUNZ, . | 
. The Imperialand Royal Austro-Hungarian Consul. 

, : | FRED. STACY, oe 
| - : | British Consul. | 

, a | M. SIEFKEN, oa 
| : a Consul of the German Empire... . 

| | OT | O. BERNE, | oe . | a | a Consul of Belgium. | 
: : | . THOS. M. DAWSON, - | 

| : a | ce _ +» Onited States Consul. - | 
| ae | Ce re dD. L. PENHA, JR., | 

oo | . Consul of Spain. 
| | | So. | JUAN ARMELLA,~ - a | 
oe | Consul of His Majesty the King of Italy. - 

. | ——- | J. XIQUES, | po 
. . - Consul of Venezuela. 

: : . O. BERNE, | | | 
_ , a : Vice-Consul of France. —
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} / oe a / * [Inclosure 3.—Translation, ] : . | . 

: eee Reply of General Acevedo to the consuls? protest. 7 wes - 

- Oo a a UNITED STATES OF, COLOMBIA, 
- _ GENERAL STAFF OF THE ARMY OF THE ATLANTIC, 

. | 7 ; . _ Barranquilla, April 20, 1885. 

Messrs. D. Léprez PENHA, Jr., Consul-General of the Netherlands; AUGUST STRUNZ, — 
. Consul of Austria Hungary, Fe. :. - . . en 

The citizen general-in-chief of the Atlantic army has commanded me concerning 
the memorial dated the 17th instant, which the Messrs. consuls of the Netherlands and 
of France delivered in person into the hands of one of the officers of my department,, 
with the recommendation that it be given tome. Said citizen general has communi- 
cated to me instructions to resolve thus: ~~ BRHGE 

_ The memorial says the object of the present note is that ‘‘ by decree No. 173 of the | 
10th of February last, published in the Official Gazette of the nation, No. 6309, the 

_ 12th of the same month, the national executive power directs that the payment of im- 
port duties made to individuals who have no legitimate official character not only 
does not exempt the importers from the obligations contracted by them or their 
agents in favor of the national treasure, but will furnish a reason for adding to the | 
debt 50 per cent. of the amount of the importation duties illegally paid.” ~My FAA 

. That decree of the Government oi Mr. Nifiez causes the protest of the Messrs. con- 
suls, in guarding the rights of their countrymen, who have been compelled by the consti- 
tutional forces to pay duties incurred and owed on written obligations. Said-pro- 
test is also extended to any further cases of force to make effective payments of a 
similar character. . oo 
Former laws already annulled, and other acts of a legislative character yet in force, 

as the decree cited, prohibit absolutely the voluntary payments made to persons not 
invested with an official character to\receive duties or imposts; but-the same laws 
have been expressed in other terms in the sense that the compulsion produces indis- 

. criminately the irresponsibility uot only in respect to the tribute but also in respect 
to the treasurers or collectors having an official character. | 7 dig 

~ , This doctrine is in accordance with the natural law, and is recognized as a princi- 
ple of universal legislation. The civilized nations have established in theircivil codeas — 

7 a legal exception to freedom from the responsibility, execution or omission of acts or 
obligatory contracts, the intervention of greater force when that is exercised particu- 
larly against the debtor. — : | . ; 

If it be that the protest refers to the exigency mentioned, the payment of duties 
. treated of in the well-known decree, No. 173, the representative of the constitutional 

. forces in the Atlantic states accepts the protest in order that in any event he may 
furnish a suitable proposition to which the Messrs. consuls may agree. ~ 

Iam, &c., : | 
: | _ JOSE F, ACEVEDO. | 

Authentic. The adjutant-general’s secretary,. | 
, : ROBINSON MALDONADO M. _ | 

| OO No. 211. | 

. : Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. | a 

| - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
- . Washington, June 15, 1885. 

. . ( : oS 
Sir: After a slight delay, due to the pressure of urgent public affairs 

and partly to the necessity of awaiting a translation of the paper I am : 
about to consider, I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your _ 
note of the 14th ultimo in relation to mine to you of the 24th of April 

- last, concerning the recent decrees of the Federal Government of the __ 
United States of Colombia, by which certain ports of the Caribbean coast 

--_- were declared closed to commerce without the institution of effective 
blockade, and by which, also, certain described vessels on that coast were. ' 

- declared to be pirates and their capture invited by the forces of any | 
foreign sovereign. | |
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_-. Tam pleased to learn that the altered circumstances at the time you | . 
write render it unnecessary,in your judgment, to place upon record any 
dissent from the position taken by this Government with respect to the _ 
attempted enunciation by that of Colombia of a claim of closure of mari- 

_. time ports which is denied by the consensus of modern opinion and | 
- which the Government of the United States could not admit. = = . | | 
-. . On the second point, you invite a direct issue by denying the position - 

I assumed with regard to the vessels which your Government had as. | moe 
sumed to declare piratiealh © es 
Phe principle upon which I based my note of April 24 was, gener- | 

ally, that there cannot be paper piracy with international effects and  — | 
_ obligations any more than there can bea paper blockade of effective  — 

- character. In the one case as in the other no force or effect can be 
communicated by a municipal decree which is not inherent in the case 
itself; and I felt constrained to announce to you that this Government — 
could not deem itself bound in any manner by such a decree, either as _ ) 
entailing any international obligation or as conferring upon it any de- | | 
rived jurisdiction in the premises. The position seemed so self-evident = = = | 
and is so abundantly supported by authority. that I deemed it quite . 
unnecessary to enter into argument or cellation of precedents to sustain | 

_ the simple announcement. _ es Ss ae Oo 
—. It would seem, however, that you have misunderstood that announce- | 

ment, and you now seek to controvert on the assumption that it recog- . 
- nizes the vessels mentioned in the Colombian decree as legitimate bellig- = 

-. erents, thereby divesting them of whatever inherent piratical char- _ . 
-- acter they may possess. Your argument, and the precedent of the 7 

Magellan pirates adduced by you, aim to show that vessels of this char- = | 
acter, even though ostensibly in. the service of a hostile insurrection, —_ 
may be tainted with piracy to a degree to bring them within the juris- ce 
diction of a foreign State whose forces may have captured them on the . > 

' high seas. - oe et oe 7 ae Co 
_ This position I am not disposed to deny, but I then did feel bound to _ 

deny, and do so still, that a municipal decree of a sovereign can com- . 
- municate to a single vessel, or in comprehensive terms to a class of ves- — 

gels, a character of piracy which they may not already possess under = 
the circumstances surrounding each particular vessel, or that a foreign | | 
sovereign can derive or exercise any power, obligation, or jurisdictionin —__ 
virtue of such a municipal decree which it does not already possess in — 
the nature of the case under the law of nations. Were any foreign oe, 

_ government to exercise such right or jurisdiction in the caseof a vessel | 
found committing acts in themselves piratical, a decree of this character, 
could only, by the widest stretch, be deemed an acquiescence in and 
voluntary confirmation of the power and right so exercised by thelaw 
of nations. It could not be held to confer theright to capture andjudge —s_—- 

- an actual pirate any more than, assuming the contrary position by way ne 
of hypothesis, it could deny or assume to annul that right in a given case. - 

I find the general dictum of modern authority in this relation so well oe 
summed up by Calvo—whose impartiality as a jurist has never been _ 

— questioned—that I cite his observations thereon in full: tet m 

Has a Government a fundamental right to declare piratesand to punish with death ~~ 
_ rebels who sail .the seas in order to capture property belonging tosubjects or citizens . | : 
remaining faithful to the established power? To solve this question, it is unneces- . a 

. gary to take into account the number and the situation of the rebels with respect to 
_ the Government they attack, and the extent, organization and material forces of the 
jnsurrection. es Oo OO oe a 7 

—  . 18 FOR Ue 7 ee . |
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CO In principle, and so long as no more is proposed than the overthrow of the estab- 
lished power—the substitution of one Government for another—rebellion is a politica 
crime pertaining exclusively to the internal public law of each nation; its criminal 
character, .and the civil or military jurisdiction under which it should be, depend, 
therefore, on the special domestic laws governing the matter. The Government whose 
existence is set at stake by the rebellion is free and sovereign to proceed againstand 

: * repress in its own way, by the forces at its command, attacks which may be leveled 
- against it, but it is not sufficient for it to attach to the act the qualification of piracy to _ 

cause such a rebellion to be transformed ipso facto, in the eyes of foreign states, into a crime 
against the law of nations, and to become punishable as such. So true is this, that the 

- gountry wherein has broken out.a rebellion, which by its strength and duration as- 
sumes thecharacter of a civil war, may from its own point of view, and-to suit itsown 
convenience, behold only acts of piracy in operations which other countries, aloof — 

. from the contest, may consider and respect as belligerent acts. (Calvo, Droit Inter- 
national, 2d ed., 1870, 1, 390.) a ca | 

| A striking instance of the application of this principle occurred in - 
Spain in 1873. - An insurrection broke out in the province of Murcia, - 
and the navy-yard at Cartagena was seized. The vessels found there, | 
among them powerful ironclads, were manned and sent to cruise along 

| the Mediterranean coast against the power of the established Govern- | 
ment, to whom they belonged, and by whom they had been purchased 
or built. The president of the executive power by decree proclaimed 

_. those vessels to be pirates, and invited their capture as lawful prize, by — 
any power, whereupon the commander of a German iron-clad captured 
one of the revolted vessels in the Mediterranean. It was adjudged by | 
the German admiralty court that the captured vessel was not good 

| prize, because not a pirate under the law of nations, and that the Ger- | 
man commander could derive no power or warrant from the municipal | 
decree of the Spanish Government. _ SO a 

The case of the Magellan pirates, to which you refer, was adjudged 
on its merits to have been one of piracy per se, as is, indeed, abundantly 
evident from the facts narrated in Phillimore’s summary, which you fol- 

| ‘low. Of the vessels seized by the mutinous convicts, one was British, | 
- the other American. The British admiral, Moresby, was not‘claimed 

to have acted in virtue of or in obedience to any decree of the Chilian 
Government, such as that to which you refer. He needed no such au- 

a thority under the law of nations, nor could he have derived an iota of , 
authority from such Chilian decree in the absence of international au- | 
thority. In respect of the British vessel, the Eliza Cornish, he undoubt- 
edly exercised the right of recovery of stolen property, which, as I ex- 
plained to you in my note of April 24, is an inherent right, apart from 

- the international-law right to capture an actual pirate, hostis humant 
| generis. Had I deemed that the plain ground taken by the United States | 

Government required elucidation or fortification by. recorded precedent, 
-I would have taken the case of the Magellan pirates as the nearest and 

| aptest at hand, and I would have appended to it the following addi- 
- tional quotation from Calvo, which follows the passage above cited : 

As for isolated revolts, in a certain sense individual: acts, and leading to preda- 
tory acts on the high seas committed under a flag which is not recognized as belong- — 
ing to a constituted and sovereign state, itis evident that they fully involve assimila-_ 

. tion with piracy and repression as a crime against the law of nations.” (Op. cit., 1, 
| 391.) Oo : oe ae | | 

| It is to the class of crimes thus described by Calvo that the fifty- - 
| ‘three hundred and seventieth section of the Revised Statutes of the | 

United States, cited by you, refers. | | : | 

| It is evident, however, that the piratical character of such acts, and. 

the consequent jurisdiction of any sovereign power in respect thereof, | 
must depend on the circumstances of the individual case, and cannot
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be derived from such a municipal enactment as the decree of theColom- ~ > —~ 
bian Government now under our consideration. oo oO 

That the Government of the United States fully comprehends its inter- 
_ national-law duty in the premises is shown by the tenor of the instruc- | 
_ tions recently sent to its naval officers in the Caribbean Sea.. Under. | 

_ those orders a vessel, the Ambrose Light, has been captured by one of 
_ our cruisers, and is now on its way to the United States for submission a 

to the judgment of the courts. The responsibility accruing to our naval 
_ commanders under those instructions requires the reasonable ascer- | 

tainment of the fact of piratical seizure or of the commission of pirati- a 
eal acts under the law of nations, in the case of each vessel. — oe a 

_ It does not seem necessary for me now to answer, further than by | 
-way of allusion, the point you make that the guarantees of the treaty 7 
of 1846, relative to the keeping open of a specified transit route, are 
not impaired by reason of a change of locality, on the part of those dis- | 
turbing that transit, to another place in Colombian territory. ‘If this = 
point be seriously urged, and its mere statement be not its own sufficient ~~ 
refutation, I shall be happy to meet it. ee - | | - 

: Under all the circumstances, I am constrained to reaffirm the posi- | 
_ tion heretofore announced on behalf of this Government, that the Colom- 

_ bian decree declaring certain vessels in the service of the insurgents to | 
be pirates cannot be recognized by the United States as importing = = 
international effects. | | | | 

| Accept, sir, &e., 7 oo DUK. BAYARD. | 

a ee oe No 212 , 

oe | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. , | | | | 

| | ae | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, pe 
ts os : Washington, June 16, 1885, — | 
Sir: Referring to your note of the 27th ultimo, touching the captured 

brig Ambrose Light, I have the honor to say that according to a letter ' 
of the Attorney-General, the Colombian consul at New York was asked 

. by Mr. Root, United States attorney for the southern district of New _ 
York, to call at his office, with his witnesses, in order that he might de- 

_ termine whether proceedings for breach of the neutrality laws should be 
_ instituted, but up to the date of the letter of Mr. Root (9th June) he os 

had not responded. — oe . an = : 
Accept, &e., Oo : 7. FE. BAYARD. a 

| - es | No, 213. — | | | | ° 

, : Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. a | | Pee 

i be _.[Translation.} | | — a - 

| LEGATION OF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, 7 - 
. Washington, June 18, 1885. (Received June 19.) - 

Sir: The national authorities of Panama have just sent mea telegram 
whereby they inform me that certain agents of the rebellion in the isl- | 3 
and of Jamaica have purchased a steamer called the Vertumnus, for 

_ the service of that cause, and they add that-it has been cleared for the - 
port of New York, to the end that it may there be armed as a vessel of 
war. : ys . : |
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- he said vessel has, indeed, arrived with a cargo of fruit, consigned 
7 to Messrs. Wessels & Co., of New York, and from the information which 

| 1 have thus far been able to obtain, I cannot do less than consider the 
| information which I have received from Panama as important. _ | 

_ I therefore beg, Mr. Secretary of State, that acting once more in ac- 
cordance with your ever upright measures in. behalf of the neutrality of 
the United States of America, and of the laws which consecrate and 
uphold the same, .you will be pleased to issue such orders as you may ~ 
deem best adapted to prevent the aforesaid vessel (if it has really been 

_ purchased by the rebels) from being fitted out for warlike purposes in ~ 
| this country, and from sailing for the waters of Colombia in an attitude 

hostile te the legal authorities of that Republic. oo 
Special agents, who have been appointed by me for. the purpose in | 

the city of New York, wili transmit to the authorities all the reliable in- 
_ formation that they can obtain with regard to the real purpose for which 

the said vessel has been purchased, and with regard to its real owner- | 
ship. a oo oe | 

Oo Trenew,:&c., > , | | | 
| . | RICARDO BECERRA. 

a No. 214. a 

Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. | OO 

| . {Translation.|. 

, LEGATION OF COLOMBIA, AT WASHINGTON, | 
Washington, June 18, 1885. (Received June 19.) 

Sir: I have read, with the deepest regret, your polite note of the 
' 16th instant, whereby Iam informed that the consul of Colombia at 
New York has delayed replying to an important communication that 
was addressed to him by the representative in that city of the Depart- 

| ment of Justice in relation to the case of the brig Ambrose Light. 
| | I have already addressed the aforesaid consul, not only for the pur- 

pose of asking an explanation of this singular delay, but also for that. 
of urging him to display in future the utmost activity and zeal in 

os everything whereby he can second the upright and diligent action of 
the American authorities in behalf of neutrality, and can frustrate the 
designs of those who, to the prejudice of both Republics, endeavor to 

'. violate the laws which establish and guarantee that neutrality. © : | 
I beg you, Mr Secretary of State, to accept and transmit to the officers 

of the Department of Justice my special apologies for the failure in ques- — 
tion, which I trust will not be repeated, and I reiterate to you, &c., 

RICARDO BECERRA. © 

. ) | No. 215. - | 

a : Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. | - | 

, | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
) | | 7 —. Washington, June 19, 1885. 

Srz: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of yes- — 
- terday’s date, in which you communicate to me the information you have 

| received by telegraph from the national authorities at Panama concern-
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oe ing the alleged purchase in. Jamaica of the steamer Vertumnus by the Sout 
agents of the Colombian insurgents and the dispatch of that vessel to | 
New York, there to be fitted out for hostile operations against Colombia. 

| Copy of your letter will be sent to-day. to the Attorney-General with | 
the request that the United States attorney at New York be instructed | 

, to take whatever steps may be necessary in view of competent evidence . 
_ being adduced to show that the Vertumnus is violating or about to 

- violate the laws of the United States. | | | re a 
_ Permit me, however, to remind you that complaint or information, = 

_ Imade under oath by any person or persons cognizant of the facts, and | 
lodged before a judicial tribunal or magistrate, is the usual and re- a 

_  quisite way of setting the necessary proceedings on foot in order to es- _ | 
~ tablish the alleged violation of law and to apply the provided remedy. | 

| The United States attorney at New York will be requested to lend | 
all necessary aid to the agents of the Colombian Government in making 
out a case for action. ne . - : a 4 | 

| - Accept, &e., | as - ce , 
BS a oo | _ T. F. BAYARD. 

No, 216, | ene 

a : as Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. | | a 

ee : _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | a 
Oo a | Washington, June 20, 1885. a 

Siz: Acknowledging the receipt of your note of the 18th instant, I _ 
_ have the honor to say that its statements concerning your regret for : 

_ the delayed action of the Colombian consul at New York, in the matter a 
of the brig Ambrose Light, have been made known to the Attorney- > 
General. | So a ; SO : So | 

Accept, &e., | , | | a, 7 | 
/ : a a re _ 7. F. BAYARD. | 

| | . No. 917. ‘ : : . ‘ . , : 

a Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. oo | 

a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, CO 
a a se ne Washington, June 22, 1885. | 

_ _ Sir: I have the honor to inclose a copy of a letter from the Attorney- _ 
General, calling attention to discrepancies in the statements received 

_ by the United States attorney, southern district of New York, in the. | | 
matter of the brig Ambrose Light. | | 

Accept, &c., | ce ae ae 
a | | | oe PF. BAYARD.  —— _ 

. | | [Inclosure. | 2 ; . 

| | Mr. Garland to Mr. Bayard. . Loe oe a | 

ce ” Be | | DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, | | 
| — | Washington, June 19, 1885. 

Sir: I have the honor to send you for your information a copy of a letter of the a 
18th instant from Mr. Root, by his assistant, attorney of the United States for the
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.  gouthern district of New York, calling attention to discrepancies in the official infor- 
mation given the attorney by the Colombian minister at Washington and the Colom- 
bian consul at New York. Oo mo : oo | | | 

Very respectfully, | | | | 
7 a | A. H. GARLAND, — 

. Cg Attorney-General. 

| [Inclosure in inclosure.] ‘ 

Mr. Clarke to Mr. Garland. pes , OS 

OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY =” - . : 
a FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, 

. : New York, June 18, 1885. 
_ $e: I have the honor to call your attention to a discrepancy in the official infor- — 

. mation given the district attorney by the Colombian minister at Washington and by . 
the Colombian consul here in regard tothe brig Ambrose Light, captured by the United 
States ship Alliance. | | a | 

Your letter of 2d instant inclosed a copy of the note of the Colombian minister to 
. the Secretary of State, dated May 27, 1385, wherein the minister states: ‘‘I have in- — 
formation whose authenticity and reliable source authorizes me to state to the Gov- 
ernment of the honorable Secretary of State that the brig Ambrose Light, which was 
captured on the 17th instant by the American war vessel Alliance on the Caribbean 
Sea, under circumstances which gave reasons to suspect her, was purchased at Phila- 

: delphia for the Colombian rebels by their agent, Benjamin Gaitan, who dispatched her 
with some munitions of war to the scene of the rebellion, where she was assigned to 
the transportation of troops. This aforesaid agent, the purchaser of the vessel, has 

_ just given this information to the consul of Colombia at New York, &c.” | 
Upon the receipt of your letter the district attorney wrote the Colombian consul, 

giving him the substance of the minister’s statement, and asking him to call at this | 
office with his witnesses, to the end that it might be. ascertained whether there had 
been a breach of our neutrality laws. | ce | - : oS 

I have now at hand the reply of the consul to the district attorney’s letter, in which 
he states: ‘‘I deem it convenient to advise you that I have said nothing in reference 

| to Mr. Gaitan purchasing the Ambrose Light, neither his having dispatched her with 
munitions of war to the Colombian rebels. He merely informed me that the brig had 

. been purchased at Barranquilla by the revolutionists.” 
— , Very respectfully, . , 

SAM’L B. CLARKE, 
| Assistant United States Attorney. 

Lo No. 218. | 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. — —— 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
| | Washington, July 3, 1885. | 

Sir: With reference to the correspondence between this Department 
and your legation, concerning the brig Ambrose Light, I have the honor 
to inclose a copy of a letter from the Attorney-General, together with 
a copy of the report which he incloses from Mr. Root, attorney of the 
United States for the southern district of New York. _ 

The evidence does not show the transfer of the Ambrose Light to have - 
been performed within United States jurisdiction, as part of a hostile 
expeditionary movement against Colombia, or in violation of .the neu- 

: trality laws. (United States Revised States, Title LXVIL) | 
— Accept, &e., | | | 

\ - i , T. F, BAYARD. :
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. : | a {Inclosure.] | ae - OS 

yo | Mr. Garland to Mr. Bayard. —— a , - 

| - | _. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, , 
en | - Washington, June 25, 1885. | . 

__ Srr: I have the honor to send you the accompanying copy of a report of the 23d 
- instant, from Mr. Root, attorney of the United States for the southern district of 

New York, of his action in the matter of the brig Ambrose Light. : | 
J have, &e., ve | . : | 

Oo , A. H. GARLAND, / 
oo 7 | Attorney-General. — 

SO - . [Inclosure in inclosure. ] _ | — Bo 

- -, ° Mr. Root to Mr, Garland. | | 7 ae 

| | [ Office of the United States attorney for the southern district of New York.] | . . 

oe | a | OS | New YORK, June 23, 1885. - a 
Sir: Your letter of June 2, transmitting a copy of the note of the Colombian min- 

ister of May 27, 1885, to the Secretary of State, in regard to the brig Ambrose Light, | 
_ directed me to take such measures as I might deem proper, to investigate the facts 

| relative to the ownership, character, and capture-of said vessel, with. a view to the 
prevention of any breach of the neutrality laws in connection therewith. oe . 

_ [have the honor to report that I have made such investigation, and that I have been 
- unable to obtain any testimony that substantiates the statement of the minister that 
the “Ambrose Light was purchased at Philadelphia for the Colombian rebels, by their | 
agent, Benjamin Gaitan, who dispatched her with some munitions of war to the scene : 

_ of the rebellion, where she was assigned to the transportation of troops.” 
The Colombian consul when called upon for witnesses whose testimony would sup- _ 

port the charge, named to me two persons who would, if requested, call at this office - : 
and make their declarations.. They were the master of the Ambrose Light, Gaspar : 

: Rodriguez, and Benjamin Gaitan, who is referred to in the minister’s letter. 
On my request, Mr. Gaitan called here this morning with Mr. Santiago Perez Triana, . | 

who acted as interpreter. Mr. Gaitan stated that he did not purchase and was not | 
| concerned in the purchase of the Ambrose Light; that she was not purchased at Phil- 

adelphia or anywhere in the United States, to his knowledge; that he did not dis- . 
patch her from the United States either with or without munitions of war to the scene oo, 
of the rebellion; that he liad nothing to do with her personally, and that the only in- - 

_ formation that he had about her was that she wassold at Barranquilla by her American | 
owner to private persons there, whom he understood to be Ramon Collente and Adam | 
Gaitan; and that these persons chartered her to the insurgents for the transport of , 

- troops to Cartagena. . _ | - Be Oo So 
: The other person named by the consul, Gaspar Rodriguez, did not respond in per- 

son to my request that he would call here, but instead sent a lawyer, who stated that - 
his client’s information was that the Ambrose Light was sold by her former American | 
owner at Barranquilla to Ramon Collente. : | : | 

The result is that the witnesses cited by the Colombian authorities, instead of sup-_ ' 
porting the charge made, speak directly against it. ; cot | 

Very respectfully, &e., oe oo , of 7 : 
: | : Bn ee ELIHU ROOT, — - 

oo - oo United States Attorney. 4 

7 Coy — No. 219 | - | | 

| My. Holguin and Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. eo 

SO oe | . [Telegram.] - ee as | - co 

ae | NEw York, July 31, 1885, 
_ Barranquilla occupied by the Government forces. The port-will be 
opened at onve. Prestan taken and tried. | | a LO 

: a — HOLGUIN, 
oa os | | BECERRA. _ |
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oo | SO No. 220. _ | we | 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Holguin and Mr. Becerra. | 

, : | | / [Telegram.—Extract.} | | - 

| SF _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | : Washington, July 31, 1885. 

| The speedy pacification of Colombia, which the recovery of Barran- 
_quilla presages, is hailed with satisfaction... = | : 

.  * * * ®,  o# BBR 

| | - - TF BAYARD. 

| | No. 221. | ee | | 

oo Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. | ) 

OO | Telegram.] — : 

| . - : ©OAaPE May, N. J., August 28, 1885. 
Peace in Colombia. Prestan hanged to-day in Colon. | 

| | | | | : BECERRA. | 

. \ , ee : : . 

Mr. Becerra to Mr. Bayard. : | oo 

| {Translation. ] oo - an 

an | LEGATION OF COLOMBIA AT WASHINGTON, 
7 | Washington, December 3, 1885. (Received December 4.) 

a Sir: I have the honor to inform you that the Colombian Government _ 
by a decree issued ad hoc has declared that only the importers who freely — 
and voluntarily paid the imposts levied on their imports to the rebels 

| who succeeded in getting possession of some of the said ports of entry, 
are obliged to make the payment over again, together with a penalty ; 

| bona fide importers, who were compelled to pay under duress, are in 
; consequence free from all responsibility. 7 a 

: At the same time, I have the honor to inclose a true copy of the new 
oo provisions issued by my Government concerning foreigners resident-in 

- the country who have claims arising out of the latest events of the war. 

| RICARDO BECERRA. | 

[Inclosure.—Translation. ] - . . 

a | DECREE No. 549. 3=—t«~‘CS oe 
. | | i | AuGUST 19, 1885. | 

, The President of the United States of Colombia: - oe 
Whereas (1) the management of foreign affairs belongs exclusively to the General 

Government, and the latter is responsible for the observance of the public treaties | 
‘made with other nations, and of the principles of the law of nations; (2) and whereas 
the present rebellion has been directed to the subversion of the established order , 

; throughput the whole nation, and whereas, likewise, the international liability of the . 
Republic being in question, the laws of the latter are those which are to be applied in — 
a civil or a criminal case, decree : | | 

. ARTICLE 1. Prosecution for the crime of rebellion or for any others against the pub- — 
lic order, committed by foreigners resident in the territory of the Union, are within | 
the jurisdiction of the General Government. |
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- Consequently the national judges of the States and territories shall have cognizance 
in the first instance, of the cases mentioned, and the federal supreme court on appeal. | 

ART. 2. Claims against the Republic growing out of subsidies, forced loans, expro- 
priations, or losses caused in the rebellion, presented by foreigners, who have not 

_ lost their neutrality, shall be decided by international mixed commissions, framed in a 

~ accordance with the agreements of special treaties, which may. be made- with the vari- 
ous embassies. _ - | re . | 

: Src. —. In case one or more of the countries interested should be unwilling to make : | 
the treaties necessary to the purpose indicated in this article, the respective claims | 

_. thereof shall be heard and decided by the judiciary of the Union in the ordinary way. 
- ArtT,3. To provide for the amount of the indemnities which the Republic may be 
condemned to pay by the international mixed commissions mentioned in the preced- _ | 

. ing article, 6 per cent. of the imposts levied at the custom-houses of the Atlantic - 
and Cuanto are set apart. With this view bonds issued to foreigners receivable in 
payment of dues to the amount of the said 6 per cent. shall be issued bearing 6 per | 
cent. annuai interest. en vo : , — | | 

Publication ordered. oo _ 4 
Given at Bogota, August 19, 1885. | | oe yy we 

Se | oe pO, RAFAEL NUNEZ, | 
oe : : President. mo 

By the secretary of state, oe a | - es 
oe 7 | ARISTIDES CALDERON. .. | | 
A copy. | a a rn : od 

! , | AGUSTIN A. JIMENEZ, - 
_ Seeretary of Legation. a 

a oe No. 228. : an | - 

, _ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Becerra. Oo | 

Co a , | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | “ 
| oo Oo Washington, December 11,1885. 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the | 
_ 8rd instant, informing me of a special decree of your Government, sup- 

plementary to the decree concerning which you were addressed on June : 
| 1 last. That decree required that not only sheuld the importers at — 

ports in Colombia (held and controlled at the time by rebel troops) from: 
whom duties were collected by the insurgents, be required tomake the 

said payment a second time to the National Government when it had | a 
-- regained contra], but also to make an additional payment of 50 per 7 

gent. thereon in case of delay. The present decree limits the above 
liability, restricting it to cases where the importers freely and voluntarily 
paid duties to the rebels, _ | Be 

. Referring to the terms of my note of June 1, respecting the first dee 
 eree, the Government of the United States assumes, in respect of this. - 

-" gupplementary decree, that no unreasonable proof will be required of - 
the involuntary character of the payments to the insurgent agents. . It , 
is well known that in times of armed insurrection, when forced loans - 

- and arbitrary extortion are resorted to, the usual forms of protest are 
not permitted, and the parties levied upon are almost invariably con- | 

_. strained to submit, rather than run the danger of incurring by a show 
of resistance double burdens and greater loss. Co ee 

- Even under the normal operation of Colombian laws a protest against _ 
_ such levies may entail a penalty. This was the case with the decree 

against which my note of June 1 last remonstrated, for it assumed to . | 
add 50 per cent. in the case of those merchants who should refuse pay- — 
ment to the agents of the constitutional Government of duties already 
paid by them to the insurgents when in sole control = = =
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, In the disorganized and unprotected condition of society at the Co- 
lombian ports in question during the period referred to, it would ‘be 

_ indeed surprising to learn that, any American importer there had been 
permitted to make or file formal protest against the payment of customs 
duties to the rebel authorities. Under such circumstances the rational 

. and necessary presumption is that they yielded to vis major and paid | 
under duress, unless the contrary be distinctly shown. | 

, We trust that the manifest justice and reasonableness of this will be 
borne in mind, in executing the Colombian decree now announced by 
you, which, regardless of all rational presumption, seems to throw upon _ 

- the sufferers the burden of proof that positive coercion was resorted to 
: against them. — ) oe 

Accept, sir, &c., - | a 
T. F. BAYARD. 

CONGO. | | 

| | * No. 224, oe a | 

. Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Tisdel. , 

. [ Extract. | 7 | 

No. 1.] . _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oe 
, | Washington, September 8, 1884. | 

Siz: The act making appropriations for the diplomatic and consular — 
| service, approved July 7, 1884, provides “for an agent to the States or | 

the Congo Association, $5,000, said agent to be charged with introduc- 
- Ing and extending the commerce of the United States in the Congo 

Valley, and for such purpose the further sum of $10,000, or so much 
thereof as may be necessary; and the President is hereby authorized 
to appoint, in the recess of the Senate, such agent, whose commission 
shall expire at the end of the next session of the Senate.” _ a a 

_ Pursuant to this provision you have been appointed, and you are in- 
structed to proceed, at the earliest practicable moment.and by the most 
available route, to your field of duty. a | ee 

You are charged by the act with “ introducing and extending the com- 
_ merce of the United States in the Congo Valley,” but you are wellaware 

_ that in view of the present political, economical, and commercial condi- 
a tions there existing, your inquiries, being directed strictly to the end con- | 

templated by the act, must of necessity, and to accomplish the object 
sought, cover a broad field, and your reports must be full upon three ~ 
principal divisions, viz, the political, the geographical, and the commer- 

| _ ial sitnation; for on all these points must we have trustworthy infor- 
mation, if we are to introduce and extend our commerce in that region. 

Your field of investigation will therefore commence at the mouth of the | 
Congo, by which you will reach the States of the Association, and you 
will prosecute your inquiries as high up the river as you may find it | 
advisable without exceeding the appropriation made by Congress. 

_ The following points are given as an outline of what is expected, but 
_-—-s« your inquiries need not necessarily be confined within the limits thus 

| laid down. The geography of the Congo Valley in its relations to trade 
is not well known in this country. With the exception of Mr. Stanley’s 

| book, and some few other and comparatively brief descriptions, there
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is but little to which referencé can be had for information on.the sub- | 
ject. These books do not contain that practical information necessary ss 
to the merchant and trader, and this is especially true because of the —| 
changes in the facilities for transportation, which the rapid opening of a 
the country is effecting. This want, it is hoped, you may be ‘able in | 

-. gome measure to supply, directing your attention more particularly to | 
that class of geographical information necessary and interesting to those | 
engaged in commerce, rather than to more scientific and technical mat- 
ters. The depth of water in the river at different points, the available - | 
harbors and landings at and near its mouth, with their advantages, dis- | 
advantages, and peculiarities, the amount of river™avigation in the 

| upper river and its tributaries, how, where, and how often it is inter- ee, 
rupted, and how these interruptions are practically overcome, the roads 
(where there are any) and their character, and the methods and cost of oO 
transportation over them; all these and other matters which will un- _ 

— doubtedly oceur to you may be advantageously embraced in the report. — | 
) In connection with the commercial condition of the country, the topog- — | 

raphy, the soil, climate, education, organization of society, morals, statis- _ 
tics of population, finance, extent and location of stations and settlements | : 
available to oceanic or inland transportation, the production, consump- | 
tion, and trade of the country, as well as the prices of labor and living, 
the money in use, and the methods of barter or sale, are legitimate sub- | 
jects of inquiry and investigation. - a | ee — 

Commerce cannot fourish except under enlightened methods of politi-_ 
cal government. The economical methods and administrative systems | 
of acountry have an immediate and vital effect upon trade. Therefore — 
the political condition of the Congo country comes within the scope of 
your mission as outlined by Congress. ,.. ee Oe | 

| An American citizen first traced the Congo to the sea, and were we | 
to admit the validity of aclaim to sovereignty over this region based on | 

_ discovery, the United States might well assert certain rights which they 
'. have not set up. The policy of this country has been consistent in _ a 

avoiding entangling alliances and in refraining from interference in the | a 
_ affairs of other nations. From that policy there is no intention of de- 
parting; at the same time the rights, commercial and political, of our 
citizens must be protected, and in the valley of the Upper Congo we Dm 
claim those rights to be equal to those of any other nation. In speaking 
of the Upper Congo I do not mean to prejudge the political position at > 
its mouth. ge Oo 7 7 ce | 

| , # RO * | *  & BR | 

~ While this country has not committed itself as to the conflicting poli-. | 
tical claims over the Lower Congo, it has recognized the flag of the 7 
International Society by an agreement dated the 22d of April, 1884, of 
which I inclose a copy, which is so full in its. statement. of our position 7 
that it seems unnecessary to now add anythingin explanation of this | 
point. - : Oo a a ps | 

| You will therefore report upon the political situation of both the Upper ) 
- and Lower Congo Valley, explaining the Portuguese claims, those of = 

_ France and the International Association, and anything else in this di- 
rection which you may deem of interest, especially as to any commercial —_. 
or political agreements, should such exist, with native tribes or between 
the nations, or any of them, and the International Association. You a 
will also report as to the system of laws in force upon different portions , 

_ of the river, and where no code of laws exist what system is in force 
_ for the protection of the rights of the individual. The system of exec- _ 

utive and judicial administration, the system of customs and dues, the |
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charges on shipping, and other forms and methods of financial admin. — 
istration and taxes on trade should also receive your attention. | 

| Everything that relates to the ‘political or commercial condition of 
| _ the International Society, and their relations to the natives, their ten- 
oO ure of power,.and relations with foreign nations will be read with in- 

terest. oe me | HO 
| This Government, in its anxiety to obtain its proper share of the com- 

| merce of the Congo, has deemed it proper to intrust the preliminary 
work to your keeping. OS a poy 7 

_ Your report should not only show the actual political and commercial __ 
_ condition and gea@praphical extent of the country occupied by the In- 

- ternational Association of the Congo, but should also show the natural 
| advantages of that region for agricultare and commerce, and what steps 

| seem necessary in order to obtain onr share of the commercial advan- — 
tages offered. Oo Co 

While it is important that accurate information as to the politieal, — 
the geographical, and the commercial situation of the Congo should be | 

a obtained, the effort should be made to find out without delay what arti- 
: cles the inhabitants of the Congo Valley.are in need of, or what Ameri- 

. can manufactures or products would there find a market, and thus, in the 
language of the act, introduce and extend the commerce of the United 
States in the Congo Valley. Both the people and the Government of 
the United States will be much better satisfied with the early extension — 

_ and increase of our commerce there than by any other result of your 
mission. | a a : | a | 

: You are expected to be diligent in the prosecution of your duty, and 
| to finish it with all convenient speed. a - | 

At the end of your mission you will make a full report upon it for 
_ transmission to Congress, but prior to that time you will keep the De- - 

| partment fully informed as to your movements, sending in time for com- 
_ munication to Congress at the opening of its next session a preliminary _ 

report containing such information as you may have been able to obtain - 
up tothat time. = © | | | | 

| Iam, &c., , Oo : | a : | 
| - FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. - 

—_ {Inclosure in No. 1.] . | | 

. ~ Declaration by the International Association of the Congo. | . | 

_ The International Association of the Congo hereby declares that by treaties with 
, the legitimate sovereigns in the basins of the Congo and of the Niadi-Kialun and in 

adjacent territories upon the Atlantic, there has been ceded to it territory for the use | 
and benefit of Free States established under the care and supervision of thesaid Asso- 

. ciation in thejsaid basins and adjacent territories, to which cession the said Free States 
of right succeed. | | , ee 

| : That the said International Associatien has adopted for itself and for the said Free 
. _ States, as their standard, the flag of the International African Association, being a 

blue flag with a golden star in the center. me 
That the said Association and the said States have resolved to levy no custom-house 

duties upon goods or articles of merchandise imported into their territories or brought 
by the route which has been constructed around the Congo cataracts; this they have 

_ done with a view of enabling commerce to penetrate into equatorial Africa. 
That they guarantee to foreigners settling in their territories the right to purchase, 

sell, or lease lands and buildings situated therein, to establish commercial houses, | 
, and to there carry on trade upon the sole condition that they shall obey the laws. 

a They pledge themselves, moreover, never to grant to the citizens of one nation any
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- advantages without immediately extending the same to the citizens of all other , 

nations, and to do all in their power to prevent the slave trade. — | : a 
In testimony whereof Henry 8. Sanford, duly empowered therefor by the said As- | 

sociation, acting for itself and for the said. Free States, has hereunto set his hand and ° | 
affixed his seal this 22d day of April, 1884, in the city of Washington. pe 
[SEAL] LL SANFORD. 

| Frederick T. Frelinghuysen, Secretary of State, duly empowered. therefor by the - 
President of the United States of America, and pursuant to the advice and consent of — : 
the Senate heretofore given, acknowledges the receipt of the foregoing notification | 

_ from the International Association of the Congo, and declares that, in harmony with. | 
_. the traditional policy of the United States, which enjoins a properregard forthe com- _ 

_ mercial interests of their citizens while at the same time avoiding interference with | 
controversies between other powers. as well as alliances with foreign nations, the 
Government of the United States announces its sympathy with and approval of the , 
humane and benevolent purposes of the International Association of the Congo, ad- De 
ministering, as it does, the interests of the Free States there established, and will or- ° . 

_ der the officers of the United States, both on land and sea,to recognize the flag of | | 
the International African Association as the flag of a friendly Government. . ~— . | 

. in testimony whereof. he has hereunto set his hand and affixed his seal this 22d . 
day of April, A. D. 1884, in the city of Washington. — oe | | 7 

[SEAL. ] ee | ' FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN, ho 

ae . Mr. Tisdel to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | : | 

. [Extract.] re | : : | 

| - Lonpon, November 23, 1884. (Received December 9.) | 

Sir: * * * Thavethehonor * * * * togiveyouthe result’ 
' of my investigation thus far, although impressing upon you the fact that 

the information obtained has been gleaned from the official records of 
_ the Association, from interviews with gentlemen highly connected there- — 

with, and particularly from specific verbal reports from Mr. Stanley, —_ 
and while I have gathered the information contained in this report from. 
sources which I believe to be trustworthy, I present it to you merely ~_ 
as the expression of persons more or less interested in the success of | 
the Free States of the Congo and I beg to reserve any distinct personal 7 
expression until I shall have satisfied myself of its correctness by direct — | 
observations on the ground. re | 

- Barely seven years have elapsed since Mr. Henry M. Stanley, an 
’ American citizen, made known the course of the Congo, explored its 

valley, and published to the world the fact that more than 1,000,000 of 
_ Square miles of territory of great fertility, and with anestimated popula-° . 

tion of about 50,000,000, hitherto practically unknown, and with bound- 
less resources, could be made accessible to the commerce of the world. | 

_ Since that time Mr. Stanley, as the agent of the International African | 
Association, has been engaged in opening the way for this commerce | 

_ and other civilizing influences, by treaties with the native chiefs and 
the establishment of means of communication with the remote interior. - 
By the explorations of Mr. Stanley and his subordinates, acting for the _ 
International. African Association, it is shown that a territory of inex- ne 
haustible resources has been opened to the enterprise of enlightened == 

_ nations, and the eagerness with which Kuropean and American traders | | 
and missionaries are rushing into this vast country shows the impor- | | 
tance that is attached thereto. oe — co . ,
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The Congo region would appear to be one of the most fertile on the 
globe, and with the recognition of the Free States of the Congo by the 
_powers, it would seem that the inducements offered to the bona fide set- 

| tlers for agricultural or trading purposes are such as will, at no distant 
| date, attraet there multitudes from all countries. No word has yet come 

_ from. the Congo country to refute the statements made as to its enor- | 
mous resources. On the contrary, I have been shown many letters of 

| recent date which confirm the published reports; we.may, therefore, 
fairly believe that the Congo Valley. surpasses in wealth the valley of 

_ . the Amazon and that the climate in the up-country is as good as that 
in the southern part of our own country. In this connection I may say 
that meteorological observations show that the mean temperature on 

os the Upper Congo is 76° F. - | : 
| We want the products of this country, and its inhabitants want the 

manufactured goods of our own. How can this interchange be brought 
| about? It will be long years before the native labor can be wholly re- © 

_ lied upon to prepare their products for a market, because they have - 
never known the value of the natural productions of their land, nor have 
they had occasion to know it until now, nature having provided for 
their every want. At present they find civilization dawning upon them, 
and they welcomeit with a cordiality hitherto unknown in heathen lands. 
The field would seem to be an inviting one for the colored people of our 
country, as it is within their power to educate and civilize fifty millions 
of blacks, who in time must become an important element in the new 
nation of the Free States which are so surely being brought into politi- 

"eal life through the efforts of the International African Association. 
I cannot enter much into detail as to the present commerce on the 

Congo until I shall have first made a visit to each of the factories and 
. trading stations, but I can give you a good illustration as to whatisex- — - 

pected. Perhaps the fact which I shall cite may open the eyes of our 
7 business men who are suffering from the depressed condition of our ex- 

port and import trade, and prompt them to investigate the new fields 
a which seem to offer inducements not to be left unnoticed. | 

' In Senate Report No. 393, first session Forty-eighth Congress, there 
appears a table showing the exports from Banana, at the mouth of the 

| Congo, by the Dutch African Trading Company of Rotterdam, in the 
year 1879. It has been verified to me that in the year 1883 the export 
of the same class of products by the same company was more than 

| treble that of 1879. In 1883 the Dutch African Trading’ Company ex- 
ported from ports north of Saint Paul de Loando, including the Lower | 
Congo, 4,500 tons of rubber alone, and of this quantity 2,600 tons were 
sold by the company to New York and Boston merchants, it having 
‘been. shipped from the coast of Africa to Rotterdam, and thence to the 

- United States. The Dutch African Company trades with the natives 
| wholly by barter, taking from them ivory, palm oil, gum copal, rubber, | 

— ground nuts, &c., and giving in return cotton goods, tobacco, rum, gin, | 
powder, fire-arms, hatchets, knives, beads, copper and brass-wire, and ~ 
notions. Nearly all these goods might be supplied from the United 

| States, yet none come from there to-day. 7 | | , 
There are five companies of like character, with numerous subsidiary 

factories, doing business on the Lower Congo; and if the statement of | 
the business transacted by the Dutch Trading Company is fairly appli- 

| cable to the other trading companies, it can readily be seen that an 
' enormous trade is already carried on without great effort. We can 

| therefore hardly realize the proportions that this trade is likely to reach 
, when developed on the Upper Congo. The rubber trade of the Dutch
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company has been done on the sea-coast, and when it isconsidered that = __ 
_. the coast is the poorest part of the whole country, and the valley of the a 
_ Congo the richest, it may be assumed that the 10,000 miles of coast or | 

Shore (two banks) along the great navigable rivers which have been | | 
_ opened up by Mr. Stanley’s explorations, must be capable of yielding 

greater results than can possibly be obtained along the tew hundreds 
of miles of sea-coast, wherein the trade has thus-far been principally 

* - confined. nn | a | - CO 

_ The International Association has secured an independent route be-. | 
tween the Atlantic Ocean and the Upper Congo. | SO | 

_ Treaties were made with the chiefs of tribes throughout the region. : 
_ drained by the Niada Kwilu and along the coast line for a distance of 

— about300 miles for thecession or protectorate of this territory, and forthe | 
planting therein of a chain of stations, sixteen in all, to establish a con- 
nection. Originally the acquisition of this territory was considered as 
an act of self-protection by the International Association, but now that 

_ the powers have practically recognized the Free States of the Congo, 
this territory becomesa part thereof, and affords besides the Lower Congo a 
another and important outlet for the commerce of the upper country | 

_ The International African Association, formed for purely philanthropi- _ 
cal purposes, was the outcome of a geographical conference which met 

_ at Brussels in 1876. Leopold II, King of the Belgians, was made its 
_ president by the unanimous agreement of distinguished representatives, — 
_Ien from nearly all of the European countries and from the United ~~ 

_ States. The programme which was adopted had the treble end in view a 
“of organizing the scientific exploration of the still unknown regions. | 
of Africa, of opening up paths to civilization, and of seeking themeans - 
of gradually extinguishing the traffic in slaves.” ee a 

ee” * 0 ae a a 
Branches of the International Association were subsequently estab- - 

lished in most of the European countries and in the United States; the | 
first one in our own country opened in May, 1877, being under the presi- . 
dency of Mr. Chief Justice Daly, and later, and now, I believe, under | 
the presidency of the Hon. J. H..B. Latrobe. = | a oe 

An executive committee was elected, and was composed of the King 
of the Belgians, president, Dr. Nachtigall, M. de Quatrefayes, and Mr. 
Henry 8. Sanford, of Florida, formerly the United States minister to 
Belgium; this committee represented the German, Latin, and English | 
Speaking races. Committees were formed in every country represented 
in the Association to collect the funds necessary to begin and maintain - 
the work laid out, but outside of Belgium the offerings were small,and . 

- of the enormous expenses incurred to date (already about $5.000,000) in: 
the prosecution of its work in opening up the Congo Basin to civilization - 
and freedom, the greater part has, it is understood, been provided by . | 
Leopold H, King of the Belgians, who, apart from the motives of high | oe 
philanthropy which prompted this work, has, as is stated, desired to | 
perpetuate by a permanent monument the memory of an only son. | 

he work of the Association began by sending expeditions by way of | | 
_ Zanzibar to establish a line of stations on the route to Lake Tanganyka, » = 
and a principal station on this lake to serve as a refuge and to become a 
the point of departure for a journey of exploration towards the Atlantic.
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- Ocean, along which route stations were to be established at convenient _ 
distances apart. The Belgian branch was most prominent in this work, — 

but the German and French branches also established each a station. 

The last station of the Belgian branch was actually opened on the 

--western shore of Lake Tanganyka, opposite Karema, in the very center 

of Africa. Meanwhile Mr. Stanley, having crossed the continent, dis- 
covered and descended the Congo, had returned to Europe, when he was _ 
goon after engaged by the International African Association to prose- — 

ee cute its work, as a special branch, under the name of the Comité d’études 
du Haut-Congo. This commission, however, soon outgrew its modest 

| programme and was merged into the Association proper. Territory has 

been acquired, posts have been established, steamers of the Association _ 
_ ply upon the waters both of the Lower and Upper Congo, and the natives 

| flock to the banks of the rivers to barter their crude products. The two 

- flags which are not identified in the eyes of the negroes as having cov- 

ered the slave trade are those of the International Association and our 

own, and these two emblems are everywhere received by the natives. 
| throughout the entire Congo regions as symbols of freedom and peace. 

| This work has thus gradually developed into the grand proportions _ 

indicated by annexed table, by which freedom of commerce and of re- 

, ligion, and the suppression of the slave trade are assured over a terri- 

tory of about 1,000,000 square miles; it is certainly the most extra- 
ordinary incident of private philanthropy known to history. | 

The current expenses this year alone in sustaining forty-four stations, 
Oe founding new ones, giving tributes to chiefs with whom hundreds of 

treaties have been made, in keeping and in paying for the service of one 
hundred and fifty American and European officers and employés of color, 
Iam credibly informed amounts to $700,000; .and all this is expended 
with the unselfish purpose‘of doing good, without any expectation or 

a desire for pecuniary return or profit. . 7 

As the Department has been already informed, it is the purpose of the 
| association to establish a political government and administration under 

| the name of the “Free States of the Congo,” the constitution of which | 
: T have reason. .to know has been prepared with the help of eminent jurists, 

and will, in all probability, be laid before the conference in Berlin before 
its sittings will have ended. This constitution appears to be based 
mainly upon the British colonial system, dividing the country into three 

| states or provinces, under a governor-general, himself dependent upon — 

: the Executive. | | re a, : S, 

| The question will naturally be asked, what are the means of provid- 

ing for the support of this infant state? The same princely founder, as 
I am informed by good authority, will, in addition to the plant already 

a established, the resources to come from mines, land sales, and rents, : 

excise on liquor, revenue from public works, &c., give a fixed sum of 

money in perpetuity, to meet the expenses of the government until it 

| shall have become self-sustaining. Oo Se 

At the earliest possible moment I shall give to the Department full - 

reports as to the existing commerce, and the possibilities for the future. — 

At this time no one can speak with certainty upon the subject. Soon, — 

, however, these millions of people, inhabiting the interior of Africa, will, _ 

| under the inspiring influence of civilization, become purchasers of every 

kind of provisions, manufactured goods, agricultural implements, We., - 

: and I can see no reason why the people of the United States should not 

-. gome in for a large share of the valuable trade which must soon be de- 

veloped in this region. - . .
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os _ In the course of an address recently delivered by Mr. Stanley before ae 

. the members of the chamber of commerce in Manchester, he very cleverly en 

referred to the coming demands for cotton cloths alone in the Congo oo, 

valley, his remarks creating most enthusiastic applause. Asa result «| 
of the showing made by Mr. Stanley, several manufacturers of cotton = 

--. goods have dispatched agents to the Congo to investigate and report — 
-. upon the possibility of their being able to realize the hope which has 

thus been inspired. I quote as follows, from Mr. Stanley’s address: a 

Twas interested the other day in making a curious calculation, which was, sup- 
posing that all the inhabitants of the Congo basin were simply to have one Sunday Bo, 
dress each, how many yards of Manchester cloth would be required, and the amazing 

- number was 320,000,000 yards, just for one Sunday dress. Proceeding still further 
with these figures, I found that two Sunday dresses and four everyday dresses would 

| in one year amount to 3,840,000,060 yards, which, at 2d. per yard, would beofthe value 
of £16,000,000. The more I pondered upon these things, I discovered that I could not 
limit these stores of cotton cloth to day dresses. I would have to provide for night 

_ dresses also, and these would consume 160,000,000 yards. Then the grave clothes come 
into mind, and,.as a poor Junatic who burned Bolobo Station destroyed 30,000 yards of 

-.. gloth in order that he should not be cheated out of a respectable burial, I really feared a 
for atime that the millions would get beyond measurable calculation. However, _ 

.. putting such accidents aside, I estimate that, if my figures of population are approx- “ 
| imately correct, 2,000,000 die every year, and to bury these decently, and according . 

to the custom of those who possess cloth, 16,000,000 yards will be required, while the re 

_ 40,000 chiefs will require an average of 100 yards each, or 4,000,000 yards. [regarded | 
these figures with great satisfaction, and I was about to close my remarks upon the - 

| millions of yards of cloth that Manchester would perhaps be required to produce, Oo 
when I discovered that I had neglected to provide for the family wardrobe or currency | 

_ chest, for you must know that in Lower Congo there is scarcely a family that has not oe 
| a cloth fund of about a dozen pieces of about 24 yards each. This is a very important - 

institution; otherwise how are the family necessities to be provided for? How are” | 
the fathers and mothers of families to go to market to buy greens, bread, oil, ground oo 

- nuts, chickens, fish, and goats, and how is the petty trade to be conducted? How is | _ 
_ ivory to. be purchased, the gums, rubber, dye powders, gunpowder, copper slugs, guns, _ Mae 

trinkets, knives, and swords to be bought without a supply of cloth? _ Se 
Now, 8,000,000 families at 300 yards each will require 2,400,000,000. You all know = 7 

-. how perishable such currency must be; but if you sum up these several millions of 
yards, and value all of them at the average price of 2d. per yard, you will find that - 
it will be possible for Manchester to create a trade, in the course of time, in cottons 7 

‘in the Congo basin, amounting in value to about £26,000,000 annually. I have said 
| nothing about Rochdale savelist, or your own superior prints, your gorgeous handker- os 

chiefs with their variegated patterns, your checks and striped cloths, your ticking ~ ey 

and twills. I must satisfy myself with suggesting them; your own imagination will 7 

; no doubt carry you to the limbo of immeasurable and incalculable millions. a 

-_ _Task your attention particularly to the inclosures numbered 1 to6, 
- being, 1, map of Equatorial Africa, from the latest surveysandreports, = =| 

made by the agents of the International Association; 2, names of the > 
-_- presidents of the branch National Committee of the Industrial Asso- > 

_ ciation; 3, list of treaties concluded by agents of the International As- oa 
sociation and districts wherein territory has been ceded; 4, tableshow- 

_ ing river and sea coast frontage within the territory of the association, | 
- with distances from station to station; 5, names of stations belonging ; | 

- to the Internationa] Association, with number of men employed, &c. ; Ce 
6, manifests of the International Association. © — eS a 

rr oe RS * * & os a 

Oo OE : WLP. TISDEL «= |
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7 ~  {Inclosure 1.] | a Ho . . 

+ National committees of the International African Association. | 

x ~ Country. Oey eh Presidents. . 
S | _ oe | 

LL Germany ...---ceccecececeececeessseeseeetevesesssessceeese Prince Henry VII. | 
- 2 AUST... cee eee eee tee ee eee ee cece eee enn ewee snes! Baron Hoffman. - 

3 | Belgium .......-..------------- eee e ee eee ee ee eeeeeeeeeese--| Count of Flanders. _ 
, 4 | Spain. ....----- 2-2 eee eee ee eee ese eee eee eeees----| His Majesty the King. 

mo 5 | United States.........---.--- 22-2 - eee eee eee ee eee -------} Hon. John H. B. Latrobe. 
6 | France .....-.-------------- +2. eee e eee eee eee e+e ---------| Count Ferdinand de Lesseps. Se 
7 | Hungary ....-....----- eee eee eee eee eee e ee eeene seneee----| Archbishop of Kaloesa.  - 

. 8 | Italy ....--.------- eee ee eee eet eee wee ene e codes seeees| Duke of Aoste. . 
9 | Netherlands -.... 22-2... 0 0. eee ee ee eee eee eee seeeeee---.| Prince Henri. 

10 | Dutch Colonies .......-.---. 22. . see ee eee eee ee cecceeeaeee-| J. H. der Kinderen. a 
11 | Portugal.......-..--..-------.0---2-2- ee re eee +e eee eeees--| M. Barbosa due Bocage. — 
12 | Russia..--.------ +2222 - eee ee nee een ee cee e ee eeeeeeeees--| Lhe Grand Duke Constantine... 

. 13 | Switzerland ........-. 0.0.20. .22- eee ee eee eee weeeeesees--| M. de Beaumont. 

a [Inclosure 2.] _ | Ss OC 

co Treaties concluded by the agents of the International Congo Association with the chiefs of 
| | tribes in the basin of the Congo and the Niado Kwilu. : 7 

| a District in which ter-| No of- | District in which ter. | No of | District in which ter. | No of | | 
ritories are ceded. treaties. | ritories are ceded. — i Yitories are ceded. | treaties. | 

Boma ....... --2-00---- 14 || Msuata........02.002. 3 || Franktown ........... 32 
; Kkungula .......------ 14 || Kwamouth ....-....-.. 2 || Stanley Niadi.-...-..) © 16 
os Vivi. ..---------------- 8 |, Bolobo .............-. 6 || Stéphanieville.......- 87 

. Tsanghila ......-.----. 19 }| Lukolela ............. 2 || Phillippeville ......-. 8 
Manyanga ...... ..----| 25 || Ngondo ...........--- 1 || Monkoumbi ......--.. 10° 

| Palaballa........-.-.-. 2 || Equator .............. 12 || Mboko Loongo ....-... 21 
_  Rubytown..........--. 19 || Bangala .-.....-...... 14 || Bansa ....--222.00.226) | 330 

. Voonda ....... ..------ 4 || Rudolfstadt ........-. ~ .8 || Rudolfstadt -..... 2... - 29 
' Lukungu......-....... 7 || Banduinviile .........], 11 . —-— 
 Lutété. 2.2.2... ee eee. 10 || Kitabi................ | - 394 

| Stanley Pool .-.--.---- uj | } ee 

| [Inclosure 3.] | 

| River frontage on the Congo. oe . 

| segs | On the | wok i | On the 
. Localities. ‘right bank.|| | To Nokki. left bank, | 

| oo | Miles. || Miles. a 
7 _ From Boma to Vivi.........---.------, 45 | From Nua Mposo to Leopoldville. ... 285 

from Vivi to Tsanghila ........-.....; 52 || From Leopoldville to Kwamouth.... 99 
From Tsanghila to Manyanga .......--| 88 || Above Kwamouth................--- 10 

mo ¥rom Manyanga to N’Kinke River... 60 || Near Tchumbiri........0.......2.02.) | 5 
. From N’Kinke River to Gordon Ben- | — | Near Bolobo....../....0..-2200000--+ 30 
Oe nett River..........---..----+------| 30 || Near Lukolela...............---..62.) 0. 18 

From Ubangi to Bangalla ............) 150 || Near Ngondo Ngombe.....-..-...--.| 30 
From Bangalla to Oporto....-.-......| 160 | From Trebu to Equator ........-----| 56 
From Oporto to Ttimbiri .............! 120 || Near Uranga ...-....-.....0..-2..---.| 30 
From Ttimbiri to Aruwini...-....-.-.! 110 || From Uranga to Falls Station....... 410 
From Aruwini to Stanley Falls.......) 160 | | | —— 

- Localities. Distance. Localities. Distance. 

River frontageon the Kwilu Niadi: Miles. | , Mites. 
Rudolfstadt to Bauduinville...... 50 ||Phillippeville to Léopoldville by land - -100 

- Bauduinville to Kitabi ........... 25 || Coast frontage on the Atlantic: Sao 
_ Kitabi to Stanley Niadi .......... ., 125 || - Seth Comma to N’Yanga .....--. 70 

Stanley Niadi to Stéphanieville -.} 50: N’Yanga to Muyamba........... 50 
Stéphanieville to Phillippeville. .. 50 Muyamba to Beudolistadis 0-2.) 100 

: rere Rudolfstadt to Chessanga .......)0 | 6 

OO | ) | : 7 | 286.
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as me | ae [Inclosure 4.] Ld / 7 , , 

a - _ Stations belonging to the International Association, foo 

: oe : 7 na ole " = | “ . . , \ ts . ‘b se S ” 

' + a. a ov oe B . “ | . |e 4B) | 2 ee ge be. : 
an Bo B as ca Bolg |. ga A | eo 

No. Name of station. ao laa g - |Pe fas | og Bo hs 

os | | Oo e” £23 § B \coaa|See| 2 | 8 — : fe : 2 (883) 3 8 (332/388) 8 | ¥ | \ . = om m& 2 a | eo Lo = Ss 
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~.. Norz.—One hundred and eighteen white men, 1,249 laborers and police, 8 steamboats, 3 sailing-ves- ~ oo 
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- . found necessary. a | oo, ee po oo, 

| | oo - oo | ~ [Inclosure 5.] . a . — a 

, Manifesto of the International Association. | B oe 

‘The Association have declared to the Government of the United States that they have 7 
'. resolved to levy no customs duties whatever upon goods imported into their territories, = 

_ whether by land or water, the sole object being to enable commerce to follow the i: 
Association’s advance into inner equatorial Africa; that-a guarantee is given toforeign- _ - 

7 ers settling in their territories of the right to._purchase, sell, orlease landsand buildings =. | 
_. situated therein, to establish commercial houses, and trade upon the sole condition of =. 

- Obedience to the laws of the State. The Association pledge themselves also not to 7 . 
“grant to the citizens of one nation any advantages without extending thesame tothe | 

Gitizens of all other nations, and to do all in their power to prevent the slave trade. 
- The Secretary of State of the Government of the United States acknowledged the | , 

. receipt of the foregoing notification, and declared that the Government of the United 
States announced its sympathy with, and approval of, the humane and benevolent 
purposes of the Association, administering, as it does, the interests of the Free States)
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7 - there established, and will order the officers of the United States both on land and. 
 gea to recognize the flag of the Association as the flag of a friendly Government. | _ 

From the date of these reciprocal declarations the Congo territory became open | 
to free commerce, and the forces at the disposal of the Association were able toinsure — 

| order and tranquillity in the country.  —— ee | 
The headquarters of the Association are established in Brussels, because from thence 

flow the financial resources which have sustained the enterprise for the last six years. 
‘Liberia was upheld financially for thirty-nine years by the American Colonization | | 
‘Society. -When the new State shall have been recognized by Europe the fountain- 

| head will continue to furnish supplies, whicb are a Substitute for the customs dues 
_ which have been publicly renounced. It is reasonably hoped that commerce will be 

' attracted by the exceptional advantages to be found in the new State. and that a con- = 
siderable impulse will be given to trade, thus enhancing the hitherto undeveloped | 

. natural resources of the country and creating public wealth. The European traders. — 
- on the Congo are unanimous in their desire that the present condition of things shall | 

— not be disturbed, by which all can freely enter into commercial negotiations withthe 
natives. Full satisfaction to this desire is given by the Association ; absolute freedom | 

. of trade is insured, with the advantage:of a civilized power to assist them in caseof . 
necessity. However it may be, the Association does not press England to recognize 

: their sovereignty. They simply say ‘‘examine this work impartially, and judge of 
- its merits, and until you are satisfied make no engagements. which shall close forever 

/ the commercial liberty in the Congo Valley for which we are striving.” - oo 
With regard to the question how it is proposed to govern the Congo States, the. 

. — Jegislation of the Congo territory, subject to the supervision and control of the Asso- . 
7 ciation, shall be based upon the principles of law recognized by civilized nations, and 

upon the philanthropic principles set forth in the well-known plan of the Association, 
whose aim is to civilize Africa by encouragement given to legitimate trade. At | 

- first, account will be taken of the actual state of the native population ; administra- 
: tion and judicial organization will march in a parallel line with the progress of these 

'° populations. Meanwhile the country will be governed, as it is at present, by an ad- 
| ministrator-general, who will have at his disposal the necessary means for the main- 

tenance of public order. It may be asked, how do you propose to support the Govern- | 
| ment without customs duties? Far from constituting the only resources of a state, 

. the customs duties only represent a part of its revenue and the least important por- . 
tion of it. Eminent economists condemn customs from a fiscal point of view. They 

, admit their usefulness only as a temporary means for the protection of some new- 
| born trade with a future before it. In anyother case they regard customs in the — 

light of a tax that is more costly than productive, because by thwarting commercial = 
_. Jiberty it burdens the production of wealth. This doctrine is also that of Richard 

Cobden and John Bright, and has been adopted by the Association. They consider, 
like these two illustrious representatives of the Manchester school, that when two 

_ nations freely exchange the produce of their countries they both increase respectively 
| _ their capital and derive benefit from the transaction. The exchange of produce be- 
~-. tween two nations is generally followed by interchange of ideas, andit willthen be 

| seen how judicious was the decision taken by the Association not to establish customs | 
: on their frontiers and it will then be understood how deserving is the Association of | 

the congratulations of those who take an interest in the moral and material progress 
of the African races. By granting entire freedom to trade, and by abolishing custom-. 
house vexations, the Association wish to attract to their territories commerce and. 
capital. The Congo region aboundsin produce of various kinds now lost tothe world, 
although industry might turn it to such marvelous account. Thanks to trade, all 

| this produce will enter into circulation; the counterpart of {ts value will return to | 
| Africa, for which it will prove a source of prosperity. The Congo State willthen be 

in the same circumstances as all civilized countries we know, and will then be able 
to bear the expenses of its public services by and through the wealth obtained by its 
natural resources. | oS | 

: The Association possess a capital at their disposal of which the interest has sufficed © . 
hitherto to cover the expenses of their work. As soon as the State shall have been 

_ recognized by the civilized nations, and its political existence assured, this capital — 
will be employed to endow the new State which will then have: been founded. The 
interest derived from this endowment fund will be equal to the revenue which might — 

. be obtained by a system of.custom-house duties.. It will suffice to defray all expenses 
: of the new State until such time as the increase of public wealth, the natural increase | 

| ‘in the white population, will allow of its fulfilling all its engagements, as has just been 
explained. : Ss 

— . Thus the future of the new State has been secured, and the death of. its founders | 
. would no more imperil its existence than that of King Leopold I imperilled the ex- 

— istence of Belgium or the death of George Peabody imperilled the endowment fund 
that bears his name. / ,
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| | When a large number of white mén shall have permanently se ttled in the country, a 
will they, it: may also be asked, have any part in the government? The legislation - 

. » given to the new State will decide after what manner the divers interests aretobe . 
. . represented in the Government. I+ is impossible to give more precise information as 

- to what will be the legislation of the future, just as it is impossible to predict the / 
changes that will be introduced into the constitution of the different nations of the = 

~~ world. The first laws given. will be nearly similar to those adopted for the colonies: - 
- of the British Crown. The central power will reside in Belgium so long asthereve- = = 

nues emanate from the headquarters of the Association. By that power shall be — a 
: chosen the functionaries for the different posts in Europe or in Africa. The selection | 

| _ will be made without reference to nationality, competency being the principal re- 
quirement. — es Bs 7 | ee 

7 When the new State is definitely established, the direction in Africa shall consist = | 
of a governor-general, assisted by a legislative council and an executive committee. — 
The judicial organization is to comprise commercial courts of justice, inferior courts = 
for civil causes, a superior court, and a court of appeal. | . ae , 

The cases. which may be referred to the central power are fully determined by law. 
The natives are admitted on an equality with the Europeans before the law, provided | 

- they fulfill the obligations prescribed by law. Every sensible and practical man will 
understand that the authorities will have to show some consideration for the habits = = ~~ 
and the ideas of the natives in matters of administration and justice. Before laying | 

- down new laws and regulations applicable to them, a period of transition must be © | 
_ allowed to pass, during which they may continue to follow their own customs aslong = 

as these are no®@atrocious and inhuman. | ao . BS a 
. The new State has formally declared that there shall be no customs duties estab- sissy 
lished. The revenue derived from the endowment fund will be in lieu of the funds | 

| which the customs dues would have furnished. To obtain the complementary resources | 
_ which will be necessary to insure the regular working of the public services, thenew — . 

| State will have recourse to the same expedients, when necessary, as those employed oe 
by other civilized Governments, though for the present such considerations are alto-. 
gether premature. The right to settle, purchase, or sell or lease lands and buildings, . . 

-- establish houses and trade freely has been formally granted in the declaration to the mo 
- United States Government. Provisionally differences between natives will be settled - a 

according to existing local customs. Quarrels and disputes between Europeans and a 
natives are to belong to the jurisdiction of the law courts that will be established. — mee 

| ho Mr, Frelinghuysen to Mr. Tisdel. — Oo Suess 

No.6.) | ss DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
. | | Washington, December 12,1884. 0 

 .8im:. * * * When you were designated as agent to the States of 
the Congo Association it was not intended, either by this Department = 
or by Congress, to actually accredit you to the Government of theStates. 
of the Congo Association, as it was well known here that those States, > 

: as a political entity, did not exist. = te ge : 
_ _ You were charged with introducing and extending the commerce of 
the United States in the Congo Valley, and in order to definitely fix | 

/ the scope of your mission, you were designated as agent'to the States 
of the Congo Association, because it was believed here that the resi- — ° 
dents of the region adjoining and including the Congo Valley seemed 

_ on the verge of establishing constitutional States by progressive move- —__- 
ment in that direction. | a a 

 ° Your designation was geographical rather than political. ee 

SO | a oo FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN,.
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. Mr. Tisdel to Mr. Bayard. | — 

os - | | . LISBON, PORTUGAL, - 7 
ae | | _ April 25,1885. (Received May 18.) «> 

Sir: I have the honor to report my return to the coast at Banana, 
yl _ thé 20th ultimo, having traveled by special caravan to the interior of . 

, _ Africa as far as Stanley Pool, around and tothe north and eastof which 
- I made several explorations,-calling at Kinchassa, De Brazzaville, and 

| other points, and visiting the native villages bordering the Pool. Ire- — . 
gret; to inform you that I was unable to proceed farther into the interior, 

. a8 was my intention, but the want of river transportation prevented, | 
' and I was reluctantly compelled to turn back. - a a 

SO In this report I-propose to confine myself to the Lower Congo and _ 
: coast with its commercial advantages, in order that the American mer- 

| chants who may feel disposed to locate there may have the benefit of — 
. my observations. 7 | - | 

_In my report to follow this one, and in accordance wit my instruc- — 
tions, I shall treat of the country above Vivi, the International Asso- . 

—- - @lation, and the “Congo Free States.” co - | 
: In the first place, I recommend most earnestly that Americans whe 

a contemplate establishing themselves on the Lower Congo, or anywhere 
on the west coast of Africa, should not do so unless supplied with a 

ee large capital, which will enable them to compete with the long-estab- 
a lished, Dutch, English, and German houses which control almost the 

| ' entire trade of the west coast. American houses establishing here 
must first be assured that they have transportation for their manufact- _- 

. ured goods outward, and for the products of the country homeward. 
This is of vital importance. They musi locate “factories” or stations 

- in different parts, engage help acclimated and familiar with the country 
z and the natives, and with a knowledge of both the Portuguese and — 
_ _Fiote languages, make presents to chiefs of tribes, and in this manner — 

induée the natives to come in to the newly-established “factories.” Alb | 
oe this takes time and money, and little or no return can be-expected for | 
- at least a year. a oo | ae a 

It is a mistake to suppose that all of the products which are reported = 
: to come from the Congo are grown there, or do actually come from — 

there. Not one-tenth is harvested there. To illustrate: © — | 
— Phe Dutch-African Trading Company of Rotterdam has fifty-three _ 

a ‘‘factories” or stations, the principal one being at Banana Point, where 
the manager for the company resides. The fifty-two remaining *factor- 
les” are scattered from Loango, in latitude 4° 40’8., to Benguela, in lati- 

: tude 13° 40’ S., and to the interior about 100 miles, the limit of the low-. 
land. On the Congo River proper they have only seven stations, and 
with two exceptions these are unimportant when compared with many of. 

| the other stations. The company own several small steamersand sailing 
| vessels, which ply between Banana and the stations along the coastand _ 

lower river. By this method the different posts are kept supplied with 
the articles required by the natives, and the products of the surround- | 

| ' ing country are gathered in small lots and transported to Banana, where 
— packages are prepared for shipment to Europe, whither they areshipped — 

In steamers belong to the company.  —s—- SO a 
| The same plan is adopted by the English, German, and French com- 

-*. panies, hence their independence and ability to control the trade of the — 
Oe lower country. | oe , | | 7 a
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-.. - The following, are old-established houses, each with many branches 
| and with its own line of steamers and sailing vessels: a ee 
— , , (1) The Dutch African Trading Company ofgiotierdam. eee 

(2) Hatton & Cookson of Liverpool. = “% | | Ce 

-' (8) Congo and Central. African Company of Liverpool. yp ae 
(4) The Hamburg African Company of Hamburg. > a a 
(5) Daumas, Béraud & Co. of Paris. | re | ce 

__.; There are here and there other small trading “factories,” the ownersof . 
which are supplied with goods by one or another of the houses named. 

- There are also several Portuguese “factories” on the lower river, the = 
headquarters, however, being in Ambriz or St. Paul de Loando. There. |” 
are no Portuguese houses between the Congo and Ambriz, nor anywhere = 
in the interior, excepting between Banana and Noki. ee ee 

-. It is my belief that in allthe world there is notaricher territory than , 
that which borders the sea, commencing at the Senegal River, in lati- 

. tude 16° N., and extending to latitude 18° 30’ 8.,and inland anaverage = 
distance of 100 miles. ae | ee ae 

oo The most valuable productions of the country, and for which thereis  —- 
an ever-increasing demand, are rubber, palm kernels and palm oil, gum | - 

- copal, ground-nuts, and wax. The rubber and palm trees are of spon- 
| taneous growth and to befound everywhere inthe lowlands. Thesup- 

ply is not equal to the demand, yet there is no limit to the quantity of 
| these rich products which might be taken from the country if the natives = 

gould be induced to work. Here again arises the question of labor,and = | 
to me it seems feasible to create wants amongst the tribes of the low 
and coast lands which will after atime induce them to gather and bring a 
to the traders in large quantities the products which they can so readily oe 
exchange for anything which they may require.; There are otherand  —__' 

_ valuable products, but the staple commodities are those enumerated. 
i In no sense of the word can this be called an agricultural country. «© 

Nothing is cultivated excepting the ground-nut and a few tropical — | 
vegetables, which, however, are found only in small patches nearthe = 

. Villages. ae O OO ey oo 
_ _The country is densely populated, yet it is next to impossible toin- 

-, duce the natives to gather the valuable products which nature produces, = 
_. With'the exception of the Loango and Kabinda tribes, they area wild, oo 

‘savage, and cruel people. They do not like the white man; and while > 
. they are glad to have his cloth and gin, they would much prefer never 

to see a white man within their domain. The question of labor will = 
have much to do with the future of this country. Bo go de re 

It isa remarkable fact that a Zanzibar man, or a Houssa man from - 
-- the Niger, can travel anywhere in the country unmolested, even among hd 

the most savage tribes. This fact clearly proves.to me that an indus- — 
_trious black man with a knowledge of the Fiote language will be enabled . 
to exercise a greater and better influence over these people thanit can _ 
be possible for the white man ever to do. oo | ee 

I may remark here that a few bottles of trade gin willgo muchfarther > 
. in trade with the natives than ten times its valuein cloth; anditoften ©... 

, happens that traders are compelled to return to the coast without hav- © 
ing accomplished a trade, because the. natives insist upon having: gin, eos 

| while the trader was supplied with cloth alone. A native man canbe 
- induced to work at a “factory” for one or two days atatimeuponthe |. 

\ assurance that he can at the expiration of that time have a'bottle or | 
- two of gin, while if you offer him apiece of cloth itis doubtfulwhether sy 

~ -  hewould work atall 8 oe tae
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_. The coast women are fond of cloth, having a preference for the gaudy | 
_ colors. They are the work-people of the country, and if it were not for 

_ their industry little or ngthing would be gathered for foreign markets... _ 
‘The men lounge about, Mirinking, gossiping, fighting, or hunting, asit 
may suit their tastes. Could they be induced to work and till the soil 

- or gather the natural products for export, there can be no conceptionas 
_ .to the wealth which would flow from the lowland countries. 

The question of climate is a serious one. It is humid and enervating | 
to the whites of Europe and America, and much sickness is the result. | 

- Very great precaution must be exercised during the first year’s stay in _ 
| the country, in order thatthe system may be kept free from the poison- 

ous influences of the malaria which overhangs the entire country. | 
With few exceptions, all of the houses on the Congo, along the coast, — 

and in the interior are built of bamboo sticks and grass. They arecalled 
| “shimbecks,” and afford but poor protection against the scorching sun 

of the dry season or the pouring rains of the wet season. Good shelter, | 
with an abundance of good wholesome food and a fair allowance of pure 

- Bordeaux or Potuguese wine, with indoor occupation or amusement 
- after nightfall, would, I am sure, go very far towardsa guarantee of fairly __ 

| good health on the coast and in the lower river countries. These facts 
| are appreciated and made use of by the Dutch-African Company, who | 

do everything possible for the comfort of their employés in the direction 
indicated, and the result is that, generally speaking, they enjoy good 

_ health and are enabled to remain in the country for terms varying from | 
two to four years without a vacation. a Oy 

Along the entire coast the products are not at all unlike; the exports  — 
oe consisting principally of rubber, ground-nuts, palm oil, palm nuts, cola 

| nuts, and gum copal. Some ivory is also exported, but in small quan- 
_ tities; the principal coast markets for ivory being at different pointsin 

Angola. a . | - 
| Common cotton and woolen goods, rum, gin, glass beads, guns, pow- 

der, tobacco, and common cutlery make up the principal imports, and. 
: with these articles the traders barter for the products of the country. — 

: _ It is the only currency known. Fifty per cent. of all the goods which 
go to the coast, including provisions, are purchased in England. .The 
gin comes from Holland, and is manufactured expressly for the trade, __ 

- the quantity being about 40 per cent. of all the imports, the remaining  __ 
oe 10 per cent. may be distributed amongst other countries. oe! - 

oo The Congo River is navigable for the largest ocean steamers to Boma, 
a distance of 70 miles from the sea. Steamers drawing 17 to 18 feet 
can go safely to Noki, 30 miles above Boma, while between Noki and | 

| Vivi only small, light-draught steamers can be used with safety. Ap- 
| proaching Vivi and the Falls of Yellala the current is very rapid, 

* rocks are numerous, and dangerous whirlpools are constantly forming, - 
| and changing position, tossing a steamer about as though in a heavy ~ 
- sea, thus rendering it unsafe for any but powerful steamers of light 

_ draught. ‘Particularly is. this so in the rainy season, when the river be-— 
comes swollen, rising often from 10 to ‘20 feet in as many hours. At — 
Vivi the river is about 1 mile wide, but as you approach the sea it 

- ranges from 2 to 5 miles in width, reaching a depth in places of 200 — 
| fathoms. — | | - | oo | , 

: Below Boma, the banks or shores on either side are covered with — 
7 _ dense forests of hard wood... ae 

Banana Point affords an excellent sheltered harbor for the largest _ 
4 - 8ea-going ships; and generai supplies, including coal, can be purchased 

there from the Dutch- African Company. , oe
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Ag you go up the river from Banana, you pass, respectively, the land- 
- .ings of Ponta da Lenha, Cocoa-Massi, Binda, and. N’Kongolo before aoe 

reaching Boma. At each of these points there is at least one ‘“ factory” 7 
or trading station, the chief depository for the near inland stations, = = = ~— 

-. and to which the small trading vessels go with supplies, and take 
- away the accumulated products of the country. ~ | a 

- I send you herewith a sample of each kind of cloth in use for native  — |. 
trade on the Congo and in the surrounding country, with cost price = = 

-- per piece, and number of yards in each piece. Isend also a sample of | 
blue and white beads, which are in general use for trading purposes — os 
throughout the entire country, and are greatly appreciated by the na- ae 
tives. | | : re : | 

--In addition to this the traders require common cutlery, much the  — 
game as that which is sold by our manufacturers in Mexico and the | 

_ Central American States, for use amongst the natives. At all the a 
_ stations canned goods and. potted meats are liberally supplied for the a 

white employés, but of American production I saw nothing but canned | . 
' peaches,.and those had been purchased from a Boston trading vessel Oe 

that comes to the lower coast once every year. | Pa 
_ Whether or not the cotton goods of American manufacture can be ~ 
laid down on the Congo and along the coast as cheaply as those from 
England, I cannot say (certainly we cannot produce them of a poorer _ nay 
quality than sample!), but I am well satisfied that canned goods, com-  - ma 
mon cutlery, ready-made wooden houses, lumber, medicines, beads, and 
“Yankee notions” generally can be delivered to the traders along the _ 
coast at lower prices than they are now being invoiced from Europe. _ . 
— But. how to reach these traders is the query. Doubtless the large ’ 
_. traders would cheerfully examine American samples and prices, and if ms 

the American manufacturer can show a line of goods equal in quality __ | 
~~ and at a lower price than the European manufacturer, [ am sure that oo 

. @ trade can be established. | | a oo es 
| ‘At Boma I saw a wooden house which: had been manufactured in’ 

Belgium, and the cost on the Congo was $15,000. .That house could - 
‘be duplicated by the Flushing (L. L.) Portable Wooden House Com- 

' pany for $2,000, and could be delivered in Banana for $500 additional. -— | 
In wooden -houses alone there is undoubtedly an opportunity for a Ms 

- large business. — | oe SO SR 
The forests on the Lower Congo and along the coast are dense, yet, = 

asin Brazil, the traders send to Europe for lumber, as they have no 
_.wood-working machinery, nor is it possible at present to introduce it = | 

Into the country. | co So | | 
_ The trading companies invariably have their head offices in Europe, ee 

. whence all supplies are furnished and employés engaged. Theyreceive | | 
_ all products which may be purchased on the coast by their respective — 

- agents, and market the same from their European depositories. = = = 
7 The business of the coast is simply “ barter and trade,” with values oe 

_ fixed from day to day by the trader. The profits are, asarule, large, |. 
. though the last year has not been a prosperous one because of the ua- =” 

settled condition of affairs owing to the long-continued discussion in = 
_ Europe over African affairs. oe | oe ee rene 

I refer to the manner in which business is conducted in the lower © 
-. €oast countries, so that agents representing American houses may apply oo 

_ at the European head offices, and not go to the coast. re ee 
_ There are no hotels or even stopping places, and several cases of 7 

extreme hardship and suffering have come to my notice, where agents =
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have been sent to the coast without knowing where they were going or _ 
what they were going for. Of course, this does not apply to Angola. 

OT I found it impossible to obtain from the different houses statistical 
information as to the quantity and value of exports and imports. I. 

. was in every case politely referred to the head offices in Europe, where. 
oo alone the information could be obtained. = | |... | 

| Reports which have been published from time to time, purporting to 
‘give the quantity and values of imports and exports to and from the 

, Congo, have been made up from mere guess-work, as [ am assured by. 
| the managers of commercial houses that they are not ina position to | 

| give the information. There being no custom-houses or offices of record | 
| of any kind, you will readily understand the difficulty in obtaining any 

| information excepting from the quarter indicated. oo ee 
| There are but two lines of mail steamers touching the coast at any — 

| point between Gaboon and the Cape settlements. One is the West — 
a African Steamship Company of Liverpool (alternating witb a branch | 

of the same line from Hamburg), monthly, and the other is thp Portu- 
guese mail, monthly, from Lisbon. The first line requires fifty to fifty- 
five days to make the voyage, either from Liverpool or Hamburg, while 

a the second, being under mail contract with the Portuguese Government, 
| | makes the voyage to Congo in twenty days. -. | a 

_ As to government on the Lower Congo or on the coast north of Angola 
- . there is none, nor even a semblance of government, until we arrive at 

__ Gaboon or Fernando Po, where we first come upon the military rule of 
a the French and Spanish. , oo Sn , 

: - At Banana, at points along the Lower Congo, on the coast, and in the - 
| | lowland interior, at each station or “ factory,” the traders have a small 

| armory, and not unfrequently are they required fo resort to arms for 
ae defense from attacks by the natives, or to punish the natives for some 

offense committed. Upon the slightest provocation, or even without | 
provocation, the natives often attack the “factories,” burn the buildings, __ 

| and plunder the stores. Only recently the Dutch and English companies 
oo, have suffered very heavy losses by the burning of several “factories,” —_ 

| - Wherein were stored large quantities of merchandise. HKvery employé 
ae in the service of the trading companies must act as an armed policeman, . - 

— - not only for self-protection but for the protection ofthe property in- 
trusted to his care. rr cr WP 

| The natives are all armed with old flint-lock muskets which have been | 
oo sold to them by the traders, and itis an exceptional case to meeta _ 

native man without one unless he be a slave, and even slaves are often-. 
times armed. They do not well understand the use of firearms, and, 

. notwithstanding they carry guns, they prefer the poisoned arrow or 
| spear, with which they do much better execution. I may add,however,' - 

: that they are informing themselves in the matter of improved fire-arms, 
| and chiefs of tribes are now demanding repeating or magazine rifles 

_ with prepared metallic cartridges, where until recently they were well 
- satisfied with old flint locks. SO | 

ss South of the Congo, in St. Paul de Loando, Benguela, and Mossa- 
\ - medes, there is, in my opinion, an opportunity to place American goods | 

: of all kinds. The climate is not at all unlike that of our Southern 
_° States, and the requirements of the people are much the same as our 

Own. » oo | : : 
_ There is a large population, and there are many rich commercial firms 
ae who would gladly trade with the people of the United States if commu- 

- nication could be established between the two countries. os
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. American whalers going to the South Atlantic make a sort of head- 
quarters at these ports, the captains of whale-ships often bringing small Oe 

, eargoes of American manufactured goods and canned provisions, inva- _.  - - 
_ ‘ably finding a ready market for cash for anything which theymay = | 

Offer. 7 re : | os 
Wool, hides, sugar, coffee, and palm oil constitute the principal arti- me 

cles of export. a oO 7 OO pe 
_. here are no manufactories in the country, excepting forrum; conse-. | 

quently everything but the commonest articles of food is required from _ - 
abroad. Sailing vessels are largely employed in the carrying trade to => 

. and from this country. _ oe ee 
-. Proceeding north from the Congo, I found at St. Thomé a possible |. 
market for American goods of all kinds. This is one of the richest isl 6 | 
ands in the world, densely populated, and might be.made to produce 
everything required by the inhabitants, but they seem quite well satis- — = 

' fied with the production for export of coffee, sugar, and palm oil, while | a 
all their supplies for wear or consumption, excepting fruit alone, come. a 
principally from London or Liverpool. I saw in one sbop a case of: 

_. American sheeting and “ blue jeans,” which the proprietor informed me oe 
- he had ordered especially through an English house. ., vo eS 

- - Situated just.on the equator, strange to say, any desired climate can at Nee 
be obtained, the land rising gently to an elevation of 8,000 feet. From _ | 

-. the center of the most elevated part of the island there flow no less 
than twelve beautiful rivers, in as many different directions, so that the | e 
land is well watered, fertile, and very productive. __ a 

- The plantations are kept in excelient condition, many of them employ- Ses 
“ing upwards of one thousand laborers. An English line of steamers 
runs regularly, monthly, between St. Thomé and Liverpool,andaPortu- = 
guese line runs monthly between the island and Lisbon. There are : 
also many Sailing vessels engaged in the trade. = = = — 7 

: In Cameroon, the Germans, by reason of recent conquests, control the a 
trade, and, though the country is very rich, I do not think it possible - 

, for an American to get a foothold there.. The same may be said of Fer- | 

._ nando Po, under Spanish rule, and of the lower Niger country, Daho- | | 
-. mey, the Gold Coast, and Ashantee, all English possessions. es - 

Of Liberia I cannot write, but north of this republic we come te 
Guinea, which country, though comparatively undeveloped, is one of = —— 
great richness, producing, in addition to all the tropical products, gold, 
copper, and wax, of the finest quality known to the European trade. me ey 

_. I visited Bolama and. Bissa6, seventy-five miles in the interior, and L ee 
have never seen a country which offers such extraordinary inducements = 
to the trader as this. English, German, and French traders arealready = 

_ established here, and I learned that a Boston house had arranged for oe 
an agency in Bissad, to which place they propose running a sailing vessek 

_ monthly, in connection with an already established line to the Capede ss 
. Verd islands, between which and Boston a good paying trade is welb 

Inaugurated. = ©. | a a reece 
» . Goree, Dakar, and San Luis, in the French African possessions of ee 

- Senegal, are thriving business places, but the French look so well after 
their own trades-people that I could hardly recommend an American =  —— 

_ ‘merchant to venture into these parts. Yankee enterprise, has,however, = = 
_ shown itself in Goree, where an American house, against great odds, : 

is doing a fair business. uo ER et 
. The Canary Islands, and Madeira, also offer inducements to the = 
American merchant, and my firm belief is that, with agencies once . a 

- established in the places herein named for the sale of American goods. me
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and _ the purchase of native products, a large and well-paying trade 
could soon be worked up, and that steamers constructed for cargo, with — 

, small passenger accommodation, would find profitable employment in 
‘ monthly voyages from and to the United States, via the Azores, Ma- _ 

_ deira, Canaries, Cape Verd, and the West Coast of Africa. 
- I have, &ce., DO oe : 

: — |  W. P. TISDEL. | 

: | No. 228. us 

, Mr. Tisdel to Mr. Bayard. ee 

| | | - WASHINGTON, June 29,1885. | 

| Ol Sir: In compliance with my instructions, I had the honor to report 
| fully to the Department on the 25th of April upon the present and pros- | 

. pective commerce of the Lower Congo and the west coast of Africa, 
| and now, begging reference thereto, [ have the honor to continue as fol- — 

lows: | | 
Colonel Sir Francis de Winton, an Englishman, is the governor-gen- 

| | eral of the “ Free States of the Congo,” appointed by the King of the 
| ‘Belgians, and having advised him of the probable date of my arrival 

| at Banana, he kindly engaged for me a special caravan of fifty-six Loango 
men from the coast north of Banana, and within a few hours after my 
arrival they were in readiness, and started with me from the coast in’ - 

| the small steamer. Heron, belonging to the International Association. 
Colonel de Winton informed me that it was almost impossible to engage 

* sa native caravan from the upper country, as they experienced great 
| difficulty at times in passing through the territory belonging to un- — 

: friendly tribes, thus necessitating a constant changing of caravans,and 
| not unfrequently resulting in heavy losses, both by theft and by deser- 

. - tion of the men with the loads which they were carrying. The Loangos , 
and Kabindas from the coast can and do. pass freely to and from the | 
ap country, and are invaluable as carriers. They speak a patois of the 

| Congo language, and have no difficulty whatever in getting on with the — 
natives. They are known not to belong to any up-country tribe; hence. 

| the freedom with which they are allowed to pass; and-it is a rare thing 
for them to be attacked by the natives, and then only for purposes - 
of theft. With few exceptions my Loango men spoke the Portuguese 

7 . language, and, speaking this language myself, I was enabled to make 
all my wants known without the aid of an interpreter; and without ex- 

| ception, the men attached to my caravan were brave, obedient, loyal — 
oe men, and rarely ever complained of the hardships which they were com- 

ot ‘pelled toendure. ~~; Bn So cS | 
| _ Arriving at Vivi, there were added to my caravan one Kabinda in- . 

terpreter, four Zanzibar servants, one Gold Coast cook, and twelve 
armed Houssas from Lagos, an English possession off the mouth of 

| the Niger. It will be seen that my caravan, leaving Mpozo, consisted | 
| of seventy-five persons, all told. Each Loango man carried 70 pounds, — 

_ the loads being made up of canned provisions, cloth, beads, brass rods, _ 
: one field tent, and supply of cooking atensils. po 

The Berlin conference having settled the question as to the claims of . 
- both France and Portugal to territory within the commercial basin of 

‘the Congo, the occasion has passed for me to report upon the same, and — 
a xeferring you to my reports from Berlin, dated October 29, 1884, and
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_ from London, dated November 23, 1884, I will simply say that, in the. 
. division of territory, both France and Portugal secured all that they = | 

- wished for and much more than they had expected. I have been in- a 
formed by people well acquainted with the country that they have the 
richest, best, and most productive of all the vast territory which came ss 

- within the scope of discussion in the Berlin conference, so far as the  ——- 
- .gountry has been explored, and the diplomacy displayed by the pleni- it 

 potentiaries from both countries named evokes their warmest praise. — oe 
-, In my report from Lisbon, dated April 25,I had the honorto describe —s_.- 

’ fully the low countries and the Lower Congo, giving full particularsas 
to the depth of water, and the available harbors and landings at and : 
near its mouth, with their advantages, disadvantages, and peculiarities, = = = 
and I will now ask you td follow me from Vivi to and around'Stanley | 
Pool, on the route to which latter place I made many explorations to — Cee! 
points remote from the river, thus gaining valuable information as to > 

- the country, the people, aud their peculiarities. oe a Oo 
- From Mpozo, opposite Vivi, to Stanley Pool, on the south shore, every- cog 
thing which goes up country must be carried on the heads of native or : 

-_ Loango carriers, each man carrying 70 pounds, as before stated. From | 
‘Vivi to Issanghila, on the north shore, a distance of 66 miles, the same = -—™ 
mode of transportation is adopted, while from Issanghila to Manyanga, = 
a distance of 84 miles, two small whale-boats are used on the river, each | 
boat being manned by fourteen Zanzibars and carrying from 60 to 70 | . 

_ loads of 70 pounds each, making the round trip in about twelve days. ~~ 
~ Then from South Manyanga to Lutete and. Leopoldville carriers are Fs 

again employed. The cost per ton of 2,000 pounds for the transporta-. s 
tion of supplies from Vivi to Leopoldville, a distance of 250 miles, ex- 
ceeds $300, and from Banana to Vivi the cost is about $75 per ton. ane 

- You can safely add $25 per ton, the tariff from Europe to Banana, and == 
we find that the cost of transportation is $400 per ton and upwards | : 
from Europe to Stanley Pool. Everything which is required for the 7 
employés of the Association comes from Europe, the only possible ex- poe 

_ ception being in the matter of food, where occasionally goats or fowls = 
- can be purchased, and for the native or Loango carriers there may at - 
‘times be purchased mandioca, corn, bananas, and ground-nuts. This — as, 

_ applies to the entire country after leaving Ponta da Lenha, onthe Lower Los 
~ Congo; and the repeated statements which have appeared from time to © 
. time in the European press to the effect that all kinds of tropical fruits, =. 

vegetables, cattle, and sheep are raised in abundance, are without the eo 
. slightest foundation in fact, or at least sofar as my observation and in- 

quiry extended. — Cogs tee: | ea vo 
The only roads in the country are the narrow paths from village to © oa 

village which are followed by the caravans, and so narrow are they that. aS 
the “Indian file” of march is by force adopted. No rule has be ob- | es 

- gerved in the original laying out of these paths, nor has the Interna- | 
- tional Association improved upon them since their advent in the coun- oo 

try. Only uatives can be depended upon to find the way from Mpozo . 
. to Stanley Pool without a guide, and it not unfrequently happens that _ — 

- coast caravans and Houssas couriers take the wrong path, and travel = _ 
' many miles, even days, out of their way before finding their mistake. | 

These paths cross each other in every direction, and great difficulty is a 
experienced in keeping the right path. The natives often tie the grass 

- over a path just at the point where the main path may be intersected by 
another, thus purposely leading one astray. . On two occasions, passing . | 
through a valley, I became separated from the main body of my ¢cara-  —_. ~ 
van, and had no little difficulty in again finding them. In the valleys» a
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| one may march many miles through the tall, rank grass, often 12 to 20 ~ 
feet high, without being able to see out either right, left, or overhead. _ 

| _ ‘In the dry season as well as'in the rainy season the grass is wet, and © 
. in the early morning the traveler is thoroughly drenched within a few - 

| moments after entering a valley.. This condition arises from the heavy 
- dews which prevail thoroughout the dry season. Traveling through _ 

: these valleys is not at all pleasant, as one is liable to have one’s hands | 
| - and face badly cut by contact with the sharp blades of rank grass. — 
a - The natives often suffer greatly when attached to acaravan; theirhands 

: not being free when carrying a load, they cannot shield themselves from 
- the grass. _ , rn 

| Mr. Stanley once made a road-from Vivi to Issanghila for the purpose 
| . of hauling on wheels, in sections, his small steamers for use on the Upper | 

Congo. This road served its purpose, but was not kept in repair, and 
has now been abandoned for the native paths, except in the Bundi Val- 
ley. The same may be said of the road from Chumba to Inkissi, over | 

: which the steamer Le Stanley is now being transported on wheels. The 
traveler through the valley of the Congo must wade through swamps 

-. -waist deep; he must swim rivers; he must climb the rugged clay hills, 
| and cross miles of arid sandy plains, without water and without a tree © 

_ to shelter him from the scorching sun, always following the zigzag native 
: trail, sometimes amongst friendly tribes, again within the domain of 

| | unfriendly people, and then through a vast tract of desert country with- 
7 out population. : | : | 

| It is unfortunate that navigation on the great Congo River should be — 
- go interrupted by the numerous falls and rapids which are encountered 
between Vivi and Stanley Pool. The principal and seemingly unsur- — 

- mountable falls are those of Yellala, N’Goma, Issanghila, Manyanga, 
- NTamo-Makota, Zinga, Elsa, Inkissi, Kaloulou, and N’Tamo, or Living- _ 

ston, in addition to which there are innumerable rapids, and all within 

| , a distance of 250 miles, being a total fall of 1,600 feet. | 

| Between Issanghila and Manyanga, a distance of 84 miles, the river ~ 

: may be considered navigable for small boats, which may be towed over 

a the rapids on the voyage up country, while it is claimed that powerful — 

| light-draught steamers can force the rapids. On my return trip to the _ 

- goast I voyaged in an open boat, following Mr. Stanley’s track from — 

- -Manyanga to Issanghila, passing many rapids and whirlpools, and mak- — 
ing the distance of 84 miles in fifteen hours. BS 

oe The International Association has established the following-named. 

a stutions within the valley of the Congo: Mpozo, Banza Manteka, Voon- © 

: dah, Lukungo, South Manyanga, Lutete, Leopoldville, Kinchassa, Kim- 

| poko, Msouta, Kouamout, Bolobo, Loukolela, and Equator, on the south © 

| bank, and Boma, Ikungula, Vivi, Issanghila, North Manyanga, Ban- 

- gala, Aruwimi, and Falls Station, on the north sidé of the river. Falls 

—_ Station and Aruwimi have been abandoned because of the repeated _ 

- attacks upon them by the Arabs and native traders. Bolobo has been © 

| for some time besieged by several hundred natives, and will ere this. 

: have been abandoned; and preparations were being made to withdraw _ 

from the Kouamout when I left,-on account of the thieving propensities 

, | and hostilities of the women, who are the governing power in the tribes. 

| of the Kouamout, the men having no voice whatever. : | 

All of the stations in the Niada Quilu and the Ogowe have been sur- 

. rendered to the French, so that, in fact, the International Association | 

So -eannot claim to control the valley beyond Equator... Boma, Ikunglula, 

| Vivi, Issanghila, and Leopoldville are the only stations with houses — 

| built of wood. All other stations have houses built of reeds, straw, and
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_ poles. At Vivi and Leopoldville there are from ten to twenty white. a 

men, while at each of the other stations there are but one or two. The —— | 
_. chief of each station has.a guard of from ten to thirty armed Houssas oe 

_ (English negro subjects from Lagos). ‘He is charged with the employ- oe 
- ment of carriers, gives protection to caravans as far as it may be in his ae 
"power, and furnishes relay couriers for the portage of mails and impor-  ° — 

_ tant dispatches from one station to another. In the event of trouble es 
_ arising between the natives and Association employés, the stoppage of . 

_ caravans, or an attack upon the station, a Houssas force is quickly con- | a 
 centrated at the most convenient point and the natives punished... | Bees 

| There are many tribes within the valley of the Congo, each tribe liv- ° en 
ing quite to itself, being ruled over by a chief or king, called "Fumo, | 

_ who is absolute dictator within his own tribal domain. The tribes of © 
the lower country speak a different language from those of the upper 

_ country, yet they make themselves well understood one with the other © | 
_ by speaking a patois of the Suihila, which language is generally under- . 

_ stood throughout Upper Central Africa. = a ee 
_ These tribes often go to war with each other upon the most trifling == © 

_ pretext, and, notwithstanding they are all armed with guns, itisarare =. 
_ thing that a nativeis killed by this weapon. ‘They seem to have lit- _ ee. 

_ tle or no idea how to use the gun sucessfully, and a complete victory | 
- consists in the burning of villages, the capture of prisoners, and their — | : 

_ execution by the knife, spear, or fire afterwards, or their sale into — oe 
slavery. It isa remarkable fact that while guns and powder are plenty, | oO 

-- lead is almost unknown to the natives, the coast traders having so far - - 
. kept it from them. They therefore use small pebbles and baked clay  —s-_ 

balls instead of bullets, though very recently they have taken to cut- a 
ting brass rods into slugs, and naturally the gun will soon become a  =——— 

_ dangerous weapon in their hands. Since the advent of the white man —S_—_” 
. with his repeating rifle, the up-country kings are commencing to demand | 

that they be supplied with percussion guns. Up to the present time |. , ; 
__ the gun has been used only tomake a noise with. With it they profess a 

_ to frighten away bad spirits; to bring health to the sick ; to assist the. : 
 - spirit of a departed friend ; to celebrate events of joy or Sorrow; infact, © | 
the gun is used for everything but for war purposes or the killing of \ | | 
game. — SO a . ee : are 
As a rule, these people are a cruel, treacherous, thieving Set,andnot- = 

- withstanding published reports to the contrary, it is not safe for a white | | 
 ,man to travel without an armed escort, The natives are very much 

‘afraid of the white men, and particularly so of.the armed Houssas,whom §  ~——— 
they consider child-eating cannibals. The precision of their aim and : 

_ the certain fatal result of their rifle shot strike the natives with terror, 
Beyond Stanley Pool a white man or a caravan belonging to the Inter- 

_national Association has never yet penetrated to any distance fromthe =, 
_ Inain river excepting in boats, and invariably the explorations have. oe 

_ been made along the Congo and for a short distance on one or two of oo 
its branches, and then a strong guard has been found necessary lest the  —~ 

_ boats might be captured by the pirates who swarm on the rivers of the | 
up-country regions. = aes a : oe 
Many of the villages are inclosed by a stockade from 6 to 12 feet high, ve 

_ with but one entrance, which.is closely guarded to prevent surprise by Oe : 
an attacking party. | : | a os Oo 

. The houses or huts in which these people live are built of reeds and = 3 —— 
grass tightly woven and tied to a frame-work composed of two upright a 

_ sticks, with ridge-pole, four corner sticks, and bamboo rafters. The : _ size of these huts varies greatly, though asaruleI found them tobe: _ ae
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7 - about 10 feet square, from 2 to 3 feet high at the sides, and about 8 feet. 
| in the center from ground to ridge-pole. The only.opening or door is a 

a hole in the front of the hut about 3 feet square, and this is closed at night 
“t by means of heavy grass mat woven to a bamboo frame and made to | 

slide either to the right or the left. From six to twelve people may oc- _ 
: cupy these huts, only, however, for sleeping purposes or shelter from 

the storm. Asarule the occupants sleep on the bare ground, though | 
I have seen grass matting laid down, and where kings or princes are 

- amongst the occupants goat skins may be spread upon a raised bam- 

- boo frame which serves as a bed. The straw roof and rafters inside 
Lo are smoked to a jet black, the effects of a small fire almost constantly 

burning in the center of the hut. There being no chimney or.vent-— 
| hole for the escape of the smoke, it forces its way through the tightly » 

--— - woven grass, with the result described. I have slept in these huts, | 

and'on several occasions I have occupied the palace of aking for my | 
a sleeping quarters. My tent was preferable by far, as 1 was compara- 

tively free from vermin and filth, which are ever to be found in the huts 
- - -of the common natives and alike in the palaces of kings. : 

| The dress of the natives usually consists of a small piece of cloth tied 
- about the loins; though:amongst different tribes I observed many cus- — 

a toms in the manner of dress. Many go naked, with the exception, per- 

haps, of a string of beads around the neck, waist, and ankles. Others 

. - wear heavy bands of iron or brass about the neck, wrists, and ankles, 
- - while some wear along strip of native-made or trader’s cloth, tied by 

the corners over one shoulder, passing under the arm on the opposite 
side, hanging loosely, and leaving one side of the body absolutely naked. 

_ Kings, queens, and their families usually cover their nakedness, though. 
it is not always the case. As a rule, however, they wrap themselves in 

7 a large piece of cloth or the skins of some animal. Trader’s cloth is 
- gradually finding its way to the interior, but the natives make a grass, - 

.  eloth which is far better than any they can buy from the trader. ‘Tribes 
OO along the coast wear more cloth than those of the interior, though the 

| | principal use which is made of cloth is at the time of death, when the 

body is wrapped up in cloth (the savings of a life-time) and buried. 

Hundreds of yards are thus consumed, and it,is for this purpose, 

-—_- yather than for day dresses, night dresses, or Sunday dresses, that the - 

7 demand is made. The body of aking may be, and often is, wrapped. 
: in thousands of yards, which go into the grave with the body. 

| Ornaments are worn by the native women in great profusion, and | 

many of them are very artistically gotten up. Highly polished charms" © 

made from the ivory of, the hippopotamus are worn around the neck, 

oo while the lower limbs may be heavily laden with brass rings. In many 

: tribes the custom prevails of piercing the lobes of the ears and the cen- _ 

| ter cartilage of the nose and inserting pieces of bamboo wood, the 

| - wearer naturally presenting a horrible appearance. Amongst the coast 

. tribes the empty metallic cartridge shell is in very great demand, and ~ 

in the course of a day’s march you may meet hundreds of women wear- 

ing these shells as ear and nose ornaments. | _ | 

In the up-country common blue or white glass beads are worn, These 

| are purchased from the traders on the cvast by native caravan men, 

| and generally sold in the public market places. But the most appre; 

—_ ciated of any ornament is three or four of the coarse hairs of an ele- 

_* phant’s tail, which are worn about the neck. Not only is it considered 
an a beautiful ornament, but it carries with it a religious or fetich charm. _- 

_ Bach tribe has its distinguishing tattoo or tribal mark. Generally the 
. mark is upon some part of: the face, though I have seen both men and
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women most artistically tattooed on the breast and back. Some ofthe — 
_ tribes are very profuse in the use of paint; this is especially so amongst 

_ the women, who smear their heads with a mixture of ground red bark __ 
or red clay and palm oil. Some paint their bodies white, while others _ . 
gointo deep mourning by painting their black faces still blacker than — . . 
nature has made them. Some clip the hair or shave the head in all sorts. — | a 

' of fanciful styles, whilesothers allow the hair to grow, plastering it with | 
oil, braiding and twisting it into spirals interwoven with small wire, on 

_ and standing out from the head in every conceivable shape. Many | 
women with a lxuriant growth of hair have it very closely woven and 

_ done up high on the top of the head, not unlike a great cushion, while | a 
some arrange the hair to look like an old-style.“ poke bonnet.” I doubt an 

_ if such artistic hair work can be. produced in any other part of the 
world. : oe | | oe! - 

_ Education in any sense of the word is wholly unknown. The natives 
live like brutes and seem to have no idea above the brute creation. 
There are occasional exceptions to this rale, wheré in the up-country 
you may find here and there persons showing signs of intelligence far | 

_. above the ordinary run of people. They even may, and do, make good =| 
rules for the government of their market places, and some of them dis- , 

_ play great shrewdness in barter and trade; yet it is an indisputable | . 
fact that the people are without the first rudiments of an education,and 7 
efforts which have been made toinstruct them have proved failures. Some Ls 
of the missionaries claim to.have established schools and to be actively 

_ engaged in educating young children. This is not true, in fact, of the | 
- Ihisstonaries in the valley of the Congo. The missionaries do take small | | 
children for their servants; they feed them and clothe them (after a Of, 

-Imanner) and attempt to inculcate within them a spirit of religion; but’ | 
_ Ihave yet to see a Congo man, woman, or child with whom the mission- a 

aries have made any progress. The French Catholic mission at Gaboon, | | 
_ on the coast, is the only mission which can lay claim to having accom- a 

plished anything. There they are instracting boys in the art of agricult- | 
ure. oo : a a 

| As to the general intelligence of the people, I could observe very lit- 
tle difference between them. They are, however, a shrewd, cunning, ae 

- though throughly unprincipled people.’ The tribes around and above , | 
Stanley Pool are perhaps superior to those of the low land; certainly — . 

_ they surpass the people of the low country in treachery and cruelty, | 
_ and I doubt whether anything can ever be done to inspire them with a | 

wish even to become educated. They do not know what it means. _ | 
' Their mode of life and their every-day surroundings cannot be chan ged. | | 

The population is too great, and as they live now so they have lived. | 
_ for ages past. Their morals are of the lowest type. They have no re- | 

gard whatever for virtue, and their immoral practices place them quite | 
as low in this respect as are the apes or monkeys of the low countries.. 
Disorders of the most loathsome character are rife and apparent every-— 
where. co | : . Se 

Gold, aver, or paper money is wholly unknown, the currency of the a 
country being gin, glass beads; brass rods, red cotton handkerchiefs, | 

_ trade cloth, powder, and flint-lock guns. With these articles one can _ 
buy one’s way through the country or purchase the native products, 

_ such as rubber, ground-nuts, palm-nuts, ivory, &c., and with the same } 
currency one pays the wages of and buys food for a caravan, buys slaves, 

_ or anything which may be offered for sale by the natives. Of this 
variegated currency gin is the most valuable; indeed, it may be ‘truly 
said that “it is worth its weight in gold.’ | oo | Pe 

— 20 FOR : : SC a .
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, ~The population is not so dense between Vivi and Stanley Pool.as it — 

is in thé low country and on the far upper river; yet there are vast 

numbers to be found, and how they manage to exist at all is a wonder. 

| - They are nota meat-eating people, and subsist almost entirely upon 

| ground-nuts and chiquanga, which latter is the ground mandioca mixed 

with fermented palm-tree sap and sun-baked. Very little gameis to be _ 

found in the. country, and such as there is the people are not capable of 

taking. If a white man. shoots an elephant, the natives will swarm 

around the carcass by the hundreds and feast to their heart’s content. 

Goats and fowls they rarely ever eat, reserving them for trade, and 

oftentimes they send them hundreds of miles to exchange for gin or 

powder ; as arule, however, they send them to the open market or to the | 

| stations of the African International Association. In the lowcountries — 

wild berries and native fruits, in addition to the ground-nuts and chi- 

, quanga, constitute the food. But,as I have before stated, cattle do not 

| exist in the country, and are only brought on steamers from Angola, ~ 
- from month to month, for consumption at the trading-houses located at 

the mouth of the river. - | 

The natives adhere to a very ancient custom of fixed market places _ 

on neutral ground, where friend and foe alike can meet on certain days _ 

_ for the exchange of their products. These market places are located — 

upon high ground as a rule, overlooking the country for miles around, — 

; and on every fourth day the people gather in great numbers for pur- 

poses of “barter and trade.” People from several different tribes not 

unfrequently meet in these market places. Native traders who go to 

oo and from the coast with caravans are around in these market places | 

with large-stocks of cloth, beads, guns, and powder, which they ex- 
| change for the native products. In the up country so little is offered 

for sale, excepting the food which is consumed by the natives, that many 

| market days may pass before a sufficient quantity of produce can be ob- 

tained to load even a small caravan for the coast. To illustrate, a 

family may have a quantity of palm-nuts, with which they must buy 

food—say mandioca, ground-nuts, or bananas. The native who has the - 

a food for sale does not want the palm-nuts, but demands beads, brass rods, 

or powder, as the case may be. The owner of the palm-nuts must go 

to the caravan trader and trade off the palm-nuts for beads, brass rods, _ 

or powder, and then with these articles he can buy the food required for 

his family. Sometimes the produce must change hands four or five times 

before the original owner can purchase what he wants. The women are 

the principal small traders, and gather in great numbers on market days. 

They-do all of the work, such as garden-making, gathering the wild 

| products, and providing for the family, and have all to say as to what. 

proportion of their small crops shall go to the market. Each village has 

its garden plot, palm and banana grove. In the garden they raise 

| ground-nuts and mandioca only; and from this garden the partial food 

wants of the villagers are first supplied, when a portion is set aside for — 

the purchase of cloth, gin, powder, or whatever else they may want from 

the public market. Rubber is occasionally found in small quantities in 

the market places, but the production in the country between Vivi and — 

| Stanley Pool is very small, and found only in the valleys of the rivers or 

the low marshlands. Goats. fowls, and eggs may at times be purchased 

in the open market, though not in abundance. _ | 

My description cf the manner in which “barter and trade” is con- 

ducted by the natives would not be complete without a reference to the 

slave trade, which is carried on everywhere within the Congo Valley ; 

| and it is useless for any one to say that slavery does not exist. Every
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_ king or chief owns slavesin great numbers, and this slave ownershipis . 
not confined to those in authority. . While it is true that slaves are not _ 

_ exported from the country, nevertheless slavery exists, and hundreds. | 
of thousands are bought and sold every year on the “barter and trade” 

_ plan, though but little value is attached to them, as they can be readily - 
- purchased for small quantities of gin, cloth, or powder. Disputes. be- oe 

tween chiefs of tribes are settled by slave transfers, and the sacrifice of — 
human life is largely from amongst these wretched beings. oe 

| __In the Portuguese possessions it is claimed that slavery ‘has been 
abolished. However true this may be, it is also true thatalargetrade — 
In human flesh is carried on, but it is regulated by the Government and | 

_ called “contract labor.” The natives are captured by the up-country 
_ ehiefs and taken to points on the Cuanza River, where they are sold to | 

the trader. They are then taken to the coast, where an officer of the | 
_ Government superintends the contracting, registering each “laborer” | 
__ by number, after which they are shipped to the islands of St. Thomas a 

and Principe, and delivered to the planter whose agent has been one of 
the contracting parties. In both of these islands I have seen the labor- | 

— ers at work, and I must confess that they are far better off than they | | 
ever were or ever could hope to be in their native country. They have 
good houses, good food, are clothed and well treated, and have one holi- oo, 
day each week. They seem perfectly contented, and. never express a - 
‘wish to be taken back to the country from whence they came. _ a | | 

Commercially speaking, I cannot see where or how it is possible to | 
create a paying business in the up country. Itis a rare thing that a - os 
trading caravan comes to any point on the Congo from the remote in- 
terior. Small caravans do come to Boma, Noki, and to -Mpozo, occa- | 

- sionally, but they are made up from the immediate surrounding country, 
and it is an exceptional case when they come from the up-country in- 
terior. During my stay in the country but two caravans bringing ivory — 

_ came to the lower river, and then the number of tusks was very small. | 
I do not see how the course of the caravans can be diverted from the | 

_ paths which they have followed for years. The routes from the interior | 
along the Congo to the coast are by way of San Salvador to Ambri- — 

_ zettee, and south of that the routes are direct to Ambriz, St. Paul de — 
Loando, and Benguilla, or to points along the Cuanza River in Angola, . _— 
Almost the entire trade with the interior is south of latitude 6° south, oe 
and is carried on with trading stations which have been established for 
years. I repeat what I said in my commercial report of the 25th of 

_ April: There is not, nor has there ever been, a trading station at any pe 
point on the Congo River above Noki, and every. trader with whom I. - 
have conversed assures me that they depend upon the low country for | - 
the greater part of their business, and have not deemed it advisable to 
establish posts farther inland. They do not, look upon the immediate | 
valley of the Congo, between Vivi and Stanley Pool, as a rich or pro- | 
ductive country, and beyond that they know nothing excepting what _ 

_ .has appeared in Mr. Stanley’s books, which give us assurance of its” , 
_ fertility of soil, its rich productions, and its fine climate; but this can- 
not apply to the country along the Congo west of 17° east longitude. | 

_ _ Comparatively speaking, very little ivory comes to the west coast. 
_ Mr. Stanley brought with him from the vicinity of Falls Station, in longi-_ 

tude 25° east, one hundred and fifty tusks. The agents of the Association | | 
have been enabled to accumulate only eighty tusks within the yearend- > ing March last, and King Galeama, who is the most noted native ivory | 
trader in the country, living near Leopoldville, had in the same time co
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: accumulated less than two hundredtusks. Galeamatrades entirely with 

Ambriz, and has never sent a caravan to any point.on the lower river. 

In the year 1884 more than 12,000 tons of merchandise were shipped 

| to and from the Congo by and for account of the Dutch African Trading ~ 

- Company of Rotterdam, but scarcely any of this merchandise came trom 

or went to the interior beyond the limit of the lowland—say 100 miles. 

The principal station and warehouses of the Dutch company are at — 

Banana, which is the general receiving and distributing point for their 

fifty-two branch stations, all of which are located on the lowlands, between 

latitude 4° 40’ south and 13° south, the sea-coast and longitude 13° 

. 45’ east. This applies also to the location of the French, English, and 

Portuguese trading stations, not one station ever having been established 

east of longitude 13° 45’. From the published statements as to the value 

| - and tonnage of exports and imports to and from the Congo one might 

| naturally infer that this merchandise actually went to the upper country, 

and that large quantities of valuable produce came from the remote in- 

: terior. This is not the case; nine-tenths of the entire trade of the Congo 

4s within the geographical limits above described. The Portuguese 

traders of Angola depend upon the low countries and valley of the 

| Quanza for their principal business, and only look for ivory from the 

| -- remote interior, and which, I may remark, comes down only in small 

| quantities, which makes it very evident that: the nearest, most feasible, 

and natural outlet for ivory is via Zanzibar, and, through the Soudan, _ 

down the Nile. | : —_ 

: Admitting that the country above Stanley Pool is rich in everything 

which can be produced in a tropical clime, even let there be gold and 

| silver, I doubt whether anything could be made to pay the cost of | 

transportation out of the country. There are no roads; oxen, mules, 

| or horses cannot live in the country ; and to my mind the proposition to 

| construct a railway from Vivi to Leopoldville is far in advance of the 

wants or capabilities, of the country. There is no available timber, 

. there is no stone, the-country is one vast region of sand and clay hills ; 

hence everything must come from Europe, and the first cost of con- 

, struction would be ten times the estimate given to the public. No sur- 

vey has yet been made, and it is not possible to reach a correct con-- 

| clusion as.to the probable cost. Coal is not delivered at Vivi at a lower 

price than $25 per ton, and the climatic deterioration would add at 

least 50 per cent. to the cost. Then theré must be a large fleet of 

steamers both for the upper and the lowerriver. Cargo must be trans- 

- ferred several times; hence I cannot see. how anything can be made to — 

| pay the cost of transportation. The native caravan transport would | 

| be far the cheaper method. I base my opinion upon twelve years’ active 

| business experience in the transportation of merchandise to and from 

: and within tropical countries. | — . a 

: The country is hilly, almost mountainous, yet without rock or stone 

: -. excepting in the bed ‘of the great river.. At different points there are 

~ gomewhas precipitous banks of a crumbly slate; and in all my travels 

. I found but one small mountzin of sandstone and granite formation— ~ 

this in the Bundi Valley, near the river. Along the banks of the Congo 

— there are here and there only a few trees of any considerable size. 

| With one exception there is no heavily timbered country between Ponta _ 

| de Lenha and Stanley Pool; I referto the Masamba forest, which, though 

small in extent, contains some beautiful specimens of large-growth hard- 

a wood trees. In the valley of the Louvu and the Inkissi Rivers, close. 

| along the water’s edge, there are some trees, but mostly soft wood. At 

~ one or two points along the pool there are also small forests, but nothing
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available for lumber-making to any extent. There are fertile patches 7 
of ground here and there, usually in close proximity to the villages, and - 
the valleys of the rivers are also very fertile, but not cultivated. Where 
attempts have been made to cultivate the soil, invariably the elephant : , 
or hippopotamus comes upon the scene and devours or tramples every- | 

- thing in shape of vegetation. . pe 7 | | 
| There is little animal life in the country. Horses and cattle are un- 

known, and but three mules, the property of Colonel Sir Francis de = | 
Winton, are now alive in the Congo Valley. Food for these mules is. 
brought from Europe. | a : 

| Elephants are to be found in Banza Mantaka Valley, and occasionally | 
they may be seen in the valley of Louvu and Quillu. They are not nu- 
merous on the western slope of equatorial Africa, being found only | 

_ along the fertile river valleys and rarely ever going near the banks of yo! 
- the Congo until the hilly and barren country is passed. AboveStanley 

Pool they increase in numbers. and roam in large herds, rarely ever be- _ : 
ing molested or hunted by the natives, and the small quantity of ivory - 
which finds its way to the Atlantic coast comes from the far up country. - : 
The Arabs have a monopoly of the ivory trade, which, combined with 
their nefarious dealings in slaves, renders their business a most profit-. | 
able one. - Be | re , 

- The climate of the Congo country, especially that portion of it below 
Stanley Pool, is bad, and but few white men are enabled to remain any — ; 
great length of time without contracting one or more of the terrible’ | 
diseases which prevail. A bilious or pernicious fever is most to be. | 

. dreaded, and is usually attended with fatal results. It comes upon one | 
suddenly, and unless immediately checked assumes the phase of yellow 

_ fever, causing death in two or three days and oftentimes within afew 
hours. The mortality among the white men who have engaged to serve | _ 
the International Association has been something fearful. I have never’ 
known anything to compare to itin any other country. Thenew-comer | | 
is sure to be attacked with dysentery or small fevers very soon after 
arrival in the country; not ove escapes. These latter diseases readily — a 
yield to medical treatment or are overcome by an immediate change of 
climate, which is obtained by sending the patient to the sea-shore or to | | 
the cool country of Lower Angola; but the pernicious fever generally | 

terminates fatally. Itis said that the climate near Stanley Pool is much - 
better than in the conutry lower down, but my experience leads ne to 
believe that there is very little difference. I found much sickness at: 
Stanley Pool; in fact, it was an exception to find a well white manany- 
“Where. It was my painful duty to bury, at Stanley Pool, Major Burns, = 
a fine young English officer who had accompanied me from Manyanga, _ 
and who was ill but a few hours. The death roll amongst white men. . | 
along the line of my march was something appalling, and the Inter- 
national Association does not muster to-day in Africa fifty able-bodied 
white men, and but one hundred and twenty all told. During a period a 
covering six years last passed the president of the International Asso- : 

 . lation has contracted with about six hundred white men to serve in | | 
Africa for three years. . But five of this latge number have thus far been 

_ able to remain for the full contract time. Only two Americanshaveever 
_ been employed by the Association; one came to the United States ill | 

last year, and committed suicide while suffering from the effects of the 
fever, and the other I left dangerously ill at Issanghilaon my way down’ | 
country. 7 a oo : so , 

The heat is not so intense, as it is in the same latitude in South 
_ America, excepting along the coast, where the thermometer ranges from mo
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80° to 105° Fahr. in the shade. But at Stanley Pool the thermometer 
rarely ever registers above 85° Fahr. in the shade. A cooling sea-breeze 

: sweeps up the valley in the afterpart of the day, reaching Vivi at about 
five o’clock. While it is refreshing for the time, there is no doubt but 
that it carries with it the poisonous malaria from the lowlands scatter-_ 
Ing it with deadly effect wherever the breeze reaches. - | 

| There is no government of any kind in the valley of the Congo. A _ 
_ king or chief may rule over his own particular tribe, and over the lives 

- and property of his subjects he may be absolute; yet this can hardly 
be called government.. Makoko and other great kings claim absolute 
control over many tribes, but such is not the case. This has been proven 
in the repeated attempts of the “great kings” to sell territory belong- 
ing to tribes not of their own, and which sales have invariably been 
annulled, or, rather, not permitted to go into effect. A treaty made — 
between a white man and one of the kings cannot be depended upon. 

= If land is transferred to you to-day by treaty, or extraordinary ‘privi- 
leges granted you, I may come along to-morrow, and with two or three 
bottles of gin I can purchase the same land and obtain the same privi- 
leges from the same king with whom you have dealt. Kings and fetich 

_ priests make laws or rules which are of the most cruel character, and 
SS the sacrifice of human life is as common within the Congo Valley as it | 

is in the kingdoms of Dahomey or Ashantee. There are no laws for 
the protection of the rights of individuals, and if there were laws, there 
is no power to execute them. I repeat there is no government within _ 
the valley of the Congo. The International Association, which has been 

. engaged during the last six years in exploring the vast regions of the. 
Congo, and which was recently awarded by the Berlin conference terri- 
tory of 1,100,000 square miles, has attempted to establish a government — 
to be known hereafter as the “ FreeStatesofthe Congo.” Truethey have | 

- established stations on the lower and upper river, but they are simply 
tolerated by the natives. They cannot get a native to join the soldiery — 

| of the Free States, nor can they depend upon the natives to do their | 
: - work or to become carriers in their caravans. | They will not till the soil 

| excepting in so far as it is-necessary to produce food for tiemselves. 
In short, they will do nothing. These natives are a lazy, treacherous, — 
wild, and cruel set of people, and the international Association has al- 

| ready begun to experience great difficulty in keeping them quiet. Up | 
| to last January the English Government had permitted the enlistment 

or contract of Lagos men and Houssas as soldiers and guards to the. 
Association; but now that permit has been canceled, and as rapidly 

- as enlistments expire the men are being returned to their homes. This, 
added to the fact that no more Zanzibar men can be obtained, the last 
detachment having left in April, leaves the Association without guard, 
and comparatively without labor. Just where they can obtain soldiers 

- and workmen from is a serious question at this present moment, as 
: Europeans cannot live in the country, and do the work required. 
_ he only income which the “ Free States of the Congo” has is £40,000 

per annum, the endowment of the King of the Belgians, where during | 
| the last five or six years His Majesty has given £200,000 per annum. 

They have no revenue from lands or-from shipping, fiom customs, or 
from the established trading-houses in Banana, and should King Leo- 
pold withdraw this gratuity it is impossible to foresee where funds would 
come from for the support of the infant ‘‘ Free State”; yet I sincerely 

- hope that the expectations of those who are identified with the making | 
of a great ‘‘ Free State” in equatorial Africa may be realized. -
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’ -Tam the only commissioner from any country who bas ever visited | 
the Congo Valley, and I am aware of the fact that my report may differ . 
somewhat from the statements respecting this country, and which have . 
appeared in print from time to time; yet 1 am conscious of having done | 
my duty in strict accordance with the instructions which I had the honor | 

-. to receive from the Department. — es | | | 
_ Again I express my regret that I was unable to go to the farthermost : 

limits of the interior Free State. There was no available means of 
_ transportation on the upper river, and to have proceeded by caravan oo 
was an utter impossibility. The Association have buttwo-small steamers | 
above Stanley Pool, the Royal and the A. I. A., both of which were up | 

- country, and there was no means of knowing when they would return. | — 
The question may be asked, ‘Why has this condition of affairs on the 

— Congo not been made public before?” I will answer by asking your ~ | 
attention to the annexed copy, being a translation of the contract which — : 
every man whoa enters the service of the International Association must. | 
become a party to before taking his departure from Kurope. Especially 
do I ask your attention to Article V. a 

IT append also, for your information, copies of two letters which I had | 7 
the honor to address to Rear-Admiral Earl English, U.S. N., to which = — 
I call your attention. : - | , Hh SB 

- From my report it will be seen (1) that whatever trade there has been — | 
with Central Africa has been carried on north and south of the Congo; | 
(2) the cost for transportation precludes traffic between Stanley Pool 
and the coast without a railway; (3) there is not business enough to 
support a railway; (4) the inhabitants have but few wants, therefore 

_. the. most limited trade-only is possible; .and (5) in no part of lowland 
- or coast of equatorial Africa, is it possible for an American or Euro- _ 

pean (save perhaps the Portuguese) to live for.a longer period than one 
or two years. 2 | Oo : a | 

‘To His Majesty the King of the Belgians, to Colonel Strauch, presi- | 
- dent of the International Association, and to Mr. Henry M. Stanley I 
am indebted for most polite and courteous attention, and my sincerest — 

- thanks go out to Colonel Francis de Winton, governor-general of the 
_- Free States of the Congo, to Dr. Rolph T. Leslie, who was mycompan- 

ion for many days, and to Mr. Jung and Mr. de la: Fontaine, of the | 
_ Dutch African Trading Company, as. well as to many other gentlemen | 

of the Association staff; from all of whom I received the greatest possible | 
kindness. oe a ee Us, 

.  Thave, &e., an : Oo 
ee ae - WW. P. TISDEL, | a 

a8 Agent of the United States. — | 

| on elosure 1.] oo Ode 7 

wes $ Contract with the International. Association. _ : ee 

- Between M. Strauch, acting in the name and on behalf of the International. Associa- Bo 
tion of the Congo,-on the one hand, and Mr: ———— on the other, it has been agreed as | 
follows: os rn OO . 
ARTICLE I.—The second named engages himself in the service of the International” 

Association of the Congo during a term of three years, beginning on the —— day of ———. 
: However, if the chief of the expedition recognizes after one year’s experience that | 

' Mr. ——— possesses neither the temperament nor the special aptitudes necessary for a . 
_ traveler in Africa he will have the privilege of canceling the present contract. — oe 

- ART, II.—The second named binds himself for all that concerns his service to an ab- : | 
_ solute obedience towards the chiefs under whose order he may be placed. He promises
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to give them an active and devoted co-operation in every circumstance and to faithfully =~ 
; execute the instructions that he may receive from them. » _ | oo 

ART. I1I.—The chief of the expedition has the right to cancel the present contract in 
casé of grave insubordination or for habitual misconduct. | 8 

| ArT. IV.—Mr, ———- enters the employ of the International Association of the Congo 
more especially as ———-. However, he recognizes the right of the Association, as well 

| _ as that of the chiefs under whose direct orders he may be placed, to assign him to any 
other functions suitable to his knowledge and aptitudes. =. ’ 

ART. V.—Mr. ——— expressly agrees not to furnish to whoever it may be any scien- 
tific or commercial information about the countries explored, not to make any communi-. 
cation, verbally or by writing, concerning his mission or the missions of the other mem- - 
bers of the expedition, not to make known the projects of the Association, its researches, 
the results obtained or expected, &c. In a word, he binds himself not to give to the 

_ persons with whom he is now connected or with whom he may hereafter be connected 
only such information as concerns them personally and exclusively. © | 

Mr. ———— agrees to strictly observe the preceding article not only during the termof 
the present contract, but during a term of five years from the date of the canceling of — 
this contract, for whatever cause it may be. 7 : 

Any Violation of the present article will involve, by right, a penalty of 20,000 francs for 
Mr. —-—, without prejudice to all other damages. - 

If any violation of this article occurs during the term of the present contract the Asso- . 
ciation will have, besides, the right of canceling this contract. . - 

. _In case Mr. ——— should die during the duration of this contract, or before the ex- 
piration of the term of: ten years, it is expressly stipulated that the provisions of the 
present article are to be observed by his heirs or representatives as they would have been _ 

_ by Mr. ——— himself until the expiration of the ten years, and this under the same 
penalty of 20,000 franes. So, 

ART. VI.—The collections that Mr. ——— may form during the term of his service 
are the property ot the Association. - | , 
eaRt VII.—The Association allows to Mr. ——— for his services an annual salary 

, of ——————. ° a 

This salary may be increased by the president of the Association, on the reeommenda- 
tion of the chief of the expedition, according to the nature of the employment which 
may hereafter be given to Mr. ———. | 

The salary of, Mr. ——— will be reckoned and paid by twelfths. Nevertheless, each 
_ twelfth will be considered as really due and exigible only three months after the expi- 

| ration of the term to which it relates, the first term being payable the ———- and the others 
| by the month from this date. SC . 

_ The salary of Mr. ——— begins on the —— day of ———, and will cease only on and 
. after the forty-fifth day of the date of his embarkation for. Europe; but on condition, | 

. - however, that he returns only on account of one of the three causes of the canceling of 
the present: contxact, which are indicated below, namely: a 

(1) Expiration of his term of service. _ | | 2 - “ 
- (2) Sickness occasioned by the climate or by the fatigue of the service of the expedi- 

tion, and which is of such a character that it prevents the person attacked from remain- _ 
ing in Africa; the malady must be verified by a certificate from a doctor of the expedi- 

| tion or from a doctor designated by the chief under whose orders the agent is placed, or 
~ from the chief himself when there is no doctor. | . : 

(3) Canceling of the present contract by application of the terms of the second para- 
| graph of Article I. - a — . 

ART. VIII. Should Mr. ———— voluntarily abandon the expedition he will be bound 
» to pay a sum of 5,000 francs to the profit of the Association by way of damages, and this 

sum without prejudice to all other damages that may be due under whatever title. 
ArT. IX. Should Mr. ——— quit the service of the Association for any other cause 

. than one of the three provided for in Article VII, and especially in phe case mentioned 
in the preceding article, or by reason of the canceling of the contract for causes contem- 

' plated by Article III and V, he will cease to have any claim for salary from the day that 
he quits the service of the Association, and he will lose all rights to the half of the sums 
that have been allowed to him as salary during the duration of his service and which 

| have been deposited at the savings bank, according to the terms of Article X, which fol- 
| lows hereafter; the whole without prejudice to the damages that the association will 

have the right to claim either by. virtue of the provisions of the present contract or by | 
law. | a 7 | i 

Nevertheless, the sums deposited at the savings bank, and which would become the . 
_ property of the Association by virtue of the present article, will be deducted from the | 

; penalty of 20,000 francs stipulated in Article V and from that of 5,000 frances stipulated * 
| in Article VIII, in évery case where these penalties may become applicable. | |
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_ ArT. X. The salary of Mr. ——— will be paid at the period determined. by Article 
VII, Snd in the following manner: ~ me es 

‘The first half will be paid into the hands of the person whom. he will have chosen 
and authorized to receive it, through the treasurer of the Association at his office, rue os 
-Brederode 7.. The second half will be deposited at the savings bank in guarantee of 

. the fulfillment of the obligations that Mr. ——— has freely accepted by the present con- 
tract. - oo oo | es | | 

The deposit will be made in the name of the treasurer above mentioned, who has | - 
signed the present contract and who agrees to have transferred to Mr. ——— or his rep- 

| resentatives the amount of the sums thus deposited and the interest due upon the pre- oe 
. Sentation of a certificate indorsed by the president of the Association and. stating that a 

Mr. ———— has fulfilled his obligations towards the Association. oo , 
ART. XI. The Association assumes the following expenses: co | | 

: (1) The price of a ———— class outward passage ticket for Mr. ———. oo , - 
(2) The food and lodging for Mr. ———— in the conditions appropriate to the cireum- 

stances during the duration of his stay in Africa. | | a 
(3) The price of a ——— class return-passage ticket, but only on condition that this | 

return is justified by one of the three causes indicated in Article VII. | ere ae - 
All expenses-of the voyage except that of the passage ticket will be borne by Mr. — | 

=. However, the Association allows him the sum of ——— for his private expenses : 
during the duration of the outward voyage. In case the return voyage is made at the - 
expense of the association, as provided in paragraph (3) mentioned above, Mr. ———. 4 

- - will be allowed the same indemnity. : / | o | 
ART. XII. Should Mr. —-— quit the service of the International Association of the , 

_ Congo, he agrees not to enter the employ of any company, society, or private individual ao 
. . whatever working in tropical Africa without first having obtained the written approval 

of the Association. - | ee oe a 
This interdiction is limited to a term of three years from the day when Mr. ——— 

quitted the service of the Association. | ee | | 
Any violation of the present article involves by right a penalty of 20,000 francs, with- 

out prejudice to any other damages. = = ~=~—, | _ oe 
ART. XIII. The end pursued by the Association is an absolutely disinterested one. | 

_ The promoters of the work, obliged to proportion their sacrifices to their means, have re- oe 
solved to never accept only such charges as those whose duration and extent they can cal- : 

: culate in advance. ot . 
_ . The attention of Mr..———— has been expressly called to this decision. Herecognizes _ 

that the obligations of the Association toward him or his representatives are strictly lim- 
ited by the terms of the present contract, and that in no case neither he nor his repre- | 
sentatives have any right to reclaim an imdemnity or any compensation whatever on | 

-- account of sickness or accident which causes death or an incapacity to work. . me 

| _ BRUSSELS, BELGIUM, ———— —, 188~. | - : oe 

| - SO — [Inclosure 2.] OC . Oo | 

a | _ Mr. Tisdel to Rear-Admiral English. a a 

| | Co VIvVI, Congo, January 31, 1885. | | 

. Srp: I have the honor to inform you that I am leaving to-morrow for Stanley Pool,and = 
| having received from both the State and Navy Departments a copy of the instructions - 

which have been given you, I beg to refer thereto, and offer the following suggestions: 
_ -In regard to that portion of your instructions wherein you are directed to communi- 

_ cate with me, I do not see how it will be possible for you to do so until my return from 
the interior, when I will join you on board the flag-ship and gladly give you the benefit : | 
of any and all information of which I may be possessed. BO SO Co 

As to the detail of an officer or officers to proceed to Stanley Pool, I beg you to com- , 
municate with Colonel Sir Francis de Winton before making such detail, as he alone 
can order the necessary arrangements to.be made and give you valuable information : 
‘and suggestions as to the manner in which the detail should proceed. They should - ot 
accompany a caravan, and be provided with all necessary stores, tents, cooking uten- co 

| sils, &c., and undér no circumstances should a sailor or marine be allowed to accom- 
_ pany them. Every white man requires from six to twelve carriers, and every carrier 

_ takes from the International Association a much required laborer, and isa drain upon __ 
the treasury of the Association. Excepting from a scientific point of view, I .cannot | 
see what is to. be gained by sending an officer or officers to the interior, and if it is for |
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scientific purposes that the detail is made, no possible good can come from it without a 
special and large caravan, which should be fitted out at the expense of the United States _ 
Government, and under the direction of Colonel de Winton. In my opinion sucha | 
caravan would require at least four months to march to and from the Pool. . , 

- Unless you consider that your instructions are imperative upon this subject, I would 
recommend that the proposed expedition to the Pool be abandoned, and that you con- 
fine your operations to the valley of the Lower Congo.’ ss | 

As soon'aS your arrival at Banana is announced Colonel de Winton will go in person 
to the coast to - welcome you, and I beg that you will arrange with him to salute the flag 
of the Association. The United States having been first to recognize the flag of the As- 

| sociation as the flag of a friendly power, we should also be the first to salute the flag, and | 
that honor has been reserved for us up to the present time. Oe 

Colonel de Winton will give you an especial invitation to visit Vivi, and I sincerely : 
hope that you will avail yourself of the earliest opportunity to come here. The officers 
of your command will also find a welcome at the different stations, Colonel de Winton 

es - having already sent the necessary instructions. . 
| If it is your intention to send the Kearsarge up the river, I most earnestly recommend 

that the navigating officer of the ship be sent over the entire lower river before the ship © 
passes beyond Banana. The survey and soundings of the lower river are bad; the banks 

| are constantly shifting; sunken rocks are numerous; the current is very rapid, and dan- 
gerous whirlpools are encountered, yet there is an abundance of water to float the largest 
ship to Boma, and without doubt far beyond. A Portuguese ship of war has recently 
ascended the river to a point near Kala Kala, about 12 miles from Vivi, and found at — 
many places 150 fathoms and upward. | : - a : 
_Itis my intention to reach the coast again anywhere from the 20th of March to the _ 
20th of April, as, traveling by special caravan, I hope and expect to make good time. 

I have, &c., = ° _ | , | 
: | | So W. P. TISDEL. 

. [Inclosure 38.] , . ae 

| | Mr. Tisdel to Rear-Admiral English. | - 

| a BANANA, ConGo, March 20, 1885. 
Srr: I have the honor to announce my arrival at this place, the 19th instant, and hav- 

| ing completed my mission in accordance with instructions from the Department of State, 
I shall leave by first opportunity for Europe. ST 

I regret very much not being able to communicate with you in person before my de- 
parture, in order that I might give you a verbal account in detail of my trip up country. 

Referring to your order in the matter of the cruise of the Lancaster and Kearsarge, I 
think that you will be justified in returning at once to Europe, and I earnestly recom- _ 

SN mend that you do so. As I interpret your orders, the Government of the United States 
| intended that a detail of officers should be sent to communicate with me at Stanley 

Pool, and that the ships should cruise off the Congo until such time as I should return 
to the coast. You were instructed also not to make undue haste in your departure, but 

- at the same time you were admonished to have due regard for the health of your offi- | 
 c@ersand men. | | | | 

I recommend your early departure: First, because from a sanitary point of view it is 
_ absolutely dangerous to remain here, the climate at this season being particularly bad. 
Second, having finished my mission the object of your coming cannot be realized. Third, 
the question of the Congo having been virtually settled, there is no further need fora 
ship of war here (particularly an American ship of war). | | | 

I must give great credit to the International African Association for the work which 
they have accomplished in opening and maintaining a line of stations from the coast 
to the remote interior of Africa. They can continue these stations just so long as the 
money which supports them shall hold out, and no longer. The reported wealth of the 

- .up country has, in my opinion, been greatly exaggerated, and admitting for a moment : 
that all the glowing reports of good climate, fertility of soil, wealth of mineral deposits, 
and inexhaustible stores of ivory are true, it would still be an undesirable and unprofit- 

. able country for the white man to make his home, or to embark in any business enter-- 
prise. So oe . . 

| Between Vivi and Stanley Pool I saw on all sides misery, want, sickness, and death 
amongst the employés.of the Association. The country does not and cannot produce 
food for the white man to eat, and barely produces enough for the natives. | 

In the lowlands along the coast, within a 60-mile limit inland, the country is rich, 
and the established trading companies have been moderately successful; but now the
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business is overdone, and I fear that the excitement caused by the reports which have 
been. laid before the Berlin Conference may lead to much suffering on the part of would-  —_~ 
be traders and missionaries, who are rushing into a country and climate for which they | _ 

_ are wholly unsuited, and from which no good results can possibly come. , 
| In the matter of the United States Government acquiring land in the Lower Congo, I | 

beg to say that all the eligible sites on tide-water are in the hands of old established _ 
- houses, and can only be secured upon the payment of large sums of money. I do not oo 

deem it advisable or desirable that the United Statés should become the possessor of . | 
lands here under existing circumstances. = , a 

If Americans wish to invest capital here, for purposes of trade, they can acquire loca- . | 
tions, as others have done, and as for the United States attempting to make coaling sta- 
tions here, it is absurd. Coals and stores can be purchased from the Dutch African Com- 
pany at prices 25 to 50 per cent. lower than they can possibly be laid down here by our | 
Government. 8 a . Ce co _ 

I have, &c., | oe ee es 
coe - . WP TASDEL. 

) a No. 229,00 a OO | 

| Ss Myr. Foulk to Mr. Frelinghuysen... _ So | 

Co ee “-LEGATION OF 1 HE UNIIED STATES, | | 
Seoul, Corea, October 10, 1884. (Received December 27.) . 

rr: I have the honor to forward herewith a report of observations” | 
made during a journey into the interior of Corea, made by me between _ 

_ September 22 ultimo and the 8th instant. The report is transmitted in . 
three packets, and addressed to the Department of State, in accordance 
with its letter of appointment to me, dated November 12, 1883. The = | 
report is of the nature required of me by my letter of instruction from. , 
the honorable Secretary of the Navy, to whom I inclose herewith a com- 
munication relating to it. oe 7 = 

Tam, &e., | , oo oe . 
er eS GEORGE C. FOULK, 

es | | Ensign, United States Navy, Naval Attaché. — 

- | [Inclosure.] | | a 

REPORT OF OBSERVATIONS MADE DURING A JOURNEY IN THE CAPITAL DISTRICT OF | 
_ ; KOREA. es | | 

On September 22, I left the capital to visit the cities of Songto, Kangwha, Suwon, and | 
Kwangju, thus to make a circuit of the capital district, the largest in population in the 

- country and most important as regards trade and consumption of products. The cities: . 
are the most noted of Corea and are generally regarded as embraced in the plan of the - 
capital. Their governments are wholly independent of those of the eight great prov- 
inces of Corea, being presided over by Yusu, or governors, of equal rank with those of — 
the provinces. I visited the cities in the order named above, traveling for the most : 
part in small, flat-bottomed chairs carried by four coolies, two at a time, that being, on 
account of the hilly nature of the country and condition of the roads the most rapid and 
comfortable means of conveyance to be had. __ | ae Z | 

The road from Seoul to Songto runs in a direction a little west of north, and‘isa part 
of the highway to the northwestern provincial capitals and to China. It leaves the west = 
great gate of the city, and crosses three counties before-reaching Songto, passing from | 
one valley into another over low cuts in the hill crests. , ae | 

| I did not, however, leave the capital. by the usual route, in order to visit an attach- _ 
ment of the capital of which I had not before heard called the Pukhan, inthe company = |
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of a military officer. Leaving the capital by the northeast gate we skirted its wall until 
a point due north of the palace was reached, at which is the gate in the wall used only 

| _ by the King in his escape from the city in time of danger. This communicates with the 
palace, and is customarily kept closed. From it a narrow footpath leads northward, on - 

- the top of a steep bank of coarse granite sand, to a rocky ridge some 200 feet above the 
_ city level. The sand forming this bank is heaped up to preserve the path yearly at con- 

siderable cost. The King having passed over the path in fleeing from the city, the re- 
— .- . moval of but a small quantity of sand from the bank below would destroy it altogether, 

leaving the bank a hard, steep slope, extending sharply from the base of the wall down- 
_ wards a distance of a hundred feet. The pursuers could then only descend the bank with | 

difficulty in a direction at right angles to that takes by the King. oo 
Our route from this gate was that: the King would take in fleeing from the city. It 

lay across a great basin walled across its western side and bounded in all other directions | 
by sharp, rock-crested hills to a spur range of mountains averaging 2,000 feet in height. 
Intentionally there is no road across this basin, and we only crossed it with the greatest 
difficulty Nearing its north boundary, the lofty rocky crest before us was seen to be 
strongly walled, though its precipitous rocky sides naturally formed an impassable bar- 

' Tier toany enemy. Ascending to the top of the crest, we came to a massive granite arch, 
| closed with iron-bound doors, and guarded by the priests of a small Buddhist temple 

close by. Passing through this gate, I was amazed atthe view beforeme. This wasa 
great mountain-walled ravine, with almost perpendicular sides, a full thousand feet deep. ~ 
The whole ravine seemed closely encircled by the mountain ring, 2,000 feet high, on | 
which ran the heavy wall through which I had passed. At points inthe lofty wall were _ 
Massive gates, masked by the wall in front, which would have to be broken through in 
escaping by them. : , 

, Descending 700 feet, we met a small mountain stream, folowing which by the only 
. path in the mountain-walled inclosure, we passed entirely through it. In the very bot- 

tom I observed barracks for troops, filled store-houses for provisions, a small palace, and 
a number of Buddhist temples, at which the priests were noisy parties of soldiers. East 
and west of the palace, on peaks about 1,000 feet high, were small signal pavilions, 

. whence the movements of an enemy could be signaled directly to the King. pe | 
This remarkable fortress is the Pukhan, the secret hiding place of the King, the ex- 

_-« istence of which would never be suspected in any but a most critical examination of the . 
Seoul vicinity. It is entirely unknown to foreigners, and ordinarily unvisited by na- | 

| tives, who seem averse to speaking of it. I was the first person not a Corean to whom - 
an it was exhibited, and this with a view to obtaining advice as to the erection of modern 

, batteries along its approaches. The Pukhan was founded with the capital more than 
four hundred years ago, and has been maintained as a refuge for the King ever since. 
‘It has, however, never been occupied by him, another fortress, to be described later, hav- 
Ing been used in the wars with Japan and China. At the time of its establishment the 

: Buddhist priests of the Seoul vicinity were forced to be. its guardians. These livein ~ 
thirteen temples built in nooks of the ravine. They wear their hair cropped short, but . : 

: in other respects appear as soldiers. Near the temples are arsenals in which are kept | 
matchlocks and small guns of obsolete patterns. : | : 

Our exit from the Pukhan was by its west great gate. Here the stream escapes in a - 
narrow gorge defended by a double line of massive walls. From. here crossing a hilly 

‘ . stretch of country we got on the main road to Songto at a point twenty Corean li, or 7 
miles, from the capital, and the same distance from the first town on the road worthy 
of note. This was Koyang, the capital of the county of that name; it consisted of 
about two hundred low thatched huts of the most wretched description lining the road, 
with a group of tiled buildings with curved roofs at its east end, in which the head 
county officer lived. There were a few shops of the most unsightly description at which 

| straw, sandals, candles, tobacco, a few vegetables, and worthless odds and ends were 
‘sold, and ‘a number of inns, indicated to be such by disordered heaps of meal-stools, 
jars, and dirty dishes in tumbled-down, smoky huts, with bare earthen floors, open to 
view from the street. Koyang is at the head of a valley planted thickly with rice, 

- which opens out into broad rice plains along the right bank of the Seoul River. 
Leaving Koyang, we soon entered the second county, Phaju, like that of Koyang, 

geographically determined by a valley thickly planted in rice, but more winding and of 
| greater aggregate area. From the low pass by which we entered it two striking colossal: © 

figures in granite were in sight, projecting from a wooded hill close to the road. An 
examination proved them to be formed of great bowlders, rudely carved to represent 
Corean heads piled upon a rounded mass of rock projecting from the hillside. The lat- . 
ter was carved to represent garments over the busts of the two figures, which were ~ 

| capped with enormous stone hats of the Corean style. Upon inquiry, I find the origin | 
of these figures is entirely unknown, though they are supposed to represent gods of the 
locality, and are made offerings of food and wine. One figure is called a man, the other
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awoman. Their hat-brims are round and square, respectively, and the hat-topsin four 
or five sections of a shape like figures in China and Japan representing the. five ele- | 
ments. These facts would suggest that the figures represented the male and female | oe 
elements of the universe. . The base of the rock on which they stand is 120 feet above _ | 

_ the valley; above this the height of the figures is about 46 feet. They stand stiffly = 
. erect, with startled, fierce expressions of face, which makes them very different from 
"stone images commonly seen in China or Japan. ve — . So | 

- Phaju, county town, is 14 miles from Koyang. It isa first-class county inthe prov- - | 
-- "inee, presided over by an officer called moksa, two grades higher than that of Koyang 

' (Kunsu). The town contains about three hundred houses, of the same wretched de- 
| scription as those of Koyang, with the same proportions of shops, the whole contents of : 

any one of which might be purchased for four or five dollars; at one or two places some | 
7 Chinese trinkets in colored silks were sold and the smallest.amount of cotton piece- 

- goods. Phaju is above the average Corean large town in importance and size;,yet there 
were no evidences of trade or town government, as we understand them, worth-noting. 
It is but the official residence of the officer who collects the revenue of the valley, sur> | 
rounded by the bulk of the peasants who cultivate it. The Yong-mun, or official resi- a 
dence, seems very imposing as compared with the flat, brown, paintless area -of huts a 
about it. | oe oe a : | 

A few miles beyond Phaju we came toa clear, deep stream here called Imjin-Kang so 
(Imjin River). This is a stream nearly as large as the Seoul River, which risesin the = 
middle of the peninsula and empties into the Seoul River near Kangwha after flowing a | | 

| winding but generally southwesterly course. Its mouth is shown on foreign charts of 
Corea under the name Tchang-tom-Kai, the French rendering of Chang-dan-Kang, which 
is the name most applicable to the river. It it a singular fact- that Coreans have no | 
‘names applicable to most of their great rivers from the source to the sea, dividing them | 
into sections known by the word. ‘‘ Kang”’ affixed to towns or counties along them. | 
The south bank of the river where we met it was a line of densely wooded hills, through 

| which the road passes in a low cut filled by a heavy wall and massive granite gateway. , | 
Behind the wall is Imjin, whence the river here takes it name, the residence of an officer 
called Pyel:chang, who performs with others, certain military duties. Furtherdown | 
the river in continuation of the wooded hills is a long line of grassy earthworks erected | 

in the last war with Japan. The river here is a quarter of a mile wide nearly, and : 
varies in depth to its mouth from 6 to 18 feet; there is no tide and buta perceptible . 

| - current at this point, which confirmed the impression I formed in viewing its mouth in | 
-. a@trip down the Seoul River that the river was obstructed there by barrier shoals. 

About Imjin and several little towns on the north bank I observed a number of boats of 
3 or 4 feet draught; these may go to the towns near Seoul, the trip occupying aday, 
and to points 30 miles up the river from its mouth. This river is likely to prove navi- 
gable. and of much importance to the Corean Navigation Company about. to be estab- Ps 
lished by Americans. Near the source of the river gold and silver have been reported. 

_. The boats plying on it carry wood, grains, salt, and vegetables. es 
| The river forms the boundary between Phaju and Changdan Counties, on which ac- 

count, in the absence of a distinct name. for the general stream, the name, Chang-dan . 
- River (or Chang-dan-Kang), seems to me most applicable. Crossing the stream the road | 

continues on northward through a slightly more hilly country, with narrower valleys. 
| While none of the trees were very large, I noticed many straight pines, some of which, 

at the village of Oijang-pho, were being worked up into flag-stafis for Chemulpo, and = | 
| fine oaks which were suitable for building purposes. The great product of the valleys _ 7 

was rice, but there were considerable quantities of beans of several varieties; the oil- | 
bearing plant, sesamun orientalis, of two kinds; millet; broom-corn, raised for the edi-. 

_ ple seed; small patches of cotton, tobacco, red peppers, and castor-oil plants, all these 
-. grown on the ‘higher parts of the valley and along the borders of the rice fields. The ae 
_ . style of farming was most primitive and irregular, though that of rice seemed well un- 

derstood. But little land is wasted, and some gained over the rice paddies of Japan by 
having fewer roads and paths in them. I should judge the yield of rice in the area cov- | 
ered by my journey to be at least equal to that of the same average areain Japan. The | 
ether products were singularly mixed—sometimes three different kinds, but of different 

_» sizes, growing indiscriminately otherwise in the same bed. The quantity of red pep- 
pers grown is enormous, probably exceeding that of any other country of the world. 
These cut up in fine pieces figure in nearly every kind of Corean food; they are com- 
monly spread out on the thatched roofs to dry atter harvesting, covering them fiery red. 

. Pumpkins of large size are planted by the houses everywhere, the vines overrunning the 
roofs, which looked oddly enough supporting the great green vegetables. These remarks 

| apply to the whole of my route, except that close to the Seoul River and south of it the : 
cultivation of rice was greater and that of the other products correspondingly less. a
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. The summary of my observations in regard to food products grown in the district em- 
braced by my route is that the amount produced, consisting almost wholly of the kinds 

_ above named, is at least ample for the needs of the people living in it exclusive of the 
population of Seoul, and that it is distributed at least well enough to feed them all well, 
with no surplus for the common people. os ae 

The next county town, Changdan, 120.11 (42 miles) from Seoul, was situated, andin — - 
general description, like Phaju, but smaller, containing about one hundred and. fifty 
houses, clustered about an unusually imposing group of official houses. Changdan is of, | 
the second rate, the government of a Pusa. The place presented the same homely, — 
‘peasant village air as Ko-yang and Phaju. Like those places it was situated at the head 
of a valley system, drained southward into the Seoul River. In a trip down the latter 

_Tiver one is struck with the absence of signs of human life along its banks, particularly | 
- the northern one; this is explained by the site of these county towns at the heads of - 

valleys opening out on the river, but owing to their windings and narrow lengths out of | 
sight from it; in these towns live the people who farm the distant river plains. — 

During the last stage of the journey to Songto I passed through one of the ‘‘ changs’’ | 
| or fair places (of which there are many hundreds in Corea), at which the chief trade of 

| the land is carried on. These are readily distinguished, even at a distance, by their 
sites in the middle of plains or at cross-roads, but always by a stream of water. They 
consist of a few inns, about which are rows of clumsy sheds, thatched or covered with 
branches. There are several of these in each county, generally just beyond its borders 

- on the main entrance roads. Here six times in each month a fair day is held; on other _ 
days the changsare all butdeserted. At fair times, as I observed at a number of changs, 
a great crowd of Coreans collect, forming a noisy, wrangling pack, buying and selling 

| products of all kinds. Most striking of the sales are those of bullocks, fine, large ani- 
mals, of which I observed several times as many as 400 grazing about the chang. The 
articles brought for sale by individuals are small in amount, only what a man or pack 
animal might carry, but the aggregate amount is considerable. The goods are spread 

| out on thick mats on the ground in the sheds or streets about which the people squat 
or stand, each with his goods by him, or a heavy string of brass coins on his shoulder. | 

| Rice brandy goes around freely, and by nightfall the noise and wrangling and drunk- ~ 
enness are terrific. The goods sold are salt fish of several kinds, sea~weed, farm prod- 
ucts of all kinds, oil, paper, rice-cake for making brandy, small quantities of coarse. 
cotton and flax cloth, wooden lantern-frames, basket-ware, rush mats, &c., in addition 

- to horses, cattle, pigs, and occasionally dogs. Pigs seem to be very common; they are 
small, black, and cleaner than those of China, skinny. and muscular. The changs are 
undoubtedly the chief means of carrying on internal exchange. Having seen them, it is 
easy to understand the almost utter absence of trade in the towns and ordinary villages. - | 

| _ .The system gives rise to a large body of traveling pedlars and porters; for if the goods . 
‘ are not sold at one chang they may be carried on to another, where a fair is being held 

. on the following day. For many years past a regularly organized guild of these ped- 
lars has been in existence. : ' a : . 

| This became so powerful that it was taken up by the Government a few years ago un- 
- der the name Pusang, as a kind of military reserve, and placed by sections containing 
1,000 members under regular officers of the Government, who in consequence. bear ad- 
ditional titles. The whole guild was thus raised in social standing, and is believed to 

. be intensely patriotic. They often prove useful as detectives for the Government; a de- 
scription of the person wanted having been given the Pusang men, it is conveyed from 
one to another, commonly written on the inside of a bow] kept covered closely. As they 

- are constantly moving, it generally happens that they find the person wanted. The - 
number of the body is estimated at from 100,000 to 150,000. They are scattered over 

- the whole’ country. A similar guild of porters and other lower people also exists called 
Posang, but.regarded as much inferior to the Pusang, in which there are many persons of 
uality. 7 

4 When within a few miles of Songto the ginseng farms, for which the locality is 
noted, began to appear on the hillsides on tracts raised a little above the rice paddies. 
The approach to the city wall was lined with memorial stones—many in graceful, small, 
pavilion-like structure, decorated in brilliant red, and with coarse carving. Thesestones _ 
are often raised by the people in memory.of officials; some were of excellent marble, and 
all were admirably dressed and carved. one - Co 

As I have stated before, the road to Songto from Seoul is a great highway, so regarded 
because it connects the two largest cities of the country and leads through two large 
provinces, as well as being the one road to China. Its condition would, however, not 
indicate it to be such to any foreigner. At times it was wide enough to admit the pas- 
sage of a narrow vehicle, but, then, again became a deep path in the grass and. at all 
times was uneven and rough. No vehicle could be used over it, and travel over it is by 

. foot, pack animals, or chairs carried by coolies. I saw few or no goods in transporta-
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tion, and the number of people passing over it were surprisingly few. <A great many 
streams were crossed, most of them forded with difficulty, and at two only were there | 
sound bridges. Practically it was but a mountain path enlarged slightly. The houses 
are so small and packed so closely together at wide intervals in towns and villages that 

- in the general view of the country we must wonder where are the farmers who cultivate | 
| the rice valleys, and experience a feeling of loneliness. _ 7 : 

Songto is situated very much like Seoul, at the foot of a chain of rocky mountain 
peaks, shut in east. and west by hills and open only to the south. It is walled strongly - 
and has three great gates, of which, as at Seoul, the south one is the great thoroughfare. : 

_ The area embraced by the wall is about ore and a half miles square; this area was said | 
- to have been filled with houses when the city was the capitol four hundred and. ninety- 

four years ago, but at present only the central, southern, and southwestern section are 
built up.. The population within the walls was stated to be 30,000; that outside along. | 
the main entrance road to the south gate, 20,000. Thecity presentsalong its one street, oa 

| which leads from the south gate, a very busy air for a’ Corean town; this street within 
and without the wall was lined with shopsof various kinds. Outside the gate were many | 

| venders of coarse flax cloth, shops at which rush-mats and basketware were sold, a few | | 
stonecutters and blacksmith shops: Directly inside the gate were many paper stores, ® 
others of which a few cotton piece goods, Chinese trinkets, second-hand utensils and a 
clothing, pork and beef in horrible chunks, candles, tobacco, &c., were sold. In the ° 

: street in front of their houses grain merchants expose rice, millet, beans, raw cotton and | 
oil-seed.. The other parts of the city were as quietas a country villages  =§ = a 

The ordinary houses of Songto are better built and larger than those of Seoul, and the = 
_ streets cleaner and more regular; at one or two places I actually saw attempts at decora- : 

tion in having a few flowers about the doorways, and sheds covered with fresh green 
boughs over them. Under the butcher’s stands, too, were heaps of stones in which un- , 
sightly matter from them was drained out of sight. Songto is quite noted for the oiled | 
paper prepared there, used in making rain cloths, pouches, and other water-proof arti- 
eles; the paper itself is brought from the southern provinces, the oil, which is only ap- So 
plied here, from the country in the vicinity and to the northward, where it is most 

- largely produced. | oe ee . | 
| The chief product of Songto, however, is red ginseng, for which it is the first district | 

. in Corea. This ginseng is cultivated at many farms within and about the city walls. 

. The root, when taken from the ground, is.called white ginseng. During the processof  __ os 
curing it becomes red.. The cultivation of the root is peculiar and difficult, six or seven. 
years’ constant care of the plant being required from the time the seed is planted until | 
itis matured. Thesale of red ginseng is a monopoly of the Government and has been 
so for many years; it is on this account a prohibited article. in all the treaties of the for- 
eign powers with Corea. A great deal of it is, however, smuggled to China, though oe 
there is adeath penalty on the practice. The revenue derived from its sale to the Chi- 
nese amounts to about $200,000 each year; no estimate of the amount smuggled can be 
made, but it is considerable. In the company of the magistrate and tax-officerat Songto | | 

: I made a close inspection of several ginseng farms, and have embodied the information 
thus obtained in a special report on it to be transmitted herewith. re 

During my stay at Songto I was the guest of the yusu or governor of the city. His 
--yongmun, or official residence, is in the southwestern part of the city, and is of the type | | 

common to such buildings in Corea.. The approach is by a wider avenue than common, , 
crossed by a section of red palings, supported high overhead by two great red poles. — | 

-. Beyond this comes a series of high-covered gateways, painted red, with the Government _ a 
sign, of the shape seen in the center of the Corean flag, painted on them. These gates me 
are in walls separating open courts, from which doors lead off right and left to guest and 
other buildings. The official house is in the last court, like nearly all Corean houses of —__ 
pretension, facing the south; it is a strongly-built structure, with heavy eurved tile an 
roof on a cut stone foundation. The main front is open, and appears as a covered plat- 

. form, in the center of which the governor sits, on occasions of great ceremony, facing: 
his braves in the court below. Off this platform are two little rooms, sometimes four 
on each side; here the governor customarily lives. The floors are of oiled paper, the walls 
of mud or paper that was once white. A mator two, a chest, a soft cushion, and a straw 
bolster on the floor, constitute the chief furniture; these may be supplemented by a brass a 
or wooden pan for ashes in smoking, an ink stone, and a candlestick. Though the gates 

are painted, little or no-paint is on the buildings, and however new they may be, all the 
officers’ houses I have seen presented a weather-worn, shabby appearance, and dilapi- 
dated from the bits of paper. torn from the sheets used largely in covering panel and 
gash frames about them. : oe 4 oe 

_ About the courts of the yongmun is at all times a great crowd of attendants, policee- = 
runners, and soldiers in coarse uniforms of variegated colors indicating their position. 

- These pass the orders of the great man within in long-drawn shrill cries heard long dis- Oo.
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| tances away from the yongmun; they come and go carrying and bringing messages. 
: Squatting with heads close to the ground they speak in stage tones to the officer in the 

high place within from morning to night, at both of which times at the opening and 
closing of the gates there is a great clatter of drums, shrill fifes, and weird cries; all seems 

. bustle and confusion, believed to be necessary to the dignity of the officers. I was assigned | 
to a kil-chung, or guest-house, off the main court-yard. This, like all official houses I~ 
have seen, was in general arrangement like that of the governor. .A host of braves were . 
detailed to provide for me. Their attentions were painful intime. If tried to nap, the 
word went forth ‘‘ The great man (tai-in) sleeps; be still,’’ and in a little time a contin- 
uous wrangle and racket began, preventing all sleep, in the efforts of the braves to 

_ keep each other quiet, and thrashing vigorously the citizens who came to get a peep at __ 
the foreigner. Meals appeared six times the first day, seven thé second, and at short.in- 
tervals during the day an officer appeared to ask if I had eaten well, and if so, to thank | 
me. 7 , 

‘On the second day of my visit, the magistrate accompanied me to inspect a mountain 
retreat, similar to the pukhan in almost every detail, some fourteen miles due north of 
the city, in the mountains. Our escort, not an unusual one, numbered forty persons, and 

'. * was preceded by two police-runners who shouted long calls in a high -key, thrashed 
_ small boys in the way, knocked hats off men, and pushed aside old women. Atall times 

in the city a fleeing crowd was ahead, while about us the street was entirely deserted. 
_ Outside of the city an old man was arrested for taking a shy look at the foreigner, and. 
pushed along by the runners. to be punished at the first halting place. I succeeded in . 
persuading the magistrate to let him go finally, when the poor old fellow got down al- 
most flat to the ground to thank me. At no other city have I seen such harshness shown 

| towards the people, and it may be accounted for in the lingering distrust of the Govern- 
ment of the loyalty of the Songto people; until recently the latter could not attend the 
examinations for office, and even yet no high office can be obtained by a citizen of Songto, 

: The mountain fortress here is a relic of the time when Songto was the capital, nearly 
500 years ago; it has received no attention beyond placing a few Buddhist temples in it, . 
the priests to act as guardians and a few peasants to maintain one or two houses for occu- 
pation in cases of extreme necessity. The approach to the fortress is even more difficult — 
than that of the pukhan, being. by deep, wild, densely wooded ravines over the ‘most ; 
wretched path. I went entirely through it, passing from its south gate to the north one, . 

| _ outside of which is a famous water-fall 100 feet high, of the stream draining the ravine; 
from here northward the view extended unbrokenly over precipitous frowning mount- — 

| ains, One rising above the other. The rocks of the ravine were carved with many thou- 
sands of names in large, beautifully cut Chinese characters ; some of these were in almost 

- in accessible places and could only have been executed at much expense. I would fail 
- utterly in describing the wild and striking scenery of the ravine. _ 

- It was nightfall when we started to return. The magistrate, who was an officer of the 
_Pusang, the peddler guild of which I spoke before, brought his seal into use and called 

. out thirty of the body to light us down the mountains. Where these men came from 
or how they were called I did not understand, for we were apparently in an uninhabited, - 
wild mountain district. They appeared quickly, great rough mountain men, each wear- 
ing a straw hat with a cotton ballin the band, and the characters ‘Fidelity’ and 

ae “Loyalty ’’ written on the brim. We descended the worst ravine in a long weird, 
winding procession, the mountains and our path weirdly illuminated by the pine torches 
of the Pusang men, who uttered shrill reverberating calls continually to indicate the | 
road or each other’s whereabouts. Suddenly we came upon a little pavilion in the 
darkest part of the first gorge; here some two hundred more Pusang men were assembled 
by a wild stream in the light of many bonfires and torches; on the call of the magis- 
trate they had prepared a feast for us here at midnight.in the mountains. 

Here the magistrate told me he had been asked by the late minister to the United 
States, Min Yong Ik, to suddenly call on the Pusang men of the Songto district for serv- 
ices, to show me the usefulness and fidelity of the body, and he had selected this place, 

i _ the middle of the mountains, and time the middle of the night. I need not say that | 
| the experience was wonderful and impressive.. The manner of the magistrate to the __ 

Pusang men was most kind and pleasing, and they likewise exhibited the utmost regard 
| and deference to him. I was assigned the place of honor at the feast,in the middle, be-. 

| fore the largest table, which was piled with a great variety of foods. The leading Pu- 
sang men, old men, nicely dressed, with kind faces, were presented to me, and exhibited __ 

| curiously their pleasure in thus talking pleasantly with.a foreigner for the first time in 
their lives. The fact of my traveling in Corea utterly alone (so far as the company of 
other foreigners was concerned) seemed to please them very much. 

In returning to the city, our own escort was sent to the rear at the request of the Pu- 
- sang men who took charge of us. They carried us across rocky streams, up and down 

rocky gullies, energetic and cheerful all the while, a distance of 8 miles; thence on into
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_. the city over a comparatively level road. Thirty or forty men carried torches which oo 
-. were-found lying across the path at regular intervals to light the way. At3 a.m. we So 

- arrived at the yongmun; here the Pusang men were dismissed to return forthe most -~ © ._ 
‘part to their homes in the mountains. s ee OO 
_~ Relies of the time when Songto was the capital are comparatively few and insignificant. ae 

., All that is left of the palace are a few foundation walls and stone steps about a plateau: of 
in the north side of the city.. Outside of the walls on the east side of the city isa small “| * 
stone bridge, now railed in reverently, where a prime minister was assassinated at the Ce 
beginning of the present dynasty. A mark of suggestive flowing shape on one of the es 
stones.is pointed out as traces of his blood. Thisprime minister was the only officer who a 
would not assent to deposing his King, and on this account was assassinated; though a 
‘thus having been antagonistic to. the object of the founder of the present dynasty, the oes 

-» Jatter has honored his faithfulness to the King by erecting near the bridge.a great me-- | po 
- morial tablet of magnificent black marble which was originally overlaid with gold, the — | 

traces of which are yet visible. This tablet is capped with agraceful granite head-piecee ts 
and mounted on the back of a gigantic granite turtle, carved cleverly out ofa single block — a 
12 feet long and 43 feet thick. By the side of this memorial structure is a very similar oe 
one erected by the present King about ten years ago., Theturtle is asymbol ofimmor-. . | 

'. tality. A new bridge has been placed. by the original one, and a stone tablet close by = | 
- commands all people, great and small, to ‘‘ get down’ (not ride) in passing. Thereig = — 
_ also a memorial stone close by in honor of a servant of the prime minister; from this _ a 
- - gtone water is said to exude regularly. ' The large memorial stonesare in an elaborately = 

| decorated house, inclosed by a neat wall. The black marble of the tablets is remark-. ee 
- ably fine, and was produced in the Province of Chung-Chong-do. ss . an 

" The general condition of the city and people of Songto seemed. tometo beabove those «| 
of the other cities I have seen in Korea. © oN ee rayon 

The second stage of my journey, from Songto to the Seoul River, en routeto Kangwha, = = 
- was through a country much like that before Songto, but as it approached the river the i wo 

valleys widened considerably, and the streams draining them were larger. The last fal 
_ ginseng farm I saw was about 4 miles from Songto. Having gone about 11 miles ina» | 

generally southwest direction, we came to a more thickly-settled district, in which the 
' villages were larger and more numerous, and then arrived at Pungthak, acounty town .  -. 

at which resided a pusa. This was a small place of only fifty houses, but the yongmun = | 
was, though small, in much better condition than usual. This town is at the head of a Ss 

-- great rice plain, opening out westward, on the edge of which quite a number of villages’ | 

could be seen. Due south of it 4 miles, on the river, is a small port, Hae-chhang-pho, | oe 
shut out of sight by a range of hills ranning east and west. along its banks. From. } 
Pungthak we crossed the rice plain in a direction a little east of south, and then ascend- | | 
ing the river hill range, descended in a due south direction a picturesque, narrow rice => 

valley, at the bottom of which, snugly situated in a bend of the river bank, was Yong- ee 
jong-pho. The place consisted, of perhaps three. hundred houses of the most wretched == 
condition, yet showed unusual signs of active trade; about it were great heaps of large _ Sy 

- earthenware jars for sale; cattle ancl horses, grains of all kinds common in Corea, to- - : 
gether with Chinese trinkets and coarsely made Corean manufactured goods, as mats, oe 
cloth, basket-ware, &c. Before the town, and in a canal-like stream enteringit, were 

. twenty or thirty boats of from 8 to 20 tons. > ey ET cose 

: _ Yong-jong-pho bears northeast of the north forts of Kangwha, and is nearly opposite | 
the branch of the Seoul River, which makes Kangwha an island. Itisthusattheunion =~ 

| of three water highways; of four, if the Changdan River, a few miles to the eastward, _ fer eS 
_ be included. . Two of these are from the sea, viz, the two branches of the main river | ed 

_ flowing south and: west about. Kangwha, and the third from Seoul. The charts show a . 7 
depth, not less than three fathoms in the channel from the west, which is closetothe = ==: 
bank in front of the town, while the other water approaches aré known to be navigable‘ poe 

_ for light draughts. The bank at the town is hard and comparatively steep. Thetown ~~ =. | 

' lies between two bold high points in a crescent-shaped hollow; to the eastward of it is a ee 
~ small raised plateau sheltered by the hills, which are wooded lightly. A mileeastof = = = 
- the town is a very similar town site, slightly higher, in which is a fine grove of small DY 

pines. On the north shore of Kangwha, and in plain sight, are seven villages of more 
' ‘than unusual pretensions. = : | a ‘ 
_. Situated under such circumstances, Yong-jong-pho impressed me highly with itsadapt- oa 

ability as a treaty port. Situated on a large Jake-like body of navigable water, inthe —— oe 
_ midst of a comparatively large population, with four water approaches, on a direct and a 
-- short water road to the capital, and already a natural ferry and transit port, it would | 

seem to be in this respect far superior to Chemulpo.* ee oO | 

_ \*Great ice obstruction in winter is almost the only exception to advantage of Yong” - 
_ jong-pho over Chemulpo as a treaty port. - oo a , TS 
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I crossed the river inasouthwest direction under sail in a Corean junk to the eastern’ 

: most of the Wolkot forts of Kangwha, distant three miles anda half. oe 

_— - On the beach I was received by a magistrate and a large party of under officers, soldiers 

. and police runners forming his suite. Passing through a granite arch in the wall, here 

near the water, and which connects the line of forts, we entered a small fortress. Here - 

Oo _ vefreshments were served in the pavilion of the commandant. A procession was then — 

formed, headed by a band of native musicians in uniform, and to its slow singular music 

of a monotonous, reedy character, we slowly approached the city, about two miles and 

a half distant. We entered the city by its east great gate, just outside of which 500 

| -goldiers of the modern army recently formed in the capital were busily erecting the 

‘buildings of a military post. ~ Oo 7 , Va pe ss 

- Kangwha City, like the other cities I have seen in Corea, seemed but a large village 

of peasant houses in a heavily walled in¢losure, its only air of importance being given 

by a few scattered groups of official. buildings of proportions immeasureably out of keep- 

ing with the common houses. The governor’s yongmun was on a hillside in the | 

so north of the city; near it was a palace for the occupation of the King when he uses the 

: city as a retreat of safety. This establishment differed only from the usual yongmun, 

already described, by being painted in red, the royal color, found only on palace build- | 

ings, on gates of official buildings, and certain memorial shrines. Back of the palace is 

. » field filled with tall, dark jars containing bean sauce for the use of the garrison in time 

of seige; near the east gate were large barracks for soldiers, and storehouses filled with 

Government rice. To the west of the palace, in a pretty valley, is the Confucian hall. 

| - The general features of the city site are much like those of Songto and Seoul; like them, 

| the city opens to the southward, with hills in other directions over which runs the wall. - 

'- Qn a hill in the southwest are some magazines and arsenals. While poor and homely, 

Kangwha City is, in the general view, peaceful and pretty. The only streets are the 

roads leading from the south, west, and east gates; on that leading from the south gate _ 

. were many shops and stands at which small amounts of the usual commodities were sold. : 

_ Kangwha City contains about 7,500 inhabitants, a little more than one-half the popula- 

tion of the whole island. oe oe 

The island is hilly, with fertile valleys, in which there is a considerable number of 

small villages; the general aspect of the country is greener, more fertile than other parts 

- - of the capital district. a 
_ The notable products of the island are three, viz, fine tender beef-cattle, an herb medi- 

cine called ‘‘suk,’’ and fine mats, with color decorations. The medicine isasmall plant — 

ss about eight inches high, resembling hoarhound, taken up by the roots, dried, and used. 

in making decoctions for drinking or external washes. It grows in other places in 

- orea, but that of Kangwha only is generally used as a medicine. The quantity of 

Se “‘suk’”? produced is very large. Upon asking for a specimen stalk I was promptly pre- 

sented with a thick wreath of it 120 feet long! | 

. , The mats, for which the island is famous, are made of a triangular rush. This is cut 

in June, and at once split up into fine pieces, which are’shriveled into round straws by - | 

| - exposure to night dews for a month, after which they are stitched together to form mats 

of several thicknesses. These mats are very handsome; and constitute the most’ salable 

| article to foreigners, probably, manufactured in Corea. Their attractiveness consists, in 

addition to neatness of make, in decorative borders, inclosing right lined designs most 

commonly, in superposing pieces of rush straw, dyed red, blue, green, purple, or yellow; 

these pieces, often very short and fine, are stitched on so cleverly as to give the matting ‘ 

a the appearance of having been painted. The mats are rectangular in shape, of four or 

f five qualities, varying in size from 3 by 6 to 4 by 12 feet. The pieces of matting pre- 

 gented to officers of our Government by the late Corean Embassy to the United States 

. _ were made at Kangwha’ but are not the largest or best kinds. About seventy familie€ 

only make this matting, which is only produced in Kangwha, all they make is for offi- - 

cials, and there are no places at which it may be purchased. The manufacture of- 

| nearly all decorative articles in Corea seems to be limited in the same manner, butthere 

are extremely few of such in the country. : 

so I was rather struck: with the fact that instead. of oxen only, as in other parts of 

a Corea, cows were used almost exclusively as pack-animals; they were fine-limbed, plump 

. | animals, as a rule, with short curled horns, and seemed to be very numerous. - 

| I The roads on the island were evenly broad, and ox-carts seemed to be far more com- 

| monly used than on the main land. Sn . 

- The entire north and east sides of the fsland are lined with a wall, and access can 

| ‘only be had through arches at several points; the principal of these on the east side are 

_- he one. at which I entered at Wolkot, and that due east of the city at Kapkot (or Kapko- 

ae shi), by which I left theisland. Near the latter place I observed some memorial tablets 

ee of fine-veined marble; I have since learned that Kangwha was noted for this and other 

fine stones. | Se an
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Crossing the river at: Kapkot, I entered the wall of Mun-su-san-sung, anearly mountain- 
_ . “encircled fortress retreat, like the Pukhan at Seoul.and that at Songto. The wallran : 

_ entirely over the mountain crest, which formed only three sides of the fortress, the fourth, = 
toward the stream, being closed by the heavy wall only. Within the inclosureisa oo 
Buddhist temple, I was told, and several military buildings under the charge of an = - 
Officer. Here, as at Kangwha City and at the forts of Kangwha island, there were no =—————™ 
signs of guns or other weapons. Mun-su-san-sung’ is the retreat for the King attached a < 
to Kangwha City, three miles distant, as well as terminatiig the highway from Seoul: = =~ 

- Hts position and that of Kangwha, with those of the mountain fortresses at Songto, Seoul, = 
and Krangju suggests that all these defensive retreats were established rather toa view __ a 

_. of service in internal wars and insurrections than as against foreign invaders, == oe 
~ From Kangwha I went to Chemulpo, the chief treaty port. The distance between’ — 

_ the two places in a straight line or by water does not exceed sixteen miles on the charts, 
but owing to deep indentations of the coast between and. vast areas of mud flat,the land — oO 

~ route is by a road leading east from Kangwha nearly half way to the capital, thence ~~ 
_ south and southwesterly, the whole distance being about forty-five miles. The road | 

starts from the east gate of Mun-su-san-sung, from which the county town Tongjin is a , 
reached after a winding course of three miles and a half. Here a pusa(second rank head > | 

_ county official) resides in a town of about three hundred houses, at which the most strik- 
ing feature was a circular, well-built stone jail, 75 feet in diameter, besides the impos- oo 

_ ing yongmun, a Confucian temple, and a large official guest house. ere eS a 
_ . This county, Tongjin, was the finest I traveled through in my whole journey. The — aa 

- yongmun was in fine order, the pusa a dignified manly officer, the roads very good ts 
_ though narrow, and the crops most abundant. The county contains a population of oa 

_ about 10,000, and consists, in the main, of a long valley system, approaching the river me 
_ obliquely, opening out upon it to the east. The road through it lay directly towards 7 . 

Seoul on the top of a ridge, and, for a distance of half way to the capital nearly, seemed —~ ; | 
- well adapted for a railroad bed.. Cagis UR ET ge ne oe 

. The river is but about three miles distant at Tongjin, and thereafter is gradually ap- | 
proached by the road; it is, however, shut out of sight during the length of the county. - - 
by a low range of hills, along the inner base, of which I noticed many thriving farm vil- , 

_ lages. Viewing the country from the river along here it seems most desolate, and oné = (siss—it 
| ‘would never suspect that close at hand along the hills was such a great population or — Me, 

prosperous country. Where theriver hill line terminates, about seven miles east of Tong- | | 
jin, the county ends in a great rice plain, opening out directly on the river; half of this oe 
plain lies in the next county, Kimpo, the county town of which, of the same name, is | . 

_. close to the river, but completely out of sight from it behind a wide shoal in it and a se 
wooded bluff. Kimpo is of the same general description as Tongjin, butof slightly lower 

. grade, having a kunsu for its head officer. Close to the town is a hill on which are earth- ones 
works and a small arsenal building, with some fire signal towers of the chain of such lead- - 

_ ing to Seoul from Kangwha. Off the town at a distance were some large junks. 
. .. The road tq the capital continues on eastward from here, near, but out of sight, as if: Ded 

purposely concealed from the river; I turned southward here, following the edge of the 
great rice plain which constitutes Pupyon County, the county town of whichis at its © © 

_ head ten miles south of Kimpo, under a well-defined hill about 900 feet high, marked J Sys 
on foreign charts as Courcel Peak... Pupyon is a place of considerable importance, pre- cot 
sided over by a-pusa. Near the town, which contains a small garrison and extensiveGov- = 
ernment store-houses, is a line of fortifications on a hill. Ler ere 

.¢ Going south from Pupyon, across an arm of the rice plain a distance of 4 miles, we - 
entered at right angles the new road leading from Chemulpo to Seoul, where it turns’ oe 
eastward; a mile farther brought us to the old road close to the village Lok-pa-wi-chang, = ' 

| Bne of the changs or fair places before described. Here on fair days are exchanged coun- yy 
__ try products for cottons, mirrors, kerosene, and small knick-knacks obtained from foreign _ - 

traders at Chemulpo. From here the road winds northerly into Chemulpo, about 4 
miles distant. . Chemulpo, though illy spoken of by visitors from the Chinese and Jap- Te 

- . anese ports, presented to me, after my experiences in the interior, a place of great size mi 
‘and activity. It is growing rapidly, so far as the Corean, Chinese, and Japanese settle- , 

_ ments are concerned, but almost at a stand-still with regard to western: people. The mo 
difficulty with the latter seems to lie in too rigid an attempt to make their concessions | 

_ at once like that of Kobe, Japan, the model adopted by the controlling parties,;whoare ==. | 
English. . os - - | ee oe 

_ » The prices of the land in lots and the exaction that certain buildings must be builtin a 
_ costly designs of materials, now not readily obtainable in Corea, have driven away - oe 

_ would-be pioneers, and restrain the efforts of those who are trying to bravethe matter out == 
- byremaining. The object in these exactions would seem to lie in an attempt to freeze out | 

other foreigners by the investment of the more abundant English capital in the far east. # 
_ During the month elapsing between two visits to Chemulpo, I observed a very marked __ es
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_ improvement to have taken place in general business activity, in the number, character, 
| quantity and variety, quality of foreign goods in Japanese, Chinese, and Corean stores,» 

and in the settlements of these people; on the other hand, things seemed very perceptibly — 
_ to have waned for the western merchants in every way: Some of the buildings erected 

, - by Coreans at Chemulpo are far superior to any I have seen anywhere else in Corea. 
- _ Suwon, the third objective point of my journey, lies nearly due south of the capital, — 

| a distance of 70 li (25 miles). I reached it from Chemulpo by journeying eastward over 
~ @ hilly country much inferior in products and population to that I had heretofore seen, _ 

, to the road leading from Seoul to Smoon; thence southward direct to the latter city, a 
total distance of about 38 miles. — i te SS 

The range of hills ranning eastward from Chemulpo, along which leads the road to — 
: Seoul, is the water-shed of the Seoul River; south of.it the whole country to Suwon 

| contains no stream of any size and is very irregularly hilly. The few narrow plains and . | 
valleys are drained directly into the sea. - | 

, _ Four miles east of Chemulpo I passed Inchun County town, a very small place, but. 
the capital of a Pusa. It was at this place at which the American treaty was signed, 

! there having then been no town where Chemulpo now stands. The population of In- 
_ ehun County, which has been enlarged by the growth of Chemulpo from the influx of 

Coreans from various parts of Corea, was estimated at about 11,000. Directly opposite — 
Inchun town is Chang-ja-Kol, a town of about equal size. The adjoining county south 

' of Inchun is Ansan, with a capital of the same name; this place and the county in gen- 
7 eral is insignificant in size and products. . . 

The towns already named were the only groups of habitations worth mentioning on 
. the whole road to Suwon except perhaps two or three changs or fair places, which at the 

_- time of my visit. were closed. The last 4 miles of road before Suwon are lined with pictu- 
resque old pines and numerous memorial stones. At one place is a resting-place and. 

. pleasure resort for the king by a.small lotus pond. © Near here is a small lake celebrated 
| for a delicious kind of fish called ‘‘puoh.”’ | | Be | 

_ Suwon possessed less of the military-fortress air than the other cities I had visited. 
_ The main part of the town, which seemed but a village of thatched houses, Jay in a valley 

between two lines of pretty, pine-wooded hills. The wall line is nearly square, running | 
over the hill-tops and across the valley north and. south of the town; itis pierced for 

. two great gates north and south and other small and masked ones for military: purposes. - 
The official buildings are closed against the western hill and comprise a very large yong+ 

7 mun and a small palace; from the former a wide avenue leads eastward, lined with offices, 
. meeting the one real street of the city, which is but the road connecting the north and 

- south gates, a section of the highway leading from Seoul to the southern provinces of the _ 
- — country. | | 

On the top of the hill back of the palace is a very graceful pavilion called the So- 
jang-de, or stand for the commander-in-chief. From here the view over the country is 

: magnificent, embracing all. quarters but theeast. By it is a walled court or drill-ground 
| and narrow stone stairways leading to an arch in the base of the wall. The wall is mas- 

sively built and lined with picturesque bastions of odd shapes. Like that at the other 
| _ cities, it was whole and kept in good condition, and with the great thickness of earth 

banked behind it would offer good resistance against even modern artillery. Se 
| Along the main street were a few shops, some apparently filled with Chinese goods, 

but all small and poor. Outside the south gate was a cluster of houses as large as that. . 
within the walls. Along here the farmers assembled with grain, fruit, and other prod- 
ucts for sale to the citizens. About Suwon coarse flax cloth is made in considerable, ~ 
quantity. This and large bags of persimmons were being carried toward Seoul on many 
pack-horses and oxen. The numberof houses in the city was stated to be about 1,900, 
with 1,700 under the Government outside, making 3,700 for the district, or a population@ 
‘of about 22,000. Suwon was said to have been formed asa royal city, to be the resi- 
dence of a king who abdicated in favor of his son. The king came-here to live, but 

. died soon after, though the-young king was for a long time kept in ignorance of his 
death. | oe - 

The governor of the city was eighty-five years old, yet hearty and strong. While he. 
was courteous and kind in his manner to me, he seemed greatly feared by the host of | 

. retainers about him. The discipline of the place seemed very rigid and minute, and alk 
. day long the air of the yongmun was one of excitement and function, evinced in beat- - 

| ing of drums, rushing about in all directions of gaily-uniformed underlings, runners: 
. ~ and policemen, and shrill, long-drawn cries of people transmitting orders or announcing. 

_ the approach of visiting officials. In one of the buildings of the yongmun was residing 
- a Chinese official with a small retinue of servants. The replies of Coreans to my ques- 

oo tions in regard to the presence of this officer were evasive, though I learned that in 
spite of the high rank of the Corean governor, he was bound to call daily upon the 

- Chinese officer; while the strictest orders were given and executed well, too, that the
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people were not to invade my quarters out of curiosity, some of the Chinese didso = =—s—~S 
‘insolently, a few soft words being the only remonstrance from.the governor’s policemen, - os 

' * to which little or no attention was paid. <« , | Rs Ho ae 
| This incident only tends to confirm the impression I had’ formed in Seoulof the cow- 

ering disposition of the Corean Government to the attitude of China toward Corea, the | 
nly solution of which may be found in a written agreement between the two countries, eS 
made two years ago, after the entrance of.a Chinese commissioner and three thousand 

_.. Chinese soldiers. This agreement seems to be wholly unknown to the western powers.  - 
| I left Suwon by its northeast gate. After going some 4 miles over a hilly, poor coun- | co 

. try, we entered a vallty running north to the Seoul River. In its upper part the prod-. oo 
ucts were broom-corn, beans, oil-plants, millet, tobacco, and rice in small patches, consider- | 

_ able land being left uncultivated. This valley we followed, passing several small changs, | 
until the high walls of Kwangju were closé by, to the northeastward the mountains on’ | 

". which the city is situated, forming the east wall of the valley, which from here on to the _ 
_ ¥iver was planted in rather poor-looking rice fields. The ascent to the city wall was a | 

_ steep and laborious up a narrow, rocky ravine, at the head of whieh we came to.its a 
south gate. To the south and eastward from the walls the country is wild, very mount- | | : 

- ainous, and said to be almost uninhabited. ee a ee | 
_. . Kwangju is only a great fortress, a hollow walled recess in the top of a bold mount- _ 

ain, 1,200 feet high, containing a palace retreat for the king, barracks, store-houses, © - 
_ and other necessaries for resisting a siege, and maintaining it in such a condition. The — - oo. 

_. wall, inclined at a small angle and built solidly of massive stones, is 40 feet high and ee 
' shaped like a rough triangle lying on the mountain crest, which is broken at one place : 

to admit a stream in a deep rocky gorge, heavily walled across, at the meeting of its ~~ =. > 
south and east sides. On the west at one place, 150 feet below the wall top, a ridge oo 

_ runs out into the plain by which we had come ; on top of this is the one road leadingto 
_ ‘the city from Seoul, meeting the rocky path by which we had entered at the south gate, oe 

_ . ‘which is in reality in thesouth end of the west wall. Three similar ridges project from — 
the south svall-face at the same distance from the wall-top ; on these are built heavy — 

_ redoubt bastions, entered by massive ports under the main wall. The steep sides of the 
* mountain alone form, with the cup-shaped hollow in its top, a powerful natural fortress, | 

_. and with its great wall and a handful of defenders in addition to these, Kwangju is im- oo 
'  pregnable against almost any enemy. oe = oo ae a 

The interior of the wall is a beautiful wooded valley, winding southeastwards, with © 
rounded slopes densely covered with evergreen, pines, and maple undergrowth, meeting _ - 
the wall only 5 feet from its top in a broad, grassy path of even width. — a mos | 
_ At the bottom-of the valley, 400 feet below the wall top, is the so-called city, a - 

_ peaceful, most picturesque hamlet of low thatched huts assembled in front of the pal- | 
- . ace and yongmun buildings, which are half buried in pine forest under the west wall. a 

' At the time of my visit the governor was absent and a deputy officer called pijang 
had been sent from Seoul to receive me. "This officer, dressed in flowing silk robes of oe 
blue, yellow, and crimson, with a retinue of uniformed soldier priests, and a native | 

: band of boy musicians formed my escort in my inspection ofthe fortress. Ascending Pe 
: the hill back of the palace slowly over a narrow path in the pine forest tothe weird mu-- - 

sic of the boy band, we came to a graceful pavilion raised above the wall, the stand of the ° ae 
military commandant. From here a most wonderful panoramic view of the wholeriver- —.. 
drained area as far as Kangwha'was presented. From this elevation (1,350 feet) the = © © | 
dark outline of the capital seemed to lie directly under Sangak Mountain, and the river oS 

_. but a winding silver thread, on which the distant junks seemed but dots. To the west ON 
_ and south was an endless area of hilly country, in which the valleys appeared aSinnu- s+ | 

merable dark lines. To the eastward and southeastward craggy frowning mountains 7 
rose one above the other from close at hand to as far as the éye could reach. fe oe 

| Owing to their compactness, size, and close sites under mountains and hills, habita- _ - 
tions were not visible at all, except in the flat plain close below. _ Here I counted inone : 

_ small area partly broken by spur hills seventeen villages. . | re - 7 
| It is not possible to approximate with any degree of accuracy to the population of : 

_ Korea in any other way than by extra census taking, as only the smallest fraction of the | | 
‘whole number of habitations could be seen in even extensive traveling in direct routes 
in so excessively mountainous a country. From this stand we continued on; skirtingthe  .— ° 
wall, making a circuit of the fortress. In the middle of the south wall-face we came to ae 

_ . a@second stand for the commandant, facing the precipitous mountains across the ravine © ae 
at the foot of the wall. . | ; oe a | Co ee 

_ ‘Thence we descended to the stream exit at the southeast corner of the wall; here - 
_ the stream passed through a subterranean arch in. a wild cataract, close by a massive _ | 

granite arched gate in the wall. Returning along the stream bed we passed a reservoir | : 
for holding water to be used in time of siege, then large storehouses for food, and a field. oe 
of jars filled with bean sauce for the garrison. Beyond these came the main part of the | eps 

. | | oe . . é | a . 

; 1 
a awl® . . 

re - | | ee | —
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. - village, with small fields below it, on which enough can be produced to supply the 
. fortress inmates in case of siege. ee ae oo 

- : The population of Kwangju is not more than 7,000. There are no products worth ~~ 
. mentioning, and no evidences of trade, the inhabitants being simple peasants. In the 

hills are nine Buddhist temples, with arsenals attached. In these live 120 soldier- | 
priests. To the east of the city, on a second’ mountain crest, is a small walled retreat, 
guarded likewise by Buddhist priests. The area covered by dwellings in Kwangju does 

- not exceed 50 acres; length of wall, about 3 miles. | a 
The people seemed singularly docile, kind to each other, and markedly less rough in 

general conduct than in any other cities I have seen. As I was the first Western foreigner 
to come among them they evinced much curiosity,. but also seemed desirous to do all in 

_ their power to make my visit pleasant. Upon descending from the hill on one occasion 
to return to the yongmun, a large party of the common towns-people decorated my . 
chair profusely with brilliant red maple branches, with which the hills were magnifi- 

| cently colored. - | | a 
| Kwangju has been in the past the favorite retreat for the king. His most notable 

occupancy was during the last Chinese invasion of Corea, when it was vainly be- 
. sieged by a Chinese army, while defended by its villagers and 12U soldiers. The — 

_ queen and princes having been captured at Kangwha, and the people at large at the 
. mercy of the Chinese, the king voluntarily left the fortress and sued for peace. The 

governor of Kwangju and most of his subordinate officers, as at Songto, Kangwha, and ~ 
Suwon, live customarily in the capital, Seoul, this being a privilege granted to all officers 
above the fixed’ grade within the limits of the capital province; but they must be at 
their posts to transact business periodically. . 

While at Kwangju I decided to avoid the direct route to Seoul, 11 miles distant, in 
order to examine the Seoul River from as far east of the city as time admitted by 

| descending to opposite the city (the highest point heretofore visited by any foreigner) in 
a native boat. Upon communicating this intention to the Pijang (deputy) at Kwangju 
he took measures to turn the trip into a picnic. We left Kwangju in a gay procession, 
headed by the native band of chubby boys, through the south gate. CS 

Descending into the valley west of the city, we moved northwards along its east bor- 
- der to Songpha, a village of historic interest on the south bank of the Seoul River, 7 
miles from Kwangju and 11 from Seoul.’ It was just behind this village that the Chi- 
nese army which besieged Kwangju had its camp, the remains of which are yet visible 
in bruken down walls and heaps of earth in the fields. On the edge of the village isa — 
tall building of graceful shape and indicated to be official by its decorations in red, con- 
taining a great marble tablet fully 12 feet high and a foot thick, mounted upon the back of 
a giganticgranite turtle. The frontofthe stoneisclosely filled entirely with an inscription 
deeply cut in what I took tobe Manchu Tartar script characters; these closely resemble 

v Sanscrit or Pali characters, but they are written in vertical lines, beginning on the left. 
Over the body of the inscription is a title line written horizontally from left to right. 
On the back of the stone is another inscription only partly covering it, in Chinese square 
characters. Outside of this building, inclosed by a rough railing, is a second great 

7 granite turtle, but without a tablet mounted on it. About the place irregularly scat-_ 
| - tered onthe ground, were many dressed stones, and a number of the stone-posts, columns, > 

. sheep, and drums seen about Corean graves. a Fe | — . 
An officer stationed at Songpha, a Pyelchang, accompanied me in my inspection of 

these relics. He stated that after the Chinese had begun the invasion of Corea, in 1637, 
- two large marble tablets covered with inscriptions were brought to Corea from China by 

sea; that the erection of these was violently resisted by Coreans, and one was destroyed ; 
. the other was brought to Songpha, and there set up as I saw it, and has been since under 

the protection of the Corean Government. Neither the Pyelchang nor other persons 
present could (or would) explain the inscriptions, and I was told without special permis- 
sion from the governor of Kwangju copies of them could not be made. Historically, 
this monument presents much interest, and a.thorough examination may develop infor- 

. mation on the status of Corea with regard to China of more directly practical use. This _ 

. I shall endeavor to make. ae oy ' 

. By the bank at Songpha I found awaiting me two. large flat-boats, on one of which an 
_ awning had been erected, the band and refreshments provided. The trip down the river 

| was most enjoyable. We slowly drifted a winding course, generally in mid-stream, but 
again close to the banks, under green precipitous hills, topped in places by pavilion-like 

, buildings frequented by pleasure parties of officials to enjoy the river scenery, which is 
softly very attractive. At Songpha the stream is a third of a mile wide, with clean 
banks and a current of about two knots, and. flows southwesterly. A mile below it is 

. broken into two parts, the main stream curving about northwardly in a horseshoe shape 
. around a low island. Where the two parts meet is.a steep bluff, from which the course . 

is north a mile, then westerly and southwesterly. Both channels at the break arenavi- _
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gable for light draughts, and in thém the current is.gwift. This point seems to be the Ts 
; highest reached by the tides. __ Ys ee a - 

A mile from here a swift stream, called Shim chon River (Shim-chon-Kang), enters oe, 
‘the right bank, coming from the northeastward apparently. Itwas narrowand shallow; | 

_.. but I observed many masted boats of five or six tons on it, some being towed up by men. . fos 
who walked on the banks. Near here, on the right bank, was a large village, Tuk-sum, | | | 
the great wood mart of the Seoul vicinity. Here I counted more than a hundred boats. 
of various sizes up to about thirty tons; and the bank for nearly a mile was piled up. ee 
with building timber, split wood and branches for fuel. I saw no timber of large size,. : 

-. however.. Just below Tuk-sum a small stream enters that, I presumed, drains the: - 
city of Seoul, from which it flows through two arched ways near the east great gate of the- | 
city... This is a shallow, rocky creek, filthy with the sewerage of the city. Whereiten- ©. 

- tered the river were several long bars built up by it of city refuse. From here west- 
ward extended a continuous line of villages, situated in breaks of the steep, high bank. ok, 
These in order, descending, were called Tu-Mukal, Tong-Mushima, Hanging, Pokangi, = 
and Sobingd. Hangang was a very large place, probably the largest town on the whole: — : 

, river to its mouth. This place gives the name Hangang, or River Han, to the section == 
of the river. near Seoul which foreigners have supposed to have applied tothe whole —s_—| : 

_ ¥iver, which has no general name for native use. Sobingd wasalso a large town. At — | 
- the latter place the river turns abruptly southward to round a great sand bank directly = | . 

‘  gouth of Seoul. a 7 Oo ° ao | - oe ee Oy 
o At the bottom of this southerly course are several bad bars, the worst obstruction to. — | 

‘navigation I have seen in the Seoul River. Near them is a great ferry called. Tong-jeki, = 
_ by which the river is crossed on the direct road south to Suwon and Kwangit. From | 

observations made during this trip, and a special one to the sea from Seoul, I amassured . Se 
that the Seoul River is navigable to Seoul port towns at low water for draughts of 6 feet, | 

-. and fora distance of 10 miles above the city for.at least 4 feet draughts, the latterde> 
' termined by the two short obstructions mentioned above, viz., one near Tong-jeki and — 

the other a mile below Songpha. The total number of boats for goods transport plying: ne 
' . on the river from Tuk-sum to the sea, a distance of about 45 miles, I estimate by counts. — 

at nearly four hundred. - | Se : . So 
Below Tongjeki a short distance the river begins its northwest course to the sea op--. Os 

posite Notul village; here the river is turned by a wide sandy stretch madean island by © 
. a small branch of the river on its south side. This stretch-is crossed by oneofthecom- | 

: monest roads to Seoul from Chemulpo, that entering Mapo the proposed river port of the 
capital. The alternate positions of these bars on the two sides of tbe river give rise'to- ' 

| countercurrents of considerable velocity which conveniently admit of swift passage to 
vessels at both flood ahd ebb.tides in either direction. I appendasketch of the partof = 
the river I inspected above Seoul, which seems a very important part of it and not shown: a - 

| on any maps or charts heretofore published. | ~ wee es oo 
At Tongjeki I landed, and, proceeding due north about 3 miles over the shortest, most: : 

_ direct road from the river to the capital, entered it by its south great gateat6p.m.om |. > 
~ October 8, having been absent sixteen days. mt a | a 

| The total distance covered by my route was about 200 miles. This journey has never ee 
before been made by any foreigner, and no inspection of places embraced by it made by og 
such, except Songto and the vicinity of Chemulpo; Songto had been visited by buttwo | mo 
other foreigners. an : | Poe | Do 

In closing this report I would submit the following summary of my observations: | | 
during the journey. _ | ne oo a | So 

The people, as most commonly observed,-are of two great classes, the officials and the __ 
farming peasantry. Classes of gentry, artisans, and professional men seem almost ab- - 
sent, outside of Seoul. The official class, made up of officers and their direct attendants, oo 

_ is very large, its members haughty and powerful in the éxtreme, and the common peo“ 
‘ple correspondingly humble, ignorant, and slavish. | , ae co 

' Manufacturing industry is of the lowest possible order, confined to building and mak- _ | 
: ing roughly only the actual necessaries of existence. | oh | 

The industry of the people is in farming such products only as are produced in great-_ BS 
est abundance with the least.labor. There is no perceptible demand for labor, and the si. 

'. habit of the people is to be far more idle than thoseof China and Japan... Food stuffsof =i 
the kinds labored for are produced abundantly enough to feed the people gluttonously. | 

_ All classes are wholly dressed though dirty; beggars and ragged people are most rare. | . 
The population is greater than that assigned heretofore by western people, and may | 

prove to be nearly double present published estimates. There are evidences to corrobo- = 
rate the statements of many prominent Coreans that it is increasing comparatively rap- — 

| idly. The system of trading by fair places or changs; existence of fortified retreats, as. | 
- the Pukhan described above; primitive means of travel and transportation; character of : 
- manufactured articles; absence of all but the coarsest forms of social etiquette; these,and: . i
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other characteristics of the people and country, together with the very mountainous na- 
| .- ture of the Kingdom, are.strong evidences that Corea as a nation is but a step removed | 

| -. from being one made up of distinct mountain tribes. This implies aweak central govern- — 
ment or divided authority in the general government of the nation. A corroboration of. 
this view of the Government was the insurrection of 1882 in Seoul, and is the difficulty —_ 

. foreigners, and especially merchants, find in discovering where the source of authority is _ 

in dealing with the Government at present. ‘ ° . 
| | Very respectfully, &c., . 

— - GEORGE C. FOULK, 

oe | Ensign, U. S. Navy, Naval Attaché. - 
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| —_ | pe THE GINSENG OF COREA. a | : SO 

a The ginseng of Corea is held by the Chinese to be the best in the world. They have 
a used. the root for many hundreds of years as a strengthening medicine, place. the most 

extraordinary value upon it, and seek for it in all parts of the world they visit; viewing _ 
a its efficacy from their standpoint, they may therefore be well able to make this compar- 

ative estimation. Ginseng is found in China, but that there produced is considered in- 
: _  ferior to the common marketable article in Coréa. The sale of it is and has been amo- ~ 

. _ nopoly of the Corean Government, but as might be supposed in the case of a medicine so
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a highly necessary as it is: to the Chinese, immense amounts of it have been smugvled out © ©. 

of Corea in all kinds of ingenious ways across the northwestern border and by junks 

from the west coast. a ae | ; - 

a The Corean name for the root is ‘‘Sam,’? used’ with the-prefixes ‘In’? (man) and ae 

_ **San?? (mountain) respectively, to distinguish the variety cultivated by man from that | eer 

found growing wild in dark mountain recesses. San-sam is extremely rare; many na- ns 

‘tives have never seen it, and it is said to be‘worth fully its weight in gold. This kind es 

of ginseng’is' sold by the single root, the price of which is said to have reached inthe —_ 

‘past nearly $2,000 for an extraordinarily fine ‘large specimen. The san-sam root is. Gg 

‘ much larger than any cultivated variety, its length ranging from a foot. to three —, 

"and four, with a thickness at the head of from 1} to 23 inches, . At the top of the root: oe 

__ proper and base of the stem of the plant isa corky section of rings, the numberof which ‘© 

-. ghows the age of the root. The seed of san-sam, planted in the mountains under Cir- — 

. ‘cumstances similar to those under which the mother plant grew, will produce a root 

| somewhat like true san-sam, and in this way imitation san-sam 1s produced; butanef- | : 

- fort to sell it as san-sam is regarded as a swindle, and it is said that experts readily per- : 

. ceive that it has been produced by the aid of man. It is believed that the virtues of - . - 

- gan-sam do not lie in the material composition of the plant, but are due to a mysterious. et 

- power attached to it by being produced wholly apart from man’s influence, under the. obo 

~ care of a beneficent spirit or god. True san-sam.is supposed never even to have been | 

geen by man while it was attaining the state in which it was found. Twenty, thirty, | 

_ and forty years have been named to meas the ages of certain san-sam plants whenfound. => | 

The san-sam root is carefully taken from the earth when found, carefully washed and CN 

. gently scraped, then thoroughly sun-dried. In administering it the whole root is eaten a 

| as one dose, it may be in two parts. - The person then becomes unconscious (some peo- a 

: ple here say dies) and remains so three days. After this the whole body is full of ills ce 

for about a month, then rejuvenation begins, the skin becomes clear, the body healthy, : 

and the person will henceforward live, free from sickness, suffering from ‘neither heat 

- or cold until he has attained the age of ninety or an hundred years. _ . a / 

. The extreme rarity of san-sam augments thé superstitious repute in which it is held; : 

as an intelligent Corean told me; much that is said of it is only words; nevertheless, he : 

_. maintained that san-sam was a wonderful medicine in its strengthening effects. a 

: - Insam, the cultivated ginseng of Corea, is produced in large quantity, and is a com- Co 

~ mon marketable article. While it is most highly appreciated by the Chinese, itis also 

--  pelieved to be the best of medicines by Coreans. It is nearly all produced in two is- — - 

- tinct sections of Corea, viz, at Songto (Kai-seng), about 60 miles to the north and west- » 1 

- ward of the capital, and at Yong-san, in Kyung-sang-do, the southeasternmost province SO 

- of Corea. The qualities produced in these two sections are regarded as differing, and — — 

the ginseng is known as Song-sam, or Yong-sam, according as to whether it comes from a 

-Songto or Yong-sam, in Kyung-san-do, respectively. The former place I visited recently, 

- and in the company of a government official inspected several of the principal farms. So 

The area of the section at Songto in whic‘ ginseng is cultivated is small, not more = == 

. than 8 miles in diameter, and the great majority of the farms are in plain sight. me 

from the city, lying about its walls and in the city itself, upon the sites of houses of the 

time when Songto was the capital of Corea. They appear.from the distance as numbers _ — 

. of singular brown patches lying on the grassy slopes rising from the rice paddies. In Ua 

‘general the farms are low, but a few feet above the level of the paddies, but:several’ — oo 

farms I observed were well up on the hillsides. re a og. 

_ Each farm is a rectangular compound, one part containing the buildings inclosed by = 

| walls, the rest by hedges. The buildings, though built as usual of mud, stones, earth- oe 

enware, and untrimmed timbers, and thatched, are strikingly superior to the other | a 

| houses of the Corean people; they are built in right lines, interiors neatly arranged, and Be 

: walks and hedges in good order. In each compound. are one or more tall little watch re 

towers, in which a regular lookout is held over the farm to prevent raids of thieves, who | 

might make off with paying amounts in handfuls of ginseng. 2 Os om mo 

_ Nearest the entrance to the compound, which is a gate in the buildings court, are - 
guest rooms, where sales are discussed and inspections of the ginseng produced held by oo 

_ officers, and ‘a dry storeroom. Beyond these are two other buildings, in which the. /. | 

- curing of the fresh root is carried on; from here on to the end of the compound are | 
_, parallel rows of low, dark mat sheds, with roofs sloping downwards towards the south “ 

- or southwest. These.rows are from 75 to 200 feet long and 4 feet apart, and the mat © | 
| sheds about 4 feet high at their front (north) sides, which are closed by mats which swing ve 

_. from the top, thus giving access to the farmer in his care of the plants. Within the oe 
| - sheds are beds about 8 inches high for the growing ginseng, plants, which are in rows oo 

extending across the beds, about 2 feet long. a 7 pe a 

_' The row (or shed) nearest the houses is the seed-bed for all the plants grownon the oo 

_ farm. The soil appeared to be of medium strength as indicated by color, was softand = = ==
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| - contained fine granite sand in small proportion (dead leayes broken up finely are used. as 
| _ Manure.) In the Corean 9th month (September-October) ‘the seeds are stuck quite 

. _ thickly in the seed-bed to a depth of 3 inches in little watering trenches about 3 inches 
apart. Once in each three days’ interval during its whole life the plant is watered, and 
the bed carefully inspected to prevent crowding, decay, and the ravages of worms and 
insects. The mat-shed is kept-closely shut, for ginseng will only grow in the dark or a 
very weak light. . | 04 7 

oo. - The mats of the sheds are made of round brown reeds and vines closely stitched to- 
gether, admitting only the faintest light. a — 

In the second month of the second: year after planting (February), the root is re- 
ee garded as formed and the general shape of the plant above ground attained. . The root 

_ is then tender and white, tapering off evenly from a diameter of three-sixteenths of an 
| inch at the top to a fine long point in a length of 34 inches; from it hang a number of . 

fine, hair-like tendrils. From the ground stands a single straight reddish stem about 2 
- inches, and then spreads out into tiny branches and leaves nearly at right angles to the 

- stem. The shape is nearly that of the matured plant. Fe 
| | In the following February (of the third year), the seed plants are transplanted to the 

a adjoining beds, five or. six to each cross row, the watering trenches being here betweenthe _ 
plant rows. In this second bed the plants remain one year, and are then transplanted to 
the third bed and planted still farther apartin their respective rows. A year laterthey _ 

- are again transplanted, this time to their final beds where they remaintwoandahalf 
or three years. Generally speaking, seven years ard required from the time of planting ~ 
until the plant is matured. After its life in the seed-bed, exacting care in keeping out = - 

_ | the light is not so necessary, and I noticed the swinging mat was removed entirely from 
— . the fronts of sheds of plants in the final beds. wo! 

__ In the autumn of the seventh year the seeds ripen and are gathered; these appear on 
| ‘ ashort stem standing upward from the main stem in continuation of it, where the 

: _. branches turn off horizontally. The seed stem is broken off an inch above the branches, 
the seeds sun-dried a little and stored away. Immediately after this the harvest of the 

_ roots begins. The seeds are white, rather flat, and round, slightly corrugated, havinga —- 
diameter of about one-sixteenth of an inch, and a thickness of one-eighth to three-six-_ 
teenth inches. | 7 ee , 

The ripe root has a stem about 14 inches long, standing nicely perpendicular to the 
ground. At this distance spread out at a closely common point the branches, usually - 
five, on which, at a distance of about 4 inches from the main-stem top, is a group of 

oe five leaves, three large ones radiating at small angles and two small ones at right angles . 
tothe branch at their common base. The larger leaves are oval, edges shallowly but 
sharply notched; length and breadth, 4 and 2 inches respectively; color, nearly a chest- - 

: nut green. The stem is stiff and woody, ribbed longitudinally. The root is nearly a 
foot long, and is made up of four different sections ordinarily; the first or upper one,a — . 

| small irregular knot, forming a head to the main root below. From it extends down 
over the main root a number of slender rootlets terminating in stringy points. The-sec- 

7 ond. section is the body of the root, which isshort, soon separating into a numberof bulb- | 
| ous parts, four of which are prominently large. These four parts are commonly called | 

the legs and arms. The bulbous parts round suddenly and then taper offinto small 
_ Slender sections, from which extends a great number of hair-like feeders. .The thickness . 

of the main part of the root or body rarely reaches one inch. | 
Soon after the seeds have been gathered in October the plants and roots intact are 

carefully taken from the earth. The stems are readily broken off, the roots washed, 
placed in small baskets with large meshes, and at once taken to the steaming-house. 
Here are flat, shallow iron boilers over fire-places, over which are earthenware vessels 2 

. * feet in diameter and as many high with close-fitting lids. In the bottoms.of the earth- 
enware vessels are five holes 2 inches in diameter. Water is boiled in the iron vessels, | 

_ the steam rising and filling the upper vessels through these holes. . 
- The small baskets containing the roots having been placed in the earthen vessel and 

the latter tightly closed, the steaming process goes on for from one and a half to four _ 
| hours, when the roots are removed and taken to the drying-house. This isa long build- 

. _ ing containing racks of bamboo poles, on which in. rows are placed flat drying-baskets. 
o Under the floor of the house, at intervals of 3 or 4 feet, are fire-places, the smoke from 

which passes out of small holes in the back of the house under the floor level. In the , 
baskets of the drying-house the roots are spread and the fires kept going constantly for 
about ten days, when the roots are supposed to be cured.: From here they are packed . 

| for the market. in rectangular willow baskets closely lined with paper to exclude moist-  - 
ure. oo oe | : a 

! During this process the roots become very. toughly hard, and their color changes from . 
7 earroty white to nearly a cherrywood red. They break hard but crisply, exhibiting a 

_ shiny, glassy fracture, translucent, dark red. The ginseng resulting from this processis 
. |
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called hong-sam (red ginseng), and is the article prohibited from export from Corea in 

-. all the treaties made by Corea with the Western Powers. It is the most common gin- 

| seng seen in Corea, and by far the majority of it is produced in the Songto section. 
-_ ‘*Pak-sam”’ is insam simply washed, scraped, and sun-dried after being taken from mS 

the earth. This kind is much used domestically, but not having been cured will not = 
bear exportation. It is regarded by many as better medicine than hong-sam, and is oc- 

- casionally, depending upon form and quality, higher in price consequently. ° | 
oe The ways of using insam are many. Most commonly, cut or broken into small pieces, — 

it is mixed with other medicines to form pills, tablets, decoctions tobe drunk, &c. Some- — 
ve times the plain root is eaten dry. This is very common. - | Do . 

Qld people make a warm decoction by boiling the simple root cut in pieces. Itwould . 

seem to be regarded as a strengthening medicine for every part of the system. The 
shape of the root is commonly likened to that of a man, a consequence of its four distinct oe 

| shape sections. By some people each of these different parts of the man is believed to . 
+ beadapted to a particular complaint; thus the head to eye affections, the body to general oe 

debility, the arms and legs to stomach disorders, colds, and female disorders. Thisman =. 
shape of the root figures largely in the purchase of certain kinds of ginseng, especially me 

»  - -with-that of sansam. cee ee ! Oe PE eee 

. A rival of Corea in supplying ginseng for the Chinese market is Primorskaya, prov-. - . 

- ince of Siberia, in the vicinity of Vladivostok. About here great numbers of Chinese ee 

congregate in search of it. Near one place, to the northeastward of Vladivostok, Sou-_ ee * 

chan, and on the Danbihe River it. is cultivated quite largely by them. The various ne 
nomadic tribes in Eastern Siberia seek for sansam in the mountains, and in its sale, to- \ 
gether with that of sable-skins, find their living. .- pe Ba a a 

| The method of cultivation given above is that explained to me at one of the ginseng = = 
farms at Songto; I have been told, however, that there are other slightly different =. 
methods followed in different places and by different farmers. Some roots are fit for 

| market in five and a half or six years after planting, but to produce the best article, © .__ 
seven years’ growth is necessary. The market price of red ginseng (hong-sam) isat = 
present nearly $4 per English pound. ne a oS _ 

oe | , - | GEORGE C. FOULK, | a 

oe a oO Ensign, United States Navy, Naval Attaché. —_ 

Oo oN. 28000¢—=— ae 7 a 

| | — Myr. Foote to Mr. Frelinghuysen. = | 

— No. 127.) i -@EGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
ce Seoul, Corea, December 5, 1884. (Received January 26, 1885.) - 

:  §re: Weare at this moment in the midst of a political revolution. =| 
5 It was inaugurated last evening by the attempted assassination of Min 
_ Yong Ik, lately one of the envoys to the United States. It occurredat 

- @ dinner party, which was being given by Hong Yeng Shik, vice-min- Mee 
ister of the embassy to the United States. There were present. Pak oo 
Yong Hio, brother-in-law to the King; Kim Hong Chip, president ofthe — =~ 
Corean foreign office; Kim Ok Kinn, vice-president; Von Mollendorff, = — 

- guperintendent of customs; myself, my secretary and interpreter; W. oe 
G. Aston, esq., Her Britannic Majesty’s consul-general; Chen SherTang, © 
Chinese commissioner; the Japanese secretary of legation, and several = 

_ other minor officials. As the dinner drew to aclose an alarm offire | 
was given, and nearly all of the guests withdrew from the table and 

) went out of the doors or to the windows to view the fire, which seemed | 
near at hand. Perceiving no immediate danger, I returned, with the 
president of the Corean foreign office and several others, to the table.  —~ | 
A moment thereafter Min Yong Ik entered the room, his face and cloth- oe 

_ ing covered with blood, which was streaming from seven or eight ghastly | os 
-.  wounds.. The utmost consternation ensued; the Corean officials, di- - 

_ vesting themselves of their official robes as they ran, rushed to the court- _
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. yard, which was already half filled with soldiers and servants. At this | 
| -moment a shot was fired, and the entire crowd precipitated themselves 

over the rear walls and disappeared. Upon the entrance of Min Yong = 
_ Ik Thad gone forward, and, aided by Von Mollendorft, had placed*him 

_ In an easy position. I asked that Dr. Allen, an American physician, be 
: sent for, which was done, and, leaving the wounded man in charge of 

: Mr. Von Mollendorff, I returned with Mr. Scudder and my interpreter. 
to the legation. _ TS oo | 

Ss At this moment it is difficult to determine whether this attempted 
» ss assassination is the result of some personal feud or whether it has a 

| political signification. . - : | ee 
_ All sorts of rumors are afloat.. The latest is that the deed: was done 

a by a party of students from one of the southern provinces, who were  _ 
enraged at some reforms which Min Yong Ik had instituted since his 

_ return from the United States. I shall be enabled to give you more ° - 
definite information within a few days. — a 

es _ Lhave, &e.,, | | | 
: oo, : | LUCIUS H. FOOTE. | 

a | | No. 231. Oo 

- - Mr. Foote to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

No. 128.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
: Seoul, Corea, December 17, 1884. (Received January 26, 1885.)' 
— We are in the midst of great excitement and, I may say, danger. It | 
an seems that the entire movement is an attempted revolution, concocted 

by a few ill-advised young men, under the leadership of Kim Ok 
Kinn, vice-president of the Corean foreign office; Hong Heng Shik, — 

| . postmaster-general, and Pak Yong Hio, brother-in-law of the King. 
Ostensibly dissatisfied with the non-progressive spirit manifested by 

the leading officials, they determined to seize the Government, obtain | 
: control of the person of the King, and to admipister public affairs for their — 

— own purposes. The first move in their plot was ¢he attempted assassi- — , 
_ nation of Min Yong Ik, and during the excitement occasioned there- 

ae by, they rushed to the palace, informed the King that he was in great 
| _ danger, and persuaded him to remove to a smaller palace. The King, 
a fearing perhaps that some great public commotion was taking place, 

sent messengers to the Japanese legation asking the minister to come => 
to the palace with his guard of soldiers. After three messages of this 

| kind, the minister consented, and went to the palace, the Japanese 
| soldiers, two hundred in number, being stationed at the gates. In the 

' mean time five of the leading officials of the Government were called to — 
the palace, ostensibly by direction of the King, and while there wereput _ 

| to death. These things occurred on the night of the 4th and the morn- 
| ing of the 5th instant. | ee we Be 

, About 12 o’clock on the night of the 4th messengers came to me from 
| the King, asking me to come to the palace with my wife and suite, say- 

. ing that he feared somewhat for our safety, and felt that we would be _ 
+ more secure with him. : a | re 

- _. _ The same messengers with the same messages were sent to Mr. Aston, 
_ Her Britannic Majesty’s consul-general, and to Captain Zembsch, His 

oe Imperial German Majesty’s commissioner, shortly after. Mr. Aston, — 
his wife and assistant, came to the United States legation with the in-
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tention of going to the palace. I told him that upon considerationI ©. 
had determined not to leave the legation; that I would wait upon His | 
Majesty in the morning to learn his wishes, but that in the uncertainty  —_ 
of affairs I should rely upon the inviolability of the legation, making -~ | 

| such preparations. for defense as I could. On the morning of the 5th, 
with Her Britannic Majesty’s consul-general, Mr. Aston, and HisIm- > 

_ perial German Majesty’s commissioner, Captain Zembsch, [went tothe © — 
-. small palace occupied by the King. We found crowds of excited peo- 
_. ple in the streets. Corean soldiers were massed around the entrance, - 

outside; within, Japanese soldiers were guarding the gateways. Inthe = 
_ palace I saw the leading revolutionists, who had been installed in the _ a 

positions made vacant by the death of the high officials. I also met Poe 
the Japanese minister and his secretary of legation. The King had = | 

—_ jittle to say, and seemed to be in a state of great excitement. After | 
_ gome unimportant conversation we retired. : a ed a4 

_ Immediately after this I called a conference of the representatives, = = 
- endeavoring to secure the attendance of the Japanese minister, but a 

. could not reach him. We jointly counseled the Chinese commissioner to a 
do nothing to disturb the peace or to excite the populace, andunderalk 

-. eireumstances to avoid a conflict between Japanese and Chinese troops. 
_ He seemed to sanction this line of policy. | ee Ea 

During the day, by. my advice, the two Americans residing with their «> 
families in Seoul came to the legation. That night the King, accom- = 
panied by the Japanese guard, returned to the palace proper. = | : 

- From sundown until morning crowds of excited people were surging | 
' through the streets, but no actual outbreak occurred. Her Britannic — | 

_ Majesty’s consul-general, Mr. Aston, his wife, one attaché, and servants, .° | 
-- game to the legation on the night of the 4th, and remained, by myin- > 
_ -vitation, for several days. _ oo ce Tee 

As before stated, 1 had arranged, with the assistance of Ensign Ber- __ 
- nadon, U.S. N., as complete a system of defense as possible. By the — © 
' kindness of the Japanese minister, four Japanese soldiers had been ce 

sent to the legation. I had also asked for, and obtained, a Corean ey 
guard, upon whom I placed but little reliance. Early on the morning | 
of the 6th the populace commenced to commit outrages upon the Jap-) 
 -anese subjects residing in different partsofthecity. Thecry was‘‘Death — 

- , tothe Japanese!” During the day numbers were killed and their prop- ore 
erty destroyed. Several came to the legation for refuge, and I gave 

_ directions that all who came should be admitted. Between 3 and4 | | 
o'clock p. m. we heard firing inthe direction of the palace, and shortly 
thereafter the Japanese guard, one hundred and eighty in number, — 
evacuated the palace grounds and marched to their legation. Along 
their line of march they were attacked by the people with stones and / 

- occasional shots. After they reached their legation, great numbers of | | 
| angry people gathered in the vicinity, making threats, and occasional aan 

shots were fired. Between 4 and 5 o’clock p. m. on the 7th the Japanese — | 
- soldiers and civilians left their legation grounds and marched out of the - 

city, on their way to Chemulpo. ‘Two cannon shots were fired at them 
, as they passed, and an occasional volley of musketry, which they ree _— 

turned. nr | _ oe ee 
| - The wildest excitement now prevailed. Asnight came onwe noticed 

that the Japanese legation buildings were in flames. ‘These buildings © 
were the finest in Corea, and had just been completed, partly in the 
European style. -: . acre ree ; oe 

a At this time there were congregated in this legation, of American —_ 
- ¢itizens, myself.and wife, C. L. Scudder, private secretary; EnsignJ.B.
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| Bernadon, U.S. N.; Dr. and Mrs. Allen and child, Mr. W. D. Town- | 
| - send; of British subjects, W. G. Aston, esq., Her Britannic Majesty’s 

° consul-general; Mrs. Aston, Mr. H.S. B. Allen, consul’s assistant; Mr. | 
Halifax, wife and child. Of Japanese subjects there were twenty-two 

a men, women, and children. Fifteen Chinese and Corean servants, and a 
a guard of twenty Corean soldiers, upon whom I placed no reliance, and 

7 . ‘only retained in the legation fearing that they might inform the pop- : 
ulace that we were protecting Japanese. ye a , | : 

The night was one of great anxiety, but the day dawned, and from 
that moment the excitement seemed to decreasé.. During the 6th and 

.. . 4th a number of public and private buildings were burned. On the 
. morning of the 8th I was asked to have an audience with His Majesty, —__ 

who had temporarily taken up bis residence at the Chinese camp. In 
company with the other representatives, I waited upon His Majesty. 

| At this audience we were asked if we could consistently go to Chem- 
| ulpo and have an interview with the Japanese minister, conveying to 

oo him the earnest desire of His Majesty to maintain friendly relations _ 
with Japan. After consultation we decided to accede to His Majesty’s 7 

7 wishes. - | so | 
- sss After the audience | took oceasion to say that I had at the United 

| _. States legation, and under my protection, a number of Japanese men, 
women, and children, and that I had determined to send them to Chem- 

— ulpo under the escort of Ensign J. B. Bernadon, U. 8. N., and to ask | 
that a joint Corean and Chinese guard be furnished for their protection. 

| This request was seconded by the other representatives, and was acceded 
to by both the Corean and Chinese authorities. On the morning of the 9th - 

- Ensign Bernadon left the legation with the Japanese refugees, escorted. 
| by Corean and Chinese soldiers, and arriving safely at Chemulpo on 

the morning of the 10th delivered them, as directed by me, to his ex- 
 eellency the Japanese minister. During the nightof the 10th messen- — 

- gers came from the King and Queen, saying that they had heard it was | 
the intention of the foreign ladies to retire with their husbands to 

7 ~Chemulpo, and urging that Mrs. Foote should remain, promising her all - 
the protection in their power, saying that her stay would do much to 
quiet the excitement of the people. We replied that we were the first to 

: - eome and would be the last toleave. On the morning of the 10th, with 
His Imperial German Majesty’s commissioner, Captain Zembsch, and ~ 

oo Her Britannic Majesty’s consul-general, Mr. Aston, accompanied by 
| his wife, I went to Chemulpo, leaving Mrs. Foote at the legation. Ar-_ 

riving at Chemulpo we sought for and obtained an interview with his 
excellency the Japanese minister. We informed him of the sentiment of 

_ His Majesty, and afterwards engaged in an informal discussion concern- 
| ing the temper of the Corean Government, as evinced by certain dis-_ . 

patcbes which had been written to the minister by the president of the 
a Corean foreign office. We were assured by the minister that the mes- 

. gages of the King should be transmitted to his Government. On the. 
| following day we had other interviews, discussing certain questions of 

| fact which had been asserted by Corean officials and denied by the | 
Japanese minister. BC ee, , 

| On the morning of the 12th I returned alone to Seoul, His Imperial 
a German Majesty’s commissioner and Her Britannic Majesty’s consul- 

- general deciding to remain at Chemulpo. | | | - 
| ~ On the 14th I had an audience with His Majesty and reported to him 7 

: the result of our interview with Mr. Takezoye. His Majesty asked me | 
| if I would accompany an envoy whom he was about to send to Japan, 

| invoking thereby the good offices of the United States to bring about —
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an amicable settlement between that country and Corea. Ireplied to =~ 
_.. him that I should prefer, first, to consult with my Government, but that. © 

the means of communication were difficult and the emergency imminent. ss... 
1 would consider the matter and decide at the earliest possible moment. 

- Recurring to the events of the 6th instant, I would say that the con- — | 
_ flict with the Japanese troops was brought about by an attempt of the 

_ -Chinese troops to force their way into the palace grounds, ostensibly to | 
_ protect the King. In this attack the Corean troops joined forces. with ~~ 

the Chinese. During the engagement the King determined to seeka — 
_ place of greater safety. ‘Learning this fact,” as Mr. Takezoye, the Jap- 
“ anese minister says in a note to me, “I took my leave of His Majesty | 

and withdrew with the Japanese guard.” gk 

re ve _ LUCIUS H. FOOTE. > 

| - - : : _ [Inclosure in No. 128] 0 oes a ee : | 

' _ Report of iwmformation relative to the. revolutionary attempt in ‘Seoul, Corea, by Ensign a | 
a, _ _ George C.. Foulk, December 4-7,.1884. | a 

oo The Government of Corea has been for an indefinite period under the practical control _ an 
| of the Min family, of which the Queen of Corea * is at present the highest representative. —_ : 

‘The blood of this family is largely Chinese, and it has been always, and remains, thede- = 
sire and aim of this family to subject, and retain in subjection, their country to the suz-  _ 

- erainty of China. Members of this family are accorded ‘special privileges by China, and ~~ | 
are, to the exclusion of other Corean noble families, on comparatively social terms = | 
with the court of China, which they visit frequently. The family is very large, and in-— 

_. eludes the highest number of great nobles, with the greatest landed estates, of all the 
_. families of the nobility in Corea. Potitical differences of the several degrees of strength,  —s_ 

have long existed between this family and that of the King and a large body of the ° | 
other-nobles. — — Soe oe en a ee ren 

The Queen is a woman. of strong will and considerable ability... * * .* The great oe 
_. body of the Corean people at large know little or nothing of the politics of their Govern- . 

ment, nor do they dare to use any information they may by chance possess on govern- - 
. ment affairs. They only know their King, for whome so far as my own experience OC 
and observation goes, they hold unbounded reverence and affection. It is; however, 

| ground deeply into the whole Corean nation, so far as the people are concerned, that oo, 
_ their’s is the ‘little house’’. of China. Chinese coming among them are detested for | i 

_ their appearance, conduct, and customs; yet nothing a Chinaman might do in the — 

- * The nobles of the male line of the King’s family are few, and none hold high offices re 
-.  intheactive government. © .'. © Co ace - 
_... The mother ofthe King was a Min, and through her and the powerful influence of her Os 

family his Queen was taken from the Mins. The marriage of blood relatives of close 
connection has'from ancient times been. a capital offense in Corea, and this marriage of - ae 

_ the King, a Min on his mother’s side, to a Min again, gave general dissatisfaction through-. . 
out all Corea; but against the powerful influence by which it was brought about’ there | 
could be no resistance. It is commonly reported that the King long refused association = : 
with the Queen, who practiced various superstitious rites to attract him, and was aided _. | 
in this by members of her family, who are notoriously regarded as the greatest patrons © 

. of geomancers, fortune tellers, &c, in Corea. When the present prince royal was about . 
_ to be born the Queen sacrificed -to the various gods to such an extent, most notably for _ ho 

forty-nine days at Kum-gang-son, that the expense attending it, which fell directly on . 
| the people, gave rise to national complaint. Again the nation showed its dissatisfaction. «= 

| when the present prince royal was betrothed to a Min, the sister of. Min Yong Ik... ee 
| _ The prince royal, as might be expected, is delicate in health, and afflicted with sore | , : 

eyes; this gives constant employment to the soothsayers, fortune tellers, who are called — ae 
- upon to foretell his future .condition, length of life, and drive out the demons of sick- a 

_ Ina memorial to the throne in 1883, Min Thai Ho asked that the necrologers and | 
-geomancers be called upon to direct the ire of the evil demons against the advances of | : 

| the Japanese and western foreigners, on whose account the finances of Corea were thrown - 
.. Into disorder. a. - | So oy Oop oO
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course of his association with the common people would prompt a blow from any of 
them, for he is a ‘‘ Ta-kuk-in,”’ a man of the ‘‘great country.’’? Japanese,on the con- > | 
trary, are even admired by Coreans of the present day for their appearance,.customis,  ~ 

oo ‘and conduct; yet against them lies a deep current of hereditary hatred for their alleged 

oe - eruelties in their ancient invasions of Corea, and the Coreans are always ready for the 
- license when they may vent this feeling in shedding Japanese blood. _ | 

The first Corean nobles to leave their country to visit a progressive one, were So Kwang 
Pom and Kim Ok Kiun. These two men, nine years ago, left’ Corea secretly and vis- 
ited Japan; upon their return to Corea, they went boldly before the King and described“ 
what they there had seen. In later years other Corean nobles visited Japan and China; 

. of these, however, until within the past two years, but one, Pak Yong Hyo, joined the 
; two above named in their aim towards adopting western civilization for Corea and advo- 

cated openly such a policy. : | wn . . 

The family of So is. claimed to be truly Corean, and is highly illustrious for the num- | 
. ber of just and wise officers it has produced; it has no superior in-Corea in regard to this _ 

. and ancient, creditable ancestry. _ Se 

| The family of Kim is likewise regarded as truly Corean; it is remarkable foritsex- 

. tent and antiquity. Pok Yong Hyo is also of an ancient family, and is the brother-in- 

law of the King, bearing as such the title of royalty Kum-oi-nung, which by the ancient | 
law, forbade his holding actual office in the government. — , 

| - Prior to the revolt of the troops in Seoul in 1882, under the Tai-wen Kun, So and 
a Kim, who held nightly discussions of the civilization problem, and were endeavoring to 

_ induce Min ¥ong Ik and several other young nobles to join them, were charged by the 
7 - fanatical Tai-Wen-Kun with endeavoring to introduce Christianity into Corea, and both _ 

came very near losing their heads. The Tai-wen-Kun was the ex-regent and the father | 
' of the King; long after his regency had ceased he held the administrative power of the — 
oe Government, and directed his great energy with fanatical zeal against the efforts of the 

Jesuit fathers and Christian Coreans to extend Christianity in Corea. . 

. The members of the Corean embassy to the United States have repeatedly told me 

that the number of Coreans executed after torture by him for professing Christianity or —- 

. being suspected of it can only be reckoned by tens of thousands; also that his fanat- 
— ical hatred of the foreign religion was mainly due to the raid upon the grave of one of 

_- his ancestors by the German Jew Oppert. : Soe an 

: _ ‘Obedient to the will and direction of China the Mins were pre- eminent among Corean 
| nobles in conducting for Corea the negotiations for a treaty with the United. States, im 

7 May, 1882, at Inchun, on which occasion Admiral Shufeldt represented the United 
‘States Government, having come there in the U. 8. S. Swatara. | | 

: This energy of the Mins has given them the mistaken reputation of being members 

oo, of the progress party in Corea; in fact they only acted in cbedience to their hereditary 

po lord, China, without a thought patriotic to Corea, beyond that they in common with all _ 

OO Coreans at that time felt the danger of seizure of a part of Corea by Russia.. By the 

oo King of Corea and the true progress party of three the treaty with the United States: . 

: was hailed as the forerunner of complete independence from China, | 

: To the call of China for Corea to treat with the United States for their several rea- 

. sons, all the chief members of the Corean Government, were obedient but the Tai-wen- 

. Kun, who though purely patriotic to Corea, only saw in making treaties with western © 

powers the means of introducing broadcast hated Christianity. It is natural therefore’ - 

. that he should be at enmity with the Mins who were negotiating the treaty with Ad- , 

| - miral Shufeldt. oo : a | oe 
a Consequently in July, 1882, we find that, taking advantage of disaffection among the 

soldiers of the capital, occasioned by short.rations issued by the Mins, he directs their = 

| revolt against that family, and having disposed of its members, seizes the Government | 

himself. Many Mins were killed; Min Thai Ho (father of Min Yong Ik) was left sup- 

posed to be fatally wounded in a ditch; poison was to be administered to the Queen, but 

a maid personating her in disguise, took the poison and died while the Queen escaped. | 

: Min Yong Ik shaved his head and after hiding in the mountains three days, walked to - 

- Fusan whence he escaped to Japan in the disguise of a Buddhist priest. For his diso- 

| bedience to its command and his attempt to annihilate its loyal servants, the Mins, the — 

ct Chinese Government sent its troops to Corea and carried off in banishment the Tai-wen — 

Kun; the power of the Mins for China having’ been greatly cut off by the revolt. Chi-. 

“nese troops were placed in Seoul to strengthen the remainder, and. have remained there | 

ever since. i | | - , 

It has been said the Chinese did not execute the Tai-wen-Kun, because he was the ~ 

oo father of the King; this is true if it be explained that such an action as executing the _ 

father of the King would have embittered the masses of the common people against the | 

: ' Mins and China, and probably to the extent of open rebellion against China. . Oo 

: At the time of the revolt under the Tai-wen-Kun there were no Chinese in’ Corea, nor
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_ had there been for more than a hundred years. In Seoul; however, resideda Japanese = 
- minister with a small guard of Japanese soldiers. = 8 . 

| _ The news of the revolt of the soldiers'‘under the Tai-wen-Kun went to Japan first, and . 
: at once that Government prepared a force to send to the assistance of the Japanese min- : 

ister in Seoul. The Chinese consul at Nagasaki telegraphed to China that the Japanese _ 7 
were sending a force to seize Corea; this at least was the substance of what was told 

_ three Corean nobles, then at Tientsin in China, by the Chinese authorities there. | - 
. These Corean nobles were, in order of rank, Cho Yong: Ha, Kim Yun Sik, and O-Yun | | 

: Chung. — — oe es | ls 
| Cho was a noted-Chinese scholar and a strong Confucianist. Min YongIk hasrepre- = 

- sented to me that Cho and his companions at Tien-Tsin held powers plenipotentiary; this, - 
; however, is emphatically denied: by So Kwang Pom and the progressive party, who say _ 
_ that such powers were simply assumed, such deliberate assumption of the King’s power 

_ being no unusual thing for members of the Min taction. Knowing that Corea was help- | 
“Jess after the revolt of the soldiers to resist an invasion of the Japanese, Cho applied to the 

_ deputy viceroy at Tien-Tsin (Li-Hung Chang being thenabsent,inmourningforhismother) = | - 
for the use of Chinese troops which he might take to Corea. His first appeal was re- oo 
fused, but on the second, made by him as holding powers plenipotentiary, the use of the 

_ soldiers was granted him; Cho and his companions came to Chemulpo with the soldiers on | 
board Chinese vessels of war. a : eo! | 
yHAt the time the news of the revolt came to Japan there were two Corean nobles re- | 

_. Siding in Tokio; these were Kim Ok Kuin and. So Kwang Pom, who had gone there with 
- an ambassador and remained behind to study and make purchases. They heard that the es 

_ Japanese were about. to send an expedition to Corea, and the rumor that it was to seize 
their country. es ne ae a 
+4Going at once to the minister for foreign affairs in Japan, they made inquiry as to 

_. the exact object of the expedition, and were assured that Japan had no intention to Coe 
seize Corea, and only sent a force there to protect her subjects in Corea. Satisfied with 

_, this Kim and So proceeded to Corea at once, arriving at Chemulpo with the Japanese 2 
'  foree.. They had realized that the Tai-wen-kun’s revolt endangered their hopes of inde- — 

pendence and progress for Corea by giving the Chinese a new lien upon them; and ‘antici- | 
_. pating that Cho would. bring Chinese soldiers to Chemulpo, had drawn up during’ the 

voyage from Japan a series of arguments in writing against. the employment. by Corea a, 
: of Chinese troops in Seoul, and favoring the use of the Japanese force to restore order | 

there. _ | | rn | | | 
- The Japanese force with So.and Kim, and the Chinese force with Cho and his com- oo 
panions, arrived at Chemulpo at about the same time, and while neither force was yet 
landed, the two parties of Corean officers discovered each other. A consultation ensued — 

| between them, in which So and Kim used every argument in their power to induce Cho . 
to abandon the use of the Chinese troops. They urged more particularly that as Japan ee 
had a legation in Seoul to protect, she had every right to send troops there; the use of the eS 
Chinese, however, could be called for-on no ground except such as would give China the oe 

: opportunity of tightening more firmly than ever the grip on Corea she had loosened in | 
aiding and permitting the American treaty negotiations three months before. = 

| After a prolonged discussion, which grew hot towards the end, it was agreed to by all 
that, if practicable, tothe King should be submitted the question, ‘‘Should the Chinese : 
land and enter Seoul or not.’?’ Kim Ok Kiun, disguised as a low Corean, then went to | : 

- Seoul to submit the question to the King. He found the Tai-wen Kun (his. bitter 
enemy) in chargeof the King’s person, his friends driven away, and that'it would be im- | 
possible to reach the King. His mission having failed, he returned to Chemulpo, soon _ 
after which the Chinese force landed and entered the capital. The Tai-wen Kun was 

| abducted, order restored, and affairs settled into the condition found in Corea on the | 
arrival of Minister Foote; = / | ae : | 

| The Chinese force took up permanent quarters in extensive camps. within the walls; . 
almost by the palace gates they erected a fort, as well as two others outside of the.city a 
near the approaches from the river Han—these two for use in case of invasion against 
the advance of a Japanese army towards Seoul. The number of troops landed was C 
augmented a little later-to 3,000 men, which number remained in Seoul until. June of 

. 1884, when it was reduced to 1,500. A Chinese commissioner arrived in October, 1883. ace 
It has been positively stated to me, though not until they seemed forced to divulge it, . 

by So Kwang Pom and Kim OK Kiun, that the result of this use of Chinese troops was | 
the exactment of a new agreement between China and Corea, by which the Chinese ob- | 

_ tained such rights in Corea as made her more intimately a dependency of China than | 
_. had ever been the case before. The full particulars of this agreement had not been (on 

- principle) divulged to the western world by either Corea or. China; nor could either ~ - 
- have well done so. It was undoubtedly the effect of this new agreement, with China, 

originated by Cho-Yong Ha, and the execution of its terms willingly abetted and en- Bg 

- | 22 FOR —— _ | / 7 aan on
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7 forced by the Mins, which drove the progressive and truly loyal party in Corea tothe . 
: extreme measures taken by them in the revolutionary attempt of December 4—7 last. 

The King and the progressive Coreans looked upon the American treaty as the wedge 
which, at least politically, freed Corea from China, and it was hailed by them with great 
joy. It may then be understood how great was their chagrin to find Corea, by the 

— action of Cho and the Mins before the American treaty was yet ratified, placed anew 
and more rigidly than ever subservient to China. Thinking that the new status of Corea 
to China would be understood abroad, they feared that the American treaty would never _ 

| be ratified, consequently I have been told repeatedly, ‘‘His Majesty danced for joy when 
. _ Minister Foote arrived.’’ . | 7 oa 

This meant to them one of two things, namely: That the United States understood 
the real relations between China and Corea, and meant at all hazards to claim inde- 
pendence for Corea; or that the United States did not know of the real status of Corea, _ 
in which case, by concealment of the late agreement with China, Corea still had a hope 
of becoming free, through the effect of her being regarded as independent in the rela- 
tions between her and the United States. The mission to the United States Govern- 
ment, headed by Min Yong Ik, in 1884, determined for the King and the progressive 

| men (represented in the embassy by So Kwang Pom alone) that the latter-view was cor- 
rect, and they regulated their line of action accordingly. | S | 

| At the time the Corean embassy was in the United States, Kim Ok Kiun (the oldest 
of the progressive party of three and its leader in all active measures) was in Japan — 
and in regular correspondence with So Kwang Pom with the embassy. These two | 
‘men of all Korea were the only ones who possessed any knowledge of the principles of 
western government; they had both made long visits to Japan, were naturally highly - 

oS ‘intelligent, and had entered with great perseverance and energy into the progressive 
. spirit of the official classes in Japan; both had been in effect pupils of Fukuzawa, the 

distinguished leader of Japan in political progress. Both, but particularly So Kwang 
Pom, were noted among foreigners of all classes who had met them as frank, intelli- | 

: gent, active, useful men. In Corea they and their families were respected and beloved 
for their just conduct as officials. po 

With a view to organizing an efficient military force for Corea to replace that loaned 
| by China, the Corean Government had after the revolt of 1882 established four battal- 

ions of Corean soldiers, and to furnish officers for these, through Kim and So, fourteen 
- Corean young men, many of whom were connections of the houses of the progressive 
men, were sent to Japan to pursue a course of study and exercise in the Government — 
military school in Tokio. The leader of these students was So Che Pil, a near relative 
of So Kwang Pom. : a OO | 

During their preparation, the troops were placed under the instruction of Chinese 
: officers, procured for this service by the Mins and Cho-Yong Ha. Kim was much in 

Japan overseeing the instruction of the students, as well as directing the efforts of other 
Coreans who had been gotten there, largely through his energy, to study manufactures 

, and trade, and to make purchases of certain machinery and furniture, upholstery, &c., 
the latter for the palace. Kim/’s rank of nobility corresponds to that of baron, and his ~ 

_ office is president of the department for improvement and colonization of wastelands. As 
this embodied intercourse with foreign countries, he was later made a vice-president of 
the foreign office. a , | . | - 

, Pak Yong-Hyo by ancient Corean law could not hold office, yet the King assigned to 
him the office of mayor of Seoul. He was not familar with any foreign language and 
was much less advanced in progressive ideas than So and Kim; he was, however, ear- 
nestly and rather hot-headedly progressive, and entered into reform in Seoul with such 
over-energy that loud complaints came from the common people, encouraged by the con- 
servative faction, which soon resulted in his removal from office. The anger of the Mins 

| was particularly aroused at the departure from the ancient law as shown in his being 
7 given an office by the King. | 7 | | : 

All the above evidences of progress in Corea are embraced in the interval between the 
revolt in 1882 and the return of the embassy from the United States in May, 1884. All — 

: the work ot the three progressive leaders was warmly aided by the king, who had ample | 
. - opportunities of time at least for encouraging it, the actual machinery of his internal 

government being worked entirely by the Mins, and in which he had little or no power 
to act. — | — - 

. A part of the embassy to the United States, headed by the vice-minister, Hong Yong 

Sik, returned to Corea in the winter of 1883.. From this time dates Hong’s connection 
with the progressive party. ~He expressed himself as having been in a “‘light so bright 
as to dazzle him.’’ Heentered into the progressive spirit of the King’s party with great — 
caution, however, and was always regarded by So and Kim as too slow or aggravatingly 
indecisive. He received the appointment of postmaster-general from the King, but for 
a long interval little was done by him toward establishing a postal system. With Hong, -
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_ Cheu Kyung Sok returned from America, bringing with him the generous supply of —. . 
- seeds furnished by the Department of Agriculture. He was promptly granted a large 

| tract of valuable land, which he very commendably converted into what is now known : 
-as the American farm. ee | Cp ee 

_- In May the Trenton arrived at Chemulpo, having on board Min Yong Ik, So Kwang | : 
Pom, and Pyon Su, with whom. I had lived in the closest possible friendship during _ 
eight months. Min Yong Ik, the chief of the embassy, had seemed sincere in expressions : | 

. of his intention to use his utmost energy towards the development of his country, yetI - | 
had long since observed that he was faint-hearted and very changeable in disposition; .— eee 
and his constant study of Confucian books he carried-on I deemed sadly at the expense 
of what should have been to him invaluable opportunities for observationandenlighten- - 

- ment. So Kwang Pom and Pyon Su were, however, indefatigable in compiling notes _. 
on useful subjects, and from encyclopedia sources, through my translations, they brought _ 
home a great mass of information on the political and progressive histories of the prin-. _ | 
cipal countries of the world. | os | ee one Ree a 

On June 2, in a gay procession I went to Seoul with these members of the embassy. | 
On the way, So Kwang Pom took occasion to say to me that he greatly feared that the 

~ ambassador, Min Yong Ik, in spite of all that had been done for him, and however good => - 
his intentions had been while abroad, might be turned directly to the opposite of what 
might be expected from him; that what he had learned and seen, through his Confucian a 
training and the hereditary instincts of his family, might be employed, after the man- _ 
ner of the Chinese, directly against Western progress. | a re ae 

The reception of the ambassador in Seoul was enthusiastic. All parties seemed to : 
join in it. The visit of the officers of the Trenton, the expression of good feeling ex- 
changed between. the Corean and American Governments, and of their officers, these == 
with much else seemed to strengthen the progressive feeling in Seoul. A shadow fel\,. - 
however, on the King and the progressive men when: they learned that Admiral Shu- — 
‘feldt was not soon’ to arrive in Corea, for the embassy had brought.word that he was | 
to arrive in Corea in May. It was then supposed: that military officers from the | 
United States would probably arrive with Admiral Shufeldt. _ a cE ne . . 

Soon after his arrival Min Yong Ik became a vice-president of the foreign office; So | 
Kwang Pom was elevated in the order of nobility, and Pyon Su, heretofore not an offi- 

-. cer in the Government, was made a chusa, by virtue of which rank he was given direct. | 
- access to the King.. The progressive party, now strengthened by the addition of these 

-. members of the embassy to the United States, was in high hopes, and with the King — we 
himself as their director, began a series of preparations for a vigorous infusion of Western | | 
civilization into Corea. Evidently, however, all great measures were not to be taken 
in this direction until the Chinese troops had left Seoul, in effecting which the services | , 
of an adviser, and indirectly those of other persons soon expected from the United States, | 
were believed to be efficient. a CO oe or ee | 

_-» It was not. long before the Chinese instructors of the Corean troops were dismissed by _ a 
the King, a charge of cruel treatment. having been brought against them. . This was fol- ! 
lowed by the acceptance of the resignation of Mr. P. G. von Mollendorff, from the foreign = 

- office, in which he had had great influence as adviser. - The creation of these vacancies _ 
‘was too significant to make comment necessary. Arms were also purchdsed, and under | 

my direction, as requested, stored away carefully in the palace grounds. From Japan, 
to execute contracts made by Kim Ok Kiun, came a number of qualified Japanese, who _ a 
were held in readiness to begin teaching the use of machinery, the manufacture of paper, | 
pottery, &c. : - Bon SEE eo | ; a | | 8 

| Steps were also taken toward securing a director of agriculture, school-teachers, and — - 
several other foreigners for service under the Corean Government. In regard to these, - 
the initiatory steps were taken in consultations of the progressive leaders, ineluding the Oo 
King, in which I was warmly invited to have a voice. I was also daily visited by Pyon _ 
Chusa, who came direct from the King with requests for services of different kinds... 
These I obeyed whenever permitted by my instructions. —_. Ce og oe a : 

Upon the occasion of being asked by His Majesty to order for him an electric-light plant 
for the palace, I declined, until it was explained to me that it was also meant to. extend. 
the right to furnish electrical apparatus to the United States; that such rights had | | 

just been refused the British consul-general, and that courtesy would prevent the imme- 
diate granting of such rights to the United States minister, who it was known held an 
application to do so from. Mr. Thomas A. Edison. The electric-light plant I only or- | | 
dered when assured that $10,000 had been secured to make prompt payments. I | 

_ also ordered and. paid for six head of breeding stock, purchased in California, for the | a 
~ Corean-American farm, to which His Majesty had added an extension some. 8 miles» Se 

square for breeding purposes. . | oe ss 
| ‘In July the fourteen Corean military students returned from Japan, and were enthu- _ | Lh 
 giastically greeted by the progressive men. They were exercised before the King and — |
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gave great satisfaction. A few were given appointments in the battalion of the palace. 

guard commanded by General Han Kin Chik at once; | ne 
_ - “Vin Yong Ik soon showed the effects of the influence brought to bear on him by his - 

family. First he endeavored to pay a visit to China, which the progressive men regarded. 
with dissatisfaction, believing it to be intended as a make-peace visit to off-set any ill- 

impressions in the Chinese court due to his long association with Western foreigners. 

This he deferred, however, and originated. the idea of changing the national dress in cer- 

tain details, most prominent of which were the tightening of belts and narrowing the 

sleeves. This, too, was unsatisfactory to the progressive party, who saw in the change 

| an approach to the Chinese costume, or food for an excuse against the move they contem- . 

plated, which was permitting freedom in matters of dress. Min Yong Ik’s scheme be- 

came a law, and by royal edict the changes in costume were effected by a fixed date. ‘ . 

Suddenly Min Yong Ik resigned from the foreign office and received an appointment 

as general in command of the Right Palace Guard Battalion. This was immediately fol- — 

' lowing a discussion before His Majesty between himself and So Kwang Pom, in which 

the King decided a question in favor of the latter. Word had been received through me 
that Admiral Shufeldt, then expected by every steamer, had not yet left America, and 

that he would only come to Corea at once upon a formal invitation to do.so from the 

: King. This delay in his coming, as well as that of the military officers, left the Govern- 

ment in an embarrassed position, as it was without any adviser in the foreign office or 

| instruction officers in the new army. =. | | _ 

Min Yong Ik then proposed, as suggested by the Chinese commissioner, Chen Shu 

‘Yang, that ex-Consul-General Denny be at once invited to accept the position of adviser 

in place of Admiral Shufeldt. So Kwang Pom opposed this, and it was in a discussion _ 

. of this question in which the King with much firmness favored So Kwang Pom. A tel- 

-  egraphic message was sent at once through General Foote to Admiral Shufeldt to ‘come 

atonce.’ | 4 no . ne | 

A little later, and through Min-Yong-Ik, five Chinese instructors were called from 

| China for service with the Corean army. This created a great sensation among the 

progressive men, but was most disastrous to the fourteen students who, by the em- 

ployment of the Chinese instructors, were thrown clear-of any chance of holding mili- 

a tary offices consistent with their rank as Corean citizens, to say the least. With the 

CO ' exception of three employed in General Han’s battalion, the students were turned en- 

tirely adrift from military service and given subordinate positions, out of half charity, 

by the progressive leaders, in the post-office department, under Hong-Yong Sik. 

. By September of 1804, Min-Yong-Ik was entirely clear of the progressive party. 

His associates were Chinese, and the strongest members.of the pro-Chinese faction ; 

he did not receive visits from Western foreigners in the daytime, and on several occa- 

sions showed contemptuous insolenée in their presence. In August a Corean officer — 

| of high grade was openly seized by a party of Chinese soldiers and beaten so severely 

by them in the street that his life was despaired of ; this was the outcome of a quarrel 

| between the Chinese commissioner and the Corean officer about the right of passage 

. through a gateway of the Corean officer’s house, which was neys to that of the Chi- 

nese officer. - — — eo _ 

‘After having been beaten, the Corean officer was held as a prisoner in a Chinese 

house until released by the interference of the British consul-general, Mr. Aston. 

'  -Min-Yong-Ik’s indifference to an appeal to him for action against the Chinese in this 

case served only to strengthen the feeling against him of the progressive men, and of 

the common people against his family. . a: oO 

During the autumn the numbers of Chinese in Seoul inereased rapidly, and the 

| - foreign office business was reported to be almost entirely confined to actions of Chi- — 

nese against Coreans for debt. Chinese began to extend their homes and trading- | 

places into the country; they came and went as they pleased without passports. Mr. 

P. G. von Mélléndorff had again practically become the adviser in the foreign office. 

- In September and October some of the Japanese who had long been waiting for em- 

ployment under the contracts arranged by Kim-Ok-Kiun began to push their claims 

- through their legation. es , i 

The new army at this time consisted of. the four palace guard battalions, in aggre- 

gate 5,500 men, of whom 3,000 were armed with Peabody-Martini rifles. The battal- 

jons were commanded by Generals Min-Yong-Ik, Cho-Yong-Ha, and I-jo-yun ‘of the 

strong Chinese faction, and General Han-Kin-Chik; the latter officer had at first been 

- yegarded as one of the progressive party, but latterly I was told that his real political 

. status was doubtful; that at heart he was progressive, but feared the opposition of 

the Chinese party. However his real status may have been, it was in his battalion 

only that the military students were employed, and he was on friendly terms with the 

- progressive men. | : 

This officer, Han-Kin-Chik, was the highest general in rank, and as such he was the 

: . representative head of the government in the great guild among the common people,
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. ealled pusang, which may be likened to a great body of militia. It was by theinvi- | 
tation of this officer that I was conducted through the Pukhan Mountain fortress of ' 
Seoul, with the view of obtaining advice from: me as to sites for certain new forts. ry 
‘Reference is made to this in a réport on my first journey into the interior of Corei. — | 

The attitude of the Japanese in Seoul had always been such as to indicate an earnest | 
desire to aid the progress party and to be on peaceable, friendly terms with the peo- 

_ ple. The conduct of Japanese citizens towards Coreans was commendable. Indica- - : 
ting great consideration on the part of the Japanese Government towards Corea, was 

_the restraint placed upon Japanese merchants establishing themselves in Seoul by 
the Japanese minister, who evidently in doing so followed the spirit of the treaties 
by which the capital was not to be thruwn open to trade if the Chinese left. 

_. In October one of the progressive party leaders told me that unlessforeign interven- 
tion prevented, Corea would soon be irreclaimably in the hands of the Chinese, and — | 

_ with great bitterness went on to say that his small party had not only lost power to , 
proceed further and had been receding, but that they were in actual danger of execu- | 
tion; that this might follow any charge made against them by the Chinese faction. He i 
also stated that that part of the King’s revenue meant to be used by the King through | Hs 
them to fulfill all progressive contracts had been cut off from him by the Mius, (no- : 
tably through Min-Thai-Ho, who controlled the chief revenues), and was being used ~ : | 
to pay Chinese instructors and equip Corean soldiers with a view to amalgamation oe 

_ with the Chinese army. — wo Eos es a Eg 
_. Having heard on unquestionable authority that certain Chinese officers had im- coe 

- formed some Corean officers of the Chinese faction that in case of war French ships 
- would be fired on by Chinese from Corean territory, I believe that the Mins have been — 

- preparing in obedience to the will of China, their contingent of Corean troops for the 
use of China in the war with France. In December the annual tribute of Corea to _ a 
China was to start overland for Peking in charge of the usual procession of ambassa- 
dors and underlings, numbering in all about one hundred persons; it is more than . | 
likely that, with the tribute party in this December, it was intended that Corean |! 
troops should go to Peking; above all things this would move the progressive party 
to.desperate action. = ee eS Me oe 

| On October 25 one of the progressive leaders called upon me, and at once be- _ — 
- gan to speak passionately of the unfortunate situation of the King and his party. — os 
‘Later, with deliberation, he stated that for the sake of Corea Min-Thai-Ho, Cho-Yong- 
Ha, the four generals, and four other lower officials possibly, would have to be killed. - 

_ Though the officer was passionate in his manner, he. was one whom I had always. 
_ found positive and correct in hisstatements tome; his words, therefore, did not seem = 

_ empty tome, and I became indignant that he should communicate such an idea tome. _ 
A few sharp words passed between us and he then quieted down. . a 
On October 26, during a call on Min-Yong-Ik, I learned that the separation of the : 

_ two parties was so wide as to prevent any discussior of public affairs in which officers | 
of the two parties might be .brought together; this convinced me that acrisis was = = 
near at hand and one which would probably result in blood-shedding and violence | 
not confined to the official classes of Coreans. | | | 
. Prior to this I had constantly been in the habit of communicating any and all news . 
of political interest to the United States minister, to whom I had felt thisa particular | 
duty and one which I believed would give him satisfaction, for living in the’midst of | 

-. the city and having intimate associates among all classes of officials, I believe I had 7 
exceptional means for obtaining useful information. | re oe s 

| On October 28] told him every detail of what I had heard, and expressed firmly —. a 
_ the opinion that these were sufficient to forewarn some serious outbreak in Seoul.. | , 

. On October 31 I called upon Ensign Bernadon and Mr. W. D. Townsend, the two other 
Americans in Seoul, and told them what I believed to be the situation. On this day _ 
Hong-Yong-Sik called upon me, and I received notes from two other members of. the 

' progressive party requesting interviews; these I was forced to refuse, and on the fol- | - 
lowing day I set out from Seoul to make a second journey into the interior of Corea — oO 
in accordance with my instructions from.the Navy Department. A report summariz- _ - 

. Ing my experience during this journey, including the period of the revolutionary ati- : 
tempt.in Seoul I have already submitted to the Department. = | oon | 

| I append to this a list of the officers of the Corean Government, including members 
of both parties, who were foremost pre-eminently in Corean politics and active duty — 7 
under it, together with other notes which, in my opinion, may assist in throwing light 
upon the situation in Corea. ae ns - ce : 

_.. Very respectfully submitted. | - Cg a a re a 
| a - ° So _ GEORGE C. FOULK, | a 

re oe eT “Ensign, United States Navy, Naval Attaché. — "
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oe . | LIST OF COREAN OFFICERS, WITH TITLES, OFFICES, ETC. | 

. , oo mo SE ag te NOVEMBER, 1884. 

a The pro Chinese, or Min party. 

- Min-T’hai-Ho.—Rank, earl (poguk); a blood relative of the Queen; father of princess 
royal by affinity; a brother of Queen by adoption. Head of home department; . 
treasurer for all general revenues expended for maintenance of troops of capital 
guard; subsistence of relatives of King’s family and their dependencies, which in- 

— clude a large part of the population of Séoul. Father of Min-Yong-Ik. Held 
several other offices. ; CS , a OU sae | 

Min-Yong-Mok.—Rank, count (pansoh); blood relative of Queen; ex-president of 
foreign office. Head of military post at Poupyong, and chief recruiting officer 

— general. Held two other offices. | Co | | a 
"  Min- Ung-Sik.—Rank, count (pausoh); blood relative of Queen. Recently given, in 

a addition to other offices, office of kaussa, governor of Pyongan province (Chiuese 

border), and was engaged in equipping provincial troops. . . 

_ Min-Yong-Ik.—Rank, prince; by affinity through adoption, nephew to Queen, to- 

. --whom is nearest relative through the Min (deceased) who adopted him from his 
natural father Min-Thai-Ho; this made him court favorite as also champau (assist- 

aut) in board of ceremonies, but chief office is general of right palace guard bat-_ 
talion. . . . 

- Cho-Yong-Ha.—Rank, earl (poguk); by marriage related to Mins. Greatly beloved 
by people for justice and generosity; bore honorable title ‘loyal knight” for 
meritorious services to the King. Since 1882 not in favor in King’s court; out of 
active office, yet active in all business between China and Corea, a fluent Chinese 

| scholar; arranged contract for employment of Von Mollendorff. 

I-jo-Yun.—Rank, marquis (champau); a strong member of faction; commanded left 
guard battalion of palace. . | 7 oe 

Yun-Tae-Jun.—Rauk, marquis (champau); a rank Confucianist. Champau (assistant) 
in board of justice; ex-vice president of foreign office ; commanded rear battal- 
ion of palace guard. 7 : 

|  ‘Kim-Hong-Chip.—Rank, count; president of foreign office; had risen rapidly; noted — 
for obstinate hatred of Christianity and having torn up copy of Scriptures pre- 

' _gented to board of which he was a member to decide as to whether it was a fit — 
volume for the King to have. . 

 Kim-Yun-Sik—.Rank, marquis (champan), vice-president of foreign office; one of 

. nobles who brought Chinese troops to Seoul in 1832. Oo - 7 
| Shim-S’hang- Un.—Rank, marquis (champau), governor of capital province. 

= O-Yun-Chung.—Rank, marquis (champau) vice head of one of the six boards; one of 
Lt : the nobles who brought Chinese troops to Seoul in 1882. | . 

, Kim- Kin- Pok.—Chief eunuch, head of palace household department and in constant 
attendauce upon the Queen. a oe 

, . The above officers were leaders; each held large estates, and resided in extensive 
a establishments in Séonl, connected with each of which was a great body of underlings 

of various grades. Besides there are many other high nobles as weli as others of lower 
grades, but not active in international affairs of the Government. | 

LO The Progress party. — | | 

| Hong-Yong-Sik.—Rank, count (pansoh) postmaster-general; of an illustrious Corean ~ 

oe fainily ; vice-minister in embassy to the United States. Held officein oneof the six 

boards. | - . : 
Kim-Ok-Kiun.— Rank, w arquis (champau), vice-president foreign office, head of col- 

onization department; chief of progress party ; extremist. - 

So-Kwang-Pom.—Rank, baron (chamise); held also special rank of nobility called 

takiyo, by virtue of which was near person of the King. constantly; held office 

- in home department; secretary to embassy to United States, as regarded abroad ; 

--was third minister in embassy and sent with it specially for King’s service. - 

Pak-Yong-Hyo.—Rank, prince (kum-oi-nung); brother-in-law to King; not in office: 

had been mayor of Seoul; in title, first in rank of progress party; extremist. 

Han- Kin-Chik.—Rank, count (pansoh); relative of So-Kwang-Pom; general command- 

, - ing frent palace guard battalion; government head of the guild called pusang, 

. a large body resembling militia among lower orders of people; long a doubtiul 

-. _ member of the progress party. : | . 

. _ Pyon-Su.—Rank, chusa (no English equivalent); member of embassy to the United 

States; actively engaged in progressive affairs for the King; had long resided in 

Japan. : oe |



. Other than the above-named progressive officers there were a few officers of low | 
_ . rank who were inactive members; a small body of the middle class among the people © Oo 

favored them. | Sot oe ee : 
Mok-Champau is the Corean title of Mr. P. G. von Mollendorff, who regards himself 

| as a Corean subject; rank, marquis, vice-president of foreign office; had at one time . 
held four different offices; head of Corean customs; practically, toreign adviser of , , 
the Government; an active member of the pro-Chinese party, and highly influential, 

_ Inainly through Cho-Yong-Ha, Kim-Hong-Chip, and Min-Yong-Mok. _ 7 

oe | Mr. Foote to Mr. Frelinghuysen, 

No. 140.] ; LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
ep Seoul, Corea, January 9, 1885. (Received March 16.) __ 

_ - Str: I have the honor to inform you that a convention has been con- 
cluded between the Corean and Japanese plenipotentiaries, a copy of — a 

_ which is herewith transmitted, whereby all differences growing out of oe 
the late troubles are amicably adjusted. | Be | 

en OCTUS BH. FOOTE. — = 

| Ss . ff Inclosure in No. 140.—Franslation. ] | . - 7 

‘The late trouble in Seoul having been serious, His Imperial Japanese Majesty was : 
deeply concerned about the same, and therefore has sent his special ambassador, . 

_- Count Inouye, to Corea with full powers for the settlement of the matter. His Corean | 
Majestv was equally anxious for an amicable settlement, therefore he appointed Kim- | 

_ Hong-Chip, and gave him full powers to negotiate the matter with the Japanese am- - : 
bassador, and to settle the question on such terms as would be agreeable to both par- 7 
ties, so that friendly relations might be restored and trouble in the future prevented. 

_ Thereby, credentials being presented, the convention was signed and sealed by both 
parties, as follows: = = a : | a a | 

(1) His Corean Majesty shall apologize to His Imperial Japanese Majesty by letter. — 
(2) The Corean Government shall pay $110,000 as damages for the benefit of the 

_ families of the Japanese citizens who have been killed, as well the wounded people, — ; 
~ and for the losses of merchandise. os , | a | . 

| (3) The murderer of Mr. Isobayachi, a lieutenant of the Japanese army, shall be | 
arrested and punished by death. . ee . nos - oo a 

_ (4) The Japanese legation shall be built in another location, and sufficient ground an 
shall be granted by the Corean Government. for the legation and consulate, and - 
$20,000 shall be paid by the Corean Government as the cost of the aforesaid build- 

(5) An additional lot may be selected adjacent to the ground of the legation for the 
station of the Japanese guard, in accordance with the conditions of the 5th articlein = - 

_ the supplemental convention made in the year 1882... ee we 4 

Copy of the article in the supplemental convention made in 1882, | : 

: ‘¢Some Japanese soldiers may be kept in the Japanese legation as a guard, their : 
station being built at the expense of the Corean Government, but they may be re- a 

_ moved one year hereafter, if the Corean people should preserve order, and the Japa- : 
_ hese minister finds it is unnecessary to keep the guard.” Be Se 
. Eleventh month and twenty-fourth day of the four huudred and ninety-third year ee 

of the present Corean dynasty. a oe oS ee 
a oo, | _... KIM-HONG-CHIP, | 

| an Prime Minister, His Corean Majesty's Special Ambassador. a 
_ Japanese Meiji 18 year, January 9, 1885.. | | 7 | a | 

: Bo SO — — CoupT INOUYE-KAORU, : | 
ae a . fis Imperial Japanese Majesty’s Special Ambassador. :
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ot : No, 283.. “ 

_ a a Mr. Foulk to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

—  ~-No. 146.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
ae | } — Seoul, Coxea, January 31, 1885. (Received March 16.) 

 . Srp: I have the honor to submit the following relative to the situa- - 
tion in Corea: a | | a 

| His Majesty the King is authoritatively stated to have yielded the — 
administration of the Government exclusively to the Oi-jOng-pu (or min- _ 
isterial body) upon the-demand of the conservative faction of the Gov- . 

| ernment. This faction has also demanded theexecution of Kim-Ok-Kiun 
and four other of the late conspirators, all of whom are now in Japan, 

_ - to which country they escaped immediately after the late revolutionary 
| attempt. I | ; ae : 

- His Majesty, exhausted with care and business consequent upon the | 
recent difficulties, and augmented by'exposure, has been quite ill, but 
is now recovering. —_- ) a , 

'. . The torture and trial of twelve persons implicated in the conspiracy 
were concluded on the 27th instant, and they were sentenced to death. | 

.  $ix were executed a few hundred yards from this legation and five on 
7: the main street of the city on the 28th and 29th instant. - 

| These persons were placed face down in the streets and decapitated by 
from six to ten blows of a dull instrument, while a rope secured to the © 

- ques served to open the wounds. The bodies were all dismembered 
. and distributed about the streets for exposure for three or four days. 

: The twelfth victim died in prison from voluntary starvation and the ef- 
fects of his torture. Of these twelve persons one was a student of high | 
birth, the others underlings and headmen of the houses of the conspira-  _ 

a tors. , | : 
| A great-number of other persons had been hunted down and tortured. 

This augmented the consternation which already existed after the. 
oo émeute, and thousands of citizens fled from the city; these are now re- 

turning and the populace in general is quieting down. a 
: The two Chinese ambassadors yet remain in the city with a consid- 

_ +» erable body of troops. The Japanese legation, temporarily outside the 
west gate of the city, is in charge of achargé (affaires, and is the head- - 
quarters of six hundred Japanese soldiers under the command of a colo- 

. nel. Japanese civilians come into the city, but through distrust on the | 
part of the Coreans, may not rent quarters within the walls. - | | 

The other powers (except Russia and Italy, who have no representa- — 
| tives in Corea), namely, England and Germany, are represented by an 

| acting consul-general and an acting commissioner, respectively. I have 
reason to.believe that active foreign intercourse of the Corean foreign 
office is as yet confined to thislegation. This I inaugurated as soon as - 

oo the foreign office had recovered sufficiently from the paralyzing effects 
of the émeute in.attempting to ascertain the position of the Government 

| and His Majesty with regard to contracts made with Americans before 
the attempted revolt. These were exclusively originated in the King’s 

| name, I find, and by his authority. Whilethe way is not entirely clear 
as to their fulfillment the outlook to this effect is favorable, precluding, 

| of course, any new difficulties. | | ee oe — | 
Tam, &e., — Po - , 

a | Be . g° .GEORGE C. FOULK, 
| Ensign, U.S. Névy, Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. .
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- SO _ Mr. Foulk to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | rn 

No. 148... -° _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ a 
OO | Seoul, Corea, February 10, 1885. (Received March 16.) ) 

- §rr: On the morning of the 8th instant the Chinese ambassadors, —_- 
_ dispatched to Corea upon the occasion of the late revolutionary attempt, , 
-. took their departure from Seoul to return to China, removing, from the 

-_ eity at least, the major part of the Chinese troops which have been sta- > 
tioned there. = oe ge 

_.. Qn the day before their departure they were visited by His Majesty, = = 
_ the King of Corea, who moved to their headquarters, nearly a mile dis- ae 
tant from the royal palace, in an imposing procession. The interview — | 
lasted upwards of two hours. Cw a 
_ As to the character of the negotiations of these ambassadors during _ 
their prolonged stay in the capital, it has been impossible to ascertain, _ 

_ but it is not unlikely that they were of much significance.. pe 3 
On the 2d instant a board of high officers, forming a part of the de- , 

partment of justice, memorialized the King for the lives of the women 
of the houses of the conspirators who are now in Japan. This created | 
considerable excitement, and it was generally believed the women, who | 

-. are as yet hiding in the mountains, would be arrested; however, on the | 
following day the Official Gazette announced that the offices of theme- 
morialists would be taken from them, and that their memorial had been. 
disapproved of by His Majesty. : ers | | 

. Thave, &, a gg el Son ES a a 
i oe GEORGE ©. FOULK, ed 

| Co Ensign, U. 8. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad intervm. — 

ee Oo No. 235. CO | 

Og - Mr. Foulk to Mr. Frelinghuysen. — eae vot 

No.150.) LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, =" 
, oe | Seoul, Corea, March 1, 1885. (Received April 27.) 

 Srr: On the night of February 23 ultimo a conflagration broke out 
in the district adjoining this legation on the north, and a quantity of © | 

- -valuable timber, together with the buildings which contained it, all the | | 
property of the Corean Government, were totally destroyed. The fireis | 
supposed to have been the work of an incendiary, and to have some : 

| bearing upon the intended. removal of the royal tamily to a palace, for | 
_ repairing which the timber was intended. | a 

Owing to the very close proximity of the fire to this legation, and the __ 
_ fact that fires are not unfrequently started as signals, or todraw people 

together as preliminaries to acts of violence in Corea, considerable ap- 
_ prehension was felt, more particularly among the natives of this district; 

this, however, appears to have been groundless. Several hundred 7 
soldiers were dispatched, and the fire subdued in an orderly manner, © 

The special object of this communication is to inform you that upon 
the breaking out of the fire the commandant of the Japanese force sta- /
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tioned here promptly dispatched a guard of soldiers to this legation for — 
its protection. With my understanding of the times and this country, 
I deem this to have been a highly commendable act, and have addressed 

_ a special letter to the Japanese representative here, expressing for it 
| my thanks and appreciation on behalf of our Government.  —>_ 

I am, sir, Oo : EE Ean 
- a , | GEORGE C. FOULK, 

OS | Ensign, U. 8. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. 

| | | No. 236. - | | 

| | Mr. Foulk to Mr. Frelinghuysen. . | 

No. 151.]  LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES 
Seoul, Corea, March 5, 1885.. (Received April 27.) | 

Sir: There is residing at Seoulan American physician, Dr. H. N. Al. 
len, who has been sent here to render gratuitious service as such purely, _ 
and with the view of establishing for the Government or people of Corea a 
hospital, by the American Presbyterian Board of Missions. Immediately 
following the revolutionary attempt of December last Dr. Allen ren- 

_ dered great service to a large number of Coreans and Chinese soldiers 
who had been wounded. | | : : 

In January last I brought the subject of establishing a hospital before 
the notice of the Corean Government and proposed Dr. Allen’s scheme. 
This has met with high approval from the Government and been ac- 

| cepted. A large house is nearly ready for use as a hospital, of which Dr. 
| Allen will be in charge, assisted by a second American physician, soon 

to arrive. The only foreign expense incurred will be about $300 per 
year for medicines. 6 | | 

Iam, &c., | 
, , GEORGE C. FOULK, | 

| Ensign, U. 8S. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. 

| | | No. 237. Oo - 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Foulk. - - 

No. 35.] _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| a — Washington, March 19, 1885. 

: Sir: I have received your No. 146 of January 31 last, concerning 
| affairs in Corea subsequent to the recent revolutionary attempt, and al- 

though your dispatch has been read not without interest as showing 
the true situation, yet the torturing punishment in putting to death those | 

- implicated in the conspiracy cannot but be looked upon by civilization | 
everywhere as the most brutal and inhuman. | 

| lam, &e., Se - . 
| on | | | T.F. BAYARD. . |
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Mr, Bayard to Mr. Foulk. . 

~No.388.)00 2... _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
me ee a Washington, April 30,1885. 

Str: I have received. your No. 150 of March 1 last, concerning the 

detail of a Japanese guard to protect the United States legation at 

Seoul during a conflagration which occurred on the night of February 
23 last. | - , | eo | ) 

I have communicated a copy of your dispatch to the United States 
- minister at Tokio, Mr. Bingham, and have requested him to supplement | 

. your acknowldgment of that courteous act by. a formal note to the | 
Government of Japan, conveying an expression of the sincere and grate- 
ful thanks of the United States for this signal and friendly service. | 

— Lam, &e., . Ee, oe oo 
SS roe 2 : - a oy. F. BAYARD. 

| oo NO 289.0 | 

: pO Mr. Foulk to Mr. Bayard. | 

No. 176.) — | - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a | 
Re! Seoul, Corea, May 30,1885. (Received July 13.) | 

.  -§rr: It gives. me pleasure to report that the Government hospital = 
which formed the subject of my dispatch No. 151, dated March 5, is in 

— successful operation, and promises to be a permanent institution of the = 
— ©orean Government. The buildings were fitted up in the Corean style, 

with only such innovations as were absolutely necessary to accommodate _ 
_ fifty in-door patients, and to admit of a dispensary, waiting rooms,and — 

. rooms for surgical operations. | a oe So 
- The opening of the hospital was aunounced in a general proclamation + 

: to the whole country. The opening, of an informal character, took place 
on February 25, when some thirty patients were treated. Since then 
the daily applications for treatment have been very numerous, and the > 

'. average number of cases treated daily, except Sundays, has been about ; 
sixty. The diseases presented are in a great measure of the most os 

~ horrible orders, and with their great number show the most deplorable => 
sanitary wretchedness of the Corean people. - ER 

The readiness with which people,of all elasses, ages, and sexes patron- | 
ize the hospital is very remarkable when it is considered how distrust- 
ful Orientals are in other countries in accepting Western medical treat- _ : 
ment and the early stage of Corean development. It-may be largely due ~ 

_. to the fact that His Majesty and the members of the royal family re- 
peatedly were treated by Dr. Allen. oo , Cn | | 

| At the time of establishing this hospital there yet existed in name a 
hospital called ‘‘ Hei-min-so,” founded some four hundred years ago, but 

. for more than a century past entirely obsolete so far as its service was: | 
~ concerned; nevertheless nearly a thousand persons held positions under 

7 this old system and have been drawing salaries from the Government. | 
With theestablishment of the new hospital, the Hei-min-so was abolished — 
by decree, only a few of its attaches being retained for service in the 

». wew hospital.. It is natural to suppose there would be much feeling | 
engendered by sweeping away thus an ancient institution upon which —.
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| so many livlihoods were dependent, but no such feeling whatever has. 
been apparent. eer So 

| A small sum of money is exacted from each patient who can afford to 
7 _ pay for medicine or treatment, and in this way the hospital is already - 

made more than self-supporting. A number of bright. young men and 
' women have been attached to the hospital to study medicine. | 

ILhave,&e.,. ree 
7 | ee : GEORGE C. FOULK, | 

. | Ensign, U. S. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. 

No. 240. | 

| Mr. Foulk to Mr. Bayard. ee 

No. 177.] | . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| | Seoul, Corea, May 30, 1885. (Received July 13.) 

Sir: I have the honor to report that affairs in Corea are.in a more 
peaceful and harmonious state than at any time heretofore since the 

| disturbances of December last. .Serious apprehension, which had been — 
. giving rise to disturbing rumors, was allayed by the happy termination. 

of the conference at Peking between Japan and China. a 
| - At present the chief topic of speculation among the Government. offi- 

7 cers and the nobles is the expected return of the Tai-wen-kun, the 
father of the King and ex-regent; who was carried to China after the | 
revolt of the troops of Seoul in 1882; his return is expected as one of 

— the results of the Peking conference. By a large class of the most _ 
- powerful nobles, who are influential through connection with the family 

- of the Queen, the return of the Tai-wen-kun is greatly dreaded, as his 
having been carried to China was due to his attempt to cut off their in- 7 

| fluence in 1882, and even to remove the Queen. An-embassy of three | 
. Inembers was appointed by His Majesty to go to China to bring back 

Tai-wen-kun early in this month, but it. has not yet started, the delay 
being stated to be due to the opposition of the Queen’s party to the re- | 
turn of the Tai-wen-kun. | a — co | 

_ By the masses of the people the possible return of the Tai-wen-kun — 
° - would seem to be hailed with pleasure. He is known to be a man of — 

much firmness of character, of great ability, and great power among the ~ 
people, and more particularly as being an intensely patriotic Corean. — 
While foreigners in Corea are unable to foretell the effect of his return, 

| they generally express satisfaction at*its possibility under the hope that 
he may introduce the spirit of firmness and decision now so lamentably _ 

~ absent in the Government. The Tai-wen-kun is now about sixty-seven 
_ years old, but yet physically and mentally sound and energetic. 

In March last the people of the district called Y6 ju arose in arms 
against the local governor-or pusa in an attempt to resist excessive and. 
illegal taxation; they destroyed the governor’s house and seriously in- 
_jured a number of his agents. The governor was a member of the Min _ 

a family of nobles, against which feeling is strong all over the country. 
Troops were promptly sent to Y6-ju, the rebellion quelled, and the gov- 
ernor removed and punished. | ee . | | 

| - During the present month a similar rebellion broke out at the capital : 
of Kang-won province, directed here also against the governor, who was | 

| _ alsoa Min. A stockade was built about the yamens, three of the agents |
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- burnt to death, and the governor injured and forced to flee for his life. , 
_ . The effect of these events has been to create great alarm in the great a 

family of Mins and the report that there was a general movement among 
the people to exterminate the whole family. Min-Yong-I[k,wao was the 

- - ambassador to the United States, is still in the country acting as 6sa,_ 
| or detective officer upon the local government; he is accompanied by@. 

‘guard of forty soldiers. His real object: in. living thus is fear for his  — ~ 
. life. es co Cs | 

” Feeling against the conspirators who fled to Japan has weakened = 
-very greatly, notwithstanding the bitter vigilance of the present gov- | | 
ernment to check any movement or speech in their favor. The friends | 
and families of these men remain unharmed and free... No other pun- 

_  ishments than those already reported (that is, the execution of eleven ~ 
-- persons and death of one from torture; have been made by the Govern- 

ment of persons implicated in the conspiracy of December. ; | | 
The Government is slowly and with difficulty paying its indemnity  - 

to Japan; the first payment of $25,000 was made during the present 
‘month. | ore a - Lr As, | ; 

| - A military court is now trying a Japanese soldier who bayoneted and 
killed a Chinese servant in the Japanese lines in March last. — Wis 

| — -T have, &e.,. a ee eens . a oe 
| a Oe GEORGE C. FOULK, — a 

| - Ensign, U. S. Navy, Chargé d@ Affaires ad interim. 

ae No. 241, 0° ; 

- Pe Mr. Foulk.to Mr. Bayard. 

No. 193.] a LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, © an 
| SS Seoul, Corea, July 5, 1885. (Received August 15.) 

_ re: I have the honor to report that a Corean gentleman, who had” 
been instructed as to methods of searching for-coal-beds by an Ameri- | 
gan merchant, has returned from a journey of inspection, andreportshis | 
having found large beds of coal near the sea-coast, on the Ta-tong 

-. River, west coast of Corea. Several loads of the coal have arrived in 
-- junks at Chemulpo, and there the coal was tested on board the U.S.S. 

- Alert. proving to be of better quality than that of Japan, although | 
°° that tested was but surface scrapings. A second coal-bed has been _ 
discovered some 30 miles south of Chemulpo, on the coast. | | 

| Steps are being taken to develop both these beds, an American to | 
work the first and a Chinese company the second. = 3 © ae 

Tam, &e., oe Sg we ES 
L | ee a —  . GEORGE C. FOULK, . — 

ns Ensign, U.S. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. 

Mr. Foulk to Mr. Bayard. © mo : 

Now 198.) , _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, i 
os Soul, Corea, July 10, 1885. (Received August 15.) a 

Sie: I have the honor to report that orders have been received here | 
) by the Chinese authorities in Seoul from their Government to effect the we 

| complete withdrawal of the Chinese troops now in Seoul on the 22d in- |
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- stant. They will embark at Masanpho in vessels of the firm of Russell _ 
& Co., of Shanghai. | ed Oo , re 

The Japanese Government removed its soldiers a week since, leaving | 
a guard of but eighty men for the legation. , | 

| It is now understood that an embassy will at once go to China to - , 
| bring back the Tai-wen-Kun, the father of the King, and the ex-regent, 
“ who has been retained in China since 1882. = 

Unquestionably, the return of the Tai-wen-Kun is eagerly hoped for . 
by the people of Corea, and equally dreaded by a large class of nobles, | 
chief of whom are of the Queen’s or great Min family. As to the fut-— 
ure influence of the Tai-wen-Kun or his policy of action after his long 

| absence in China, nothing can be definitely known. : - — 
As the withdrawal of the Chinese and Japanese troops includes that. 

of the Chinese instructors who have served with the Corean soldiers of | 
the capital, the latter are to be left without any assuredly competent | 
directing officers.. Under the circumstances the foreign representatives 
unanimously regard the departure of the Chinese and Japanese with 
some feelings of apprehension and regret. | | Se 

Lam, &e., . Co | | | 

| So | GEORGE C. FOULK, — | 
: Ensign, U. 8. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. 

| : No. 243. | 

| Mr. Foulk to Mr. Bayard. oy Do 

| No. 203. |  LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : | 
a Seoul, Corea, July 22, 1885. (Received September 11.) 

Sir: I have the honor to inform the Department of the complete 

| withdrawal of the Chinese and Japanese troops from Seoul on the 17th 

and 20th instant, respectively, the former going to Masanpho and the: 

- latter to Chemulpo. Both bodies were to sail simultaneously for their 

respective countries on the 21st instant. | ee 

Oo With the Chinese troops a number of civilian Chinese, who had been. | 

sutlers and hangers-on to the several camps, left the city. A few Jap- 

anese policemen remain as a guard to the Japanese representative. _ 

The withdrawal of the troops was effected quietly and in an orderly = 

manner, occasioning no excitement whatever. = | , 

| There being no police force established by the Corean Government, =~ 

steps are being taken to provide protection for the foreign legations and se 

consulates, using a body of Corean soldiers. The formation of a police: . 

service is also under consideration. . | Lo 

a Lam, &e., a | 

. | | GEORGE C. FOULK, | . 

| | Ensign, U.S. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. 

| Be No, 244. oo 

Myr, Foulk to Mr. Bayard. . | | | , 

No. 205. | -LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
a Seoul, Corea, July 23, 1885. (Received September 11.) — 

Siz: I have the honor to report that on yesterday the establishment 

of a home office was completed by the Corean Government. Such an 

a office, of modern creation, existed until the.time of the revolutionary. _
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- troubles in December last, when it was abolished by decree. The new 
minister for home affairs is one of the nobles assigned to a ministerial , 

_ office by the brief government of the radical progressionists. in Decem-  — 
ber last, from which fact his now being placed at the head of the home Oo 

 . Office is remarkably. significant. | ee | Oo 
- His Majesty has been rapidly resuming his former active participation 

in the affairs of the Government, and it is intimated that he has created — . 
the new home office, which is located in the palace, with the object of —_ 
having the management of all affairs pertaining to the interior of the 
country under his immediate supervision, assisted by the high minister 
of state. This arrangement, if carried out, will very materially affect 
the work and influence of the foreign office. - Ce se ae Bee 

 Tam,&e, © Bek eh AE 8 Sa ae a 
| os  ..  , GEORGE C. FOULK, aoe 

eo  , Ensign, U. 8. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad-interim. - 

oo . a No. 245. Ss af EE | 

| - - Mr. Foulk to Mr. Bayard. . 

No. 207.) - -__. LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| Seoul, Corea, July 26, 1885. (Received September 11.) _ | 
— Sir: I have this day received a communication from the president of 

the office for foreign affairs of Corea, informing me that in view of the a 
' recent withdrawal of the Chinese and Japanese troops from Corea, the | 

Corean Government would at once station a guard of ten Corean sol- ae 
diers at each of the foreign legations. In case of serious disturbances oo , 

in the city, or whenever it shall become necessary, an additional force 
of forty men may be immediately summoned to each legation. . 

_ These soldiers are to act as gate guards, and do general police duty | 
' about the legation. I inclose herewith a translation of a memorandum oe 
of rules to be observed by the soldiers, &e. a | | - - 

_ A formal application for protection of their legations was made by 
the German, English, and Chinese representatives. Though I was in- m 

_ vited to do this, I declined. For some time past, by the direction of 
_ His Majesty, a number of soldiers have been stationed near this lega- an 

_ tion for its protection ; furthermore I deemed it best that, if necessary, oe 
_ the protection should be given voluntarily by the Corean Government. 
__ In reply to the communication of the president of the foreign office, — 

| I have thanked him on behalf of our Government for the steps taken for _ coe 
_ the protection of the legation, as having voluntarily come from his Gov- | 
-- ernment. — | a oo ee ae 

oo Tam, &e., — | | 7 : bee ae 
a bo eee ) | GHORGE ©. FOULK, — ; | 

| Ensign, U. 8. Navy, Chargé d’ Affaires ad interim. | | 

. . | ee _ [{Inelosure in No. 207.—Translation. ] . a me 

| | MEMORANDUM OF RULES. | oe ous 
The soldiers of China heretofore stationed in Seoul for defense, and the soldiers of : = _ Japan heretofore stationed in Seoul as a guard to the J apanese legation, having re- 

turned in conformity to the treaty made at Peking, from this date (July 26), for the | 
protection of the foreign legations, the following arrangement is prepared by the foreign | 

' Office of Corea: a , De _ | oe _ | 
_ _For ordinary service at each legation will be stationed ten soldiers, including one | 
chief; these form gate guards. . eS So
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| Should occasion call for it forty other soldiers, including one captain, willbe sent. 
to afford further protection. The foreign office has ordered the several yongmun 

(headquarters of troops), and they will dispatch soldiers as required upon orders | 

sealed at the foreign office immediately, |. - : 

| While these soldiers are at the foreign legations they will use all their strength and 

vigilance to protect them. The chief soldier, being in charge of nine men, will be re- 

, ported to the foreign office, who will forward this report to the yongmun, with a re- 

quest for his punishment if his men are careless and inattentive, or difficulty arises 
due to them, and if he is proved to have knowingly permitted these he will be severely 

punished. oe | | a a ee 
The soldiers may not without permission leave the legation. If they wish to go 

out for a little, as to purchase things, the chief will note when they leave, and if they 

remain absent too long he will punish them. If a soldier becomes ill, or wishes to 

get married, or he must bury dead relatives, or if in case of sickness of. his father, 

mother, wife, or child there be no one else to care for them, or if any other such great 

occasion happens, he may report to the yongmun, or the foreign representative, who | 

; will notify the foreign office and it will provide a relief for him. 

These protecting soldiers have alwaysreceived monthly wages, and while they are at 

the foreign legations they must provide their own food, fuel, and water. , 

. No. 246. | | 

| Mr. Foulk to Mr Bayard. | : oe 

| No. 224.) _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ee 
| “Seoul, Corea, September 2, 1885. (Received October 30.) 

, _ Srr: I would respectfully report. that for several months past the 

Corean Government has been taking active steps toward the improve- © 

| ment of its military force, and more particularly to have it in such shape 

| that the expected military instructors may upon their arrival promptly . 

begin their work of rendering it practically efficient, after Western’ — 

military tactics. | | PO | | 

Some time since an order, with an advance payment of $8,000, was 

| given the American Trading Company of Yokohama, Japan, to furnish 

His Majesty with 6 new model Gatling guns and 75,000 cartridges. 

These are expected to arrive from the United States at an early date. 

| - In regard to these guns, an order for them was given last year by. 

oe His Majesty to the Gatling Gun Company of Hartford, Conn.; the order 

| was suppressed, however, in January last, by Mr. P. G. von Modllen- 

dorff, who had formerly offered to procure them at a cost of $7,000 

apiece, while the price of the 6 guns and 75,000 cartridges ordered by 

_ His Majesty was fairly fixed at $16,000, delivered at Chemulpo, Corea. 

Orders have also been given for a supply of powder, caps, and bul- | 

lets, with a number of reloading machines; these to be usedinreloading 

shells expended in practice already with the 3,000 Remington and 

, 1,000 Peabody-Martini rifles now in the hands of the troops. Two hun- 

| dred thousand cartridges have also been ordered, and the purchase of 

powder-making machinery is under consideration. - | 

The troops of the capital guard are the only ones of Corea which 

have as yet been organized with considerations of Western methods. 

| | They are divided into four battalions, and number about four thousand | 

men. They have been well exercised in- the use of modern rifles by 

| - long continued target practice, are uniformed, well garresoned, and 

subordinate, but are sadly deficient in training as to the manual of — 

| arms, company or platoon drill, or fighting tactics. The officers are 

/ - Coreans of the old civilization, without any knowledge of the require- — 

ments of troops to be trained after Western methods. ee 

ay : & ;
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In regard to the supplies for the troops referred to above, may state 

that their being ordered is the outcome of requests for advice on the ~ | 
subject to which they pertain made to me last year, and to whichl = | 

-. responded as authorized by the instructions issued to me as naval 
- attaché6tothislegation, = : | - 

ee — , | . . GEORGE C. FOULK, 7 
OO ED eg Ensign, U. 8S. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. . 

we ° No 247 oe | ae | 

vs | - - Mr. Foulk to Mr. Bayard. oo Ce | 

No. 225.) >. . TLEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
Seoul, Corea, September 4, 1885. (Received October 30.) — 

rm: It gives me pleasure to report that the so styled ‘‘American 
~ farm,” established by His Majesty near Seoul in 1883, upon the return | 

of the Corean embassy from the United States, is in a thrifty, flourish- 
- ‘ing condition. The farm has been from the beginning under the su- ae 

- -perintendence of Mr. Chée-Kyéng-Sék, a Corean military officer, who | 
- visited America with the Corean embassy and brought back a supply 

| of seeds presented by the Department of Agriculture. an | | 
-. Last year almost the entire crop of the farm was allowed to go to seed, 

after a very successful season. Large quantities of all the varieties of. ae 
| seeds were thus obtained, which were. later distributed in three hun- | 
.. dred and five localities of Corea, accompanied by directions for plant- 

ing and use. So far as has been learned the farming of these seeds J 
this year has been very successful, OO 

| The farm near Seoul this year supplies very creditable quantities of a 
all the common vegetables to the palace and the foreign residents. In _ _ 

this connection I may state that some seven months agol wasinformed - | 
by the Commissioner of Agriculture that a new lot of seeds would be at a 

- once sent to Corea by his Department through the Department of State. ae 
Yo the great disappointment of the Corean Government farmer these _ - 

_. did not arrive in time for use in the planting season, nor have they yet | 
arrived. : oe | £8 | — SO Le . 

- -His Majesty having granted the Government farmer a tract of land _ 
to be used for the purposes of breeding and improvement of the native => 
live stock and horses, two lots of the best California breeding animals — ee 

| were purchased by the farmer and arrived in good conditiontwo months 
ago. These included 2 mares and 1 stallion of the best obtainable oe 
blooded stock; 2 Jersey cows and 1 bull; 3 Shetland ponies for the use _ a 
of the crown prince; 8 pigs and 25 sheep. All these animals are very => 

_- superior to those of Corea except the cows, which are only superior as — So 
— milk givers, and have attracted animmense amount of attention. Thus = 

the farm is fairly well stocked with the necessary foreign importations, | 
and but needs the advice of a competent Western farmer to become in- : 
finitely beneficial to this country. so CO es 

While farming is a subject far removed from my profession, andmy | 
instructions contain no reference to the possibility of my havingtodeal = 

- -with such a subject in Corea, I have felt impelled to advise and assist _ 
wherever I could in establishing this farm, as requested from time to 

-- time by the Coreans, who are and have been absolutely without any 

oo) 23 FOR a Ba ee |
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; one else to do as they have requested of me. I have all the more will. | 
_. ingly assisted through my conviction, formed after unusually extensive 

: travel about the country, that in no other way than by improving their 
agricultural methods and increasing the amount and variety of agricult- 
ural products, by utilizing for adaptable Western products the great _ 
amount of upland now lying idle and profitless, can these peopie be | 
more substantially and lastingly benefited. = Oo 

 . Lam, &e., — oy Ss sgh | | 
| | — GEORGE C. FOULK, 

| | Ensign, U. 8. Navy, Chargé d Affaires ad interim. 

| | No. 248. — a 

ae Mr. Foulk to Mr. Bayard. - a 

| - [Extract. | | | 

No. 231.] | _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, , 
oo Seoul, Corea, September 25, 1885. (Received November 6.) | 

| Srp: I have the honor to inform the Department of State that a 
- commissioner of telegraphs, dispatched. by China, has arrived in Corea, _ . 

and with a force of workmen, consisting of foreigners of a Danish tele. 
graph company and Chinese, is now actively engaged in erecting a line 

| of telegraph of considerable extent in this country. OO | 
The line will begin at Chemulpo, thence go to Seoul, whence it will be 

extended northwards through Peng-Yang, the capital of Phyéng-An, _ 
| the northwest province of Corea, to Oichu (Ichow, in Chinese), a town 

* of Corea, on the Amnok River (Yalu, in Chinese). At the latter place 
oe the line will connect with the telegraph extending from Peking through _ 

.  Mukden. | 
Upon close inquiry of officers of the Corean Government I learn that 

this telegraph line is to be built under an agreement entered into by. 
: Corea with China, according to which China is to erect the line, fur- 
_ nishing the whole of the money required, and to establish it in working 

. order. Corea is to receive all the receipts of the line during the first 
five years of its operation, and to. pay no money to China on account of. 
the cost of the line during that interval. : During each of twenty years | 

_ - subsequent to the expiration of these five years Corea will pay to China 
| 5,000 taels. At the end of twenty-five years, the line is to become the 

| sole property of the Corean Government. The total cost of the line in 
- money to be paid to China by Corea will therefore be 100,000 taels. | 

| By the present highways the distance from Chemulpo to Oichu, via 
Seoul, is about 370 miles. While the length of the line will be less than 
this distance, it will probably be less shortened than a telegraph line 

| over similar land in Western countries would be, on account of the cir- 
cuitous routes it may be made to take in consideration of the supersti- 

| tions of the people in regard to graves, dwellings, &c. _ | 
7 There will be four offices of the line in Corea, namely, at Chemulpo, 
- Seoul (Hang-Séng), Peng-Yang, and Oichu. At these the operators 

_are to be furnished by China, and at each office will be Corean students, 
- these being under the direction of an inferior Corean officer, who has 

| studied telegraphy in Japan, and is the chief representative for Corean 
interests in the line. — 7 | . 7
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~ On the 11th instant. there appeared | posted in the most conspicuous Ce 
places in Seoul a proclamation of the Chinese commissioner of tele- | 

_ graphs, a copy of the translation of which Tinclose. This document has - excited comment, as to the character of which I need not remark upon. | 
ae eo %  ® - e # me ae 

.  ..he manner of conducting the arrangements for this telegraph line 
_ has given special dissatisfaction to Japan, and its establishment by the 

Chinese has been represented to the Corean Government as an infringe- 
. ent upon rights given Japan by Corea in an agreement entered into - 

_ and concerning telegraphs made at the time the Japanese submarine ons 
cable was laid from Nagasaki, Japan, to Fusan,in Corea 

ae * 7 * a i * * Ne 

It is expected that the telegraph line will be opened to Peking within : 
_ sixty days, and work is being pushed upon it with much vigor. a 

| ok EE - GEORGE ©. FOULK, 
—  . Ensign, U. 8. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. | 

ee po _- [Inclosure in No. 231.] ; . | . . | | 

Translation of a proclamation issued by the Chines superintendent of telegraphs in Corea oS 
made from a copy posted on the south or main gate of Seoul, September 11, 1885. oo 

| Shé, chief superintendent of telegraphs in Corea, decorated with the peacock’s: . 
feather, brevet salt commissioner, promoted to taotai in the province of Chili, and a | 
heriditary officer of the fifth rank, issues the following proclamation: - Pe 
‘The undersigned had the honor of completing the erection of the Chinese telegraphs, 

_ extending from north to south, over a distance of 10,000 li, through seven provinces. = 
Instructions have now been received from his excellency Li-Hung-Chang, the min- | 

ister superintendent of trade for the north, notifying the undersigned that the King 
_ of Corea has applied to his excellency requesting him to raise funds and erect on his 

(the King’s) behalf a telegraph line to enable military reports to be communicated. 
His excellency Li-Hung-Chang having received His Imperial Majesty’s gracious | 

sanction thereto has now specially deputed the undersigned to act as chief superinten- — 
dent of this work, (accordingly) the undersigned, accompanied by Chinese and foreign 4 
Officials and operatives and students, and taking with him all the necessary telegraphic a 
stores, materials, and instruments, started from Tien-Tsin on the 3d instant, arrived at oe 
Chemulpo on the 8th, and on the 11th opened office-and began work. se, | 
Proceeding step by step, the line is to runfrom Seoul through the district of Peng- — | 

Yang to Oichu (last Corean town on the road to Peking, called Ichou, in Chinese), _ oe 
where it is to connect with the telegraph system of the province of Mukden (China). ; 

The King of Corea has been requested to notify the various district officials to in- 
struct the local authorities, civil and military, along the route to exercise all precan- 
tions and not allow any obstruction to be put in the way of buiiding the line, and in-— | 
jury to be inflicted in any way, and that they are to send soldiers, supply workmen 

. and students for the protection and repair of the line. = oo CN 
In obedience to these instructions of his excellency Li-Hung-Chang, the under- | 

_ signed has now the honor to issue this proclamation notifying the military and people — 
hereof. | : oO | - . : | 

The undersigned, having received the appointment directing him to proceed to 
Corea and superintend this work, is not capable of delegating his duties to another | 
-and must personally maintain surveillance over the erection of the line. Means will | 

___be devised to avoid interference with grave-yards, cultivated land, gardens, dwellings, Jie 
&c., so that no injury may be caused the people. : a) 

_ And you, people, are hereby notified of His Imperial Majesty’s decree, and you are . | 
_ ¢alied upon to render all possible assistance in completing the-work and guarding it oe 

against injury. All food and materials required during the erection of the line will | | 
_ be duly paid for, as will also be the regulation charges for all porterage. Notasingle | 

_. straw or piece of wood will be taken by force from the people. All dealings between _ 
_ the officials and people will be conducted on fair and honorable principles; there is to ——
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oe be no quarreling about prices; the people and traders are to pursue their avocations 
quietly and peaceably... Officers will be detached to see all this carefully and strictly 
carried out. Any interference by the operatives or any fraud on the part of the lin- 

| guists will be severely punished by the undersigned. — | | 
Let all respectfully obey without fail. a | | 

_A special proclamation. - | Oe 
| (Kwang Lti, 11 Year, 8 moon, 3day.)  —©— | 7 

-  —-,s September 11, 1885.. i oe Oo | 
* Lo SHE, 

| . Chief Superintendent of Corean Telegraphs. 

No. 249. a Oo 

7 Mr. Foulk to Mr. Bayard. - 

No. 235.] a _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - 
| Seoul, Corea, September 30, 1885. (Received November 8.) 

ir: DT have the honor to report that the telegraph line being erected 
| _by the Chinese Government to connect Chemulpo and Seoul, in Corea, 

| with Peking, overland, as reported in my No. 231, has been completed 
—— between Chemuipo and Seoul. | 7 

oo An office was opened in Seoul, and this part of the line put in oper- 
| ation on the 27th instant, on the evening of which a dinner was given 

| at the foreign office to celebrate the event. | | | 
| The Chinese officers and force of operators have started already for 

the interior, to complete the line to the Chinese border. A force of 
workmen are working on the line toward Seoul from the Chinese bor- | 
der. The Chinese telegraph commissioner. has informed me that the 

: whole line will be in operation within sixty days. 7 
| Iam, &c., Be | —_ 
— : | GEORGE C. FOULK, 

| oe, Ensign, U. 8S. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. 

| | | | ~~ No. 250. ; / | a 

: | | Mr. Foulk to Mr. Bayard. ee 

. No. 287.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
a : Seoul, Corea, October 14, 1885. (Received December 7.) 

Sir: I have the honor to report that on the 3d instant a Chinese 
| vessel. of war arrived at Chemulpo, Corea, bearing the Tai-W6n-Kun, | 
- __ ex-regent and father of His Majesty the King of Corea, who was taken 

to China by force in 1882 and has since been retained there by the Chi- 
- nese Government, - . | CO 

The possible return of the Tai-W6n-Kun has for some time been the 
subject of much speculation, and has excited wide interest in the Last. 
However, no exact or probable date for his return to Corea would seem _ 

~- to have been fixed, or at least been intimated to the public or the Gov- 
ernment of Corea, His arrival therefore at Chemulpo on the 3d in- | 

. stant was a sudden suprise in Corea. The news of the arrival spread 
| with great rapidity, and by the morning of the 4th instant some 7,000 

or 8,000 natives of Seoul had assembled at Chemulpo to welcome him.
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The Government dispatched but one officer of high rank and His Maj- oo 
esty was represented by two of the principal eunuchs of the palace. ae 

The duty of escorting the Tai-W6n-Kun to Corea was intrusted to © a 
the Chinese General Yuen, who commanded the Chinese troops prior to 
and during the émeute in Seoul of December last. On the 5th instant —. 

_ the Tai-W6n-Kun was conducted to Seoul under a guard of forty Chi; 
nese marines, and followed by the multitude of people who had gone | - 

| to Chemulpo to welcome him. At the great south gate of Seoul a | 
_ temporary pavilion had been erected ; in this, to which hehad proceeded 

, in state, screened from public gaze, the King met his aged father. The | 
streets of Seoul were thronged during the day by excited multitudes of _ 
people. From the pavilion the King returned to the palace, and the © 

_. Tai-W6n-Kun was escorted by the Chinese to his former residence. 
-. The general expression of the people over the return of the Tai-W6n- | 

Kun is one of joy mingled with apprehension, evinced in many ways. 
_ Among the officers of the Government anxiety amounting almost to — 

consternation is evinced; numbers of these, and some of the people as — 
- well, left the city, and the offices of the Government were half deserted | 

-. and inactive for several days following the arrival. > ced | | 
. A most unfortunate occurrence in its. effect upon the already excited — 

_ state of the Government and people took place by the Queen’s order on = 
- the 5th and 6th instants in the execution of three persons charged with | 
having aided the Tai-W6n-Kun’s attempt of three years ago upon the 
life of the Queen. ee | - | . 

‘The 9th ultimo was the anniversary of the return of the Queen to 
- Sé6oul after the attempt of the Tai-W6n-Kun in 1882, during which she = 

-was supposed to have been poisoned, but had escaped to the country. 
~ The anniversary was celebrated in the palace by a grand dinneranda = 

series of games, to which the foreign representatives were invited,andat- 
tended, though not without some misgivings. On this date the Queen | 

_ effected the beginning of afresh system, after a lapse of over three years, | | 
of ferreting out persons supposed to have aided in the Tai-W6n-Kun’s at- 
tempt of 1882. By the 5thinstant the prisons were well filled with sus- 7 
pects, whose names had been divulged under the severe torture applied 
to the first few arrested. —s ee | , De, 

The three executions abovereferred to were timed to the arrival of the | 
Tai-W6n-Kun with the evident object of intimidating the people against , 

_ giving him new support in their enthusiasm over hisreturn. Thisac- 
tion the foreign representatives openly criticised to the Government, as | 
one tending only to increase public danger and excitement. On the 9th _ 
instant the Chinese general, Woén, took steps and prevented further ex- 
ecutions, and the dismembered bodies of the executed persons were re- 
moved from the streets in which they had been lying. - 

_ As might be expected, these executions have had the effect of placing 
_ the people in a deplorable state of apprehension and excitement. The , 

Chinese, however, have taken pains to cause it to be known that no— | 
_ further executions would be allowed, and now the excitement is wan- 

a Ing. | . Do _ : od 

However, the time is regarded as a critical one in the history of | oo 
Corea, as may be judged from the fact that simultaneously with the re- - 
turn of the Tai-W6n-Kun, there arrived a Russian chargé d’affaires in 
a Russian vessel of war, a nominee for the position of inspector-gen- = 
eral of customs of Corea sent by China, a military officer to relieve the | 
‘Chinese commissioner of trade, and a relief for the present consul-gen- _ 
eral for England. Coe tr ) BS | 

 Thave, &e, : GEORGE C. FOULK, — 
7 Ensign, U. 8. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad interim, — Oo
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ye | No. 251. 0 | : | 

a oe Mr, Foulk to Mr. Bayard. ' ; 

| - {Eextract.] OO a 

: No. 238.] -LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
- Seoul, Corea, October 14, 1885. (Received December 7.) 

| Sir: I have the honor to report that Mr. 8. Waeber, chargé d’affaires 
| for Russia, has arrived and taken up his residence temporarily in Seoul. 

He came on board a Russian vessel of war which arrived at Chemulpo 
on the 3d instant. | a Oo oe 

I have learned that Mr. Waeber comes for the purpose of exchanging 
: _ the ratifications of the treaty negotiated with Corealast year. However, 

| he has entered into new negotiations with the Corean Government with 
the view of securing under the treaty the right of overland trade for 
Russia with Corea, to effect which the opening for trade with Russia ofa | 
trading post on the northeast border of Corea is requested. _ 

The position of the proposed trading post desired by Russia is on the 
So Tumen River, at some distance from the sea, and is thus probably placed — 

a to be the equivalent of the trading post of China and Corea at Ichow 
(Oichu, in Corean), on the Yalu River, the boundary between China 

: and Corea. | ) - | | 
f At present the disposition of the Government towards Mre Waeber’s 

proposition is guardedly favorable. However, in case a trading post is 
Oo to. be established, the Government proposes as its site one of the three 

places on the east coast of Corea, a little to the southward of the mouth of 
the Tumen River, the nearest one to Possietite, the southernmost Russian 
town of Eastern Siberia, being about 130 miles distant by the sea route. _ 

: Along the northeastern border of Corea, Russia and China are con- — 

tiguous. A question as to the boundary separating them here has sprung 
up, and commissions have been sent by the respective Governments to 
settle the dispute by fixing the boundary line. Russia claims that the 
boundary maintained by China is placed too far to the eastward. This 
question has much bearing upon Mr. Waeber’s negotiations in regard to 

the trading post for Corea and Russia. Mr. Waeber’s manner of deal- 
jing with the Corean Government is mild and very satisfactory to it. 

% * * * we  ® * 

I have, &c., | ee | 
: a oe GEORGE C. FOULK, | 

: Ensign, U. 8S. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. 

: : — No. 252, a SO 

. ) Mr. Fouwlk to Mr. Bayard. ; | 

— 7 | | [Extract] . oo 

No. 239.] - - DLmGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 

: — Seoul, Corea, October 14, 1885. (Received December 7.) 

: Srr:: I have the honor to inform you that on the 4th instant a Chinese 
revenue steamer arrived at Chemulpo, bringing Mr. H. F. Merrill, an 

“American, late of the Chinese customs service, who is to become, through
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- China’s nomination, the inspector-general of the customs of Corea, vice a 
Mr. P. G. von Méllendorff, dismissed. = == — 

ee i a et %. # * : | 

: The position of inspector-general of customs in Coreais regarded as si 
_ the first of those foreigners may fill. It is at present attended by very 7 

great difficulties, the affairs of the customs being in a wretchedly corrupt 
and confused state. * * * pe | | | 

The customs service has, for the past two years, been more than self- 
sustaining; estimates place the surplus revenue at about $45,000 per 
year. Up to the present time, however, as I have been informed by the _ | 

_ president of the foreign office, the General Government has not received moe 
for its disposition a single collar of revenue, the whole having been dis- —_ 

_bursed in impracticable schemes. — oe a oe ; | 
_ [have repeatedly endeavored to secure statistics of the customs for | . 

transmission to the Department, but learned that no returns have ever. _~ 
been made by the head customs office to the Government. The returns | | 
for the past three years can never be made public, as the statistics are a 
said to have been destroyed during a conflagration, together with the | - 
customs office, at Chemulpo in July last, at the time the Government a 

. began an investigation of Mr. von Mollendorff’s work. = =| | 
_ ‘Prade is increasing at each of the open ports. At Chemulpo the 
monthly gross receipts of revenue are $20,000, and are increasing each | 

- month.. | | — OAS | ee | 
Thave, &c., a a at ee 

a oe os GHORGE C. FOULK, | 3 | 
7 | | Ensign, U. S. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad interim 

_ - NO, 258, | - rans | 

| Mr, Poulk.to Mr. Bayard. — CR 

— No. 241.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — | | 
| Seoul, Corea, October 15, 1885. (Received December 7.) . | 

§rr: I would respectfully ask the attention of the Department of os 
State to the growing need of a United States consular officer at Che- 
mulpo, Corea. | | | | oe | ee 

It is true that as yet but one American merchant, a general commis- | 
gion agent, has established himself there, yet it would appear to me 
that there is a strong desire of our merchantsin the East toextend their 

- business to Corea, and that they only await the facilities and protection: 
, to be afforded by the presence of consular officers at the open ports. : | 

Chemulpo is pre-eminently the port of Corea at which foreign trade = = 
will be most rapidly developed. Although three years agoit was but = 

| a small fishing village, it now contains a population of 6,000 natives, 
500 Japanese, 300 Chinese, and about 40 foreigners of Western countries. 
All these have been drawn there by trade only. The population isin- | . 
creasing rapidly, and it is reasonable to predict that it will become the Bo 

—. second city of Corea as regards size, and the first as regards commerce. os 
_ The Chinese and Japanese have long since built expensive consulates ma 
at Chemulpo, and at the other open ports as well, and are represented —s_ 
byfull consuls. Their concessions are well built up, contain many thriv- 7 
ing shops and stores, and are thronged by Coreans at all times, most of oe 

_. these coming from the capital and the interior to trade. | eee
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England and Germany are represented by vice-consuls, that of the | 
| former occupying the comfortable aud excellently situated building 

ss erected to become. the consulate of the United States by Mr.C. H, © 
| Cooper, under an agreewent to this effect made with him by Mr. Lucius — 

- _ 4. Foote. A new consulate for England is about beiug completed. 
The several American firms of Japan that have done business in 

| Corea through traveling agents have been very successful in securing 
large orders, but the expenses of conducting business in this way have 

| necessarily been great. They should have regular agencies established 
in the country, as at Chemulpo, but to conduct business through these — 

: successfully they. must have consular assistance in combating the busi- 
| hess prestige of the Japanese and Chinese. oO 

I have already informed the Department that the American merchants 
of Yokohama have united in addressing me to ask that steps be taken | 
(e facilitate business enterprises they contemplate entering into in } 

orea. | | : . 
_ While the experience Coreans have had in dealing with American 

- merchants is limited as regards numbers of the latter, I am convinced 
- that there is a strong desire among the leading Coreans to deal with 

_ them, this being not only the effect of upright dealings with our mer- 
chants in the past, but also of the general commendation given Ameri- 
cans in Corea by the Chinese. : a | 
‘Should a consular officer be appointed for Chemulpo, he would almost — 

necessarily have to be salaried, as in all probability no person could be 
| : found who would accept the office with its fees for his remuneration. 

| Ihave, &c., : | OF 
| | GEORGE C. FOULK, | 

| Ensign, U. S. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. 

a . — No. 254. | | 

| | ‘Mr. Foulk to Mr. Bayard. - 7 

| | | [Extract.] | | | | 

: No. 243.) . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Seoul, Corea, October 20, 1885. (Received December 7.) 

, Srr: In accordance with the customs of official etiquette in this coun- 
. try, I have asked for and had an audience with the Tai-W6n-Kun, ex- 

regent, and father of the King of Corea, reported in my No. 237 as 
having recently been returned from China by the Chinese Government. 

The audience was held in the private residence, a small palace of the 
Tai-Won-Kun. The Tai-W6n-Kun received me with pleasing dignity . 
on the steps of the audience chamber, and taking me by the hand, led 

: me within, where a light collation was prepared. > | | 
~ I found the Tai-W6n-Kun a very remarkably well-preserved man, 
sixty-eight years old, but appeared to be not more than fifty. Hisface — 

: shows great decision and firmness, with high intelligence. Heis aetive 
oo in speech and motion of body. - | : 

His conversation was frank and agreeable. He stated that he was 
: not civilized in the Western way ; that he had lived in seclusion in China, 

and had met only one or two foreigners while there; that he had been 
advised to lead a life of retirement in Corea, content with the honor | 

= due him as father of the King of Corea. He asked me many questions, _
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afew touching upon political affairs, to which I replied as guardedly __ 
as possible. When I withdrew he stated that he was old and lame, and | 

_.. possibly could not return my call, and asked me to come ofteninformally =| 
_ to see him. | | ) . a 

However, the Tai-W6n-Kun returned my call on the 11th instant, to- 
gether with the calls of the other foreign representatives who had asked So 

_ for audiences with him. During this call. he stated the Chinese and the a 
King did not wish him to use his own name, but the simple title Tai- > 

_  Won-Kun (great prince of the royal house). As he was leaving the | 
- legation, I overheard him say to one of my head servants: | 

. _ -Remember always that you are a Corean, and do all you can to help your country, 
though you serve in a foreigner’s house. | an | oe oe 

The result of my observations is that I believe the Tai-Wén-Kun to 
be a man who cannot, with his present. strength and activity of mind, 
avoid being drawn into active participation in the affairs of the Gov- 
ernment. . | a | / 

‘The Chinese authorities treat him with great deference and kindliness, oe 
| and without doubt it has been their endeavor to cause him to lean to- 

wards their policy in regard to Corea. However, they show much anx- © : 
iety, and are vigilantly watching him. 7 Bo 

. i  & oo # as x Ok * . | 

It is possible that the Chinese have already observed that the Tai- 
-  -W6n-Kun cannot remain inactive in Corea, and that he may endeavor : 

to release Corea from their oppressive interference, for on yesterday an ) 
envoy started for China with a request from the Corean Government oe 
for the stationing of Chinese troops in Seoul, a request most reasonably | 
to be inferred as having been dictated by the Chinese themselves. ° | 

. Ihave, &., = | re - 
oe | a GEORGE C. FOULK, — 

Ensign, U. 8S. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad interem. — | 

a - | No. 255. | | | . 

| 7 | Mr. Poulk to Mr. Bayard. | | , 

— | oo - [Extract.) 7 oo So 

No. 245.] - _  LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, se) 
| | Seoul, Corea, October 21, 1885. (Received December 7.) . | | 

§rr: I have the honor to report that the exchange of the ratified. 
treaties of Russia and Corea took place on the 16th instant. The treaty - 

- thus consummated is similar to those made by Corea with Englandand 
Germany. Mr. Waeber, the Russian chargé d’affaires, sails to-day for — 

_ Shanghai, whence he is to return shortly. _ | - | 
The negotiations for a trading-post for overland trade between Rus- > 

sia (Siberia) and Corea, treated of in my dispatch No. 238, have been soit 
postponed to a later date. oe | ae | Pe 

“On the 16th instant a flagstaff was raised on the site of the Russian 
legation, and a dinner given at the foreign officetocelebratetheexchange | 
of the treaties. | | ees et . . 

. # 7 wo e® = % * eo SO 

oe Iam, &c., - So | - na 
an | | oo | - GEORGE C. FOULK, © 

Ensign, U. 8. Navy, Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. a
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| CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF DENMARK ~. 

| a “AT WASHINGTON, - oe 

| ce | No. 256. > oe | 

: | Mr. de Lévenirn to Mr. Bayard. a | 

| | | —  Royat DAnisH LEGATION, | | 

New London, Conn., August 27,1885. (Received August 31.) 

| Mr. SECRETABY OF STATE: The attention of the Danish Govern- 

7 ment has been éalled to the fact that, under the provisions of section 

| 14 of the act of June 26, 1884, a duty of 6 cents per ton at each entry, 

| not to exceed in the aggregate 30 cents per ton per annum, is imposed 

upon vessels entered in the United States from Danish ports, whereas | 

vessels entered from foreign ports or places in North America, Central 

America, the West India Islands, the Bermuda Islands, the Sandwich 

oe Islands, or Newfoundland, are liable only to the payment of a duty of 3° 

| cents per ton at each entry, not to exceed 15 cents per ton in any one 

7 year. | 
| In Article I of the treaty concluded between Denmark and the United 

States April 26, 1826, the contracting parties engage mutually not to 

| | grant any particular favor to other nations in respect of commerce and 

navigation which shall not immediately become common to the other 

/ party, who shall enjoy the same freely, if the concession were freely 

made, or on allowing the same compensation, if the concession were 

| conditional. . | a : | 

| My Government being of opinion that, by virtue of the said article, 

Danish vessels entered in the United States from ports in Denmark, 

a are justly entitled to enjoy the same privilege which has been granted | 

| by section 14 of the act of June 26, 18384, to vessels entered from ports 

| ’ in the countries therein enumerated, I have been instructed to make 

| the request that the tax on such Danish vessels shall be collected, at 

their entrance in ports of the United States, at the rate of 3 cents per 

ton at each entry, not exceeding 15 cents per ton per annum, instead of, 

as heretofore, at the rate of 6 cents per ton, or 30 cents per ton per an- 

num. | a | 

| - Section 14 of the above-named act further provides— _ | oo 

That the President of the United States shall suspend the collection of so much of 

- the duty herein imposed on vessels entered from any port in: the Dominion of Canada, 

_ Newfoundland, the Bahama Islands, the West India Islands, Mexico, and Central 

‘America down to and including Aspinwall and Panama, as may be in excess of the 

tonnage and light-house dues, or other equivalent tax or taxes, imposed on American 

| vessels by the government of the foreign country in which such port is situated. 

By a proclamation of January 31 last, the President, by virtue of the 

authority thus vested in him, has suspended the collection of the tax 

| of 3 cents per ton as regards vessels arriving from certain ports in the 

Dominion of Canada, in the United States of Colombia, and others. 

The Danish Government holds that, by virtue of Article I of the 

treaty of 1826, the conditional benefits granted, under the joint op- 

eration of the second part of section 14 of the act of 1884, and the 

said proclamation of the President, likewise inure to the advantage of 

‘Danish vessels entered from their national ports, so that if satisfactory 

proof be furnished that no tonnage and light-house dues or other equiva- 

 Jent taxes are collected from American vessels in Danish ports, or that 

| ~ Jess than 3 cents per ton are paid by such vessels, the collection of these
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taxes from Danish vessels in American ports should be either entirely = 
suspended or proportionately reduced. = | | 

- Not being prepared, however, to furnish such proofas yet, my Govern- > 
ment, in directing me to make this statement, wishes to reserve this : 
part of the question for a further communication, limiting itself, for the 
present, to the request I have had the honor to submit to you above 
with regard to the reduction of the rate of tonnage tax from 6 cents 
to 3 cents per ton. | Be - oo | 

 Lavail, &e., _ Oo PP. LOVENORN. | | 

i | No. 257,00 5 aa 

| | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Livenirn. | a 

| oom DEPARTMENT OF STATR, , 
| - | , _ Washington, November 7, 1885. _ 

_. §rr: I had the honor to recéive in due season your note of August os 
_- 27 last, touching the application of the provisions of the 14th section of - 

the shipping act, approved June 26, 1884, in respect of the collectionof = = 
tonnage tax, to vessels of Denmark coming from ports of that country | 
to ports of the United States, under the most favored nation clause-of 
the existing treaty of 1826 between the United States and Denmark. . 

‘The importance of the questions involved in the claim of the Danish a 
| Government, and in like claims preferred by other Governments, has led | 

- to the submission of the entire subject to the judgment of the Attorney- 
~ General. Lo : - Oo - : 

_ The conclusions of the Department of Justice, after a careful exami- | 
nation of the premises, are that— — a oo . | 

The discrimination as to tonnage duty in favor of vessels sailing from the regions 
mentioned in the act, and entered in our ports, is, I think, purely geographical in 

_ ° geharacter, inuring to the advantage of any vessel of any power that may choose to — 
fetch and carry between this country and any port embraced by the fourteenth sec- | 

| tion of the act. Isee no warrant, therefore, to claim that there is anything in the oe 
most favored nation clause of the treaty between this country and the powers men- __, / 
tioned that entitles them to have the privileges of the fourteenth section extended 

S to their vessels sailing to this country from ports outside of the limitation of the act. — 

These conclusions are accepted by the President, and Ihave accord- 
_ ingly the honor to communicate them to you as fully covering the 

- points indicated in your note of August 27 last. — : — : 
| — Accept, &., ee ee T. F. BAYARD. 7 

| | —.. FRANCE. a ee 

ee Pcs No.258 © ee 

| Mr, Morton to Mr. Bayard. re . 

| No. 737.) | -- LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| Paris, March 25, 1885. (Received April 10.) es 

_ Str: I have the honor to send herewith two copies of the French | 
. Yellew Book on Chinese affairs, which was laid before the Chambers. 

It contains diplomatic correspondence of a highly interesting character — 
with reference to a disputed point of internationallaw, namely,whether — 

; rice, which is used as a breadstuff by the Chinese, can be considered as a 
- contraband of war. os ee a SO | |
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| It was only on the 20th of February last that the French Govern- 
“ment resolved to take the important step of notifying the foreign pow- 
ers that hereafter rice shipped in neutral bottoms to certain Chinese | 

| ports would be treated by her as contraband of war. This rigorous 
measure was resorted to, Mr. Ferry explains, because of a decided change : 
in the attitude of the British Government. Up to January 23 that 

. Government had not considered the French and the Chinese ina state 
_ of belligerence, as defined by international law, and therefore the 

-foreign enlistment act was not applicable to either. Butonthedate | 
named the British cabinet resolved that hereafter this act should be | 

_ enforced; this obliged the French to declare themselves belligerents, : 
which was done by a circular dated January 24, followed shortly after 
by the declaration making rice eontraband of war. 

| The political and legal grounds for taking such an important and 
- grave measure are fuliy discussed in the documents published in the | 

- Yellow Book. Mr. Ferry quotes the authors which have written on the » 
subject; states the principles governing the case, as he understands it, 

| recalls many precedents, amongst which he does not omit the one fur- 
nished by Great Britain and the United States at the end of the last 

~ gentury, and shows that the position now assumed by France is sup- 
, ported by English precedents as well as by English statesmen and 

writers. The aim of his argument is to establish that there are two 
_ kinds of contraband of war, one which is made so by the very nature | 

oe of the articles themselvés, such aS arms and ammunition; the other, - 
which derives its contraband character from the destination, of the 
articles and the circumstances of the case, such as coal and provisions. __ 

There is no fixed rule for the classification of the articles belonging to | 
this class. Each belligerent must be left to determine for itself the 

7 articles which it considers as contraband; but in so doing it is expected 
that it will affix this character only to the articles which can be used 
by the enemy for its defense, or of which the privation would bring 
about its submission. It is undeniable that Mr. Ferry makesa strong . _ 

| case, particularly when he reminds the neutral Governments that it — 
would have been lawful for France to blockade the Chinese ports where | 

_ ghe desires to prevent the importation of rice, which course would be 
7 much more damaging to the commerce of the world at large than the 

- one he has adopted. Le | ee, a , 
-_-You will see, nevertheless, that the British Government has objected. 

7 to the course taken by France, and that Denmark and Sweden and Nor- 
way have likewise protested. Germany, Austria, Spain, Portugal, and 
Holland have quietly acquiesced in the measure. | 

The present state of the matter seems to be as follows, the French 
- Government has stated that the legality of the seizures of rice made _ 

by its cruisers will be submitted for final decision to the French prize 
courts sitting at Paris, and the British Government has tacitly accepted 

-* this concession with the understanding, however, that the decisions of 
these courts may become the subject of ulterior diplomatic action. 

I inclose herewith a copy of Lord Granville’s note to Mr. Wadding- | 

ton, of February 27,.1885, stating his objection to the action of the 
French Government, and a translation of Jules Ferry’s replies to these 
objections, dated March 7 and March 13. So | 

. | Thave,&e.,  -° | | | 
| a a DEVI P. MORTON. :
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. ae {Inclosure 1 in No. 787.] . 

| | : : _.. Lord Granville to Mr. Waddington. . a 

| | : a FOREIGN OFFICE, London, February 27, 1885. : 
+ -[ have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency’s notes of the 20th 

: and 24th instant, in the former of which you announce that, in view of the conditions 
- under which war with China is now being carried on, it is the intention of the Gov- 

ernment of the French Republic to treat rice generally as contraband of war, and 
in the latter that only those cargoes of rice which are destined for Chinese ports to. | 

| -the north of Canton will be so treated, but that those haying destination for Canton 
and the southern. Chinese ports will be allowed to pass freely. . | an OO 

. . [regret to have to inform you that Her Majesty’s Government teel compelled to 
_. take exception tothe proposed measure, as they cannot admit that, consistently with | 7 

the law and practice of nations and with the rights of neutrals, provisions in gen- | 
eral can be treated as contraband of war. — > | ae ee 

Her Majesty’s Government do not contest that under particular circumstances pro- | 
Visions may acquire that character, as, for instance, if they should be consigned di-  . 

~ rectly to the fleet of a belligerent or to a port where such fleet may be lying, and that ce 
. facts should exist raising the presumption that they were about to be employed in 
_victualing the fleet of the enemy. Ce ee OT : me 

. In such case it is not denied that the belligerent would be entitled toseize the pro- = 
_ visions as contraband of war, on the ground that they would enable warlike opera- . : 

tions to be carried on. ‘But Her Majesty’s Government cannotadmit thatif such pro- | 
| visions were consigned to the port of a belligerent (even though it should beaport | 

of naval equipment), they could, therefore, be necessarily regarded contraband of _ | 
war. oe ., SO , an 

In the view of Her Majesty’s Government the first appears to be whether there are - 
circumstances relative to any particular cargo, or its destination, to displace the pre- | | 

_ sumption that articles of this kind are intended for the ordinary use of life, and to | oe 
show prima facie, at all events, that they are destined for military use. Nosuch quali- oe 
fication, however, is contained in the announcement made by your excellency in re- 
spect of the destination of the rice, or of the purposes to which it is intended to be 

- applied. | : a oe CS oe 
1 have, therefore, the honor to state to your excellency that Her Majesty’s Govern- 

ment cannot assent to the right of the Government of the French Republic to declare | | 
rice generally to be contraband of war if carried to any port north of Canton. | 

I beg to add that Her Majesty’s Government could not, under any circumstances, 
-- gequiesce in that portion of your excellency’s note in which it is stated thatthe noti- = - 

- fication in question will take effect from the 26th instant, as many vessels laden with _ 
rice may have already commenced their voyage. — : -_ | 

| : | _- GRANVILLE. : 

. [Inclosure 2.in No. 787.—Translation.] = 8 3 __ eo 

. | Mr. Ferry to Mr. Waddington. : a 

a MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, | | 
oo 7 oe : Paris, March 7, 1885. 

-- You were good enough, on the 28th of February, to transmit to me a copy of the a 
_ reply of the English Government to the notification which you were instructed to — 

_ present to it, of our intention to consider rice as an article of contraband of war in- 
our present conflict with China. . oe | — 
‘In this reply the chief of the foreign office does not contest that, in addition to arti- | 

- eles which by their nature constitute contraband of war, there may be others,asfood 
and provisions, to which in exceptional cases the same qualifications may be extended 

- in consequence of their destination and of their utility to the belligerents. Lord | 
Granville is of opinion, however, that such an extension can only beadmittedinspecial 
cases, determined by particular circumstances, of which he is careful to indicate the | 
nature, and cannot be declared in a general manner. | ae , 

The doctrine which, in addition to the contraband of war by nature, admits the con- 
_» traband of war by destination, has been professed by England for a leng time past. a 

Thus, the attorney-general, at the sitting of the House of Commens on the 30th ef 
March, 1854, being called upon to speak on this subject, after having acknowledged : 

 ° that the determination of articles of contraband of war was one of the most difficult 
| and complicated questions of international law, expressed himself as follows: | | 

— “Tn general contraband of war may be classed under the two categories following : . 

: first, articles which, by their nature, serve directly the purposesof war, as arms and =
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- ammunition; second, articles which are susceptibie to serve indirectly the purposes of | 

war in permitting the continuation of hostilities, as provisions.” : | a 
Being obliged by imperious necessity to apply this doctrine we were well founded =. 

in thinking that we should not meet with objéctions as to the principle on the part _ oS 

_ of the English Government. The only point upon which we are at divergence is the - 

appreciation of the circumstances which would authorize us in classing rice amongst 

articles of contraband. Even in this respect we had reason to think that no diver-° | 

gence of views would arise between England and ourselves. It seems that, up to the 

. present time, British statesmen themselves have abstained from specifying the circum- 

stances which authorize belligerents to effect the seizure of goods accidentally qual- 
ified as contraband of war, as coal, for instance. me | 

Such was especially the attitude of Mr. Gladstone at the sitting of the House of 

Commons on the 22d July, 1870, when he was led to quote in support of his opinion 

an official letter of Lord Malmesbury, dated the 18th of May, 1859, and. which con- 

a tained the following passage: . | Se . 
‘‘T should declare that the proclamation of Her Majesty does not spécify, and could 

. not in reality specify, what articles are or are not contraband of war, and that the 

passages relating to the contraband of war have not for object to prevent the ex- 

- portation of coal or any other article, but simply to caution the subjects of Her Maj- 

esty, that if they transport for the use of one of the belligerents articles reputed as 

contraband of war, and that their property should be seized by one of the belligerents, 

the Government of Her Majesty will not take upon itself to intervene in their favor 
_ against a war capture (saisie de guerre) or against its consequences, I should add 

| that the tribunal of captures (court of prizes) of the country which has effected the 

seizure is competent to judge,” &c. 7 co 
More recently, in the month of May, 1877, Mr. Burke confirmed this view in declar- 

ing that articles other than arms and ammunition ‘‘ which can in certain cases be em- 

ployed for military operations, have been considered as contraband of war, according . 

to their destination and other circumstances, of which the council of captures is 
judge. - . 

. The particular circumstances under which hostilities against China are being pro- , 

ceeded with, have induced us to take the decision, in consequence of which Lord 

Granville has thought fit to present reservations. These circumstances, of which we 

are the best judges, I have not here to recall. I have already had occasion to point 
out to you that the importation of rice for the alimentation of the Chinese, popula- 

tion and army, does not permit us to authorize its transport to the north of China 

under penalty of depriving ourselves of one of the most powerful measures of coer- 

cion at our disposal. We could attain this object without stopping neutral vessels 

on the high seas, by declaring the blockade of Chinese ports open to foreign commerce ; 

but a measure of this kind would have had for the commerce of neutral parties dis- 

| astrous consequences, to which we should be repugnant to expose friendly powers. 

We have thought that it would be more advantageous for all to allow foreign 

traders to continue their peaceful commerce in the China seas, with the sole exception 

. of the commerce in rice, and it seems to us that in the state of international right 

(droit des gens) upon the subject, nothing should prohibit us from attaining the 

double object that we have in view: injure as much as possible the enemy, and as 

slight as possible neutrals, in declaring that rice shall be treated by usas an article of 

. contraband of war. Moreover, the final decision, conformably to the opinion of Lord 

Malmesbury and of Mr. Burke, shall belong, if need be, to the council of captures sit- 

ting at Paris, which will not fail to take into consideration all the circumstances 

which may be put forward in favor of the owners of the cargoes seized. 

I beg you to bave the goodness to make use of the preceding suggestions in reply- 

ing to the note of Lord Granville of the 27th of February. . 
: | JULES FERRY. 

{Inclosure 3 in No.,737.—Translation] a 

: Mr. Ferry to Mr. Waddington. | 

: : | MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 
-_ —_ Paris, March 13, 1885. 

. Sir: The indications contained in my letter of the 6th instant, gave us an oppor- 

tunity of establishing that our resolution to treat rice as contraband of war is only a 

conformity with the doctrines supported by statesmen of the United Kingdom up to— 

a very recent date. . It sets forth at the same time the conclusion that in the present 

conditions of our conflict with China the determination which we have taken is less 

prejudicial to neutral commerce than other measures to which we could have legally 

-  .. had recourse. 
. 8
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To these considerations you may add another, which accords with the orderof - | 
ideas taken as a standpoint by Lord Granville in his communication of the 27thof ' 
February. The Government of Her Majesty is of the opinion that to attribute to me 
provisions the character of contraband of war, the essential point is to know whether rs 

_ circumstances exist which show that these articles are not only destined for theordi- 
_ nary uses of life, but that they are intended for a military use. | | 

_ _ Taking this point of view even, you will recall that most:cargoes of rice exported 
_ from the southern Chinese ports towards the north, the very same whose imminent | 

. expedition was notified to us by Admiral Courbet a few weeks since, represent the | 
.. amount of the tax in kind or tribute that the governors of the provinces send every - 

year to the court of Peking. : Oo nr | , 
It is known, besides, that the soldiers of the Chinese imperial armies receive a part . 

of their pay by portions of rice, and that the tribute of the provinces is precisely | | 
‘ affected to this use. It may be said, therefore, that the circumstances alluded to in’ 

- the communication of Lord Granville are thus combined, and that the cargoes of | 
rice forwarded from the southern ports destined for a military use, besides which _ Doe 

_ they can be considered as state property of the enemy and susceptible of capture in , | 
_ consequence. Under these circumstances, at all events, the Government of the Queen 

_- will admit that there is no reason why rice should not be treated as contraband of .- 
war, and it will have no difficulty in acknowledging that the care of appreciating, | 

7 according to the circumstances, the legality and the consequences of the seizures - 
which may be effected, belongs exclusively to the council of captures. | 

| — : BP a JULES FERRY. 

| No. 259, DE a 

; _ Mr. Morton to Mr. Bayard. | — | 

No. 774.) _- LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, te 
| ; ao Paris, May 13, 1885. (Received May 26.) _ - 

_ Sm: Although I have not recently communicated with the Depart- 
ment in regard to the prohibition in France of American salted pork, I | 
have not neglected the matter, and have availed myself of every occa- - 
‘sion to press the settlement of this question. _ | ves | 

_ AsT informed you, a bill is now pending before the Chambers which — 
cancels the prohibitive measures and substitutes a general system of _ | 

} Inspection applicable to all countries. oS Oo | 
- _ As this law, although not as liberal as I could have desired it, satis- - 

_ fies the French importers of American meats, I have urged its passage, 
_ and expressed to both the minister of foreign affairs and the minister. 

of commerce, my earnest desire of being enabled to inferm you, before 
my departure, that the French Government supported it, and would en- | 

_  deavor to secure its passage at an early date. 7 | 
‘In reply to these representations, I have received a communication 

from Mr. de Freycinet, a copy and translation of which are herewith in- | 
closed. oo | re SO  Thave, &e., ee, eee Gee : LEVI P. MORTON.  * 

. | | | | [ Inclosure in No. 774.—Translation.] as | | 

- oe . M. de. Freycinet’s note to Mr. Morton. — | | ree | 

Sa we arts, May 12, 1885. 
| Sir: You were good enough to express to me the interest that the Government of _ 

_ the United States attached to the prompt removal of the prohibition affecting, upon _ 
entry into France, salted meats of American origin, which withdrawalisinscribedin. — 
aproject of law pending before the French Chambers. At thesame time you acquainted . . 
me with your desire to be able to take with you, at the termination of your mission, co 
the certitude that this question was settled, at all events in principle. a a :
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As you are aware, it was after a formal vote of the Chamber that the preceding cab- 
. inet was obliged to withdraw the decree of November 27, 1883, authorizing the introduc- 

tion into France of American salted meats. The project of law which was afterwards 
_ laid before Parliament has for object the opening anew of French territory to the im- 

portation of American salted pork; in establishing at the entry a service of inspection. | 
The commission charged with the examination of this project has decided in the same 
sense. At the present time it is for Parliament to decide, and the Government can — 
only endeavor to hasten a settlement of the question. . 

I have recommended in a special manner this matter to my colleague, the minister 
of commerce, whose duty it is to come to an understanding with the reporter of the 

- - eommission in order that the project may be shortly discussed. A solution must, there- 
fore, soon be arrived at, and I take pleasure, sir, in giving you this assurance, to reply 
to the desire that you were good enough to express to me. a , 

: Receive, &c., a . 
| . C. DE FREYCINET. : 

: erweemnnenseneeremmnnemnamnnnaeree ~ 

No. 260. : | | | 

| Mr. Bayard to Mr. McLane. | | 

No. 9.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | Washington, June 1, 1885, - 

Sim: Mr. Morton’s dispatch, No. 774, of the 13th ultimo, concerning | 
the bill pending in the French Parliament to repeal the law which pro- 
hibits the importation of American pork and to substitute a general 
system of inspection applicable to all countries, has been read with 

' interest. The Department hopes to hear soon that the obnoxious pro- 
: hibition has been canceled, or at least replaced by practical measures 

which impose no discrimination against imports of this class from this 
country. Co | oO | 

lam, &e., — - oe 
| | 7 | T. F. BAYARD. 

— . N 0. 261. . | . | - 

| | , Mr. McLane to Mr. Bayard. — So 

~ No. 24.] . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
7 ‘Paris, June 16, 1885. (Received June 30.) | 

Siz: Your dispatch No. 9, acknowledging receipt of Mr. Morton’s — 
No. 774, in which he expressed confidence that the French Chamber 

- would soon vote a law repealing the decree prohibiting the importation , 
of American pork, substituting therefor a general system of inspection 

- applicable to all countries, has been received. | 
I regret to say that 1 cannot share the confidence. expressed by my > 

- predecessor. My conversations with the ministers of foreign affairs 
and other officials have led me to fear that the Chambers now in session 
will not pass the law in question. Should my impression in this con- 

oe nection prove well founded, I will press the matter upon the French _ 
- Government after the general elections, which will take place probably 

— in October, with a view to induce an immediate termination ot the ex- 
isting prohibition by decree of the President, rather than to await the 

| slow and uncertain action of the Chambers. | | 
Lhave,&e., | 

| | | | | ROBERT M. McLANKE. -
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Das 7 No. 262. , re 

| : | Mr. McLane to Mr. Bayard. | 

No. 27.) = *_s LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, cos 
ee — Paris, June 17, 1885. (Received June 30.) | 

| ‘Srp: At the instance of Mr. Charles Drevet, who claims to be an _ , 
_ American citizen, I have the honor to submit for your consideration | 

the following request: | | | eo | 
__. Mr. Drevet was born September 28, 1864, at Paris, where he has-been - 
living since. His father, Leon Drevet, a Frenchman, went to the United — os 

_ ‘States in 1852. In 1858 he made his declaration of intention; in Feb- == 
_ Tuary,.1859, he married an American lady, and a year later, 1860, he = 

_ came back to France. In 1869 he returned to the United States, and the a 
_ same year (June 3, 1869) he took out his second papers. Shortly after, = 

he resumed his residence in France. a | | a 
_ _ From this statement of facts it appears that Drevet was born nm. 

France; that at the time of his birth his father had not yet perfected a 
his naturalization, and that when this act was so perfected, he, Drevet, - 
was not in the*United States, where, indeed, he never has been. I may | 
add thatfather and son have been domiciled here for many years,andthat = 

_ they have not expressed any intention of returning to the United States. _ 
Charles Drevet thinks, however, that he has the right to be con- 7 

‘sidered as-an American citizen, and asks to be furnished with the cer- 
tificate required by French law of December 16, 1874, stating that heis — - | 
so considered by the United States Government... Ld . 

This law, a translation of which was forwarded to the Department -= 
_ In Mr. Morton’s dispatch No. 332, states substantially thatany one born. “ 

- In France, son of a foreigner who himself was born in France, is French — ve 
unless he claims his foreign citizenship in the year he becomes of age, « 
and produces a written certificate or. attestation from. his Government 
that he has maintained his original nationality. As Mr. Drevet will | 
be of age on September 28, 1885, he must be provided with this certifi- | 

. cate or attestation on or before that date; otherwise in virtue of the - 
_ aforesaid law of 16th December, 1874, he will be liable to all the obli- _ | 

_ gations of French citizenship. | Oo - 
have, &e., | a el AEN | 

- - : _ ROBERT M. MoLANE. ae 

a - No. 263. _ 5 7 Oo 

a Mr. McLane to Mr. Bayard. + . | 

No. 28.) 00 ©. LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ae 
| a | - Paris, June 23, 1885. (Received J uly 9.). | | 

Sire: With reference to the ceremonies which have taken place at a 
New York upon the arrival at that port and the delivery of the statue 
of Liberty, I have received from M. de Freycinet an official communi-- . 

_ cation requesting me to express to my Government the thanks of the 
_ French Republic for the magnificent and flattering way in which the 

gift of France has been received. | | oe 
_. Tinelose herewith a copy and translation of Mr. de Freycinet’s note. oo 

coe! I have, &ce., ne : | 
ren Dee , ROBERT M. McLANBE,. eS 
24 FOR | | . ma
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| . | [Inclosure in No. 28.—Translation.] - . 

: cee a Mr. de Freycinet to Mr. McLane. | 

a a _ MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 
. | ee Paris, June 20, 1885.  ~ 

| Sir: Our consul at New York telegraphs me an accountof the imposing ceremony 
which has just taken place in the United States on the occasion of the delivery of the 
statue of Liberty. He calls especial attention to the magnificent reception and flat- . 
tering welcome which Admiral Lacombe and his staff have received from Mr. Whit- 
ney, Secretary of the Navy, and Mr. Grace, mayor of New York. | os 

' J beg you to be kind enough to transmit to the Federal Government the expression 
of our gratitude for these marks of sympathy which correspond so well with the sen- 

. timents of good feeling and cordiality which unite the two nations. 
Accept, &c., | 

| | ss, pg FREYCINET. | 

: : No. 264. | 

| | Mr. McLane to Mr. Bayard. ‘ . 

No. 29.| _  LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 7 
| Paris, June 24, 1885. (Received July 9.) 

| Str: I have the honor to send herewith a copy and a translation of | 

: the treaty of Tien-Tsin between France and China, which was laid be- 
a fore the Chambers on thé 22d instant. The treaty was signed on the 9th, 

and ratified -shortly after by the Emperor of China. Mr. de Freycinet, 
in presenting it to the Chamber, said it was desirable that France should 

| ratify it without delay, and asked that proper authority be given to the 
~ . . Government to that effect. | 

| The treaty of Tien-Tsin is not ostensibly a.treaty of peace, for the 
fiction that China and France have not been at war is respected in this 

| instrument, which puts an end to the hostilities existing between the 
two nations; it is a treaty to improve the friendly and commercial rela- _ 

| tions existing between the two countries, and in fact itdoes improve 
materially these relations by securing to France commercial advantages 
which compensate for the sacrifices she has made. | 

: China, however, does not acknowledge in words the protectorate of 
France over Annam, but she engages to respect all the treaties or ar- 

| rangements made or to be made by France with Annam, and as the treaty 
. ‘of Hué establishes the French protectorate in the broadest terms, and ~ 

_ stipulates that the diplomatic relations of that court will be conducted |. 

| through the intermediary of France, her protectorate over Annam is as 
| fully recognized by‘China as itcan be. ._ oe 

Commissioners are to be appointed to determine the frontier line of 

the two countries, and when this frontier has been so determined noone — 

will be allowed to pass from. Tonquin to China without a French pass- | 

port. This clause, coupled with another article providing that the rates 

of duties levied on all merchandise carried from Tonquin to the two — 

provinces of Yunnan and Kuang:si, or from these provinces to Tonquin, 

will be less than the duty paid at the Chinese ports open to foreigners, 

practically places the whole of this region under the control of France. _ 

| In addition to the advantages thus assured to France, China agrees 

| that when she builds railroads she will apply to French manufacturers 
and mechanics, and the French Governmentis to afford her every pos- 

sible facility for the engagement of railway engineers. Although it is 

OS stated that this clause is not to be considered in the light of an exclu-
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_ sive privilege for France, it is plain that France will have special oppor- _ — 
_ tunities to turn it to her advantage, and as it is reported that the two 
Governments have in view the construction of aline connecting Canton — 

_ with: Hanoi, nearly one thousand miles, some hundreds of millions may; , 
_- thereby be expended in France. | . OP 
__ Inshort, although the indemnity formerly so persistently claimed by ‘ | 

_ . France is now waived by her, she obtains by the treaty of Tien-Tsin | 
_ full and undisputed possession of the whole of Tonquin, and exclusive | | 

privileges of trading which open to her commerce and industry the 4 
- southwestern markets of one of the largest Empires of the world. | : 

T have, &c., sae ie _ vel | 
| - | | _ ROBERT M. McLANE. 

. : | _ [Inclosure in No. 29.—Translation.] | | 4 | oo 

Treaty of peace, §¢., concluded between France and China, June 9, 1885, at Tien-Tsin. . / 

The President of the French Republic and his Majesty the Emperor of China, both | oo, 
animated by an equal desire of putting an end to the difficulties to which their simul- 
taneous intervention in the affairs of Annam have given rise,.and wishing to restore 
and improve the old relations of friendship and commerce existing between Franceand _ - | 
China, have resolved to conclude a fresh treaty corresponding to the commercial in- - . 
terests of the two nations, taking as a basis the convention signed at Tien-Tsin on the | 
lith of June, 1884, and ratified by: imperial decree on the 10th of April, 1885. a 

For this purpose the two high contracting parties have appointed as their plenipo- 
_ tentiaries the President of the French Republic, M. Jules Patendtre, plenipotentiary 

of France in China, officer of the Legion of Honor, Grand Cross of the Order of the to 
Pole Star of Sweden, &c.; and his Majesty the Emperor of China, Li Hung-Chang, 

_ imperial commissioner, first grand secretary of state, honorary grand tutor of the | 
heir presumptive, overseer of the commerce of the northern ports, governor-general of | 
the province of Tcheli, belonging to the first degreé of the third rank of the nobility, . 

_ with the title of Son-gi; assisted by Si-Tchen, imperial commissioner, member of the 
council of foreign affairs, president of- the ministry of justice, administrator of the 

_ treasury at the ministry of finance, director of schools for the education of hereditary . ; 
officers of the left wing of the Tartar guard at Peking, commander. in-chief of the Chi- | - 
nese contingent of the embroidered left banner; and by Teng-Tcheng-Sieon, imperial | 
commissioner, member of the council of state ceremonial; who, after having ex- — 
changed their full powers, which they recognized to be in due and proper form, have 
agreed to the following articles: | ne | | | 

_ ARTICLE 1. France undertakes to restore and maintain order in the provinces of , 
Annam bordering on the Chinese Empire. For this purpose she will take the neces- co 

_ sary measures for dispersing or expelling the bands of freebooters and adventurers _ . 
who compromise public tranquillity, and for preventing them from forming again. 
The French troops, however, shall not in any case cross the frontier separating Ton- | : 
quin from. China—a frontier which France engages to respect and to guarantee | 
against any aggression. Chinaon her part undertakes to disperse or expel the bands . 
which may take refuge in her provinces bordering on Tonquin, and to disperse those _ - 

_ which may seek to form on her territory in order to introduce troubles among the oe 
, popylations placed under the protection of France; and in consideration of the guar- | 

antees given her as regards the security of her frontier she equally debars herself / 
from sending troops into Tonquin. - The high contracting parties will settle by a spe- | 
cial convention the conditions on which the extradition of malefactors between China | | 

. and Annam shall be effected. Chinese colonists, or old soldiers, living peaceably in - 
‘Annam and devoting themselves to agriculture, industry, or commerce, and whose © - 

_ conduct shall be open to no reproach, shall enjoy the same security for person and Si. 
- property as persuns protected by France. — re - . | 

| ArT. 2, China, resolved on doing nothing which can jeopardize the work of pacifi- 
cation entered upon by France, undertakes to respect, in the present and the future, _ , 

_ the treaties and conventions directly concluded, or to be concluded, between France 
| and Annam. As regards the relations between China and Annam, it is understood — : | 

that they shall be of a nature not infringing the dignity of the Chinese Empire, and 
_- not giving rise to any violation of the present treaty., - | | 

| _ ART. 3. Within six months of the signing of the present treaty, commissioners nom- __ oo 
inated by the high contracting parties shall repair to the spot for the purpose of in-
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| _ gpecting the frontier between China and Tonquin. They shall, wherever necessary, : 

. place stones, designed to make apparent the line of demarkation. In case they can- 

“not agree on the sites of these stones, or on the details of the alterations which there 

may be ground for making in the existing frontier of Tonquin, in the common inter- 

est of the two countries, they shall refer to their respective Governments. .- 

| ART. 4. When the frontier shall have been recognized, Frenchmen, or French pro- 

tégés, and foreign inhabitants of Tonquin, wishing to cross it to enter China shall not 

do so until after previously providing themselves with passports, to be delivered by 

the Chinese trontier authorities on the application of the French authorities. For 

Chinese subjects a permit delivered by the Imperial frontier authorities shall be suffi- 

cient. Chinese subjects wishing to go from China to Tonquin by land must be fur- : 

nished with regular passports, to be delivered by the French authorities on the appli- 

cation of the Imperial authorities. a - 

ArT. 5. Import and export trade shall be permitted to French merchants or French 

protégés and to Chinese merchants on the frontier between China and Tonquin. It 

: shall, however, be conducted through certain points. which shall be subsequently _ 

fixed, and of which the number, as well as the selection, shall depend on the direction 

and the importance of the traffic between the two countries. In this respect the regu- 

lations in force in the interior of China shall be kept in view. In all circumstances, 

two of these points shall bespecified on the Chinese frontier—one above Lao-Kai, the | 

other beyond Lang-Son. The French merchants may settle there under the same 

conditions and with the same advantages as in the ports open to foreign commerce. 

The Government of His Majesty the Emperor of China shall establish custom-houses 

there, and the Government of the Republic may support there consuls whose privi- 

leges and attributes will be identical with those of the agents of the same class in the 

open ports. On his side, the Emperor of China may, in agreement with the French 

Government, name consuls in the principal towns of Tonquin. ae 

Art. 6. A special table, annexed to the present treaty, shall set forth the conditions 

under which trade shull be carried on overland between Tonquin and the Chinese 

provinces of Yunnan, Kuang-si, and Canton. This regulation shall be worked out by 

commissioners, who shall be named by the high contracting parties in the course of 

three months after the signing of the present treaty. Merchandise forming the ob- 

- ject of this commerce shall be subject, on entering and on leaving Tonquin and the 

provinces of Yunnan and Kuang-si, to duties lower than those set forth in the present — 

_ tariff of foreign commerce. The reduced tariff, however, shall not be applied to the 

7 merchandise conveyed over the land frontier between Tonquin and Canton, and shall 

have no effect in the ports already open under. the treaties. The trade in arms, en- 

| gines, stores, and munitions of war of all kinds shall be subjected to the laws and 

oo regulations enforced by each of the contracting states within its territory. The ex- 

portation and importation of opium shall be controlled by special arrangements, 

which shall also appear in the commercial regulations mentioned. The commerce by 

sea between China and Annam shall also be the subject of aspecialregulation. Pro- | 

oe ~ visionally there shall be no innovation on the existing practice. . 

ART. 7. With the view of developing, under the most advantageous conditions, the 

' _ gommercial relations and the neighborliness which it is the object of the present 

treaty to re-establish between France and China, the Government of the Republic 

shall construct roads in Tonquin, and shall encourage there the construction of rail- 

_ ways. When; on her side, China shall have decided to construct railways, it is un- 

derstood that she shall make application to French industry and. to the Government 

of the Republic, which will give her all possible facilities to procure in France such 

persons as she will require. It is also understood that this clause cannot be consid- _ 

ered. to constitute an exclusive privilege in favor of France. 
ArT. 8. The commercial stipulations of the present treaty and the regulations to be 

added may be revised after an interval of ten yearsfrom the day of the exchange of the 

ratifications of the present treaty. But in case six months before this term neither 

the one nor the other of the high contracting parties shall have manifested a desire 

; to proceed to the revision, the commercial stipulations shall remain in force for a new | 

term of ten years, and thus subsequently. . oe | 

Art. 9, As soon as the present treaty has been signed, the French forces shall re- 

ceive the order to retire from Kelung and to abandon the right of search on the high 

seas. Within one month after the signing of the present treaty the island of Formosa 

and the Pescadores shall be entirely evacuated. eos 

| ArT. 10. The provisions of the former treaties, agreements, and conventions between 

_ France and China, not modified by the present treaty, remain in full force. Thepres- — 

ent treaty shall be at once ratified by His Majesty the Emperor of China, and, after 

it has been ratified by the President of the French Republic, the exchange of the rati- 

fications shall be made at Peking after the shortest possible delay. a 

. . #xecuted at Tien-Tsin, June 9, 1885, ee .
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NO, 2652 os 

eo we Mr. Bayard to Mr. McLane. | 

No.18.] | _. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 7 
SE ee Washington, July 2, 1885. 

_  Srr: With reference to your dispatch, No. 27, of the 17th ultimo,in | 
relation to the case of Mr. Charles Drevet, 1 have to inform you that te 
the Department has had the matter under consideration. | ee 

_- It appears from your communication that Mr. Charles Drevet was a 
_ born September 28, 1864, at Paris, in which city he has ever since re- 7 

_ sided. His father, Leon Drevet, a Frenchman, came to the United States | 
in 1852. In July, 1858, he made his declaration of intention; in Feb. — 

_ raary, 1859, he married an American lady; in 1860 he went back to 
_ France; in 1869 he returned to America; in the saine year (June 3, a 

1869) he took out his second papers, and shortly after resumed his resi- 
dence in France, where he has ever since remained. The son has al- _ 

_ ways lived in France; the father has been domiciled there for many 
_ years; neither the son nor the father has expressed any intention of 

‘residing in this country at any time in the future. > ee | , 
Under these circumstances Mr. Charles Drevet has asked your lega- oe 

tion to furnish him with a certificate required by the French law of 
: December 16, 1874, to the effect that he is considered by this Govern- - 

| ment to be an American citizen. - coy | a 
The Department holds, under section 2172 of the Revised Statutes, __ 

that as Mr. Charles Drevet was not at the time of the naturalization of 7 
his father dwelling in the United States; that as he has never resided : 

| in this country, and never intends to do so, he cannot be considered to 
be an American citizen. You will, therefore; decline to issue a passport 

_ to him as such, that being the only attestation of nationality which | 
could have been granted by your legation in case the facts should have 
shown him to be an American citizen, | BS 

tTam,&e., ae , se 
| ce TF. BAYARD. 

— No. 266. oe | os 7 

ee ss Mr. McLane to Mr. Bayard. Be Oo 

 - No. 36.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
: | an } Paris, July 3,1885. (Received July 16.) a 

| Sig: Referring to my dispatch No. 24, under date of June 16, 1885, | 
_ I have toreport a conversation with the minister of commerce, Mr. Le- 

grand, and the chairman, Mr. Lalande, of the committee of the Chamber — | 
_ of Deputies, to whom was referred the bill repealing the decree prohibit- 

ing the importation of American pork. | a ee, 
_. The minister of commerce, although acknowledging that no exception => 

_ on the score of health could be taken to this importation, thought that. ee 
| the short time left for legislation rendered the passage of the bill very 

doubtful. He admitted, further, that the price of American pork being | 
, lower than that of either England.or Germany, excited the fear of com- a 

_ petition in the minds of the agricultural population in France, under 
: whose influence the duties upon all meats have been greatly increased.
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Mr. Lalande concurred generally in the views expressed by Mr. Le- 
grand, but he promised to make an earnest effort to call up the bill for 

, consideration by the Chamber of Deputies, and he promised further to 

gee the minister of foreign affairs and the minister of commerce at an 

early day with the view of securing the support of the Government. 
This promise he has fully redeemed, and at the council of ministers held 

- yesterday it was understood that the minister of commerce would facili- 

tate to the full extent of his ability the efforts of Mr. Lalande to pass _ 
the bill. , | oo | ots . | , | 

I cannot disguise from myself, however, that there is very great op- 

position on the part of the protectionists in the Chamber to any relaxa- 

| tion of the existing probibition, although it is not to be supposed that 

: -guch an invidious distinction as now exists against the importation of 

American pork can be long maintained. 
-  T have, &e., | — | _ 

| - ROBERT M. McLANHE. 

: No. 267. | | 

_ Mr. Bayard to Mr. McLane | 7 . 

No. 20.] - | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | . Washington, July 9, 1885. 

| Sir: With reference to your dispatch, No. 24, of the 16th ultimo, in 

a. which you state that you do not share the confidence expressed by your 

) predecessor in his No. 770, as to the probability of favorable action by 

| the French Government in the matter of repealing the decree prohibit- 

ing the importation of American pork, the Department has learned | 

| - with regret that Mr. Morton’s predictions are not likely to be borne out 

- by the events. You will, of course, continue to bear this important 

| subject in view. | oe 
Iam, &e¢., : 7 _ | 

| _ | | | 6D. FL BAYARD. 

| . No. 268 | oe 

: Mr. Porter to Mr. McLane. | —_ | . 

No. 21.] : —_ _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 7 

, . | Washington, July 10, 1885, — 

_. §tr: I have to inform you that copies of your dispatch No. 28 of the 

- 23d ultimo, containing a copy of a note addressed to, you_by Mr. de 

_. °° Freycinet, with reference to the way in which the gift of France was 

received upon its arrival at New York, have been communicated to the 

Secretary of the Navy and the mayor of New York. _ 
Tam, &¢., — | ee So 

| 7 | JAS. D. PORTER, 
| | ee 3 -  .  *. Aeting Secretary. |
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| a No. 269. : . 

| Mr. MeLane to Mr. Bayard. . | 

— No. 53.) - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
oe oe Paris, August 7, 1885. (Received August 21.) | 

 §re: Referring to my dispatches Nos. 24 and 36, I have to advise 
you that the Chambers yesterday closed their session without, as I an- : 
ticipated, considering the bill providing for the inspection of foreign 
meats and for the admission of American salted pork. ‘This failure is 
accounted for by the pressure of other questions. For myself, however, 

- [ have to confirm the opinion already expressed to you that the influ- | 
~ ence of the French protective interests debarred the Government from 

any sincere effort to accomplish the desired legislation, | a 
a After the elections are held, which now engross the attention of all =. 

- parties, I shall bring this subject to the attention of the Government _ | 
- with the view of securing a repeal of the prohibitive deeree, urging upon 

it its paramount obligation to issue such a decree whenever the fact is | 
| apparent that no sanitary consideration calls for its continuance, unless, | 

| ‘indeed, the result of these elections should render it expedient to defer — 
the consideration of this question. Ts | - 

‘IT have, &c., re a 
pe ROBERT M. McLANE. © oe 

. | No. 270. . oe 

| a . Mr. McLane to Mr. Bayard. | _ 

| oo CO [Extract.] : : | oe 7 

| No. 58.] _. LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, > 
nn Paris, August 13, 1885. (Received August 26.) > 

| - §rr: Referring to my dispatches Nos. 24, 36, and 53, I had a full con- 
versation yesterday with Mr. de Freycinet in reference to the failure of | 
the Chambers to act upon the bill providing for the inspection of foreign 

| meats and for admission of American meats after such inspection. => 
- _T explained to Mr. de Freycinet the view I took of this question, consid- 7 

ering the original prohibition as due to sanitary considerations exclu- 
sively, and, therefore, when these sanitary considerations no longer | 

| existed, it was manifestly the duty of the Government to repeal the 
decree, leaving American meats to be imported subject only tothesame _ - 

- duties and inspection as were provided by existing laws for all foreign a 
meats. - ee | | a oe 

_ Mr. de Freycinet did not contest the soundness and equity of this view 
of the subject, but he referred to the fact that when the French Gov- 

| ernment proposed to act upon this view the Chambers interposed objec- 
' tions, and it was then generally conceded that the prohibitory decree 

could not be repealed until a more satisfactory provision could be en- 
acted for the inspection of imported meats. The present minister of — 
commerce, with whom I have had full conference, entertains this view 
of the subject, and would not now consent to sign a decree repealing _ 
the prohibition without the enactment of such improved inspection. 

. Mr, de Freycinet observed that these views of the minister of com- _ 
~ merce had been generally accepted by his colleagues in the Govern- .
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- ment, and that he had himself entertained the hope that the inspection 
| | law would have been passed before the adjournment of the Chambers. 

| The minister of commerce is himself an earnest protectionist. He rep- 
resents in the Chambers a constituency in the north of France, where 
‘the agitation against the importation of foreign meats is very great and | 

| active. ne | | 
Mr. Ponyer Quertier, a former minister of finance, and a very influ- - 

ential statesman, is at this time engaged in a series of conferences or 
_ discussions in this region, urging upon the agricultural population the 

expediency and necessity of prohibiting the importation of all foreign 
meats, especially of American meats, which even at the present rate of 

_ duty would undersell all domestic and all other foreign meais. | 
These considerations have great weight, I think, with the minister of 

commerce, and indispose him to make concessions in the premises. 
Therefore it is that while admitting to me that he would. make no in- 

| vidious distinction against the importation of American meats, yet he _ 
would not repeal the existing prohibition until he has the necessary 

- legal authority to insure the public health when such importation is 
: permitted from all countries on equal terms. | ae 

* * + * * # | 

, As stated in my No. 53, of the 7th instant, I will, after the elections 
are held, consider the expediency of renewing the discussion of this 

— question, but it is not likely it can be renewed with any advantage 
before the new Chambers have met, and have fully completed their or- 
ganization, which cannot be before the end of the month of October. | 

Oo I have, &c. : an : 
SO | a | ROBERT M. McLANE. 

No. 271, oe 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. McLane. | | 

No. 35.] | | . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| oe Washington, August 31, 1885. 

. _ ' Sig: Your dispatch No. 58, of the 13th instant, giving an account 
| of your interviews with Mr. de Freycinet and the French minister of 

- commerce, concerning the decree prohibiting the importation of Amer- 
ican pork, has been read with regret, in view of the prejudicial effect 
upon publicopinion inthis country of any announced or evident policy on - 
the part of foreign countries, and especially a friendly power like France, 
to maintain a prohibition not warrantable by the only considerations to 

Oo _ which they appeal for justification. 
Iam, &e., : Bs 

3 , . T. FE. BAYARD. 

| - | No. 272, | 

| Oo Mr. Bayard to Mr. McLane. - : 7 

No. 37.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
- | - Washington, September 1, 1885. 

Siz: I transmit to you herewith, for your information, a copy of a letter | 
| addressed to this Department by Mr. John H. Flagg, as attorney for 

_ various American exporters of petroleum, alleging thatthe Government
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_ of France makes discriminations in favor of Russian exporters of the a 
: same article, by admitting into France petroleum distillates from Rus- | 

sia of 820° specific, equal to 41 to 42 gravity, at the same duty as is © 
imposed in France on American crude petroleum, viz, 145 franes per — 
100 kilograms.. — , 8 

- [ will thank you to call this matter to the attention of the French : 
' foreign office, with arequest that the facts may be inquired into with a 

view to the discontinuance of any unjust discriminations which may be 
* . found to exist against American exporters of petroleum. = | ne 
o Tam, &e., | | | : | oe | 

Oo oo 7), BF, BAYARD. 

ks | | oe [Inclosure in No. 37.) - _ oo, | | 

a Oo . _ Mr. Flagg to Mr. Bayard. — eps ah a 

2 tr | my os New Yorx, August 28, 188. > 
- Sir: Touching the question of recent importations into France of petroleum dis- _ 4 

| tillates from Russia, under the false classification of ‘“‘crude petroleum” (referred to | 
_ In our personal interview on Thursday last at the Department), and your request that. os 

ce I submit in writing the facts in the case, as reported, to exporters of American pe- - 
_ troleum in this ‘city, I have the honor to state that recent importations of such Rus- 

. sian distillates have been admitted into France (of 820° specific, equal to 41 to 42 
_ gravity)at the same duty as is imposed in France on American crude petroleum, viz, 

: 144 francs per 100 kilos, and that the same is now being worked by the French . 

refiners at Marseilles, Cette, Dunkirk, and other points. | - 7 - . 
The flagrant injustice which is thus being done to the exporters of American crude 

_ petroleum into France (in which country the rate of duty on refined petroleum is | 
| virtually prohibitory), not to mention the manifest fraudsupon the revenues of the an 

latter country, would seem to warrant a vigorous protest on the part of the Government oe 
. of the United States against further evasion of the law by the Russian dealers, which 

' I trust you will see your way clear to assert without unnecessary delay. oe 
I have, &c., oo Bas | Day | : , 

| | | Oo | oe ® «JOHN H. FLAGG, 
| | | _ Attorney for American Petroleum Export Association, | 

pote Oo . Standard Oil Company, and others. to 

ae | + Mr, MeLane to Mr. Bayard. OL Se | 

: No. 73.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
| rn | Paris, September 25, 1885. (Received October 9.) | 

Srp: Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch | 
No. 35, under date of August 31, 1885, in reply to my No. 58, of August , 

_ Although I have not modified the opinion expressed in that dispatch 
as to the intention of the French Government,.I have thought it judi- 
cious, in pursuance of the intimation givenin my No. 53, of August 7, to 7 

- submit to the consideration of this Government a résumé of the entire © 
discussion of this question since the original decree of prohibition, con- 
cluding with the renewed statement of my own opinion that the failure 
of the Chambers to act upon the bill providing for the inspection of for- 
eign meats, and for the admission of American meats after such inspec- 

_ tion, imposed upon the Executive of this Government the duty of repeal- a 
- ing the original prohibitory decree, no longer warrantable, as you well — 

: express it, by the only considerations to which it appeals for justifica- _ .
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| I handed this résumé to the minister of foreign affairs in persop . 
| two days ago, advising him that you regretted the failure of this Gov- 

| ernment to remove the-invidious distinction against the United States, 
because of its prejudicial effect upon public opinion there, and I added | 

_ avery strong expression of my own conviction that this failure on their | 
* part would not only alienate to some extent the friendly feeling now 

| existing between the two countries, but would excite the disposition to 
retaliatory legislation against the importation of French products. 

| Mr. de Freycinet did not concede the point that the adjournment of 
the Chambers relieved the Executive from its obligation to defer action 
until the passage of a law providing a satisfactory system of inspection, — 
as he insisted that the legislature, as a body, never ceased to exist, and 

| could in no sense be said to have expired, since the pending legislation 
could be continued by the new Chamber from the point at which it was 
left by the one which had adjourned in August. Nevertheless, upon 
all the other points involved, he seemed disposed to concede the reason- 
ableness of our contention. — oo oe | 

_ I determined to present this résumé of the question at this time be- 
cause the new Chamber, though meeting in November, will not engage _ 

| ' itself in matters of current legislation until January, when the powers _ 
_ of its members shall have been verified and the new President of the 

Republic shall have been elected. | ; | 
| I thought it desirable in this manner to exhaust the discussion, as far 

| . as the present Government of this country was concerned, so that the 
oe President of the United States. might be able, in December, in his com- 

/ munication to Congress, to report, if he deemed it expedient, the actual - 
- relation of the two Governments to this question. Be 

a * * . * * * | FO 

| I have had some further conversation with Mr. de Freycinet this morn- 
| ing, and while he declines to give any information as to the final deter-  — 

7 mination of the Government, he promises to bring the matter to the 
a special attention of the minister of commerce, and make it a subject of 

, special consideration by the council of ministers; and in making this 
| statement he dwelt upon the embarrassment he felt at taking any de- 

cision in the premises which conflicted with the deference due from the 
Executive to the legislature, having in view the request of the latter to 
await the passage of a law for the efficient inspection of all imported 

i meats. oo a - : | 
Herewith inclosed I send a copy of my note to Mr. de Freycinet, pre- - 

senting a résumé of this question, for which I am indebted to Mr. Vig- 
naud, who was present with my predecessors in all their conferences —. 
with the ministers of foreign affairs of this Government, and who ana- 
lyzed with care the debates both-in the Chamber and in the Senate upon 
the bill for the efficient inspection of all imported meats. | 

OS I have, &c., | ao Oo oe a 
. | ~ ROBERT M. McLANE. | 

. | | | | [Inclosure in No. 73. a . 

| a | / | Mr. McLane to Mr. De Freycinet. . | | 

Be | LEGATION OF .THE UNITED STATES, | 
: a ae - Bo | _ Paris, September 23, 1885. 

| Sir: On the 18th of February, 1881, the French Government, acting upon the alleged — 
| - discovery of trichine in America, prohibited all pork imported from the United States. 

. This step on the part of France was followed by several other states of Europe, which _ 
_ based their action upon the same motive, A great American industry, giving a pros-
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- . perous export trade, was thus denounced,to the world as a source of danger to public — Coe 

health. Considering that in the United States, in Great Britain, and in Belgium, there 

were millions consuming American pork without any danger to life or to health, my 

Government, through General Noyes, who was then" United States minister at Paris, | 

| protested against the prohibition, and urged a reconsideration of the subject. (Gen- a, 

eral Noyes to M. Barthelemy St. Hilaire, February 22, 1881.) | an 

_-. Inthe mean time my Government, although satisfied that the action of France was | 

unwise and injurious, proceeded to investigate the matter. It did so thoroughly, and 

the result appeared perfectly satisfactory. Not only were.the alleged ravages of 

trichine disproved, but it was shown-that unusual precautions had been taken to in- 

- gure that none but the healthiest animals should be slaughtered for packing, and that, a 

_ although trichines had been detected in sundry cases, it was very far from being as . 

- widespread as in other countries, and that the American process of packing and a 

curing secured to the consumers of American pork a much greater. immunity from 

trichinosis than that enjoyed by consumers of European pork. | 

The facts thus elicited constrained my Government to represent to yours that the’ - 

decree prohibiting the importation of pork from the United States was unwarranted, 

and that the United States Government deemed itself rightfully entitled to a prompt : 

| and effectual modification of the prohibitory action of France. (General Noyes to M. ‘ 

_ 8B. St. Hilaire, June 22,1881.) . - - | 

. . In March, 1882, the Chamber of Deputies passed a bill repealing the prohibitory 

decree and providing for a liberal system of inspection. . oe 

At this time it was well established in France that trichine which may be found in’ | 

American pork is absolutely inoffensive, the salt killing the animalculs, or reducing ho 

it to such a state that the slightest.cooking destroyed it. French scientists of the — oo 

highest grade and reputation admitted the fact, the minister of commerce, Mr. Tirard, - 

was reconciled to the repeal of the decree of prohibition, and the Academy of Medicine, - 

as well as the board of health, so advised the Government. a : 

--. The Senate nevertheless rejected the bill, but its action was well understood to be | 

' based not upon any doubt as to the innocuousness of American pork, but simply upon. 

| the ground that the Government could reverse the decree of prohibition byan execu- | 

. tive decree without any legislation to that effect. ee mo 

In March, 1883, Mr. Morton reopened the subject with Mr. Challemel Lacour, who 

. was then minister of foreign affairs. He reminded him that the decree prohibiting 

/ American salted meats had now been in force for more than two years, while similar 

products from other countries were freely admitted; that there could be no valid . 7 

reason why this exceptional measure should be applicable to the United States. He | 

expressed the hope that the French Government after considering all the evidence oe 

before it, would place the. United States upon the same footing as all other friendly | 

nations by revoking the obnoxious decree. 7 oe oe Me 

This earnest request not being noticed by Mr. Challemel Lacour, on the 20th of Oc- " | 

- tober, 1883, it was renewed in emphatic terms. On November 15, 1883, Mr. Morton = 

- yeceived frcm Mr. Jules Ferry the positive assurance that the French Government = 

was animated with a strong desire to give this question a most liberal solution and 

- at the earliest possible moment. : NES : oO | 

Two weeks after, November 27, 1883, a decree was issued. revoking the prohibitory | 

one of February, 1881, no condition being attached to the revocation. The minister — - 

of commerce, in a circular to the prefects, simply stated that the committee of public 
hygiene had ascertained both scientifically and experimentally that pork loses all | 

danger of infection by trichinosis if it is salted with care, and that the only thing 

that the authorities had to do was to be sure that the imported pork put on the mar- oo 

ket was fully cured. Do | - | ae . 
This matured action was not well received in the Chamber of Deputies, and on the 

—. 22d of, December, 1883, after a long debate, it passed a resolution expressing the wish | 

that the admission of American pork be delayed until the adoption of a bill providing | | 

for a system of inspection of all foreign meats. In consequence of this resolution a . 

new decree December 28 suspended the application of the one canceling the original : 

measure of prohibition, = = : 7 Co | moe : 

In June, 1884, the law referred to was introduced in the Chamber, but many months — 

| having pass«d without its being called up, Mr. Morton again pressed the matter, and 

both your excellency and Mr. Legrand gave him the assurance that it would shortly | a 

be discussed, and that a solution would soon be arrived at. Under date of May 12, | 

. your excellency confirmed in writing these assurances to Mr. Morton, allofwhichhe 

duly communicated to his Government. The Chamber, however, adjourned without - | 

any change having taken place in the measures so unwarrantably adopted four years oe 

, I respectfully, but earnestly, submit that this discrimination against an important | 

branch of the trade of a friendly nation is, under the circumstances, absolutely un- oo 

justifiable, and that it cannot be maintained without alienating in some degree the — | 

_ good understanding which has so long existed between France and the United States, a
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I do not in the least contest the right of the French Government to close its ports 
to an unwholesome product, or to shut its markets to all foreign products of a certain 

- kind; nor do I deny its legitintate right to levy upon such products any duty it may 
. think proper; but the case here is quite different. It is ho longer contended that 

American pork is unhealthy, yet the existing prohibition applies only to it. | | 
_- I take the liberty therefore of urging the propriety of settling this long-pending . 

difficulty by the same mode which created it—a decree of the Executive rescinding _ 
| the one establishing the prohibition. | | 

. | I can understand well that your Government hesitated to take such a step in pres- 
| - ence of a resolution of the Chamber requesting delay until the passage of a proposed 

bill applicable to the case, but the Chamber which made this request failed to pass 
this bill, and as its powers have expired it can never do so. ve 

Tavail, &c., . | | 
7 , | ' ROBERT M. McLANE. 

| No. 274. | . 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. McLane. | | | 

| No 48) ©. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
) | | Washington, October 17, 1885. — 

Sir: Your dispatch No. 73 of the 28th ultimo, reporting your action 
in making application to the foreign office for an order canceling the 

7 prohibition of the importation of American pork into France, has been 
received and read with interest and satisfaction. : | a 

Your presentation of the subject as contained in your note of the 23d 
- of September to Mr. de Freycinet is approved. Allthe points appear tobe — 

| well taken, except possibly the suggestion that as the legislature which 
adopted the resolution requesting the Executive to delay its repeal until - 

: a law providing inspection should pass had adjourned without enacting . 
: - such a law the force of the law was exhausted. _ a 

| If, as Mr. de Freycinet states, the life of the Chamber of Deputies 
is, like that of our Senate, continuous, and a pending measure can be 
taken up in any session at the point where it rested on previous ad- 

- journment, this argument may lose some of its force. As to this we can- | 
not undertake to say how far the French legislative rule differs from. 

| _ our own, but without founding argument on the technical strength of | 
| _ this point (which would undoubtedly apply in the case of the Congress. 

of the United States) even stronger equitable considerations present 
themselves. I | a | | 

| A resolution of this character is advisory merely; it has not the con. 
tinuing force of legislation. A reasonable limit is to be assigned to the | 
duration of its effects and they should not outlive the legislature, which 
so distinctly announced its intention to provide an alternative remedy 

- and failed to do so. - De | 

, - ‘'Yhe important iaterests of two peoples should not be indefinitely de- __ 
- _ nied consideration because of inaction in such a case, and it may be ~ 

| justly contended that the Executive is fully warranted in resuming all 
the control of the matter it had before the conditional request of the 

| legislature was made, in which case the power of the Executive isam- | 
-. ple. This view may be presented should an occasion arise for a further 

discussion of the subject with the foreign office. _ 
| Tam, &., a — a 

Be re T. FE. BAYARD.
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Ce wh No. 275. SO - o 

pee | Mr. McLane to Mr. Bayard. | | 

No. 108.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 
7 Oo Paris, November 20, 1885. (Received December 15.) 

Srr: Soon after the receipt of your dispatch No. 48, under date Oc = 
tober 17, 1885, I had some conversation with Mr. de Freycinet, in which | 

- I presented in substance your observations upon my No. 73, of the 25th — | 
of September, and my note to Mr. de Freycinet of the 23d of the same 
month, — . | ee coe 

This view I had already presented to him as an alternative, when I. 
contended that the adjournment and dissolution of the old Chamber = 

> yelieved the Executive from all obligation or deference to its opinion as 

embodied in the resolution it had adopted in opposition to the decree 
repealing the original decree of prohibition against American salted = 
meat. re ee cet | | | | | 

He, on his part, persisted in his original opinion that the Executive | 
was not free to take action, but, in reply to the considerations of equity 7 | 

- stated in your dispatch and presented by me in conversation, he could , 
only urge that a more perfect system of inspection was necessary be- — 
fore American meat could be imported. Such, at least, he said, im reply _ | 

— to my observations that no such necessity existed, was the opinion of 
- many members of the legislature and a large portion of the French oe 

people, and he again disclaimed for the Government any purpose or in- | 
tention of excluding American meat for any other reason than one con- - 
nected with the sanitary elements of the question. | | - 

He said he had presented the subject to the council of ministers and coe 
. had embodied the substance of my note to him of the 23d of September oe 
_in a communication he had addressed to the minister of commerce. He | 

- had not yet received a reply from that minister, and did not now ex- | 
pect to receive one, as he had tendered his resignation to the President | 
in consequence of his defeat as a candidate for the Chamber of Depu- | 
ties at the recent elections. ue tee | | 

I naturally expressed regret at this delay in action, whatever might 
be the cause thereof, reminding Mr. de Ireycinet that our Congress” / 

— would meet on the first Monday in December, and it would be expected 
of me by that time to give my Goverpment information as to the view | 
the French Government had taken of my note of the 23d of September. 

| He said he would bring the subject to the attention of the new minis- _ 
ter of commerce as soon. as he was appointed, and he hoped.to be in. | 
condition to communicate with me before the middle of November. | a — 

Not having heard from him on the 16th of November, I addressed oo 
hima note. I have received this morniug hisreply. Copiesandtrans- | 
lations of these two notes are here inclosed. : Sa ee | 

Mr. de Freycinet’s note presents no new view of the subject, though it oe 
- dwells upon the sanitary considerations upon which the French Gov- 

ernment rely for justification as regards the original decree of prohibi- | 
tion. | : | 7 : | | 

_. [have nothing myself to add to the views I have heretofore commu- 
nicated to you on this subject, but I feel it my duty to again note the 
great influence which is exerted upon both the legislature and the Execu- _ | 
tive by those who represent the agricultural interests of France to raise | 
to a prohibitory point the duty upon foreign meats and cereals, and to ~ 
repeat my opinion that it is to this influence, rather than to the sani- _ 
tary considerations involved, that American salted meats are still ex- :
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a cluded from France, from which it necessarily results that much time © 
will be spent in the deliberations of the legislature before final action 

e is taken on this question. Meanwhile, the presidents of the Chambers | 

: of Commerce of Bordeaux, Marseilles, and Havre are protesting against 

| the decree of prohibition with energy and effect. L 

Oo LT have, &ce., ee | oe re 

| = ROBERT M. McLANE, 

: [Inclosure 1 in No. 108]. | | | 

| | 7 Mr. McLane to Mr. de Freycinet. | 

: : | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - 

| . : Paris, November 16, 1885. 

Mr. Minister: In the conversation which we had together a few days ago in re- 

gard to the prohibition of American salted meats, your excellency was kind enough 

- to tell me that you had submitted the question to the council of ministers, as well as. 

to your honorable colleague, the minister of commerce, who had not felt himself 

| - authorized to take any decision at the moment he was going to leave the ministry. 

Pursuant to the observations which I have submitted to your excellency, I take 

| the liberty of suggesting that in view of the new assembling of the Congress of the | 

— United States, it would be an advantage if I could be informed as soon as possible 

. - about the decision which will be come to, ‘whether it may be decided, as I hope, to 

do away with the prohibition by a decree, whether it may be necessary to await 

still longer legislative action. In both cases, in fact,it is important that my Gov- ~ 

ernment may be informed in advance of the intentions of yours. Iam persuaded 

: that your excellency will appreciate the manner in which I view the subject. 

I seize this opportunity to thank your excellency for the disposition you have shown 

. of terminating in a fair manner this little misunderstanding. I hope we shall not | 

. lose your kind services in this good cause. . : 

Please accept, &c., : 
| _. ROBERT M. McLANE. 

. [Inclosure 2 in No. 108.—Translation. . 

Mr. de Freycinet to Mr. McLane. c 

. | : : | Parts, November 28, 1885. 

- Sir: By a letter dated the 16th of this month you have been good enough to ex- 

press to-me your desire of being put in a position to inform your Government as soon — 

as possible of the decision which shall be taken by the Government of the Republic 

towards regulating, either by a decree or by a law, the rules of entrance into France — 

of American salted meats. CO . 

| As you know, sir, the decree of the 27th November, 1883, which authorized the — 

importations into France of American salted meats, had to be withdrawn by the pre- 

a - ceeding cabinet in consequence of a formal vote of the Chamber, which delayed the 

admission of this product unail the adoption of a law establishing a service of inspec- 

} - tion over foreign meats. The Government of the Republic was thus placed under the 

obligation of refraining from regulating the question by decree; but in order to hasten 

its solution as much as in ws power, it hastened to lay before Parliament a bill relat- 

_ _ ing to the service of insp2ction, the establishment of which had been decided upon in 

principle by the Chamber. . This bill was referred to a cominittee, which modified it 

. after examination, and then made it the subject of a report favorable to the adoption 

7 of the provisions thus remodeled. : - oo 

| Such was the state of the question when the Chamber arrived at the limit of its 

powers without having been able to bring up for deliberation the propositions of its. 

committee. My colleague, the minister of commerce, has had to-consider since then 

whether it would be proper to lay before the new Chamber the bill which had been sub- 

| mitted to its predecessor or that one which the special committee had substituted for. 

| it, and the result of this examination is that it would be preferable to propose to Par- 

a liament a more complete combination of provisions on which the consulting committee 

of public health of France has been now invited to deliberate. There would be reason 

— to fear, in fact, that the bills formerly prepared would not meet with the approval of 

the Chambers in view of the objections which they raised, and it is desirable that the
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bill which shall be presented may be drawn up in such a manner as to prevent, as -O 
much as possible, every difficulty, in order that the vote may be obtained withas  _ : 

little delay as possible. The new studies prescribed by Mr. Dautresme have no other _ 7 
aim. a Se . , 

I will be obliged to you, sir, if you will kindly communicate these explanations to , 
the Government of the Union. I beg you to give it at the same time the assurance a 
that the Government of the Republic has decided to proceed immediately to tne elab- 
oration of the bill in question, and to demand of the Chamber that it shall be brought 
up for debate as promptly as possible. a | 

Accept, &¢., os | 
a | _ ©. DE FREYCINET. 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF FRANCE AT - 
| | WASHINGTON, ~~ os an —— - 

ee a. No. 276. Ce - oe 

SO Mr. Roustan to Mr. Frelinyhuysen. 

oe : [Translation.] - | | oe . 

; _  ‘LEGATION OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC Oo : 
, / | a IN THE UNITED STATES,  _ 

Washington, February 5, 1885. (Received February 5.) . 
_ . The undersigned has the honor to communicate to the Secretary of. 

State, by order of his Government, the following information touching | 
the operations of the French squadron in the waters of China. _. 

Heretofore the Government of Her Britannic Majesty, while recogniz- a 
ing that a state of war exists between France and China, had not deemed | 
it due to impose upon the vessels of the belligerents the strict observ- | 
ance of the rules of neutrality. Equally desirous not to aggravate the — 

- situation and to make its consequences less onerous to neutrals, the Gov- | 
ernment of the French Republic had endeavored to confine the action = — | 
of its naval forces within local limits, and abstained from exercising on i 

_ the high seas the right of search and capture. Recent orders sent from — os 
_ London to the authorities of the English colonial possessions have mod- ‘ 

ified, to the disadvantage of the French cruisers, this “modus vivendi.” 
The new situation created in their regard by the rigorous applica- : 

tion of the rules of neutrality constrains the Government of the Repub- 
lic to anticipate the hour it would have chosen for asserting the fulland : 
entire exercise of the rights which international laws recognize to bel- 
ligerents. Orders in this sense have just been sent to the commander- Oo 
in-chief of the French naval forces in the waters of China. fe | 
_ The undersigned is charged with giving notice thereof tothe Govern- __ 

- ment of the United States, and informing it, at the same time, of the = 
_ firm intention of the French Governmenttoscrupulously observe towards —s_—| 

_ neutrals the prescriptions of international law, and especially the dec- __ | 
laration of. the congress of Paris of April 16, 1856. Nevertheless, ex- 
press recommendations have been made to the commanders of the | 

_ French cruisers, to the end that they shall continue to show all regard os 
_ and moderation compatible with the legitimate interests of neutral coin- 

_ merce, and with the necessity of preventing the importation into China - 
‘of contraband of war. | : - Oe | 
: The undersigned, &c., Sn oe a 

a pee  ~ TH, ROUSTAN,
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| | ees No. 277. | : nee 
| ee Mr. Roustan to Mr. Frelinghuysen. — OT 

| - oA oS ee oe [Translation.] | | | | 

eed | LEGATION OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC = 
a IN THE UNITED STATES, _ - 

s,s Washington, February 20, 1885, (Received February 20.) _ 

| Mr. SECRETARY OF STATE: The president of the council has just | 
informed me that, in view of the conditions under which the war with ~ 
China is being actually conducted, the Government of the Republic has © 

| determined to exercise the right which belongs to it as a belligerent of 
henceforth considering and treating rice as contraband of war. 

| | I am, consequently, charged with informing you that the commanders ° 
of our naval forces have received orders to put this measure in execu. 
tion from the 26th of February instant. My Government has imposed. 
this delay upon itself in order that it may be possible to communicate 
the necessary notification to neutral commerce. | 

| Be pleased, &c., | - 
| TH. ROUSTAN. 

| _ No. 278. | a 
7 Mr. Roustan to Mr Frelinghuysen. | 

a (Translation. ] | | . 

, | LEGATION OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC | 
, IN THE UNITED STATES, 

| Washington, February 24,1885. (Received February 24.) 

| Mr. SECRETARY of STATE: I had the honor to inform you in my 
; letter of the 20th instant of a decision of my Government relative to 

| shipments of rice destined for the ports of China, this merehandise 
having to be treated, after the 26th of this month, as contraband of war. 

| I have just received fresh instractions upon this-subject, and I have 
| the honor to announce to you that the Government of the French Re- 

. public has recognized the possibility of admitting, in the interest of 
neutral commerce, a modification of the measure indicated in my letter 
above mentioned. - oo oe | 

Consequently it has been decided that shipments of rice intended for 
Canton, or the southern Chinese ports, can freely pursue their course 

_ after the 26th of February instant; but shipments of rice bound for — 
Chinese ports north of Canton will be declared interdicted and treated 
as contraband of war. a 

Be pleased, &ec., TH. ROUSTAN. 

er No. 279. oe 

a | Mr. Roustan to Mr. Bayard... - 
| | _ [Translation.] _ _ — | 

|  LEGATION OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC | 
| | - IN THE UNITED STATES, : 

| Washington, July 31, 1885. (Received August 1.) 

Mr. SECRETARY OF STATE: By a circular dated 20th August, 1884, __ 
7 the Department of State requested this legation to inform the French.
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_ consuls at the ports of the United States of the provisions of the tenth | 
section of the law voted by Congress the 26th June, 1884, under the )  ~ hame of the “ shipping act.” | 

_ _ The Government of the Republic, to which these provisions were like- 
- Wise communicated, highly appreciated the humane object of the prin; 
cipal provisions of the shipping act. At the same time certain ques- 

_ tions of detail have suggested to the minister of foreign affairs and to | 
_ the minister of marine of the Republic some considerations which I~ 

_. have been charged to call to the attention of the Department of State. 
Section 10 of the shipping act forbids captains of ships, under painof = 

fine and imprisonment, from giving to the crew of the vessel any kind _ of advance on their wages at the moment of embarking. It declares, 
also, legal the transfer of wages to a third party, though authorizing | 
reservations of part of the pay in favor of the families (Of sailors; it — 
stipulates, finally, that the different provisions are equally applicableto 
foreign ships, which would be refused: permission to leave any port of. - | 

_ the United States if they contravened them. _ os eS _ | 
It appears to the above-mentioned ministers that, on account of the 

_ general character of its terms, this provision cannot be reconciled with = 
the stipulations of Article VIII of the Franco- American consular. con-. 

vention. It appears to them, moreover, to infrin ge the rights of the dif- 
ferent nations to determine, according to their own legislation, the du-— 

_ les and obligations of their merchant captains towards their crews on | 
the merchant vessels of their own nation. Boys ; Oo 

_. The Government of the United States has the incontestable right to 
_ forbid American captains in the ports of the Union and foreign coun- 

tries from making any payment in advance to their crews. But can 7 
this right be legally extended to Wrench captains who enlist French | 
sailors-in the ports of the United States ? oie Be 

__ As to what concerns American sailors, Mr. de Freycinet and Admiral 
_ Galiber agree in recognizing that the Federal authorities, preserving | 

their jurisdiction over their citizens when they engage themselves in. | 
_ their own ports on foreign vessels, claim, in that case justly, from oe 

_ French captains an observance of the provisious of the shipping act, : 
as far as it, relates to American sailors. se BE 
The objection then reduces itself, as you see, Mr. Secretary, to the _ | 

question of the rights of French captains over French Sailors, rights 
concerning which the very general terms of the final provision of sec- | 

_. tion 10 might raise difficulties between the Federal authorities andthe 
consuls. If you share with my Government this manner of looking at. | | 
the question, you will perhaps consider that a circular from your De- | 

_ partment might decide the scope of these general provisions, without =| - infringing the legislative sovereignty of each nation with regard to its 
subjects. . ae a a oo ce 

_ iL should add, in order to completely eliminate thequestionofhuman- 
ity, that the French laws and regulations have already protected with 
efficient guarantees the advances made by captains to the crews during | 

_ the voyage or at the moment of embarkation. These advances to be Ss 
recognized as available must have been authorized by a French consul. | 
Finally, as regards the sailors who disembark in foreign. countries, the _ 
consuls can only give them the half of the sums deposited in their |. 
name at the (consular) chancery by the captains, unless this advance 
exceeds 150 francs, or about $30. The rest of the amount is transmitted 
to France and deposited in the Mariners’ Deposit Bank, to be remitted 
to the claimant.on his return tohis district of enrollment. = —__ 

25 FOR. Be | | oe |
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I hope, Mr. Secretary of State, that these explanations will be of a 
nature to convince you that it is possible to harmonize the dictates of 

- humanity in this question with the free exercise of the rights of our re- 
spective Governments over their own citizens. 

oe Accept, &e., Os a | | 
| | | TH. ROUSTAN. 

| : - No. 280. — arr so . 

_ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Roustan. So oe 

| a ‘DEPARTMENT OF STATE, — 
: | | | _ Washington, August 6, 1885. 

| Srr: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 
31st of July last, in which you call my attention to the alleged conflict - 

| between the “shipping act” of June 26, 1884, and the stipulations of 
Article VIII of the American-French consular convention, concluded 

| February 23, 1853, and expressing the opinion that it is possible to har-. 
| monize the dictates of humanity in this question with the free exercise | 

of the rights of the respective Governments over their own citizens. 
- In reply I beg to inform you that this subject is receiving from. this 

Government the careful consideration which its importance demands. 
| Accept, &c., : = | | 

| a . . y T. F. BAYARD. — 

. a No. 281. | 

- . Mr. Bayard to Mr. Roustan. OC | 

7 DEPARTMENT OF STATE, — 
| a | - . Washington, August 26, 1885. 

. ‘Str: With reference to the reply of this Department of the 6th in- 

stant to your note of the 31st ultimo, concerning the alleged conflict be- 

. tween the provisions of section 10 of the act of Congress, approved June 

| 26, 1884, known as the shipping act, and the stipulations of Article Vill 

. of the convention of February 23, 1853, between this country and France, 

oo I now have the honor to communicate to you the conclusions arrived at 

. by this Government after the full and careful consideration of the sub- 
_ ject’: demanded by its importance. : | 

In your note, after refer:ing to the provision in section 10 of the ship- 

ping act prohibiting the payment of advance wages to seamen, you sug- 

gest that-this provision cannot be reconciled with the stipulations of 

: Article VIII of the convention of February 23, 1853. a 

| - You further suggest that said provision infringes upon the rights of 

the different nations to determine according to their own legislation the 
duties and obligations of their merchant captains towards their crews 

: on the merchant vessels of their own nations ; and while conceding the 

- yight of this Government to forbid American captains in home or 

foreign ports to make payment of advance wages to their crews, you~ 

| | ask whether such right can legally be extended to French captains who - 

| enlist French sailors in the ports of the United States. You view the ~ 
| | subject as presenting a question of the right cf French captains over 

S French sailors, rights concerning which what you call the very general
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+ terms of the final provision of section 10 of the act might raise difficul- 
ties between the Federal authorities and the consuls. | - 

The views expressed in your note are apparently not only based upon | 
| - & conception not sufficiently broad of the power of this Government to. 

affect by its legislation foreign merchant ships when within its terri- ‘, 
torial jurisdiction, but also upon a misconception, it is apprehended, of 

_ the scope and operation of the statutory provision prohibiting the pay- 
_. ment of advance wages to seamen to which you refer. 

| That provision is from its subject-matter of the nature of a commer- _ 
cial regulation. Commerce, in its simplest Signification, means an ex- 

_ changeof goods, but, inthe advancement of society, labor, transportation, 
| intelligénce, care, and various mediums of exchange, become commod- eee 
_ Ities and enter into commerce; the subject, the vehicle, the agent, and . 

_ their various operations, become the objects of commercial regulation, = 
(9 Wheaton, 229.) The officers and crew of a merchant vessel are as - 

: much the instruments of commerce as the ship. (7 Howard, 408.) ae 
| The immediate purpose of the provision of section 10 of the act-in | 

_ question is to protect the interests and promote the welfare of merchant - 
seamen while sojourning at American ports, persons whose occupation 

| is indispensable to maritime commerce, and who are objects of solici- - 
tude and care in the codes of all commercial nations. They are char- 
acterized as usually a heedless and ignorant but most usetul class of | 

_ men, exposed to constant hardships, perils, and oppression, and in port ~ , 
the ready victims of temptation and fraud (3 Kent Com., 176), as noto- 

- Tiously and proverbially reckless and improvident, and on all accounts. 
' ——- requiring. protection against themselves (Sh. Minerva, 1 Hagg., 355), as _ - _ eredulous, complying, and easily overreached, and requiring to be treated oo. 

_ in reference to their bargains as courts of equity treat young heirs in 4 
dealing with their expectancies, wards with their guardians, cestwisque 

- trusts with their trustees (Harden vs. Gordon, 2 Mason, 556). Legisla- — 
_ tion for their security and protection when employed in the merchant 
‘service was early adopted by Congress (act of July 20, 1790, chap. 29), 

_ and has been enacted from time to time down to the present, contain- oe _ ing many wise and wholesome provisions directed to that end. (See. 
Revised Statutes, Title LIIT.) os Sy , “ / 

The provision now under consideration deals with the subject of the — 
_ wages of those seamen who are hiredin American ports,and thoseonly. It — 

: is thereby made unlawful to pay advance wages to the seaman himself — 
-. before he leaves the port at which he is engaged, or to pay the same (i. e., Z _ advance wages of such seaman) to any person ; and this by the express , terms of the statute applies to foreign as well as to American vessels. — a | The power of Congress to regulate the employment or hire of merchant 

seamen within the ports of the United States cannot be questioned. - _- _. There is no principle of international law which forbids the application = _ of such legislation to foreign ships. - as | Marshall, C. J., observes in The Exchange, 7 Cr., 136: . _ - - 
| ____ The jurisdiction of the nation is necessarily exclusive and absolute. I¢ is suscep- | |  tible of no limitation not imposed by itself. Any restriction upon it, deriving valid- - _ ‘ity from an external source, would imply a diminution of its sovereignty to the extent | _ of the restriction and an investment of that sovereignty to the same extent inthat => power which could impose such restriction. All exceptions, therefore, to the full and _ | , complete power of a nation within its own territories must be traced up to the con-— ‘sent of the nation itself. They can flow from no other legitimate source, a | | 

| Hence, a foreign merchant vessel going into the port of a foreign state | subjects herself to the laws of that state and is bound to conform to its | commercial as well as to‘its police and other regulations during the
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| period of her stay there. ‘She is as much a subditus temporaneus,” re- 
. marks Sir R. Phillimore with reference to such a case, in The Queen vs. 

-Keyn, 2 Ex. D., 82, “as the individual who visits the interior of the 
| country for the purposes of pleasure or business.” _ 

: From this doctrine it follows that in extending the provision adverted 
| - to so as to make it applicable to foreign merchant ships within our ports 

the same as to American vessels, Congress has not assumed to deal with 
any rights of such ships with which on principles of international law | 
itis not entitled to interfere, nor has it exceeded the proper limits of its 
jurisdiction, having regard to the rights of other nations. Therefore, | 
unless exempted from the operation of the provision by virtue of some _ 
treaty or statute having that effect, no nation has any valid ground to 
 @laim for its merchant shipping, in any case or under any circumstances, — 

: immunity from observance thereof. Whether the seaman hired or en- 
gaged in one of our ports by a foreign ship is or is not of the same 

ss nationality as the vessel is wholly immaterial, the language of the pro- 
vision being general and including (as it may properly do) all merchant | 
seamen who are there hired or engaged by such ship,irrespectiveof their. 
nationality. . | | 

| In regard to the supposed conflict between the statutory provision and 
| Article VIII of the convention of February 23, 1853, between this coun- 

try and France, this Government holds that the subject-matter of the 
7 one is entirely distinct from that of the other, and that no collision nec- 

essarily arises. | oe : 
By that said article of the treaty the respective consuls— | | 7 

Shall have exclusive charge of the internal order of the merchant vessels of their 
nation, and shall alone take cognizance of differences which may arise, either.at sea 

' or in port, between the captain, officers and crew without exception, particularly in ref- . 
- erence to the adjustment of wages and the execution of contracts. oe 

| - The word “execution” is obviously used here in the sense of perform-__. 
ance. oo oe | | 
his provision accords the consular officer — | 

a (1) A limited police jurisdiction over the merchant vessels of his na- 
| tion, embracing only those acts which relate to the interior discipline 

/ of the vessel, and which do not disturb the peace and good order of the 
| port. With respect to that jurisdiction the scope of the provision is — 

precisely determined by the word “internal.” Oo 7 
_ (2) A limited cognizance of civil controversies between the officers 
and the crews of such vessels, particularly those relating to the per- 
formance of contracts of service and the adjustment of wages there- 
under. 

| ~ It seems very plain to this Government that a public law of the port 
- which prohibits the paymentof advance wages to seamen, hired at that 
port, before the vessel sails, does not concern the ‘internal order” of 
such vessel in contemplation of the above provision ; and it is difficult — 
to see wherein the law could become a subject of ‘‘ difference” between 
the officers and crew of the vessel. In hiring a seaman at an American 
port, the master of a ship can make no valid agfeementto pay advance _ 
wages before leaving the port, for the reason that such payment is pro- 
hibited by the public law of the place. Should he doso, and fail to pay 
the advance, this might give rise to a “difference” between him and the — 
seaman, but it would be a difference manifestly involving no conflict 
between the law and the treaty. Onthe other hand, should the master 

| pay the seaman advance wages, the enforcement ofthe law against the 
former couid not, in any point of view, be deemed an interference in a — 

_ “ difference” between the two individuals, —
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This Government holds that the provisions of section 10 of the act of 
' June 26, 1834, are designed to regulate dealings with seamen who are _ 7 

_ commorant in the ports of the United States and with whom shipping a 
agreements are there entered into. They do not apply to dealings with | 
the seamen under such agreements made elsewhere. Obligations aris- — _ 

_ ing out of the latter agreements are unaffected by the statute; the for- __ | 
‘mer can give rise to no obligation the performance of which involves | 
an infraction of its provisions. ° | | 

In brief, the conclusions reached by this Government upon the points | 
_. presented by your note are as follows: — OC a a 

| (1) That the provisions of the act of June 26, 1884, respecting the | a 
_ payment of advance wages, in so far as they apply to foreign shipping, | 

. are not in conflict with the stipulations of Article VIII of the convention | | 
of February 23, 1853, between this country and France. — oe oe 

(2) That the provisions of said act infringe upon no principles of in- a 
_ ternational law which other nations are entitled to exercise within Amer- __ 

jean ports as regards their merchant vessels. - - oe | 
(3) That therefore those provisions can legally extend to French - 9 | 

_ captains who hire French sailors in American ports, and that in extend- | 
_ ing, as they do to them, they violate or prejudice no right of such cap- | 

- tains in the premises. “ - | . a | , : 
Accept, &, = Oo a | - 

- So oO | T. F.BAYARD,. | 

| | - | No. 282. Oo | a 

a os Mr. Roustan to Mr. Bayard. — : : oe 

OO oe . _ .[Translation.] Oo | a . * 

ss DEGATION OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC = 
- , IN THE UNITED STATES, Se 

: - Washington, September 5, 1885. (Received September 5.) _ / 
_ Myr. SECRETARY oF STATE: The Government of the French Repub- | 

lie, in conformity with the provisions of article 34 of the general act of = | 
the Berlin conference, instructs:me to inform your Government that . | 
Mr. Piattet, representative of the French protectorate at the Grand - 
Popo, acting for the governor of the French. colonies of the Gulf of | 
Guinea, with the aid of Mr. Royier, lieutenant in the navy, in command a 

_ of the cutter La Mésange, concluded on the 10th of June, 1885, a treaty : 
with the chiefs of the country of the Ouatchis, which lies on the west - 

_ coast of Africa, between the lagoon of the Grand Popo and the Kingdom | 
of Dahomey. | oes = . | . —_ 

_. A proclamation of the President of the French Republic, dated July so 
_ 21 last, ratified this treaty, which places under the sovereignty of _ | 

France the Ouatchis and their whole territory, and by virtue of which 
foreigners of every nationality who have settled. among the Ouatchis — 
will enjoy the benefits of French jurisdiction, == ee | 
_ It will also be the right of the Government of the French Republic oo 

_ to settle in the future with foreign powers all questions political, civil, ee 
~ or judicial which ‘may arise in that country. _ . , 

Accept, &e., — . — | | 
a — | _ | TH. ROUSTAN, |
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| | ~ No. 288. | Co | 

oe | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Roustan. a - 

, | | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | , : _ Washington, September 9, 1885. 

Sir: Ihave the honor to acknowledge ‘the receipt of your note of 
the 5th instant, in which you are pleased to inform me that the Govern- . 
ment of the French Republic, in conformity with the provisions of ar- 
ticle 34 of the general act of the Berlin conference, directs you toac- 
‘quaint this Government with the assumption, by the French Govern- 
ment, under the authority of treaty aid sanction of a decree of the 

-- President of the Republic, of sovereign authority over the country of a 
the Ouatchis, situated on the west coast of Africa between the lagoon — . 
of Grand Popo and the Kingdom of Dahomey. | oo 

, . Your note adds that, in virtue of this proceeding, foreigners of what- ~ 
ever nationality established in the territory of the Ouatchis will here- 

- after enjoy the benetits of French jurisdiction, gnd that any political, , 
| civil, or judicial questions affecting foreign powers which may arise in 

that region will be hereafter dealt with by the Government of the 
_ French Republic. | Pe, Co | 

| ‘Until the United States shall, by subsequent: accession to and ratifi- 
cation of the general act of the conference of Berlin, in the manner 
therein provided, become a party to the stipulations thereof, it will be 
impossible to determine the due and proper weight to be given by this 

- Government to the declaration and claim which-you have thus com. — 
: municated. - | : | 

Accept, &c., ae | | 
| : : T. fF. BAYARD. | 

| | - | GERMANY. | | | 

| - No. 284. | : - | 

| | Mr. Kasson to Mr. Frelinghuysen. coe | 

No. 94.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| | Berlin, December 6, 1884. (Received December 22.) | 

‘Srr: I transmit to the Department herewith the record of the action 

-  . of this legation upon a peculiar question of citizenship. a 
| Karl Klingenmeyer’s father was born in Wurtemberg, emigrated to 

the United States, was naturalized there, and returned with his family | 

- to Germany in 1860, where he continued to live till his death, in 1881, 
and had no intention to return to the United States after his resump. 

tion of residence in Germany. a : | | 

, Karl, the son, was born in 1862 in Wurtemberg; has never seen the - 

| United States; has no intention of residing there, and wishes to marry 

| and live here. On July 23, 1880, upon his affidavit that he was born © 

in Philadelphia about the 9th of February, 1862, my predecessor issued | 

, to him a passport as an American citizen. He now wishes a certificate 

- as an American in aid of his marriage. On investigation of the facts | 

7 I ordered the former passport canceled, as obtained by false swearing, | 

- and refused him recognition asa citizen, by reason of his father’s renun- _
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ciation of American citizenship [Article IV, treaty 1868], combined with 
his own native German birth and free choice of German residence, ee 
without intention of going to the United States. The facts in detail _ 

_ appear in the correspondence. Oo So 
| ' Thave, &e., _ | ee | 

i , oe 7 JOHN A. KASSON. 

| oo . — {Inclosure 1 in No. 94.] | a a oe | 

| | : a Mr. Coleman to Mr. Krausse. | - 

a : = LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ee | - 
: - Berlin, November 1, 1884. — : 

Sir: Yours of the 30th ultimo is received. It appearsthat Karl Klingenmeyer, al- == 
though having sworn in obtaining his passport issued by this legation (No. 275) on Sos 
the 23d day of July, 1880, that he was born in the city of Philadelphia on or about , | 
che 9th of February, 1862, was in fact born at Heidenheim, in Wurtemberg, and has co 

_ never been at all within the territory of the United States. It further appears that | 
| his father, after being naturalized, returned to Germany in 1860, prior to the birth of © oO 

- Karl, and always lived there, without the intention to return to the United States, | | 
until his death in 1881. The said Karl is now 22 years of age, and purposes to marry 
in Germany, and has no purpose of going to the United States. Do 

Under these circumstances the legation declines to recognize the said Karl as an 
_ American citizen, and in view of the fact that the passport (No. 275) was obtained . 

_ by falsely swearing as to his birth, the same is retained by this legation, and willbe — 
canceled unless said Karl Klingenmeyer is able to give satisfactory explanations touch- | . 

- . ing the apparent perjury, or shows error in what appears now to be the facts in the 
_ ase. an . - . a 

. The record relating to the certificates necessary for Klingenmeyer’s marriage re- — | 
ceived from you is returned herewith. . - | | : | 

By direction of the minister. — : oS So 
Tremain, &c., | : a | ee 

oe 7 ole | C. COLEMAN, . , 
= SO . . . Secretary of Legation. | - 

: _ De [Inclosure 2 in No. 94,—Translation.] , ~ | a : a 

| Mr. Krausse to Mr. Kasson. - a | a a 

. a COMMERCIAL AGENCY OF. THE Unrrep STATES, _ oO | 
| OS | a Mayenve, November 27, 1884. 

I refer to my letter of the 31st October, and have the honor to inclose to you here- oo 
with three further documents, in the original, which I have received, in the Klingen-. : 
meyer affair. Since, according to my views, Art. 4 of the treaty of February 22, 1868, 
does apply to Klingenmeyer, I beg to be instructed as to the further treatment of oo 
this matter. - | | 7 ! : | 

oe With great respect, &c., Be ~ RUD. KRAUSSE, _ 
pS : ae Vice Commercial Agent. : 

: oe - [Enclosure 3 in No. 94.—Translation.] : | 

oe CERTIFICATE, rs oe 

me oe | - ‘@RaND Ducuy or Hessen, | 
oO : a : OFFICE OF GRAND DUCAL BURGOMASTER,  —- 

| re : Worms, November 18, 1884. | 
. It is hereby certified for Karl Klingenmeyer, born at Heidenheim, Kingdom of © 

Wurtemberg, on February 14, 1862, that pursuant to a decision of the Kreisamt of 
. Worms of September 30 last, the German treaties with the United States and: in par- | 

‘ticular Article IV of the treaty of February 22, 1868, can have no applicationto him, | 
and that he rather is to besimply treated as an American citizen, because he was born | | 
as an American citizen, = : a oo 

Office of Grand Ducal Burgomaster. a ' | Lo
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_ | . . [Inclosure 4 in ‘No. 94.) Oo - Cy 

: | Mr. Kasson to Mr. Krausse. a I eS: - 

: | | oo | '  LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATEs, | 
| es | eo | Berlin, December 4, 1884. : 

| _ _ Sir: Lhave examined the papers accompanying your note of the 27th ultimo. They | 
do not change the facts in the case, nor explain the false swearing in procuring the — 

_ former passport. ‘The father of the applicant, Klingenmeyer, had prior to his death 
renounced his American citizenship under the first paragraph of the fourth article of 

- the treaty of 1868. Upon the facts as recited in my former letter, and which are not 
denied, Karl Klingenmeyer must take the citizenship of his birth, and which, after be- 

' coming of age, he maintains. | CN es : 
The legation adheres to its former decision. | | | 

. - Your inclosures are herewith returned. | . 
| : JOHN A. KASSON. 

- No. 285. Oo 

- - _ Mr. Kasson to Mr. Frelinghuysen. , 

[Extract. ] 

| No.124) 0 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 7 
oo. Berlin, January 6, 1885. (Received January 24.) - 

Siz: I have the honor to transmit herewith an important note from 
the German foreign office, dated December 31, 1884, conveying its de- 

| cision in the case of Ferdinand Revermann, together with copies of all — 
correspondence relating to the same between this legation and the Ger- 
man Government. This case is made the occasion for the declaration 
of two rules to be hereafter observed by the united German Govern- 

, ments, as follows: oo 7 
Oo (1) Fathers naturalized in America and returning to Germany to re- 

side, and there sojourning for more than two years, are to be regarded _ 
as having renounced their naturalization, under the provisions of the 

| treaty of 1868. | 
(2) But minor children of such parents born in America will be recog- 

nized as retaining their American citizenship, uninfluenced by the fath- 
| er’s renunciation of his naturalization; and: they cannot be made to | 

* perform military service in Germany; but their sojourn in Germany 
may be refused, under the principles of international law, when the | 
same may be required in the interest of public order. | 

| * ® # eS Ht 
Ihave, &c., a | | 

| _ | JOHN A. KASSON. _ 

- | | {Inclosure linNo.124]) © | - 

| a _ Mr. Kasson to Count Hatzfeldt. — oe 

| | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 
oe —_ os _ Berlin, October 31, 1884. 

-- The undersigned, envoy, &c., of the United States of America, begs to lay before : 
his excellency Count Hatzfeldt, imperial secretary of state, &c., the following facts, __ 
as communicated to this legation, touching the proposed expulsion of a native Ameri- 

a - ean citizen, Ferdinand Revermann, from the German Empire: | 
(1) The father of the young man in question, Henry Joseph Revermann, emigrated 

to the United States in 1850; was duly naturalized in the State of Dlinois, at Joliet,
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in 1856, and resided continuously in the United States asa citizen until1871,in which  - | 
, year he returned to Germany, bringing with him a regular passport for himself and 

: his family as American citizens. — . 
~ (2.) The son Ferdinand, now 25 years of age, was born at Naperville, in Illinois, in . 
October, 1860, and is therefore a native American citizen, and has now been residing Ds 

- peacefully and orderly at Mtinster, in Westphalia, where his father also resides. | 7 
. -The Landrath, at Minster, in 1880, certified that as he was born a citizen of the —— 

~ United States his name would be'stricken from the military rolls, and this was done. _ 
He was, however, on the 11th of this month summoned before the Landrath, at Miins- — 
ter, and told that by order of the Royal Government at Miinster he must either be- 
come naturalized in Germany or leave the country. Against this action he appealed _ 
by protest to the said Royal Government, and on the 17th instant received a reply de- | 

- elining to modify the order, and directing the expulsion of said Ferdinand if be does a 
not apply for naturalization in 3 days. He declined to be naturalized and applied for . 7 
4 weeks’ time to prepare for leaving, also offering security that at the end of that time 

he would leave. : | mo : 
In answer he was told verbally to leave by November 1st or he would be put out, | : 

or into prison. Thereupon he applied to this legation to intervene for a suspension | 
of this order and its reversal. It is alleged that he has conducted. himself in a peace- 

_..: ful and orderly manner while living in Germany as a native American citizen, in per- | 
- fect obedience to the law: oe ee . a S : 

The undersigned, in view of the imminence of the date (November 1) for the forci- | | 
ble expulsion of said Ferdinand, begs that his excellency will take such measures | | 
that the order complained of may be at once suspended until the investigation be | 

— “made ; and that if the facts shall be found to be truly stated the order may be wholly |. - . 
revoked. . 2 a 7 a 

~ While inclosing the order of the Royal Government at Miinster, dated the 17th in- 
_ stant, and addressed to Revermann’s counsel, with the respectful request for its ulti- = 

mate return, the undersigned avails himself, &c. oe = 
| | | ~ JOHN A. KASSON. 

a __-- {Inclosure 2.in No. 124.—-Translation.] 7 a 

—— Dr. Busch to Mr. Kasson. os a | : 

| ee FOREIGN OFFICE, Berlin, December 31, 1884. 
_ The undersigned has received the note of October 31 ultimo, relating to Ferdinand. 

' Revermann, of Mr. John A. Kasson, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary 
. of the United States of America, and has the honor to make the following reply i 
thereto: © SO | nn Bye 

The investigation made has resulted in showing that the.statements made in the - 
~ note referred to respecting Revermann-are correct. Ferdinand Revermann was born a, 

in America in 1860, and returned in 1871 to Germany, to reside there permanently,in — - 
company. with his father, Heinrich Joseph Revermann, who emigrated from Germany | 

| in the year 1850, and was naturalized as an American citizen in the United States of . 
America in 1856. . So an et 

The same circumstances exist, therefore, with respect to Ferdinand Revermann as 
in the cases of Georg Weigand (Wiegand), of Philadelphia, and the brothers Oppen- _ - 
heimer, aé. Frankfort-on-the-Main, which were submitted here for discussion in the oe 

- - esteemed notes of July 6 and November 8, 1881, respectively. SS 
_ + Prompted by these two special cases, the Government of His Majesty the Emperor, 

_had already assumed the task of causing a close examination to be made respecting | 
the legal status of the sons of those Germans who, as naturalized citizens of the : 
United States of America, had. during the minority of their sons, born in America, re- | 
turned in their company. to.Germany to reside there permanently. . 

_. As regards the fathers of such sons, no doubt can exist that they are to be regarded _ 
as having renounced their naturalization by a longer sojourn.than one or two years, 
pursuant to the treaties regulating nationality of 1868, concluded with the United 

. States. The provisions of these treaties do not, however, extend to the minor chil- oe 
dren of persons naturalized in America. The rules there prescribed cannot, there- 
fore, find any application to the legal status of these children. . | 

: This legal status should, therefore, be judged rather by the principles of law gov- | | 
- erning in the United States, in view of the fact that the children have been born in | 
America, and have thereby, apart from the naturalization of the fathers, independ- _ so 

| ently acquired American citizenship. oo : = 4 
| American law, so far as known here, contains no provision which makes the renun- | 

ciation of American naturalization by the father act upon bis minor sons also, |
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_ The Government of His Majesty the Emperor has therefore no hesitation in rec- | 
.. ognizing such persons as American citizens, in harmony with the views expressed in 

_ the notes referred to. Individuals possessing this character cannot be made to per- | 
form military service in Germany. But international principles permit the refusal 

. to such persons of sojourn in Germany, and the adoption of measures against them, | 
| as soon as such course shall seem requisite in the interest of public order. This con- © 

a dition is assumed. to exist by this Government~ when the actual circumstances indi-- 
cate that the persons in question use their American citizenship onlv for the purpose 
of withdrawing themselves from the duties, and in particular from the military duty, 
devolving upon the domestic population, without being disposed to abandon their 

--- permanent sojourn in Germany and the advantages connected therewith. In stch 
cases the less objection can be found to the adoption of the measure of expulsion, in | 

. view of the circumstance that American protection is customarily refused to persons 
who have left America while minors and have taken up their residence abroad. 

In view of the principles thus presented, in accordance with which the united 
Governments* purpose to act in future in all such cases, the undersigned regrets that 
he does not find himself in a position to cause a change to be made in the measures . 
taken against the brothers Oppenheimer and against Ferdinand Revermann. _ | 

. The case of Weigand (Wiegand) has in the mean time been disposed of by hisreturn __ 
to America. | | | 

While the undersigned permits himself to return herewith the inclosure of the note 
of October 31 last, he avails, &c. _ a . 

| ; : - BUSCH. | 

a —_ | -  [Inclosure 3 in No. 124.] 

| a Mr. Kasson to Dr. Busch. | 

Oo | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
- | oo Berlin, January 5, 1885. 

The undersigned, envoy, &¢c., of the United States of America, acknowledges the - 
/ reception of the valued note in which Dr. Busch, under secretary of state, &c., has 

been pleased to advise him of the conclusion to which his Imperial Majesty’s Gov- 
. ernment has come in the case of Ferdinand Revermann. | 

_ While reserving the questions involved for the appreciation of his Government, the 
undersigned allows himself to offer two observations upon the contents of the note. | 

+ (1) It is believed that the foreign office is under a misapprehension in assuming — 
| “‘that American protection is customarily refused to persons who have left America . 

Oe ‘while minors and have taken. up their residence in a foreign country.” So far as this 
| | legation is aware, such protection cannot be refused to American citizens who left . 

oe their country while minors, except when after coming of age they have voluntarily 
. abandoned or forfeited their American citizenship. I - 

coe (2) It is also believed that in cases where the local authorities enforced such orders 
as the one in question, a reasonable time should always be allowed between the no- 
tification and the execution of the order to permit the resident. stranger to arrange 
his affairs for such an emergency, and especially where no bad action is charged as 

| the occasion of the order of expulsion. | . | 
, Submitting this observation to the just consideration of the department of foreign | 

affairs, the undersigned avails, &c. ~ | _ _ 
| . | JOHN A. KASSON. 

| | No. 286. Co 

Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Kasson. oo 

No. 83] : | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
= So : Washington, January 15, 1885. | 

Str: Your No. 36, of the 13th of October last, reports your recent 
action upon two naturalization cases, concerning which you desire the 
supervisory consideration of this Department. a 

_- {he first case, of Ludwig Hausding, appears to have. been decided — 
| according to the law and the facts. itis stated that, having been born 

: * Governments of the various German states.—TRANSLATOR. | |
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in the United States of a Saxon subject, he was removed to his father’s a 
_ native land, where he has ever since remained, although his father has _ | 

~ subsequently. become a citizen of the United States. You refused a | 
_ passport on the ground that the applicant was born of Saxon subjects, 7 
temporarily in the United States, and was never “dwellinginthe United _ | 
States,” either at the time of or since his parent’s naturalization, and 
that he was not, therefore, naturalized by force of the statute, section 
2172, Revised Statutes. .  - . | 7 | ° 

_ It does not appear-from your statement whether Wilhelm Hausding, . 
the father, had declared his intention to become an American citizen 
before the birth of Ludwig. While this, if it were established, would | | 

- lend an appearance of hardship to.an adverse decision upon his claim © 
to be deemed a citizen, yet, even in this case, as the statutes stand, your | 

_ decision would conform to the letter of the law, section 2168, which admits mo 
to citizenship, on taking the oath prescribed by law, the widow and _ a 

_ ebildren of an alien who has declared his intention but dies beforecom- | 
pleting his naturalization. By. providing for specialexemption excludes. 
the idea of any other exemption, as for instance in the case of the non- 

_ completion of the father’s naturalization before the permanent removal ee 
of the minor son from the jurisdiction of the United States. : 

Not being naturalized by force of the statute, Ludwig Hausding could CO 
only assert citizenship on the ground of birth in the United States; but 
this claim. would, if presented, be untenable, for by section 1992, Revised . 

_ Statutes, it is made a condition of citizenship by birth that the person = 
be not subject to any foreign power. | . ; - , Dee 

This last consideration serves also to answer the “‘queere” which you Oe 
- annex to your statement of the Hausding case. Youask. “Canoneborn | an 

a foreign subject, but within the United States,makethe option afterhis = = 
majority, and while still living abroad, to adopt the citizenship of his 

_ birthplace? It seems not, and that he must change his allegiance by . 
— emigration and legal process of naturalization.” Sections1992 and 1993 | | 

of the Revised Statutes clearly show the extent of existing legislation: _ 
that the fact of birth, under circumstancesimplying alien subjection, estab- 
lishes of itself no right of citizenship; and that the citizenship of a per- - 

_ gon so born.is to be acquired in some legitimate manner through the | | 
operation of statute. No statute contemplates the acquisition of the 
declared character of an American citizen by a person not at the time — 
within the jurisdiction of the tribunal of record which confers that char. | 
acter, | yA | | 

Your decision granting a passport in the case of Johannes Weber is | 
approved. Ina case like this much depends upon the bona fides of the _ os 

_ applicant, and his evident intent toreturn to the United States, as to. oe 
which the minister must necessarily be the best judge of his duty in | 
granting or withholding a passport. Oo | a oe 

__. Your second “ queere,” as to the meaning of the phrase “if dwelling = 
in the United States,” found in section 2172, Revised Statutes,isoneofa‘! = 

_ hypothetical class as to which the general rule of the Department coun- - ° | 
sels no decision being made in advance of a specific case arising. No 

- ‘such case has, so far as I know, been presented for the decision of the — 
Executive or the courts of the United States. : ee 
It would, however, be in fact difficult to see how, in the light of sece- | - 

tion 1999 of the Revised Statutes, which declares any decision of any | 
officer of the Government tending to restrict the right of expatriation = 5 
and change of allegiance to be “inconsistent with the fundamental - 
principles of the Republic,” and of section 2000, which declares that “ all oo 

. naturalized citizens of the United States while in foreign countries are |
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entitled to and shall receive from this Government the same protection 
of persons and property which is accorded to native-born citizens,” any 
branch of th® Government could well maintain that the children of per- 
sons duly naturalized in the United States, and therefore also citizens 

_ by law, should lose that status by the mere act of passing beyond the 
_ territorial jurisdiction of the United States, especially if they passed 

within the limits of a third state not of the original allegiance, which 
i . could under no circumstances lay claim to their subjection. Itcan be | 

_ seen how such an interpretation might regard a citizen of the United 
States as a citizen of no country whatever, through the sole fact of setting 
foot outside of our territory, and how, by again settin vy foot within our 
borders, his right of citizenship might be deemed to revive unimpaired. _ 

As you remark, ‘the construction of the phrase as meaning that the 
: minor children who become citizens through the naturalization of their 

father must be, at the time of their father’s naturalization, dwelling in 
_ the United States, would allow a young man to join his father in the 

United States a week before his naturalization, and return to his native | 
_ jand a week after, a full-fledged American citizen, while still in his minor-. 

. ity, and without renunciation of old allegiance or swearing to the new.” 
. That such a thing is possible is a defect in our existing naturalization 

laws. . , Oo | , 
The President, in his last message, called the attention of Congress 

to the advisability of recasting the statutes in this respect, in order to 
remove obscurities and contradictions, and surround the acquisition of | 
American citizenship with safeguards commensurate with the high priv- 

| ileges and obligations which it confers and creates. SO | 
Lam, &e., So _ _ | - | FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. , 

| No. 287. | | | 

: : Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Kasson. 

| No. 84.] : - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, © oe 
: | + Washington, January 15,1885. 

Srp: Your dispatch, No. 94, of the 6th ultimo, reports your actionin 
regard to the application of Mr. Karl Klingenmeyer -for a passport. : 
While the Department concurs with you in thinking that a passport 
should be withheld for the present, at least so far as the issuance by 

_ your legation is concerned, because of the doubt raised as to the good 
faith of the applicant by the circumstance of his having already ob- ° 
tained a passport from your predecessor on the false pretense of birth 7 
in the United States of America, the views you hold as to the actual 
status of the party on the facts submitted seem to require some modi- 
fication. | oe , 

The facts are briefly that Mr. Karl Klin genmeyer’s father having been 
naturalized in the United States of America (but when or where does not 
appear), returned to Germany, where he resided in 1860 and until his 

- death in 1881, without having evinced any intent to return to this coun- - 
try. Karl, the son, was born in Wurtemberg in the year 1862; has not 

| been in the United States; has no intention of residing here, but desires — 
a certificate of American citizenship as a formality towards his intended —_ 

| marriage. This you refuse “by reason of his father’s renunciation of — |
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_ «American citizenship (Article TV of the treaty of 1868), combined with — - 
| his own German birth and free choice of German residence without in- + | 

tention of going to the United States.” | - | 
It coes not appear whether the father returned from America to | 

. Wurtemberg, his native state, although the fact: that the son was there 
born would seem to indicate that he did. This point, however, is not | 
now of importance, and may be passed over. . — | | 

_ The pretise date of the father’s return to Germany in the year 1860 is 
_ not given, but it may be assumed that the son’s birth on the 14th of . | 

_ February, 1862, occurred within the period of two years prescribed by oe 
_ the several naturalization treaties with North Germany. oe | 

_ But that point also is unimportant, in view of the fact that under these - 
treaties, a two years’ residence in his native country of a citizen natur- 
alized in the United States of America does not of itself divest him of _ | 

_. his adopted citizenship. The treaties provide that when a citizen of | ; 
either country naturalized in the other shall renew his residence in | 

_ the country of his birth without the intent to 1eturn to his adopted 
_ country, he shall be held to have renounced his naturalization, and | 

_ further that the intent not to return “may be held to exist” after the | 
_ - residence in the native country shall exceed two years. The residence, _ | 

therefore, is only evidence open to rebuttal of lack of intention to re- oe 
turn to the adopted country. The treaty, therefore, by itself doesnot = 

_ work forfeiture of citizenship, and in this case some affirmative govern- | 
mental act was ifecessary to show that the elder Klingenmeyer had - | 
through residence in Germany, without intent to return here, forfeited _ 
his naturalization, = oO a oo 

| This is the construction of the fourth article of the treaty of 1868, 3 
. . which has been maintained by this Department, and, sofarasisknown,  _— 

admitted by the German Government. That the article does not of 
ivself operate to make the returning individual a German subject is es- : 
tablished by precedents on file in your legation. - | | 

: The party affected is in some instances required, after the expiration 
of the two years’ residence, to affirmatively resume his previous allegi- | 

_ ance, under the alternative of quitting the country, thus forcing him to. 
elect between the two citizenships. Of course, if he quits the country Oo 
he retains his adopted citizenship, unimpaired by the fact that he has | 
exceeded the two years limitation. . . py re 

_ If the father of Mr. Karl Klingenmeyer did in fact renounce his . 
American citizenship, and resume his original allegiance, in a manner = 

_ recognized by the laws of his native country, that fact would operate | 
as a renunciation of the adopted citizenship for his minor. children, at 
least while they remain within the jurisdiction which their fatherre- = 
acknowledged. | | | eg - | 7 

_ _ The first point to be decided, then, is whether, as a fact, the father, © 7 
‘during the son’s minority, ceased. to be an American citizen, andinde- © 

_. ciding that the treaty clause should be construed as hereinbefore set 
forth. If the father did not so cease, the case is plain, and the son is a 

_ an American citizen, unless since reaching the age of twenty-one years __ 
he has himself forfeited his rights. | - —— | 

+ We now reach a point less easy of decision, and that is, assuming os 
that the father resuined German citizenship during the son’s minority, 
what are the son’s rights as against this Government upon reaching the _ | 
age of twenty-one years, for there is no doubt that during minority his — 

_ YVights, if he had any other than those possessed by his father, were at 
Jeast suspended and subject to the father’s allegiance. Be |
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et The statute of the United States (Revised Statutes, section 1993) de 
| clares that all children born without the United States whose fathers 

| _ — “were or may be at the time of their “birth citizens thereof,” are them- 
7 _ selves citizens of the United States, but that right “shall not descend . 

| _ to children whose fathers never resided in the United States.” 
: _. Therefore if Mr. Karl Klingenmeyer’s father was at the time of his — 

‘ -son’s birth.a citizen of this country, the son was such a citizen, while 
possibly by the German law (which I have not at hand) he might also 
be a citizen of the place of his birth. On general principles such con- 
flicting citizenship is decided according to the lawsof the one of the two 

| countries claiming allegiance within whose jurisdiction the. individual 
happens to be. (Vol. 13, Opinions Attorneys-General, page.89.) 

The following facts may be considered as established in this case : 
(1) That the elder Klingenmeyer, the father of the present applicant, 

| Mr. Karl Klingenmeyer, came to the United States of America and was 
_ naturalized here some time before the year 1860. BS 

(2) That the father returned to Germany some time in that year (1860) 
| with the avowed intention of remaining permanently in that country, — 

and of never returning to the United States of America with a view to 
residing permanently in thiscountry. — . | 

(3) That the elder Klingenmeyer adhered to the intention thus mani- 
fested by remaining in the country of his origin, and that of his primi- 

a tive allegiance for more than twenty years, and up to the time of his 
death in the year 1881. This must be taken in reason as well as in 

_ law to be a renunciation of his adopted citizenship. No matter to what: _ 
country he may have gone, there can be io stronger, no clearer mani- 

_ festation of intent against the animus revertendi than a man’s own 
| declaration followed by the establishment of a permanent domicile in 

| the new country of his choice, and the entry into business there, and 
a remaining in that newly-chosen country until his death, over twenty-one 

| _ years later. It is also a resumption of his original nationality and — 
. native allegiance. That is a question in regard to which either the United 

Oo States or Germany may insist upon its own view of, as it may be held 
respectively by either Government. - . 

a It is not materially essential to the determination of the present ques- 
SO tion, but as is stated by Attorney-General Hoar in the case cited above | 

(Vol. 13, Opinions of Attorneys-General, page 90), is usually determined _ 
by the country, claiming affirmatively, when the man is found within 

| — that jurisdiction. oo = 
a (4) That Mr. Karl Klingenmeyer was born in Wurtemberg, Germany, 

on the 14th day of February, 1562, which event was after the date of — 
: the father’s return to Germany and his father’s renunciation of his ac- 

quired United States citizenship. | | 
(5) That Mr. Karl Klingenmeyer never resided in the United States, 

- - In fact never was in this country. © : : | : 
(6) That he now publicly disclaims any intention of ever coming to 

the United States to reside; and also, in any equally public manner 
avows his intention of permanently residing in Germany, adding that 
he desires an American passport solely for the purpose of facilitating 
his matrimonial plans and arrangements. BO 

| Now, suppose that this young man had obtained through his father’s 
acquired American nationality any inchoate rights or claim to United 

| States citizenship, and that these, on account of his father’s voluntary | 
| foreign residence, and his loss of American citizenship, were held in | 

abeyance during the son Karl’s residence with his father there, reserv- — 
ing to him, Karl Klingenmeyer, the right of choosing for himself when. -
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} he should have attained the age of twenty-one years, which country : 
he would adhere to. This reserved privilege in his favor is always 
accompanied by the implied condition that he shall make and in some | 

_ formal manner, not always prescribed, but nevertheless weil under- Ss 
| stood, avow his election within a reasonable time after he attains ma- | 
- jority. | 7 | Ss : 
_-. Applying these just and reasonable requirements to the case of Mr. : 

- . Karl Klingenmeyer, how has he fulfilled them? He is now nearly — . 
_ twenty-three years old; he had not, until the filing of his application : 

_ for a United States passport, even so much as claimed American citi- _ 
_, zenship, and he doves so now, accompanied by the open avowal thathe 

never intends to make the United States his home, his residence, or his ~~ 
country, except to demand technical citizenship in so far as that may 
serve his convenience and subserve his personal interest. He neither oo 

_ bears nor acknowledges any obligation to share with the A merican citi- 3 
zens any of the burdens incident to the character of citizenship in this 
country. It is not known that he has ever paid any taxesin the United _ 
States; indeed, there is every reason to believe that he has not. It is | _ known that he has never performed any public service, civil or military, = 

in or for the United States; and itis also known thatheisnot withinthe = = 
call of the United States should his services be at any time in the 

_ future needed in the nation’s defense. Indeed, it may be assumed from 
his declarations and acts that if at any future time the United States — 
and Germany should be at. war, Mr. Karl Klin genineyer would befound ~ | 
fighting under the German flag and against the United States, whose 

_ protection he is now claiming. Neither reason, justice, nor public law 
7 countenances any such anomalous condition of nationality, so that with- 

_ out deciding the possible judicial question of two years’ residence in the a 
country of origin, which is involved in the fourth article of the treaty of | 

_ February, 1868, it may well be held that Mr. Karl Klingenmeyer is not | 
on his present application entitled to a United States passport, and 

_ your refusal to comply with his request in that behalf is therefore ap- | 
proved by the Department. - ee 

| Thave, however, deemed it. most expedient to place the refusal on 
__. the ground indicated in this instruction, leaving the question of the in- _ 
_terpretation of the two-years clause in Article IV of the treaty of 1868 | 

open to the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, when eo 
the questies in proper form may be brou egbt before that tribunal. You a 

_ Inay possibly find some of these suggestions of value in future cases of 
. a Similar character that may come before you. a 

oO Assuring you that they are not advanced in any spirit of criticism, _ 
Lam, &e.,, a, a | Oe, | 

ee a oo  PRED'K T. FRELINGHUYSEN, | 

CF ks No. 288. So ee | Oo 

: - Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Kasson. _ ee 

No. 95.] ee - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a 
- | Washington, February 7,1885. 
$re: Your dispatch, No. 124,‘of the 6th ultimo, reperts the corre. 

_ spondence had by you with the foreign office in the case of Fe dinand | 
— Revermann, a citizen of the United States by birth, latcly cx pelled from ce!
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| Germany. The decision of the German Government, as communicated | 
- by you, broadly covers the questions of the treaty rights of natural- 

ized Germans returning to Germany, and of their sons born Amevican 
citizens. - po A | 8 

The same. general questions have been recently examined, and the |. 
. views of this Department communicated fully by instructions No. 83 of 

the 15th ultimo, and No. 84 of the same date. —_. 
7 . Lest silence should be construed as acquiescence in the position now 

taken by Germany, it seems proper to put on record some observations 
| touching it. For this purpose it does not seem necessary to recite and 

_ discuss the particular case of Revermann ; it will suffice to merely notice 
| certain points of Dr. von Busch’s note of December 31, 1884. _ | 

That note professes only to deal with the case of the sons of natural- 
| ized and returning fathers. But it lays down the following rule: 

As regards the fathers of such sons, no doubt can existthat they are to be regarded 
as having renounced their naturalization by a longer sojourn than one or two years, 
parsuant to the treaties regulating nationality of 1868 concluded with the United . 

aves, 

: __. My instruction to you, No. 83, of the 15th ultimo, deals with this ques- 
tion. - | | 
We think it clear that the treaty cannot of itselfconvert an American 

| citizen back again to a German, any more than it can make a German a 
- citizen of the United States. . a Oo 

There are, it is believed, many persons now in Germany whose so- 
journ has extended beyond the term of two years without their being 

| called upon to resume German allegiance. In all their relationships 
with this Government they retain American citizenship. There is be- 
tween them and the authorities of their place of sojourn no relationship, 

| implying resumption of their original status, and no jurisdictional rights 
— are exercised over them. . | | 

OO As to the sons of such fathers, who, being citizens by birth, may 
visit the land of their father’s allegiance, the decision of the German 
Government is just. They are original citizens in their own right, and 
the treaty does not relate to them. In all respects they stand on the 

_ game footing as native Americans of American parentage. This being 
| so, the contention of the German Government, that such sons may be — 

expelled from Germany on abrupt notice, at the pleasure of the au- | 
| thorities, under the alternative of becoming German subjects, is tanta- 

| . mount to claiming the right to expel any citizen of the United States . 
in like manner and with the like alternative, which, of course, would 
 cenflict with the provisions of the existing treaty. . 

Such sons are admittedly and rightfully not within the provisions of 
the naturalization treaty of 1868. Then, as American citizens by native 
right, they must come under the general provisions of treaty atfecting 

_ all American citizens who have not been naturalized. | | 
| This Government does not suppose that it will be called upon to ae- 

| quiesce in the arbitrary establishment of a class of citizens who have 
no rights under either treaty, but who may any day be called upon to. . 
instantly become naturalized as German subjects or hastily expelled _ 

| from the country, without time for preparation. Oo 
Dr. von Busch’s claim that “international principles permit the refusal 

to such persons of sojourn in Germany,” in the interest of public order, 
, “when the actual circumstances indicate that the persons in question — 

| use thar American citizenship only for the purpose of withdrawing 
| themselves from the duties, and, in particular, from the military duty, 

devolving upon the domestic population, without being disposed to
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abandon their permanent sojourn in Germany and the advantages con- , 

nected therewith,” is not fully understood by me; and perhapsitsob-- 

 jectionable character may disappear on further explanation; but so far | . 

’ ag I understand it, I cannot see why this line of argument does not _ a 
‘apply to any and every native born American citizen of military age 

who, for purposes of business, study, or pleasure, may take up a peace- , 

able abode in Germany, whether he has relatives in that country or not. - 
The singular character of Dr. von Busch’s contention, and the remark- an 

-. able consequences which might, if it were admitted, flow therefrom, ~ - 
make it advisable that its true purport should be better understood be- 
fore instructing you more definitely in the case of Ferdinand Rever- 
mann. | ; me 
You will therefore take an early occasion to point out the contradic-: 

tions involved in the German reply, and the difficulty we would findin — 

- acquiescing therein. . ce | : ee 
Lam, &., — Foe | a ge | 

SS oO —  FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. _ 

- re | No. 289. | pes ee , 

a Mr. Kasson to Mr. Frelinghuysen. a | | 

No. 168.] oe LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, eo 
| | Berlin, February 14, 1885. (Received March 2.) a 

_ §re: In acknowledging reception of your important instruction (No. 
- 84) in respect to the case of Karl. Klingenmeyer, claiming to be a natur- a 

| alized citizen of the United States, I beg to submit the following obser- 
vations: Oo ae a | : . me | 

(1) The prior passport issued to Klingenmeyer was canceled on the 
ground of swearing falsely to the statement that he was born in the 
United States, when, in fact, upon his present admission, he was born __. 

_ in Germany, and had never been in the United States. By reasonof 
| that he avoided the necessity of stating other facts which would have «= | 

-- presented a quite different case to the legation in 1880. But this revo- ae 
cation was not meant as‘a refusal of his right to a new passport, ifthe | 
fact of citizenship entitled him to it. . | | oy . | 

(2) The Department appears to have construed the action of this lega-_ 
tion in refusing a new passport as resting upon the two-years clause of 
Article IV, of the treaty of 1868. It was not my intention in my No. | 
94 to express an opinion in thatsensc. My interpretation of that clause Lo 
has always been that contained in the present instruction, and Ihave 
issued many passports to bona fide citizens who have resided here for _ _ 

-. many years after naturalization in the United States. The real diffi- . . 
culty of this case arises on the first paragraph of Article IV. ©. ae 
Ifthe naturalized American “renews his residence in North Germany oe 

- without the intent to return to America he shall be held.to have renounced 
. his naturalization in the United States.” CS | Fe 

| This was the clause which applied itself to the facts of thiscase. For ~*~ 
_ the facts assumed in my first answer to theapplication were notdenied | 

by the applicant, though a correction wasinvited. Iftheapparentfact = ~~ 
ofa residence resumed in his native country withoutintentiontoreturn 
to the United States was true, the period of two years was quite elim- . 

~ Inated from consideration. _ BO oe | | 

- 26 FOR a | _ So
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| For the renunciation in question was effected at the time however 
| - early, when he renewed his residence in Germany without that intent to 

- _ return tothe United States. I have regarded that first paragraph, above 
a quoted, as binding on both countries. oS | oe 

" The two-years clause reads ‘“‘may be held”; this paragraph reads 
“shall be held”; the one grants an option, the other imposes an obliga- 

| tion. | es | 
| A similar distinction exists in the German text of the treaty. Asthe ° 

facts not denied showed a renewed German residence without any in- 
tent to return to the United States by the father, before the birth of . 

: the son, it seemed obligatory to conclude that American citizenship 
_ ceased, whether or not German citizenship was regained. = 8 — | 

© A further complication was created by the fact that the treaty came 
into force after the birth of the son. — | 

| Although immediately effective, can its application be retroactive in 
this case? This was one of the cases‘in which I felt justified in calling 
to my aid in interpretation the well-known spirit and object of the 
American naturalization laws. Their purpose was to make citizens in _ 
America rather than citizens of it. It was not their object to-sell for a 
few dollars this right of citizenship to a non-resident who had never 
seen the American continent, nor expected to ever see it, nor had the - 

| shghtest interest in it. | | | —— 
| While I recognize the obligation to construe the law in its letter where. 

its application is plain, in cases of doubt I have felt justified in with- | 
| holding recognition of claims which rested solely on the applicant’s de- — 

sire to avoid duties abroad, while at the same time repudiating all du- 
| ties of allegiance and even a residence in the country claimed to have 

, been gained by adoption, and sometimes accompanied (as in this case) 
| by utter ignorance of our language, our institutions, and even of the 

| country which he claims. Recognition of such claims, where-not plainly 
reqaired by law, converts the dignity of citizenship into a mere passing | 

-- Gonvenience of a foreign claimant. _ | 
Having a passport, the German authorities turn him over tous for | 

oo relief in case he is unable to support himself. | a 
, The frequent recurrence of such cases renders us cautious of claims — 

an of citizenship which are not founded on the real purpose of our natural- 
ization laws. OO a an Sn 

| While thanking the Department for its valuable instruction, I beg | 
that this paper may be filed with the case as a part of it. 

| I have, &c., | | oe 
| , | : JOHN A. KASSON. - 

| No. 290. | 

Mr. Kasson to Mr. Frelinghuysen. 

7 No. 179.] | - .  LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Co | Berlin, February 20, 1885. (Received March 9.) 

Str: I inclose herewith copies. of the correspondence between this 
- Jegation and the German foreign office in respect to the action of cer- 

| : tain German. local authorities in furnishing money to one Andreas | 
Rausch to enable him to emigrate to the United States, and after the 

| expiration of his sentence of imprisonment for five years for the crime 
| | of arson. | ,
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---It will be observed that the law of 1875 (chapter 140, sec. 5) only 
covers criminal “persons who are undergoing a sentence for convic- 

es tion,” &e., “or whose sentence has been remitted on condition of their 
emigration.” Because Rausch had served out his sentence theGerman = 

_ Government claimed, it seems to me rightly, that under this law his 
| immigration could not be opposed. se . 

In acknowledging the reception of this note I called the attention of - 
the foreign office to a later law, in which the word “convict” is used in | 
describing persons who shall not be permitted to land. Owing to the | 

_ failure to supply this legation with the volume containing the statute, a 
or the date of its passage, I could only give the section as it had been 

, transmitted to this legation, with instruction No. 280, of August 18, 1884. 
_ -Lassumed that the word “convict” covers those who have been con- 7 
victed of felonious crimes, even after the expiration of their sentence. | 

_ On this point I request an instruction from the Department. an 
Thave,&e, Be | | | SOHN AL KASSON, 

a oo oe a ce [Inclosure 1 in No. 179.] . } — 

et | ee Mr. Everett to Dr. Busch. - a | - | Oo 

Bo Ce | _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED StaTES, 2 it | ee - a rs Berlin, August 27, 1884. Se 
| __ The undersigned, chargé d’affaires ad interim of the United States of America, has , 

_ the honor to inform Dr. Busch, under secretary of state, in charge of the imperial 
foreign office, that information has reached him, under date of the 23d August, from | 

_. the American commercial agent at Mainz, that there would be shipped from Bremen 
| to the United States within a few days, by the North German Lloyd Steamship Com- 
_. pany, a person named Andreas Rausch, believed to be a pauper or criminal, thirty- = = - 

one years old, from Fitzendorf, Bavaria, and whose passage money is supposed to be — coe 
paid by the local officials at Kénigshofen. | | | a | a 

It is further reported that certain shipping agents were applied to in the matter, - - 
- - who declined to have anything to do with shipping a pauper or criminal, and returned —-_—| . 

_ the money forwarded them for that purpose, and that thereupon his passage was se- _ 
_' cured for him through one of the Lloyd agents at Kénigshofen, either Wilhelm Berlens, 

R. B, Gliickstein, or Peter Rathgeber. His departure was intended to be about the 
‘87th of the current month. a . ae | 

_ . . The undersigned, while furnishing these facts without in any way vouching for - 
| their correctness, as the reputation of shipping agents is in question, would respect- 
_ fully request that the matter may be investigated, and,. should it prove to be as stated, . Soe 

_ the proper steps may be taken for returning the said Andreas Rausch to his own coun- oO 
_ try, as a person whom the United States would not be exsected, under the general . 

comity of nations, to receive on their shores. | a CO 
. The undersigned avails, &c. . | _ - | . 

, oe a oo | _ HH. SIDNEY EVERETT. _ 

. - - [Inclosure 2 in No. 179.—Translation.] | 7 . 

an Dr. Busch to Mr. Kasson. | Soe _ 

Oo os 4 7 FOREIGN OrFIce, Berlin, February 16, 1885. me 
| The undersigned has had the honor to receive the note of Mr. Sidney Everett of 
_ August 27 last, relating to the emigration to America of Andreas Rausch, of Fitzen- | 

- . dort. | | oe ; a os ae : | | 
| ‘In view of the communications contained in the same, occasion has been taken to 

cause the facts to be investigated. This investigation has resulted in showing that 
_ Andreas Rausch, whose conveyance to America, for the rest, failed to take place in - 

consequence of the intervention of the American consul at Bremen, wasin the year | | 
1873 condemued for arson to imprisonment at hard labor for five years; he had, how- 

. ever, years ago completely served his term of punishment and had lately voluntarily — : 
_ detérmined to emigrate. He should not therefore be considered a “criminal” inthe — . 

| sense of section 5 of the American law of March 3, 1875, An act supplementary ta | |
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the acts in relation to immi gration,” since the prohibition of immigration contained | 
= in the same, according to the interpretation adepted also by American lawyers, is not | 

so much directed against those persons who have aiready expiated the crimesthey have | 
: couimitted by serving their penal sentence, but rather against those only who evade 

punishment by emigration, or to whom punishment is remitted on condition of emi-. - 
gration, . —_ 

. ©" As to the further question whether Andreas Rausch should be considered a “ pau- 
per,” investigation has shown that he had been provided with such an amount of. 

7 means, partly by his home community, partly from charitable funds, that a sum of 
: money would have remained to him for his further maintenance after payment of his 

passage over. of te . . 
_ It has been further established that the said Rausch .isin the best years of manhood, _ 

. and healthy and able-bodied. Under these circumstances it would seem that he 
should also not be considered a pauper, and not be excluded from immigration into. 
the United States assuch. | , , | | | 

| . While the undersigned has the honor to communicate the above to Mr. John A. | 
| Kasson, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States of 

America, he, at the same time, avails, &c. - a 
; | | a | | BUSCH. 

| : - Co | [Inclosure 3 in No. 179.) . i a 

Mr. Kasson to Dr. Buschh ot 

: | '.  LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Oo a 7 SS Berlin, February 18, 1885. 

- The undersigned, envoy, &c., of the United States of America, while acknowledging 
. the reception of the esteemed note of Dr. Busch, under secretary of state, in charge 

of the imperial office of foreign affairs, &c., dated the 16th instant, and relating to 
- the case of Andreas Rausch, begs at the same time to call his attention to the provis- 

ions of the second section of a law of Congress regulating immigration into the _ 
United States, which is of a morerecent date than the law to which the said note of 
Dr. Busch referred, and which was also in force at the time of the incident which is 
the cccasion of this correspondence. a : 

| A copy of the section of the law last above mentioned is inclosed herewith for the ~ 
oS information of the foreign office. It will be observed that its terms have a wider scope 

| than the former act, and would appear to include the case of Rausch. | 
The undersigned, &e. : | 

. , i | | a | JOHN A. KASSON. 

Mr. Kasson to Mr. Frelinghuysen, - 

‘No. 189.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
CO Berlin, February 27, 1885. (Received March 16.) — 

Str: Herewith inclosed I have the honor to transmit copy of the note | 
addressed by me to the foreign office in pursuance of your instruction, 

| _. No. 95, and in further response to the communication from that office 
to me in the case of Revermann and others, under date of December 31, 

| 1884. : ep } 
| In your instruction, while referring to “conflict with the provisions 

of existing treaty,” no special treaty was mentioned. I assumed, how- 
: ever, that the Prussian treaty of 1828 was referred to, and accordingly 

- ‘quoted it. I add the remark that the note from the foreign office does _ 
not affirm the restoration of German citizenship, but only the renuncia- - 
tion of the American right. - So : 

- tis a peculiarity of the very imperfect treaty of 1868 that Article IV. 
- geems to leave the citizenship of the renouncing returned emigrant ‘ in - 

the air.” CS 7 | 7 
It results-from the German view, that he is a man without a country — 

| after two years’ residence here. = oo | 
Oo ‘Lhave, &e., | JOHN A. KASSON. |
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os SO {Inclosure in No. 189.] a . 

| . Mr, Kasson to Dr. Busch. a 

a a - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATEs, ° 
| a Berlin, February 25, 1885. : : 

The undersigned; envoy, &c., of the United States of America, begs to recall the at- 
tention of Dr. Busch, under secretary of state, in charge of the imperial foreign office, ce 

_ &c., to the note which the undersigned had the honor to receive from the foreign office | 
under date of December 31, 1884. BO 

The undersigned, in making acknowledgment of its reception; reserved its contents | 
_ for the appreciation of his Government. —_- Bo | : : : 

_. While the subject of the note involved the rights of American-born sons whose — 
German-born fathers had during their minority returned with them to Germany to 
‘reside permanently, a declaration is added respecting the nationality of the father, - . 
which seems to have been made without a sufficient consideration of the language of | 
the treaty of 1868. . . | 7 pe 

_ That declaration is understood as follows: = = an ce —— oe 
_ “As regards the fathers of such sons, no doubt can exist that they are to be regarded | 
as having renounced their naturalization by a longer sojourn-than one of two years, : 
pursuant to the treaties regulating nationality of 1868, concluded with the United ° — | 
States.” | an . ~ | 

_ The Government of the undersigned cannot find the reasons which would. justify ; 
its concurrence in this view. = , | oe 7 oo . 

_ In its judgment the treaty cannot of itself convert an American citizen into a Ger- | 
_ man, nor a German into an American, against his will. Even the renunciation of one , 
citizenship does not of itself create another. oo | oo : 

_ It does not profess to make provision for a resumption of a citizenship previously 
lost or renounced. Its object was rather to recognize the obligation of a new citizen-) . 
ship which had been lawfully acquired in the other country. ) So — 
The fourth article of the treaty of 1868, in its first clause; it is true, recognizes the / 

‘renunciation of the newly-acquired citizenship by a total abandonment of the inten- . So , 
tion to return to the country where his new citizenship was acquired. Butit does a 
not affirm the restoration of the original allegiance.. On the other hand, there are 
many naturalized Americans who reside for more than two years in Germany with the | , 
constant intent to return tothe United States. They often carry ona basinessinboth 
countries, beneficially increasing the commercial relations between the two. ae oo 

_ _ These persons, however, long residing in the original country, with the intent of 
later return to the adopted country, have always been regarded by the United States 
as being still citizens of the country which they adopted. And such an interpretation 7 . 

_ it is supposed had received the acquiescence-of the German Government, in view of © | 
the optional language of the third clause of the fourth article, which employs a differ- | 
ent expression from that of the first clause. Such a practical construction has been — . 

. one of the most beneficial results of the treaty. For it has served to cultivate the 
relation of. commerce and friendship between the two countries. . . 
' The Government of the United States receives with satisfaction the Opinion declared | | : 

_ by the German Imperial Government which recognizes that the American chiidren of | 
parents naturalized in the United States have an unconditional and durable American: 
citizenship. | ee Oo : oo 

| On the other hand it learns with regret that the Imperial Government regards it- : | 
_ self as justified by international principles in refusing the sojgurn in Germany of these 7 

native born American citizens, although they are, as such, obedient to the laws and. 
ordinances there prevailing. In these cases it is only a question of native citizens of | 

_ the United States. There can be no distinction as to them based on national birth of | 
the parents. Such children are not within the provisions of the treaty of 1868. This : 7 
refusal of the right of peaceful sojourn, therefore, seems to the American Government _ ° 

_ to be in contravention of the spirit and even the letter of other treaties. | . 
Thus by the first article of the treaty of 1828, with Prussia, it is provided that the 

inhabitants of the respective states ‘‘shall be at liberty to sojourn and reside in all - 7 
parts whatsoever of said icrritories, in ordgr to attend to their affairs; and they shallen- - | 
joy to that effect the same security and protection as natives of the country wherein 
they reside, on condition of submitting to the laws and ordinances there prevailing.” | 

' “It can hardly be expected that the United States Government can acquiesce ina rule 
which, by administrative order, in either country, creates a class of residents who, 
while equally under the protection of treaties, may be summarily expelled from the | | | 
country where they are residing in peaceful pursuit of, their avocations and in obedi- 
ence to all the laws. _ Soe . , i: oo 

If my Government rightly understands the scope of the principle claimed by Dr. 
_ Busch to be a principle of international Jaw, it asserts, in effect, that any native citi- : 

_ zen of the United States, sojourning in Germany for pleasure, for business, for study,
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‘or for whatever purpose, may be expelled when the ‘‘circumstances indicate that the | | 
c persons in question use their American citizenship only for the purpose of withdraw-. 

oo ing themselves from the duties, and particularly from the military duty devolving 
-- upon the domestic population, without being disposed to abandon their permanent - 

* sojourn in Germany, and the advantages connected therewith.” - a 
How can stich a rule be applied to admitted aliens, aliens even by birth? They 

-_ are not withdrawing themselves from any duty of military service, because as aliens 
- they owe no such duty.. There can be no offense to public order in the non-perform- 

ance of a service which neither the local law nor the law of nations imposes. 
: No ground is perceived by my Government which will justify a separation of such 

a class of residents from those intended to be protected by the language of the treaty . 

. above referred to. The suggested use of American citizenship is precisely one of the 
7 uses assigned to it by the law of nations, naniely, the exemption from foreign mili- 

tary service. Can this fact, then, be inquired into as a motive of residence, and be 
: construed into an offense for which a foreign resident may be withdrawn from treaty 

protection, and refused the right of sojourn? 
The undersigned is instructed to present these views to the just consideration of 

his Imperial Majesty’s Government, in the hope that they will lead to a common’ un- 

derstanding of the rights of the citizens of each country peacefully residing in the ~ 

other. , | | 
- He avails, &c. oe . | 

| oo , JOHN A. KASSON. 

. . | , | No. 292. . . . 

. | a _* Mr. Bayard to Mr. Kasson. | - 

- Nol?) | a _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
. a Washington, March 13, 1885. 

Sir: Acknowledging receipt of your dispatch No. 179 of the 20th 

| ultimo, in relation to the case of Andreas Rausch, an alleged convict 

and pauper, who was stopped at Bremen from emigrating to the United 

ss States, [have to inform you that the word “ convict,” as used in the act of 
| Congress approved August 3, 1882, is held by this Department to cover 

: - those who have been convicted of felonious crimes, even after the expi- 

ration of their sentences, and your course in reference to the matter 1s 

_ «therefore approved. : | , | - : 

: | . - Mr. Kasson to Mr. Bayard. — ae | 

| No. 223.] : _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
So : - Berlin, April 4, 1885. (Received April 20.) | 

Sir: I have heretofore communicated to the Department several state- 
ments of military cases of German-American citizens which presented 

‘hardships of such a nature as to prove the necessity of another effort 

| to improve the provisions of the German-American naturalization treaty 
of 1868  .. | rn a - oo 

-. ° Herewith I now inclose the complaint of Eynst F. Heitmiiller, which 

presents an instance of such grave injustice that it became my duty to 

_ request of the German Government some action beyond its ordinary — 

. course, and in special condemnation of the local officials who committed: 

the wrong. The case is stated in my note to the foreign office, copy of
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_ which is herewith inclosed, together with an acknowledgment received — 
from that office, and translation of the same. = = ss 7 | 

The response of the foreign office may be delayed beyond my term of : 
- gervive; and the case may tend to influence such instructions on the - 

general subject as you shall desire to give to my successor. I therefore | 
forward it without awaiting the reply. a | : 

an | | JOHN A. KASSON. — a 

| {Inclosure 1 in No. 223.} oo | . | 

| | | Mr. Kasson to Dr. Busch. . a Ha 

| - oo. OO _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, si 
. - oe a, | Berlin, January 29, 1885. a 

. ~ The undersigned, envoy, &c., of the United States of America, begs the attention oO 
of Dr. Busch, under secretary of state, &c., in charge of the imperial foreign office, 
to the case of Ernst F. Heitmiiller, and to the facts alleged by him to be true as here- 
inafter stated. | : | as os oe oe 

- The said Heitmiiller was born at Hiipede, Kreis Wennigsen, Hanover, on December a 
——- 25, 1860, emigrated to the United States in January, 1878, and has since that time : 

continuously resided in the United States. He was lawfully naturalized as a citizen 
of that country on the 10th of November, 1884, as appears by the original certificate 
herewith inclosed. He returned to Germany a few weeks since for a temporary Visit, : 

_ in order to colle¢t a sum of money inherited by him, arriving at Hiipede on the 5th of | oo 
_ December last. On the 9th of December he announced his presence to the Gemeinde  - : 

- Forsteher, stating his purpose to remain about six months to collect the inheritance, 
and at the same time exhibiting his citizen paper, showing himself to be an American | 
citizen. Two days later, on the 11th, a gendarme came to the house of hisstepmother, © __ : 
where he was staying, and said he must arrest him and take him to Hanover, adding : . 

- that if he had money he could go by rail, otherwise they would have to walk, a dis- — 
_ tance of some 9 miles. Heinquired for what he wasarrested. The gendarme replied, | — 

_ it was not yet certain he had arrested the right man. BC | | | 
On his arrival at Hanover he was taken to the jail (Zellengefangniss), where a police | 

Official caused all his personal effects, money, citizen paper, and other papers to be 
taken from him. He called attention at the time to his American citizenship:and to. | 
the paper proving it. The official made a note ona protocolor paper, and Heitmtiller = | 

~ was then conducted to acell. | | . ee cs 
_-On the next day, December 12, he was brought. before another official, who said'to . 

' him, ‘‘ You are Frederich Heitmtiller, and have been fined for evasion of military | 
duty.” He replied, ‘‘My name is Ernst Heitmiiller,” and then he was sent back to oe 
his cell. On the next day, 13th December, he was brought again befgre the official, 
who told him he had been fined 300 marks for evasion of military duty, which he must 
pay with costs. He answered that he had not the money with him, but would pro- | | 

- cure-it if allowed three days’ time. He was answered this could not be done, but he ~ 
. should announce to the Gefdngniss Vorstand that he wished to write aletter.. He was ~ 
taken back to his cell, and demanded of the jailer (Gefangenen-Aufseher) to obtain — 
for him from the Vorstand permission to write a letter. The jailer put him off from = 
day to day, and finally informed him that he could not write until he had passed a | 
month at the prison. — oe | ) . 

| His cousin meantime found out his place of confinement and visited him in prison 
: on January 3. The facts were reported immediately to Heitmiiller’s uncle, who on | | 

January 5, was permitted to pay the fine and obtain his release. In that payment 
an allowance at the rate of 5 marks per day during an imprisonment of 26 days was —- - 
made, equal to 130 marks, and a. balance of 240.54 marks was paid in money. — - | 

The undersigned has therefore the honor to request that the alleged facts may be | 
- investigated. If found to be correctly stated, he does not allow himself to doubt that | 

_ his Imperial Majesty’s Government will appreciate the gravity of the offense com- | 
mitted by the local officers referred to against a peaceful American citizen, who gave : 
them the proof of his citizenship, which exempted him from liability according to the | | . 

- treaty of 1868, and under the explicit orders of the minister of justice (July 5,1868), 
and of the minister of the interior (July 6, 1868). . os oe | 

The offense appears to be aggravated by the unusual denial of the privilege of . 
communicating by letter with either his relations or the officers of his own Govern- | 

- ment, and by the unnecessary prolongation of his confinement. Under these cireum- | 
stances, if verified, it is hoped that His Majesty’s Government will not find its sense -
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of justice satisfied by the refunding of the fine; but will also find a method of signi- 
_. fying to the offending officials its sense of the unusual hardships.inflicted upon the 

- complainant without cause. a Co 
. While requesting the eventual return of the inclosed certificate of naturalization, , 

the undersigned takes, &c. | | | a oo 
, | a oP JOHN A. KASSON. | 

. * —..-: fInclosure 2 in No. 223—Translation.)} - | 

, . Dr. Busch to Mr. Kasson. — a 

: : FOREIGN OFFIc&, Berlin, February 3, 1885. 
. The undersigned has the honor, replying to the esteemed note of the 29th ultimo, 

to inform Mr. John A. Kasson, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of 
the United States of America, that measures have been instituted to cause a close in- 
vestigation of the case of Ernst F. Heitmiiller, of Hiipede, to be made by the appro- 
priate authority. | Lo _— 

While the undersigned reserves to himself to make a further communication, he. 
avails, &c. | . 
a | | | BUSCH. 

a No. 294. : | 

| Mr. Kasson to Mr. Bayard. - 

No. 240. ] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
a So, Berlin, April.15, 1885. (Received May 7.) 

a S1z: So far as is known to this legation the following naturalization 
| question is now presented for the first time. — Sn . a 

| John L. Geist, aged sixteen years, born in the United States in 1869, 
of a father naturalized in 1872, who has since resumed German alle- | 
giance, and resident at Franktort-on-the-Main, Germany, with his father’s 
family since 1872, applies for a passport. | a, 

: | _ His father, George W. Geist, a German subject, emigrated to the 
United States in 1854, but was not naturalized until 1872. It appears 

| that he was granted a certificate of naturalization without a previous. 
, declaration of intention because of an honorable discharge from the | 

| Army at some time previous thereto. The same year, and very soon 
after obtaining that certificate, he returned to Germany to reside, and 
has resided here ever since. He has recently renounced his American 
citizenship’and become a German subject, as the consul at Frankfort 
informs me. He adds that this was done with the “condition that his 

| son, John L. Geist, being a native born citizen of the United States of 
' America and a minor, should elect whether he would return to and take | 

the nationality of his birth”; he further says that John L. Geist, the ap- _ 
: plicant, has been notified by the German authorities “ that he may not 

7 remain in Germany later than August 1 next.” The applicant says _ 
| that he intends to return to the United States about June, 1885. > 

_ The case appears as follows: (1) that John L. Geist was born in the — 
United States before his father was naturalized; (2) that under sec- 
tion 2172 of Revised Statutes he was to be “considered as a citizen — 
thereof”; (3) that under the ruling of the Department (see instruction 

| of January 15, 1885, No. 83) he remained a minor citizen of the United . 
States so long as his father remained a citizen; -(4) that under ruling» 

| of State Department (see instruction of January 15, 1885, No. 84) the - 
allegiant condition of the minor son, while residing within the jurisdic. 
tion and under the control of the father, follows that of the father, — 
(this is confirmed by Attorneys-Genera) Opinions, Vol. XV, p. 15); (5)
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that under the ruling of the German Government (see my No. 124 of | 
_. January 6, 1885, inclosure 2) this minor continues to be an American A 

. citizen, even after the renunciation (under treaty of 1868) by his father | 
| of American citizenship, and cannot therefore be required to perform oF 

military duty in Germany ; (6) that by American ruling (see Attorney- ; 
~General’s Opinion, wt sup.) this minor may by his voluntary act after 
attaining his majority, and by residence in the United States, reclaim 
his American citizenship. . SS _ | 

-  Quere: Can John L. Geist, while still a minor, and residing with his a 
_ parents in Germany, of which they have now become subjects, claim a. 

_ passport as an American citizen? Lo a, oo 
._. Held at this legation, that he cannot under the American rulings, be- 

cause his option to elect the citizenship of the United States cannot be 
— exercised till he attains his majority. = | — a a 

7 _ The case is referred to the Department for revision, and for instruc- .— 
tion to thislegation. = —~ a we | oe : 

Copy of my reply to the consul is herewith inclosed. ee - ; 
 -Thave, &e., wR — | | 

| anne BS | JOHN A. KASSON. | c 

PP. S.—Since the foregoing dispatch was written, Consul-General Voge- - 
ler has replied to my note of the 15th instant, and transmitted a copy 
of the father’s (Geist) certificate of German (Prussian) naturalization, = 
embracing his wife, and all his minor children by name, save the one a 
who applies for the passport. He also incloses a letter from this new . - © 
German subject, G. W. Geist, full of errors and contradictions. Copies | 

_ of these papers are also inclosed herewith. The most charitable view a 
to take of the father is that his mind is partially disordered, like the © oo 
teeth which it is his profession to extract. = ~~ 2g | 

. _. {Inelosure 1 in No. 240.] ge oe 

| | : oo Mr. Kasson to Mr. Hogue. a ae | 

_ | ne — LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | oo 
oe | _ Berlin, April 15, 1885. 

Sir: After a careful examination of the Washington rulings upon citizenship, this 
- legation bas come to the conclusion that the minor, John L. Geist, while living with . | 

. and subject to his father, whohas become again a German subject, has also himself ac- | 
quired a German allegiance, so far at least that his American citizenshipisinabeyance 

| until he shall in the exercise of his personal right (suspended during his minority) re- 
claim his native citizenship and allegiance, and a residence in the United States, after. —_ a 
he has attained his majority. That seems to be the Americanlaw. Hedoes not needa. — co 
passport to go to America. Should he be there after arriving at the age of twenty- | . 
one it would seem that he could then claim his right and receivein the United States aS 

- & passport. . ne oo . o. I 

oo The case has been referred’ to the State Department for final decision. : Oo 
| The passport fee of 21 marks is this day returned by postal order, and the passport : 

: and certificate of naturalization of the father are herewith inclosed. oe | | 
- Iam, &c., | oe : - , | | | 
a hae oe Be JOHN A. KASSON. | 

oe | — * Finelosure2in No.0) 0 a 

Bo a | a Mr. Vogeler to Mr. Kasson | eas 

a Oo oe CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, bo | 
oe , oo Frarkfort-on-the-Main, April 17, 1885. i 

‘  §rr: Pursuant to the letter of the legation, dated the 15th instant, instructing me 
to report by what process the father of John L. Geist, an applicant for a passport, re- __ 

| nounced his American citizenship, Ihave the honor to inclose two documents just
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a - handed to me by G. W. Geist, father of said applicant, viz: (1).a letter addressed to 
- this office, giving.Mr. Geist’s version of said renunciation, and proving, asitseemstome, _ 

not only the weakness of his case, but also the like condition of his mind; and (2) a | 
copy of his certificate of naturalization as a German subject. - . 

- I send the letter aforesaid in the original in order that the legation may realizethe — 
a fiery indignation they have evoked by declining to issue a passport to the minor son 

of a German subject, and the amount of patriotic feeling that has been, I fear, irre- 
_ trievably crushed. ©. a ee a oy 

- _ The Messrs. Geist had been first made fully acquainted with the contents of the let- 
: _ ters of the legation on the subject of John ‘L. Geist’s application. 

Iam, &e., . - — a 
| FERDINAND VOGELER. _. 

, (Inclosure 3 in No. 240—Translation.] - 

Certificate of Prussian naturalization of Dr. G. W. Geist. 

The undersigned Royal Government hereby certifies that the dentist, Georg Wil- _ 
helm Geist, born at Waldmichelbach, on September 27, 1836, and heretofore an Ameri- 
can citizen, has at his request, and in order to settle at Frankfort-on-the-Main, gov- 
ernmental district of Weisbaden, acquired Prussian allegiance for himself, for his 

; wife Deborah, née Pierce, born at Marblehead, on the 15th of December, 1840, and for : 
his following minor children, standing under paternal control: 

(1) George Pierce, born June 3, 1867. , 
oo (2) Friederich Wilhelm, born November 23, 1870. oe 

(3) Sara Anna Sophia Christina, born December 17, 1873. 
(4) Marry Pierce, born February 14, 1881. | 

ee (5) Alice Pierce, born February 14, 1881. an 
This naturalization document, however, confers all the rights and duties of a Prus- 

'  gian subject only upon the persons éxpressly named therein, and from the date of the . 
delivery of the same. | . OF | 
Wiesbaden, April 4, 1885. . 

SS _moyal Prussian Government. By direction. oo 
: | Naturalization document. J. A.2017. = - | | | : 

2 | 
. [Inclosure 4in No. 240.] oo a 

| | / Mr. Geist to Mr. Vogeler. | | 

FRANKFORT-ON-THE-MAIN, April 17, 1885. 

Sir: I write you this letter to enable you to answer the letter dated American le- 
gation, Berlin, April 15, 1885, referring to the application of Mr. J. L. Geist, about 
which the legation begs you to inform it by what process the father of the applicant 

| renounced American citizenship and resumed German allegiance. | 
I am astonished that the memory of the personnel of the legation is so short. I did - . 

a neither renounce the American citizenship nor resume the German allegiance; the , 
; former was not required of me and the latter could not be, as I never before owed alle- © 

giance to Germany. As I said, the memory of the legation is short. | 
On or about the 15th of March, 1884, I was called to the police office here, and in- 

formed to either apply for admission to Prussian citizenship (yet not quite that; as I 
- cannot properly interpret the meaning I will give you the German, which you prob- 

_ ably understand better than the United States ministers at Berlin did) or expect to 
7 . be ordered to leave the country. Not being able to leave the country at short-notice, 

. LT applied personally to the United States legation at Berlin. : 
On the 24th of March, 1884, at an interview with Mr. Sargent, then minister of the 

- United States at Berlin, I was told, ‘‘ Try help yourself; if you can’t, I will do all I can 
to hel» you.” I informed Mr. Sargent then that if I must leave the country I would 
need a year to close up my affairs; he thought it would not be necessary to leave. 

. Mr. Sargent’s successor answered me on my first application to him in the matter: . 
 €T¢ is for her [meaning Germany] to say whether you are an American citizen or not,”’ 

or words to that effect. In consequence of this I made the required application, as 
the United States did, or their minister did, renounce me (not I the United Ptates 
citizenship). I had no choice but to acquire at least the right to live here until such
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time asI may be enabled to return to the United States. That the authorities here _ oO 
considered me an American citizen is clear, or they need only claim me without any 

- application from me. . As.it was seen that it cost me great pains to give up my Ameri- 
" can citizenship, I was told that my reception as a member of the Prussian state was 

not necessarily giving up the United States citizenship. | 
- As.to my son J. Louis, he has not been received a member of the Prussian state and 
his excellency need not fear any disagreeable correspondence on that account. 

That the case of a minor receiving a passport is not the first, Mr. Kasson may find’ 
in the records of the legation under “ Hugo Rettig.” I think that as my son J. L. was 
born in the United States he is entitled to a passport. I may be wrong. 

- _[inclose copy of my naturalization paper to ease Mr. Kasson’s mind as to German | 
-  elaim on J. L. I would also inclose my correspondence with the United States lega- 

tion, but all papers have been sent to the United States for publication. | — 
| Tam, &c., : OS 7 : | a 

a a . | co -s-Dr. G. W. GEIST. , 

Oo a — - No. 295. : a - 

.  . Mr. Kasson to Mr. Bayard. oe oe : 

No. 245.) = | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| : .. Berlin, April 23, 1885. (Received May1l.)- 

. Sir: I have followed with peculiar interest the European discussion — . 
relating to the French declaration making rice contraband of war. — oo 

| The greater number of the European powers, so farasI have observed, — | 
have failed to avow their position on this question. England, however, © oo 

+ found her navigation and commercial interests so much involved that - . 
. her Government appears to have protested against the doctrine. At | 

the risk of duplicating the information already on the files of the De- 
partment, I inclose herewith a printed summary of the Anglo-French — fees 
views of the question, deeming it worthy of preservation in the filesof 

- important international questions. = ss. an _ 
' But more especially I beg your attention to the importance of the a 
principle involved in this declaration, as it concerns our American in- ; 
terests. We are neutrals in European wars. Food constitutes anim- | 
mense portion of our exports. Every European war produces an in- 
 ereased demand for these suppliesfrom neutral countries. The French _ 
doctrine declares them contraband, not only when destined directly for — a 

- military consumption, but when going in the ordinary course of trade 
as food for the civil population of the belligerent government. If food | 

~ @an be thus excluded and captured, still more can clothing, the instru- 
ments of industry, and all less vital supplies be cut offon the ground that = > 

_ they tend.to support the efforts of the belligerent nation. Indeed, the —_ | 
| real principle involved goes to this extent, that everything the wantof =~ 

_which will increase the distress of the civil population of the belligerent — 
country may be declared contraband of war. The entire trade of neu- 
 trals with belligerents may thus be destroyed, irrespective of an effec- 

- * tive blockade of ports. War itself would become more fatal to neutral _ 
-gtates than to belligerent interests. : | : oo | 

The rule of feudal times, the starvation of beleaguered and fortified 
—. towns, might be extended to an entire population of an open country. 

| It is a return to barbaric habits of war. It might equally be claimed _ - 
that all the peaceful men of arms-bearing age could be deported, be- - 
cause otherwise they might be added to the military forces of the coun- 
try. Ce an — Se /
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_ -----« The United States and other countries have hitherto refused to ree. 
ognize coal as contraband of war, indispensable as it is to the equip-. 
ment of war steam cruisers, because its chief use is for peaceful objects. 
But this French doctrine goes far beyond that. a - 

_ Although the Franco. Chinese war is ended, there is always danger 
that this precedent will be again adopted in the heat of another war 
unless resisted by energetic protests in the interests of neutral trade _ 
and of humanity itself. _ Its adoption indeed would practically nullify 

_ the advantages of neutrals intended to be secured by the Paris declara- 
~ tions of 1856. os | a rn | 

| I have, &c., | oo eS 
| — JOHN-A. KASSON. 

oe | [Inclosure in No. 245.] - | | 

Anglo-French debate on rice as contraband of war. | | 

It would be well for this country if, out of all recent negotiations with respect to - 
foreign affairs, we had come with as much credit as we have done in the case of the 

_ correspondence with the French Government, respecting the recent hostilities in : 
: China. Our Governnient have been in the right from first to last; they may claim 
a to have been throughout neither too punctilious nor too yielding. The decision of the 

. _ French Government to treat rice as contraband of war may have become of much less _ 
_ Importance since the conclusion of peace between France and China. But the French | 

oo Government have not withdrawn their declaration to that effect. | | 
In the latest communication from M. Waddington on the subject he declares that 

. the importance of rice as an article of food for the Chinese population and army pre- 
vents his Government allowing its free entrance into the north of China. The an- 
nouncement of this policy was made only on the 20th of February last, and there has’. 
not been sufficient time to develop fully the inconvenience which this prohibition is 
calculated to produce. The action of the French Government would establish a pre- . 

: . cedent which might be of untold consequence in future wars. Our Government, to | 
: do them justice, took up a distinct. position as soon as the intention of the French. 

Government was known, and they have consistently stuck to a sound principle. — OO 
Lord Granville contended that there is a presumption that articles of food are des- 

| tined for general use, and that it is incumbent on a belligerent to displace this, and 
to show at least prima facie that they are intended for military purposes. M. Wad- 

_ .  dington draws his arguments in favor of a different view exclusively from English : 
— authorities. He cites, among other authorities, the opinions of Mr. Gladstone and the 

attorney-general, Sir Robert Collier, expressed in 1870, to the effect that it rests with 
the prize court of the country which makes a seizure to determine what articles are 
contraband of war; and he adds, that if any difficulty arise the prize court sitting in 
Paris will take into consideration all the circumstances. Lord Granville’s answer is 
natural and conclusive: . SO . 

. ‘‘ Her Majesty’s Government do not contest the general correctness of the view taken - 
by the Government of the Republic, to thé effect that it is for the prize court to decide, | 
in the first instance, on the legality of the seizure; but any such decision, to be bind- — 
ing on neutral Governments, must be in accordance with the rules and principles of 

_ international law ; but Her Majesty’s Government feel themselves bound to reserve 
their rights by protesting at once against the doctrine that it is for the belligerent to 
decide what is and what is not contraband of war, regardless of the well-established __ 
rights of neutrals.” | : : | 
We shall be curious to know what rejoinder can be made to this just observation. . 

In international law, so called, authority can be got for almost any proposition, how- . 
ever violent or startling. All nations, England not excluded, have too much molded 
their practices and doctrines in accordance with their interests. They have thought 
much less about being consistent than about what would be advantageous to them- 
selves. | te, 4 

Probably M. Waddington’s legal advisers or assistants could pick out of the mass of . 
loose matter, vaguely designated as international law, passages which seemed to bear | 
out his alarming contention. But the balance of authority, from the dawn of interna- 
tional law to our own time, is wholly against the indefinite and almost unlimited sig- 
nificance given to contraband by M. Ferry’s Governinent. No doubt it is quite im-— 
possible to enumerate exhaustively all the articles whieh fall within this: category. 

_ They vary according to the nature of the operations of belligerents. Commodities 

| « A , * . , : . |
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_. which are chiefly serviceable in peace may become useful and even essential in war, 
and as such may be fairly designated as contraband. 

France has always hitherto insisted, and there is much to be urged in favor of the . | 
; view, that the commerce of neutrals should be restricted as little as possible, and that | 

the tendency of belligerents to swell the list of contraband articles should be resisted. ee 
The last controversy on the subject was in 1870. Prince Bismarck then sought to — . 
convince our Government that coal exported from England to France fell within this =| 

_ , category, inasmuch as it might be designed for the use of French cruisers. The French 
Government wholly repudiated this contention. Our Government then took up a 
middle position, contending that coal was contraband or not, according to its desti- 
nation. | . | 

_ To-day the parts are reversed, and M. Waddington, contends for a degree of strin- 
gency of which in actual warfare there has been no example. The difficulty which 

_ both Governments have experienced in conducting the correspondence about rice has oe 
_ arisen from their own expressions, a little toounguarded and unqualified onformerocca- | 

sions. In 1870 the French Government used arguments which, if well-founded, now. 7 
. putM. Waddington out of court; and with reference to the same dispute the attorney- | 

7 general employed in. the House of Commons language which furnishes M. Wadding- 
ton with almost his only plausible reasons. Had the latter made more extensive re- _ 

, searches than he seems to have done he might, perhaps, have found in English state 
. ‘papers expressions as much in favor of his view as those which he quotes. | a 

__ Apart from so-called authorities, the question scarcely admits of serious argument. oo 
It would be an intolerable hardship to neutrals that commerce of an essentially paci- | 

- fic character should be restricted, and that a large civil population should be deprived 
_ of food because a portion of the supply might go to feed soldiers or sailors. Are non-— oe 

: combatants to bestarved because perchance combatants may beinjured also? We all 
recognize the right of the prize courts of belligerents to decide, within well-known — - 

_ limits, what seizures are legitimate. Probably no one, however, until M.Waddington = 
formulated theclaim, thought of maintaining that neutrals were bound to acquiesce 
in such a decision, though given in violation of the recognized principles of interna- , 

. tional law. | a . 7 a | 
| In regard to a second point of difference disclosed in this correspondence, ourGov- 

ernment appear to be right. To owners of ships and insurance companies it was | . 
obviously of great consequence to know whether vessels which sailed with contra- 
band of war prior to the date at which the French Government announced their in- | . 

_ tention of exercising the right of search were liable to capture. M. Ferry admitted. | 
_. no relaxation in favor of such vessels; liability to seizure-accrued, he contended, at — 

the time when belligerents officially announced their intention to exercise the right. 
Lord Granville’s remonstrance seems very fair. The French Government, forreasons _ | 

_ of their own, advisedly abstained from making a declaration of war, and in conse- | 
quence our Government did not issue, as a warning to English subjects, the usual pro- 

: clamation of neutrality. . an : | So 
It seems harsh and unfair that ship-owners or shippers of cargo who, inrelianceon ~— 

| this state of things, dispatched cargoes should be affected by a notice which they had _ 
7 no reason to expect when the vessels were laden and put to sea. A third point of 

some interest is raised in the correspondence, and as to it, also, Lord Granville appears 
. to be in the right. . oo ee, mn | 

oo The French Government claimed, at a time when there was no declaration of war, 
| to establish what is called, in singularly infelicitous language, a ‘pacific blockade” _ - 
_ of the island of Formosa, and to capture English vessels which attempted to force the an 

-. + jines.. Lord Granville disputed, and, as we think, rightly, this somewhat novel con- ‘ — 
> tention. While ready to admit that a state of war existed in Chinese waters, and that a 

_- belligerents and neutrals alike ought to accept the consequences, he objected toEng- —” 
lish vessels being liable to seizure in a time of peace. A study of thecorrespondence : 
will excite very mixed feelings. | | - an Be 

. It is satisfactory to observe that the English Government have throu ghout the nego- 7 
.  tiations upheld sound principles ; but to us, who may at any time be in the position — 
_. Of France, it is not satisfactory to find that in regard to elementary questions of in- 

ternational law deep-seated differences of opinion should exist. It is only too plain - ~ 
that it is useless to try to reconcile what writers and statesmen have sald; they have, . 
in fact, said generally what interest dictated. CS So 7 

_ Of the various forms of charlatanism, one of the most shallow is that whichassunies 
that somewhere there exists a perfect system of international law. It is still inchoate, - 

| and to a remarkably large extent in a fluid and uncertain state. But, having regard. 
to pronounced tendencies, we must, whether for our advantage or disadvantage, look . 
forward to the prospect of neutrals claiming and enjoying larger rights than bellig- 
erents have been in the past disposed to accord them. | Oo Se
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a ) / No. 206. a 

a | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Kasson. _ 

— No..187.) a | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | OC oo Washington, April 23, 1885. | 

Sir: Acknowledging the receipt of your dispatch No. 223, of the4th 
Instant, in relation to the arrest and imprisonment of Mr. Ernest F. 

’ Heitmiiller, a naturalized American citizen, by the German authorities 
| for the non-performance of military service, I have to inform you that | 

your course in asking for an investigation of the facts in relation to the 
young man’s imprisonment is approved. => a oe 

Further instructions are deferred until the promised reply from the | 
| foreign office has been received. So | 7 

Oo Iam, &., Coe . | 
| | SO | T. F. BAYARD. 

| | No. 297. — 

co | + Mr. Bayard to Mr. Pendleton, | | 

No. 3.] = _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a 
. | | | Washington, May 12, 1885. . 

Sir: With reference to Mr. Kasson’s dispatch No. 240, of the 16th — 
ultimo, in relation to the citizenship of Mr. John L. Geist, Ihave to — 

-inform you that upon consideration of the facts as presented by Mr. 
Kasson, this Department holds that Mr. Geist is entitled to a passport 

7 ' as an American citizen for the following reasons: | | SO 
’ (1) At the time of his birth, his political as well as his civil status 

was in the United States. | | . 
(2) Under ordinary circimstances his status in both relations would 

_ have followed that of his father when his father returned to Germany 
| from the United States and resumed his German nationality. But the 

father’s resumption of German nationality by its own terms excluded 
- from its purview the case of his son, Mr. John L. Geist.. The doctrine 

' of the changing of an infant’s nationality with the nationality and 
_ domicil of the father rests on the assumption that such is the father’s 

| will and that the change is in submission to his paternal power. When, 
aS in the present case, the father’s will is that the child should retain 

"his prior nationality and domicil, then the father’s change of nationality , 
and domicil does not affect the child. In the present case the position. 

. is not one.of arbitrary technicality. It is obvious that the father in- _ 
| tended that the son, John L. Geist, should return to the United States 

| after a temporary sojourn in Germany, and it is obvious, also, that the -- 
boy joined in this intention. : ae _ ne - 

| - (3) The German Government not only accepted the father’s change _ 
_ of nationality, charged as it was with the reservation of theson’s nation- -- 

| ality continuing in the United States, but by requiring the son to re- 
_. turn to this country at a specific period, the continuance of the son’s 

American nationality was formally conceded. Be , 
You will be guided by the principles laid down above should- any _ 

further action by your legation be called for in reference to the case of 
John L. Geist. | CO | 

, Iam, &c., | : 
_— oo oo | oe oe T. F. BAYARD.
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| No, 298. | — 

- - - _ Mr. Kasson to Mr. Bayard. | ae 

No. 261.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 
7 , | Berlin, May 16, 1885. (Received June 1.) oe 

Srr: In order to preserve the history of the application of the Ger- . 
_ man rules of December 31, 1884 (see my No. 189), to American natural- 

ized citizens returning to Germany to reside, I transmit herewith the | 
| correspondence in the case of Constant A. Golly. | ee 
ed IT have, &c., , ops | cs - 

/ ae JOHN A. KASSON. 

. : | a ‘[Inclosure 1 in Ne. 261.) co : 

ee Mr. Kasson to Count Haizfeldt. : | | | | 

| oe | a a LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, + | / 
: , | Berlin, April 6, 1885. 

| The undersigned, envoy, &c., of the United States of America, begs the early atten- - 
tion of his excellency, Count Hatzfeldt, imperial secretary of state for foreign affairs, oo 

' &e., to the case of Constant A. Golly, as hereinafter stated by him. | oo 
a The complainant, having been duly naturalized in the:United States prior to 1880, 

and having a passport issued by the Department of State at Washington, on the 1st" . 7 
| of April of that year made a temporary visit to his aged father at Felleringen, near 

_ 'Wesserling, in Alsace. He again returned for a visit in January, 1884, finding his : 
_ mother in poor health. His father was dead, and his own assistance required by his | 

mother, he being an only child. He has continued since that date to aid the little = =~ 
__ business on which the family was dependent for support. He has all the while con- | 

| tinued in his intention to return to tle United States, and was only detained here by 
| the business referred to,and by the earnest desire of his sickly mother, whom he =~ : 

| thought it unfilial to leave under such circumstances. He was advised that no ob-. 
_ jection could properly be made to his stay, at least for two years. But now he has | 

_ ‘received a notice, under date of March 31, from the local authorities in Kreis Thaun, . . : 
_’,. ordering him to leave the country in seven days on pain of expulsion. There is no 

_ statement of any disorderly conduct. | _ oe 
_. Under these circumstances the undersigned hopes that his excellency will be 

pleased to cause orders to be sent to suspend the execution of this order until due 
inquiry can be made into the facts. It is hardiy necessary to call the attention of | 
his excellency to the great hardships of such an order applied to a citizen who has. 
embarked in business in aid of an aged parent, on faith of his rights under the treaty 7 
while he continues to comply with the laws of the country of his residence. _ : 
In requesting such prompt action and ultimate order as justice and right shall — 

-..  xequire, the undersigned takes, &c. pe | So | 
oO | | , | . oo JOHN A. KASSON. 

. | | . : {Inclosure 2 in. No. 261.—Translation.] | . . . oo 

Se Count Hatefeldt to Mr. Coleman. | | : | 

a re _ Foreign Orrices, Berlin, May 12, 1885. | 
. Referring to the note of the envoy of the 6th ultimo (foreign office No. 49), concerning Lo: 

_ the complaint of Constant Golly, of Felleringen, in Alsace-Lorraine, the undersigned _ 
. has the honor to impart to Mr. Chapman Coleman, chargé d’affaires of the United. 

| States of Amerjca, the following information received from the imperial stadtholder . 
at Strasburg. | : - ee | cS | 

, Constant Golly, born December 19, 1858, emigrated, holding a discharge from alle- 
7 giance, dated January 5, 1875, and before the completion of his seventeenth year, from | 

| Alsace-Lorraine to the United States of America. On the Ist of January, 1884, here- 
_ turned to Felleringen to his widowed mother, of whom he is the only child, and has | 

_ .. remained there uninterruptedly since then. Widow Golly is sickly and aged; she uo 
_ possesses a not inconsiderable fortune and carries on a grocery business at Felleringen, | 

| yee management of which she has for some time past intrusted almost exclusively to 
. er son. ee . | oe :
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Under these circumstances, and in view of the fact that Golly himself did not deny 
/ to the German authorities that he returned to Alsace-Lorraine to reside there per- _ 

. _. . manently, the rules obtaining in Alsace-Lorraine with respect to persons who have 
| _ emigrated from there in order to evade military duty were applied to his case, and he | 

: was expelled from the territory of Alsace-Lorraine by an order‘of the district presi- 
: dent at Colmar, dated March 19, 1885. . The execution of the measure was postponed 

' by the district president until the 7th instant, because Golly, after receiving the order 
» of expulsion, made the declaration that he would probably make application to have 

Alsace-Lorraine allegiance bestowed upon him again. In case he should not apply 
for renaturalization, the expulsion cannot. be dispensed with, since it must beas- — - 

| sumed, in accordance with the state of the case, that Golly only emigrated in order 
. to avoid the fulfillment of the military duty. . ’ . 

The undersigned avails, &c. a 
| i : v. HATZFELDT. 

a | : No. 299. 

— Mr, Kasson to Mr. Bayard. | : 

- No. 265. ] . : LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
oa | Berlin, May 19, 1885. (Received June 8.) _ 

_Srr: I beg to invite your special attention to the note from the Ger- . 
- | man foreign office, of which a copy with translation is herewith inclosed. 

* The note is evidently written in a tone of conviction, and aims to fairly _ 
meet the considerations presented in the Department’s instruction, No. _ 
95. : - 

_ -. . In my No. 189, I called the Secretary’s attention to one of the assump- 
tions of that instruction which I thought not to be applicable as an ob- | 

| jection to the German argument. Still, in executing that instruction 
_ by my communication to the foreign office, 1 felt bound to omit no point 

: ~ in the Department’s views as communicated to me. So | 
, This point in our argument is first handled by Count Hatzfeldt, who | 

takes precisely the position which I indicated as the proper one in that: 
dispatch to Mr. Frelinghuysen. re . 

| If the loss of American. citizenship is first assumed, we can have no 
: further right of intervention, nor duty to perform, in respect to German 

action against one who would have thus become an alien to both Gov- 
- ernments. But the fundamental question is, has the naturalized citi- 
7 zen: lost his American right under the treaty of 1868 by virtue of the 

: length of his residence in Germany, as claimed by the German Govern- 
ment? : a | 7 

. ' The note of Count Hatzfeldt appears at first to yield something to my 
argument (foreign office No. 37) against the arbitrary right of ourGov- 

| ernment to expel at its will a citizen or subject of the other country. It 
passes soon, however, to a practical affirmation of the inherent right of 
each Government, for reasons satisfactory to itself, toexpela foreigner, 

| notwithstanding the general provisions of our treaties of amity and 
commerce, which I referred to. Pe oo 

Upon this head it still appears to me that our argument is the stronger, 
- that this right is dependent upon a sufficient cause, and. that this suf- — 

_. ficiency is a fair subject for diplomatic reclamation. This would not 
exist if the German contention is justifiable, which claims for itself an 
absolute and irresponsible exercise of the right. | | 

oe The further view presented by the note, touching the abuses which — 
- exist, and may continue to increase, of a really Gernian population per- 

, manently established in their midst, which claims a foreign allegiance, 
| _ and which yet renders no duties to either this or the allegiant country—
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this view deserves a candid consideration when an effort shallbe made 
for a final settlement of our pending controversy. - : 

_ In view of the recent change of administration at Washington, [have 
not felt at liberty to continue the correspondence under my former in- 

| ‘Structions. I have therefore, reserved the questions for the further ap- | 
_ preciation of my Government, as indicated in my note (foreign office ~ 

No. 66), a copy of which is herewith inclosed.._ , ® 
-. Lhave, &e., . So | ee 7 

ee - JOHN A. KASSON. - 

| | - [Inclosure 1 in No. 265.—Translation.]) | ee | 

| . ; Count Hatzfeldt to Mr. Coleman. | 

an | a -._ Foruren Orrice, Berlin, May 16, 1885. 
a From the note of Mr. Kasson, dated February 25 last, the undersigned understands | | 

that the Government of the United States has raised a series of objections against the 
_ . Justice of those decisions which have been arrived at by the Government of His Maj-  . 

esty the Emperor with respect to former subjects of the Empire who have returned 
to Germany, after naturalization and. a sojourn of five years in America, as well as - 
respecting the sons born in the United States of such subjects. po AE | 

- -* After having censidered the contents of the note referred to with an attention cor- | 
a responding with the importance of the subject, the undersigned, to his regret,does _ 

not find himself in a position in which he is able to hold out a prospect of achange: © 
. in thedecisions in question. Tle expositions contained in the note of the 25thofFeb- | 

_  ruary are directed primarily against the remark contained in the note of the foreign 
. office of December 31 last, which reads: 7 . So a 

** As regards the fathers of such sons, no doubt can exist that they are to be regarded - 
. as having renouneed their naturalization by a longer sojourn than one of two years, == 

pursuant to the treaties regulating nationality of 1868 concluded with the United | Le 
. States.” a —_ pe . . . 

In order to show the untenable nature of the position indicated by these words the _ ° 
envoy argues that article 4 of the treaties conld, obviously, in case of the loss of the = 

_ nationality acquired by naturalization, not have the etfect of restoring at the same | 
time the former nationality of the person in question. Such a really untenable as- : 

_ gumption was, however, not expressed in the words which have been cited of the note a 
of the foreign office. oo 7 , - . 

oo The Government of His Majesty the Emperor is of the opinion rather that the per- 
| sons to whom the conditions of article 4 of the treaties apply are to be reckoned 

‘neither as American. citizens nor as subjects of the Empire, but as individuals with-_ 
out nationality. a oo re , 

. Former subjects of the Empire who are in this case are, however, not dispensed from | 
military duty in Germany., On the contrarv, they are subject to this duty under the 

- more particular provisions contained in section 11 of the imperial military law of May ° 
_ , 2, 1874. (Imperial Laws, page 45.) Further, the envoy attaches weight to the op- | —- 
_. tional language of the third clause of article 4 of the treaties, where it is said that __ | 

the renunciation of the naturalization may-be held to exist when the person resides | 
more than two years in the country. | So oo | 

| As far as the undersigned can perceive, the meaning of that expression is the follow- — 
ing: In general the permanent trausfer of sojourn, to the land of the former nationality —_. 

| without the intention of returning to the country of adoption is intended to entail | 
: the consequence that the person is to be regarded as renouncing the naturalization a 

_ acquired in the other country. In view, however, of the difficulty of provinginevery __ 
_ . particular case that the settlement (niederlassung) has taken place without the in- = 

_ tention to return, and because an inward (mental) operation of this sort can only be. 
deduced from outward circumstances which may be susceptible to varied interpreta- 

_ tion, it has been agreed that the fact of a sojourn prolonged beyond the period of two. 
| - years shall be sufficient to give to each of the treaty-concluding parties the formal —s_ 
coe TEht to treat the person as having renounced the nationality acquired by naturaliza- 

ion. . | a . oe 
For the rest, the foreign office, in the words ‘cited from its note of December 31 . 

oe last, did not mean to intimate that on the German side this right would be exercised . 
— in all cases without distinction. The Government of the United States may rather 
rest assured that the German authorities, in the application of that treaty right, will, 
as heretofore (already), allow all reasonable consideration to prevail. | oe
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As regards the sons born in America of such former German subjects who sojoiirit 
with their fathers, the envoy represents that the contemplated adoption of measures 
of expulsion against such persons would not be in harmony with the provision of Ar- _ 

a ticle I of the treaty of the year 1828, concluded between Prussia and the United States. 
Provisions such as the one referred to are to be found in the majority of the trea-. __ 

_ ties of amity and commerce now in force. But in the intercourse of the Empire with 
other states the view has been heretofore always and quite universally adhered to 

- that by treaty provisions of this character the internationally recognized right of 
° every state to remove foreigners from its territory when their further sojourn in the _ 

country appears to be undesirable, upon grounds of the welfare of the state, isnot — 
abolished. | . . . . ~ 

This applies in a peculiar measure to the sons born in America of former German . 
| stibjects when they live with their fathers permanently in Germany, participate like 

Germans in all arrangements for the protection and welfare of the subjects of the Em- 
pire, and only make use of their American citizenship to avoid the fulfillment of one 

- of the most important duties of German subjects. 
Continued toleration. of such endeavors would necessarily lead to the formation | 

within the Empire of a numerous group of population who illustrate by their exam- . 
' ple how-it is possible, under the covering mantle of a foreign nationality, hela by 

name only, to evade in a whole succession of generations the military duty imposed 
| upon all. . _ 

7 In this connection the undersigned permits himself to point to the fact that His 
- Majesty’s Government has, only after repeated consideration, and after overcoming 

many scruples which suggested themselves, decided to still recognize the American _ 

| nationality ofthe sons in question ‘of former subjects of the Empire, even, also, when 
their fathers have lost the citizenship acquired in the United States. For the recog- 
nition of such a relation is in conflict with the legal view underlying the legislation . 
of the Empire, pursuant to which minor children, standing under paternal control, 
share the nationality of the father. In order, however, to pave the way for an 

| amicable solution of the existing difficulties, the Government of His Majesty has sup- - 
pressed the scruples, and has not hesitated to give expression to that recognition, | 

. It will, therefore, be found the less surprising if this Government, on the other 
hand, cannot renounce the right nor withdraw from the duty of making provision 
against the injury to an important and just interest of the Empire that may possibly . 

| ‘ result from such accommodating action, by adopting measures of expulsion against: 
. the sons in question of former subjects of the Empire, under the conditions stated in 

. the note of the foreign office of December 31 last. 
While the undersigned submits the foregoing to the chargé d’affaires, in order that —- 

it may, if desired, be brought to the knowledge of the Government of the United 
States, he at the same time avails, &c. oe | 

- Oe | v. HATZFELDT. 

| [Inclosure 2 in No. 265.] | 

. Mr. Kasson to Count Hatzfeldt. —— | 

oo , LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
. | _ Berlin, May 18, 1885. ° 

- The undersigned, envoy, &c., of the United States of America, has the honor to ac- 
knowledge the reception of the note “of his excellency Count Hatzfeldt, imperial 

| secretary of state for foreign affairs, &c., under date of the 16th instant, relating 

: to the rights of the citizens and subjects of the respective nationalities who may be 
residing in the other country under the protection of existing treaties. . — 

While recognizing the serious and intelligent consideration which his excellency 
thas been pleased to give to the reclamations presented on the part of the Government | 

of the United States, as well as the conciliatory tenor of his excellency’s note, the 
undersigned deems it his duty, in view of the importance of the ques’ ions involved, to 

reserve the contents of the note referred to for further appreciation of his Government. 
With the reserve of such further communication from this legation as may be fe- 

quired, the undersigned seizes with pleasure this final occasion before his departure 
to renew to his excellency Count Von Hatzfeldt the very sincere assurance of his 

most distinguished consideration. — ° - 
| | ee a _ JOHN A. KASSON.
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Mr. Pendleton to Mr. Bayard. . - : | 

No.13.)  Lm@arvion oF THE UniTED StTaTEs, _ | 7 
oe | Berlin, June 22, 1885. (Received July 6.) 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith the correspondence be- eo 
tween this legation and the foreign office, relating to the expulsion from ) 
Prussia of Meyer Gad, a naturalized citizen of the United States. | 

_ The reasons for Count Hatzfeldt’s refusal to grant the request for a | 
longer sojourn by Gad in this country, made by my predecessor, Mr. — 

-. Kasson, are set forth at some length in the note of the 16th instant, from | | 
the foreign office. BO pe 

Stress is laid on the fact that Gad had already been expelled from 
Prussia while a Russian subject, and before his naturalization in the | 
United States, and it is argued that the treaty of February 22, 1868, be- a 

_ tween the United States and the North German Confederation, doesnot = — 
apply to his case as he has never been a German subject. Aas | 

It is intimated that circumstances indicate that Gad has no inten- oe 
- tion of returning to the United States, that he hascommitted dishonest | 

acts in Prussia, and it is stated, in conclusion, that his past history : 
_ would not seem to justify exceptional consideration for his wishes. a 

Gad’s expulsion is probably owing in a great measure to the fact that | 
~ he was formerly a Russian subject. The policy of expelling Russians _ | 
coming into Prussia to seéttle is being rigorously prosecuted ‘by this _ oo 
Government for the reason, no doubt, that such immigration,tends to | 
arrest the Germanization of that portion of Prussia which borders on | 
Russian-Poland and is largely inhabited by persons of Polish origin. = | 

_ Gad has been informed of the adverse decision in his case. | 
have, &c., a - De | 

- GEO. H, PENDLETON. 

- | | . [Inclosure in 1 No. 18.] | a / | 7 

| me s 7 Mr. Kasson to Count Haizfeldi. a oo 7 a 

| a | LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, sO - 
| po a | oe Berlin, April 20,1885. | 

The undersigned, envoy, &c., of the United States of America, has the honor to re- . | 
quest the friendly and early attention of his excellency Count Hatzfeldt, imperial 
secretary of state for foreign affairs, &c., to the following statement and request of | 
Meyer Gad, a citizen of the United States, now temporarily sojourning at Kempen in oe 
Posen. Be | OS a, | 

Jt is alleged that the said Meyer Gad, then being a Russian subject, emigrated to 
_ the United States 1879, from which time he has resided there until his recent-return __ | 

to Prussia on a visit and to dispose of business. He was naturalized.in America in. 
_ due form of law, as appears by the certificate dated the 30th day of September, 1874. oo. 

It is also stated that he was ordered to leave Kempen prior.to his emigration, solely 
on the ground of his being a Russian subject, no offense being charged against him. | 
His object now is to sell some property belonging to him, at or near Kempen, and 
then return with his family to the United States for permaneut residence. 

It is now reported to this legation that the landrath of the district hasordered him 
to leave without special cause therefor, before the 4th day of May, prior to which | 
-time he will not be able to complete the disposition of his property. His intention | | 
always is to return to the United States in August next. - 7 fe . 

| Under these circumstances the undersigned feels assured His Majesty’s Government —_- 
—. will find it just to give him the benefits of the treaty, and to direct the local authori-_ . Se 

ties to allow the said naturalized citizen to complete his lawful business in Prussia so - 
long as he is obedient to the laws. He therefore has the honor to request his excel- ‘ | 

_ lency to cause the order of the landrath to be suspended pending an investigation of . |
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| the facts, and if these are found to be correctly. stated, that order may be issued in 
| compliance with the applicant's request. : . _ 

Submitting herewith the certificate of American naturalization of said Meyer Gad _ 
. with the request for the eventual return of the same, the undersigned profits, &e. 

| a | ~ Oo | / JOHN A. KASSON 

. [Inclosure 2 in No. 13.—Translation.) . - | a . 

| | - Count Hatzfeldt to Mr. Coleman. os 

| . | oo _ FOREIGN OFFICE, Berlin, June 16, 1885. 

Replying to the esteemed note of the 20th of April last, the undersigned has the 
honor to inform Mr. Chapman Coleman, chargé d’affaires ad interim of the United — 

| States of America, that, to his regret, the request, advocated by the envoy, Mr. Kas-_. 
son, of Meyer God (rightly spelled Gad) for permission to sojourn longer in Prussia, 

- could not, under existing circumstances be complied with. a a 
_ The former Russian subject, Meyer Gad, had already been expelled from Prussia in 
the year 1878, after having been discharged from the service of the merchant Block, at 
Kempen, at that time his master, for several dishonest acts. He thereupon went to 
Austria and then to America, where he has acquired American citizenship. Ashe | 
has never been a German, the North German American treaty of February 22, 1868, 

- eannot apply to his case. - ‘ : : 
After an application made in 1882 by the wife of Gad, residing at Kempen, for per-. - 

_ mission for her husband to sojourn there, had been refused, the latter himself appeared 
. at Kempen at the beginning of February last with the purpose of settling there. He | 

: was directed that he must leave the territory of Prussia within six weeks. 
_ With this direction he did not comply, and later on, in a communication addressed 

to the “‘landrath ” at Kempen, he declared that it was his purpose to commence at 
this place a business with a capital of 19,000 marks, which he claimed to possess. From 
this it would seem to appear that Gad, contrary to the assumption contained in the 
note of the envoy, did not, in reality, even have the intention of returning to America. 
Although in general, sojourn in the German Empire, in so fur as particular reasons 

to the contrary do not exist, is permitted to citizens of the United States, as also to 
| . other foreigners, the royal Prussian minister of the interior is nevertheless of the — 

opinion that the measure of expulsion adopted against Gad before his naturalization 
~ as an American citizen must be maintained, and the more for the reason that his per- | 

. sonality and his past history would not seem to justify exceptional consideration for 
oe his wishes. | : | 

The undersigned, &c. 7 | | 
a | | _ | — v. HATZFELDT. — 

ne No.380l, 0 SS 

| a Mr. Bayard to Mr. Pendleton. oe | 

— No. 19.] a + DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - 
oo . Washington, July 7, 1885. 

Sir: I herewith inclose a copy of the affidavit of Mr. Charles L. 
George, anaturalized citizen.of the United States, together with hiscitizen 
paper and that of his father, Mr. Peter George, in support of his com- 
plaint against the German Government for false imprisonment, the facts 
of which appear to be as follows: | . : 

| Peter George, the father, a native of Germany, came to this country in 
1840, was naturalized as shown by his citizen paper on the 16th October, 

| 1848, returned to Germany in 1851, and married there. The son Charles 
, - was born at Lamperts-loch, Alsace-Lorraine, on the 9th January, 1859, _ 

| that is after his father had been residing thereeight years. Both father 
- and-son then appear to have continued -to reside there until the son 

was over sixteen years of age, and then in May, 1875, they came to- —
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gether to the United States, and have since resided more or less con- | 
tinuously at Philadelphia. The son states that he voted when he came | 

- of age, that is, in 1881, by virtue of his father’s citizenship, bathe ap- 

- ‘pears, in anticipation of his return to Germany, to have taken cut his own : 
citizen paperon the 10th May,1884. Furnished with this documentthe — 

gon, Charles, returned on a visit to his birthplace, arriving there on a 
_ June 2, 1884. On the 12th July of the same year he was arrested by 

a gendarme named Rick, at the town of Sulz, on the Wald, and taken a 
~ to Strasburg, 30 miles distant by railroad, where he was imprisoned. - 

The prison inspector told him his papers had been sent for, had arrived 
the third day after his arrest, and had-been sent to the statthalter- 
general, Manteuffel. When he had been imprisoned twenty days his | 

friends petitioned for his release, but were told that he must. remain in | 
prison for forty days, which he did, and was then released. When 7 

~ arrested he had 63 marks, which were taken from him, and on his release 
- 40 marks and 71 pfennigs of them were returned, as the authorities told oe 

him, to pay his board while in prison and his railroad transportation, $ 
_ though he appears to have been put to hard enough work from 5 a. m. 

till 7p. m., to pay for the poor food which he alleges that he received 
in prison. _ woes oO | | Vo 

This case would seem to present some new points of difference with — 
_- other cases in Alsace. Lorraine and also to be at variance with the course | : | 

of procedure which this‘Department understands was to be adopted by | 

the German authorities in their treatment of naturalized citizens of 

other countries whom they find in that province. a Dee 

_ Taking it for granted that the German Government still adheres to — - 
its previous refusal to apply the Bancroft treaty to Alsace-Lorraine, and 

referring to the edict of the statthalter of the 23d August, 1884, inclosed 

in Mr. Everett’s No. 327, of the 4th September, 1884, it would appear 

that the utmost penalty for foreign citizens was expulsion from the. 

province in case they declined to resume German nationality, and, if 

the third article of that edict is correctly understood here, unmarried oe 

foreigners would be allowed to remain in Alsace-Lorraine during good oo 

behavior, and should they marry, even their children might be allowed 
to remain until they reached the military age. There is no suggestion, . oo 
of fine or imprisonment in any case as a penalty for avoidance of mili- | | 

tary obligation by emigration. Even in the case of Constant Golly, as __ 
given in Mr. Kasson’s No. 261, who was formally charged by the impe- | 

- yial foreign office, in their note of the 12th May, 1885, with intention __ 

to evade military duty, there was no fine or imprisonment, and he was | 

simply told to leave by a certain date. Ce 
| In the present case of Charles George, animprisonmentof forty days, 

in spite of a petition to the statthalter, was rigorously insisted upon, - 

and a part of the money found on him was retained to pay for histrans- 

- portation to prison and his board while there, which, as far as this De- 
partment is aware, is the first time an American prisoner in Germany 
has been called upon to refund such expenses. a woe . | 
In Mr. George’s case it is not evident on-what ground the Alsace- 

Lorraine authorities could base a charge of want of good faithon his _ 
part. He was not sixteen when he left Germany for. America, and | 
the period of being summoned for military service was too far distant, = = = 
therefore, to look toas a reason. The fact that his father accompanied | _ 
him and remained here with him ought to tell in his favor, and he does ~ 
. not appear to have been charged with wanting to remain in Alsace-Lor-  _ 

~ raine, which is, after all, the grievance complained of in the statthalter’s
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edict, and against which all the precautions and punishments seem to 
| be directed. a | CC , 

Oo The danger predicted by the statthalter is that “in time the population 
of the country will be ina great measure composed of foreigners and 

_the German army will lose a considerable number of recruits.” Judging 
_ him from this point of view, Mr. George neither deserved imprisonment. _ 

. _ norexpulsion. The arguments of the minister of foreign affairs as given 
in Mr. Kasson’s No. 265 would seem to have no application here, as | 

| they regard the two-years clause of the Bancroft treaty; which does not, 
according to German interpretation, cover Alsace Lorraine. 7 

You will take an early opportunity to bring the case of Mr. George to 
the attention of the foreign office, with a request for a careful examina- 
tion into it, and such explanations as may best promote a continuance | 

_ of the friendly relations between the Governments of Germany and the 
United States. | | | 

4 | | . T. F. BAYARD. 

. | [Inclosure in No. 19.) 

- A fiidavit of Charles L.. George. | . 

- CouUNTY OF PHILADELPHIA, 882 | : | | 

- Charles L. George, being duly sworn according to law, doth depose and say: I am 
_ a resident of the State of Pennsylvania and a citizen of the United States. My father, 

| Peter George, a native of Germany, came to the United States in the year 1840, was 
naturalized, returned to Germany in 1851, and married. J was born in Germany on 
January 9,1859. In May, 1875, my father and I came to the United States (my father 

| for the second time), arriving in New York,and immediately afterwards coming to 
_ Philadelphia, where I have generally since resided; I was under seventeen years of 

age when I came to this country, and voted when of age by virtue of my father’s citi- 
zenship. . 

In 1884 I visited the place of my birth, viz, Lampertsioch, Canton Woerth, on the 
River Sauer, Alsace, leaving Philadelphia May 17, 1884, and arriving at my destina-— 
tion June 2, 1884. On July 12, 1881, while at Sulz, on the Wald (3 miles from Lam- 
pertsloch), I was arrested by a gondarme named Rick. I asked him what I was ar- 

- vested for, to which he replied that I was judicially prosecuted for avoiding military — 
: duty due the German Government. '-I told him I was a citizen of the United States, 

. _ and requested him to go with me to Lampertsloch for my papers or send for them. 
_ He said he did not want to see my papers, and took me to Strasburg, 30 miles dis- 

tant by railroad, where I was imprisoned among criminals. In a conversation with 
the prison inspector I was told that if I had my papers I would. be set at liberty. 
Afterwards the same inspector informed me that he had sent for my naturalization 
papers, and that they came the third day after my arrest, and had been forwarded to 
State Attorney Manteufiel. About a week later I asked the inspector about my case, 

| why I was detained; he said he did not know how it was, again stating that he 
Oo had received my papers and forwarded them to the state attorney. When I had been | 

incarcerated twenty days my friends petitioned the state attorney, through counsel, 
| for my release, to which he replied that I had to remain in prison for forty days. I 

_ served forty days and then I was released. __ . — 
When arrested I had 63 marks, which the authorities took from me and returned of 

7 the same at my release 22 marks 29 pfennigs. The difference, I was informed, was de- 
ducted to pay my board while in prison and railroad transportation. . 

I was fed on prison fare—coarse, indigestible black bread and bran soup. I was 
_ sick when set at liberty, and remained so for some time. While in prison, I was 

obliged to work at breaking sea grass and carrying heavy bags every day from 5 a. m. 
' to7p. m. : ee SE - . . 

oO : To | CHARLES L. GEORGE. 

| Sworn to and subscribed to before me this 12th day of Juné, A.D. 1885. 
| [SEAL. ] _ Bo HERMAN KOECHER, : 

| oe . ee Notary Public,
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a No. 302. : cue | 

: Me, Bayard to Mr. Pendleton. | = 

No. 20.) SO DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ . 

a a | Washington, July 9, 1885. ) 

«Sr: Your dispatch Ne. 13, of the 22d ultimo, in relation to the ex- aa 

 pulsion of Meyer Gad from Prussia, has been received and considered 

_. by the Department. . | a ce a Se : | 

“Tt seems from the accompanying correspondence that Meyer Gad, 

- whose expulsion from Germany is the ground of complaint, was origi- , 

nally a Russian subject, who settled in Kempen, in Prussia, from which — 

‘country he was expelled in 1878 as guilty of various acts of dishonesty —__ 

towards his employer. He then made an excursion into Austria, and ae 

afterwards visited the United States, where he claims to have been natu- | 

- yalized. He afterwards went back to Kempen, the scene of his former _ 

_ alleged misconduct, where he was notified by the Government that he. 

- must leave the country at the end of six weeks. _ a | 

| - This is his grievance, and as to this I have to say that on general 

principles it is within the power of the General Government to make a 

and enforce such a decree of expulsion, nor can this Government object, 

‘unless the exclusion be enforced with undue harshness. The same 

prerogative was asserted by our Government in the alien act; and we | | 

- . have recently taken measures to exclude paupers and convicts from. | 

our shores. : | Oe oe a | | | 

It does not appear, therefore, that we can object to the German Gov- , | 

~ ernment refusing to receive back to the scene of his alleged formerdep- 

redations Meyer Gad, who appears to have been a wandering if not a 

predatory Polish Jew, Russian by allegiance of birth, American by al- Oo 

-legiance of naturalization, Austrian by allegiance of residence, and Ger- | 

man, if he could be, by allegiance of present election. _ ar 

-. It may be observed that there is no treaty that covers the case of Mr. 

Gad, since he was not a German subject by origin, but the subject by 

origin of tiussia. . Be , Be 

Tam, &e., oo, a - oe 

a - | T. F. BAYARD.  __ 

/ ce No. 303. . nw ce ee 

- | Mr: Pendleton to Mr. Bayard. — - - oe 

No. 36.] .. LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | Coes 
Oe Berlin, July 16, 1885. (Received July 27.) 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith copies of the correspond- oe 

ence between this legation and the foreign office concerning the case of 7 

David Lemberger, a citizen of the United States, to whom the authori- | 

ties of Wurtemberg have given the alternative of leaving the country or 

- acquiring naturalization in one of the federal states of Germany. | : 

Count Hatzfeldt’s note of the 14th instant, just received, in reply to 

my note of the 3d ultimo in behalf of Lemberger, informs me that he 

 eannot advise the authorities of Wurtemberg to withdraw the said order. 

The general principles of the note of the foreign office of the date of | 

May 16, 1885, a copy of which, with translation, was transmitted with 

Mr. Kasson’s No. 265, of May 19th last, are stated as the grounds on
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__- which the minister declines to intervene with those authorities as I had 
requested. ge | rn 

a The correspondence between this legation and the consul atStuttgart 
shows, that on the request of Mr. Lemberger, preferred by himself with. 
out the knowledge of this legation, several extensions of time have been 

, granted. — | oe Oo | = 
_ The last extension, until the 20th instant, mentioned in the note of 
Count Hatzfeldt, is now for the first time brought to my knowledge. 

7 It will be observed that in-August of last year the legation inter- 
vened successfully in behalf of Mr. Lemberger, and secured his exemp- | 
tion from military service. | | : 

_ +s T. Sent immediately to Mr. Lemberger a copy of Count Hatzfeldt’s last 
| note, that he might be advised at the earliest moment. | a 

_ Reserving for another communication the answer which I may think 
proper to send to the foreign office under the circumstances, whilst await- — 
ing your instructions, ; - , , 

| — | GEO. H. PENDLETON. | 

7 | {Inclosure 1 in No. 36.] . . | | | 

| -Mr, Everett to Count Hatefeldt. ~ 7 ] | 

| : Oo LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ° 
| oe | Berlin, August 22, 1884. 
The undersigned, chargé @’affaires ad interim of the United States of America, has 

the honor to call the attention of his excellency Count Hatzfeldt, &c., to the case of 
8 Mr. David Lemberger, a native-born citizen-of the United States. 9 

From the statements made on oath and testified to before the United States consul 
at Stuttgart, it appears that the said David Lemberger was born in the United States . __ 

| on the 28th July, 1862; that his father was naturalized asan American citizen onthe 
23d March, 1860; that the son left the United States in May, 1870, and is now a resi- 
dent of Rexingen O. A. Horb, Wurtemberg. It also appears that David Lemberger 

. has been mustered into the one hundred and fifth infantry regiment, and ordered to ~ 
appear for service on the 6th November next. : 

The undersigned would respectfully represent that as Mr. Lemberger is a native- 
7 born American citizen, 22 years of age, and bas never been naturalized in Germany, 

| he is in no sense a@ German subject, and consequently not liable to military service. 
The undersigned cannot furnish Mr. Lemberger’s birth certificate, but it appears by 

» | ° his “urlaubspass” (leave of absence), which is herewith inclosed with the respect- — 
ful request for its ultimate return, that his American birth is not questioned by the > 
mnilitary authorities. . . / . ae 

The undersigned would respectfully request that this case may receive early inves- 
tigation, and if the facts prove to bo as stated, that Mr. Lemberger may be released _ 

| from military service. | ae 
| The undersigned, while inclosing Mr. Lemberger’s passport as an American citizen, 

with the request for its ultimate return, avails, &c., Co : 
H. SIDNEY EVERETT. * 

| [Inclosnre 2 in No. 26,—Translation.] | oo 

a . | - Count Hatzfeldt to Mr. Kasson. OO 

7 | on oe oo / aS ‘FOREIGN OFFICE, | 
. : a . an Berlin, April 26, 1885. 

The undersigned has the honor, while returning the inclosures of the note of the 
22d August last, to inform the envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of* 
the United States of America, Mr. John A. Kasson, that the name of David Lem- | 
berger, now sojourning at Rexingen, has been stricken from the German military rolls, 

| it having been ascertained that he cannot be considered a subject of the German Em- 
| pire. | Os | . 

The undersigned avails, &c. : We HATZFELDT. |
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re a {Inclosure 8 in No. 36.] ~ , ; oO — 

we _ Mr. Pendleton to Count Hatzfeldt. 

| a | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | : 
| a se . Berlin, June 3, 1885. 

The undersigned, envoy, &c., of the United States of America, has the honor to in- oy 
_ vite the attention of his excellency, Count Hatzfeldt, imperial secretary of state for 

foreign affairs, to the case of David Lemberger, a native citizen of the United States. oe 
_ This legation has heretofore, under date of August 22, 1884, had occasion to appeal - 

. to his excellency in behalf of Lemberger, who had at that time been mustered into . 
the one hundred and fifth infantry regiment of the German army-and ordered to re- os 

-. -port for service on the €th of November following. The submission of the case was | 
followed by the gratifying result announced in his excellency’s note of April 26 last, 

- that Lemberger’s name was stricken from the German military lists, it having been. | | 
_ found that he could not be regarded as a subject of the Empire. | | | | 

- The facts relating to Lemberger’s birth, and to the nationality of himself and father, = — 
as testified to under oath, and as presented to his excellency in the former note from’ ee 
this legation above referred to, are the following: He was born in the United States | 
on the 28th of July, 1862; his father was naturalized as an American citizen on the 

: 23d of March, 1860; and the son afterward left the United States and came to Ger- — | 
many. oe oo | : a 
Lemberger, who is residing at Rexingen, in Wurtemberg, where, so far as the lega- oe 

_ tion is aware, he has conducted himself in a peaceful and law-abiding manner, was” 7 
-. notified in a written communication, dated May 28 last, through the medium of the . 

_ “ Schultheissenamt” of Rexingen, that he must acquire German allegiance by the 11th of . 
_ June, under penalty of expulsion. 7 . | ne Oo 

_. The undersigned expresses the hope that in view of the short time intervening be- 
; fore the 11th of June, an early investigation of his case may be made, and that his | 
~. excellency’s kind mediation may be used to cause the measures taken against Lem- _ No 

berger to be discontinued. Ce ge | | 
-. :The evidence of Lemberger’s American nationality cannot now be inclosed, asit  . 

‘was restored by the legation to its owner, after it was returned with the esteemed os 
note of April the 26th last. | ae | 

The undersigned herewith incloses, with the respectful request for its ultimate re- | 
‘turn, the notice from the logal authorities in Wurtemberg, above referred to, and 
avails, &c. - : | | _ ose : 

| Ce Fy . GEO. H. PENDLETON. a . 

: [Inclosure 4 in No. 36.—Translation.] | | | oe 

| | Count Hatzfeldi to Mr. Pendleton, = oo 

- | oo | -. FOREIGN OFFICE, « . 
. oe | Berlin, July 11,1885. - 

_» The undersigned has the honor to inform the envoy extraordinary and minister plen- 
ipotentiary of the United States of America, Mr. George H. Pendleton, in reply to 

_ the note of the 3d ultimo, concerning the citizen of the United States of America, | a 
David Lemberger, now sojourning at Rexingen, that. pursuant to information re- 
ceived from the Royal Wurtemberg Government, the said person has in fact been no- 
tified by the appropriate authority that he must, under penalty of expulsion, within 
a period which has been several times extended, in the last instance to the 20th of | 
this month, produce proof of his acquisition of nationality within one of the states of | - 

_ the German Union. | | | a s, a 
‘The authority in-question felt impelled to adopt this measure for the reason that | 

_ the said individual, in accordance with the occurrences discussed in the note of April - 
26 last, from this office, belonged to the class of persons who employ their foreign — 
 -allegiance simply for the purpose of evading military service in Germany, and to - 
whom, therefore, the general principles developed in the note of May 16 last apply. a 
While the undersigned regrets that he canngt under the circumstances endeavor to 

effect a withdrawal of the measure taken by the Wurtemberg authorities, against . 
David Lemberger, and while he returns the inclosure of the note first herein men- | . 
tioned, he also avails, &c. | - oo 

we a | | - v. HATZFELDT. |
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Be oe No. 304. res 
: oe 7 | _ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Pendleton. Oo oy | 

No. 24.) Se DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - 
. Washington, August 1, 1885. 

__ Sir: Your dispatch No. 36 of the 16th instant, reporting the case of 
David Lemberger, lately notified of his expulsion by the Wurtemberg | 

7 authorities, unless. he becomes a citizen of the German Empire, has been 
received and read with the greatest interest and attention. | | , 

| It is noticed that Count Hatzfeldt bases his decision to expel Lem- | 
berger on the note from the foreign office to the legation of the 16th 
instant, which discusses the status of the sons of former subjects of the 

_ Empire who have returned to Germany after naturalization, and there- 
fore, to meet his arguments, it will be necessary to show that Lember- 

| ger’s father did not return to Germany after naturalization. This fact 
does not appear in any of the correspondence forwarded with your dis- 
patch, but may possibly be susceptible of proof from your correspond- _ 
ence with Lemberger himself or the consul at Stuttgart. | | 

| in replying to this instruction you should make this point perfectly 
| clear, and also report any further correspondence you may have had on 

the case. - | | | of 
| Be so good also to inform me whether Mr. Lemberger has left Ger- 
- ‘many, and for what destination, with his present address if known. 

: Iam, &e., | 7 | 
: . , : YT. F. BAYARD. = , 

a No. 305. | 
a | . . Mr. Pendleton to Mr. Bayard. | 

No, 47] - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES. 
— Berlin, August 10, 1885. (Received August 24.) _ 

Sin: Referring to Mr. Kasson’s No. 223, of April 4, last, concerning 
the case of Ernst F. Heitmitiller, I have the honor to transmit herewith 

| a note received from the foreign office informing me that the return — 
- of the fine paid by him has been ordered. - | | 

oo It will be perceived from Count Hatzfeldt’s note that Heitmiiller’s state- 
: nents as to aggravating circumstances in his case are denied by the 

. implicated officials, and the Imperial authorities credit these denials. _ 
| As I am advised that Heitmiiller can produce no corroborating evi- 

. dence, I suppose it would be hardly worth while to press the claim fur- 
ther; and this course I shall adopt, awaiting whatever further instruc-. 

| tion the honorable Secretary may think proper to send mein the case. 
have, &c., oo. . | _ 

, : | GEO. H. PENDLETON, 

. . [Inclosure in No. 47.—Translation.] | . . 

. oe Count Hatzfeldt to Mr. Pendleton, — | , | 

| ee ee _ FOREIGN OFFICE, Berlin, July 28, 1885. 
. Referring to the note of the legation of the 29th of January last, relating to the ~ 

| penal case against Ernst I’. Heitmiiller, who had emigrated to the United States and 
become naturalized there, and while returning its inclosure, the undersigned has the
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honor to communicate the following to Mr. George. H. Pendleton, envoy extraordi- 
nary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States of America. oe a _ Ernst Freidrich Heitmiiller, born at Hiipede on the 25th of December, 1860, was by . a valid judgment of the land court at Hanover, dated June 19, 1882, sentenced to pay —— 

_ & fine of 300 marks or suffer two months imprisonment for violation of military duty. | Having returned to his native place on December 5, 1¢84, he was on the 11th of that | month arrested by order of the “‘ Kreis-Hauptmann ” at Wennigsen and conducted to 
the prison at Hanover to suffer his punishment. He was expressly informed at the oe time that he could avert his imprisonment by the payment of the fine. On the 6th of January following, the amount of 300 marks (actually paid in cash 240.54 marks) 

| was paid and he was on the same day set at liberty. ~ ae - 
There was then paid back to him the surplus amount of 59 marks and 46 pfennigs © - _ - remaining after the deduction of the costs arising from the examination and execu- 

| tion of judgment as well as of the remainder of the fine. Thereupon the remainder. . | of the fine imposed, in so far as the same had not been canceled by the imprisonment, 
was remitted by the Imperial pardon, and the repayment of the entire sum of 300 | 

| marks was ordered. - : 7 | oe 
a As regards the complaints stated in the note referred to, the investigation institu- oS ted has shown that the ‘‘Gemeinde-Vorsteher” (chief magistrate), Hiipede, was not. . occupied with the matter at all, and also that Heitmiiller made no assertion of his . 

_ American citizenship either to the gendarme who arrested and conducted him to the 
_ prison or to the “ Kreis-Hauptmann (circuit chief) of Wennigsén, who directed his a _ conveyance thither. Just as little did he call the attention of any of the prison offi- a 
__eers to his American certificate of naturalization, and to none of them did he declare 

_ that he wished to pay the fine or that he desired to write a letter. In particular he — 
made no such declaration to the inspector in chief, who visited his cell several times 

_ and spoke with him. It is true that upon his delivery at the prison there was taken | 
from him by the “ Hausverwalter” (house manager), in addition to his other effects, © 

_ his American certificate of naturalization ; but no reproach can be made to that offi- | cial for making no particular announcement of the fact, as the latter manifestly did. _ L not know the significance of this document in a foreign language, aud could not esti- __ 
mate the consequences to Heitmiiller that might be connected therewith. That — 
Heitmiiller asserted his American citizenship to the Hausverwalter is distinctly denied 
by that official. The state attorney at Hanover first learned of the American citizen- ae | ship of Heitmiiller when the latter, after his release, personally made claim 10 the 

| repayment of the entire amount he had paid. The occurrence explains itself, there- 
fore, by a mistake for which responsibility can hardly be imputed to the officialscon- 
cerned. oy _ . pe 

---' The undersigned avails, &&. On | | a | | . | a Te Oe Vv. HATZFELDT. 

| | | Mr. Pendleton to Mr. Bayard. ae 

No. 55] _.. LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, =” 
Poe Berlin, August 31, 1885. (Received September 14.) 

| Sir: I have the honor, replying to the inquiries relating to the case a, 
: of David Lemberger, contained in your instruction No. 24,of thelst = 

instant, to inform you as follows: a . . | 
__ In the letter of August 21, 1884, submitting the case of David Lem- __ | 
berger, Mr. George L. Catlin, then our consul at Stuttgart, informed | 

_ this legation that Lemberger’s father, Moses Lemberger, had last re- | | 
_ turned to Germany in 1875, and had since been engaged in business at 
Rexingen, in Wurtemberg. | a | Our present consul at Stuttgart, Mr. Kimball, has now, at the re- 

_ quest of the legation, furnished further information respecting theresi- _ | 
_ dence and action of father and son. This information is contained in a | 

_ letter of which a copy and translation are herewith inclosed, addressed | 
to the consul by the father, from whose statements it appears that the | 

_ father has resided at Rexingen ever since his return in Germany in — | _ +1875; that.both father and son still reside there; that the father is now —
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looking for a place at which his son can acquire German allegiance on 

7 the cheapest terms, and that citizenship at Minster, in Wurtemberg, 

«ras been promised the son. - : oo 

This fact, as to the return and residence of the father, was within the 
knowledge of this legation at the time of the receipt of Count Hatzfeldt’s 

note of July 11, last, and precluded thereply which occurred to the Sec- 

_ retary of State, and would have been very pertinent had the fact been 

otherwise. a re na ae 

. | : — GEO. H. PENDLETON. | 

| a [Inclosure in No. 55.—Translation.] - a 

| | Mr. Lemberger to Mr. Kimball. ) | 

| . | - REXINGEN, August 24,1885.  # 
. I will answer your letter at once. I came with my family in 1870 to Wurtemberg, 

and returned to America without them in 1874, where | staid for about fifteen months, 

returning here again, where I have since lived, in 1875. Myson has not yet obtained 

German allegiance. I have been looking about me to see where it could be ob- 

tained most cheaply. I was at Miinster, Oberamt, and Cannstadt, where my son has 

: been promised citizenship when the matter shall have been decided by the Imperial 

office. | . | ‘ 

My son is still here with his parents. a | | | | 
| | M. H. LEMBERGER. | 

— Mr. Pendleton to Mr. Bayard. - os 

No. 100.] | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, Oe 
| ; | Berlin, November 2, 1885. (Received November 16.) 

Sip: 1 have the honor to inclose herewith the annual report of the 

‘‘ military cases” (prepared by Mr. Coleman, secretary of legation), 

' which have during the past year required the attention of this legation — 

-* and been brought to a conclusion. The inclosure embraces cases Nos. : 

| 107, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, and 128. 
- Pending cases are reserved for a subsequent report. | | 

ee GEORGE H. PENDLETON. 

: | [Inclosure in No. 100.] | a | | | 

a Annual report of military cases.” : 7 

(107) Louis Lang.—Born at Wadern, in Prussia, July 27, 1853; emigrated to the 

° . United States, at the age of twenty-three, in April, 1876; naturalized April 27, 1881. 

OO After some correspondence Lang furnished the legation with the necessary details 

of his case on the 18th of September, 1883, and on the same day the legation sub- 

| mitted to the foreign office his statements and complaint, which were as follows: 

‘Lang returned on a visit to Germany on the 7th of September, 1883, intending to re- 

. turn to the United States in about a year. He was at once ordered by local authori-. 

. ties, under a judgment of the royal land court at Trier, dated October 26, 1878, to pay a 

fine of 300 marks for alleged violation of military duty, or to suffer one’ menth’s im- 

prisonment. The local authorities having refused to comply with certain directions 

contained in the Prussian ministerial decrees issued to enforce the treaty of February 

. 22, 1868, which Lang, at the instance of the legation, had submitted to them, the le-
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_ gation inclosed_his certificate of naturalization, and begged that the foreign office | would cause the case to be investigated, and the fine imposed to be remitted, if the _. facts were found to be as stated. Lang was on the same day informed of the action / | taken inhis behalf. | : Se , 
| On the 22d of September Lang advised the legation that he had been compelled to 

furnish security for the amount of his fine. On the 27th of September the foreign : : office notified the legation that an investigation had been ordered, and at the same — _ time returned Lang’s certificate of naturalization. On the same day this intelligence : ‘was conveyed to Lang, and his citizen paper sent back to him. ‘On November 25, ab! : 1884, nothing more having been heard of the case, the legation wrote to Lang toas- =. 
_ certain how it stood, but received no answer, from which it was inferred that he had — 

_ returned to the United. States. .Nothing further has been heard from him. A simi- os lar inquiry was thereupon addressed: to the foreign office, from which a reply was | 
‘received stating that a decision had not yet been reached. It was not until J uly 20, a «1885, that the legation was informed by the foreign office of the final decision—that | 
all proceedings against Lang should be discontinued. | 

a Cases Nos. 108 to 114, both inclusive, are contained in the general report accompa- . 
nying Minister Kasson’s dispatch No. 61, of November 3, 1884. el 

(115) David Lemberger.—Born in the United States J uly 28, 1862, as the son of an : .. American citizen of German birth, naturalized March 23, 1860... | , ' This case was laid before the legation by the United States consul at Stuttgart on. : August 22, 1884, and a passport for Lemberger was applied for at the same time. | The legation on the same day submitted the following statements and complaint of  __ _ Lemberger to the foreign office, inclosing with them, as evidence of his citizenship, Se 
the passport issued to him in response to his application: Lemberger had come to 

- Germany in May, 1870, and was residiag at Rexingen, in Wurtemberg. He had been 
mustered into the 105th infantry regiment and orderéd to appear for service on the 
6th of November following. He had been born in the United States, had never been 

.. naturalized in Germany, was in no sense a German subject, and was not liable to : _ military service. An early investigation of the case and Lemberger’s release from | . 
_inilitary service were requested in case his statements were found to be correct. — Lemberger was at once informed, through the consulate at Stuttgart, that interven- a | , tion in his behalf had been made. On April 1, 1885, the foreign office notified the —_ legation that Lemberger’s name had been stricken from the army rolls, on the ground a _ that the investigation had shown that he could not be regarded as a German:subject. _ . Lemberger was at once advised of the favorable result reached, and his passport was . returned to him through the consulate at Stuttgart. _ | - | | David Lemberger appears again in ‘‘ military case” No. 126, ~ ne - | 7 (116) Gerhard Wientjes.—Born at Bocholt, Prussia, in 1861; emigrated at the age of | | thirteen with his parents to the United States; personally naturalized August 5, 1884. — The statements and complaint of Wientjes, received at the legation on September | 8, 1884, were on the following day submitted to the foreign office, and were as fol- on | lows: Wientjes returned to Germany on a visit about the Ist of September, 1884. 

_ On the 4th of that month a sheriff’s officer came to him and presented a summons , _ from the royal amts court of Bocholt requiring him to pay 160 marks for neglect of | | military duty, under penalty of having his property seized and sold. In default of : payment, Wientjes’s watch, chain, and other effects were seized, and were to be sold - _ on the 12th instant unless the sale should be countermanded. The foreign office was | | informed that Wientjes desired to leave Germany at an early day. A prompt inves- __ tigation and the return of Wientjes’s property and the remission of the fine imposed oe were requested in the event of its being found that the facts were as stated. Wientjes’ : - certificate of naturalization and other papers were inclosed as evidence of the facts, a and the communication was marked “urgent.” Wientjes was on the same day noti- : | _ fied that the legation had intervened in his behalf. Se ae | a On the 13th of September the foreign office was notified that the order of sale had — | been countermanded ; that an investigation had been instituted, and that the result oe _ of the same would be duly communicated. On November 6 following the legation 7 _.. received a letterfrom Wientjes’ attorney informing it that his jewelry and other effects _ . had. now been returned by the authorities, and requesting that Wientjes’ passport — (meaning certificate of naturalization) should be sent to him in order that he might —_ transmit the same, with the other personal effects, to Wientjes in the United States, —. _ whither he had returned on the 17th of September. He was informed in reply that _ . | Wientjes’ papers would be returned as soon as they were received back from the for- eign office. _ | | : : : a Though the case was practically settled, the legation, in order to perfect its files, / addressed the foreign office on April 30, 1865, asking what result had been reached. __ A reply, with which Wientjes’ papers were returned, was. received on the 6th of May - _ following, stating that all proceedings against him had been discontinued. Wientjes — - was, on the same day notified of this decision, and his papers returned to him through oe his attorney at Bocholt. | Oo a oe ] Oo
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| (117) Charles Weniger.—Born at Kénigsee, in Germany, in 1861 (day notstated); emi- 

| grated to the United. States in 1872; naturalized June 3,1884. - — - Boe 

. The Department of State, in its instruction No. 5, of August 22, 1884, directed the — 

oa legation to investigate the case of Charles Weniger, residing in New York City, and . 

- to take such action in his behalf as the facts should warrant. The legation addressed. | 

the foreign office in a note dated September 29, 1884, submitting Weniger’s statements 

ef -—«s and - complaint, which were as follows: He emigrated to the United States in. 1872 at | 

28 the age of twelve years with his mother; his father having preceded them the pre- 

oe vious year. Weniger had always resided in the United States since his emigration. 

« _ A notice had appeared in the official journal at Kénigsee summoning Weniger to ap- 

}; pear for military duty, in default of which his inheritance, derived from his mother, 

» | would be seized. ‘The father was also verbally summoned by the sheriff to produce 

is son. | a | , 

_ The foreign office was requested, in view of the facts set forth, to cause Weniger’s 

name to be erased from the military rolls, and the proceedings against-his inheritance | | 

to be annulled. On the same day the legation informed the Department that it had 

intervened in behalf of Weniger. On December 8, 1884, a note was received from the 

. foreign office informing the legation that all proceedings against Weniger had been 

. discontinued, and that his name had been stricken from the army rolls. This de- 

cision was at once communicated to the Department of State in dispatch No. 99 of | 

December 8, 1884. ' ; 

(118) Theodore Petersen.—Born at Osterterp, Schleswig, May 4, 1860; emigrated to | 

the United States October 23, 1878; naturalized November 27, 1883. _ | . 

After some previous correspondence, by which the necessary particulars of the case 

were obtained and an effort made to induce the local authorities in Schleswig to with- 

draw an order of expulsion from the country pronounced against Petersea, by sending 

him, to be exhibited to them, certain Prussian ministerial decrees issued to enforce 

the treaty of February 22, 1868, the legation, under date of October 7, 1884, presented 

: the following statements aud complaints of Petersen: In January, 1884, Petersen re- 

turned to Osterterp on a visit to his relations, intending to return to the United States . 

after the completion of his visit. At the time of the act complained of he was so- 

journing at Osterterp, respecting all the laws and living in a peaceable and orderly 

- ‘manner. In the latter part of August last he was summoned to appear before the — 

. hardesvogt (sheriff), and verbally told that he. must leave the country within three — 

. days. No cause was known and none was alleged for this official order, and the offi- 

: -. ger refused to put the order in writing. Finally, being threatened with imprisonment 

| if he remained, Petersen left in obedience to the order of expulsion. The early at- | 

tention of the foreign office was requested in the case, and the hope was expressed 

: that the facts as alleged might be investigated and-that, upon their verification, the - 

: order of expulsion and all proceedings thereunder might be revoked. Petersen was 

at once notified through his attorney at Osterterp, he having himself left the country 

and gone to Denmark, that intervention had been made in his behalf. | oO 

: On the 14th of October the foreign office notified the legation that an investigation 

had been ordered,.and that the result. of the same would be communicated when 

. reached. Some correspondence ensued between Petersen and the legation relating to 

his future address and the progress made in the case. On the 11th of December fol- — 

lowing the foreign office informed the legation that the investigation made had shown 

that Petersen had participated at Osterterp, in the month of June last, in ademon- . 

stration hostile to Germany, and of a decidedly provocatory character, made by in- 

habitants of Northern Schleswig, and having for its aim enterprises involving high 

treason against the Government and the German pepulation of the country. ‘The 

Prussian Government had considered it requisite, in the interest of public order, to 

expel from Prussia all foreigners who took part in that affair, and who, by so doing, 

abused the residence permitted them within the territory of that state. In conse- 

- quence thereof expulsion had also been decreed against Petersen. The foreign office 

. expressed regret at the impracticability, under the circumstances, of causing a change 

- to be made in the measures which had been taken. On the date of the receipt of the 

foregoing note, Petersen was informed of the decision arrived at in his case, and a 

copy of the note containing the same was transmitted to him.- The case was fully 

reported to the Department of State under date of December 15, 1884, in dispatch . 

No. 101. | : - : | 

On January 18, 1885, Petersen wrote to the legation denying that he had been 

guilty of the acts charged against. him, asking that intervention in his behalf might 

— Be repeated, and requesting the return of his papers. These were at once trans- 

| mitted to him, but his request for further intervention could not, under the existing 

| circumstances, be complied with. : oe . 

oe (119) Ferdinand Revermann.—Born at Naperville, Ill., October 17, 1860 ; called in — 

person at the legation on the 31st of October, 1534, and stated his case. 

The legation, on the same day, communicated to. the foreign office his statements 

: and complaint, which were as follows: The father of the young man in quesuon,
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_ Henry J. Revermann, emigrated to the United States in 1850; was duly naturalizedin © | _ 1856, and resided there continuously until 1871, in which year he returned to Germany , Pe provided with a passport for himself and family as American citizens. The Lan- | _ drath at Miinster certified in 1880 that, as the son Ferdinand was born a citi- _. zen of the United States, his name would be stricken from the military rolls, and _. this was done. He was, however, on the llth of October of the same year, sum- | moned before the Landrath at Miinster, and told that, by order of the Royal Gov- sy | ernment at Miinster, he must either become naturalized in Germany or leave the | 7 country. Against this action he appealed by protest to the said Royal Government, | and on the 17th of October received a reply declinjng to modify the order-and di- ~ - _ reeting his expulsion in case ‘of his failure to apply for naturalization within three 
days. He declined to be naturalized, and applied for four week’s time to prepare for — . leaving the country, also offering security that at the end of that time he would | 

_ leave. In answer he was told verbally to leave by November 1, or he would be put | _ out or into prision. . He claimed to have conducted himself ina peaceful and orderly . | | panner while living in Germany as anative American citizen, in perfect obedience to oy . thelaw. . : | | : ms “In view of the imminence of the date fixed for the forcible expulsion of said Fer- sit _dinand, the foreign office was requested to take such measures that the order com- _ plained of might be at once suspended, until the investigation should be made, and 
that if the facts should be found to be truly stated, the order might be wholly revoked. | According to intelligence received by the legation from Revermann, under date of _ November 8, he had not, up to that time, been expelled. . ee 

: On January 2, 1885, a reply, dated December 31, 1¢84, was received from the foreign sy ; _. office, conceding the correctness of the statements of fact made in the note of the lega- Ho tion respecting Revermann’s case, but declining to cause a change to be made in the | 
‘Ineasures taken against him. Prompted by some other cases which had arisen, the | Imperial Government had already assumed the task of causing a close examina- — 
tion to be made respecting the legal status of the sons of those Germans who, as nat- | uralized citizens of the United States of America, had, during the minority of their | sons born in America, returned in their company to Germany to reside there perma- - nently. . . oe CO . ° 

. As regards the fathers of such’ sons, no doubt could exist that they were to be. re- | 
_ garded as having renounced their naturalization by a longer sojourn in Germany _ than one of two years, as provided in the treaties regulating nationality, concluded 7 _ with the United States in 1868; but it was conceded that the sons of such persons” .- 

were American citizens, and that they could not be made to perform military service __ inGermany. -International principles, however, permitted the refusaltosuch persons . . of sojourn in Germany, and the adoption of measures against them, as soon as such a _ course should seem requisite in the interest of public order. Such condition was as- __. sumed to exist by the German Government when the actual circumstances indicated | that the persons in question used their American citizenship for the purpose of with- drawing themselves from the duties, and in particular from the Military duty, de- —- 
volving upon the domestic population, without being disposed to abandon their | _ permanent sojourn in Germany and the advantages connected therewith. The United 

_ German Governments proposed to act in the future, with respect to all such cases, in, SC 
accordance with the principles thus presented. The decision in his case was com- a _ municated to Revermann.  - | ae | , | 

On the 5th of January the legation addressed a note to the foreign office offering _ _ some observations upon the contents of the note of the foreign office, and stating that . _ the questions involved in the case were reserved for the consideration of the Govern- , ment ot the United States. | , — | : 
_ Under date of January 6, 1885, the legation reported the case, with the correspond- _ _ ence with the foreign office, to the Department of State. On February 7, following, , the Department communicated to the legation the views of the Government of the / _ United States upon the principles stated in the communication of the foreign office of | | December 31, 1884, directing that these views, in large part essentially at variance with those stated by the German Government, should be laid before the foreign office. — os '  . This was done in a note dated February 25,1885. " . | On the 16th of the following May the foreign office replied, contending that their in- _ terpretation of the treaties of 1868, as giving the German Government the right to a treat returning naturalized Americans, residing in Germany for more than two years, : as having renounced the nationality acquired by naturalization, was correct; but in- _ timating that a harsh use of this right would not bemade. The inherent right to ex- : _ pel foreigners when deemed proper, before claimed in the note of December 31, 1884, was also reasserted. mo oe | 
On the 19th of May, 1885, the legation transmitted to the Department of State, with comments thereon, the latest correspondence with the foreign office on the subject. Nothing more was heard at the legation of Revermann, father. or son, after the de- . cision of the foreign office respecting the latter was communicated to him. |
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(120) Ernst F. Heitmiiller.—Born at Htipede, Germany, December 25,1860; emi- 

ee grated to the United States January 20, 1378; naturalized November 10,1884.. . 

Heitmiiller appeared in person at the legation and made the following statements and 
complaint, which the legation submitted to the foreign office on the 29th of January, 

1885: He had, for the first time since his emigration, returned to Germany a few weeks. 

TO before for a temporary visit in order to collect a sum of money inherited by him, arriving _ 

at Hiipede on the 5th of December, 1884. On the 9th of that month he announced his 
presence to the magistrate of the town, stating his purpose to remain about six months 

| to collect the inheritance, and at the same time exhibiteg his certificate of uaturaliza- 

| tion as an American citizen. ‘Twodays later a gendarme came to the house of his step- 
mother, where he was staying, and said he would arrest him and take him to Hanover, 

adding that if he had money he could go by rail, otherwise they would have to walk— 

a distance of some 9 miles. He inquired for what he was arrested. The gendarme 

replied that it was not yet certain that he had arrested the right man. On his arrival — 

at Hanover he was taken to the jail (Zellengefiingniss), where a police official caused 

| all of his personal effects, money, citizen paper, and other papers, to be taken from 

him. He called attention at the time to his American citizenship, and to the paper 

. proving it. The official made a note on a protocol or paper, and Heitmiiller was then 

conducted to a cell. On the next day, December 12, he was brought before another 

_. . official, who said to him, ‘You are Friedrich Heitmiiller, and have been fined forevasion — 

. of military duty.” He replied, “My name is Ernst Heitmiiller,” and he was then sent 
back to his cell. On the day following, December 13, he was brought again before the 

official, who told him that he had been fined 300 marks for evasion of military duty, 

which amount he must pay, with cost. He answered that he had not the money with 

him, but would procure it if allowed three days’ time. He wasinformed that this could | 

| not be done, but that he should announce to the officer in charge of the jail that he 

wished to write a letter. He was then taken back to his cell again, and demanded of 
the jailer to obtain for him from the officer in supreme charge permission towritea . 

- letter. The jailer put him off from day to day, and finally informed him that hecould 

. not write until he had passed a month at the prison. His cousin, meantime, found 

ae out his place of confinement and visited him in the prison on the 3d of January. The 
facts were reported immediately to Heitmiiller’s uncle, who, on January 5, was per- 

mitted to pay the fine and obtain his release. In the payment of. the fire an allow- — 

ance at the rate of 5 marks per day during an imprisonment of twenty-six days, was 
made—130 marks—and a balance of 240.54 marks was paid in money. 

The legation requested that the alleged facts might be investigated, and expressed - 

| the hope that, if the statements were found to be correct, the German Government 

- - would appreciate the gravity of the offense committed by the local officers referred to, 
against a peaceful American citizen, who.gave them the proof of the citizenship which 

- exempted him from military liability according to the treaty of 1868, and the explicit. . 

orders of the minister of justice (July 5, 1868) and the minister of the interior (July 6, 

1868). The offense appeared to be aggravated by the unusual denial of the privilege 

of communicating by letter with either his relations or the officers of his own Govern- 

: ment, and by the unnecessary prolongation of hisconfinement. Under these circum- 

stances, if verified, it was hoped that the German Government would not find itssens® 

of justice satisfied by the refunding of the fine, but would also find a method of signi- 

fying to the offending officials its sense of the unusual hardships inflicted upon the — 

. complainant without cause. In conclusion, the ultimate return of the inclosed cer- 

tificate of naturalization was requested. = = © | | 

- Under date of February 3, following, the foreign office informed the legation that — 

: . an investigation had been ordered, the result of which would be duly communicated. 

Some correspondence ensued between Heitmiiller and the legation respecting the 

: progress of his case, the present custody of his citizen paper, and the address to which — 

| he wished it to be ultimately returned to him. - . , 

On April 4 the legation made a preliminary report of the case to the Department | 

of State, and was informe in reply, under date of the 23d of the same month, that the 

action taken by the legation was approved, and that further instructions would be 

- deferred until the promised reply from the foreign office was received. In the mean 

| : time the legation had, at the request of Heitmiiller, who was about to return to 

America, furnished him with a written statement, needed to facilitate his departure — 

from Germany, that his certificate of naturalization-was in the hands of the German 

authorities. =. . oO - : 

On the 10th of Angust following, the legation transmitted to the Department of 

State a copy of a note, dated July 28, 1885, received from the foreign office, informing 

the legation that the return of the fine paid by Heitmiiller had been ordered, but | 

that the implicated officials denied his statements as to aggravating circumstances, 

and that the imperial authorities credited those denials. The legation stated at the 

same time that it would take no further action in the case, unless the Department _ 

should otherwise instruct. = | |. |
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_.. On the 11th of August the legation notified Heitmtiller of the decision reached in : 
his case, inclosing a copy of the note received from the foreign office, and returning — | 
his citizen paper. Under date of August 26, 1885, the Department of Stateexpressed._ - 

_ to the legation its gratification at learning of the repayment to Heitimiiller of the | 
fine. Nothing has been heard from Heitmiiller at the legation since the decision in oe 
his case was conmnunicated to him. | | 2 | . mo 

(121) Frank Austin, alias Ferdinand Ostertag.—Born at Berlin, Prussia, in February, 
~  --: 1853 (or 1852); emigrated to the United States in 1871 or. 1872; date of naturalization 

uncertain. : | oe ae | 
On March 19, 1885, Benno Ostertag, Austin’s brother, and, on the 23d of the same. 

_ month, Isaac Doss, called at the legation and made sworn statements of the facts in | 
_ the case, which seemed satisfactory as to its merits and appeared to sufficiently es- | oo 

| tablish the identity of Frank Austin with Ferdinand Ostertag. 9+ oo, : 
On the 24th of March the legation submitted to the foreign office the following state- . ae 

-Ments and complaint in the case: It appeared that the family name of the complainant, - . 
_ and that by which he was known at the timeof his emi gration, was Ostertag, his first 7 

name at that time being Ferdinand. It was alleged that he was born_at Berlin about / 
the month of February, 1853 (or 1852), and emigrated to the United States about the on ‘year 1871, where he had since resided, and where he was duly naturalized under the . oe 
name of Frank Austin. He had returned on a visit to Germany in J anuary Jast,and = 

_ was arrested at Berlin on the 19th of March on a judgment for violation of military a 
duty, condemning him to pay a fine of 150 marks, and was taken to Ru mmelsberg, near oe 
Berlin, where he was then confined. His naturalization paper was in the hands of | 
the recruiting commission at Berlin, and the ‘precise date of bis naturalization could _ 
not therefore be given. . Being in prison, the complainant could not give the lega- 
tion personal information; evidence had, however, been produced at the legation  - 
showing that the said Ostertag and Austin were one and the same person; that after ss his arrival in America he had changed his name, as many other foreigners had done, 

| only for the purpose of adopting one more in harmony with the language and useof = 
: his adopted country; that he was always known. thereafter by the name of Frank © - _. Austin, had conducted his correspondence in that name, and had been go naturalized. . 
_ Austin being exempt by the terms of the treaty of February, 1068, from the proceed- — > 

ings taken against him, it was hoped that the case might be speedily investigated, - 
and that he might be released as early as possible, and the judgment be annulledif . 
the alleged facts were found to be true. -The evidence of identity on the files of the 

~ legation would, if desired, be submitted to the foreign office for examination. | | 
| On March 31, 1885, Austin himself called at the legation, and stated that be had - 
~- been liberated, the remainder of the fine claimed from him, after the deduction of the oe 

allowance made for the term of actual imprisonment, having been paid under protest. ~— - 
Some jewelry and a small amount of money belonging to him were still in-the hands ost 
of the authorities. The legation took his address, and informed hinrthat it had little oO 
doubt that his property would be returned to him, together with the fine. ee —— _,, After some intervening correspondence between the legation and Austii’s brother | ~ 

: tonching the progress of the case, the foreign office informed the legation, under 
_ date of August 25, 1885, that the fine had been remitted and the return of Austin’s 

“property ordered. On the date of the receipt of. this note, August 23, the legation - oo 
. notified Austin, through his brother, of the favorable decision reached in his case, | _.._A peculiar feature of the above case was the radical change of name made in the —~ : 

_ United States, as shown by the complainant’s certificate of naturalization, from Fer- — | 
_ dinand Ostertag to Frank Austin, the latter not being even a translation of Ostertag. 7 

Translations of names had in some earlier cases caused trouble to their bearers, and . _ had necessitated intervention by the legation. In Austin’s case it was not surprising . _ that the German authorities should have been unwilling to concede, without satis- 
_ factory evidence, the identity upon which the case depended. | i a a | (122) Constant A. Golly.—Born in Alsace-Lorraine, December 19, 1858; emigrated _ | to the United States in Jannary, 1875; date of naturalization not known; held a _ ‘passport issued by the Department of State. | . me mT a : 

Aiter some previous correspondence bet ween the legation and Golly touching his 
apprehensions that proceedings would be taken against. him. by the local authorities, — Golly informed the legation, in a communication teceived on April 6, 1885, that he | _ had been definitively ordered to leave the country. On the same day the following. _ Statements and complaint of Golly were submitted to the foreign oftice: The com- _ plainant, having been duly naturalized in the United States, and having a passport _ . Issued by the Department of State at. Washington, on the Ist of. April, 1880, made. a a _ temporary visit to his aged father at Felleringen, near Wesserling, in Alsace: He again .. 
 ‘Teturned for a visit in January, lse4, finding his mother in poor health. His father _ ae was dead, and his own assistance was required by his mother, he being an only child. - _ He had continued since the above date to aid the little bnsiness on which thefamily os was dependent for support. He had all the while continued in his intention to re- 

_ turn-to the United States, and was only detained here by the business referred to,
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and by the earnest desire of his sickly mother, whom he thought it unfilial to leave 
- under the circumstances. He had been advised that no objection could properly be 

- -tnade to his stay for at least two years. He had, however, now received, under date 
So of March 31, 1885, .a notice from the local authorities ordering him to leavethecoun- 

try within seven days, on pain of expulsion. There was. no statement of any disor- 
 derly conduct. Under these circumstances it was hoped that the foreign office would | 
be pleased to cause orders to be sent to suspend the order until an inquiry could be 

- made into the facts. It was hardly necessary to call attention to the hardships of 
such an order applied to a citizen of the United States who had embarked in business 

| in aid of an aged parent, on faith of his rights under the treaty while he continued 
to comply with the laws of the country of his residence. In conclusion, such prompt 

| * action and ultimate order as justice and right should require were requested. Golly 
| was, on the same day (April 6), informed of the action which the legation had taken 

| _ in his behalf. | a : 
| Under date of April 14 the foreign office informed the legation that a suspension | 

of the measure of expulsion had been ordered, pending the investigation of the case. 
7 On the day of the receipt of the above communication, the legation notified Golly of 

the suspension of the order of expulsion, and, in reply, was thanked by him for its 
action, under date of April 19. Some correspondence with Goily, touching the prog-  ~ 
ress of his case, ensued, and on May 14 a communication was received from the foreign 
office, dated May 12, making known to the legation the decision reached in the case. 

| - After some preliminary statements of facts, which tallied with those made by Golly 
the legation was informed that'he had returned to his widowed mother at Felleringen, 
on the Ist of January, 1884, and had remained there ever since. The mother pos- 
sessed a not inconsiderable fortune, and carried on a grocery business at Felleringen, 
the management of which she had for some time past intrusted almost exclusively to 

_ herson. Under these circumstances, and in view of the fact that Golly himself had 
~ not denied to the German authorities that he had returned to Alsace-Lorraine to re- 

_. gide there permanently, the rules obtaining in Alsace-Lorraine, with respect to per- 
sons who have emigrated from there in order to evade military duty, were applied to 
his case, and he had been expelled from that country by an order of the district | 
president at Colmar, dated March 19, 1885. The execution of the measure had been 

- postponed by the district president until May 7 for the reason that Golly, after re- _ 
- . ceiving the order, had made the declaration that he would probably make application 

to have Alsace-Lorraine allegiance bestowed upon him. In case he should not apply | 
for renaturalization the expulsion could not be dispensed with, since it would have | 
to be assumed, in accordance with the state of the case, that Golly had only emi- 

- ' grated in order to avoid military duty. The legation at once notified Golly of the —. 
decision in his case, sending him a copy of the communication from the foreign 

| office, and, in dispatch No. 261, of May 16, 1885, reported the case, with correspond- 
ence, to the Department of State. Nothing further was heard at the legation of 
Golly, and it is presumed that he has sought renaturalization in Germany. 

Oe (123) Meyer Gad.—Born in Russian Poland; emigrated to the United States from 
| the province of Posen, in Prussia, in 1879; naturalized September 30, 1884. ' 

After some preliminary correspondence between the legation and Gad, and the lega- . 
- - tion and the American consul at Breslau, in Prussia, the legation was, on April 20, 1885, 

placed by Gad in possession of the necessary details in the case, and on the same day 
- _ presented the following statements and complaint of.Gad to the foreign office: Gad, 

then being a Russian subject, emigrated to the United States in 1879, from which time 
he had there resided until his recent return to Prussia on a visit, and to dispose of — 
business. He had been naturalized in the United States in due form of law, as ap- | 

.. . peared by his certificate dated September 30, 1884. He had been ordered to leave | 
Kempen (his place of sojourn in Prussia) prior to his emigration, solely on the ground 

: of his being a Russian subject, no offense being charged against him. His object now 
was to sell some property belonging to him at or near Kempen, and then to return 
with his family to the United States for perthanent residence. It was now reported 
to the legation that the Landrath of the district had ordered him to leave,‘ without 
special cause therefor, before the 4th of May, prior to which time he would not be able | 
to complete the disposition of his property. It had always. beén his intention to re- 

_ turn to the Tinited States in August next.. Under these circumstances it was hoped 
-" that the German Government would find it just to give him the benefits of the treaty, 

and to direct the local apthorities to allow ‘him to complete his lawful business in 
Prussia, so long as he was obedient to the laws. It was requested that the order of | 
expulsion complained of might be suspended pending an investigation of the facts, 
and that, if these were found to be correctly stated, an order might be issued in com- 
pliance with the complainant’s request. Gad’s certificate of naturalization was In- 

a, closed as evidence of his nationality, with the request for its ultimate return. Gad 
7 was, on the same day, April 20, 1885, informed of the action taken in his behalf. _ 

Under date of April 24 the legation was informed by the foreign office that anin- — 

7 vestigation of the case had been ordered, the result of which would be duly commu-
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nicated. On the 16th of June following, some correspondence relating to the prog- . | 
— ress of the case having ensued between the legation and Gad, the foreign office com- mee 

‘municated the result of the investigation made, which showed that the former Russian _ 
_ subject, Meyer Gad, had been expelled from Prussia in the year 1878, after having : 

been discharged from the sérvice of a merchant, Bloch, at Kempen, at that time his a 
master, for several dishonest acts. He had thereupon gone to Austria and then to | 
America, where he had acquired citizenship. As he had never been a German subject, 
the treaty of February 22, 1868, could not apply to his case.. After an application ae 
made in 1882 by the wife of Gad, residing at Kempen, for permission for her husband | 

. to sojourn there, had been refused, the latter had himself appeared. at Kempen, atthe - 
beginning of February last, with the purpose of settling there. He was told that he | 

. must leave Prussia within six weeks. With this order he had not complied, and later - 
- on, in a communication addressed to the Landrath at Kempen, he declared that it was. 

' his purpose to commence a business at that place, with a capital of 10,000 marks, — | 
which he claimed to possess. From thisit would appeart, contrary to the assumption . 
contained in the note of the legation, that he had not in reality had even theinten- 7 : 
tion of returning to America. es - oo oo 

| Although, in general, sojourn in the German Empire, in so far as particular reasons: SO 
to the contrary might not exist, was permitted to the citizens of the United States, | 
as also to other foreigners, the Royal Prussian minister of the interior was neverthe- _ 
less of the opinion that the measure of expulsion adopted against: Gad before his nat- a 

_. uralization.as an American citizen must be maintained, and the more for the reason . | 
that his personality and past history would not seem to justify exceptional considera- oo 
tions for his wishes. The foreign office expressed regret that Gad’s request could not | 
-under existing circumstances be complied with, oo | 

On June 19 the legation informed Gad of the decision reached in his case, inclos- 
ing to him at the same time a copy of the communication conveying that decision. __ : 

_ Gad wrote to the legation on the 23d of June, thanking it for its effort in his behalf, a 
' and requesting the return of his passport, which was immediately sent to him.. | mo 

Under date of June 22, 1885, the legation reported the case, with the correspond- —_ 
- ence with the foreign office, to the Department of State: On July 9 the Department. | 

. .acknowledged the receipt of the dispatch, stating, after various comments on the 
case, that it did not appear that objection could be made to theGerman Government’s = 
refusal to receive back to the scene of his alleged former misconduct Meyer Gad, who | 
appeared to have been Russian by allegiance of birth, American by allegiance of nat- 
uralization, Austrian by allegiance of residence, and German, if he could be, by alle- — 

- giance of personal election, adding that there was no treaty that covered Gad’s case, | 
_ gince he was not a German by origin, but the subject by origin of Russia. so 

(124) Frank Buddack.—Born at Briickenkopf, Prussia, August 3,1859; emigrated to — 
- the United States in June, 1877; naturalized February 6,1885.  =——. : | - 

On April 25, 1885, a communication was received from Buddack, in which he in- | | 
formed the legation that he had been arrested and compelled to pay a fine for viola-. / 

. tion of military duty, and asked that intervention might be made in his behalf. The : 
_ legation at once replied to his letter, inclosing the customary military case form,tobe — oo 
filled in with the necessary details and returned. This form having been duly re- | | 
turned on April 30, the legation on the same day submitted the following statements co 
and complaint of Buddack to the foreign office (after first reciting the facts as to — 

~  pirth, emigration, and naturalization, as above stated): Buddack had returned to | 
Germany in April, 1885, to make a visit of six months to his relatives, having procured © — 

'- return steamship tickets for himself and wife. On the 23d of that month he was ar- | 
rested at Nakel, and under judgment of the Landgericht at Schneidemiihl, dated June me 
25, 1880, was compelled to pay a fine of 150 marks, under penalty of being imprisoned 

_ for a period of four weeks. It was hoped that the foreign office would kindly cause © 
' an early investigation to be made in the case, and the fine paid to be returned, if the | | 
- facts were found to be as stated. In conclusion, Buddack’s certificate of naturaliza- oe 
tion, and his receipt for the amount of the fine, were inclosed, with a request for their | 
ultimate return. po Co . | | 

_. On the 2d of May the legation informed Buddack of the action it had taken in his | 
behalf. Under date of May 7, 1885, the foreign office acknowledged the receipt of the : : 
note of the legation, and stated that an investigation had been ordered, the result of 
which would be communicated to the legation. — 3 - - 

After some correspondence between the iegation and Buddack relating to the prog- | 
ress made in the case, and to the purpose of Buddack to return to the United States - | 
at an early day, a note was received from the foreign office on August 7, informing = 

~ the legation that the necessary steps had been taken for the remission of Buddack’s. © = 
fine and the return of his papers. The legation at once notified Buddack of this fact, , 7 
and at the same time sent his papers back to him. Finally, underdate of September ~—. 

- 17, 1885, the foreign office informed the legation that the fine had been repaid. This’ | | 
intelligence was immediately conveyed to Buddack who has not since been heard from | | 

' at this legation, and who has probably returned to the United States. re oe
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: — (125) Rudolph Lieffert.—Born at Soest, Prussia, in 1867; emigrated to the United | 
| ~ States at the age of two years,-where his father became naturalized March 1, 1883, | 

during the son’s minority. : ne | | o Oo 
. ~ On May 6, 1885, Lieffert appealed to the legation to intervene in his behalf, and on 

same day the legation submitted the following statements and complaint made by — 
_ him to the foreign office: In the year 1869 Lieffert, then two years old, having been | 

born at Soest, Prussia, in 1867, emigrated with his father to the United States, where | 
the father became a citizen, and where he stl resided. At the age of ten years Lief- _ 

' fert was sent by bis father to Germany to visit his grandparents, and to acquire an 
| education, and had resided with them at Magdeburg for the last five years. The ob- 

ject of his visit having been accomplished, his father had recalled him to his home in 
| Brooklyn, N.Y. Furnished with papers for his journey to the United States, which, 

= as the legation was informed, were considered sufficient for the purpose by the au- — 
thorities at Magdeburg, Lieffert was about to depart onthe steamship Polaria, sailing. 

; from Hamburg on the lst of May, when be was arrested on the suspicion of attempt- 
. ing to evade military duty in Prussia. His money and papers were taken from him | 

| and not returned, and he was not released from confinement until a relation. had 
' furnished security on the following day. He was thus deprived of the use of his 
baggage, which remained on the steamship which had already sailed, and he was not 
permitted to leave Hamburg. He was compelled to rely on his relations there for 
his support, and he represented his condition to be oneof great distress. The lega- 
tion hoped that the foreign office would have the kindness, in view of the urgency of 

. _the case, and if the facts, on investigation, were found to be as stated, to cause the 
speedy discontinuance of the proceedings taken against Lieffert. On the same day, 

. May 6, 1885, the legation informed Lieffert of the action taken in his behalf, promised. 
to advise him of the result of the same when reached, and advised him to apply, 
throtgh the American consulate at Hamburg, for a passport, as his arrest had proba- 

. by been owing to his lack of a document sufficiently attesting his American nation- 
ality. oo oe CT | 
Under date of the 1ith of May the foreign office informed the legation that imme- 

diate steps had been taken to cause an investigation to be made of the case. On the 
- 23d of June following the legation received a communication from Lieftert informing 

it that, after a relative had furnished security for hisreturn to Magdeburg, his effects 
_ had been restored to bim, and be had returned there to await the arrival from America 
of his father’s certificate of. naturalization for which he had written, and which had 
now been received. He also asked to be informed in what manner -he could securean 

: American passport. He was at once instructed by the legation on this point. Onthe 
- 6th of June he appeared in person at.the legation, and stated that bis difficulties with 

- the Hamburg authorities had been satisfactorily settled. He applied for a passport, 
received the same, and proceeded to Hamburg and the United States. His case has 

po thus been practically adjusted, althongh no final communication on the subject has as 
/ yet been received by the legation from the foreign office. | 
a (126) David Lemberger (2d case).—Born in the United States, Jnly 28, 1862, as the 

- gon of acitizen of German birth, M. H. Lemberger, who was naturalized March 23, 
. 1860. Oo = 5 | | 

. -The legation had already once intervened in behalf of Lemberger to obtain his re- 
lrase from military service, and asuccessful result had been attained. (See case No. 
115.) : oe | oC | 

After some correspondence with the American consulate at Stuttgart, concerning 
. _ threats made by the local authorities-to Lemberger that he would be expelled from 

the country unless he became naturalized in Germany, the legation was, on June 3, 188, 
informed that this alternative had been definitively presented tohim. The case wassub- 

oo _mnitted to the foreign office on the following day. Attention was called to the circum- - 
stance that the German Government had recently, at the instance of the legation, | 

. caused his name to be stricken from the army rolls. The facts as to his birth andthe 
nationality of himself and father, as presented to the foreigu office in a former rote 

| from the legation, were recapitulated, and the foreign office was further informed 
.  . that, while residing at Rexingen, in Wurtemberg, and condnueting himself, so far as. 

the legation was aware, in a peaceful and Jaw-abiding manner, Lemberger had been. 
notified by the local authorities, under date of May 28th last. that he must acquire ~ 
German allegiance by the 11th of June following, under penalty of expulsion. The 

: legation expressed the hope that an early investigation of the case might be made, 
and that the measures taken against Lemberger: might be discontinned. Lemberger | 
wus at once informed that intervention had. been made in his behalf. The foreign - 

_ office, in reply, informed the legation, on July 13,°1885, that several extensions of | 
‘time in which to make bis election had been granted to Lemberger, the last being to 
the 20th of July; that. it could not advise the antborities at-Wurtemberg to with- 
draw the order against Lemberger; that those authorities had felt impelled to adopt |. 
that measure for the reason that he belonged to the class of persons who employ their | 

| : foreign allegiance simply for the purpose of evading military service in Germany, re- .
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_ ferring in this connection to certain occurrences and principles discussed in the notes _ a 
_ from the foreign office, dated April 26 and May 16, 1885 (see case No. 119, Ferdinand oo 

Revermann). Thisdecision was at once communicated to Lemberger, and, under date ; 
of July 16, 1885, the case was fully reported by the legation to the Department of . 7 

_ State, in dispatch No. 36. “In reply thereto a communication was received from the . 
Department, making inquiries as to the time of the return of Lemberger’s father to ae 
Germany, the present residence of father and son, and the action taken by them since . 

_ the communication to the son of the decision reached in his case. cs 
. After making an investigation as to such of these facts as were not already known oo 

to it, the sogation informed the Department, in dispatch ‘No. 55, of August 31, 1885, 7 
that Moses Lemberger, the father, had returned to Germany in 1875, and had ever 

. Since been engaged in business at Rexingen, in Wurtemberg; that both father and | 
-son still resided there; that the father was looking for a place at which his-soncould: | 

“acquire German allegiance on the cheapest terms; and that citizenship at Miinster, — 
in Wurtemberg, had been promised the son. | _ - ne 

(127) C. L. George (unfinished). — a : : Be | oe 
(128) Jacob Wilhelm Thraenert.—Under date of August 18, 1885, one Kobolke, a Ger- a 

'  maan subject, wrote to the legation, informing it that his néphew, Jacob W. Thraenert, 
a native citizen of the United States, sojourning in Berlin, had been ordered to leave. 
the country. In reply, he was requested to come with his nephew to the legation to. | 
furnish it with the necessary details in the case. This he did, and on August 22, 1885, : _ 

. the legation submitted the following statements and complaint of Thraenert to the . 
foreign office: Jacob W. Thraenert. a native-born citizen of the United States, had- , 
been required to leave Prussia within fourteen days from the 14th of August: His =~ 

- father, Heinrich Thraevert, emigrated in 1854 to the United States, and in dné time | 
became a naturalized citizen there. He resided at Aurora, -in the State of Indiana, 
where his son, Jacob Wilhelm, was born on the 18th day of January, 1865. The father . 
died at Aurora in 1873, and two years later the son came to Germany in company with. ” 

. his mother, who had since married again. He had lived in several places in Saxony, . | 
. and in each had practiced his trade as a basket-maker, first as apprentice and afterwards oo 
as workman (gehiil.e). Some eight weeks ago he had .come to Prussia ard to Berlin, 

- where he was then working at his trade with the basket-maker O. Fiebig, and con- | 
. tributing from bis earnings to the support of his uncle, Adolph Kobolke, residing in. a 

Berlin, avd a native-born subject of Prussia, whose allegiance had never been aban- — . 7 
~ doned. The testimonials which ‘Thraenert held from his former employers showed ne 

him to be an industrious, faithful, and orderly person, and it was uuderstood that his Se 
present employer concurred in this testimeany. He had some time ago received from 

_ his elder brother, a native of the United States, living in Texas, money to pay the 
expenses of his return to America, and he would have returned at that time but for the - 
fact that, witbout lis fault or connivance, the movey was lost to him. He had never | . 
abandoned bis citizenship or residence in the United States, and. intended to return 
there. When, in obedience to a summons, he appeared at the office of the chief of Co 
police, no other reason for the order expelling him was given than that he wasafor- 
eigner. In view of the rapid approach of the day designated for his departure, the 9 | 

‘hope was expressed that the foreign office would cause an early investigation of the | 
ease to be made, and the order to be revoked upon veritication of the alleged facts... 
In conclusion, it was requested that Thraenert’s certificate of birth and the order for : 
his expulsion, which were inclosed, might be ultimately returned. — ett | 
- Under date of September 13, isa5, the legation received a note from the foreign : 

_ Office, of the fellowing import: Thraenert had, under a judgment of the schéffen-_ a 
. court, at Dobeln, Saxony, dated May 9, 1885, been sentenced to and had suffered an - oo 

imprisonment of ten days. On the ground of this punishment the police president SO, 
* had, on the 14th ultimo,decreed Thraenert’s expulsion. As the sojourn in Prussia of 

foreigners who bad been punished was, on principle, not permitted, the appropriate | a 
- authorities had not found themselves in a position to direct the revocation of the order oo 

of expulsion issued against Thraenert. The legation at once wrote to the basket- oo 
maker, Fiebig, requesting him to bring. Thraenert to the legation to learn the result. | _ 
of the investigation of his case, made by the foreign office. eee / 

. On the 23 of . September Thraenert called at the legation, asked for the return 
of his papers, and stated that he had been verbally informed by a police officer that . | 
he might remain in Berlin. This permission was, as the sequel showed, erroneously , 
understood by Thraenert to mean that the order for his expulsion had been wholly | 
withdrawn. It ‘was, no doubt, intended to operate only until the police should re- 
ceive definite instructions from the higher authorities. The legation informed Thrae-- 

-nert of the contents of the communication received from the foreign officein his =~ = 
case, and returned his papers. On the 21st of October, Thraenert returned again to 
the legation, and presented a notitication in writing from the police president, re- 

_ iterating the earlier verbal order of expulsion, and informing him that he mustleave _ 
Prussia within fourteen days of the date of the service of the document, under pen- Bo
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a alty of forcible expulsion. He said he was quite willing to go, provided he could | 
procure in time the money necessary to defray his trave ing expenses to America. 
From the statements made to the legation by Thraenert, and by his master, the 

_ basket-master, it appeared that the offense committed was technical rather than real. — 
7 He, and other young men, had been summoned or permitted to assist in extinguishing 

_ a fire that had broken out in an inn in a small town in Saxony. With the consent 
, of the owner of the inn, some of the young men thus assisting, Thraenert not being 

. of the number, brought up from the cellar some beer for the refreshment of the party, 
. and brought with it, but without the owner’s consent, some wine. Thraenert’sof- 

_ fense, as alleged, consisted only in partaking of this wine, which he drank on the spot. 
_ The legation was favorably impressed by the appearance and demeanor of youn 

_  Thraenert, and was assured by his uncle and by his master that he was of good moral 
character and not capable of willfulinjury to any one. oo 

No. 808. oe 

- Mr. Bayard to Mr. Pendleton. ss 

No. 80.] a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
. _ Washington, December 18, 1885. | 

Sir: I herewith inclose to you a copy of a report of the Solicitor of 
| this Department upon the interpretation to be given to the fourth arti- 

cle of the treaty between the United States and the North German Con- — 
| _ federation, and especially to that clause of the article which provides © 

that intent not to return to the country of adoption may be held to ex- 
7 ist when the person naturalized in the one country resides more than 
oe two years in the other country. : a | 

— Tam, &e., : So 
| : T. F. BAYARD. | 

an {Iueclosure in No. 80.] oS . . 

Report of the Law Officer of the Department of State. — . - 

| | "DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
. _ _ Law Bureau, March 20, 1885. 

| Sir: In the treaty between the United States and the North German Confederation, 
" the fourth article provides as follows: . . 

‘If a German naturalized in America renews his residence in North Germany, with- _ 
out the intent to return to America, he shall be held to have renounced his naturali- 
zation in the United States. Reciprocally, if an American naturalized in North 

. Germany renews his residence in the United States without the intent to return to. ° 
North Germany he shall be held to have renounced his naturalization in North Ger- - 

- many. The intent not to return may be held to exist when the person naturalized in the one 
country resides more than two years in the other country.” | . 

An important question has been referred to me which involves the lines under- 
~ scored in the above article. The question is this: Is the residing for more than two 

‘years by a person naturalized in his country of origin an irrebuttable proof of an in- 
tention not to return to the naturalizing country? =, 

. As the same question arises under the treaties with Baden, Bavaria, Hesse-Darm- 
- stadt, and Wurtemberg, I propose, in response to the inquiries put to.me, to give it 

| . a detailed examination. In doing so I beg to state that 1 have given careful consid- 
SO eration to the excellent report from Mr. Deuster, of the Foreign Affairs Committee of 

. the House of Representatives, submitted on the 17th of February, 1885. 
CO No legislation, however, took place in conformity with the recommendations of this — 

report, and I am obliged to consider the question irrespective of any prescription of. 
- | the Jaw making power. The question, I would also beg to say, is one that arises 

| constantly in the municipal jurisdiction both of Germany and the United States. _ 
The position that I now propose to take has been accepted as authoritative in both
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~-eountries. This position is, that a statutory permission to make a particular mode | 
of proof of a contested fact admissible, does not exclude other modes of proof; and — | 
that when the statutory proof is produced it is, unless otherwise prescribed in the ae 
statutes, as much open to rebuttal as are other modes of proof. This position I now a 

| proceed to illustrate from our own jurisprudence, remarking that the same position | 
7 is taken by German authorities on the law ofevidence. =. |. . | 

. . <1) I notice, in the first place, statutes permitting depositions to be read in certain | 
—.. classes of cases in which, in common law, they would not be admissible. Those stat- — on 

utes usually run in the same words as those underscored in the article before us. _ . 
They provide that such proof may be received. No one ever pretended that the en- . 
actment of such a statute makes the depositions so provided for the exclusive mode — 
of proof of the litigated facts, nor that the facts they state are irrebuttable. . — , an 

_, > (2) Another illustration may be found in the statutes providing that exemplifica- . | 
tion of deeds may be received in evidence. Here, again, no one would question that = 

- the original deed would be admissible, or that the existence or efficacy of such an ex- ee 
emplification could not be impeached on grounds of fraud or non-execution. a | 

- (3) A third illustration may be found inthe statutes which provide that the stat- 
_ - utes of foreign States may be proved from the printed statute books. Here,again, it | a. 

has always been conceded that such a statute does not exclude other proof of foreign | 
statutes, and that the evidence which statutes are supposed to give may be rebutted... — oe 

I now proceed to take up more particularly the question whether statutes provid- _. 
ing that intent may be proved in a particular way prescribe such way as exclusive. a 

- and irrebuttable. We have numerousstatutes of this class in this country, and similar — - 
statutes or judicial rulings are to be found in German jurisprudence. of 

I notice, in particular, so far as this country is concerned, the following illustra- | | 
_tions: | So a . Be - 

| (1) Statutes which prescribe that having in possession counterfeit coin in quanti- 
ties may be proof that such coin is held for illegal purposes. Now, we have numer- — . 
ous decisions from our courts to the effect, on the one side, that such proof is not ex- | 
elusive pr: of of intent, and that on the other side, when offered, it isrebuttable.. © | 

(2) Statutes have also been enacted in several. States providing that carrying dan- 
/ gerous weapons about the person may be presumed to be for an illegal object. Now, _ - 

- in no case under such statutes wouid it be maintained that so carrying such weapons — 
is the sole proof of intent, or that such proof, when admitted, cannot te rebutted. | 

(3) We may also turn to the statutes prescribing that having illicit or contraband | 
| ‘goods in possession shall be regarded as proof of au intention to dispose of such goods — 

in Yiolation of law. Very many.statutes of this class have been passed in reference 
to the sale of intoxicating liquors, and similar statutes have been adopted as part of , 

_ the revenue system of the United States. Here, again, it would not be pretended — . 
either that the possession of the illicit or contraband articles is the sole proof of the an 
illegal intent, or that when such proof is offered it could not be rebutted. oe 

_ (4) The fourth illustration may be found in the recent statutes adopted in England | 
_ -and the United States, providing that parties. may be witnesses in their own cases, . 

--. coupling these statutes with the judicial interpretation assigned to them, that par- _ a 
_ ties, when their intent is disputed, may prove what that intent was. No one in this 

country would have the audacity to maintain that such statutes preclude any other  —_— 
| proof of intent than that which the parties themselves should give, and that the evi- 7 

dence of the parties when given should be irrebuttable.  __ oe 
The North German code provides also for numerous cases in which parties may be “ 

admissible. Yet nothing is more remarkable in German jurisprudence than the elab- | 
_ orate energy with which, in cases of all classes, extrinsic facts are appealed toforthe 

_. purpose of giving a supplementary proof to the testimony of parties, or of controvert- 
_ ing such testimony by contradictory proof. oo : . : 

. I therefore maintain that, even though the treaty had prescribed peremptorily, | SO 
that when a person naturalized in the one country resides more than two years in the — | 

- other country, the intent not to return is to be held to exist, this would not exclude — 
other proof of an intent not to return, nor would it be insusceptible of rebuttal by | | 

; proof that he did intend to return. Ourcourts have frequently so held when constru- | 
ing statutes providing that intent or other litigated facts are to be proved in a par- a 

_ ticularway. But the treaty contains no such peremptory direction. It does not say 
that the intent not to return shall be held to exist, but it says the intent not to return oo 
may be held to exist. vo _ 

_ Itis clear, therefore, that this method of proof of the animus manendi is not the only : 
mode by which such animus manendi may be proved. It would be perfectly compe- a 
tent for a German by birth, who had been naturalized in the United States,to re- 

_  nounce his naturalized allegiance in one week after his returntoGermany. It would | | 
. be perfectly competent for the German Government in such cases, or in cases in which 

the returned subject had remained over two years in Germany, to offer other proof 
besides that of the remaining, to provethat he had intended to resume his allegiance 

| of birth. ae | ae ok
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And, on the other hand, it would be perfectly competent for such a citizen, either he- . 
. fore or after the two years had elapsed, to say that it was his intention not to remain 

in Germany, but to return to the United States. The question, it will be observed, is 
. Closely related to that of domicile. No matter how long a resident in a particular — 

7 -country has remained there, his dotnicile is in the country of his origin, if heintends 
to return to it as, his final home. No matter how short a time anemigrant may bein © 
the country to which he emigrates, his domicile is established there if he intends per- 
-mnanently to remain. ar : oo a . 

For the construction that is here given to the.treaty two arguments drawn from the 
condition of things as presented to the negotiators may be here adduced. . , | 

(1) It can hardly be supposed that Germany intended to repel from her soil the | 
multitude of naturalized citizens of the United States, who, born in Germany, desire 

- to return and reside there for periods exceeding two years. * Co . 
, _I will take as an illustration of this Germans naturalized in the United States who | 

go to Germany for literary and business purposes. Many of these persons require a _ 
| residence of over two years in Germany to etfect their object, and it is most unlikely 

| that the negotiators intended to exclude from Germany men such as these, whose 
presence in matters of,literature might adorn, and in matters of business might bene- 
fit the country of their temporary residence, It is well known that the selling agents. 
of many great manufacturers and producers, both in Germany and the United States, - 

| are inthe habit of remaining often-over a period much greater than two years in. 
the place of their agency, and it cannot be questioned that the continual presence — . 

. of such agents, retaining as they do their allegiance to the country from which they 
are sent, is greatly conducive to the busiuess prosperity of the country in which their _ 
agency isexecuted. Yet the clause befere us would preclude inexorably a stay of 
such agents beyond the period of*two years. And even a more striking instance of — . 

. the improbability of the coustruction [here contest is to be fonnd in the case of the 
children of German parents naturalized in the United States, when such children go 

, to Germany for education. Several thousand students from the United States are sald 
at present to be in Germany. A large proportion of these are children of Germans 
naturalized in the United States. No thorough course of education in Germany could 
be obtained if the limit ef study be two years. The benetits of such thorough course 
of study both to Germany and the United States canuot be disputed, and it is still 
Jess open to dispute that there are multitudes of German parents, who, though nat- 
uralized in and truly loyal to the United States, are attached to the literature of their 

. native land and to its system of education and discipline and who desire that their _ 
. children should have the advantages of German educational institutions. It is hardly 

: to be supposed that the negotiators of this treaty intended to pnt a stop to the enjoy- 
. ment of such advantages by the children of naturalized Germans when they are open 

to the children of citizens of the United States by birth. Itis not likely that the 
German negotiators of the treaty in particular would in this as well as in the other 
cases have discriminated so seriously avaiust their own country, 

(2) A final objection to this construction to which 1 new turn bas already been | 
taken by the American minister at Berlin. If at the expiration of two years’ resi- 

: dence in Germany, a German vaturalized in the United States loses his American 
a. nationality, he becomes without any nationality whatsoever, so far as the treaty 

is concerned, since by the treaty there is no provision made for the resnmption of 
his German nationality. He would, therefore, bein the extraordinary condition of a 
erson without any national ties or allegiance, That he should be allowed to resume 

hie old nationality when he desires is not strange; but it would be very strange, if, 
without any such desire on bis part or any action justifying it, he should thus, by 
the mere expiration of time, be absolutely deprived of any political status whatso- . 

| ever. , | : oo 
--. Jn several treaties that have been negotiated by the United States on this topic it 

is provided that the presumption of intent drawn from a residence of over two years 
. should be open to rebuttal. Perhaps, as a matter of excessive caution, it might be 

desirable to adopt an article additional to the treaty before us, providing that a two - 
years’ residence in the country of origin should only be regarded-as prima facie proof 
of renunciation of American naturalization, such proof to be open to corroboration 
on the one side and to rebuttal on the other side; but it should be clearly understood 
that this is done without in any way waiving the position that this incideut of rebut- 
tability belongs to the clause before us as it stands in the treaty. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. ae | 
: : . —. FRANCIS WHARTON, 

/ . oe : oo Law Officer. |
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- CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF GERMANY ie, 
| AT WASHINGTON. | | | 

. ‘No. 309 a | oo 

ye ae Mr. von Alvensleben to Mr. Bayard. 

re - -[ Translation. ] . ae | ye 

oo IMPERIAL GERMAN LEGATION, _ ae 
a | Washington, March 16, 1885. (Received March 18.) = = © 

-. §re: The undersigned, Imperial German envoyeextraordinary and 
- minister plenipotentiary, has the honor to communicate the following 

- to the Hon. Thomas F. Bayard, Secretary of State of the United States: | 

An association of German subjects, under the name of the “German i 

-Colonization Society,” has purchased certain territories, together with _ 

| sovereign rights, by means of treaties with the native chiefs. Thesaid : 
_.. territories are situated in the eastern part of Africa, to the west of the oo 

dominions of the Sultan of Zanzibar. The association has requested 
His Majesty the Emperor to assume the sovereignty over these terri- | 
tories, which request has been complied with by His Majesty, who has _ | 

- eaused the accompanying imperial letter of protection, bearing date of a 
the 27th ultimo, to be issued to the association. The territories in ques- | 
tion are situated within the extended zone of the conventional basin of a 

_ ‘the Congo, provided for in Chapter I, Article I, sub. 3, of the “Acte _ 
- géuéral de la Conférence de Berlin,” to which zone the signatory powers. | 

~ have pledged themselves to apply the provisions of that instrument. _ | 
. The Government of His Majesty the Emperor, in consequence hereof, an 
-assumes the obligation to see that the provisions of the Acte général a 

| are executed within the German possessions lying in the said zone,and ————™ 
it claims, at the same time, the advantages for said: possessions which 
are guaranteed in Chapter III of the Acte général in respect to the 
neutrality of the territories lying within the conventional basin of the — | 

 . Covgo.  — _ a OO | a ls | 
-_-_In obedience to instructions received the undersigned has the honor 

_ to bring the foregoing to the knowledge of the United States Govern- a 
ment, and he avails himself of this occasion, &. ae Co 

CO hn, oO, HH. v. ALDVENSLEBEN. | | 

; | | . —aemnemnaney . | . oo, | - | . 7 | 

| ee (Inclosure.—Translation.] - re | oe 

| | . Letter of protection issued to the German Colonization Society. 8 a 

| We, William, by the grace of God German Emperor, King of Prussia, hereby give 
notice: ©. . a Bo ve os 

_. he presiding officers of the German Colonization Society, viz, Dr. Karl Peters and - 
> our chamberlain, Felix, Count Behr-Bandelin, bave solicited our protection for the: 

territory purchased by the said association in East Africa, to the west of the domin- | | 
fons of the Sultan of Zanzibar and outside of the sovereignty of other powers; and 
havivg laid before us the treaties concluded by the said Dr. Karl Peters with the. 
rulers 6f Usagara, Nguru, Usegulva, and Ukami, in the months of November and De- \ 
cember last, whereby the said territories were ceded to the German Colonization So-
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ciety; and having, at the same time, requested us to take these territories under 
our sovereignty, we hereby declare that we have assumed the said sovereignty, and | 

have taken the said territories under our imperial protection, reserving our future | 
decisions with regard to other acquisitions of territory that may be made by treaty by 

: the society or its successors in that region. = — - | 

- We authorize the said society, on condition of its remaining a German association, 

- ‘and on condition of the members of the board of directors, or other body controlling 
the said. society, being subjects of the German Empire; and we also authorize the 
successors to the rights of said society, on the same conditions, to exercise all the — 
rights accruing from the treaties which have been laid before us, including jurisdic- 

. tion over the natives and over subjects of the Empire, or of other nations who may | 

settle in those regions for commercial or other purposes, under the surveillance of our 

- Government, and with the proviso that such ordinances as we may hereafter issue, 

and such regulations supplementary to this letter of protection as may hereafter be : 

: adopted by us, shall be obeyed. | a . 7 

| In testimony whereof, we have signed this letter of protection with our own hand, ~ 

and have caused our Imperial seal to be affixed thereto. : ee 
| | | . WILLIAM. | 

. ° 7 Von BISMARCK. - 

Done at Berlin, February 27, 1885. | | a 

— : No. 310. , | 

ne Mr. Bayard to Mr. von Alvensleben. a | 

OB a : DAPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | | Washington, April 6, 1885. oe 

| Sre: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the | 

16th ultimo, by which you are pleased to inform me that an association __ 

_ of German subjects having purchased, by means of treaties with native 

chiefs, certain territories and sovereign rights in the eastern part of the 
conventional zone of the Congo basin, and having requested His Majesty, 

| the Emperor, to assume the sovereignty over those territories, His 

Majesty has caused an imperial letter of protection to be issued to the 

: association under date of February 27 last. oS 

I observe that your reference to the circumstance of, the territories 

in question being situated within the conventional zone to which the _ 

powers signing the general act of the conference of Berlin ‘have 

pledged themselves to apply the provisions of that instrument ” is ac- 

companied and qualified by the statement that the German Govern- 

| ment assumes the obligation of executing the provisions of the general. 

act aforesaid within those German territories, and accordingly claims 

- for such possessions the advantages of neutrality guaranteed by that 

| general act. — a . ~ 
: | Until the United States shall, by subsequent accession and ratifica- 

tion of the general act of the conference of Berlin, in the manner therein 

os provided, become a party to the stipulations thereof, it will be impos- 

sible to determine the due and proper weight to be given by this Govern- — 

ment to the declaration and claim which you have thuscommunicated. —s
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| we Mr. von Alwensleben to Mr. Bayard. | oo 

ms : - ge [Translation] == | nn 

| oo IMPERIAL GERMAN LEGATION, 
. fade: | Washington, August 3, 1885. (Received August 5.) | 

_ The undersigned, imperial German ambassador extraordinary and 
_ minister plenipotentiary, has, in accordance with the orders he has re- _ | 

_- ceived, the honor to make the following very respectful communication 
_, to Hon. Thomas F. Bayard, Secretary of State of the United States. __ : 

. By a law of June 26, 1884 (an act to remove certain burdens on the ~ | 
- American merchant marine and encourage the American foreign carry- — 

. Ing trade, and for other purposes), section 14 (tonnage tax), it has been — — 
- provided that vessels which sail from a port in North or Central 
. America, inthe West Indian Islands, the Bahama, Bermuda, and Sand- 
* wich Islands to a port, of the United States, shall pay in it, in place of | 
_ the previous tonnage tax of 30 cents per ton a year, only 3cents per 

_ ton, and not. more than 15 cents a year, whilst vessels from other foreign . 
_ ports have to beara tax of 6cents. This lowering of the tax to3cents  _ 

+ has been granted to the favored countries—Canada, Newfoundland, - 
_. the Bahamas, Bermuda, and West Indian Islands, Mexico, and Central — 

America, including Aspinwall and Panama—unconditionally and with- oe 
_ out regard to the taxes, however relatively high, these countries on 

_ their side levy on American ships. a . | . 
| Article 1X of the Prussian-American treaty of the 1st of May, 1828, | 

_ which has been lately, in the correspondence between the cabinets of 
Berlin and Washington concerning the petroleum railroad rates as well Oo 

_ - a8 because of the Spanish-American treaty concerning the trade of Cuba - 
and Puerto Rico, successively asserted by both Governments tobe valid 

. for all Germany, runs as follows: — . ae es 
-. If either party shall hereafter grant to any other nation any particular favor in 

i havigation or commerce, it shall immediately become common to the other party, | 
_ freely, where it is freely granted to such other nation, or on yielding the same com- 

- pensation, when the grant is conditional. ee 7 oo, mo | 

_. The treaties which the United States in their time have concluded 
with the Hanse cities, Oldenburg and Mecklenburg, contain similar pro- 
visions. In accordance with the purport of these, Germany has an im- 

_-mnediate claim, and without making any concession in return, to par- || 
_. ticipate in the enjoyment of the tonnage-tax abatement to 8 cents per —t™” 

ton; which has been unconditionally conceded. — ne 
: The undersigned is, in accordance with the view of the Imperial Gov- Oo 

ernment, above set forth, directed to claim from the Government of the 
-. United States for German vessels the abatement of the tonnage tax to | 

3 cents per ton, and to propose, at the same time,-the repaymentof the . 
-tonnage-tax which at the rate of 6 cents per ton has been overpaid since . 
the law of the 26th of June, 1884, went into effect. | ee 

“While the undersigned reserves for himself the right to make in due | 
_ time proper proposals in reference to the abatement provided over and 

. , above this in the law of the 26th June of last: year, dependent on cer- aa 
_ + tain conditions, and which (abatement) may in the future even exceed | | 

that of 3 cents per ton, according to the result of proper inquiries con- | 
cerning the tonnage dues and other taxes, hereafter to be levied inGer- __ 

_ man harbors, he has the honor to request very respectfully that the  - | 
. Secretary of State will kindly take the proper course, so that German oN
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shipping may as soon as possible participate in the unconditional favor, 
to which it is entitled, of an abatement ot the tonnage tax to3 cents. a 

| The undersigned has the honor to await, very respectfully, your kind 
| answer in reference to this matter, and avails himself, &c. 7 | | 

- | | - | H. v. ALVENSLEBEN. 

: a, No.312 0 we | 

| Mr. Bayard to Mr. von Alvensleben. | | 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
: : | Washington, November 7, 1885. 

‘S1g: I had the honor to receive in due season your note of August 
3 last, touching the application of the provisions of the fourteenth sec- 
tion of the shipping act, approved June 26, 1884, in respect of the col- » | 
lection of tonnage tax to vessels of Germany coming from ports of that 

~* country to ports of the United States, under the most favored nation — 
_. Clause of the existing treaty of 1828 between the United States and 

Germany. re Oo } oe 
The importance of the questions involved in the claim of the German 

Government and in like claims preferred by other governments has led _ 
| ~ to the submission of the entire subject to the judgment of the Attorney- 

: General. 7 : a | | 
_ The conclusions of the Department of Justice, after a careful exami- 
nation of the premises, are that— _ | | | a 

. The discrimination as to tonnage duty in favor of vessels sailing from the regions 
mentioned in the act, and entered in our ports is, I think, purely geographicalinchar- => 

| acter, inuring to the advantage of any vessel of any power that may choose to fetch 
ot and carry between this country and any port embraced by the fourteenth section of 

the act. I see no warrant, therefore, to claim that there is anything in ‘‘the most fa- 
vored nation clause” of the treaty between this country and the powers mentioned that 

. entitles them to have the privileges of the fourteenth section extended to their ves- 
sels sailing to this country from ports outside of the limitation of the act. . 

. These conclusions are accepted by the President, and I have, accord- | 
ingly, the honor to communicate them to you, as fully covering the points 

| presented in your note of August 3 last. | ae oe 
Accept, &c., | | | oe 

SO | 7 | a ar OF. BAYARD. — 

| -GREAT BRITAIN. Oo 

| a | No3180 | 

: — a Mr. Lowell to Mr. Frelinghuysen. . | | 

No. 917.] : LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 
| London, December 22, 1884. (Received January 3, 1885.) *  . 

| : Str: Referring to your instruction, No. 1006, October 20, 1884, I have — 
the honor to acquaint you that I immediately wrote to Lord Granville _ 
respecting the emigration of Mormon recruits from India to the United 

oo States, and he has just informed me that the attention of the governor- 
general of India will be called to the subject, -
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| Lord Granville suggests furthermore that— ee se 
It is very desirable that the United States consuls in India should give to the gov- oe 

ernment there all information and assistance in their power in regard to the matter, 
. and especially that they should at once bring to the notice of the government any ss ._— 

particular cases to which the provisions of the Indian penal code may appear to them a 
_ tobeapplicable. — So | a 

: . Thave, &e., SO . _. oo 
- oe ; a - J. R. LOWELL. | 

- - | | ; . | | . . . No. 314. . ‘ | : | | 7 ° . | | . 

es 7 Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Lowell. | a 

No. 1058.) DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ©” 
| car an _. . Washington, January 7, 1885. | 

»  §rr: With reference to your dispatch No. 917, of the 22d ultimo, in | 
-.- relation to Mormon recruits from India, I have to inform you that Lord a 

| Granville’s suggestion as to instructing the American consuls in India to : 
| co-operate with the British authorities there has been adopted by this - 

_ Department and that suitable instructions have been given tothecon- =| 
_ gul-general at Calcutta, and to our consuls at Bombay and Singapore, —— 

-. onthe subject. Te | | So ae 

| BRED K PT. FRELINGHUYSEN. a 

Ho Mr. Lowell to Mr. Frelinghuysen... a a 

No. 941.) _ LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, : 
: : _. London, January 29, 1885 (Received February 13.) 

) Srr: Referring to your circular of December 27 last, in reference to 
pauper immigration from European countries to the United States,I 
have the honor to acquaint you that I immediately. transmitted a copy 
of the same to Lord Granville, with a ‘note in which Ll urged hislordship 

| to cause publicity to be’given to its contents. | re 
I herewith inclose a copy of the note which I have receivedfrom Lord  —s 

Granville on the subject. oe - a 
| — Thave,&e, 0° 7 Be | 

| a | | OB _ [Inclosure.] Oo - ot | 

: fo — — Lord Granville to Mr. Lowell. : | Sone 

. . | | FOREIGN OFFICE, January 27, 1885. 
Srr: [have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the Oth instant, 

in regard to panper immigration to the United States, and to state to you that the | 
- proper steps will be taken to give effect to the wishes expressed therein. — | . 

Oo | oo | | | _ GRANVILLE. >
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Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Lowell. | 

No. 1088.J  .- | | - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
- | Washington, March 3, 1885. | 

Sir: You will recall the’ circumstances under which the Alert was 
-_- presented to the United States by Her Majesty’s Government in Febru- 

- ary, 1884. A devoted band of observers, under the command of Lieut. 
| _A. W. Greely, of the United States Army, having advanced to an ex- 

| ~ posed point in the high polar region, and there established a scientific ._ 
: station as part of a general international scheme of Arctic observation, _ 

-was, through the unfortunate wreck of the Proteus, deprived of ex- _ 
pected relief, and left to its own unaided resources in retreating from 
the post it held. At atime when the fate of these brave men was in 

- more than doubt, and when the Government and people of the United 
States were putting forth every exertion toward the relief of the unfor- | 

_ tunates, Her Majesty’s Government, in a spirit of generous friendship, 
as signal as it was gratifying, offered to this Government, as a gift, the 
Alert, a vessel built and equipped especially for the dangerous service 
of the Arctic seas. As the gift was offered, so it was received, an earnest , 
of the good fellowship which has so often made the two peoples one in 

_ the pursuit of a common aim. 2 _ 
Her mission of usefulness safely ended, it has been decided by the | 

Congress of the United States of America, on the recommendation of | 
the President, to give even greater emphasis to the good will so mani- 
fested on both sides by restoring the Alert to Her Majesty. __ | . 

' I inelose herewith a copy of that part of the aet which directs the 
| return.of the vessel to Her Majesty’s Government. You will take an 

immediate occasion to communicate it to Earl Granville, with due ex- 
| * pression of the deep sense of the friendship which inspired the gift and 

which inspires the return of the vessel crowned with the successful — 
achievement of a noble purpose. Oo - 

: At the earliest practicable moment the Alert will sail for England. , 
‘You will inquire of his lordship at what port or place it may best suit _ 

oe, the convenience of Her Majesty’s Government that, the vessel shall be 
delivered up, and will communicate the answer to this Department by - 
telegraph, | | a | | | | 

| "Tam, &e., - Cc ee oe 
_ - BRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. 

- {Inclosure in No. 1088.—Extract.] — 

| | Act of March 3, 1885. 4. a | 

" a ee + * * eo * * . 

° Src. 2. That the President be, and he is hereby, authorized to return the Arctic 

steamer Alert to Her Majesty’s Government, with the thanks of the Government of 

the United States for the generous and graceful act of courtesy in so promptly tender- - 

ing the gift of that vessel, and for the valuable service thereby rendered to the cause 

of science and humanity. oa aoe . | |
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Oo : Mr. Lowell to Mr. Bayard. | | . 

— No961) 0 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 
Tee London, April 4, 1885. (Received April 14.) _ es 

of Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Mr. Frelinghuy- 
_ Sen’s instruction No. 1088 of the 3d of March last, inclosing the act of 

_ Congress of that date, providing for the restoration of the Alert to Her. - 
_ Britannic Majesty, and directing me to communicate this act to Lord _ 

. Granville. oo | ne : a , 
On the 17th of March I obeyed this instruction, and in my letter to _ o 

_ his lordship I adopted Mr. Frelinghuysen’s language as being pecu- 
- larly felicitous and appropriate. ee eo 

. I have now received Lord Granville’s reply, by which you willobserve 
_, that Her Majesty has accepted the return of the Alert in the most cor- 

dial and friendly terms, and expressed the wish that the vessel should - ~ 
be delivered to the authorities at Halifax, Nova Scotia. | a : 

_ Linclose a copy of the correspondence. ce — 
a I have, &c., Oe a J. R. LOWELL, | 

° | oo | [Inclosure1in No.961.] - _ a 

SO | | Mr, Lowell to Lord Granville. Ce | . | 

7 | me ok LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - a ae | | | London, March 17, 1885. | 
My Lorp: Your lordship will recall the circumstances under which the Alert was 

presented to the United States by Her Majesty’s Government in February, 1684. A . . 
devoted band of observers under the command of Lieut. A. W. Greely, of the United 
States Army, having advanced to an exposed point in the high polar region, and there. 

_ established a scientific station as part of a general international scheme of Arctic ob- , 
__ servation, was, through the unfortunate wreck of the Proteus, deprived of expected _ 

relief and left to its own unaided resources in retreating from the postit held. Ata = | 
_ time when the fate of those brave men was in more than doubt, and when the Gov- 

ernment and people of the United States were putting forth every exertion towards: an 
the relief of the unfortunates, Her Majesty’s Government, in a spirit of generous friend- 

7 ship, as signal as it was gratifying, offered to this Government, 'as a gift, the Alert, | 
_ @ vessel built and equipped especially for the dangerous service of the Arctic seas. As a 

the gift was offered, so was it received—an earnest of the good fellowship which has 
so often made the two peoples one in the pursuit of a common aim. . 

7 Her mission of usefulness safely ended, it has been decided by the Congress of the 
United States, on the recommendation of the President, to give even greater emphasis | to the good will so manifested on both sides by restoring the Alert to Her Majesty. | 

In obedience to my instructions I inclose herewith a copy of that‘*bart of the act which directs the return of the vessel to Her Majesty’s Government, andI take the __ 
_ earliest opportunity to communicate it to your lordship, and to express at the same __ time the deep sense of the friendship which inspired the gift and which inspires the - return of the vessel, crowned with the successful achievement of a noble purpose. 

 - At the earliest practicable moment the Alert will sail for England, and I am in- | , 7 structed to inquire of your lordship at what port or place it may best suit the conven- a | lence of Her Majesty’s Government that the vessel shall be delivered up, in order that pe I may communicate the answer by telegraph to the Department of State. | . Ihave, &., | , ° Se ee | | | a | J. R. LOWELL. | . 

| 7 SO | (Inclosure 2 in No. 961.] | a . | ; | os 

- Lord Granville to Mr. Lowell. | | 
| | | : | oo | FOREIGN OF¥ice, March 31, 1885. | | 

| Sir: Referring to my letter of the 20th instant, I have the honor to state toyou that ~— : _ the lords commissioners of the admiralty have referred to the Queen your communi- . _ cation of the 17th in which you announce that it has been decided by the Congress of :
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| the United States on the recommendation of the President, to restore the Alert to Her — 
_ Majesty’s Government after the successful completion of her voyage undertaken. for 

: the relief of the Arctic expedition under the command of Lieutenant Greely, and in- 
,quire at which port it will be convenient that the vessel should be delivered up. 

The lords commissioners of the admiralty have informed me that they have received. 
the Queen’s commands to express Her Majesty’s acceptance of the gift. The Queen is | 
satistied that this act of the President and Congress of the United States is calculated | 

_ to give greater emphasis to the good will manifested on both sides during this trans- - 
| - action, and Her Majesty entirely shares and reciprocates the sentiment so happily ex- | 

pressed by his excellency, that such friendly acts are an earnest between the two peo- 
| ples of the good fellowship which so frequently makes them one in the pursuit of a 

. common aim. Oo - Co | 
The lords commissioners of the admiralty observe that whereas the Alert though - 

specially strengthened for ice navigation, was, owing to the urgency of the case, handed 
' over to the representatives of the United States Government as a mere hull, she will 

* now be returned to Her Majesty completely fitted for Arctic service, which, like the , 
return of Her Majesty’s ship Resolute, in 1856, is characteristic of the completeness 

. with which the Government of the United States carry out their generous intentions... — 
_ This condition of the ship has enabled the lords commissioners of the admiralty. to 
propose to the Queen that the Alert when returned should be employed ona service 
of scientific research of much importance to commerce and navigation for which her 

 *  gtate of preparation renders her eminently suitable. 
Her Majesty having signified her gracious approval, it isthe intention of their lord- 

ships to lend the Alert to the Government of the Dominion of Canada for the purpose 7 
of exploring Hudson Straits and Bay. a oe 

_ With this end in view, I have the honor to state to you in reply to the last portion 
- of your letter, that Her Majesty’s representatives should receive the Alert from the 

. United States Government at Halifax in Nova Scotia, where suitable preparation 
shall be made for the purpose, and from which place she. will be ready to set out for | 
her new service in the spring. | " a 

7 _ Lhave,&c., . | -  . GRANVILLE. 

| . [Inclosure 3.in No. 961.) a | . 

| _ . Mr. Lowell to Lord Granville. — : | 

| , HS | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES. | 
| | London, April 4, 1885. 

, My Lorp: I have the honor to acknowledge the reception of your lordship’s note | 
of the 31st ultimo, informing me that Her Majesty would be pleased to accept the re- 

- turn of the Alert, and stating the cordial and friendly manner in which Her Majesty 
reciprocates the action of my Government in this matter. | oe, 
-‘Ishalltake great pleasure in sending, by the earliest opportunity, a copy of this. | 

| correspondence to the Department of State. ee ; - 
 Lhave, &c., et | J, Re LOWELL. | 

oo No. 318. | 

re Mr. Phelps to Mr. Bayard. : | 

No. 95.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 
| | London, September 16, 1885, (Received October 3.) 

7 Sir: Referring to Mr. Frelinghuysen’s instruction to my predecessor, 
No. 1006, of the 20th of October, 1884, in relation to the action of Mor- 

oe mon emissaries in India, I have the honor to acquaint you that 1mme- — 
diately after its reception, on the 4th of November, 1884, Mr. Lowell 

7 addressed a note to Lord Granville, requesting, if practicable, that some _ 
measures might be taken to check the proceedings of these emissaries 
at Calcutta in promoting the emigration of their converts to America. _ 

: I have now received a reply to this note from Mr. Currie on behalf of 
Lord Salisbury, who states that the Government of India considers that 

| the harm done by the Mormons during their stay in the country has 
: been inappreciable, and that in the opinion of the Government no special
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-. measures are at present necessary, but that in the case of unlawful re- a 
. eruiting of men or women, the provisions of the penal code would be a 
- applied. _ | | 

TL inelose herewith a copy of the correspondence with the foreign office a 
-. on this subject, and also the original printed documents which accom- | 

panied Mr. Currie’s note, of which it does not seem necessary to keep : 
copies on our files. | | 

a I have, &¢., — E. J. PHELPS. 

ee | [Inclosure in No. 95.1 _ OO 

Ce “Mr. Lowell to Lord Granville. — 

| | | | _ LEGATION oF THE UNITED SraTus, | | 
oe | —— - | London, November 4, 1884. | 

a My Lorp: I have the honor to acquaint you that [ have been informed by Mr. Fre- 
~ linghuysen that he has received a dispatch, dated on the 30th of August last, from 

Mr. J. A. Leonard, the American consul-general at Calcutta, reporting the arrival there 
of three Mormon emissaries, and asking whether any means exist of preventing the oo. 
emigration of converts, and whether any action on the consul’s part for such an ob- : 
ject is required. | ne | 
Inasmuch as the Mormons practicing polygamy constantly increase in numbers by 

: reason of accessions from abroad, recruited by emissaries from Utah operating beyond 
_ the reach of the laws of the United States, my Government is obliged to avail itself 

of the good offices of the authorities of foreign countries to oppose.and check, as far 
as practicable, the emigration of these people. The Secretary of State therefore de- 

-- gires to bring this communication. of the consul at Calcutta to the attention of Her. 
Majesty’s Government, with the request that appropriate instructions may be issued 
to the proper authorities with a view to checking the proposed shipment of Mormon | 
recruits to the United States from India. So, a : 

| I am wellaware that a correspondence upon the subject of restricting Mormon emi- me 
gration from this Kingdom to America has already taken place between this legation 
_and the foreign office, and that your lordship’s predecessor, the Marquis of Salisbury, — 
in a note to Mr. Hoppin, then chargé d’affaires of the United States, dated on the 19th 

| of January, 1283, stated that Her Majesty’s Government could do no more than to give 
public notice of the illegal character of Mormon marriage according to the laws of the 
United States, and Sir E. Y. Henderson, the commissioner of police, acting under | 
the immediate authority of Her Majesty’s principal secretary of state for the home 
department, caused such notices to be issued in London and Liverpool. | se 

It would be gratifying to my Government if, under the laws and customs of British 
India, some measures could be taken to check the proceedings of the Mormon emissa- | 
ries at Calcutta more active and effectual than the issuing of the notices above men- 

| tioned; but if this method is the only one practicable, I have torequest your lordship ee 
to bring it to the attention of the authorities in India with a view to its adoption 

- there. . | | a | . | 
7 I have, &c., i ' | J. R. LOWELL. , _ 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF GREAT BRIT- es 
ae AIN AT WASHINGTON. | | 2 

_ No. 319. Sey oS 

| | | Mr. West to Mr. Bayard. | — OO 

oe, a Washington, April 28, 1885. (Received April 29.) | 

Sig: With reference to my note of the 18th February last, and to the 
reply of your predecessor of the 8th January, I have the honor to inform _ . 
you that Earl Granville has directed me again to request that some de- 

-. eision may be taken in the Tunstall case, which has been pending for the  — 
last seven years. an | | 

| | I have, &c., - . L. 8. SACKVILLE-WEST. | 

29 FOR © | EE Pa ee
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| a | No. 320. oe | | sO 

, ee ~ Mr. Bayard to Mr. West. | | 

| - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| Washington, June 1, 1885. — | 
_ rm: I have had the honor to receive your note of the 28th April last, | 

and have given due.consideration to the request therein presented that 
: the pending claim of Mr. J. P. Tunstall, a British subject, for indemnity 

from the Government of the United States by reason of the murder of 
his son, John H. Tunstall, in 1878, in the Territory of New Mexico, 
should have examination and decision at my hands. | . 

The facts of the case, and the assumed merits thereof, on which Her 
oe Majesty’s Government bases its expectation that the claim of Mr. J. P. 

Tunstall will be recognized by the Government of the United States, 
' are so fully set forth in the correspondence exchanged between this De- . 

| partment and your legation since March 9, 1878, the date of Sir Ed-. 
| ward Thornton’s note first presenting the subject, that a very brief sum- 

| mary will suffice for my present purpose. 
| John H. Turnstall, a British subject, domiciled in Lincoln County, | | 

in the Territory of New Mexico, where he carried on business as a ranch 
a proprietor, is alleged to have been the partner of one Alexander A. 

McSween, against whose property writs of attachment had issued in a 
local suit. The sheriff of Lincoln County, Mr. Brady, sent his deputy | 

_ sheriff, Mr. Matthews, to Mr. Tunstall’s ranch to attach certain stock 
and horses there aS coming under the decree of the court. Mr. Tun- 
stall appears to have admitted the service of the writ, and informed the 
deputy sheriff that he could attach the stock and leave a person in charge | 
thereof until the courts should adjudicate the ownership as between Mr. 
McSween and Mr. Tunstall. The deputy sheriff did not in fact then © 
attach the property found at Mr. Tunstall’s ranch, and departed, as 
would. appear, for the purpose of assembling a numerous posse, with | 

- which he returned to the ranch. Mr. Tunstall meanwhile had collected 
the stock and horses, and with them quitted the ranch, going in the di- 

-_- rection of the county-town, Lincoln. The deputy sheriff deputized one — 
W. Morton, with eighteen men of the posse, to follow Mr. Tunstall, 
with orders to seize the horses. After a pursuit of some 30 miles, Mor- | 
ton: and his party overtook Mr. Tunstall and the horses. What then 

: occurred has not been developed: by judicial proofs, but itis alleged on | 
| the part of Her Majesty’s Government that Morton’s party opened fire, 

| that Mr. Tunstall abandoned the horses and sought safety in flight,and 
| that he fell when he had ridden about 100 yards away, shot by two bul- 

lets in the head and breast. | — | | : 
It is stated by a special agent of the Department of Justice who in- 

- vestigated the case “that Morton, Jesse Evans, and Hill were the only _ 
persons who saw the shooting, and that two of these three persons | 

| murdered him” [Tunstall]. Of these persons, Morton and Hill were 
afterwards killed, and there is no knowledge that the survivor, Jesse 
Evans, has been brought to justice for his complicity in the murder of | 
Mr. Tunstall. | Oo ae | ; | 

Upon this statement of facts, for which we are dependent in great _ 
. part on the report of the special agent of the Department of Justice, 

who further alleges that the members of the pursuing party were at per- 
_ gonal enmity with Mr. Tunstall, Her Majesty’s Government claims, in 

brief, that the sheriff of Lincoln County, New Mexico, acting through 
his deputy, and he in turn through the subdeputized leader of the pur- ,
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suing party, Morton, is accountable for a murder committed in the exe- 
- cution of a process of law, and that the father of the murdered man, — 

having @ pecuniary interest.in the life of his son, based on the business 
| operations carried on by him, has a right to recover indemnity from the 

_ Government of the United States, whose agent the sheriff is asserted | 
_ to have been. The actual presentment of this claim for indemnity is 
_ thus made in Sir Edward Thornton’s note of June 23,1880: | oe 

_ |. It appears that Mr. J. P. Tunstall has it not in his power to recover damages from | the Territorial Government of New Mexico by proceedings at law or otherwise. A 
citizen of the United States would in a similar case probably appeal to Congress; but _ ~ 
this remedy is not open to an alien. Earl Granville has therefore instructed mo to — present to the Government of the United States a claim on behalf of the father, Mr. a 
J. P. Tunstall, for such compensation as upon examination of the injury and losses 
sustained may be found to meet the justice of the case. BO | 

. It seems unnecessary, in this review of the facts, to summarize the 
allegations upon which much of the correspondence hinges, that Mr. ; 
Tunstall, by his honest and fearless course in Mew Mexico d uring his 
domicile there, had incurred the enmity of Sheriff Brad y and of men 

_ who were joined to the posse which pursued and murdered him, and that 
_ the sheriff, by his laxity in following up the alleged murderers, has | 

| demonstrated his sympathy, if not his connivance, with them. os 
_ These allegations, which, if judicially substantiated, might make a 

_ Strong case against the guilty parties, do not modify the essential point, 
which is, that the writ under which the sheriff acted was issued in merel yo . 
Civil process, against property only, not against the body of the deceased, 

_ and that resistance to a writ of this nature could not call for or warrant | 
the resort to such violence upon the person of the resisting party as: - 
appears to have been committed. Killing, in personal malice, by an 

. Officer, of a defendant in a civil process in such officer’s hands, such | 
_ killing being subsequent to the execution of the writ, is as collateralto = 

the official action of the officer as would be the’ commission of arson. 
_ against the dwelling, or rape of a member of the family, of the party 

| by such an officer after the civil process has been served. Hence the 
: attendant animus may be left aside in the consideration of this Case 5. | 

for the personal motive which may prompt an agent todo an unlawiul 
act not within the scope of his agency, and entirely collateral to it, can — 
in no wise affect the question of the alleged responsibility of the prin- 

| cipal for the agent’s acts; unless, indeed, it be shown that the principal . 
shared in the criminal motive and constituted his a gent to the end of | 
its accomplishment, which allegation I do not imagine can be made. ° 

- against the Territorial government of New Mexico or the Government 
| of the United States. . | _ | Se a 

With the correspondence between Sir Edward Thornton, and my prede- 
_cessors in office touching the position of Her Majesty’s Government that. 

_ this Government is liable for lawless acts committed by individuals =~ 
charged with the execution of legal process within the United States, oe _- you are of course familiar. You will-recall the- suggestion made to : yourself by Mr. Frelinghuysen, January 30, 1882, to refer the Tunstall 
claim, under authorization of Congress, to the Court of Claims or other . judicial resort, and the rejection of that suggestion by Her Majesty’s 

_ Government, because the proposed adjudication would not be based oi 
_ @ prior admission of the liability of the United States in the premises 

subject to the facts being established after judicial inquiry. You will — also recall your communication to Mr. Frelinghuysen, under date of — dune 30, 1882, of Earl Granville’s intimation of “the hope of Her , _ Majesty’s Government that the Government of the United States will -
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be able to meet their views in this long pending case, and to suggest 
‘some other mode of disposing of it.” as | 

- With that intimation discussion of the matter came to a halt, and I 
can readily understand the inability of my predecessor “ to suggest any - 
other mode of disposing of it.”. In fact, I can quite confidently surmise | 
Mr. Frelinghuysen’s conviction that, in suggesting the domestic sub- 
mission of the merits of the case to a quasi-judicial resort, including 
in such submission the fundamental question of national liability, the 
executive had strained to the uttermost any possible conception of its 

, discretion in the premises. For such a forum, being necessarily of 
domestic institution and possessing no international jurisdiction or 
power to enforce its conclusions, could only be properly regarded as an 
advisory body, entitled to respect by reason of its evident moral compe- 
tency and impartiality, and the submission thereto of the point at-issue 
could only be deemed a voluntary.and temporary delegation of a func- 
tion of decision inherent in the national sovereignty. | 

It is not necessary, in giving a final answer to the questions presented _ 
by Her Majesty’s Government in this case, to recapitulate the positions 
taken by Mr. Evarts in his note to Sir Edward Thornton of March 7, 
1881. Waiving, inthe present discussion, the positions so taken, the 
first question that meets us on the examination of the claim is as to 
the liability of the Government of the United States for the debts or. 
torts of officers of a Territory organized under Congressional legislation. —- 
That.the United States Government is not so liable has been more than 
once held by courts in the United States. | | | | 

The very question, however, of such liability was adjudicated by the 
Joint Commission appointed under the convention of February 8, 1853, 
for the adjustment of claims then unsettled preferred by citizens of the _ 
United States against Great Britain, and by subjects of Great Britain. 

| against the United States. The commissioners were Mr. Upham, on— 
| the part of the United States, and Mr. Hornley, on the part of Great 

Britain. The commissioners met in London, on September 15, 1853, 
and chose Mr. Bates, of London as umpire. Among the claims pre- . 

| sented was one by British subjects, based on bonds issued by the Ter-  _- 
| ritory of Florida before the admission of Florida as a State. — — 

The case was argued on behalf of the claimants by Messrs. Rolt, 
_ Cairns, and Hannen, who afterwards acquired great eminence on the - 
bench, and by Mr. Thomas as agent and counsel for the United States. 
The claim was based on the assumption that, as Congress could remodel — 
or veto Territorial legislation, the Government of the United States was 
liable for the conduct of Florida creating indebtedness to a subject of 

: Great Britain. Mr. Bates, however, as umpire, dismissed this position 
summarily, saying: oo | 7 

The first ground of claim [that above stated] need hardly be treated seriously; it 
might as well be contended that the British Government is responsible for Canada’s 
debentures, because all the acts passed by the Canadian Parliament require the sanc- 
tion of the home government before they become laws. (Proceedings of the Joint _ 
Comniission, Washington, 1855.) . | . 

If the British contention in the present case be good, then the British 
~~ Government would be liable, not only for the debts of Canada, but for 

the torts of all the officers of Canada. | | | | a 
Such a position, it is now submitted, is not merely in conflict with the 

political basis on which rests the colonial system of Great Britain, but, 
the case being reversed, is in like conflict with the Constitution of the 

| United States. On Great Britain, in fact, the doctrine of the liability — 
of the sovereign for the torts or debts of dependencies over which he,
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has a general restrictive control would operate far more seriously than 
on the United States, since it would make Her Majesty’s Government _ 
liable for the misconduct of local officials, not merely in Canada, butin 
India, in Australia, in South Africa, and in Kgypt. — . 

But it is not desired to rest our resistance to this claim exclusively 
| on the above position.. Appealing to principles acknowledged in com- a 

mon in England and in the United States, it is, in addition, maintained | 
_ that in countries subject to the English common law, where there is the 

-- opportunity given of a prompt trial by a jury of the vicinage, damages 
| inflicted on foreigners on the soil of such countries must be redressed 

_ through the instrumentality of courts of justice, and are not thesubject 
| of diplomatic intervention by the sovereign of the injured party. 

. The position thus stated finds many illustrations in the history of the 
diplomatic relations of Great Britain and of the United States. Prior 
to the occurrences now under consideration there must have beenmany 
cases in which British subjects supposed that they had suffered loss | 
through the negligence or the malice of subordinate officers of the dif. 
ferent States and Territories composing this Union, but no record can ae 
be found, at least on the files of this Department, of cases in which, 

_ when redress could be had by appeal to local courts of justice, an attempt a 
_ has been made to substitute for such redress a demand upon the Goy- 

ernment of the United States for pecuniary compensation. The same 
_ may be said of the many cases in which citizens of the United States | 

may have suffered, or claim to have suffered, injury in. Great Britain | : 
froin the conduet of British officials. When such injury was inflicted | 
upon the high seas, or in foreign uncivilized Jands, and especially if in- a 
flicted by the armed military or naval power directly emanating from | 

| the sovereign executive, then it was properly regarded as the subject 
of diplomatic intervention; but a careful search in the records of this 
Department discloses no diplomatic appeal for pecuniary compensation oo 
for injuries claimed to have been inflicted on American citizens when ) 
on the soil of Great Britain. | oe a ae 
AS showing the strictness with which this distinction is maintained 

-Inay be mentioned the case of Mr. Henry George, a citizen of the United — | 
States, distingushed as a man of letters, and as a lecturer, who traveled. -_ 
in Ireland in 1882. Mr. George, as was afterwards fully shown and 
conceded, was in no way concerned in any seditious or other illegal / 

-. proceedings against the peace of Great Britain, and there was no evi- 
dence produced, either at the time or since, which suggested the faint- | 
est prima facie case to justify arrest. He was, however, arrested at 
Loughrea on August 8, 1882, without warrant, by governmental subor- 
dinates, his baggage searched, his letters and papers ransacked, and 
his person treated with indignity. He was discharged, on the ground ) 
that there was no case against him, and proceeded on his journey, oc- 
cupied in part in visiting the antiquities and other interesting features 
of the country. Two days afterwards at Athenry, a few miles distant — 

_ from Loughrea, when about entering on the train for Galway he was 
again arrested, his baggage again searched, his papers again inspected, 
while he was kept until midnight a close prisoner by the same magis- 
trate who had examined and discharged him. at Loughrea. He was a 

| again discharged for the same reason that no case existed against him, 
although this should have been as fully known-by the magistrate at the : 

_ time of the second imprisonment as at the time of the first discharge. . 
| The question of the amount of pecuniary compensation to which Mr. 

George would have been entitled in a court of justice is not now ma- 

terial. So far as concerns the principle, it makes no matter whether. |
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- the injury inflicted on him touched his life, or merely his liberty and the . 
sanctity of his property for a few hours. And, so far.as concerns this 
principle, itis worthy of notice, in this relation, how clearly the question 
of liability is defined by Mr. Frelinghuysen in his instruction to Mr. | 

: Lowell of October 3, 1882. _ | / so, 

While citizens of the United States traveling or resident abroad are subject to the 
‘reasonable laws of the country in which they may be sojourning, it is, neverthe- | 

_ less, their right to be spared such indignity and mortification as the conduct of the 
_ officers at Loughrea and Athenry seems to have visited upon Mr. George. * * * | 

As you have already addressed a note to Lord Granville on this subject, a reply will — 
| probably soon be received by you. It is trusted that the tenor of that reply may | 

prove satisfactory to this Government, and also relieve Mr. George from.any reproach 
the arrests are calculated unjustly to cast upon him. 

_ It will be observed that there is here no claim whatever for pecuniary 
| compensation to Mr. George. That claim, it is tacitly assumed, is to be _ 

remitted to British courts of justice. The request is for explanation to 
the Government of the United States and exoneration of. Mr. George 

| from “reproach.” Yet the arrest of Mr. George, and that of other 
“suspects” under the recent crimes act, was not, it must be remem- 

: bered, in the course of the English common law. There was apparently — 
no responsible prosecutor, there was no hearing in which witnesses | 

. could be met face to face, and consequently, under the cover of a legis- 
_ lative enactment for the time being, the sufferer was denied all oppor- 

| - tunity to establish the possible malice of the allegation which led to his 
arrest, or to identify the secret accuser who could therefore with im- 

’ punity wound his sensibilities and subject him to serious distress and 
suffering. Had there been a commitment, it would not have been in 
view of a speedy jury trial. Under these circumstances, the case would 
not have fallen under the rule announced above, that where a foreigner — 
claiming to be injured has redress by an appeal to the courts in the 
processes of the English common law, a diplomatic demand for indem- 
nity will not be granted by the Government of the country in which the | 

| injury is claimed to have been received, yet, even in the case of Mr. 
George and other citizens of the United States put recently without 

| probable cause under summary arrest in Ireland, we hear of no demand 
made by the Government of the United States for pecuniary compensa- 
tion. 7 7 | 

| The reason why, in countries subject to the English common law, 
: the question of compensation to foreigners for injuries received on the 

| soil of such countries is exclusively committed to the courts of justice 
: in the place of the injury, is to be found in two conditions: 

, The first is, that, as has been already noticed, the party injured has 
the advantage by that law, of a prompt trial by an impartial jury drawn 
from the vicinage, under the supervision of judges whose integrity, 
whether it bein England or in the United States, has, viewing them 
as a body, never been impeached, and who are subject to established 
and impartial rules of law. The second condition is, that, by the Hn- 
glish common law, foreigners, when appealing to courts of justice, have 
equal rights with subjects. _It is not so in. other systems of jurispru- 
dence; and it is natural, therefore, that under such other systems of - 

, jurisprudence the appeal of a foreigner for compensation should lie, not 
to the courts which impose upon him unjust discriminations, but through 
ris own sovereign to the sovereign of the country in which the injury 
has been received. But in countries subject to the English common 

: law, every facility which is given to a subject when approaching a court 
7 of justice is given to a foreigner making such approach. |
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: It is impossible to study, in particular, the annals of English jurispru- — | 
| dence without being struck with the delicate and honorable conscien- 

- tiousness with which the rights of foreigners in this relation have been | 
maintained. If, in such cases before the English tribunals, there has | 

| been any appeal to generosity and sympathy, this has not been in favor | 
of the subject against the foreigner. Ner has it made any difference 
that the party sued by the foreigner was an officer of the Government. | 

Numerous cases of this kind where the plaintiff was a foreigner and 
the defendant an officer by whom he was assaulted, or falsely imprisoned, 

- or. maliciously prosecuted, are reported in the English books, and in no | 
-. one of these cases can it be alleged that justice was not meted to the 

foreign plaintiff as freely as if he had been a British subject. It is with oe 
some pride, also, that it may be declared by this Department that 
throughout the United States the same impartial justice is administered. _ 

_ Even beyond this, in its scrupulous protection of the rights of foreigners, — - 
has our peculiar jurisprudencé gone. <A citizen of one of our States, in- | 

| jured in such State by a person resident therein, is, in. ordinary cases, —_—’ 
- Jimited to the State courts for redress. A foreigner suing in such State oo 

is given the election between the State courts and the district courts of , 
the United States. | 7 | 7 a ON 
‘The practical-result of this fair dealing is even more marked in this. _ 

- country thanin England. There are reported in our books multitudes of | 
| cases in which local officers of justice have been sued by foreigners in 

| our courts for false imprisonment or for malicious prosecution or for = 
assault, and this must needs be the case in communities like ours,in 

| which a large proportion of the population consists of foreigners unfa- : 
miliar with our laws. oo - a - | 

In not one of these cases, however, has it ever been maintained that — 
the foreign plaintiff had not at least the same privilegesawarded tohim | 

| as he would have had if he had been a native citizen, nor can the most sy 
jealous scrutiny of the proceedings show in a single case any misstate- _ 
ment of law to his disfavor. The first instance, in fact,in which, instead 
of an appeal to the courts thus open, diplomatic intervention through . 

| a sovereign is urged, is that which we now have to discuss. © - 
_ Sir Edward Thornton, in his note to Mr. Blaine, of June 16,1881,  —s- 

| tock exception to the position attributed to Mr. Evarts that the laws es 
of the Territories, like the laws of the States of the Union, are to be ad- 

_ ministered by the respective tribunals and officers, free from any control - 
or interference of the Federal Government; but those exceptions were we 
advanced equally on the hypothesis that the acts charged might have | 

. been committed in a State of the Union, in which case, as I understand 
- Sir Edward’s presentation of Lord Granville’s argument, Her Majesty’s 

Government would have claimed that the Federal responsibility still 
accrued. Without recapitulating the position set up by Mr. Evarts,in ss 

| technical bar of this claim, and without in any degree waiving the posi- _ 
‘tion with which this note sets out, that the Government of the United 7 

' $tates is not and cannot be liable for the torts or contracts of the Terri- 
tories, it must be remembered that New Mexico possesses a duly per- 
fected political organization, which, under the Federal Government, in- © 
cludes the executive and judicial departments existing side by side as - _ 

| co-ordinate yet independent powers, and that, in the courts of New ” 
Mexico, foreigners have the same rights of redress as citizens. | 

The fact that the authority of those departments emanates equally | 
: -asto both from the Federal Government, is no reason why either should | 

not be regarded as sole and supreme in its particular functions, or why | 
- matters belonging to the judicial department of the Territory should be.
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taken under control and determined upon by the Federal Executive 
acting either directly or through the Territorial governor. For the Fed- | 
eral Executive to take the case out of the control of the judicial branch | 
would at once be to abrogate the constitutional distinction between 

| the Executive and the judiciary, and be manifestly an usurpation by the _ 
Executive of a jurisdiction distinctively judicial, by so arrogating to it- 
self a function exclusively delegated to the courts. It is impossible to | 

_ see how this could be done in the present case, for the avowed purpose | 
of creating in favor of a foreigner a resort other than and different from | 

| that which he possesses in common with native citizens, without vio- 
lating essential constitutional distinctions and at the same time throw- . 
ing unmerited discredit on our local judicial system and departing from 
an unbroken line of precedents, which by themselves have become a 
law. - | | 

That when the courts of justice are open to a foreigner in a State, the 
Federal Executive will not take cognizance of his complaint, was main- 

a tained by Mr. Evarts and Mr. Blaine, on December 30, 1880, and March 
25, 1881, when declining to accept for the Executive jurisdiction over 

; _ aclaim for damages to certain Chinese inflicted by a mob in Colorado 
in November, 1880. (United States Foreign Relations, 1881, pp. 319, 
335.) The same position was taken by Mr. Webster in his note of No- 
vember 13, 1851, to Mr. Calderon de la Barca, who made claim for dam- 
ages sustained by the Spanish consul and Spanish citizens from a mob 

| in New Orleans, in the preceding month. It was agreeed that repara- 
, tion should be made to the consul, on the ground of his public charac- 

ter. It was otherwise, Mr. Webster maintained, as to Spanish citizens. | 
: “Private individuals,” he said, ‘subjects of Her Catholic Majesty com- 

| ing voluntarily to reside in the United States, have certainly no cause __ 
of complaint, if they are protected by the same law and the same ad- 
ministration of the law as native-born citizens of this country.” . And, 

- resting in like manner on the position that the Executive cannot, within 
its constitutional function, invade the functions of the judiciary, this 

| conclusion applies as fully to a Territory as it does to a State, and was | 
_ Yeached by Mr. Butler, Attorney-General during Mr. Van Buren’s ad- 

ministration, in a letter to the President, dated July 5, 1837. (Opinions 
of the Attorneys-General, III, 253.) - 

| The principle is therefore to be regarded as adjudicated and estab- 
a lished by the highest international and domestic authority in accordance 

with the enunciation above given. | | 
It is interesting to observe that in England the same demarkation be- 

tween executive and judicial functions has been preserved under cir- 
cumstances not unlike the deplorable case now brought before us. In- 
1780, in a riot directed, in a large measure, against foreigners of the 
Roman Catholic faith, the property and persons of such foreigners were 
subjected to atrocious outrages, yet no instance is reported of appeals 
by the sovereigns of these foreigners to the British Crown for remun- 
eration. The various riots which, during Lord Liverpool’s administra- | 
tion, were incited for the purpose of driving off foreign citizens and de- 
stroyirg their machinery, were not followed, as far.as we can learn, by 
any diplomatic action for the pecuniary remuneration of the parties in- 
jared; though we are informed, from the records of the courts, of prose- 

, cutions by which, in the ordinary course of justice, the perpetrators of 
those wrongs were punished. | oo 

And in 1850, the distinction before us was enunciated by the British 
Government under circumstances of peculiar interest. On September 

- 4of that year, General Haynau, an Austrian officer, who, whatever may
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have been his severity as a commander in the civil war in which Aus- 
_ tria had been engaged, was nevertheless a distinguished representative 
-ofacountry with which Great Britain was then at peace, visited, with two 2 

. of his aids, the brewery of Messrs. Barclay, ‘Perkins & Co., then one of 7 
the famous objects in London, which strangers were accustomed to in- | | 
spect. General Haynau was charged with no indecorum in his visit. 

_ Jt became known, however, to the porters and other workmen, who he a 
-- was, and he was subjected to what Lord Palmerston, in his note in re-. - 

ply to Baron Koller’s demand of investigation, admits to have been 
“outrageous violenceandinsult.” (Viscount Palmerston to Baron Koller, _ 
September 14, 1850, British and Foreign State Papers, XLII, 389.) | 
Yo the demand of the Austrian minister for executive intervention, 

however, the answer was, “that no proceedings can be taken in this | | 
case which are not in accordance with the ordinary administration of 
law.” Ifa civil suit was to be brought, it was intimated General Hay- 
nau must bring it; if a criminal prosecution for assault was to be insti- | 
tuted General Haynau must appear as prosecutor; and as General _ 

- Haynau did not desire to take such a responsibility, no redress at all _ 
was given. The case was an extreme one. The attack had no color of | 
excuse. The party attacked was an aged man,at the time defenseléss, 
an eminent servant of the Austrian Crown, who, if any person not a for- ; 
eign ambassador could properly appeal for diplomatic :intervention, i 

~ . eould make such an appeal. The outrage was offered in sucha shape = 
as to make it an offense against the Austrian sovereign under whose ) 
orders General Haynau had acted in the matters which had provoked . | 
the indignation of the workmen at the brewery. Yet, even in this ex- 
treme case, the British Government laid down, and laid down properly, | 
the rule that for injuries inflicted on a foreigner on English soil, redress | 
must be sought, not from the executive, but from the courts. And this — 
rule is not affected by the circumstance that it does not appear that any 7 
agents of the civil authority, whether in the exercise at.the time of civil ~~ 
functions or not, were participants in the acts of outrage complained of, 
for those acts could not have been deemed in any case to have fallen . 
within the scope of their agency. : BS 
Undoubtedly, as is stated by Sir Edward Thornton, “ the citizens of 

the different States of the Union would be entitled to recover compensa- | | 
tion for lawless acts committed under the like circumstances to those no 
that have occurred in New Mexico.” (Sir Edward Thornton to Mr. | 
Blaine, June 16, 1881.) But this must be by an appeal, not to the Hx- | 
ecutive, but to the courts; and the precedent just noticed is made still 
more impressive from the fact that the outrage was committed, not in , 
a wild, remote, and newly-settled country, but in the metropolis of the 
realm, at the center of the executive and judicial systems of Great_Brit- | 

~ ain, and under the supervision of an ample and well-disciplined police. 
To accept the position of the British Government in this matter would, | | 

moreover, lead to utter confusion in the constituted arrangements of our | 
system, which, like that of England, sedulously maintains the executive, 

_ judicial, and legislative departments distinct from each other. | a 
- -_ The claim now put forward, if allowed, would usurp judicial functions | 

by the executive and legislative branches, and would substitute a gov- 
- ernment of will for a government of law: Private loss and injury ensue | 

_ from temporary disorders and breaches of the peace under any govern- > 
ment. To cite a recent instance near at hand, in 1878 three thousand: | 
loaded railway cars were destroyed by a mob at Pittsburgh,in Pennsyl- 
vania. For this loss, suits were brought in the courts of law against . 
the municipality of Pittsburgh and judgment recovered. The city ap- 
plied to the State by petition, and the legislature passed an act to re- ha
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-imburse the city.. Whether any of the litigants against the munici- 
_. pality were British subjects does not appear, but if there had been such, | 

their claims would have been heard and decided the same asif they had 
been citizens of the United States. No person who lost his property, | 
nor the relatives of any who lost his life—and many lives were lost—ever 

| pretended to hold the United States Government responsible. 
Under no aspect of the case is there any right under our law to re- 

dress such injuries as Mr. Tunstall suffered, which is not as open to a 
foreigner lawfully within the United States as to any one of our own citi- 

, zens. There is no discrimination between them in the forum in which 
_ all such claims are to be heard and decided, and that sole forum is pro- 

vided in the courts of justice. | | 
oo The injury complained of is a personal tort, founded as would appear | 

from the allegations contained in the statements submitted on behalf 
| — of your Government, on personal motives of malice and vindictiveness 

| in the breasts of the aggressors. For such a tort the guilty party may — 
| bé properly pursued and punished. But it was not an act of the Gov- 

- ernment. It was executed neither by its orders, nor in any way for its 
benefit, but, on the contrary, in opposition to its laws and. in violation 
of its peace. Aside from other considerations, the doctrine of agency | 

| - . would wholly refute such a claim, for the rule of respondeat superior — 
does not include acts of disobedience to the superior and wholly outside | 
the scope of the agency... | | | re —_ 

The propositions hereinbefore stated are abundantly sustained by an— 
eminent English publicist,as highly esteemed in this country as in 
England, whose recent decease is so greatly mourned. ‘'The state,” says 
Sir R. Phillimore (International Law, II, 4), “ must be satisfied that its 

- citizen has exhausted the means of legal redress offered by the tribunals 
_ of the country in which he has been injured. If these tribunals are. 

| | unable or unwilling to entertain and adjudicate upon his grievance the 
| ground for interference is fairly laid. = , | | 

: ‘But it behooves the interfering state to take the utmost care, first, 
that the commission of the wrong be clearly established; secondly, 

. that the denial of the local tribunals to decide the question at issue be no 
| less clearly established. It is only after these propositions have been 

 irrefragably proved, that the state of a foreigner can demand repara- _ 
tion at the hands of the Government of his country”  — oO 

This position is thus affirmed by Chief Justice Waite in the case of — 
_ New Hampshire vs. Louisiana (108 U. 8. Reports, 90): 

| There is no principle of international law which makes it the duty of one nation to - 
assume the collection of the claims of its citizens against another nation, if the citizens 
themselves have ample means of redress without the intervention of their Govern- — 
ment. Indeed, Sir Robert Phillimore says, in his Commentaries on International Law, 
Vol. II, 2d ed., page 12: ‘‘As a general rule, the proposition of Martens seems to be 
correct, that the foreigner can only claim to be put on the same footing as the native 
creditor of the state.” . . Se ee 

| It is often profitable in the discussion of international questions of | 
. this character to step aside and to consider the results which would | 

flow, in practice, from the mutual admission of the point in contention. _ 
So it may be permissible to notice, although it is unnecessary to do more 
than merely notice, the great inconvenience which would follow the 
adoption of a precedent such as that now sought to be established by 
Her Majesty’s Government, and which must be presumed to beintended 
as mutual in the relations of the two countries. Aside from the ques- 

_ tion of the constitutional barrier between the judicial and the executive 
branches, it must be remembered that in the executive department there 

: is no machinery provided for examining witnesses or obtaining a jurid- 
| - jeal verdict on disputed facts. OS | |
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_ Were the proposed precedent established, all suits or claims whatever a 
in which foreigners are plaintiffs or prosecutors would be poured into a 
this Department. Not only would the office in charge of the foreign — ce 

_ intercourse be in consequence compelled to assume control overamass 
_ of litigation which it has no means of satisfactorily managing, but the 

_. dangers of complications with foreign powers would be infinitely in- | 
creased. Nor could such an access of business be productive of Jess in- oe 

- convenience and embarrassment to the British foreign office, and to | : 
ourselves in dealing with that office. Heretofore the complaints made 
by us to that office for the release of American citizens who were im- SO 
prisoned as “suspects” have been satisfactorily adjusted, since all that © | 
we have asked has been a release, which was the subject of ready de- | 
termination. The issues would be far different, and could not fail tobe _ 
accompanied by much irritation, if, in such cases, by adopting the sug- | | 
gested precedent, Her Majesty’s Government should invite demands in 
its executive capacity to pay the damages sustained by the partiesim- — | 
prisoned.. And the irritation in such a case would not be lessened*by | : 

_ the fact, already adverted to, that those arrests were made, not in sub- _ | 
-. jection to English common law precedent, but in defiance of such prece- | 

dent, taking the case out of the rule announced at the beginning ofthis 
note, which gives the judiciary exclusive jurisdiction when acting ac- — 
cording to the practice of the English common law. oe | , . 

In this relation, also, it may be proper briefly to advert to the bear- | fae 
ing on this case of the position lately taken by the British foreign office, _ 
that an American citizen, even when passing transiently through the | 

_ British dominions, is bound by British allegiance, and required to sub-  _ 
~ mnit himself to all the conditions of British law. | 

_ But Mr. Tunstall, in the present case, was not, at the time of the _ | 
- lJamentable occurrence complained of, transiently passing through the — a 

_ United States. He had entered upon what appears to have been a per- 
manent residence in New Mexico, and had -engaged in a business con- © 

_ ditioned on such permanency. If, as we must infer from this, when there | 
is no evidence to the contrary, he was then domiciled in New Mexico, | 
he was not even, as far as concerns the administration of the judicial | 

_ function there, a foreigner, and, on this issue alone, his representatives - 
cannot appeal to the Government of his established domicile through a 
foreign sovereign for redress. Their rights are cognizable only because | 

_ they may be proved to flow from the personal status of the decedent, © 
- and are therefore dependent upon the judicial proceedings of the coun- : 

try of the decedent’s domicile. =| - a rns 
_~ This is doubly clear when we recall the statements made by your pre- | 

_ decessors in support of the demand for pecuniary indemnification, that 
the father of the decedent was a party in interest in his son’senterprise, 
and had advanced sums to aid in the establishment of the business set | 
up in New Mexico. If Mr. Tunstall died intestate, and left any per- . -~ 

_ sonal property in New Mexico, it would pass under thelaws of that Ter- 
_ ritory and be distributed in accordance therewith. Andsuch being the | | 

law, based on Mr. Tunstall’s domicile in New Mexico, his representatives | | 
have, under the law of nations, no title to the intervention of a foreign | 
‘sovereign. _ : a | 7 os 

. After a full review of all the facts and circumstances of the case, I am . 
| constrained to inform you that this Government cannot admit any lia-e 

_ bility as attaching to it in the premises, either directly toward .the - 
representatives of the murdered man or internationally toward Her Co 

_. Majesty’s Government demanding in their behalf. So a 
, Ihave, &e., © — | | | - | 

. o : . mo : T, F, BAYARD. . |
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— PAPERS RELATING TO THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
, | UNITED STATES AND GREAT BRITAIN RESPECTING THE 

FISHERIES. ~ | | ee le | | 
: — No. 321. | a 

os Notice of Secretary Bayard. — : oe 

: By direction of the President, the undersigned, Secretary of State, 
hereby makes known to all whom it may concern that a temporary 

: diplomatic agreement has been entered into between the Government 
of the United States and the Government of Her Britannic Majesty in| 
relation to the fishing privileges which were granted by the fishery 
clauses of the treaty between the United States and Great Britain of 
May 8, 1871, whereby the privilege of fishing, which would otherwise — 
have terminated with the treaty cluuses on the Ist of July proximo, 
may continue to be enjoyed by the citizens and subjects of the two 
countries engaged in fishing operations throughout the season of 1885. 

This agreement proceeds from the mutual good-will of the two Gov- _ 
_ ernments, and has been reached solely to avoid all misunderstanding 

and difficulties which might otherwise arise from the abrupt termination 
of the fishing of 1885 in the midst of the season. The immunity which 
is accorded by this agreement to the vessels belonging to citizens of 

_ the United States engaged in fishing in the British American waters 
will likewise be extended to British vessels and subjects engaged in 
fishing in the waters of the United States. | | 

| The joint resolution of Congress of March 3, 1833, providing for the 
termination of the fishing articles of the treaty of May 8, 1871, having 

| repealed in terms the act of March 1, 1873, for the execution of the fish- 
ing articles, and that repeal being express and absolute from the date 
of the termination of the said fishing articles, under due notification 

| given and proclaimed by the President of the United States, to wit, 
July 1, 1885, the present temporary agreement in no way aifects the — 
question of statutory enactment or exemption from customs duties, as 
to which the abrogation of the fishing articles remains complete. 

| As part of this agreement, the President will bring the whole ques- — 
tion of the fisheries before Congress at its next session in December, 
and recommend the appointment of a joint commission by the Govern- 
ments of the United States and Great Britain to consider the matter, in 
the interest of maintaining good neighborhood and friendly intercourse 
between the two countries, thus affording a prospect of negotiation for 

—_ the development and extension of trade between the United States and 
| British North America. . | 

Copies of the memoranda and exchanged notes on which this tem- 
| porary agreement rests are appended. Oo : - 

Reference is also made to the President’s proclamation of January | 
31, 1885, terminating the fishing articles of the treaty of Washington. 

7 By direction of the President: —_. | a 
| | a a T. FX. BAYARD, | 

| | | . | Secretary of State. 

| | ee No. 822. °° 

OF a Memorandum of Mr. West. - | 

: The fishery clauses of the treaty of Washington of 1871 will expire 
on the Ist of July next. It has been represented by the Canadian Gov- _
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- ernment that much inconvenience is likely to arise in consequence, un- 
less some agreement can be made for an extension of the period. oe | 

_ When the time comes (1st of July next) American ships will be actu- | | 
ally engaged in fishing within the territorial waters of the Dominion. 
These vessels will have been fitted out for the season’s fishing and have - 
made all their usual arrangements for following it up until its termina- | 
tion in the autumn. If, under these circumstances, the provincial or | 

-. municipal authorities in Canada were to insist upon their strict rights, 
and to compel such vessels, on. pain of seizure, to desist from fishing, 
considerable hardship would be occasioned to the owners, and a feeling 
of bitterness engendered on both sides which it is clearly the interest a 
of. both Governments to avert. a | | a 

It seems therefore desirable, in order to avoid such possible compli. _ 
cations, that both Governments should come to an agreement under | | 

_ which the clauses might be in effect extended until the 1st of January, | 
1886. - ee | : 

_ If this were done the existing state of things would come to an end ce 
at a date between the fishery season of 1885 and that of 1886, and an 
abrupt transition at a moment when fishery operations were being car- 

_ ried. on would be thus avoided. a oe | 
WASHINGION, March 12, 1885. | oe | : 

| ; No. 3238.” | 

| Mr. Bayard to Mr. West. 7 | 

| = , DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
: | | Washington, April 22, 1885. 

- DEAR MR. WEstT: I have on several occasions lately, in conversation, 
acquainted you with my interest in the fisheries memorandum which . 
accompanied your personal letter of March 12. | 

_ Several informal talks I have had with Sir Ambrose Shea have en- 
abled me to formulate the views of this Government upon the proposi- 
tion made in behalf of the Dominion and the Province of Newfound- - 

- jand, and I take pleasure in handing you herewith a memorandum em- 
bodying the results. If this suits, I shall be happy to confirm the , 
arrangement by an exchange of notes at your early convenience. ae 

. Lam, &e., , 7 | ee | | 
' | | Se | T. F. BAYARD. ne 

wo oe Bo MEMORANDUM. > oe So 

_. The legislation passed by the Congress of the United States, act of March 1,1873, : 
_ for the execution of the fishery articles of the treaty of Washington, has been re- So 

pealed by the joint resolution of March 3, 1883, the repeal to take effect July 1, 1885. 
From that date the effects of the fisheries articles of the treaty of Washington abso- 
lutely determine, so far as their execution within the jurisdiction of the United States 
is concerned, and without new legislation by Congress modifying or postponing that oe 
repeal the Executive is not constitutionally competent to extend the reciprocal fish- 

_ eries provisions of the treaty beyond the Ist of July next, the date fixed by the action | 
of Congress. | | . - a 

- .. Mr. West’s memorandum of March 12, 1885, suggests the mutual practical conven- | 
ience that would accrue from allowing the fishing ventures commenced prior to July | 
1, 1885, to continue until the end of the season for fishing of that year, thus prevent- 
ing their abrupt termination in the midst of fishing operations on the 1st of July. co
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| It has been, moreover, suggested on the part of the Province of Newfoundland and 
of the Dominion of Canada, that in view of the mutual benefit and convenience of 
the present local traffic, consisting of the purchase of ice, bait, wood, and general ship 
supplies by the citizens of the United States engaged in fishing from the inhabitants of 
the British American fishing coast, the usual operations of the fishing season of 1885 

. should be continued by the fishing vessels belonging to citizens of the United States 
until the end of the season of that year, and that the local authorities of Newfound- 
land and of the Dominion of Canada, in a spirit of amity and good neighborhood, 

. should abstain from molesting such fishermen or impeding their progress or their local 
7 _ traffic with the inhabitants incidental to fishing quring the remainder of the season 

of 1885, and all this with the understanding that the President of the United States 
would bring the whole question of the fisheries before Congress at its next session in 
December, and recommend the appointment of a commission in which the Govern- 

. ments of the United States and of Great Britain should be respectively represented, } 
. which commission should be charged with the consideration and: settlement, upon a 

just, equitable, and honorable basis, of the entire question of the fishing rights of the 
two Governments and their respective citizens on the coasts of the United States and 
British North America... Lo . | 

: The President of the United States would be prepared to recommend the adoption 
of such action by Congress with the understanding that in view and in consideration — 
of such promised recommendation there would be no enforcement of restrictive and 
penal laws and regulations by the authorities of the Dominion of Canada or of the 

. Province of Newfoundland, against the fishermen of the United States resorting to 
| British American waters between the 1st of July next and the close of the present _ 

year’s fishing season; the mutual object and intent being to avoid any annoyance to 
. the individuals engaged in this business and traffic, and the irritation or ill-feeling 

| that might be engendered by a harsh or vexatious enforcement of stringent local regu- 
lations on the fishing coast pending an effort to have a just and amicable arrangement 
of an important and somewhat delicate question between the two nations. 

| Public knowledge of this understanding and arrangement can be given by an ex- 
7 change of notes between Mr. West and myself, which can be given to the press. 

_ | Oo Memorandum of Mr. West. : . 

: (Received June 13, 1885.) | 

| _ It is proposed to state in notes according temporary arrangement  - 
_ ‘respecting fisheries that an agreement has been arrived at under cir- 

cumstances affording prospect of negotiation for development and ex- 
tension of trade between the United States and British North America. 

The government of Newfoundland do not make refunding of duties a 
| condition of their acceptance of the proposed agreement, but they rely 

on it having due consideration before the international commission 
' which may be appointed. a | a 

—— | No. 325. | | oo 

: Mr. Bayard to Mr. West. 

| - CO _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
 -.. Washington, June 19, 1885. 

My DEAR Mr. Wesst: Tassume that the two memoranda you handed 
| to me.on the 13th instant embrace the acceptance by the Dominion and. - 

the British American coast provinces of the general features of my mem- _ 
orandum of April 21, concerning a temporary arrangement respecting 
the fisheries, with the understanding expressed on their side that the
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“agreement has been arrived at under circumstances affording pros- 
pect of negotiation for development and extension of trade between the 
United States and British North America.” | ' | , 

_ . To such a contingent understanding I can have no objection. Indeed, 
_ LT regard it as covered by the statement in my memorandum of May 21, oe 

_ that the arrangement therein contemplated would be reached “with the 
- understanding that the President of the United States would bring the ce 

whole question of the fisheries before Congress at its next session in - 
December, and recommend the appointment of a commission in which oo 
.the Governments of the United States and Great Britain should be | 
respectively represented, which commission should be charged with | 
the consideration and settlement, upon a just, equitable, and honorable | 
basis, of the entire question of the fishing rights of the two Govern- | - 
ments and their respective citizens on the coasts of the United States | 

-.and British North America” a 
- he equities of the question being before such a mixed commission == 

would doubtless have the fullest latitude of expression and treatment | 
on both sides; and the purpose in view being the maintenance of good | 
neighborhood and intercourse between the two countries, the recom- | : 

-mendation of any measures which the commission might deem neeces- | | 
sary to attain those ends would seem to fall within its province, and | 
such recommendations could not fail to receive attentive consideration. tO 

_ I am not, therefore, prepared to state limits to the proposals to be si 
brought forwardin the suggested commission on behalf of either party. os 

I believe this statement will be satisfactory to you, and I should be 7 
_ pleased to be informed at the earliest day practicableof your acceptance ° 

_ . of the understanding on behalf of British North America; and by this _ | 
simple exchange of notes and memoranda the agreement will be com- — - 
pleted in season to enable the President to make the result publicly _ 
known to the citizens engaged in the fishing on the British American | 

- Atlantic coast. - | : cE | os | 
 Thave, &e., ho | 

_ a oo | T. F. BAYARD. . 

| No. 826. - re 

| Mr. West to Mr. Bayard. | : ee 

a | Oo a a BRITISH LEGATION, - 7 
a Doe es _ Washington, June 20, 1885, - 

My DEAR MR. BAYARD: I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your | 
note of yesterday’s date, concerning the proposed temporary arrange- - | 

- ment respecting the fisheries, which I am authorized by Her Majesty’s  —ss—= 
Government to negotiate with yeu on behalf of the Government of the _ 
Dominion of Canada and the government of Newfoundland, to be ef.- 
fected by an exchange of notes founded on your memorandum of the 21st - | 
of April last. a OO 

_- The two memoranda which I handed to you on the 13th instant con- a , 
tain, as you assume, the acceptance by the Dominion and the British , | 

_ American coast provinces of the general features of your above-men-_ 
tioned memorandum, with the understanding expressed on their side - 

_ that the agreement has been arrived at under circumstances affording 
prospects of negotiation for the development and extension of trade be- cs 
tween the United States and British North America, a contingent under- _ 
‘Standing to which, as you state, you can have no objection, as youregard i 
it as covered by the terms of your memorandum of April 21. ee
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| In authorizing me to negotiate this agreement, Earl Granville states, _ 
as I have already had occasion to intimate to you, that it is on the dis- 
tinct understanding that it is a temporary one, and that its conclusion 
must not be held to prejudice any claim which may be advanced to 

| more satisfactory equivalents by the colonial governments in the course 
, of the negotiation for a more permanent settlement. HKarl Granville 

further wishes me to tell you that Her Majesty’s Government and the 
’ colonial governments have consented to the arrangement, solely as a . 

mark of good will to the Government and people of the United States, 
and to avoid difficulties which might be raised by the termination of 
the fishery articles in the midst of a fishing season; and also that the | 

| acceptance of such a modus vivendi does not, by any implication, affect 
the value of the inshore fisheries by the Governments of Canada and 
Newfoundland. I had occasion to remark to you that while the colonial 
governments are asked to guarantee immunity from interference to 
American vessels resorting to Canadian waters, no such immunity is 

: offered in your memorandum to Canadian vessels resorting to American 
a waters, butthat the Dominion Government presumed that the agreement 

- - In this respect would be mutual. As you accepted this view, it would, I 
think, be as well that mention shouid be made to this effect in the notes. 

- Under the reservations, as above indicated, in which I believe you 
| acquiesce, I am prepared to accept the understanding on behalf of 

British North America, and to exchange notes in the above sense. 
. _ Thave, &c., a | i oe a 

| | | LS. SACKVILLE-WEST. 

a No. 327. 

- | Mr. Bayard to Mr. West. | 

| | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
oe | — Washington, June 20, 1885. 

Siz: I have just received your note of to-day’s date in regard to the 
| ‘proposed temporary arrangement touching the fisheries. ee 

Undoubtedly it is our clear and mutual understanding that the ar- 
| rangement now made is only temporary, and that it proceeds from the _ 

mutual good-will of our respective Governments, and solely to avoid all 
difficulties which might otherwise arise from the termination of the 
fishing of 1885 in the midst of the season. — 

I understand, also, that the same immunity which is accorded by this 
agreement to the vessels belonging to the citizens of the United States, _ 
engaged in fishing in the British American waters, will be extended to 
British vessels and subjects engaged in fishing in the waters of the 
United States. Perceiving, therefore, no substantial difference between 
our respective propositions and these statements as contained in our 
correspondence on the subject, 1 shall consider the agreement as em- 

ss bodied in our memoranda and the correspondence between us as thus — 
concluded; and public notification to that effect will be given in a few 
days by the President. © >... | 

| I have, &c., ae SL a : 
| | sy | T. F. BAYARD...
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| —— | Mr. Bayard to Mr. West. ane 

oe | oo, DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oo 
| oO _ Washington, June 22, 1885. : 

rr: In compliance with your verbal request of this morning that I 
_ should restate part of my note to you of the 19th, I repeat that the ar- 

rangement whereby a modus vivendi on the fishing question has been = 
_ reached, rests on the memoranda and correspondence exchanged; that 

your memorandum of the 13th instant expressed the understanding on = 
your side that the “ agreement has been arrived at,under circumstances 

| affording prospect of negotiation for development and extension of trade i. 
_. between the United States and British North America;” that I not only © - 

had no objection to such an understanding, but, in fact regarded it as 
amply embraced in our proposal to recommend a commission to deal Oo 
with the whole subject in the interest of good neighborhood and inter, 
course, and that the recommendation of any measures which the com- oe 

- mission might deem necessary to attain those ends would seem to fall | 
within its province, and such recommendations could not fail to have _ a 
attentive consideration. = _ Be ON ES OT 
Having thus not only admitted the proviso of your memorandum in | 

your own language, but gone still further and pointed out thatnolimits | 
_ would be set, so far as I was concerned, to the proposals to be brought | . 
forward in the suggested commission on behalf of either party, I do | 
not see how it is possible for me to give any stronger assurance that _ 
the understanding has “been reached under circumstances affording a 

_ prospect of negotiation for the development and extension of trade be- | : 
tween the United States and British America.” | : | 

I have, &c., | re a gs : 
| | 7 : TF. BAYARD. | 

| - ‘ - No. 329, Sp es et 

a 7 Mr. West to Mr. Bayard. — — | — 

| | WASHINGTON, June 22, 1885. oe 
Siz: I have the honor to. acknowledge the receipt of your notesof | 

the 20th and 22d instant in regard to the proposed temporary arrange- | - 
ment touching the fisheries, in which you state that it is our-clear and | 
mutual understanding that such arrangement is.only temporary, and _ 
that it proceeds from the mutual good-will of our respective Govern- : 
ments, and solely to avoid all difficulties which might otherwise arise 

_ from the termination of the fishing of 1885 in the midst of the season. — | 
_ Also that the same immunity which is accorded by.this agreement to — 

_ the vessels belonging to the citizens of the United States engaged.in 
fishing in the British American waters will be extended to British ves- 
sels and subjects engaged. in fishing in the waters of the United States, — 
and that the agreement has been reached under circumstances affording - 

. a prospect of negotiation for the development and extension of trade me 
between the United States and British North America. _ - eS 

_ As therefore there exists no substantial difference between our re. 
spective propositions aiid the statements as contained in our correspond- | 
ence on the subject, I shall consider the agreement as embodied inour
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memoranda and the correspondence between us as thus concluded, and 
_ shallinform Her Majesty’s Government and the Governments of the 

: Dominion of Canada and Newfoundland accordingly. | tS 7 
.  Thave, &., Ee - Oo 

“No. 330. Bee ; 

: BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERIOA. | 

me A PROCLAMATION, > oo 

_ Whereas the treaty concluded between the United States of America 
and Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, concluded at 
Washington on the 8th day of May, 1871, contains among other arti- 
eles the following, viz: | | 

oo : | ARTICLE XVIII. | —_ : : 

Oo It is agreed by the high contracting parties that, in addition to the liberty secured 
to the United States fishermen by the convention between the United States and 

| Great Britain, signed at London on the 20th day of October, 1818, of taking, curing, 
. and drying fish on certain coasts of the British North American colonies therein de- — 

fined, the inhabitants of the United States shall have in common with the subjects of 
Her Britannic Majesty, the liberty, for the term of years mentioned in Article XXXIIT . 
of this treaty, to take fish of every kind, except shell-fish, on the sea-coasts and shores, _ 
and in the bays, harbors, and creeks of the Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia, and 
New Brunswick, and the colony of Prince Edward’s Island, and of the several islands 
thereunto adjacent, without being rest1icted to any distance from the shore, with per- 

| mission to land upon the said coasts and shores and islands, and also upon the Mag- 

| dalen Islands, for the purpose of drying theis nets and curing their fish ; provided. 
that in so doing they do not interfere with the rights of private property, or with 
British fishermen, in the peaceable use of any part of the said coasts in their occu- 
pancy for the same purpose. , 

It is understood that the above-mentioned liberty applies solely to the sea fishery, 
- and that the salmon and shad fisheries, and all other fisheries in rivers and the mouths . 

. of rivers are hereby reserved exclusively for British fishermen. ° . 

| , - ARTICLE XIX. so | - | | 

It is agreed by the high contracting parties that British subjects shall have, in com- 
mon with the citizens of the United States, the liberty, for the term of years men- — 

tioned in Article XXXIII of this treaty, to take fish of every kind, except shell-fish, . 

on the eastern sea-coasts and ‘shores of the United States north of the thirty-ninth 

- parallel of north latitude, and on the shores of the several islands thereunto adjacent, 

and in the bays, harbors, and creeks of the said sea-coasts and shores of the United 

States and of the said islands, without being restricted to any distance from the 

shore, with permission to land upon the said coasts of the United States and of the 

islands aforesaid, for the purpose of drying their nets and curing their fish; provided | 
that in so doing they do not interfere with the rights of private property, or with the | 

fishermen of the United States in the peaceable use of any part of the said coasts in 

their occupancy for the same purpose. | oe . 2s . 
It’is understood that the above-mentioned liberty applies solely to the sea fishery, 

and that salmon and shad fisheries, and all other fisheries in rivers and mouths of rivers, 

_ are hereby reserved exclusively for fishermen of the United States. | 

AR TICIEE XK, : | 

_ It is agreed that the places designated by the ‘Commissioners appointed under the 

first article of the treaty between the United States and Great Britain, concluded at 

Washington on the 5th of June, 1854, upon the coasts of Her Britannic Majesty’s 

Dominions and the United States, as places reserved from the common ri ght of fish- 

| . ing under that treaty, shall be regarded as in like manner reserved from the common
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right of fishing under the preceding articles. In case any question should arise be- : 
tween the Governments of the United States and of Her Britannic Majesty as to the | | 
common right of fishing in places not thus designated as reserved, it is agreed that a . 
Commission shall be appointed to designate such places, and shall be constituted in . : 
the same manner, and have the same powers, duties, and authority asthe Commission .° 
appointed under said first article of the treaty of the 5th of June, 1854. 

: | | | ARTICLE XXI. — : oo 

| _ Jt is agreed that, for the term of years mentioned in Article XXXIII of this treaty, | | 
fish oil and fish of all kinds (except fish of the inland lakes, and of the rivers falling. 

_ dnto them, and except fish preserved in oil), being the product of the fisheries of the _. | 
United States, or of the Dominion of Canada, or of Prince Edward’s Island, shall be . 
admitted into each country, respectively, free of duty. _ - - . ; 

, _ ARTICLE XXII. : a co, | 

_-. Inasmuch as it is asserted by the Government of Her Britannic Majesty that the ee 
: privileges accorded to the citizens of the United States under Article XVIII of this — | 

treaty are of greater value than those accorded by Articles XIX and XXI of this 
treaty to the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, and this assertion is not admitted by 

- the Government of the United States, it is further agreed that Commissioners shall 
. be appointed to determine, having regard to the privileges accorded by the United 

States to the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty, as stated in Articles XIX and XXI of | 
this treaty, the amount of any compensation which, in their opinion, oughtto bepaid | | 
by the Government of the United States to the Government of Her Britannic Majesty  —s_ 

- in return for the privileges accorded to the citizens of the United States under Arti- : 
cle XVIII of this treaty ; and that any sum of money which the said Commissioners | 
may so award shall be paid by the United States Government, in a gross sum, within | 
twelve months after such award shall have been given. : . | 

| | ARTICLE XXIII. - Se 

The Commissioners referred to in the preceding Article shall be appointed inthe fol- 
- lowing manner, that is to say: One Commissioner shall be named by the Presidentof.- 

_. the United States, one by Her Britannic Majesty, and a third by the President of the 
United States and Her Britannic Majesty conjointly; and in case the third Commis- 
sioner shall not have been so named within a period of three months from the date | 
when this article shall take effect, then the third Commissioner shall be named by | a 
the representative at London of His Majesty the Emperor of Austria and King of ne 
Hungary. In case of the death, absence, or incapacity of any Commissioner,,or in © | 

| the event of any Commissioner omitting or ceasing to act, the vacancy shall be filled 
in the manner hereinbefore provided for making the original appointment, the period 

-of three months in case of such substitution being calculated from the date of the 
happening of the vacancy. . re . Be | | 

_. The Commissioners so named shall meet in the city of Halifax, in the province of 7 
_ NovaScotia, at the earliest convenient period after they have been respectively named, __ | 
and shall, before proceeding to any business, make and subscribe a solemn declara- / 

| tion that they will impartially and carefully examine and decide the mattersreferred - : 
-. to them to the best of their judgment, and according to justice and equity; and such 

declaration shall be entered on the record of their proceedings. | - : 
Each of the high contracting parties shall also name one person to attend the Com- . 

mission as its agent, to represent it generally in all matters connected with the Com- | 
Mission. , a re | ee . : 

| - ARTICLE XXIV. _ 

The proceedings shall be conducted in such order as the Commissioners appointéd 
under Articles XXIT and XXIII of this treaty shall determine. They shall be bound _ | 
to receive such oral or written testimony as either Government may present. Ifeither — — 
party shall offer oral testimony, the other party shall have the right of cross-eexam--» = 
ination, under such rules as the Commissioners shall prescribe. : Ce | 

: If in the case submitted to the Commissioners either party shall have specified or | 
alluded to any report or document in its own exclusive possession, without annexing 
a copy, such party shall be bound, if the other party thinks proper toe apply for it, to | 

- furnish that party with a copy thereof; and either party may call upon the other, = 
_. through the Commissioners, to produce the originals, or certified copies of any papers 

> adduced as evidence, giving in each instance such reasonable notice as the Commis- 
sioners may require, : CS : co : ’
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| The case on either side shall be closed within a period of six months from the date 
of the organization of the Commission, and the Commissioners shall be requested to | 

| give.their award as soon as possible thereafter. The aforesaid period of six months | 
may be extended for three months in case of a vacancy occurring among the Commis-  ~ 

— sioners under the circumstances contemplated in Article XXIII of this treaty. — | 

a - ARTICLE XXV. 00 - — 

ee The Commissioners shall keep an accurate record and correct minutes or notes of all a, 
. their proceedings, with the dates thereof, and may appoint and employ a secretary — : 

and any other necessary officer or officers to assist them in the transaction of the bus- 
iness which may come before them. . . | 
Each of the high contracting parties shall pay.its own Commissioner and agent or 

counsel. All other expenses shall be defrayed by the two Governments in equal moie- 
ties. | - 

| | a _ ARTICLE XXX: © * 7 PS 

It is agreed that, for the term of years mentioned in Article XXXIII of this treaty, - 
- subjects of Her Britannic Majesty may carry in British vessels, without payment of | 

duty, goods, wares, or merchandise from one port or place within the territory of the 
United States upon the Saint Lawrence, the Great Lakes, and the rivers connecting 
the same, to another port or place within the territory of the United States as afore- 
said: Provided, That a portion of such transportation is made through the Dominion 

- - of Canada by land carriage and in bond, under such rules and regulations as may be 
agreed upon between the Government of Her Britannic Majesty and the Government 
of the United States. . 

. Citizens of the United States may for the like period carry in United States vessels, . 
without payment of duty, goods, wares, or merchandise from one port or place within 

_ the possessions of Her Britannic Majesty in North America. to another port or place 
within the said possessions: Provided, That a portion of sach transportation is made 
through the territory of the United States hy land carriage and in bond, under such 
rules and regulations as may be agreed upon between the Government of the United 
States and the Government of Her Britannic Majesty. _ 

The Government of the United States further engages not to impose any export du- 
ties on goods, wares, or merchandise carried under this article through the territory 

| of the United States; and Her Majesty’s Government engages to urge the Parliament 
| of the Dominion of Canada and the legislatures of the other colonies not to impose 

any export duties on goods, wares, or merchandise carried under this article; and the 
Government of the United States may, in case such export duties are imposed by the 

Dominion of Canada, suspend, during the period that such duties are imposed, the 
right‘of carrying granted under this article in favor of the subjects of Her Britannic _ 
Majesty... 7 oo | 

The Government of the United States may suspend the right of carrying granted 
— in favor of the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty under this article, in case the Do- 

minion of Canada should at any time deprive the citizens of the United States of the ~ 
use of the canals iv the said Dominion on terms of equality with the inhabitants of 
the Dominion, as provided in Article XXVII. | | , oo 

| | - ArTIcLE XXXII. | ee | 

| It is further agreed that the provisions and stipulations of Articles XVIII to XXV of 
this treaty, inclusive, shall extend to the colony of Newfoundland, so far as they are 

applicable. But if the Imperial Parliament, the legislature of Newfoundland, or — 
‘the Congress of the United States, shall not embrace the colony of Newfoundland in 

| their laws enacted for carrying the foregoing articles intu effect, then this article shall 
be of no effect; but the omission to make provision by law to give it effect by either : 

of the legislative bodies aforesaid, shall not in any way impair any other articles of © 

- . this treaty. , - oe = 

| And whereas, pursuant to the provisions of Article XX XIII of said - 

| treaty, due notice has been given to the Government of Her Britannic 

Majesty of the intention of the Government of the United States of 

America to terminate the above-recited articles of the treaty In ques- 

tion on the 1st day of July, 1885; wage _ | 
oe And whereas, pursuant to the terms of said treaty, and of the notice 

- given thereunder by the Government of the United States of America : 

-—-- to that of Her Britannic Majesty, the above-recited articles of the treaty
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_ Of Washington, concluded May 8, 1871, will expire and terminateonthe - | 
. Ist day of July, 1885: a. | : ot rie 

Now, therefore, I, Chester A. Arthur, President of the United States’ 
of America, do hereby give public notice that Articles XVIII, XIX, © 
XX, XXI, XXII, XX, XXIV, XXV, XXX, and XXXII, of the 
treaty of Washington, concluded May 8, 1871, will expire and terminate | 

— on the Ist day of July, 1885, and all citizens of the United States are 
hereby warned that none of the privileges secured by the above-recited 
articles of the treaty in question will exist after the 1st day of July | 

-. next; all American fishermen should govern themselves accordingly. | 
a Done at the city of Washington, this 31st day of January,in the year” 

of our Lord one tgousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and of the: | a 
_ Independence of the United States of America the one hundred and | | 

ninth. | | I oe 
[SEAL] 2 -  ., CHESTER A. ARTHUR. | 

- By the President: — wei) Oo ae vs | 
_ . BRED’K T.. FRELINGHUYSEN, © ce | | 

oe | Secretary of State. . | | 

eee _ HAWAIIAN ISLANDS. | ns 

| oe No. 331. oe | os | 

an | Mr. Daggett to Mr. Frelinghuysen. Oo 

— No. 208.) = | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, =. 
| Honolulu, January 14, 1835. (Received January 30.) 

_ Sir: A brisk and somewhat forced holiday trade has been followed by 
| a general business depression, which is beginning to severely test the 

financial standing, not only of the retail dealers of Honolulu, but of — 
_. many wholesale houses of reputed strength and responsibility.. The | _ : 

large indebtedness under which the sugar and other industries of the 
| islands have, with few exceptions, been laboring during the past three ee 

_ or four years, together with a very considerable decrease in the price _ 
_ of raw sugars, has resulted at last, as might have been expected, in a 

- -very general financial distress. A number of mercantile failures have 
_ recently occurred, and others of greater magnitude are predicted in the © , 

near future. | Be, | 
- This business stagnation has been rendered somewhat more depress-  s—~ 

- ing by the unsettled and unsatisfactory condition of the currency. It  ~— 
is claimed that the amount of Hawaiian silver in circulation is too 
great, and as a means of possible relief the Government has been asked | oom 
to withdraw a portion of it from the channels of trade. . Under an act of oe 

_ , the last legislative assembly, all the silver in the Kingdom, aside from | 
_ thatof Uniced States and Hawaiian coinage, has been received, exported, 

_ and sold at its bullion value for gold, by the Hawaiian Government, ~ 
leaving in circulation here .at the present time the million of dollars | 
coined for the Government by Mr. Spreckels, together with a small 
amount, probably not to exceed $50,000, of American silver. Both have | 
a legal-tender value to the limit of $10, | So
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| As American gold is scarce, and there is not a sufficient amount in 
| - the Treasury to redeem the gold certificates outstanding against it and. | 

‘payable on demand, and as merchants and others cannot. meet their - 

- foreign obligations in Hawaiian silver or sell it for exchange, exceptat . _ 

a discount of 15 per cent., the Government has been appealed to for 

relief. It has been asked to retire from circulation $200,000 or $300,000. 
of Hawaiian silver, = SoBe a 

This the Government has consented to do, and on the 12th instant 
gave orders to the collector general of customs to receive Hawalian 

| silver without limit, until further notice, in the payment of customs 

duties, the purpose being to thus rapidly withdraw from circulation, . 

7 and retain in the Treasury such amount as may begleemed to be in ex- 

cess of the necessities of trade. | | 4 
Although this action by the Hawaiian Government seems to be somé- 

what in derogation of its concession of the 5th of June, 1834, that a. 

lose adherence to the spirit of the treaty of 1875 called for the collec. 

tion of customs duties in gold, as noted in my dispatch of June 14, 

| 1884. (No. 157), I have not deemed it either friendly or advisable to_ 

: officially question the propriety of its temporary departure in this In- 

stance from the strict line of treaty agreement and the unquestioned _ 

- requirements of its own laws. oo - 

, - The Government is sorely pressed by complaint, and if the speedy 

retirement from circulation of the amount of silver mentioned will re- 

| sult in relief to the merchants of the Kingdom, American citizens in — 

business here will be the first and largest class to be benefited. | | 

a Very respectfully, &c., a | | 

| |  . ROLLIN M. DAGGETT. : 

| NO 882.0 Oo 

: | Mr. Daggett to Mr. Frelinghuysen, . 

No. 215.) _ LEGATION OF THE. UNITED STATES, oe 
| _ Honolulu, February 14, 1885. (Received March 2.) 

Sir: I have the honor to apprise you that, by the steamship Tokio, 

reaching here on the 8th instant from Yokohama, by way of Hong-Kong, 

| 948 Japanese laborers arrived from Japan. About two hundred of the ~ 

| number are women and children, and all of them, I understand, have 

found labor engagements. The last legislative assembly appropriated 

| $50,000 for the encouragement of Japanese immigration,.and these are 

the first of the three or four thousand which it is expected the appro- — 

| priation will secure. The Government pays their passage and guaran- 

tees to them wages at a rate not less than $9 per month and food, the 

so month to consist of twenty-six working days. They seem, as a whole, — 

a to be a hardy and tractable class of laborers, and the planters have en- 

gaged them promptly. ee at Ma 7 | | 

With these immigrants arrived Mr. Jiro Nakamura, in the official ~ 

- ss eapacity of consul of the Japanese Empire, to reside in Honolulu and — 

| look after the interests of his countrymen, He expects two additional 

shipments of laborers from Japan within the next six months. 

Very respectfully, &c., | : 7 

| ROLLIN M. DAGGETT. .
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| , Mr. Daggett to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

No. 217.) _. . _LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| . Honolulu, February 14, 1885. . (Received March 2.) | | 

. re: It was made public last evening that the Honolulu Chamber of | 
_ Commerce, on the 11th instant, rescinded its action of the 29th of last | 

+ November, agreeing to receive.as United States gold coin the treasury: . | 
certificates of. theeGovernment made redeemable in gold by an act of 

_. the last legislative assembly. | | | Se : 
| The aggregate amount of outstanding certificates which the Govern- | | 

- ment undertook to redeem in gold was about $1,000,000. After ree 
_° deeming something over $400,000 of the certificates in this manner, _ : 

thereby reducing the gold in the treasury to $90,000, the Government 
. has temporarily suspended further redemption in gold. eo 

| The silver reserves are sufficient to meet the remainder of the out- 
- standing certificates in that currency; but gold is demanded, andon —— 

| the announcement by the treasurer that the $90,000 in gold remaining _ 
in the treasury would be held to meet the accruing interest on the 
public debt, and that the. holders of certificates must await further gold 

: receipts by the Government, the chamber of commerce has seen fit to | 
- rescind its action of the 29th of November. - . BD 

_ -‘This movement has been followed by arefusal by the banksand many  ~_ 
| others to receive these certificates except as representatives of Hawaiian | | 

silver, either as deposits or in the purchase of exchange, and considera- 
ble embarrassment has resulted. As these certificates were issued on — | 

_ deposits of silver at par, and but $580,000 of them remain outstanding, 
- J cannot but regard this action by the chamber of commerce as hasty, 

| ill-advised, and unfriendly. The certificates will unquestionably bere- | 
_ deemed in gold, as provided by law; but the Government asks that 

_ their redemption hereafter may be gradual, and as warranted by the _ | 
gold receipts of the treasury. ‘This has been refused by the chamber  —| 

- of commerce. _ a | a oe 
Unless the Government should conclude to convert its own silver 

coinage at its bullion value into gold to. redeem these certificates at —/ 
_. once, which is unlikely, the present financial stress must be left to work | 

out its own remedy. ee ee 
i: Very respectfully, &e., Oo Sy 

| | oo 7 | ROLLIN M. DAGGETT. 

a | No. 334. | - | ae 

. | Mr. Daggett to Mr. Frelinghuysen. re 

~~ No. 218.] a -LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, . oe 
mo Honolulu, February 25, 1885. (Received March 16.) _ | 

| _ Sir: [have the honor to inform you that by the order of the Ha- . 
- walian Government, the collector-general of customs resumed the col- oe 
lection of customs duties in United States gold coin on 16th instant. S 

+ As noted in my dispatch of January 14, 1885 (No. 208), orders were 
_ issued on the 12th ultimo, to receive Hawaiian silver without limit in - 

| the payment of customs duties until further notice. This was done
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with the view of receiving into the treasury and temporarily retiring | 
from circulation the $200,000 or $300,000 of Hawaiian silver supposed 
to be floating in excess of the demands of trade. As it was necessary, 

_ however, to at once disburse the silver thus received in the payment of 
| the current expenses of the Government, the project brought no visible | 

| relief, and has therefore been abandoned. Customs: duties are now - 
payable as follows: All amounts of $10 or under, in United States or 
Hawaiian silver; all amounts over $10, in United States gold coin, or 

| - certificates of the Hawaiian Government calling for gold redemption. 
Very respectfully, &c., . - eo oe 

| | ROLLIN M. DAGGETT. | 

| a Mr. Daggett to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

| — No. 219.] | - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| OO Honolulu, February 26, 1885. (Received March 16.) 

Sir: The population tables of the census of the Hawaiian Islands, | 
taken December 26, 1884, have just been published. The previous cen- 
sus was taken December 27, 1878. The six years show an increase in 
population of 22,593, the returns of the two periods being as follows: 

| Population in 1884... 2.2.2.2 22-20. cececeseceeee ceceeececeee cecececceeee ese. 80,578 
_ Population in 1878 ...... wont e eee ne cee eee eee eee eee ete eee eee 57, 985 

_ Increase in six years ...-2. 2222. eee ee ene wee ee ce eee cece eee eens 22,593 © 

a As the decrease in the native population was 4,074, the increase noted . 
is due in a great measure to immigration, principally of Chinese and | 

. Portuguese laborers, who now aggregate nearly 21,000 on the islands. 
. In 1878 the strictly native population was 44,088, and in 1884, 40,014, 

_ Showing, as above stated, a decrease in six years of 4,074. 
: The increase in half castes and other nationalities was, respectively, _ 

as follows: a | ee a . 

- . | Nationalities. - — 1878, 1884, = 

Half castes..........s-seccceceececceceeesseeeceeesuecsescecescceesececeeeee] 8,420/ 4,218] 798 
Hawaiians, born of foreign parents........0-ccceeccnescencecccceccecccucuce 947 | 2,040 1, 083 
Chinese .....- 2... e eee ce enn ee ence neem een ceceneccetecsswnccccecececens| 5,916 | 17, 937 12, 021 

. Portuguese 2.2... ee eee nec ween cece ne cw een e cen nceuncecaccanceee: 436 | 9,877 8, 941 
3 AMETICAN ...0 20. c eee eer ec e eee cee e ee cnn ne cencccnsceccnacsccece-| 1,276 | 2,066 790 

| British .-. 2.2.2.2... eee cece ence eeees secececuecssuctsnessaurcneccensccccece| 883} 1,282 399 
: German .... 2.22... eee eee cece mene mene ce wnccccencccanwmncceccuscacccencee| 2721} 1,600 1, 328 

French. 22.22... e ee eee ccc ee cen cca nc ene nceccncccencccvcanccuccacuues 81 192 ‘dil 
Other foreigners tect e eer en cnet neew ene ceescenccnneetneneecereeesenseeeasees| 664 ‘2 1, 186 

a, Increase, other than NATIVE... eneaecacecenccececacdececceccccceccsececesenceecscsusnenceeece 26, 687 
| Native decrease ........ 1... .e set ee eee eee eee ce ence eee n nee n ee eeenennen eee neeccnreneeenseeenenees 4, 074 

. | Total increase ..........2.-seceesseeeecoeceeceeeseesen soneesesesceetsescenaeeeteaceeeesees 22, 593 

| The sexes of the entire population are divided as follows: Males, 7 
| _ 51,539; females, 29,039. This difference is largely due to the fact that 

| of the 17,937 Chinese in the Kingdom, but 871 are females. | 
| Very respectfully, &c., | | | 

ae _ | a _ ROLLIN M. DAGGETT, —
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Oo | : No. 836. so — | 

ee Mr. Daggett to Mr. Frelinghuysen. . | 

No. 221.] . ee LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | on 
| 7. *. Honolulu, February.28, 1885. (Received March 16.) : 

Sir: Considerable dissatisfaction having risen from the inability of | 
the Government to at once redeem in gold, as provided by law, its out- - 
standing certificates, amounting to about $550,000, an official declara- 
tion was made public yesterday, announcing that an amountof Ha- =~ 

- -waiian silver equal to the face of the outstanding certificates,-with an | 
addition of 16 per centum to bring the deposit up to a commercml = _ 
equivalence with gold, will be retained in the treasury as security for oe 

the redemption of the certificates in the manner provided by law. It. - 

-- is further announced that the whole question of restoring a proper. a 

| equilibrium between gold and silver in the Kingdom will be submitted | ce 
to the next Legislative Assembly. : pe ey 

These assurances should, and doubtless will, restore popular confi- | 

- dence in the outstanding gold certificates of the Government. BS 

_ Very respectfully, &c., Se Bo a SS 
| 7 ae — . ROLLIN M. DAGGETT. | 

cee: No. 337. - | | 

a Mr. Daggett to Mr. Bayard. . 7 a 

No. 233.] - — _LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, oe 
oe : Honolulu, April 27, 1885. (Received May 15.) | 

| Sir: It is my painful duty to announce that Her Majesty, Queen 
- Dowager Emma Kaleleonalani, died in this city, of apoplexy, on the | 

- 25th instant. _She was born in 1836, and was the widow of Kameha- | 
- mehalIV. She leaves a considerable landed estate, but no immediate : 

heirs. In blood she was one-fourth white, her grandfather having 
~ been John Young, an English sailor of capacity in the service of Kame- | 

_hameha I. Without a distinguished chiefly strain, personal attraction — 
commended her to Kamehameha IV, and she became the wife of that 

| sovereign in 1856. On the death of King Lunalilo, in 1874, she wasan 
‘applicant for the succession, but, received but six of the forty-five votes = 

of the Legislative Assembly convened to name a successor, thirty-nine 
having been cast for David Kalakaua, the present King. Since that 

- time she has had a very considerable following, and has not been with- | 
-. out influence in the Kingdom. © rs 

| . With the death, a few months since, of Mrs. Bernice Pauahi Bishop, 
- the Kamehameha family, so far as recognized, became extinct, and the = 
- decease of Queen Emma leaves no one to contest on the score of lineage, 

the sovereign right of the existing dynasty, which stands alone at last, 
as the sole representative, unless very remotely, of the Hawaiian rulers 

| of the past. | | 7 | ee | 
After the customary lengthy period of mourning, the remains of the  — 

| leceased Queen will be deposited in the royal mausoleum, near Hono-  — 

ar Very respectfully, &¢., , 7 ee, os 
- en . ROLLIN M. DAGGETT, ©”
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: oo a No. 338.. : - 

| ms — Mr. Merrill to Mr. Bayard. - 

No. 14.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Honolulu, August 14, 1885. (Received August 29.) 

. Sip: I have the honor to transmit herewith three copies of a circular 
manifesto, issued by his excellency Charles T. Guliék, a member of His 

_ Majesty’s cabinet and president of the board of immi gration, in refer- 
| ence to the policy of this Government toward contract laborers. 

I have, &c., | - | | _ 
| : GEO. W. MERRILL. | 

{Inclosure in No. 14.] . . 

| | CIRCULAR, © , 

- OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF IMMIGRATION, og 
- | Honolulu, August 10, 1885. | 

His Majesty’s Government are anxious to secure the successful settlement in this 
country of Portuguese, Japanese, and other agricultural laborers, and the legislature 

: by its liberal appropriations, and in the discussion which occurred in regard to im- 
migrants of various nationalties that come to settle here, has manifested a similar 
feeling. Expressions of public opinion, both from those specially interested in the 

— question of plantation Jabor and from other classes of the community, have forcibly 
. indorsed this desire as the expression of a sound national policy. The arrangements © 

for securing this settlement have been perfected, but, in order to attain satisfactory 
results, it will be necessary that the needs and requirements and the peculiarities of 

7 the several races of men who come to this country in the hope of thereby bettering. _ 
a, _ their condition should be studied by those with whom they are brou ght into contract 

~ as employers. . 
Peculiarities of race require consideration. For instance, is must be evident to all 

oo who have had occasion to employ the Japanese that they are eminently a teachable 
_ race, and that at the same time it is only by a kind and just treatment that they can 

. be successfully dealt with. Such treatment is indeed essential to success in the man- 
OC agement of immigrant foreign laborers generally. In view of this fact itis well that 

the bases of the agreements which exist between His Majesty’s Government and the ~ 
. several Governments interested in this subject should be clearly understood by all 

| employers of laborers who are serving under original contracts with the board of im- 
| migration. _— : - | 

The understanding with the Japanese Government is that while the immigrants re-  __ 
main under their original contracts they are to be under the immediate guardianship | 
of the Government, and that the planters to whom their contracts are assigned are the 

_ agents of the Government, the latter being really responsible on the original contracts _ 
at all points. This provision, whichis but a definite and legal definition of the con- . 
tents of the contracts themselves, will apply equally to Portuguese.and all other la- 
borers who are performing their original terms of service under contracts to which 
the board is a party. es . - | — | 

. _ From this understanding it follows that on the Government rests the duty of in- 
quiring into, and endeavoring to settle in an amicable manner, all complaints and 

| _ differences that may arise between the actual employer and the laborer. ‘To insure 
the fulfillment of this duty, the Government has decided to establish under the board 
of immigration a special commission of inspection of Japanese laborers (of which | 
Mr. Nakayama is at present the chief), also a special inspection of Portuguese and 
others, the whole system being under the direction of an inspector-general, who will 
‘receive his orders from the board of immigration. Under this arrangement the Gov- - 
ernment will be able to place inspectors and interpreters on the principal islands. = 

| To these commissions of inspection all complaints on the part of employers of im- 
migrant laborers are to be made. The laborers themselves will be instructed (as the 
Japanese have already been) to make any complaints they may have to these inspect- 
ors rather than to the representatives of their own. Government, the twofold aim 

| being to obviate the necessity of the several representatives making official complaints 
and also to secure the prompt settlement of all disputes that may arise between em- 

. _ ployers and employed without need of reference to the courts of law.
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‘Tt is indeed fully understood that the actual employers of immigrants brought here - o 

- by the Government being virtually agents of the Government, arrests for breach of 

'  gervice contracts are not to be made without the concurrence of the board of immi- | 7 

- gration. The Government has confidence that in almost all cases the action of the a 

several commissions of inspection will render such arrests unnecessary. oe : 

- . It has further been distinctly considered and determined by the Government, that o 

no employer or overseer (luna) shall be permitted, under any circumstances (except | 

-. in self-defense), to strike or lay hands upon any contract laborer who is recog: — 

, nized as a Government ward. This determination is made binding by agreements to | 
this effect, actually entered into; and it is rendered all the more important when 7 

- considered in the light of the sensitive nature of the Japanese race, in particular, . 7 

_. which renders any rough handling of the laborer abortive, if intended to secure obedi- | 

ence. It must therefore be understood by all employers. that blows or other violence yes 

used against a contract laborer, exceptin absolute self-defense, willbedeemedsufficient — 
: ground for the withdrawal of the assignment made to them of any person so dealt oe 

with. an " . | | : oe 

- Tt rests mainly with employers to make these new arrangements successful. It is ; 

- only in detail that they are new. The spirit which animates this Government and the - 
Governments of the several countries trom which the immigrant laborers come is: . 

already embodied in the laws and in the settled polity of the Hawaiian Kingdom. 

Employers have now before them the understanding on which they hold the services 

of the immigrant laborers assigned to them, and if they endeavor to bring about the 
adjustment of all disputes which may arise with their laborers in the spirit of that — 
understanding, they will also be acting in a spirit which will secure the cordial com- 

’ mendation, not only of the several-Governments interested, but of all enlightened 
nations everywhere. | ae | nn | 

— , a ae oe - CHAS. T. GULICK, . 
ae - Minister of Interior and President Board of Immigration. - 

ee Mr. Merrill to Mr. Bayard. — ye 

~No.20.) LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ | 
— Honolulu, September 12, 1885. (Received September 30.) 

7 Sir: I have the honor to inclose herewith three copies of regulations 
controlling Chinese immigration into the Hawaiian Kingdom, as offici- | 

ally published... 7 —_ eo. oe 

—_ The inclosed regulations supersede those adopted March 25, 1884, and | 

- forwarded to the Department in dispatch of Mr. Daggett, No. 135, dated —— 

| March 26, 1884. . | BO : 

a I have, &e., . , — | a 

CO . . - | [Inclosure 1 in No. 20.] | | | | | oe 

oo _ -« REGULATIONS CONTROLING CHINESE IMMIGRATION.: - 

Foreign Office notice.—Regulations superseding those of March 25, 1844, for the control of | os 
Pe — Chinese immigration tuto the Hawatian Kingdom. = - | 

By virtue of the authority conferred upon me by a resolution of His Majesty in eab- a 
inet council, passed ‘on the 13th day of July, 1883, I hereby make and proclaim the | 

: following regulations for the admission of Chinese passengers entering this Kingdom: © Oo 
: ‘No. 1. From this date no vessel coming from a foreign country will be allowed to . 

| land more than twenty-five (25) Ch®hese passengers at any port in the Hawaiian | 
Kingdom, unless the passengers in excess of that number are provided with passports | 
entitling them to enter the Kingdom. ee ae Ee 

“No, 2, Passports entitling the holders to return to the Kingdom will be granted at | 
the foreign office, Honolulu, to all persons of Chinese nationality now resident,orwho
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may hereafter beeome resident, on these Islands, who may desire to visit any foreign — 
country, provided always that such persons have been engaged in trade or have con- 
ducted some industrial enterprise during at least one year of their 1esidence here. No . 
return passports will be given to Chinese laborers leaving the country. 

—— . “No. 3. Passports will be granted at the foreign office, Honolulu; also by His Ma- 
- jesty’s consul-general at Hong-Kong, His Majesty’s consul at Shanghai, and His | 

_ Majesty’s consul-general at San Francisco, to any Chinese women desiring to come to 
ms pre Islands, and to Chinese children whose parents are residing in the Kingdom, or 

ho may not be of more than ten years of age. _ | 
, "No. 4. Passports entitling the holder to enter the Kingdom will also be granted at 

the foreign office to such persons of Chinese nationality as the minister of foreign 
affairs may claim it proper to admit to the Kingdom. - . 

: a ‘“No. 5. The fee for any passport issued under this regulation shall be two dol- 
lars ($2). : | ae : 

‘No. 6. The holders of passports issued under these regulations must have the same 
: indorsed with the visa of the consular representative of this Kingdom at any port 

: at which he may embark on his return journey, and also at any port at which he may 
| stay more than twenty-four hours during such return journey. . . 

| _ “No. 7, The fee for the consul’s visa of each passport shall be one dollar. | : 
“All orders and instructions regulating the incoming of Chinese into this Kingdom 

_ heretofore made and proclaimed are hereby rescinded, but nothing herein contained 
- shall affect the validity of any passport issued at Hong-Kong before the proclamation _ 

there of these regulations. , | 
: OO ‘“WALTER M. GIBSON, 

. | | | | “Minister of Foreign Affairs.. 
/ “FOREIGN OFFICE, HONOLULU, September 1, 1885.” | | 

|  .  *Mr. Langston to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

_ No. 690.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
. e Port-au-Prince, Hayti, December 1,1884. (Received Dec. 24.) 

Sign: [have the honor to transmit a copy, with its translation, of a— 
decree passed by the National Assembly of Hayti, October 6,.1884, and 

. published in the official section of the Moniteur on the 11th of thesame __ 
month, providing for the issue, upon the credit of the Republic, of two 
millions of gourdes of paper money. | a 

, The two classes of bills, ones and twos, provided for in the decree 
_ are to circulate on a par with the silver money of the country, and to 

| _ be redeemed in portions of six hundred thousand gourdes at the end of 
each year, three fifths of the total proceeds of the fixed export duties _ 
upon coffee being set apart for said purpose. mT - 

All the details connected with the issue of this currency are placed in 
the hands and under the control of the secretary of state for finances, 

a and already he has made arrangements with regard thereto, in the or- | 
ganization of a syndicate composed of twenty of the principal business 
men of this city who have entered upon their duties; and. among the 
first things which they have done has been the ordering of the making : 

..» and engraving of the bills of the two millions of gourdes at a price es- 
timated at $45,000 in the United States. — oy 

| : | | JOHN MEROER LANGSTON,
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| | {Inclosure in No. 690.—Translation.] ; a | | : 

oo SALOMON, PRESIDENT OF HAYTI, | | pe 

In view of articles 69, fourth paragraph, 167, third paragraph, of the constitution: © . 
_ Whereas the fiscal balance of the year 1&84~’85 cannot be attained in consequence 

of just and legal provisions which have diminished the export duties upon coffee and . 
restored to the public functionaries the reserve operated upon them during the late oa 

civil troubles which agitated the country. rs . | 
Whereas, to meet urgent expenses required by such situation, it has become neces- | 

sary to make a floating debt and often to employ special resources appropriated tothe — | 
payment of our external and interior debts; and that it is necessary for the honor - , 
and credit of the Republic to meet, in such measure as may be possible, the arrears | 
of those obligations: —_ - | Se | 

_ Upon the proposition of the secretary of state of finances, and with the adviceof =. . 
the council of secretaries of state, has proposed, and the National Assembly has voted _ 

- ‘with urgency the following decree: os | RS 
_ ARTICLE 1. To meet the obligations enumerated above, the Government is author- Oo 
ized to borrow upon the credit of the Republic a sum of two millions of gourdes, 

| guaranteed by the total product of three-fifths of the fixed duties of the exportation — oe 
upon coffee, and which shall be redeemed in equal portions of six hundred thousand 

_ -gourdes at the end of each year, the first of which shall commence to run fromthe . 
day of the definitive close of said operation. - ee 7 

. ART. 2. This loan shall be made by the emission of like sum in bills of one and two / 
gourdes, which shall be current throughout the Republic and shall be received as the - 
equal of our silver money by all the public and private cash offices. _ re Ns 

__ Art. 3, An ulterior order shall determine the charges of making and emission, the 
| division, the number and the stamp of the different series of the bills, the signatures i 

with which they shall be clothed, the control to be exercised upon the emission, the 
_. mode of the annual withdrawal by means of drawing lots, as well as,all the matters ; 

_ of detail relative to the present decree, which shall be printed, published, and executed | : 
_ at the diligence of the secretary of state of the department of finances and of commerce. __ 

Given at the palace of the National Assembly, at Port-au-Prince, the 6th of October, | 
_ 1884, the eighty-first year of the independence. » , ae : | . 

oe No.8 ee 
oe Mr. Langston to Mr. Frelinghuysen. re 

No. 692.] _ _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
eet Port-au-Prince, Hayti, Decemher 4, 1884. (Received Dee. 24.) _ | 

_ Sire: AfterdoingallIhavefound it convenientand practicabletounder- = 
take on behalf of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, who is still held in confinement oe 

_ atthe hospitalin this city, before addressing the Government directly and 
in protest both as regards his arrest and protracted and illegal deten- 
tion without definite and positive result, I have deemed it proper to- 
day, after making the efforts indicated, including conferences with Mr. 
+B. St. Victor and the honorable attorney-general, Mr. Pierre, in obedi- = = 
ence to your instructions in that behalf, to bring the matter to the at- ee 

__.tenticn of the Government in my dispatch, a copy of which is herewith - — 
transmitted to you. — , | | | | 

| It will be perceived that in my dispatch I bring the fact of Mr. Van - 
_ Bokkelen’s long detention, his feeble and failing health, as wellashis == 

illegal arrest in the first instance, and his confinement in contravention — ee 
_ of thelaw and usages:of this country under the treaty existing between 7 | 
Hayti and the United States and those of every civilized state of the 

_ world, against which I protest, to the attention of this Government, | 
and ask that the case may command its immediate consideration. - 

* Jam, &e.,« | | a 7 
_ JOHN MERCER LANGSTON, |
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| oF | . [Inclosure in No. 692.] . 

| - . a . Mr. Langston to Mr. St. Victor. . | ae - | oe 

| i CO LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, i 
. : a _ | Port-au-Prince, Hayti, December 4, 1884. 

Sir: Referring to conversation heretofore had with you with regard to the confine- 
ment of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, a citizen of the United States, in the jail and hos- - 

_ pital of this city for quite a year, awaiting, as it is pretended by those having au- 
thority, the action of your courts with reference to the decision as to hisright by law, . 
under the treaty existing between the Governments of Hayti and the United States, to 
make assignment of his property, personal or other, in the interest of his creditors, I _ 
have the honor to protest against his further detention, especially as he is in feeble 
and failing health, and neither his arrest, in the first instance, nor his confinement, 

7 accords with the law and usages of this country nor those of any civilized state of the 
world. - | | | : oo 

’ I bring this subject to the attention of your Government, Mr. Minister, in obedience | 
to the special instructions of my own Government, and would respectfully but earn- 

 estly ask its immediate consideration. . } | | 

a | JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. | 

| | — No. 842.7. So 

a | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Langston. . | 

| No. 312.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 7 | 
| | Washington, December 9, 1884. 

, Siz: I herewith transmit copies of two letters from Mr. W. K. Van 
Bokkelen, of the 24th ultimo and 4th instant, in regard to the case of 

- Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, imprisoned at Port-au-Prince, for debt; also 
oe one from Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, of the 19th ultimo, touching his case. 

- This correspondence shows that notwithstanding your-most earnest 
efforts, Mr. Van Bokkelen is still in prison. You will therefore ask of 

7 _. the Government of Hayti his immediate trial or release. This much is 
alike due to Mr. Van Bokkelen and to the Haytian Government, which. 
should not countenance unnecessary delays. 

You will also furnish the Department with a full and concise history 
| of this case, with all its bearings, to enable this Government to decide 

| whether a violation of its treaty rights in this instance has occurred ; 
and if so, to determine what measure of damages, if any, Mr. C. A. Van 
Bokkelen may be entitled to recover. — oe So 
| Iam, &e., | | 

ss FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. 

| ‘[Inelosure 1 in No. 312.] . oo 

| Mr. W. K. Van. Bokkelen to Mr. Frelinghuysen. — 

. Fc Oo 155 BRoapway, Nuw York, November 24, 1884. 
Mr. SecreTARY: I thankfully acknowledge receipt of your communication of the | 

7 19th, and beg to call attention to the following received in advices from Port-au-Prince 
| of date November 8:-- | | a a 

‘¢The United States minister had an interview with the President of Hayti, and by 
| him had been referred to the minister of justice. On the 6th the minister of justice | 

promised to grant the request nade by Mr. J. Mercer Langston, gr his sake and that 
| : of the United States Government, being stubborn and not willing to acknowledge a 

wrong done,” — ee | oo .
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_ My son was illegally arrested and confined, in plain violation of treaty obligations, | LO 
_ and has asked and demanded his release and indemnity solely on that ground, and oe 

his rights as an American citizen. It is plain that the authorities have allowed per- 
sonal feelings to control them, setting aside justice (if such a thing is knewn in that — 
country) to wreak vengeance on one who had made his business home with them. vo 
May I again ask that if, from the dispatches received and to be received from Mr. J. | 

_ Mercer Langston, the Department is of the opinion that treaty obligations have been . 
violated in the caseof my son, it will, after his release, see that full and just compen- ne 
sation is at once made for damage done, as England and Germany havé before done? « 

Tam,&e., oe 
: oe |  W. K. VAN BOKKELEN. 

os . [Inclosure 2 in No. 312.] — oo oe 

ce Mr.W, K. Van Bokkelen to Mr Frelinghuysen. | | | 

. _ - a oe 155 Broapway, i oe 
| ee _ New York, December 4,1884, = 

- Mr. SECRETARY: Since my letter of November 24 I have dates from Port-au-Prince | 
up to November 22, From them I learn that the minister of justice has replied to 
the Hon. J. Mercer Langston that my-son has the rights accorded to Haytians, but | 
the courts will not give a decision in the case. . oo oo 
Minister Langston promised my son that on the 25th he would accompany his at- 

torney to court and ascertain why the case was not acted upon, reporting at once the be 
result to your Department. | 7 res 

| Mr. Secretary, isit for a moment to be supposed (the Government of Hayti, through its nae 
_. minister of justice, having stated that my son’s arrest and confinement for ten months = = 

is in treaty violation), that his Government will allow him to remain in duress, be- — 
_ cause the courts will net act and revoke their previous prejudiced decision ? 7 ae 

_For God’s sake, if you are of opinion that his arrest has been in violation of treaty , 
_ Obligations, I ask that the Government hastens his release and at once obtain satis- a 

_ factory indemnification for damages to his business and injury to health. 7 oo 
If it is proper, may I ask if I am correct in thinking that treaty obligations have a 

been violated in this case? . Se oe 
| Lam, &c., . SO | en | SO 

| : | : pO W. K. VAN BOKKELEN. | - 

- | | {Inclosure 3in No. 312.) . - 

_ Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen to Mr. Frelinghuysen. : 

us : | a | _ HAYTIAN HOSPITAL, oo 
: . Port-au-Prince, November 19, 1884. | - 

| _ Mr. SEorETaRY: The continued persistence of the Government of Haytiin prolong- 
ing my unjust and illegal detention, by putting obstacles in the way and by the delay ef 

_ judging my case, notwithstanding all the legal delays have expired, no opposition 
_ having been made by. any one, except the Government itself, on the question of my / 
_. nationality and that point guaranteed to me by the Department of State in its letter may 

to me as to my rights under the articles 6 and 9 of our treaty; andalsoproved bythe | a 
able arguments and authorities submitted to the Government of Hayti by our min- : : 
ister here, which they have been unable to confront by any argument. a 

; Notwithstanding all this the Government of Hayti still keeps. me in jail, causing 
great damage to my health, having already ruined my business and credit. All this — _ 
goes to prove that the sentiments of this Government are hostile to Americans and | 
their interests. - _ , 2 

. [again come to the Department of State to ask that such positive instructions be 
- given our minister here that I may receive quick and prompt justice, and that he may : 

be authorized to act as he deems wisely to accomplish that end at once. ee 
: I have full confidence that the Department, knowing that I have already been ten oe 

_ months illegally detained and health ruined, will see prompt justice done me for my | 7 
. suffering, all caused for the reason that I am what I am proud to be, an American - : citizen. — wo | 
" If further delay is required I beg of the Department to demand and our minister to. - seo that at once I may be put in some place fit for a man more or lessused to thecom- | 

forts of a home, for where I am now J am constantly in contact with persons having
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. the seven-year itch, yellow fever, with sores infecting the air, and no steps taken to 
purify; a well man is liable to acquire sickness, much less a sick man to get well. a 
I demand at least $50,000 compensation for injuries done and insult offered. . 

| am, &¢., — | | | 
. oe ON Sl ©. A. VAN BOKKELEN. | 

> | | | | No. 343. . | ete | 

| Mr. Langston to Mr. Frelinghuysen. me | 

No. 695.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, Oo 
Port-au-Prince, Hayti, December 17,1884. (Received Jan. 10, 1885.) 

: Sir: I have the honor to advise the Department that on the 12th 7 
| instant it came to the knowledge of this legation that Mr. Alexander C. 

d’Almena, a naturalized American citizen, formerly a subdirector of the 
| National Bank of Hayti, who had been called before the judge of instruc. | 

tion of this city for examination with regard to certain valuable papers , 
_ gaid tohave been taken feloniously from the bank, had, after his examina- 

tion, been placed in close confinement in the common jail; whereupon : 
-~Timmediately waited upon Mr. B. St. Victor, the secretary of state for — 
foreign relations, and advised him that I desired to visit Mr. d’Almena 

: for the purpose of learning his condition, and whether he was in need 
_ of assistance of any sort. My statement was made to him verbally. 

He promised me an early reply as to my request so soon as he could 
communicate with his colleague, the secretary of state for public justice. 
On last Sunday, not having received permission to visit Mr. d’Almena, 
believing from all the information I could get that injustice was being 

~ done him, and that he needed and deserved my attention and help, I 
' addressed Mr. B. St. Victor on the subject, in the note a copy of which 

| is herewith inclosed and transmitted to you. 
- It will be perceived that in my note I do not undertake to discuss, 

| any law question, nor do I express any intention to obstruct or in any 
- . manner to interfere with any legal process which this Government has 

seen fit to institute in the premises, certainly not until I have seen and 
conferred with Mr. d’Almena, and it will be perceived that I demand — 

| permission only to visit and confer with my fellow-citizen who is denied 
-- all communication with his friends and his official representative. , 

To-day I have received a dispateh from Mr. St. Victor, a copy of 
which I shall hereafter transmit to the Department, in which he advises. | 
me that the Haytian authorities will not allow me to visit Mr. d’Almena. : 

~ Several French citizens have been imprisoned in the same manner - 
as Mr. d’Almena. ‘One has been in close confinement for some three 

- months. I have understood that the French representative has not. 
been permitted to see any one of his citizens ‘thus confined. I have 
deemed it my duty, however, to take the course indicated and to bring 
the matter to the attention of the Department at once for its instruc. - 
tions. > a 
' Tt will be understood that I have had no communication with Mr. — 

a @Almena, and that the Haytian authorities claim to imprison him and 
to deny me the right. to see him under their law, which confers upon the 

. judge of instruction such power in connection with the examination of _ 

witnesses in criminal matters even though that examination be only 

preliminary. ee ee eS | : 

. It will also be understood that no charge has been preferred against _ 

Mr. @’Almena; that he was called as witness, and when his examination
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had been concluded he was ordered into close confinement in the com- —_—- 
_ mon jail to await the further orders of the judge of instruction. It will 

be seen that this officer is exercising most wonderful authority and may 
. thereby do great injustice and wrong. | 7 

_ Awaiting your instructions, I am, &c., | | | 
| . : JOHN MERCER LANGSTON, oe 

o | : [Inclosurein No: 695.) 0 es Jed 

a | . Mr. Langston to Mr. St. Victor. oo a oe 

. , . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | | 
oe He - Port-au-Prince, Hayti, December 14, 1884. 

Sir: The undersigned, after acknowledging the receipt of. your two dispatches a 
yesterday having reference to the case of Mr. d’Almena, without at this time enter- | 

- ing upon any discussion of the matters of law involved therein, and without having | 
any intention to obstruct or in any manner to interfere with any legal process which — : 

| your Government has seen fit to institute in the premises, certainly not until after he | | 
: has conferred. with Mr. d’Almena, asks that permission be granted him without fur- — 

ther delay to visit and confer with Mr. @’Almena, an American citizen, who, as he has aa 
been informed: and believes, and as you admit, is at present. closely confined in the 
common jail of Port-au-Prince. . . 

| _ The undersigned awaits, Mr. Minister, your immediate response. peaks 
' With renewed assurance, &ec., | | | , rs | 

| 7 | JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. — _ 

- No, B44. a - 

| | a Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Langston. © | | | 

— No321Jo | | - DEPARTMENT oF STATE, - | 
| pe ee Washington, January 2, 1885. | | 

. Sir: Ihave to acknowledge, with approval, the receipt of your No. 
692 of the 4th ultimo in regard to the imprisonment of Mr.C. A. Van | 

~ Bokkelen, at Port-au-Prince, for debt, and to say that a copy of your dis- 
_. patch has been transmitted to his father, Mr. W. K. Van Bokkelen, at 

| New York, in response to his letter of the 25th ultimo, a copy of which, —| 
| as a matter of record, I herewith inclose. | | oo | 
: You will continue to exert every proper effort in Mr. Van Bokkelen’s a 

behalf to secure his early release. _ | 7 | a oo oo 

| : _ FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. | 

| os on _ Mnelosure in No. 321.] | | ; | 

2 | _. Mr. W. K. Van Bokkelen to Mr. Frelinghuysen. eon ee 

ce, | a - | 155 BROADWAY, _ . 
| | . New York, December 25, 1884. : 

Mr, SEcRETARY: I again call your serious attention to the case of my son, Mr. C. a 
A. Van Bokkelen. I have dates from Port-au-Prince up to the 9th instant. J cannot 
too strongly praise the energy shown by Mr. J. Mercer Langston, our minister resi- __. 
dent, in the case. — | | | - 

On the 3d he went with my son’s lawyer before the court, and his presence made . 
the judges say that in a week or two they would act; of course you know what this cos 

-  . means. | : | St | oo /
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On the Sth our minister made an official demand for my son’s release, and received | 
a a reply stating that the matter had been referred to minister of justice (same old 

. story). Is it usual for your Department to refer foreign ministers to our Attorney- 
| General? To this refereice, as before, no reply had been received. a 

__IfT am correctly informed as to steps taken and demands-made by our winister in. 
| this matter, I do not hesitate to say that in the case of my son all civilized rules have 

been violated, treaty obligations thrown aside, and a determination shown upon the _ 
part of the Haytian Government to do as they please, and to sustain to the extreme 
the first gross violation of law in my son’s case. sO me 

I now ask that at once my son’s case receive, not in words, but by force, the assist- - 
ance of his Government, and that the steps taken will let the bigoted, uncivilized 

_  Haytians know that passion shall not rule. oe 
Thanking you for what has been done, I pray the administration will not allow this 

ease to pass over to the incoming one, - ee 
| Iam, &c., : : se 

. | : W. K. VAN BOKKELEN. 
_ - [Indorsement.]} Oo 

| . | Mr. Niles to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | | 
, — — DECEMBER 26, 1884. 

Dear Sir: The strength of this case is its merits. From what I know of it, I can- 
_ not too strongly urge upon the Department positive and prompt steps to obtain at 

once Mr. Van Bokkelen’s release and indemnity for damages.. 
Iam, &c., - . ; 

_ NATHANIEL NILES. 

| : ~ No. 3845, oo 

| Mr. Langston to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 7 

No. 702.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| Port-au-Prince, Hayti, January 14,1885. (Received Jan. 28.) — 

. Str: I have the honor, referring to your dispatch No. 312, dated De- 
| cember 9, 1884, received on the 28th ultimo, to transmit, as herewith 

inclosed, copies of the entire correspondence which has passed between 
| | this legation and the Haytian Government as to the imprisonment and 

release of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen. ~ | 
It will be perceived from the dispatch of Mr. St. Victor, dated De- __ 

cember 5, 1884, on this subject, herewith inclosed, with its translation, 
that after acknowledging. the receipt of my dispatch of the 4th of the 

'  - month, denying that I had had a conversation with him as to Mr. Van 
| Bokkelen’s incarceration, but stating that it was perhaps with his col- 

league, the secretary of state of justice, he agrees to transmit a copy of - 
my dispatch, referred to, heretofore sent to you, to his colleague for his 

- investigation and consideration. Accordingly, on the 10th of Decem- | 
ber, 1884, Mr. St. Victor addressed me a dispatch, containing under its 
cover an opinion of the secretary of state of justice, in which the 
fact of Mr. Van Bokkelen’s appeal from the decision of the civil tri- 

_bunal to the court of cassation, as regards his right to make an assign- 
ment of his property in the interest of his creditors, is dwelt upon; and 

| his right to make such assignment upon proper security to the satisfac- 
| tion of his creditors, since he cannot own and hold real estate in this. 

| country, is:admitted by the learned secretary of state of justice. In - 
= view, however, of his colleague’s opinion, Mr. St. Victor concludes his 

brief dispatch by holding that the imprisonment of Mr. Van Bokkeélen 
is made necessary by the condition of his ease as it stands before the 

 / eourte, oe ae an , |
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A copy of Mr. St. Victor’s dispatch, with its translation, and copies of — 
its inclosures, with their translations, are herewith transmitted. To 

_ this dispatch and the opinion referred to I made a reply on the 11th of 
- December, 1884. A copy of my dispatch is transmitted. ‘ Co 

In this dispatch I seek to avoid extended argumentation. I insist. | 
categorically that the arrest and imprisonment of Mr. Van Bokkelen 
are illegal; and that he should be released without delay. In pressing ee 

-. this view I state that Mr. Van Bokkelen, after he has remained in con- : 
finement for quite a year, contrary to the treaty existing between the | 
United States and Hayti, without judgment being rendered against him, .- — 
and after he had offered to make surrender of all his property to his 
creditors, according to the law of Hayti in such cases provided. I ask | 
his immediate freedom from further imprisonment in this case. — 

I state, in concluding my dispatch, that I would like to have an an- 
swer so as to communicate the reply of the Haytian Govermment to my | 
own on the following day, and ask it accordingly. But to this dispatch 
I did not get an answer from the Haytian Government till the 19th of | 
December last, when I received a dispatch from Mr. St. Victor contain- . | 
ing an inclosure which purported to be a full history of the cases in © 
which Mr. Van Bokkelen appears as a defendant, and in which judg- | 
ments have been rendered against him. | a . 

Mr. St. Victor, after alluding in his dispatch to his having advised | 
me that he had referred my dispatch to his colleague, the secretary of | 
state of justice, and after stating that he makes haste to transmit to a 
me a copy of the letter addressed to such officer on the subject, in which 
Mr. Vérité presents the history of the cases in which Mr. Van Bokkelen : 
figures, as already stated, concludes by expressing the hope that I will, — 
after examining the considerations contained in this letter of the com- _ oe 
missary of the Government, renounce the opinion expressed in my dis- oe 
patch of the 11th December, and will let justice take its own course in — | 
the matter. | | oo oo. a - 

The commissary of the Government, Mr. Vérité, shows in his letter | 
_ that judgments against Mr. Van Bokkelen have been rendered in favor | Ce 

of some four parties, as follows: a ee Oo ee 
(1) Messrs. L. Toplitz & Co., New York, for $3,496.86; judgment ren- 

dered in the court of cassation February 15, 1883, and in defaultofpay- ss 
ment imprisonment is ordered for one year; and Mr. Van Bokkelen was 

' imprisoned, accordingly, March 5, 1884, on procedure instituted by Mr. | 
J. Archin, the attorney of the firm named. — - . : | 

(2) The National Bank of Hayti for $400, not including interest, ws 
charges, and expenses, and for $500, on same conditions, judgments hav- | 
ing been rendered in the court of commerce June 25, 1883, andin de- = | 
fault of payment imprisonment is ordered for three years in each case; | 
and Mr. Van Bokkelen was accordingly imprisoned March 5, 1884, upon ae 
the procedure of the bank. | | CO | | : 

(3) Mr. J. Archin, his judgment being for $635.68, rendered April 7, _ | 
1884, in the court of commerce, and in case of default of payment im- 
prisonment is ordered for three years. __ | a oe 

— (4) Mr. St. Aude fils, for the restoration of 160 bonds upon the — a 
- .caisse d’amortissement, the judgment rendered November 20, 1883, in | 

the civil tribunal, and Mr. Van Bokkelen was proceeded against for : | 
imprisonment by Mr. St. Aude fils on the 31st day of March, 1884; the Fg 

.court, however, does not seem to have fixed the time of imprisonment _ 
in case of default as to its judgment. : — 

_ As regards the “ cession de biens” brought before the civil tribunal cot 
by Mr. Van Bokkelen in favor of bis creditors, Mr. Vérité says he he- a
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_lieves that such tribunal rejected it by its decision made May 27, 1884, 
oe against which Mr. Van Bokkelen has appealed to the court of cassation, 

Oo the supreme court of the country; and he concludes his letter by ex- 
pressing the hope that the information which he furnishes will enable’ 
the secretary of state of foreign relations to reply fully to my dispatch. 

oo  . Copy of the dispatch of Mr. St. Victor, with its translation, and the 
.  Jetter of Mr. Vérité, with its translation, are herewith transmitted. 

| This letter of Mr. Vérité states this whole matter of Mr. Van Bok- 
oe _ kelen from the Haytian standpoint in the strongest possible light in 

favor of that Government against our citizen, and perhaps all that 
is Said is true so far as the proceedings which have been had. against 

_ him are concerned. . : BO | 
BS His case, however, as regards the matter of his rightto make an assign- 

ment of his property in the interest of his creditors, and his right there- 
oo upon to immediate release from imprisonment, under the law and the 

treaty of 1864 existing between our country and Hayti, are stated 
oe briefly, but I trust clearly, in my dispatch of the 22d of December, 1884, 

oe a copy of which is herewith transmitted. OO 
It will be perceived that I claim that Mr. Van Bokkelen, an American 

citizen, residing in Hayti, under the treaty of 1864 and Haytian law, 
which should be construed and enforced in his case in the light of the 

° treaty, according, certainly, to the precedents of France, from whose 
legal provisions the very language of the Haytian statutes is borrowed, 
has the same right to make an assignment of his property in the inter- 

| ests of his creditors, and upon the same conditions, that a Haytian has, 
| and thus relieve himself from bodily constraint. a 

| It is well-nigh to the same conclusion that the honorable secretary of 
state of justice comes in his learned opinion transmitted herewith, with 

| | his brief note which accompanies it, and which indorses the general 
oo . doctrine of the opinion, as inclosures to Mr. St. Victor’s dispatch of 

. the 10th of December, 1884. He would agree with me exactly did he 
| not maintain the very absurd doctrine that Mr. Van Bokkelen, unlike 

Oo a Haytian, may be required, in the matter of his assignment, to furnish 
- security to the satisfaction of his creditors, when no such requirement 

is made generally, and never of a Haytian. | 
| . Referring to article 6 of the treaty, he uses the words, “ the securities 

7 required by his creditors,” as if these words had any application in a 
case like this of Mr. Van Bokkelen. And then again, referring to 

| article 9 of the treaty, admitting that according to itan American citizen - 
| residing in Hayti may dispose of his effects by sale, gift, testament, or 

OO otherwise, the secretary seeks to discuss the question as to whether Mr. 
Van Bokkelen is able to dispose at present of such amount of movable 

| property as to constitute a serious pledge, as he phrases it, which his 
creditors would accept; as if such matter had legal significance, or as if 

| such question was ever debated in the case of a Haytian. 
Another thing the honorable secretary entirely forgets to consider is 

the term for which our citizen is to be imprisoned. The imprisonment 
of Mr. Van Bokkelen aggregates in its duration, in the cases in which 
it is ordered by the courts, ten years, each term, except that on the 

— judgment in favor of Toplitz & Co., being double the term which would 
be imposed in case of a Haytian. And besides he forgets to indicate | 

._ upon what authority Mr. Van Bokkelen is now detained, in which one of 
the cases decided against him, pending the consideration of his appeal 

| in the.matter of his denial of the right in the civil tribunal to make an 
assiguinent ou the sole ground of his American nationality. On what 

a judgment is he imprisoned? |
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On the 27th day of December, 1884, Mr. St. Victor acknowledged - - | 
_ the receipt of my dispatch of the 22d of that month, and advised methat = | 
he had referred it to the. secretary of state of justice for his considera. | 
tion of the objections I offered to his view of the case, with the request . 
that bis response be made as soon as possible. His dispatch to such a 
effect, with its translation, is herewith transmitted.. 

After waiting quite long enough for such promised answer from the 
honorable secretary of state, I addressed him a brief dispatch to-day, | | : 
asking him that he let me hear from him without longerdelay. Ihave | 
the honor to transmit, as herewith inclosed, a copy of my dispatch. | Oo 

-. Jt will be observed that in my dispatch of the 22d of December last | 
T emphasize the fact that, in the court of cassation, so far by reason of - 
an apparent indisposition and non-action on its part, the appeal which —— | 
Mr. Van Bokkelen made and perfected therein long ago from the civil co 
tribunal having reference to his right to make an assignment of his | 
property in the interest of his creditors, has not been considered, as it — 
ought to have been, and disposed of; and to-day I beg to add, I find no . 
promise of an early, reasonable, and just consideration of the appealin | Oe 
such court. Meantime, our citizen, as I believe and maintain, is ille- - oe 
gally restrained of his liberty, and I have demanded his freedom. It Oe 
does not matter that, by reason of the feeble condition of-his health, on oe 
my demands, he is permitted to occupy quarters miserable enough at a 
the military hospital of this city. oo | . be a 

Tam, &e,, | | | ae . | 
| oo : _ JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. | | 

- fInclosure 1 in No. 702.—Translation. ] ae | - : 

a oo - Mr. St. Victor to Mr. Langston. | re - | 

: a DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, | 
> re Port-au-Prince, December 5, 1884. 

Mr. Minister: I have the honor of acknowledging the receipt of the dispatch | 
which you addressed me yesterday, by which, in referring me to a conversation which | . oe 
we have had, you say, on the subject of the incarceration of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, — oe 

_ you protest against the prolongation of his imprisonment, notwithstanding his sick- 
ness, and contrarily, you think, to the law and to the usages of the country, and you | 
demand an “immediate examination” of this fact. oe | oe | 
Permit me to observe to you that you are mistaken in suggesting that we have had 

a conversation on the subject. Perhaps it may have been with my colleague of the | 
department of state of justice that you had such interview. . | 

| Nevertheless I hasten to transmit to my colleague a copy of your dispatch, with re- a 
quest to let me know the state of the affair.of Mr. Van Bokkelen. I will have the | 
honor to transmit to you his answer as soon as it reaches me. : 

Please accept, &c., Be ot : a 
. | | | a BST. VICTOR, 

Do _.. [fnelosure 2 in No. 702.—Translation. ] a es - | : 

- Oo a Mr. St. Victor to Mr. Langston. 7 . : 

a | | DEPARTMENT oF STaTs or FOREIGN RELATIONS, 9 : 
| 7 oe | Port-au-Prince, December 10, 1884. | oo 
Mr. MINISTER: I have the honor of confirming my dispatch of the 5th instant in ae * 

_ answer to yours of the 4th instant, on the subject of the affair of Mr. C. A. Van Bok- _ 
~ kelen. | oo 7 oe. . 

__ The secretary of state of justice, whom I had begged to inform me of the state of 
the question, responded to my demand on the 6th instant, — | a
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, __ Herewith is a copy of his dispatch, and of the one which he addressed to you on | the 18th of November last, in answer to the. communications which you had made to him directly on the same affair. ag - . ° I invite your entire attention to these two documents, particularly the last, which, _ while furnishing you all the information necessary, lead to the conclusion that the prolongation of the imprisonment of Mr. Van Bokkelen, detained at the hospital, is inherent in the state of his affair before the courts. - | co = - Accept, &ce., | — 
| : a | | B. ST. VICTOR. 

. [Inclosure 3 in No. 702.—Tranalation.] . 

The secretary of state of the department of Justice to the secretary of state of foreign relations. 

a | | REPUBLIC OF HaymTt, | . - Port-au-Prince, December 6, 1884. 
My Dear CoLLeaGuE: In answer to your dispatch of yesterday, No. 231, inclosing copy of a letter that the minister of the United States has addressed to you relative a to the imprisonment of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, I forward to you under this cover, i being unable to make any other answer, copy of my dispatch to Mr. Langston on the 18th of November last, No. 554, which is based on the principles of the laws. 
My compliments. _ 

INNOCENT MICHEL PIERRE, 
Aftrue copy. - | The chief clerk of the division of foreign relations, | | | Oe a : | , M. DELVA. 

, : (Inclosare 4 in No. 702.—Translation.] | 

. Lhe secretary of state of the department of justice to Mr. Langston. : 

. a | . REPUBLIC OF Haytt, | Port-au-Prince, November 18, 1884. 
7 Mr. MINISTER: I have the honor of returning to you the two memoranda which | - you have had transmitted to me concerning Mr. A. Van Bokkelen, applicant in ju- | dicial assignment of goods. | . 

After an examination of these two documents, I find that according to the terms | of Article 794 of the code of civil procedure, which does not admit strangers to the - benefit of assignment, the civil court of this place has rejected the request presented 
by Mr. Van Bokkelen, and this decision has been deferred to the appreciation of the _ court of appeals to be annulled, as having misinterpreted the spirit and textofthesixth — . and ninth articles of the treaty between Hayti and the United States of America. 7 _ Moreover, I have remarked that one of the memoranda says that in presence of this violation it is the duty of the Government of Hayti to call the serious attention of _ the court of appeals to this affair. — a a . Allow me to observe to you, Mr. Minister, that this superior court having taken up the affair of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, will not fail, as it ever has done, to conform to | ’ the law in rendering its decision, and that I am no wise authorized,in my quality of secretary of state of justice, to intervene to trace a course to be followed in this cir- 
cumstance. . 
From my point of view, Mr. Minister, I think that article 6 of the treaty gives to . American citizens resident in Hayti the free access to the courts of the Republic in all 

. cases where they are interested, under the same-conditions as natives, but with this 
restriction, “furnishing securities required in the case.” : 
Now, to enjoy the benefit of assignment to which a stranger is not admitted, con- formable to article 794 of the code of procedure, by reason that if he was admitted 

to this benefit, not having any real estate guarantee to furnish, he might by disap- 
pearing render illusory all pursuit that mi ght be directed against him, it is necessary, oo. asin this case, that the American defendant furnish, according to the provision of ar- ticle 6, the securities required by his creditors. | | — I also see that according to article 9 of the same. treaty, the American citizen may | dispose of his movable goods by sale, donation, testament, or otherwise. “Relying on 
this last word, Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen in the present case would be able to make an | _ assignment of his movable property so as to enjoy the benefit of assignment in ques- _
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tion, but it remains to know if this debtor can dispose of at this moment movable — 
gouds sufficient to be.a serious guarantee which his creditors would accept. This _ . 
is @ question to be settled. Oo , oe ss 

I take this opportunity, &c., > _ . | 

: ) : | . | I. MICHEL PIERRE. | 
A true copy. : oe re 

. The employé of first class, | cot | a 
[L. 8.]- ts, D. DUJOUR. | 

7 A-true copy. a oe ° 
_ . The chief clerk of division of foreign relations, . . | 7 

oe . Cos , . M. DELVA. oo 

- _ [Inclosnre 5 in No. 702.) oe age 

Mr. Langston to Mr. St. Victor. oe | , . 

. LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
mo | | . Port-au-Prince, Hayti, December 11,1884. | | 

Sir: I beg to state, after acknowledging the receipt of your dispatch of the 10th .. 
instant, with its inclosures, in reference to the arrest and detention of Mr. C. A. Van | | | 

- Bokkelen, that neither your dispatch nor the dispatch of the honorable minister of . 
public justice is responsive to my dispatch on the subject in any way or sense. = = 

. Jtis admitted that Mr. Van Bokkelen has been arrested, and that he isnowincon- 
finement. But I insist that his arrest and confinement are both illegal, and hence : 

_ Mr. Van Bokkelen should be released; and in obedience to the instruction of my Gov- 
ernment, I have brought the case to the consideration of the Government of Hayti.. ~ 

Now, Mr. Minister, in view of the law of the case, under the treaty made and ex- 
isting between Hayti and the United States of America, after Mr. Van Bokkelen has _ | 

~ yemained in confinement for quite a year without judgment being rendered against | 
him, and after he has offered to make surrender of all the property which he owns in 
the interest of his creditors, according to the law of Hayti in such cases provided, I 
have the honor, in the most respectful but earnest manner, to ask that your Govefn- 

- ment direct his immediate freedom from further imprisonment in this case. | | 
I desire, Mr. Minister, to communicate to-morrow your,decision in the case to my 

- Government, and therefore ask your immediate reply to this dispatch. _ _ 
| Renewing, &c., BO , a 

7 oe | JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. | 

Co , [Inclosure 6 in No. 702.—Translation.] =. 

Mr. St. Victor to Mr. Langston. . CC | 

: DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, — _ - 
| , Port-au-Prince, December 18, 1884.. | 

Mr. MINISTER: In answer to your dispatch of the 11th instant on the affair of Mr. 
- Wan Bokkelen, I have the honor of informing you that I submitted that dispatch to 

the secretary of state of justice, begging him to make it possible for me to answer you. 7 
as soon as possible. * i | : . CO - | 

, I hasten, therefore, to transmit herewith copy of a letter by which the commissary oe 
: of government of the capital gives to my colleague the history of this affair. me 

I hope that after having well examined the considerations contained in this letter 
| of the commissary of government, you will renounce your manner of viewing it-ex- ce! 

pressed in your dispatch of the lith instant, and let justice take its course inthe : 
‘affair in debate. | | Co 

| Accept, &c. | oo | | oe _ 
: | pe 7 B. ST. VICTOR. 

ce = _ [Inclosure 7 in No. 702.—Translation. | . | a | Sc 

| The commissary of government of the civil court of Port-au-Prince to the secretary of state oo 
8 | a of justice. | - | 

oe : = ~ PortT-avU-PRINCE, December 16, 1884. 7 
. Mr, Secretary or State: Conforming to the instructions contained in your dis- 
patch of the 13th instant, I hasten to bring to your knowledge that which follows: | a 
- Mr. Charles Adrien Van Bokkelen some time ago drew on the firm of L. Toplitz. |
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& Co., of New York, two drafts, amounting to the sum of three thousand four hun- _ | , . dred and ninety-six piasters, eighty-six cents value, which he should reimburse in a | ° fixed delay. At the expiration of this delay, Mr. Van Bokkelen not having satisfied Messrs. Toplitz & Co., they encharged Mr. J oseph Archin, lawyer of the bar of this . city, to enter a law-suit against the said Van Bokkelen to obtain payment. Mr. J. Archin set to work and obtained in last resort of the two sections united of the court 

| of appeals of the Republic a decision pronounced in solemn session on the 15th of Feb- 
_ Tuary, 1883, condemning the said Mr. Van Bokkelen to. pay without delay to the . _ said Messrs. Toplitz & Co. the above, with interest, costs, and expenses, and in case 

_ of non-payment fixed one year’s imprisonment, the duration of the bodily restraint _ exercised according to the terms of article 8 of the decree of the 224 of May, 1843. 
| _ The said Mr. Van Bokkelen, not having acquitted, in contempt of the order which . had been given to him, he was confined in the prisons of this city on the 5th of March - _ of this year, by a bailiff’s clerk, on the request of the said Messrs. L. Toplitz & Co. 

Such was the state of affairs when the otHer creditors of Mr. Van Bokkelen, who. 
are mentioned below, hastened to recommend him on,the register of confinement of — the prison, by virtue of judgment which had acquired the authority of things ad- | | judged emanating both from the court of commerce and the civil tribunal of Port- 

-  gau-Prince. . 
The said Mr. Van Bokkelen was recommended on the 5th of March of the present . _ year by the National Bank of Hayti, represented by Mr. J. C. Antoine, lawyer of the bar 

| of this city, in execution of a peremptory judgment rendered on the 25th of June, 1883, by the court of commerce of this place, condemning the said Mr. C. A. Van Bolske- 
_ len to pay to the said bank the sum of four hundred piasters, not including interest, 

_ cost, ‘and expenses, amount of a note protested, subscribed by the said Van Bokkelen _ to J. B. Souffront, and indorsed to the order of the said bank, which judgment fixed 
_., -at three years’ imprisonment the duration of bodily restraint to be exercised in virtue a _ of article 8 of the decree aforementioned. . | | . 

He was recommended on the same date, March 5, by the same bailiff, at the re- 
. quest of the said National Bank of Hayti, in execution of another judgment of the 

saine court, condemning the said Mr. Van Bokkelen to pay without delay to the said 
bank the sum of five hundred piasters, not including interest, cost, and expenses, 
amount of another note subscribed by the said Mr. Van Bokkelen to J. B. Souftront 
and indorsed to order of the said bank, and in case of non-payment fixed the dura- | 
tion of bodily restraint to be exercised, always in virtue of article Sof the decree 
above mentioned, to three years’ imprisonment. — ° = He was recommended the 30th of April, 1884, by Joseph Archin, in virtue of a judg- 

' nent rendered by default the 7th of April of the current year by the court of com- 
- merce of this place, condemning the said Mr. Van Bokkelen to pay to the said Mr. J. ‘ Archin the sum of six hundred and thirty-five piasters, sixty-eight cents, including in- 

| terest, cost, and expenses, amount of a note subscribed by Mr. Van Bokkelen, Feb- 
: ruary 6, 1884, to Mr. H. Dalencourt, passed to the order of the said Archin, fixing at 

three yeats’ imprisonment the duration of the bodily restraint to be exercised in case 
- of non-payment. . | . a He was again recommended, March 13 of this year, by St. Aude fils, in virtue of a 

peremptory judgment of the civil court of this place, at the date of November 20, 
. 1883, which condemns him to restore to the said St. Aude one hundred and sixty 

| bonds of the caisse d’amortissement, &c. | | / _ 
Such, Mr. Secretary of State, is the precise information that I am called to furnish 

_ to you on the motives determining the detention in prison of this city of this stranger. io Now, as to what regards his demand of assignment of property brought before the 
civil court of this place by the said Mr. Van. Bokkelen, in favor of his creditors, I | 
believe, to my knowledge, the said court has rejected, by its decision of the date of : May 27 of this year, decision against the said Van Bokkelen, who has had recourse 

. _ to an appeal to the court of cassation. This supreme court has not yet rendered its 
decision. 7 . , I would be happy if these informations here inclosed may enable your colleague of OO foreign relations to answer, with full understandin g of the case, the diplomatic note 
of Mr. Langston, minister resident of United States of America. | a In this expectation, I have the honor, &c., . | | 
a oo | , JN. LS. VERITE. : A true copy. | | | Oo : | The chief clerk of division (S), ey | . | | 7 | | | EUGNE BOURJOLLY. | 

A true copy. are a | : oo 
_ The head clerk of the bureau of foreign relations, —_— 

) | oe M. DELVA. .
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, Oo ot [Inclosure 8 in No. 702.] Ps 

' Mr. Langston to Mr. St. Victor. * | 

| | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - 
| | _ Port-au-Prince, Hayti, December 22, 1884. 

$i: After acknowledging the receipt of your dispatch of the 18th instant, with its | 
inclosures, regarding the imprisonment of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, I have the honor, | 
without discussing with you at this time the historical statement with respect to the _ 
several judgments rendered in your courts against him, as made by Mr. Vérité, to. 

, state that Mr. Van Bokkelen is now deprived of his liberty solely on the ground of 
_ his nationality, in contravention of the plain provisions of the treaty of 1864, existing 

. between the United States of America and Hayti, and against the law of Hayti as — . 
the same should be expounded and enforced in the case of a foreigner in debt, and _ 
who seeks, by assignment of his property in the interests of his creditors, to secure | 7 
his release from prison. . oo . . a 

| Mr. Van Bokkelen is a foreigner—in the language of your law, a ‘‘stranger”—but_ | 
he is én American citizen, and, although this be true as regards his status under our = 
treaty, he is given the same rights and immunities as regards and concerns the |. ce 
‘‘eession de biens” as the Haytian himself under the law of his country. os . 
The language of the provisions of the law of Hayti upon this subject is taken from : 

the provisions of the law of France upon the same subject, and in the French courts, = : 
as regards the construction of the words of the law as applicable to foreigners seeking | | 

_ to avail themselves of the right to make assignment-of. their goods, as Mr. Van Bok- 
_ kelen does, the right is never denied, but always conceded to them. | — 

_ Under the treaty certainly, whether we consider simply the sixth and ninth articles. a 
| thereof, or its general text even as the same bears indirectly on this matter, with the = 

law of Hayticonstrued and applied in the light thereof, Mr. Van Bokkelen is entitled | oe 
to the immediate decision of your court of cassation upon his appeal thereto, after 
being denied such right in your civil tribunal almost.a year ago, and meantime, dur- 

: ing such delay as may be required to arrive at such decision, to his liberty, as he has 
_ tendered under the law the assignment of all his effects of every kind and sort in the 

- interest of his creditors. — . : - 
Now, Mr. Minister, is Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, an American citizen, residing in | | 

Hayti, and doing business under the treaty of 1864 subsisting between our Govern- | 
ments, according to the law of Hayti as properly construed, entitled to the right and 
privilege of making as a Haytian an assignment of his property in the interest of his 

- ereditors, and thus release himself from his present confinement ? | | 
It is this question which he sought to have answered in his appeal to your court of 

cassation, an appeal made and perfected long ago, but to this hour not consideredby ~~ 
_. the court; which all the while discovers a purpose not to hear and decide the case ; 

and hence my demand, after so long a time, with Mr. Van Bokkelen deprived of his 
_ freedom by indisposition, apparently, and non-action on the part of the court, that Co 

he be released from confinement while the court consults its convenience as to when 
| and how it shall consider and determine the matter. oe | 

What else, Mr. Minister, can be done? Shall Mr. Van Bokkelen be held longer, un- 7 
der the circumstances, deprived of his liberty ? . | 

. Awaiting your answer, Mr. Minister, | . ee | ne 
: Iam, &c., Lo | - 

, So 4 | _ JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. | , | 

[Inclosure 9 in No. 702.—Translation.] oo 7 ee 

| - Mr. St. Victor to Mr. Langston, = - BS 

| _ | . DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, —_ : : 
| | oo .. Port-au-Prince, December 27, 1884. a | 

| Mr. MrinistTER: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the dispatch which 
; you addressed me on the 22d instant, in answer to mine of the 18th instant, which trans- _ 

mitted to you the history of the affair of Mr. Van Bokkelen. — So 
. . [have submitted your dispatch to the secretary of state of justice, begging him to oO 

let me have as soon as possible, to be addressed to you, his opinion on the objections | 
which you present in regard to this document. | ae a 

Accept, &c., Bo , 
| : B. ST. VICTOR.
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. - | _ [Inclesure 10in No.702.] a ; | 

) / | | | Mr. Langston to Mr. St. Victor. | oe oe 

. | | - LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
| | ; _ Port-au-Prince, Hayti, January 14, 1885. 

| ‘Sir: In acknowledging the receipt of your dispatch of the 27th of last month, hav- ing relation to the affair of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, I have the honor to advise you 
that I await impatiently the response which you therein promise to make to my dis-~ 
patch addressed to you on the 22d of December, 1884. - - 

| ‘Be pleased, Mr. Minister, to let me hear from you without further delay. 
| am, &c. a | a 

| | JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. 

. No. 346. | | 

- _ Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Langston. a 

No. 324.] | | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - 
, | : Washington, January 20, 1885. 

| _ Srp: I have received your No. 695, of the 17th ultimo, relative tothe - 
| imprisonment of Mr. Alexander C. d’Almena, an American citizen, at 

| Port-au-Prince, and the refusal of the authorities there to allow you to 
hold any conversation with him, in view of the provisions of a Haytian 

| law, “which,” you say, “confers upon the judge of instruction such _ 
power in connection with the examination of witnesses in criminal mat- —- 
ters, even though that examination be only preliminary.” | | 

| Detention of witnesses to prevent their disappearance and insure their | 
giving testimony when called for is common in the jurisprudence of all 

| _ countries, and special provisions exist in those where the principles ot - 
_ the civil law are in force relative to the detention au secret of an accused 

‘person; but such detention should be reasonable and not unduly pro: 
| longed or harshly enforced, and is merely a temporary measure in. the 

administration of justice. | oo | te 
| You will, therefore, in this view of the case, urgently protest against 

; the treatment accorded Mr. d’Almena, as contrary to international rights, 
He should be fairly tried or released without delay. OO 

| Iam, &c., So | : | | 
. | | FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN., | 

: — oe Mr. Langston to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | | 

| No. 706.) Be | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
-  —- Bort-au-Prince, Hayti, January 21, 1885. (Received Feb. 11.) 

: Sig: I have the honor to advise you, referring to your dispatch No, | 
321, received yesterday, that I have not ceased to do allin my power | 
in obedience to your instructions, to secure the release of Mr.C. A. - 
Van Bokkelen. ae Bo - | _ 

The correspondence passing between this legation and the Haytian 
| Government on the subject, since my last report thereupon, copies of 

| which are herewith transmitted, will show this to be true. | |
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_ Taddressed Mr. St. Victor, in regard to this matter,on the 14thin- 
_ Stant, asking a response to my dispatch of the 22d ultimo. Onthel6th 

instant he wrote me saying that he had referred my dispatch tohiscol- = 
| league of justice, and had, after receiving my last dispatch, referred it - 

_ to him also, with the request to present his views to him, as asked, 
~ upon my dispatch of the 22d of December. ae | 

| _ But I did not wait for a response longer than the 19th instant, when _ 
- . Laddressed Mr. St. Victor again in a dispatch, in which I present, some- - | 

what at length, considerations in favor of the immediate release, which = 
‘TL once more demand, of Mr. Van Bokkelen. re , 

. ‘The considerations are such, both as regards the law and the facts - 
| involved, in the face of the admissions made by the law oflicer of the 

, Government in his opinion of the 18th of November last, already trans- 
- mitted to you, that I cannot see how the authorities can longer detain | 

this American citizen. : | : | ee 
| Copies of the several dispatches are herewith transmitted, as already | 
stated. - 7 | ne ee 

a os JOHN MERCER LANGSTON, | 

| a oO {Inclogure 1 in No. 706.—Translation.] _ | 7 | ' 

- | Mr, St. Victor to Mr, Langston. i 

| a _. DEPARTMENT oF STATE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, | : 
oo | | Port-au-Prince, January 16, 1885. | 

“Mr. MINISTER: I have the honor to acknowledge the reception of your dispatch ot - | 
the 14th instant, and to inform you that I have communicated it to my colleague of 

. justice, requesting him to let me have his opinion on the subject of your letter of the 
22d of December last, concerning the affair of Mr. Van Bokkelen, that [had submitted 
to him for that purpose. | os | oe 

| . As soon as my colleague shall have answered me, I will hasten to forward you his 
response. — | : oo, - . | . 

| Please accept, &ec., - | . | | vo 

Oo | [Inclosure 2 in No. 706.] BO a . 

| . Mr. Langston to Mr. St. Victor. | no | 

Oe ee _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 
| ae Port-au-Prince, Hayti, January 19, 1885. 

$rr: [have the-honor to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch of the 16th in- | 
stant, received on the 17th, but I am at an utter loss to understand your course in re- 
gard to the case of Mr. Van Bokkelen, which has been under discussion between us we 

| already too long. He is detained in confinement, deprived of his liberty, upon a de- 
.  ¢eision of your civil tribunal, which is without foundation in law, as declared in the | 

' opinion of your learned secretary of state of public justice, already communicated to oe 
: you, and by you communicated to me, solely upon the apparent indisposition and in- 
a activity of your court of cassation, to which appeal was taken many months ago, , 

and by which action ought to have been taken without unreasonable delay, annulling 
the decision of the under court and relieving Mr: Van Bokkelen of bodily restraint 

_ by granting him such right, under the plain intent and meaning of your law as to the : 
right of assigning one’s property in the interest of his creditors, construed and en-. 

.. forced in the clear light of the treaty existing between the Government of the United | | 
tates and Hayti. oo a . 

- Now, Mr. Minister, shall.this citizen of the United States of America, restrained of 
his freedom simply because he is an American citizen, be longer detained in his con- | 

- finement, against the law and in violation of our treaty? - * 
oe Mr. Van Bokkelen did, Mr. Minister, in tendering the assignment of his property 

in the interest of his creditors, comply with every requirement of your law in that —
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| behalf, and his property, credits, and other assets were such in quantity and quality 
as to constitute such sufficient guarantee to his creditors that not one of them offered “ 

| objection to his proceeding in that regard. | Tg 
He was denied by the court itself the right of assigning his property solely and 

simply, as you will see by the record, on the ground of his American citizenship. He 
_ 1s a stranger, an American citizen, and therefore the court held he cannot assign 

| his property so as to relieve himself against his bodily constraint in Hayti. This | 
| does not accord, Mr. Minister, with your law; it is violative of your treaty obliga- 

tions with my Government, and it is contrary to the opinion of the learned secretary : 
* of state of public justice, as I conceive, already alluded to, dated November 18, 1884, 
transmitted by you as an inclosure in your dispatch of the 10th day of December 
last, addressed to me. Upon which one of the judgments that have been rendered 

_ against him is this American citizen held in prison? 
Mr. Van-Bokkelen, Mr. Minister, is restrained of his liberty, kept in confinement, © 

contrary to law, in feeble and declining health, awaiting the too tardy action, the in- 
tolerable and unjustifiable delay, of your court of cassation, which does not, and which 

| apparently will not, act in this case. . 
In view of such considerations and facts, Mr. Minister, once again I demand the 

| immediate release of Mr. Van Bokkelen. _ oo | 
. Awaiting your favorable reply, and protesting against all delay in the premises, 

- ~ Tam, &e. | a 
so 7 ' JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. | 

| | No. 348. 

_ Mr. Langston to Mr. Frelinghuysen. - | 

. {Extract. ] | | 

No. 708.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 
. Port-au-Prince, Hayti, January 24, 1885. (Received Feb. 11.). 7 

SiR: * # eo,  # * 

| As to the matter of the release of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, I beg to 
| state to you at once that as I received your dispatch I received one yes- | 

_ _ terday from the Haytian Government, refusing to release him, and in- 
 dicating that it will not, under the circumstances, do so, only as the 

pressure of force, real or probable, is brought to bear upon it. _ Oo 
| I shall not cease, however, to do every possible thing to secure his | 

release, according to your instructions heretofore given. But I shall 
| hereafter labor in this case without hope, only as I am supported by 

' the Department in the manner indicated. — 
A copy of the letter, or dispatch, herein mentioned, with its inclos- 

7 ure, I shall, of course, hereafter transmit. | 
sr Tam, &e., | | | 

| JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. 

a No. 349 

| | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Langston. 7 | | 

No. 328.) _ DEPARTMENT oF STATE, _ | | 
oO | Co Washington, February 2, 1885. | 

7 Six: I have received your No. 702, of the 14th ultimo, giving a very | 
_ full and clear report of the case of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, which may 

be briefly summed up as follows: a | | — | 
_ - It is clear that if Mr. Van Bokkelen were a Haytian citizen a simple 
assignment and proceedingsin bankruptcy would suffice to release him.
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- He being an alien, however, and so prohibited from holding real estate, 
_ _ Mr. Van Bokkelen cannot make the required assignment. | 

¢ Now, the Haytian law applicable to this case cannot requireaman  _ 
_to do a specific thing and prohibit him the means of doing so. Hence, — 

. as Mr. Van Bokkelen suffers because he is an alien, the treaty between 
the United States and Hayti is clearly violated in his person. | 

| _ I have pleasure in approving your course in this matter, and desire 
a that you will continue your efforts to secure Mr. Van Bokkelen’s release. — 

. Tam, &., = a | | Te 
aan _  .FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. | 

_ | - No. 850. | | | 

ae 7 Mr. Langston to Mr. Frelinghuysen. - oh 

No. 712.) _ _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, © . 
a Port-au-Prince, Hayti, February 4, 1885. (Received Feb. 23.) 

| | Sir: I have the honor to advise you that, after no little amount of - | 
corresponding, and several protracted conferences with the President | 
himself and the sécretary of state of foreign relations, with regard — 

| _ thereto, the claims of Mr. Mossell for injuries to himself and wife, and 
‘of Mr. Garrido for maltreatment, on the 22d and 23d days of Septem- 
ber, 1883, in this city, were settled in an amicable adjustment on the 3d___ 
instant. a | an | | | 

| For Mr. Mossell I accepted, after full explanation from and to him, _ 
: _ to his entire satisfaction, as his letter, a copy of which herewith inclosed : 
7 will show, the sum of $10,000 in American gold, orits equivalent, which _ 

I have received and paid to him upon his receipt, which is on file in , 
this legation. : | | | . a 

For Mr. Garrido I have accepted in settlement of his claim the sum 
7 of $2,000 in American gold, or its equivalent, which has been paid me, 

| whereof I shall notify Mr. Garrido, and upon his demand at once pay > 
him the money, placing his receipt therefor upon file. _ | Oo 

_ _T have the honor also to report that I am-pressing the adj ustment of | 
_ all the claims for the property of American citizens destroyed on the 

days of September, 1883, mentioned, with the prospect now of their early _ 
settlement. cs 8 ne , 

_. Lam persuaded that you will approve my action, in connection with | 
_ the reclamations already settled, when I advise you that so far in my 

entire conduct, while I have in no wise given the least offense by my per- 
sistent and positive presentation of the demands of our citizens, I have 
promoted our influence with the Government and the community. 7 

: | Lam, &e., | - : | 
| | JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. © 

_ : 7 | [Inclosure lin No. 712.) 0 Co 

Mr. Mossell to Mr. Langston. — 7 | 
a a - _ | PORT-AU-PRINCE, HayYTI, CO 

| February 4,1885. 
mo Dear Sir: We tender you our thanks for the manner in which you have presented, 
me managed, and settled onr claim against the Haytian Government, founded on abuses ’ | 

a ‘perpetrated upon myself and family 23d September, 1883, by officers and soldiers of a 
the Haytian Government, me | eo
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a Mr. Minister, the results, which are accomplished facts, are entirely satisfactory. 
, We have been thoroughly vindicated by our Government, and in view of the facts so 

_ ably and truthfully presented by you, the Haytian Government, after making willing, 
confession of wrong doing, paid an indemnity of $10,000 in gold, which amount we 
have received. — a | : | an 

| According to our notion the settlement includes both a fair transaction and moral -_ 
triumph, the far-reaching consequences of which cannot be estimated by dollars any — 
more than the outrages perpetrated upon myself and family can be paid in dollars. — 
We have been able to note already some of the moral effects of the settlement, 

Cest & dire, our Christian influence has been augmented, our sphere of usefulness . 
_ enlarged, and we have been placed on good and easy terms with his excellency, the © 

President of Hayti, and the authorities of the Republic. 7 | 7 , 
: Mr. Minister, in closing this letter we beg to assure you of our thanks, our sympa- | 

, thies, and our congratulations; and we are happy in the opinion that our Govern- | 
: ment, in whose interest you have so assiduously and successfully labored, will gra- 

ciously accord you its most distinguished approval. | 
Yours, &e., — ' . | : C 7 

| : - C. W. MOSSELL. 

a oo | No. 351. — | | a 

- | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Langston. a 

No. 331.) ‘DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
- Washington, February 13, 1885. 

re: I herewith transmit for your information a copy of a communi: 
| cation* from Mr. E. D. Bassett, of the 13th ultimo, inregard to the case 

of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen; also onefrom Mr. C. ‘A. Van Bokkelen him- 
self, of the 18th of December last, in the matter. oe | 

| I have stated to Mr. Bassett that although I had given his letter at- 
tentive perusal, I was disinclined to transfer to Washington a discussion 

| of the merits of Mr. Van Bokkelen’s case, and that. your action in his 
behalf to secure for him impartial treatment had received the Depart- 

-  ment’s approval. | et . | 

, : FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. © | 

[Inclosure in No. 331.] | : | 

| — Mr. ©. A. Van Bokkelen to Mr. Frelinghuysen. a 

Oo a | - PortT-AU-PRINCE PRISON, | 
. . y _ December 18, 1884. : 

Mr. SECRETARY: The persistent refusal of the Government of Hayti to grant my 
release on rights accorded by the treaty and demanded by the Hon. J. M. Langston 
in the name of the United States, and as against the rules of all civilized nations, 
will make me liable at any moment to be thrown back into prison and probable 

an death, unless Mr. Langston is sustained by the Department in his demand that the 
— ‘ Articles 6 and 9 fully accord me the simple right of liberty of my person, not a dis- 

charge from indebtedness. a SO | 
- My only resource will be to fly the country and seek justice on my native soil, being | 

obliged to abandon my interest here, all on account of my nationality, which can 
clearly be proved to amount to thousands of dollars in landed property and cash ac- . 
counts. Even now being on the ground and unable to have justice, what would my — 
absence be? Ihave already suffered ; my credit and business ruined (also my health), . 

os which cannot be paid by $100,000 and to which our minister here can testify. | 

| | * For this inclosure see document No. 388, p. 547, BS
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7 I again ask that the Department inform me, by first occasion what its intentions | 
are in regard to having justice done me, that I may put my life in security before the ao 

_ present administration leaves office; that I may be in a position to continue to try _ 
and have justice done me. | Ss | | | 

Lam, &e., : | | me | Oo 
Se | | (,. A. VAN BOKKELEN. 

ae | No. 352, ce - 7 

| Mr. Langston to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | oS 

, No. 715.] _. LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
| Port-au-Prince, Hayti, Feb. 25,1885. (Received March 11.) ee 

| Str: I have the honor, referring to your dispatch, No. 324, dated | 
7 January 20, 1885, to state that, on the 12th instant, in a dispatch of 

_ some length, in clear and positive, though respectful, terms, in obedi- ae 
ence to your instructions, I asked the Haytian Government to give Mr. 
d’Almena, who had been too long already detained in the common jail a 

_ of Port-au-Prince, his liberty. I transmit herewith a copy of my dis- | 
patch. an | | So | | 
To this dispatch Mr. St. Victor replied in a brief line on the 13th in- 7 

- stant, advising me that the subject had been referred to his colleague, 
_ the secretary of state of justice, for his consideration, and upon receiv- 

Ing his response he would communicate it to me. / a 
I herewith transmit, with its translation, a copy of such reply. = =8=9 ss” 

_ -. But on the’23d instant, instead of letting me have, ashe had agreed 
to do, the opinion of the secretary of state of justice in this case, Mr. St. | 
Victor inclosed in a. brief dispatch a letter from that official covering | 

_ another letter from Mr. Ernest Bonhomme, “le juge d’instruction,” as 
he terms himself, who states that he believes that the supplementary _ 

_. examination which the secretary of state of justice seems to have asked 
| him to institute would be completed this week. Oe | | 

- _ _[ transmit herewith a copy and translation of Mr. St. Victor’s dispatch, | 
a copy and translation of the letter of Mr. Pierre, and a copy and trans- —— 
lation of the letter of Mr. Bonhomme. | : . 

_ Lhave advised Mr. St. Victor to-day that his reply thus far tomy - > 
_ demand for the release of Mr. d’Almena is insufficient, and in obedience. _- . 

to the instructions of my Government I insist upon his release. i 
_ I have the honor to transmit a copy of my dispatch to such effect. | 

| Iam, &., - a a as 
| SO | | JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. 

oS " . : 7 {Inelosure 1.in No. 716.| a . oe a 

a | Mr. Langston to Mr. St. Victor, . 

: . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ~ Bo 
: | Port-au-Prince, Hayti, February 12, 1885. 

Sir: In calling your attention once more to the case of the American citizen, A. | 
C. d’Almena, who has been confined in the common jail of this city since the 10th of | . . 

| December last, charged with being the accomplice of the abuse of confidence com- — | 
_ mitted against the National Bank of Hayti, as implicated with Mr. F. B. Coles, when _ | 

the said Coles was chief of the bookkeeping of the bank, after full and careful ex- 
‘ amination of a large number of witnesses, as I am advised in the case, withoutim- _ 7 
_ plieation or probable guilt being found against Mr. d’Almena, and after sixty-three | -
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= days of detention and imprisonment, a large part of that time having been passed 
by Mr. d’Almena in enforced close confinement, I beg to enter to your Government | 

: my earnest though respectful protest against the illegal, severe, and unnecessary treat- 
| ment which it accords this American citizen, treatment which is clearly violative of 

: . all international right, while I ask in the name of right and justice hisimmediate 
| release. And this, Mr. Minister,I do upon the positive instructions of my Govern- 

“ment. | a | on 
| _- With the renewal of my exalted consideration, oe a 

— Tam, &e., - . Ss , | a 
| | JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. | 

| . _ [Inclosure 2 in No. 715.—Translation.] | | | 

. ~My. St. Victor to Mr. Langston. | — 

| . — DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, oe 
. | Port-au-Prince, February 13, 1885. | 

| Mr. MINISTER: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the — 
12th of this month, relative to the imprisonment of Mr. A. C. d’Almena, an American 
citizen. | - | | 

.  Imake haste to communicate this dispatch to the secretary of state of justice,and __ 
I shall not fail to make known to you the response of my colleagua so soon as he shail 
have sent it to me. : : a | : 

You will accept, &c., , : 
oe : 7 | B. ST. VICTOR. 

_ [Inclogure 3 in No. 715.—Translation.] | - : 

| Mr. St. Victor to Mr. Langston. - | | 

wo DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, - 
. LO Port-au-Prince, February 23, 1885. 

Mr. MINISTER: In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 12th February, 
| instant, I told you in my dispatch that communication thereof had been madeto | 

| . my colleague of justice. — a . 
I have the honor to transmit to you under this cover copy of his letter of the 21st 

instant, and of that. communicated bearing the same date and the No. 17 of the judge _ - 
of instruction near the civil tribunal of this district, addressed to my colleague. 

mo These two papers are relative to the affair of d’Almena. | 7 . | 
- Accept, &c., . : os i . oe 

: B. ST. VICTOR. | 

. | a [Inclosure 4 in No. 715.—Translation.] | - 

: The secretary of state of the department of justice to the secretary of state of foreign — 
: . ‘relations. so 

- | REPUBLIC OF HAYTI, 
| | Port-au-Prince, February 21, 1885. 

My Dear CoLtEaGuE: While demanding of the public prosecutor of’ the district 
. why the affair of Mr. d’Almena has. not yet been sent to the chamber of council, I 

, have communicated to him your dispatch as well as a copy ofthe letter of Mr. Langs-  _~ 
| ton, minister of the United States of America. This officer of the parquet has just 

| sent the reply of Mr. E. Bonhomme, judge of instruction of the district to whom this 
affair is referred—reply which I communicate to you herewith inclosed, praying you 
to return it to me when you have no further need of it. - BS 

| My most profound compliments. Be | — ae 
: 7 INNOCENT MICHEL PIERRE. | 

A true copy. | | + ee : a 
The chief of bureau of the department of foreign relations, | 

a | a a a oe M. DELVA.
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a _- fInelosure 5 in No, 715.—Translation. | | - on 

oe The judge of instruction to the commissary of the government. Co 

oa 7 _ Repusiic or Haytt, a 

, . CHAMBER OF CRIMINAL INSTRUCTION, 

oe : , _ Port-au-Prince, February 21, 1885. | 

Mr. Commissary: I acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 20th instant and 

_ the papers you have sent me in your communication. | 

Iam upon the point of accomplishing the gupplement of information which you 

. have required me to make. I hope to be able to finish next week. . 

I salute you, &c., an CO oo . 

| a ERNEST BONHOMME. ~ | 

“ £—p, §.—I return to you also the dispatches communicated. cs 

oe A true copy. oo a | ee vo 

The chief of bureau of the department of foreign relations, os : 
Co on - 7 _ M. DELVA. 

| | . [Inclosure 6 in No. 715.] me | 7 . | 

an | | Mr Langston to Mr. St. Victor. — ae 

a . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - | 
. | | Port-au-Prince, Hayti, February 20, 1885. OC 

ss Sr: In acknowledging the receipt of your dispatch of the 23d instant, with its in- 

closures, a copy of a letter from your colleague of justice, addressed to you, underthe 

cover of which a copy of a letter addressed to him by Mr. Bonhomme, was found, I 

| ‘have the honor to state that it does not appear to me that you have sofar shown any- = 

- thing like justifiable grounds upon which to hold Mr. d’Almena in prison. Bs 

| ‘You will recollect, Mr. Minister, that seventy-five days have elapsed since he was | 

put in confinement, quite long enough, one might conclude, for making the most dif- ° 

ficult and certain charge against him upon the evidence and the law, should such ex- 

 .ist, and now the extent and measure of your reply upon Mr. Bonhomme’s letter is 

that “the supplement of information” which the minister of justice has required of _ 

him he thinks will be closed next (this) week. | | 

- - But, Mr. Minister, upon what principle of law or usage can Mr. d’Almena be longer 

held? Once more, therefore, upon the instructions of my Government, I insist upon | 

| his release. | Ce 7 

| Awaiting your early solution of this case, Ee | a | 

Iam, &e., , | | - 

CS | | | JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. | — 

8 Mr. Langston to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | | 

No. 717.] | _  LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ° | a 

_ Port-au-Prince, Hayti, February 25,1885. (Received March 11.) 

- §rp: I have the honor to advise you that the case of Mr. Van Bokke- | 

len, who is still confined in the military hospital of this city, has, during | 

the past week, been fully and ably, on the part of his attorney, argued | 

. in the court of cassation. | 7 oe mae 
. The decision of the honorable judges has not, as yet, been delivered. 

It is feared by his friends as well as himself that when delivered it will | 

be adverse to his right and power of making an assignment in favor of 

82 FOR oe oe | |
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his creditors, so as to release himself from prison. The law, however, 
| is clear and unmistakable in this regard. ee 

| Mr. Van Bokkelen has been quite unwell latterly, in fact, very feeble; 
and when, at his earnest request to me to do so, urged and importuned 
by his wife, I asked the Government to let him come to his home for a 

| time, where he could be properly treated and cared for, giving my own 
assurance that he should be held at the orders of the Government till 
his case was disposed of, although I had been promised verbally by Mr. | 

| St. Victor that it should be done, the Government declined to doit. But 
; I would not complain overmuch, for during all the time Mr. Van Bokke- © 

* Jen has been in the hospital he has been allowed to go home every 
evening and for some days he has been passing his entire nights at 

_ home. _I am doing all I can to make his miserable condition tolerable. _ 
| .  tTlam,&., | | Oo | 

| , SOHN MERCER LANGSTON, 

| : | | No. 354. - oe 

| Mr. Langston to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

| No. 720.] _ : LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| a Port-au-Prince, Hayti, March 4, 1885. (Received March 21.) . 

| Sir: Referring to your dispatch No. 328, dated February 2, 1885, 
having reference to the case of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, still confined, 
as imprisoned for debt, being refused by the Haytian tribunal upon a 

. decision from which he had appealed to the court of cassation, the su- 
preme court of the country, the one of final resort, I have the honor to 

| transmit, as herewith inclosed, a copy of the judgment which was ren- 
- dered by such court on the 48th ultimo, with its translation, according | 

to which the decision of the under court referred to is entirely sustained, 
the right to make an assignment (‘la cession de biens judiciaire”) is a 
civil right belonging only to Haytians, and that the sixth and ninth 
articles of the treaty of November 3, 1864, do not confer such privilege 

_ upon Americans residing in Hayti, or upon Haytians residing in the 
United States of America. | 

. _ This decision, as it would appear, iS a grave and serious one under 
the circumstances, affecting not simply the rights and the liberty of Mr. 
Van Bokkelen, who is detained, deprived of his freedom by imprisonment 

| for debt, but it is far-reaching and comprehensive, involving the inter- _ 
_ pretation and application of the treaty existing between the two Gov. 
ernments as regards the rights and privileges generally of American 

a citizens residing in Hayti doing business here under the laws of the 
country. 7 | oe | a 

_. For both of these reasons this decision must command the attention 
and consideration of our Government, and as regards Mr. Van Bok- 
kelen’s case, particularly, I shall await the instructions of the Depart- 

, ment with no little solicitude. a | 7 
: Meantime I shall do all I may to secure, by a clear and truthful view 

of the law under the treaty presented, as I hold it, to the Government, 
the release of our citizen. — oo Se = 

Iam, &c., ) - ; | 
a . . JOHN MERCER LANGSTON,
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| | . | [Inclosure 1 in No. 720.—Translation.] —_ | 

| oo - Decree of the court of appeals of Hayti. . 

a Whereas the judicial assignment of property is an institution of civil right, the ar- 

7 ticles 769 of the code of civil procedure and'569 of the code of commerce excepting 

_ _. foreigners from the benefit of this institution, since they do not exercise in Hayti all | 

- rights, they can only enjoy privileges derived from natural rights, or of mankind, | 

| and not those which are derived from purely civil law. 
_- Whereas nowhere in tle treaty of friendship, of commerce, of navigation, and of a, 

the extradition of fugitive criminals, concluded November 3, 1864, between the United | 

States of America and the Republic of Hayti, is to be found that it confers uponthe - © 

 gitizens of these two countries the right to exercise the judicial assignment of prop 

erty, there can be concluded from the terms of articles 6 and 9 of the treaty noth- . 

ing which would authorize the opinion that this right could be invoked in the United 

States by a Haytian or in Hayti by an American. In consequence thereof, Americans 

- cannot enjoy in Haysti such civil right, the enjoyment of which is attached exclusively. 

| to the quality of a Haytian. That in stipulating that “the citizens of the contract- 

_ ing parties should have free access to the courts of justice in all cases wherein they _ 7 

may be interested, on the same conditions that the laws and usages of the country 7 

- give to their citizens, furnishing security required in the:case,” this provision of the | 

article 6 was not intended to grant to the citizens of these [wo nations the enjoyment | 

of civil rights which do not attach to citizens. Oo So 5 

Therefore it follows from that which precedes that the judgment denounced has — . 

made a good and just-application of articles 769 of the code of civil procedure and. 

- 569 of the code of commerce, and a sound interpretation of the articles 6 and 9 of the | 

| treaty above cited. a, . 7 | : 

: - For such reasons, and without there being any necessity of passing on the result of 

non-acceptance raised by the parties, the court rejects the appeal made by Mr. Charles [ 

, Adrien Van Bokkelen against the judgment rendered May 27, 1884, by the civil court 

of Port-au-Prince, orders, in consequence, the confiscation of the fine deposited, and me 

. condemns the said Mr. Van Bokkelen to the expenses, liquidated at the sum of ——~, . 

- not including the cost of the present decrees. oe oe | 

- Given and pronounced by us, B. Lallemand, president; J . Martineau, E. Valles, M. 

Fremont, and F. Nazon, judges, at the palace of justice of the court of appeals, in pub- , 

| - lic session, on the 26th of February, 1885. Oo - 

Signed as follows on the minutes: B. Lallemand, E. Valles, Fremont, J. Martineau, 

_.. F.Nazon, and P. Lerebours. CF | : | os 

A true copy. a oO oo 

| - | | _ , _ P. LESPES, oO a 

a - | | 7 Lawyer. 

| Mr. Bayard to Mr. Langston. re 

No. 339.) - - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, S 
| 7 | - . Washington, March 13, 1885. _ -_ 

- §1p: Acknowledging the receipt of your No. 717, of the 25th ultimo, 

respecting the case of Mr. Van Bokkelen, who is still confined in the 

military hospital at Port-au-Prince, pending the determination by the . 

ss eourt of cassation of the question as to his right tomake an assignment — 

of his property for the benefit of his creditors, | have to request you 

to promptly inform this Department of the nature of the decision as - 

- goon asit is made known by the court. | - | |
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| | No. 356. | a 

a | Mr. Langston to Mr. Bayard. oe 

No. 723.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 
Port-au-Prince, Hayti, March 17, 1885. (Received April 15.) | 

Sir: [have the honor to bring to your attention that, after pro- 
_ tracted and persistent effort, involving a great .amount of verbal and 

written discussion regarding the general mode and details of consider- 
ing, determining, and settling the claims of the American citizens sus- 
taining losses of property in connection with the events of the 22d and : 

~ 23d days of September, 1883, at Port-au-Prince, agreement has been 
reached between the Haytian Government and this legation, substan- 

| tially upon the principles and conditions contained in my memoran- 
| dum, as approved by the Department, submitted to this Government 

by me on the 15th of July, 1884, with regard thereto, as you will find — 
fully set forth in the correspondence which has passed between Mr. St. | 
Victor and myself, copies of which are herewith transmitted. 

| I also inclose a brief but important letter addressed to me from Mr. 
Charles Weymann, containing an explanation of a clause found in Mr. 
St. Victor’s dispatch of the 25th of February, 1885, with regard tothe | 
discount to be made upon the claims of our citizens allowed by the 

: commission. . | 
. _ It will be seen that. I consent to submit these claims to a mixed com- 

mission, composed of four persons, two Haytian and two American citi- 
_  zens—Messrs. B. Lallemand and C. A. Preston, Haytians, and Messrs. 

Charles Weymann and Dr. John B. Terres, Americans; that the na- 
: tionality or citizenship of our citizens is not to be called in question be- 

fore the commission; that the estimates of value of property destroyed 
, are to be made and paid in American money or its equivalent in cur- | 

. rent funds, and that upon a discount of 10 per cent. upon the several _ 
| amounts allowed by the commission such allowances are to be paid at | 

) once. Such conditions will appear fully set out in the dispatch of Mr. _ 
| St. Victor of February 25, 1885. | 

Upon such conditions being fully understood and accepted it will be 
, perceived that I consent to the instructions which the honorable secre- 

| tary of state of foreign affairs has seen fit to give in formal manner to the 
Haytian members of the commission. There can be no objection to the 
instructions as formulated and understood by us. I transmit, as here- 
with inclosed, a copy and translation of them. | 7 

It is unnecessary, as I conceive, after this full and to some extent 
special allusion to and mention of the contents of the correspondence — 
referred to, to particularize as to the subject-matter of each particular 

' dispatch, letter, and paper constituting the inclosures to this dispatch, 
especially since they pertain to the one general matter coming in the 

: natural order of the debate thereupon, in accordance with their respect- 
ive dates. — en | 

. It is to be regretted that, just as the debate closed between us on this 
subject and: we were ready to proceed at once to take the very last step 
in order to the submission of the claims to the commission, as constituted 
and agreed, on the 7th instant, Mr. St. Victor was called, by the sudden 

| and sad news of the extreme sickness and probable death of his son, to 
leave hurriedly his official duties and his country to seek and care for 
his child at Paris.. However, Mr. Brenor Prophéte, his colleague of the 
department of state of war and marine, who has been charged with the
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department of state of foreign relations, assures me that the matter. . 
shall be taken up at once where Mr. St. Victor left it, and that the claims 

_ of our citizens shall be examined, determined, and paid according to the . | 
agreement reached by his colleague and myself. | 

| I shall press the matter; but should the final settlement be a little 
delayed, it is really determined and must shortly be accomplished. | 

_ Ours are the only citizens losing property, as indicated, who have 
_ not been forced, under the arrangements finally made by their different | 

diplomatic representatives, and approved by their several governments, | 
to wait six years for the payment of their claims, and to take such pay- 
ment at last in Haytian money. — 7 

| Tam, &ce., ae | a co CO JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. | . 

| / | [Inclosure 1in No. 723.] | a “ea 

| | | : Mr. Langston to Mr. St. Victor. | a 

7 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, oe , 
| Port-au-Prince, Hayti, February 11, 1885... a 

| Str: According to the understanding already had between us, I have the honor to’ 
advise you that I have selected the American citizens Messrs. Charles Weymann and 

_ Edward Cutts, of this city, asmemberson behalf of the Government of the United States | 
of the mixed commission, to be constituted by us to consider and determine the amount | 
due the American citizens, severally, whose property was destroyed at Port-au-Prince, 

_ on the 22d and 23d days of September, 1883, in connection with the events occurring 
in this city at that time. It would please me to meet you at an early day to deter- __ 
mine when and where the commission, when organized, shall hold its sessions. 

. . Tam, &e., | : | | a a uo : _. JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. 

; | [Inclosure 2 in No. 723.—Translation. | a 

| . Mr. St. Victor to Mr. Langston. , | | a woe 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, | 
. _ Port-au-Prince, February 12, 1885. | | 

_. _ Mr. Minister : In accordance with the agreement existing between us since Sun- | 
day, the 25th of last month, and confirmed by your dispatch of the 11th instant, re- ; 
ceived yesterday, I have the honor to advise you that, with Messrs. Charles Weymann 
and Edward Cutts, whom you have named, will be joined Messrs. B. Lallemand, pres- . | 

— ident of tribunal of cassation, and C. A. Preston, designated by the Government of — , 
the Republic to form a mixed commission to which shall be submitted the American _ 
reclamations growing out of the events of September 22 and 23, 1883. | 

| I have the honor in consequence to communicate to you, herewith inclosed, the text 
of the instructions in conformity with which the commission should examine such rec- 
lamations. . . | | 

I do not doubt, Mr. Minister, that you will ratify these instructions, which are drawn | . 
_ up according to justice and equity. Thus have I the hope that your next response to | 

this communication will express your entire compliance. : | 
In that which concerns the sessions of the mixed commission, I would add thatit = 

will itself choose its place and will fix the day and hour of its meetings. 
You will accept, &c., oe . 

BS , | | | | B. ST. VICTOR. | oy 7 

a ~ {Inclosure 3in No. 723.—Translation.] . oo | 

| The Secretary of State of Foreign Relations to Messrs. B. Lallemand and C. A. Preston, 

: DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, | | 
oe 7 Port-au-Prince, February 12, 1885. | : 

| MESSRS. AND ESTIMABLE FELLow-Cittzens: The greatest interests of the nation = 
find themselves placed in yorr hands by *he exalted and delieate mission whereof to- . .
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day you are charged. The Government has counted in the circumstance upon your 
patriotism and your intelligence, and it hopes that you will give to its service all the — 
activity of which you are able to dispose to bring to a desirable end the conferences = 
which you are about to open. | a | 

:  LTought not to pretend to mark out in these few lines a complete code of instruc- 
_ tions to follow in the exercise of your duty; it imports only that I bring to your at- | 

tention some essential points of the matter to be settled, to tell you how so far it has 
been met by the Government. That will be to initiate you into its views anditsas- 
pirations. - | a oe 

It is sought, as you know, to fix the figures of the indemnities to be accorded to 
foreigners whose interest has been directly destroyed at the timesof the events which 
took place the 22d and 23d September of last year at Port-au-Prince. [1883.] . 

| - While leaving the responsibility of these scenes of disorder, pillage, and conflagra- 
tion to the rioters of those days, the Government has determined that at present it is 
its duty to avoid all-difficulties, all unhappy complications with the foreign powers, 
it has itself, in anticipation of reclamations, declared that it recognized the principle a 

- thereof, happy to give in the circumstance the most complete affirmation of its firm 
purpose to offer every security to foreigners and to capital which immigrate into the - 

| country. This principle admitted, it remains to approach in unity allthe elementsof 
indisputable appreciation the discussion of the figure of the in demnities with the 
foreign commission, the members of which, Messrs. Weymann and Edward Cutts, 
have been designated by the chief of the American legation of this city. | 

. The work of the mixed commission shall not be subject to revision. You ought to 
judge sovereignly and without appeal, and it will suffice to express to you ajust idea 
of the high confidence which is placed in you and which commands you, by conse- . 

. quence, to employ all care, all discernment, all tact, all equity necessary in the solu- | 
‘tions to intervene. . You are armed with powers of a court of arbitration judging in 
last resort, and in case of an equal division of votes upon the indemnities to be fixed 
it will be your duty to name an umpire to give you a casting vote. . 
From powers so extended, you will permit me to repeat it to you, follows the obli- . 

gation for you to neglect nothing to furnish you with all the elements of nature to 
cast the most lively light upon the facts which you are going to examine, and the de- | 
plorable consequences which have been the result thereof. It is to sources of infor- 
mation the most fruitful, and at the same time the most pure, that you ought to have 

| recourse to settle your judgments upon a just and equitable basis. 
After the preparatory work, which will consist. necessarily in making a list of the 

} . claimants, in placing opposite each name the figure of the indemnity demanded, you 
will make an exposé of the facts of the reclamation, supported by ail the proofs. 
It is then that the debates contradictory can be opened and that a conscientious and 
profound examination shall fix your judgment. 

You ought not to lose from view that the object of your mission consists in deter- 
mining the figure of the indemnities to be accorded to foreigners whose interests have 
been directly destroyed by the fact of pillage or conflagration resulting from the events 

| occurring the 22d and 23d of September, of the year 1883, at Port-au-Prince. 
a It is enough to tell you that you ought to declare the rejection of reclamations 

founded upon indirect damages resulting from the same facts. There is no further 
controversy upon the solution of these questions. Recent examples are there to | 
ormit. | . mo, 

. With your powers already so extended, the Government confers upon you the right 
of inquiry without limits. This shall be therefore the principal point of your opera- 

. tions, and it imports that you shall exercise that right in the largest manner to be 
exactly informed in your examination. Seek again carefully, with all the means 
possible, the proofs which you shall lack; call and interrogate witnesses; enlighten 

_ your judgment by drawing from all the sources worthy of confidence, and notably 
. from official sourcess, which cannot fail you. . _ 

Is the loss of merchandise discussed? In the absence of valid balance-sheets, or all 
other sufficient papers, the documents of the custom-house, will they not offer yonthe 

- necessary provisions of a just appreciation of the nature and of the importance of the 
~ commerce of the claimant? : Se eo! 

oo I confine myself to this single example, as it will belong to you, certainly, to gener- 
alize in addressing yourselves to ether public administrations if necessity should make 
itself felt in that regard. pees 

Such are, in substance and ina manner evidently abridged, the general instructions 
a: which should serve as a guide to your operations. At the close of your conferences 

. you will prepare a report in detail, to which should be annexed all the minutes of 
your sessions, &c. If, in the course of your investigations, any points of detail, which : 
I have not been able to anticipate, should arise to hinder the progress thereof, you 7 

| will be good enough to present them tome. Iwill! make haste to have an understand- . 
ing on such subject with Mr. Langston, minister of the American Government, and I 
am persuaded, with the spirit of good will, of conciliation, of justice, which animates _ 

: *
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_. him, there will be no lack of understanding on his part with me to settle the diffi- | 

culties and place you in a position to accomplish to the general satisfaction the diffi- = 

cult and impertant mission with which you are charged. " 

The: present instructions have been communicated to the minister of the United | 

States of America, who entirely adheres to them; you can then from their reception 

- betake yourself to your labors. | | | | 

Accept, &c., 7 a * } . 

a | | - : | B. ST. VICTOR. — | 

oo oo _ [Inclosure 4 in No. 723.] BC - 

| Mr. Langston to Mr. St. Victor, | 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 2 

| / — Port-au-Prince, Hayti, February 14, 1885. | | 

Sir: In acknowledging the receipt of your dispatch of the 12th instant, having — 

- yeference +o the mixed commission to be organized to consider and determine the .. 

: claims of American citizens for property destroyed in. connection with the events oc- 

curring at Port-au-Prince on the 22d and 23d days of September, 1883, I have the 

honor to state that I do not and cannot accept the instructions which, as presented 

in the inclosure to your dispatch, you ask me to approve as proper, to be given to 

the commission to be appointed for the purpose indicated. : - : , 

-~ You are fully aware, Mr. Minister, of the conditions and terms expressed verbally : 

by you and myself on this subject, and you must appreciate the fact that the old in-. 

- structions heretofore employed by you in the case of commissioners engaged under — | 

other circumstances can have no just application in regard to the matters to be ad- : 

judicated between us. . - 

“ Tawait your farther pleasure in the premises. _ : 

 Tam,.&e, — | : 7 | . on 

co | : : : JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. | - 

| | [Inclosure 5 in No. 723.] | 

oe Mr. Langston to Mr. St. Victor. | 

| | _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - 

; Ce. BS - Port-au-Prince, Hayti, February 21, 1885. 

Sir: In acknowledging the receipt of your amended instructions by the hand of | 

' Mr. Weymann, to the members of the mixed commission named by you to replacethe 

former instructions, which, according to your desire, I herewith return, always hold- 

- ing in mind the verbal understanding to which we have come in the premises, [have 

the honor to advise you that I am content to proceed to the examination and settle-— | 

| ment of the indemnities of American citizens for property lost in connection with — oo 

the events of the 22 and 23 days of September, 18383, at_ Port-au-Prince, before the. | 

Commissioners, Messrs. Lallemand and Preston, as named by you, and Messrs. Wey- 

‘mann and Cutts, as named by me, they to have the power, conjointly, incase of their 

inability to agree upon the indemnity, to be allowed to name an umpire to act with 

- them upon such matter. — a - : : 

_ ~ With the renewal, &c., | 7 

. . - JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. | 

. —_ | '  [Inclosure 6 in No. 723.—Translation. ] as | 

| Mr. St. Victor to Mr. Langston. De a SO 

: | 7 DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, | 

_ Port-au-Prince, February 24,1885. - 

Mr. MINISTER: Have the goodness to return to me the letter of February 14,in- | 

| stant, that I had remitted to Mr. Charles Weymann, our interpreter in the conference of 

January 25, last, with the request that he would make certain observations to you on 

- its contents. _ 7 es | 

- Accept, &e., a | , an 

: | , : = : : : B. ST. VICTOR. . |
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oo : {Inclosure 7 in No. 723.] oo . | 

| Mr. Langston to Mr. St. Victor. 

oe LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 
: | Port-au-Prince, Hayti, February 24, 1885. 

| Sir: In acknowledging the receipt of your dispatch of this date, having reference 
. to the return of your letter of the 14th instant, sent me by Mr. Charles Weymann, I — 

have the honor to advise you that I cannot consent to the return of such letter; for, — 
' a8 I have advised you already, I am ready and await your action to have the mixed 

commission agreed to by us to proceed with the consideration and determination of 
the claims of American citizens losing property in connection with the events of the | 
22d and 23d days of September, 1883, in Port-au-Prince. 
Awaiting your response, Iam, &c., © a 

-JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. 

{Inclosure 8 in No. 723.—Translation.] | 

. Mr. St. Victor to Mr. Langston. — 

. DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, , 
_ | . Port-au-Prince, February 25, 1885. 

- Mr. MINISTER: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch of 
- the 24th instant, and to assure you once more of the desire of my Government to ar- 

rive with you at a definite understanding as to the settlement of the American indem- 
nities, the only ones connected with the events of the 22d and 23d September, 1883, — 

. which remain for us to settle. 7 | 
There is certainly in the last correspondence which we have exchanged in that re- , 

gard a misunderstanding, which it is our interest to remove as soon as possible. 
, In refusing to return to me the dispatch which you had addressed me the 14th in- 

. stant, and which I had returned to Mr. Charles Weymann, our interpreter at the con- | 
ference of the 25th of January, charged to make to you in that respect communica- | 
tions in the name of the Government, you seem to declare that you withdraw it, and 
that it ought to be, by consequence, considered null and void. | 

| I would not insist more thereupon, and I would arrive at the points of our verbal 
agreement, as you recall it relative to the American indemnities t6 be fixed by the 
mixed commission established by common agreement between us. 

It is a fact that the modifications made in my previous instructions to the Haytian | 
commissioners were commanded by the force of the circumstances or by the delay 
occasioned in the examination of your claims. , | 

There is no further need, Ist, to occupy myself with the mode of payment of the in-- 
. demnities, since the legislative chambers have already pronounced themselves in that 

regard ; 2d, to determine on the other part the money which should serve to pay those 
indemnities, since it has been agreed between us, after-the observations which you 
have made me and which I have admitted, that this ought to be American money or 
its equivalent—that is to say, all other money augmented by the ordinary or current | 
premium on the day of payment; 3d, to discuss the nationality of certain of your 
claimants, for thereupon the understanding was perfect. between us, since after exam- — 
ination I have admitted such nationality for all. | 

Besides not to violate openly the law voted and to observe as far as possible its pro- 
visions, we have agreed that the commercial house of our interpreter, who assisted . | 

. so willingly in this arrangement, should redeem, less a small discount, the sums al-_ - 
' lowed, which should be thus paid in cash. - | . . 

All these points being settled in a definitive manner, and this verbal agreement,. 
noted here in all letters, not being able to give place to any divergence of views, I 
come to pray you, Mr. Minister, in replying to my present dispatch, to assure me that 
you are completely in accord with me, both upon my instructions to my commission- 
ers, which should serve as a basis to the labors of our mixed commission, and upon 

. the adoption of the money to be paid (libératoire) as well as upon the mode of pay- 
ment whereof I have spoken to you above. | 

| In the hope of a prompt reply, I reiterate to you, &c., 
| - a | 7 '  §B. ST. VICTOR.
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| - - | [Inclosure 9 in No. 723.] - | - 

ee | Mr. Langston to Mr. St. Victor. mo 

| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| | | | Port-au-Prince, Hayti, February 25, 1885. 

_. . Srr: Upon a second and careful reading of your dispatch of the 24th instant, I 
discover that I made a very great mistake in so reading it as to make it refer to a , 
supposed dispatch which you’had written to me. —_ oe 

_ . I make haste, therefore, to correct such mistake as it appears in my dispatch ad-- , 
dressed to you yesterday, and transmit, as herewith inclosed, my dispatch of February | 

| 14, which you did return to me by Mr. Charles Weymann, to be replaced by my dis- . 
_ patch dated February 21, 1885, according to my understanding. ; | 

Of course, Mr. Minister, the other part of my dispatch, addressed you yesterday, 
which respects my readiness to proceed, upon our understanding as settled on the | 
25th of January last, and as understood and guarded for us by our good mutual . 

_ friend Weymann, to the examination and settlement of the claims in debate, before aa 
the commissioners agreed between us, will stand as written. mo, | 
And you will permit me to say to you, in all candor and sobriety, and, as I trust, 

with becoming respect, [regard your agreement of the 25th of last January, as regards | 
| the mode of examining and determining the claims referred to, including the manner, 7 

time, and kind of money, as agreed and fixed between us and adopted in their pay- _ . 
ment, as binding upon us in all honor; and that it is our duty to proceed, accordingly, = =» 

~ atonce, | | oe 
I stand ready and willing so to do. | | | | Be : es 
With sentiments, &c., : | . _ 

JOHN MERCER LANGSTON, | | 

{Inclosure 10 in No. 723.] | | _— , 

| | | Mr. Langston to Mr. St. Victor. : 

a | _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ee , 
| .. Port-au-Prince, Hayti, February 27, 1885. 

Sir: Your dispatch of the 25th instant was received by me at 11 o’clock yesterday 
morning. I beg to advise you at once that it is necessary, owing to the proposed ab-. 

_ sence of Mr. Cutts, to replace him by Dr. J.B. Terres upon the commission we would - | 
: constitute. Ihave no doubt of your agreement to the substitution of Dr. Terres, made - 

- necessary as indicated. , | - . | . 
When shall the commission convene? I hope as early as next Monday, at such - | 

hour as may suit their convenience, say at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, and at this | 
legation. | os | oe . | 

I await your pleasure. | | 
Tam, &c., 7 | | 

7 _ JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. _ we 

, 7 _  fInclosure 11 in No. 728.—Translation.] | . a . 

oe : _ Mr, St. Vietor to Mr. Langston. — SF 

: DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, | OO 
| : Port-au-Prince, February 28, 1885. . 

Mr. MINISTER: I have had the honor to receive your dispatch of the 27th instant. | | 
After the precise explanations which the letter that I addressed to you on the 25th © | 

_ instant contains on the subject of our agreement and the ,instructions which should 
_* serve as a basis for the labors of the mixed commission charged to examine the Amer- Co 

- ican reclamations, particularly after your dispatch of February 21, informing me : | 
ou this agreement and its due consequences, I hoped that. the present dispatch, of ae 
which I now acknowledge the receipt, would confirm in a complete manner the points — 

. which are contained in my official communication of the 25th. Oo ‘ . 
However, your last dispatch touches on the subject of the mixed commission, but 

without saying one word in confirmation of what I had urgently demanded. 
I therefore again request you to have the kindness to let me knowif you accept en- 

_ tirely my instructions to the commissioners, the money proposed, and the manner of : / 
_ payment, ee 7 | - |
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C I consent to the choice which you have made of Dr. J. B. Terres to replace Mr. 
utts. | | | 

_— In regard to the meetings of the commission, I have already had the honor, in an- 
a sivering a like question from you, to say that it is the commission which shall fix. 

them. pe, oo 
Awaiting an immediate reponse, which I beg you to send me, please accept &C., 

co So | : _ B. 8ST. VICTOR. 

. -- {Inelosure 12 in No. 723.] | oe 

| Mr. Langston to Mr. St. Victor. | ; - 

| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | a 
Port-au-Prince, Hayti, March 2, 1885. . 

Sir: In acknowledging the receipt of your dispatch received late last Saturday 
_ afternoon, and dated February 28, 1885, I have the honor, upon careful reading and 

consideration thereof, to ask your definite and concise explanation of the meaning and 
scope of the following clause of your dispatch of the 25th ultimo: 

‘Besides, not to violate openly the law voted, and to observe as far as possible its 
| provisions, we have agreed that the commercial house of our-interpreter, who. as- 

sisted so willingly in this arrangement, should redeem, less a small discount, the sums 
allowed, which should be thus paid in cash.” 

You will please mark the words which I underscore. Their meaning, as you em- 
' ploy them here, I wish to know. 

Awaiting your reply, Iam, &., ~~ 
| | JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. 

' [Inclosure 13 in No. 728,.—Translation.] . 

Mr. St. Victor io Mr. Langston. | 

. . DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, 
7 a Port-au-Prince, March 6, 1885. 

| Mr. MINISTER: I have the honor to inform you that I have lately seen Mr. Wey- 
| mann, whom [ have asked to explain to you the meaning of the paragraph of my 

dispatch of the 25th of February, presented in your letter of the 2d March. 
Mr. Weymann has declared to me that he has given effect to my prayer, and that 

| to-day everything is understood between us on the subject of the basis to be adopted 
for the settlement of the American reclamations connected with events of Septem- 
ber, 1883. | oo 

dt pray you, therefore, Mr. Minister, to be good enough to confirm to mé this under- 
standing upon all the points of the question, and upon the instructions to be given to 
the mixed commission, as I have reiterated to you, the request to do soin my dispatch __ 

| of the 28th February last. | _ 
You will accept, &c., | : . 

. : | | B. ST. VICTOR. 

| [Inclosure 14 in No. 728.] | | 

: oe Mr. Weymann to Mr. Langston. : 

| er | Port-au-PRINCE, March 7, 1885. 
, ) DEAR Mr, MINISTER: As already stated to you verbally, the agreement referred to 

by the honorable secretary of foreign affairs, in his yesterday’s dispatch addressed to 
you, is the following: SO | a : a 

| ‘* As soon as the mixed commission will have agreed upon the amounts to be al- 
lowed for the American claims, for losses sustained in September 1883, such amounts 
will be paid by his care, to you, in cash, less a discount of 10 per cent.” 

Yours, respectfully, | 
| , CH. WEYMANN.
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. a | : | : [Inclosure 15 in No. 723.] | 

ae | | | Mr. Langston to Mr. St. Victor. | So 

- LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Port-au-Prince, Hayti, March 7, 1885. 

Sir: In acknowledging the receipt of your dispatch of yesterday, I have the honor 
to state that Mr. Weymann has given me full explanation of the clause of your dis- | 
patch of the 25th ultimo, referred toin mine of the 2d instant; and now I am content, | 

- upon such explanation, to accept and approve your instruction to the Haytian com- . oo 
| missioners, a copy of which you have heretofore sent me, and I accept the terms and . oo 

conditions presented by you in your dispatch of the 25th ultimo, as constituting the Oo 
_ bases upon which to adjust and settle the claims of American citizens referred to | 

therein. : | | co 

If convenient, may the commission commence its labors on Monday next. . 
Iam, &c., | te Se 

| a | JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. 

: No. 857 co i oe 

Mr. Langston to Mr. Bayard. | | a cl 

No. 726.) | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, © 
a Port-au-Prince, Hayti, March 21, 1885. (Received April 15.) - 

§1rm: Referring to my dispatch No. 712, dated February 4, 1885, I. 
. have the honor to advise the Department that on the 13th instant Mr. 

Eugene V. Garrido was paid by me $2,000, the sum collected from the a 
-  Haytian Government for personal injury done him on the 22d and 23d 
_ days of September, 1883. | | | | 
_ His receipt for the sum named is on file in this legation. , 

- His satisfaction and thanks, in view of the action and success had in — 
_ his case, are thorough and cordial. et 
oe Iam, &e., | _ | | | 

Oo | JOHN MERCER LANGSTON, | | 

| - No. 358. oe - | | 

ne | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Langston. oe | So 

No. 343.] | DEPARTMENT’ OF STATE, 
, — | — Washington, March 28, 1885. 7 | 
__ Sim: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 720, of the 4th = 

Instant, in which you inclose a copy of the decree of the supreme court oe 
_ of Hayti, affirming the decision of the “civil tribunal” in the matter of . 

the application of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen to terminate his imprison- | : 
- ment on a fair and full assignment of all his property for the benefit of 

his creditors. - | | a | ce | 
__ :It appears that on a judgment being entered in the courts of Hayti - _ | 

against a party who is insolvent he is ordered by the court to imprison- _ | 
_ ment. for a period fixed at the court’s discretion. —__ - So Se 

The severity of this process, how¢ ver, is mitigated by the provision 
_ that by an assignment the insolvent, if there be no proof of fraud,ig 

entitled to release. | So . oe . |
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___ In other words, what exists in Hayti is imprisonment for debt, such 

: imprisonment to terminate on a fair and full assignment of all the in- 
Solvent’s property for the benefit of creditors. Hence, the right to in- 
force a debt by such imprisonment, and the right to have the i mprison-— 
ment terminate by making a fair and full assignment, are rights re- 
served by law, the first to every creditor, the second to every debtor. 

The right to ward off imprisonment in this way is as much an every- 
day right of residents of Hayti as is the right to sue and enforce the _ 

| suit by imprisonment. The right to terminate such an imprisonment 
by assignment is as much a part of the decree of imprisonment as is the 
imprisonment itself. : a oe 

Tn order to avail himself of this right, Mr. Van Bokkelen applied for | 
o leave to make the “cession de biens,” presenting what may be called in 
- our law a petition in bankruptcy. oe 

This appeal was made by him to the “civil tribunal,” by whom it was 
rejected, not on the plea of frand, which could be readily understood by — 
this Government, and which could: be sustained on the principles of in- 
ternational law, but on a plea not sustainable in international | aw; that 

| while liability to imprisonment for debt attaches to foreigners as well | 
as to Haytians, to Haytians alone, and not to foreigners, belongs that. 
privilege of release on assignment of assets, which the Haytian code 

: makes an incident of the imprisonment. | | | 
This decision was made on May 27, 1884, and from it Mr. Van Bok- _- 

_ kelen entered an appeal to the court of cassation, the supreme court of . 

By this court a decree of affirmation was entered on the 26th ultimo. | 
It is with no disrespect to the eminent judges by whom this opinion was 
given that I proceed to observe that not only is it irreconcilable with | 

| accepted principles of international law, but that it cannot be regarded | 
as in any way defining the duties of Hayti as a soverei en state. 

- The duties of the Haytian Government to the United States are not | 
| determined by Haytian legislation nor by Haytian judicial decisions, 

but by the law of nations. The opinion of the court of appeals of Hayti | 
In no respect settles the international liabilities of Hayti. | . 

| These liabilities, so far as concerns the United States, aredetermined —. 
by the principles of international law, as limited by the treaty stipu- 
lations, which form the supreme law of the land, both in Hayti and in 

7 the United States. : | . | 
| The treaty of 1865, appealed to by the court, is first tobe considered. 

The pertinent articles of that treaty are as follows: | | 
_ ART. VI. The citizens of each of the contracting parties shall be permitted to : : enter, sojourn, settle, and reside in all parts of the territories of the other, engage in. 
business, hire and. occupy warehouses, provided they submit to the laws, as well gen- 
eral as special, relative to the rights of traveling, residing, or trading. While they . 
conform to the laws and regulations in force, they shall be at liberty to manage them- 

- selves their own business, subject to the jurisdiction of either party respectively, as | . well in respect to the consignment and sale of their goods as with respect to the - 
loading, unloading, and sending off their vessels. They may also employ such agents . or brokers as they may deem proper, it being distinctly understood that they are sub- 
ject also to the same laws. | —_ 

The citizens of the contracting parties shall have free access to the tribunals of __ 
justice, in all cases to which they may bea party, on the same terms which are granted 
by the laws and usage of the country to native citizens, furnishing security in the 
cases required, for which purpose they may.employ in the defense of their interests — 
and rights such advocates, solicitors, attorneys, and other agents as they may think 

| proper, agreeably to the laws and usages of the conntry. 
ArT. IX. The citizens of each of the high contracting parties, within the juris- —— 

diction of the other, shall have power to dispose of their personal property by sale, 
donation, testament, or otherwise, and their personal representatives, being citizens |
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| _ of the other contracting party, shall succeed to their personal property, whether by _ 
testament or ab intestato. . 

_- - They may take possession thereof, either by themselves or by others acting for . 
them, at their pleasure, and dispose of the same, paying such duty only as the cit- : 
izens of the country wherein the said personal. property is situated shall be subject to. a 
pay in like cases. In the absence of a personal representative, the same care shall be | 

| taken of the property as by law would be taken of the property of a native in a sim- 
_ ilar case, while the lawful owner may take measures for securing it. 

- If a question as to the rightful ownership of the property should arise among claim- 
ants, the same shall be determined by the judicial tribunals of the country in which 

_ it is situated. | | oo po 

_ This Government contends that, for the reasons already given, Mr. a 
_ Van Bokkelen is entitled not merely to have the same rights before the oe 

_  Haytian tribunals of justice and in Haytian process which he would 
have if he were a Haytian citizen, but that the term “otherwise” in — | 
the ninth article enables him to dispose of his goods by means of-a gen- - 
eral assignment for the benefit of his creditors as freely as he could by | 
‘sale, donation,” or “testament.” __ | . | | | - 

It is further contended that as, by the law of Hayti, the right to the . 
release of an imprisoned debtor. after an assignment for the benefit of - | 

_ creditors is incident to imprisonment for debt when a Haytian is the - 
_ defendant; so, under the treaty, it is an incident of imprisonment for 
debt when a citizen of the United States is the defendant. vet | 

It is true that the treaty, in respect to citizens of the United States a 
appealing to Haytian courts, contains the clause, “furnishing security — : 
in the cases required.” This provision is familiar not only in interna- 

_ tional But in municipal law, and as to it I have to say (1), that it is, in — 
- both systems, understood to mean security for costs; and (2), that in — 

Mr. Van Bokkelen’s case there is no pretense that he was obliged to “fur-_ Se 
| nish security” in any case in which the term can be properly used. | 

If, however, the opinion of the court of cassation may be understood : 
to exhibit the position of the Haytian Government, it may be that the - 
action of that Government in sustaining Mr. Van Bokkelen’s detention ~ . . 

: is founded on a misapprehension which can be readily removed. The | 
opinion says that ‘“ there can be concluded from the terms of articles 6 | 
and:9 ot the treaty nothing which would authorize the opinion that — o 
this right coald be invoked in the United States by a Haytian.” 

| There is no jurisdiction in the United States in which the right of a , | 
Haytian to make an assignment of his entire estate fur the benefit of — 
his creditors does not rest on the same basis as that of a citizen of the | | 

_ United States; and there is no jurisdiction in the United States in | 
which the.right to discharge consequent upon such assignment would 
not belong to the Haytian on the same footing as to the citizens of the a 
United States. - | | - | - . 

If comity is the ground on which the Haytian Government rests, | 
then, on the ground of comity, Mr. Van Bokkelen should be at once re- | 
leased, with such indemnity as is due to him from his imprisonment : 
under this mistake of fact. | . : | 

The grievance to Mr. Van Bokkelenis serious. He has been confined, | 
though in failing health, for quite a year, in a prison, and by this pro- | 
ceeding not only are his means of supporting himself and paying his | 
creditors for the time destroyed, but his business, should he survive, | 
has received a serious if not a fatal shock. But the injury to the com: ae 

_ mnercial interests both of Hayti and of the United States is vastly more ae 
far reaching. No citizen of the United States will bé hereafter willing oe 

- . to do business in Hayti, if, for indebtedness to which no taint of crimi- a 
nality is imputed, he is to be subjected to imprisonment so long and so _ 
oppressive as to involve the destruction of his means of livelihood as = —~™”
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| well as injury to his health and misery to his family. It is not to the 
. interest of either Hayti or the United States that such a condition of 

things should exist. : | OO | Oo 
| - [forbear in this place to show in detail that by all civilized nations © 

imprisonment for debt is now abolished. I forbear, also, to show what 
could be readily shown, that the cessio bonorum, with its incident of — 
release from imprisonment, is now, by a principle accepted in modern 

-_ international law, incident, as a matter of course, to all processes in which | 
any insolvent debtor is under arrest in a case not involving a criminal 

| offense. I forbear, also, to press the fact already noticed, that on prin- 
- --- giples of comity, as appealed to by the Haytian Governmentin this very 

case, there is no ground for Mr. Van Bokkelen’s further detention, since _ 
_ in every jurisdiction in the United States the right to make an assign- 

| ment for creditors, and the privilege of obtaining relief accruing thereby, _ 
| belong to the foreigner as well-as to the citizen. OS 

The release of Mr. Van Bokkelen is now asked on independent grounds. 
- It is maintained, first, that continuous imprisonment for debt, when 

there is no criminal offense imputed, is contrary to what are now gen- | 
erally recognized principles of international law. It is maintained, 
secondly, that the imprisonment of Mr. Van Bokkelen is a contravention 

| of articles 6 and 9 of the treaty of 1865 between the United States and | 
| the Republic of Hayti. 7 a 

| The Haytian Government have a clear and ample opportunity to re- 
: lieve this case from all difficulty by recognizing the error of their courts _ 

: in supposing that the privilege of release of an imprisoned debtor would 
bedenied to a Haytian citizen by the United States courts, upon making 

: assignment of his property for the benefit of his creditors. 
( You are now instructed to earnestly press the views of this Govern- 

ment, as outlined in this instruction, on the early attention of the Gov- 
- ernment of Hayti, by leaving a copy thereof with the minister of for- 

 - elgn affairs. oO 
The response of the Government of Hayti should be promptly com- 

municated to this Department. | o | 
Tam, &c., , 

oe : | | T. F. BAYARD. | 

| | No. 359. a | 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Langston. | 

No. 349.] - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, , 
| | - Washington, April 23, 1885. 

Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your Nos. 661 of August 
21, 1884, 685 of November 8, 1884, and 723 of the 17th ultimo, all relating 

| to the claims of American citizens in connection with the event of Sep- 
— tember 22 and 23, 1883, at Port-au-Prince. . | 

| Your No. 723 announces the agreement for the settlement of these 
: _ claims, which provides for their submission to a mixed commission com- 

posed of four persons, two Americans and two Haytians, and their pay- 
: ment upon a discount of 10 per cent. of such sums. _ | 

| Your action in the matter is approved, subject to the reserve to be 
| found in the instruction No. 265 of March 7, 1884, as to diplomatic . 

Claims for other injuries. a | 
I am, &e., : . | : | | 

- oe ) | TT. F. BAYARD. ©
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ee oe - No. 360.. | | 
: 7 Oo Mr. Bayard to Mr. Langston. , a 

No. 350.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
ne Me Washington, April 28, 1885. OO 

ss $a: I transinit, in connection with the Department’s previous in- 
_ . struction No. 324 of January 20 last, a copy of a letter addressed to / 

_ the President by Mr. C. M. Brun, at Paris, France, in regard to the case 
| of Mr. Alexander C.d’ Almena, now held in prison as a witness by the 

authorities at Port-au-Prince. - ; a — 
| I have explained to Mr. Brun the nature of the Department's instruc- 7 

_. tion to you relative to this case, and observed that his communication | 
_ would be forwarded to you in connection therewith. | re 

oo : {Inclosure in No. 350.—Translation.] | _ | | : - 

| : Mr. Brun to the President. — , 
a | ee 7 | No. 5 Ruz St. Gzorae’s, © | | 

| OO : | Paris, March 25,1885. 
Mr. Presrpent: As the representative in France of Mr. d@’Almena, an American / 

: citizen of the State of New York, I have the honor to call your Eixcellency’s atten- | 
_ tion to the arbitrary arrest of that estimable gentleman, and to the bad treatment | 

_ which he is now suffering at Port-au-Prince, Hayti, he being in danger of losing ev- _ | 
erything—his life, his honor, and his property. — oo . 

= It is now more than three months (seventy days had elapsed at last accounts) since | - 
your fellow-citizen was placed in solitary confinement, wholly without cause. Dur- 
ing this time he has been allowed no communication with any one, not even with 
counsel or his most intimate friend. The reason alleged is that he was implicated in | 

- . the frauds that were committed in connection with the Bank of Hayti, and after- 
wards in the revolutionary movements that took place at Port-au-Prince in Septem- - 

, ber, 1883, — | | : | _ : - a | 
Having been deprived of all means of subsistence, and of all things that are an 

absolute necessity in hot climates, he owes the preservation of his life to indomita- — - | 
ble will-power and his good constitution only. Ido not hesitate to assert thatso long 

. a period of such solitary confinement is without precedent in Hayti; the greatest 
criminals have never been subjected to it, much less foreigners. During all this | 

, time, more than one hundred and fifty witnesses have been heard, and it has not been 
- possible to make good the slightest charge against him. , is | 

| It is not to be denied that the Bank of Hayti was robbed, and thatthose robberies ~ 
_ were a matter in which the Government, as well as the bank, wasinterested; but Mr. © 

@’Almena, who was the attorney for the Paris board of directors, and a mere inspector, 
“ had no part therein whatever. The parties who really committed the robberies, and . | 

_ who were doubtless the bank officers themselves, the directors of that board, con- 
| cealed themselves from him, owing to his perfect honesty. | oS 

: For the very reason that they were conscious of their guilt, they saved themselves 
by flight, whereas he came to France at the request of the Paris board, and returned 

\. to Hayti of his own accord in the month of October last,in order to attend to his . 
private business. He, therefore, evidently believed that he had nothing to fearfrom 

- Haytian justice. | : - 
Tt seems to have been designed to make him the scape-goat for all the errors of | 

| others, and for reasons of which I am ignorant he has been tormented with ‘a view 
“to shielding the real effenders. ce oo | OO 

Jt is not possible, Mr. President, for such a state of things to continue, and your — | 
_. protection must be accorded to an American citizen who has been thus outraged. 

I therefore take the liberty to call your attention to these facts, which arein viola- | 
tion of international law, as it is my duty to do, and, as has doubtless already been 

. done by the American consul at Port-au-Prince, and I trust that your Excellency | 
_ will espouse the cause of the oppressed by issuing the necessary orders for his release, Oe 

and afterwards for his proper indemnification for all outrages to which he has been 
subjected. / | | . a | 

: I have, &c., es | | - | 
| | | BRUN, | - | 

(CC. M. Brun, formerly a notary at Paris.) . | . a - .
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. — No. 861. . | | 

: | | Mr. Langston to Mr. Bayard. Oo a 

No. 734.] ° | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES; | 
. —- Port-au-Prince, Hayti, April 29, 1885. (Received May 15.). _ 

oe Sir: [have the honor to advise you that I have just received (4 o’clock 
p. m.) a dispatch of this day’s date from this Government sustaining in 

| elaborate argument the decision of the court of cassation in the case of 
Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen and declining to release him. 

| This dispatch comes to me too late for suitable preparation for trans- 
mission to the Department by the steamer leaving this port for New . 
York via Kingston to-morrow morning at 10 o’clock, and hence I am 

| compelled to announce simply the present attitude of the Government 
in answer to your own presentation of the case in your dispatch No. 

| 343, a copy of which, per your instructions, was duly furnished the hon- 
| _ orable acting secretary of state of foreign relations, Mr. Prophéte. —~ 

Mr. Van Bokkelen has been returned to the common jail, where he is 
now confined, although his health is still poor—not at all improved, 
really—and his strength is feeble and apparently constantly declining. 

By the very first opportunity I will transmit copies of the corre- 
| spondence which has passed between this legation and the Haytian 

Government as to this case since I received your last instructions with 
| regard thereto. | | CO 

It may be proper for me to state here that, in glosing his dispatch, 
Mr. Prophéte holds, as translated : - + 

I regret then not to be able to order the immediate release of Mr. Van Bokkelen, 
incarcerated in consequence of a regular judgment ordering constraint of body, and 

oe confirmed by the supreme tribunal of Hayti, because, on the one part, he is a for- 
eigner, and the treaty of 1665, as I have shown, properly interpreted by the Haytian. . 

| courts, does not mention ‘‘la cession de biens judiciaire,” which is an institution of 
the civil law, the benefit of which pertains only to a Haytian;.on the other part, be- 

: | cause, in acting as you desire, not only would the executive power transcend its pow- 
| ers, but would voluntarily expose itself to legitimate demands of the American firm 

‘of Toplitz & Co:, which prosecutes Mr. Van Bokkelen. . 

| Awaiting your further instructions in the premises, _. | | 
Tam, &c., a , ae 

| JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. 

No. 362. / 

, | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Langston. ; 

a No. 352.] - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | : Washington, May 6, 1885. 

Str: I transmit, for your information, the inclosed copy of a letter of 
the 29th ultimo from Mr. W. K. Van Bokkelen in regard to his son who 
is still in confinement at Port-au-Prince. | —— 

Tam, &, — | | | | 
—- ae | oe | T. F. BAYARD, |
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oe | | ; (Inclosure in No. 352.) LO | 

So Mr. W. EK. Van Bokkelen to Mr, Bayard. | - 
Me an Extract. | oo 

. ee : . , 155 Broapway, . 
| | New York, April 29, 1885. | 

Mr. SecrETARY: I have the honor to inclose letter from my son. In writing me, on 
under date 15th instant, he states that no change has been made. The jailishis . ~— 
Testing place. On that date Hon. J. Mercer Langston had called and told him that 
at once a new demand would be made in his behalf in accordance with your instruc- _— 
‘tions of March 28. . ; | - a + 

| pray the deluded negroes may be brought to a true sense of what is due American 
citizens, * * * * ~ oa, | 

-- JYeannot too kindly thank you for the deep interest shown, and pray that soon it a 
may be in your power to inform me that my son is free, and Hayti made to compen- ae 
sate him for his sufferings, and be more careful of her acts. oe : | | 

Iam, &c. _ OS mo oe eens Ne 
| eT WK. VAN BOKKELEN. te 

| oo fe . , | [Inclosure in inclosure in No. 352] oO | a | 

ie, CA. Van Boklkelen to Mr. Bayard. — OO 8 

on De 7 oe | In PRISON, Port-aU-PRINCE, Bees | 
a a | | | oe Hayti, April 9,1885, 

_.. Mr. SecrETARY: On the 28th June, 1884, at the request of the United States min-  . ” 
ister resident, and in accordance with instructions from Washington, Iwas trans- __. | 
ferred from this loathsome jail to the military hospital, where I was allowed to re- a 
main until the 2lst March, when I was ordered by the director, in obedience fo in- a 
structions received from the attorney of the Government, on a certificate of the. 
‘doctor that I was a well man, to be conducted to the prison, with felons and thieves. 7 

[protested in writing to the inspector-general, and furnished proof of the factthat - . 
ny condition was worse than when I entered the hospital, and that during my stay — Oo 
there no doctor (public) had prescribed for me, nor had I been supplied either with : 

_. food or medicine, but was compelled at times to buy water for use. _ po - 
_._, The inspector immediately ordered my installment at the hospital; the doctor in- © 

formed the Government commissary of the fact, who, in turn, informed the minister oan 
of justice, who approved the act of humanity. | Do - os | we 

_ On Holy Thursday the inspector-general, accompanied by the director, called and 
gave me the assurance that, knowing my condition, I should not be disturbed. - 
Judge of my surprise when, on the 4th April, at 12 m., I was made to walk in the a 

~ hot sun, -with three plasters on me, to the jail, where I was confined without a word 
_ of explanation, and where I now am. a ee o 

| | | : 7  C, A. VAN BOKKELEN. _ 

a | : No. 363. oe | a oye, 

| | . Mr. Langston to Mr. Bayard. OO eae 

No. 736.) =“ | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 
egg Port-au-Prince, Hayti, May 9, 1885. (Received May 21.) | 

_ §rr: Referring to your dispatch No. 343, March 28, 1885, having ref- 
erence to the case of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, confined in the jailof = 
this city for debt, denied the benefit of the insolvent act, because he is _ | 

_  a@foreigner, I have the honor to bring to your attention the correspond- __ : 
_ ence which has passed between this legation and the Government of a 

- Hayti, latterly, on such subject. OO 7 a
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This correspondence is composed of three dispatches, of April 17 and ~ 
-—- 28: and May 5, 1885, respectively, from me to the honorable secretary of 
state of foreign relations, ad interim, Mr. Prophete, in the first and — 

_ third of which Mr. Van Bokkelen’s release is demanded upon the clear _ 
- and unanswerable argument which you present in your dispatch above 

| referred to, a copy of which constituted the inclosure of my dispatch of 
April 17, and of the reply made by the Government of Hayti by Mr. Pro- _ 
phéte, dated April 29, 1885, in which its refusal to release Mr. Van - 

. Bokkelen, with its reasons therefor, is presented with great fullness. | 
- Copies of such several dispatches and. the translation of that of Mr. 
Prophéte are herewith transmitted, and to them the attention of the De- 

| partment is very respectfully invited. 
Although this legation has pressed this case, so clear and reasonable — 

. in all its features of justice and law, upon the attention and considera- | 
| tion of this Government, finally, in view of the presentation, lucid and. 

a apparently irresistible, as regards the right of an American citizen to 
make an assignment of his personal effects, under the treaty subsisting 
between the United States and Hayti, in this country, of your instruc- 

. tion No. 343, Mr. Van Bokkelen is still confined in the common jail, de- 
| _ nied his liberty. - _ , | 
. After reading the argument of Mr. Prophéte in explanation and sup- _ 

| port of the decision of the court of cassation in reply to your dispatch, 
| in this matter, I deemed it-only proper for me to renew my demand for 

oe Mr. Van Bokkelen’s release, upon a due reconsideration of the case as 
| presented; hence my dispatch of the 5th instant to such effect. 

. Awaiting your farther instructions in the matter, SG 

oo JOHN MERCER LANGSTON, | 

oo  fnclosure1in No. 736.) 0 - 

- } , Mr. Langston to Mr. Prophéte. : 

|  LEGATION oF THF UNITED STATES, __ | 
| Port-au-Prince, Hayti, April 17, 1885. | 

- $rr: I have the honor, upon the further instruction of my Government, to bring to 
. the attention and consideration of your Government the case of Mr. C. A. Van Bok- 

| kelen, a citizen of the United States, who, though in feeble and failing health, has 
been too long and still is detained in your prison, denied by your courts the right to. 
make an assignment of his property for the benefit of his creditors, and thus secure. 

. his release. | | | oe 
| The views of the Government of the United States on this subject are fully and 

| plainly set forth in the dispatch of the honorable Secretary of State, Mr. T. F. Bayard, 
7 ‘a copy of which, in obedience to his instructions, as you will see on reading the dis- . 

- patch, I have the honor to transmit to you as herewith inclosed. — So 
. The several considerations presented by the Government of the United States in 

the dispatch, a copy of which is transmitted, in favor of Mr. Van ®okkelen’s imme- | 
diate release, are so thoroughly in accord with the, provisions of the treaty referred 
to, existing between the United States and Hayti, the principles of international 

7 law universally accepted, as well as every doctrine of comity, that I am fully per- 
| suaded that your Government, animated, as always, by an intelligent, profound sense. 

of justice, as well as a desire, earnest and lively, to maintain the good understanding 
which so happily exists at this time between the Government: of the United States 
and the Republic of Hayti, will, at once, order the release of Mr. Van Bokkelen. In 

| such belief and hope, IJ await, Mr. Minister, your early response in this matter. . 
Renewing, &c., — Be | - —_ 

. Oe JOHN MERCER LANGSTON.
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. SO __ fInelosure 2 in No. 736.] we 

oe : | Mr. Langston to Mr. Prophéte. - 

SO ' LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ~ | S. 
| ee . Port-au-Prince, Hayti, April 28, 1885. = 

Sir: I beg to remind you, most respectfully, that on the 17th instant I had the oo 
. honor to write you with regard to the detention. and release of Mr. Van Bokkelen. : 

7 In my dispatch [ transmitted a copy of the communication of the honorable Secretary 
of State of the United States Government, Mr. Bayard, touching the subject referred . oo 
to. Lasked, also, your immediate attention to the subject, and your reply with re- . 
gard thereto, expressing the hope that your Government would release Mr. Van 

‘. Bokkelen without delay. | a a _ ae es 
| As yet Ido not receive, after fully eleven days, even the acknowledgment of the / 
--. receipt of my dispatch. . os Be - 

| May 1 ask you, Mr. Minister, to let me hear from you without further delay? ae 
am, &e., , O : / 

oO oe JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. Oo 

| a {Inclosure 3 in No. 736.—Translation.] a Be 

ee, : oe Mr. Prophéte to Mr. Langston. — —_ oe | | | 

ee ce DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, | 
| Se _ | : Port-au-Prince, April,29, 1885. 3 

 . Mr. Minister: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 17th instant,con- 
taining a copy of the dispatch of Hon. T. F. Bayard, Secretary of State of the United 
States, addressed to you upon the subject of the detention of Mr. Van Bokkelen and | 

_ . the judgment of the court of cassation of the Republic of the 26th ultimo. oe es 
~ [transmitted to the secretary of state of justice this communication, which con- | 

| cerns his department, and my colleague has been good enough to enable me to re- - 
spond. _ . . oe ve 

The department of state in examining the judgment delivered on the 26th ultimo — : 
by the court of cassation, appears to have omitted the real reason of this decision | 
and confined itself simply to a secondary consequence, besides without remarkable im- | . 
portance, drawn by supererogation from the principal fact for which the appeal of | 
Van Bokkelen had been rejected. = Co . a | 
You will permit me to replace the matter upon its true ground, and to do it I will | 

follow the very text of the judgment. a . = . Sw 
| It is not as the honorable Secretary of State of the United States, Mr. T. F. Bayard, | | 

thinks, the impossibility resulting, for a Haytian, from articles 6 and 9 of the treaty 
__. Of 1865, between the United States and Hayti, to invoke in the United States, the —>_. , 

_ Tight of judicial assignment, which has determined the confirmation by the supreme 
court of the judgment rendered by the civil tribunal the 27th May, 1884. | ae 

A simple glance of the eye upon the judgment of the 26th ultimo, will convince - 
you that the decision of the court of cassation is founded especially upon this incon- so 
testable fact that the benefit of the insolvent act being an institution of the civil eee 
law, foreigners are excluded therefrom. This opinion of the first court of the Re- | 7 

* ‘public entirely conforms to the actual legislation of Hayti, is far from constituting re 
an attempt of innovation in the matter; it is supported by the recognized authority a 
of the most_eminent jurisconsults. (Duraton, t. 12. No. 270; Foullier, t. 7;No. 263; © 
Pardessus, Commercial Law, No. 1328; Delvan, Court, t. 3, p. 634, note 11, p.187. 
Carré and.Chauvegu, No..3057; Berriat St. Prix, p. 685, note 1st; Favard de Lang-- Po 
lade, t. Ist, p. 446.) - | ae oo | a | 

: Nevertheless, to gain for himself the benefit of the insolvent act, Mr. C. A. Van © oe 
Bokkelen has invoked the treaty of 1865, and, in this regard, the court of cassation, | 

- considering with reason that this treaty in its articles 6 and 9, cited by the de- —- 
~ mandanft, even in granting access to American citizens to the Haytfan courts of jus- nae 
_ tice, contains nothing which authorizes the opinion that the right of judicial cession | - | 

exists for the Haytian citizen in the United States of America and. in Hayti for-the | , 
- American citizen.  —s_ a, . | ae _ oo | 

- _It is incontestable that nations, as individuals, are never presumed to intend in- 
contracting to injure their rights and their interests, and in this special case it is the : -
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rule that the judges ought, in spite of the expression ‘‘or otherwise,” from which 
Mr. Van Bokkelen has deduced a forced conclusion, to prefer the interpretation which — 
accords with the common law and the public law to that which would contradict the — 
principles. Besides, an express stipulation of the treaty would alone be able to — 

. abrogate the formal text of the law. Whence it follows that the Haytian courts, in 
interpreting in the sense of the common law in Hayti the treaty of 1865, have re- | 

- ‘mained within the limits of their authority. If itis true that treaties are acts of 
Government with Government their interpretation not the less appertains to the 

. courts, always as contests which give place to such interpretation have for their ob- — 
ject private interests. (C. Cass. ch. C, 24 June, 1839. Dalloz, jurisp. Gle. V, treaty 

. int. , No. 156. C. Cass. ch. req., January 6, 1873; ch. er. 27 January, 1879, id. 1878, 
C.) | Ae | , 

So In the affair of Van Bokkelen, as regards the treaty in question, the responsibility. 
| of the executive power as representative of a sovereign state, finds itself, so tospeak, 

divided by the necessary division of this sovereignty, and, consequently, of this re- 
. sponsibility with the other powers in that which concerns the treaties of this 

nature, it being granted that treaties and conventions ought to be understood in | 
a sense which accords with the public order established among the people contract- 

; ing, and particularly with their maxims of public law and their system of jurisprudence 
(C. Cass. ch. req., 17 March, 1830; Dalloz, t. int., No. 149). Then the interpretation ~ 
given by the supreme court of Haytiis entirely harmonious with public order in Hayti 
and Haytian public law, according to which the high contracting powers have not . 
and could not have intended to produce injury. Moreover, as I have shown, the 
contest which has necessitated this interpretation has for object private interests. 

I will not insist further upon the irrefutable plausibility of motive upon which 
- rests the decision of the court of cassation of Hayti. Ishall be permitted to add that 

the Government of the Republic does not depart for an instant and shall never depart, _~ 
. in its excellent relations with the United States, from that sentiment of justice which 

it makes the rule of its conduct, and of that courtesy so necessary between friendly 
nations; although it is its duty to watch with attention and scrupulous care that no 

| . Inj ury may be brought to the principles consecrated in the constitution of the Haytian | 
' people. os oe : 

. ” Thave, then, to regret not to be able to order the setting at immediate liberty of Mr.. 
Van Bokkelen, incarcerated in consequence of a regular judgment providing constraint 
of the body, and confirmed by the supreme court of Hayti, because, on the one part 
he is a foreigner, and the treaty of 1865, as I have shown, duly interpreted by the — 

Oo Haytian tribunals, does not mention the judicial assignment of goods, which is. an 
| - institution of civil law, the benefit of which is only profitable to the Haytian;. on 

the other part, because, in acting as you desire, not only would the executive power . 
oS transcend its powers, but it would voluntarily expose itself to legitimate demands ot 
So the American firm of Toplitz & Co., who prosecute Mr. Van Bokkelen. : . 
- Accept, &c. | : | | Z 

| | B. PROPHETE. 

. . a tO {Inclosure 3 in No. 736.) Ho 

, a, a — Mr. Langston to Mr. Prophéte. - : | 

: —— LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Port-au-Prince, Hayti, May 5, 1885. ~ 

- Srr: In acknowledging the receipt of your dispatch of the 29th ultimo, in which 
OS you state that your Government refuses to give Mr. Van Bokkelen his liberty, as de- 

manded by the Government of the United States, I have the honor, while protesting . 

against such action, whereof I have advised my Government, to inform you that for 
- the reasons already presented, which are in no wise met, as I conceive, by you, I 

. must insist upon the immediate release of our citizen, 

| Trusting that upon due, careful reconsideration of the facts and the law of this 

case, having considerate regard to the kindly spirit which has hitherto inspired and _ 

. animated the conduct of this legation and the Government of the United States of 
America toward the Government and people of Hayti, that your Government will 
find it wise to comply at once with the demand which I now make again, and upon 

| - which Ido and shall insist. . a 

: Offering, &c., - oa | | oo 
. | Oe oe JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. .
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ne | No. 364. | [a 

Mir, Bayard to Mr. Thompson. oes 

—No38) _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | og 
oa : Washington, May 21, 1885. ve 
__. Sig: In the examination of the correspondence on file in this Depart- a 

nent in relation to the Haytian mission which you have made prior to : 
getting ‘out for your post, you have had an opportunity to acquaint 
yourself with the facts in the case of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, a. citi- a 
wen of the United States now in prison for debt in Hayti under cer- | 
tain civil judgments rendered by the courts of that country. All the. 7 

_ papers in the case will also be found of record in the legation at Port- | | 
au-Prince. a OS | og | 

| It is unnecessary, therefore, to recite the facts of Mr. Van Bokkelen’s | 
Case, or to refer to its merits, further than to say that,in theopinionof = 
this Government, it presents a clear infraction of the rights of an. - 
American citizen under existing treaties between the two countries, by | 

_ depriving him of his liberty and.forbidding him certain legal resorts = => 
_ which a Haytian can employ in Hayti, and of which a Haytian, if the 

case were reversed, could not be deprived in the United States. — eS 
* -  .The question being of Mr. Van Bokkelen’s competency to make an as- | 

_ signment for the benefit of his creditors in order to take legal proceedings = = 
' in bankruptcy, it is found that by one law of Hayti the security offered 
_ mnust be in real estate, and that by another law he, being an alien, can- oe 

_ not hold real estate. Hence he is compelled to possess what hecannot == 
| be permitted to possess, and in this dead-lock of conflicting laws he is | 

| subjected to treatment to which no Haytian could be subjected, and, in , 
fine, a discrimination is enforced against him solely because he is a | 

. citizen of the United States. Po OS , 
__ It is no defense to this statement to say that, under the laws of Hayti, _ 
he cannot be otherwise treated. That sucha conflict between. different. an 

._ laws can and does exist, is of itself a violation of. those stipulations of | 
” existing treaties which guarantee to an American citizen in Hayti (aS 

to a Haytian in the United States) the same rights and resorts in pro- Os 
| ceedings at law as to native citizens of the respective countries. To | _ 

— close to an alien litigant some giver channel of recourse open to a na- a 
tive without leaving open some equivalent recourse, is a denial of justice, 

and to base a persistent refusal to afford a remedy upon the letter of | 
defective orconflicting lawsis at once an admission of failure ofjustice,’ == 
to the injury of the alien, and an attempt to justify by the mere fact of 
such evident failure a discriminatory course toward an alien prohibited _ 

_ by treaty and repugnant to public law. | Be ee 
| This Government is, from every point of view, in a position to insist 

on the substantial, if not identical, equivalence of treatment of Ameri- «s— 
~ eans and Haytians before the Haytian courts. re 

This case will demand your careful attention and action from the mo- 
_ Inent of your arrival at your post, and you will loge no opportunity to — ae 

_ endeavor to impress the Haytian administration with the necessity of 
getting this matter out of the way of the desirable good relations of the 
two countries. ee So a | | 

- -You will not, without further instructions, present the matter in a 
' writing by way of remonstrance or appeal. | Sos | 

. . This Government has twice of late made solemn and, as it believes, = 
just representations invoking the sense of justice, of equity, and of =
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treaty faith of the Haytian Government, and has been met by positive _ 
denial. In that direction it is not easy to see what more can besaid. | 

—. - You will, however, in conversation with the minister for foreign af- _ 
a fairs, take the ground that the Government of the United States re- 

. gards the refusal to Mr. Van Bokkelen by the Haytian authorities of 
| the right to make an assignment as a discrimination against citizens of _ 

the United States, which is in conflict with treaty. _ 
That it will greatly conduce to the maintenance of friendly relations © 

| with the United States for the Haytian Government to see to it that 
| Mr. Van Bokkelen is granted in substance all the privileges that would 

| be granted to citizens of Hayti. . hei 
You will say that it may become the duty of the President to lay be-_ 

: fore Congress any continued discrimination of this kind in defiance or 
repudiation of treaty duty. | | : Co : 

| You will, however, forbear from making the release of Mr. Van Bok- 
___ kelen a condition of diplomatic intercourse, or from declaring that a re- 

fusal to release will be followed by any other action by theGovernment _ 
) of the United States than as above specified. ae | 

You will, of course, bear in mind that this Government has no desire. 
, | and can have no purpose to obtain for Mr. Van Bokkelen immunity from 

any just responsibility which may attach to him and which would under 
like ciréumstances attach to.a Haytian citizen. | _ 

| You will keep the Department advised of all that may transpire in 
. this relation, being careful to make full and prompt report of your con- © 

| versations on this subject. a | : 
| Tam, &., | : | oe 

| a | OO T. F. BAYARD. 

a , | No. 365. | | | 

| | , _. Mr. Langston to Mr. Bayard. - . 

oe No. 740. | > LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — | 
oo | Port-au-Prince, Hayti, May 22,1885. (Received June 12.) 

ee Srr: [have the honor to bring to your attention, as foundin thereports 
— of the proceedings of the mixed cémmission composed of Messrs. Lalle- 

mand and Gentil on the part of the Haytian Government, and Messrs. — 
_ Weymann and Terres on the part of this legation, copies of which re-- 
ports with translations are herewith transmitted, the awards of such | 
commission with regard to the claims of American citizens for property 

— destroyed in connection with the events transpiring on the 22d and 23d _ 
a days of September, 1883, as follows: = => | | 

In favor of Mr. C. W. Mossell on his claim of $5,551.05 - 2... 22-22. 3.---..----. $2,500 
In favor of Mr. E. V. Garrido, on hig claim for $1,791 ........ 2.0226 .-0002 000 850 

- In favor.of Mrs. Maria Hamilton, oFher claim of $720...4%........-..0-...----. ° 550 
os In favor of Bertram Brothers, on their claim of $1, 800. .........-.........-..- 1,100 

In favor of Mrs. Isabella Fournier, on her claim of $1,000 for personal property - 700 

| . Total 0... ie nce cece cece cee cece cece ee ere cee eceeeeeseeeeeesces, 5,700 | 

. ~ While, as regards the real property belonging to Mrs. Evan Williams _ 
and Mrs. Isabella Fournier, amounting in the first case to $16,000, and. ~ 
in the other to $1,500, the commissioners could not agree, the commis- 

| sioners of the Haytian Government claiming that since foreigners can- . 
| not buy and hold real property in Hayti, according to the constitution
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and laws thereof, these citizens of the United States cannotrecover the =~ 

several amounts claimed for their property named. . | 

On the other hand, the commissioners, American citizens named by _ : 

this legation, very properly held that the possession and ownership a 

: evidenced by such possession, and admitted and proved by the deeds 

- ypon which the property in either case is held, entitle the claimants to Oo 
- @ reasonable award, equal to the value of the property destroyed. 8 

‘This matter of difference between the commissioners brings the prin; =| 

ciple of law and usage involved in such cases up for discussion and — | 

- decision as between this legation and the Haytian Government. So far 

as I am concerned, I think that the task, under the circumstances, will | os 

not be difficult. Both the law of this country and the usage, even pre- a 

- eedents of recent date as connected with the loss of property in like | | 

* ceases by the events of September 22 and 23, 1883, furnish ample confir- aa 

mation of the view taken of the subject by the American commissioners. 

- . Unless, then, instructions to the contrary shall be received from the. 
- Department, the claims of Mrs. Williams and Mrs. Fournier shall be 

duly pressed for settlement. | | | en | So 
-. Copy of the letter of Messrs. Weymann and Terres upon this subject 

_ :-is herewith transmitted. — 7 Py oe So 
In it they state the result of the labors of the commission. __ SO : 

ae The several amounts allowed, with the discount of 10 per cent., as oe 
agreed, are to be paid to-day in American silver, or its equivalent. 

| And at once, as soon as collected, such amounts shall be paid the claim- oO 

ants, their receipts being taken, respectively, therefor. oe - 

| — Tam, Se, | _ a | 
: | | | | JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. | a 

| to {Inclosure 1 in No. 740.—Translation. ] OO 

- Report of mixed commission. __ oe ee 

eo] Be ee ARI, 22, 1885-4 p. m. : 

The members of the mixed commission charged to examine the American claims 

arising out of the events occurring at Port-au-Prince, 22d and 23d September, 1883, 

- Messrs. B. Lallemand, 8. Gentil, designated by the Haytian Government, and Wey- . _ we 

- mann and Terres, named by the minister resident of the United States of America, 7 

met at the office of the American legation and took cognizance of the proofs sub- oo 

mnitted in support of the claims presented by— => | | = 

- (1) Mr. C. W. Mossel, amounting to the sum of....--.---.--+2+0----2 eee eee $5,551 50 
(2) Mr. E. V. Garrido, amounting to the sum Of. ...--. -- -.2-0 eee cree cree 1,791 00 

-. (8) Mrs. Maria Hamilton, amounting to the sum of......-.---------++--e-° 720 00. 

: | | : re _ 8,062 50 nn 

sn. view of this examination and after mature deliberation, the mixed commission | 

decided to fix as follows the indemnity to be awarded to— — , | | moe 

(2) Mr. C. W. Mossel 22.522. 02220202 ceceee cee mgenec en cece ec ecerceceeere recess 2,500 — | 
(2) Mr. E. V. Garrido 2.2.2. 22-0. ee eee n ne cee cee te cate ee cone cece ne renee 850 | 

| (3) Mrs. Maria Hamilton... ... 2... 2-00 ee eee eee ne cece es eee new ee cee e rerees $50 | 

oe es : . ae 3,900 

. The mixed commission adjourned the continuation of its labor to Friday the 24th Pos 
: instant at four o’clock in the afternoon. And the members have signed the present . 

- Yainutesin double copy. | : _ . | a 
ae a |  B. LALIEMAND. _ | 

a a . : | SEGU GENTIL. eo | 

. | -CH. WEYMANN. oe 

a , | J.B. TERRES, M.D 
| . | mg
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| | - ; - | Frmay, April 24,188—4 p.m. 
In consequence of the adjournment made the 22d instant at the closing of its-pre- 

| ceding minute, the mixed commission met at the office of the American legation and 
proceeded to the examination of the claims made for losses of merchandise and house- ° 

~ hold goods by— : | ae 

(1) Messrs. Bertram Bros... .. 2.2.2. cece eens cece cece cece wececcceccceee-- $1,800 - 
| (2) Mrs, Isabella Fournier... 2.5 0.22.02 oe cece e cece ce ee ee seneensecccscese 1,000 

| | | oe : | 2,800 - | 

In view of this examination and after mature deliberation, the mixed commission 
decided to fix as follows the indemnity to be awarded to— — 0 

| (1) Messrs. Bertram Bros... 22. 2.222.222. ceo e eee cece ee cee e ee cet ee ceeees cece $1,100° 
(2) Mrs. Isabella Fournier......---.. 22. ..c2e. cece eens ceeeee ceceee cece eees 700 

| | | 4,800 
The mixed commission then took cognizance of the two claims for loss of real es- 

tate, one presented by Mrs. Evan Williams (widow) for a two-story brick building, - | 
_ situated in Port-au-Prince, fronts Forts street, amounting to $16,000, and the other | 

. presented by Mrs. Isabella Fournier, for a house situated in this city at the corner of 
Centre and Cesar streets, amounting to $1,500. . . 

The Haytian commissioners declared that they could not admit these two claims, for. 
| the following reasons: - a 

| Mrs. Isabella Fournier, being a foreigner, cannot, according to the provision of the __ 
constitution and of article 450 of the civil code, be an owner of real estate in Hayti. 

Mrs. Evan Williams, née Riviére, widow, having lost her rights as a Haytian, | 
. from the effect of the promulgation of the constitution of 1874, she could not in 1875, 

at the opening of the succession of Mr. J. J. Rividre, inherit the real estate of that 
‘succession, since, in virtue of the constitution and articles 450 and 587 of the civil 
code, a foreigner cannot be owner of real estate, and is only admissible to succeed to 
personal property in Hayti. en | | | | 

If in 1876 Mrs. Evan Williams, widow, participated in the act of separation of the 
snecession of real estate of Mr. J. J. Riviére, it-is probable that she intended to re- ° 
nounce her rights as a foreigner, from which it results that Mrs. Evan WHliams, widow, — . 

| cannot present herself as a foreigner to formulate a claim against the Government of 
. ayti.. 

| The American commissioners, declare their non-participation in this opinion of the 
Haytian commissioners. They hold that from the sole fact of possession by these | 
claimants an indemnity is due them. | | 

These opinions being contrary, and each of the commissioners. persisting in his 
opinion, the mixed commission has not been able to come to an understanding on a 

ek decision in the case Evan Williams, widow, of the two claims for losses of real estate - 
' -—-s presented by Mrs. and Mrs. Isabella Fournier. ns | 

In presence of this divergence of opinion the commissioners have decided that they 
| would notify the high contracting parties thereof. | | , 

Whereas there remains nothing further to act upon on the lists presented by the : 
American legation, the mixed commission has closed its sessions. : 
And the members have signed the present minute made in duplicate copy.. | 

| —_ : | -B. LALLEMAND. | 7 
| - : SEGU GENTIL. | 

oo CH. WEYMANN. 
—— a : . de B. TERRES, M. D. 

| | . {Inclosure 2 in No. 740]. oo 7 

- Mesera. Weymann and Terres to Mr. Langston. , 

| , | | -PORT-AU-PRINCE, April 30, 1885. Oo 
oe Str: We beg to hand you inclosed the reports of the mixed commission, named for 

_. the purpose of estimating the amount to be paid by the Haytian Government for losses 
sustained by American citizens during the events of 22d and 23d September, 1883,in =. - 
Port-au-Prince, and of August, 1879, in Gonaives. | | Ce — With the exception of the claim for real property of Mrs. Evan Williams and of Mrs. 

- | Isabella Fournier, our operations are completed. . 
For these two claims we could uot agree with the Haytian commissioners, and beg 

to refer to you fortheir adjustment. = | | a 
Most respectfully, &c., a | 

= a : CH. WEYMANN. | 
, . . : . . J. B. TERRES, M, D:z .
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| oo . Mr. Bayard to Mr. Langston. | - a 

No. 355.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
ne ee Washington, May 28, 1885. ae 

$m: L have received your No. 736 of the 9th instant, stating that the | 

Government of Hayti had refused to release Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, | 

_ iimprisoned at Port-au-Prince for debt. 7 , 

_. °. | do not think itnecessary to give you further instructions in thiscase; | 

but Dr. Thompson, your successor, will carry with him full instructions _ 

in the premises. Meanwhile, you will do nothing further, and willmake | - 

no more demands for Mr. Van Bokkelen’s release. You will, however, 

take care not to permit any inference that the Government of the United 

| States does not fully and absolutely reserve all its rights in this case. 

| Lam, &e, | | Oo oe . rs 
nw er OP T F.BAYARD 7 

| | are No, 367. . | | oo 

a : ss Mr, Langston to Mr. Bayard. — as ; 

No.741.]  ~_ .. ‘L&GATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — Be 

ro | Port-au-Prince, Hayti, May 28, 1885. (Received June12.) 

| Sir: L have the honor to advise the Department that yesterday, at 

6 o'clock inthe afternoon, Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, who has been con- 

fined for the past fifteen months, as a debtor under Haytian law,in = 

the common jail of this city and the military hospital, denied the bene- 

| fit of the insolvent act of the country, though a citizen of the United = 

| States of America, and, manifestly, under the treaty of 1864, existing = 

| between thisGovernment and that of the United States,entitled toallits | 

| benefits, was conducted to. this legation and delivered to me by an at- - 

- torney of the Government, on its order, as stated, and thus given his 

| release and liberty. = | | Oo : 

- This proceeding, it would seem, is the result of the reconsideration _ | 

of this case, according to my earnest request, as presented in my dis- - 

patch addressed to Mr. Prophéte on the 5th instant, a copy of which I | 

had the honor to transmit to you as an inclosure to my dispatch No. 

‘736, of the 9th instant; and, more especially, of a full and complete = 

_ verbal explanation of the facts and law of the case made by me to 
President Salomon himself, immediately after transmitting my dis- 
patch of the 5th instant to Mr. Prophete. © 7 PT 

 ” ‘No written communication was brought me by the person conducting | 

Mr. Van Bokkelen to the legation; but to my demand as to whether he : 

had brought me a communication from the Government explanatory of 

the decision which it had taken and its action, he replied that the Presi- . 

, dent would explain the matter to me. . | BO —— 

| lam writing you now at an early hour of the morning—7 o’clock— re 

-_ in order that I may report the fact of the release of Mr. Van Bokkelen, 

'. without the least delay, by a mail which may be closed this morning at |
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| an early uncertain hour, going to New York, via Havana, Cuba, and | 
hence I do not await any communication which President Salomon may 

_ be pleased to make me on this subject. - | - Co , 
4 re ee * RB * # | * OF 

a os _ - JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. | 

| :  NO86. 

: Mr. Langston to Mr. Bayard. — ee 

. | - | | 7 | [Extract] © | | | ce 

OS No. 742.] a _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, —__ 
| , _ Port-au-Prince, Hayti, May 28, 1885. (Received June 12.) | 

Str: Referring to your dispatch No. 350, having reference to the _ 
| case of Mr. A. C. d’Almena, I have the honor to advise you that his _ 

_ case is now being heard with those of others charged in like manner _ 
| _ with him, and like him confined in the common jail in this city, in the 
. court of cassation, the supreme court of the country, upon the insuf- 

ficiency of the ordinance, or indictment, which has been presented by 
the judge of instruction and the chamber of council, as containing the 

o facts found against him. The case has been in hearing for the past fif- 
teen days. Five elaborate arguments have already been presented. | 

oo Two more are to follow; and the general impression is now that the _ . 
ordinance will be set aside as not containing facts sufficient to consti- . 
tute a prima facie case against the accused, requiring that they be put 

- upon trial. JI am doing all I may to accomplish such result, and thus 
secure the release of our citizen. Iam hopeful of success. . : 

| | Both the French and British Governments have citizens—the first, 
: one, and the other, two—involved in this case; and the representatives — - 

_ Of such Governments are sparing no pains to do what they may to se- 
cure due and successful defense of their.respective citizens. © a 

oo A British war vessel has been lying in this port for the last ten days, 
| . while as I write this dispatch a French war vessel is just going to— 
_ anchorin the port. Both these vessels have come with reference to the | 

cases to which I now refer; and both will probably remain to witness _ 
- the result thereof. a a a eg - | 

. * * % *% . * | #% - % 

7 _ JOHN MERCER LAN GSTON. 7 

_ oe |  No86%2 a 

| me Mr. Langston to Mr. Bayard. Oo 7 

| No. 744.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, OO 
Port-au-Prince, Hayti, June 9, 1885. (Received June 23.) _ 

_ Sm: With regard to the case of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, released 
. on the 27th ultimo, as already reported by this legation, I have the honor 

oo to bring to your attention a copy, with a translation thereof, of the
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dispatch of Mr. B. Prophate, acting secretary of state of foreign rela~ 
: tions of this Government, dated the 5th instant, and having relation — 

thereto.  - - BA 
The honorable secretary reminds this legation, in opening hisdis- = 

patch, of the desire of his Government to maintain a good understand- = 
ing with all friendly powers represented in Hayti, and dwells upon the ad 

- - fact that the Government of the Union certainly has no complaint to 
| make in view. of the conduct of the Haytian Government, whose good- S 

. will and courtesy with regard to it have been complete. _ - : 

Tam unable to appreciate properly, as concerns this case, the exposi- 
tions of the learned secretary as respects the duty of hisGovernmentto 

ve duly observe and have executed the constitutional.and general laws of = 
the country. The observance of this duty, as he asserts, is of the first — 

- importance and outweighs all considerations of courtesy. oon oo 
| In this case this legation has pleaded at no time considerations of - 

courtesy. It has always and ever urged those considerations of muni- 
_ cipal regulation, under our treaty with this Government, and interna- = 

tional usage, well established and understood, and applied in like cases, — 
- which illustrate and enforce the legal obligation of the HaytianGov- 

ernment, in this ‘case in a manner and to an extent which show it as a 
- gaered and binding as any other obligation whatever. _ | ee 

| The seeretary then announces his adhesion to the positions taken : : 
_ by him, as regards this case, in his dispatch of the 29th of April, while 

he adds that the arguments presented by him in such. communication —s_—_> 
have not been refuted, and, in fact, cannot be, for they are foundedin —§_— 

the constitution of Hayti—its laws and French jurisprudence in this 
conforms to Haytian legislation. He therefore deems it his duty to 

| maintain them. = = | | - a oe: 
| - But, strange to tell, Mr. Van Bokkelen had been put at liberty some — 

ten days before this dispatch was written, and that, too, by the interven- , 
tion and action of the President of Hayti.. Indeed, the Government had — | 

-. gone so far, as I am advised, as to provide for the payment of every _ . 
--  glaim held in judgment against Mr. Van Bokkelen, and upon which he 

had been imprisoned, before he was released and delivered to me at this 
.  Jegation. And, in fact, Mr. Antoine, the attorney of the President in 5 

all his personal and special Government transactions and the attorney ok 

| - of the National Bank of Hayti in its action against Mr. Van Bokkelen, = 
and upon whose judgment also he was put and held in prison,conducted 
Mr. Van Bokkelen to this office and presented him to me, as directed by 

the President.. And that Mr. Van Bokkelen would be set at liberty J , 
had learned of the President and the honorable secretary of justice, 
‘Mr. Michel, and day by day I was expecting it, when it wasdone. = | 
You may, then, very well conceive of my surprise when, on the 5th > 

instant, I-received from Mr. Prophéte his dispatch, the closing para- =>— 
S graph of which runs as follows: | - ST Coe RS 

-- - [learn that Mr. Van Bokkelen has been put at liberty. This result, happyforhim, ~~ 
| is due, without doubt, to some arrangement made with his creditors. Thisfact, be-, 

sides, to which I will not address myself further, as it is not proper, has itself, as you ~ : 

will understand, been accomplished without interference of the executive power; it | 
comes to pass without saying that it annuls in nowise the considerations which this | 

| Department has plead relative to the case of Mr Van Bokxelen. - oo _ 

| On the 6th instant I made acknowledgment of the receipt of Mr.Pro-  _ 
| -phéte’s dispatch in a brief note, in which, while reserving all the rights _ 

+ which pertain to Mr. Van Bokkelen,.I advise the Haytian Government 
that hereafter, under the special instructions of the Department with re- 
gard thereto, this legation will bring this case to its attention for final
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and complete settlement. In my note I do not fail to indicate to Mr. _ 
Prophéte the surprise I experience in view of his statements asconcerns _ 
the release of Mr. Van Bokkelen. ESS 

| A copy of my note is herewith transmitted. = a 

a | | JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. = 

[Inclosure 1 in No. 744.—Translation.] -— | . : 

- | Mr. Prophéte to Mr. Langston. | - | 

, . | DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, —_—/ 
| Port-au-Prince, June 5, 1885. 

| : Mr. MINISTER: The Government of the Republic desirous to avoid all trouble in its 
relation with friendly powers represented in Hayti, applies itself constantly to main- 

| tain them in favorable conditions, and the Government of the Union has certainly no — 
and complaint to make of the proceedingsof the Hay tian Government, whose good-will 

. courtesy toward it have been complete; nevertheless, while exerting itself to conserve 
| in its relations this double character, the Government of Hayti does not lose sight of 

. the constitutional law of the state and the laws in vigor in this country, which it is 
its duty to have executed, and you will not fail-to recognize that this obligation in 
which it finds itself, and whereof it ought, above all else, to acquit itself, outweighs =~ 

_ any consideration of courtesy. | | : co, oO 
In consequence, I have only, in response to your dispatch of the 5th biltimo, rela- 

tive to the release of Mr. Van Bokkelen, to confirm the communication of 29th of 
April addressed on this subject to your legation. Ss : 

The arguments which it presented have not been answered, and are, in fact, irre- - 
: futable, for they are founded upon the constitution of Hayti—its laws and French ; 

jurisprudence in that conform to Haytian legislation. I consider it, then, as a duty 
to maintain them. . 

| I understand that Mr. Van Bokkelen has been put at liberty. This result, happy . 
- for him, is due, doubtless, to some arrangement made with his creditors. This fact, | 

_ _. besides, to which I will not address myself further, as it is not proper, has itself, as you 
_ well understand, been accomplished without interference of the executive power; it | 

| comes to pass without saying that it annuls in nowise the considerations which this 
: Department has plead relative to the case of Van Bokkelen. 

, Accept, &c., Fo so 
. | | B. PROPHETE. & 

| | [Inclosure 2 in No. 744.) | : . 

. Mr. Langston to Mr. Prophéte. — oe Oe 

| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — 
| Port-au-Prince, Hayti, June 6, 1885. | 

Sir: In acknowledging the receipt.of your dispatch of yesterday, having relation —_ 
to the case of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, the undersigned, while reserving every right 

_ which appertains to said American citizen, begs to.advise you that the late action of 
your Government as regards the release of Mr. Van Bokkelen and his delivery to this 
legation, in obedience to its order, has already been reported to the Government of 
the United States, and your dispatch itself shall be at once communicated to it also, 
when, in accordance with its more special and positive instructions with regard thereto, 

, _ this legation will take occasion to: bring this case, for complete and final considera- 
tion and settlement, to the attentién of the Haytian Government. | | 
Mean time, you will permit the undersigned to express to you, Mr. Minister, the 

‘profound surprise which he experiences in view of the statements contained in your |. 
dispatch respecting the release of Mr, Van Bokkelen.  . ~ | a 
With the renewed assurance, &c., - | | On 

| me Oe JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. | |
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| oo | oo No. 370. aa eee 

. Wr, Bayard to Mr. Thompson. : 

No. 4.] a _- ‘DEPARTMENT OF STATE, yes 
CO : Washington, June 15, 1885. oe 

co Siz: The Department has received Mr. Langston’s No. 740, giving SO 
the awards of the recent mixed commission in the following claims of 

_ American citizens, on account of property destroyed in connection with —— 
_. the events transpiring on the 22d and 23d Septembe?, 1883, at Port-au- 

Prince, viz: | ee ON, : _ 

Claim of Mr. C. W. Mossell...... 0.2220 cecceeceeees seeeeeeeeeeeeccece sees $5,551 50 0 
_ Claim of Mr. E. V. Garrido... 22. 12222. ces cece cee e ee cece ee eee cee eeeees 1,791 00° oe 

. Claim of Mrs. M. Hamilton... 22. 022 ook cae ce ae ce ee cece cnn cee eeeee 720 00 ao 
- - Claim of Bertram Brothers ...... 0.2... cece ee cee ees cee eee cee eee wees 1,800 00. | 

: Claim of Mrs. I. Fournier (in a matter of personal property).......--.---- 1,000 00 | | 

. ‘‘As regards the real property belonging to Mrs. Evan Williams and oe 
Mrs. Isabella Fournjer, amounting in the first case to $16,000 and in the — oe 

- other to $1,500,”’ says Mr. Langston, “the commissioners could not => 
_ agree,” the two commissioners of the Haytian Government.“claiming 
that, since foreigners cannot buy and hold'real property in Hayti,accord- 

- ing to the constitution and laws thereof, these citizens of the United 
a Spee cannot recover the several amounts claimed for their property 

named.” | , | oO 7 oe , | | 
Mr. Langston continues his dispatch by observing that, in his opin- | 

- jon, the said claimants (Mrs. Williams and Mrs. Fournier) have valid 
claims and precedents in their favor, and adds: > re 

- ‘Unless, then, instructions to the contrary shall be received from the Department, the _ . | 
+ claims of Mrs. Williams and Mrs. Fournier shall be duly pressed for settlement. = 

It is understood that these claimants held title deeds tothe real prop-. 
- erty in question, and that no legal proceedings had ever been taken _ 
_ dispossessing them. = oo oo | | 

That being the case, their losses were actual and consequent.on the 
game causes which inflicted the losses of the other United States citi- 

- gens, whose claims have been partially allowed. The legal aspect of | 
~ the case is clearly set forth in the inclosed copy of a report on the sub- 

_ ject of Mr. Langston’s No. 740, by the law officer of the Department. | oe 
' ---‘Without quoting this report bodily, you will proceed, on the princi- _ | 

ples of law which it discloses, in your representations to the Govern- | | 
- ment of Hayti in the premises, and, pressing the considerationsinvolved, _ - 

will ask for indemnity to these particular claimants. — | : | 
ee lam, &., ~~ _ : | | ae en 

| | | | . T. F. BAYARD. | ey 

| | ae [Inclosure in No.4.) - Se | | 

oe - | -- Report of the Law Officer of the Department of State. So 

| | | DEPARTMENT OF StaTE, Law BuREAU, = is 
ne Washington, D. C., June 13, 1885. - 

The question submitted by the accompanying papers is whether the fact that for- a 
_ -eigners are prohibited by the local law from holding real estate in Hayti precludes - 

them from making claim on the Government of Hayti under therecent commission for _ 2 
_ damages sustained by real estate owned by them in Hayti. The question, as thus | 

put, answers itself. If a foreigner holds real estate under such a limitation, no mat- : | 
. ter how defeasible his title may be he owns something, for the arbitrary spoliation 

of which by the Government he has a claim for redress.. A foreigner’s title to real . 
- estate under such a limitation may be likened to that of a foreigner’s title to real = — 

estate under the laws of many of our States. It is true that under such laws the for-
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ot eigner is prohibited from holding real estate, yet it is equally true that he has an in- 
choate interest in such real estate when purchased by him and entered on, which can 

_. only be defeated by legal procedure in the nature of an inquisition duly instituted. 7 
Nor is this position one of mere local legislation. Not only by the English common — . 

. law, but by the old Roman law, as accepted in the Spanish settlementsin America,a = 
. : jereigner isentitled to hold real estate, where there is such a prohibition, against even — | 

° ( the Government, until legal proceedings are taken for his eviction (Hammekiny, 
- Clayton, 2 Woods, 336; Phillips v. Moore, 100 U. S. 208). 

.. The rule is that an injury.done to a prima facie title exposes the party inflicting the — 
_ injury to legal process as unquestionably as if the title was perfect. Titles,nomatter = 

how imperfect, are not,to be determined by violence... Even supposing that the sole — 
title is that of possession, yet the possessor cannot be dispossessed except by process : 

. of law. And this view is strengthened in cases like the present, when the possessor, 
there being no adverse private interest, and the Government being the only party ~ 

_ entitled to make complaint, is permitted by the Government to remain in possession. 
This validates his possession so far, at least, as to prevent his expulsion, except by 
legal process. In the present case, however, the damage complained of was inflicted, 
not by legal process, but. by arbitrary and revolutionary violence, for whose conse- 
quences the Government of Hayti holds itselfin other relations responsible. If so, it 

. is responsible for damages done by it to a title, which, though inchoate and imper- 
fect, is nevertheless an interest whose spoliation is a subject of legal redress. I there-. 
fore respectfully report that the minister of the United States-at Hayti be instructed _ 
to press these considerations on the Government of Hayti, and to ask for indemnity to 

_ .  - these particular claimants for the damages thus sustained by them. a 
Respectfully submitted . ' | | | 

: . | ~- FRANCIS WHARTON, | 

| | —- No87l re 

: Mr. Langston to Mr. Bayard. ae 

No. 746.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, . 
| . | Port-au-Prince, Hayti, June 16, 1885. (Received June 30.) | 

| Sir: [ have the honor to advise you that this Government, on the 
| 29th May last, paid in drafts on New York and Europe, duly indorsed | 

by the secretary of state of finances, the respective sums awarded to 
American citizens by the Americo-Haytian mixed commission, a8 re- = 
ported in-my dispatch No. 740, less 10 per cent. discount, as agreed, _ 

- which sums aggregated $5,130, and which have been apportioned and - 
_ paid as follows: | mo fee 

/ Mr, OC. W. Mossel... 2222.20 20e eee ee cee eee cee cone cone cone cw ee cece ccc cee $2,250 9 
Mr. E. V. Garrido...- 1.2.2. cee cee cee ee ween cece ween mene cece commas Sees canes 765 CC 
Messrs. Bertram Brothers... 0... 02-2 2-20 22-2 eee ns cece wenn cee ween cee e nes 990 
Mrs. Maria Hamilton . 2.22. 22222 cece cect ee cece cece coe cnn sane wee eeee A495 

— Mrs. Isabella Fournier... 2... 0.022. ceeeee eee ene cee eee cone ene teen cone teen 630 

a Iam, &e., : 
, oo c _ JOHN MERCER LANGSTON. ~ 

OS | No. 872, | CO 

| , _ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Thompson... | 

| No. 6.] o ss DEPARTMENT oF STATE, « 
| Oo 7 . - Washington, June 23, 1885. - 

 §$rme: Among the subjects which should have your early attention, 
after entering on your duties, is the need of endeavoring to procure the | 

: _ reform of many hindrances to trade between the United States and 
| Hayti, and which in spirit and in fact are so opposed to the systems in
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vogue in this country that vessels plying between our ports and those ad 
of Hayti encounter burdens and restrictions at the Haytian end of the 

_ voyage to which no counterpart is found in the United States. — 
_. From a letter written to the President recently by a gentleman who oe 
_. has long been engaged in the Haytian trade, and is presumed to be fa- 

_ miliar with its workings and defects, I quote the following: . 
| _ There are numbers of abuses in Hayti, and excessive Government charges on Ameri- oo 

can vessels. The tonnage dues are $2 per ton register, water tax, $10 each voyage 
and no water furnished, the tax for permission to chan ge port, from $40 to $60 on each So 
vessel, over and above the tonnage dues. . Another abuse. is detaining the vesselin = - - 

_ port after her cargo has been discharged, sometimes as long as fifteen days, to hold 
_ said vessei as security for the import duties on the cargo, which are due from the im-_ - 

porter and not from the vessel. os os ce 

A very brief consideration of each of the above statements will show — 
} how onerous a discrimination bears on a vessel at the Haytian: end of oo 

her voyage. - ee oe | | | , 
_. The tonnage tax of $2 per ton is believed to be collectible in Hayti 

_  atevery voyage. In the United States the tax of 3 cents per ton per — 
voyage is no longer collectible in any twelve month after five voyages | . 

_’ have been made during that period. It would be well to urge the entire 
repeal of tonnage dues, or other equivalent taxes in Hayti, on Ameri- 2 
can vessels, so that vessels from Hayti may enter free of tonnage dues - | 

_. In the United States after the issue of the requisite proclamation by the Ds 
_ President, under section 14 of the act of June 26,1884.° = © a 
* The charge for water supplied to shipping in the ports of the United 

_ States is a municipal one, made by the town whose water supply is 
_ drawn upon. It is proportionate to the amount. In Hayti, it would | 

_ appear that a standing charge of $10 per voyage is made, whether the — — 
_. water be furnished or not. | ree | 

_ . The charge for changing port is not only excessive, but it seems to be — 
—. in conflict with a very general international custom which is recognized a 

| by many treaties—permitting a vessel to proceed from port to. port, un- — 
loading and taking on board cargoin each (but without engaging in coast- _ : 

_ ing trade) under the original entry, without additional payment of ton- | 
_ -nage-tax, or other than the local dues of wharfage, lights, and the like in | 

the ports subsequently visited after the original port ofentry, = = | 
_ To hold the master of a vessel responsible forthe paymentofthecus- | 

_. toms duties on cargo carried by him after the goods have been landed 
and delivered to the consignees, under the supervision of the customs | 

_~ officers, is as contrary to reason as it is vexatious to commerce. It is — | 
_ wholly at variance with the law of carriers. . With the delivery of the | 

_ goods as invoiced and manifested, the carrier’s responsibilities deter- - 
_ mine, and he is not justly to be held responsible for the debts of the = 

_ owners.of the goods to the Government, any more than he could be 
| held liable for any other debt of the consignees growing out of the same | 

goods. A claim to make use of the master as a security for the duties | 
on the goods after their delivery has been put forth on several occa- 
sions in the past—in Cuba, for instance—and, in a modified form,in 

' China, and has in each case been opposed by this Government. 
These suggestions will show you the directions in which your efforts 

may be exerted to obtain information as to existing abuses and impedi- — | 
ments to trade, and in which you will endeavor to effect their reform. | | 

_ Through the merchants, shipmasters, and other interested parties, you - 
should seek all attainableiniormation on these points, and makeitthe — | 

_ basis of a comprehensive report to the Department as soon a8 may be. = 
- Tam, &e., - oe | Oo oo , 

a - —— a T.F.BAYARD. |
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e | : No. 373, She Eee Eee 

oe Mr. Langston to Mr. Bayard. Oe 

OS | [Extract] | one 

"No. 749.] , LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ee 
| Port-au-Prince, Hayti, June 24, 1885. (Received July 14.) 

_  . §rr: Referring to your instruction, No. 350, dated April 28, 1885,hav- 
| ing relation to the confinement of Mr. A. C. d’Almena in the prison of ) 

7 Port-au-Prince, charged with the commission of what is termed “ vol | 
domestique,” the felonious abstraction of certain mandats issued by the. 
Government of Hayti, and other papers connected therewith from the 

| National Bank of Hayti, as the same is fully set forth in the ordinance | 
and act of accusation, as published in the Moniteur of the 21st of March 
and the 25th of April last, I have the honor to state that after due - 
consideration of his case, upon the best legal advice which he and his’ 

- fellow-prisoners could secure, and with my entire approbation, Mr.d’Al- 
| mena, with the other accused; concluded to make an appeal to the su- 

preme court (the court of cassation of this country), and therein test _ 
the Tegal sufficiency of the ordinance and act of accusation which had .— 

: been presented against them by the judge of instruction and chamber 
of council. - | | | 7 - 

ae * * : * * OO Hg 

The hearing in the case in the court of cassation, commencing on the 
OO 12th of last month, occupied its attention in extended and elaborate ar- 

| guments of the several attorneys engaged, including the brief reply of 
the advocate of the Government, through the 27th, when the coart 

| - took the case, as submitted upon the papers and the oral arguments, 
| under consideration for decision. Ten days passed without the decision | 

, of the court being delivered, when one of the five judges was taken sick, . 
| and has been confined since to his bed and house and he is still,asIam 

| informed, too feeble to appear in court. Hence, these accused persons,. | 
| Mr. d’Almena among the rest, are kept confined awaiting the action 

of the court. It is hoped now that the court may be able to convene © 
- in full bench as early as next Monday, the 29th instant, when its decis- — 

| ion may be delivered, and, as I hope, our citizen, against whom really | 
| no sufficient proof has been offered, and who cannot be legally held to | 

answer the charge presented against him under any law existing inthis _ 
country, will be discharged. Already, Mr. d’Almena has been confined 

| for nearly seven months, awaiting the finding of any charge against him > 
and his trial. | | : 

I have spared no effort in my power in his behalf, and his attorneys 
| have behaved in the most efficient and valiant manner; and it is proper | 

. that I here state that the court in listening to the discussion of the law 
and facts of these cases, with constant attention and patience forthe 

| time indicated, demeaned itself with becoming dignity. 7 | 
I attended, the sole foreign representative present, every session of — 

| ’ the court, and I have no doubt that my presence was justly interpreted — 
and had good effect. _ a 7 ie 

oo a . *  *®  — #8 e  * 

| Tam, &ce., OO Dyas pee oo - 
a | ae JOHN MEROER LANGSTON. |
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oe es seks No. 374. : i | | 

| - re Mr. Bayard to Mr. Thompson. | 

Peres he | oo, {Extract.] | | 

No8) |=. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oo 
Digs vos | Washington, June 25, 1885. , . 

_ Srp: I have to acknowledge with much satisfaction thereceiptof Mr.  - 
- Langston’s No. 741, announcing that on the 27th ultimo Mr. C. A. Van © . 

_ Bokkelen, confined for fifteen months as a debtor in the jail at Port-au- 
-. Prince, was released. | | i , So 

_ Mr. Langston observes that he has not formally presented the matter sy 
of indemnity to Mr. Van Bokkelen, but will give it prompt attention. | 
It is trusted that no step of this character has been taken without in- - 
struction from this Department. Se | en Se 

.. If any claim for indemnity be made here, it will receive due examina- —_— 
_ tion on its merits. It is to be remembered that up toa certain point _ 

_ the proceedings against Van Bokkelen, at the suit of Toplitz & Co, 
and other citizens of the United States, whose debtor he was alleged to __ 
be, were perfectly regular under Haytian and general bankruptcy law.. 
The debt was established and the insolvency of the debtor admitted. . | 

It was only when Van Bokkelen was denied certain rights whicha | - 
_ Haytian debtor would have under the insolvency act, that this Govern- so 
ment claimed his treaty rights, as an American citizen, to be treated in 

_ jike manner as a Haytian, and be released from imprisonment for debt 
on making the same or an equivalent assignment asa Haytian debtor = «° 

_ could make. By releasing Van Bokkelen without the formality of an | 
assignment, and as would appear unconditionally, it may be found that | 
Hayti has annulled the only security which Haytian law afforded for the | - 

- debt, and may so have inflicted injury on those citizens of the United | 
_ States at whose suit the judgment was obtained. | a | 

-. These considerations make it needful that any claim for indemnity, _ 
_ from whatever source, should have the most careful scrutiny before re- _ 

_ ceiving the sanction of this Government. = a | 
 # * * . + +  # . * . . 

a Tam, &e., | So ae - 
| | mo OR BAYARD | 

i oe | a No.375 — ere 

an | | Mr.. Bayard to Mr. Thompson. | | 

No.9.) | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, aS 
| es i Washington, June 26, 1885. , 
Sire: Mr. Langston’s No. 744, of the 9th instant, describing the atti- . 

_ tude of the Haytian Government in regard to the release of Mr. Van : 
_ Bokkelen, is received.._ | “ | a | 

_. Taking this dispatch in connection with Mr. Langston’s No. 741, on | 
the same subject, the inference would seem to be that Mr. Van Bokkelen 

_ »has been released through the interposition of his creditors; and,ifso,that — 
_ they have acted prudently, since those of them who are resident in the 

_ United States may have made themselves liable to heavy damages for 
_ their conduct in procuring his imprisonment in Hayti. It may be, how- 

ever, that the Haytian Government has taken this peculiar way of get- 
: 34 FOR - wo | .
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ting out of difficulties which might have become insurmountable on your 
arrival. | , a oo a 

= | In any viéw, supposing Mr. Van Bokkelen to be actually released, 
7 you aré instructed to merely acknowledge the fact of such release, and — 

- to say and do nothing which would in any way prejudice Mr. Van Bok-  _ 
kelen in a claim for redress, either from the Haytian Government or 

. from the creditors by whom the proceedings were instituted. a 

oe No. 876. oe | 
oe | Mr. Thompson to Mr. Bayard. - 7 7 

| a ss: [Extract.J | : | - 

No. 9.) LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, __ 
. | Port-au-Prince, Haytt, J uly 8, 1885. (Received July 29.) . 

: Sir: I have the honor to inform you that, contrary to the expecta- | 
_ tions of my honored predecessor, Mr. Langston, the court has sustained 

the ordinance and act of accusation; and have decided to hold: Mr. 
Alexander C. d’Almena and others confined in the common jail of this 

- _ Immediately after this news was published the English consul sent | 
a special courier with a letter to Kingston, via Jacmel, asking that a 

| war vessel be sent to this port to protect British subjects. 
a  Thisaffair has taken avery serious turn, sincethelawyers have openly 

declared that so great an injustice has been done them and their clients 
that they find it will be useless. to continue proceedings where such a 
determination is shown to overrule every question ofright.. Inthe case ~ 

. of our citizen, his lawyer, who seems to be a cool, clear-headed man, while 
‘not giving up the case, speaks of what he has been permitted by law to 

. dothusfar. * * * — | 7 
Two British war vessels have just arrived in this port, having come 

in response to the call of the British consul. They are the Mallard and 
the Lily. | Ce a | . 

_ Presuming since these two vessels have arrived that some steps of | 
importance will be taken, and judging from the action the minister 

: plenipotentiary of France has taken (indeed it is even rumored that — 
: _ he, too, has sent for a ship of war), the British consul will find in him. 

an ally, both appearing to be of the same mind, I await developments. | 
ae  * * . * * * | ¥ . 

oo. - _ JOHN HE. W. THOMPSON. 

: eo Mr. Bayard to Mr. Thompson. oe 

Noll} 2 © | - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| — oe | Washington, July 15, 1885. 

| Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of Mr. Langston’s No. 749, of _ 
the 24th ultimo, by which it appears that the case of Mr. A. C. d’Almena, 

_ . the American citizen charged with the felonious abstraction of certain |
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_ mandats and other papers from the National Bank of Hayti, now in - 
prison in Port-au-Prince, was heard last month in the court of cassa- 
tion, and that a favorable decision was looked for on the 29th ultimo. | 

| Mr. Langston’s efforts on behalf of Mr. d’Almena were commendable, cS 
and you will doubtless act in the same direction if occasion arises. a 

, The copies of Mr. d’Almena’s petition and of the arguments of his - 
‘counsel, referred to in the dispatch, were also received, together with 

: the newspapers which accompanied the same. - | - et 
Lam, &e., oe bo | 

| | | | TF, BAYARD. a 

No. 378. a | ae . 

| ae Mr. Bayard to Mr. Thompson. wo Es hae 

No. 13.] : | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ~— 

: - a _ Washington, July 20, 1885. : 

—  $rer: IT inclose, with a reference to instructions of the 25th and 26th | 
ultimo in the case, a copy of a letter from Mr. OC. A. Van Bokkelen, who _ , 
was released on the 27th May last (by what means does not appear) — 

_ from confinement in the jail at Port-au-Prince, where he had been re- 
strained at the suit of Toplitz & Co. for debt, some fifteen months, ip | — 
which letter he intimates that, in view of the apparent success of Top- | 
litz & Co. in securing their debt, which he assumes to bea fact, other 
parties will pursue a similar course. I also inclose a copy of a letter | 
from the father, Mr. W. K. Van Bokkelen, of New York. - nn 

I have informed both father and son of the date of the generalin- | 
- gtructions to you of June last on the subject. a a a a 

As you are aware, your instructions fully cover the question of secur- _ | 
ing to Van Bokkelen thetreaty rights of procedure in the courts, whether | 
ag plaintiff or defendant, on the same footing as a citizen of Hayti. If — 
the situation created by the Toplitz suit is to be renewed at the suit of Lo 
other creditors, you will use your utmost exertions to have Mr. Van © 

- Bokkelen’s treaty rights duly respected. But no claim for damages for 
imprisonment is to be presented by you without specific instructions oy 

: of the Department. | oo oe oS | 

| ' Tam, &e., | a | : : a oe 
re a . | T. F. BAYARD. . 

. oO ~ [Inclosure 1 in No. 13.] oe | 

| _ Myr. C. A. Van Bokkelen to Mr. Bayard. | . 

: oS | Port-au-PRincE, Hayti, June 25, 1885. | 

Mr. Secretary: Set at liberty on the 27th of May last, I am up to this writing un- 
_ able to state from any positive knowledge or fact by whom or how. | : 

. [am only able to suppose that the Government of Hayti did it through its secret 
agents, for the only possible way to obtain my release was by paying the debt for 

| which I was held, the Government of Hayti most positively refusing to acknowledge | 
that the position taken by the previous administration, as well as the present, was | 
correct, and that my arrest.and confinement was a positive violation of treaty rights, | 
of which refusal your Department must have long since been informed by our late _ 

“- Ynnuster. -
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Thus, after fifteen months of illegal and arbitrary detention, a citizen of the United 
States finds himself on the streets of Port-au-Prince, health destroyed from having 
been confined in a prison not fit for hnman beings, obliged to render it habitable at | 

his own expense. My credit in business has been ruined, subject to arrest and. im- 
_ prisonment again for similar cause, a party in New York having sent instructions to 

their lawyer to proceed against me, although I have at this time $50,000 due me by | 
Haytians, part of same being in judgments. “ ; oy | 

: _ Tnow ask of the Departinent that if itis its intention and determination, as I believe 

| it is, to have my rights respected, that such measure will be taken at once that the 
Haytian Government shall give to our minister here some public acknowledgment 
of my release through it, and the right of Americans to make an assignment in virtue 

| of our treaty ; for if it is not done, and that speedily, the same thing may be gone - 
over again, and at any moment my incarceration in the filthy pen be my fate. 

I addressed myself to the Hon. Mr. Thompson, asking him if he had received any 
positive instructions in my case, as I wished to know what my position was, being 

subject at any time to rearrest and confinement. ‘ He informed me he had none, and 

awaited instructions before acting. You cannot imagine how strange this sounded to 

. me, after having read the articles in the various papers relative to the active and. 

strong steps being taken by the administration to protect the rights of its citizens ; 

from which all foreigners here thought that at once an American could walk the 

streets proudly, saying, ‘‘My Government knows the rights of its citizens, and in 

. every clime they shall be respected.” | 

Iam, &c., . | a 
| | Cc. A. VAN BOKKELEN. | 

oe _ [Inclosure 2 in No. 13.) . 

. Mr. W. K. Van Bokkelen to Mr. Bayard. | 

504 CLINTON AVENUE, 
: Brooklyn, July 14, 1885. 

Mr. SECRETARY: Dates from Port-au-Prince of June 27 inform me that my son was , 

still confined to his house, resulting from effects of his long ‘and illegal confinement _ 

by the Haytian authorities. . . 

In your communication of May 20 you informed me that all efforts would be made 

to protect his interest, and that the newly-accredited minister would receive special 

| instructions in regard to this case. . 

My son writes me that he addressed himself to Minister Thompson on his affairs, 

| asking what disposition he would take to have guaranteed him his liberty. and due 

. . indemnity for the illegal act and violation of treaty rights. : me ae 

. Mr. Thompson replied that he could take no action in the matter without instruc- 

tions from the Department, as he had none. | mee pe | 

What a burlesque this is. I am informed that the minister goes with instructions. 

| He tells my son he has none. | - a ae ae 

. Of course the Department is aware that the claim of Toplitz & Co. has been paid 

by some one other than my son, or through any influence of his, the presumption 

being that their lawyer, holding high position under the Government, has, from the 

Government,obtained a settlement. — . 

The Government of Hayti still positively refuse to acknowledge that my son, or 

any American, has the rights which you claim they are entitled to in virtue of articles 

6 and 9 of treaty ; and if the influence (private) which our late minister, J. Mercer 

Langston, had with the President had not been brought into use, my son, so far as his | 

- Government went, might have died in jail. | a 

Messrs. Bertram Brothers, of New York, seeing that by the steps taken by Toplitz 

& Co. the debt was paid, have written to their attorney there to proceed against my. 

son for a claim they have. Now, Mr. Secretary, allow me to ask, is this thing to go 

on and my son, although by your own showing, not liable to arrest and confinement, 

to be again thrown into prison? Or will his Government once and forever firmly es- 

tablish his rights, and let all know that to be an American is to be a man? | 

Iam, &e., | co , 

7 | : W. K. VAN BOKKELEN. 

Pelletier gets his claim, but has gone where claims are of no use; have it not so 

with Charles A. Van Bokkelen. _ : 7
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we | Mr. Thompson to Mr. Bayard. | oe 

| rs ne [Extract.) oo a 

No. 17.) oo LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
ea Port-au-Prince, Hayti, July 30, 1885. (Received August 25.) 

 §re: I have the honor to acquaint you that since my last dispatch, | 
No. 9, of July 8, relative to the complaint of the National Bank of. | , 

- Hayti against certain individuals, A. C. d’Almena, an American Citi- © - 
zen, being among the accused, the court of cassation has again been os 

-. convened and passed judgment.on the case. | | | | . 
: On each occasion it is noticeable that not one word has been said — a 

regarding the citizen who made an appeal at the same time, but sepa- | 
rately from the others; stillis he retained in prison. es 

oe ee # Bo eo * Om Oe 

Before this second decree the British consul, with the minister pleni- - 
_. potentiary of France, entered a protest against the first ordinance, =| 

_ which pronounced that one of the English subjects should go before the 
 givilcourtof Jacmel. * * * It wasthenordered by theGovernment =~ 

that the district attorney should revise the decisions of the supreme _ 
-. court rendered Julyl. = oO Po Be a 

* * RS - ® o# * # — 

~~. On the 17th instant the second decision of the supreme court was pub- | 
lished. Immediately after the British consul and French minister en- | 
tered a protest to the Government against the decision; later it was of- 7 

_ ficially reported, to ‘hurry up the matter and satisfy those protesting, = 
the case would be tried August 24. This again was unsatisfactory. ! 

* x. % : % # -# 

Fortunately, the case of our citizen has no parallelism to that of the — 
- others; in both of the ordinances Mr. d’Almena was completely ig- . | 

-nored, although he, too, had made an appeal. - 
_ I have addressed a note to the honorable secretary of state, Mr. Bru- : 

. tus St. Victor, explaining to him the fact that Mr. d’Almena’s appeal — 
has been disregarded, contrary to Haytian legislation, and therefore I : 
must protest, yet with reserve, ab his being heldany longer, * © 

- Linclose herein my letter. © es SUED Ee ee 
Me lam, &c., | aan | ; a ce 

7 oe Be JOHN BE. W. THOMPSON. ——. 

| , So . {Inclosure in No. 18.] © | Te —— _ | 

| Mr. Thompson to Mr. St. Victor. | 7 / 

oe me LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, © : 
8 SO | | - Port-au-Prince, Hayti, July 28, 1885. _ 
$i: After having made myself familiar with the papers relative to the case of Mr. _ | 

. @Almena, particularly— a ee | 7 ets 
(1) Of the ordinance of the chamber of council of the civil court of Port-au-Prince, | 7 

of the date of March 14 of this year, which sent him to the criminal court of Port-au- pO 
_ Prince under the accusation of stealing mandats, ordinances, and other papers, to the , 

detriment of the National Bank of Hayti. | | a | So 
(2) Of the judgment of the supreme court given on the appeal of Mr. d’Almena, | 

 . against the ordinance, the judgment rendered on the Ist of J uly, the same day when -
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I officially entered upon my duties as minister resident and consul-general of the 
a United States of America to the Haytian Republic. . So | : 

(3) Of another judgment of the supreme court of the 17th instant— . 
- T have the honor therefore of calling your attention to this, to show you that these 

- judgments of the supreme court, not having decided upon the case that my citizen 
has submitted to the court in support of his appeal, which is admissible by the first 
clause of article 205 of the code of criminal instruction, to know if the facts which 
have given cause to this process and which have been raised by the ordinance are 
qualified crime by the law—that these judgments, under the’ pretext of an incompe- 

. teacy which cannot be justified, not having even examined the object of the appeal 
: of Mr. d’Almena, entirely based on the first of three causes of said article 205 of the 

- code of criminal instruction is the reason why I feel I must protest, yet with all 
reserve do I protest for my citizen against such a violation of the law with regard to 
him. | 

. It is certain, Mr. Minister, if in place of ‘the proceeding which has taken place and 
been decreed of the nature, the denial of justice which I write this to show you the 
supreme court had given itself as.the law requires, to the examination of the quali- 
fication of the crime of robbery, it is very certain, Mr. Minister, that the superior 

- eourt evidently would not have found in the nature of the facts exposed by the ordi- 
nance of the council chamber the criminal qualification of robbery such as is foreseen 
and determined in its principal elements. by article 324 of the penal code; thatis to 

 - gay, “the fradulent taking of a thing from another.” 
| _ Now in the absence of ail elements constituting the crime of robbery as proven, is 

| it not evident that these judgments would have rejected all criminal accusation of 
—_ domestic robbery (vol domestique) had they decided on the appea], and would have 

. given Mr. d’ Almena his liberty ? ‘and doing this put an end to the physical and moral — 
| sufferings of all kinds which he has been undergoing during the nine months of his 

detention, both cruel and unjust and, as above narrated, illegal. .  - 
It is sad to notice that a violation so manifest, so void of all principles of Haytian 

criminal legislation, generally the protector and guardian of honor, of liberty, of the _ 
life and fortune of each and every one, could be able to permit these two judgments — 
of the supreme courts of the Republic. Consequently, Mr. Minister, I have the honor 
of addressing to you this protest; yet I repeat, under all the reserve that is not detri- 
mental to the object to which it pertains, for the safeguard of all the rights and inter- 

| ests of my citizen, openly ignored by these two judgments of the supreme court of the 
: two dates, the Ist and 17th instant, which make the object of this communication. © 

Accept, &e., . 
a | JOHN E. W. THOMPSON. 

| | | a No..380. oo 

- : Mr. Thompson to Mr. Bayard. a 

No. 23.] - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, __ 
Port-au-Prince, Hayti, August 15, 1885. (Received Sept. 1.) 

-. Sir: Referring to the instructions from the Department of June 25 — 
and 26, Nos. 8 and 9, and also of the 20th ultimo, No. 13, have the _ 

| honor to inclose herewith a synopsis of the case of Mr.C. A. Van 
Bokkelen. Since the arrival of the mail on the 8th instant, Mr. Van 
Bokkelen came to talk with me concerning the indemnity he wishes to 

| demand of the Haytian Government, and, on his explaining to me the 

| circumstances, Ladvised him, in view of the facts as he thinks they are | 
understood by the Department, to give me in writing the true state- _ 

a ment as regards the merits of his case; this he does in the inclosed 
synopsis. I inclose, with translation, that portion of the annual mes- _ 

- gage relating to Mr. Van Bokkelen. I think it worth while to explainat | 

| this time a peculiar feature of Haytian law as connected with this particu- 
. lar case. Where a manis arrested, as was Mr. Van Bokkelen, so long as 

he is held by the authorities other persons. who he owes can, by “‘rec- 
| ommending” him, have him held longer on each and every ‘“‘recom- — 

| - mendation.” I inclose a sample of such “ recommendation,” butin this —
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instance itis the withdrawal after the “recommendation” had been 
given, ee | | | - 

Mr. Van Bokkelen leaves here to-day per steamship Haytian Repub- 
jie, bound for Boston, and his intention in taking the trip is for the ben- a 

efit of his health, to see his parents, and to visit the Department of _- | 
-. State, and in person ask assistance, in order to get an indemnity. : 

| | JOHN E. W. THOMPSON. 7 

So [Inclosure 1 in No. 23.) | - oe | 

_ | Synopsis of case of C. A. Van Bokkelen.  . oe | 

Simple facts of my case, which Langston never explained to the Department, and. 
if you will send along to Department will clearly establish the case. March 5, 1884, 
arrested in the street by order of J. Archin, on account of Toplitz & Co.; demanded | 

the sheriff to take me before the judge before putting me in jail, before judge asked . 

him if my order of arrest was signed by the commissaire of Government with his | 

seal, as required by the law before arresting a foreigner ; hesaid, ‘‘Go ahead, none of my : 
business.” I protested, as the week before in the case of Mr. Garrido, American citi- . 

gen, this had been fulfilled and required ;. this is the first act of injustice and denial 
of right under law. Before the judge I demanded that a guarantee be given by Top- 
litz that if I was illegally put in jail I would be able to havesome damage; the judge tt 

- refused and ordered me in jail; was put in jail, assigned Toplitz & Co., for false im- - 
prisonment. Thejudge who put me in jail declared my imprisonment for Toplitz & | 

Co. illegal and I was discharged from jail for Toplitz & Co., and never put in jail for . 

Toplitz & Co. ~ oo | oo . : : So 

| Again, in March, 1885,before they discharged me for Toplitz & Co., Mr. St. Aude, a 
- -Haytian, Nadal, and Delencant undera right recommended me to be kept in jail for them 

: under the law of 1843 without judgment. I made theassignment. All those who I - 

- owed came to the civil court, and accepted the assignment, and gave me a release. I : 
was free ; but the Government of Hayti, by the court, refused me my liberty, without ex- oe 
amining the merits of case or law, simply on the ground of my being a citizen of the 

. United States, Iwas obliged to remain in jail, notwithstanding my creditorsgaveme __ 
liberty. I then appealed to supreme court; they refused.. My Government then de- 

-manded my release; they refused; only on the demand of Mr. Bayard did the Govern- 
ment pay Messrs. St. Aude, Nadal, and Delencant, and give me my liberty, thus trying 

to avoid the treaty issue, my being in liberty being excuse for no further action in the : 
case. Iclaim that I was illegally detained from the day the court refused me my liberty, | 

__ because I was acitizen of the United States, in violation of articles 6 and 9, asso de- 
elared by the Department. I was illegally put in, as proved, for Mr. Toplitz never 
-putmeinagain. I ask for $200 a day from the day the vourt refused my rights, because 
I was a citizen of the United States, my business destroyed and health ruined, and _ 
demand a public acknowledgment that I was illegally detained, the Government oe 
having refused the United States Government, by letter, my release, and then in the | 
‘annual message” saying, on the demand of Mr. Bayard, Iwas put out. Putin prison ~ 
the 5th March, 1884; put at liberty the 23d May, 1884, as having been detained ille- > 
gally in by Toplitz & Cv., but refused my liberty, having been recommended by | 

_ Haytians; had I not been put in illegally in the first instance, I never would have —_. | 
been recommended by the Haytians, they having no final judgment; made the assign- a 

| ment before court, all creditors accepting, but refused by the court my liberty, on | 
account of my being a citizen of the United States, by its judgment of 27th May, 1884. | 
From the 5th of March to 27th of May I was waiting justice ; after that I was illegally 
detained from 27th May, 1884, to 27th May, 1885, on account of my citizenship; this a | 
is what I claim on 27th May, put out on Mr. Bayard’s demand. _ Br | 

OS {Inclosure 2 in No. 23.—Translation.] . 

Extract from the annual message of President Salomon relative to the afiair of Mr. Van. | 
| | : | Bokkelen. — oe ey —_ 

Messrs. Toplitz & Co., Americans, having prosecuted Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, also , 
an American, who, with a view of shielding himself from bodily constraint provided | 
by law in matters of commercial debts, made an application to the civil tribunal to |
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_ obtain the faculty of making over his property to his creditors. To bring this matter . . 
before justice he referred to the treaty of 1865 between the United States of America __ 

- and Hayti. The tribunal has rejected the petition by its decision of the 27th of May, | 
1884, first, because he was a foreigner, and afterwards, because the treaty in question = 

| ~ did not contain any stipulation allowing an American to enjoy in Hayti the benefit: 
_of cession of property. ee . - : 

| Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen appealed in cassation against the decision, and the su- 
preme court, after examining it, as well as the appeal in question, rejected the latter 

| by a decree of the 26th of February, 1885, confirming by that means the decision | 
attacked. oe ee . . 

- Several times the American legation has asked the department of foreign rela- 
tions to fix a limit to the time of the detention of Mr. Van Bokkelen, incarcer- | 

| ated on the application of his creditors, but the Government has constantly opposed 
to this demand the impossibility in which it finds itself to invade the rights of the | 

| judicial power, whose sovereign and independent. action is out of the reach of her 
censure, although the Government made known the reasons which commanded them 
to conform to the limits of their power. The Department of State at Washington . 
took the matter up the 23d of March, 1885, ordering the minister of the United States _ 
to transmit to the department of foreign relations a dispatch relating to this im- 
prisonment. The letter of Mr. Langston, also the dispatch of the honorable Secretary — 
of State of the United States, Mr. T. F. Bayard, asked the immediate release of Mr. 
CG. A. Van Bokkelen. ~~ | eS | | 

Ié seemed to my Government that the Department. of State was mistaken on the | 
motive of the decree of the court of cassation of the Republic; therefore the depart- _ 

: ment of foreign relations in answering has re-established it and placed it in full light. . 
The supreme court; in effect of which the decision on this point conforms moreover 

to the opinion of eminent jurisconsults, considers that the judicial making-over of 
property, being an institution of civil right, a foreigner cannot benefit thereby, and 
has proved that the treaty of 1865, invoked by the plaintiff, makes no mention of it. 

_ While giving these explanations to the minister resident of the United States, 
my Government has not failed to show the competency of the courts in the matter of | 
interpretation of treaties when the disputes which give cause to the interpretation 

‘have for object private interests. ee a | " 
- “Finally, the principle of the separation of the powers, which forbids all intermed- | 

dling of the executive in judicial affairs, the formal text of the law still in force on | 
the benefit of cession of property which excludes foreigners, the silence of the treaty 
invoked on this subject, such were the considerations presented to the legation of the 
United States, and which opposed themselves to prevent my Government granting the 
demand of the setting at liberty, which it was encharged to make by virtue of in- — 
structions of the Department of State. : 

. | {Inclosure 3 in No. 23.—Translation.] ee : 

| REPUBLIC OF HAYTI. ae | : | 

In view of the state of health of Mr. Adrian Van Bokkelen I come for and in the 
name of the National Bank of Hayti to authorize by the present by the placing at | 
liberty of Mr. Van Bokkelen as far as regards the ‘‘ recommendation” which the bank 
had made against him on the register of the prison. . , | 

. | T. C. ANTOINE, Lawyer. 

No. 381. . | - 

/ Mr. Thompson to Mr. Bayard. | 

No. 29.] - _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 
Port-au-Prince, Hayti, September 9, 1885. (Received Sept. 25.) , 

. Srr: I have the honor to inform you that on the 3d instant the jury 
was impaneled in the case of Mr. A. C. d’Almena and others, now held 
in the common jail of this city, charged with the purloining of certain 
mandates from the National Bank of Hayti. The jury are twelve in —
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number, but thirteen constantly sit, the thirteenth to take the place of 
any one who might be detained from attending by sickness or other | 

 @ause. | a | 
_. Tam informed that the names of the jury were drawn fromalist com- = 

posed of eighty names of the most respectable men in Port-au-Prince, oe 
_ with the right allowed to the public minister, also to the defense, to re- | 
> fuse any name that was unsatisfactory to them. This trial causes a 

_- great deal of interest. Indeed, I am told, neverhas there beenso much _ | 
> excitement over a trial in Hayti. | | m | — 

| The French minister plenipotentiary frequently attends, while his =. 
secretary, the Vicompte de Bondy, and Captain Wyndam, Her British _ 

* Majesty’s representative, are constantly at the tribunal. Ihave also | 
attended and found the proceedings of great interest. As soon as there — 
18 something definite arrived at, I shall prepare a full report of all pro- — 

- ceedings and forward the same to the Department. Thus far all agree — 
that the action of the court has been highly commendable. ee 

ss Tam, &e., | ole 7 Pe 
oe - - * JOHN EK. W. THOMPSON. - 

— a ct | No. 3882,- = | | stg | 

a | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Thompson, | OO 

No. 24.) | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
ee cae ne | Oe tee Washington, October 2, 1885. / 

Srr: I herewith ‘inclose a copy of a letter from Mr. ©. A. Van Bok- — | 
__kelen, of the 19th ultimo, in reference to his illegal imprisonment at Port- _ 

au-Prince and his claim for damages’ in consequence thereof. = | 
- In view of Mr. Van Bokkelen’s present statement of facts and those | 

already before your legation in regard to his case, I desire that you will | 
-‘eall the attention of the Government of Hayti to his claim.” There can — | 

_ be no doubt that Mr. Van Bokkelen was wrongfully imprisoned by the . 
Haytian authorities and that great damage accrued to him thereby.. __ | 

_- Under these circumstances, therefore, you are directed to ask and to © ) 
press for the redress claimed by Mr. Van Bokkelen, or, if the amount to 

| be paid cannot be immediately agreed upon, for a reference of the ques- _ : 
tion to an arbitrator, so that the case may be disposed of without un- 

- necessary delay. | | Be | a a 

cee : - oe TT. KF. BAYARD _ - 

: | | {Inclosure in No. 24.] i | a . 

- _ Mr. Van Bokkelen to Mr. Bayard. | ns 

| oo. | B04. CLINTON AVENUE, BROOKLYN, N. Y., : | 
Oe os | September 19, 1885. (Received September 28.) - | 

Mr. SECRETARY: Upon receiving reply to my letter addressed to your Department, 7 
inquiring as to rights possessed by American citizens residing in Hayti, under articles 

_ 6 and 9 of treaty, 1864, I made an assignment of $56,000 in favor of my creditors. == = | 
This was done in 1882, at the civil court in Port-au-Prince, depositing in due form my 
assets of $56,000; liabilities, $10,500. This remained before the court a year and a | | half without action, no attempt being made to molest me. On March 5, 1883, Iwas. : 
arrested on the street by order of the judge of the civil court. The law distinctly. 

_ ftates that no foreigner of any nationality shall be arrested without the order of
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- - arrest and the judgment on which he is arrested having first been submitted to the - 
_ attorney-general of the Government, for his revigion, and then only on his approval, 

_ signature, and seal can the foreigner be put in confinement. Bo | 
| These important and, to me, valued formalities being entirely overlooked, and not- => 

: . withstanding the attention of the judge and jailor being most positively called to : 
| this fatal omission, I was thrust into jail. This law had been made by the Govern- 

_- ment expressly to prevent the arrest of foreigners until the Government could itself 
act advisedly in each case as it arose, having had. previously to pay for each illegal 

. arrest. . | - | | 
Mr. Garrido, secretary to the United States legation, had been arrested a few days 

previous for debt, and great care was taken to have all the formalities complied with. 
Is not the law the same with the native born as the naturalized? = = = _ oe 

. Thus being put in jail illegally by the judge, I addressed myself to the general term | 
court to annul my imprisonment, not on the violation of the law by the Government, 

' but on the illegality of the judgment on which I was imprisoned. At this trial the 
same judge presiding (who had refused me this right) the judgment was annulled 
and I was ordered to be put at liberty; this proving, had in the first instance the 
formalities of the law been complied with, I never would have entered the jail. Here | 
was the first illegal and arbitrary action on the part of the Haytian officials. ==> 

OS Being put at liberty by the court I demanded of the jailor to be let go, when he — 
informed me that I had been recommitted by the Haytians (Mr. St. Ande, Nadal, and. 

- Delencourt) in virtue of the laws of Hayti, 1843, giving Haytians the right to detain 
a foreigner in jail, without right of bail, until they, the Haytians, could present-to ~ 

. the court their claim and have the matter adjusted and decided for or against. | | 
oo Finding myself then barred from all justice, illegally imprisoned, I moved the civil | 

court to take action on the assignment made by me one and a half year previous. A 
date was fixed for hearing, when my creditors presenting themselves accepted my as- 

a signment, thus virtually giving me liberty. The court took the papers, reserving its 
decision. At the lapse of twenty days a decision was handed down, that notwith- 
standing the acceptance of my creditors (that), being an American citizen, I was not 

 - entitled to my liberty, and that articles 6 and 9 of the treaty never intended it, and 
that I must remain in jail. : ce | SO 

Of this decision I informed your Department and received for reply ‘‘that I must 7 
7 _ fulfill all the formalities of the law in Hayti and that I would be protected.” | 

After awaiting all of the delays of the law, and having a written opinion of the | 
: + attorney-general of Hayti, addressed to the United States minister, that I had the right 

under articles 6 and 9 of the treaty to make an assignment, and the formal promise of 
: Mr. B. St. Victor, minister of foreign affairs, that the supreme court would see justice 

- done, I appealed to that tribunal, obtained a hearing, and after fifteen days was in- 
| - formed that it was of opinion that Idid not have the rights claimed under the treaty. - 
. This result was communicated to the Department and action taken, my release being” 
i ~ demanded, arrest declared illegal and against the rules of the civilized nations, and 

| in violation of the treaty rights. Four times was my release demanded by my Gov- | 
ernment, and when at last, in the most positive terms, did you again demand it, with — 

. indemnity for illegal acts, did reason prevail. On May 27 I was taken by the Gov- | 
ernment attorney from jail, where I had been illegally confined fourteen months and 
twenty days, to the United States legation and delivered to the United States min- 
ister, who asked by what process and how I was brought there, and received for re- 
ply that the President would explain. to the United States Government. The only 
explanation given, notwithstanding the frequent and positive refusal of the courts — 
and Haytian Government to release and accord me the rights of an American citizen 

_ as guaranteed by treaty, is, as far as I know, to be found in the message of President 
Solomen to the General Assembly, in which he says that on the demand of you, the 
Honorable Secretary, he had put me at liberty. . 

- There exists on the prison books at Port-au-Prince, relative to my discharge, the 
notice “that, on account of ill-health, the parties by whom I had been confined con-_ : 
sent to the discharge.” | 

| In view of the foregoing facts it is clearly and indisputably shown— 
m 1st. I was imprisoned illegally fourteen. months, twenty-two days, proved by the. 

papers on which I was imprisoned being annulled and declared informal by the court 
: ordering my confinement; and had the formalities of the law been complied with in 

the first: instance I would not have been put into jail and obliged to suffer fromthe 
illegal action of the courts. - SO 

| 2d. Had I not been illegally confined I would not have been recommitted by the 
Haytians, thus being detained without right to give bail. - 

. 3d. The civil court giving judgment and refusing my liberty, notwithstanding the 
acceptance by my creditors, without judging on the mierits of the case, simply because 
I was an American citizen, did wilfully deprive me of my treaty rights and liberty, 
illegally causing my detention in jail. - | - |
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, 4th. The supreme court of Hayti again committed the same illegal and arbitrary | 
action, maintaining decision of civi,court, and thus refusing my rights, as proved by | | 
my release by the Government after oft-repeated demands. . 

. 5th. That I am justly due and entitled to compensation of $200 for each and every _ : 
day from the day that I was deprived of my liberty, and denied rights guaranteed by —_: 

‘articles 6 and 9 of the treaty, simply on the ground that being an American citizen I : | 
- had not the same rights as a Haytian as regards an assignment, and $500 per day for 7 

each and every day I was deprived of my liberty, from the time the demand was made  -. — 
by our minister direct to the Haytian Government, until final release, and for which 
compensation I have made claim through our minister in Port-au-Prince. For such | 
compensation the Haytian Government has certainly confessed its liability by the | | 

_. fact that it has satisfied the original claim, for which I was first thrown into prison, | 
: and also the claims of the Haytians upon whose recommendation I was continued, 

. and by holding said payments as offsets against damages claimed by me, and which my 7 
~ Government will, I know, see are promptly satisfied, as in its demand for my release ° 

| it formally declared to the Haytian Government that I was entitled to just and due = 
. compensation for my illegal detention. I therefore, in consideration of my health 

being destroyed, unable to carry on my business, which was one of the bestin Hayti, = 
come again to ask, Mr. Secretary, that positive instructions be given our minister resi- 
dent in Hayti that he must forcibly call the attention of the Haytian Government to = | 
the necessity of a prompt and speedy settlement, and also see that some proper and - 

-. public announcement be made, so that all will know that not from any criminal act» | 
: was I thrown into a loathsome prison, but because being an American citizen, I suf- | 

fered; that in future all claiming the same blessed privilege would have their rights 
. respected, 4nd that although born in that country my children would not be ashamed 

of their nationality. | m8 me | oe oo 
_.°. The documents in proof of all the foregoing are on file in your Department. 

| I, therefore, Mr. Secretary, pray that my case will meet. your careful and prompt 
attention, and not be allowed to slumber. 7 ee me 

Iam, &c., ~~ OO - | C. A. VON BOKKELEN. 

ee No. 388.0 ee OO 

7 _ Mr. Thompson to Mr. Bayard. — , 

No. 44.) | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| _ Port-au-Prince, Hayti, October 17, 1885. (Received Oct. 31.) - 

- §rr: Reports received from Cape Haytien indicate since the arrival 
there of General Brenor Prophéte, minister of war and marine, strong _ 

- measures have been taken to find out those persons connected with the 
Insurgent movement of thellth ultimo. Itappearsthatapersonnamed 
Albaret Laroche, who was active in the late insurrection, was secreted | 

-. -on board of a French bark, the Panama, wbich was loading in the port _ 
of Cape Haytien. The authorities therefore asked permission of the 

| French vice-consul to go on board of that vessel for the purpose of ar- — | 
resting the man. The vice-consul communicated with the legation of : 

| France in this city for instructions. In the meantime boats surrounded 
- the Panama, and remained there day and night to prevent the manes- _— 
_ eaping. The French minister refused them permission to goon board. 

Consequently the authorities would not expedite the vessel, hoping they. Oa 
— eould prevail upon the French minister to give up the man. Finding | 

- eventually that he would not do so, they allowed the Panama toleave-—s— 
with the revolutionist on board. = = =°- | | ee ee 

- Communicating these facts opens for me a channel of inquiry, and I 
. would respectfully ask the view of the Department in such a case, viz, 

where a revolution has taken place and parties connected therewith — | 
seek refuge in an American vessel. A case of the kind I believe is 
without precedent here, but in a country like this, where insurrections — | 
are liable to spring up at any moment, I deem it worthy of attention to — | 
prepare for contingencies. — / : oo
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- _ Imasking advice with regard to a possibility of this kind, I donot 
_ lose sight of articles 39 and 41 of our treaty with Hayti, neither do I — 

neglect the established rules of international law, but it must also be 
_ remembered that generally in these revolutionary movements sundry 

persons are killed, as happened in the affair at Cape Haytien. Under 
| those circumstances, although it would be difficult to distinguish the 

' perpetrator of the murder, it cannot be denied that any one of the rev- — 
olutionists was liable to be the guilty party. | 

With the hope that I may receive a dispatch with reference to this 
| question, - SO - - ee 

I have, &c., | 7 | oo | 
Oe | JOHN HE. W. THOMPSON, 

No. 384, | | : 

. | Mr. Thompson to Mr. Bayard. os 

No. 47.] a LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — 
Port-au-Prince, Hayti, October 26, 1885. (Received Nov. 10.) 

| _ Srp: According to instructions received in dispatch No. 4, of the date — 
of June 15, 1885, from the Department, I have on sundry occasions ap- | 

| proached the honorable secretary of state, Mr. Brutus St. Victor, with 
_ regard to the reclamation of Mrs. Evan Williams and that of Mrs. Isa- 

bella Fournier. I had several interviews with him, besides having ad- 
_ dressed to him dispatches relative to these claims. On each oceasion 

in his replies he stated the same thing, and on one occasion tried to 
impressit upon my mind that these ladies were Haytians, not Americans. 

_ Therefore on the 12th instant Iaddressed to him the inclosed dispatch, | 
a the response to which, herein inclosed, has just come to me before the 

closing of the mail. | | | | 
Neither in my dispatches nor my conversations have I at any time ad- 

| mitted as a criterion the decisions allowed by my colleagues concerning 
like claims. On every occasion when he alluded to their action I have 
refrained from making any reply whatever. oo ae 

The honorable secretary admits that those ladies held title deeds, and. 
| that no legal proceedings had dispossessed them, yet refuses toacknowl- 

edge their losses to be actual. He quotes the fact concerning Mrs. Will- 
jams that in 1875, by the death of her father, she came in possession of — 
a certain amount of the real estate left_by him, and contends that she 
would never have done so only she again considers herself a Haytian, 

| as foreigners are not allowed to hold land in Hayti, also adding that 
the Government has not time to hunt up persons holding defective title- | 
deeds. None of these arguments would I admit; hence, as by the dis- 
patch herewith inclosed, Mr. St. Victor informs me that the subject of | 
these claims will be sent to the Haytian representative at Washington. | 

_ --I think these two ladies have claims that, both by law and reason, are 
valid, and have been unable to find, in any of Mr. St. Victor’s dispatches, — 
or in my conversations with him, any reason to lose that opinion. : 

: I await, therefore, with interest, further instructions from the Depart- 

Tam, &., — re : | 
: | | Bo eR JOHN HE, W. THOMPSON,
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, . _ {Inolosure 1 in No. 47.) co mg 

| Mr. Thompson to Mr. St. Victor. | 7 | 7 

oe | -LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATEs, ot | 
. | .. ~ Port-au-Prince, Hayli, October 12, 1885. a 

Sir: I find with regret that it is necessary for me to:again address your depart- 
ment with regard to the losses sustained by my citizens, Mrs. Evan Williams and Mrs. 
Isabella Fournier. There is no question of the losses being actual; these ladies are _ 
Americans, and while being-Americans their property was destroyed, hence they de- 
sire redress for their losses. — oe oo oo —— - 

| I repeat, Mr. Minister, that in certain States of the United States of America there a 
_ are laws forbidding aliens to hold property, yet if they do obtain real estate it is i 

theirs and acknowledged such, unless due legal proceedings be instituted dispossess- 
ing them ; the foreigner has right, therefore, to expect that amends be made for any 

7 injury thus received, and undoubtedly so since the Government of a country is re-_ 
sponsible for any wrongs done by arbitrary and revolutionary excitement. Butitis / | - 
useless, Mr. Minister, to continue the same argumentsI have already made and which | 
your true sense of justice must allow. I have been appealing to you by the express | 

‘advice of my Government, and unless I can have some satisfactory arrangementmade 
with these claims, knowing the feelings of my Government concerning them, I must . 

_. write to the Department of State at Washington and ask for further instructions in | 
the premises. , oo Oc Oc : | | 
With the sincere wish that you will re-examine these cases from a legal aspect, both 

- of ancient and modern law, and influenced by the justice of them, will try to bring | 
them to a final settlement, — - 7 | 7 | | Oo 

oo Iam, &c., | | . ee ns os re 
| | oe | | | JOHN E. W. THOMPSON. ..— - 

' [Inclosure 2 in No. 47.—Translation.] . . . 

ee - Mr. St. Victor to Mr. Thompson. CO 

| — oO | DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, — | | 
| oo. - Port-au-Prince, Hayti, October 26,1885. > | 

Mr. MINISTER: The resolution taken by your legation to maintain the arguments > 
that it has presented to my department on the subject of the reclamations inadmis-. . 
sible by law of Mrs. Evan Williams and Mrs. Isabella Fournier, persuades me that all | 

. prolongation at Port-au-Prince of a discussion in which reproduced continuously on. a 
_ your part the same reasons will be of no utility, in view of the formal instructions = 

. of your Government. - = . Co | 
The representative of the Republic at Washington will therefore be charged to | 

_ make,relatively to these reclamations, to the Government of the Union communica- a 
| tions which, in my opinion, will not fail to convince it of the small foundation of 

_ the pretensions of these claimants.. However this may be, permit me to expose to you 
some points, which will close the discussion between your legation and my depart- a 
ment. . a | | - oo, 
When the Haytian Government consented to admit the principle of an indemnity So 

in favor of foreigners who had experienced losses on the occasion of the: events . 
of the 22d and 23d September, 1883, there could only be a question about household 
goods. Madame Peloux, a French woman, formulated a claim of the same natureas — - 
those in question, but she was rejected for the reasons already given in my preced- — 
ing dispatches. All the foreign representatives, except the minister resident of the - . 

| United States, have admitted this rule in Hayti, from which foreigners, not being — 
| owners Of real estate, cannot lose immovable goods. Madame Coby, a French woman, 

- had to undergo the same rule. _ | : | 
If the laws in Hayti prevent a foreigner from acquiring there, under whatever title 

it may be, real estate, in the United States, if there are similar laws, it seems clear | | 
to me that they should have the same effects. A void title cannot serve to establish | 
aright to ownership and to reclaim the price of real estate lost—it is indispensable ce 

_ to prove that ownership. The act of transferring of real estate which a foreigner = 
may have is inoperative, because of his being unable to acquire such. No one, if he 
is not a Haytian, can, according to the constitution, be owner of estates in Hayti —— 

under any title whatsoever, nor acquire any immovables. Articles 450 and 479 of oo 
the civil code contain also this prohibition. — ” . 

If in certain States of the American Union there exists alongside of the interdic- | 
tion f.r a foreigner the right of possessing the power of acquiring immovables, leav- | | 
jug with the Government the employment of legal means to cancel the acquisition, | 
it is nut the same in Hayti, where the laws are formal. The conelusion which I have |
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| drawn from this incapacity of acquiring is so natural, so logical, that the drawer's- 
up of the law which forbids foreigners in the United States from acquiring there - | 

' or possessing land have not been able to escape therefrom. In fact, the following bill 
a was presented to the House of Representatives of the United States on the 25th of | 

February, 1&4; the report recommending itis of date January 20, 1885. I do'’not ~ 
a know whether it has been admitted by the Senate, but it stipulates ‘‘that it be de- 

‘creed by the Senate and the House of Representatives of the United States of 
| _ America in Congress assembled, that no foreigner in the United States, and no other 

persons but citizens of these States, or those who have legally declared their intention | 
to become citizens, can acquire titles to property or possess any Jands in the limits of 
the United States or their jurisdiction, and that all acts transferring of property to 
their benefit shall be, after the approbation of the present bill, void of effect.” - , 

_ Here are the consequences resulting from the violation of our laws. | 
Accept, &c., a : : | ee 

| | BRUTUS 8ST. VICTOR. 

- | a No. 385. | | a 

so | - Mr. Bayard te Mr. Thompson. | | - 

| No. 28.] a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a 
| | : Washington, November 3, 1885. 

| _ Sie:. Your dispatch No. 44, of the 17th October last, in reference to __ 
the escape of a supposed revolutionist on board of a French bark, is 
- received. | ee : | 

It would be impossible to give you any instructions, as you request, 
a with a view to the possibility of such a case happemmng on an American 

| vessel. As you say that the case in point is without precedent, the prob- | 
. abilities of your being called upon to decide one of the same kind would 

seem to be remote. Without questioning the propriety of the action or 
_ judgment of the French minister in refusing to give up the refugee, I 

| may say that international law does not recognize the right of asylum 
oo of foreign legations in any country, and that according to American 

cn principles of law a merchant vessel in port is under the authority of the 
- . local laws and officials, and that neither a consulate nor a legation | 

—_ would have anything to say in regard to a supposed criminal being — 
a taken from a ship. If the person claimed were a foreigner accused of. 

| a crime included in extradition treaties, the question as to rights and , 
duties of consular or diplomatic officials would be different... The action — 

| of the local authorities and the foreign agents would seem to place ~— 
| this matter on a false extradition basis, which might lead to trouble-  _ 

some complications. Itis hoped that no other unpleasant occurrence — 
of the kind may occur, though, in case there should, the Department 
has no doubt that your good judgment will enable you to deal with _ 
the emergency prudently and wisely. 

| | - T. F. BAYARD. 

oe | Mr. Thompson to Mr. Bayard. — | 

: No49.) 0 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,  ~ 
| _ Port-au-Prince, Hayti, November 3, 1885. (Received Nov. 18.) 

- Sir: I have to inform you of the death of Mr. Charles A. Van Bokke- 
len, who died on the 1st instant, at two o’clock in the afternoon, aged 37 
years. He was buried on the 2d instant, many Americans and for- _
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- eigners following the remains to their last resting place. I attended 
_*. the funeral, and it was a fact worthy of note that a sincere feeling of Ss 

sadness at his death and sympathy for his wife and two small children | 
_ seemed to pervade all present. I had entered his claim against the | : 
_ Haytian Government to the sum of $113,600 some time before shis death, 

and will continue to press the same, as advised by the Department. ee 

- re JOHN. E. W. THOMPSON. So 

ae NO. 887% | ee 

oo, Mr. Thompson to Mr. Bayard. = : 

a a | -— [Extract) a 

No. 50.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, = =” 
| Port-au-Prince, Hayti, November 5, 1885. (Received Nov. 18.) | 

' Srp: I have the honor to produce, as herewith inclosed, two commu- 
- nications from Mr. Alexander C. d’Almena,the American citizen who 

* was held in the common jail of this city, charged with the purloining of —_ 
- certain mandates, to the detriment of the National Bank of Hayti. The © 

inclosed statement brings forth all the facts of the case. There has — | 
_ been no official statement of the trial published. Ce re 

I attended many days during the proceedings of the “court of cassa- , 
: tion,” and it was remarked daily that all the evidence produced in the. 

prosecution was in favor of Mr. d’Almena; indeed, the attorney-general 
_ almost ignored any statement with regard to our citizen. Attheend 

Of the thirteen days he was acquitted, with two others, a British subject 
anda Haytian citizen, CF ae oe a 

Since the trial the attorney-general and his deputy have been sus- — 
. pended from office. = = = Cs Be 

oO, : * a eo e a we Oo 

- ge oe - JOHN E. W. THOMPSON. Oe 

| . | fInclosure 1 in No. 50.) | . - : 

| ole | Mr. @Almena to Mr. Thompson. | . | oo 

. ee | i PoRT-AU-PRINCE, October 1, 1885.. | - 

. HONORABLE Srr: As a loyal American citizen, I have the honor to bring under a 
_ your notice the following case of denial of justice, wanton violence, arbitrary impris- . ae 

. onment, and persecution, of which I have been a victim at the hands of the Haytian 
| Government, the facts of which are as follows: | an ; : 

_ #By order of the judge ‘‘d’instruction,” Mr. Ernest Bonhomme, of the civil tribunal an 
of Port-au-Prince, I was arrested on the 10th of December, 1884, falsely accused of — 
complicity in an embezzlement of public effects, to the detriment of the National = = — 
Banking Company of’ Hayti, alleged to have been committed by a Mr. F.B.Coles, at > : 

_ + the time when the latter was chief accountant in the aforesaid establishment. Seized oe 
upon by the police, I was forcibly conveyed to the prison of this city, and at once © | 
placed in special confinement (‘‘au secret”); that is, shut up in a narrow, filthy cell, — i 

- devoid of light, and the suffocating air contaminated by its noxious proximity to a = 
. cesspgol liberating foul stenches, provocative of infectious disease. It was in this 
hole that I was kept in close confinement for the space of fifteen consecutive days and 
nights, at the end of which time only, the judge thought fit to cause the door to be | 
opened, and it was only then that your predecessor, Mr,J. M. Langston, who had ae
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- vainly endeavored hitherto to obtain access to me, was enabled to inspect the horri- 
| ble den in which I had been confined, in contempt of the most elementary principles - 

of humanity. se | - fae 
| _ I have every reason to believe that these persecutions were the result of a precon- | 
a | certed plot contrived to ruin my credit and bring disgrace upon me, a conviction 

which I no-longer doubted, when, on my insisting that I should be brought face to 
face with my calumniators who had declared that I had received $1,000, the amount 
of a public effect twice paid, I was told by the inquiring judge that it would be time _— 

. enough for that when the assizes came on. a = : 
Events have proved that they were evidently resolved to persecute an innocent - 

man, and it was only on the 19th instant that I recovered my liberty, after having 
, endured a most cruel imprisonment of 283 days, and been placed for thirteen days 

more on the criminal benches at the public assizes of a conntry where the dispensa- | 
- tion of law is a mockery and simply a tool in the hands of those who ought to ad- 
minister it with the greatest impartiality. Although during the private examina-— 

. tion prior to the trial they could bring forward no proof of my gui:t, they neverthe- : 
less kept me in prison and strenuously refused bail. © 

I would respectfully beg to call your attention to the fact that lam aman of 52» 
years of age, and have all my life enjoyed a stainless reputation for honor, and have — 
been surrounded with all that commands private and public respect. The Hayiian 

oe authorities however, did not hesitate to hold me up to the public in the light of a 
miscreant thief worthy of a convict prison, in order more fully to crush and humili- 
ate me in that which a man holds dearest, his character and his honor, Indeed, dur- 
ing the preliminary investigations they obstinately disregarded all evidence of the - 

' truth and discarded every principle of justice, and, basing themselves solely on false 
accusations and groundless assertions, they decided, on the 14th of March last, that I 
should be remanded until the assizes and take trial in the criminal dock, thistime  - 
as an author of the theft of the public effects to the prejudice.of the National Bank 

| of Havti. - St | | os 
By this act of wanton injustice and refined persecution on the part of thejudicial _ 

: council chamber of Port-au-Prince, I was struck in my nearest interests, for;contrary __ 
to the usage and practice of the Haytian law, they published this decision in the 
official journal of the Republic (Le Moniteur), knowing that copies of it are regularly - 
sent abroad, where the effect was calculated to utterly ruin my credit and my inter- 
ests. Happily, however, in doing this they did not calculate: upon the evidence it 
contained agaiost them of their preconcerted decisions. Such a decision was too un- 
just, and wanting in all spirit of fair play and equity to be overlooked, and I at- 
tacked it in the court of appeal of Port-au-Prince. I did so not only on the plea of | 

. its want of equity, but also on several technical flaws it contained. It is needless to 
. add that the appeal was without effect, the court coming to two decisions dated Ist | 

and 17th July, 1885, maintaining the former decision of the council chamber, and - 
- “ignoring my appeal altogether, thus clearly setting forth their premeditated intention _ 

of committing and maintaining a complete denial of justice. | ane 
. I must remark that at the same time I lodged, as you are doubtless aware, my 

formal protest in the hands of your predecessor, both against the writ of the council 
: chamber, and also these two latter decisions, which caused me to undergo the ordeal, 

though innocent, of a trial in a criminal court. During this trial, which lasted thir- | 
teen days, it is noteworthy to remark that all the witnesses for the prosecution gave 
evidence in my favor, and also that the public prosecutor (attorney- general) himself 

| throughout was completely embarrassed, an® totally at a loss to bring forward the 
slightest fact in proof of my would-be guilt, and up to the end was unable to say a 
word tending to prove that I was in any way concerned in the matter with which I 
was charged, his only statement being false and empty insinuations to my discredit. 
I came out of prison innocent and acquitted, it is true, but with the stigma of a’ 
criminal jail hanging about me, and having to bear the consequences of the terrible. __ 
sufferings of a contaminating confinement of more than nine months. | 

The positive damages which this odious and unjust trial has occasioned me are nev-. 
_ ertheless immense. When one takes into account that on my arrival here I held a 

7 contract with a financial establishment of Paris (of which there is a legalized copy 
in the hands of his Excellency the President of Hayti), engaging itself tofurnish, pro- — | 

' gressively, funds to the extent of 15,000,000 francs for the establishment of central 
, sugar factories in the plains of ‘‘Culde Sac” and the ‘‘ Grand Plain,” ultimately to be 

' connected by railways; to further connect the ‘‘Etang Salé” with the sea by steam | 
navigation, and to develop the exploitation of the rich timber forests in that district, 
and, lastly, to found in Port-au-Prince a banking establishment, with branch associa- 
tions, for a ‘‘ crédit foncier et agricole.” The industry and technical knowledgeIwas 
farnishing to this enterprise was estimated at the sum of 500,000 frances, which, bear-- 
ing interest, was to form my capital. Apart from this, I was to receive annuallya _. 
sum of $20,000 for my expenses, administration, displacements, &c. All this was on a 

7 the eve of being realized, and already one of the chief capitalists was to start for.
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_. Port-au-Prince, on the 21st of December, 1834, from Paris, when the news arrived —_— , 
there, on the 15th December of that year (by cable), of my arrest here for my connec- 
tion in the embezzlement of public effects from the National Bank of Hayti. Assoon | 

_. as the news was confirmed, the fate of all my future prospects was naturally doomed. _ _ 
__. The news of the arrest of a man of such good repute and on such a charge created : 
_. the greatest astonishment, but when came the announcement of the decision of the 

- council chamber of the 14th March 1885, published as it was in the official journal of ae 
the Haytian Government, the final blow was struck and I was simplyruined. Thus, not | 
content with having violently assailed without cause the character and standin g of | 

| _ an innocent man in their own country, the Haytian Government must needs disgrace. — oe 
| him abroad, and even before the rendering of the verdict they must, by aid of their. | 

_ Official means, hold him up to public odium and scorn. -I will not expatiate any 
_ longer on the injustice I suffered at the hands of the authorities here. 2 

_ The harm occasioned to me by the Haytian Government, both morally and physic- 
| ally, by an imprisonment as trying as it was arbitrary, and as long as unjust in the 

: jail of this city, under a false and slandering accusation devoid of the least particle 
_. of evidence to support it; the great publicity given to the decision of the 14th March, | 

~ 1885, by the Government official journal, wholly based on suppositions, occasioning 
the loss of my credit and financial and industrial combinations; and, lastly, the de- _ 
nial of justice committed to my prejudice by the supreme court of appeal, on the ap- 
plication I made, the principal object of which was to spare my having fo sit in the a 

_, ¢riminal dock, innocent though I was, and exposed to the derision and even contempt 
- of the public (causing me thus to drink the bitter cup of shame to its very dregs)—- it : 

are not these weighty wrongs, at however just pecuniary value one may estimate . 
them, of a nature never adequately to be compensated by their authors towards _ os 

’ their victim? : | i 7 4 . 
The answer is plain, and I think that in naming $1,000 per day, that is, $283,000 as | 

compensation for the 283 days passed in the prison cells of this city, onthe onehand, = 
and of $200,000, in all $483,000, taking as a basis five years ‘only of my aforesaidin- 

_ dustrial administration and my 500,000 franes’ capital, on the other, as reparation and a 
indemnity for the material wrongs inflicted on me by the arbitrary persecutions of | 

* . which I have been the object, from December last to the day of my release, 19th of oO , 
September of this year, will be but a feeble estimate in money of the irreparable = 
wrongs and losses which I have had to bear at the hands of those by whom they have 
been inflicted. . a | . | - 

_ _Lhave, therefore, sir, the honor to hand over to you the present statement and 
claim, for the length of which I must apologize, begging you, at the same time, to use oo 
your good offices to obtain from the Haytian Government that compensation to which . 

* you will agree with me I am so justly entitled. oo | oe 
e ~Thave, &e.,  - : e 7 | , | / 

| i : eee | C. DALMENA, - | 

7 {Inclosure 2 in No. 50.]} , me 

7 Mr. @ Almena to Mr. Thompson. — a So 

- .  PORT-AU-PRINCE, HayYTI1, October 23, 1885. 
HONORABLE MINISTER: Without wishing to modify any of the considerations ad- -_ | 

vanced in the statement, of date 10th of this month, which I had the honor to lodge So 
_ with you for the information of yourself and of my Government, in support of my = 
_ claim against the Government of Hayti, it may not be superfluous tocallyourfurther __ 

attention to the following facts, for the consideration of the honorable the Secretary 
of State and Cabinet of the United States Government: — . - a a3 

: (1) No law has ever existed, nor does at present exist, with reference to the ‘ ‘Banque . 
Nationale d’Hayti” which can justify my arrest, based upon the conditions and circum- , 

_ . stances of fact or of reason, which have preceded, accompanied, or followed, the unjust | 
imprisonment of which Ihave been the victim during somany months. Forthis reason, — 

_ the ‘juge dinstruction” (magistrate who conducted the preliminary examination a 
_ of the case) was obliged to allege in his commitment, as a motive for my imprison- | oo 

- . ment and solitary confinement (‘‘ secret’), my pretended participation in a breach ae 
of confidence of which one Mr. F.B. Coles, chief accountant at: the “banque,” and - 
then ‘en fuite,” was accused of being the principal. Later on, it became evident 

_ that my pretended complicity was but a pretext, not a legal motive for placing me 
_ . under arrest; that this complicity was so unfounded that they subsequently aban- 
_ doned it to make me one of the principals in a domestic robbery of public securities oe committed at the ‘“‘Banque Nationale d’Hayti,” and to the prejudice of said ‘ ‘banque.”. 

| (2) After having thus proceeded—that is to Say, in the absence of any legal provis- | - 
_ ilon—without any law foreseeing or determining, from a penal standpoint, the proper : 

ee 39 FOR | | a | a | |
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and exact character of the facts on which, notwithstanding, the prosecution against 7 

-me was based, they did not hesitate, the victim being once secured and thrown by force - 

| into a dungeon in contempt of alllaw, to pursue thenceforth a course in violation of 

justice. Later on still, in contempt of all the testimony previously given before the _ 

‘‘juge dinstruction,” establishing my complete innocence—for, repeated orally be- 

fore the jury, said testimony has established how the real facts were falsified by both | 

said magistrate and the “ chamber du conseil” (a sort of secret grand jury)—in order» 

to arraign me before the criminal court (assizes), I was accused gratuitously, wickedly, 

and without the least reasonable presumption, of being one of the principals of said 

domestic robbery, although the facts, such as they weredeveloped at the preliminary 

"examination, constituted neither domestic nor simply robbery, nor any other offense 

: qualified crime by the laws of Hayti or of any other country. In default of Mr. F. 

B. Coles, then absent from the country, it is obvious that they wanted to lay hands’. 

on some high officer of the “banque,” on whom to saddle a responsibility which they 

had taken off the shoulders of the director, to whom a “ safe-conduct” was granted for 

leaving the country, but in fact to discharge the bank’s administration of the obli- 

gation of paying the securities fraudulently placed in circulation. 7 

| (3) Itis therefore evident and incontestable that I have been arbitrarily and il-. 

, - legally proceeded against, thrown into a ‘‘cachot,” kept in secret confinement under 

the false accusation of having committed or participated in a domestic robbery, the 

_ indictment itself being false and defective in legal form. | 

(4) I could not allow such a gross illegality to be perpetrated against me without . 

appealing to the supreme court (‘‘vour de cassation’’), for a condemnation and reversal 

of the foregoing proceedings, and I did appeal accordingly. But it was in vain, in 

support of my appeal, that the strongest and most unretortable legal facts and argu- 

ments were presented, among others, the precedents established by the supreme court 

itself during. many years, the resolution had been taken beforehand to place me in 

the criminal dock. » | a 

The most outrageous denial of justice has been committed by the supreme court of 

Hayti in contempt of all my rights. Two judgments, the second intended to rectify : 

and explain the other, dated the lst and 17th of July, of this year, were rendered by- 

. the supreme court on the appeals of two other persons accused at the same time and 

of the same crime (both being British subjects), which appeals were made, like mine, | 
2 against the said indictment dated the 14th of March, which sent them for trial before 

the criminal court of this city ; but, in defiance of every legal prixciple, the said 

, supreme court refused to examine my appeal, and consequently did not render judg- 

| ment at all upon it, although the appeal was based upon the text of the law govern- . 

ing the proceedings of preliminary examination in criminal cases. | 

| A formal protest was addressed at this time by the Hon. Dr. Thompson—I mean . 

yourself—to the secretary of state for foreign affairs of Hayti, with regard to this 

attitude of the supreme court towards me. In answer to this protest the Haytian 

. secretary of foreign affairs advanced to the American legation all sorts of considera- 

| tions irrelevant to the question at issue, and failing to justify the attitude of the su- 

preme court with regard to my appeal. In that response the Haytian secretary of — 

| foreign affairs asserted, among other things, that ‘‘the appeal of Mr. d’Almena aimed 

at a destruction of all grave presumptions both against himself and against those 

accused with him” (a consequence which would inevitably have followed if the ap- 

7 peal had been admitted as it ought to have been), as if there existed in that fact any 

motive which could justify the supreme court in refusing an examination of my ap- 

eal. | , | 

P It was also affirmed in this same dispatch of the Haytian minister that “it is the 

fact itself with which all the accused are charged that constitutes the object of Mr. 

@’Almena’s appeal.” How could my appeal have any other object than that of the . 

accusation itself, based, as it was, precisely on the very same consideration mentioned 

. _ in the first provision of article 205 of the ‘‘Code d’Instruction Criminelle,” which — 

| clearly declares that the fact charged against me is not qualified as a crime? The . 

inference is self-evident. 
The same dispatch adds further, that ‘‘the maintenance of the bill of indictment. 

- by the supreme court is a proof that the fact, which is the object of the prosecution, 
constitutes a crime in the eye of the jaw.” ee 

Here one is forced to demand how a fact, bad in itself, is able to become good by 

simply maintaining this same fact in its primitiveness without the least modification? 

In other words, how could the bill of indictment of tite 14th March, 1885, framed con- | 

trary to the law (see first provision or clause of article 205 of the Code d’Instruction 

Criminelle), become conformable to the law because simply of its having been main- 

tained as such by the supreme court? 
The denial of justice enacted by a subservient court has evidently filled up the 

_ measure of all that I was made to suffer physically and morally during the 283. | 

| days of my imprisonment in one of the “cachots” of Port-au-Prince, from the first. | 

hour of my arrest, to the day when I was set at liberty, thanks to Divine Providence.
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That my innocence was and is unquestionable is clear from the fact that a j ary, how- a | 
-. ever bribed and menaced as they were, shrunk from the awful responsibility of re- 

turning a verdict against me. _ | : | os 
On submitting, honorable minister, both this explanation and the statement, dated. 

_ the 10th of the present month, alluded to above, to you as the representative of my 
Government, I respectfully request that you will cause an official certificate of the = | 
deposit of these documents at the legation to be delivered to me, and, upon due con-- 
sideration of all the cireumstances, inform me whether a doubt may exist of the re- : 
sponsibility of the Haytian Goverment for the outrages committed against my liberty, a 
honor, and interests, in order that the damages which I have sustained may be im- 
mediately repaired. | 

|  Thave, &c., : 9 | 
: . | a _ C. DALMENA. | : 

_°-P, $A another evident proof of the long-entertained conviction of my innocencein Seeks 
: ‘high spheres,” I beg to subjoin a number, dated the 26th September last, é. ¢., eight | 

days after my release, of the ‘* Qiil,” a newspaper which receives subsidies from the — 
. Government, and is owned and acknowledged as being the semi-official organof same. — . 

This spontaneous declaration reads as follows: 7 Pe 
‘We have announced in our last number the acquittal of Mr. d’Almena. For our ~ a 

_. part, we had never entertained a doubt on that matter.” | | 7 7 
; | . - el C. pA. oe 

_ CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF HAYTI AT 
| a | WASHINGTON, 0 

4 | No. 388 | ae 

| re | Mr. Bassett to Mr. Davis. : cee 

a LEGATION OF HAYTIIN THE UNITED STATES,  —— 
New York, January 13, 1885. (Received January 15.) _ 

- §1r: Ifyou will extend your courtesy toward me so far as to allow 
me to refer in this way to our conversation of yesterday concerning 

_ the case of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, I would avail myself of the occa- 
| sion to state to you that upon a careful rereading of the notes ex- | 

_ changed between Mr. Langston and the Government of Hayti on the | 
- subject, I find Mr. Langston bases his protest in the matter upon two : 
allegations: _ : Te | 

(1) That Mr. Van Bokkelen has been in the jail and hospital of Port 
au Prince for quite a year, awaiting, as represented (pretended is Mr. | 

| Langston’s word) by those in authority, the action of the courts with 
| reference to decision as to his right by law, under the treaty existing : 

between Hayti and the United States, to make assignment of his prop-. | 
erty, personal or other, in the interests of his creditors. . DO BASEL 

(2) Thatneither Mr. Van Bokkelen’s arrest, inthe firstinstance,norhis  _ 
confinement, accords with the law and usages of Hayti, nor with those 
of any civilized state of the world.  —s_ / mee une oa 

(1) On the other hand, it appears that, according to the terms of arti- _ 
_ ¢le 794 of the code of civil procedure of Hayti, foreigners are not ad- 

_ mnitted to the bénéfice de cession. £ | 7 | ee 
: (2) That the civil tribunal of Port-au-Prince has rejected Mr. Van | 

Bokkelen’s application to avail himself of that bénéfice. | 
- (3) That an appeal has been taken from this decision of the civil tri- 

_ bunal to the supreme court (tribunal de cassation), on the plea that the ~
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-court below erred in its proceeding, in that it did not, in making up its 
_ -decision, take due note of the spirit and text of articles 6 and 9of the 

‘treaty. May we not, therefore, infer that Mr. Van Bokkelen’s case has 
‘been fairly before the lower courts and is even now before the highest 
tribunal of Hayti? » a mv | , . 

Perhaps you will permit me to invite your attention to the fact that - 
while article 6 of the treaty which has been invoked in Mr. Van Bok- 

_ kelen’s favor confers certain privileges, it also demands that he should — 
furnish surety. As a foreigner in Hayti, he can not offer as surety in 
his own name any realty. Would the fact that he is willing to surrender 
his personal property necessarily meet the requirements of the law con- 
cerning surety ? . 

| It is true that article 9 of the treaty recognizes the right of Ameri- | 
cans in Hayti to dispose of their personal possessions (biens mobiliers) 
by sale, donation, will, or otherwise. This would seem to leave Mr. Van’ 
Bokkelen free to assign his personal property to his creditors. But if 

| that property is such in value as to furnish no adaquate guaranty to 
them under the law, as I understand to be the case, can he in this way 

| escape the force and spirit of the law of the country in which he has | 
chosen to reside during the past eight or ten years? 

I do not think that there is any spirit of unfairness towards Mr. Van 
Bokkelen or discrimination against him in these proceedings. He is, 
as I understand it, in detention under the customary administrationof 
the law of Hayti, which certainly differs from that of the United States. 

I have reflected much on the statement which you kindly made to me, 
o to the effect, as I understood it, that Governments can always hasten 

proceedings before their courts, and I do not think that there ought to 
be any difference of opinion as to the desirability of speedy trials, and 
a duly tender consideration for persons deprived, by whatever process, 
of their liberty. | 

Tam, &e., | | | | 
- | | EBENEZER D. BASSETT. | 

. No. 389, oe ae : 

| | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Bassett. : | 

- DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
: 7 _ Washington, January 21,1885. | 

Sir: Ihave to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 13th | 

instant, in relation tothe case of Mr. C. A. Van Bokkelen, imprisoned 
at Port-au-Prince for debt. - 

Although I have given your letter an attentive perusal, I find myself 

unable to transfer hither the discussion of the merits of Mr. Van Bok- 

| kelen’s case, as your comments would seem toindicate. I content my- 

self by saying, therefore, that Mr. Langston’s actions and protests in | 

behalf of Mr. Van Bokkelen have received the Department’s approval. 
| Tam, &, oo ; 

| mo -FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. ©
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| mS No. 390. —_ 

a Mr. Keiley to Mr. Bayard. 7 

BR RICHMOND, V.A., April 18, 1885. | 
My DEar Sir: Your letter, with inclosures, correspondence with 

: Baron Fava, is just received. I shall at once countermand my order _ 
| for berths on the Normandy for the 29th and await your further com- 

. mands. My preparations for starting are complete, except the disposi- 
tion of my effects, which I shall allow to proceed. I have resigned my 
office here and my successor has been chosen, so that I am quite free. 

- The “protestation” as to which his excellency Signor Mancini in- - | 
quires was the following: _ | So oe oe | 

. At the request of the bishop of this diocese a public meeting of Cath- 
_. olies was held in the church of his parish January 12, 1871. This was, | 

of course, solely with reference to the occupation of Rome, and the | 
| _ consequent dethronement of the Pope as a civil sovereign, and, incom- | | 

- mon with the Catholics of America quite generally at that time, I re- 
garded the deprivation of the civil power of the Pope as an unwarranted sy 
invasion, and so said. As tomy remarks, they were delivered impromptu, 
and I have taken the pains to ascertain whether they were reported : 

. stenographically, and find they were not. After an interval of more | | 
than fourteen years I cannot, of course, say whether, or in what degree, 

| they were correctly reported; doubtless they were substantially. | 
| The resolutions were prepared by the bishop, and the scope of them 

is fully expressed in the first, which is as follows: | i 

Resolved, That the Catholic clergy and laity of Richmond, confident that their | 
course will be indorsed by the entire diocese, protest against the invasion and spolia- — 
tion of the states of the church by King Victor Emmanuel as a crime against solemn | | 
treaties and against the independence of the head of the church on earth, which must 
always be imperiled while he is the subject of any temporal prince or government. . 

I was chairman of the committee, and accept, of course, full respon- 
_ sibility for them, whatever it may be, for while the progress of events, 7 

and the firm establishment of the Italian Kingdom, with the approval 
of the Italian people, has removed all such questions from the realm of | 

_ discussion, at that time the whole world was discussing them, and Iwas _ 
on the side of those who thought the King of Italy inthe wrong, = 

_ Ido not affect to be indifferent to the settlement of this: matter, of 
course. J have simply rooted myself up and could not reinstate myself | 
here; but I am much more concerned at the annoyance it may have. 

_ caused yourself and the President. | oY Pe oe 
_ I presume nothing remains save to await the orderly conclusion of the 
matter, but I want it distinctly understood that Iam absolutely at the = =| 

| disposal of yourself and Mr. Cleveland, who must permit no fear of | 
mortifying me or harming my interests to stand in the way of any con- | | 

-.. .elusion agreeable to yourselves. | | | . 
a Very respectfully, &c., | Boe a 

, _ A. M. KEILEY, |
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a No. 391. ee | 

WE tp Mr. Keiley to the President. ee 

: - Wasuineron, April 28, 1885. 
Lo the President : eee | a 
From the evidence which you have brought to my notice that the 

, present Italian Government holds such prejudices concerning the opin- | 
ions expressed, and still entertained, by me, in respect of certain public 
transactions now historic in that country, as render it impossible that | 
my presence as minister to Italy would be either agreeable to that Gov-: 
ernment or to me, or useful to my own Government, I recognize the 
impropriety of retaining the commission with which you have honored _ 
me, and, with thanks for the confidence expressed in tendering it, [ beg 
leave hereby to resign it. a 

I have, &c., a : 

| Se | A. M. KEILEY. 7 

_ CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF ITALY AT 
WASHINGTON. oo | 

| | No. 392, | 

Baron Fava to Mr. Bayard. | 

| . | WASHINGTON, April 13, 1885. | 

Sir: The New York Herald reported yesterday (page 14, second 
| column) some statements of Mr. Keiley, recently nominated and con- | 

| firmed United States minister to Rome, concerning His Majesty the | 
_ King Victor Emmanuel and the Kingdom of Italy. | | 

Please be so kind as to tell me at what o’clock can I have to-day the 
honor to speak with you about this matter, which, if it is true. is a most 

| urgent and a most regrettable one.e Se ea ay 
Accept, &¢., | - : 

| | | BARON FAVA. a 

. : No. 393. _ : | 

Mr. Bayard to Baron Fava. ; | 

| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 
- Washington, April 13, 1885. 

My Dear Ste: I regret exceedingly that my engagements to-day — 
will not allow me the pleasure of the special interview proposed in your 
note of this morning. a | : 

If you consider that the subject to which your note relates cannot be 
deferred until next Friday, the day set apart for my reception of the 
ministers of foreign Governments, I will have pleasure in seeing you at. 
4 o’clock on Wednesday, the day after to-morrow. “ 

Enough, however, is disclosed by your note to induce mein allfrank- . _ 
~ ness to state that this Department cannot make the editorials of a news-,
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paper, having no connection whatever with the Government, in relation oo 

to the alleged utterances, confessedly made unofficially some fourteen — | 

years ago, of a gentleman selected and approved by the Governmentof | 

the United States to represent it in a foreign country, the basis of dis-- 

cussion with the minister of that country here resident. / 

-._In selecting Mr. Keiley as envoy extraordinary and minister plenipo- oS 

 tentiary to Italy this Government bas sought to fulfill its honorableand - | 

amicable duty towards the Government you represent, and cannot enter 

into discussion in respect of its action. | | 

- Itis unnecessary for me to suggest that, having performed our full 

duty in proffering a gentleman of the highest personal character and 

intelligence, and one who entertains no other sentiments toward your 

- Government than those of entire respect and friendship, to represent 

the Government of the United States in Italy, nothing further devolves 

upon this Government, and believing that Mr. Keiley will prove in all 

respects agreeable and acceptable as persona grata to the Government , 

of Italy, we must leave that Government to the exercise ofits own and rhe 

sole discretion in receiving him in the same spirit of friendship and re- : 

__ gpect in which he is sent forth. ee | Hee 
Tam, &e., | | ae | 

oe | T. EF. BAYARD. | | 

. Oe No. 394. oo | 

| | Baron Fava to Mr. Bayard. | | | 

| | : WASHINGTON, April 20, 1885. _ | 

: My DEAR Mr. BAYARD: His excellency the Italian minister for for- 

- eign affairs, to whom I hastened tocommunicate the contents of your per- 

sonal of the 17th instant, for which I beg to renew my best thanks to 

--you, has addressed to me the cablegram that I have the honor to inclose | 

| ~~ herewith. . | | | 7 an 

oe The deep sympathies existing in Italy toward the United States, of 

which my Government has been always eager to give constant proofs, 

: prompt Mr. Mancini to trust that his considerations willbe received and 

appreciated by the President and by you with that spirit of justice, of 

high benevolence, and friendship which have always been and are at 

present proper of the American Government. Making accordingly a 

warm appeal. to such sentiments, his excellency hopes that, in the com- . | 

mon interest that we cherish so much to have in Italy a United States _ | 

-- representative who might effectively strive to confirm ever more the | Le 

7 excellent relations happily existing between the two countries, the os 

| United States Government will be willing to bestow upon us a new proof a 

of sincere amity in appointing another candidate as its representative. 

in Rome instead of Mr. Keiley. — | | a | 

(©, Mr. Mancini, to whom I most cordially join, expects with the utmost * ; 

confidence the decision which his Excellency the President will be _ 

pleased to take upon the subject and the reply that your excellency will © | 

be kind enough to communicate tome.  — oe : 
 . Tam, &e., | | | —
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| . a | [Inclosure.—Telegram.—Translation.] | 

| | Mr. Mancini to Baron Fava, 7 . 

ae ee ; -Romz, April 19, 1885. | _ ITALIAN MINISTER, Washington: va | | 
__ I beg you to present. my thanks to the Secretary of State for having consented to | 

| - delay Mr. Keiley’s departure. We afforded sufficient proofs of our strong sympathy 
with the United States, that we might expect a just and benevolent appreciation of | 

- the considerations which dictate our present action. Whatever Mr. Keiley’s senti- 
ments may be, and without doubting by any means his high respectability, it is im- 

7 possible (if his former conduct is really the one remembered by the American news- » 
papers) that he might be persona grata to our King, and he might find himself in an 

| unpleasant position in a country whose lawful feelings have been hurt by his utter- 
ances in the year1871. It is therefore in behalf of the common interest we have that 
the representative of the United States here should be so situated as to be ableto ‘ 
effectively and successfully exert himself in strengthening the excellent relations ex- 
isting between the two countries, that we must sincerely state the impossibility we 

| should experience in making Mr. Keiley’s selection acceptable to His Majesty, and | 
that we address a warm appeal to the good amity of the American Government in 
order that it might oblige us by appointing another candidate to Rome. The change 
of Mr. Keiley’s destination would save us the painful necessity to insist with the 
Washington Cabinet upon the reasons which indeed ought to render such a nomina- 
tion unadvisable. I expect with confidence the President’s decision and the reply of 
the Secretary of State, which you will please let me know at once by telegram. 

oe | MANCINI. 

oe | | No. 895, | - 

: Mr. Bayard to Baron Fava. 
a APRIL 30, 1885. 

My DEAR BARon: Your personal note of the 20th, inclosing a copy 
of the cablegram you had received from the Italian minister for foreign , 
affairs, conveying the sentiments of your Government in relation to cer- _ 

, tain opinions expressed by the Hon. A. M. Keiley at a public meeting in 
. Richmond, Va.,in January, 1871, came to my hand, and its purport was _ 
- - made known to Mr. Keiley. | Sore | 7 

| These expressions, made so long ago, are considered by Signor Man- 
cini to constitute the individual who uttered them persona non grata to 
the present King of Italy, and this fact has very considerately been 
brought to the knowledge of the President through your correspond- 
ence with me. | | oe — 

, I recognize the full and independent right of your King to decide this 
question of personal acceptability to him of an envoy of this Govern- 
ment. | . . | 

, In the selection of Mr. Keiley the President was actuated by a hearty 
| desire to cement and strengthen the ties of respect and friendship so 

long and happily existing between Italy and the United State, and 
| believing him to be a gentleman of high honor and intelligence, and | 

animated only by the sincerest sentiments of respect and duty to the 
Government to which he was so accredited, he was duly commissioned _ 
to proceed on that honorable and friendly service. — | 

The feeling of your Government on the subject, as conveyed by you 
to me, has caused an arrestation of Mr. Keiley’s movements, and he has. 
returned to the President his commission as envoy extraordinary and — 
minister plenipotentiary to Italy, and the object of Signor Mancini’s | 
communication to you is therefore accomplished. | | 

| : | | T. F, BAYARD. |
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oo - , No. 396. | : 

| 7 Mr. Bingham to Mr. Frelinghuysen. 

| , bo [Extract.] | | | | . 

No. 1970.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
| Tokio, Japan, December 22, 1884. (Received Jan. 14, 1885.) | 

 . §rr: I regret to have to record another violent outbreak of the mob | 
in Corea. Information has been communicated to me verbally, both by | 
Count Inouye, his Imperial Japanese Majesty’s minister for foreign af- a 
fairs, and by his excellency Li-shu-chang, his Imperial Chinese Maj- 7 
esty’s minister at this court, that on the 4th or onthe dthinstant there. 

--waS an assault made by a Corean mob in Seoul upon the ministers of - 
- His Majesty the King of Corea, and also upon the Japanese soldiers, = _ 

-- gome two hundred in number, who were invited by the King, in a per- - 
_ gonal note addressed by His Majesty to Mr. Takezoye, the Japanese | 
envoy to Corea, to give protection to the King in his palace. Itispain- — a 
ful to be constrained further to remark that a number of persons were . 
killed in this conflict, and also that the Japanese legation buildings in | 
Seoul were burned by the mob. This Government has sent to Coreaa 
commissioner to ascertain all the facts connected with this uprising. | me 

That there should be such a manifestation of ill will towards this 
- government by any portion of the Corean people is the more surprising =~ 

in view of the fact that only a month before this unhappy affair the © | 
_ Imperial Government of Japan generously released the Government of = 

Corea from its obligation of $450,000, incurred and agreed to be paidas | | 
indemnity to this Government for the murder of Japanese soldiers and 
officials and the burning of the Japanese legation buildings at Seoul - | 

~ In 1882. | ee an 7 , oe : | 

-On the 13th instant his excellency Mr. Li, the Chinese envoy, called 
- on me and expressed his regret that the violence in Corea should have | 

~ occurred, and asked my good offices to “ smooth over,” ashe expressed | 
it, the matter with the Imperial Government of Japan. I promised to | oe 
use my good offices (I have done so) to bring about, if possible, an ami-_ 
cable settlement of the difficulty, should any difficulty arise between : 
China and Japan out of the recent conflict in Corea between the Chi- | 
nese and Japanese soldiers. It gives me much pleasure to say that — | 
Count Inouye assures me that his Government will endeavor to settle — | 
all questions with China in an amicable and friendly spirit. It is also | 
highly satisfactory to me to be assured, as I have been, that our lega- — | 
tion in Corea has escaped unhurt, and that Mr. and Mrs. Foote have 

_ safely reached Gensau (Chemulpo), wherethe U.S.S. Trentonisat pres. = 
ent, as is also a Japanese man-of-war. I have written a personal note = 
to Mr. Foote suggesting the importance of the Trenton’s remaining at oe 
Gensau (Chemulpo) until all trouble is over, and that it would be well 
also that he and Mrs. Foote should remain there for the present. ~ | 

| I have, &c., oe | a | a 
« | - | | | JNO. A. BINGHAM. - |
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— No. 897. | | 

| ae Mr. Bingham to Mr. Frelinghuysen. a 

, No. 1975.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 
os Tokio, Japan, December 22, 1884. (Received Jan. 14, 1885.) | 

| Sir: I have the honor to inform you that on Saturday last, the 20th 
instant, his excellency Count Inouye, his Imperial Japanese Majesty’s . 
minister for foreign affairs, sent by his secretary a verbal message to 
me, as follows: That his Imperial Japanese Majesty’s Government de- 
sired, in token of their friendship for the United States, to make a gift, 
in perpetuity to the United States of America, of five acres or more of 
land for legation purposes, in the central part of this city and near to 
the new imperial palace now being erected therein. The estimated 

| value of the land proposed to be given is $25,000 or more. The location 
will be all that could be desired. | oe 

I was requested by Mr. Inouye to communicate this offer by telegraph 
to you, and obtain by telegraph the information whether it will be the 
pleasure of our Government to accept the proposed gift. 

In accordance with the minister’s request I have this day telegraphed 
that five acres of land in Yedo, valued at $25,000, is tendered as a gift 
by the Government of Japan to the United States for legation pur- 

- poses, and asking that an answer be sent by telegraph as to whether or 
not the gift will be accepted. ss | | 

Five of the foreign powers, to wit, Great Britain, Germany, Italy, 
Russia, and China, now own and occupy legation grounds and buildings __ 

, in Tokio, and Austria-Hungary holds a grant of ground therein, and will, 
| _ it is understood, erect legation buildings thereon in the ensuing year; _ 

and I have no doubt the other foreign powers will at no distant day own _ 
| — dJegation grounds and buildings in this city. I do not doubt that it will 

| ‘be a wise economy, and greatly promote our commercial interests as well, | 
| to accept the generous offer of this Government, and to appropriate, say, | 

$40,000 to inclose and ornament the grounds and erect suitable build- 
a ings for legation purposes, and for court-house and jail and necessary — 

. outbuildings. To do this would save annually to our Government in 
| ground rent and rental of buildings a large sum of money, which, say at 

3 per cent. on the outlay, in my opinion, in fifteen years would leave the 
United States possessed of a property, free of all cost, worth $100,000. 

Hoping that my views may find favor and that our Government may 
accept the proposed gift of land, : _ 

: | I have, &¢., | oo 
a , a JNO. A. BINGHAM. 

: No. 398. , 

| Mr. Bingham to Mr. Frelinghuysen. 

No. 1978.] , LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Tokio, Japan, January 2, 1885. (Received January 26.) © 

Sir: Referring to my No. 1975, dated the 22d uitimo, in relation to 
| the gift of land for legation purposes in this city, which this Govern. — 

ment desires to make in perpetuity to our Government, if the same will , 
| be accepted, I beg leave to say that the reason of the request of his ex- 

| _ gellency, Count Inouye, that I should acquaint you of this offer by tele- —
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graph and obtain a reply by telegraph of its acceptance, was that this 

~ Government will have to buy the property rights of the owner in the Se 

- land proposed to be given, and therefore wishes to be assured that the = _ 

gift will be accepted before his Imperial Majesty’s Government shallbe | 

at the expense of purchasing the present titles of the owners. | | 

This Government wishes to signify the high appreciation of his Impe- 

rial Japanese Majesty of the declaration made by President Arthur in | | 

his recent message to Congress that the Government of the United © _ 

States “recognizes the equal and independent station of Japan in the - 

community of nations.” It is not surprising that this just declaration 

ot President Arthur should have greatly impressed this Government - . 

when it is considered that no other foreign state has by official word or 

act recognized “ the equal and independent station of Japan in the com- | a 

- munity of nations.” — ; | | - ) | 
Having received by mail the President’s message of the 1st ultimo, , 

as printed in the San Francisco papers, I observe therein the statement = 

that “the Siamese Government has presented to the United States a | 

~ gommodious mansion and grounds. for the occupancy of the legation,” 

from which words I infer that the gift was accepted by ourGovernment' 

for the United States without awaiting action by Congress. | / 

[see no reason to question the propriety of such action, nor doIsup-  _ 7 

pose that Congress would refuse as the President suggests in the case . 

of the gift by Siam, “by joint resolution to attest its appreciation of 

the generous gift.” | | | i —— 7 
I await with much interest your telegraphic reply to my telegram of 

the 22d ultimo, trusting that your reply’will be that I may accept the 

‘ proposed gift for and in behalf of the Government of the United States. 

Our people have a great commercial future in Japan, and through this | 

commercial gateway, in China and the Eastern countries beyond,ifour — 

Government continues as it has begun, which I cannot allow myself to 

doubt it will do, to deal justly with Japan and with the other Kastern 

nations. | | | — ee | | 

- I have, &e., _ |  , JNO. A. BINGHAM. 

| No. 399. | oo | ) | | 

7 Mr. Bingham to Mr. Frelinghuysen. : res : 

No. 1996.] Lo LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
we Tokio, Japan, January 19, 1885. (Received February 16.) 

, Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your telegraphic 

- instruction, of which the following is a copy: _ Oo : 

. ES . WASHINGTON, January 12, 1885. | 

. _Brneuam, Minister Tokio: Property gift of Japan submitted to Congress by Presi- 
dent, with recommendation be accepted and appropriation be made to erect public i 
buildings. ee | | . ue 

. : | FRELINGHUYSEN. oo, 

| I beg to tender my sincere thanks to the President and to you for the | 
prompt and considerate action thus taken in relation to the generous : | 

offer of this Government, which I had the honor to communicate to you ~ | 
- inmy telegraphic dispatch dated the 22d ultimo, and of which I made _ 

report in my No. 1975, dated the 23d of December last. I would invite _ 
your attention to my No. 1978, dated the 2d instant, wherein I expressed _ 
the hope, for reasons therein stated, that you would instruct me by tel-— 
egram as soon as you were authorized to do so that our Government will -
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accept the proposed gift, to the end that his Imperial Japanese Majesty’s 
, Government might without delay, and with assurance that the gift 
oF would be accepted by our Government, proceed to buy in the titles now 
_. held by private individuals near to the Imperial Gardens, where the new - 

_ palace of the Emperor is being erected, near to which it is intended the 
land offered as a gift shall be. It is understood that lands in the vicin- 

: _ ity of the new palace garden are appreciating in value and are now be- 
, ing sought after. Should Congress consent to the acceptance of the 

gift, I think it important that I should, for the reasons above indicated, 
be directed by telegram to acquaint this Government that the gfft will 

| be accepted. , | oo 
: I have, &c., , JOHN. A. BINGHAM. | | | | 

. No. 400. | | 

Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Bingham. | 

° - [Extract.] . oe 

— No. 887.) — 7 DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | - Washington, February 11, 1885. 

Sir: Acknowledging the receipt of your dispatches Nos. 1975 and 
1978, of December 22 and January 2, last, touching the offer of the: 
Japanese Government of a gift of land to the United States for lega- 

_ tion purposes, I have now to inclose three copies of House Ex. Doc. 
No. 187, Forty-eighth Congress, second session, in regard to the sub- 
ject. As soon as Congress shall take action upon the proposition as 

| communicated by the President this Department will recommend that 
a sufficient appropriation be made wherewith to erect suitable public 
buildings and to inclose and ornament the grounds. Meanwhile, how- 
ever, I have furnished the Committees of Foreign Relations and For- 
eign Affairs of the Senate and- House with copies of the President’s 

| message and of your dispatches, and urged them to make favorable © 
recommendations to Congress for the acceptance of the gift before the - 

oe close of the present session, if possible. ee oo | 
* * _ * a ¥ %  % 

. Iam, &¢., | 
a | | FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. 

No. 401. 

Mr. Bingham to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

No. 2013.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
: Tokio, Japan, February 18, 1885. (Received March 30.) | 

_ Sin: Some months since his excellency, Count Zaluski, the envoy of 
the Imperial Government of Austria-Hungary at this court, brought to - 
my attention the question of granting consular relief by our Govern- 
ment to a subject of Austria-Hungary who had deserted from our naval 
service at Nagasaki from the United States naval steamer Alert, on 
which he owed service at the time as a naval seaman of the United 

. States, and asked especially my construction in connection therewith of 
| article 12 of our consular convention, concluded in 1871 by the United
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 §$States with the monarchy of Austria-Hungary, to which I made reply : 
_ at the time verbally that in my opinion the said convention in no wise 
affected the question of naval seamen of the United States of whatever | 
nationality when within this Empire, and only applied territorially to - 
the respective dominions of the high contracting powers to said con- | 
vention of 1871. _ | a | 
_- The minister addressed to me a note on the subject dated the 12th 
ultimo (a copy of which is inclosed herewith),.wherein he informed me co 
that my construction of our consular convention of 1871 with his Gov- 
ernm&nt had met the entire approval of the Austria-Hungarian Govern- | | 
ment, but requested of me a confidential statement of the correspond- 
ence which had taken place between myself and Sir Harry 8. Parkes, _ pe 
late Her Britannic Majesty’s minister at this court, in relation tonaval => | 

- seaman of foreign nativity in the service of the United States (to which ae 
- I made reference in my conversation with Count Zaluski), and also re- 

quested my reasons for holding as I did in said conversation thata 
deserting seaman from our naval service in Japan was not entitled to | 

_ relief through our consuls after desertion from our service. | ae 
On the 31st ultimo I made reply to Count Zaluski’s letter, a copy of — 

_ which reply I have the honor to inclose herewith. You will please ob- 
serve that in my reply I informed the count that the case to which I 
had reference in my conversation with him was that of Peter McCon- 
drill, a native of England, who, having enlisted in our naval service as — _ 
a seaman on the U. 8. S. Lackawanna, on the 10th of November, 1874, es 

_ when on shore at Yokohama committed an offense against. the peace, and 
was tried therefor in the British court at that port, to which action of os 

_ the British court I took exception on the 15th December, 1874, and that _ 
my action in the premises having been reported by me tomy Govern- —— 
ment had been approved by my own Government, and that the same 

_ ‘views as expressed by me as to naval seamen had subsequently been 
adopted by the Government of Great Britain, as per instructions given 
me by the Department in 1875. | re Ste Oo 

_, For the views herein referred to as having been expressed by me in 
- McCondrill’s case and having been approved by the Department, beg = 
. to refer you to my No. 204, dated March 20, 1875, respecting the case ae 

of McCondrill and my action therein, and my views in relation thereto ; 
also, to Department instruction to me, No. 144, dated June 5, 1875, ap- 
proving the general ground assumed by me in my correspondence with 
Sir Harry S. Parkes in the case of McCondrill; also to Department in- 
struction to me, dated November 2, 1875, marked “separate,” wherein 
as to United States naval seamen committing offenseson shoreinChina = = = 

_ and Japan, I was instructed that jurisdiction belongs to the courts of | 
the country under whose flag the offender is serving, adding that the. | 

- Government of Great Britain, entertaining these views, had lately issued | | 
instructions to its authorities in China, Japan, and Siam, to abstain from | 
interference with British subjects serving on United States or other | 

. foreign men-of-war. I would also refer you to paragraph 259 of United  —_© 
States Consular Regulations for 1881, which provides that no relief | 
is authorized to be granted by our consuls to destitute America sea- 
men discharged or deserting- from naval vessels of the United States, — | 
and that expenditures for such relief should not be allowed if found in oe 
the consular accounts, and by paragraph (ib.) 263 it is declared that | 
care should be taken that the provisions for the “relief of destitute sea- 

- men should not be allowed to operate as an inducement to desertion.” _ | 
_ In this connection allow me to add that inasmuch as in my No. 204 in | 
McCondrill’s case, as also in my No. 1124, dated May 22, 1880, No. 1127, |
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| dated June 1, 1880, No. 1134, dated June 16, 1880, in the case of Ross, a 
merchant seaman of the United States, I expressed the opinion that 
the jurisdiction was exclusive when within Japan or its territorial waters, 

. _ in all cases affecting merchant seamen of the United States, of whatever 
_ nationality, as well as navalseamen.. It gives me pleasure to note that 

by Department circular instruction, addressed to me under date of J une 
1, 1881, section 99 of the Consular Instructions was amended as follows: 

In China and Japan the judicial authority of the consuls of the United States will 
be considered as extending to all persons duly shipped or enrolled upon the articles. 

. of any merchant vessels of the United States, whatever be the nationality of such 
person. And all offenses which would be justiciable by the consular courts of the 
United States, where the persons so offending are native-born or naturalized citizens. 
of the United States employed in the merchant service thereof, are equally justiciable- _ 

_ by the same consular courts in the case of seamen of foreign nativity. == a 

In view of the long contention in the Ross case, &c., I deem of the 
first importance that our exclusive jurisdiction over all our seamen 
while in this Empire shall be maintained so long as the extraterritorial 

, power granted by our existing treaties with Japan shall be retained by 
| our Government. | | : 

| Ihave, &c., | : 
| | JNO. A. BINGHAM. 

oO [Inclosure in No. 2013.| . . 

| Count Zaluski to Mr. Bingham. | | - ar 

. ToxK10o, January 12, 1885. 
My DEAR COLLEAGUE: Towards the beginning of September last year J had the 

honor to communicate orally to your excellency a report of the Austro-Hungarian 
. Consul at Nagasaki, concerning a subject of his Imperial and Royal Apostolic Majesty, 

a seaman named Edward Sabagalia, who had deserted from the American ship Alert. 
I took then the liberty to ask your excellency if, no steps having been taken by the 
captain of the Alert for bringing the man back on board the American vessel, the 
burthen of relieving him in his destitute condition in a foreign country was not to. 

7 fall upon the United States exchequer. - | 
a | The answer your excellency kindly gave me expressed the opinion that article 12: 

of the consular convention between the United States of America and the Austro- 
- Hungarian monarchy, mentioning only the territories of the contracting powers, their 

| reciprocally assumed obligations respecting deserters should not be extended to the: 
exterritoriality enjoyed by their diplomatic or consular representatives. Your excel- 
lency added that a similar case had been decided upon the same point of view some 

"years ago between the American and the British legations at Tokio. 
. My Government, who entirely approve of your excellency’s opinion, is deeply in- — 

terested in the theoretical part of this international question, and anxious to procure 
some closer information about the precedent hinted at by your excellency. May I 
then venture to request you, therefore, my dear colleague, to favor me with a confi- 
dential communication of your correspondence with Sir Harry Parkes on the above- 
mentioned subject, or at least with an extract of it sufficient to elucidate the ques- 
tion of principle ? 

: In anticipating an obliging response, I offer your excellency my sincerest thanks 
| together with the assurances of my highest consideration. 

| | oo — C, P- ZALUSKI.. | 

| - | | [Inclosure No. 2 in No, 2013] _ | . ‘ 

—_ co Mr. Bingham to Count Zaluski. , 

- an | ‘UNITED SrTaTEs ‘LEGATION, | 
Tokio, Japan, January 30, 1885. . 

My DEAR COLLEAGUE: I avail myself of the earliest day possible to reply to your ~ 
| kind note of the 12th instant, wherein you invite my attention to a report of the 

| , Austro-Hungarian consul at Nagasaki, concerning a naval seaman named Edward
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 Sabagalia, who lately deserted, as your excellency informs me, from the United States. | : 

naval vessel Alert. It gives me pleasure to note that you inform me that your ex~ 7 ! 

~ cellency’s Government entirely approves the views expressed by me in conversation 

with you in relation to the construction of article 12 of the convention of the United 

| States of America and the Austro-Hungarian monarchy the ratifications of which oo 

were exchanged June 26, 1871, and which views so expressed by me were to the effect 8 

, that the reciprocal obligations by said convention imposed, respecting sailors belong- | 

ing to the vessels of either of the high contracting powers, who may be guilty of hav- 

- ing deserted upon the respective territories thereof, do not extend to or include deser- 

tion by sailors from the respective vessels of either of said powers, which occur within 

the territorial dominion of foreign states. oe 

You: further. request that I should favor you with a confidential communication of | 

. the correspondence which occurred between myself and Sir. Harry 8. Parkes, late . 

her Britannic Majesty’s minister in Japan, on the subject of the exclusive jurisdic- 

tion of the United States over foreign seamen, enlisted and doing duty assuch seamen : 

in the naval service of the United States, when within the territory of Japan. _ | 

The exclusive jurisdiction of the United States over such naval seamen enlisted in ete 

the United States service, when within Japanese territory, rests upon the treaty grants. : 

of his Imperial Japanese Majesty to the Government of the United States, from which : 

it results that such seamen, during their service, are not only subject to all United = 

States laws regulating their duties as such seamen, but liable to all penalties and for- | 

_ feitures prescribed for offenses by them committed, either on board the United States. 

vessel to which they belong, or on shore when within this Empire or the territorial 

waters thereof, and of necessity are justiciable for all such offenses only in the United. . | 

States tribunals. The case to which I casually referred in my conversation with you | | | 

‘ag having been the subject of some correspondence between Sir Harry 8. Parkes and ee 

myself, was briefly this: : oe as : , 

One Peter McCondrill, a native of England, was duly shipped as a United States. . 

: naval seaman on the U. §. 8. Lackawanna for a term of service. While stillin our | 

service, on the 10th of November, 1874, he went on shore at Yokohama and.committed a | 

an offense against the peace, for which he was arrested and taken before the honorable - 

Mr. Goodwin, judge of her Britannic Majesty’s court in Japan, and was tried, con- So 

victed, and fined in said court. On the 15th December, 1874, I brought the matter to. 
the attention of Sir Harry S. Parkes by a note of that date, protesting that the juris- 

diction over McCondrill was exclusively in the United States courts in Japan, to; _ 

' which Sir Harry kindly replied on the 19th December, 1874, and also furnished me 

with a written opinion of Judge Goodwin on the question. -_ | | : 

- -_In his reply of 19th December, 1874, Sir Harry says that the United States consul-. : | 

general at Yokohama, before whom McCondrill was brought, ‘disclaimed jurisdic- 

fion over him and sent him to the British court”; that ‘“Mr. Goodwin had neither 

sought nor claimed jurisdiction over Peter McCondrill, but the latter having been 

 ,ent to him by the United States consul-general as a British subject, Mr. Goodwin. 

dealt with him.” : | | , a ae 

I may add, that Judge Goodwin, in his opinion above mentioned, placed his action: | | 

| in McCondrill’s case upon the ground “that General Van Buren (United States con- : 

sul-general) declined to take cognizance of the charge, and directed him (McCon-. a 

drill) to be brought to the British court.” pe : | | 

_ Having reported this case to my Government, my views were approved, and] was > 

“instructed that our tribunals in Japan had exclusive jurisdiction over all foreign- 

gborn naval seamen of the United States for offenses committed by them in Japan, 7 

. either on shore or on board the United States naval vessels when in Japanese waters.. os 

I may add, that I am further instructed that her Britannic Majesty’s Government. | | 

was of the same opinion, and had in 1875 issued instructions to that effect to its au- - 

- thorities in China, Japan, &c. . . . nee) . 

| For your information I beg leave to say that, by the laws of the United States, de- 

- sertion by a United States seaman is an offense punishable by. imprisonment, forfeiture : | 

of his effects left on board, and of all or any part of his wages and emoluments which. oe 

such deserter had then earned; and, finally, it is expressly provided by our consular — - | 

‘regulations (259) that no relief is authorized to be granted to seamen, whether citi- a 

zens of the United States, or foreigners, who desert from the naval vessels and naval 

service of the United States. It is but reasonable, in my opinion, that deserters from 

the naval service of any country should not be allowed to demand or receive relief 

from the Government from whose service they have unlawfully deserted. _ ee | 

Be assured, my dear colleague, of ny sincere respect, and of my highest considera-. 

_ tion. | | | - | 
Oe 7 re - JOHN A. BINGHAM. © oo
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ne a No. 402. oo SB” 

Do _ Mr. Bingham to Mr. Frelinghuysen. Oo 

_ No. 2022.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
i _ Lokio, Japan, February 28, 1885. (Received March 30.) 

_ Sim: I beg leave to acquaint you that his excellency Count Ito, a 
: member of the imperial council, has been appointed by His Majesty the 

Emperor of Japan to be ambassador to China, with full powers to nego- 
_tiate and conclude a settlement with his Imperial Chinese Majesty in 

| the matter of the action of the Chinese troops against J apanese sub- 
jects in the recent riot in Corea. Co _ 

Count Ito sets out for his post of duty by this day’s steamer. His 
excellency called upon me yesterday and conversed freely with me on 
the subject of his mission to China. Impressed with the importance of / 

| an amicable settlement of the pending question between the two coun- 
tries, I-ventured to say to Mr. Ito that in the general interests of J apan, 

_ and the commercial interests of the United States as well, a war be- 
| tween China and Japan should not be inaugurated, if it can possibly be | 

avoided, and that it seemed to me altogether probable that, a peaceful 
settlement of the difficulties between the two powers could easily be 

| reached if China and Japan would agree to withdraw their military 
forces from Corea, and recognize the rightful and exclusive autonomy 

| of the Government of Corea within its territorial domain. | 
_ . Mr. Ito, it gives me pleasure to say, concurred in the views thus ex- 

_ pressed by me, and indicated a purpose to seek a settlement with China 
| on that basis. . a | 

In conversation on the 26th instant with the Chinese minister at this 
court, in reply to an inquiry made by him of me touching the proposed — 
mission of Count Ito, and the present strained relations between China 

| and Japan, I expressed the opinion that the Chinese Government should 
| accept any reasonable proposition of Japan and restore friendly rela- 

7 tions between China and Japan. ee : 
| His excellency expressed himself as exceedingly desirous that an 

_ amicable and satisfactory settlement might speedily be arrived at. I 
| am assured that Japan will only insist upon what is just and reason- 

_ ble in the premises, and I am not without hope that China will concede _ 
| to Japan all that can reasonably be demanded. | | a 

I have verbally in a recent interview expressed to His Majesty the 
| Emperor of Japan, the hope that His Majesty’s Empire may be peace. 

i cannot allow myself to doubt that His Majesty sincerely desires to* 
| maintain peace with China by all honorable and peaceable means, and 

| clearly recognizes the obligation of all nations to first fairly and hon- 
__ @estly employ and exhaust all peaceable methods to redress national 

wrongs and settle national grievances before resorting to the arbitra- - 
ment of war. | | 

-  Lhave, &e., | | JNO. A. BINGHAM. 

Oo a No. 403. - | : eo 

— Mr. Bingham to Mr. Bayard. 

| No. 2047.] — _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 
| Tokio, Japan, April 27, 1885. (Received May 25.) 

Siz: Referring to instruction No. 887, dated February 11 last, and _ 
also to its inclosure, in relation to the action taken by the President 
touching the offer of this Government of a gift of land to the United
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States for legation purposes, I beg leave to inclose herewith copies of — | 
two notes addressed by me to his excellency Count Inouye Kaoru, his 

Imperial Japanese Majesty’s minister for foreign affairs, wherein I ap- | 

prised him of the President’s action in the premises. | — | 
~ [ have the honor to also inclose a translated copy of the reply, under _ 
date the 25th instant, which Count Inouye has been pleased to make 

- to my two notes, in which, among other things, the minister says that a 
- _His Majesty’s Government “still entertain the desire” to make the gift 

of land heretofore proposed, and are prepared ‘‘upon receiving an inti- 
‘mation that the Government of the United States will accept the offer, . 
to formally proffer to the United States a suitable lot of land in this | 
city (Tokio) for legation purposes” | so 

Respectfully submitted for your consideration. _ | Oe | 
 . Thave, &., — | : a | | 3 a 

a . . [Inclosure 1 in No. 2047] | | ae 

| | Mr. Bingham to Count Inouye Kaoru. — Be oe nt 

: | ne an | LEGATION OF THE UNITED.STATES, aa 
an | | | | Tokio, Japan, March 28, 1885. | an 

Sir: Having been verbally notified on the 20th of December last by your excel- 
, lency, through your secretary, Mr. Stevens, that his Imperial Japanese Majesty’s | 

- Government desired, in token of their friendship for the United States, to make a gift — 
in perpetuity to the United States of America of 5 acres or more of land for legation | 
purposes, in the central part of this city and near to the new imperial palace now be- 
ing erected, I now beg leave to acquaint you that, on the 22d of December last, I 
telegraphed, as suggested, to my Government this kind and generous proposition of 

| His Majesty’s Government, and also communicated the same to our Government by 
written dispatch of that date, and that in reply thereto I received, on the 13th of Jan- 
uary, 1885, from my Government a telegraphic instruction, dated January 12 last, , 
stating that this proposition had ‘been, or would be, ‘‘ submitted to Congress by the : 

President with a recommendation that it be accepted, &c.,” of which I verbally ap- 

prised you. I now have the pleasure to inform you that by the last mail I received 
ga eopy of the National Republican, dated the 6th ultimo, in which is published a 

- notice of the President’s message on this subject (a copy of which notice is herewith 
- jnelosed), wherein it appears that the President, by a-message to Congress on the 5th 

ultimo, earnestly recommended that the Executive ‘‘ be immediately authorized to ac- 

: cept the proposed gift in the name of the United States, and to tender to his Impe- 
vial Japanese Majesty’s Government a suitable expression of the United States Gov- 
ernment’s thanks for the generosity which prompted the proffer so kindly made.” _- 

: I am not yet advised of any action taken by Congress upon the President’s recom- 
mendation, but hope and believe that if the action asked for by the Presidenthasnot _ | 
yet been taken it will be taken in the near future, and therefore hope it may be the : 
pleasure of his Imperial Japanese Majesty’s Government to acquaint me, through 
your excellency, that this generous proffer of land for a United States legation still 
remains to be acted upon by the Congress. and to be accepted by the Government of 
the United States. oe a a : | a 

| - -Tavail myself, &c., ee 
| | oe JNO. A. BINGHAM. me 

oe i - . - . [Inclosure 2 in No. 2047.} | | - 

- | , Mr. Bingham to Count Inouye Kaoru. — ee a 

| 7 Oo LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, Co 
= _ Tokio, Japan, April 21, 1885. | 

| Sre: On the 26th ultimo I had the honor to address to your excellency a note in- 
closing anewspaper notice of the President’s communication to the Congress of the | 

- United States in relation to the generous offer made by you, through me, to give in | 
perpetuity to my Government a piece of land in Tokio for legation purposes. Having 

86 FOR ee . : | OO | ,
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| now received an official communication on the subject, inclosing the full text of the 
_ President’s message to the Congress, dated the 5th of February last and also the offi- — 

| cial letter of the honorable Secretary of State to the President on the same subject, I 
beg to inclose herewith, for your excellency’s information, a copy of said papers, as 
published in Executive Document No. 187 of second session of the Forty-eighth Con- 

7 gress of the United States. | | | on | 
It gives me pleasure to invite your attention to the words of the President ex- _ 

pressive of his high appreciation of the generous proposition of his Imperial Japanese 
Majesty’s Government. . ao So | 

. Accept, &c., | , oe : , 
| oe JNO. A. BINGHAM. 

| {Inclosure 3 in No. 2047.—Translation.] | 

| Count Inouye Kaoru to Mr. Bingham. ) | 

| | FOREIGN OFFICE, TOKIO, April 25, 1885. - 
Str: [have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency’s two com-. 

munications, dated respectively the 28th ultimo and the 2ist instant, and. having re- 
lation to the verbal intimation which I caused to be given to you, that his Imperial 

. Majesty’s Government were disposed to offer to the United States Government a lot 
of land to be used for legation purposes; and also having relation to the request 
which I instructed my private secretary to make on the same occasion, that your ex- 
cellency would do me the favor to ascertain whether such a proffer as that indicated, | 
if formally made on behalf of his Imperial Majesty’s Government, would be accepted 
by the Government of the United States.- . : 

Your excellency now informs me that the proposition in question was submitted to 
the Congress of the United States by the President on the 5th February last, with 
the recommendation “‘ that the Executive be immediately authorized to accept the 
gift in the name of the United States, and tender to His Majesty’s Government a suit- 
able expression of this Government’s thanks for the generosity which prompted the 
presentation of so desirable a site of ground.” Although your excellency is not yet 
advised of any action taken by the Congress with reference to the President’s recom- 
mendation, you express the hope and belief that such action, if not already accom- _ 

| plished, will be taken in the near future. Noting with pleasure the kind expressions 
employed by the President and the honorable the Secretary of ‘State in regard to the 
motives which have actuated his Imperial Majesty’s Government in expressing their 

_ desire to pursue the course indicated, I beg to assure your excellency that my Gov- 
: ernment still entertain that desire and are prepared, upon receiving an intimation 

a from your excellency that the Government of the United States will accept the offer, 
" to formally proffer to the United States a suitable lot of land in this city for lega- 

. tion purposes. oo : : | 
I avail myself, &c., a - Count INOUYE KAORU. : 

No. 404. oo | ~ 

7 oo - Mr. Bayard to Mr. Bingham. . 

No. 911.] _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | _. Washington, April 30, 1885. 

Str: [ herewith inclose a dispatch from the chargé d’affaires ad in- 
| terim of the United States at Seoul, of the 1st ultimo, No. 150, saying 

| _ that the commander of the Japanese forces in Corea promptly detailed 
a guard of his troops to protect the United States legation there during 
a serious conflagration on the night of February 23d last. Mr. Foulk | 

, has, it appears, expressed his thanks for and appreciation of this cour- | 
- teous act to the Japanese representative at Seoul. But I desire you to 

supplement Mr. Foulk’s action by a formal note to the Japanese Gov- — 
| ernment, conveying an expression of the sincere and grateful thanks of 

| _ the United States for this signal and friendly service. sy 
Tam, &., et, a 

| an ‘TF, BAYARD,
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Po Mr. Bingham to Mr. Bayard. . 

 -No. 2056.] ~ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - oN 
- | Tokio, Japan, May 30, 1885... (Received June 30.) Co 
Sm: Adverting to your instruction No. 911, dated the 30th of April 

last, inclosing copy of a letter of the chargé Waffaires of the United 
States at Seoul, dated the 1st of March last, in relation to the recent 

fire at Seoul and the kindly action taken on that occasion by the com- 

- mander of the Japanese forces in Corea for the protection of the United | Ss 

States legation, I have the honor to inform you that, in accordance with | 

said instruction, I addressed a note, dated the 29th instant, to his ex- 

— cellency Count Inouye, his Imperial Japanese Majesty’s minister for 
foreign affairs (a copy of whichis herewithinclosed),whereinl acquainted - 
him that, by your direction, I conveyed to his Imperial Japanese Ma-- 

- jesty’s Government an expression of the sincere and grateful thanks — oe 

of the Government of the United States for the signal and friendly serv- | | 
ice thus rendered by His Imperial Majesty’s troops. _ . | 

a I have, &c., : | | | | | 
. ee ; JNO. A. BINGHAM. | 

oe No. 406. ae oO 

| | | Mr. Bingham to Mr. Bayard. -_ | 

No. 2058.) | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 
oe, Tokio, Japan, June 1, 1885. (Received June 30.) | 

Sir: Herewith I have the honor to inclose for your information du- - - | 

_ plieate copies of the Japanese-Chinese convention, lately concluded be- | 

tween the two powers, as published in the Japan Daily Mail of the 29th | 

ultimo, together with a copy as therein printed of the official notifica- 

tion of said convention issued by the prime minister and the foreign _ | 

minister of His Imperial Japanese Majesty, and also of the dispatch of 

his excelleney Li. | oO a Oo : 

--Jt would seem from the terms of this convention that neither China’ _ 
nor Japan can hereafter claim any colorable authority over the rightful 
sovereignty of the Corean Government. - 4g | — 

Tam, &e., Be ne os 
we | | | JNO, A. BINGHAM, | 

| a | | [Inclosure 1 in No. 2058.] a 7 - 

| oe | ‘The Japanese-Chinese convention, | | 

| | ' NOTIFICATION NO. 3 or THE DEPARTMENT FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS. _ - 

It is hereby notified that, with reference to ‘the complication between Japan and 
China, which occurred in connection with the disturbance at Seoul in December, last Se 
year, [ we] have carried out negotiations with the Chinese Government, and have _ , 
brought the question to settlement by concluding the following convention andre- 
ceiving a communication. | , | - 

Prince SANJO SANEYOSHI, | | 
- Prime Minister. Bo 

7 / : Count INOUYE KAORU, | | an 
a | , Minister for Foreign Affairs. | 7 

| May 27,1885. | | a |
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CONVENTION. 

| Ito, ambassador extraordinary of the great Empire of Japan, minister of state and of — 
| | | the Imperial household, first class of the Order of the Rising Sun, and count ofthe - 

| _ Empire. Oo , an 

Li, special plenipotentiary of the great Empire of China, grand guardian of the heir — 
' apparent, senior grand secretary of state, superintendent of the North Sea trade, 
president of the board of war, viceroy of Cni-Li, and count Shinu-ki of the first 

| rank. a | 

In obedience to the decrees which each of them respectively is bound to obey, after 
conference held, have agreed upon a convention, with a view to preserving and pro- 

. moting friendly relations (between the two great Empires), the articles of which are 
set down in order as follows: | - | a 

Itis hereby agreed that China shall withdraw her troops now stationed in Corea, and 
that Japan shall withdraw hers stationed therein for the protection of her leg’ation. 

. The specific term for effecting the same shall be four months, commencing from the 
_ date of the signing and sealing of this convention, within which term they shall re- 

spectively accomplish the withdrawal of the whole number of each of their troops, in’ 
order to avoid efiectively any complications between the respective countries. | 

: ewe Chinese troops shall embark from Masan-Po, and the Japanese from the port 
of Ninsen. : 

The said respective powers mutually agree to invite the King of Corea to instruct 
and drill a sufficient armed force, that she may herself assure her public security, and 
to invite him to engage into his service an officer or officers from amongst those of a 
third power, who shall be entrusted with the instruction of the said force. 

| The respective powers also bind themselves, each to the other, henceforth not to 
send any of their own officers to Korea for the purpose of giving said instruction. ” 

In case any disturbance of a grave nature occurring in Corea, which necessitates 
the respective countries, or either of them, to send troops to Corea, it is hereby un- 

. derstood that they shall give, each to the other, previous notice in writing of their | 
intention so to do, and that: after the matter is settled they shall withdraw their 
troops and not further station them there. , : 

Signed and sealed this 18th day of the fourth month of the eighteenth year of Meiji - 
(Japanese calendar), the 4th day of the third moon of the eleventh year of Kocho 
(Chinese calendar). | - | 

| | ITO, 
Ambassador Extraordinary of the Great Empire of Japan, §. 

| : LI, 
Special Plenipotentiary of the Great Empire of China, §e. 

_ Inclesure 2 in No. 2058.] | | | 

. THE OFFICIAL DISPATCH. . . . ; 

| I, Li, special plenipotentiary of the great empire of China, grand guardian of the 
heir apparent, senior grand secretary of state, superintendent of the North Sea trade, 
president of the board of war, viceroy of Cni Li, and count Shinu-ki of the first rank, 

ave the honor to make the following communication : | 
. As regards the fighting which took place between our respective Imperial troops at 
the palace of the King of Corea; on the occasion of the disturbance in the capital of 

, Corea, in the last tenth month, it was an affair that otcurred entirely remote from 
the conception of the respective Governments, one for which I cannot but express the 

| sentiments of my deepest regret. Holding in great importance the friendly relations - 
happily existing from olden times between the respective countries, I have to say 

_our Imperial troops failed, at the last, to preserve carefulness in their course of ac- | 
tion, though they were unavoidably forced, by the crisis of the time, into fighting. 

I shall, therefore, undertake myself to issue an official dispatch reprimanding them. 
| As to the deposition of the wife of Honda Shiunoske, a Japanese subject, and to. | 

those of others that your excellency has forwarded to me, I find in them on perusal 
. that in the Corean capitai Chinese soldiers broke into houses of Japanese, stole prop- 

erty, and took the lives of Japanese subjects. I have not at hand any substantial 
evidence on our side, and shall, therefore, dispatch an official to investigate the mat- 

_ ter and obtain all the evidence bearing on the point in question. |
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Should I find proof that any soldier of any of our camps was in the streets on that a 
day creating trouble and murdering and robbing Japanese subjects, I shall not fail __ | | 

- to inflict upon the offender severe punishment according to the military laws of the 
Chinese Empire. : | | | | 

The above I beg to bring to your excellency’s attention. 
7 4th day of the third moon of the eleventh day of Kocho. we 

- ‘Po his excellency Count Ito, : : Be . 
oe Ambassador extraordinary, §c. Co . co 

, No. 407. | | | — 

a | Mr. Bingham to Mr. Bayard. = pues 

No. 2064.] — | _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
a Tokio, Japan, June 9, 1885. (Received July 13.) . . 

_ Sir: Referring to my No. 2056, dated the 30th ultimo, wherewith I 
_ had the honor to inclose a copy of my note to his excellency CountInouye, 

_ dated the 29th ultimo, conveying, in pursuance of your instruction, an 
_ expression of the thanks of our Government to that of Japan for the = 
_. timely service rendered by His Majesty’s troops at Seoul in February | 

last, I now have the pleasure to inclose herewith a translated copy of 
Count Inouye’s reply thereto, dated the 8th instant.. * | 

os _Thave,&e., — os Be 
7 | JNO. A. BINGHAM. 

" | | ~ No. 408. ae , 

| - Mr. Hubbard to Mr. Bayard. — : | | 

No. 42.) > > | _LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| | Tokio, Japan, September 24, 1885. (Received October 30.) | 
Ste: I have the honor to transmit herewith, for the information of the | 

_ United States Government, a translation (by the interpreter of thisle- 
_ gation) of the official statement of the finance department of the J apan- - 

ese Government, published in the “Official Gazette,” No. 670, of date 
_ September 22, 1885, relating to the national debt in outstanding bonds. 

It will be observed from this statement that the present bonded in- | | 
debtedness of Japan is 229,002,960 yen, which at the present value of — . 
the yen is equivalent to $229,002,960 in silver dollars. The average _ 
rate of interest on these bonds is about 7 per cent., payable semi-annu- ae 

ally. Of this amount, the interest on 168,897,000 yen is payable in gold, ” 
_ and these last-named bonds are styled “gold salary bonds.” The re- 

_ mainder of the national bonds are payable in “kinsatsu,” or the paper: | 
currency of the Empire. | | oe | 

In this connection, [have to state upon unofficial information received 
_ that the Japanese Government areendeavoring to negotiate a newloan s_— 

in London, where the financial agent is now, of $10,000,000, to be used, | 
it is said, in the speedy completion of a railway system already begun, — 
and in the inauguration of new lines, connecting the interior with the 
coast. Such a consummation, it is believed, will largely increase the = 
agricultural and manufactured products as well as commerce of this - 

_ people (both as to imports and exports) with other countries. 
Ihave, &c., = | | : | 

: | ; - . RICHARD B. HUBBARD.
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. . | | : . [Inclosure in No. 42.) : as 

. | Amount of national public loan bonds of Japan outstanding August 31, 1885. | , 

Lo {Translation from the official statement of the finance ‘department as published in the Official 
Gazette, No. 670, of date September 22, 1885.} y 

: . en. ~ 

New public loan bondsissued 1872............-------2--------------+--- 10, 652, 850 
Old public loan bonds issued 1872... 222. 22. ee eee eee wee eee eee 10, 972, 725 
Public loan bonds payable in kinsatsu :* : . s 

: Issued 1873 2.22.2 120 oe oe eee eee cee een cece cece es eww cecncecees 1,147,950 
Issued 1874 . 22. 222-2 conn ee cee ne cee ce ene cece cece ee cme eee aces 511, 100 | 

_ * Tested 1880 222. 222 eee eee ce ee cee ce cee ce eee cee we te ceee-- 2%, 843, 000 
. Issued 1881 .... 2-2. eee ene oe ce eee cane cee cee ne cence eww eeceee es 597, 050 

: Issued 1882 2... 122 ne pene ce ee ene cee wren cece een ceweeneecees 415,400 
Issued 1883 2.222. 2225 none cow cece ne cece cone cece cece cane cee ene cons 372, 550 

Capitalized pension bonds: : | : 
| Issued 1874 .. 22.222 eee ce cee ce cee ce ee cee eee eee eens “100 

. ~ Issmed 1875 2.2... oe ee cee we eee ce nee cee e eee ewww cece eeee- —.._: 6, 650 
| Issued 1876 2... 222. 22 ee eee oe eee cree ce eee cone cane cane wenn cee eeee . 

oF Five per cent. gold pension bonds, 1877.-...---- .------- --0- --e- eee eee 30, 925, 115 
Six per cent. gold pension bonds, 1877. ._.-..------.------------------- 24,616, 600 

_ Seven per cent. gold pension bonds, 1877.......--..-------------------- 106,578, 945 
Ten per cent. gold pension bonds, 1877..-...-----.---s2- seceeeee-ee-s- 6,576, 350 
Ten per cent. gold pension bonds, 1879 .......:--..----2------- ene eee 200, 000 
Pension bonds granted to Shintu temples, 1878.........--.------------- 115, 975 © 
Industrial loan bonds, .1878.... 222. 2... eee one ene coe e ween en eeeneeeees 11,009, 000 
Nakasendo railway bonds, 1884.... 2.0... 2... -.--2- vee eee eee eeee------ 15,000, 000 

| Unregistered kinsatsu bonds, 1884..............-..--------------------- 1,414, 600 
Unregistered kinsatsu bonds, 1884 . 2... 2... cee e ence ee cee eee wwe ene eee eee 47,160 — 
Nakasendo railway bonds, 1884... 2.222. coc eee cece ee wen ee wacceeeneeeee- 5,000, 000 

| Total... .20.secnee ceecen coeces ceceee cecceececcescecees ceeeceee 229, 002, 960 
Correct translation. oo | So 

: W. N. WHITNEY, Interpreter. 

a | | | No. 409. CO 

a | Mr. Hubbard to Mr. Bayard. | 

[Extract.] oe . a 

No. 47.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| | - Tokio, Japan, October 2, 1885. (Received October 30.) 

Sir: I have the honor to call your attention to the correspondence 
on the subject of a proposed gift in perpetuity by the Japanese Gov- 
ernment of certain lands in Tokio to the United States Government, 

-- to be used for United. States legation purposes in Japan. | 
. * * *  * * * * * 

This offer of the Japanese Government is still a standing offer, and 
awaits the action of our Government. I know that this proposition is 
made in earnest good faith, and that this Government anxiously de- 

| sires to have the United States accept the tender. . | 
it may be well to remark in this connection that all the other treaty 

| powers have accepted long ago similar gifts of land from Japan, and 
have erected legations, court-houses, jails, and residences for their min- 
isters and stafis. | , | 

* RO 4 _ *  * eo # | 

| os RICHARD B. HUBBARD. | 

| | CS ‘*Kinsatsu = paper currency. _ oe
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—_ No. 410. es 

a — Mr. Bayard to Mr. Hubbard. | | 

No. 27.) ne DEPARTMENT OF STATE, SO 
a . 7 | Washington, November 11, 1885. | 

Sir: I have had thepleasure to receive your No.47,of the2dultimo, > 

forwarding copies of previous correspondence respecting the proposed 

property gift by Japan to the United States for legation purposes, and | 

desire to commend your presentation of the history of this giftin such | 

convenient form. The high international character of Japan’s courte- _ 

ous and friendly act and the treatment of the matter heretofore by the 
_ Executive make it proper to renew the suggestion previously made to 

Congress, looking to the acceptance of the gift and the erection of suita- 

ble buildings by the United States. This will accordingly be done at 

_ the approaching session. De | | | 
Lam, &e., oo | ee | | 

7 / | a | DF BAYARD. © - 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF JAPAN AT 
| - WASHINGTON. | oe oO | 

| | No, 411. oo a | 

| . a Mr: Kuki to Mr. Frelinghuysen. _ | | 

| | | oe ss gGarIon oF J APAN, | 

ae Washington, January 9, 1885. (Received January 9.) 

Mr. Kuki, the Japanese minister, is glad to be able to announce that 
His Majesty the Emperor of Japan, taking into consideration the ex- | | 

traordinary expenditures made by the Corean Government in connec- 

tion with the establishment of foreign intercourse, has been pleased to | 

waive his right to exact the payment of the unpaid balance of $400,000 ~ 

_ of the indemnity of $500,000 which the Corean Government covenanted 

to pay to Japan in settlement of the damages caused by the émeute at — | 

‘Seoul in 1882. oo - - 

fo . No 41% 

Mr. Kuki to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

os | a -[{Translation.] . ; - 

: 7 :  LEGATION OF JAPAN, oe 
ae Washington, March 2, 1885. (Received March 2.) - 

| Sir: During the disturbance at Seoul, Corea, in December last, sev- | 

eral Japanese subjects, who had in vain been seeking safety in different _ 

places from the violence of the mob, took refuge in the United States ot 

legation. A number of other Japanese who had been taken prison: 

ers by the Chinese troops were released at the instance of the United — 

States minister, and were likewise afforded asylum and protection at |
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| the United States legation. Thus twelve Japanese subjects of both 
Sexes were succored by General Foote, and during the time they were 
inmates of the legation he and Mrs. Foote were untiring in their efforts 
to make their condition more comfortable. - 

Finally, having obtained assurances from the Chinese and Corean ~ 
officials that the refugees would not be harmed, General Foote provided 

: an escort, composed of Chinese and Corean troops, under thecommand _ 
of Mr. Barnadon, naval attaché to the legation, and sent them, together 
with four soldiers, who had been detailed by the Japanese minister to 
guard the United States and British legations, to Chemulpo, where 

| they arrived in safety. | | | a . 
| ‘‘ These Japanese,” the official Japanese report of the émeute declares, 

‘‘owe their lives and safety entirely to the humane and zealous efforts ; 
of the American minister.” . | , a 

Those efforts on the part of the United States representative in be- 
half of my defenseless countrymen, efforts which greatly increased his 
own danger and rendered his position insecure, have awakened through- 

| out Japan a feeling of deep gratitude to General Foote, and I have | 
CC been instructed by His imperial Majesty’s Government to bring them __ 

to your attention, and through you to, tender to General Foote. their 
profound thanks for his brave and humane conduct on the oceasion re- 
ferred to. | Oo | | 

Permit me, sir, in fulfilling this agreeable duty, to add, that acts such 
as I have recounted not only reflect the high character of the person 
who performs them, but they tend directly to draw closer the bonds of 
friendship and good-will which happily exist between our respective 

| _ countries, because they demonstrate that deeds of generous bravery - 
overstep the bounds of national limits. | 

I avail myself, &e., a | 
| | | KUKI RINICHI. 

" | No. 413. a 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Kuki. : 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
: | Washington, March 9, 1885. 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 
3d instant, conveying an expression of the thanks of the Japanese Gov- 
ernment to Mr. Lucius H. Foote, United States minister to Corea, for 
his brave and humane conduct to a party of Japanese subjects during ~ 
the disturbances at Seoul. | | 

The President is much gratified at the profound recognition of Mr. 
: Foote’s efforts by his Imperial Japanese Majesty’s. Government, and 

- bids me say that Mr. Foote (to whom I shall take pleasure in communi- 
eating a copy of your note) cannot but be well pleased at the warm. 

- expressions of approval of his services by His Majesty. | Oo 
: I shall also transmit copies of your note to the United States minis-  — 

ters in. China and Japan, and tothe chairman of the Committee on’ © 
| Foreign Relations of the United States Senate for theirinformation. — 

| Accept, &c., | Oe | | 
| | | - ee 2. FF. BAYARD.



oe MEXICO. a et 

| a -- MEXICO. ~~ | Oa 

| | No.414. a | 

PS | Mr. Morgan to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | | 

‘No. 905.] - - -LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
- Mexico, September 24, 1884. (Received October 4.) a 

| ~ Sir: In regard to Thomas R. Monahan, a citizen of the United States, | 
imprisoned at Toluca, I inclose herewith a translation cf a note ad- 
dressed’ to me by Sefior Fernandez, of the 19th instant (received to- 

_. day), together with a translation of the document therein mentioned, 
‘both referring to the subject now under consideration. | a | 
_ Sefior Fernandez informs me that as it does not appear on the regis- — | 
ter of the department for foreign affairs that Mr. Monahan has been 
matriculated as a citizen of the United States, the ulterior official inter- © 

- vention of this legation in his behalf would not be admitted. | 
_ Iam, &c., oe oe | 

. . . . 7 me o | . P, H. MORGAN. . 

| a [Inclosure in No. 905.—Translation.] oO : oe a 

| a _ Séhor Fernandez to Mr. Morgan. | . : : 

| : ee | _-—,s DEPARTMENT FOR FoREIGN AFFAIRS, oe 
SG | | . | Se Mexico, September 19, 1884, , 

The department of justice has transmitted to the one under my charge, under date . 
_ of the 9th instant, a communication from the judge of the district of the State of No 

Mexico, in which the said functionary replies to the charges made against him, re- 
ferring to the imprisonment of Mr. Thomas Monahan at Toluca. I have the honor 

 ° to transmit herewith a copy of the document to which I refer. It not appearing in : 
_ the register of this department that the said Monahan is matriculated asa citizen of — 

- the United States of America, I have to inform you, although with respect, that this 
| fact prevents my accepting officially the ulterior intervention of your legation in the | 

case under consideration. a | 
Accept, &c., - -« JOSE FERNANDEZ. _ 

. | [Inclosure in inclosure in No. 905.—Tran slation.] - | 

_ The citizen judge of the district of the State of Mexico, under date of the 4th in- | | 
stant, informs me as follows: _ - 

: ‘‘T have received the note, under date of the 31st of last August, from thedepartment => 
| under your worthy charge, in which you transmit a communication addressed to you - | 

_by the department for foreigngaffairs, requesting that you ask me for information re- | 

lating to several acts connected with the imprisonment of Thomas Monahan, upon 
which, as also upon various motives of complaint expressed with regard to the pro- 

’  eess which has been instituted against the said accused, the minister of the United . 
- States of America has called the attention of the said department for foreign affairs, — . 

asking that a judgment be rendered in the case. In reply, I have the honor to in- | | 

| form you that in the first hours of the morning of the 1st of July of the’present year, _ 
at some distance from the station of Los Angeles, on the Central Railroad, in the | | 

| territory of the State of Mexico, there was a collision between the trains marked’ | 
_- Nos. 1 and 2, which resulted in the death of the fireman, Michael Slatten, who was 

working on the first-named train. } | no 7 
_ “Afterwards Thomas Monahan, engineer of the same, was arrested and placed at 
the disposition of the fifth correctional court of the capital of the Republic, which 
authority, in accordance with the law, instituted the first proceedings, declaring the - - - 
party detained a lawful prisoner under the terms established by the federal consti- | 
tution, and afterwards, in view of the place in which the accident had occurred, or- 
dered that the prisoner should be transferred to this city and placed there at my dis- |. co 
position, through the first political authorities of either capital, which was done, . 

without its appearing from the proceedings, which were likewise forwarded to me, - |
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any data from which it would appear that a judge had observed to the prisoner that, | 
- - notwithstanding that the proceedings had proved his innocence, it was necessary on 

the part of the same judge to transfer the said Monahan into the hands of the author- 
ities of Toluca. | ° | | ee! 
‘*Moreover, in the proceedings which were instituted against the said engineer, 

there is no proof from which it would appear that he had procured the commnunica- — 
| _ tion of the proceedings or documents which were of importance to him, from which 

' appears the inexactness of the persons who were the informants of the American 
minister. Neither is there any foundation of any kind for the statement which, has 
been said, emanated from me, that Mr. Monahan was detained at the instance of the 
lawyers of the Central Railroad Company. And although the minister asserts (these 
are bis words) that, after arrest, the prisoner is under the authority of the officers of 
the Government, and that he is not to be kept in prison at the will or caprice of the 

. lawyer of a private corporation, and in order to shield, if possible, another officer of | 
that corporation, I comply with the dignity of the office under my charge, and my 

: conscience as an honorable man, to protest energetically, which I now do, against the 
imputation which has now been made against me, even though it was based only on 

. a supposition. : 
| ‘The. fact is that Monahan has been kept in jail without the intervention. of 

. foreign influence of any kind, because he was being proceeded against for a crime : 
which, according to our laws, is punished with corporal punishment, as it is homicide 
caused through fault, and it is not easy for me, in view of the proof of the proceed- 
ing, to order in any manner his liberation. It may happen that he will be able | 

. to establish his innocence in the course of the proceedings, and that he will be, con- ~ 
sequently, acquitted; or, on the other hand, that his culpability be legally proved, 
in which case he would be sentenced to undergo the punishment due to his offense. 
But, for the present, nothing can be predicted in the matter. I can only say that, in 
any event, I shall respect the guarantees that, in treating of a criminal case, the 
federal constitution concedes, not only to Mexican citizens, but to everybody; and, 
lastly, convinced as I am of the rectitude that inspires my proceedings, I tranquilly 
await the revision of these, a revision entrusted by law to the magistrate of the cir- 
cuit, and, should further responsibility be incurred, to the supreme court of justice 

: _ of the nation. , | - | 
‘‘To the keen penetration of the functionary I have the honor of addressing, it will 

be evident that it is not possible for me to be more explicit in the present communi- 
_ cation, beeause, to be so, E would be putting myself in danger of anticipating judg- ~.- 

ment, which is prohibited by the law.” | . | 
And I have the honor to transmit it to you for your knowledge and in reply to your 

| letter. | 
Liberty and constitution. | | 

° September 9, 1884. - | J. N. GARCIA, 
a | | | Oficial Mayor. 

| oo No. 415. | a : 

Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Morgan. a | 

No. 698.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, December 20, 1884. 

, | Srr: I am in receipt of your telegram of the 17th instant to the effect 
that your official diplomatic intervention in behalf of Monahan, had,on _ 
the ground that he is not matriculated, been refused by. the Mexican _ 
Government. a a oo 

This telegram is assumed to be in response to the Department’s in- 
struction, instructing you to present evidence of Monahan’s citizenship. 

| The object was to place on record in that case, as:in any other of the 
same character which may arise, our official non-acceptance of the Mex- 
ican doctrine of matriculation. _ - | ae 

_ There is perhaps in the relations of the two countries no one subject — 
upon which an accord is more necessary than this of the right of the 
citizens of the one country in the territory of the other to the protec-. | 
tion of their own Government. The Mexican law of matriculation seeks | 

7 to impair this inalienable duty of protection by making its exercise de-



ee ext, iT 

oe pend upon a domestic law of one of the parties. We hold, in broad : 

terms, that it is not within the scope of municipal legislation to impair | 

| the relation of an alien toward his own Government, or to impair the 

international right of his Government, as one among equals in the com- 

munity of states, to intervene with another Government to secure him | 

justice. , | oo | 

It is desired that you submit to the Department a report on this sub- | 

juct, which may be laid before Congress. This report should show— 

(1) The provisions of the Mexican matriculation law. | a | 

(2) Whether applicable to transient sojourners, travelers, officersand = 

crews of vessels, and the like, who have no purpose or opportunity of | 

sojourn. | | oe | aan 

- (3) What rights as a foreigner are established by the fact of matric. | 

ulation. — _ | | , | | 

(4) What rights are denied in the event of non-matriculation. oe 

_ (5) Whether the Mexican law denies the validity of any evidence of —~_. 

alien status save that presented by the certificate of matriculation; if 

~ not— Se | | | — | a 

| (6) What evidence of citizenship may be presented to establish the 

fact of alienage. | re | 7 ee 

(7) A list of the cases in which, on proof of citizenship according to | A 

the laws of the United States, diplomatic intervention has beenrejected 

because of non-matriculation, — BE | oo 7 
In addition to this, your report may embrace any other pertinent os 

consideration suggested by your familiarity with the subject. a 7 

Tam, &e., . . | , | | | 

en ss FRED’K I, FRELINGHUYSEN. 

ae No | 

a a . Mr. Morgan to Mr. Frelinghuysen. — Do 

No. 960.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 

| Mexico, January 1, 1885. (Received January 9.) 1 

| Sir: Yesterday Mr. Thomas R. Monahan called at the legation. He 

| informed me that a few days ago the judge of the federal court at Toluca | 

_ sent for him and informed him that he had been “ honorably acquitted,” 

and was therefore discharged. He also stated that the judge had ex- | 

acted a promise from him to appear in case the supreme court should a 

reverse the judgment. He was not tried but simply discharged, he — , 

says. : | oo 

7 Tam, &c., | |  ~P, H. MORGAN. 

| So = No44% 0 ss - 

| Mr. Morgan to Mr. Frelinghuysen, - 

| oo [Extract] | ; . / 

No. 962.] ‘LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, oe 

: | Mexico, January 12,1885. (Received January 21). — 

Siz: Complying with the instructions contained in your No. 698, of | 

the 20th of December last, I submit herewith a report upon the subject 

of the matriculation laws of Mexico in respect of their application to
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| and effects upon foreigners. In doing so I have followed the sugges. — 
tion contained in your dispatch in my manner of treating the question. 

(1) “ The provisions of the Mexican matriculation law.” ne 
The law referred to consists of two decrees issued by President Jua- 

rez, the first from the city of Mexico, on the 16th of Mareh, 1861, the 
_ Second from the city of Chihuahua, on the 6th of December, 1866. The _ 

_ text and a translation of both decrees are annexed hereto. 
The second decree reforms the first in several particulars, especially 

by permitting foreigners, although they have not been registered as 
- such, to appear before the tribunals of the country, rotaries, &c. But | 

__ the provisions of the first decree, in so far as they provide that foreigners 
' who may wish to exercise rights as such shall cause themselves to be 

enrolled: on the register of matriculation and to take out certificates 
thereof, were declared to remain in force. And to the first decree was | 
added a most important clause, viz, that matriculation produces no re- — 

. °  troactive effect. That is, if the fact which gave rise to a demand in 
behalf of a foreigner existed before he became matriculated, the foreign 
nationality of the claimant cannot beadmitted. * * * 

_ (2) “ Whether applicable to transient Sojourners, travelers, officers 
. and crews of vessels, and the like, who have no purpose or opportunity 

| of sojourn.” : | oe | 
I know no case where the decrees have been invoked against captains 

| of vessels. It was not referred to in the correspondence between this 
legation and the department for foreign affairs in the case of Captain 
Metzer of the steamer Newbern, or in the case of Capt. George Caleb 
of the schooner Adriana, with both of which cases you are familiar. — 

_ The decrees, however, are general in their Scope, and make no excep- 
tions in favor of any class of persons. They evidently, in the opinion | 

| of the Mexican Government, apply to travelers (and therefore to so- 
journers). They were invoked by anticipation, as you will remember, . 
in the case of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Gartrell.* | 

* # + . * a a | 
| (3) “What rights as a foreigner are established by the fact of ma- | 

: triculation ?” : oe | | . 
None that I am aware of beyond those mentioned in the decrees to 

which I have referred, and the rights of their respective governments 
after their matriculation to have any intercession presented through — 
diplomatic channels. 

(4) “What rights are denied in the event of non-matriculation ?” a 
oe The right to the official diplomatic intervention of their government 

in their behalf in case of need. For instance, if acitizenof the United 
States should be arrested for any cause in Mexico, no diplomatic inter- 

. . vention in his behalf would, under the decrees, be admitted, if he had | 
not previously matriculated at the foreign office. A late example is the 
case of Thomas R. Monahan. At first the objection that he was not ma- 
triculated was not raised; but at last, when I demanded his immediate 
trial or release, I was informed that my official diplomatic intervention _ 

| could not be entertained upon the ground that he was not matriculated. a 
It is true that Monahan was subsequently released. How he was re- | 
leased has never been officially communicated to me. He informed me 
that the judge sent for him and said to him that “he had been honor- 

| ably acquitted,” but that he had had no trial of any kind. He also | 
- stated to me that to his discharge it was added that should the supe-~ -



Tior court disapprove of the proceedings of the lower court he was to . 
_’ present himself before the tribunal again, => _ 7 : 
~ (5) “Whether the Mexican law denies the validity of any evidence | 

of alien status save that presented by the certificate of matriculation. 
«Tf not— : | | : 

| (6) “What evidence of citizenship may be presented to establish the — | 
 . fact of alienage ?” ree | 

‘The want of a certificate of matriculation has been considered suf: : 
ficient to deny the right of diplomatic intervention, and therefore it a 
appears to me that the decrees, or rather the action of the authorities | 

| thereunder, denies the validity of any evidence of alien status other . 
than matriculation, and that none other would be admitted to establish | 

_ It. -I have, however, never had occasion to test this, no case of the oe 
, kind having ever occurred. You will have observed from the text ‘of — 

the decrees that even a certificate of matriculation is not available to— 
| the person in whose behalf it has been issued for any matter which oc- . 

. curred anterior to the date of the certificate of matriculation. - a 

oe 8 % oe Ra a 

| (7) “A list of the cases in which, on proof of citizenship according | 
to the laws of the United States, diplomatic intervention has been ree = 
jected because of non-matriculation” = ©. ee 

_ There are no such cases. The citizenship of the parties in whose be- | 
| half diplomatic intervention has been attempted has never. been ques- 

tioned. The Mexican Government, in such instances, has only con- 
sidered it necessary to deny diplomatic intervention on the ground that | 

_ the party in whose aid it was invoked had not previously, been matricu- —_ 
 - Jated. - | es 

Be * me * ee % Be 

: The records of this legation show that since the publication of the | 
Mexican matriculation decrees two hundred and fifty-five citizens of the 

> United States have been matriculated at the foreign office, and of these 
- one hundred and twenty-four have been matriculate since the year 1880. 

This represents but a fraction of our citizens who are, or who have 
been during the period stated, in this country. The decrees are munic- | 
ipal regulations, and few of our countrymen coming here know of their © 

- @xistence. | ee | | 
7 % % a ae * e 4 eo a 

I have never failed, when the opportunity presenteditself, of explain. =’ 
ing to our fellow-citizens who have called at the legation the Mexican | 

-.. contention upon this subject, and to advise them, in order to avoid any 7 
' possible difficulty, to. comply with the requirements of thedecrees. This. 

) I have done, not because I have ever entertained the opinion that their | | 
right to the intervention of their Government depended upon acompli- | 
ance on their part with the requirements of the decree in question, but | 
‘simply as a means of preventing any possible discussion thereon. a 

The position in which citizens of the United States in Mexico may be | 
, placed if the contention of the Mexican Government bé admitted is a | 

_ painful and a difficult one. It would be, under certain circumstances, | 
absolutely impossible-for them to obtain, in their direst need, the diplo- 

_ Inatic protection of their Government. For instance, suppose (asThave _ - 
already indicated) one of them were to come into the country provided 
with a passport from the Department of State, and immediately upon — 
his crossing the frontier he were to be taken possession of and confined — 

| in prison, charged with the commission of some offense, or mustered
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| into the Army; the intervention of this legation would not be accepted | 

| | in his behalf, because he had not matriculated as a foreigner. For you . 

will have observed that the question of citizenship is not the one with | 
. which the Mexican Government concerns itself. It does not look be- — 

yond the fact of matriculation, and bases its refusal to admit diplo- 

matic interference on the ground of non-matriculatidn alone. It is true 

that in certain instances of imprisonment and impressment into the | 

Army this position has not been taken, but in others it has, notably in | 

the cases of claims made by citizens of the United States, or their heirs, 

for damages arising from torts committed onthem. * * * Itis also— 

true that instances have occurred when, notwithstanding the denial of 
the right of intervention, the intervention has been successful. oo 7 

* * * e | #* * Re | 

. Iam, &c., | me 
| : | P. H. MORGAN. 

- [Inclosure 1 in No. 962.— Translation. ] | 

. DEPARTMENT oF STATE AND OFFICE OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS. 

His Excellency the provisional President has transmitted to me the following 

decree : , 

‘‘The citizen Benito Juarez, constitutional provisional President of the Mexican 
Republic, to whom these presents may come: 

a ‘‘ Know ye, that availing myself of the authority conferred upon me, I have seen | 

fit to decree as follows: - | | 

‘ARTICLE 1. To the end that all foreigners residing in the Republic may establish 
their nationality and exercise the right to which foreigners are entitled under the laws 
and treaties with the nations, respectively, there shall be opened in the department 
of state for foreign relations a registry, to the end that they matriculate therein. 

‘ArT, 2, Three months, without prorogation, to commence from the publication of 

this decree, shall be allowed for foreigners to be inscribed, who desire to enjoy their 

rights as such. | 

oo, ‘Art. 3. To accomplish this, those who reside away from this capital shall apply, 

- with their respective proofs, to the government of states and territories, who shall 

arrange directly with the minister of foreign relations to enable them to carry out 
this decree, and who shall transmit the lists and descriptions of those who shall pre-_ | 

sent themselves as above direeted. 7 - | 

| “Arr, 4, Foreigners who shall return to the Republic are obliged to present them- | 

. selves to the chief political authority at the port of their destination, and to ask there- _ 

from the certificate which will be referred to hereafter. _ S 

“Art, 5. Captains of ports are obliged to transmit to the minister of foreign rela- 

tions, as soon as possible, a list of passengers arrived thereat, and of their nationality. 

‘Arr, 6. Upon foreigners who shall not have matriculated within the time above 

specified, a fine shall be imposed of ten dollars, and one dollar in addition for each 

month thereafter until they shall have registered. | ; 

“Arr, 7. No authority, office, or public functionary shall recognize as a foreigner —_ 

~ one who does not present the required certificate of matriculation issued by the de- 

partment of foreign relations. | 

‘“Art.8. The tribunals and judges, upon the instituting before them a demand by 

any foreigner, shall exact from him the previous presentation of the certificate re- 

ferred to, taking note of the date and number thereof, and he shall not be heard in 

judgment or otherwise if it is not presented. | | | 

. “ART, 9. No writer (notary, &c.,) shall authenticate any document for a foreigner, 

. unless the said certificate is previously produced, of which special mention shall be 

made in the public document which he authenticates. , . | 

‘Art, 10. Neither shall there be admitted in any of the offices of the Republic any 

reclamation on action by foreigners unless, at the time of making it, they present tho 

. certificate of matriculation, of which mention shall be made in the record to which 

the reclamation or action relates. | | | | 
‘Apt, 11. Foreigners, to obtain said document, shall establish their nationality by _ 

the passports which they brought into the Republic, or by a certificate of the diplo- 

matic or consular officer of their nation withont its being necessary that they should 

| make any written application therefor to the secretary for foreign affairs. 
, : . a
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«FART, 12. The functionary or authority who shall fail to comply with this decree Foe 
| shall be suspended’for one month, and if he be a writer (escribano), shall pay a fine of Oo 

fifty dollars.” . . a ee _ a : 
“ArT. 13. To those who have matriculated, certificates shall be issued to them from a 

the department of foreign affairs, which alone has the authority to issue them. . a 
. “ART,.14. To cover all the’charges*for the issuing of said certificates, one dollar 
each shall be demanded, which shall be paid at the moment of registry. | 

— “ART. 15. It shall be the duty of the judges of the civil registry to make monthly - oo 
| reports to the department of foreign affairs of the changes which take place in the 

civil condition of foreigners. Oo . 
“Therefore, I order it to be printed, published, circulated, and obeyed accordingly. 

. “Done in Mexico, the 16th of March, 1861. > , : 
| oe | a ' “BENITO JUAREZ. ° | 

To the citizen FRANCISCO ZARCO, _ | . | rod 
OR ne oo _ “ Minister of Foreign Affairs.” a _ eo | 7 

| And I communicate it to you that it may be carried into effect. | SO 
God and liberty. | SC | ae | | 7 | 
Mexico, 16th March, 1861. | - | | 

| : ane a | | oe | ZARCO. : . 

. oe ee [Inclosure 2 in No. 962.—Translation.] | oe - : 

I ne OF MATRICULATION. > 7 | 

| Benito Juarez, constitutional President of. the United States of Mexico to the inhab- 
: | oo . itants thereof: OS 

_ Know ye, that in the use of the ample faculties with which I am invested, I have — 
thought proper to decree the following: | : ) : | 
ARTICLE 1. Articles 6, 8, 9, and 12, of the law of March 16, 1861, are hereby re- 

| pealed, and consequently foreigners who may come to the Republic or reside in it, 
although they shall not have caused themselves to be enrolled in the register of | | 
matriculation of foreigners, nor possess certificates thereof, may plead their rights before | 

. the tribunals, or otherwise sign contracts or other public documents, and present them- ___—- 
selves to any authorities or officers, in use of the same rights as the other inhabitants : 
of the Republic, according to the laws of the same. | | | 

| Art. 2. The articles of the said law providing that foreigners who may wish to . 3 
enjoy their rights as such, shall cause themselves to be enrolled in the register of — 
matriculation and take out certificates thereof, remain in force. So far as may re- . 

- late to the time previous to the date of enrollment and issuance of said certificates, a 
they cannot allege any rights, nor be judicially recognized in the capacity of for- | 
eigners. — a So 7 a 

Therefore, I order the above to be printed, published, circulated, and duly obeyed. 
_ Given in Chihuahua, on the 6th of Deceimber, 1866. | : 

| . | BENITO JUAREZ. : , 

| ae No. 418 SC 

Oe | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Morgan. / ee , 

No. 732.) 0 a _ DEPARTMENT oF STATE, oe 
po : oe, . Washington, February 17, 1885. — a 

-. rr: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 962, of the 12th 
- ultimo, in reply to the inquiries of this Department respecting the ma-. | 

_ triculation laws of Mexico. The Department hasread withinterest your =| 
vareful review of the subject. It appears that matriculation of foreign | 

-. ers consists in registering their names and nationality in the foreign 
_. Office of Mexico. | | , ee | 

The Mexican Government contends that the national character of — 
the foreigner is proved by this matriculation, which entitles him to spe- _ | 

_ cial privileges and obligations, called the rights of foreigners. These are.
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(1) the right to invoke the treaties and conventions existing between 
_ his country and Mexico; (2) the right to seek the protection of hisown- 
Government. - ae : | eo 
hey further contend that the want of a certificate of matriculation 

will be considered sufficient to deny to this Government the right of 
diplomatic intervention in any case. | | 

Against this contention this Government protests as an interference 
in its relations to its citizens. The Government of the United States — 
recognizes the right of Mexico to prescribe the reasonable conditions 

: upon which foreigners may reside within her territory, and the duty of 
American citizens there to obey the municipal laws; but those laws 
cannot disturb or affect the relationship existing at all times between 

. this Government and one of its citizens. The duty is always incumbent 
upon a Government to exercise a just and proper guardianship over its 
citizens, whether at home or abroad. A municipal actof another state 
cannot abridge this duty, nor is such an act countenanced by the law 
or usage of nations. No country is exempted from the necessity of ex- 
amining into the correctness of its own acts. A sovereign who departs _ 
from the principles of public law cannot find excuse therefore in his 

| own municipal code. This Government, being firmly convinced thatthe _ 
| position of the Mexican Government is untenable, cannot assent to it. 

You will so inform the minister for foreign affairs in such formas you __ 
. may deem proper. | | | 

| lam, &e., a : : | | | | 
| | FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN., 

: NETHERLANDS. , 

a No. 419. . 

, . Mr. Beli to Mr. Bayard. | 

| No. 44.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| The Hague, September 17, 1885. (Received September 28.) 

 §Sre: I have the honor to bring to your knowledge that on the ocea- 
sion of a recent demonstration of workingmen at Amsterdam therewas __ 

| a conflict between those taking part and the police authorities. Subse- 
| quently a meeting of the workingmen was convened in Amsterdam for 

the purpose of presenting a formal protest against the action of the po- 
lice authorities. At this meeting a resolution was adopted protesting - 

7 against the action of the police authorities and demanding an inquiry 
- upon the subject of the excess committed by them under the pretext of. 

repressing trouble. The speakers at the meeting advised those taking 
part to abstain from all tumultous demonstrations. The text of the reso- 
lution adopted at this meeting was delivered to the mayor by a delega- 
tion appointed for that purpose. The mayor, in receiving the document, 
said to the delegation that all those who believed themselves to have 
been wronged by the authorities, and were in a position to establish the 

| facts, were at liberty to address him, either verbally orin writing; atthe _ 
same time he expressed the opinion that the public force on the oceca- _ 
sion of the late trouble did not exceed their authority. The delegation | 

_ after its audience with the mayor reported to the crowd the.result of © 
| its mission. a | a
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A new meeting was then held, at which the complaints of the people _ 

~ wereformulated and a proclamation issued under the direction of various 

associations, requesting all those who desire to participate in manifesta- . 

tions for the purpose of modifying article 76 of the constitution to take _ | 

part in a grand demonstration, which is fixed to take place at The Hague 

on Sunday next, the 20th instant. _ | ae a 
The manifestations which have taken place within the past thirty 

days in different parts of the country, and especially at Amsterdam, | 

were directed chiefly against article 76 of the constitution of the Nether- 7 

lands, which limits the right to vote. | Be _ 

Article 76 reads as follows: © Cok a | 

- The members of the second Chamber are elected in the various electoral districts in | 

which the country is divided by Netherlands subjects clearly enjoying civil and po- | 

litical rights and paying a direct electoral tax, which (regard being had to local cir- 

cumstances) is fixed by the electoral law, and which cannot be less than <0 florins ($8) | 

nor to exceed 160 florins ($64), an - - | 

The proclamation calling the meeting at The Hague on the 20thin- 
stant is issued under the direction of the following-named associations: 

- nniversal suffrage: bakers, boatmen, cigar-makers, cabinet-makers, car- 

-penters, house-painters, tinners, carpet-makers, riggers, wheelwrights, 

stone-masons, printers, iron-workers, painters, plasterers, shoemakers, | _ 

&c. The associations seem to be making an effort to secure a modifi- , 

cation of the article in question by an appeal to the legal authorities by © - 

public but peaceful demonstrations. The proclamationitselfisaddressed | 7 

to all those who desire to arrive by legal ways and without disturbance _ 

at the modification of article 76 of the constitution. : 

~The meeting here is fixed for the 20th instant, the day before the 

opening of the session of the States General, and is no doubt fixed for — | 

that date on account of the expected presence at that time in this capi- | 

~ tal of the members of the States General. As the Government hasat- 

this time the revision of the constitution under consideration, no little — 

~ eomment has been caused by what is termed “ the feverish impatience | 

ofthe people” 5 | no - a 

The reports of the committee of the second Chamber concerning the _ 
propositions to revise the constitution have recently been made public, _ 

but on account of their voluminous nature I have thought it best to 

await the final action of the States General-before forwarding a definite 

report. | oe a | | 

oe Lhave, &c., . | | 

| : TSA AO BELL, JR. 

. | en No. 420. | , 

| - oe Mr. Bell to Mr. Bayard. - | | 

| . fExtract.] oo | | | 

No. 47.] ss UEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | | 
Phe Hague, September 23, 1885. (Received October 7.) 

| Sir: As previously announced in my No. 44, of September17, [have = 
‘the honor to report that a manifestation on a large scale took placehere 

on Sunday, the 20th instant, in favor of universal suffrage. Theinitia- 
tive of this demonstration and of the meeting which followed it was | 
taken by the “Netherland League of Universal Suffrage” with the co- 

operation of the “ Netherlands Workingmen’s Associations” and the “So-
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cial Democrats of the Netherlands.” Delegates representin g over one 
hundred associations from all sections of the country took part in the 

: procession, which was formed on the Bentenhof, in front of the legation. 
Tbe procession, bearing flags and banners, but without music, quietly _ 
paraded the principal streets of the city, escorted by the police. Those 
taking part, some three or four thousand, subsequently held a meeting 
In one of the principal halls of the city, which lasted three hours, and - 
during which time several important speeches were made. The speak- 
ers declared that if the people could not obtain universal suffrage 
through legal ways that they would obtain it by violence. The meet- 

_ ing finally adopted a resolution demanding for the last time “ peacefully” 
universal suffrage. The resolution will be presented to the presidents _ 
of the two chambers and to the minister of the interior. | a 

# * # * * * * 

Thave, &c., | | 7 
ISAAC BELL, Jr. 

No. 421. 7 | 

: | Mr. Bell to Mr. Bayard. _ | . 

| No. 48.] _ LGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ~ 
, The Hague, September 26, 1885. (Received October 10.) 

7 Sim: I have the honor to report that yesterday the minister of finance : 
submitted the budget for the coming year to the second Chamber, by 
which it appears that a deficit exists of 16,500,000 florins ($6,600,000) 
for the home Government, and a further deficit of 4,500,000 florins 
($1,800,000) for the Indian colonies. , : | 

| In order to provide for this deficit as well as to complete the unfinished 
a public works, it is said that the minister of finance will propose to the 
os Chambers that a loan of 65,000,000 florins ($26,000,000) be issued paya- 

ble in fifty-five years. | oe 
a - TT have, &c., : 

| | _ ISAAC BELL, Jr. 

| | No. 422, — | | | | 

. ° Mr. Bell to Mr. Bayard. . | : 

: No.. 55.] 7 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
| The Hague, October 13, 1885. (Received October 24.) . 

| Siz: Referring to my No. 48 of the 26th ultimo, I now have the | 
honor to inform you that an examination of the documents accompany- 
ing the budget for the year 1886 recently presented to the second Cham- 
ber shows that economies are proposed in all the departments except 

_ that of war, through which it is proposed to dispense 500,000 florins _ 
| more than in 1885. - 7 OS a 

The expenses of the interior department are to be diminished more —— 
than 1,000,000 florins. This arises principally from the suppression of 
normal schools and a reduction in the operations connected with public 

, instruction. . ; : a
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, It is a noticeable fact that the expenses of the war department are 
increased to the detriment of the fund for educational purposes and the 
reason attributed for the reduction is the fact that in many localities | 
the schools are so poorly attended. | oo | | | 

_ It is proposed to distribute the 132,028,450 florins asked for as fol- 
lows: | — . | _ 

ae ) | | ~ Florins. 
1. Household of the King .... 2.222. 0-2 50+ oe ene een ence cee ees cone 650, 000 
2, The high administration of the state and the cabinet of the King.... 610,634 

-, 3. Department of foreign affairs .....-2- 22-2... eee eee eee eee eee eee ee 683, 690 ee 
A. Department of justice -..-... 2-2. cece ne cence cece ee eee eee e ee eee 4,519,641 | 
5, Department of interior ..-... 122.2. eee cece ne eee eee ee cece eee eee 10,980,361 
6. Department of marine...... 1.2.2.2 -e ween eee eee cee eee cee eee eee 13,261, 248 a 
7a, National debt.....----6 .eeene cece eee ceed cece ee ceeeceeeeeeeeesees 34,989, 299 a 

, 7b. Department of finance. ...- 22. 1.2226 ween e oe ce eee ee eee ence eee 23,432, 386. 
8. Department of war ...-.. 2-2-2. 2-20 eee eee cen eee eee eee eee eee ees 20, 774, 853 
9, Department of waterstaat, commerce, and industry......----------- 20,896,217 | 

10. Department of colonies ...... 2222.22 222 cee nee cece ee cee e ee cece eee ees 1,180,120 
dl. Various WAY8.... ..--- 2 eee e eee eee eens cee eee ee rene een eee cece 50,000 — | 

‘The minister of finance after having explained the financial situation, = 
from which it appeared that there would be a large deficit at the end of - 

the year 1886, insisted particularly upon issuing a loan of 65,000,000 
florins, payable in fifty-five years, to cover the deficit and to provide | 

- means for carrying on the public works already voted by the Chambers, 

_ It is proposed to divide the proceeds of this loan about as follows: 

’ Florins. | 

1. Finishing railway lines of the State already under construction...... 7,000,000 . 

2. Redemption of the line from Antwerp to Rotterdam......-.....------ 4, 000, 000 

3, Approximate estimate of the cost of the canal from Amsterdam to the 
 Merwede ..---- eens cece cen n ne cece cece eee cece ee cece neeceeceeces 7,000,009 

4, Improvement of the Rotterdam Canal, deduction being made of that . 

portion of expenses which fall on the Rotterdam community...-... — 6, 000, 000 

5. Improvement of the mouth of the Meuse .-.....--. +... .----- eee eee 11, 000, 000 

| 6. Finishing works on fortifications ........--- --.---------+----5 ++ ese +e 10, 000, 000 

7. Demorietization of silver conformable to the law of April 27, 1884 (as - 
po this demonetization may take place during the year 1886)........-. 5, 000, 000 © 

| 8. The deficit as between receipts and expenditures estimated for Decem- 

Der 31, 1886 ..-...-ee ee cece e cece ee eee ee cee ee cee eeeeeeecseeceee 16,000,000 | 

The minister of finance closed his explanation by declaring that it — 

--was necessary to resort to new taxes to restore the financial equilib- 

rium. | | re : : oe 

: Thave, &c., a a : | Bo 

| a | oe ISAAC BHLL, JR. . | 

| | - No.428 0 | ee 

Ce Mr. Bell to Mr. Bayard. : So ee 

No. 56.] | - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — 
. - The Hague, October 14, 1885. (Received October 27.) 

- Se: The budget of the Netherlands East Indies for the year 1886 oe 

was recently presented to the second Chamber of the States Generalby _ 

the minister of the colonies. | oe | 

’ As usual this budget was divided into four chapters, one being the oe 

chapters of expenses in the Netherlands for the benefit of the Indies and | - 

two in the Indies for the benefit of the Indies. Three being thechapter 

of receipts in the Indies for the benefit of the Indies, and four in the Neth- a
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_ erlands for the benefit of the Indies,’ arising principally from the sale of 
_ coffee, quinine, and tin. oe eee | LR ae 

The total of the budget is as follows: : , : a 
oe - | a _ Florins. 

Expenses in the Netherlands... 2.2... 2.0. 02 cee econ ence ele nee cenece cece 25, 184, 803 
Expenses in the Indies ...... 0.202.222. eee ee eee ce eee cee cece ee eect 114,766,211 

oo Total -... - 222-2 eee e cee eee cece cee nee eee cece ee eee eee eseees. 139,951,014 

Receipts in the Netherlands........ 2.2. .2-22- cece ceecee ceeceecceccccce. 31, 078, 805 
Receipts in the Indies ..--.. 2-2. ---- 022 eee cece ee cee cece ee eee eee sense 104, 425,109 * 

Total ..----- 2-22. eee ee ete cece ee eee cece e cece cee eee cee ces 135, 503, 914 
Showing a deficit of ..- 222.22... eee eee ce cee ce cee eee cee ees cenee 4, 447, 100 

; Compared to the budget of 1885, the total of the expenses is ............ 4,148,580 
Total receipts ....- 2.22.2. eee eee cen cece cece ee ene eee ees ceeeee cues 7, 136, 872 

. Less than those of 1885. __ | | . oo 

_ The following table shows the financial situation of the Netherlands 
Indies during the past five years: _ a — 

. Florins. 
Expenses, 1880 .... 22. 02 - cece ee cee ee cee wee eee cee eee cece ee wees 146, 935, 037 
Receipts, 1880.2. 22... 22 cone eee cone eee cee eee wen eee cece es cnee cee 146, 993, 516 

Profit... 2. --0022 2222 eens tees cece cree cece eeeeee cree eeeeeeeeeess 58,479 
| Expenses, 1881 .... 2.22.22. .eeeee ce ecee ee ceee cone cence cece cece ceeeeees ss 150,500, 378 

Receipts, 1881... 22. eee ee cee cee ce ee wees cee e nee ee acne es cneee 137, 613, 985 

Deficit ..--2.-- 200+ seeeeeeeee cece ee eeee concer cee eec eee ceee cesses 12,886, 393 
Expenses, 1882 0.220. 0ccc0seccee ceocee ceccec seeeedececeececececcen cee. 149, 940,531 
Receipts, 1882... 22. ee eee ce eee cece ween eee ene cane cece ceceee cece 130, 532, 735 

Deficit .... 2222... 2ee cee cee eee cece ee nee cone cece tneees ceceeceeee 19,407,796 

Expenses, 1883 ...-.. 2.2000 cee cece ee cece ee econ ee nce cecnee cececceceees 148, 311, 472 
| Receipts, 1883.22... eee eee eee cee cee nee cece cee cee cone cen ene cece 141, 609, 749 

Deficit ...... 2.2.02 seeeee eee ceeeee cece cece ceceee ceeeeececceseees > 6,701, 723 
a Expenses, 1884 .......206 .eecee cence e cece ee cece cence cccnesce cece cceees 145, 482, 985 a Receipts, 1884...-.. 2... 2202. e eee eee cece cee ene nee ce eeee cece eee. 141, 857,947 

Deficit ..2. 020. ene cece ee cece eee cece ee eee cece cneneseecncs sees, 3,625, 038 

_ The total of the deficits in the receipts of former years, including the 
estimate for the year 1886, amounts to the sum of 54,868,794 florins, of 

, which amount 45,157,365 florins is already covered by the loan of 1883, 
| contracted by the State, so that at the end of the year 1886 there will | 

be a deficit of 9,711,429 florins. | | : 
| In regard to the fall in the price of coffee, the minister has only val-  __ 

| ued the article at 28 cents Dutch money (about 114 cents of our money) 
| per half kilogram, being two cents less than the estimate for the current 

year, so that the proceeds of the sale of coffee in 1886 are estimated at 
a a sum of 8,266,800 florins less than in 1885. | 

The minister expects, however, an increase in the receipts from the 
following sources: a | 

. | Florins. — 

Tobacco license .... 2... 22. ceee cece eee cece ee cece ee ence cece secces decece ness 600, 000 ) 
Stamp tax 2.20... 0.2 cee eee ee cee ce cee cee cen eee cece cen ceeeeeenee 75,000 
Land rent... 2... 2220 cence cee eee cee ee cece cee cone cone cecmes ceeecneeee- 600, 000 

| License privilege... 2... 62.2. cee ne cee eee cee cee cece cee cece ee cece sees 374, 000 
State railways ... 20... 2. ee ce eee cee ee ce eed eee nee cone cece ceneeccees 544, 000 

~The minister further announced that he expected to realize a benefit 

: of 1,000,000 florins from a revision of the colonial customs tariff,
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~The abstract of the budget above referred to as showing the receipts | 
and expenditures in the Netherlands for the benefit of the Indies and 
in the Indies for the benefit of the Indies numbered one, two, three,and . 
four, are herewith inclosed. | | | | 

- | -s JSAAC BELL, JR. | 

| / (Inclosure 1 in No. 56.] | | | a | 

| wr Statement of expenditures in the Netherlands for the benefit of the Indies. | 

| a | | | | Florin 
1, Government and high colleges of the State .......----.--.--------05., 40,600 0 

| 2. Department Of justice ...22. 2 ee cee eee cee eee cee eee cee ne ene eee, 69,000 
| 3. Department of finance ...... 22.222. eee ee nee eee eee eee eens ceees 8,528, 000 | 

, | (Of this sum 2,455,600 is due as interest, and 5,053,800 for pensions, oo 

4. Department of the interior. .......----- 2-22-22. ee eee eee ee eee ee eee 4,261, 638 | 
(Of this sum 3,885,494 is to be expended in the culture of coffee.) | | _ 

5. Department of public instruction ...... 2.22. cee eee ee eee eee eee 577,280 a 
6. Department of public works .....-...---. 02-222 eee ee eee eee eee eee 3,478, 000 : 

| -. (Of this sum 2,876,000 is due the railways and tramways.) = ¢ | : 
7. Department of war ....2.. ..---- 2c eee e ene ce eee tween tence cence 4,062, 627 | 

«(Of this sum 1,612,800 is due for the transportation and equipment — | oo 
°. of troops and 1,672,000 cost of materials.) oo gm 

8. Department of marine.... 2.2.2... -- eee eee ene eee eee ee eee eee eee ees 4,167, 658 
(Of this sum 1,896,158 is due for personal services, and 2,220,100 for — a | 

. - material. ) - a ° —— 

Mota. .eee cee cee cece veceee cesses seccceancceescseseeccneeecscees 25,184,803 0 

| a | oo | . [Inclogure 2 in No. 56.) | oe | , | 

. . Statement of expenditures in the Indies for the benefit of the Indies. ' a | 

- oe a a _ Florins. | 
1. Government and high colleges ....-..-2----0-200 cee eee eeeeeeneee eee 1,198, 180 
2, Department of justice ..-- 20.2222. ween eee eee cee eee eee e ee cceeeeenes 5,379,975 | 

_ 3. Department of finance . 2.222... e ee eee ee ee ewe cee cee ween eeees 8,418,123 
4. Department of the interior...........2--- -2- 22 e cee eee eee eee e ee eees AL, 704, 361 

(Of this sum 17,356,329 is to be expended in the culture of coffee. ) | a 
5. Department of public instruction .....-2--. 222. --22.6-----2- eee e--- 10,699,908 

(Of this sum 2,805,419 is to be expended in the public instruction 
| _ of Indians and Europeans. ) — oo | So 

6. Departrhent of public works ...... 2.2... 2.2.20 22s ween e cow eee e ee eee 17,229, 957 
(Of this sum 5,793,900 is to be expended in the construction of rail- | I - 

| ways and tramways.) © ee | 
7. Department of war --... 022-22 22 eee cee ce eee eee ewe ee cee neces 24,337, 222 : 
8. Department of claims...--.-.-.---- 2. 2-2 cee ee ence ween eee ences 5, 798, 535 | 

a Total 20... ceceee cee eee ee cc ee cec eee cece eseeee cece nseceeseeencee 114,766, 211 

. | a | - {Inclosure 3 in No. 56.] arn a : | 

me Statement showing the receipts in the Indies for the benefit of the Indies. — | | | 
So | | | : _. Kiorins. oo 

1. Government, high colleges of the state, and department of justice... 372, 200 
Taxes derived from license privileges, opium..........-.--.-------- 21,376, 000 | 

-  Slaughtering cattle, &e ..22 2. ele. eee ee ee ee eee eee eens eee 1, 620, 000 
License for the Chinese game (pho-en-topho)............-..---.---- 833, 000 : 

| License for the sale of arac and other strong drinks in Java by re- . | 
. tail 2.02. eee ee eee we eee eee ee ecm ee scm ene cece eecnewes . 450, 000 ; 

oe , Java and Chinese tobacco license ...... COTM RRR RO OAH e RET EHH RAH BeBe 230, 000 :
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- : . | oe | Florins. 

Tolls from bridges, sluices, &¢ .-.. 2.2.2... 2202 eeenee cece cece ceeee- > 183,000 
: Birds’ nests .... 025. cee ene wee eee nee cee ee wee ene cane ec men cone cece 174, 000 

: Pepper tax (at ——) 22-0. 2.2 cone cece cee eee cee ee cone ene cee wees 90, 000 
_ Nipa and other woods .... 20... cee eee ween cece ee ene e cece cee ence 10, 000. 

Bale of sago... 2... ee eee cee eee ene cece ne cone cee cee wenn ceen cone 17, 000 
. Thousand Islands’ privileges .......22. .cccee cee eee ween cues woes enue 3, 200 

Gold mines at Borneo .... 2.2.0. 222 ee cng eee cee ee cece eee cen eeeweee 9, 600. 
Figheries at Makasser -.-. 2-220... 22 cee ene ce eee cee ene cece ee cone, 9, 800 
Sale of salt at Sumatra ..- 22... 22. eee eee cee cee cee eee wee ence wane 12, 000. 
Government pawn houses ....-. 2.2.2. pec eee cece ne wee eee cece ce cens 881, 000 
Gutta percha (Sumatra)...-.. 0.200.002.2020 eee cee eee eee cee wees 17,.000 
Various other taxes -... 2.222. eee Seen cece ee enw ececccece ences > 140,800 

2. Customs: | - | | 
Tmportations...... 0.222. ee ene eee ne cece s ccm ee cence cncceececcse- 7,470,000 
Eixportations ... 22. 22. 00 ee eee e cee cee ene cee wee cece cceeces-- 2,545, 000 
EXCiS€S -2 2-22 eee ee tee cee cee ee teen eee wee ee ween cee 159,000 — 
Government warehouses... 2.2... -.c eee cee cee cence weno ee ween - 53, 000 

. Other receipts 2.2226 2c eek eee ce ee wee cece cee cnn n ee cwewee ee 64,200 — 
3. Port privileges... . ooo. ek ce ee cee ce eee cee ne cee cow eee ceceee 278,000 — 
4. Personal taxes .... 2.22.22 22 cee ce ee ce ee cee eee cece cn nn wees 758, 000 
5. Ground tax, and taxes upon nutmegs, spices, &c., at Banda Island... 1,773, 000 
6. Public sales 2.2.22. o.oo. cee ee ce eee ewe ween wee eee ween cece cee eee 805, 000 
7, Stamp tax... 2... ee eee eee ee eee cee eee ee cece ee eee eeeeee = 1,100,000 © 
8. Mutations....2. 00222. ow cee cece we cee cee eee cone ce en we cee eees 600, 000 

: 9. Carriages and horses ....2. 222-22 cee eee cece een cee ween nee cee eee, 211, 000 
10. Right of succession... 2.02... 2.222 week cee ee ee cece cece cece wnee? 97,000 — 

- 11. Tax on certain possessions in Java ..... 22. cece veces cece eee eee 3, 500 
_ 12. License for Chinese gambling houses. .... 2.22.22... eee ene eee eee 36, 000 

13. License for the sale of tobacco ...... 22. 022 --. eee eee ne eee eeeeess 1,200,000 
14. Right of slaughtering cattle in the regency of Preanger....-..:..-.. 50, 000 
15. Tax on trades .... 2... cee e eee oe ce ee cee ee eee eee e cece eeeeee- 3,318,000 
16. Special tax on privileges and possessions in Java and Madura....-.. 1, 859, 150 
17. Repayment of the loans advanced to land pensioners......--..------ 897, 000 

Department of the interior: oe | | 
_ 18. Islands to the north of Celebes .... 2... 222. cece ee cece ee enw nee ne ccee 7,115 

» 19. Poll-tax in the Government of Java and Madura. .........-....-.-- 2, 540, 000 
20. Cadastre ..-2 2-2. one one ene ene ce ce nee cee cee wee cee eee 66, 000 
21. Land rents... 2... 20. eee ek eee eee eee eee ween cee cee eneeeeeee 19,350, 000 
22. Fisheries .. 2-2. 228 ce ce ces ce eee cee wens ween cen cec succes 325, 000 

| . 23. Rice and sugar in Celebes.... 120. ee ene wee ec cee wee tenn cence ee 241, 020 
, 24. Sale of lands ... 22. 0.22. ee ee eee cee cece cece nce wwe wacene 716, 800 | 

25. Emphytentic rent .... 2.222. eee eee enn ce ee cee eee cee eens 105, 000 
| 26. Tax from the registration of the contracts with the workmen at Su- 

matra and Banda ..-2 2. 1.222. ne wee cece ce eens ce enn ween eee 18, 700 
27. Sale of coffee . 22... ee. ee eee eee ce eee eee ene e cece ceeeee eee = 7,556,500 
28. Tax on sugar plantations.... 2.2.2... oe eee eee cee e te eens enee-- 5, 682,374 
29. Sale of the products of the forests.........--- 2.002. ween eee ee eeeeee’ = 831,200 © 
30. Restitution of the advances made to the steam packet companies.... 100, 000 

! Department of public instruction: oo pe 
$81. Academic contributions... 22. 0.0.22 eee cee cee ee eee we ee ee ewes 368; 500 : 
32. Sale of the products of the botanical gardens at Buitenzorg ........- 2, 400 
33. State printing ..- 2. eee eee ene ee ce we eee cee cnwe cee 200,000 - 
34. Tax upon lotteries. ... 2... 222. ee ee ee ween ten wee eee cece 27, 000 
35. Sale of tin 2.222. 22.2 eee oe ce eee ce eee ce ee cee wee ce eee cone 503, 000 

| 36. Sale of salt... 2.222. coe ee eee ene ce eee ne eee cee mee ence eees 7,167,000. 
7 37. Receipts from various SOUrCES.. ~~ 2. 2-2-0. ween ce wee cee wwe e ee enee 23,750, 

Department of public works: | 
38. Sale and location of houses ...... 2.00. 22 nae nee nee cee e coc eee ceneee 48, 000 
39. Post ...-22 2 oe eee eee cee ee ce cee cee wee cnee meee cece woes 828,000 
AQ. Telegraph... 2... 2.2.22. ce ee eens ce ne cee cece en ween wane ceceees 510, 000 
Al. Railways and tramways ...... ---- 2-200 cece cece ee ne ce cece ceweee---. 5,027, 000 
42. Steam engines..-... 222. 2 oe ee ne eee nee ween cece nee eee 18,000 

War department: Oo : | . 
43. Divers receipts... 2.222. eee cee cece ee ne cee we ce ne cee cee ene meee 772,600 

| Department of the marine: | —_ 
43,--Divers TECCIPts 2.00. ween ween ee mney oe cece ee cence samen ccccee nace 460,500. 

Total....- FAKSKT OSHA OS CREST A CORON TEHSHe PELL ONTO SHR TE ETE PAE Ae © ‘104, 425, 000.
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a . 7 [Inclosure 4 in No. 56.] S - . : | | | 

Statement of the receipts in the Netherlands for the benefit of the Indies. a 
ne _ oS : . - Florins. 

OL. Sale of coffee... 22. ee eek ccc ne ween cece ee cece ee cee ce ee eeeeeceeee 24,591, 535 - | 
2. Sale of quinine ... 2... oe. eine ee cee ee ce cee eee ce ene cnc eee 244, 530 | 
3. Sale of tin. 2... 02-2. ee eee eee eee cee ee eee cece emeeoee. 4,951,346 
4, Reimbursement of advances made to the railways of Samarang..... 1,015, 000 

| 5. Other receipts from various sources .....-----+----- -----+ ---- +22 ee 76, 394 

Bo tal eee eee ceeeee cee ce ceee cece ceeeee eneeceeeceseeeeseneeess 81,078,805 

| | | No. 424, es 
ss Mr. Bell to Mr. Bayard. 7 : 

— No57) LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATEs, | ae 
| / The Hague, October 15, 1885. (Received October 27.) | | 

 . 1m: Referring to my No. 56 of the 14th instant, in which I remarked | 
that the minister of finance had stated that he expected to realize a 
benefit of 1,000,000 florins from a revision of the colonial customs tariff, | 

- JT nowhave the honor to report that it is understood that the following | 
projects will be submitted to the Chambers, some of which havea ma- _ 
terial bearing on the commerce of the United States. eR | 

It is proposed to reduce the export duties in the colonies as follows: | | 
Coffee, from 3 to 1 florin per 100 kilograms; sugar, from fl. .18the kilo- | 
gram to fl. .09; tea, the duty to be abolished. | i a 

7 On the other hand, it is proposed to increase the duty on petroleum 
by 2 florins the hectoliter (from which source alone it. is expected that 
a sum of 800,000 florins will be realized). It is proposed to raise the : 
import duty on tobacco to 16 florins the 100 kilograms, and on cigars © 
and cigarettes to 20 florins the 100 kilograms. | a a 

Oo The following articles and products at present subject to an import 
| duty of 6 per cent. ad valorem, it is proposed to raise to 10.per cent. 

| Pottery, eatables, glassware, manufactured articles of gold, silver, iron, . 
steel, copper, zinc, lead, tin, leather, paper, perfumery, playing cards, 
clocks, watches, cooperage, flour, aud meats. Musical instruments, _ 

- hitherto free, to pay 10 per cent. ad valorem. Import duty onteaand = 
beer to be doubled. ol ) | | | 
These proposed changes in the tariff have not yet been presented to 

the Chambers in proper form, but it is generally believed that a bill of . | 
- . asimilar nature will soon be formulated. | | So - 

According to estimates.for the year 1886, without these contemplated oe 
- modifications, it is expected to realize through the colonial customs im- _ 

port duties 7,500,000 florins and export duties 2,500,000 florins. | | 
I have, &c., | | | | — 

| | | ISAAC BELL, JR. Se 

NG 8B | 
ae Mr. Bell to Mr. Bayard. a 7 - 

ee | Oo oe 7 | | [Extract.] | | / : - 

No. 62.] | _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, © 
| | | The Hague, October 29, 1885. (Received November 10.) 

$reg: Referring to my No. 55 of the 13th instant, in which I referred | 
to an anticipated loss during the year 1886 of 5,000,000 florins by this ss, 

_ Government by reasen of the proposed demonetization of 25,000,000. |
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florins in Dutch silver coin of 23 florins each (about equal to our silver 
dollar), I now have the honor.to transmit herewith three copies of the — | 
law of the 27th of April, 1884, in the Dutch text, with translation. — 

By this law it willbe seen that the minister of finance is so authorized, | 
whenever he deems it expedient, to avail himself of the opportunity to 

| demonetize an amount of silver coin not to exceed 25,000,000 florins and 
| sell fer gold the ingots (silver) thus produced through the agency of | 

| the Netherlands Bank. ce a | 
* * * ¥ * % * 

It seems that this law was passed at a time when this Government. 
was about placing a considerable loan, and is supposed to have greatly 
strengthened the credit of the country, the legislation being regarded _ 

| abroad as an indication of the desire of the Government to pay its in- 
debtedness in gold. The minister of finance further intimated in his in- 

. terview that such demonetization wou!d certainly not take place during 
the coming year, as the Government reserve of gold at present was ex- __ 

: _ ceedingly strong. | | | | | 
_ The amount of silver which the Government may hereafter dispose __ 

. of can be learned from an examination of the following statement, which 
may be relied upon as showing approximately the monetary situation 
in this country and its colonies. The Netherlands Government adopted _ 
the single silver standard in 1847. The law of the 6th June, 1875, in- » 
troduced the gold standard, and fixed the relation between the two 

— metals in the proportion of one of gold to fifteen and five-eighths of 
silver. | | 

| There has been coined in the Netherlands since 1840 a little more than 
460,000,000 florins in silver money, of which amount a large proportion 
has been sent to the colonies. Silver money are pieces of 24 florins, 

: about equal to our silver dollar; 1-florin piece, about equal to 40 cents 
of our money; and 50-cent pieces, equivalent to. about 20 cents in our 
coin. The gold money which has been coined in this country since 

| 1875, the date of the introduction of the gold standard, amounts to : 
74,303,910 florins, and is coined only in 10-florin pieces. The monetary | 

| — circulation of this country was as follows at the commencement of 1885: 
| Silver money in circulation in the Netherlands in the neighborhood of - 

| 150,000,000 florins. Siiver money in circulation in the colonies, in the | 
neighborhood of 200,000,000 florins; the balance, it is estimated, has 
been consumed in manufactures. and for ornaments. Gold money in 
circulation in the Netherlands, about 15,000,000 florins. . Gold money 

Oo deposited in the Bank of the Netherlands January 1, 1885, 19,700,000 
florins; on the first day of October, 1885, 22,600,000 florins, in addition 

: to 26,000,000 florins in ingots. Gold money in circulation in the colo- 
nies, about 5,000,000 florins. Copper money in circulation in the Neth-. | 
erlands, about 1,700,000 florins. 
There are no official data to show the amount of copper money in cir- | 

culation in the colonies, but it is believed to be in the neighborhood of 
oo 18,000,000 florins. | — | , 

In addition there are in circulation in the Netherlands about 7,500,000 
_ florins, in odd pieces of the denominations of 25 cents, 10 cents, and 5 

_ cents, in debased silver. The amount of these odd pieces in circulation | 
in the colonies is not known in official circles here. ne 

_ There were also in circulation January 1, 1885, bank-bills, not cov- 
ered by gold or silver, amounting to 77,500,000 florins; on October 1, _ 

- 1885, this sam had been reduced to 50,500,000 florins. | - 
a The Netherlands Bank is not a Government institution, but is never- 

. theless the designated depository of the Government, on account of
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- which fact the Government has a commission, consisting of fifteen mem- 
bers, who inspect the affairs of the bank. * * * The holders of the | | 

pills of this bank can at any time demand their redemption in specie 

but not in gold. ae | : 

I have, &c., ; Re | 
we | - ‘ISAAC BELL, JR. 

we 7 [Iclosure in No. 62.—Translation.] | 

Law of the 27th of April, 1884, containing some measures upon the monetary system. 7 

. | (Official journal of the Kingdom of the Netherlands.—No. 97.] - : | | an 4 

| We, William III, by the grace of God King of the Netherlands, Prince of Orange- 

Nassau, Grand Duke of Luxemburg, &ec. : ss oO cre | | 

: -To all men who shall see or hear the present, hail: be it known to them: oe : 

‘As we have'taken into consideration the necessity to adopt some measures upon the oe 

monetary system, so it is that we, after having heard the council of state and in | 

| common accord with the States-General, have approved as weapprove bythe present, — 
only article. | | a | 

Onr minister of finance is authorized to, when and in as far as he willjudgeitnec- | 

essary, having regard for the state of our monetary system, to demonetize an amount | 

. of at the highest 25,000,000 florins, in Dutch coin of 2} florins, and to sell the ingots 

of silver thus produced through the intervention of the Netherlands Bank. Betore | 

making use of this authority our minister aforesaid will take the advice of the section | 

of the council of state-which is in relation upou this subject with the department of — 

finance. As soon as the interests of the state will permit it, the advice of this sec- . 
tion of council of state will be communicated to the States-General. OO , | 
We order and decree the present law to be inserted in the official journal (Staatsblad ) 7 

| and that ministerial departments, authorities, colleges, and other functionaries whom- 7 | 

: -soever it may concern shall co-operate to have the same punctually carried out. | 7 

| Done at the chateau of Orange-Nassau, April 27, 1884. | ce 
. | : WILLIAM. | 

_ The minister of finance, | . | 7 es 

| | | en | : , | 7 GROBBEE. | 
Promulgated the 30th April, 1884. | : pe oe | 

The minister of justice, ee ae 
| | Du Tour van BELLIN CHAVE. 7 

| . Mr. Bell to Mr. Bayard. Oo 

No. 3) oe LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | oe 
-- Phe Hague, Netherlands, November 20, 18865. — (Received Nov: 30.) Lo 

- $§1p: Referring to my No. 47, of September 23d last, I now have the _ 
honor to inform you that this Government has published its reply to | 
the report of the commission of the second Chamber in relation to the _ 
proposed projects respecting the revision of the constitution. Theprin-  _ 

_. cipal point presented and discussed in this reply is the question of | 
universal suffrage. _ | es 
_ Replying to the observation comprised in the report of the Chamber 
in favor of universal suffrage this Government says : a | | 

- Every person has the right to be well governed and to live under equitable laws . 
appropriate to his social position; accordingly the right to vote has only arelative 
value, inasmuch as it guaranteeya suitable representation and wise laws. a
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According to this principle, it surely does not ‘appear reasonable to accord the 
right of election to the masses, that is, to an important majority of persons little en. 
lightened, who scarcely contribute anything to the public charges, and who, more than 
all other persons, are exposed to be misled or corrupted by political leaders. . 

The position of the candidates: would consequently be quite different when they aro obliged to make promises to gain the vote of the masses. | | | a 

| In order that you may be able to see this point clearly, it is impor- 
tant that you should fully understand the nature of the oath taken by | 

~ members elect of-either chamber of the States-General on entering upon 
their functions. , —_ DO oo | | 

The following is a translation of article 83 of the fundamental law of | 
the Kingdom of the Netherlands prescribing the oath to be taken by _ 
members elect of the first and second chambers of the States-General. 

On their entrance into office they will each, in accordance with their religious. be- | 
lief either take the oath (or make the promise) which follows: | 8 | 

I swear (or promise) fidelity to the fundamental law. So help me God. _ 

| They are admitted to take this oath or make this promise after hav- 
| ing taken the oath or made the declaration and promise which follows: 

I swear (affirm) that to be elected member of the first or second chamber (as the 
| case may be) of the States-General I have neither given nor promised, neither will I give 

or promise, directly or indirectly, under any pretext whatsoever, any gift or present to 
any person, in office or without functions, © = = 8 | . 

I swear (affirm) that I will never receive from any one whomsoever, nor under any 
pretext, directly or indirectly, any gift or present engaging me to do anything what- 
soever in the exercise of my function. | : : eo 

These oaths are taken at the hands of the King or in the session of the second chamber 
a at the hands of the president authorized to this effect by the King. | 

Referring again to the substance of the dispatch the Government 
| further says: we | | 

Universal suffrage exists, it is true, in several great states, as in the United States, 
| in France since 1848, and in Germany since 1869; and it is perfectly understood that 

this system cannot be abolished in any of those states, for once the political right is 
7 accorded it is very difficult to withdraw it. . 

| The Government, after citing certain evils which they claim are the _ 
- natural outgrowth of the existence of universal suffrage in the United 

States, France, and Germany, says further: Oo | | 

It is possible that, having regard for the moderation of the national character and 
the small extent. of our territory, universal suffrage would not bring about in the 

| Netherlands all those disagreeable consequences, but it is not to be overlooked that 
the introduction of the system would be a very dangerous step, from which it would 
be almost impossible to retreat once it had been adopted. Oo : 

_ Notwithstanding these views the Government has presented to the 
second Chamber a new modification of the article of the constitution 
which regulates the right of suffrage. | | 

According to this proposition the right of suffrage is not only to be | 
accorded to persons paying a certain local tax, but also to those who 

| pay only a certain sum in land tax to the state. The effect of this prop- _ 
osition may be better understood when it is known that the number of 

| voters at Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and The Hague, actually 5,076, 2,702, 
| and 2,718, would be by this modification increased to 11,408, 5,707, and . 

5,323, respectively. oo | ee 
The result of the recent election in the district of Sheek, to fill the 

vacancy in the second Chamber created by the appointment of Mr. Van — 
—_ Blom as high counselor of the court, may be taken as an indication of.
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- the feeling prevailing among those already enjoying the right of suf- _ | 
 frage. | 7 a | 

The result of this election was attended with a special interest. In 
the first place, on account of the person of the liberal candidate, and in 

- the second place because the result would infiuence very much the com- | : 
position of the Chamber, which at the present time has 43 Liberaland43 

~ anti-Liberal members. Theresult was favorable to the Liberal party, who | , 
for the first time elected a ‘“‘ workingman’s candidate” in the person of 
Mr. Heldt, who obtained 2,006 votes against 1,670, polled by the Baron | 
Schimmellpenninck van der Oji, the conservative candidate. Mr. Heldt_ —— 
is the president of the workingmen’s association, editor of the Working- , 
man’s Journal, and a strong partisan of universal suffrage. ae 

Baron Schimmellpenninck is a representative of the old nobility of | 
Holland, and his family hold close personal relations with the court. = 

, I have, &c., | es, | os 
bo | oo — JSAAC BELL, JR. | 

| | ~ PERU. a _— 

a : | No. 427. | | 

_ No. 81.] Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. S. L. Phelps. : 

Oe | oo DEPARTMENT ‘OF STATE, | : 
—— oo a Washington, December 5, 1884. 
Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your notes of the 6thand | 

- 29th of October last, Nos. 148 and 165, respecting the murder of Mr. | 
Owen Young, an American citizen, a native of Georgia, at the hacienda 
of Tecapa, by a soldier belonging to the military forces of Peru. ao 

In your No. 148, of the 6th of October, you inclosed a copyofthere- . 
_ port of B. H. Kauffman, United States consular agent at Pacasmayo, | 

containing the particulars attending the murder of Mr. Young, and also | 
.a@ copy of your note to the minister for foreign affairs, under date of the ve 
6th of October, wherein you demand an immediate and full investiga- 
tion of the case, to the end that the guilty soldier may meet with a 

- proper punishment for his crime, and the family of the deceased receive 
- justice at the hands of the Government. | Se Po 

| Ta your No. 165, of the 29th of October, you inclose a copy of the affi- oe 
 davits of persons who witnessed the murder of Mr. Young, and say that. 
the minister for foreign affairs has assured you that the matter will re- | 
ceive prompt attention by the officials near the scene of the act. Your. 
efforts to have judicial remedies applied in this case in a prompt and 
exemplary manner are fully approved by this Department. _ 

Phe circumstances, as detailed in the report of Mr. Kauffman, and 
_  gubsequently confirmed by affidavits of nine witnesses who were pres- | 

ent when the act was committed, show it to have been a most cruel. Oo 
murder. You will continue your efforts to secure the prompt punish- | - 
ment of the criminal, and at the same time see that full justice is done _ 

- the family of the murdered man. | rs | . : 

Tam,&.,  — a | ne 
ne Ce FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. —
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_ Pee — Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. 8. L. Phelps. ae 7 

No. 88.] - _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| Washington, December 18, 1884. 

| Siz: The President is surprised to learn by your dispatch No. 175 
that no apparent action had been taken by the Government of His Ex- 

" cellency the President of Peru in the direction of apprehending and — 
-bringing to condign punishment the man who, in the uniform and the _ 
ranks of the army of that Government, wantonly, on the 27th day of 

| September last, shot dead on his premises, utterly without warrant or 
provocation, the United States citizen, Owen Young. | 

' It is unnecessary to recapitulate the facts of the case, since they are 
not only familiar to you, but have been, in due form, fully communi- 
cated by you to His Excellency’s Government. It is hoped and believed 

_ that by the time this instruction reaches you the action which this Gov- 
| ernment looks for in the case will have been taken, so far as the con- 

_  demnation and execution of the assassin are concerned; but if not you 
are requested to read this communication to the minister of foreign 
affairs, and to leave with him a copy if desired. | 

| The question of indemnity to the family of the deceased is reserved. 

FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. 

‘ No. 429, ‘ . : , 

a . ‘Mr. S. L. Phelps to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

| No. 191.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
, | | Lima, Peru, December 20, 1884, (Received Jan. 16, 1885.) | 

Sip: I have received another communication from the minister of 
foreign relations regarding proceedings.in the courts in the judicial 
district of Libertad in respect to the murder of Owen Young, a copy of 
which, with translation, is inclosed herewith. Co oe 

| | I have, &c., a c : §. L. PHELPS. | 

a ‘ {Inclosure in No, 191.—Translation.] oe . 

: Lima, December 13, 1884. | 
| Sir: I have the honor to inform your excellency that the minister of justice has 

acdressed me the following official communication, dated the 12th of the present 
month, relative to the murder of the United States citizen, Mr. Owen Young: 

‘‘'The president of the superior court of the judicial district of Libertad and Lam- 
'  bayeque has sent to this office, dated the 6th of the present month, the official com- 

munication which follows : - , . 
‘** T have sent to the judge of first instance of the province of Pacasmayo a copy of 

the esteemed note of your excellency of the 20th of November, in order that he may 
give me by return mail a detailed answer to its contents—that is to say, on the con- 
dition of the judicial proceedings relative to the murder of the United States citizen, 
Mr. Owen Young, and the inventory of his effects directed to be made by order of the 
sub- prefecture, and that without prejudice he hasten its termination in conformity 

. with law, which I have the honor to transmit to your excellency for your informa- 
| tion.’” | | a | | 

| I reiterate, &¢., : . 
a | BALTASAR GARCIA URRUTIA. |
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| : Mr. S. L. Phelps to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

 No.194.] | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 
| Lima, Peru, December 24,1884. (Received Jan. 16,1885.) | 

_  §re: Since my last report upon the political condition of Peru, there 
has been no very decided change for the better. The rule of the Gov- 
ernment has been somewhat extended in limits, but its agents commit oo 
many outrages, while reports of fights with montoneros are numerous. 

| Cacéres retains control over Moquegua, Arequipa, Puno, and Cuzco, . 
- but dissatisfaction with his rule seems to be as prevalent in those de- | 

partments as is shown in the north with the Iglesias Government. — 
_ A small steamer has been purchased and.armed for the purpose, itis _ 

_ said, of blockading the port of Mollendo. | Oo | 
| The army now numbers some 6,000 men, well armed, fairly well dis- : 

ciplined, and immoderately officered. With this force peace has thus | 
far been maintained here and in the immediate vicinity. == Fo ees 

TT have, &e., oo pes 
| | SS. L. PHELPS. | 

| | No, 481. 7 a | oo 

BF Mr. 8. L. Phelps to Mr. Frelinghuysen. — - 

No. 199.] __ LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, _ | 
, Lima, Peru, January 7, 1885. (Received February 3.) _ 

- Siz: I have heretofore sent you copies of communications from the 
_ minister of foreign affairs in regard to the action of the Government of , | 
Peru in the case of the murder of Owen Young. It being perfectly | 
evident that no practical measures have been taken to discover and - 
secure the murderer, who, unless he has escaped in the interval, is in 
the military service and entirely in the control. of the Government, I 
have to-day addressed the minister of foreign affairs as per inclosed | 
CcOpy. | Oo | | - | OO | 

I have, &c., . | | S. L. PHELPS — | 

Oo _ [Inclosure in No. 199.] | | oe — 

- | Mr. 8. L. Phelps to Mr. Urrutia. - - | 

| | So | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ an 
. . : Lima, Peru, January 7, 1885, - 

Str: I regret the necessity Iam under to invite your excellency’s attention ear- 
nestly to the long delay that has occurred in bringing to punishment the murderer of . 
Owen Young. I reported the facts to your excellency October 6 last, and furnished | | 

| you with the names of witnesses who were present at the hacienda of Tecapa, and 
were ready to testify to the ruthless character of the murder. Three months have 

- elapsed, and yet it does not appear that any real measure has been taken by the au- . | 
thorities to bring the assassin to punishment, or even to investigate the facts. 

I am directed by my Government to spare no exertions to secure the punishment 
_ of the guilty man, and to obtain proper indemnification for his family from the Gov- 7 

~ -ernment of Peru. oe : 
I now request at your excellency’s earliest convenience definite knowledge as to . 

whether this soldier, serving in the army and entirely in the control of the Govern- its 
-.  jnent, has been yet arrested and placed in safe custody for trial. _ | a, : 

Availing, &e., . Oo “ 7 os . 

| | SO oo | i PHELPB,
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- | - No. 432. - 

os Mr. 8. L. Phelps to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | ae 

No. 203.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
. OO Lima, Peru, January 28, 1885. (Received February 25.) 

Sir: On the 14th instant I read your dispatch No. 90 to the minis- 
ter of foreign affairs, and left a copy with him, in reference to the 
murder of Owen Young.” = on | 

I had addressed him on January 7, before receipt of your dispatch 
referred to, as per copy of the letter inclosed to you on that date, but 
have received no reply from -him to either communication. | 
When your dispatch was read to him, he said he had just received a 

report from the court having jurisdiction, and would send a copy of it 
at once. oo | | a 

He has failed to do so, presumably because the report was not such | 
as he thought would be acceptable. 7 | | | 

I took occasion to say that he might rely upon it that the United 
States would insist upon the prosecution of the matter and the execu- 
tion of the murderer when discovered.’ 

I have, &c., Oo | S. L. PHELPS. 

| No. 433. - | | 

Mr. 8. L. Phelps to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

| No. 204.]° LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Lima, February 4, 1885. (Received February 25.) | 

Sir: The minister of foreign affairs of Peru has sent me a copy of 
: the proceedings of the court in the case of the murder of Owen Young, © 

and in the note of transmission claims a display of energy on the part 
| - of the Government in the prosecution of the investigation. | 
7 Until I can transmit a copy of this note, with translation, it will suf- | 

oo fice to remark that one hundred soldiers of the Government were en- 
gaged on the day of the murder, with the montoneros, about the prem- © 
ises of Mr. Young, one of whom committed the deed in view of others © 

3 of the troop, and so far it does not appear that a soldier has been ex- 
amined or arrested. : 

| I have, &ce., a S. L. PHELPS. 

oo No. 434. _ | 

a Mr. 8. L. Phelps to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

No. 206.] 7 _ - LE@ATION OF THE UNITED STATES, . 
| _ _ Lima, Peru, February 9, 1885. (Received March 6.) 

| Sir: In my No. 204 [informed you that the minister of foreign affairs | 
had transmitted voluminous papers relating to legal proceedings had 

- in the case of the murder of Owen Young. Inclosed is a copy of the 
minister’s letter, with translation, and of my reply to it, and also copies. 

| of the papers sent me, | | . ae
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I have not thought it necessary to translate more than theinventory _ 

made of the property left by the victim, as my summary of the court | 
proceedings, contained in the note to the minister, embraces the practi- 
cal results reached through them. | es 

-Thave, &e., _ oe | | 
7 | 8. L. “PHELPS. 

a : a _ [Inclosure 1 in No. 206.—Translation.) _ a _ | 

oe Mr. Urrutia to Mr. S. L. Phelps. Ba oe , 

. :  .. Dima, January 16, 1885. 

I have the honor to inform your excellency that the minister of justice has sent to | | 
this office an official communication on the 12th of the present month, accompanied | - 
by all the documents which refer to the assassination of the North American citizen Mr. 

_ Owen Young, certified copies of which I remit to your excellency with this communi- 
cation. The documents referred to will persuade your excellency that.the authorities, 
executive and judicial, of the department of Cajamarca proceeded to fulfill their re- , _ 
spective obligations as soon as they had notice of that unfortunate affair, - 

_ With regard to the proceedings followed to discover the author of the killing of the : 
_ said Young, I must say to your excellency that the annexed copy, marked No.3, contains = 

the work done by the judge of Pacasmayo up to the latest date of the last mail, and : 
that said magistrate pushes the proceedings in the matter with activity and assiduity | 
in order to arrive at a knowledge of the real culprit, and to apply to him the punish- 

. ment he deserves in conformity with law. Iam compelled, moreover, to observe to 
, your excellency that in your esteemed communication of the 7th of the present month . 

_ relative to the same matter you affirm that since the 6th of October last, on which | : 
date your excellency gave me notice of the killing of Young, up to the first date cited, . 
“‘three months have passed without the authorities having adopted positive measures a 
for the punishment of the assassin, nor even for the investigation of the facts concern- | 
ing the admitted crime.” Itis evident that your excellency may not have had a clear - 
recollection of the various official letters which I have addressed to that legation upon | 

_ the death of the said Young, and for this reason I hasten to recall to your excellency 
. the date of and extracts from each one of them. | - oe 

-. _ The 13th of October last past I communicated to your excellency that there had | 
_ been issued from this ministry instructions most appropriate and forcible for the ap- 

_ prehension and punishment of the murderer of Young. The 22d of NovemberIad- | 
_. vised you that the undersigned had reiterated his orders for the institution of legal | 

proceedings against and punishment of the soldier who, according to the indications 
of your excellency, was the author of the murder referred to. The 9th of December I 

_ informed your excellency that the minister of justice, in compliance with the in- , 
structions emanating from this office, had asked of the judge of Pacasmayo the pro- | 

_ ceedings of the prosecution ordered to take place in said province in regard to the — cae. 
crime mentioned, and finally, the 13th of the same month of December past, I trans- 
mitted to your excellency the official communication in which the before-mentioned 
_Ininister communicated to me, in reply to an inclosed note ef the 28th November, that CO 

_ he had addressed himself anew to said magistrate in order that by return mail he might: 
_ remit a detailed statement of the judicial proceedings referred to, and that is what 

_ appears from the annexed copies. This series of communications passed to your lega- 
tion by the ministry under my charge, and shows my Government has been solicitious oo 

_ and firm since the perpetration of the crime mentioned for the discovery of the author, —__ 
of it, in order to apply to him adequate punishment. - . 

. I improve, &c.,— . . ~ - 
a a | ~BALTASAR GARCIA URRUTIA. 

7 [Inclosure 2 in No. 206.] , - ee 

| Mr. &. L. Phelps to Mr. Urrutia. . 

| | | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
a a | : Lima, Peru, February 6, 1885. — 

_ Srr: [have perused with care the communication and accompanying documents 7 | 
relating to the murder of Owen Young at the hacienda of Tecapa, which your excel- — | 
lency did me the honor to address me under date of the 16th ultimo, although delivered |
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at this legation on the 28th of that month. In this note occasion is taken by your — 

excellency to express the view that the voluminous papers inclosed with it indicate 

commendable energy on the part of the authorities of. Peru in the prosecution of the | 

case, and one at variance witb the intimation made by me that indifference on their —. 

part seemed manifest. It is with regret that I find in these papers rather a confir- — 

mation of my fears in that regard and cause to apprehend that my Government may 

. 7 not consider that effective measures had.been taken for the apprehension of the assas- 

’ sin by the Government of Peru up to the 22d December, the last date given in the 

examination of witnesses. ee oo : 

On that date, briefly stated, the case was thus: The murder occurred September 27 

last; the sub-prefect and military commander of the province of Pacasmayo reported = 

the murder to the judge of the proper court of the province September 28, and di-. 

rected proceedings to be taken. October 2 a medical examination was held upon the 

body. My note furnishing intelligence of the murder and giving the facts and names 

of witnesses, other than soldiers of the Government, was addressed to your excellency 

October 6, and the facts then given by me were corroborated by the witness exam- 

ined in December, the verification of their testimony bearing date December 31. An 

inventory of property of the murdered man was made December 21. On that date — 

and the 22d such of the witnesses as had beenin the employ of Owen Young were ex- 

amined and testified to facts as stated in my note. . 

The foregoing summary seems to embrace all the action had up to the end of the 

year 18é4, three months after the assassination, Those persons pointed out as having 

knowledge respecting the murderer had not been examined. | 

As appears by the report of the sub-prefect at Pacasmayo one hundred soldiers 

- were engaged in the fight with the montoneros at Tecapa, more or less of whom were 

| witnesses of the murder or have knowledge of the assassin. The entire force is im- 

plicated, and these men are accomplices while concealing the facts and shielding the 

criminal. Yet not a soldier or officer, so far as appears, has been examined; not onc 

arrested up to the Ist ultimo. Every man of them, if such measure were necessary to 

reach the truth, should have been arrested long since, and held for the crime as | 

abettors until exculpated by evidence. a | So 

| I am entirely conscious of the difficulties ordinarily attending such prosecutions in 

a country so disturbed as Peru unhappily has been, but in this particular instance 

the authorities were in position to act summarily and vigorously, and should have 

followed up the report of the sub-prefect of Pacasmayo and the subsequent medical 

investigation by immediate examinations, not only of the people at Tecapa, but they . 

should have proceeded at once to find the criminal in the ranks of the army where he 

was known to be. oe | 

- Accept, &c., . a | 

os §. L. PHELPS. 

- .  fInclosure 3 in No. 206.—Translation. | | | 

- PRIMARY CouRT OF CLAIMS OF THE PROVINCE OF PACASMAYO. 

| Containing a certified copy of the official inventory of the effects of the American 

citizen, Owen Young, and provisional trust, made the 18th of December of the current 

ear. a | | 

y Judge of the primary court of claims, Dr. Don José A. Urtéaga. 

Registrar, the undersigned notary public of the state. Be 

. | ANDRES ALVAREZ. _ 

. PrimaRy CourT oF CLAIMS OF THE PROVINCE OF PACASMAYO. 

, I certify that in compliance with the verbal order of the judge of first instance of 

the province of Pacasmayo, Dr. Don José Asencio Urtéaga, I proceed to make a certi-., 

fied copy of the proceedings on the inventory of the effects of the late American citi- | 

zen Setior Owen Young, Don Julio Silva being the custodian of said effects, whose 

papers copied literally are of the following tenor: — | 

Official order appointing the person to make an inventory of the effects of the late Young 

previous to placing them in trust and appointing a day. 

| | : | | San PEDRO, December 18, 1884. 

The sub-prefect of the province not having up to this date answered the note which ~~ 

I addressed him in order that he might seal and place provisionally in trust the effects 

and the house of the deceased American citizen, Mr. Owen Young, the court established =~ 

. itself at the hacienda. Tecapa, in the house which was inhabited by the aforesaid de-— 

| ceased, for the purpose of proceeding to make inventories and the consequent trust, 

and in as much as up to date no interested party has presented himself to whom per-
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tains hereditary rights, being mindful of the urgency of the case and in guarantee of = 

the rights of those who are lawful heirs, by the authority in me vested, | appoint as — 

an expert Don Felipe Matute, anticipating his acceptance and oath, and of the cus- | | 

todian of the effects, Don Julio Silva, according to him as compensation the fees . 

which the law allows to executors of wills, and Sunday, the 21st of the current | 

- month, is designated as the day appointed for the transaction of the business. py 

| . os - | URTEAGA. - | | 

A : ~ ANDRES ALVAREZ. ane 

: sl Notification to the expert, Don Felipe Matute. 7 | 

On the same day, and at 2 o’clock of the same, was made known to Don Felipe Ma-_ 

tute the foregoing order. 4 | ne | | 

Signed and certified. | | - a 

, | : ae | | ore  MATUTE., . 
| | ce ALVAREZ. | 

| Another to the custodian, Don Julio Silva. — ce Oo 

| On the proper day, and at1p.m., was made known to Don Julio Silva the foregoing 

order. oo oe : | | | o 

-- Signed and certified. | - - | os | | a 

OF | | O SILVA. + | | 

| | —_ | - | a | ALVAREZ. | a 

: oo Oath of the expert. oo oe | 

| On the same day, and at2.p.m., appeared in court Don Felipe Matute, with the ob- 

- ‘ject of taking the oath required by law, and it having been duly administered, he vol- - 

| untarily agreed to discharge well and legally the duty which had been committed to = 

-. him, and signed by the judge and certified. oe . co , 

. a 7 | OS URTEAGA. oy 

| | | | F. MATUTE. seg. , 

_— | | | ANDRES ALVAREZ. | i 

| oe nO Oath of the custodian. | | | 

On the proper day, and at 2.30 p. m., appeared in court Don Julio Silva, withtheob- 

- ject of taking the oath required by law, and it having been duly administered, he vol- : 

- ‘untarily agreed to, well and legally discharge the duty which had been committed to , 

him, and signed by the judge and certified. | eee os - | 

- Ce - URTEAGA. a 

| | ce , | | _ JULIO _P. SILVA. , 

oe a | co _ ANDRES ALVAREZ. — | 

- a Act-of those who took the inventory. a 

At the hacienda Tecapa, on the 2ist day of the month of December, 1884, at — 7 

12.30 p.m., met his honor the judge of the primary court of claims, Dr. Don José | : 

Asencio Urtéaga, associated with me, the undersigued notary public, an expert, Don . 

- - Felipe Matute, and of the custodian, Don Julio Silva, with the object of making an _ 

inventory of and placing in trust the effects of the deceased American citizen, Mr. | 

Owen Young, and an inventory was made in the following order: Five sacks of cot- 

ton, 194 sacks of rice in the hulls, 8 yokes, 2 iron beams, 2 carts, 6 chains, 1 steelyard : 

for weighing wood, 1 grindstone, 1 American plow, 1 house of two rooms, oneof wood 

and the other of Guayaquil cane; 1 hanging clock, 1 sideboard, 1 table, 6 lamps (used), : Oe 

1 small table, 3 halters (used), 1 portable clothes-rack, 1 pair pincers, 1 bullet-mold, Lo 

| 1 paring-chisel, 1 whetstone, 1 file, 1 chisel, 1 large hammer and 1 small one, 1 small | | 

_. iron bedstead and 1 bed, 1 American chair, 2 arm-chairs, 1 hair-cloth chair, 1 lantern, | 

“-40 turkeys, 7 ducks, 15 chickens, 2 pails (used), 3 large hogs, 1 plow of the country, | 

- 1 large field of alfalfar, another small, the whole comprising 1 fanegada (8 acres); 4 a 

-_- yokes, 2 cows, 3 calves, 1 horse, 1 donkey, 1 young bull, 12 axes (used); and there | 

being no more effects to inventory, his honor terminated the proceedings, directing 

the custodian to take charge of the effects according to the law of trusts, and the , 

| following was signed by his honor before me, of which I certify. | 

‘The following sums due are added to the inventory of effects: from the peon Fran- 

- cisco Escurra, three hundred soles paper; Pedro Escurra, two hundred soles paper ; 

. and of others, which are evident, from a book amounting to one thousand three hun- 

| dred and ninety-four soles paper, of which also I certify. : | 

| ce Des URTEAGA. Ses fF 

ng | , | F. MATUTE. oe 

| . | | JULIO P. SILVA. — | 

| _ OO | _ ANDRES ALVAREZ, ye 

ne OO oo _ Notary Public of the State. Do 

a 33 FOR — | os — Le ay | oe
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| At the same time, being present the. judge of the primary court, there appeared be- 
fore him the young man, George Young, who said he was the natural son of the de-. 
ceased Owen Young, for whose benefit he was holding the effects of which an inven- 
tory had just been made. The judge demanded of him, first receiving from him the 
customary oath, that he should point out the other effects said to have been the prop- 

| erty of his father, and he explained that besides those effects cited, which constitute 
the work in the proceeding, there should appear also those pertaining to a pasture of 
the same hacienda, and added on that day he had opened an American trunk, which 
was deposited in the house of Kauffmann, and found therein several pieces of gold 
which appear in the document which Don Remigio Saco holds in his possession. _ 

/ With that he concluded the act and signed the oath with the judge. I certify. 
| URTEAGA, | | 

BO |  * JORGE 8. YOUNG. | a 
ANDRES ALVAREZ, Actuary. 

| | Fact of having added the extrajudicial inventory of part of the effects of the late Young. 

I certify that at this point is added the extrajudicial inventory made on the part 
of the effects of the late Owen Young, it having been presented by Mr. George Young, 
who is said to be recognized as the natural son of the deceased, and the judge of the. 

_ primary court of claims, Dr. Don José Ascencio Urtéaga, having ordered it, follows 
‘ the judicial proceedings of the intestate; and that the aforesaid document added to 

it as follows: | | | . 
. Extrajudicial inventory. 

| San PEDRO, December 23, 1884. 
Andres Alvarez, actuary. | : 

| The children of the late Owen Young, having desired to know the contents of a 
trunk deposited in the house of Messrs. Kauffmann & Co. in this port, and which be- 

| longed to said deceased, I proceeded, in the presence of those who sign below as 
witnesses, to make an inventory of the contents of the trunk, which resulted as fol- | 

- lows: Two pounds sterling, one piece of Bolivian gold ($2), 5 pieces of Chilian gold 
($1 each), 58 soles, and 30 cents, silver money, and one Chilian $2 gold piece, one link * 
button, broken, and one hair guard, broken; and the quantity found being so counted, 
the articles mentioned were delivered to Mr. George Young, the son of the late Young. 

To which we sign in Pacasmayo the 21st of October, 1884. 
. Witnesses : 
oo REMIGIO SAco. | | 

MANUEL F., HERRERA. . 
| ALEXANDRO RODRIQUEZ GUERRA. 

A. W. GOUDARD. | | 
_ .KAUFFMANN & Co. — . | - ee . 

| As it appears in the original of this case, which remains in my possession, in case 
it becomes necessary to certify and verify them. . oe 

Corrected and compared in the presence of the judge. | 
San Pedro, December 31, 1884. _ | ces ats 

| ANDRES ALVAREZ, . 
| . Notary Publie of the State. ' 

Correct. Oo ae | oe 
(SEAL. } | LOUIS E. MARQUEZ, - 

‘No. 435. | | 

| Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. 8. L. Phelps. | an 

No. 110.] _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - 
- | - Washington, February 28, 1885. | 

Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your Nos. 203 and 204. _ 
. The firm tone which has characterized your presentation of the case 

of the murdered American citizen, Owen Young, is particularly satisfac. = 
tory to this Government, which can do no less than insist on the fullest 

| measure of justice from Peru, in any and all aspects of the case. —- 
Iam, &e., | 

| | , | FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN.
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| ~ No. 486 = | | _ 

a Mr. 8. L. Phelps to Mr. Frelinghuysen. a Se 

No. 213.] — | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - 
- | Inma, March 4, 1885. (Received April 3.) . 

Sir: The Constituent Assembly met on the 1st instant, pursuant to - 
its adjournment one year ago. It then adjourned to give opportunity  — | 
to General Iglesias, whom it had elected provisional President with dic- _ . 
tatorial powers, to establish internal peacein Peru. He was to convoke 
the Assembly whenever the country should be pacified; but pacification = 

_ had not been reached, and it became a question with many whether the | 
Assembly would be permitted to convene on the day fixed by itself upon | 
adjournment. | _ | — | | we 

The Government, however, caused the Assembly, of which hardly: | 
more than a quorum appeared, to be opened with very marked display. —_- | 
All the troops at its command were on parade and the President repaired = 
to the hall of Congress, accompanied by all the highest dignitaries of : | 
Government, in full dress. The diplomatic corps attended also in full | 
dress, as were the deputies themselves. an | Ce 
_. The speech read by the President was replied to by the presiding offi- 
eer of the Assembly in highly courteous terms, but there is in the remarks : 
rather an insinuation that with a year in time and dictatorial powers, 

- the general had not been successful or happy in the measures adopted. | 
Since the opening, the Assembly has received many propositions of | 

* its members respecting the future of the Government. A numerous 
party desires conciliatory measures with Caceres and an early elec- — 
tion of President and Congress. . Another‘ party desires that the pres- 
ent régime shall be extended, with all its present powers, in order that | 

- @ peace may be reached through the military power. Yesterday the 
debate became somewhat excited, and personal charges were inter- 
changed freely, while the people witnessing the excitement cheered 

_ those who advocated conciliation. The debate will be resumed to-day, | 
and there are those who anticipate disturbances as the final issue. — 

—  Jtis unquestionably true that however much the country desires _ | 
peace, there is hostility to the Government of Lima of such general. 

_ character, arising partly in the distrust of the peoplecomposing itslead- 
- ing members, but mainly from the part played by Chiliin its establish- __ 

ment, that disturbances will become imminent should the Assembly __ 
_ fail to provide for an election. This feeling is being encouraged by the _ 

partisans of Pierola, whose power with the masses is still great. - oo 
Meanwhile, General Céceres has begun an offensive movement from 

Arequipa and threatens Ayacucho, where the Government has con- 
siderable forces under Mas. Itis hardly possible that Caceres would | 

-. have begyn this march without feeling well assured of his influence | 
with the Indians in that vicinity. These, incited by him, rose upon the | 
strong Chilian division under Uriola, driving it out of that department ; 

' with heavy loss. The same force attacking Mas would destroy his 
division, although perhaps 20 per cent. are Chilians, very considerable 

- numbers of whom have enlisted in the Peruvian army, frequently oc- _ 
cupying positions as subaltern and non-commissioned officers, and add- . 
ing much to the fighting qualities of the force in which they serve. . 

The condition of the country has not materially improved. Its busi-  _ 
ness has declined. Constant interference with tariff, taxes, dues, &c., _ | 
makes all enterprises hazardous. The customs, with charges strained -_ 
to the utmost, decline, and paper money has fallen to one-eighteenth of ,
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| its face value. Fights with bands of montoneros are frequent, and _ 
many hardships are experienced in the interior from the exactions of 
the soldiery and sub-officers of departments. The public distrust is. 
increased by want of confidence in the. action of some high officers af- 
fecting the paper currency. a | ) 

Contracts for railway extensions of importance to the country have 
- . been made with Americans of standing, and will doubtless be carried 

out when peace shall have been established. | : 
In general, where the Government is in uncontested possession, peace 

and personal security prevail. - | 
I have, &¢., — | , | RO 

_ . | S. L. PHELPS. © 

7 | | No. 487. . oe | 

| Mr. 8. L. Phelps to Mr. Frelinghuysen. - 7 | 

No. 215.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - 
Tima, March 13,1885. (Received April 3.) 

- Sir: Since the date of my last communication the Assembly has dis- 
| - eussed various projects regarding Government, and has become divided 

into two distinct parties, one desiring to continue the government of 
General Iglesias with the same powers it has hitherto exercised until 
the country shall be pacified, and, as a consequence, the continuanceof  _ 
its own existence until it shall have subsequently provided for a govern- 
ment, and General Caceres meanwhile shall be put down by military — 

7 force. The other desires to provide for an election in the near future of 
| a President and of Congressional deputies, and the appointmént of a 

7 commission to General CAceres with a view to making peace with that 
chief. The former, so far, has a decided majority. Free discussions,a _ 
résumé of which is published in the daily papers, are evidently bene- 

| ficial. | | | : 
The financial and commercial conditions of the country constantly 

, ‘decline. | | me 

‘There are reports of uprising of Indians in Huaraz and of trouble at — 
_ Truxillo, and some rather hurried movement of troops would rather ap- _ 

pear to confirm those reports. . a 7 
Except as showing the state of anarchy still existing away from the ~ 

vicinity of the capital, such events have little influence upon the prob- 
lem of establishment of lawful Government, which seems to be one of _ 
peculiar difficulty for this unhappy people. | —_ 

I have, &e., | 

| | |  § L. PHEDPS. 

- a No. 438. oo — 

| Mr. Bayard to Mr. 8. L. Phelps. 
| - | [Extract] | 

No. 113]. Oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, . 
— : Washington, March 16, 1885. _ 

Srp: Lhave to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 206 in further 
reference to the murder of Owen Young, a citizen of the United States, 

- aud to approve the tenor of your note of February 6 last to the minister
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of’ foreign affairs, touching the inadequacy of the measures thereto- | 

- fore taken for the apprehension of the assassin, a soldier in the Peruvian 

army. The non-examination of those known to have witnessed the | 

_ murder is hardly consistent’ with the statement that due diligence has - 

been exercised. * * * ec , : 

Tam, &., ew 
i | | | | 6)", FL BAYARD. - | 

vo | | a No. 439. es | | 

| Mr. 8S. L. Phelpsto Mr. Bayard. | : | 
* oo 

No. 226.] _LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, => 

) | Lima, April 4, 1885. (Received April 29.) _ 

, Sir: The Assembly having organized itself into two chambers, Sen-. _ — 

ate and House, has found time after considerable debate to order a com- | . 

- mifsion to be sent to CAceres, and will itself appoint the members from 

its own body, calling upon him to surrender, conditioned upon a recog- 

_ pition of this Government, he being guaranteed that the constitution — 

of 1860 shall be immediately proclaimed, and an election of a President | 
and a Congress be ordered within a brief period. I have been asked to 

- gommunicate the intelligence by cable to General Caceres to-night, and 

to ascertain if he will receive the commission. ae pe 

* [have also just received an appeal from Americans and others at 

‘Huaraz, setting forth the deplorable condition of affairs there growing , 

out of the imposition of burdens upon the Indians, who have risen en | 

_ masse, possessed themselves of the department, and are sacking, pillag- 

ing, and assassinating. The Government force of 500 men is repre- | 

sented as unable to cope with the mob of infuriated men whose arms 

are largely clubs. - | _ - oe 

- An American from Ayacucho tells me that when he left there, less — 

than a month since, the Indians were giving much trouble to the Gov- 

ernment force of 1,500 men under General Mas. * 7 | 

- General CAceres has 4,000 men in the departments of Arequipa, 

_ - Puno, and Cuzco, and is apparently awaiting the coming of the dry 

| season, or possibly the action of the Lima Government in respect to 

- elections. | a vas orn Be 

I am rather pleased to be able to state that it is reported that Colo- 

nel Puga, one of the notorious northern chiefs, has been shot in a ven- : 

. detta fight. aoc | oe a | 

Paper money is now ruling at about 5 per cent. of its par value, and a 

business is paralyzed. : a Jeo 

| Ihave, &c., §. iL. PHELPS. 

| | Oe No. 440. oe - 

| ~ Mfr, &. L. Phelps to Mr. Bayard. | - - 

No. 230.] --s LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
a Lima, April 11, 1885. (Received May 5.) 

|. §re: In my communication No. 226 it was stated that the Indians : 

had risen and driven the Government officials out of the department of 

- Ancachs, and that I had a petition (as dean of the diplomatic corps)
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from Americans and other foreigners resident.in Huaraz and neighbor- 
- ing places, asking that the President should be requested to send a 

force sufficient to protect their lives and property. I gave immediate | 
attention to the matter, and General Iglesias told me a steamer had — 
been sent to land a forge at Casma sufficient to re-establish order. 

| The peace commission on the part of the Assembly has not yet leftfor __ 
Arequipa, General Caceres not having been heard from in reply to the 
telegram asking if he would receive the gentlemen. = = | 

The affairs of the country are becoming worse; paper money has © 
fallen still further, and business is arrested, while distress is general. 

I have, &c., | | | 
| | . | S. L. PHELPS. 

| . No. 441.0 | | 

~ oo — Mr. 8. L. Phelps to Mr. Bayard. So 

No. 235.] — LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES. | 
_ | Lima, April 25, 1885. (Received May 18.) 

: _ Sr: Thecondition of Peru has become even more deplorable through 
| civil war and outbreaks of the Indians who have risen in various sec- 

tions and appear to make themselves generally masters of the situation. 
The insurrection in Ancachs, heretofore reported, appears to have as- | 

_ gummed greater proportions, while it is reported that Ayacucho has been | 
| captured by a division of CAceres’ forces, assisted by Indians, and itis  —_ 

at least certain that the city has been surrounded by a hostile body of 
the aboriginals for some time. Reports are also spreading in respect to 
an uprising in the department of Junin, and the overthrow of the Gov- 

ae ernment. 7 | | 
| General Caceres, as far as can be learned, is moving withsome celer- 

ity upon the interior departments, and such is the variableness of this _ 
, people that his prestige has revived, and the lower classes,asI found _ 

a in the mountain regions, are expecting his arrivalin Lima. —_ | 
Phe Government, it would seem, has resolved upon awaiting this 

event in Lima, intending to have the contest here where its troops can 
: possibly be held in hand, or, at least, more relied upon than if sent to 

distant places. , | | 
Upon the whole it seems probable that Lima will again become, within | 

a few weeks, the scene of conflict, while the expectation is widespread 
that the present Government will be unable to maintain itself. = > 

I have, &¢., Ss 
| . S. L. PHELPS. | 

: No. 442. a oe 

Mr. &. L. Phelps to Mr. Bayard. | 

No. 238.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
f Lima, May 1, 1885. (Received May 26.) 

- §1e: Inclosed herewith is a copy of a letter addressed by me to the. 
minister of foreign relations in regard to the assassin of Owen Young.
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_. Mr. Urrutia, in interviews, has uniformly stated that he was expect-— = 

- ing replies to inquiries made by him of the court at Pacasmayo. If 

such have been received they have not been made known to me. | | 

ne a _. §, L. PHELPS. 

| | 7 [Inclosure in No. 238.) _ 

e, | | Mr. S. L. Phelps to Mr.. Urrutia. 

| ‘LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
| 7 | ‘Tima, April 28, 1885. - 7 

Sir: I have had the honor to speak with your excellency several times, asking for nae 

information concerning the action of the courts at Pacasmayo relative to the assas- 
sination of Owen Young at the hacienda of Tecapa, and I feel it to be an imperative a 

_. duty to insist upon prompt and vigorous action, which has hitherto. been wanting on Oo 

the part of the Government of Peru, to secure the punishment of the criminal, sy 

‘Dispatches from my Government reveal an anxiety and clear purpose in respect to 

his condemnation and to the indemnification of the dead man’s family. It should be”. 

apparent to your excellency how simple the investigation really is, the search forthe oe 

- man being confined to one hundred men in the Government service, one of whom com-— : 
mits a brutal and wanton murder in the presence of more or less of his comrades. _ 
The men are all soldiers, and therefore known to their commander. He and they are | 
all accomplices while concealing the perpetrator of the crime and failing to give in- | : 

formation regarding him. Had it been the real purpose of the authorities at Pacas- — 
, mayo, civil or military, to bring the man to trial, he would have been condemned by 

court-martial long since for his more than brutal crime. 
I greatly regret the need there is to use urgent terms, but I feel that the case is per- | 

fectly clear and that all the circumstances attending the crime call for its fullest 

satisfaction, while the safety of foreign residents in Peru will be greatly jeopardized : 
should the assassin escape the penalty of death. a 

| L avail, &c., : | : , | | 7 

| : | oo S. L. PHELPS. © 

0, 448, Ma Rs Pk 

No. 241.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 
— May 16, 1885. (Received June 16.) , 

Sir: Rumors come to us from all quarters of Peru of disturbances, | 
marauding bands, and anarchy, but reliable information rarely reaches 

us. The city of Truxillo is threatened with seizure by montoneros, and 

the entire north is represented as overrun by bands, while the interior 

isin little better condition. | , 7 — | oe 

+ General Céceres’s movements are the subject of infinite reports, but 

all that appears to be certain is that the Government forces in the re- | 
| gion between Ayacucho and Junin have retired before him, and that the | 

general is moving in this direction. : a - 7 
The Government has concentrated most of its forces in and about a 

Lima, the possession of which is vital. : | oe ; | 
_ A change has been made in two of the cabinet portfolios—the depart- | 
iments of justice and of government—Mr. Saldivar giving place toa 

| priest named Tovar, and the ministry of government made vacant some | 
-- time sinee by the resignation of Aliaga being now filled by the appoint- 7 

ment of Joaquin Iglesias, a brother of the President, who is made chief — 

of the cabinet, and therefore successor to the Presidency in case of ac-— ee
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cident to the President. The President, the Vice-President, and the gen- 
eral-in-chief of the army are three brothers. | es 

_ An uneasy feeling exists here, while the people have lost spirit and 
- appear hopeless of a better condition for the nation. _ 

a - I have, &c., : So . 
| : : S. DL. PHELPS. 

a a No. 444. | | 

Mr. 8. L. Phelps to Mr. Bayard. oe, 

No. 244.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| — Lima, Peru, May 21,1885. (Received June 16.) © 

: Sg: I have this day telegraphed you to the effect that Truxillo hav- __ 
| ing been captured by the revolutionists, and the railroad operated by 

Americans having been seized by them, this Government has already — 
| closed several ports, and will probably also close Salaverry. The pres- 

. ence of a war vessel on the coast is rendered necessary by reason of the 
revolutionary movements, and that the Shenandoah should be ordered 
to proceed to Salaverry. a | 

Salaverry is the port of Truxillo, which is the most important town 
in the north of Peru. A railroad runs thence by way of Truxillo towards 
the interior, and is leased to an American citizen. The band after cap- 
turing the city seized the road and put persons in charge to take the | 

| money received from the traffic, leaving the trains to be managed by 
the road people. | , es 

- The Government has closed Mollendo, Islay, Lomes, Chala, and Quilla, 
those ports being in possession of the fotlowers of CAceres. The ports 

: in the department of Libertad are likely to be closed, as the Government 
| apparently is unwilling or unable to send forces to maintain its authority 

in places distant from Lima. | 
| _ Something over 3,000 of the Government troops are now in occupation 

of Huancayo, while Caceres has a still larger force in Huancavelica, — 
| some thirty leagues from Huancayo. A battle, it is expected, will be 
- fought either upon that line of approach or wpon the coast, as Caceres 

may elect to take the route via Ica. The battle, wherever fought, it is 
likely will decide the fate of this Government. oo . | 

Meanwhile the lives and interests of foreigners are in. peril wherever 
operations are being conducted, and at those ports falling intothe hands | 
of roving bands acting in the name of Caceres. A ship on the coast can 
do much by proceeding to such points. Salaverey is now the place 

| where one is needed, as the band in possession has committed excesses 
already, and may at any time imprison the railway people or destroy the 

| property, and there is no consular officer there or at Truxillo. 2 
Very respectfully, &c., | 

| | 7 S. L. PHELPS. 

cB e No. 445. se 
| , Mr. Bayard to Mr. 8. L. Phelps.’ 

No. 129.] | So DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - | | | . Washington, May 29, 1885. 
_ __Sip: I have received your No. 238, of the 1st instant, andit givesme __ 

pleasure to commend the vigorous terms of your note of the 28th ultimo. 7 
to the minister of state in the case of the assassin of the American
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citizen Owen Young, who to all appearance could have been appre- : | 

| hended and brought to trial many months ago if the action of the Pe- 

_ ruvian Government had at all corresponded to the proper vigilance _ 

* which you have exercised in the case. Your observation to the minis- — 

- ter touching the jeopardy in which the lives of other American residents 

of Peru would be placed were this guilty person to escape was espec- 

- jally pertinent, and this consideration is of profound interest and im- | 

- portance to the Government of the United States. You can take oc- | 

-easion to remind his excellency that a continued failure of justice in oT 

this case cannot well fail to bring the matter to the attention of the 

Representatives of the United States in Congress assembled. | : 

a I am, &c¢., oe — ey a | 

— a TF. BAYARD. — : 

NO 4460 a | 

- Mr. 8. L. Phelps to Mr. Bayard. - ee | 

. | os | CO {Extract.] . | so 

No. 246.] | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ -_ | 
7 : - Lima, Peru, June 6, 1885. (Received June 25.) 

- Srp: I have this day sent you a cablegram to the effect that the rev- : 
olutionary troops have mostly disbanded without fighting. The port 

_ of Mollendo has been declared open, and there is every probability that | 

there will be no battle. | , a re | 

~The revolution is virtually ended. An active skirmish occurred on | 

-- the 25th ultimo, evidently accidental, which the Government magnified 
- jnto a battle and victory over General Caceres, and so eabled it. The 

details as they came in clearly proved, however, discontent amongst Oo 

the revolutionists, and the only conclusion could be that their over- 

throw was a simple question of time. I did not cable you inconse- 

quence of the discredit given to the Government’s versions. Now, the | 

~ news of the dismemberment, and desertion in part of the, best battalions = 
| General CAceres had, leaves no doubt that he has found it impossible to a 

keep his unpaid and ill-supplied men together. His abandonment of 

Izcuchaca, a very strong position, where it was only necessary to hold 7 

a bridge, conclusively proves the desperate position in which he was” | 

placed. Chiefs of marauding bands will have to be hunted down, even _ oy 

| after General Caceres has disappeared from the scene, but the revolution | 

practically is ended. - | | | | 

‘The Government is decreeing the reopening of ports closed by former - 
-. decrees, which were issued in the full knowledge of the foreign office = 

| that they would not be allowed to injuriously affect American shipping = 

or interests, except where a force afloat or on shore was present to en- | 
force the mandates. _ ce oe OO 

I wish it were in my power to express the hope that Peru may nowy | 

enter upon a march towards recuperation, but I feel this is not probable. 

+ - a % - # a: % BR 

I have, &c., | | : | 

| | - | | . S. L. PHELPS. a
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. ch No. 447.. | : 

: | Mr. 8. L. Phelps to Mr. Bayard. | ae 

No. 249.) LIMA, PERU, June 13, 1885. (Received July 8.) 
Sir: By the last mail hence I had the honor to communicate such in- 

telligence respecting the situation of the civil war in the interior as ap- 
peared in the Government reports and seemed fairly reliable. 

It now appears that the commander of the army was largely deceived 
| as to the condition in General CAceres’s camp, but how a failure in an 

: attack at that point was reported as a success is not understood. The 
Government force was, in fact, compelled to retire, and was harassed 

_ greatly by Indians and montoneros. Now we learn that the Government 
force has retreated upon Jauja; that General CAceres’s men did not 

: disperse, as stated ; that General CAceres was re-enforced and has as- _ 
sumed the offensive in some form. | 

The montoneros are intrenched at Truxillo, and the Government de- __ 
clines to attack them. It has the ports in that section closed, and sev- 

a eral important ones to the south remain still closed by decree, and the 
Pacific Steam Navigation Company submits to the action, not visiting 

- these ports. | | | 
The Government has occupied Mollendo, but we have no news of any 

-.  - movement against Arequipa itself. | | oe 
The montoneros are very active in all sections of the country. Upon 

the whole, peace appears to be farther off than it did a week ago. ; 
The Indians and montoneros are devoted to General CAceres and re- 

sort to all kinds of practices to deceive the Government, whose com- 
mander-in-chief operates in a hostile country, so that people in Lima 

| know little enough of what is really transpiring. | | 
| _Lhave, &c., . | — | 

: —- | S. L. PHELPS. 

| | | No. 448. | | - BC 

| Mr. 8. L. Phelps to Mr. Bayard. a 

No. 251.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — | 
oO Lima, Peru, June 20, 1885. (Received July 16.) | 

Siz: I have heretofore given you information respecting the revolu- — 
tion derived from Government official reports, and these have proven — 
wholly unreliable, in part because the commanding general of the Gov- 
ernment forces practically operates in an enemy’s country, all the peo- 
ple being hostile and disposed to mislead in answer to all inquiries. The 

_ general reported himself flanked. The Government armed for defense © 
here and knew not what to expect. 
Now it would seem that the forces of the Government and of General _ 

Caceres are near each other; that General Mas finds hordes of Indians — 
_ and numerous guerrillas about him, and that General Céceres’s force has _ 

So grown in the estimation of the Government that 500 men were hur-_ 
| | ried by railway up to Chicla, en route to re-enforce General Mas, but it - 

has not passed beyond Chicla. | | BS 
~ The situation, then, is very much changed from what was recently 
believed to be and hoped for at the palace. Iam informed that Mr. To- 
var, minister of justice, with full powers to treat, is to go at once up to 
negotiate for peace. The minister is a priest, and another priestin
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the interior who is a personal friend of both Mas and Cacereshas been > 
_ making an effort to bring about an understanding and peace. There-. 

sult has been the departure of the minister. . ae | 7 a 
In the north the montoneros reign supreme, and theexpeditién sentto — 

Mollendo has not captured Arequipa. — | | 
- I have, &c., | §. L. PHELPS. © 

| a | | No. 449. | / 7 oe 

| Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. | 

| | [Extract] | | ) 

No. 7.] oe LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 7 
| _ Tima, Peru, July 4, 1885. (Received July 27.) — 

| Srp: Respecting the political situation here, it seems no military news | 
is permitted to. be published except under censorship. Two days ago 

_ two newspapers, ‘‘ El Comercio” and “ El Pais,” the latter Pierola’s re- “ 
puted organ, were fined 500-silver soles each for exercising too much | : 
liberty, according to the Government standards in this decision, = " 

- The port: of Mollendo and Arequipa were abandoned weeks ago by 7 
_. General Caceres, and he has been for some time reported at Huancayo. | 

It is thought he has with him perhaps 2,500 men, badly clothed and © 
shod, and with little money, but well armed and provided with ammu- 
nition, obtained through Bolivia. Sefior Tovar, minister of justice, _ 
has been on an errand of negotiation as commissioner from the Govern- 
ment to General Caceres. He is reported to have met Dr. Chinario, 
General CAéceres’s minister of foreign relations, at Santa Rosade Ataura, _ 
a place between the two armies declared neutral, and the news has | 
just been given out to-night that General C4ceres in a communication | 
dated June 30, sent to General Mas, the commander of the Government 
troops, declares the mission. confided to Sefior Tovar is only to prolong : 
influence of Chili in the affairs of Peru, and General Caceres proposed 
to General Mas, to join forces and overthrow General Iglesias in Lima. _ 
To this communication General Mas made no reply, but sent the letter | 
of General Caceres to the Government. oe » a 

Thus seems to end in failure the fourth attempt which has been made | 7 
to bring about a pacification, sy Fe : | | 

I have, &c., oe | \ os Ce 
po | Co _ CHAS. W. BUCK. Mo 

| No. 450. a | 

: Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. | | oe 7 

No. 13.) | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, © | 
| «Lima, Peru, July 11, 1885. (Received August 3.) . To 

rr: Since my dispatch of last week the political outlook has mate- 
_ yially changed, if latest information received here can be relied upon. | 

- Jtis impossible to predict from one day to another what may happen. — 
IT can only give what appears from the most reliable data obtainable. — | 

On the 8th instant a letter from General Mas, dated the 5th instant, 
was published in “Hl Campeon,” the Government organ, and inthe 

\ ~ other papers, in which it is stated the armistice terminated on the 3d
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instant, and a fight took place on the 4th near Jauja. General Mas. 
— confesses serious losses, and only claims that he held his position. . _ 

Last night the news was published that General Mas was falling back 
, on Chilea, the’present terminus of the Oroya Railroad, some eighty-odd _ 

miles, perhaps, from the former position of the Government forces at 
Jauja. | ( 7 | ; — 

There appears to be little doubt but that the Government has lost 
ground and suffered reverses. It is further reported that General Cé- — 
ceres is moving by a shorter route across the Cordilleras to cut off Mas? | 

| communication with Lima at some point on the railroad, possibly in 
neighborhood of Matucana. | ce | 

i Perhaps it is sufficiently certain that Caceres refuses to treat with the 
Iglesias Government, declaring as his ultimatum. that Iglesias must 
retire, a provisional Government be formed in place of the present one, 
and a free election be held under its auspices; and he avows himself. 
willing to abide by the result. a er . 

| A car has been sent to Chilca to bring back Seftor Tovar, the mem- 
ber of the cabinet sent by the Government to treat with C4ceres, and — 
his arrival is expected here to-day. : 

_. The Government forces, about 800 men, with four field pieces and two — 
machine guns, have been withdrawn from Mollendo, and they arrived 

| here on the night of the 9th inst. Probably the government now has 
| In Lima about 25,000 men. General Mas is supposed to have some- 

| where near 3,500 or 4,000 men; and CAceres’s forces are variously 
stated; but the montoneros and people all through the valley of the — 
Jauja are said to be in sympathy with him. He is reported to have 

| started on his march from the south with 4,000 well-armed men. On | 
his way through Cuzco he is said to have been enthusiastically re- 
ceived by the people there, and to have received an addition to his forces 
Of several hundred men. oo 

The conviction prevails here that matters are approaching a crisis, 
| _ and to the general feeling, so far as I can observe, the crisis promises 

| to be unfavorable to the Government. All sorts of reports are afloat. 
_ There are rumors suggesting the disaffection of General Mas, and an 

7 understanding between him and Caceres, but it is useless to speculate 
upon their reliability. . cr : | 

| The Government a few days ago purchased the steamer Santiago, | 
formerly one of the mail steamers, and she is now equipped for use in 
the Callao Bay. | - | SO | 

| | I need not attempt to draw inferences as to what may occur in the 
| _ proximate future here. | 

| I have, &c., CHARLES W. BUCK. 
—_— ) 

| No. 451. | 

| a Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. | 

No.18.] | . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
ss | | _ Lima, Peru, July 25, 1885. (Received Angust 15.) 

Siz: Since my last the Government has withdrawn its forces to the 
vicinity of Lima, leaving General Caceres in the possession of pretty 
much the whole of Peru outside of the capital and its surroundings, 
General Caceres is reported to be at Tarma, regarded as the gateway 
between Lima and the interior, some 150 miles from here. 

oo On Monday last, upon occasion of the return of the troops from Chilea, 
a review was held in this city, and President Iglesias, in a long proc-
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- Jamation, which I have not time to have translated, states in substance _ . 
that. he has done all he could to secure peace, and now he proposes to | 
fight it out with Caceres. © a | | 

-- . On Tuesday a force, said to consist of about eleven or twelve hundred 
. men, though some accounts make it much less, including the Truxillo — 

battalion, from the President’s own section in the north, and in whose 
- loyalty he seems to place special trust, were sent up the Oroya Railroad oo 

to Chosica, some thirty-odd miles from the capital __ ) : | . 
| The situation appears to be a “stand-off” for the present. (General 

- Mas has withdrawn or been withdrawn from command and is quietly =: 
in Lima. He is suffering from some malady of long standing, and it is | 

_. reported will go abroad.) ao | 
| - Cdéceres is likely not strong enough to attack Lima, but is able to | | 

hold the interior, and for the present, at any rate, the Government is 
_ too distrustful of its forces or its power to hazard active campaigning 

against him. It appears now that Arequipa was never abandoned by | 
the Cacerestas, and when the Government troops reached the place = -._— 

_ they were repulsed, and upon-returning to Mollendo sailed for Callao. | 
- without much tarrying.. | | ae oe a | : 
- Tam informed that double duties are now collected at Mollendo, the — | 

-_ Government steamer in front of the place exacting duties before the — 
we landing of goods, and a handful of CAcerestas in the town levying duties 

also. oe ce 
- The prospect for peace seems more remote than when I wrote last, | 

- negotiations having been abandoned, and both parties confronting each. 
other, apparently without any prospect of decisive action, if indeed, un- | 

_ der the circumstances, any hostile movement could prove decisive. = = ~ 
oes Ihave, &c., ee | a me 

re : CHARLES W. BUCK, 

a No. 452, | —_ 

7 | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Buck. | | 7 

| | [Extract.] . | 

No. 9.] : _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 
, | Washington, July 30, 1885. | 

. Siz: Referring to instruction No. 129, of May 29th last, I have to 
- ask that you will report in the case of Owen Young, the American cit- . 

izen, whose assassin, notwithstanding the vigorous action of the late = — 
‘minister at Lima, had not at last accounts been arrested. Meantime | 
you will please refer to the correspondence in the case and press the 
subject of the assassin’s arrest. * * * | oe a | 

Tam, &e, | a oo fF BAYARD. | 

, | Be  . No458. © —. Serna 

Be, . Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. | yo | se 

— No 21] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ve 
OS Lima, Peru, August 7, 1885. (Received September 4.) _ | 

_ Srp: No incident of decisive interest has transpired since my last ee 
-_- reference to political conditions. There has recently been published in | |
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| the Lima papers a long manifesto of General Caceres, in which he re- 
views the late attempt at negotiations for peace. He states his ulti- — 

| matum in substance as follows: | : : 
a The supreme court shall assume the supreme power of the Republic, 

with the exclusive object of designating a provisional government which _ 
shall be recognized and supported by both Caceres and Iglesias, and by — 
which general elections shall be called for a constitutional Congress, Pres- 
ident and Vice-President of the Republic, and neither of the two generals 
referred to shall be a candidate ;- or, Generals CAceres and Iglesias,ex- __ 
ercising authority in the territories over which they govern, shall simul- 
taneously call for general elections, recognizing the status of the pres- 
ent order of things. The constituent Congress to be thus elected shall 
assemble in some part of the Republie where no armed force belonging 

| to either leader may exist. The Government thus chosen by popular 
vote shall be recognized by both generals, and they shall deliver over | 
to it all the material they possess. The manifesto is dated Tarma, 

_ July 10, 1885. General Caceres charges that the Government knew in — 
advance his views, and that Sefior Tovar’s mission did not cover any 
real desire or purpose to bring about peace. He reavows his purpose 

- never to lay down arms until Iglesias retires or is driven from power. 
| The Government, it is thought, was fearful of trusting the army under 

its old organization after General Mas tendered his resignation ; and for 
_ the purpose of injecting sufficient fresh and more reliable elements into | 

} the ranks, and of re-officering the troops with more trusted servants of 
a its own, withdrew the army to Lima concurrently with the return to. 

the capital of Sefior Tovar and General Mas. os | 
| Perhaps this purpose has been measurably accomplished; and there 

appears some disposition to reach outward again. Last week upwards 
| of one hundred men were sent to Pisco, something more than a hundred | 

| miles southward, and on Saturday last a force under command of Gen- 
eral Ramirez, consisting of 80 artillerymen, with four guns and two Gat- 

| ling guns, the battalion “ Regeneration” No.1, and police columns (which, 
by the way, are Government troops of the line) Nos. 1, 2, and 3, making 
in all some 1,000 men, embarked for the north, with Truxillo most likely _ 
in view as the objective point. ee | OO 

The Government must have about six hundred men already at San _ 
_ Pedro, which is, say, 85 miles distant by land from Truxillo. Thelatter _ 
place 1s occupied by Cacerestas with a force eight hundred or a thousand 
strong, and with a guard at Salaverry, its port, distant about 7 miles. They 
also have a force of perhaps upwards of a hundred men at Chimbote, 
some 26 leagues south. The port of Salaverry is closed, but not so 

an that of Chimbote. This discrimination in favor of the latter place pos- 
sibly results, as has been suggested, from the fact that some estates de- 
pendent on it as a port are owned by parties near the Government in 
Lima, and it is necessary to permit access for shipment of their sugar 

| and other products. However this may be, interests in the north cen- 
7 ter about the important city of Truxillo; and I am given to understand 

at the palace the Government proposes to recapture the place, and 
: thereby reassume control of the north and relieve foreigners of the ex- 

actions of, and outrages perpetrated by, the Monteneros. . 
: Some time ago the foreign citizens at Truxillo, admonished by their . 

experiences when the place was captured before, united, through their 
. consular representatives, in petitioning the commanders of both forces 

to respect and protect foreign property in case of a battle; but both 
sides gave them to understand if a battle occurred they would have to | 
take their chances. When the Government took the place in October
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last there was some bloody fighting, the place was sacked, and many 
foreigners suffered. | : 
I was to-day told by Mr. Braun, the Bolivian minister, that arrange- _ : 

ments had been effected by which, upon the giving of guarantees, that 
goods shipped by way of Mollendo to Bolivia are to go through with- | | 
out stoppage at Arequipa, they shall be exempted from duties both by 
the Government and Caceres forces. a a 

Perhaps the position of Bolivia is of too great importance to both a 
parties for either to continue their predatory exactions upon her com- 
merce. It occurs to me there may be something more than mere com- 
mercial significance in this, for Mr. Braun remarked at the same time 
that he thought the civil war would end and matters be setiled in two | a 
or three months. I have not observed any publication of this impor- — | 
tant matter in the papers, and the first I heard of it was from the Bo- | 
livian minister. This arrangement was effected some eight days ago; | 
and there is at least coincidence between it and the fact that only a | 
few days afterward occurred the embarkation of troops for both the ae 
south and the north, as already stated. ‘This is,-however, merely an 
inference of my own. CO pe Ns 

- I have, &c., 7 CHAS. W. BUCK, — 

Pp. S—August 8,1885. Since writing the above I find thisa.m.that __ 
some four hundred troops, possibly more, were sent from here to Chosica 

~ last night. There must now be at that point about 1,500 men, if all 
_ that have been sent up are still there. The Government permits no . 
- eommunication of news from the other side of Chosica. As the railroad 4 
is closed to trains except such as move under orders, nothing is known so 

_ ofwhat happens beyond. =. - 7 | | 

7 a No. 454. | eee | 

ves eo Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. - , | | oa 

LS | : - [Extract] | a a 

No. 22.] : LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a | 
| Lima, Peru, August 7, 1885. (Received September 4.) . Oo 

Str: * * * * 8 a ae HR | 

. Referring again to your No. 129, of May 29, commending action of Mr. 
Phelps in the Owen Young case, I regret I have to report that, although | : 
a communication has long been promised, to which fact I referred in my _ 
No. 17, nothing from the foreign office has been received on the subject. | 
at this legation. In view of this fact, on the 4th instant Taddresseda@ © 
‘note to the minister of foreign relations, of which I inclose ‘a copy. S| 

a 8 oe % # a | 
| I have, &e., OS | , a oO 

: | | oe E , CHAS. W. BUCK, — 

| [Inclosure in No. 22.] ce a . 

eS | Mr. Buck.to Mr. Urrutia. Dee 

| Oo LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — | ; 
| ne Lima, August 4, 1885. : Co 

Sir: I regret that I have to call the attention of your excellency to the fact that | 
no reply has been received at this legation to the note written by the late minister. | 

| of the United States, dated April 28, 1885. a 8 . “ 

; C | | |
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I respectfully suggest to your excellency that former communications from this le- 
gation have placed the Government of Peru in possession of the facts respecting the — 

_ assassination of Owen Young, an American citizen, at the hacienda of Tecapa, Sep- | 
( tember 27, 1884, and even the names,of witnesses have been supplied to facilitate the 

ends of justice. ae oo : 
_ Perhaps I should suggest that my Government approves of the vigorous note di- 

. rected to your excellency, by the late minister, Mr.:Phelps, on the date above referred. 
| _ to, and I regret that the continued silence of your excellency on the subject, seems to 

. render it necessary for me to urge it upon yourattention. With, however, the warm- 
est hope that I soon may be able to report to my Government that the criminal who 
committed the murder has been punished, and such. poor recompense has been made 
in the shape of a moneyed indemnity to the family of the victim as seems proper. _ 

| My Government feels profound concern respecting this affair, for immunity of the 
murder of Owen Young from due punishment can but be regarded as an evidence 
that American citizens are insecure in both life and property in Peru. For the honor 
and advancement of this Republic, if I may be permitted to express that concern re- 

| _ sulting from a sincere friendship on the part of my Government, as well as for the in- 
terests of our own citizens, anxiety is felt that the criminal should be apprehended 
and punished, and that reparation should be made to the murdered man’s family. . 

Instructions under very recent date from my Government advise thatits minister 
here ‘‘take occasion to remind his excellency that a continued failure of justice in. 

| this case cannot well fail to bring the matter to the attention of the Representatives 
of the United States in Congress assembled. 

_ Iseize, &c., | _ CHAS. W. BUCK. 

| | No.455, : oe 
: | Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. - | — 

No. 23.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
OS Lima, Peru, August 15, 1885. (Received September 4.) | 

Sir: In anticipation of a battle and the possible storming of Truxillo, — 
and apprehensions existing among foreign residents, as stated in my 

. dispatch No. 21 of last week, I had an interview with the minister of 
| foreign relations, and requested of him that precautionary measures 

| be taken for the protection of American citizens and interests in that. . 
| vicinity, in view of prospective fighting. ae Es on 
a The minister, Sefior B. Garcia Urrutia, stated that General Ramirez — 

had. been placed in command of the Government forces with special 
. _ reference to the protection of foreign residents, that he had great con- | 

| fidence in his prudence and had given instructions that every precau- | 
| tion compatible with the situation should be used to prevent excesses, __ 

such as were committed at the capture of the place last October, and: 
for the protection of foreign residents and interests. Yet, in view of 
my statement, he would forward additional instructions by the first 

| Steamer. : - 7 
Since my interview, however, Truxillo has been abandoned by the 

| montoneros, who retired into the mountains, quitting the town on the 6th 
- Instant, two days before the Government forces reached it; so General 

| Ramirez occupied the place on the 8th instant without resistance, and 
on the 11th instant sent some of his forces in pursuit of the retreating 

| Cacerestas. > | - oe 
On the 10th instant, “ Battalion Cajamarca No. 11,” with some accom- 

_ panying troops, left San Pedro (near Pacasmayo) for Cajamarca. oe 
: Salaverry, the port of Truxillo, was declared opened on the 13thin- _ 

| stant. Ihave not heard from Chimbote, some 85 miles to the south of 
- Salaverry, which has been recently occupied by a body of Cacerestas, — 

_ | .. stated to number 120 men, but with the abandonment of Truxillo I pre- 
oe sume must follow also that of Chimbote, if it has not, as is most likely, | 
7 been already vacated. |
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- Huacho, the first port to the north of Lima, some 80 miles distant, | : 
was occupied by the montoneros on the 10th instant, but abandoned by 

them and reoccupied by Government troops two days later. a 
| A. convoy party of some 50 Government troops, with fundsin charge, : 

destined for Huaraz, was attacked by a force of montoneros some days oe 
ago, but the latter were defeated and Colonel Zarnudio, their com- | | 

_mander, was taken prisoner. : a 
On the 9th instant a party of Government cavalry started up the . 

- Oroya Railroad, and stopping off between Surco and Matucana, en-- 
countered a force of Cacerestas, and dispersed them. with loss and cap- 
ture of several prisoners. Another body of Government troops pushed 
to the north of the Oroya Railroad, and occupied Canta, which had been. _ 
taken possession of by the Cacerestas. Canta is ina valley about60  — 

~~ miles to the northeast of Lima. ye | | , ; 
| It is also stated that an attack was made on the 9th instant by the | 

Cacerestas on Government troops at Ica, some 130 miles southeast of a 
Lima. The Cacerestas are said to have numbered 200, more or less, and | 
to have been defeated. Thus it will be seen there has been displayed a . 
marked activity by the Government of late, and the coast country has | 
again been, at least partially if not quite, freed from the revolutionists. 
I trust, now, foreign residentsin the north who have been subjected to _ | 
all sorts of outrages and exactions, especially in the department of a 
Libertad, will enjoy relief. a | | | eo 

At Cerro de Pasco, the famous mining town beyond the crest of the | 
Cordilleras, and the proposed terminus of the Oroya Railroad, the Cace- 
restas under Ferreyos have levied a forced loan on the business men of oe 
the place, not exempting foreign residents, with apprehension, asis = 

_ gtated, of a movement of Government forces southward. a, - 
The revolutionists have moved their custom-house from Mollendo to 

Arequipa. At the latter place they are still reported active, manufact- | 
uring ordnance, and using the railroad shops and machinery there for 
the purpose. . | | | | or | 

. At Chiclayo, the prefect and commander of the department, Frias, has © 
issued a decree levying on all sugars and concretes exported through _ 
the ports of Eten, Pimentel, San José, and Chériepa, a war tax of 3 
per cent. on the customs valuation of same, which valuation will be . | 

- for a metric quintal of sugar of the first class, 10solessilver, 7 soles for = | 
- gecond class, and 2 soles for concrete, all of the same weights and in 

the same money. There has been criticism of ‘this action tn the Lima : 
papers, imposing, as it does, not only over-burdensome, but.discriminat- _ 
ing, taxation on those products in the section designated; and the | 

- probabilitiy is suggested that the Government will prohibit collection  —_— 
of such tax. | | _ | | . | 

IT have, &e., oa oe CHAS. W. BUCK. — | 

| | | | No. 456. oo CO | 

| oo | : Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. | | - 

No. 24.) 2 LEGATION OF THE UNITED‘STATES, © | 
| Tima, Peru, August 22, 1885. . (Received September 15.) CO 

. rm: Linformed you in my Ne. 23 of the occupation of Canta by the =. 
Government troops. On the 15th instant the force in the town, com- oo. 
posed, according to Government admission, of 350 men from the “ Bat- | 

. $9 FOR cos ae a oS | Sa
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4 talion Cajamarca,” 50 artillerymen, and 50 cavalry, the latter under 
| Colonel Pachas (a famous negro desperado), were attacked by the Ca- 

| cerestas, and, after five or six hours’ fighting, defeated and dispersed. 
The Government claims the attacking force amounted to 2,000 men, 

. more or less, and their troops dispersed only after exhausting their am- 
, - munition. No account of the affair has been published, except that — 

- permitted under Government supervision (as. I have before stated the 
‘ press here is under rigid censorship). The Government admits onlya _ 

loss of 40 or 50 men, and claims that 200 are scattered in various sur- 
rounding places. ne | oo | | 

The truth seems to be, as generally believed here, that the Govern- 
ment forces at Canta numbered at least 700 men, and that these were _ 

| utterly cut to pieces and dispersed, excepting a small force which cut . 
its way out of the place under Colonel Pachas. | 

_ The Cajamarca battalion was the best in the Government service, 
, and must have numbered upwards of 500 men ; perhaps only 400 of these 

, were in Canta. Lieutenant-Colonel Bustamente, who in a council of 
: war the previous night had protested against a retreat, and whose ad- — 

vice prevailed, when he saw all was lost is said to have blown out his 
own brains. | oe a 

Another account states that Pachas, in a fit of fury at the result, 
— which he charged upon Bustamente, himself shot the latter. Col. 
oe Morales Toledo commanded the Cacerestas. Canta is in alittle valley, 

. which narrows into a ravine to the east and west of the town, and is 
surrounded by high hills. It seems the Government forces were advised _ 
the previous evening of the proximate locality of the enemy, but, urged _ 

| - - by Colonel Bustamente to that course, they remained in the village, 
oS instead of seeking .a more defensible position on the heights. Thus, 

Shut into a pocket by a superior force, with several pieces of artillery, 
| which could pound and dispatch the beleaguered at its pleasure, while 

| enjoying comparative safety in inaccessible positions, the forces of the _ 
a Government were, it can hardly be doubted, demoralized and helplessly | 

| slaughtered. The next day the Government forces left Chosica in 
haste, returning down the Oroya Railroad 10 miles to within 20 miles. 
of the capital. _ . a a 

A cablegram from the nerth reports an insurrection in favor of Cé- 
ceres, at Piura, which is some 25 miles inland from Payta. | 

Of this I got no information which I can regard as definite. , 
The Government transport Peru has brought back 500 of the troops 

| lately sent to Truxillo, as stated in my No. 23, leaving, as is claimed, 
800 men still there. ee oe | - | 

7 There is published in El Campeon accounts of a successful move- 
ment under Dr. Gamarra, in Canches, which is a province in the south- 

. eastern part of the department of Cuzco, in favor of Iglesias; also, an 
* account of the suppression of a proposed movement in Arequipa favor- 

able to the Government, and the imprisonment of several parties and, 
_ the imposition of fines. | | | 

There has been published in the Lima papers the list of persons at, 
Cerro de Pasco, upon whom the Cacerestas prefect, Colonel Ferrieras, 
imposed a forced loan of 100,000 soles. Eighty-three names are given, — 

| with amounts opposite, varying from 20 to 16,000 soles, silver. Foreign- 
| ers are not exempted, but in reality bear, perhaps, nine-tenths of’ the 

imposition in amount. I think there is no American citizen in the list, _ 
| bat Mr. M. C. McNulty, United States consular agent at Cerro de Pasco, 

| for refusing to recognize a verbal order to appear before the prefect, 
_ was ordered under arrest, and a troop of sojdiers'were sent, likewise
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with verbal orders, to seize him; meanwhile he had mounted his horse: | 
| and escaped. He has for several days been in Lima, but, upon assur- 

ances since given to friends that no harm is intended him, he propuses 
starting back to-morrow. Besides the forced loan, there was also im- — : 

_ posed by the prefect at Cerro de Pasco a war fine upon foreign resi- | 
dents upon the. pretext that they had some time ago taken an active 
part in a disturbance opposing General Caceres. I am informed, on 

~one hand, that Caceres has stopped these exactions, while on the other | 
I am told the prefect is proceeding with the levys. Icannot tell which | 
is the fact. a - | oo bee , 

| I have, &c., | a | 7 
| -  ©OHAS. W. BUCK. 

| NT, 457. : OS | | 

| : : Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. | OS 

oS : : | : - (Extract.] - ) 7 , 

~ No. 25.) oo LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Lima, Peru, August 22, 1885. (Received November 27.) - 

7 S1e: I have at last received from the foreign office a note relating to _ | 
| the Owen Young case, with inclosures, of which I send copiesand trans- 7 

_ lations. a a en ee | 
_. Jt will be seen the Government * * * is profuse in its avowals of 7 

good purposes and zeal to comply with the demands of the United 
-. States that the culprit be punished. Perhapsitsexplanation correctly 

states the difficulties in the way, but it will also be observed no refer- 
ence is made to the matter of indemnifying the family of the murdered | 

 . man, | | | | 

en | | | - OHAS. W. BUCK. 

| [Inclosure in No. 25.—Translation.] : oo. 

Mr. Urrutia to Mr. Buck. / | Se i 
| , | | | Lima, August 14, 1885. 

Mr. MINISTER: I have had the honor to receive your excellency’s esteemed dispatch | 
dated 4th instant, in which you manifest to me the delay of this ministry in giving 
the necessary reply to the dispatch of his late excellency. Mr. Phelps, of 28th April 
last, referring to the prosecution initiated in connection with death of the American _ . | 

- gitizen Mr. Owen Young; and in which you earnestly urge the writer for the quick 
termination of this process and the punishment of the culprit, in virtue of instruc- — 
tions your excellency has received from your.Government. a | a 

It would have been very satisfactory for me to have been able to reply opportunely Oo 
| to the said dispatch of his excellency Mr. Phelps.if the reports of the authorities of 

the department of La Libertad concerning the case. of Owen Young, which had to | 
serve as the basis of my reply, had been received by this miinistry before the death 

- of said diplomatic agent. But, as your excellency knows, the said department has | 
since then been invaded by the freebooters of the rebel Ramon Flores, and the . 
superior court of justice of La Libertad established in Truxillo has not been able to s 

' communicate any report to the ministry of justice. Nevertheless the eagerness which | | 
- has animated and animates- my Government for the conclusion of this case has made 

it depart from the regular course, through the said court of justice, and it has directed 
- a dispatch direct to the judge of first instance of Pacasmayo that he keep this minis- . 

try constantly informed about the state of this case, as you will see by the certified ©. 
copy which | have the honor to accompany attached to this dispatch. | 

‘The above-mentioned judge, under date 17th ultimo, advises having sent adispatch | | 
to one of the criminal judges of this capital that he may take the declaration of wo
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graduated Col. Belisario Flores, with which he will conclude the case in question as 
quickly as possible. a | oo 
Said dispatch was returned with the respective act on the 24th July last. Every- 

thing induces the Government to hope that in a very short time more the desired end 
will be arrived at; and everything proves that official activity has not been wanting 
one instant in exacting the apprehension and legal punishment of the culprit who 

7 caused the death of Owen Young. So as to make the action of the law more active _ 
and energetic I have sent the ministry of justice a full copy of your excellency’s,dis- 
pateh, to which I have now the honor of replying, with the urgent note added to 
said copy. : . oe Ce 

It is very painful for the undersigned, that the duration of the case of Owen Young 
should have been interpreted by the Secretary of State of your excellency’s Govern- 

. ment as a want of justice, the continuation of which would prove that the lives and 
: property of the American citizens in this Republic do not enjoy sufficient guar- 

antees. To remove this erroneous idea, it is sufficient for your excellency to fix your | 
attention for a moment on the circumstances under which the crime was committed, 

_ and on the logical and natural results. — | 
Sent to the province of Pacasmayo a Government forcein pursuit of the freeboot- | 

. ers which were laying waste those districts, a fight took place in Tecapa, a plantation — 
on which Owen Young resided, and which had been taken possession of by a band of 

- rebels. These Deing defeated, it was when the death of the American citizen, Owen 
Young, took place, caused, according to the declaration of two eye-witnesses of said 

. deed, and who were servants of Owen Young, by a.soldier who considered him, Young, 
) an accomplice of the freebooters, and who immediately left to join his dispersed com- __ 

. panions in pursuit of the enemy. None of the witnesses named by this legation and 
scrupulously examined by the judge of the case have been able to give any indication 
of the name or features of the supposed association, thus increasing the difficulty of 
immediate action by the law, it having been obliged to amplify its judicial investiga- 
tions even in this capital, so as to be able to appreciate the facts of the case, and sub- | 
sequent identification of the culprit. This is the reason for the delay in the process, 

- . and, as your excellency wili understand, there has been no reason for believing a want 
of justice; nor should such delay be thought for a moment to show that the life and | 
property of citizens of the United States do not enjoy in Peru the necessary guaran- 
tees. Why the occarrence of a long criminal process is very frequent in all nations, 
but this has never served as the foundation to doubt the justice of a nation, and the 

. guarantees it offers foreigners. | | : 
ce Peru has never omitted to give all kinds of securities to the persons and interests of 

subjects and citizens of other nations living in its territory, and even in the midst of 
mo, her interna! conflicts the foreigner in the sphere of the legal Governments has enjoyed 

the respect of the public and the benefits of his work, notably for its well-being and 
prosperity, the distinguished American colony, to which my Government has always 
granted the most decided protection. | Oo 

The writer flatters himself with the certainty that your excellency in your upright- 
ness and just criticism will allow the natural and unavoidable duration of the process 
initiated about the death of Owen Young, and the profound interest my Government 
has in the capture and punishment of the culprit, whoever he may be, and that you . 
will manifest to the Government of the United States the loyalty of its proceedings, 
and its desire to remove all impediments to the frank and cordial relations which 

- happily exist between both countries. - - | 
lTrepeat, &c., | a ee 

| oo BALTASAR GARCIA URRUTIA. 

[Inclosure 1 in inclosure in No. 25.—Translation. ] 

Mr. Tovar to Mr. Urrutia. , : 

7 MINISTRY OF JUSTICE, &C., 
Lima, July 11, 1885. 

In answer to your excellency’s dispatch, dated 9th instant, I have the honor to tell. 
| you I have ordered it to be copied and sent direct to the judge of first instance of the 

: Province of Pacasmayo, so that he can give account at once of the progress made in 
the process initiated on account of the assassination of the North American citizen, 
Owen Young, and in future he should do so by every steamer. . 

| As communication between the city of Truxillo and this capital is interrupted in con- 
sequence of political disturbances, which, at the commencement or middle of the month _ 
of May last, took place in the former, it has been impossible for the superior court of. |
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_ justice of La Libertad, which is the proper one to do so, to inform this ministry in re- | 
. gard to the prosecution of the process referred to. Complying with this duty, I have — | 

_ pleasure to advise your excellency for the ends it may serve. | | 
God guard your excellency. . 

MANUEL TOVAR. — a 
In conformity. , ad a | 

; The chief official, : . | a 
[SEAL. ] - LUIS E. MARQUEZ. : 

| {Inclosure 2 in inclosure in No. 25.—Translation. } : - 

, : Mr. Tovar to Mr: Urrutia. : | | 

- MINISTRY OF JUSTICE, &C., 
| a Lima, July 23, 1885. . 

The judge of first instance of the province of Pacasmayo, ina dispatch dated the | 
17th instant, says to this ministry, as follows: | | _ 

‘¢T have the honor to acquaint your excellency that through your worthy medium . | 
> - you may advise the minister of justice that in the criminal process which is being 

prosecuted in this court under my charge to discover the authors and accomplices of = - 
the assassination of the late American subject Owen Young, under date of 11th in- | 

| stant I forwarded a dispatch to one of the criminal judges of first instance in Lima | 
that he may take the declaration of graduated Col. Belizario Flores in accordance ae 

- with the indications made by the ministry of the attorney-general in itslast judg- 
ment, and I supplicate that your excellency, within the limit of your action, order 
that the same be taken and immediately returned so as to beable to give a quick con- | a 
clusion to this process.” oe | a | oo 

- J have the honor to transcribe this to your excellency for your knowledge and the | 
ends that it may concern, begging to advise your excellency that I have directed the 
corresponding dispatch to the president of the superior court of justice of this district. a 
recommending that it takes due care that the declaration be taken as soon as possible, ~ : 
to which the requisitorial dispatch referred to in the note I have calls for. 

God guard your excellency. : - , | 
| : MANUEL TOVAR. -. | 

- In conformity. : | 
The chief official, a | | , | 
[SEAL.] - : | | LUIS E. MARQUEZ. 

. [Inclosure 3 in inclosure in No. 25.—Translation.] | 

| a Mr. Tovar to Mr. Urrutia. | . 

oe MINISTRY OF JUSTICE, &C., * 
| _ . + Lima, July 31, 1885. : 

According to the report issued by the criminal judge of this capital, Dr. Adolfo. 
Villagascia, which has been forwarded to this ministry of the president of the su- 

| perior court of this district, the requisitorial dispatch of the judge of first instance, of | 
' Pacasmayo addressed to one of the criminal judges of Lima, with the object of tak- . 

ing a declaration in connection with the process being prosecuted on account of the OF 
assassination of the North American citizen, Owen Young, was returned duly taken to 

| - the court of issuance on the 24th instant. | | | | 
I have the honor to communicate this to your exceliency for your knowledge. oo , 

| God guard your excellency. J | | | 
| | - MANUEL TOVAR. . os 

- In conformity. : | | . 
The chief official, | . | | | | | 

oo [SEAL. ] = | . LUIS E. MARQUEZ. 

~  ° [Inelosure 4 in inclosure in No. 25.—Translation.] . co 

Mr. Urrutia to Mr. Tovar. | 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 
: | | Lima, August 8, 1885. 

The envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States of North. | 
_ America, under date 4th. instant, has addressed me a note which I have the honor to , 

communicate to your excellency, calling your attention to the absolute necessity of oe,
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| giving a-quick conclusion to the process referred to, as in this are interested the pre- 
. cepts of the law, the good name of the judicial power, and the honor of the Govern- —- 

ment; and I besides supplicate your excellency to oblige the judge of the cause in 
question to obtain at once the apprehensionand legal punishment of the culprit, giv- - 
ing immediate account to this ministry. co | 

God guard your excellency. | - 
 BALTASAR GARCIA URRUTIA. | 

- Inconformity, oo 7 ae 
_ The chief official, oo oo | : 

[ SEAL. ] oo LUIS E. MARQUEZ. 

| : , No. 458. _ | on 

| Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. ee 

| . | | [Extract.] — . | | . 

. No. 27.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
| Lima, September 4, 1885, (Received November 27.) 

OO Str: * He * . a” 

ee Referring to No. 9, I have already, in-my No. 17, of July 24, advised 
ee you of my attention to the Owen Young case. Later, in my No. 22, I 
__inclosed you copy of a note sent to the foreign office, and in my No. 25, 

Oo of August 22, I called attention to the reply received from the minister 
of foreign affairs, with inclosures, of which copies with translations were 
sent to you in said No. 25. Two days ago I received another note in — 
same matter from the foreign office, with inclosures, of which I send 

| copies and translations. It will be seen in last named inclosure from ~ 
the foreign office it is claimed that it is impossible to discover the “ au- | 

: thor of the death of Owen Young.” | | a | 
* a 2 # * at % * 

| _Thave, &c., a | - | 
. CHAS. W. BUCK. | 

; . . [Inclogure in No. 27.—Translation.] _ Oo 

| | - Mr. Urrutia to Mr. Buck. . | | 

| . | a MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, —. - 
| Lima, August 31, 1885. 

I have the honor to communicate to your excellency that the minister of justice 
has directed to this ministry the dispatch of which I here have the pleasure of send- 
ing you a certified copy with this dispatch, giving an account of the progress made 

: in the criminal process being prosecuted in Pacasmayo in reference to the death of 
the North American citizen, Mr. @wen Young. 

. I take advantage, &c., = . 
| - BALTASAR GARCIA URRUTIA. 

| | [Inclosure in inclosure in No. 27.—Translation. ] . De 

oe Mr. Tovar to Mr. Urrutia. a | 

rr mo Lima, August 27, 1885. 
The judge of the first instance of the province of Pacasmayo hasdirected to this min- | 

_ istry, under date 22d instant, the following dispatch : 
— T have the honor to communicate to your honor, that through you it may be made 
known to the minister of the department, that in the official criminal process being
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_ prosecuted to discover the author of the death of the American citizen, Mr. Owen : 
Young, under date of 18th instant, it has been ordered that the papers of the pro- —_- 

: -eeedings shall be passed over to the attorney-general’s ministry that he may give his ~_ , 
judgment in the principal of the process, and I understand that by next steamer I 
shall be able to advise your honor of the conclusion of the summary in the first in- 

: stance.’ All the interest taken by me, as well as that taken by the attorney-general’s 
| ministry, shows by the evidence that the judicial authorities of this section havedone 4 

| all possible to discover the cause and author of Young’s death. And it appears from | | 
_ the summary that the house of deceased was used as a parapet by the freebooters,  __ 

who had the intention to defeat the forces of the Government which were coming 
from Cajamarca to tbis capital in September of last year; also, that in the pockets 
(pellon) of the saddle-cover of the late Young were found warlike instruments. These © . 
circumstances have probably been the motive for the deed which it is desired toclear — 
up, and itwill be impossible at present to discover the author of the death of Young.” - | 
Which I have the honor to transcribe to your honor, for your knowledge and the a 

ends it may serve. . 7 | | : | . : 
_ God guard your honor. | | na a | | . 

: . Oo MANUEL TOVAR. | 

7 | No. 459 a 

a , Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. | oo | 

No. 28.] | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
a _ Lima, September 5, 1885. (Received September 25.) 

Srp: I inclose a police-order and translation. Of course itis regarded : 
_ as directed against political suspects. Much alarm has been eaused by 

this order, and numerous arrests have been made; and there are now 
said to be imprisoned at Callao some fifty political prisoners. - a 

_ dIn my No. 7 I advised you of the suppression of Pierola’s organ “El 
- Pais.” On August 28 he was ordered to leave the country in eight 

_ days, and a passport sent him. He leaves, I understand, on the mail 
steamer to-day. The impression 1s, I think, he will go to France. — | | 

- In my No. 23 I referred to an oppressive decree by the prefect of Chi. 
_ clayo imposing export duties on sugar, &c., and suggesting its probable | 

repeal. This decree has been rescinded, and Prefect Frias has been su- 
| perseded by Col. José A. Larco. ee re - 

| On the 1st instant a telegram from Ica to Pisco stated that the mon- _ 
toneros were expected at the former place, and Government officials | 
had all left it; whereupon Pisco was abandoned by the Government _ 

.  custom-house officials, and Dr. Micarmo Leon (Céceresta), with some a 
_ eighty men, occupied theplace. The Government here, on the 2d instant, 
_ declared the port with its dependencies closed. There are confused ac- 

counts of disturbances and fighting, the assassination of a prefect, &c., | 
_ in Canches, a province in the department of Cuzco, and of conflicting , 
_. movenients in other localities of the department, but nothing which 1 | | 

can place before you in definite shape. It is reported from the north that 
the montoneros took Carlenaz by surprise, and in the encounter killed, = 
thirty of the Urban guard. . It is stated that upon hearing the newsthe _ | 
prefect at Huaraz left there at the head of some troops to drive out the | 
montoneros. . co, | ) 

All continues quiet in this city and vicinity. => oe . 
oe I have, &c., | ao a 

Oo ce! | CHAS. W. BUCK. |
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: [Inclosure in No. 28.—Translation.] oe - 

CS . Police order in the subprefecture and administration of police. — - 

. A gratification will be given of from 50 to 1,000 silver soles to every one who gives — 
| opportune notice, with all the necessary and exact details, about anything that will | 

contribute to the better service of the police. Said notice may be verbal or in writing, | 
- and strict secrecy is guaranteed, as also that the gratification will be given into the | 

hands of the adviser, or in the way he indicates in the notice of accusation. _ 
Lima, 20th August, 1885. . . : | 

OC No. 460. oe | 

| Mr. Bayard to Mr. Buck. a | 

No. 19.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | | . Washington, September 10, 1885. - 

Siz: Referring to your No. 22, of the 7th ultimo, I have the pleasure 
) - to commend the terms of your note of the 4th ultimo to the minister of | 

: state, in the case of the murdered American citizen, Owen Young, as — 
- carrying out the instructions of the Department. _ | | 

I am, &e., | 

| . T. F. BAYARD. 

a No. 461. — . | 

| a Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. | 

| Se : [Bxtract.] | a 

— No. 30.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| Lima, September 12, 1885. (Received October 5.) | 

. Siz: In my No. 26I referred to a report that Romero was proceeding 
| southward to join Caceres at Tarma. A letter from Truxillo, dated Au- 

gust 29, states that he has 1,300 men at or near Santiago de Chuco, a 
small place in the mountains 60-cdd miles from Truxillo, and that he has 

| been ordered to continue in that section in order to distract the Govern- 
: ment forces. The letter states that some anxiety is felt at Truxillo,and 

—_ itis intimated that the Government force there is quite small and in- — 
| adequate for defense. : . a 

In my No. 27 referred to the probable occupancy of Ica by monto- 
neros and abandonment of Pisco by Government officials. Later ad-— 
vices by passengers on steamer which touched at Pisco on the. 9th in- | 
stant state that Dr. Leon failed to take Ica; that Rueda and Tipacti, with 
25 gendarmes and 120 volunteers, refused to give up the town to Leon, . 

' .and, realizing he could not take it, he passed on to Pisco. SO 
Last evening (the 11th instant) the Government transport Peru started 

southward with some 200 troops on board, as is thought, to retake Pisco. 
It is reported that a battalion of Cacerestas are at Chosica, about 9 

miles from the Government troops at Santa Clara and 18 or 20 miles 
from Lima; that another battalion of montoneros areatSan Bartolomé 
and Santa Anna, and 200 men more, under Colonel Cerua, are at Matu- 
cana, all points on the Oroyo road higher up. It is said Caceres is ex- __ 
pected at Chicla, the terminus of the railroad, about the 15th and 20th 

| instant. Caceres seems to have established luis seat of Government and
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reorganized his cabinet at Tarma. The troops, if indeed the report of ’ 

their presence is true at the points on the railroad above Santa Clara, 

most likely are detachments from the force which captured Canta, re-. . 

ferred to in my No. 24. a | : 

| Official reports from Col. Morales Bermudes (Caceresta commander), | 

in the fight at Canta, have been published in the Lima. papers, and it | | 

seems he only claims the Government forces suffered a loss of about 100 . 

men, while his own killed and wounded were about 60. It seems from | 

_ his report, instead of heroically cutting his way out of Canta, as Colonel | 7 

_ Pachas was reported to have done, he fled at the beginning of the fight. a 

He simply refers to Colonel Bustamente as among the killed, says noth- | 

ing about his having killed himself or having been shot by Pachas. | 

- # # * * a _ * 

It is reported that another proposed uprising in favor of Iglesias at coe 

Arequipa was, some days ago, “nipped in the bud” by thé arrest of the - 

| principal instigator. It is also reported from Arequipa that reaction 

- dn the department of Cuzco in favor of the Government continues, and 

| that some activity is indicated in the vicinity of Livitaca,avillageinthe 

southern part of the department. - | oe ae 

- Lhave, &, | oo . oe 

ae | |  OHAS. W. BUCK. - vo 

| : . a No. 462. ~ | 

OO Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. oe Sn 

| | an [Extract.] a co. | 

- No. 34.] oO LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 

| Lima, Peru, September 19, 1885. (Received October 15.) 

Sir: Through a budget of dispatches, letters, &e., recently inter- 

cepted on the person of the bearer while passing from the lines of © 

~ General CAceres towards Lima, the Government here has gained some 

important information concerning its enemies in the field and their 

- gbettors within this city. | - | 

| Several arrests here have followed the disclosures, and there are re- 

_ ports of inquisitorial tortures inflicted by the Government on prisoners | 

to extort confessions. These rumors were so widely spread that the 

- Government ordered an examination of medical men, whose report pub- | 

lished last night states that the bodies of prisoners are not marked by 

wounds or bruises, and that their condition is satisfactory. Among | | 

others, the consul-general of Honduras has been arrested and his ex- 

_ equatur canceled, because of his implication as a Céceresta agent. He ~~. 

is, however, I think, a native Peruvian. — | : Do 

Among the letters intercepted, two from General Caceres have been | a 

published in part, one dated September 1, directed to Colonel L[barra, 

| at Arequipa, admits information from the prefect of Cuzco, under date | 

. August 10, that his partisans were defeated, under Abarracin and Men-- | 

| dizabal, at Lucuani and Llanoca, towns in the southwest part of the 

department of Cuzco, and that in one of the fights Mendizabal was 

killed. In the same letter, General Caceres directs that commissioners . 

or agents be sent to Bolivia to acquire arms, &c., but expresses thecon- 

viction that little can be expected from Bolivia, since that country has | 

| sent a minister to the Iglesias Government. * * * an | |
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| Another letter from General CAceres deprecates dissensions between. oo San Roman and Ibarra in the south, and states that the nation owes him 
: (General CAceres) two months’ salary as President, and expresses a — 

wish to have provision made therefrom for his family. Heacknowledges — | gratefully the placing of the small sum of soles 5,000, or about $3,700, at 
his disposal, as coming in place handsomely, and states the want of medi- _ cines, and even of a case of instruments. The general tenor of these and - 
Similar revelations would seem to indicate the impoverished and needy 
condition of the army under the revolutionary leader; but his Indian 
followers need little money, and their wants are not, perhaps, to be. 
measured by those which would seem imperative elsewhere. | . 
News published from the interior as late as the 16th instant states 

_ that the districts of Calea and Moya, owing to exactions made for arms 
and money, refuse to acknowledge the authority of General Caceres, | and that Bartolome Guerra (with a force of 400 men), chief of the monto- 
neros in Calca, Jarpa, and Chupaca, was defeated by the people of the 
province of Yanyos in an attempt to collect cattle, money, &c., and that | his forces, except about 80 men, were dispersed. It is also said that the - 
forces at Chosica had returned to Canta, and from there, on account of . 
numerous desertions, they have been ordered back, towards Tarma pre- 
sumably. | : | 
Meanwhile General CAceres continues at the latter place, and has been | regaled with several bull fights, on the occasion of which a drunken 

. carousal resulted in several deaths. So, in substance, runs the news, 
from all of which it appears not only that General CAceres is not abun. 
dantly equipped either with arms or other materials of war, but that gen- eral harmony in his favor does not exist in the interior. - | 

Pachaco Cespedes is reported at Matucana with 200 mounted revolu- 
| _ tionists, and 120 montoneros are said to be at Cocochacra. It is stated 

there are now no revolutionist forces at San Marteo or Chicla. _ 
| A letter from Arequipa, of September 11, states that the movement 

which was in prospect for the 5th instant, referred to in my No. 30, of | 
| September 12, having been revealed, resulted in the arrest of some 60 

an persons, who are still held in close confinement. : 
The troops which left last Friday on the Peru for Pisco returned on 

Sunday, the 13th instant, without accomplishing anything, and bring- - ° Ing news of the capture of Ica by the montoneros, under Dr. Leon, on — 
the 10th instant. | . - - - 

7 Prefect Braco de Rueda, the Government commander, with some 30- 
odd men, refused to capitulate. It does not appear what became of the ~—_— 
120 volunteers previously with him. He was attacked, and shutting 
himself in the barracks, these were fired by the revolutionists, from | 
which the flames spread to various other buildin gs. : 

a It is reported the montoneros indulged in great excesses after the 
capture of the town. It is stated the ammunition of both parties was 
exhausted, and the revolutionists not having other means for capturing 
the barracks, set fire to them. __ , a 

__ The minister of finance has ordered that all goods deposited in the | 
Callao custom-house previous to April 1 shall be withdrawn by October 
1, claiming that the capacity for storage is exhausted. Pertinent to 

, this, it may be suggested that it is said, and perhaps truly, that orders 
on said custom-house have been emitted and dues on them anticipated 

. for two or three months to come, so that such orders sell now atadis- _ 
count of some 30 per cent. | | : 

In view of such facts as this, and the significant circumstances that 
the salaries of a large number of representatives in the last Congress _
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_ femain, as is stated, unpaid, how is it to be expected that claims will’ | 
be provided for ? : OC re 

A further discouraging circumstance for claimants may be observed 7 
in the decision of the court of arbitrators in Chile, to-day made known. oo 
by cable, which announces the three principles— ; os | 

(1) Bombardment is permissible so long as there is resistance of a _ 
‘riffle. , | | a | 

(2) Acts committed by soldiers or persons connected with the army — | 
without orders from their superiors in command do not compromise a - 
Government. | : : | | | 

_ (38) Any proofs taken without notice to Government affected are not — 
~ admissible as evidence. | Co a - 

It is to be presumed this will be seized upon as a precedent, at a 
least in South America, and an announcement of Department’s views 
on the subject may be quite pertinent as affecting American citizens _ 

here. a  & at %* * | 

Iam, &e., ae | : 
a , a a CHAS. W. BUCK, | — 

| | / | No. 463. ce CO : | 

| a Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayayag - 

| | [Extract.] re oe 

. No. 35.] a LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 
- | Lima, Peru, September 26, 1885. (Received October 24.). 

| SIR: * * * eo x _ * | 

The Government, as I learn by letter from Truxillo of September 
_ 19, has 500 very good soldiers at that place, sufficient, as is thought, | | 

- to hold it for the present, while the revolutionary army of about ——. 
1,500 men are at points from 40 to 80 miles distant. There was a | 

- grand review of Government troops in Lima on the 24th instant, the oS 
feast day of Santa. Mercedes, patroness of the Peruvian army. It | 
seems to be generally estimated 3,000 troops were in line; and on the 
25th instant, yesterday, it is claimed 4,000 troops, with 6 pieces artillery 
and 4 Gatling guns, including battalions 1, 2,3, 7,10, and two columns po- | | 
lice, and squadron “ Pacasmayo,” were sent out to move against Gen- _ 
eral Caceres. One division, if is said, is to march on foot to Chicla, the 

_ terminus of the Oroya Railroad; one to Canta, and one, it is thought, 
is to move to the interior from Ancon, and 300 men were sent by train — 
to Quiro under Col. Rosa Gil. an | ee 

On the 22d instant. there was a meeting of Peruvians and foreign mer- - 
chants to urge the Government to take vigorous measures to openthe 
ports and roads to the interior, and to protest against the custom-house _ 
order for the forced dispatch of goods by October 1, which order was | 
referred to in my No. 34, September 19. a | : 

_ It was resolved to-ask the foreign ministers to urge upon the Govern- _ 
ment these points, and committees were appointed from each foreign | po 

— colony to interview their ministers on the subject, and the members of — os 
the committee presented yesterday a memorial to the minister of finance, a 
who discussed the matter with them, and assured them of his favorable 

-. desires, and that he would shortly give the matter due consideration. __ |
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* The importance to commercial interests of recognizing General Caceres. 
as a belligerent, so as to secure protection to foreigners in his lines and 
in passing back and forth, has been a good deal discussed of late. Per- 
haps it would be well to inform me of Department’s views on the sub- 
ject. I should not consider myself authorized to co-operate with the _ 

) diplomatic corps in that direction unless instructed. | 
| - . Lhave, &c., | : a 

oe | : | _ CHAS. W. BUOK. 

- | : No. 464. | | | 

Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. os 

No. 36.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, __ 
Lima, Peru, October 2, 1885. (Received October 24.) — 

Str: On October 1, I cabled you to the effect that CAceres states that _ 
protection will not be granted to the subjects of such Governments as 
refuse to recognize him as a belligerent, but that he will subject them | 
to duties as Peruvians. That the presence of two or more United States 

| vessels on the coast would be desirable on the presumption of a refusal 
on the part of foreign Governments to recognize Caceres, who is in no 
way Stronger. « | 7 BS | 

The mail on the Isthnms is delayed, and instructions are awaited from 
| _ the Department. | 7 Bo 

The telegram was based upon a communication, a newspaper copy, 
which, substantially correct, Linclose. They were sent to members of the 
diplomatic corps generally, and I presume are all about the same thing, — 

oo | if not fac-similes. I have not time before closing of mail to comment 
upon it at such length as I might desire. Of course, however, I do not 

- conceive it would be proper for me to make any reply to such a com- 
- munication from General CAéceres’s so-called minister of foreign rela- 

| tions; still this threat makes the position of foreign residents in the in- 
terior very uncomfortable, as within his lines General CAceres virtually — 

. renounces all treaty and civilized obligations towards foreigners whose 
_ Governments decline or ignore his demand to be recognized as a bellig- 

erent. Fortunately there are not many Americans in the interior. | 
'.I do not think any Government represented here is apt to con- 
cede anything to General Caceres in his present status. He seems no 

| stronger. Indeed, from what appears, I think his situation is less prom- 
ising for him than it was some time ago. Still he may at any time run 
in upon sea-ports, and, since he assumes the réle of a freebooter and pro- | 

| poses to consider foreigners as Peruvians, may levy contributions on 
such Americans as he can find, or subject them to military service or 

| other outrages, as he pleases. | | : 
Perhaps this is all a ridiculous threat of his. Still it seems to me it 

would be well, if not more urgently required elsewhere, that an ade- 
: quate naval force should be kept along this coast to protect Americans 

and American interests against outrages, when the Government can- 
a not or willnotdoso. I should think, if they can be spared tor the serv- 

| ice, three or even four ships would not be too many for the Peruvian - 
| coast, and placed under such special instructions as in view of the facts 

seems to the administration best. Hence I telegraph as indicated. — 
- As I have previously advised you, I think the Government is well | 

disposed to Americans; but the country is vast, its forces small, and _
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the Government weak and perhaps unable to give protection against - 
its revolutionists. ee 

A dispatch from Casma, of September 29, states, after a fight, with - 

losses (not stated) on both sides, Pedro Cochachas, the noted Indian 
revolutionist, was taken prisoner. oe — 

A telegram signed by Ramon Barrantes, governor, dated Casma, —— 

-. October 1, states that the subprefect claims he has occupied Puillo, | 
and the Indians have surrendered unconditionally, and that he has 
sent in pursuit of the rebels. — _ | | Ce 

= The President’s brother, Lorenzo Iglesias, left here on September 28 — | 

to take command of the army which left, as stated in my No. 35, of . | 

- September 26, to operate against General Céceres. This force is vari- 

| ously estimated, as I have before advised you, but it was exceedingly » | 

well armed and equipped. 7 | : | : , | 

: a a | [‘Translation.] a oe | | 

| Circular to the foreign diplomatic.corps resident in Lima. — So | | a 

| ce sO | - MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, ~ | a 
- | 7 a Tarma, September 15, 1885. — | 

, Sir: In the dispatch which, with date 22d June last« year, I directed to your ex-: | | 

_ eellency from this city, I had the honor to manifest that his Excellency General An- _ 
 drés A. C&ceres, ceding to the desires of the majority of the population, had assumed | 

the supreme command of the Republic with the object to re-establish in the country . 

the. constitutional system and to procure the establishment of a Government which : 
-*  ghould be the true expression of the national opinion. oe | ae a 

- With this motive, [had also the occasion to manifest that the foreign war having . , 
terminated, the nation had not made use of its sovereignty to designate the authority | 
which should direct its destinies; that in the countries where the representative 

. system rules, the only legal source of the Governments is the consent of the popula-_ | 
- tion expressed by its obedience; that the Government of General Iglesias wants this 

fundamental title; and, lastly, the greater majority of the country favors with itsad- | 
~ hesion, sympathy, and obedience the Government of his Excellency General Caceres. —— 

More than a year has passed since the date of my dispatch referred to, and the suc- — 
cesses that have taken place during this long space of time have only corroborated | 

: the propositions enunciated. The Government of General Iglesias, although it com- | 
prises comparatively strong material elements, has been impotent to impose its au- 
thority on the nation; in the mean while the authority of his Excellency General | 

. C&ceres has extended and invigorated with the decided and effective co-operation of oe 
the majority of the Republic. The refusal of the towns to obey the Government of 
General Iglesias has not been a passing fickleness,. but the fruit of a profound and _ 
deeply-seated conviction, which they have, that this government is not by any means a 

_.. the representative of their interests, nor of their aspirations. : _ | 
| This uniformity of opinion has allowed the Government of his Excellency General oo 

Caceres to constitute and organize itself in a solid manner and it actually exercises 7 
effective jurisdiction in the greater part of the national territory, which regulates the. 
public administration in all of its branches, and lastly has a strong army, well organ- 

_ ized, to carry out the work committed to it by thesaid towns ; thus the Government of 
his Excellency General C4ceres unites all the featuzes of a real national Government. © 

| Notwithstanding these titles, which assist and prove the legitimacy of the authority . 
exercised by his Excellency General Caceres, he has manifested at different times the 
desire that an appeal should be made to the people, so that they, by their vote, might at 
name the executive who shall wield the supreme power, and with this object he | 
has proposed different ways of arriving at an agreement, which would have given a 
pacific conclusion to the civil war and allowed the constitution of a Government that . 
would be the free and true expression of the wishes of the country. Unfortunately 

_ these elevated purposes have been stubbornly and constantly refused by the bellige- 
rent, and his Excellency General Caceres secs, much against his wishes, the painful _ 
necessity of arriving at the solution of this.conflict by the continuation of hostilities. oe 

The situation thus created, which may last for an indeterminate time, must affect | 
not only the natives of the country, but also the foreigners, resident in it, an . =
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| _ My Government, desiring to avoid as much as possible the harm which the pro-| 
longation of the civil war may cause to foreign commerce and to the interests of neu- 
trals, and with this end thinks it advisable to have understood the condition of the 

. . foreigners that reside in the territory under its commands. - 
In the civil war now being carried on in the Republic the only way to obtain this 

result, and, on the other hand, consult the perfect neutrality of the different states 
that maintain relations with Peru, would be the recognition of my Government as a 
belligerent, which in truth would only be the recognition of an actual and indubita- 

. ble fact evidenced by the existing state of war. - . 
According to the opinion of Wheaton, Bello, Halleck, Calvo, Bluntschli, Lawrence, 

and othet eminent authors of treatises on international law whom it would be too 
numerous to name, ‘the civil wars, properly so-called, give to each of the parties 

| engaged in same all the rights of war; that is to say, the character and the rights of 
belligerents, not only as concerns the enemy, but also in respect to all the states 
which desire to remain neutral.” ‘If, after a reasonable time, there is little proba- 
bility of the conflict ending, the recognizing of the two parties as belligerents appears 
to be justifiable.” .‘‘In this case, the legitimacy of the Government of neither oneor 
the other is recognized, but only the existing state of war, and allows of treating 
with those that direct the war, without anything that is prejudicial to the legitimacy 
of the rights of either of the two contending parties.” | . 

| The recognition of the principals in respect to my Government would oblige it to | 
recognize on its part all the rights, exclusions, and privileges which the respective 
treaties give to foreigners. ( | - 

. I leave it to the elevated criticism of your excellency, and to that of your Govern- 
_ Inent which you so ably represent, to decide this point, which I think is more in har- 
mony with the interests of your subjects, the principles of international law, and 

. with your private judgment formed in view of the interior situation of Peru, only 
having to declare in the name of my Government that in case the Government of your 

7 excellency does not think it convenient to make the declaration to which I refer, its 
subjects will remain subject to the same rights and obligations as Peruvian citizens. 

I take advantage of this opportunity to repeat to your excellency my sentiments of | 
high consideration and esteem with which I have the honor to write myself. © 

Your very attentive and obedient servant, | | 
| FRANCISCO FLORES CHINARRO. | 

° . : No. 465. - : 

7 | Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. 

| No. 42.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — 
| : Lima, Peru, October 10, 1885. (Received November 6.) 

oe _ Sir: The deserters who arrived in Lima on the 3d instant from the _ 
command of the revolutionist, Pacheco Cespedes, estimate the forces of 
General Caceres at not exceeding 2,000 men; this agrees with estimate 
from another quarter, that of Iglesias Lozer, who believes the revo- 
lutionary leader has only from 1,800 to 2,000 men. Colonel Ibarra left 
Arequipa on the 2d instant with 300 men, having been apparently rein- 

| forced previously by some troops under Major Cortez. It is stated he 
| left only 280 men in Arequipa, and he started from that place in direc- 

tion of Cuzco. | : a / | 
It appears from La Libertad, published in the latter place, that the 

oo provinces in the department of Cuzco which were reported to have 
_ declared for General Iglesias have been pacified in the interest of Gen- | 

eral Caceres, and the report that the city has renounced allegiance to 
| General Caceres was untrue. <A file of celedores (policemen) had been 

sent from there to Santa Rosa to receive rifles for the battalion Caza- 
: dores del Cuzco, composed, as is stated, of 370 men. 

A letter published in La Opinion Nacional of September 27, from Trux-. 
: illo, states that Romero is moving -in the direction of Cajamarca, per-
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haps ultimately to join General CAceres in the valley of the Janja,as 
hertofore intimated. It is also said dissensions among Caceresta lead- : | 

ers in the north resulted in the arrest and execution of Becerra, and — | 
other chiefs affiliated with him, by La Barrara and Romero, upon which _ a 
Becerra’s men, estimated at 400, disbanded and dispersed. 1 can state 
no definite particulars. : | | : _ 

-, he Government forces which moved out of this city on September . 
25, reoccupied Canta without resistance. They also seem to have reoc- _ | 

- gupied and opened the whole line of the Oroya Railroad to its terminus, | 

Chiclayo, Colonel Chocano having arrived at the latter place. 
From San Bartolome, on that line, Subprefect Alcazar reports that ae 

the revolutionist column, Remac, composed of 250 men, has disbanded; 
and Colonel Chocano reports from Mattucana, also on line of that rail- a 
road, that part of the squadron Sama Pachia revolted and dispersed _ | 
at Antarana on the 6th instant, leaving Cespedes Pacheco (revolutionist) _ | 
only a few Arequipefios. | | a ‘ 

_ General Caceres is reported drawing his forces back to Tarma. _ | oe 
Iam, &ce., — — Oo oe 

; 7 | : _ OBAS. W. BUCK. : 

- | , No. 466. | | Soe ns 

| a Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. | an 7 

. oo, Se {Extract.] cS . | . 

No. 45.| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 2 
— Lima, Peru, October 17, 1885. (Received November 16.) | 

- Srp: News comes from the north of heavy fighting at Cajamarca, 
| On the 7th instant Romero Florez with a force stated as numbering | 

about eighteen hundred men attacked that place. The prefect, Au- : 
gustine Marsevo, reports that after seven hours of fighting, in which © a 
the inhabitants of the city united with the Government forces to repel 
Romero, that that revolutionary chieftain was repulsed and disastrously — 
defeated. a. | | woos 

| Cajamarca is an important city high up in the mountains, about — a 
- 100 miles from the coast, and is the capital of the department of the oo 

same name. It was the home of President Iglesias, and there was _ | 
organized the present Government of Peru. = | oo | 

_. News of the battle seems to have come by way of San Pedro to oe 
Truxillo, and from there here. The President has issued a proclama- 
tion, felicitating the Cajamarcafias and the country upon the conduct 
of his townsmen and the victory gained | oe oo . 

_ [advised you in my No 42, of October 10,that Romero was thought 
to be moving toward Cajamarca, with the ultimate purpose, perhaps, = = ==> 
of joining General C4ceres in the valley of the Jauja. If this was the | | 
proposed plan, the result of the fight at Cajamarca must, I should think, 
 eurtail seriously Caceres’s hopes of getting to get her near Tarma large 
reinforcements. ‘It is given out in the papers that he has lost heavily | 
on his march from Canta over the Cordilleras; and from whatI can _ 
gather the forces which can be drawn to him under Colonel Ibarra from | | 
the south, from Arequipa, Cuzco, and all other points en route, ean hardly 7 
exceed from five to seven hundred men. a | | ad
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_ General Lorenzo Iglesias, brother of the President, who was in com- | 
_ mand of the forces of the center which occupied Canta, died on the 15th 

| instant at Charcera Huanchullo, on his way back to Lima, where he was | 
returning on account of sickness. Colonel Relaygo has been announced. 
as successor to General Iglesias. There is a report, which is indorsed | 

: from a source worthy of some consideration, that General Echencique 
__ the minister of war, is to assume command of the army, but whether it. 

s .._.._ 18 true remains to be seen. ” 
| : # * * # * # * | 

| I have, &e., | oe 
| | | _ CHAS. W. BUCK. » 

No. 467. oo 

| — Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. | | 

(Extract. ] | | 

No. 47.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 7 
Lnma, Peru, October 24, 1885. (Received November 16.) _ 

Sig: In my No. 45, October 17, I advised you of a Government suc- 
_ cess at Cajamarea on the 7th instant. Since then the official report of — 

Prefect Augustin Moreno has reached here. He states that the whole 
: Government force engaged in the fight numbered 731 men, of which 583 

were troops of the line, and thatthe revolutionists, under Romero Flores, 
numbered in all 1,800 men, including Battalions de Truxillo 400, de Puga 

| 250, and columns Cajalamba, &c., 501, and cavalry 180, amounting in | 
all to 1,340 regulars. He states the Government lost 1 regimental offi- 

| cer and 58 soldiers killed, and 6 officers and 51 soldiers wounded. Rom- 
| ero’s loss is stated at 109 killed, while the number of wounded is not 

given, but is estimated as great. — a : a 
; The Government claims to have official news of a fight at Casapalca, 

near the terminus of the Oroya Railroad, in which it is stated some two 
_ or three hundred of the forces under Pacheco Cespedes attacked columns 

Huanta and Ayacucho, and were badly defeated. | po 
, It is claimed Cespedes was wounded in the arm, and that his forces 

_ have dispersed. Official reports here have to be taken like other news, _ 
| with many degrees of allowance. But it seems to be a fact, as indicated 

in the fight at Cajamarca and as testified upon the persons of prisoners _ 
and deserters from Caceres’s army, thatthe revolutionistsaresurprisingly _ 
well provided with arms and cartridges. | 

The Government forces in the neighborhood of Chiclayo, after their hard 
| march over the Cordilleras, were said to be in bad condition as to shoes 

| and clothing, and the Government has been forwarding these and other _ 
supplies from here. They seem to have no adequate commissary arrange- | 
ments, and this difficulty seems to clog them at every step into the in- 
terior. Reports reach here of small affrays at Pampas and at Cusi, to 
the southward of Huancayo, in Jauja valley, between volunteers and 

| montoneros, in which the latter were defeated. | | : 7 
* i * or a * * * 

| I have, &., oe | | | | 
| | CS a CHAS. W. BUCK.
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| BS No, 468. . : ce | 

= ap rs Mr. Bayard to Mr. Buck. Le 

No. 33.] at DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 

ene ON Washington, October 27, 1885. Cs 

Sr: In your No. 34, of the 19th of September last, you inform this ae 

- Department that the court of arbitration in Chili has lately published. — + 

three rules for the decision of claims against the Government, which are — , 

as follows : : ae an oe | 

(1) Bombardment is permissible as long as there is resistance ofarifie. oo 

(2) Acts committed by soldiers or persons connected with the army without orders . 

from their superiors in command do not compromise a Government. — a ~ 

(3) Any proofs taken without notice to Government affected are not admissibleas 

evidence. oe : a | mo 

. The first rule is susceptible of various interpretations, according to 

the circumstances to which it is sought to be applied, and altogether oe 

too vague in its terms to admit of discussion. : te 

~ As to the second rule, the position of this Government is, that while 

a Government is responsible for the misconduct of its soldiers when — 

in the field, or when acting either actually or constructively under its == 

- authority, even though such misconduct had been forbidden by it, itis 

not responsible for collateral misconduct of individual soldiers dictated _~ 

by private malice. But the mere fact that soldiers, duly enlisted and 

uniformed as such, commit acts “ without orders from their superiors in 

--¢gommand,” does not relieve their Government from liability for such — | 

acts. | , | | . 

‘With respect to the admission of evidence, to which the third rule re- | 

- Jates, the practice of this Department is to require affidavits as proma 

facie proof of aclaim before making any representations to the Govern- 

ment alleged to be in default. So far, by the general practice of nations, 

* the proceedings are ev parte. But if, after the claim has been presented, 

a commission is agreed upon for its adjudication, testimony in the usual 

form may be taken, both parties having an opportunity to be present 

and to examine and cross-examine witnesses. . It is not usual, nor, in 

fact, would it be practicable, to give a foreign Government notice that _ - 

_ at a particular time deposition would be taken to sustain aclaimto be = ~ 

made againstit. — | | - oe | 

Lam, &c., ote we ee, ae 

| ne _ oo ae T. F. BAYARD. 

a | | | No. 469. wey 

| | | Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. - 

No. 50.] a _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 
. Lima, Peru, October 31, 1885. (Received November 27.) | 

- Srp: On the 25th instant the montoneros attacked Canta. Asmall | 

command had been left there when the greater part of theGovernment 

force marched to the neighborhood of Chicla. These, it is stated, under | 

Colonels Bento and Vargas, repulsed the attack of the revolutionists. | 

It is stated on authority of El Liberal published at Cuzco, date not 

given, that Battalions del Cuzco and Cazadores del Cuzco would march oe 

immediately to the center, presumably to join Caceres in the valley of © i 

| 40 FOR | | : me,
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7 the Jauja; also that a new battalionis being organized at Cuzco in the 
| interest of Caceres to remain there. It is also stated in same paper 
- _ that it is not believed Caceres will give battle until joined by the forces © 

from the north and south.  _ a | — | 
Of the defeat of those in the north at Cajamarca you are already ad- — 

vised. : | | 
: On the 27th instant a large force, of about 1,400 men, according to the 

- best information I can get (which, indeed, comes from a member of the 
| cabinet), embarked at Callao under the command of General Echenique, 

the minister of war, for the south. Iam informed that the plan of opera- 
_ tions on part of the Government contemplates landing at Pisco, from 

which point the army will proceed to Ica, which is connected with Pisco — 
) by railroad, retake that place, and then march across the Cordilleras to | 

cut off Caceres from the south and intercept the forces moving from 
_ Arequipa Cuzco and other points in that direction. 

I have, &t., | 
| | CHAS. W. BUCK. 

| | No. 470, | - 

ae a Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. os . 

: , No. 54] | ___LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Lima, Peru, November 14, 1885. (Received December 4.) , 

Str: The Government troops which left here under General Eche- 
: nique, as I advised you in my No. 50, October 31, landed without oppo- 

sition at Pisco, and occupied Ica without resistance on November 5. 
From that point, latest advices state, a force was sent in pursuit of Dr. 

| Leon. 7 a | | | 
) General Echenique returned here on the 12th instant, as is announced, _ 

to confer with the Government, and it is stated will start back to Ica 
- to-day. There is a report that Ibarra has passed Ayacucho, the point | 

/ where it was thought Echenique expected to intercept him on his way to 
join Caceres, and that‘he had with him a large supply of ammunition for 

_ the latter; General Echenique’s return here might seem to give color 
_ to this, which, if true, isimportant. But Ihave just learned that it has 

. been decided General Echenique shall move his force on Arequipa, 
| | which presumably will be done by way of steamer as far as Mollendo. 

The Government forces in the interior. seem to be advancing, and are 
reported as having passed the bridge at Oroya, 30 miles or more beyond 

_ Chicla, the terminus of the Oroya Railroad, and beyond the crest of the 
Cordilleras. _ | BO | 

At Oroya there was a light combat with the montoneros, and itis re- . 
ported they were dispersed. So | ; 

The subprefect of Cafiete (some 30 miles southward of here) reports | 
| under date of November 2 that on October 25 he attacked and defeated 

| the montoneros of Lunahuana, eighty or one hundred Strong, and that - 
five revolutionists were killed and seven wounded. From different stand- . 

| points very different. views are taken of the situation. On one hand 
_ the determination and the ability to push CAceres to the wall and crush 

the revolution is ascribed to the Government; while on the other the | 
' opinion is expressed that the position of CAceres is better than it has 

| been in six months. Very recent news from private sources reaches me 
to the effect that notwithstanding the ostensible attitude of the Gov-
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ernment of Bolivia towards the Government of General Iglesias, the. | 

people are generally in sympathy with Caceres, which would seem must - 

make it easy for the revolutionists to obtain through Bolivian territory | 

all the arms and ammunition they can pay for. | | 

|  LThave, &., . a 
CHAS. W. BUOK. oe 

, No. 471. | a : 

| Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. | | 

- | [Extract] 8° oO . | | 

No. 55.) | - _LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Lima, Peru, November 21, 1885. (Received December 18.) _ . 

| Srr: Colonel Relaize, in command of the first division of the army, 

operating in the center, under date 15th instant reports that he engaged — 

the whole army of General Caceres that day at Pampas on the heights : 

of Jauja. Thus far the news is fragmentary and sent by messenger from _ 

- Jauja to Chicla, some sixty-odd miles, and telegraphed from there. | 

Colonel Relaize reports the total defeat of Caceres, and thatthelatter = 
left the field with but a remnant of his forces after a fierce conflict, 

| which lasted fron 1 p. m. till 6 p.'m., resulting in the loss of fourcolonels | 

| and five hundred men prisoners. | — me : ae 

Such subsequent telegrams as have reached from Chicla confirm the 

| report of Colonel Relaize to the minister of war, and state in addition , 

that many of the revolutionists were drowned in attempting to cross 

the river, and among those lost is said to have been. Colonel Pacheco | 

~ Cespedes. Thus much for the news given out. by the Government for 

_.. publication. , Bo oo a 7 os 

' There prevails here some incredulity, but there is a manifest general 

-. disposition to discredit all news favorable to the Government givenout 

under press censorship. a | : 

| T understand that Colonel Gonzales reached here last night with offi- 

| cial report in greater detail, but up to this hour, 1 p. m., I have been un- 

able to learn particulars. I am using my best efforts to get details, and | “ | 

: the minister of foreign relations promised if anything of importance a 

reached him in time to communicate before the closing of the mail, he 

would send it. If I can learn facts more definitely I will give the sub- oe 

stance as fully as time will permit before sealing this for the mail. 

General Echenique returned to Ica, as I reported by last mail was : 

| his stated intention, but as yet it seems that he has made no movement | 

towards Arequipa, though there is perhaps reason for believing such 

movement is intended. a a ee 

. Tf the news from Jauja is true, it is of course very important, and it . 

ig desirable that the Government should push forward to the occupancy > 

of Arequipa, Puno, and Cuzco, for it is conceded that Caceres still lives | 

and is at large; this being the case, one can only judge of his future 

-_ gourse by the intimations found in his past. He seems to have the or- 
ganized sympathies and interest of the Indian race with him in a degree 7 

| to which they have perhaps not often been excited since the final over- : 

throw of the Inca power there. There seems to be something of ana- 

| tional race phase to the conflict which is exceptional as compared with | 

previous revolutionary movements in Peru. ¢  * —  # :
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- Since the Government’s success at Truxillo and Cajamerca, and the - 
comparative pacification of the north, business conditions appear con- 

a siderably improved. Cos Oe Ds 
, _ Itis now nearly 3 p.m. Ihave just received a message from the min- 

ister of foreign relations, saying the latest news he has confirms that 
already given, but without any important details from Jauja except it: 

| _ seems the Government have claims to have taken 600 prisoners, and 
° that this victory virtually makes an end of the revolution. - | 

I have, &c., | 
; |  OHAS. W. BUCK. | 

| - | No. 472. | 7 | | 

Mr. Buck to Mr. Bayard. Oo 

No. 56.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Lima, Peru, November 28, 1885. (Received December 26.) _ 

Sir: I advised you in my last dispatch of an advantage gained, on 
the 15th instant, by the Government forces under Colonel Relaize at 

_ Pampas near Jauja. In stating that the fight took place “en Pampas,” __ 
Colonel Relaize evidently refers to the Huaripampa, and in referring 

| | to it as the battle of Tambo also, the town on the opposite side of the 
' river of that name was indicated. I mention this to avoid confusion 

of these places with the larger towns of Pampas and Tambo, the firstin — 
: the province of Tayacajo, some distance off, and the second some miles 

to the northeast of Ayacucho. | 
The river over which passes the bridge of Huaripampa is called by 

different names. Near the city of Jauja, which is some 3 or 4 miles in- - 
| land to the northeast from the scene of the battle, it is known as the 

Jaujo or the Tambo. It has its source in Lake Junin, near the famous — 
| mines of Cerro de Pasco, and is one of the headwaters of the Amazon, . 

| to which it finds its way after a long and circuitous southeasterly and 
then generally northern course, at its confluence with which it is known 

| as the Ucayali. At Huaripampa it is a deep and considerable stream. 
| In his official report, dated Jauja, November 18, Colonel Relaize states 

_ that he took five hundred men and a number of officers prisoners, and 
captured eight hundred rifles, but owing to the destruction of the bridge 
he was not able to cross the river until it could be repaired, but as soon 
as that could be done he would take possession of the enemy’s artillery 

oe with other trophies, which had been abandoned. | 
” It seems General Caceres had left Tarma with the view of retiring to 

| Huancayo, or perhaps Ayacucho, and on the 10th instant itisclaimed by | 
the Government he numbered his forces in Jauja, and he then had three | 

| thousand two hundred and seventy men, but after crossing the Oroya. - 
| _ bridge, instead of going to Tarma, which route to Jauja makes along angle 

| to the east, Colonel Relaize sent only a detachment to occupy Tarma, 
and pushed with his main force by a more direct way along the course of _ 
the Jauja, and passing that city immediately to his left, overtook Gen- ~ 
eral Caceres at the bridge of Huaripampa on the 15th instant, with most. 
of his forces and artillery on the west side, while two or three battalions _ 
were still on the east side. These latter were destroyed of captured, ac- 

| cording to Government accounts, and the forces on the other side dis- 
persed. Colonel Relaize claims his forces did not number more than |
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half those under General Caceres; and the chief of his staff reported — 7 
that the Government only lost two officers and fifty-one soldiers killed, | 
and nine officers and fifty-eight soldiers wounded; killed and wounded , 
of the revolutionists not stated. , | | | 

' It was also reported through Government sources that General Ca-. a 
ceres’s cabinet had advised him to make terms with the Government be- | 
fore the battle, and afterwards had urged him to surrender and secure . 

_ guarantees; but that he had rejected their advice, saying before he 
. would enter into any terms with General Iglesias he would disband his ” 

- army and let each man take care of himself, upon which the cabinet — —_ 
went to pieces, leaving only one member with him, and that two of the a 

_ members had already reported to the Government prefecture at Tarma. = 
Immediately upon the heels of this flattering news, on the night of | __ 

the 24th instant, a telegram from Chicla, the present terminus of the 
Oroya Railroad, at least 90 miles from Jauja, reported approach of the 
Cacerestas. The Government received some cipher telegrams and the 
cabinet assembled hurriedly and in a few minutes the wires were cut. _ | : 

The cabinet held an all-night meeting at the railroad office around 
_ the telegraph instrument. A message was immediately dispatched to = 

_ recall General Echenique with his forces, who was just embarking at _ | 
_ Pisco en route for Arequipa, and most earnest measures were pushed — oS 

_ forward for defense, even to barricading the windows of the palace. , | 
Thus the city has been kept in a fever of expectation and alarm, until _ - 
the arrival of General Echenique, on the 26th instant, with most of the | 
forces of the second division of the army, increased the Government 

_ force in and about the city to perhaps 2,500 men; still measures forde- 
fense seemed to be going on at the palace and in the city as well as’ | 
outside. Fighting was reported some miles outside yesterday, but ex- | 
actly where or what it amounted to it is impossible to tell. All sorts 
of excited rumors are current, but there is nothing authentic; and I 

_ doubt if the Government itself knows where General Caceres is, or what 
force of his, if any, is near the city. If General Caceres could have 

_ pushed in on Wednesday last or Thursday morning, he would have i 
_ found the city with perhaps not a thousand Government troops in it. | 

It is supposed the Government lost at Chicla, when. a train of ten — 
_ cars and a locomotive were captured, 10,000 soles silver and a large | 

_ supply of clothing, &c., intended for Colonel Relaize. Where the latter | 
is, whether pushing on in the rear of Caceres, who has apparantly thus | 
flanked him, or not, is only matter of conjecture. Itis just reported to = | 

- me, this 1.30 p. m., before closing of mail, that the Government is mak- — 
_ Ingno preparations for defense outside of the city ; butthechurch towers, _ 

palace, and- quarters are manned, and it seems the Government is dis- _ 
posed to await an attack in the streets of the city. a 

In this connection, referring to your No. 34 of October 28, only the 
Iroquois is here. The Shenandoah has gone south to Coquimbo, prac- 

tically out of reach, and the Hartford has not reached Callao, but is Oe 
reported at Payta; and though Americans here and at Callao would | . 

- feel perhaps more comfortable if the latter ship were near, I have not | 
telegraphed to the admiral, as I did not know certainly whether a mes- | | 
sage would find him there; or if it did, most likely he would not reach | 
here before possibility of trouble had passed. | z co. 

~ Only Captain Sterling, of the Iroquois, has placed himself in commu- : 
nication with me thus far. ~ oo | | | 

I have, &¢., | : oe : , | |
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF PERU AT 
a = WASHINGTON.  _ Be 

So : | No. 473. pS 

Oo Mr. Elmore to Mr. Bayard. — ns 

| _ LEGATION OF PERU IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
| Washington, March 31, 1885. (Received March 31.) 

| SiR: One of the instructions I received from my Government, when _ 
I left Lima last February on my return to Washington, as I had the 
honor to inform your excellency in our interview on Friday, the 27th. — 

| instant, refers to the desire of the Peruvian Government to terminate — 
the treaty of commerce and navigation, and the treaty of extradition 
now in force between the Republic of Peru and the United States of 

: America, in order that, after making in them the reforms which may be 
deemed necessary and convenient, the two Governments may proceed 

_ to negotiate new treaties of the same nature, or others suitable to both — 
countries. | oo : | 

Our treaty of friendship, commerce, and navigation now in force, was 
| . Signed at Lima on the 6th of September, 1870, and the ratifications were 

oo exchanged also at Lima on the 28th of May, 1874. 
| | Cur treaty of extradition now in force, was concluded at Lima on Sep- 

| tember 12, 1870, and the ratifications were exchanged on the same day 
: as the general treaty, namely, 28th May, 1874. : | 

. I beg to inclose copies of Article XX XVIII (extract) of the general __ 
treaty, and of Article IX of the extradition treaty, which establish the 
manner of terminating those instruments (annexes 1 and 2). In both of 

_ them the same principle is laid down, namely, both treaties were to last 
: _ for the term of ten years from the day of the exchange of the ratifica- - 

tions, and further, until the end.of one year after either of the high con- 
tracting parties shall have given notice to the other of its intention to 

| terminate the same. On the 28th of May, 1884, it was ten years from the 
| exchange of ratifications of both treaties. , Oo 

: I now, in compliance with my instructions, give to the Government of 
the United States, and in the name of the Republic of Peru, the notice | 
provided for in the above-mentioned Articles XX XVIII and IX of the 
treaties referred to, respectively, and it will consequently be understood 
that both treaties will terminate on the 31st day of March, 1886. In | 
doing this, I beg further to fulfill the special instruction of my Govern- 
ment, which orders me to state to your excellency that the Gdvernment 
of Peru is ready and willing to negotiate new treaties of friendship, com- 
merce, and navigation and extradition, which, while making closer and. 
more cordial the bonds of friendship between the two Governments, _ 
will at the same time be more in harmony with the present needs and 
interests of both countries. 7 a a 

Accept, &c., | | oo 
Co | Oo J. F. ELMORE. 

| | . [Inclosure.—Extract.] ‘ | | 

Article XXXVIII of the treaty of friendship, commerce, and navigation between © 
Peru and the United States; concluded, Lima, September 6, 1870 ; ratifications ex- © 

. changed, Lima, May 28, 1874. - | 
. (1) The present treaty shall remain in force for the term of ten years from the day 

: of the exchange of the ratifications thereof, and further until the end of one year after
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either of the high contracting parties shall have given notice to the other of itsinten-— | 

tion to terminate the same, each of them reserving to itself the right of giving such 

notice to the other at the end of the said term of ten years. And it is hereby agreed 

- between the parties that, on the expiration of one year after such notice shall have - 

- peen received by either of them from the other party, as above mentioned, thistreaty a 

shall altogether cease and terminate. a CO 

: ARTICLE. IX of the treaty of extradition between Peru and the United States; con- — 

cluded, Lima, September 12, 1870; ratifications exchanged, Lima, May 28, 1874. __ | 

This treaty shall commence from the date of the exchange of ratifications, and shall | 

continue in force until it shall be abrogated by the contracting parties, or one of them, |. | 

but it shall not be abrogated, except by mutual consent, unless the party desiring te. 

abrogate it shall give twelve months’ previous notice. _ a oe | 

No. 474. | CS | BO 

: Mr. Bayard to Mr. Elmore.. | | 

| . a | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | a 

| : So | Washington, April 7, 1885. 

| Sig: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the 

31st ultimo, formally announcing the desire of Peru to terminate the 

treaty of commerce and navigation and the treaty of extradition with 

the United States, now in force, and communicating the proposition of | 

your Government to proceed to negotiate new treaties on the questions 

of those terminating on the 31st March, 1886, as ‘above announced. — 

. Hereby formally accepting the notice of termination of the said trea- | 

ties, I have the honor to say that the Department will consider any 

drafts of treaties intended to supersede them which your Government | 

may present. | | | a | 

. Accept, &c., oe | TG | 
oe a oe oo T, F. BAYARD. 

| PORTUGAL. ~ . oO 

Ot No. 475. . - i 

| Mr. Hunter to Mr. Richmond. | oe 

No. 6.] . oo | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, __ | . 

| - — Washington, September 27, 1884. | 

- Sie: I inclose a copy of correspondence originating in a report made — . 

to the American. Board of Commissioners of Foreign Missions, Boston, a 

_- that five missionaries of that board had been obliged to quit Bihé and — ee 

Bailunda, some 300 miles from Benguela, West Africa, and seek refuge — | 

with their families at the last-named place. The cause of this retire- : 

ment is not fully known. ~ Oo oe | Po 

There seems to be no present occasion for diplomatic official action to | 

secure these missionaries in any rights or privileges, but you will mean- | 

time, exercise any personal good offices which may tend to give them | 

protection. Any rights they may be entitled to should be reserved in | | 

the course of inquiry on the subject. On ascertaining the cause of the. 

retirement of these missionaries from the interior, you will please report oo
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it in the terms in which the information is received, unless you are | 
_ aware that the Department has already been apprised of the fact. ce 

| - [have to add that Mr. Smith, the secretary of the board, has been 
| reminded that information as to the citizenship of the missionaries 

ought also to be transmitted. BO | 
Lam, &ce.,. | 7 

- | Acting Secretary. - 

. [Inclosure in No. 6.] : : | 

Mr. Smith to Mr. Frelinghuysen. . : | 

| | | | 1 SomeRsET STREET, Boston, | September 17, 1884. 
My Dear Sir: Permit me in the name of the American Board to solicit your favor- 

able attention to a matter of public moment. . . 
The missionaries of our board, five in number, together with their wives and chil- 

dren, who are stationed at Bihé and Bailunda, some 300 miles inland from Benguela, 
on the West African coast, for some cause not yet fully known to us, have been com- 
pelled to retire from their field, and are remaining at Benguela for safety. We desire 
to bespeak for them, while they remain there, the kindly offices of the Portuguese | officials at Benguela, and we wish to lay the essential facts before you, in order that 
you may support and reinforce our suggestions to the Portuguese Government. 

. I take the liberty to inclose herewith a communication* addressed to the Portu- | 
. guese minister at Washington, which I desire you, after havin g noted its contents, to 

transmit to his excellency with such expressions of interest as you shall be pleased to 
give. oe 

The good will of the Portuguese at Benguela is important to the success of our en- | 
terprise, and we think the real interests of the Portuguese Government are involved 
in their maintaining friendly relations toward our brethren and fellow citizens there. 
The use of your personal and official inftuence in promoting these ends will be of great | service, and, I assure you, will be most gratefully appreciated by all the officers and 
members of the American Board. | I have, &c., | | 

7 JUDSON. SMITH, 
| Secretary, &c. | 

| | —  # | . 

a : “No. 476. oo oe 
— Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Richmond. - | 

. .No. 9.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
SO Washington, October 24,1884. 

| Sir: Referring to instruction No. 6 of the 27th ultimo, I now inclose 
a copy of a letter from the secretary of the American Board of Commis- 
sioners for Foreign Missions, giving full details of the base practices . 

| which led to the flight of the five missionaries there mentioned, from 
Bihé and Bailunda to Benguela. It appears that these gentlemen are 

| American citizens, duly provided with passports visaed by the Portu- | 
guese officials, and that two of them held in addition the guias of 

' the governor of Benguela. You will see that the case now presents a 
| plain occasion for diplomatic action, and it is desired that you will im- 

mediately bring the facts to the attention of His Majesty’s Government. 
__ If, as is understood here, the King of Bailunda is a tributary depend- 

ent of Portugal, it is possible that he may already have been disciplined | 
by His Majesty’s authorities in the premises, but should you learn that. 

“ For this inclosure, see inclosure see page 649. |
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this correctional jurisdiction extends to the King of Bailunda, and he | 
has not yet been visited by Portuguese justice, you will, whileinvoking — | 
protection for our citizens under international obligations, and their 
restoration to the scenes from which they have been driven, as well as _ 

| full restitution on account of the losses and injuries they have sustained, | 
_ express the desire of this Government that any punitive laws of Portu- 

gal pertinent to the case may be carried out against the offenders, to 
the end of establishing the rights of American citizens peacefully re- 
siding in territory under Portuguese control. | | 

The Department has been personally informed by His Majesty’s min- | 
ister here that he has addressed his Government on behalf of ourcitizens  _ 

_ referred to, with an urgent representation of the facts so far as known | 

It would seem by the inclosed letter that the governor of Benguela 
- has taken action which deserves the thanks of this Government, and I — 

have to ask that, in case this be confirmed, you will solicit the convey-. 
ance to that official of such assurances touching the satisfaction of this | 
Department on being apprised of his favorable action as youmay find © 

_ proper. a , | 7 os | / a 

Zr ar ae _ -FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. os 

- 7 . - [Inclosure in No. 9.) _ | : 

a . | Mr. Smith to Mr. Frelinghuysen. Co | | . 

| ) | a 1 SoMERSET STREET, Boston, — os 
| ae | ~ October 17, 1884. . 

DEAR Sire: I have the honor to acknowledge the reception of your esteemed favor. | 
of the 23d ultimo, and also that of Acting Secretary Hunter of the 7th instant. And 
I desire to thank you most heartily in behalf of the great missionary board, in whose 

~ name I am charged to conduct this correspondence, for the very prompt and very sat- oo 
isfactory response you have made to the desires expressed in my former communica- 
tion. I am now in condition to give you full details of the expulsion there referred to , 
and to.make one or two further requests. | | | 

a The five missionaries of this board, who, with their families were stationed in . 
Western Africa, at Bihé and Bailunda, 200 miles inland from Benguela, and who have 
been driven down to the coast, were all American citizens, and bore with them pass- : | 
ports from this Government. All of these passports had been seen and approved by 
the Portuguese governor of Benguela, so that the mission was under the official recog- | | | 
nition and virtual protection of the Portuguese authorities. Two ofthe missionaries . | 
had, in addition, the guias of the governor, and thus were fully recognized as wards © | 
of the Portuguese Government. In their violent expulsion, accompanied as it was 
with the loss of all their personal possessions as well as of all the property of the mis-_ , 

- gion, the honor of this nation is directly concerned, by reason of the gravedamage 
— and loss which our. feliow-citizens have sustained, and an insult has been thrown 
upon the local Portuguese authorities. oS / | 
+ The story of the expulsion can be toldin few words. The mission had twostations  __ 
in two adjoining kingdoms, Bihé and Bailunda. The native kings had always shown | : 
themselves friendly and extended their patronage to their ‘‘ whites,” as they called these ee 
‘Americans; and the native population was pleased to lave these men dwelling . 
among them. A Portuguese trader had for some time been jealous lest in some way 
these men should interfere with his business. This last spring his jealousy broke 
out into open opposition, and he seems to have set himself deliberately to effect their - 
expulsion or destruction. He went to these native kings and plied them with gifts, | 

| with promises, with countless falsehoods against our men. He failed completely in 
Bihé, but-at length succeeded in turning the King of Bailunda, who is much the more a 
powerful of the two, to his own purpose. The decisive accusation was that these . | 

: men were criminals, fugitives from justice in their own country, and that he (this - ; 
_ trader) had been sent by the governor of Benguela to arrest them and bring them — 

back to their own land. The King’s mind was thus completely won away, and he or- —
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dered the missionaries to leave his country immediately and take of their goods only 
what they could carry. «= oe oe 

One member of the mission with great difficulty obtained an interview with the 
. King, but was not suffered to make explanations, and was ordered to leave the camp — 

instantly. In one respect this King showed great honor and manliness, namely, inre- —_-- 
fusing to take the lives of the missionaries, to which the trader was constantly urging 

| him. July 4, the missionaries packed up the few goods they could carry, and in 
the midst of the devastation of their homes and the plundering of their goods, began 

_ along and painful flight of 200 miles to the coast, during which they were often 
: brought to great extremities, and out of which they came with the loss of all they 

had, but happily without the loss of any life. | | 
They at once placed themselves under the protection of the Portuguese governor of 

: .  Benguela, and made full representation to him of all the facts in the case, and ob- 
tained from him permission to residein Benguela and a promise that he would secure 
for them redress of wrongs and restitution of their property. He said he had already 
sent for this trader to give an account of himself, and that he would compel the King 
of Bailunda to restore everything he had plundered. Twoof the missionaries have 
come home to confer with the missionary board; the other three, with their families, 
are at Benguela awaiting the course of events. . - 

__ It is obviously of great importance that the pledges of the governor of Benguela be 
faithfully and promptly carried out, and that this King who has so ruthlessly plun- | 
dered our fellow-citizens without the least provocation on their part, should suffer foz 
his misdeed, and give satisfactory pledges for the future, and thus be made to feel 
that it is not wise or safe to treat American citizens, under Portuguese protection, in 
this injurious and high-handed way. There is danger that the Portuguese authorities 
will not act with the energy and purpose which the case requires; and as citizens of 
the United States, and as officers of this missionary board, we do respectfully solicit 

- your efficient aid in impressing the duty of the case upon the Government at Lisbon 
and so upon the governer at Benguela. If this King of Bailunda does not suffer in 
some way for this misdeed it will not be wise or safe for our missionaries to return 
to his country, or indeed to any country within hearing of that land. AndourAmeri-  ~ 
can citizens engaged in missionary work in other parts of Africa will be exposed to 
new and greater perils. an a BS 
We have all ueedful promises on the part of the Portuguese authorities, if they are 

only fulfilled with proper promptitude and energy. And we rely very much upon | 
your official aid to make the court at Lisbon realize towhat degree the honor and - 
good name of Portugal are at stake how gravely the friendly relations between her- - 
self and this Government are affected, and how intimately this question connects itself 
with the wider question of commercial and political supremacy on ths West African 

| coast. The nations of Christendom will surely demand that the authority which 
. claims recognition on the coast show itself disposed and able to hold in check lawless 

| violence and plunder like this which I have recited. But the facts are before you, 
| and their bearing is indicated, and I do not need to argue the case at greater length. 

/ Assured that this appeal on behalf vf American citizens, made in the name of this 
great missionary board, whose membership extends to almost every Statein the Union, © » 

: and calling for action which is in perfect harmony with national interests as well as 
| with the sentiments of humanity, will enlist your personal sympathy and your official ~ | 

intervention in all due forms and degrees, , oe 
Tam, &c., — - : _ So 

. ot co JUDSON SMITH, | 
. | a Secretary, Fea 

No. 477. 

Mr. Richmond to Mr. Frelinghuysen. _ 

No12.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| , _ Lasbon, November 18, 1884. (Received December 2.) , 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt on the 15th instant 
of instruction No. 9, dated October 24, 1884, with inclosure relating to 

| the expuision of American missionaries from Bihé and Bailunda (Congo) 
- aud beg to inelose a copy of a note on the subject I have addressed to ' 

the minister of foreign affairs, which I trust will meet with the approval — 
of the Department. 7 _ | 7
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In the note to the foreign office I was unable to give the namesofthe 

_ missionaries, aS none werementioned in either of the instructions 6 or 9, | 

and the names referred to by Mr. Smith in his letter of the 17th of Sep-_ | 

tember are not those of missionaries who are known to have passed 

- through Lisbon. an ae | 

_ Mr. Smith’s letter of September 17, 1884, speaks of Mr. W. W. Bag- 

ster and Mr. W. H. Sanders. — _ | ee . 

- On the register of the Hotel Durand, Lisbon, bound for Congo, ap- — 

pear the names of Frederick A. Walter and wife, July 15, 1881; Dr. F. 

Nichols and wife, September 1. The latter were accompanied by aCap-  _ 

tain Semple, supposed to be an Englishman. a ae 

On the 19th of September, 1884, there arrived in Lisbon and left on 

the day following, having been driven out of Bihé, William E. Fayand 

Wesley M. Stover and wife. > | OO on an 

Ihave, &., | Oo ce eo - 

os | LEWIS. RICHMOND. — 

oe ne [Inclosurein No.12] 0 co 

— - . Mr. Richmond to Mr. du Bocage. . ; | | 

a = 7 ss LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,  «t 
ge - a Lisbon, November 17, 1884. — , 

~ Your EXcELLENCY: I have the honor to bring to the notice of your excellency cer- — 

tain events of grave import to both the United States and Portugal which have re- 

cently taken place on the west coast of Africa. — | sO 

. It appears that at Bihé and Bailunda, two places under the control of the Portu- . 

guese Government, lying some 200 miles inland from Benguela, there have been for | 

some years missionary stations established by the American Board of Foreign Missions ; . 

these posts were occupied by five missionaries, citizens of the United States, with . 

their families, who had resided at these places for the past four years, and who, by | — 

the example of their daily life, and confining themselves to the peaceful discharge 

- of their religious duties, had won the respect and confidence of the people among whom 

' their labors were directed. Each of these missionaries held his passport as a citizen a 

_of the United States visaed by the Portuguese governor at Benguela, and two of them _ : 

in addition to this had the “guia” of the Portuguese governor of Benguela. | 

-. Early in the last spring the missionaries became aware of the machinaticns, for _ 

~ gome unknown object, of a Portuguese trader against them. His intrigues continued, 

and, fortified by false accusations, assumption of authority from the Portuguese gov-_ | 

ernor of Benguela, by promises and by presents, were brought to bear upon the kings 

both of Bihé and Bailunda; with the former they were ineffectual, but with the latter, 

the more powerful of the two, the point was gained. CO . | 

The King of Bailunda, regardless of the passports of the United States, the visa of 

the governor of Benguela and his ‘‘ guia,” ordered that the missionaries should at once 

- -Jeave the country, bearing with them only such of their goods as they could carry. . 

- With great difficulty one of the missionaries obtained permission to present himself | 

to the King, but no hearing was granted him and he was ordered to leave the camp 

instantly. 7 a , , | | 

On the 4th of July, 1884, the orders of the King of Bailunda were carried out, the 

— _homes of the missionaries were destroyed, their goods were plundered, and, taking 

with them what few effects ihey could carry, the fugitives with their wives and chil- . 

-+  @ren began their painful journey of 200 miles to the coast, where, after encountering 

many perils and hardships, they finally arrived, with the loss, however, of their little | 

remaining property. They at once reported themselves to the Portuguese governor of 

Benguela who received them with kindness, gave them permission to reside in Ben- 7 

guela and a promise that he would secure for them redress of their wrongs, and compel | | 

the King of Bailunda to return the property he had plundered, Astothe trader above _— | 

mentioned, he informed the missionaries that he had already summoned him before a 

him to give an account of his actions. — - | , ; 

At the latest accounts three of the missionaries with their families were stillawait- - | | 

ing in Benguela the restitution of their rights, while the other two had. returned to 

the United States. 7 : , | | 

- -'_Tt ig not doubted that the governor of Benguela will have used his every endeavor | 

to fulfill his promises made to these citizens of the United States, but, as much time |
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| has elapsed since the occurrence of the outrages and no intelligence has been received 7 
of restitution and redress obtained by their victims, it would appear probable that 

_ the aims of justice have not yet been accomplished. I therefore, as instructed, in pre- 
senting this case to your excellency, beg that it will receive the prompt attention of — 
His Most Faithful Majesty’s Government, and that vigorous steps may be taken for 
the vindication of the rights of these citizens of the United States according to inter- 

_ national obligations, for full restitution for the losses and injuries they have sustained 
and for their restoration to the places from which they have been driven. | 

As regards the authors of these atrocities, the King of Bailunda and his abettor, 
_ should it prove that justice has not yet been meted out to them, I have the honor to 

express the desire of the Government of the United States that they speedily be visited 
* with such condign punishment, under the laws of Portugal, as shall cause the rights 

a of American citizens, wherever peacefully residing in territory under Portuguese con- 
trol, to be by all men respected and maintained. | 

I avail, &c., 4 | | | 
7 : LEWIS RICHMOND. 

/ No. 478. . 

| Mr. Frelinghuysen. to Mr. Richmond. - 

| No.15.] - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
: | : Washington, December 9, 1884. | 

Sir: Acknowledging the receipt of your No. 12 (and inclosure), I 
_ transmit a copy of a letter from the secretary of the American Board | 

of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, in further reference to the expul- 
sion of certain of the missionaries of that Board from Bihé and Bailunda, 7 

_ Africa, and a copy of a note* from the minister of Portugal here on the | 
subject. It is evident from these that the Government of Portugal will _ 
use its best endeavors to protect the said missionaries. | 

| Approving your action in the matter, | 
oe Iam, &e., | | | 

| FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. 

; | [Inclosure in No. 15.] » oe 

| | Mr. Smith to Mr. Frelinghuysen. a 

: AMERICAN BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS FOR FOREIGN MISSIONS, 
. . ' Boston, Mass., November 19, 1884. (Received November 19.) 

DeEAR SIR: Permit me to call your attention to one or two facts brought to my | 
knowledge by a recent mail from Benguela, West Africa. : a 

| You will recall from former letters of mine that the American missionaries recently __ 
expelled from Bailunda and Bihé went to those regions under the protection of the _ . 
Portuguese authorities, both in Lisbon and in Africa. The governor of Benguela saw 
and approved. their passports and took them under his protection. When the native : 
King of Bailunda, instigated by a Portuguese slave-trader, drove them out and plun- 
dered them, the governor of Benguela promised them restitution of property and re- _ 
dress of wrongs. This governor has since consulted his superior, the governor-gen- 
eral at Loanda, and now informs these Americans at Benguelathathehasnoauthority 
in Bailunda, that he sustains no official relations to the King of Bailunda, and that | 
he can do nothing in their case, except in so far as he receives authority from the 
governor-general at Loanda. Accordingly, our missionaries have carried their whole 
case to the governor-general, have recited the full details of their coming to the coun- 
try and of their expulsion, and have asked justice and reparation at his hands in the. 
name of their country, of humanity, and of the treaty relations between the United | 
States and Portugal. Mr. R. S. Newton, United States vice-consul at Loanda, is act- -. 
ing in behalf of the missionaries. OO | 

-* For this inclosure see document No. 491, page 650. |
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| ‘Tn their letters to me, our men do not seom to feel much confidence that any real 
justice will be done or any satisfactery reparation be made by the Portuguese officials. 
They think that when her own interests are concerned, Portugal has complete au-_ 

_ thority on that western coast of Africa, but when she has no interest her authority is 
very meager and very limited. Ido not know that anything more can be done in | 
behalf of these Americans in Benguela than your excellency has already caused to be 
done. It is of so much importance to the security of the work our mission board is _ 
attempting there that the active friendliness of Portugal should be secured ; it is so 
needful to all enterprise, commercial and geographical, that the native princesshould 
be made to respeet the citizens of ejvilized nations, peaceably pursuing legitimate — 

. business among them, that I am sure you will take any further steps in the case which | 
. -your own judgment shall decide to be wise and needful. — __ | of 

Hoping that the claims of Portugal to exclusive authority in those parts may be | 
- made to prove a reality for the benefit of these our fellow-citizens, or that they may | 

| be definitely withdrawn, so that something really effective from some other source 
may take their place, and submitting the whole matter with most cheerful confidence -_ 
to the wisdom and decision of your excellency, - | - | 

Iam, &c., 7 | 
| | oo | - JUDSON SMITH, - , 

oo, Secretary American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 

| See Mo. 479. oe oe | 

| Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Richmond. * 

No. 17.] : DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| Washington, January 27, 1885. 

_ Sre: L inclose a letter addressed to you by Mr. Judson Smith, secre- | 
tary of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, Bos- | 
ton, stating that the east central African mission of the board has se- 
cured a concession of a tract of land near Inhambane Bay, within the 
‘jurisdiction of the Portuguese Government, administered from Mozam- 
bique, but cannot extend their missionary operations in the districts 
outside, owing to restrictions of the Mozambique Government. These. 

| - restrictions, in the interest of civilization and general enlightenment, 
they are naturally anxious to have removed. ee . 

, Theliberal methods adopted by the Portuguese Government heretofore a 
. in like directions encourage the belief that no serious obstacle willbe =| 

| found to prevent the self-sacrificing efforts of these missionaries being 

| employed in this wide field. The good designs of the board areevi- = 
dently too broad to be classed as sectarian; their purposes are at the 
farthest possible remove from political purposes, and their request is _ - 
commended to your judicious and friendly good offices, conducted, of 

- course, with due regard to the established faith in Portugal. fo 

oe Oo - FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. 

. oe [Inclosure in No. 17.) 

| | —— “Mr. Smith to Mr. Richmond. — Ss a, 

| re Boston, Mass., January 17, 1885. | 
DEAR Sx: Permit me, in behalf of the American Board of Commissioners for For- | 

eign Missions, to make a representation of facts and to prefer a request : | 
The East Central African Mission of the Board has recently applied for a claim to 

be located on Inhambane Bay within the jurisdiction of the Portuguese Government 
administered from Mozambique, and they have secured a concession of a tract of land
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a suitable for the beginning of their work. But they are restricted in their religious | 
teaching to the few natives whom they.can employ upon the land conceded to them, 

_ . and can undertake missionary operations in the districts outside only at the peril ot 
_ losing their claim and being driven from the province altogether. There isalarge 

population within easy reach of their settlement, more than 100,000, who are entirely 
without knowledge of the Bible or Christianity, and who make a powerful appeal to. 
Christian sympathy and help. If the restriction of the Mozambique Government 7 
could be modified or withdrawn our men would gladly undertake Christian labor in 
behalf of these people, and would be ready to give any reasonable pledges of fidelity 
to the interests of the Mozambique Government. In this age, when all heathen nations 
are open to the Gospel, when Africa stands so conspicuous in the eyes of the European 

: nations and all the arts and industries and commerce of the civilized world are seek- 
ing this great continent, it would seem only right that the supreme blessing of. the 
great nations should have free access to all the peoples and. tribes of Africa. _ 

In view of these facts, I beg leave to request of you that you will represent the 
_ facts above narrated to the courts at Lisbon, and that you will use your best offices 

_ in inducing His Majesty the King of Portugal to withdraw the restriction which now 
_ rests upon our missionaries on Inhambane Bay, and to grant to them that freedom of __ 

religious teaching which our missionaries already enjoy in China and Japan, in Tur- 
key and India. I am sure that His Majesty the King will favorably consider this 

a request, and that his regard for the opinion of this Government and for that of the 
. Christian nations of Europe will dispose him to grant it. — 

fam happy to be assured that you, my dear sir, will personally favor this suit of 
our great mission board, and will use your uttermost endeavors to secure its favor- 
able reception and early success. 

In behalf of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. 
Lam, &c., | a | | 

SO | | JUDSON SMITH, 
- Secretary American Board of Foreign Missions. 

Mr. Richmond to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | a 

No. 18.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
: | | Lisbon, February 16, 1885. (Received March 3.) | 

Str: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of instruction No. 
17, dated January 27, 1885, relating to the restrictions placed upon 

| missionary work in Hast Africa, and beg to report that I have addressed 
a note on the subject to the minister of foreign affairs. Tinclose a copy _ 
of the note for the information of Mr. Judson Smith, should the Depart- 
ment think it worth while to furnishit. - 

In addition to the note I propose having a personal interview with 
the minister of foreign affairs on the 18th instant, in order to furnish 
him with any information he may desire concerning the missionaries. 

: Iam, &e., / , oo 
- _ LEWIS RICHMOND. | 

; . [Inclosure lin No. 18.] | | 

| Mr. Richmond to Mr. du Bocage. — | | 

| _ LEGATION or THE UNITED STaTas, 
_ oe Lisbon, February 16, 1885. 

| Your EXcELLENCY: I have the honor to inform your excellency that the American | 
| Board of Foreign Missions has secured for the use of certain of its agents. the concession 

of a tract of land in Inhambane Bay, within the jurisdiction of the Portuguese Gov- 
. ernment at Mozambique, aud lying in close proximity to a population of over 100,000 | 

of the natives of the soil. — oe =. 
The condition of this large number of human beings, untouched by the enlighten- 

ing influences of civilization, is such as to excite the keenest sympathy and prompt.
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the most painstaking labor of the philanthropist and Christian, and it is the object of | 
_. the self-denying men who are now making their home in East Africa to teach this  —-—s. 

benighted peopte the gentle arts of peace, to impart to them the blessings of knowl- | 
edge, to lead them to a higher and better lite, and make them worthier members of a oo 
community of which they form so large a part. - ) 

. From the attainment of this end, alike advantageous to the natives and-the Gov- 
ernment under which they live, the agents of the Board of Missions are at present . 

-. withheld by certain regulations of the Government of Mozambique, which restrict their 
- ministrations to the natives employed on their own (the missionaries’) land, while the 

| vast area of ignorance and barbarism around them must be left uncared for. _ ' 
In presenting this subject to the attention of your excellency.it is with the full | 

confidence that the enlightened and liberal Government of his Most Faithful Majesty, - | 
recognizing the importance of enlisting in its interest so valuable an influence in the 

- improvement of its subjects as that which now offers itself, will cause to be repealed 
| regulations which now hamper its usefulness, and that thus the African territory un-— 

der Portuguese dominion may be thrown open, as are all other lands, to those whose 
only mission it is to spread peace and good will among their fellow men. a : | 

Tavail, &c., ne — | . So 
- | 7 LEWIS RICHMOND. | 

| ~ | | [Inclosure 2 in No. 18.] _ 7 | . oe 

- | | Mr. Richmond to Mr. Smith. | oe 

an a | LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, - 
ee , | Lisbon, February 16, 1885. 

- Dear Sie: Your letter of the 17th cltimo, relating to the difficulties encountered 
by yeur missionaries in East Africa, was transmitted to me by the Department of 

_ State, accompanied by an instruction directing me to use every proper means to ad- | 
vance your views, and I now beg to inform you that I have addressed a note to the | 
minister of foreign affairs on the subject, which will be followed by a personal inter- 
view on the 18th instant. . The result; I trust, will be satisfactory to you. | | 

| Any services of mine during the brief remainder of my term of office, which willin | 
any way aid the noble work of your missionaries, will always be gladly placed at your 
disposal. | O 7 CO 

Tam, &e., a | | 
| | . - . LEWIS RICHMOND. | 

| | oe -No.48l,0 a a 

Oo | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Lewis. . oo 

No. 4.] | _- DEPARTMENT OF STATE, me 
| | | oo OO Washington, May 29,1885. a 

| Siz: I inclose a copy of a letter from Mr. Judson Smith, secretary of oe 
the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, in fur- | 

_ ther reference to the subject of Instruction No. 17 of January 27 last to , 
7 your predecessor. | a : | 

That instruction directed Mr. Richmond to use all proper good offi- 
ees in the direction of furthering the legitimate efforts of certain Amer- 

. ican missionaries under the immediate control of the local Mozambique | 
Government, but with a due regard to the established faith in that 
quarter. - : Oe | | - a 

_ Mr. Richmond’s No. 18 of the 16th February reported action, and his 
letter on the subject to Mr. Smith was forwarded to that gentleman. : 

You will please continue the good offices of the legation in the sense a 
of the instruction of January 27 last, if necessary. | 

I T. F. BAYARD.
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ae {Inclosure in No. 4,] . | | 

, , Mr. Smith to Mr. Bayard. | 

. : ee 1 SoMERSET STREET, | 
, : Boston, Mass., May 7, 1885. 

DEAR SiR: The American Board has three missionaries stationed on Inhambane 
Bay, on the east coast of Africa. All of these gentlemen are American citizens and. | 

. ' bear with them the passports of our Government. They are within the limits of the 
Portuguese jurisdiction on that coast, and have received permission of the authorities 
at Mozambique to take up a tract of 2,500 acres wherever they may choose to locate. 

| This permission is accompanied with a positive restriction, forbidding them to engage 
in religious teaching or preaching beyond the limits of the above concession. Our. | 
missionaries find that this restriction interferes directly and seriously with their work, | 
and they earnestly desire to have it withdrawn. Their work is wholly religious and , 

_ educational,‘and they are forbidden by the terms of the commission they receive 
from us to engage in trade of any kind or to interfere in any way with the politics or 
government of the nations where they are stationed, and I am not aware of any in- | 

. stance in which any one in our service has overstepped these limits. | 
Some months since I had the honor to communicate with the authorities at Lisbon, 

, through the Department of State, on this subject, and I have received word from Mr. 
Richmond, United States minister at Lisbon at the time, to the effect that the Portu- 
guese Government were in communication with the governor-general of Mozambique, 

, and that I should soon learn what disposition had been made of the matter. 
As no further communication has reached me, and as the restrictions still bear 

heavily upon our men and their work, I desire to learn what further information . 
| may be in the hands of the Department of State as to the determination of the court 

at Lisbon in the case. I beg leave to suggest the great value I should place upon. 
any re-enforcement of the request with which you are pleased to accompany the in- . 

- quiry. The thing asked for is so just and proper in itself, is so much in harmony 
with the courtesy our missionaries in other countries are wont to receive, and, above 
all, is so precisely in keeping with the provisions of the Berlin conference to which _ 
the great powers, Portugal included, have subscribed, that it would seem only rea- 

. sonable to expect that a favorable answer to our request would soon be returned. 
I know how heartily your judgment will support the request, and I trust that your 

official representations will soon secure the desired result. a 
Hoping for an early response according to your convenience, Iam, &e., . : 

: . — ‘Rev. JUDSON SMITH, D. D., . 
. Foreign Secretary American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. 

: Mr. Porter to Mr. Lewis. : a 

No. 6] ) ‘DEPARTMENT OF STATE, © 
| ~ Washington, June 8, 1885. 

, Sre: I inclose a copy of a further letter from Mr. Smith, secretary of 
the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, touching 
the case of the missionaries, United States citizens, expelled from Bihé 
and Bailunda, Western Africa, also a copy of a report in the matter 

_-prepared by the law officer of the Department. You are referred to . 
previous instructions in connection with the case. 
-The report succinctly outlines the subject and its proper mode of 

a treatment, but is not, of course, to be communicated tm extenso to the | 
Portuguese Government. | : | | a 

: Tam, &., — - | | 
aan ss SAS. D. PORTER, | 

| a : Acting Secretary. |
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{Inclosurelin No.6.) | 

| 7 | Mr. Smith to Mr. Bayard. a 

: : | 1 SOMERSET STREET, | | 
- . | Boston, Mass., May 26, 1885. ee 

Dear: Srr: Animportant. communication has just reached me from the missionaries _ 
| of this board at Bailunda, in the Portuguese province of Angola, Western Airica. 

For the facts concerning the expulsion of these missionaries, and the state of the cor- | 
respondence with the Portuguese Government concerning it, permit me to refer you 
to letters on file in your Department, written by me under the following dates: Octo- . . 
ber 17, 1884, November 1, 1884, and November 19, 1884. | | ok 

Mr. F. A. Walter, of this mission, now resident at Benguela, has been in correspond- . 
| ence with the governor-general at Loanda, and with Mr. Robert 8. Newton, United — : 

States vice-consul at the same port, and valuable privileges have been granted toour > 
missionaries by his excellency the governor-general, and assurances that the expulsion 
should be thoroughly examined into and justice impartially done according to the. | 

, facts. Rev. W.H.Sanders, also of this mission, and now residént at Bailunda, has So 
been in correspondence with the native Kings of Bailunda and Bihé. _Thecommuni- | | 
cations just received, of which I send you three copies, designated A, B, and C, seem 
to show that the violation of the protection of which our missionaries had been offi- i: 

- cially assured by the Portuguese anthorities at Loanda, and the loss of property: ac- | 
companying the expulsion, were due to the direct instigation of a Portuguese trader, : 

- who was fully authorized in all he did by the Portuguese governor of Benguela. ~~ 
These facts seem to warrant a call by our Government upon the Government at 

Lisbon for satisfactory explanations and full reparation for any damages sustained by 
American citizens through the neglect or bad faith of Portuguese officials. | 
Fully assured of your interest in the due protection of our fellow-citizens, and in | 

the righting of so serious a wrong, and desiring that you will call upon me forfurther 9 
_ and more exact information, if needful, ae a . 

I remain, &c., _ , | 
| : , | | JUDSON SMITH, | | 

. Secretary American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. — 

. [Inclosure A in inclosure 1 in No. 6.—Translation.] 7 

Letter of Soba of Bihé to the governor-general of Angola, beginning after the enumeration 
| | | of his titles. | | 

The official note of your excellency of the 2d of January of the current year came | 
_ to my hand by Reverend Arnot, and by it I learn that you gave an order commanding 
me to live with the missionaries in good feeling and peace, and to give them all the aid 
they may need. In this I inclose an official note from the governor of the district of : 
Benguela, in reply to my No. 3 of the 19th of March of the past year, to whom I sent 

. to know why these missionaries came without even presenting mean offcial note 
from the Government of Beng, for my government and responsibilities in whatever | 
may happen to them and duty of seeing to their relations (?) with my subjects and. a 
to give them all needed aid; notwithstanding this (was?) only in consideration of 
the fact that this district of Bihé is under the rule of the flag of his most faithful 
Majesty, D. Luiz First, to whom we give obedience. So 

_- In March of the past year the citizen Edward, Braga came with the aim of getting | | 
his goods from those who had them, and nothing did he effect until he presented him- | . 
self to me, speaking about the missionaries that they be robbed and expelled, (asto) 

_. which I opposed the citizen Braga that it was impossible that we should dosucha -. | 
_ barbarous cruelty, for the district of Bihé, since D. Soba Cangome came from Loanda, 
sent by his excellency the governor-general of the province, is not accustomed to 

. practice such manners toward white Europeans who pass, as wellas the traveler who . 
crosses ; therefore I am not willing to do your wish; I will fulfill the order only with | 

- - an official note from the governor of the district; (as the command, so I willdo;?) 
and in reply came this which Linclose. ‘It isnot from our spontaneous wish and greed 

| (or ambition?) that we wished to do such base hostilities without having motives; . 
nevertheless, since we are ignorant of the purposes of the aforementioned missiona- | 
ries, therefore I wait to assure myself of the feelings of my Government. Ijudgethat oe 
this (itis (7) ) treachery against the missionaries. I suppose it will be because of busi- — 

' ness? or it might be from hatred. I was authorized by the government of Benguela, | 
_ the Soba of Bailunda, especially Mr. Edward Braga, who came to influence us tothe © 

deed, with the helpers or employés, who are Saraphim, Diamentino (the convict), — 

41 FoR. | | : |
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and Freitas Catongone. The missionaries will tell you asto who are truly the insti- 
gators of the robbery which they suffered. Hence itis impossible that the govern- 
ment of Benguela and E. Braga place (evil) motives to the charge of my subjects 
and myself and to the (Soba) of Bailunda, and for your certainty I send the official note 
to your Government. J ask of your excellency that they may come and treat about 
their dwelling places and their affairs, assuring them that they are to measure out a | 
monthly tribute because of the care I must take to give them the aid they may need; __ 
because of our peace and quiet, and when they shall not accept (the location I indi- | | 
cate (?) ) they can take the heights which may be most convenient. I have to say that 
whatever they suffered is due to the government of Benguela and the citizen Braga— 
they are the ones who should confess it. | . oe 

The reverend sirs (the priests) have not yet arrived here. As soon as they do I will | , 
- let you know, and I promise that they shall be well received and hospitality; they are 

in Sambo(?) The aforementioned Americans may come without fear. | | 
God keep your excellency. / , © | 

_ District of Bihé, 16th of March, 1885. | EE 
The most excellent governor-general of the province of Angola. | | 
From the vassal of the Portuguese flag, D. Soba, Peter 5th Can gombe, grandson, 

| | JAMBA JAMINA. 

{Inclosure B in inclosure 1 in No. 6.—Translation. ] . 

Letter from the governor of Benguela to the King of Bihé. 

. PROVINCE OF ANGOLA. | 
FRIEND Sopsa. In addition to your official note, which at this date I send you, l 

have to say that with reference to the missionaries the things which you mention in 
your official note of 19th of March, I know nothing about, and I consider it queer — 
that they should not have presented themselves with a guia passed by this Govern- | 
ment. At all events, while I shall not have most of the explanations that I desire to 
get, if there shall be need to decide any question whatever which. may concern you 
or these people, you may on the subject consult the citizen Braga, who is qualified to 
decide it, and to counsel you in what shall be necessary, giving you all the explana- 
tions which you shall ask of him. : 

God protect you and have you in his holy keeping. _ | | 
Government of Benguela, 19th of May, 1884. 

CAETANO RODRIGUEZ CAMINHO. | 
D. PEDRO CANGOMBE NETO, a, ee 

| Sobba of Bihé. . | : 7 

. [Inclosure C in inclosure 1in No. 6.—Translation.] - 7 | oo oo 

Letter of the King of Bihé to Mr. Sanders. So 

. | : Brat, March 16, 1885. - 
Rev. W. SANDERS: : | | 
FRIEND AND Sir: By Mr. Arnot I received an official note from the governor of Ben- 7 

_ guela as well as from the governor-general of Loanda with positive orders to live : 
with your excellencies, which I accept with good will. I have to say to you that Mr. 
Arnot carries to your excellency an official note in reply to that from the government 
of Loanda, which Mr. Arnot has read, and it is well written, and with it the official 
note from the government of Benguela, in which he gave me orders to have a fuss 
with you and to take your empty boxes or furniture, since you left no cloth except a . 
small bale of poor riscado, and your provisions and books and iron ware. You, my 

. friend, know that when you came here to live I received you very well. Whatever 
your excellency suffered, put to the charge of Mr. Braga and his employés Fretas, 
Catangone, and the convict Diamantino and Saraphim, and the governor of Ben- | 
guela. Ifyour excellency wishes the articles lost here, complain to the governor. 
who commanded me to take from you whatever you had. But I am your much friend, 
and was already ready to put my sons in your charge to be taught to read,and Braga 
opposed me init all. | 7 

But since I have an order from the governor-general, you can come to look after | 
your works; but I claimed to the governor of Loanda that you, my friends, should 
give me a fixed sum by'the month; but you can come when you please. The fault is
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not mine; it belongs to those of Benguela. Your excellency can make demands on the | | 

governor of Benguela and Braga, as your excellency is not ignorant about the mat- 

ter. But I pass to say to you that your excellency has pot become acquainted with | 

‘my people, nor with the headmen and the sergeants. Yet these are the ones who will | 

see that you get justice in case of any trouble. You, my friend, when in Bailunda | 

were liberal to those who are greater robbers than we, yet when you shall come here 

to live give up this custom (of being close-fisted with the Biheans). Come aud see | 

about your affairs, and when you shall come we will talk over the whole matter well. 

- If you wish to road my letter to the governor of Loanda, you can do so and seal it . | 

again in order to know whether your friend Gongalves wrote well or not. And what- 

ever white shall come in your company let him bring an official note in every case, or 

his guia in order that I may receive him. Without it I will receive no one except | | 

my friends Sanders and Fay, persons whom I know. oo | | 

Without more I desire you health, and I await you and your orders, and I am of _ 

your excellency, the friend and servant, _ oS 7 

D. PEDRO, 5th CANGOMBE NETO YAMBA JAMINA. | | 

N. B.—If you shall need the medical book you can redeem it with one bale of 20 — ) 

pieces, one gun, and one blanket. | | Os | | 

. [Inclosure 2-in No. 6.] | 

| | - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, WASHINGTON, D.C., 

a | a a : Law Bureau, June 3, 1885. | , 

The correspondence on file in this Department shows the following facts relative to 

the expulsion of the American missionaries from the Kingdoms of Bailunda and Bibé, | 

- situated in the western portion of Africa, 200 miles from the coast, and underthe | 

- guzerainty of Portugal. — | oe 

In a letter dated October 17, 1884, Mr. Judson Smith, secretary of the American — 

| Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, narrates the story of the expulsion as 

ollows: . | | : 

- The mission had two stations in two adjoining kingdoms, Bihé and Bailunda. 7 

The kings had always shown themselves friendly and extended their patronage to 

their ‘ whites,’ as they called these Americans, and the native population was pleased 

to have these men dwell among them. A Portuguese trader had for some time been | ) 

_ jealous Jest in some way these men should interfere with his business. This last _ 

spring his jealousy broke out into open opposition, and he seems to have set him- 

self deliberately to effect their expulsion or destruction. He went to these native 

_ kings and plied them with gifts, with promises, with countless falsehoods against: 

our men. He failed completely in Bihé, but at length succeeded in turning the | , 

King of Bailunda, who is much the more powerful of the two, to his own purpose. | 

The decisive accusation was that.these men were criminals, fugitives from justice in | 

their own country, and that he (this trader) had been sent by the governor of Ben- 

guela to arrest them and bring them back to their own land. The King’s mind was 

thus completely won away, and he ordered the missionaries to leave his country im- | 

mediately, and take of their goocs only what they could carry. One member of the | 

mission with great difficulty obtained an interview with the king, but was not suffered 

to make explanations, and was ordered to leave the camp instantly. In one respect | 

this King showed great honor and manliness, namely, in refusing to take the lives of 

the missionaries, to which the trader was constantly urging him. | | 

_ « July 4th the missionaries packed up the few goods they could carry, and in the mid- 

dle of the devastation of their homes and the plundering of their goods, began a long 

and painful flight of two hundred miles to the coast, during which they were often — 

brought to great extremities, and out of which they came with thelossofalltheyhad, 

but happily without loss of life. They at once placed themselves under the protection 

of the Portuguese governor of Benguela, and made full representation to him of all 

the facts in the case, and obtained permission from him to reside in Benguela,and @ 

promise that he would secure for them redress of wrongs and restitution of their prop- | 

erty. He said he had already sent for the trader to give an account of himself, and 

that he would compel the King of Bailunda to restore everything he had plundered.” 

On September 25, 1884, the Department addressed a note to the Portuguese minister — 

in-the United States, informing him of the occurrence of the expulsion of the mission- | 

aries, and asking that the case be represented to the Government of Portugal, ‘so that. a : 

ample protection may be afforded.” | 

7 To this the minister replied, under date of November 17, 1884, that his Government — 

had already received news of the occurrence, and that the governor of Benguela had 

been instructed fully to investigate the matter, and that as soon as this was done the
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Government would give a decision which would show its desire to let no wrong go | 
unpunished. : . a - 

—_ _ Under date of October 24, 1885, the Department instructed the United States min- 
_ ister at Lisbon that “it appears that these gentlemen are American citizens duly pro- 

vided with passports, visaed by the Portuguese officials, and two of them held in ad- 
‘dition the ‘ guia’ of the governor of Benguela. — 

‘You will see that the case now presents a plain occasion for diplomatic action, 
and it is desired that you will immediately bring the facts to the attention of His 
Majesty’s Government. . - - a 

‘* Tf, as is understood here, the King of Bailunda is a tributary dependent of Portugal, 
it is possible that he may have been already disciplined by His Majesty’s authorities 
in the premises; but should youlearn that this correctional jurisdiction extends tothe 
King of Bailunda, and he has not yet been visited by Portuguese justice, you will, 

, while invoking protection for our citizens, under international obligations, and their | 
restoration to the scenes from which they have been driven, as well as fuli restitution 
on account of the losses and injuries they have sustained, express the desire of this : 
Government that any punitive laws of Portugal, pertinent to the case, may be car- 
ried out against the offenders, to the end of establishing the rights of American citi- 

_ zens peacefully residing in territory under Portuguese control.” 
The letter from Mr. Smith, under date May 26, 1¢85, which brings up the subject 

anew, states that the governor-general of Loando gives assurances that the expul- 
sion should be fully inquired into and justice impartially done. Thesame letter shows | 
that one of the nembers of the mission has maintained a correspondence with the 

King of Bailunda and Bihbé, copies of which are inclosed therein, tending to show 
that the wrong done the missionaries was ‘‘ due to the direct instigation of the Portu- 
guese trader, who was fully authorized in all he did by the Portuguese governor of 
Benguela,” and that in view of these facts itis believed that a call upon the Govern- 
ment of Portugal for satisfactory reparation is warranted. | . 

The facts that are contained herein have been acted on in this Department, and in- 
structions issued to our minister at Lisbon, under date of October 24, 1884, to present 
them to the Government of Portugal for the purpose of asking reparation to the parties 
whose injuries are thus detailed. It.is unnecessary to do more now than to ask the re- 
newed attention of the United States minister to Portugal to the importance of press- 
ing the claim earnestly but courteously upon the Government of Portugal. . 

All of which is respectfully submitted. . | — 
FRANCIS WHARTON, 

- : . Solicitor. . 

: : a ‘ 

a : _ Mr. Lewis to Mr. Bayard. —— rin 

" | | [Extract.] . 7 _ 

No. 10.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Lasbon, July 14, 1885. (Received July 27.) 

Sir: I have the honor to inclose copy of a letter addressed by me to _ 
| the minister of foreign affairs regarding the instructions received by me | 

from the Department of State (No. 6, dated 8th June), in reference to 
the ill treatment received by the missionaries at the handsof the natives 
of the west coast of Africa. I have seen Mr. Stover, one of the above- 

- mentioned missionaries, who passed through Lisbon on his way to his 
former post, and he tells me that they will all return, and have no fears | | 
for their lives, but he thinks it doubtful whether they will be able to 
recover anything from the native king on account of their losses. My 
Impression is that they will not again be disturbed. That seems to be 
the impression of Mr. Stover also. oo 

So soon as I receive a reply from the minister of foreign affairs to my 
note of June 27 it shall be forwarded, with translation, to the Depart- 

-  mentofState. * * * | . | : 
| Thave, &e., | | 

, . . BK. P. C. LEWIS. Oo
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eo {Inclosure in No. 10.] | oe ce 

ae Mr. Lewis to Mr. du Bocage. : | | 

| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, . 

| | / Se , So | June 27, 1885. | 

a ~ Your Excet.ency: I beg leave to call your excellency’s attention to a note ad- | 

dressed to your excellency by my predecessor on November 17, 1884, and to which I | 

find no reply. That communication took notice of certain events of grave import to 

| both the United States and Portugal, which had taken place on the west coast of 

- Africa. | | BO | / 

It appears that at Bihé and Bailunda, two districts under the control of the Portu- | 

guese Government, lying inland some two hundred miles, there were five mission- 

aries, with their families, citizens of the United States, living peaceably and quietly, 

and only attending to their missionary labor—that of preaching and teaching. These 

| men were forcibly driven from their homes and only allowed to take with them what 

they could carry, the rest of their property being appropriated by the natives. Af- — 

ter a long and tedious journey they reached the Portuguese province of Benguela, on 

| the coast, losing on the way what little they had taken. It is alleged upon what. 

| seems to very good authority that the King of Bailunda was instigated to this course ~ | 

by a Portuguese trader named Edward Braga, who, being jealous of these mission- 

| aries, determined to have them driven from the country, and succeeded in poisoning | 

the mind of the King of Bailunda against them. | . | | 

| Redress has been promised, but as vet has not been done; and I am instructed by 

_- the Department of State to call the attention of His Majesty’s Government to the fact, 

and ask that this matter shall be looked into with as little delay as possible, and re- : 

dress given to these citizens of the United States that have been treated so badly. 
LL avail, &c., , 3 : : | 

| | a | E. P. C. LEWIS. 

ans | Mr. Lewis to Mr. Bayard. oS | 

No. 11.] . - ss LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Oo __ Lisbon, July 16, 1885. (Received August 4.) 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit inclosed copy of a note from the 
minister of foreign affairs,,with a translation thereof, dated 14th instant, _ 
in reply to my communication of the 27th June last. — | 

| I think it more than likely, from my conversation with Mr. Stover, | 

one of the missionaries, that they will not be further disturbed, and 
| that a good portion of their goods have been restored to them. They 

| evidently appear satisfied that, as a result of the action taken by the — 
Government of the United States, no further molestation will occur. 

:  Thave, &e., | a | | a 
: OS | : oo E. P. C. LEWIS. 

| [Inclosure in No. 11.—Translation.] . 7 

oe So Mr. du Bocage to Mr. Lewis. oe 

oe a oe | | MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, | 
. OT - | | | Lisbon, July 14, 1885. 

In ariswer to the note which your excellency addressed to me on the 27th ultimo, in 
_ regard to the expulsion of the American mission residing in Bihé and Ballunda, I have | 

the honor to communicate to your excelléncy that as soon.as the note was received | 
_ from your excellency’s predetessor of 17th November, 1884,to which your excel- 

| lency referred,*I asked from the minister of colonies the expedition of the neces- , 
sary instructions for the purpose of redressing such wrongs as might have beer ~- 
unjustly inflicted upon the said mission by the Sobas and the natives of Bihé and 
Bailunda, and to punish the guilty, in case the suspicions of the American board |
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should be confirmed—that a Portuguese subject had been the secret instigator of the 
violence exercised against the missionaries. In due time the minister of the colonies 
informed me that the governor-general of Angola had ordered inquiry to be made by 
the governor of Benguela as regarded the occurrence. 7 : | 

The results of the inquiry made did not justify the assumption that the events so 
worthy of censure could be attributed with justice to any acts of the Portuguese sub- 
ject, Edward Braga. It seemed more probable that the inbred covetousness of the 
Sobas and natives was the only cause of the serious occurrences which it was un- 
happily impossible to avert. I was informed that the governor had interposed his — 
influence for the purpose of restoring to the American missionaries the property of 
which they had been so violently despoiled. I was also advised that in compliance 
with the petition of Mr. Robert S. Newton, vice-consul of the United States at Lo- 
anda, and of Mr. Walter, president of the American mission at Benguela, that the 
governor-general had written to the Sobas of Bihé and Bailunda letters pressingly 
recommending the missionaries—letters of which they themselves were the bearers. 
The vice-consul and Mr. Walter appeared satisfied with the measures adopted. I 
gave verbal notice of these facts to your excellency’s predecessor, who was to have 

— communicated them to his Government. __ | 
I hasten to inform your excellency that I will attempt to procure further informa- 

tion as regards any facts which may since have occurred of which to-day I am ignorant. 
I avail, &e. oe 

: J. V. BARBOZA DU BOCAGE. 

| | No. 485. 

7 CO Mr. Lewis to Mr. Bayard. - | 

| No. 16.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Lasbon, August 10, 1885. (Received August 29.) 

| Siz: Referring to your instruction No. 4; of May 29, I have the honor | 
to report that on the 24th of June I addressed a note to his excellency _ 
Senhor du Bocage, minister of foreign affairs, copy of which I inclose. _ 

| On the 8th instant I received a reply, dated July 30, thereto, as well 
| as to a note from my predecessor, of date February 16 last, on the same 

| subject. It will be seen by a reference to a copy of Senhor du Bocage’s 
note and to the translation thereof, both inclosed, that His Majesty’s 
Government, by implication at least, does not con sider as necessary that 
any special permission should be issued to enable the missionaries re- _ 
cently established at Mozambique to extend their civilizing teachin os 
wherever they may conduce to progress and civilization. eee 

__ His excellency observes that there are no laws existing which forbid __ 
- foreign missionaries in Mozambique giving instruction of a humanizing 

| character to the natives of that province. | | . 
I have, &c., . | 

| BE. P. C. LEWIS. 

. | - [Inclosure 1 in No. 16.] : | | 

Mr. Lewis to Mr. du Bocage. a | 

. 7 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| | yo Lisbon, June 24, 1885. : 

YOUR EXCELLENCY: The American Board of Missidns has three missionaries sta- 
tioned on Inhambane Bay on the east coast of Africa. These gentlemen are American 
citizens, and are within the limits of Portuguese jurisdiction. They have received 
permission from the authorities at Mozambique to take up 2,500 acres of land where- 
ever they may choose to locate, but are not allowed to engage in religious teaching 

" or preaching beyond the limits of the above concession. 
The attention of His Majesty’s Government was invited to this matter by my -pred- 

ecessor in his note addressed to your excellency dated February 16 last, and I am
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instructed by the State Department to inquire of your excellency what action His . 

: Majesty’s Government has taken thereon. The work of these gentlemen is wholly 
religious and educational, and they are expressly forbidden to take any part in 

| politics or trade. a - 
Knowing the liberality of His Majesty’s Government, and the assistance always 

given to worthy objects, the Government of the United States trusts that such con- 
_ cessions will be granted the American Board of Missions by the Portuguese Govern- > 

~ mentthat can be consistently asked for, and that civilization will be benefited thereby. 

| | IT avail, &c., | 
co Oo a 7 7 ce E. P. C. LEWIS. : 

: | [Inclosuve 2 in No. 16.—-Translation.] a oe | : 

. Mr. du Bocage to Mr. Lewis. Ce 

| |  Minisrry or ForeicNn AFFAIRS, _ | 
aes | Lisbon, July 30, 1885. | 

. In answer to the notes which your excellency was plesased to address me on Feb- 
|  - rnary 16 and June 24 ultimo, I have the honor to say that no laws exist in the prov- | 

. ince of Mozambique forbidding foreign missionaries giving the indigenous population 

the instruction they need, and developing among them love for work and virtue, thus 
- leading them on the road of pregress and civilization. | 

I avail, &c., | : | | 
| cot J. V. BARBOZA DU BOCAGE, | 

| | No. 486. | 

| Mr. Porter to Mr. Lewis. | 

No. 11] | ns DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| VP Be oe Washington, August 12, 1886. | 

Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 11, and to express 
satisfaction with the tenor of the note from the foreign office, a copy of 

oe which you inclose, promising measures of redress in the case of the 

‘missionaries, American citizens, lately expelled from Bihé and Bailunda, _ 

West Africa. It is hoped that their property will be recovered and that 

their future immunity from molestation is secured. — | | 

_ JAS. D. PORTER, : 

| | a Acting Secretary. — 

a No. 487. | | 

Re | Mr. Lewis to Mr. Bayard. - 

. yo [Extract.) a 

No. 20.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
- Lisbon, September 11, 1885. (Received October 3.) 

. _ Sir: As instructed by your No. 12 of August 13 last, referring to the 7 
case of missionaries, American citizens, expelled from Bihé and Bai- — 

- lunda, West Africa, I have the honor to report, that immediately after 
- the return to Lisbon of the minister of foreign affairs I had an inter- 
- view with his excellency and handed him, informally, copies of the pa- 

pers inclosed in the instruction above acknowledged. cee 
oe e # _  ® * * = * |
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| Senhor du Bocage in receiving the copies assured me of the desire of 
His Majesty’s Government to elicit the truth in relation to the circum- 

| stances which led to this deplorable occurrence; that his colleague, the 
minister of marine and the colonies, had the case under examination, 

: and that in forwarding Senhor Chagas the new evidence I had laid be- 
fore him, he would forcibly appeal to his excellency to furnish the re- 
sult of the examination ordered at Benguela with the least possible 
delay; and when that report was received at the foreign office he would 
hasten to communicate to me the views taken on the subject by His 

. Majesty’s Government. His excellency also informed me that a reliable 
report had arrived from the west coast of Africa that the aforesaid | 
Edward Braga was dead. oe | | | 

Before the termination of the interview, Senhor du Bocage said that 
he desired, in an entirely informal manner, to communicate to me for 
my information the substance of a letter recently sent by the governor 
of Benguela to the home Government. — - BO 

* * * * * * * 

I have, &c., | a 
| E. P. C. LEWIS. 

| No. 488. 

Mr. Lewis to Mr. Bayard. 

No. 32.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, oe 
Insbon, November 17, 1885. (Received December 5.) 

Siz: I have the honor to report that the Right Rev. William Taylor, 
missionary bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church in America, ar- 

| rived here a few days since from the west coast of Africa, where he has 
been for the past seven or eight months engaged in establishing indus- 

| trial and mission schools in the Portuguese provinces of Angola and 
Loanda. The governors of Loanda and Angola have been very kind, 
and have deeded them all the land they wanted, and they took with | 
them all the supplies and money they needed. I presented him yester- 

Lo day to His Majesty Dom Luiz I, who received him most graciously and 
| conversed with him for some time, seeming to be much interested in his — 

| account of his work in Africa, and wishing him all success. 
I have, &e., . oe a 

K.P. C. LEWIS. - | 

_ CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF PORTUGAL 
| AT WASHINGTON 

| | No. 489. | | | 

| : Mr. Frelinghuysen to Viscount das Nogueiras. | : 

| oe ; DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | , 
| | Washington, September 25, 1884. 

| My DEAR Viscount: I beg to inclose a letter (transmitted hither 
in an envelope bearing your address) which I am asked by the sec- 
retary of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions 
to place in your hands. Mr. Smith (the secretary) states in a com:
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munication to the Department of the 17th instant that the mission- 
_ aries of that board (five in number) who were stationed at Bihé and 

Bailunda, some 300 miles inland from Benguela, on the West African 
coast, for some cause not yet fully known to him, have been compelled 

_ to.retire from that quarter, with their wives and children, and are now 
at Benguela for safety; and he desires to bespeak for them, while they | 

_ remain there, the kindly offices of the Portuguese officials at that point. ) 
_ As the statement of Mr. Smith does not apparently call for any for- | 

_ tal diplomatic action through our legation, but is nevertheless of a 
character to make your good offices important to these citizens of the _ 7 

_ United States, whose general influence on the natives there, at their a 
station, is believed to be, like the influence of all honest and enlight- , 
ened missionaries, conducive to the benefit of mankind, I venture to. 
ask that you will kindly represent the case to your Government, so 
that ample protection may be afforded. | | - | | 

. oe FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN, | 

| [Inclosure. } a oe | 

. | | Mr. Smith to Viscount das Nogueiras. 7 a | 

oe | Boston, September 17, 1884. . 
| DEAR SiR: I have the honor to address you, through the Department of State at 

Washington, upon a matter of interest to the American Board and the Portuguese 
Government. _ | a | - . 

— The missionaries of this board five in number, who have been stationed at, Bihé, 
and Bailunda, in Western Africa, have been compelled, for some cause unknown to us, 
to retire with their families from those regions, and have sought safety in Benguela. | 
We desire to bespeak for these our brethren and fellow-citizens the effectual pro- : 

tection and kindly courtesies of the Portuguese officials at Benguela so long and so far 
. as they may require them, and we address your excellency in order that you may 

_ make the more effectual representations in their behalf to your own Government at 
Lisbon. | : : oo - 
We are happy in the assurance that our friends have met a hospitable welcome in 

, Benguela, and we entertain a cheerful confidence that everything needful to their : 
security and comfort will be promptly done. And we are the more encouraged inthis 
expectation, because of the numerous favors enjoyed by these same gentlemen at Lis- 
bon and in Benguela, when they were on their way out to Africa four years ago. My 
lamented predecessor, Dr. John O., Means, under date of August 20, 1880, wrote to | 
your excellency referring to a personal interview previously enjoyed, and saying, _ 
‘Yon were then pleased to say that when these gentlemen proposing to go to Ben- 
guela were ready to sail, if their names were furnished to you, you should be glad to —_ 

' commend them in such a way as might be proper to the courtesies of the Portugese 
Officials.” And under date of October 23, 1880, in view of civilities enjoyed, he had | 
occasion to use the following language in a letter addressed to Mr. R. Inens, lieuten- 

. ant de vaisseau de la mayzine royale Portugaise: “It is with great satisfaction that | O 
we learn of the very great courtesies and most helpful services rendered by you to 
Messrs. W. W. Bagster and W. H. Sanders in England and Portugal, on their way to | 

. Benguela and Bihé. Be assured, sir, that your hospitable and generous conduct is 
appreciated.”. | | | 

It is with these pledges and their ample fulfillment in the past before us, that we 
look with strong expectation for the kindly offices of your Government in behalf of | a 
these same gentlemen in the present emergency. __ : | 

It can scarcely be necessary to call you attention to the fact that these gentlemen 
from America are engaged in an enterprise which is purely benevolent and. philan- 
thropic in its aim, that they are seeking the moral and religious improvement of the | 
natives where they are stationed, and that the natural results of their labors, if suc- 
cessful, will be to enlighten and_ civilize and refine those peoples, and thus indirectly 
make them of more value to all the markets of the world as purchasers and consumers. _
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7 They are not there to found colonies or raise up dependencies of the United States 
-or to promote any political or commercial interest whatsoever. ed : 

You will appreciate the nature and value of their labors, and your Government will 
| ' see that a great mutual interest is promoted by the protection of men engaged in so 

humane and generous an enterprise. =. | | 
. Assured that whatever a chivalrous Government can effect in behalf of the subjects 

of a friendly power, who are’so worthy of favor and who aré thus cast upon her good 
offices, will be freely rendered as in the past. _ oo oo, 

- Tam, &e., 7 . : | 
| JUDSON SMITH. 

| | No. 490. = _ 

| Viscount das Nogueiras to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | oe 

| LEGATION OF PORTUGAL, 
| | Washington, October 4, 1884. 

My DEAR MR. FRELINGHUYSEN: I have the pleasure of acknowledg- 
ing the receipt of your note of the 25th of September last, and of telling 
you that I am going to represent to my Government the case of the 
American missionaries that are now at Benguela, and to bespeak for 
them the services of the Portuguese officials at that point. 

I avail, &e., | | | Ao 
| VIscoUNT DAS NOGUEIRAS, 

| No. 491. = 

os a Viscount das Nogueiras to Mr. Frelinghuysen. 

a [Translation. } : . 

LEGATION OF PORTUGAL IN THE UNITED STATES, : 
| | Washington, November 17, 1884. 

| Mr. SECRETARY OF State: Referring to the expulsion from Bail- 
unda of the five American ‘missionaries with which you acquainted me 
in the letter which you did me the honor to address to me the 25th of 

| September last, I have just received from the Government of the King, 
with the order to communicate it to you, the following information: / 

(1) That the news of the occurrence has already reached the minister 
of the navy; but that the explanations indispensable to arriving at a 

_ definitive judgment of the affair are still wanting. . 
(2) That the governor of Angola had announced that the governor of 

: Benguela had received instructions to make strict investigation of the 
facts. 

_ (3) That as soon as the result of these inquiries is known, the Gov- 
ernment of His Majesty will make a decision which will show its desire 

| to let no sort of violence whatever go unpunished that may have been 
exercised in opposition to the habit of toleration and hospitality exist- 
ing in all the possessions of Portugal. _ | 

| Accept, &., 7 
Viscounr DAS NOGUEIRAS. |
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wee | | No. 492. | . 

ee | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Viscount das Nogueiras. ~ - 

| ee DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | eens 
| 7 Washington, November 26, 1884. 

| Viscount: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note 
of the 17th instant, and to thank you sincerely for the friendly action 
which it reports on behalf of the American missionaries, citizens of 

_ * the United States, who were recently expelled from Bihé-and Bailunda, 
in Africa. ao | wee 

Accept, &e., Oo : | | | 
en | FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. | 

| oo | No. 493. oh | 

| | » Viscount das Nogueiras to Mr. Bayard. | | 

—  LEGATION OF PORTUGAL IN THE UNITED STATES, | | 
oye, | ee Washington, March 15, 1885. — 

Mr. SECRETARY OF STATE: I have the honor to call your attention 
to a matter which concerns both Portuguese commerce and that of the | 

_. United States. | - | ae 
_ In the law, Public No. 67, an act to remove certain burdens on the © 
American merchant marine and encourage the American foreign car- 
rying trade, and for other purposes, section 14, we find: — | Oe | 

That in lieu of the tax on tonnage of thirty cents per ton per annum heretofore im- 
_ posed by law, a duty of three cents per ton, not to exceed in the aggregate fifteen | 

cents per ton in any one year, is hereby imposed at each entry on all vessels which : 
_ shall be entered in any port of the United States from any foreign port or place in 

North America, Central America, the West India Islands, the Bahama Islands, the | 
Bermuda Islands, or the Sandwich Islands, or Newfoundland ; and a duty of six cents 
per t:n, pot to exceed thirty cents per ton perannum, is hereby imposed at each entry 
upon all vessels which shall be entered in the United States from any other foréign | 
ports: Provided, That the President of the United States shall suspend the collection of 
so much of the duty herein imposed, on vessels entered from any port in the Do- | 
minion of Canada, Newfoundland, the Bahama Islands, the Bermuda Islands, the West = * 
India Islands, Mexico, and Central America, down to and including Aspinwall and | 
Panama, as may be in excess of the tonnage and light-house dues,-or other equiva- 7 
lent tax or taxes, imposed on American vessels by the Government of the foreign 
country in which such port is situated, and shall, upon the passage of this act, and / 

- from time to time thereafter, as often as it may become necessary by reason of changes 
+ in the laws of the foreign countries above mentioned, indicate by proclamation the 
ports to which such suspension shall apply, and the rate or rates of tonnage duty, if | 
any, to be collected under such suspension: And provided further, That all vessels 

_. which shall have paid the tonnage tax imposed by section forty-two hundred and 
nineteen of the Revised Statutes for the current year, shall not be liable to the tax — 

_ herein levied until the expiration of the certificate of last payment of the said tax. 
_ And sections forty-two hundred and twenty-three, and forty-two hundred and twenty- 

four, and so much of section forty-two hundred and nineteen of the Revised Statutes | 
_ as conflicts with this section are hereby repealed. oe | a 

_ According to the letter and spirit of this law, his Excellency ex-Presi-_ 
_ dent Arthur issued the inclosed proclamation on the 31st of January | 

last. (Doc. No.1.) | oe _ a 
| It appears from this document that a duty of 3 cents per ton, not . 

exceeding, in all, the sum of 15 cents per ton per annum, is levied upon
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vessels coming to the United States, or going to the ports of certain 
countries which are therein specified; without regard to the duties that 
American vessels may pay in the said countries, and with the additional 
declaration that the President will suspend the collection of such part of 

| _ this duty as may exceed the tonnage or light-house dues paid by Amer- 
ican vessels in the ports of the countries named in the proclamation. 

_ Article XIII of the treaty of August 26, 1840, concluded between 
Portugal and the United States, says: | | 

Ifeither party shall hereafter grant to any other nation any particular favor in 
navigation «or commerce, it shall immediately become common to the other party, 

- where it is freely granted to such other nation, or on yielding the same compensation 
or an equivalent, quam proxime, where the grant is conditional. | 

. Notwithstanding the precise nature of the stipulation contained in 
. this article of the treaty, a duty of 6 cents per ton, or 30 cents per 

annum, is now, and has been, levied ever since the promulgation of that 
instrument upon.vessels coming from or going to the ports of Portugal. 

Under these circumstances, and with the view of securing the redress 
| of an injustice and of encouraging commerce between our two coun- 

| tries, I deem it my duty to bring this matter to your notice, and I trust 
that, after having examined it, you will admit thesjustice of my com- 
plaint, which is confined to requesting that vessels engaged in trading 
between the ports of Portugal and those of the United States may be 
allowed to enjoy the benefits granted to those of other countries by 
the proclamation issued by ex-President Arthur on the 31st of Janu- 
ary last. | oe 

| Accept, &¢., 
_ Viscount pas NOGUEIRAS. 

- | [Inclosure. ]} 

| BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. — a 

| A PROCLAMATION. — ee 

Whereas satisfactory evidence has been received by me that upon vessels of the 
_ United States arriving in ports of the Province of Ontario, in the Dominion of Canada, 
or arriving at any port in the island of Monserrat, inthe West Indies, or at Panama 

_ or Aspinwall, United States of Colombia, or at the ports of San Juan and Mayaguez, 
in the island of Porto Rico, no duty is imposed by the ton as tonnage tax or as 

7 light money, and that no other equivalent tax on vessels of the United States is im- 
posed at said ports by the Governments to which said ports are immediately sub- 
ject; and whereas by the provisions of section fourteen, of an act approved June 26, 

- 1884, “‘to remove certain burdens on the American merchant marine, and encourage 
the American foreign carrying trade, and for other purposes,” the President of the 
United States is authorized to suspend the collection in ports of the United States 
from vessels arriving from any port in the Dominion of Canada, Newfoundland, the 
Bahama Islands, the Bermuda Islands, the West India Islands, Mexico, and Central 

OS America, down to and including Aspinwall and Panama, of so much of the duty at 
the rate of 3 cents per ton as may be in excess of the tonnage and light-house dues, 
or other equivalent tax or taxes imposed on American vessels by the Government of 
the foreign country in-which such port is situated: | 

Now, therefore, I, Chester A. Arthur, President of the United States of America, by 
virtue of the authority vested in me by the act and section hereinbefore mentioned, 
do hereby declare and proclaim that on and after the first Tuesday in February, 1885, 
the collection of said tonnage duty of 3 cents per ton shall be suspended as regards 
all vessels arriving in any port of the United States from any port in the province of 

| Ontario, in the Dominion of Canada, or from a port in the island of Monserrat, in the
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West Indies, or from the ports of Panama and Aspinwall or the ports of San Juan | 
and Mayaguez, in the island of Porto Rico. | oe , 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the sealofthe United 
States to be affixed, . oo cos | 

- Done at the city of Washington this 31st day of January, 1885, and of the Inde- | 
pendence of the United States of America the one hundred ‘and ninth. : | 

[SEAL.] | : CHESTER A. ARTHUR. . 

By the President: oo | Be a 
FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN, , | a 

| Secretary of State. a Oo 

: a — No. 494. Loe 

ae | Mr. Bayard to Viscount das Nogueiras. Oo 7 | 

| | . . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a 
ae | Washington, May 21,1885. | 

Srr: I have the honor to acknowledge.the receipt of your note of the | 
15th March last, in which you convey a request that vessels trading 
between the ports of Portugal and those of the United States may enjoy — 
the benefits granted to those of other countries by virtue of the procla- 
mation of the President of January 31 last. | | , | | 

The request is made upon the supposition that the privileges granted | | 
to certain vessels under the joint operation of the 14th section of an act 
“to remove certain burdens on the American merchant marine and oe 
encourage the American foreign carrying trade and for other purposes,” _ 
approved June 26, 1884, and the said proclamation of the President, = | | 
inure to the advantage of Portuguese vessels by virtue of Article XIII 
of the treaty ofthe United States with Portugal of August 26, 1840. | 

The article of the treaty reads : | | | oo 

If either party shall hereafter grant to any other nation any particular favorin | 
navigation or commerce, it shall immediately become common to thé other party, _ 
freely where it is freely granted to such other nation, or on yielding the same com- | 
pensation or an equivalent quam proxime where the grant is conditional. | 

(In this connection I beg to append for convenient reference a copy 
of section 14 of the act of June 26, 1884, and a copy of the proclamation 
of January 31, 1885.) | | oe oe 

The Secretary of the Treasury, having been asked for an expression of 
his views as to the character of the conditional concession granted by 
the 14th section of the said shipping act, observes that the concession | | 
is an exemption from tonnage tax allowed all vessels arriving in the 
United States from ports situated in the localities named in, that sec- | 
tion, equal to the amount by which the tax of 3 cents per ton—levied | 
on vessels in ports of the United States—exceeds the amount collected 
from vessels of the United States for tonnage tax, light-house dues, or 
equivalent taxes in ports within the localities mentioned. The proc- | | 
lamation specifies the ports within those localities whence vessels sail- | | 
ing to. ports of the United States, upon arrival, get the benefit of an | 
entire exemption from the tax of 3 cents per ton. The reason for the 
complete exemption is that no tax per ton, nor light-dues, nor anyequiv- = 
alent taxes, are exacted from American vessels in those ports. : | | 

{n order to an allowance of entire exemption from tonnage tax to ves- _ 
sels arriving from ports in these localities it is necessary that the Gov- | 
ernment of the foreign country within whose domain a particular port 
is situated should not impose at that port a similar tax or light-dues —
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| on American vessels. But if the foreign Government does not impose 
such a tax at a port within the localities named, then the exemption | 

| inures to the benefit of all vessels arriving in ports of the United States 
from any such port that does not impose such taxes... | 

The fourteenth section of the shipping act, the Secretary of the Treas- | 
ury observes— _ 7 | 

Concedes a privilege to vessels of Mexico and Central America, which is at once 
national and geographical—contingent upon similar concessions from those Govern- 
ments. This privilege is an exemption from tonnage tax on all direct voyages be- 
tween national ports and ports of the United States. It seems to me, therefore, that 
under the stipulations of Article XIII of the treaty with Portugal of 1840, a similar 
contingent privilege is granted by the shipping act to vessels of Portugal sailing 
from their national ports directly for portsin this country ; butnot to Portuguese ves- . 
sels arriving in our ports from ports of departure that do not under the shipping act 
invest vessels sailing from them with a right to exemption. Moreover, the condi- 
tional concessions of the statute would not extend to any other vessels than those of 
Portugal and the United States sailing on direct voyages between Portugal and this 
country; nor, if an exemption for Portuguese vessels can be claimed under the joint 
operation of the shipping act and Article XIII of her treaty of 1840, could such ves- 
sels claim a greater exemption than for 3 cents per ton, which is the maximum 
amount of the exemption that could on any conditions be allowed vessels of Mexico 
or the Central American States. ; 

This Department sees no reason for differing from the above views. 
The question remains, “‘ Whether Portugal does exempt vessels of the 

_ United States in her ports from such a payment of tonnage tax, light- 
house dues, or equivalent taxes as would exempt her vessels in our — 
ports from the whole or a part of the tax of 3 cents per ton.” | 

Accept, &c., a OC 
a T. F. BAYARD. | 

| | No. 495. 

) ‘Mr. Bayard to Viscount das Nogueiras. a 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ae 
7 Washington, November. 17,1885. 

Viscount: I have had the honor to recur to the question presented . 
| in your note of the 15th March last, to which my note of May 21 made 

7 response by communicating to you the views of the Treasury Depart- 
ment touching the application of the provisions of the fourteenth section 
of the shipping act approved June 26, 1884, to vessels of Portugal com- 

: ing from ports of that country directly to ports of the United States 
under the most favored nation clause of the existing treaty of 1840. oo 

You will recall the opinion of the Secretary of the Treasury, as quoted 
| by me, to the effect that while the stipulations of Article XIII of the 

treaty with Portugal would seem to involve the granting, by the ship- | 
ping act, of similar contingent privilege to vessels of Portugal sailing 
from their national ports directly for ports of the United States, this 
privilege is not granted “to Portuguese vessels arriving in our ports from 
ports of departure that do not, under the shipping act, invest vessels 
sailing from them with a right to exemption.” 

The importance of the questions involved in the claim of the Portu- _ 
guese Government, and in like claims subsequently preferred by other | 

; Governments, has led to the submission of the entire subject to the — 
judgment of the Attorney-General, to the end that a precise and uni- _ 
form response should be made in each case. :
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The conclusions of the Department of Justice, after a carefulexamina- 
tion of the premises, are, that— _ a Be , 

The discrimination as to tonnage duty in favor of vessels sailing from the regions 
mentioned in the act and entered in our ports is, I think, purely geographical in | 
character, inuring to the advantage of any vessel of any power that may choose to | | 
fetch and carry between this country and any port embraced by the fourteenth section 
of the act. I see no warrant, therefore, to claim that there is anything in ‘the most 
favored nation” clause of the treaty between this country and the powers mentioned oo 
that entitles them to have the privileges of the fourteenth section extended to their 
vessels sailing to this country from ports outside the limitation of theact. | 

These conclusions are accepted by the President, and I have accord- _ 
ingly the honor to communicate them to you as fully covering the a 
points presented in your note of 15th March last. | : 

Accept, &c., | oo | oe 
| | : T. F. BAYARD. | 

- -- - RUSSIA. | mB Mage Ooo 

| 7  - No. 496. | oe Ps 

Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Taft. Sint NE | 

No. 7.] , DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | : 
| | | Washington, December 18, 1884. 

_ Srp: The Hon. 8S. 8. Cox, M. C., has addressed the Department on _ | 
the subject of a report that the Russian minister of the interior has or- | 
dered the expulsion from Odessa and other cities of all Hebrews hold- 
ing foreign passports unless also holding “permits of residence.” . oo 

So far as any of these persons are citizens of the United States, I have’ 
to ask that you will communicate to the foreign office the desire of the _ 
President that law-abiding American Hebrews, on due exhibition of | 
such passports, may receive the adequate permits of residencereferred  — 
to. Should it prove that no such order has been made, you will tele- | 
graph, and in case the order has been issned you will report as | an 
promptly as convenient the approximate number of American citizens 
in the various cities where it is operative aftected by it, that I may ap- | . 
prise Mr. Cox of the facts. vo | | Mos 

Iam, &c.,. , ee oS Co 
| , FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. 

| | No. 497 a oe a 

Se Mr. Taft to Mr. Frelinghuysen. eS | - | 

No. 26.] 7 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| : St. Petersburg, January 17, 1885. (Received February 6.) : 
Siz: On the receipt of your dispatch No.7, dated December 18, 1884, | 

relating to the reported order of the minister of the interior of this Gov- _ 
ernment, requiring foreign Hebrews to have a ‘‘permit of residence” as 
well as a passport, in order to reside in Odessa and certain other citiesin _ Bee oe 
Russia, I immediately addressed a letter to the foreign office, containing  —__ 
specific inquiries on all the points covered by the dispatch, and communi- | 
cated the desire of the President that ‘permits of residence” be granted |
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to law-abiding American Hebrews. I have also personally called on the 
secretary of foreign affairs, and on the secretary of the interior, and have 
likewise made inquiry of ambassadors of countries which have Jewish | 

| citizens residing in Russia. There is undoubtedly such an order as you 
describe in force; but it is not limited to Jews. No foreigner is allowed 
to reside in Russia without a “‘ permit of residence,” as well as a passport. 
The difficulty is that the Government, in granting permits and licenses, 
discriminates against foreign Jews, according to certain laws in force in 
Odessa and other cities, and declines generally to grant permits of resi- 
dence to them unless they are merchants of the first guild, paying annu- 
ally 800 rubles each fora license. This is undoubtedly a different rule 
from that adopted by the Government for other foreigners, or for native _ 
Jewish citizens, and I have so presented the case to the secretary of 

| foreign affairs. But it is claimed by this Government that while ac- 
cording to Article I of the treaty of 1832 American citizens “enjoy the 
same security and protection as do the inhabitants of the country in 
which they reside, it is upon the condition that they submit to the laws 

| and ordinances established there, and particularly to the rules of com- 
merce in force,” and “that as a matter of fact Israelites are subjected 

- to.a particular régime in Russia, regulated by laws and ordinances, and 
: rules for commerce, industry, and the police,” and “farther, that this 

| régime, referring to all foreign Israelites without national distinction, 
cannot be considered in the case of one individual Hebrew to whom it _ 

- applies as any violation of the treaty of December 18, 1832.” | | 
“It is pretty clear that this Government adheres strongly to the opin- 

ion that it is essential to the interest of the Empire to restrict by law | 
the residence of foreign Jews in the cities of the Empire. oe 

I find that Germany has many more cases of the kind than we have, | 
and England also has Hebrew citizens residing in Russia, though not 
so many as Germany. Both Germany and England have conventions 

: with Russia similar to that existing between the United States and : 
- Russia. Indeed, I think the articles are identical. I understand that 

the German Government does not dispute the right of the Russian to 

| adopt these laws in the regulation of its internal affairs, notwithstand- _ 

ing the convention. a . | _ 

_ Although the principle has been questioned by the English Govern- 
ment, the regulations of the Russian Government on the subject have 

| been submitted to without any disturbance of friendly relations. _ , 

| , As to the number of American Hebrews residing in the Cities of | 

Russia, accurate information is difficult to obtain, if it be at all prac- 

ticable. I have requested the foreign office to give me such informa- 

tion on the subject as may be practicable, and I shall make such other 

inquiries as I can; but from the best information I have been able to — 

obtain, my belief is that American Hebrews in Russia are very few. 

There is an evident belief on the part of the Russian Government that | 

| most of the Jews who have gone to America obtained letters of natu. 

alization, and returned to Russia for business are speculating on their 

naturalization papers to evade their military duty to the Russian Gov- | 

ernment. = Co ba | 
I write this statement without waiting for a specific written answer _ 

to my before-mentioned communication to the foreign office on the sub- 

ject of your dispatch No. 7, as it may be some time before the answer 

: will be received, and I believe that I am able to give a correct idea of = 

the position of this Government on the subject from the verbal commu- 

: nications I have exchanged with the secretary of foreign affairs and | 

_ from other sources. — | : ne : 

. | I have, &c., | 7 ALPHONZO TAFT, |
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498 

oo eo , _ Mr. Taft to Mr. Bayard. - - : 

No. 30.] po _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | oe 
, | St. Petersburg, March 18, 1885.. (Received -April 6.) | 

Sir: Referring to instruction No. 7 from the Department of State to | 
. this legation and to my answer in part thereto, numbered 26, I have 

- now the honor to send the answer of this Government to my applica- 
_ tion, made in pursuance of said first-named dispatch, with a translation | 
thereof. . —— So Oo , 

| | | CO ee, ALPHONZO TAFT. 

| - | | [Inclosure in No. 30.] | | : - | 

oF Mr. Viangaly to Mr. Taft. OO an 

_ Imperran MINnistry or Foreign AFFAIRS, _ 
7 - DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL RELATIONS, ~ . 

| - , : | St. Petersburg, March 5 (17), 1884. 
Mr. MINISTER: Your note of December 22, 1884 (January 3, 1885), with which you | 

favored the imperial ministry, had for object to obtain information on the point 
whether the Imperial Government had issued an order by which all foreign Israelites © | 
were expelled from the city of Odessa and other localities in the Empire. You at the. 
same time expressed in the name of your Government the desire that permits of resi- 

- dence might be given to all Jewish citizens of the United States of America. : 
I have to-day the honor to inform you, on a communication from the ministry of - 

| the interior, that no such action has been taken by tlhe Imperial Government. 
In regard to furnishing the Jewish citizens of America with Russian permits of resi-_ 

dence, the minister of the interior observes that he cannot comply with this request, 
as according to the regulations established on this subject every foreigner having his — 
national passport in due order is obliged, on his own application, to be furnished by 
the competent Russian authority with a permit of residence. | | 

. .. The law at the same time grants to foreigners the right to bring complaint for any 
irregularity that may take place in this respect. = + uo ° 

I have also to add that the Imperial Government is unable to supply the legation | 
of the United States with statistics concerning the number of the Jewish American | 
citizens residing in Russia. . | a , : 

Receive, &c., 7 | | cp — 
SO | oe . A. VLANGALY. | 

| - : | No. 499, | oe 

: Mr. Bayard to Mr. Taft. ee 

No. 15.] _ _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | a 
eo Washington, March 30, 1885. | 

Sir: I inclose a copy of the sundry civil act, approved March 3, 
_ 1885, and, calling your attention to the marked clause thereof, “to en- 

able the President to bestow testimonials as recommended in his mes- 
sage, &c., upon those officers and. subjects of the Russian Government _ 
who extended aid to the survivors of the Jeannette Arctic exploring ex-_ 

| pedition, &c.,” have to say that I have addressed the Secretary of the— a 
Navy in the matter, with the hope that early action may be taken to place | 
the Russian benefactors of the survivors of that expedition in possession — 
of the testimonials which this Government will provide. Any action 

| 42 FOR . a | | | |
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on the part of your legation which may facilitate the delivery of these 
articles when brought to Russia by the agent of the United States, ap- 
pointed or detailed for that purpose, will be appreciated. a 

. I am, &e., : 3 . | | 

: 7 a | | T. F. BAYARD. — 

| | [Inclosure in No. 15.—Extract.] | | @& 

SUNDRY CIVIL ACT, APPROVED MARCH 3, 1885. | | 

* * * | ° ft - % | . | %. . 

To enable the President to bestow testimonials, as. recommended in his message of 
January 27, 1885, upon those officers and subjects of the Russian Government who 
extended aid and comfort to the survivors of the Jeannette Arctic exploring expedi- 
tion and assistance to the parties dispatched by the Government of the United States 
to relieve and succor the said survivors, and to convey to the Government and people 
of Russia an expression of the high appreciation in which the Government and peo- 

: ple of the United States hold the humane services so rendered, the sum of $8,000, or 
so much thereof as may be necessary, the same to be immediately available. | 

| - | — No. 500. . : 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Taft. a , | | 

No. 21.] _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
| : , ; Washington, May 25, 1885. _ 

Str: I inclose a copy of a letter from Hon. Felix Campbell, M. C., . 
_ and of the statement of Mr. Israel Miiller, which he transmits touching | 

his arrest recently in Russia. | | | 
- Mr. Miller, who is an American citizen, was professedly arrested be- | 

| cause he had abandoned Russian allegiance without permission, a penal — 
offense, you are aware, under Russian law... = = 8 2 - si ee 

It is probable, also, that he is a Jew, and his case may have been af- 
| fected by that circumstance, and in this connection you are referred to — 

- previous correspondence in cases of that class, on the files of the lega- 
tion. | oo : , | 

I conclude that the matter was not brought at the time to the notice 
| of the legation. Please report in this regard, and state your conclusions 

_ a8 to whether any way is open to obtain redress in this case, or to pre- | 
vent the recurrence of such cases. | 

Tam, &e., | 
: | : T. F. BAYARD. 

. [Inclosure in No. 21.) Oe 

a | Mr. Campbell to Mr. Bayard. . = 

re New Yorx, May 16,1885. 
7 Sir: I hog leave to ask your careful consideration of the inclosed narrative of Israel 

Miiller, in whose case I feel deeply interested. | 7 
Will you please let me know at your convenience what steps you may decide upon 

, taking in this matter and oblige, 
. Yours, &c., me a | | 

a FELIX CAMPBELL, M. C. .
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. . [Inclosure 1 in inclosure in No.21.] = 

| Mr. Miiller to Mr. Bayard. . | 
a . , , ‘ woe 

| : : | BROOKLYN, N. Y., May 2, 1885. 
Str: I inclose a sworn narrative of the indignity and outrage put upon me by the 

Russian Government on a recent visit to Russia armed with a passport of the United 
States. I ask you respectfully to take such action in the premises as you shall deem 

oper. — . . 
Peay farther information desired I will cheerfully furnish if required. | 

a Yours, &c., oe es 
— | | | I. MULLER. -_ 

[Inclosure 2 in inclosure in No. 21.] | | 

Affidavit of Israel Miller. | | 

| STATE OF NEW YORK, | . | a oe . 

City of Brooklyn, County of Kings, ss: | | 

| Israel Miiller, of the said city of Brooklyn, being duly sworn, says: Inowreside | 
at No. 440 Fifth avenue, in the city of Brooklyn, county of Kings and State of New _ 
 -York. Iam a citizen of the United States, and was naturalized in the city of Brook- 

- lyn aforesaid on the 4th day of November, 1865, as will appear by the certificate _ | 
thereof annexed hereto. I am the Israel Miiller therein named and described. I was 
born in Pabianicie in the state of Prerkoff, in the Empire of Russia, on the 30th day 
of November, 1831. I emigrated from Russia, and came to reside in the United 
States, in the city of Brooklyn aforesaid, and arrived at the city of New York on: 
October 22, 1859. I have since that time continuously to the present time been a’ 
resident of the said city of Brooklyn.- A short time prior to January 8, 1885, I had 

- determined on again visiting my native land, and had, with aview thereto, applied 
for and obtained a passport under the hand and seal of the Secretary of State of the | 

. United States, dated on or about the said 8th day of January, 1885. Having the . 
»game in my possession, I embarked at New York City for Antwerp upon the steam- | 

: ship Westernland on the 24th day of January, 1885. ‘ arrived at Antwerp in eleven 
- days, going thence from Antwerp to Cologne, which I reached on the following day; | 

thence to Berlin and to Pabianicie, in Russia, aforesaid, in two days. I there -re- | 
mained at my father’s house. My father’s home is at Pabianicie, and his name is | 
 Tsaae Miller. | - a | | — 

~ On or about the 7th day of February, 1885, at said Pabianicie, at about 7 o’clock in 
the evening, I was summoned to appear at the office of the mayor of Pabianicie, afore- _. 
said, by an officer of police, with a warrant for my arrest. Having reached the mayor’s 

| office I demanded of the mayor upon what charge I was arrested. Turning to a book, : 
the mayor asked me if I were Israel Miiller, born at Pabianicie. I replied that I was. oS 
He asked me if I had renounced my allegiance to Russia, and taken allegiance to . 
any other power. I replied that I had. Hethen directed an officer to detain me over 
night at the city hall at said place. Remonstrating, I said that I was an American a 
citizen, produced my passport, and demanded the cause of my arrest again. The 

_ mayor replied: “It is because you are an American citizen that you are arrested.” 
| He refused to return my passport, nor have I ever recovered the same. I was con-— 

ducted to a room in said city hall and kept confined as a prisoner for nineteen hours. 
. On the following day I was taken to the county seat, a place called ‘‘ Lask,” before 

Judge Niekenstiek. The same charge was made, but my remonstrgnces were without : 
avail. I had offered bail for my appearance at Pabianicie, but it was refused. At. | - 
Lask, in consideration 6f the payment of 300 rubles, I was permitted to furnish bail, _ 

. my brothers-in-law going upon my bond. Returning to Pabianicie I was at once 
taken sick from shock, excitement and from rheumatism and pneumonia, contracted Oo 

- during my confinement. I was attended daily bya physician, and was subjected to _ 
police surveillance and inspection. I made repeated requests to see the American 
consul, but was refused. At the end of four weeks I had recovered, and effected my oo 
escape from Russia by way of Germany. The manner of my escape and the persons | 
who aided me in making it I do not desire to disclose, except that it may be neces- 
sary for the Department of State, as the publication would involve those persons in 
trouble, arrest, and prosecution. I returned to the United States on the 9th day of a , 
April, 1885. I was charged with no crime or misconduct while in Russia, and during 
the whole time of arrest and imprisonment I constantly protested that I had commit- ~ 
ted no crime or done no wrong. ae | 

| | Oo I. MULLER. | | - 
Sworn to before me this Ist day of May, 1885. mo | 

| : ~ JOHN DETMAR, | ° 
| | Be Notary Public, Kings County. —
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a . _ [Inclosure 3 in inclosure in No. 21.], 7 | . 

. County court, Kings County. oe — 

a CERTIFICATE OF NATURALIZATION, UNITED STATES OF AMERIOA. 

STATE OF NEW YORK, oe oe - 7 oe | 
County of Kings, ss: a - | 

Be it remembered, that at a term of the county court of Kings County, held in and _. 
for the county of Kings, at the court-house in the city of Brooklyn, on the 4th day of — | 
November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-five, Israel 
Miiller, residing within the city of Brooklyn, in said county, appeared in his own 
proper person, in the county court aforesaid (said court being a court of record, hav- 
ing common-law jurisdiction and a seal and clerk), and applied to the said court to be 
admitted to become a citizen of the United States of America, pursuant to the pro- 
visions of the statutes of the United States of America, and the said applicant having | 
thereupon produced to the court such evidence, made such declaration and renuncia- 
tion, and taken such oath as is by said statutes required, and the court being satis- 
fied that the said applicant was a proper person to be admitted to citizenship, it 
was ordered by the said court that the said applicant be admitted, and he was accord- 
ingly admitted by the said court to be a citizen of the United States of America. a 

In testimony whereof, the seal of the said court is hereunto affixed this 6th day of 
December, 1884, in the ‘one hundred and ninth year of the Independénce of the United 
States of America. . . 
«SEAL. J] | - | RODNEY SHURSLEY, Clerk. - 

No. 501, | | ee 

Mr. Wurts to Mr. Bayard. | 

| _ [Extract.] | | | a 

_ No. 46.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
St. Petersburg, May 28, 1885. (Received June 17.) 

Sir: The ceremony of the official opening of the St. Petersburg and 
Cronstadt Canal took place yesterday, the 15th (27th) of May, which 

| was the second anniversary of the coronation of the Emperor Alexan-. _ 
| der 1I1. It was witnessed by their Majesties, all the members of the © 

: Imperial family, the diplomatic corps, and a large number of court and | 
state functionaries. No fewer than 130 vessels took part in the pro-- 
ceedings, which occupied the whole day. The event has been looked 
forward to with great interest by the commercial world, not only of St.. 
Petersburg, but by that of all Russia transacting business directly _ 
through the Baltic Sea, for the whole commercial future of the Russian 
ports on the Baltic and the Gulf of Finland will be affected by the a 
cv. ange now to take place since St. Petersburg has become a seaport. _ | 

| St. Petersourg was founded in 1703, and it was a leading idea with | 
Peter the Great that it was to be a seaport; but Cronstadt has been 

| _ tne real port all this time. No vessel drawing over 9 or 10 feet of water | 
could float over the bar of the south of the Neva and reach the capital. 
All vessels requiring a greater depth of water had to deliver their 
cargoes at Cronstadt. The goods were there put into barges, which 
were either poled or tugged to St. Petersburg. Commercial operations 

_were thus carried on at a great disadvantage. This can be well under- | 
stood by the statement that goods can be sent here from England by 
steamer in about a week, but their transshipment at Cronstadt with the 
short but slow passage to St. Petersburg, the delivery there—no proper sy. 
harbor existing—with the formalities of a highly-developed custom- 
house system, usually occupied as much. as three weeks, at times even
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: more. Often the barges got aground, or sunk with their freight. This — | 

condition of things made contracts difficult, and the commercial pros- 
perity of the capital has in consequence been retarded. Now, sea- going | 

vessels of almost any size will be able to come direct to St. Petersburg 

by the new canal, at the end of which docks have been built and con- - 

nected with the railways. Cronstadt is to remain exclusively forthe 

naval marine, but nothing is yet known as to the time of the compul- 

sory closing of its port, and it is not likely to take place this year. - 

The canal just opened has, therefore, carried out the design contem- 

plated by Peter the Great for the capital of the Empire. That Peter 

intended to make a canal there is evidenced in the fact that he com- | 

menced one, which was to start from Oranienbaum, on the south coast 
opposite Cronstadt, to the mouth of the Fontanka Canal at St. Peters- _ 
burg, the remains of the works begun being still visible between the 

-__-villages of Strelna and St. Sergius. Peter’s death put a stop to this 7 

scheme. — a | : | | 

It was in 1872 that Count Bobrinsky, then minister of ways and com- - 

| - munications, issued a report on the subject of the canal, and a commis- | 

- gion was appointed under the presidency of Engineer Kerbeds to study 

the question. Two projects were formed; one was produced under the 

triple authorship of Cotard, Champoulion, and Janisky, and the other _ 

. by Mr. Pontiloff. ‘The latter was finally adopted in 1874. The works | _ 

--were commenced only three years later, as the dredging and other ma- | 

@hinery had to be brought from France and England. | ae 

- The whole length of the canal is about 17 miles. It starts from the 

| island of Goutonieff, on the southern side of Neva, where the river en- 

ters the Gulf of Finland, and it extends westerly along the southern 

side of the gulf, terminating at Cronstadt. The canal, after leaving the 

islands of Goutonieff and Volnoy, and the low, marshy ground known as | 

the Isle des Cannoniers, passes ail the rest of the way, nearly the whole 

of its length, through the waters of the gulf. On this account, instead 

of calling it a canal, the work might be described as the making of a 

channel through a shallow portion of the sea. : an 

At the east end a few miles of it had to be embanked to prevent the 

-' deposit of sand and mud which produces the bar at the mouth of the 

Neva. The longer portion on the west, which is not liable to this de- 

posit, is simply a channel which has been dredged out, and its course | 

~ - will be indicated by buoys. | 
A large dock has been formed at Goutonieft, with which the railways 

have been connected. There is ample space for the construction of 

other docks. It is also intended to widen one of the existing canals, or - 
to make a new one on the southern side of St. Petersburg, so that ves- 

gels can communicate with the Neva above the city, thus avoiding the | 

numerous bridges of the town. : 

- -By the Neva, Schlusselburg, on Lake Ladoga, is reached, where the 

vast canal system of Russia begins. This system was another of Peter => 

the Great’s far-seeing schemes in relation to his new capital, by which 

the city was to be connected with the Volga and other great rivers, 

thus forming a water road from the Baltic to the Caspian. | 

According to the original plan, the canal just opened was to havea’ =~ 

depth of 20 feet, but this was increased to 22 feet. The contract for 

| - the dredging was made with an American firm, Morris & Cumming, of 

New York. Unfortunately for them the soil was not well adapted for 

.. their mode of dredging, and their contract had to be abandoned. The 

-- eastern portion of the canal towards St. Petersburg has been by farthe 

‘most important part of the work, asit had to be protected by large and
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_ strong embankments on both sides. These were formed by the output 
of the dredges, and are faced with granite bowlders froni Finland. 

_ At the western extremity the work is of a more durable kind, and large 
_ square blocks of granite have been employed, so that now the heavy. 

_ surf which at times is raised by the westerly wind in the gulf may be- 
resisted. — | | | | | 

| The sea channel, that is, the western portion of the canal, is 350 feet 
wide. This is the width at the bottom, the whole of which is 22 feet 
deep. Between the embankments it is 700 feet, and of this 280 feet will 

| be the full depth of 22 feet. Thisis more than twice the dimensions ofthe 
Suez Canal, which is 100 meters or 320 feet wide on the surface, but it 
has only 72 feet of the full depth at the bottom. The Amsterdam Canal 
intends to have 100 feet of the full depth. The depth of this last is to 
be 24 feet ; that of the Suez Canal is 26 feet. In these details they ex- 
ceed the St. Petersburg Canal, but should the larger class of vessels ever 
venture into the eastern end of the Baltic, the great width of the canal 

| will admit easily of a further deepening to meet the requirements of 
heavier ships. + | | 

The works on the canal have been carried out under the direction of 
a committee presided over by Mr. N. Sarloff. The resident engineer 
was Mr. M. Fofiesky.. Councilor Pontiloff, the originator of the scheme 
for the canal which was adopted, died while the works were in progress. . 

. _ In October, 1883, the new dock was finished, and the ceremony of letting 
the waters of the canal into it was performed in the presence of the Em- 
peror. ; . . , | 

The total cost of the work is something short of $12,000,000. _ 
. The Russian journal, New Times, writing of the inauguration of the 
canal, points out— : me | a 

Its utility for the commerce of Russia in general, and for the development of the. 
commercial activity of St. Petersburg in particular. As an idea, the maritime canal 

. and port of St. Petersburg represent a grandiose enterprise and a promise of a, bril- 
liantfuture. It was to create a place for the immediate exchange of the internal trade 

| | of Russia with that from abroad. On one hand, St. Petersburg was to serve as the _ 
port of importation of Moscow, which absorbs half of the foreign merchandise im-  ° 

| ported into the Empire, and on the other it was to facilitate the exportation of home 
products. | | . a | 

- Of all the Baitic ports, St. Petersburg is the nearest to Moscow. Revel is 300 versts 
farther; Riga 370, and Liban nearly 600 versts. The cost of transportation from 
abroad to one of these ports being about the same, it was evident that economy in the 
railway transportation to Moscow could be effected by taking the St. Petersburg route. 
For the exportation of grain the maritime canal, in diminishing the cost of transport 

. and of unloading, has great. importance at present, when the rivalry with Amer- - 
ica and India is specially felt on all the European markets. The absence of a mari- | 
time canal and of a port at St. Petersburg necessitated a series of supplementary | 
expenses, both for the transshipment of foreign merchandise coming into Russia, and 
of the national products going out of the country. Therefore, no sooner had Moscow — 
become connected by railway with Revel, Riga, and Liban, than the commerce of 
St. Petersburg commence to decline. 

In order to wvoid the annoyance of transshipment at Cronstadt, foreign merchants 
preferred to send their goods to Moscow by way of these ports, finding it more to 
their advantage, even with the additional 300 to 600 versts of railway travel. | 

In 1861 the total exportation of Russia amounted to 159,000,000 of rubles. St. | 
Petersburg figured in this sum for 42,000,000, equal to 26 per cent. For thesame year 
the importations amounted to 142,000,000, and of this sum 85,000,000 passed through 
St. Petersburg, equal to 60 per cent. | . 

| Twenty years later, the population of this city having increased one and a half 
times, and the consumption of goods in proportion, the merchandise exported from : 
St. Petersburg reached only the figure of 23,000,000 of rubles, while that imported re- | 
mained stationary at 85,000,000, with this difference, that compared with the total | 
importation into Russia this figure no longer represented 60 per cent. but only 15 per 
cent. of that amount. In other words, during this period the imports became four — 
times less and the exports five times less,
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It was at this moment, when the decrease in the commerce of St. Petersburg be- : 
~ game felt, that Mr. Pontiloff, well known for. his energy, conceived the idea of the . 

remedy for the evil. He bought up all the vacant land bordering on the projected _ 
port, in the hope of a rise in its value. Unfortunately he failed beforehaving been — 

able to accomplish anything for the canal. At the same time, the justice must be 
done to him to say that the plan left by him, which was to be used for the realization | 
of his scheme, showed a very broad view and great knowledge of the matter. 

| Later this plan was modified and the work has been pursued on a much smaller 
scale. Nevertheless, the enterprise is said to have cost the state 20,000,000 rubles. 

It is permitted [concludes the New Times] to think that the precarious state of the 

‘commerce of St. Petersburg is an abnormal fact; it depends not on the situation of 

a our capital as a sea-port, but on the bad organization of its commerce. — In order to | 

ameliorate this condition of things, one could, among others, have recourse to the 
railways, especially in regulating their tariffs. , — 

: * * *% * > % x . ‘ 

7 I have, &c., | = | 
| : . GEORGE W. WURTS. 

i oo No. 502. | a | ) 

oe 7 | Mr. Wurts to Mr. Bayard. - a a 

. | ' -[Extract.] an : . 

No. 51] 7 _ LeGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, o 
: St. Petersburg, June 14, 1885. (Received July 6.) - 

- Srr: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your instruction 

No. 21, of May 25, 1885, on the subject of the arrest in Russia of Mr. 
Israel Miller. — : Oe | | 

This is the first intelligence of the matter communicated to this lega- 

tion. As stated by the instruction, it is a penal offense to leave Rus- 

| _ sian territory without permission of the Emperor. Mr. Miller having 

thus transgressed was liable to punishment, and the fact of his being a | 

Jew would doubtless not have the effect of making the authorities len- 

ient towards him. 7 a | oe SO 

| Any Russian going abroad without permission would be liable to pun- 

- ishment on his return home, whether his military duties had been per- 
formed or not. Still more severely weuld he be dealt with if his emi- 

| gration bore the character of evasion of conscription, and the fact of 

his becoming a subject or citizen of another state would be ignored in 

treatment of him, and therefore be inefficient to protect him. The Rus- | 

| -gian Government has never shown the least disposition to swerve from 

this principle, and there is no reason to believe that it may be moved to 

- do so by any argument that our Government is able to put forth. Itis 

| strongly opposed, on the contrary, to encourage anything that could be 

interpreted as a mitigation of its laws of conscription or of those on em- 

igration. Ox this latter point the note of the foreign office, a transla- 
tion of which accompanied my No. 49, of the 2d instant, on the subject 
of measures to prevent the immigration into the United States of pau-— 

-_ pers, indicates the unwillingness of this Government to take any action : 

which might lead to the belief that it does not still forbid emigration. | | 

| A number of cases in many respects similar to that of Mr. Miiller have 

~. geeurred in this country. I will mention only three which have arisen 

- gince my connection with this legation. : | | . 

(1) That of Reinhardt Wagner, in 1883, which was fully reported to 

the Department and printed, considerable attention having been at- 

tracted to it by the report that Wagner was languishing in exile inBl
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| beria. As, however, he was at that moment safe in America, the affair 
came to an end. | . an on 

(2) That of Mr. A. V. Perrin, alias Pravin, who, in 1878, requested 
this legation to obtain permission for his return to Russia for afew | 
months. He, at the same time, asked what would be the penalty if he 
came without permission. Mr. Stoughton, then minister, replied that 
if he came with a United States passport and confined himself to legiti- 
mate. business he would not be disturbed, provided he did not owe mili- 

_ tary service; that if he owed such service he might be arrested; in case 
of arrest, under these circumstances, the Russian Government gener- _ 
ally, at the request of the United States minister, releases the party 
under conditions, “but this is regarded as a concession from courtesy 

| and not of right.” Mr. Perrin deemed it prudent to remain out of the © 
| impire, and the matter dropped until 1882, when he applied again to 

‘ this legation, then under Mr. Hunt, who advised him not to return, and 
under date of September 13, 1882, wrote him that his case had been 
carefully considered by his predecessors, who had done all in their 
power for him; that their action had been reported to the State De- 
partment, and approved by it, and that under these circumstances he 

7 could do nothing for him. : 
On the 2d of October following, Mr. Hunt writes again, in answer to 

persistent letters from Mr. Perrin, that he finds the records of the lega- _ 
_ tion so loaded down with letters concerning his case, that it has con- 

sumed much of his time to read and master them; and he again refuses 
| to recommend his return to Russia with any assurance that he will not | 

be molested. He will, however, refer the matter once more to the De. 
partment of State. Mr. Frelinghuysen, upon this, instructs Mr. Hunt 
‘‘to abstain from any further action in the case. It is regarded as 
taken out of the Department’s control by the admission of Mr. Perrin 
that he is a Russian Jew owing military service.” One would suppose - 

| that this would end the matter, but on the appvintment of Mr. Taft as 
- . minister to Russia last summer, Perrin inundated this legation with 

communications asking it to obtain permission to return, as if his re- 
| quest had never been made before, and apparently on the supposition 
| that a new minister would know nothing of his case, and, perhaps, ap- _ 

| _ ply on his behalf. Another long correspondence followed. Mr. Tatt,. 
having made himself familiarevith the merits of the case, felt reluctant 

_ to take any step for Perrin’s return, but, in the hope that the Russian | 
Government might be indulgent in the matter, he asked for permission 
for Mr. Perrin to pass six weeks in the Empire. The reply from the 
ministry of foreign affairs was to the effect that there were no obstacles | 
in the way of Perrin’s return, but added that it could not guarantee 
him impunity if his identity with the Jew Pravin, who owed military 
service, Should be established. Since the communication of this note of 
the foreign office to Mr. Perrin, alias Pravin, he has not been heard from. 

% * * * % * * 

(8) The third case is that of a Dr. J. Mordaunt Sigismund. Last July 
Mr. Lowell asked me to apply for the return of a passport issued by the 
London legation in 1880 to Dr. Sigismund, which had been taken from 
him on his arrest in Poland in the same year. Dr. Sigismund trans- 

| mitted me a long statement of his case, by which it appears that he was 
: arrested on the denunciation of a personal enemy, and charged with 

: emigration and evasion of military duty, but.he was able to escape over 
the frontier; his passport, however, was left in the hands of the Rus: 

| sian police. He wished to obtain it again, as Mr. Lowell declined to is- 
~ gue another until it was produced. The Russian Government promptly |
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granted the request and returned me Dr. Sigismund’s passport, with the 
remark only that it had been left by Dr. Sigismund himself with the | 
police at Chenstochovo, in Poland; no reference was made as to his ar- 
rest.or to the affair in any way. oo | — - 
- I believe it was the intention of Dr. Sigismund to come to Russia with 
his new passport, but we have had no information of his having done so. — 

- In these cases and in others of former years, needless to cite, the 
_ Russian Government has shown its intention to assert its power to make © 

its laws respected within its jurisdiction, and it refuses to admit the | 
right of a toreign State to exempt by naturalization its subjects from 
their unfulfilled prior duties to the land of their birth. The fact of birth | 

- in Russia of parents at that time Russian subjects entails upon it duties _ 
~ from which the Government considers itself alone competent to grant 7 

absolution. Emigration without permission is regarded as equivalent a 
to desertion, even though the emigrant may be an irresponsible infant, _ 

~ and on the return of such emigrant he is liable to arrest and punish- | 
ment. | Ss | a . os 

, This Government has, in certain cases, conceded the release of the _ 
parties arrested, but this has been done, in the words of Mr. Stoughton, | 
“by courtesy, not by right,’ and in order to avoid discussion liable to | 
affect the friendly relations with the Government of the United States. 
. It is not likely that the Government of Russia will ever consent to 
do more than this, release by courtesy, and then only under peculiarly oe 

| favorable circumstances, in regard to persons of Russian birth, con- oe 
sidered by it as still owing military duty, or as having disobeyed the 
laws of the Empire on emigration, and arrested on their return within 
its dominions. _ | | | _ 

~. Its difficult to see the way to obtain any redress for the injury to 
persons thus arrested, or to bring about the recognition of the principle 

_ maintained by our Government, as that of Russia repels all advances 
on our part to regulate the question by means of a treaty of naturaliza-_ | 

_ tion, towards which overtures were made in April, 1884, by a formal 
* note from this legation in obedience to an instruction from the Depart- 
- ment. To this note no written reply has yet been vouchsafed by the 

Russian foreign office; but verbally it has been given to us to under- 
stand that theImperial Government cannot accept our views of the act 
of naturalization as a citizen of the United States being sufficient to | | 
protect a subject of the Czar from punishment for offenses against the 
laws of the Empire committed before his emigration. — | | 

_ Ihave, &c., _ | : . wo 
| | : | | ~ GEORGE W. WURTS. — 

: | a No. 08. : Oo LO 

| | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Lothrop. oO 

No.4] | pe | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
eae : oe Washington, June 30, 1885. | 
Siz: Referring to instruction No. 15 of March 30 last, and to the act 

of Congress therewith inclosed, I have to say that Lieut. William H. 
Schuetze, United States Navy, has been detailed by the honorable Sec- | | 
retary of the Navy to transport to Russia and to supervise the distri- 

_ bution of the testimonials provided by this Government for the Russian |
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. benefactors of the survivors of the ill-fated Jeannette exploring expedi- 
tion, and will sail about the 8th proximo. | as 

You will please notify the Russian Government of Lieutenant Schuetze’s 
| contemplated early arrival, and apply for the extension of the usual 

courtesies on that occasion, and the free entry of his personal effects 
and the medals and other testimonials which he brings with him. _ 

- You will, of course, do all in your power to facilitate the full accom- 
| plishment of the purpose of Congress, and towards giving proper ex- 

pression to the message of gratitude and good-will of which Lieutenant 
. Schuetze is the bearer, in the name of the President. 

| Tam, &., — | , . | 
OO | TT, FB. BAYARD. | 

| No. 504. — Oo 

| Mr. Bayard to Lieut. William H. Schuetze, U.S. N. / 

_[Extract.] . | 

) : DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
oe | — Washington, July 3, 1885. 

| Str: The President of the United States, in accordance with the sug- 
| gestions of the Secretary of the Navy, recommended Congress, by a 

special message of January 27, 1885, to authorize him to bestow tes- 
. timonials upon those officers and subjects of the Russian Government 

| who extended aid and comfort to the survivors of the Jeannette Arctic 
exploring expedition and assistance to the parties dispatched by the 
United States Government to relieve and succor the said survivors, and 

_ to convey to the Government and peo} le of Russia an expression of the 
| _ high appreciation in which the Government and people of the United 

- States hold the humane services so rendered. | 
In accordance with this advice, Congress, on the 3d March last, voted 

| a sum of money for the above purpose, and this Department, on the 6th 
. | April, requested the Secretary of the Navy to detail a competent officer 
a to take charge of the presents to be sent to Russia, and to personally. 

deliver them, with the thanks of the President and people of the United 
/ States, to the officials and citizens in question. =| oe | 

| In compliance with this request, the Secretary of the Navy has desig- 
nated you to have charge of the purchase of the articles which this 

' Government proposes to send to the benefactors of the survivors of the 
ill-starred Jeannette expeditiou, and to convey the same to Siberia for 

_ distribution, and to report to this Department for orders. | 
You are, therefore, hereby instructed to proceed without undue delay, — 

| and by the most expeditious and available route, to Russian Siberia, 
| - and deliver to the governor of Yakutsk the letter of this Department 

addressed to him (and the accompanying sword) and to the other offi- 
| cials in Yakutsk, Irkutsk, Tomsk, and Omsk, the letters, watches, med-_ 

als, and presents, as described in the list which accompanies this instruc- 
tion ; and at the same time to express to all the recipients, in the most 

| fitting terms, the thanks and appreciation of the President, the Secre- 
tary of the Navy, and the people of the United States, for the noble and 
humane manner in which they directly and materially aided the surviv- 

a ors of the Jeannette and the parties sent out to search for them. - 
~ You will receive a letter of credit on the bankers of the United States 
at London for the payment ofthe amounts in the annexed list (aggre.
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gating, with cost of stores, $2,600), and for your expenses,.in respect of 
which you will duly account to this Department on your return. | 

. [ have instructed our minister at St. Petersburg to render you all . 
_ necessary assistance in his power, and to ask for the free entry of your 

personal effects and of the testimonials, &c., which you convey, and 
the extension of proper courtesies to you on your arrival. You will re- | 
port the details of your mission to this Department on your return, and 
keep me informed by the ordinary channels of your progress at such 
periods as may seem to you convenient and desirable. * * * | 

‘Transmitting herewith the letters to Russian officials named in the — . 
accompanying list and copies thereof, and wishing you an agreeable | 
and successful journey, | - | 

oo Iam, &.,  . | Oo S 
| TF. BAYARD. 

— | : _ [Tnclosure.] _ SO vo | : 

, | a List of letters to— | an : 

(1) His high excellency Governor-General Lieutenant-General Dmitri Gavrilovitch 
— Anuchin (Irkutsk). . | 

(2) His high excellency Governor-General Lieutenant-General Guerassin Alexeie- 
vitch Kalpokoffsky (Omsk). | : 7 | ; | 

(3) Hisexcellency Governor Major-General Serge Ivanovitch Nassovich (Irkutsk). 
(4) The mayor of Irkutsk, M. Demidoff. | | . 
(5) His excellency, &c., the Counselor of State Vasili Ivanovitch Mertsaloff 

(Tomsk), . _ | 

(6) M. Edmund de Lagrené, consul-general of France (Moscow}. 
(7) Medical Director R. Kapello (Yakutsk). - 
(8) His excellency General Peter Sivers (Irkutsk). 
(9) Count Emil Ahlefeldt Laurwigen (St. Petersburg). a | 
(10) His excellency Maj. Gen, George Tchernaieff, governor of Yakutsk, Siberia. 

ne - Special rewards, — | | | 

_ (1) Sword for governor of Yakutsk. ae - 
_ .(2) Gold watch and silver medal for Ispranovich Kackaroffski. __ 

(3) The same for Ispranovich Ipatieff of Verchoyansk. OO | 
(4) Gold medal and sporting rifle for Cossack Baurschoff; also $200. | 
(5) Silver medal and $100 for Cossack Kalinkin. . , a 
(6) For Cossack Boshedonoff, $50. nn: | - 
(7) Gold watch for Mr. Stepanoff, of Vusca. | ne 
(8) For Mr. Thoman, $300. Oo 7 oe , 
(9) Gold watch for Mr. Charles Lee. - 

(10) Silver medal for Constantin Bobskoff. | 
(11) Silver medal for Jnokin Grombeck. | 

: | For natives of Lena Delia. : a - 

(1) Gold medal and $200 for Vassili Bobronsky. . | | 
- (2) Gold medal and $100 for Irvin Androssoff. | OS 

- (8) The same for Constantin Mokoploff. | Oo | oe 
(4) Silver medal for Peter Arrara. : . | - 
(5) Silver medal for Leips, of Veberin. a 

| (6) Silver medal for Alexai Atkassoff. 
/ (7) Silver medal for Michael Atkassoff. _ | 

} "(8) Silver medal for Maxim Stepanoff. | | | | 
(9) Silver medal for Tarras Savin. | | | 

(10) Silver medal for Nicola Vinakuroff, — | 
~ (11) Gold medal to Obermashrie Chumobor. | 

(12) Gold medal to Maxim Corinonoi, | | 
(13) Gold medal and $100 to Nicolai Diakonoff. . | - : | - 
ed to each of these one small bore muzzle-loading rifle, cases and ammunition in- |
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| oe _ To the criminal exiles. oo : | 

| (1) Kusma Eremiroff, $250. ane | | 

(2) Tafin Kopaloff, $100. fs | Oo Co, 

(3) Feodor Scrannoff, $100. | | | 

And for general distribution the stores recommended in original letter of Navy 

| Department, $1,000. | a , 

: | | | — DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
so | Washington, July 3, 1885. | 

EXCELLENCY: I am directed by the President of the United States to convey to 

your excellency his most sincere thanks, and those of the people of the United States, 

for the distinguished and most opportune services rendered by you to the survivors 

of the Jeannette Arctic exploring expedition and to the relief parties sent out in 

4 search of them, which were, thus enabled to accomplish the objects of their sad mis- 

sion. : | | 
The President likewise begs your acceptance of the accompanying sword as a further 

testimonial of the enduring gratitude of the.American people and their Chief Magis- 

trate for your excellency’s powerful and valuable assistance in time of need. 

f With best wishes for your excellency’s continued health and welfare, be pleased to 

accept the assurances of my most distinguished consideration. | 

| : , | T. F. BAYARD. 

| His excellency Maj. Gen. GEoRGF TCHERNAIEFF, 
Governor of Yakutsk, Siberia. 

| . , DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ~ 
oe ‘Washington, July 3, 1885. 

. Hic ExceLtency : Iam directed by the President of the United States of America 

to express his heartfelt thanks, and those of the people of the United States, for the 

honors shown by yourself and the officers under your command to the remains of the 

late Lieutenant-Commander De Long, of the United States Navy, and his companions _ 

of the Jeannette Arctic exploring expedition on their passage through Siberia, which 

will ever be remembered with appreciation and gratitude by this nation and serve to 

strengthen the feelings of friendship and good will already existing between the Em- 

pire of Russia and the United States of America. . 
Be pleased to accept, high excellency, the assurances of my most distinguished con- 

sideration. ° | | 

| oe | | | T. F. BAYARD. 

: His high excellency Lieut. Gen. DMirr1 GAVRILOVITCH ANUCHIN, : - 
_ Governor-General, Irkutsk. 

. The same letter sent to the following: | . | | 
His high excellency Lieut. Gen. Guerassin Alexéievitch Kalpofisky, governor gen- 

eral, Omsk. | BS oo | | 

His excellency Maj. Gen. Serge Ivanovitch Nassovich, governor, Irkutsk. 
M. Demidoff, mayor of Irkutsk, Irkutsk. 
His excellency the Counsellor of State, Vasili Ivanovitch Mertsaloff, Tomsk. — 

. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
. Washington, July 3, 1885. 

Sir: The President of the United States of America directs me to convey his sin- 

cere thanks, and those of the people of the United States, to you, and the gentlemen 

under your orders, for the humane and valuable services rendered to the survivors of 

the Jeannette Arctic exploring expedition, and to the parties sent in search of them. 

Nothing could have been more appreciated by this nation or have contributed more 

to confirm and increase the cordial feelings entertained towards the Empire of Rus- 

sla. oo SO : . 

Accept, sir, the cordial assurances of my distinguished consideration. 
: | | | 7 | : T. F. BAYARD | 

To Medical Director R. KaPELLO, Yakutsk. | oe _ 

7 The same letter sent to following: . OC 

His excellency General Peter Sivers, Irkutsk. oo : | 

Count Emil Ablefeldt Laurwigen, St. Petersburg. | a
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Ce a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
7 | | : Washington, July 3, 1885. 

Mr. CONSUL-GENERAL: The President of the United States of America directs me mo 
to express to you his sincere thanks, and those of the people of the United States, for , 
great attention shown by you to the parties sent in search of the survivors of the : 
Jeannette Arctic exploring expedition, and the respect and honors paid by you to the 
remains of Lieutenant-Commander De Long and his comrades, as they passed through 
Russia on their way to their native land. an | | | | 

Be pleased to accept, Mr. Consul-General, the assurances of my distinguished consid- 
eration. — . 

—_ | : oe T. F. BAYARD. 
Mr. EDMUND Dr LAGRENE, : , | 

Consul-General of France, Moscow. | , | . 

| No. 505, | | -y 

| | _ Mr. Porter to Mr. Lothrop. 

No. 8.] | : DEPARTMENT OF STATE, — | 
| | oo Washington, July 18, 1885. | 

_ Srp: Acknowledging the receipt of Mr. Wurts’s No. 51, of the 14th . 
ultimo, in the case of the arrest in Russia of Mr. Israel Miiller, a nat- | . 
uralized American citizen, which so clearly states and illustrates the — 
position taken by the Russian Government as regards its citizens who , 
‘have left Russia without permission and become naturalized citizens of 
some other nation, I inclose for your information a copy of an opinion oo 
on this case by the law officer of this Department. | 

While the Department approves Mr. Wurts’s course in reporting the oe 
general aspects of the case before action, and concurs with his inference 
that a favorable reply from the Russian Government is not probable, , 
yet it would be as well, on general principles, to state Miiller’s case in 
the most favorable light to the foreign office without demanding his 
release as a right, expressing the hope that there may be circumstances 
which would dispose the authorities to be lenient, as has occasionally | 
happened in previous cases. ss, 7 a | 

it will thus be a matter of record that the Department and your lega- 
tion have used their best efforts for our citizens, and each additional | 
case will add to the evidence of the necessity for a naturalization treaty 
when a favorable moment arrives. | OS 

Iam, &e., | | | | oe 
ee ' JAS. D, PORTER. | 

| | {Inclosure. ] oF a 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ , | 
- | . Law Bureau, Washington, July 8,1885. | | 

The question brought up in the dispatch of Mr. Wurts—which may be commended — 
for its clearness and for the valuable information it gives as to the practice in this 
relation of the legation at St. Petersburg—is whether Russia may, without a violation : 
of international law, refuse to relieve Russians by birth who, after being naturalized | 
in the United States, return to Russia, from the obligations imposed on them as Rus- 
sian subjects. | | | : me 

On this question it may be observed— | | a : 
(1) That we have no treaty with Russia in any way conceding on Russia’s part the | 

right of expatriation. | 7 _ | | 
(2) That even should we maintain that, by the present state of international law, , 

the right to transfer allegiance by naturalization is generally established, this is sub- | 
ject to the right of the sovereign of original allegiance to disregard such naturaliza- — ote
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: tion when, so far as it concerns himself, it appears to have been illusoryand insincere 

on the part of the party naturalized. ce | 

7. It appears from the cases noted in Mr. Wurts’s dispatch that the Russian Govern- | 

_ ment, in the present case, has not transcended the right thus conceded of treating as 

| inoperative foreign naturalizations which are thus illusory and insincere. The course, 

therefore, taken in the present case by the United. States legation at St. Petersburg . 

should meet with the approval of this Department. . ' st 

| All of which is respectfully reported. : | | | 
| FRANCIS WHARTON, . 

| Law Officer, §o. 

| No. 506. | : - 

| | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Lothrop. - 

No. 12.) | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 

ee | Washington, July 30, 1885. 

Str: In view of a letter of the 27th instant from Hon. Felix Camp- 

bell, M. C., I have to refer to instruction No. 21, of May 25, and toin- | 

struction No. 8, of July 18, 1885, and to ask that you will kindly report 

the particular facts in the case of the arrest of Ysrael Miiller in Russia, 

so far as known to you, on the date of your reply to this instruction, and 

state what action has been had in the matter. a 

| Tam, &e., : i | eo 8 
a T. F. BAYARD. 

: No. 507. | — 

Lieutenant Schuetze to Mr. Bayard. | 

oo | St. PETERSBURG, RUSSIA, 7 
| | — August 1, 1885. 

| Sir: It is with great regret that I announce to you the death of Maj. - 

Gen. George Tchernaieff, governor of Yakutsk, the officer who rendered | 

such valuable services to the survivors of the Jeannette and the search 

parties, and for whom the sword of honor, which I have with me, was 

intended. oS | eos 

As yet I have learned of his death through the newspapers only, but 

- Mr. Wurts, the secretary of our legation here, has written the foreign 

office for official confirmation of the newspaper announcement. 

His excellency, Mr. Lothrop, has suggested that perhaps the sword 

might be presented to the Emperor of Russia, to be placed in some na- © 

tional department or military museum. | | | 

| I shall leave the sword here until I return from Siberia or receive 

| further instructions from you. I shall be prepared to leave for the east _ 

| ag goon as I receive necessary documents from the Russian Government, : 

which will materially assist me in rapid traveling. They have been re- 

quested and I am expecting them daily. _ | | 

My proposed route is by way of Moscow, Nishni Novgorod, Perm, 

~ and Ekaterinburg, into Siberia. 
I have, &c., a 

| | a WwW. W. SCHUETZH, 

: | | Lieutenant, U. S. Navy.
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| a - os No. 508. oe _ oe 

Mr. Lothrop to Mr. Bayard. 

oS | | Extract.) , | | 

No. 9.]. | _LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
_ St. Petersburg, August 13, 1885. (Received August 29.) - 

_Sig: Your dispatch of the 30th ultimo, respecting the case of Israel | 
Miiller, a naturaliZed American citizen, was received to-day. I have | 
reviewed the correspondence already had on that subject. 

The case was first made known to this legation by your dispatch of | 
May 25 last, covering an affidavit of Mr. Miller, made at Brooklyn, N. | 
Y., May 1 last. By this it appears that Mr. Miiller was born in Russia - | 

_ November 30, 1831, of Russian parents, still living there; that Miiller — | 
emigrated to America in October, 1859, being then, as appears, about — 
twenty-eight years of age. On December 6, 1884, he was naturalized — 
at Brooklyn, and bearing an American passport he returned to his na-_ 

_ tive town early in February of the following year; that, after a few days’ | 
sojourn there, he was arrested, and after suffering imprisonment for a | 
few days, was released on bail. Subsequently he escaped from Russia | 
and returned to the United States. 7 _ , 

So far as appears from the papers Mr. Miiller was not charged with | 
any offense, except that he had, without leave, emigrated and renounced oe 
his allegiance and duties to the Russian Government. a oo 

It is undoubtedly the doctrine of the Government of the United | 
States that a subject of one country has aright to transfer his allegiance 
and become a citizen of another. But Russia, so far as its own subjects 
are concerned, has steadfastly refused to recognize this doctrine. The ~~ 
Russian view of this is fully and lucidly set out in the dispatch of Mr. + 
Wurts (No. 51) of June 14 last, and to which I beg leave to refer, and 
I also refer to the opinion of Dr. Francis Wharton, of date July 8 last, 

_ rendered to you, sanctioning Mr. Wurts’s views. — a 
- I infer that the position of the Russian Government is that Mr. Miil- 
ler violated the laws of his native country by emigrating without leave, . | 
assuming foreign citizenship, and thereby avoiding unlawfully his mili- | 
tary obligations. While this position of the Russian Government is 
repugnant to American ideas and policy, and, as we believe, violates 
natural rights, yet it can hardly be said to be condemned by recognized 
international law. Under the earnest pressure of the United States, | 

- many modern nations, by treaty, have assented to our equitable doc- - 
_ trine on this point, and we hope the day is not distant when it willbe 
- universally recognized. . | ne . | | 

But, as already shown, Russia absolutely refuses to assent to it. In- | 
deed, as shown by Mr. Wurts, she has rejected our frequent overtures —/ 

. to enter into new treaty stipulations with us on the subject, the last be- 
ing in 1884, In this state of facts there seems little hope of any sucess- 
ful application to the Russian Government for redress. Indeed Mr. | 
Miller has not made any claim for damages, nor has this legation re- | 
ceived any instruction to make any for him. * eS + 

I may mention that the difficulty is much aggravated by the intense | 
anti-Jewish feeling that seems to exist throughout Russia. It is all the 7 | 
more unmanageable because it is wholly unreasoning. Nearly every | 
case that arises is that of a Jew who has emigrated; and the popular © _—| . 
hostility to the Jewish race enters into all those difficulties. Sofaras 
I can judge the Government is much more favorably disposed towards _ 
the Jews than are the people at large. 7
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| I shall await any instructions that the Department of State may give 
me, and if thought expedient will again invite the attention of the Rus- 

sian Government to the desirableness of some treaty adjustment. 

| I have, &c., a | | 

| | | GEORGE V. N. LOTHROP. 

| No. 509. he 

| . Mr. Bayard to Mr. Lothrop. ne | 

| No. 16.] - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, eas 
Washington, August 27, 1885. 

Sir: This Government has learned with sincere regret, through a 

| letter from Lieutenant Schuetze, U. 8. Navy, written on the 1st instant 

at St. Petersburg, of the death of the highly esteemed Maj. Gen. George 

Tchernaieff, governor of Yakutsk, who rendered such valued service 

some months ago to the survivors of the Jeannette expedition and to — 

the parties sent in search of them. _ : 

Under your advice, apparently, Lieutenant Schuetze will leave at St. 

Petersburg the engraved sword which was in his charge for personal 

presentation to the late governor; and under these circumstances the © 

President directs that, in the event His Majesty’s Government shall so _ 

desire, you will kindly deliver the sword through the foreign office, with | 

an appropriate letter, placing it at the Emperor’s disposal. — | 

Tam, &e., a | os 

; . : T. F. BAYARD. 

| | ~ No. 510. | | | 

| | Myr. Porter to Mr. Lothrop. — | 

| | | | [Extract.] — Cs a hs 

| No. 23.] | | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, na 
Oo | Washington, September 15, 1885, 

a Sir: Your dispatch, No. 9, of the 13th ultimo, giving your views in. 

regard to the case of Mr. Israel Miiller, which was the subject of the 

Department's instruction No. 21, of the 25th of May last, to Mr. Taft, 

has been read with interest. | | . 
* * * Jn the present condition of this case it is not thought that 

further instructions are necessary, the Department not doubting butthat 

you will exercise sound discretion in the management of the matter. 

Tam, &c., 
| oe . | JAS. D. PORTER. | 

oe No 5M | 

| Mr. Lothrop to Mr. Bayard. — , | 

No. 17.| a - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 7 : 

«St. Petersburg, September 17, 1885. (Received October 5.) — 

Sir: The. United States is so largely interested in the production 

and manufacture of sugar that the condition of that industry in Russia 

 .- -will not be without interest. > - |
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An imperial order has been lately published granting a bounty of 
1 ruble, in addition to a repayment of the excise tax, on every pood | 
(862 pounds) of refined or moist sugar that shall be exported for a time. _ ' 
A tariff, almost prohibitory, has, it seems, so forced the production of — ma 
beet sugar in Russia that the home market is overstocked, and to avoid 
the ruinous consequences the imperial treasury is obliged to come to the oo 
aid of the producers. It is true that the order contemplates that. the — 
aid shall be only temporary, and that the treasury shall be reimbursed - cos 
by the producers out of future crops; but this does not impair the sig- Oo 
nificance of the main fact. — 7 | | a 

It will also be noticed that a reduction of the sugar duties is contem- - 
- plated, and this seems a plain recognition that the industry is not on a | 
- gound footing. | . | | | | : 
- The following is a translation of the order as officially promulgated — oe 

in the Journal de St. Petersburg, and the text thereof: oe, 

_ - Upon the advice.of the committee of ministers, approved by His Majesty the Em- 7 
peror, and made conformably with the report of the minister of finance relative to. os 

- the encouragement to be given to the exportation of Russian sugars, it has been or- | 
_ dered: ae a | Ste . 

J. For the purpose of encouraging the exportation of indiginous sugar, aspecial | 
_' bounty of 1 ruble per pood (36% pounds), besides the repayment of the excise tax, . 

shall be paid on cassonade or refined sugar exported. | | - 
. (a) This bounty shall only be paid on sugar exported up to January 1, 1886; sugar | 

exported to Persia and to the markets of Asia shall enjoy the benefit of the bounty _ . 
up to July 1, 1886. - | 7 OO 7 ee 

(b) The sum total of the bounties paid shall be reimbursed by the manufacturers of me 

sugar at the time of payment of the excise tax upon the sugar produced in 1885~’86, _ | 

: and in 1886-87. The apportionment shall be made per pood of sugar produced by the 
factories of the. Empire and of the Kingdom of Poland. 

(ec) Only refined sugars and cassonade of first quality containing at least 99.5 per _ 
- gent. shall obtain the bounty, and | | . a | | 

(a) The bounty shall cease to be paid when the quantity of sugar exported shall. | 
reach the figure of 2,000,000 poods. _ . oe 

- If. The minister of finance is authorized (a) to prescribe the detailed regulations oe 
for the order to be followed in view of the payment of this bounty and of its reim- | 
bursement to the treasury, and.(b) to prepare a scheme for the reduction of the tax | 
on imported sugar and to submit it for the consideration of the council of the Empire. : 

(Bulletin des Lois No. 81.) | oe | a oo 

tp, Lothrop to Mr. Bayard. a 

No.19.] =  . , Legation or THE UNITED STATES, 2 
| - St: Petersburg, September 24, 1885. (Received October 10.) 

Sir : It gives me pleasure to report to you that Lieut. W. H. Schuetze | 

has safely reached Irkutsk on his journey to the Lena River. Be 

I last evening received from him from Irkutsk, of date-September 10 
(old style), the following telegram : | | | | 

Arrived; roads rough; wait here for winter road to Yakutsk. _ 
| | SCHUETZE. | , 

- -Yakutsk is, as I understand, about 2,800 versts beyond Irkutsk. : 
All mail matter received at this legation for Lieutenant Schuetzehas 

been forwarded to him. | | . SO , 

a 43 FOR | | | | | oe an |
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: | | es : ~~ No. 518. — ae | 

- | Lieutenant Schuetze to Mr. Bayard. Se 

ee | - IRKUTSK, EAST SIBERIA, | 
| | September 25, 1885. (Received November 23.) . 

, Srr: I have the honor to report arrival here on the 21st instant on 
my way to the mouth of the Lena River. BS 

My route from St. Petersburg was the one usually followed in sum- 
| mer from Moscow over Nishni Novgorod, Kazan, Perm, and Tiumen. 

| From the latter place to Tomsk the travel by steamer occupied ten 
days, and thence by wagon to Irkutsk, seventeen days. From Tomsk 
the time was unusually long, the roads being the worst known for years, 

| owing to the almost constant rains during the past summer. In many 
places the regular track could not be followed at all, and temporary roads _ 
or paths lay through swamps, cultivated fields, or forests. Accidents 

: to the wagon were frequent, causing long stops for repairs. Where 
the road was particularly rough, travel by night was, if not impossible, . 
not advisable. When once I attempted it, I was all of one night mak- 
ing a station of 14 miles. OO | 

Owing to this unexpected delay on the latter part of the journey, I 
shall have to wait here until the winter road opens to Yakutsk, probably _ - 
in the early part of November. I shall then proceed to Yakutsk as 
rapidly as possible, fit out the expedition for the north coast, and, return- 
ing from the delta, try to reach Irkutsk before the spring breaks up. 
Cold weather has now set in near Yakutsk, and the only practicable 

- gummer travel, by boat, is interrupted. _ - 
, I telegraphed his excellency, Mr. Lothrop, upon my arrival here, and 

| shall communicate with him, agreeably to your oral instructions, when- 

| ever I shall have occasion to use the telegraph. Ce 
: I have now definitely learned through the attending physician, Dr. 

| Kapello, whom I met on the way to Russia,,that General Tchernaieff, 
late governor of Yakutsk, died on June 12, after an illness of one month, 

| of congestion of the lungs. a OT kh ees 

The usual visits with the officials of Irkutsk have been exchanged. 

The newly appointed governor-general of East Siberia, Count Igna- 

 tieff, is particularly kind and courteous, and promises me all necessary 
- official assistance in my journey to the north. a 

I have, &e., - oe | | 
WW. H. SCHUETZH, 

: | | | Lieutenant, U. S. Navy. 

No514 : | 

ee _ Mr. Lothrop to Mr. Bayard. 

No. 38.) LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
” 8t. Petersburg, November 27, 1885. (Received December 14.) 

— Sir: Among the Russian officers and subjects who rendered eminent 

| services in the rescue and‘succor of the survivors of the ill-fated Jean _ 

nette expedition was Maj. Gen. Georgey Fevdorwitch Tchernaieff, gov-_ 

-- ernor at Yakutsk. In recognition of these services the President caused 

to be prepared a handsome gold-mounted sword, suitably inscribed and. 

embossed, for presentation to him. | —
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- When Lieutenant Schuetze, of the United States Navy, reached St. 
Petersburg last summer, on his way to Eastern Siberia to deliver this : 

- sword with other presents, he learned that General Tchernaieff had — 
died, leaving neither wife nor children. Under these circumstances 
Lieutenant Schuetze thought best to leave the sword in the charge of a 

| legation and to submit the question of its disposition to the Presi- 
dent. | . : 

~ Your dispatch No. 16, of August 27 last, informed methat this course sy 
was approved, and that the President had directed that, if it was agree-_ 

' able to the Emperor, the sword should be placed at His Majesty’s dis- 
posal. | | | | | 

After waiting to verify the information previously received, on Octo- . 
ber 1 last I addressed a note to. M. de Giers, imperial minister of for- _ 
eign affairs, in which, after briefly reciting the facts, added: —_—- pe 

That the purpose of this gift may not wholly fail, it has seemed to the President — : 
most fit that the sword should still remain in Russia as a. slight token of the grati- % 

- tude and admiration of the American people for the noble services to humanity of | 
this distinguished Russian soldier. If, therefore, it shall be agreeable to His Imperial | 
Majesty, 1 am instructed by the President of. the United States to place the sword at | 
His Majesty’s disposal. | | 7 | | oS | ; 

Ina few days his excellency replied that it would be agreeable to oe 
_ His Majesty to receive the sword as proposed. oe | Po 

Accordingly on November 1, by special appointment, I waited on the | | 
— imperial minister, and delivered to him the sword, which he received with | | 

- many kind expressions, assuring me that he should promptly deliver it 
into the hands of the Emperor. At the same time I placed in the hands 
of his excellency a note in which 1 explained that the President, in pro-. 
posing to place the sword at the imperial disposal, had regard not to | 
any special intrinsic value of the sword, but because it was intended — 
to express the sincere appreciation of the American people of the emi- 
nent and disinterested services of a brave Russian soldier to their dis- 
 tressed countrymen, and also because it might serve as a testimonial 
of the friendly relations which have always existed between the great 
Empire of Russia and the Republic of the United States of America.” __ 

-. A few days later M. de Giers transmitted to me the cordial response | 
of the Emperor, which I send herewith and also a translation thereof. 

I think it will give satisfaction that a gift designed to honorthe noble = 
conduct of a distingnished soldier has been accepted by his Govern- 
ment as an historical memento, to be preserved as a pledge of friend- 
ship between two great nations. | : | | 

Iam, &¢e., a . - _ | 
| a ae - GEO. V. N. LOTHROP. | 

a 7 {Inclosure in No. 38.—Translation.] | | | 

— | | M. de Giers to Mr. Lothrop. | 8 

| | | - oo | St. PETERSBURG, Octeber 24, 1885. 

Mr. MIntsTER: I made it my duty to transmit to His Majesty the Emperor the letter 
which your excellency addressed to me, together with the sword designed by the Presi- 
dent of the United States for the late Major-General Tchernaieff. | Oo . 
My august master cannot but congratulate himself that a Russian soldier in fulfilling ' 

a duty commanded by humanity, had, at the same time, the opportunity of testifying _ oe 
those sentiments of sympathy which animate all Russian officials toward American - 
citizens. His Majesty has been profoundly touched by this mark of gratitude which : oS 

_ the President of the United States had intended to give to the deceased. _ | a
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As General Tchernaieff left no heirs, it gives the Emperor pleasure to assent to the _ 
wish of the President that this souvenir shall be considered as a testimony of the ~ 
American people. oe Be ae my 
His Majesty has therefore ordered that it shall be placed in the imperial arsenal, 

where are collected the historical souvenirs of special interest. It will there remain 
as a new pledge of the friendly relations which exist between the two nations, and to | 
which my august master attaches the greatest value. =... . - a 

_ Receive, Mr. Minister, the assurance, &c.,_ : oe | : 7 
a 7 me SES ne -GIERS. 

| 0, BIB. oa 
, | Mr. Lothrop to Mr. Bayard. | - a 

No. 40.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
St. Petersburg, November 28, 1885. (Received December 14.) 

Sir: I last evening received from Lieutenant Schuetze, of the United | 
| States Navy, a telegram dated Irkutsk, November 27 (15th o. s.), 1885, 

| as follows: oe | Oo 

| Leave for Yakutsk to-day. y a 3 7 
-  SCHUETZEL 

| had had a letter from Lieutenant Schuetze, dated October 1, an- _ 
nouncing bis arrival at Irkutsk September 23, and saying that the bad- 

| ness of the roads had made the last stage of his journey very difficult. 
Settled winter seems now to have set in, and he will now probably | 

be able to prosecute his journéy without further delay. | a 
All mail matter reaching this legation for Lieutenant Schuetze is 

promptly forwarded to him. | 
Very truly, &c., | 7 

. | | GEORGE V. N. LOTHROP. 

a —  SPAINN Oo 

—_ NBN 

| Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Foster. | , 

| No. 274.| | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | Washington, October 20, 1884. 

Siz: I have to transmit herewith for your information and consider- 
ation a copy of a communication of the 23d of August, 1884, from Mr. 
G. E. Hubbard, United States commercial agent at Mayaguez, Porto 
Rico, to Mr. John Davis, Assistant Secretary of State, in which he in- 
closed a copy of a royal order concerning the translation of manifests. 

7 Your attention is especially directed to the statement of Mr. Hubbard — 
_ that this order affords no protection against fines or penalties incurred 

: on account of mistakes in manifests resulting from such translations. —_, 
It appears that the masters are compelled to guarantee in all cases the 
exactness of translations and be responsible for errors of interpreters. _ 
In view of the fact that the great majority of the masters of United 
States vessels are not familiar with the Spanish language, thisraleseems
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harsh and unfair, and, if strictly enforced, will result in great hardships. | 

It seems but just and proper that, whenever it is made to appear to the 

satisfaction of the authorities that the failure to have a correct manifest 
is due to a mistake in the translation, no forfeiture or penalty should be 
incurred. a ae | | 

You are instructed to present the subject to the attention of the for- 

eign office, with the request that the order be modified to the extentin- 
dicated. | CO | | 

_  -FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. — | 

| [Inclosure 1 in No. 274. - — . . | | 

| | Mr. Hubbard to Mr. Davis. | SO | 

No.7) 0 - CoMMERCIAL AGENCY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
oe re Mayaguez, Porto Rico, August 23,1884, 

| Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith a translated copy of a royal order con- | 

cerning translations of manifests of foreign vessels, as published in the OfficialGazette. _ | 

of this island on the 19th instant. In virtue of this order, masters of American ves- ‘ 

sels entering this port with merchandise will be obliged to have their manifests 

translated at their expense. : | | 

7 _ Itmay be pertinent to remark in this matter, firstly, that this expense will prob- - 

ably be considerable, and secondly, that it does not protect the master against fines, — 

: he being held solely responsible by the customs officials for any mistakes made by the , 

' interpreters in the translations. | : co , oo 

| ‘Thave,&e., | : mo, | . 
. a oo GORHAM E. HUBBARD, | 
oe - oo — Ce Commercial Agent. 

| . . os | . {[Inclosure 2 in No. 274.—Translation.] Teas / : | " 

\ | - Royat order concerning translations of manifests. | 

| The following royal order, numbered 390, and bearing date of the 26th of J uly last, 
. has been addressed by the ministry of the colonies to his excellency the governor- 

general: | 7 | } 

- Most EXcELLENT Sir: As the offices of the interpreters who were employed by 

the custom-houses were abolished by the royal decree of the 13th of June last, as 

article 32 of the ordinances consequently remains without application, and as it seems 

proper to provide some mode of procedure to be observed when a manifest is presented | 

in a foreign language, the correctness of the translation b¥ing in all cases guaranteed 5 | 
now, therefore, the King (whom God preserve) has seen fit to annul the provisions of 
the aforesaid article 32, and to order that the following be substituted therefor. When : : 
the manifest of a foreign vessel shall be received by the collector of customs in any 

‘language other than the Spanish, he shall authenticate and seal the same with the seal. 

of the custom-house, and it shall be delivered to the consignee of the vessel in order 

that it may be translated at the expense of the captain; after which both the original 
and the translation prepared in proper form, shall be returned to the custom-house 

__- within twenty-four hours at the utmost. Translations shall be certified by none but 

| sworn interpreters, ship-brokers who are also interpreters,and the consuls of nations | 

with which treaties are in force wherein it is stipulated that translations made by 
said officers shall be entitled to full faith and credit. Manifestsof vessels from Spain 
shall be sent to the auditor’s office for due dispatch. If, in the mean time, it shall be 

thought proper to make fast the vessel to the wharf, the collector shall so order, giv- oo 
ing notice of this order to the officer in command of the coast guard. os | ae 

“T communicate the foregoing to your excellency by royal order for your informa- 
tion and for the proper effects.” . | - 

.. And his excellency having this day ordered it to be executed, it is now published — | 
in the Official Gazette for generalinformation. 7 Se . 

7 a a | | | MANUEL MAESTRE, - 

| | : . _ oo _. Intendant-General of Finance. 7 

- Porto Rico, August 13, 1884. ! “ PR 1G Ce
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| Mir. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Foster, 

No. 289.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, November 22,1884, 

rr: Referring to instruction No. 274, I inclose a copy of a dispatch 
from Havana, touching a royal order of August 13, 1884, requiring mas- _ 
ters of vessels arriving at the ports of Porto Ricoto have their mani- 

_ fests translated at their own expense. Ce 

| FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. 

. [Inclosure in No. 289,] 

| 7 Mr. Williams to Mr. Hunter. - | 7 

No. 64.) CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| oe | | _ Havana, October 24, 1884. 

- §rr: Replying to the Department’s instruction No. 16, dated the 14th instant, inclos- 
ing the copy of dispatch No. 78 from the commercial agent at Mayaguez, Porto Rico, — 
receipt of which is acknowledged in my No. 62, and in which heinformsthedepartment 
of the abolishment of the office of custom-house interpreters in Porto Rico, and, instead, | 
the requiring masters of vessels to have their manifests translated at their own ex- 
pense, I now have the honor to say, that upon the plea of economy, the same office has 
also been abolished in this island by royal order, promulgated in the Official Gazette, . 
on the 24th of June last past. | | err 

In virtue thereof, the manifests of American vessels, as well as those of other nations, 
not presented in the Spanish language are translated at a cost to the masters ranging 

, in each case from $4 to $25 Spanish gold. Thus far, nocomplaints from masters have . 
reached this office in consequence. — Oo 

But, as instructed, I shall represent the hardship and unfairness of the measure to 
' the proper authorities. Oo, . . 

. Ihave, &c., 
_ RAMON O. WILLIAMS, 

7 oF Consul-General. , 

No. 518. . re 

) Mr. Reed to Mr. Frelinghuysen, | | ‘ | 

No. 270.] _ * LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| _ Madrid, December 3, 1884. (Received December 22.) - 

Sir: Referring to previous dispatches, I have now the honor to in- 
close herewith, for your information, a copy of further correspondence 
between this legation and the minister of state, in regard to the case 

| of the Masonic. : 7 | . 
_. Tt will be observed that the minister of state, in his note of the 25th 

ultimo, accepts Mr. Foster’s proposition to refer the question of damages. 
&c., to an arbitrator selected by the two Governments. 

LThave, &c., | , | | - 
| a ) a . DWIGHT T. REED. 

_ [Inclosure 1 in No. 270.) | 

| 4 Mr. Foster to Mr. Elduayen. — - : 

| | | - Maprip, September 19, 1884. 
EXCELLENCY: Under the instructions of my Government it becomes my duty to : 

again bring to your excellency’s attention the long pending case of the American bark 
Masonic, unjustly and illegally seized and confiscated by the customs authorities
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- of Manila, in January, 1879. This case was first presented to the ministry of state by 
this legation in a note dated August 3, 1880, when that ministry was under the worthy 
charge of your excellency, and from time to time since that date, so many notes have | 
been addressed to your excellency’s department, and so many conferences have been. , 
held upon the subject that it would be a work of supererogation to attempt aresiate- 
ment of the case at this time. | — 
_ In the last note which I had the honor to address to your excellency’s predecessor, «= 
and to which, sume months ago I verbally asked your attention, dated December 17, ee 

_ 1883, after referring to the patience with which my Government had waited theresult ° 
of the proceedings instituted by the customs authorities of Manila, I restated the : 
position which my Government has steadily maintained from the beginning, that the 
case should be treated diplomatically by the two Governments, and that in view of : 

- the decision of the tribunal of Manila in favor of the Masonic, no further delay should | 
be interposed by his Catholic Majesty’s Government to an immediate adjustment of — _ | 
the claim. After representing the great hardship and gravity of the case as twice | 
presented by the President to Congress, I most urgently, but respectfully, requested : 
that it might be at once transferred to diplomatic settlement, so that without further 
postponement the owner of the vessel might be compensated for the wrongs and in-— | 
juries inflicted upon him. — | oe 7. Cy 

_. As eight months have have passed by without an answer to my note of December _ 
17 last, I am instructed to again recall the attention of his Catholic Majesty’s Gov- | 
ernment, and to respectfully, but in the most earnest manner, insist that the posi- Ro 
tion maintained since the first presentation of the case, more than five years ago, and 
so urgently restated in my note of December 17 last, may be accepted by your. excel- , 

_lency’s Government, and that steps may at once be taken to promptly adjust the claim | 
_ by diplomatic settlement. = pc | 7 | | 

Your excellency will remember that the basis of the seizure of the Masonic was the 
allegation of the customs authorities of Manila that there was.a shortage of twenty- 
two cases of petroleum in the reshipment of the cargo. Notwithstanding the ex 

\ parte character of the legal proceedings at Manila, the non-appearance of the owner - a 
of the vessel before the court, and the absence of defensive facts on his part, the tri- —— | 
bunal decided that the acts of the customs authorities were illegal. Bntin thenote | | 

_ of this legation of August 3, 1880, a statement of evidence was made to your excel- 
lency (not submitted to the Manila tribunal) establishing beyond doubt that there 
was absolutely no shortage of petroleum at Manila,and that the full cargo was de- | 
livered at the port of destination, Nagasaki, Japan. As my Government desires that | 
no further delay be made in doing justice to the owner of the Masonic, I inclose here- 
with copies of: the documents whose contents are fully described in the note of this | 
legation of August 3, 1880, to wit: . | : oe 

. (1) Sworn statement of J. A. Hewlete, of New York. © , , 
| (2) Sworn statement of Capt. A. S. Nichols, master of the Masonic. : 

(3) Sworn statement of Darius C. Hall, master of the Mount Lebanon. | | | 
_ (4) Sworn statement of Manly 8. Genn, of the Masonic. | a : — 

| (5) Declaration of Charles Sutton, stevedore at Nagasaki. = | | 
With these documents in your possession, your excellency will readily see how ab- 

solutely unfounded was the charge, and how grievous was the wrong inflicted by the — / 
customs authorities of Manila on the American vessel Masonic, and will recognize the 
necessity of at last rendering tardy justice to the owner, in whose behalf the President 
of the United States has manifested so deep an interest. | - a | 

Expressing the hope that it may be found convenient to give an early reply to this 
note | oo , 

7 Y subscribe myself, &c., | OO | ae ) 
ee : | — : JOHN W. FOSTER. © . 

- [Inclosure 2 in No. 270.] | ao | 

- | Mr. Foster to Mr. Elduayen. | | | | 

| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | : 
| an . Co mo Madrid, October 11, 1884. 

| EXCELLENCY: In the interview which your excellency did me the honor to grant : 
_ on the 9th instant, in directing your attention to the long pending case of the Masonic, ~ . 

I sought to again make clear the position which my Government has from the begin- a 
ning held in this case, as it feels a deep interest in its early and satisfactory settlement. _ 
I take the liberty to repeat in writing what I said to your excellency on the day be- | 
fore yesterday, to wit: That the Government of the United States has maintained - 
that the case of the Masonic was one which: should be settled by direct diplomatic 
intervention, and that it was not a proper subject for judicial litigation. An Ameri- | 
ean, vessel, destined for the port of a third power, was driven into the Spanish port —. :
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of Manila by a storm. Without any legal cause, as I am informed, the court of Ma-. 
- nila and the council of state have decided the vessel was seized while the American 

flag was flying, and, against the protest of the captain and of the consular representa- 
tive of the United States, condemned (upon a pretext shown to your excellency to be 

“without the slightest foundation) to pay an unreasonable and extravagant fine, and 
in defauit of its payment was confiscated by the Spanish authorities and sold. | 

This. was such an outrage upon the rights of an American citizen and upon Ameri- 
can shipping as would have justified my Government in demanding the summary 
punishment of the offenders and immediate reparation for the damages caused. But, — 
in deference to the wishes of His Catholic Majesty’s Government, that of the United 
States has patiently waited for nearly six years the slow progress of the ex parte 
litigation which had been instituted at Manila contrary to the protests of my Gov- 

_- ernment. , oo vo AE 
As I said to your excellency in our last interview, the President of the United States, 

who has manifested a deep interest in this case, now feels that the time has arrived. 
when prompt and ample reparation should be made, and I was much gratified at the 

: assurance I received from your excellency, as I could expect no less from your high 
sense of justice, that the case should have your prompt attention. : 

: In view of the fact that my Government expects that it will be adjusted through 
my direct intervention with your excellency, and that no further judicial delays will | 
be interposed to aid your excellency in reaching an estimate of the damages which 
have been occasioned by the unlawful acts of the authorities of Manila, I inclose here- | 
with a statement which the owner of the vessel has. presented to the Department of 

| State of the losses and outlays which these unlawful acts have brought upon him. 
Holding myself ready to respond to an invitation for another interview upon the 

subject, or to receive in such manner as may be most convenient for your excellency | 
the resolution of His Majesty’s Government, . | 

_-. _[gubseribe myself, &c., | Be a 
| 7 | | — ~ JOHN W. FOSTER. 

_ _ (Inclosure 3 in No..270.—Translation.] - ae oe 

Mr. Elduayen to Mr. Foster. — oy 

. MINISTRY OF STATE, = 
| . . Palace, October 28, 1884. 

| _ My Dear &1r: In reply. to the note of your excellency dated the 11th instant, rela-. 
tive to the case of the Masonic, I have the satisfaction to inform your excellency tiat 
the same has been definitely decided by the council of state in favor of the owner of 

/ the vessel, according to the decreed sentence published in the Gaceta of yesterday. | 
The new announcement of the termination of a litigation whose decision protects 

oo _ the rights of a North American citizen and accords with the desires of the Government — 
- of the United States, would be sufficient to give a full reply to the above-mentioned 

- note; but as your excellency insists in it, in the idea that the question already ter- 
minated by the only competent authority ought to be arranged diplomatically, 
although this was, perhaps, with the intention of arriving at its prompt resolution, _ 

_. and indicates that in it there was an outrage on the rights of a citizen of the nation 
which your excellency so worthily represents, I deem it necessary to discuss both ques- 
tions, although briefly, because the plainness of the reasons which Ihaveto give will _ 
excuse a long explanation. - 

. . In regard to the first, it is sufficient to recall that in a question begun before the 
tribunals, and proper for their jurisdiction, it is not possible for the executive power, 

_ which must respect the independence of the judicial, to interfere, in order to be satis- 
fied that this doctrine, universally recognized and respected, has served with perfect 
justice as a rule of conduct in the course of this case; to it 1 would have to limit my- 
self, persuaded, as I am, that it is the only one compatible and in consonance with 
our legislation, aside from the fact that, in charging myself with the portfolio of state, — 
it was being proceeded with in legal. form without any objection from the United _ 
States, and the litigation was already coming to a termination and definitive de- 
cision, although at all events I insist in that it could not be proceeded with in a way © 
distinct from that previously marked out by the laws, however great may have been 
the desires, as in fact they have been, of the present and preceding Governments of — 
His Majesty to terminate this long and vexatious contest. | : 

In the same way is found without foundation the suspicion that there existed in 
. the case of the Masonic an outrage, or even the slightest offense to an American citi- 

zen, since the contrary would have been entirely opposed to the respect which Spain 
guarantees to the foreigner, and to the friendly relations which it is happy to sustain — 

oo with the United States. | | |
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The captain of the Masonic, subject, in touching Spanish territory, to the common 
. law, the latter judged itself from indications as violated by him, and condign punish- 

| ment was imposed upon him. From this arose a litigation, doubtful as every process 
is, until the proofs make it clear, in which have been scrupulously observed the pro- 
ceedings beforehand prescribed by jurisprudence, save the dispensation of the bonds | a 

-' decreed as a special favor, and out of consideration for the United States, in benefit — . 
of the complainant, in whose favor the litigation has also been definitely decided. 
- Neither in the commencement nor in the prosecution nor termination of the case 
in question was there then anindication of outrageonany one. It was an unfortunate . 

| ~ event, but not. rare, but very frequent and inevitable, in all countries and times since | 
disputes exist, subject to the laws which decide them, and magistrates charged to 7 
apply them; a case, in the end, more régretable, according to the sentence, for the 

_ Spanish treasury than for any person; if it was to be lamented, whichitisnot, the |. 
| ‘making effective an indemnification which the tribunals justly award. . 
-. Trusting, Mr. Minister, that what has been stated is sufficient to persuade you of ‘ 

correctness of what are for me incontrovertible truths, cee | Pe 
a I gladly avail myself, &c., : ran : ae , 

| | ot ee | | _  - J. ELDUAYEN. 

De — _ [Inclosure 4 in No. 270.] So | | 

- a Mr. Foster to Mr. Elduayen. — De | 

- Oo ne _ \LEGATION. OF THE UNITED STATES, - a 
: a - | : a Madrid, November 17, 1884. 

EXCELLENCY: The note of the 28th ultimo with which your excellency honored me, 
_ in regard to the long pending case of the Masonic has received my careful attention. 

I need hardly say to your excellency that it has greatly disappointed the expecta- 
tions of my Government. I deem it proper, however, for the present to refrain from 
a discussion of the principles announced. and the position assumed therein by the 
Spanish Government, further than to state that I can neither concur in nor accept | 
them. | | : | 
In place of a reply to your excellency’s note, I have determined to submit to your | 

wise consideration a suggestion both in the interest of justice to the individual wronged. 
~ and the good harmony of the two nations. From the beginning my Government has , 

insisted thatthe case was one proper to be settled by diplomatic means. Thatof Spain, a 
| on the other hand, has maintained that it. should be adjusted by the instrumentality , 

 . of the judicial tribunals. While my Government protested against the latter method | 
_ . it has permitted the judicial proceedings to have their course, and has patiently waited | , 

for nearly six years the result. As yourexcellency informs me, the tribunals, both in 
‘Manila and in this capital, have decided thatthe Spanish authorities of the Philippines | 

| acted without law or justice in seizing and confiscating the property of the American : 
citizen Blanchard. But it will be adding another wrong to the original injustice if 
he is required to go to Manila and follow up the judgment by seeking to recover from | | 

_ those authorities the losses and injuries sustained by him. His only means of gain- 
ing a livelihood, his vessel, has been taken from him. The little that he had remain- | 

_ ing has been expended in the thus far vain effort to recover his property or its value. 
He has no means of support left, and now to be told that he must go to the otherside 

- .. of the globe, in pursuit of justice at the hands of the very officials who have illegally 
_ . despoiled him of his vessel, hardly comports with the high sense of fair dealing which _ 

has so distinguished the Spanish Government in its past relations with the United 
- $States, nor am I disposed to believe that such was the meaning of the note ofthe 28th © 

—' gitimo. Neither can I think, from my personal acquaintance with your excellency, : 
that when you know the condition of the claimant you will consent that this new 
wrong shall be inflicted upon him. oo aa 

| “Now that it has been made clear by the repeated and final decisions of the courts | 
that the acts of the authorities of Manila were without law or justice, Iam persuaded 

_.. that your excellency will accept their decisions as final, and that from a due consid- | 
eration for a friendly nation, you will adopt the method of settlement suggested by _ 

- my Government at the beginning. I have in my note of the 19th of September last: | 
| furnished your excellency with the data upon which an adjustment.may be made, and 7 

[sincerely hope that you may honor me with an invitation to a conference, with a. 
_ view to an early and diplomatic conelusion of this vexatious and long deferred claim. 

In this way I willavoid the unpleasant duty of replying in detail to your excellency’s. | 
note of the 28th ultimo, and be afforded anew opportunity to recognize the equity 
which marks the conduct of His Majesty’s ministry. . . oo a 

Awaiting with interest the indications of your excellency, | oo ee a 
a Lhave, &c., | , | oo Se | 

| : | | So, : _ JOHN W. FOSTER. yo
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.- inclosure 5 in No. 270.—Translation.] Oo og 

oe Mr. Elduayen to Mr. Foster. . | oo 

| a : .. - MINISTRY OF STATE, Oo 
| | a 7 Palace, November 22, 1884. 

My Drar Sir: I have the honor to inform your excellency that I have received © 
your last note (November 17) in regard to the Masonic, and have transmitted it-to 

_ the minister of ultramar, praying him at the same time to authorize me without de- 
lay to treat and carry out the indemnification to which, according to the decreed 

: sentence of the council of state, the owner of the said bark is entitled ; authorization 
_ which I have solicited with a view to avoid new delays of ordinary legal procedure, 

, and to terminate this question in-the shortest time possible. To the same end, I hope 
_ that the said owner, through the legation under your excellency’s worthy charge, 

. will present an account of the expenses incurred, and injuries which the case in quese 
tion may have caused him, in a form and manner which will be easy to come to an 
equitable and reasonable agreement in the shortest time possible. : | 

I avail, &c.,. , — 
| | J. ELDUAYEN. | 

{Inclosure 6 in No. 270.—Translation.|] : 

oo, Mr, Elduayen to Mr. Foster. . 

| _ , MINISTRY OF STATE, 
oe | Palace, November 25, 1884, : 

EXCELLENCY: In confirmation of the note which I had the honor to address to your sy 
excellency on the 22d instant, I hasten to inform you that the minister of ultramar 
has authorized me to terminate in a prompt and equitable manner the fulfillment of 
the decision of the council of state in the question of the North American bark Ma- 
sonic. The Government of His Majesty, desirous of pleasing that of the United States, 
and of giving a proof to your excellency at the same time of the appreciation which | 

| it has of the friendly conduct of your official relations in this court, is disposed to 
accept the proposition of your excellency to submit to an arbitrator (arbiiro arbitra- 

| - dor), nominated in common accord, in order to fix the amount of the losses, injuries, — 
. and damages, proposing to your excellency that the representative of Italy in Mad- 

rid, or Sefior Don Salvador de Albacete be selected, to the end that, in a time which , 
cannot exceed six months, he may examine the injuries suffered by the captain of the 
Masonic, and determine the pecuniary indemnification which he justly and equitably 
believes ought to be assigned, in view of the liquidation of the interested party and 
of the antecedents of the question, which will be furnished him in the ministry of ul- 

_  tramar, and in this, under my charge; fixing, besides, Washington as the place of | 
payment of the amount agreed upon, which must take place within six months fol- 
lowing the decision and with 6 per cent. interest from the date of the decision to the | 
day of payment. | | | . | 

I avail, &c., | a | | oe oo | 
: | J. ELDUAYEN. — 

{Inclosure 7 in No. 270.] . | | 

. Mr. Reed to Mr. Elduayen. 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| Madrid, November 26, 1884. | 

-EXcELLENCY: The note which your excellency was pleased to address to Mr. Foster | 
accepting his proposition to submit to arbitration the question of damages, &c., in the 
case of the Masonic was received just as he was in the act of leaving the legation for 

7 the railroad station to begin hisjourney to Washington. Mr. Foster, therefore, charged 
me to express to your excellency his hearty thanks for your action in the case, and 
his very deep regret that the urgency of his mission prevented him from delaying his 
journey for the purpose of answering your excellency’s note at once; but I have for- 
warded a copy of the note to Washington and I can assure your excellency that it 

/ will receive the prompt attention which its importance merits. 
I gladly avail, &c., | . 

: DWIGHT T. REED.
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ae No. BI. | 
- | oo Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Reed. pes 

No. 802.] —_ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, > 
a | | Washington, January 17, 1885. 

Srr: Referring to your No. 270 of the 3d ultimo, relating to the case _ 
of the Masonic, I have to state that the action of the legation as set : | 

_ forth in your dispatch and its inclosures, is approved. You are there- | 
fore authorized to accept the proposition of the minister of state to 
refer to Baron Blane, the minister of Italy at Madrid, the adjudication _ | 
of the injuries and losses suffered by the owner of the Masonic as the | 
result of the seizure and sale of his vessel and the expenses occasioned — | 
by the prosecution of his claim. It must be understood, however, that - 
Spain recognizes its responsibility for these injuries, losses, and expenses, os 
and that the only subject which is to be submitted to Baron Blanc is" : 
the ascertainment and fixingof the amount thereof upon the evidence - , 
presented by the claimant and by the Spanish Government, the func- oo 
tions of Baron Blanc to be those only of a referee as to the amount of. | 

- damages and not of an arbitrator of any question of responsibility, the | a 
latter question having been diplomatically settled against Spain. | 

It must be further understood that Baron Blane will render his de- | 
cision within six months from the date of your note accepting the prop- | 

- osition of reference, fixing the amount in American gold, and that the | 
Spanish Government will pay to the Department of State in Washing- 

- ton, within six months from the date of the decision, the sum with 6 per | 
- awarded by the referee, cent. interest from the date of such decision. 

be Iam, &., m : | oO | 
Bee Ps FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN, 

0, 520. Ba OEE 

oe Mr, Frelinghuysen to Mr. Reed. — re | 

No. 305.] | 7 DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
Washington, January 28,1885. 

Sir: I inclose a copy of a letter from the Spanish consul at Key West 
addressed to Mr. James McKay, containing the information that the . 
report asked of him by the Spanish Government as to the excessive | 
cattle fees (the subject of previous correspondence) has been forwarded. | 
If, within a reasonable time, you do not receive a note from the minis-. 
ter of state on the subject, you will exercise your discretion in again 
pressing upon his attention the matter of the return of this illegally; 

~  gollected tax. | | ee . | | | 

a oe ces | FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. | a 

oo | {[Inclosure in No. 305.—Translation.] 7 

| re | Mr. Igizquia to Mr. McKay. 7 oe | ; 

oe | - CONSULATE OF SPAIN, Bo 
| | oo we Key West, Fla., January 14, 1885. | 

- Dear Sir: In reply to your favor of this date, in which youinquire whether Ihave __ | 
' reported to my Government the amount of the fees collected by this consulate on neat 

cattle shipped in past years in American vessels to the island of Cuba, I hasten toin- :
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form you that, in obedience to ordersreceived, I sent, under date of December 20, 1884, 
to his excellency the minister of state of His Majesty, a general statement of those fees 
which had been improperly collected, by mistake, and, also, of the amounts which are 
to be returned to the interested parties, in pursuance Of the royal order. . | 

| , IL take pleasure, &c., | a cr re | , 
ye | _ FRANCO, FERNANDEZ IGUZQUIA. | 

| NO, 521 Be a 

| - Mr. Reed to Mr. Frelinghuysen. ons 

| No. 301.| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
, a Madrid, February 5, 1885. (Received February 24.) 

Sir: Referring to your instruction No. 289, in regard to the transla- 
| tion of manifests in Cuba and Porto Rico, I beg to inclose a copy of my 

note to the minister of state upon the subject, dated the 8th December, 
| 1834. The minister replied on the 3d ultimo that the subject had been | 

referred to the minister of ultramar. | 
. Lhave, &e., So 

o - DWIGHT T. REED. 

| - | | ; | [Inclosure in No. 301.] Oo ee | a | ; - 

: oo Mr, Reed to Mr. Elduayen. ret a 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| oe Madrid, December 8, 1884. 

_— EXCELLENCY: On the 13th June last, a royal decree was issued abolishing in the 
islands of Cuba and Porto Rico the customs-house interpreters and requiring the mas- 

_ ters of vessels entering the ports of those islands to have their manifests translated 
; at. their own expense. It would seem that this decree affords no protection against 

, fines or penalties incurred on account of mistakes in manifests resulting from such 
_ translations. It also appears that the masters of. vessels are compelled to guarantee 

in all cases the exactness of translations, and. be responsible for errors of the inter- 
- -- preters. - _ | ee ee 

In view of the fact that the great majority of the masters of United States vessels | 
: are not familiar with the Spanish language, this rule seems harsh and unfair, andif | 

strictly enforced will result in great hardships. My Government deems it just and . 
proper, therefore, that whenever it is made to appear to the satisfaction of. the authori- 
ties that the failure to have a correct manifest is due to a mistake in the translation, 
no forfeiture or penalty should be incurred. _ a 

I am, consequently, instructed to present the subject to the attention of your ex- 
cellency, and to request that the decree in question may be modified tothe extent 
above indicated. . | 

I gladly avail &c., | 7 | SO 
, 7 | : DWIGHT T. REED. — 

- | | No. 522. | a 

oe - Mr. Reed to Mr. Frelinghuysen. ee 

No. 3803.) _  LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — 
| _ Madrid, February 5, 1885. (Received February 24.) 

Siz: Mr..Scheuch, our consul at Barcelona, in two dispatches, dated 
| the 26th November and 6th December last, invited my attention to the 

| duties charged by the customs authorities by order of the director-gen-
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eral of customs at Madrid on a cargo of old scrap-iron and metal which 
had arrived at Barcelona per the Spanish bark Concepcion, and con- os 
signed to Messrs. Cibils & Rabell, of that port, by Mr. T. B. Hamel, of 

- Havana, an American citizen resident in that city. | | 
- It-appears from the documents which accompanied Mr. Scheuch’s 
dispatches that Mr. Hamel had sent similar cargoes to Barcelonaupon 

_. which no duties were exacted, and this cargo of the Concepcion was 
also entered free, the question of duties upon it arising afterward; and | 
upon being referred to the director-general of customs here, it was de- a 
cided that duties must be paid, as the cargo. was not the “ product” of a 
the island of Cuba, and the collector at Barcelona was consequently | 
ordered to impose full duties upon the cargo, which amounted to 17,474.15 | 

pesetas. Ty | eS | oe ae 
In view of the facts connected with the case, I deemed it my duty to | | 

ask that the order of the director-general of customs be revoked; and 
I accordingly addressed two notes to the minister of state upon the : 
subject, dated. the 10th and 12th of December, 1884, copies of which I 
beg to inclose herewith. Not receiving any reply from the minister, and a 
being informed by Mr. Scheuch that another cargo had arrived at Bar- 
celona per the Spanish bark Mario, 1 called at the ministry of state 
on the 8th ultimo, and was informed by the subsecretary that my notes | | 
were referred to the minister of finance on the 19th of December, and : 

_ as the matter was urgent, at his (the subsecretary’s) suggestion, I called 
on the director-general of customs on the same day, who informed me ~~. 
that both cargoes must pay duty, as they were not the product of Cuba. 
I undertook to convince him to the contrary, but was unsuccessful,and => 

- JT consequently telegraphed Mr. Scheuch as follows: | | 

_. Direction-general of customs says law will not permit free entry Mario cargo, as | 
| it is not the product of Cnba; further says full duties must be paid. Can be done - 

under protest if desired, or cargo can go into deposit. Same decision in case of Con- 
cepclon. — oe 7 ee | | po | 

On the 24th ultimo Mr. Scheuch informed me that the cargo of the | 
-. Mario had been placed in deposit, and inclosed. a copy of a protest in 

regard thereto, made before him by Mr. Rabell, of the firm of Messrs. | 
Cibils & Rabell. . ee oe 

Some days since I met the minister of finance at the palace, andin — | 
_ the course of conversation I mentioned the case to him, and much to : | 
my surprise he told me that he knew nothing about it, and asked me to | 
call upon him at his ministry, when he would make inquiry in regard — 
to the matter. Accordingly, I called upon him on the 26th ultimo, and 
he sent for the director-general of customs who stated that a royal os 

_ order had already been issued that old scrap-iron and metal proceeding 
from Cuba must pay duty. I then called the minister’s attention to 
my notes upon the subject which had been referred to him by the min- _ 
ister of state. He informed me that he had not seen them, and seemed — 

, very much annoyed that action had been taken without having sub- | 
- «mitted the matter to him, and in my presence ordered the director-gen- —_ 

_ eral of customs to bring my notes and all the papers in the case to him. a 
He then promised me to examine the subject carefully, and, if possibie, - 
to revoke the royal order above referred to. - - 

_. [have reported my action somewhat in detail as Mr. Hamel may © 
bring the case to the attention of the Department. — 
-.. Thave, &e., Olas tae ye - an os 
DE ee So DWIGHT T. REED. — |
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, She es fInclosare 1 in No. 303.) | 

| | 7 _ Mr. Reed to Mr. Elduayen. | 

- a _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,  __ 
- | | | : Co . Madrid, December 10, 1884. | 

EXCELLENCY: I am in receipt of a communication from the consul of United States 
at Barcelona in regard to certain duties amounting to 17,474.15 pesetas, exacted ‘by 
the custom authorities of that port on a cargo of old scrap iron and metal consigned 
to Messrs. Cibils & Rabell, a prominent firm of that city by Mr. F. B. Hamel, an Ameri- 

can citizen residing at and doing business in Havana, Island of Cuba. | | 
For the better information of your excellency, I beg to inclose (1) a copy in Spanish of — 

the communication of Messrs. Cibils, & Rabell to the consul. of the United States 
at Barcelona; (2) the declaration in English of Mr. Hamel before the consul-general 
of the United States at Havana, that the cargo consisted of old copper and iron, plates, 
rails, horseshoes, brass, and yellow-metal clippings, and scraps of such metals. as 

had already been imported into the Island of Cuba, and had paid the corresponding 

duty, and that the said cargo was duly shipped and cleared at the custom-house of 
Havana with the certificate that the same consisted of ‘‘ scraps and products of the 

island ;” (3) a copy in Spanish of the report of the vista de aduanas at Barcelona, - 

Sefior D. Luis de Villalobas ; (4) a copy in Spanish of the defense delivered to the 

administrator de aduanas of Barcelona by Messrs. Cibils & Rabell, to whom the cargo: 
was consigned; and (5)a copy, also in Spanish, of an exposition sent to his excellency 

_ the minister of hacienda by certain commercial houses of Barcelona against the order 
of the direccion-general de aduanas in regard to the case in question. 

, As these documents fully set forth the facts of the case, it is unnecessary for me, at 

this time, to argue the subject in detail. But your excellency will permit me to state 

that it seems clear that according to law of the 30th of June, 1882, no duties should 
. be exacted upon the cargo above referred to, and especially not, as the said cargo was 

. declared by the custom-house of Havana as consisting of “ products of the Island of 

Cuba;” besides, Mr. Hamel had already shipped to Barcelona other cargoes of a like 
nature upon which no duties were exacted. a 

I beg, therefore, to submit the case to the attention of your excellency, and to 
| request your excellency’s powerful intervention with his excellency the minister of 

hacienda, with a view to having the order of the direccion-general de aduanas can- 
celed, and the cargo admitted free of duty, as the facts and the law of 30th June, 

co 1882, would seem to warrant. a | 
I gladly avail, &c., 

. DWIGHT T. REED. 

[Inclosure 2 in No. 303.] , . 

: Mr. Reed to Mr. Elduayen, 

| _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
: . Madrid, December 12, 1884. 

In addition to the note which I had the honor to address to your excellency on the 

10th instant relating to the duties exacted at Barcelona on a cargo of old iron and 

metal consigned to Messrs. Cibils & Rabell by Mr. F. B. Hamel, an American citizen.’ 

residing at Havana, I now beg to inclose a copy of the ‘‘ poliza de embarque” of the 

said cargo, which I have just received from the consul of the United States at Bar- 

| celona, and which was furnished to him by the customs authorities of that port, and 

7 also a copy of the decision of direccion-general de aduanas as communicated to Messrs. 

Cibils & Rabell by the said customs authorities. — | a 

As your excellency will observe, the decision of the direccion-general de aduanas | 

appears to have been based upon the fact that the “‘ noliza de embarque” did not con- 

tain the necessary certificate that the iron and metal in question was the product of 

Guba. But your excellency will also observe that this decision does not seem to be 

in accordance with the facts, as one of the copies of the ‘‘ poliza de embarque,” which 

I have the honor to inclose, contains the following certificate of the customs officials . 

at Havana, ‘‘Certifico ser desechos de ferro-carriles del pais,” and the other, ‘‘Cer- 

tifico ser desechos de ferro-carriles y fundiciones del pais.” These certificates of the 

customs authorities at Havana, together with the facts stated in my note of the 10th 

instant, do not seem to leave any doubt as to the claim made by Messrs. Cibils & 

Rabell, that the cargo of the Concepcion should be admitted free of duty; and as , 

Mr. Hamel has another cargo on its way to Barcelona, which is expected to arrive at 

, that port during the present month, I beg that your excellency will be good enough 

to give the subject early consideration, and to use your good oftices with hisexcellency _ 

the minister of hacienda, in the sense indicated in my note above cited, of the 10th 

| instant. . | oe 
a I gladly avail, &c., - | DWIGHT T. REED.
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: Oe | — No 52350 | .* 

_ Mr. Reed to Mr. Frelinghuysen. . | 

No. 308.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — | 
eo | _ Madrid, February 10, 1885. (Received February 24.) a 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your instruction 
~No. 302, authorizing me to accept the proposition of the minister of state 
_ to refer to Baron Blanc, the Italian minister at Madrid, the adjudication 

_ of the injuries and losses suffered by the owner of the Masonic, as the | 
_ result of the seizure and sale of his vessel and the expenses occasioned _ 

by the prosecution of his claim. The instruction was received on Sat- 
urday, the 31st ultimo, and the Ist and 2d instant being holidays, Iwas _ on 
unable to act upon the instruction until the 3d instant. OnthatdateI => 
addressed a note to the minister of state, accepting his proposition, 
which note (the minister not being in) I delivered to the subsecretary 
of state In person on the same day, who promised that I should have 
an immediate reply, but up to the present it has not arrived. I inclose . 
herewith a copy of my note. | oe | ' a 

_ _ I called the subsecretary’s attention to the fact*that the decision of 
_ Baron Blane must be rendered within six months from the date of my 

_ hote (3d instant), and asked him if the minister of state would inform | 
- Baron Blane of his selection as referee, or if this must be done by us 
jointly. He replied that they would have to look up some precedent as 

_ to this formality, and again assured me that an immediate reply to my on 
note would be sent me. Hight days having elapsed and the reply not . 

_ . having been received, I have deemed it proper to report my action in 
_ the matter without further delay. = | : 7 a 

| Ihave seen Baron Blane, and in informing him unofficially of his selec- | 
_ tion as referee, he told me that he felt highly honored with the distine- . 

tion and with the confidence reposed in him by the United States, and . 
gave me to understand that he would accept the charge. , - 

7 If within a few days I should receive no reply from the minister of 
state, I will invite his attention to the subject. It is very desirable if | 

_ the owner of the Masonic has any evidence to present, that it should be 
sent without delay. _ | | | | | oe 

| I have, &e., . | | | | 
oo a | | . DWIGHT T. REED. | 

. : es _ {Inelosure in No. 308.] Co Sc | 

| | Mr. Reed to Mr. Elduayen. | : a: | 

we LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - 
| | | . Madrid, February 3, 1885. — 

EXCELLENCY: Referring to your excellency’s note of the 25th of November last, and ” | 
- tomy reply of the 26th of the same month, in regard to the case of the Masonic, I eS 

have now the honor to inform your excellency that the Government of the United : 
States accepts the proposition to refer to Baron Blanc, the minister of Italy, at this | 
capital, the adjudication of the injuries and losses suffered by the owners of the Ma-— ae 
sonic on account of the seizure and sale of his vessel and the expenses occasioned by, 

_. the prosecution of his claim. Iam instructed at the same time to inform your excel-_ | 
lency that it must be understood that Spain recognizes its responsibility for the in= ~ , 
juries, losses, and expenses occasioned to the owner of the Masonic by the seizure and a 
sale of his vessel, and that the only subject which is to be submitted to Baron Blanc 
is the ascertainment and fixing of the amount to be paid by Spain on account of the a 
injuries, losses, and expenses above referred to, upon the evidence presented by His 
Majesty’s Government and by the claimant, the functions of Baron Blane to be those oo 
only of a referee as to the amount of damages and not of arbitrator of any questionof = 
responsibility, the latter question having been diplomatically settled against Spain. .
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. I am also instructed to inform your excellency that it must be further understood 
that Baron Blane will render his decision within. six months from the date of this 
note accepting the proposition of reference, that the amount of Baron Blanc’s award — 
shall be in American gold, and that the Spanish Government will pay to the Depart- 

: | ment of State in Washington, within six months from the date of the decision, the 
sum awarded by Baron Blanc, with 6 per cent. interest from the date of his decision 
or award. . a co fe . — 

In communicating the above to your excellency I beg to add that I am entirely at | 
your disposition in the matter, and should it be necessary will be happy to consult 
your excellency with regard to any preliminary steps in reference thereto. = 

| I gladly avail, &e., oo a 

| | _ DWIGHT T. REED. | 

Mr. Reed to Mr. Frelinghuysen. Be 

No. 310.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| Madrid, February 24, 1885. (Received March 9.) | 

Sir: Referring to your instruction No. 289, and to my dispatch No. 
301, relating to the translation of manifests in Cuba and Porto Rico, I~ 

have now the honor to inclose herewith, for your further information, a 

copy and translation of a note from the minister of state, dated the 19th 

| instant, by which it will be observed that the minister of ultramar has 

| decided that when it is shown to the satisfaction of the treasury officials 
of the provinces of ultramar that the fault in a manifest is only due to 
an error in translation, the captains of vessels will not be liable to fine 

| or to any responsibility. . . oe a | te | 

The decision of the minister of ultramar would seem to cover the 
request contained in my note of the 8th of December last, a copy of 
which accompanied my No. 301. | oe | 

— I have, &c., ee | | 

. Oo DWIGHT T. REED. | 

a [Inclosure in No. 310.—Translation.}) =. : Pe | 

| | ‘Mr. Elduayen to Mr. Reed. a Ve 
. | | ee MINISTRY OF STATE, 

| , | 7 | | . Palace, February 19,1885. 

| My Dear Sir: Having given account to my colleague, the minister of ultramar, | 

of the note which you were pleased to address me on the 8th of December last, he 

informs me that it has been recently decided that, when it is shown to the satisfaction 

of the treasury officers of the provinces of ultramar that the fault in a manifest is 

only due to an error in translation, the captains of vessels will not incur a fineorany | 

responsibility. “ | - | 

| I avail, &c., oo | J. ELDUAYEN. — 

| - Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Reed. ~ ee | 

|  . No812) ss DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
| a Washington, February 27, 1886. 

Str: I inclose copies of dispatches from Matanzas and Havana, 

touching the imposition of a $2,000 fine at the port of Matanzas on the 

| _ American barkentine Ocean Pearl, on account of shortage in a mani-
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-fested cargo of ten empty molasses hogsheads, which were left on the - 
Wharf at Philadelphia. | re _ 

| _Itis unfortunate that so much correspondence is necessitated by an 
act of the local officer ina case where it seems evident to the most — oe 
casual glance that no intention of fraud was presumable. . Whatever | . 
technical ground may exist for the levy of a fine under such circum- es 
stances, it is plainly without moral basis; and. this Government expects 
that the matter will be adjusted by the Government at Madrid in such — 

_ @ way as shall relieve the master and owners and all parties concerned | 
in the vessel from unjust exactions. — - | | - 7 2 

You will please press the matter firmly, yet courteously, on the at- | 
_ tention of His Majesty’s Government. Se | : 

|  tam,&, | | _ ) Me 
| . a FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. ~ 

oS . - - [Inclosure 1 in No. 312.] oe | | 

. = Mr. Williams to Ur. Davis. re | | 

No. 118.]  GConsULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, OC y | 
ae | | - Havana, February 13, 1885. 

Str: Referring to the dispatch, No. 115, addressed to the Department under date of 
the Uth instant, by Mr. Vickers, our consul at Matanzas, with regard to the fine of 
$2,000 imposed upon the American barkentine Ocean Pearl, of Portland, Me., by the . 

. customs authorities of Matanzas, for the non-delivery of ten empty hogsheads, from 
_ her last cargo brought from Philadelphia, I now beg to inclose, for the use of the De- ae 

_ partment, the sworn statement, dated the 10th instant, and made before Consul Vick- 
_ ers by E. 8. Henley, master of the said barkentine. | | oo ) 

TL have, &c., | , OO a 
| | | | _ RAMON O. WILLIAMS, _ i 

| a ee Oo — —- Consul-General. 

; oe a [Inclosure 2 in No. 312.1] oe . 

re a : Affidavit of E. S. Henley, ce : 

a . | | CONSULATE OF TE UNITED STATES, , : . 
- oe _ ; a (Matanzas ———, ——. | . 

_ On this the 10th day of February, 1885, before me, the undersigned, consul of the . 
United States at Matanzas, personally appeared Mr. E. S. Henley, master of the - 
American barkentine Ocean Pearl, of Portland, and deposed that he sailed from Phila- — | 

- delphia:on the 11th of December, 1884, and arrived. at this port on the 27th of the said | 
' month, laden with coal, cooperage, machinery, and empty hogsheads; that, after dis- | 
charging his cargo, he received a communication from the collector of customs, dated | 
the 13th day of January, 1885, informing him that there had resulted a short delivery 
in his cargo, as compared with the manifest, ‘‘ten empty molasses hogsheads;” that 
for said reason, and in accordance with paragraph 13, article 12, chapter 2 of the . 
general regulations of custom-houses, he had incurred a fine of two hundred dollars 

- for each one of the empty hogsheads not discharged, which sum, amounting to $2,000, | - 
. should be paid to the custom-house, through his consignee, as soon as possible. , 
_ That on receipt of the foregoing communication he delivered it to the United States 

consul in this port, who assumed charge of tke matter, as the correspondence will — - 
show. . | ee oe | | ao 

- That subsequently, on the 3d of February, 1885, he received another communica- oo 
_ tion from the collector, informing him that his excellency the general intendente of - oa 

the treasury, by decree of the 29th of January last past, had approved the proceed- | 
ings against him on account of the short delivery of ten hogsheads from the barken- | 
tine Ocean Pearl, and at the same time indicated that a petition would be presented __ | 
to the Government of His Majesty asking a remission of the fine as regardsthe part 

- corresponding to the treasury, and ordering that the fine be deposited in the treasury. 
vaults until such time as a decision should betaken, Allof which he communicated:
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to me for my information, with the indication that within the term of five days the | 
$2,000 be paid into the office of this custom-house, and that incase thatit be not done 

- an execution (ejecutivament) would follow in the form prescribed by article 134 of. 
| _. the regulations of the custom-house. | : | Cn 

- The foregoing communication was likewise delivered to the United States.consul in 
this port, who also stated that he would assume charge of. it. — es 

That on or about the 22d of January, 1885, he, the appearer, chartered his said 
_ vessel to Messrs. Melville & Co., American merchants, residents in this city, for a 
voyage to a port in the United States with a cargo of molasses. He commenced load- 
ing on the 26th of the same month, and finished on the 9th of February instant, on 

. which day he, accompanied by the inward consignee and a member of the firm ship- 
ping the outward cargo, applied to the collector of customs for the clearance of ves- | 
sel and cargo; that clearance was refused unless the fine be secured to the custom- 
house, either by cash payment or by a guarantee for the same to the satisfaction of | 
the collector; that on this the inward consignee offered to give his guarantee for the 

| amount in question. To this the collector replied that his signature was satisfactory, . 
but that the guarantee would not be sufficient without an additional] signature of a 
reliable and responsible party. . , 

: That the appearer has reason to believe that the refusal of clearance on delivery of  . 
a guarantee of the consignee only was not the real cause of declining to dispatch the — 

| vessel, but, owing to some fancied grievance, he, the collector, adopted a ceurse which, 
as far as known to the appearer, and as far as he can learn, has not been heretofore | 
the general custom of this port, is without precedent and arbitrary, and he does not 
deem it just or equitable that an imagined wrong should be used to interfere with a 
legitimate commerce to the detriment of himself, the owners of the vessel, and. the 
owners and shippers of the cargo. 7 

, : _ E. S. HENLEY, 
Master of American barkentine Ocean Peart. 

Before me. | | | oS 
| [ SEAL. ] Co — DAVID VICKERS, ___. 

: - United States Consul. 

Supplementary to the above, the deponent further deposes and says that from sub- 
. sequent testimony, consisting of the certificate of the shippers, Isaac Hough & Co., of 

Philadelphia, now in possession of the ‘‘intendente-general de hacienda,” the ten 
molasses hogsheads were accidentally left on the wharf at the aforesaid city. t 

| : E. 8S. HENLEY, 
Master of American barkentine Ocean Peart. 

| Before me. — | | 
[SEAL] | DAVID VICKERS, 

| | United States Consul. — 

{Inclosure 3 in No. 312.} . oe oO 

Mr. Williams to Mr. Davis. po | 

7 No. 120.] CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, oe 
ce Havana, February 14, 1885. 

| | Siz: Referring to and in amplification of my dispatch No. 118, dated yesterday, — 
in reference to the fine of $2,000 imposed at Matanzas upon the American barkentine 
Ocean Pearl, from Philadelphia, for short delivery of ten empty hogheads, I now _ 

_ beg toinclose, for the information and use of the Department, copy of my communica- 
tion upon the subject, addressed to his excellency the intendant-general of the 
treasury of this island, and his reply thereto. | 3 

TI have, &c., _— 
7 | RAMON O. WILLIAMS, : 

| . — Consul-General 

- Do {Inclosure 4 in No. ,312.] _ 

| Mr, Williams to Mr. Ruiz. | | 

| CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
ot Oo . . . Havana, January 30, 1885. 

. | EXcELLENCY: Referring to the two interviews I had the honor to have with your. 

_excellency regarding the fine of $2,000 imposed at Matanzas upon the American bark- - _ 

entine Ocean Pearl, from Philadelphia, for having discharged ten empty hogsheads _
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less than those specified in her manifest, I have now the pleasure to inclose the cer- | 
tificate made before the consul of His Majesty the King of Spain at the said port by 
the shippers, Messrs. Isaac Hough & Co., in which they declare to have shipped only . 

| two hundred and thirty-five empty hogsheads instead of two hundred and forty-five. 
I have therefore respectfully to ask that your excellency may accept the certificate | 

- aforesaid as sufficient evidence of that fact, and that, in virtue thereof, you may be | 
pleased to acquit the vessel of the penalty referred to, so that she can proceed to take : 

. in cargo without further loss of time. | | oe 
| _ IT have, &e., — oo 

| 3 we Se RAMON QO. WILLIAMS, 
, | a os ~  -  Consul-General. 

[Inclosure 5 in No. 312.—Translation. ] . 

_ Mr. Ruiz to Mr. Williams. © |” = : | 

INTENDANCY-GENERAL OF THE TREASURY OF THE ISLAND OF CUBA, |. | | 
an : Havana, February 4,1885. 

A communication will be addressed to-morrow to the ministry, asking for the re-- | 
. mission of that part belonging to the treasury of the fine imposed by the custom- 
house of Matanzas upon the master of the American brig Océan Pearl for being © | 
short, on discharge of cargo, ten empty bhogsheads of those specified in his manifest; | 
a penalty which is entirely in accordance with paragraph 13 of article 121 of the 
present ruling customs ordinances. At the same time orders have been seni to the 
collector of the aforesaid custom-house of Matanzas to admit a guarantee for the 
whole amount of the fine until the decision of the home Government shall be received. 7 
All of which I have the honor to inform you, in reply to your communication of the 0 
30th ultimo upen the subject, having also to add that what has been done in this — 
case is all that this intendancy is authorized to do. : . | | 

God preserve you many years. - 
ros oo , a LUCAS GARCIA RUIZ. 

- . .[Tnclosure 6 in No. 312.] oe 

| Mr. Vickers to Mr. Davis. a | = oe 

No. 114.) : | CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES, _ | 
oo — | | Matanzas, January 15, 1885. : 

Sir: I have the honor to inform you that on the 13th instant the American bark- 
entine Ocean Pearl was fined $2,000, on account of being short ten empty molasses — 
hogsheads in her manifested cargo. The fine has been imposed in obedience to sec- 
tion 13, article 121 of the customs regulations, which, being translated, says “ that 

| for each package which is expressed in the manifest and does not appear on board, 
he, the master, will pay $200.” The hogsheads were left onthe wharf at Philadelphia, 
from whence the Ocean Pearl sailed on the 11th of December last past, arriving here | | 

| on the 27th of the same month, loaded with coal, machinery, and empty hogsheads, - 
- and was consigned to John J. Dacosta, who, under the new regulations of September oo 

17, 1883, is in reality the responsible party to the Government. Still, as the fault | 
rested with the master, and as the consignee has the vessels’ freight money, I have 

- - remonstrated with the customs authorities against its collection and requested a sus- 
penson of judgment until a certificate can be obtained from the shipper in Philadelphia | 
proving that the hogsheads were left there on the wharf. This once obtained will . 
reliéve the vessel of any intent to smuggle or otherwise violate the customs laws of . 
Spain. AndI take it that if no fraud was intended or committed, no penalty for | 
fraud can be imposed. | vo | 7 | 

Although I communicated these facts to ,the collector of customs on the 14th in- | 
stant, no reply has been received; stillI understand that my request willbe granted. 
If not I shall protest and instruct both the master and consignee not to pay it. — 

I will communicate further upon the subject when it is more fully developed. oo 
Iam, &c., | 

: | a DAVID VICKERS, 7 
ee : : Consul,
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a 4 . ‘ {Inclosure in 7 No. 312.) oO : - 

| . Mr.. Vickers to Mr. Davis. SO a 

No. 115.] eo Sk, ‘ ee UNITED STATES CONSULATE, - 
oe . | | | Matanzas, February'11, 1885. 

Sir: In acknowledgment of your instruction No. 63, of January 31, respecting the 
: . fine of $2,000 imposed on the American barkentine Ocean Pearl fora shortage in her | 

. manifested cargo, I have the honor to report that she was cleared yesterday for Phil- 
adelphia on the bond of the consignee alone, upon my demand through shippers. The 

, questions involved respecting the legality and justification of the fine imposed areto 
: be referred to the Government at Madrid for its ultimate solution. My contention is, 

and always has been, that the collector had no legal justification or right to impose - 
this fine under the attendant circumstances; and when the promise was made that a 

| certificate from the shippers in Philadelphia would be presented (which was subse- 
quently done through the consulate-general at Havana), verifying the explanation of 

- _ the master that the absent hogsheads were left on the wharf in. that city, all judg- 
y ment should have been suspended, but unfortunately the collector suddenly conceived 
- a prejudice against me, on account of my “‘officious interference,” as he termed my - 
i propér representation of the master in the case, and determined to precipitate the mat- 
_ ter by a reference of the whole affair to Havana. This action had a twofold opera-. 
a tion in it: It seemed to justify his recent appointment as a zealous official and (2) — 
a secured, as he hoped, the half of the fine to himself and associates ; and inasmuch as © 
—. . none of them had been paid their salaries for nearly six months the prospect of se- 
'-  guring something was not to be thrown away. 

. It is more than probable that the prejudice against me, which apparently 1spired 
,. the collector, grew out of the recent controversy I had over the question of the Carrie | 

. Bertha, and under which the custom-house still writhes. However that may be, I 
~ was determined not to be diverted from the plain path of my duty by any originaland 

_ Dogberrian interpretations of the regulations or laws of Spain. I take it that if T 
- have any official character at all it is that of the representative, or attorney, of the 
* American vessels, crews, and masters. : | _ . 

| - [submit copies of the correspondence between the collector and myself, without 
other comment than to indicate that if the opinion of the collector, as expressed in | 
his No. 4, is to be the future basis of action on the part of the authorities here Amer- 

. ican vessels will greatly suffer by the change. . oo 
Messrs. Isaac Hough & Co., of Philadelphia, the shippers of the goods on the Ocean 

- Pearl, have been requested to make out a legal certificate before a nptary public, cer- . 
- tified to by the Spanish consul, and forward here at once. It is probably now on its | 

— way here. As soon as received I will return it to the Department, in order that it 
may accompany the reference to the American minister in Madrid. | 

With respect to section 13, article 121, of the customs regulations, under which the 
Oo fine is enforced, I maintain that it has no permanent application as soon as it is: 

. - proven that the goods were never on the vessel. In order that it should have effect I 

oo contend that there must be proven an attempt to violate it. This is not charged. _ 

Suppose.a vessel loses a part of her cargo by storm; there must be in that case a 
discrepancy between the goods landed and the manifest.: What is the requirement 
under these circumstances? The master enters his protest in the custom-house and the 

discrepancy is at once pardoned. Why? Because there was no attempt to evade or 

violate that regulation or any other customs law of Spain.. By the same token I~ 

have maintained that if the hogsheads were left on the wharf in Philadelphia there 

. was likewise no attempt to defraud the customs laws; and I take it that if no attempt | 
was made, or charged, no penalty for fraud can be imposed. : oo 

: The section in question is as follows: Chapter-II, article 121, section 13: “ Por cada 
. bulto que haya expresado en el manifiesto y no resulte 4 bordo pagard [el capitan] dos- 

| — eienlas pesos.” .. . : . ; 
After my No. 7 had been written (the matter having been referred to Havana) all 

further correspondence between the collector and myself ceased, though the former 

* _ eontinued, semi-occasionally, to address the captain, ignoring me; but, inasmuch as 

the affair had passed out of my hands into that-of the consul-general I preferred to 

- let all questions of etiquette cease for the present, not wishing to embarrass the ques- 
tion of the fine. — BC , | 

Oo Tam, &., — oe to OS 7 a oo 
: | oe - ce . DAVID VICKERS. | 

- a eA {Supplement to No. 115.] : Co, 

 T find, upon a rereading of my dispatch, I neglected to state that at-first the cus- 

toms authorities demanded a bond signéd by one.other acceptable name besides that _ 

oo of the consignee, This demand was unprecedented, It has always been the custom tq_
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accept alone the bond of the consignees of vessels when such a document was requfed ; | 
but the collector departed from that rule, not because he doubted the responsibility ne 

_ . of the consignee, but, as he alleged, because it was a “personal” matter with him, , oe 
| inspired by my “ officious interference” in the question. Subsequently, and upon the | | 

order of the intendente-general at Havana, this was changed to a demand that the oe 
_ full amount of the fine be deposited by the master. I thereupon again appealed to ~ 

_ theconsul-general, who had the order revoked, whereupon the demand was again made , 
that two “acceptable names” be placed upon the bond ere they would dispatch her. - : 

_ Both the consul-general and myself contended that if the authorities allowed a mer- 
_ chant to accept consignments they were morally, if not legally, bound to accept his | 

bond, especially in so simple a case as this, where no fraud was attempted, as they had 
_ repeatedly admitted. This was the condition of the case until yesterday a. m., when — 

application was made for her dispatch, being then loaded, butit was refused. About © 
4p. m.I again sent the shippers and the consignees.to formally repeat the request = - 
for the vessel’s discharge, and if refused to demand the reason in writing and bring to : | 
me, and that I would then officially demand her dispatch upon the bond of the con- Log 
signees alone, and if again refused should place the responsibility of her detention “ 
upon the authorities here.. The final visit was successful and she was dispatched at a 

. once, even without the bond being first deposited. In fact it has not yet been filed. 
Tam, &c., ‘ . Bo ° . 

oe : ce | | DAVID VICKERS. 7 

a | [Inclosure 8 in No. 312.] | Se | | | | : 

oe | | - os Mr. Vickers to Mr. Pueyo. - a . | 
| an | - CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES, - | : a TL Matanzas, January 13,1885. | 

Sir: I have the honor to inform you that the official communication addressed by > . 
you to the captain of the American barkentine Ocean Pearl has been referred to me. | 

All future communications respecting the fine imposed you will please direct to . a 

oo | : — . DAVID VICKERS, a a 
. . a . United States Consul. . 

| | : {Inclosure 9 in No. 312.—Translation,] — | 

| | | Mr. Pueyo to Mr. Vickers. a es | . 

— | a ~LocaL ADMINISTRATION OF THE CUSTOM-HOUSE, 
Oo - | _ - Matanzas, January 14, 1884. | 

- Under date of yesterday this office addressed to Mr. E. 8. Henley the following: 5 
‘In the discharge of the American barkentine Ocean Pear] there resulted short ten a 

empty hogsheads, for which reason, in conformity with paragraph 13, article 121, chap- — a 
ter 2 of the general ordinances of the bureau, you have incurred a fine of $200 for each | 
one of the packages which have not been discharged, which sum, amounting to $2,000, ~- 
should be paid into this office as soon as possible, through your consignees.” co 

_ All of which I communicate to you, acceding to what you requested in your official = 
letter of the 13th instant. : | oo a | 

_ May God guard you many years. | | : | a | 
| . RAFAEL PUEYO. | | 

e, oe . | {Inclosure 10 in No. 312.] a | | - . 

7 oo | | Mr. Vickers to Mr. Pueyo. | | | | 

| : | CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STaTEs, | | | | oo  . Matanzas, January 14, 1885. | 
- Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your esteemed communication of _ 7 
this date, and I have to inform you, that since I addressed to you my official letter of | : 
the 13th instant, requesting that all communications in reference to the fine on the | 
American bark Ocean Pearl be directed to me, I have had occasion to see: the cap- 
tain of the said vessel, who eonfesses that his cargo has really resulted short ten empty - | 
molasses hogsheads, which remained in the port: of Philadelphia, all which is true - | 
and will be conclusively proven by a certificate of the shipper, duly legalized, = re
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Inasmuch as this statement is reasonable and susceptible of proof, and as it is not 
: charged that there was intended or attempted the perpetration of any fraud against 

the laws of Spain, it seems to we that all the moral conditions of the circumstances. 
could be quite as fully complied with in regarding it as one of those unpleasant, 
though unavoidable, accidents which frequently happen in the loading of vessels, and 

me pardoned accordingly. This will be apparent upon a more liberal reading of the | 
article quoted in connection with its antecedents. In these the implication is that — 
the bullos contain certain merchandise entered for consumption, like food, or silks, or | 
opium, but in this case the articles or bul/os found short were a part of an importa-— 
tion made necessary by the conditions of the trade of this port, and for your conven- | 
icnce and profit. There comes no attempt at smuggling and no charge of such at- | 
tempt is made, and to place so literal an. interpretation upon the intent of the regu- — 
lations, added to such an enormous fine, is scarcely consistent or justifiable. . | 

With regard to the immediate payment of this fine under the circumstances it is | 
' scarcely to be thought of. I have therefore instructed the captain not to pay it, and | 
shall so instruct the consignee, pendingthe decision of the Government at Madrid, be- 
before which it will be presented by my Government. : Lo OS 

- Iam, &c., | | . 
: a DAVID VICKERS. 

. [Inclosure 11 in No. 312.—Translation. ] . 

| Mr. Pueyo to Mr. Vickers. | 

| | LocaL ADMINISTRATION OF THE CUSTOM-HOUSE, | 
. a Matanzas, January 16, 1885. 

With the greatest pleasure I acceded to the wishes which you were pleased to indi- 
cate to me in your esteemed communication of the 13th instant, conveying to you ~ 

-.whatI had written to the captain of the American barkentine Ocean Pearl, under 
. the supposition that what interested the consulate under your worthy charge was to 

be informed of all details and the course followed in the proceedings taken against 
the captain for the delinquency noticed in his vessel. But inasmuch as I observe in 

- your esteemed favor of the 14th the intention to maintain, directly, on part of that . ° 
consulate, the rights of the said captain, I find myself forcibly compelled to call your 
respectable attention to the customs laws of Spain, which do not permit the personal 

= and direct representation which you propose to exercise in the present case. 
Article 48 of the ordinances in force makes the consignees of vessels responsible for 

all dues, expenses, and fines which the treasury may have to collect; the second par- 
agraph of article 127, and all the following ones of chapter 3 of the same ordinances, _ 

| declare that proceedings must be instituted against the parties interested, and inas- _ 
| rouch as, in the matter which occupies our attention, the responsible party is the cap- 

tain of the Ocean Pearl, according to article 121, paragraph 3, it follows that the pro- — 
ceedings should be taken against him, through the consignee of the vessel, who is in © 

. all cases, as already stated, the guarantor for the treasury. | | : | 
, For the reasons mentioned, I address to-day to the captain of the Ocean Pearl a. 

communication, through his consignees, requesting that he be pleased to say if he ac- _ 
cepts as his own your communication in his defense of the 14th instant ; and as soon 
as this requisite is complied with, and after obtaining farther and proper informa- 

. tion, I will determine the matter and forward the proceedings for decision to the gen- 
eral administrator of the treasury, binding myself to inform your respectable consulate 

a of all the-details of the case, the proceedings of which (expediente) will be also at 
 - the disposal of the consulate, that you may, as often as you may deem it necessary, — 

examine them and obtain all the antecedents required. , a | 
7 By the foregoing 1 have the honor to reply for the present to your communication _ 

in question. a . 
| May God guard you many years. | - 

5 6 : y vy : : RAFAEL PUEYO. 

| [Inclosure 12 in No. 312.] _ 

7 Mr. Vickers to Mr. Pueyo. 

OC | ‘CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES, 
oo, . Matanzas, January 16, 1885. 

Sie: It will be sufficient reply to your communication of this date to inform you 

that the captain has been instructed by me to make no reply whatsoever to any com- — 

munication which you may address. him, except through this consulate, which is bis 

proper representative. | , | |
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| - With respect to the fine imposed, I have likewise instructed both him and the con- cn 
signee not to satisfy it- pending the decision of the Government of Madrid, before — 
which it will be referred. | | 7 

| oo | | DAVID VICKERS, — 

SO | [Inclosure 18 in No. 312.—Translation.] | | | | 

- : Mr. Pueyo to Mr. Vickers. | . OO 

| LOCAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE CUSTOM-HOUSE, © | | 
. |  — Matanzas, January 17, 1885. | 

The erroneous opinions advanced in the communication of yesterday, of your re- | 
spectable consulate, compels this administration under my charge to leave to you the oo 
sole responsibility for them. | _ a | | 
May God guard you many years. ot : no | Lo 

| | - RAFAEL PUEYO. | 

oo | "[Inolosnre 14 in No. 312.) . a ce 

7 —_ | . Mr. Vickers to Mr. Pueyo. . - | | | | 

| | | ae | CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES, oF . | 
ce o a 7 Matanzas, January 17, 1885. ae 
Sir: If Lunderstand your communication of yesterday corréctly, you have attempted 

to eliminate my representation from the controversy over the fine imposed uponthe | 
- American barkentine Ocean Pearl, from that of the master, by attempting to sepa~-  —s—™ 

rate him from his consul and to obtain from him some explanation, either of the same 
_ eharacter or different, or whatever it may be, from that which he had officially made 

_ through me, as communicated to you in my communication of the 14th instant. ‘If . 
_ this was your purpose it became my immediate duty to inform you that the master | 

' would be directed, as he already had been, to make no further or other explanations oo 
than had already been made, and only through this consulate, which is the proper and -_ 

. authorized representative. Ifyou did not mean this, I beg leave respectfully to'sub-- . 
. mit that yuu were unwise in the terms employed. Ot , | 

As to responsibility incurred through any erroneous impressions under which you 
charge I labor, I will assume it, though I confess my inability to understand or ap- 

-preciate what you intend to imply in placing upon me responsibility which, in your 
communication of to-day, you recognize, and which, in your communication of yester-- 
day you assumed todeny. However that may be, I have to inform you that the whole 7 
circumstance of this case, with copies of our correspondence, will, in due time, be for-_ . 
warded to my Government, which will, I doubt not, place it before that of Madrid for : 

' their joint agreement and decision. It is unfortunate that so simple a case, wherein 
no fraud was attempted, as I shall abundantly establish by a certificate of the shipper 

_ in Philadelphia, could not have been speedily and amicably settled here, without the 
trouble of a reference to higher authority. —=_— | 
: I am, &e., o , 

| | | | | DAVID VICKERS, — 7 
| | | | Consul, a 

SO, — No. 526. - , ) oe | 

| . Mr. Reed to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | OO 

No. 312] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ———™ 
oe —_ Madrid, March 2, 1885. (Received March 16.) | 

: Sir: Referring to my dispatch No. 308, I have now the honor toin- _ 
close herewith a copy and translation of the note of the minister of _ 
state in reply to mine of the 3d ultimo, in which I accepted, as instructed a 
by your No. 302, the proposition to refer to Baron Blane the question | 
of injuries, &c., in the case of the Masonic. ~ The minister’s note 1s dated
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the 11th ultimo, but it was not-received by me until Saturday evening, — 
the 14th. | SO | : | 

As will be observed, the minister takes exception to two statements _ 
in my note, first, “that it must be understood that Spain recognizes its. _ 
responsibility for injuries,” &c. To this statement the minister replies, 

| in substance, that Spain has never recognized any responsibility in this — 
| question; that the question was decided by the courts. — | . 

To the second statement in my note, viz, “and not of arbitrator of. 
. any question of responsibility, the latter question having been settled 

_ diplomatically against Spain,” the minister insists that the question was - 
not settled diplomatically, but by the courts. The third exception made 
by him is in’ regard to the payment of the award in “American gold,” 
which he styles as “anew proposition,” and claims that it is not in con- 

_ formity with mercantile uses. — oo | 
| ' I-did not deem it advisable to enter into any discussion by note of the , 

three exceptions made by the minister as the.so doing would have un- 
doubtedly caused delay in submitting the case to Baron Blanc as referee. 
Besides, I did not deem it important whether the Spanish Government 
or the Spanish courts had recognized the responsibility in the matter, 
or whether the question had been settled “diplomatically” or by the 

| - “courts” and as to the amount awarded I considered it would be imma- 
/ terial to my Government whether the sum was pajd in gold or in cur- 

rent money, so long.as the award was made in money of the United _ 
States, and the sum paid at Washington netted the amount of the 
award. I consequently deemed it: best to request the minister tonamea __ 

_ day when he could see me. This I did, but the 15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th 
| : being days of the “Carnival” and the ministry closed, the minister named _ 

the 19th for our interview. On that day I called at the ministry at the — 
hour named, but the minister had a few moments before my arrival 
been called to the Senate, and I was requested to call the. following 
day, the 20th. I accordingly called on the 20th and had along inter- 

- _ view with the minister, during which I told him that inasmuch as it had ° 
been decided that the Spanish treasury was responsible to the owner 

| ofthe Masonic for the injuries, &c., which the seizure and sale of his 
__ vessel had occasioned him, and as the two Governments had agreed to © 

refer the question of the amount of said injuries, &c., to Baron Blane, I _ 
did not consider it important whether the Government of Spain or the — 

. Spanish courts had recognized the responsibility, or whether the ques- _ 
tion had been settled “ diplomatically” or by the “ courts,” but that I must 

| add that the United States had never consented to the matter being 
submitted to the courts. co So ee 

| _ _ As to the payment of the award in “American gold,” I stated that I 
did not think that my Government would insist upon this point, as all 
it desired was that the award should be made in money of the United — 

. States, and thesum paid in Washington should net the amount awarded 
_ by Baron Blane. The minister replied that the only object of his note — 

_ was to have the matter clearly understood before it was submitted to 7 
_ Baron Blanc, as otherwise the baron might be influenced one way or _ 

the other in his decision. J answered that as Baron Blane was only to © 
decide as to the amount the Spanish Government should pay to the 

: owner of the Masonic, and not as te any question of responsibility, I 
| did not think that the questions raised by him (the minister) could in-— 

fluence in any way the decision of the baron. | | | | 
oO We then discussed the form of invitation to be sent to Baron Blane, 

and the sub-secretary of- state was charged by the minister to prepare — 
a drait of the note in the sense agreed upon by us. The draft was pre- |
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pared and sent to me for my approval on the evening of the same day - 

_ (the 20th), a copy and translation of which I inclose for your informa- 

| -On reading the draft the question occurred to me whether or not the 

word “ perjuicios” was sufficient to include injuries, losses, and expenses. | 

- In returning the draft in person to the sub-secretary (the minister not 7 

being in) on the following day (the 21st) I called his attention to this a 

point. He was of the opinion that the word “ perjuicios” covered the 

: words “injuries,” “losses,” and “expenses.” I replied that while I did | 

— _ not wish to question his opinion, I thoughtit would be better to substi- | 

- tute for the word “ perjuicios” the following: “ Perdidos, perjuicios y los 

| gastos ocasionados al propietario por la tramitacion de su reclama- | 

cion.” I also requested that the words “y por la legacion de los Esta- 

dos Unidos en esta corte” be added after the word “ cargo” at the close 

of the draft. The sub-secretary promised to consult with the minister 

on his return in regard to these two changes. and to advise meas to 

the result. nae a | : 

Not hearing from the minister or sub-secretary, I called at the minis- a 

try on Saturday last, the 28th ultimo, and the sub-secretary read me | 

the new note of invitation which had been prepared for Baron Blane, 

stating that instead of inserting the words suggested by me they had 

-. deemed it best to copy the words “ dafios y perjuicios debediamente _ | 

-acreditados por el*propietario” used in the decision of the council of © 

state. As the note was merely an invitation to Baron Blane to accept a 

the charge, I did not deem it necessary to insist upon my suggestion, . | 

and the note, a copy and translation of which is inclosed herewith, was oo 

then signed by the minister of state and myself, with the addition at =. 

- its close as requested by me of the words “ and in the legation of the | 

- United States in this capital.” a Oo Pe - oS 

As will be observed the note is dated the 28th ultimo, and it wassent 

to Baron Blane on the evening of the same day. On the receipt of 

~~ Baron Blane’s note in reply, Iwill hasten to transmit a copy to the 

Department, but I may now state that Baron Blane has assured the _ 

- minister and myself that he would accept the charge. | Oo | 

\  Thave, &., = | | oo | | 

| 0 OO - DWIGHT T. REED. — - 

7 | [Inclosure lin No. 312, "Translation. ] oe | 

ao 7 Mr, Elduayen to Mr. Reed. a 

—— aa | 7 _ MINIsTRY OF STATE, - a! 

| | - . Palace, February 11, 1885. | 

| My Dear Sir: In reply to your note, dated the 3d instant, I have to inform you 

that the Government of His Majesty congratulates itself that that of the United 

States has accepted the arbitration and has selected Baron Blanc, the Italian minis- a 

ter in this capital, for arbitrator, in the question of the amount which, as indemnifica- . 

| tion, the Spanish treasury owes the owner of the Masonic, as well for the respecta- 

- pility of the arbitrator designated from among those proposed by the Government of | 

_ His Majesty as for the lively desire which it has to definitely terminate a question | 

the delays of which it has always regretted, but without being able to avoid them. | 

_ ‘With the indicated resolutions of the Government of the Republic and by virtue of 

the agreement between the legation and the ministry under my charge, in respect to | 

_ the terms of the request which has to be made to Baron Blane in order that he may 

accept the arbitration, and to define clearly the limits and object of the arbitration © 

with all the clearness already determined in the notes addressed to the legation dated 

the 22d and 25th of November last, and with which your recent note essentially 

agrees, the matter appears clear, arguments idle, and the reciting of the evident facts 
already perfectly known to you unnecessary, — - . 7 

However, two statements, and a new proposition in your note to which I reply, |
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| oblige me to newly put matters in their place, in order to do away with ambiguities, 
‘ never beneficial, and especially at present, when they might influence the impartial. 
judgment of the arbitrator. | | - | | , DS 

__ The first of them is the phrase in which you say you are instructed to inform me — | & that it must be understood that Spain recognizes its responsibility for the injuries, 
. C.”” 

—_ 
Spain has never recognized any responsibility in this question. It was submitted 

from. the beginning, with the acquiescence of the parties, and as it legally should | 
, have been, to the jurisdiction of the courts, the only competent authority to definitely 

decide it. The courts have given their verdict, and the executive power of Spain is 
obliged to comply with the sentence of its courts, without-having the necessity of 

| recognizing other than the notoriously ineludible and never rejected obligation of 
complying with the law. : 

: Your second statement which it is important to rectify is that contained in the fol- 
lowing words of your note: ‘And not of arbitrator of any question of responsibility, : 
the latter question having been settled diplomatically against Spain.” 

, All the facts, all the proceedings which have followed the long process of. the Ma- 
sonic declare and show that such assertion is absolutely erroneous; it began before. 
the only competent jurisdiction for the interested parties, followed the ordinary and | 
legal course, and far from suffering denial of justice, in which hypothesis and only © 
case, it might have been made the object of founded diplomatic reclamations, and the 

" Government of His Majesty finds itself sufficiently authorized to treat it on this 
ground, taking it from the jurisdiction of the courts; far, I repeat, from the existence _ 

: of denial of justice, the previons decision and the required definitive decision of the 
council of state completely settled the case in favor of the American citizen and _ 
against the Spanish treasury, decreeing that the latter indemnify the former. . 
And there is still more, precisely of what is now treated of; that which the Federal 

_ Government accepts..according to your note is nothing more than the manner, the 
most rapid and equitable means, of compliance, of carrying out the definitive decision 
of the council of state, only and exclusively, which testifies that in the judgment also 
of the Government which you so worthily represent, the litigation of the Masonic 
has not been diplomatically settled, but by virtue of the sentence of the competent _ 
jurisdiction. , . OF, 

Such being the facts, it remains for me to add, in order to recount them all, that the 
a aforementioned sentence of the council of state once published, Mr. Foster informed 

me verbally and by writing how pleased his Government would be by the selection of 
: a means which would shorten the delays and avoid the obstacles of the ordinary 

| : course to which the question would have to be subjected before the indemnification | 
could reach the hands of him to whom the courts had declared entitled to it, and I, 

| in view of such a manifestation and interpreting the good desires of the Government 
| of His Majesty towards that of the United States and its purpose of giving it testi- 

mony and proofs of how much it esteems the very cordial relations which unité Spain 
- and the United States, cheerfully asked of my colleague of ultramar authorization to 

: intrust to the judgment of an arbitrator named by both countries, the definite ques- 
_ tion as to the amount of the decreed indemnification, as stated in my note to the lega- : 

tion of the 22d November ; by another of the 25th of same month, I stated that [had 
. received the authorization under the conditions indicated ; I named besides persons 

among whom the arbitrator might be selected; further, the one designated should, 
_ upon the examination of the data which would be furnished him by the ministry of 

ultramar and that under my charge, render his verdict within the shortspace of six 
months; Washington was fixed as the place of payment of the sum awarded, which 
payment had to be made within six months after the decision, with 6 per cent. inter- 
est during this time; all these conditions extremely equitable and favorable to the 

| owner of the Masonic and which the Government of the United States has accepted | 
by the note to which I reply. | Oe 

The reach and signification which, abiding by the very evident facts, your tran- 
a scribed phrases may have, being explained, it remains for me to observe that the prop- 

osition indicated in your note, that the payment shall be made in American gold is 
new and notin conformity with mercantile uses, when another class of money doesnot  =—s— 
suffer a notable discount, it being more natural and reasonable that without deter- 
mining the class, the payment be made in current money in the United States. | 

If by means of the condition which I have above indicated and consigned in my | 
notes of the 22d and 25th of November last, the same which, save the point concerning - 
the payment in American gold, the note to which I have replied accepts, putting aside 
from that note or the reach of the cited phrases being fixed, you esteem it opportune 
to come to this ministry in order to agree upon the form of invitation, and-make clear 

_ the object of the arbitration to Baron Blanc, the offers and desires of the Government 
of His Majesty, which in its opinion are identical to those which you represent in this | 

| matter, will be complied with. _ | 
| I avail, &c., | | . 

| t J. ELDUAYEN,
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- . a |  [Inclosure 2 in No. 312.—Translation. } . a —— 

oe | Draft of a note to Baron Blane. | Soe 

— - a _ -, MINISTRY OF STATE, | a 

: : | oo —  . Palace, February 20,1885. | 

_ Excettency: The Government of His Majesty the King, my august sovereign,and » 

‘the Government of the United States of America have agreed to submit to the decision | } 

of an arbitrator the sum which, as an indemnification, the Spanish treasury must oo 

pay to the owner of the North American ‘bark Masonic, in virtue of the decreed sen- _ 

tence of the council of state of the 16th of October, 1884, and both Governments, recog- _~ | 

| nizing the gifts of rectitude and justice which adorn your excellency, have not hesi- 7 

| tated a moment in indicating you as the most proper person for the discharge of that 

delicate commission. . | . 

We therefore have the honor to invite your excellency to be pleased to accept the , a 

power which the Governments of Spain and of the United States grant you in order 

that, in.a period which cannot exceed six months, you may examine the injuries‘suf- — 

fered by the owner of the Masonic and determine the pecuniary indemnification which | | 

you justly-and equitably believe ought to be assigned to him, in view of the liquida- 

tion of the interested party and of the antecedents of the question, which+will be fur- 

- nished to your excellency as well in the ministry of ultramar as in this under my . 

charge. | LO . . | | | | 

a | | {Inclosure 3 in No. 312.—Translation.] — | - : 

| | | . Mr. Elduayen and Mr. Reed to Baron Blanc. — | : | 

ae | | | MINISTRY OF STATE, | 
7 | oe _. Palace, February 28, 1885. | 

EXcELLENCY: The Government of His Majesty the King, my august sovereign, and _ . 

: the Government of the United States of America have agreed to submit to the decision : 

. of an arbitrator the sum which, as indemnification, the Spanish treasury must pay 

to the owner of the North American bark Masonic, in virtue of the decreed sentence | * 

of the council of state of the 16th of October, 1884, and both Governments, recognizing 

the gifts of rectitude and justice which adorn your excellency, have not hesitated a 

moment in indicating you as the most proper person for the discharge of that delicate 

-. commission. oo . a | | | 

7 We therefore have the honor to invite your excellency to be pleased to accept the 

- power which the Governments of Spain and of the United States grant you in order 

that, in a period which cannot exceed six months, you may examine the damages and mo 

: injuries duly proved by the owner of the Masonic, and determine the pecuniary in- 

demnification which you justly and equitably believe ought to be assigned to him, in 

view of the liquidation of the interested party and of the antecedents of the question, 

which will be furnished to your excellency in the ministries of ultramar and of state 

, and in the legation of the United States in this court. — | | - 

- We avail ourselves, &c., CO | 7 sy oe | 

| , w , J. ELDUAYEN, | 
| | a . : DWIGHT T. REED. © oe 

a - Mr. Reed to Mr. Frelinghuysen. ee | 

No. 314.) | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ Se 
oo | Madrid, March 3, 1885. (Received March 23.) oo 

_  Srr: Referring to my dispatch No. 312, I have now the honor to in- | | 
close herewith a copy and translation of a note from Baron Blanc, dated a 

the 2d instant, accepting the position of arbitrator in the case of the | 
_. Masonic. I also inclose a copy of my note in reply thereto of this date. SS 

_ As Baron Blanc is ready to enter at any time upon the examination | 
of the case, I beg to renew the suggestion contained in my No. 308, in. . 

, regard to any evidence which the owner of the Masonic may desire to | 

furnish. — | | - 

| | | oo DWIGHT T. REED
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. | . {Inclosure 1 in No. 314.—Translation.] | 7 - 

sO | _ Baron Blanc to Mr Reed. oO . co 
re - LEGATION OF ITALY, a 

. Se . . ok | - Madrid, March 2, 1885. 

Mr. CHARGE D’AFFAIRES: I have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of your 
communication dated the 28th of February last, in which you inform me that the 
Government of His Majesty the King of Spain and the Government of the United States 

; of America having agreed to submit to the decision of-an arbitrator the amount which | 
the Spanish treasury must pay as indemnification to the owner of the North American |. _ 
bark Masonic, in virtue of the decreed sentence of the council of state, dated the 16th. 
of October, 1884, the two Governments had done me the honor to invite me to accept 
their powers in order that within a period which cannot exceed six months, I might 
examine the damages and injuries duly proven by the owner of the Masonic, and de- | 

| » termine the pecuniary indemnification which in justice and equity I believe ought to 
be assigned to him in view of the liquidation of the interested party, and of the ante- . 

'  cedents which will be furnished me by the ministries of ultramar and of state and by 
the legation of the United States in Madrid. | os 

Believing it my duty to ask the Government of the King, my august sovereign, au- 
thorization ‘to aceept so honorable a charge, and it having conceded suck authoriza- _ 

— tion, I put myself at the disposition of the Governments of Spain and of the United 
| States to fulfill in the most faithful manner possible the commission mentioned in the : 

cited communication. | - 
. In giving to you my sincere thanks for the flattering phrases with which you were 

pleased to inform me of a confidence for which I am profoundly obliged, I avail my- 
. self, &e. . 

—_ | : — .. BLANC. 
I have directed a similar communication to the minister of state. 

_ . [Inclosure 2in No. 314.] — - . 

| | | Mr. Reed to Baron Blane. | a 

: _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
oe - . Madrid, March 3, 1885. 

EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency’s 
note of the 2d instant in reply to the note of his excellency the minster of stateand 
of myself of the 28th ultimo, inviting your excellency in the name of our respective 
Governments to accept the charge of arbitrator in regard to the amount which the | 

_ Spanish Government should pay the owner of the North American bark Masonic asin- 
| demnification for the damages and injuries suffered by him in the seizure and sale of - 

his vessel by the Spanish customs authorities at Manila. , a 
. I have transmitted a copy of your excellency’s note to Washington and my Govern- 

| ment will receive with pleasure the announcement that your excellency accepts the : 
charge intrusted to you by it-and by the Government of Spain. a 

| I gladly avail, &c., oo an 
oe a : : DWIGHT. T. REED. | 

| No. 528, a 

| es Mr. Bayard to Mr. Reed. | 

No. 317.] | DEPARTMENT oF STATE, | 
| SO | | | Washington, March 10, 1885. 

Sir: [have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 303 of the 5th — 
ultimo, in the matter of customs duties charged at Barcelonaon cargoes 

| of old scrap iron and metal shipped to that port by Mr. F. B. Hamel, of 
Havana, showing the status of the case. | | | 

. In connection I inclose a copy of a dispatch on the subject from Ha- — 
vana, and of an instruction in reply; you will act on the case according 
to its merits. oO a | 7 | | 

| | T. F, BAYARD.
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. .  [Inclosure 1 in No. 317.] ee 2X 

| | Mr. Williams to Mr. Davis. a | 

| [Extract.]. a 

. No. 103] | | CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, — oe 
| oe , " Havana, January 10, 1885. | - 

Sir: Herewith I beg to transmit-the authenticated copy of a declaration and pro- | 
. test, filed under date of the 8th instant, at this office, by Mr. Fernando B. Hamel, 

against the collection of import duties in the port of Barcelona, Spain, on several 
shipments made thither by him of old iron and other junk articles from the port of , 
Havana. : | | - 

| Mr. Hamel, who has been for many years favorably known to me, * *°* begs 
_ ‘to appeal to the Department of State, asking for the exercise of its good offices in his 7 

7 favor through our minister at Madrid. ! | 
_ The accompanying declaration and protest is so explicit initself that nothing more 
remains for me to say than to recommend, most sincerely, the appeal.of Mr. Hamelto —_ 
the kind and friendly consideration of the Department. So , a 7 

' ‘IT have, &c., ot co, oF - : 
eT - | _ RAMON O. WILLIAMS, | | 

ee | poe po . — Consul-General. 

- {Inclosure 2in No. 317.) pe . 

| _ Protest of Fernando B. Hamel. — : Se 

: | CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, | | 
| : a : | , Havana, Cuba. — | 

_ _ By this public instrument of declaration and protest be it known and made mani- : 
fest unto all to whom these presents shall come or may concern, that, on this 8th day 

| of January, A. D. 1885, before me, the undersigned, consul-general of the United | 
7 States of America for Havana, and the dependencies thereof, personally appeared 

_ Fernando B. Hamel, a citizen of the United States, a merchant doing businessin this | 
'  eity of Havana, -who, being first duly sworn, did declare and state as follows: 

That on the 10th day of July, 1883, he shipped by the Spanish bark Concepcion, 
_ Sola master, bound to Barcelona, Spain, from this port, an invoice of junk stores, 

_ composed of old iron and other metals, and amounting, with charges thereon, to the — - 
sum of $5,382.75, Spanish gold, and consigned by him to the firm of Balcells & Subiran, 

_ of Barcelona; .- ~° re | | SO 
| That upon the arrival and entry of said shipment at Barcelona, the custom-house = 

authorities levied duties thereon to the amount of $1,282, and collected the same from . 
his correspondents, the said Balcells & Subiran, nothwithstandin g the representations 

- made by them to the customs authorities that the collection of said duties was con- 7 
trary to law and regulations ; so - | BAS : 

That on the 11th of July, 1884, he again shipped by the Spanish bark Concepcion, 
and consigned to the firm of Civills & Rabell, of Barcelona, another invoice of old 
iron and metal, amounting, with charges, to $8,282.54, Spanish gold. The vessel arrived . | 

. _ at her destination, was discharged, and the goods cleared at the custom-house as free 
' of duty, sold and delivered with that understanding, when it appears that the cus- 
‘toms authorities of said port demanded of the said consignees the amount of $3,494.83 

> as duties thereon, and for the payment of which they were forced to give bond. = 
a _ This appearer further declares that his correspondents in Barcelona have made re- 

peated representations in his name and interest before the customs authorities of that _ : 
port, principally to the effect that old metals are not in any sense the production of 

_ any country ; that in these instances the same proceeded from Cuba, a province of Spain, . 
_° and were shipped under the Spanish flag, and should not be considered as the produc- | 

tion of a foreign country; that the said metals have already, in their original form, - | 
and when new, paid the corresponding duties to the customs authorities of Cuba, and ~~ 

_ now broken up and fit for no purpose but remanufacture into new forms should not | 
_ again be assessed for customs duties; and further that the collection of such duties - 
upon the said goods was in direct contravention of the law of June 30, 1883; that his . 

_ correspondents in Barcelona have also protested before the United States consul at : 
that port, the interest being that of an American citizen against the collection already © “ 

_ made of the duties upon the first-mentioned shipment, and demanded the return of the - 
_. same as illegally collected, and against the pretension and demand of the customs _ 

authorities for duties upon the seeond shipment for which the consignees were forced —
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to give bonds which should be cancelled; but as this appearer is informed and be- | 
lieves such representations have been without any effect. 

— _ And this appearer further declares that on the 11th of August, 1884, he shipped an 
_ Invoice of similar goods, old metals, amounting to $2,438.35, by the Spanish brig Tuya, - 

- bound to Barcelona, and consigned to Balcells & Subiran. 
That on the 23d October, 1884, he shipped an invoice of old metals, amounting to : 

$10,352.68, by the Spanish bark Mario, bound to Barcelona, and consigned to Civills 
& Rabell; and that on the 5th November, 1884, he made a similar shipment of old 
metals, amounting to $2,286.51, by the Spanish bark Maipo, bound to Barcelona, and 

_ consigned to Balcells & Subiran; and fearing that the customs authorities of Bar- 
celona may have similar pretensions for the payment of duties, and take the same 
action in these last-mentioned shipments as in the two before-mentioned cases, this _ 
appearer hath by these presents publicly and: solemnly protested against all and every 
person and persons whom it doth or may concern, and against all and every matter or 
thing had and met with as aforesaid whereby and by reason whereof the said appearer 
already has or hereafter shall appear to have suffered or sustained damages or injury. 
And doth declare that all losses, damages, costs, charges, and expenses that have 
happened to said appearer through the action of the custom-house authorities of Bar- _ 
celona, as hereinbefore set forth, are and oughtto be borne by those to whom the same 
may by right appertain, the same having occurred as before rentioned, and not by or 
through any insufficiency, default, or neglect of this appearer or of his agents and cor- 
respondents; reserving to himself the right to further extend this protest should need ° 
and occasion require. a Se ” | 
1385. done and protested in the port of Havana, this 8th day of January, A. D. 

| | | FERNANDO B. HAMEL. 

In testimony whereof the said appearer has hereunto subscribed his name, and I, 
the said consul-general, have granted to him this public instrument under my hand 
and the seal of the consulate-general to serve and avail him and all others whom it — 
doth or may concern as need and occasion may require. a 

| [ SEAL. ] : . RAMON O. WILLIAMS, 
_ United States Consul-General. 

A true copy. 7 oe : | 
a | a RAMON O. WILLIAMS, oo 

| _ | | Consul-General. : 

| . {Inclosure 3 in No. 317.] 

Mr. Hunter to Mr. Williams. | 

No. 35.) © 7 DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | oc 
Washington, February 26, 1885. 

Str: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch No. 103, forwarding the | 
: protest of Mr. Fernando B. Hamel against the collection of import duties at Barcelona 

on shipments of old iron from Havana. | _ | —_ | 
In reply I have to inform you that Mr. Hamel’s protest is satisfactory. Itremains, _ 

‘however, to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Department— | 
(1) That Mr. Hamel is a citizen, native or naturalized, of the United States. 

_ . (2%) The claim of Mr. Hamel that junk and scrap metals are the production of no 
country, and are the remains of articles which, if imported into Cuba, paid duty when 
firss coming in, is sound and equitable. But it should be sustained by affidavits of | 

_ . competent witnesses that the junk did so originate and was broken up into junk in 
Cuba. It should be made clear that junk from the United States is not imported into 
Cuba as junk, and thence reshipped for Spain. The reduced third column duty may | 

oo make it profitable to make such transshipment. As to this the Department is not | 
informed, scrap metal not being in the Cuban tariff of 1873, the latest the Depart- 

: ment possesses. - . . | 
' Ifthe duty on American junk in Cuba be, at the present time, lower than on Ameri- 

- can junk sent to Spain, then it would pay to reship it to Barcelona to be entered on 
the free list. 

It is understood that Mr. Hamel has a branch house in Baltimore, and weekly ves- 
sels, owned by the firm, ply between the United States and Cuba. 

All the Department desires is to have the bona jides of the transaction established 
| before representations are made to the Spanish Government. : | 

You will examine the case carefully and report the result of your investigation. If | 
Mr. Hamel’s operations are bona fide you should forward such testimony as will estab- 
lish it and prove his citizenship. - . 

_. Tam, &e., mS . . 
| yO — | W. HUNTER, 

| | Second Assistant Secretary, —
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ne | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Reed. 

No. 322.] oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
ce - 7 Washington, March 23,1885. 

Siz: Referring to instruction No. 312 of the 27th ultimo, I inclose in 
the case of the Ocean Pearl, fined at. Matanzas, a copy of a dispatch _ | 
from our consul there and also a certificate which he transmitted touch- — | 
ing the ten empty hogsheads mentioned in the above instructions. _ 

| | | | T. F. BAYARD. ~ , 

a | 7 - [Inclosure 1 in No. 322} oS | 4 

a | Mr. Vickers to Mr. Davis. | Be | 

No. 116.] S , UNITED STATES CONSULATE, . 
| — a | Lo . Matanzas, February 20, 1885. | 

 Srr: I herewith inclose certificate of Edward K. Sparks, esq., of the firm of Isaac oo 
Hough & Co., of Philadelphia, relating to the shipment of 235 empty molasses hogs- 
heads in place of 245 as manifested, the absence of which caused the fine to be im- 
posed on the American barkentine Ocean Pearl. oe - 

Iam, &c., | | . | - Ce 
oe | DAVID VICKERS, | , 

| | CO . | oe — Consul, : 

a ok . vs a _ {Ineclosure 2 in No. 322.] ve a | | 

| : Affidavit of Edward K. Sparks. - - 7 

_ Personally appeared before me Edward K. Sparks, of the firm of Isaac Hough & Co., a 
shipping and commission merchants doing business in Philadelphia, who deposes and _ 

-. gays that his firm shipped on the Ocean Pearl, bound for Matanzas, on or about De- 
cember 7, 1884, 235 empty molasses hogsheads, not 245 as manifested, 10 of them hav- — 
ing been left on the wharf. : : | | 

| | EDW. K. SPARKS. | 
- Philadelphia, this 13th day of February, 1885. _ oe 

| Sworn and subscribed before me this 13th day of February, 1885. | 
[ SEAL. ] THOMAS M. CRANE, | | 

| a | | BS Notary Public. | 

ee No. 530.0 oe 

. | Mr. Reed to Mr. Bayard. | | 

| ; | (Extract. ] 

No. 318.] . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
7 | | oy Madrid, April 8, 1885. (Received April 25.) 

§rr: Thad the honor to duly receive Mr. Frelinghuysen’s instruc- | | 
tion No. 305, of the 28th January last, relating to the return of theso-called — 
cattle tax collected by the Spanish consul at. Key West. As instructed, 

_ I waited a reasonable time, and not receiving a notefromthe ministerof 
state, I mentioned the subject to the sub-secretary of state, who promised 

' to attend to it. More than a month having passed and the promised a 
note not having been received I addressed a note tothe minister of a 
state on the 4th instant, recalling his attention to the subject and ex- 
pressing the hope of my Government that, as the Spanish consul at Key -
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West had forwarded his report to Madrid, the money unjustly collected 
oo by him would now be returned to the interested parties without further — 

unnecessary delay. A copy of my note is herewith inclosed for your 
- further information. © wee | ; | 

The minister of state addressed mea note on the 4th instant (the 
same date as mine to him), but not received by me until the evening of 
of the 6th, stating that he had received the data requested of the Spanish 
consul at Key West in regard to the claim of Mr. Mackay, and request- 
ing me to remit the data referred to in Mr. Foster’s note of the 11th of - 
September last, in order to examine and reach an agreement In respect to 

| the amount of the said claim. I also inclose herewith a copy and trans- - 
- lation of the minister’s note. I at once prepared a statement showing . 

the amount of all the said cattle tax collected by the Spanish consul, 
| based upon the Department’s No. 127 to me of 12th January, 1883 

(see statement which accompanied it as to number of cattle shipped), — 
and Nos. 74, 88, 184, and 220, to Mr. Foster. These instructions ap- 
pear to be the only ones in the legation bearing upon the amount of 
tax collected, but desiring to have my statement complete, and wishing 

. to hand it tothe minister of state so soon as possible, [deemed it proper | 
| to send you a telegram yesterday * * * asking if there were fur- — 

| _ ther claims to be presented. OO | : . . 
oe I also beg to inclose herewith a copy of my statement. I have not 

| as yet handed it to the minister of state, and will not do so untill re- . 
ceive your reply to my telegram above referred to. Oo | - 

| | ; | DWIGHT T. REED. 

. | [Inclosure 1 in No. 318.] oe 

. | | Mr. Reed to Mr. Elduayen. : | 

| | ~ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
: Z — Madrid, April 4, 1885. | 

| EXCELLENCY: In the note which your excellency addressed to this legation on the 
2d of October last, relating to the collection by the Spanish consul at Key West of ex- 
cessive charges on cattle shipped from that port to Cuba by citizens of the United - 

: - - States, your excellency was pleased to state that urgent new orders would be sent to _ 

said consul to remit without delay the necessary information as to the amount thus | 

unjustly collected, with a view to return the same to the interested parties, and also _ 
that so soon as the said information was received your excellency would inform this 
legation thereof, and also of the corresponding action in regard thereto. oe 

The substance of your excellency’s note having been duly transmitted to Washing- - 

ton, and the Department of State having been informed that the Spaifish consul at — 

7 Key West transmitted to your-excellency on the 20th of December last a report con- 

-, taining the information requested of him, I am instructed to recall your excellency’s _ 
attention to the subject, and to express the hope that the money acknowledged by 
His Catholic Majesty’s Government to have been unjustly collected will now be re-_ 

turned to the interested parties without further unnecessary delay. 
I gladly avail, &c., 

O | | DWIGHT T. REED. | 

. . | [Inclosure 2in No. 318.—Translation.] a . 

| | oo Mr. Elduayen to Mr. Reed. - 

a, | | = | Ministry oF STATE, 
: , | a Madrid, April 4, 1885. 

My Drar Sir: I have the honor to inform you that the data requested ‘of the Span- 

ish consul at Key West in regard to the exportation of cattle to the island of Cuba, to 

| which the claim of Mr, Mackay, a merchant of that. place (Key West), refers, has -
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been received in this ministry, and if you will be good enough to remit the data men- | 
tioned in the note of the minister plenipotentiary of the United States of the 11th of 
September last, they may be examined and confronted in order to reach an agreement 
with respect to the amount of said claim. — 7 | | 

| I avail, &c., — | . 
| ee ; | - J. ELDUAYEN. oe 

ae -— [Inclosare 3 in No. 318] | . | 

Statement showing the amount of tax collected by the Spanish consul at Key West, Fla., on - . 
| cattle shipped from that port to the Island of Cuba. | , 

| '- ‘Name of vessel | Destination. — __ | Date of ship: | Number nee Total col- | ° . . ment. | of head. hoa. lected. 

Alabama....-.0---+--sse---| Havana .......--........-| Apr: 22, 1882 451 | $0 40 $180 40 oo 
: woeeeeGO..-----------.-----| Apr. 29,1882} 496 40 198 40 

waeee-GO..---eeeseee--+----| May 2, 1882 500 40} 20000 — 7 
. vewnaeQO.scncceeceeeseeees.| May 6, 1882 450 40 |. 180 00 | 

oe ne AO... ee eee enone. | May 12, 1882 - 496 40 198 40 . 
wennae@O. cecceeseee-seceeee| May 19, 1882 495 40 198 00 

| waneeeGO-.-----.2-----------| May 26, 1882 5261 °  - 40 _ 210 40 
ar Saguala Grande..........| May 30, 1882 442 40 176 80 

. | Havana .................|dune 4, 1882 422 40 168 80 oo 
Saguala Grande..........| June 8, 1882 496 40 | 198 40 

oe Havana ...............-..| Jane 13, 1882 460 40| . . 184 00 : 
. . wwe nn dO. wee eee ewe eee---| JUNO 16, 1882 516 40 206 40 . 

i - wnnee-GO..... --.----.-----| June 22, 1882 §16 40 | 206 40 
; ------d0...-...-.....--..../ June 29, 1882 416 40 166 40 ° 

Saguala Grande..........| July 3, 1882 499 40 199 60 . 
Havana ..................| duly 5, 1882 500 ~ 40 200 00 

—— | Cardenas..-:...-...-..--.| July 12, 1882 480 40 192 00 
Saguala Grande..........| July 18, 1882 486 40 194 40 

| | eww ne dO ecneeeeeee-earees.| Duly 24, 1882 502 | 40 200 80 
mo Havam .....-...--......-; Aug. 1,1882 516 40 |. 206 40 . 

| wun ee eGO. en eceececceseneees| AUG. 7, 1882 500 40 | 200 00 
| waeeniGO.ccnceneceaceeee-.| May 8, 1883 498 40!. 199 20 

wo----GO. 2.22 ee nee ee.| May 14, 1883 500. 40. 200 00 . 
nine GO. -22--2-5.--------| May 19, 1883 431 40 192 40 

| | So - | 13,644 | 4,657.60 

Arictes.........---:-.-----| Havana .........-.2.-.-..] Dec. 2,1881] 100 40 40 00 

Habanero...............-..| Nuevitas.......-...--.--.| Dec. 26, 1881 275; . 40} 110 00 | 

| Alice Vane ............-...| Havana ...............--.| Dec. 30, 1881 “00 | 40, 40 00 

Palma ..-...2-20-2eeeeecee foeeee sO. eee eens ee eeeeeee | ADE. 1, 1882 97 40 88 80. 

Lucy P. Miller ............|-.----d0.......-...-....-..| July 4,1882| 284 4o| ‘113 60 
woe ee GO... 2.00... eees. | TULY 9, 1882 — 820 40 | - 128 00 
woeen MO. --0.2- 2. ++ e eee | SOY 11, 1882 320 40 128 00 | 
woeee-GO..22..--2---- ee. | July 20, 1882 277 | 40 110 80 

a Saguala Grande.... .... | July 25, 1882 300 40 120 00 
Havana ..........-..-.-..| Aug. 2, 1882 208 40 83 20 

Co Saguala Grande..........| Aug. 9, 1882 300 40 120 00 - 
| woneeeGO..--eeeeeee---eeeee| AUG. 14, 1882 299/ 40 11960 

ae Gibaza ............-....-.| Aug. 22, 1882 289 40 115 60 
Saguala Grande..........| Sept. 2, 1882 261 40 104 40 

| woceenQO. ceeseeuss cee ceee-s| Sept. 7, 1882 296 40 (11840 
veneeeGO. coceeecce-seesseee| Sept. 14, 1882 302 40} 120 80 
vnee+ GO. .22.--------..---.| Sept. 21, 1882 286 40 | 114 40 
Havana ............---.-.| Oct. 3, 1882 211 40 84 40 | 

. wunneeGO_...-..-e-----.----| Oct. 18, 1882 247 - 40° 98 80 

Se | to 4, 200 1, 680 00 

Sarah Hall.......2.....2-..[0....d0............-...-. | Dee. 4,1881] 126 40 50 40 
| : — deeeweedO. eee eeeeeeeeee-ee-| Apr. 25, 1882 127 40 | 50 80 

| . wane CO.. 2-2 020-22------2-| May 14, 1882 130 40 52 00 
wave GO... 222-2. eee eee ee| May 29, 1882 1380 40 52 00 a 
wenee-GO..cc-.-----e--+----}/ dune 8, 1882 1380): ~~ 40 52 00° 

| | ween a GO..22. co. sccaee-ae.| JUNE 23, 1882 130° 40 52 00 
_ feweee-GO...-..-2---.---.---| duly 9, 1882 - 180 |. 40 52 00. 

| . wows GO... -- scenes ees ee-| DULY 21, 1882. 128 40 49 20 
| wee---GO-.2....-----------.| Ag. 14, 1882 123 | 40 49 20 w! 

7 wanes GO...2..cc2- sess ee] Nov. 28, 1882 130; — 40 52 00 

Oo | | | 1,279 | | B11 600 

os 45FOR :
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- Statement showing the amount of tax collected by the Spanish consul at Key West, §c.—Cont’d. 

: 7 | bas Rate of | . . . . . 6. 1p- To 1- ‘Name of vessel. Destination. © |P ate-orsh Pp Number tax per 1 otal Go . 

‘ Guilermo .-................]| Nuevitas.................| June 20, 1882 450 $0 40 $180 00 
. weee--GO.....-----2-.------| JUNE 26, 1882 | 425 40 170 00 

. | | 875 | 350 00 | 

Ellie Knight...............]| Havana ..................| Dec. 26,1881 98; = 40 39 20 | 
| ween GO... -eeeeeeeee--| Jam. 19,1882} 163/ 40° 65 20 

saeee-GO..2..0-- eee eeee---| Feb. 5, 1882 177 40 70 80 
weeen GO... ..ceeseeeeeeee---| May 9,1882 324 40 129 60 
wenen-GO..ncceeeeeeeeesees-| May 15, 1882 330 40 132 00 
wane GO. ee eee cneeee eee | May 24, 1889 326 40 130 40 

| woeee-O. eee e ee eaeeeeeneee-| Dune 8, 1882 825 40 | 130°00 
wooo -dO....-..2..---------| JUNE 12, 1882 325 40 - 130 00 
enone GO...2----0-2--------| JUNO 16, 1882 375 40 150 00 
weneseGO..-.0-.-2-0--eees.-| DUNO 23 1882 325 40 130 00 
wonn=-GO...------2-.+2-----| JUNO 28, 1882 | © 330 40 132 00 . 
wae n ee GO..2 2. eee eone--| DULY 23, 1882 324 40 129 60 
onnne -GO..-.....-.-..--....| Daly 27, 1882 326 40 130 40 
Sagua la Grande..........; Aug. 1, 1882 330 40 132 00 . 
wevee-GO......-.-.--...----| Aug. 15, 1882 313 40 125 20 
venee GO....----....2.---..| AU. 27, 1882 310 40. 124 00 
[eee cdO. ee eae e eens eee eee | Sept, 26, 1882 300 40 120 00 
ween O.-2..---.----------| Nov. 10, 1882 160° 40 64 00 
wanes GO.....------.-. -.-.| Nov. 19, 1882 255 40 102 00—; 

| | wr Tldo.licscecs cc cce.s_.| Nov. 27, 1882 300 | 40 120 00 
: 7 wewee-GO......--2......+-.-!| Dec, 17, 1882 324 40 129 60 

. oy . 6, 040 2,416 00 

Mira A. Pratt .............| Havana ...........-......| Apr. 30, 1883 207 40 82 80 
waeee GO. ence cece ceeceeeses| May 14, 1883 214 40 85 60 

| . . | 421 | 168 40 

Aaa Eldridge ..............).-...-d0..................-| Feb. 27, 1882 130 40 52 00 
ooe---G0......--.....--.-..| Apr. 11, 1882 129 40 | 51 60 
wonee-GO......--0--00-.---.| May 14, 1882 130 40 52 00 
oneee GO.-.....---.--.----.| May 20, 1882 130 - 40 52 00 
one---G0...-----2-..----...| May 31, 1882 130 40 - 52 00 
oee2--GO..-...-..--2-------| dune 12, 1882 130 40 - 52 00 
woo---O.-....-.------..----.| June 26, 1882 130 40 52 00 
wenn -dO......-.....-...-.-| FS aly 8, 1882 180 40 52 00 
woene-GO...-----2--2-------| DULY 20, 1882 180 40 52 00 

"foe dO......2......-......,| Aug. 1, 1882 130 40 52 00 
veeee GO..2...00-02-24.---.| AUS, 30, 1882 129 40 51 60 

. . war---GO......2---..22..--.| NOV. 17, 1882 107 40 42 80 

| | | 1,585 | 614 00° 

RECAPITULATION. 

A LA TC TT atta a tae maaan aes Aeaaa aaa aR ata taaa man aea eee ine ana ane ae at ane 

Number | Total col- 
_ Name of vessel. of head. lected. 

Alabama. ..-..--..22-0 cece ee cee ene ence c eect scene nececccentececcnsccecennces| 11,644] $4,657 60 
ATIOCLOS - 222 eee ee cee cee ee wee cee ree eee ee nee renee nen wenaes 100 40 00 
Habanero. ... 22. eee ee cece eee ccc ene cece ee ene e ee cree ne cneneeceeeesneeecemecsenee| 275 110 00 
Alice Vane ---. 22-2 ee ne cneeen cnc ee cen e enc cn eee nent cane ne wenerceesenscnecraseee 108 4000 
Palma ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee 2 2 ee oT 88 80 

Lucy P. Miller. 22.0 ne ccc cee ne ee eee nen wee e ne enema mentee meen weet en nee 4, 200 1, 680 00 

, Sarah Hall. 2. 2 ee ccc weer ences wen wwen ence ween ee none neneenamenas 1, 279 511 60 : a 

GUiLOTMO - - ~ 2-2-1 e eee ee eee eee ee ee meena cece eens eee ne ten eenenes 875; 35000 _ 
Ellie Knight... 20. cc cnn ee cw n cece wm cw eee seen sn ree nt ccm e ence sneneu cannes cocnns 6, 040 2, 416 00 

Mira A. Pratt 2.22. cece we ecw wc ence ccc cme w ew cer enc ewe wwe e nec ew sn wnceneans 421 | 168 40. 
Asa Eldridge Oe oe Oe COO OOS OS PORE ROE ERHEBETOHHOCEEH EE DOMED en eeeeEn sens 1, 535 614 00 

oo | ee 26,566 | 10,626 40
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a | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Reed. — en, 

No. 327.] | ‘DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
a —— Washington, April 9, 1885. , 

_ Sim: Referring to instruction No. 317 of March 10 last,in the mat- | 
ter of customs-dues at Barcelona on cargoes of old scrap-iron shipped a 
to that port by Mr. F’. B. Hamel, I now inclose a copy of a dispatch from | 
Havana (and inclosures) showing Hamel’s good faith. It is not easy | 
to see how the legitimate Cuban origin of the goods could be more clearly | 
established. Oo | me 

_- You will continue to.urge the case on its merits. | oe | 
Tam, &., oo | so | 

| | | ers TF. BAYARD. | | 

| ; ae [Inclosure 1 in No. 327.] - | - | 

| | Mr. Williams to Mr. Hunter. —— a a 

| No. 140.] | CoNSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, . a 
| - Havana, March.19, 1885. - 

| Sir: Referring to your instruction No. 3d, dated the 26th ultimo, receipt of which = 
was acknowledged the 5th instant, the same relating to the protest of Mr. Fernando - 
B, Hamel against the collection of import duties at Barcelona on shipmentsof oldiron 

_ from Havana, I have now the honor, for the purpose of demonstrating to the Depart- oo 
| ment the good faith of this transaction on the part of Mr. Hamel, to inclose the fol- | 

- - lowing documentary evidence : ce , | 
_ First. Inclosure No. 1 is a certificate, signed by me, of the fact of Mr. Hamel being Oo 
inscribed in the register of American citizens kept in this office, from which it appears 
that he is a native of Louisiana, and was inscribed in said register on or about the 
4th of January, 1871, in accordance with a general order from the government of the | 
island requiring all foreigners to register at their respective consulates. ° - 

Second. No. 2 is a translation of the personal ‘ cedula,” defining his citizenship on 
_ the part of the authorities of Havana, issued by Don Florencio Garcia, alcalde of the 
-dragones, district of this city, dated October 4, 1884, corroborating the preceding cer- . 
tificate from this office of his American citizenship. . | 

Third. No. 3 is the sworn statement of Mr. Hamel, showing the place of his 
establishment to be at No. 311 Calzada de San Lazaro, in this city. | . 

Fourth. No. 4 is the translation of the certificate issued, under date of the llth. | 
instant, by Don Antonio Abudo, inspector and auditor of the customs of Ha- | | 
vana, declaring that, upon examination of the record books of importations of the 
Havana custom-house, there does not appear ever to have been imported, either from 
Spain or elsewhere, any old iron, rope, or old metal, otherwise than some pig-iron | 
which may have come as ballast into this port. eos, 

Fifth. No. 5 is a certificate signed by twenty-four different persons, such as 
| railroad superintendents, foundry owners, steamship owners, and hardware dealers, 

_ all declaring that they have sold to Mr. Hamel old iron, copper, brass, and othes.old 
- metals during the last ten years. | | 

Sixth. No. 6 is the statement of Mr. Hamel, found to be correct with the books of 
_ this consulate-general, showing the invoices of shipments made to the United States 

from December 1, 1882, to December 11, 1884, the object of this document being to | 
show that he is an exporter from, and not an importer of junk goods to, the United 
States. | | 

: In addition to the foregoing documentary evidence, I beg to inform the Department oS 
that, at the request of Mr. Hamel, I visited his place of business on Friday, the 13th —__ | 
instant. I found it extensive, there being several large yards attached where the junk , 

_ gathered daily throughout the city by eight carts kept for this purpose, and the many - 
rag-pickers, is dumped, picked, and separated for the several apartments used for | 

_ assortment. Here there were scales for weighing and apparatus for breaking up the 
pieces of metal. There were separate rooms for the deposit of old metals, bones, hoofs, 

_ horns, and glue stock, and other rooms with packing and pressing machines to reduce | 
the bulk of all scrap metals, rags, glue stock, and bones, to proper shipping condition. 

He further requested me to examine his books of daily purchases and sales, to wit- 
ness the different manual occupations of the establishment, which I did. Se |
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| In this visit of examination I spent over one hour, and everything witnessed or in- 
spected by me only confirms me in the belief that all of Mr. Hamel’sstatementsinthe — 
‘premises are clearly and unequivocally based on good faith. : 

I have, &c., | a | 
oO Oe oo | RAMON O. WILLIAMS, — 

Consul-General. 

| : [Inclosure 2 in No. 327 _—Translation. | | | | 

: CoNSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
oe | Havana, March 18, 1885. 

| I, the undersigned, consul-general of the United States of America at Havana, do 
hereby certify that Mr. Fernando B. Hamel was registered in the registry of citizens 

' kept in this office, on or about the 4th of January, 1871, as follows: | . rere 
No. 94. Fernando B. Hamel; age, thirty-three years; born in Louisiana; married; 

merchant; fourteen years in Cuba; residing, Industria street, No. 164; junk store, 
Marquez Gonzalez street, No. 2. 

Witness my hand and official seal this 18th March, 1885. | Se | 
[SEAL. ] oo, RAMON C. WILLIAMS, 

| | _ Consul-General. 

[Inclosure 3 in No. 327.—Translation.] | 

Personal cedula for domiciled foreigners; folio, 75; year, 1884~’85; No. 774; province, | 
Havana; district, Havana; Dragones ward. In favor of Don Fernando B. Hamel y 
Nathan, native of United States; married ; occupation, commerce; and resides, Reina 
street, No. 118. | | 

Havana, October 14, 1884, 
| The alcalde, —_ 

FLORENCIO GARCIA. | 

' Description—age, forty-five years; stature, tall; complexion, good; beard, close; 
particular marks, 1884, No. 1193. Oo | 

| | [Inclosure 4 in No. 327.—Translation.] | 

| | | | Mr. Hamel to Mr. Williams. 

Havana, March 11, 1885. | 

Str: In reply to your several questions, I have to state that at my store, No. 311 
Calzada de San Lazaro, there is a daily purchase, at wholesale and retail, of all kinds | 

, of goods embraced in the business of a Junk store, such as old iron, metals, rope, can- 
vas, rags, hoofs, horns, glue stock, &c., and that, at the office of Henry B. Hamel & ~ 
Co., No. 2 Mercaderes street, I purchase, during certain hours of the day, goods of the 
above kind from planters, hardware dealers, and others, all to be delivered at the be- | 

| fore-mentioned store; that-I have never imported any of the above kind of goods 
from any foreign country; and, further, that no one else has done so up to this day, 
as stated in the accompanying custom-house certificate; that I purchase such mate- 

—— rials from railroad companies, foundries, planters, hardware stores, and others, is 
proved by the accompanying certificate, signed by a number of parties representing — 
such interests; and, that, instead of ever importing any of said goods, I, at all times, 
export them, and refer to the invoices that I have had authenticated at your office for . 
said shipments according to the accompanying list. | 

Very respectfully, 
| —  . FERNANDO B. HAMEL. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th day of March, 1885. _ | 
| : , oe | RAMON O. WILLIAMS, 

7 ne | Consul-General. 

| 7 a [Inclosure 5 in No. 327. j | 

I, Don Antonio Abudo, chief of bureau of first class, inspector of customs and audi- , 
| tor, do hereby certify that, as appears from the -antecedents in this custom-house, 

after an examination made in the importation books of the same, there does not
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appear ever to have been imported, either from Spain or elsewhere, any old iron, | 
| rope, or old metal with the exception of pig-iron, which may have been brought in — 

bars as ballast by the vessels of various nations, and which have been landed as such, | 
when necessary, declaring the same and paying the duties corresponding thereto. 

At the request of Fernando B. Hamel, of this commerce, I issue this document, in | 
testimony thereof, at Havana, March 11, 1885. | 

a _ . | ANT’O ABUDO. 
[SEAL.] FERNANDEZ. a 

CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, : 
| | Havana, ———, ——. 

_ _I, the undersigned, consul-general of the United States at Havana, do hereby certify 
that Antonio Abudo, whose signature appears to the foregoing custom-house certifi- 
cate, to which is affixed the seal of the Havana custom-house and countersignature _ 

| of Fernandez, collector, is the contador or auditor of customs for this port, the proper | 
officer to issue such certificates, and that, in my opinion, his statements are entitled 
to full faith and credit. a | 

Given under my hand and official seal at Havana, this 12th March, 1885. | : 
[SEAL. | | - - RAMON O. WILLIAMS, | 

| Consul- General. Oo 

| | | [Inclosure 6 in No. 327.) _ . | : 

We, the undersigned, do hereby certify that, during the last ten years, we have sold 
to Mr. Fernando B. Hamel, owner of the junk store, Calzada San Lazaro, 311, old iron, | 
copper, and metals. . - | | 

And at the request of the party concerned we hereunto subscribe our names at Ha- : 
vana, this 6th March, 1885. — oO . . | 

| (Signed as follows:) . | | | 
} _ Marina & Cagigal; Manuel L. Izquierdo, superintendent Havana Railroad, | 

1874 to 18738; J. N. Odoardo, superintendent of Bay Railroad, 1870 to 1882, | 
and superintendent of Western Railroad; J. Eale, superintendent-general of 

| the Havana Railroad ; Tijero Bros. & Co., hardware dealers; José Madie- | 
_ rell; Nicolas Alvarez; Urquiola, Diaz & Co.; Uribarri, Isasi & Co.; Anto. -_ 

| Vilaseca, superintendent of the Bay Railroad; Castro, Fernandez & Co. ; 
Alberdi & Lastra; Presa & Torre; Ramon de Herrera, pp. Ramon de Her-. 

oo | rera; Domingo Abascal; Rodriguez & Co.; Gabriel Ramos; Prieto & Co. ; 
| Alvarez & Co.; Astobiza, Alonzo & Co.; Narciso Penamos; Luis Alum; > 

| - Dominguez & Galan; Van Dewater & Co. — | | co 

| . CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
. Havana, March 12, 1885. - 

I, the undersigned, consul-general of the United States at Havana, do hereby cer- | 
tify that the signatures to the foregoing document are the true and genuine signa- © _ 
tures of Messrs. Marina & Cagigal, hardware dealers; Manuel L. Izquierdo, superin- | 

.  tendent Havana Railroad, 1874 to 1878; J. N. Odoardo, superintendent of Bay Railroad | 
1870 to 1882, and superintendent of Western Railroad; J. Eale, superintendent-gen- | 
eral of the Havana Railroad; Tijero Bros. & Co., hardware dealers; José Madierell, oO 
foundryman; Nicolas Alvarez; Urquiola, Diaz & Co; Uribarri, Isasi & Co., hardware 

_ Importersand dealers; Anto. Vilaseca, superintendent of the Bay Railroad ; Castro, Fer- — | 
nandez & Co.; Alberdi & Lastra; Presa & Torre; hardware de alers ; Ramon de Her- , 
rera, steamship owner; Domingo Abascal; Rodriguez & Co.; Gabriel Ramos; Prieto & | Co. ; Alvarez & Co.; Astobiza, Alonzo & Co.; Narciso Penamos; Luis Alum; Domingtiez ee 
& Galan, hardware dealers and importers; and Van Dewater & Co., foundry. Ifurther 7 
certify that the foregoing signatures were acknowledged in presence of the United 
States consular clerk at this place, whom I delegated to call at the place of business 
of each subscriber for that purpose, and that, in my opinion ; the statements by them 

' subscribed are entitled to full faith and credit. _ | 
_ Given under my hand and official seal at Havana, this March 12, 1885. | . | 

[SEAL ] | RAMON O. WILLIAMS, | 
| Consul-General. | | 

- | | JOS. A. SPRINGER, 
| . : | Consular Clerk.
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es | [Inclosure 7 in No. 327. | oO | - 

| | | | ie - Havana, March 19, 1885. | 

| | | List of invoices. | . 

- Name of vessel. Class. : Date. | Destination 

. City of Puebla.......-----+----seeeeee eee Steamer ....-......---------| Dec. 1,1882 | New York. 

Eva H. Fisk.......2220ce00s-eeeeece cece se] Bark... see cere ee eeeeneeee ees Jan. 16,1883 | Philadelphia. 

DO -er nee cence eee eee eee eee e eres: woe dO cenaneceenee-eeenes-+--| Fan. 19, 1883 Do. 

City of Puobla....-.-.--------------0s2e+: Steamer ............--------| Mar. 17, 1883 | New York. 

City of Washington .2-..-.- eeeecs ene e ee e[oe 2 dO cece ee eee e eee rece eee eee Mar. 31,1883 | Do. 

DO cee ee ene ne eee ee nee te ence en ceee wae GO con nnn een eeeeeeeeeeees| May. 5, 1883 Do. 

City of Merida.......--..---+- eee ee cence |e == dO eee ee reece rere reece ee June 16, 1883 Do. 

British Empire. ..-.+-.------00-2--+eseee- eed cen nnc ne cennne coneees---| JUNG 23, 1883 Do. — 

Julia Blake.......------eeeeee seen eeeeee e+ | Bark... -. ee eee eee eereeeees July 13,1883 | Philadelphia. . 

Ada Carter ...... 222+. 0c2eee seen eee r eee n ee [ene dO eee eee e scents Sept. 15,1883; Do. 

City of Merida ......------..-------------| Steamer .....--------------- Oct. 6,1883 | New York. 

Saratoga ..2- 2. cece nec e cence eee ewe e eee efe ee dO op ec eee veneer cree ec eee: Oct. 17, 1883 Do. 

A. G. Jowett .....-- 022 eee ene eee e ee Brig o---+++20-0-srererereet Nov. 24, 1883 | Philadelphia. 

Conquest ...... 22.202 --eee ce ence ee eee eeee| Bark 22.20... s-0ee eee eee eee Mar. 13, 1884 Do. 

DO voce ne ence ene cnn nec cece emcee cee e ne AO cece seen wen c ce cenne eee Mar. 23, 1884 Do. 

Ramon. Herrera....--..---+eee-seeeree eee: Steamer ......--------------| duly 20, 1884 | New York, 

Bugenia ... 2.2... eeee nee ne eee e ee nce e cee] Bark... 2... +2. ee ee eee e eee ee May 23,1884 | Philadelphia. 

Ramon Herrera... . 0... ccweeecocdeecee-| SUOAMSMOL ....--.---0..-------| duly 12, 1884) New York. 

_ Newport ...2.. cee cee e ee cence ee eenee: wun dO ce ncncecenceceuee---e--| AU. 20, 1884 Do. 

Ramon Herrera... 2ccccecuccccccecs: ccecne|e ee GO .o0- eee ewenenceneeeee-| Oct. 4, 1884 Do. 

D0. one nc cece ne cence cee cw cern ee cen ele n= MO ence nec cnnewe ener enenee Oct. 4, 1884 Do. 

Francisco Garguilo.......----+-+--+-0----| Bark......-.--0-+---+--2++-- Oct. 17,1884 | Philadelphia. 

DO cece en cee ce ewww nee ene ee ee reece [en AO once een e es cece ence eee Oct. 29, 1884 Do. 

Newport ....-.2-- sccneoneeeeceeenececees| SUCAMOL ------ eee eee eee e eee Nov. 20, 1884 | New York. 

, D0 20 nnc ccc cece wee neecccanenccns{ene dO cansecencenecncue coseee| NOV. 20, 1884 Do. 

Saratoga ...... c--eee reece sees eeeseesneees end caceccnucuncuucencccnee| NOV. 27, 1884 Do. 

Daring .....c0-2-ececeeencceescweccecenene| Bark. ...-2-.0e eens ee eeeereee Dec. 11, 1884 | Philadelphia. 

| | F. B. HAMEL. | 

7 _ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Foster. - | | 

No. 332.] | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 

: , | - Washington, April 29, 1885. 

- Srp: In continuance of former correspondence on the subject of the 

| so-called cattle-tax exacted on exports from Key West, by the Spanish 

| consul there, I have to inclose a copy of a letter from Messrs. McGrew | 

| & Small, attorneysof James McKay and other exporters, who have paid 

such taxes, making a request as to the mode or channel of the promised 

refunding of said taxes. The adoption of their suggestion lies, of course, 

with His Majesty’s Government. | | 

Tam, &e., | _ 

. ‘[Inclosure in No. 832.] . 

| Mesars. McGrew § Small to Mr. Bayard. : 

: | | | y "WASHINGTON, D. C., April 25, 1885. . 

| DEAR SIR: We have the honor to state that we represent the following-named per- 

sons whose claims against the Spanish Government for export duties on cattle paid 

by them to the late vice-consul of Spain at Key West, Fla., are and have been on file 

in your Department since April, 1883, viz: . | 

James McKay, Tampa, Fla.; Jno. H. A. Roberts, Key West, Fla. ; Gideon Lowe, — 

Key West, Fla.; Manuel Acosta, Key West, Fla.; A. F. Tift, Key West, Fla.; George _ 

H. Bocker, Key West, Fla. _ ; a 

_ Duly executed protests from these parties against the payments of these illegal duties, 

showing the amounts paid by each, and powers of attorney from each party authoriz-
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- ing us to represent him and to receive the amount when refunded by the Spanish Gov- | 
ernment, are also on file in your department. ‘Learning that arrangements are about 
to be completed for the payment of these claims, we have the honor to request that : 

- such payment may be made through your Department to us as the duly authorized | | 
attorneys of the said claimants, and not through the Cuban authorities or the Span- 
ish vice-consul at Key West, Fla. | j , ; 7 

- - Very respectfully, — - | 

| | -* McGREW & SMALL. , 

No. 533. : re 

| Mr. Bayard to Mr. Foster. | 

No. 336.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ne 
| Washington, May 6, 1885. | ve 

-$rr: I inclose for your attention a letter dated April 30, 1885, from | 
Mr. H. B. Plant, the president of the Savannah, Florida and Western 

- Railway Company, complaining of the great annoyance and discourage- © : 
ment to the commercial and passenger traffic of the railways leading to | | 
the ports on the Gulf of Mexico caused by the system now enforced in | 
-Cuba requiring passports to be visaed by a Spanish consul from all | 
‘persons arriving at a Cuban port. Many of those proceeding there for , 

_ the first time are ignorant of the necessity of providing themselves - 
- with a visaed passport, and discover it only on arriving at the port of 

embarkation, and often too late to obtain one from Washington. They 
are, perhaps, also further deterred from pursuing their journey by the oe 
heavy fee of $4 exacted for the visé in addition to the first cost of the ee 

_. passport. | | ae 
' The passport system having, been found a serious obstacle to the 
modern mode of universal and rapid travel, is now practically and tac. 

_ itly abolished in Europe, except where a military state of siege requires a 
every traveler to be identified and vouched for. It is believed by this 
Government that our relations with Cuba are so peaceful and intimate 
that this restriction to trade and travel might now be removed without . 
detriment to the interests of either nation and in fact to their mutual ad- 
vantage. You are therefore requested to take an early opportunity to — 
lay these views before the minister of foreign affairs, and to propose 
and urge that a clause should be inserted in the commercial treaty now | 
pending between the United States and Spain abolishing the present 

— system of passports, except possibly at such times when a state of siege 
or military operations for the national defense might require a more 
‘rigorous inspection of travelers arriving at Spanish ports. Should this 

~ suggestion be favorably received, you can forward at once to the Depart- 
ment the text of such a clause as drawn up either by yourself or atthe — 
Spanish foreign office, with a view, if necessary, to consultation here © 
with the Spanish minister. | 

Iam, &c., | , | : - 
oe ° oe | T. KF. BAYARD. 

- . '  [Inclosure in No. 336.] . 

- Mr. H. B. Plant to Mr. Bayard. a | 

. SAVANNAH, FLORIDA AND WESTERN RAILway COMPANY, - | 
: | | | New York, April 30, 1885. — 

Srr: In response to your request that I address you a letter on the subject of the 
passport system, which, although now generally abandoned bythe nations of the 
world, is still rigidly enforced by the Government of Spain, whereby citizens of the
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United States visiting Cuba are compelled to obtain such from the State Department 
| at Washington, I would respectfully represent.that such custom does prevail, and its _ 

practical operation causes great inconvenience, particularly to the citizens of the West 
- and South who desire to visit Cuba, either upon business or pleasure. | 

You are probably aware that the citizens of the western and southern portions of = _ 
the country, other than at the sea-coast cities, are, as a rule, unfamiliar with the re- | 
straints which have in the past been put upon travel by some foreign governments, — 
and which are continued by Spain. - 

Within a short time several railways, leading to the ports in Florida situated upon | 
| the Gulf, have been opened for public use, and lines of steamers have been established, 

- running therefrom to Havana, thereby opening a route direct to Cuba, other than via 
New York, which was formerly practically the only route of passenger communication .-. 

- between the two countries. | 
. The attention of the people of the South and West having been called to this short 

line, they have naturally sought it upon trips of pleasure or business, and, in some in- 
stances, have been compelled on arrival at Key West to abandon the trips and return 

| home, in consequence of their not having provided themselves with passports and 
being unable to spare the time necessary to procure them from Washington. Besides . 

| the delay necessary to obtaining the passport before starting on the journey, it is at- 
tended with very considerable expense, the fee being in the first place $5, and that of 
the agent who obtains it generally about the same; to this add the fee of the Spanish 
consul at the port of departure, and it makes it a very considerable tax upon the trav- 
eler, whether on pleasure or business. 7 

It is understood that the respective Governments of the United States and Spain 
are contemplating a new treaty of commerce, and the present seems to me to be a fit- : 
ting time when an effort. should be made on the part of the representatives of the 
United States for the abrogation of the old custom, requiring that all citizens of the 
United States be furnished with passports, which, in the hope of improved business 

a relations between the two countries, should be regarded as an unnecessary and ob- 
| noxious exaction. Under the existing rules, persons without passports properly visaed 

are not permitted to land at Havana or depart therefrom. In my judgment, this-on- 
erous system proves itself a great inconvenience, and I believe it could be properly 
abolished without detriment to the Spanish authorities or impairment of the police | 
regulations. | 

' LT have, &e., . oe | 
Oo H. B. PLANT; | 

President. 

| No. 534. | | 

| | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Foster. 

No. 343.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | | Washington, May 28, 1885. 

Srtr: I inclose copies of dispatches from Havana, touching the im- | 
position of a fine of $500 upon the American bark Charles L. Pearson, 
by the customs authorities of the port of Cienfuegos, for a failure to 
have the manifest properly visaed. I alsoinclose a copy of instruction | 
No. 61 of May 5 last, to Consul-General Williams, giving the views of 
this Department in the case. | | 

You will endeavor to procure the remission of the fine on the ground 
of the absence of any fraudulent intent in the premises. 

lam, &e., | 
| T. KF. BAYARD. 

| | - | {Inclosure 1 in No. 348.] : : | 

| - Mr. Williams to Mr. Porter. 

No. 160. ] - CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| | oo Havana, April 23, 1885. | 

Sir: I have the honor to inclose the translated copy of a communication I sent to 
. his excellency, the intendant-general of finance of this island, dated the 17th instant, 

in consequence of a fine of $500 reported on the 14th instant, by our consul, Mr. 
Pierce of Cienfuegos, as having been imposed upon the master of the American bark
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Charles L. Pearson of Boston, Mass., arrived at that port with a cargo of coal from 
Sunderland, England, because the manifest was not visaed by the local authorities in 
the absence of an appointed Spanish consul at the said port of her departure. 

The captain was not aware that, according to the local custom laws of Cuba, ata 
port where there is no Spanish consul, it was exacted of him to have his manifest 
authenticated by the city authorities; and it is quite likely that the authorities of | 
Sunderland were also as ignorant of this Cuban law as the captain himself. eo 

I will keep the Department informed of the progress of this case. 
| JT have, &c., | | | | ee 

| . | ~ RAMON O. WILLIAMS, a 
. | | | a _ Consul-General. ey 

{Inclosure 2 in No. 343.—Translation.] no . 

: Mr. Williams to Mr. Ruiz. . | 

CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, 
. | | Havana, April 17, 1889. | 

EXcCELLENCY: I have the honor to inform your excellency that the consul of the 
United States. at Cienfuegos reports, under date of 14th instant, that the American 

_ park Charles L. Pearson arrived at that port from that of Sunderland, England, has Cok 

been fined in the sum of $500 by the collector of the customs of Cienfuegos, for not . | 

having brought her manifest visaed by the Spanish consul at Sunderland, while in — | 

-. yeality the Government of Spain as yet has appointed no consular officer at that port. 

In consequence, the captain of this vessel has protested, under date of 13th instant, oo 

before the consul aforesaid, basing his action upon the fact that, upon clearing from | 

the British custom-house, he was informed by the officers thereof that the Spanish 
Government had no appointed consul at that port, and that it sufficed, for his legal : 
entry at-the port of Cienfuegos, to present the clearance of the collector of customs 

- of the port of departure of his vessel. These authorities did not inform him that any | 

other measures were necessary upon his clearing from the port of Sunderland for that | 

of Cienfuegos; undoubtedly for the reason that they themselves were not aware of 

the fact. Neither was the captain cognizant of the said requirement, because he had 

never seen it published that, in the absence of a Spanish consul, the local authorities | 

should certify to his manifest. | 
Therefore, and in view of the many analogous cases which your excellency has de- 

cided, I have respectfully to ask that your excellency be pleased to declare the said | 

‘fine of $500 to be unfounded, instructing the collector of customs of Cienfuegos at the 
same time not to enforce the collection. | | 

Lhave, &c., , : | | | . 

| os | : ; | - RAMON O. WILLIAMS, 

: | | i Consul-General. — 

an {Inclosure 3 in No. 343.] A a . 

a Mr. Williams to Mr. Porter. — Se 

No. 174.] CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, 
. . | : Havana, May 13, 1885. 

Sir: With reference to my dispatch, No. 160, of the 23d ultimo, notifying the De- 

partment of the imposition of the fine of $500 on the master of the American bark — 

- Charles L. Pearson by the collector of the port of Cienfuegos for not having had his 
- manifest visaed by the local authorities of Sunderland, England, her port of depart- 

ure, I have now the honor to inclose, for the information of the Department, copy of 

‘my communication to the intendant-general of finance, which after, several conier- So 

ences with the view of obtaining the condonement of this fine, and, in accordance 

with the only terms of agreement that I was able to obtain from him in the settle- 
ment of this question, I addressed, and presented him in person yesterday. As you | 

will be pleased to observe, the captain will have to deposit the $500 with our consul . 

at Cienfuegos, who, in consequence, will give bond to the collector of that port, leav-_ 
ing the case subject to the decision of the minister of the colonies, under hearing of | 

the representations of our minister at Madrid. | 

According to paragraph 4, herein referred to, of the general ordinances of the cus- 

toms of this island, the authority is only given to the minister of the colonies to con- 

done, for reasons of equity, the penalties imposed for infraction of the laws and reg- | 

ulations of the customs. | 
I have, &c., | | | : 

| | RAMON O. WILLIAMS, | 
- ce | Consul-General,
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| : | ee [Inclosure 4 in No. 343.] _ | | : 

| Mr, Williams to Mr. Ruiz. | ee, 

a CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
. - Havana, May 11, 1885. | 

EXCELLENCY: With reference to the case of the American bark Charles L. Pear- 
_ son, from Sunderland, England, with coal, which vessel arrived at the port of Cien- 

, fuegos onthe 12th day of April last past, upon whose captain a fine of $500 has been _ 
imposed by the collector of customs at the said port, for not bringing hismanifest visaed 
by the local authorities of Sunderland, in the absence of an appointed Spanish consu- _ 
lar officer there, I have now again to invoke your excellency’s worthy attention, and 

| to ask that, in view of the decision rendered heretofore in like cases, and in con- — 
-  gonance with title 2, article 7, paragraph 4, page 11 of the General Ordinances of the 

Customs of this island, your excellency be pleased to order that the collector of cus- 
toms of Cienfuegos shall accept the bond offered by the consul of the United States 

_ at that port, and secured by a money deposit by the master with him, the said consul, 
of like amount, to await decision of the question by his excellency, the minister of 
the colonies at Madrid, after hearing the representative of my Government. a | 

I have, &c., , 
. | | RAMON O. WILLIAMS, © 

: | | Consul-General. 

; - [Inclosure 5 in No. 343.) 

oo : Mr. Porter to Mr. Williams. a | 

No. 61.] | oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
. Washington, May 5, 1885. 

Str: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch No. 160, reporting the im- 
position of a fine of $500 upon the American bark Charles L. Pearson, of Boston, by 
the customs authorities of the port of Cienfuegos, for the failure to have her manifest 
properly visaed. : | 

In reply, I have to say that the fine appears to have been correctly imposed, and it 
is not supposed the collector of customs at Cienfuegos had any discretional authority 
to suspend compliance with the strict letter of the law; but the case is one where, 

. on cemplete absence of intent on the part of the captain to evade the law, the element 
| of bona fides should intervene as a matter of equity to save him from the penalty, and 

| it is hoped that your appeal for superior clemency will be successful. a 
a Lam, &ce., | 

| . | JAS. D. PORTER. 

| Oo No. 535, 0 

- oe Mr. Porter to Mr. Foster. | | 

No. 346.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oo 
| | Washington, June 3, 1885. 

Sig: Referring to instructions No. 317, of March 10, and No. 327, of 
April 9, 1885, to Mr. Reed, in the matter of customs dues at Barcelona, | 
on cargoes of old scrap-iron shipped. to that port by Mr. F.B. Hamel, 
of Havana, I inclose a further statement on the subject from Mr. J. B. 
Hamel, of 4065 Aspen street, Philadelphia. — 

| The metals sent from Cuba to Spain had all paid duty on entering 
Cuba in their original state, and the decision complained of requires a | 

_ further onerous duty on the same material, and is certainly not equita- 
_ ble. You will urge the claim. a a . | 

| JAS. D. PORTER, 
a Oo = Acting Secretary.
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a . __.[Inclosure 1 in No. 346.] . a 

a > Mr. John B. Hamel to Mr. Bayard. — 

| as eo | PHILADELPHIA, May 26, 1885. : 

Sir: In addition to the papers my firm of Havana have already sent to the Depart- | 

~ ment, relative to a claim made by the custom-house of Barcelona, in Spain, against us, 

- Tincelose translation of the decision and the royal order cited in said decision. Ire- | | 

spectully request that Messrs. Foster and Reed be instructed by the Department to 

- assist. us to obtain justice. | 
A few words will state the case clearly. Fernando B. Hamel, a citizen of the United 

States, shipped from Havana to Barcelona several cargoes of old metals under the de- . 

: cree of Spanish Government of June 30, 1882, declaring the Antilles admitted to (ga- 

botage) coasting trade with Spain, making all goods free excepting those known as 

colonials, which are sugar, tobacco, rum, &c., and does notinelude old metals, which 

were admitted at a small duty previous to the decree of 30th June, 1882. | For more 

than a year the goods were passed as free of duty, when suddenly last September, oo 

without any previous notice, the custom-house at Barcelona, required our agent to — | 

_ pay the enormous duty of $3,494 on an invoice of only $8,200. Our friends protested | 

and gave bonds, which they have since been forced to pay. The duty charged is one — 

-hundred per cent. more than if the goods were new and imported from the United 

- States or England. We ask that if Mr. Foster eannot get the goods passed free that 

he endeavor to have them assessed at the duties that were paid previous to the decree 

of June 30, 1882, on the same old metals; this at least we cannot be refused in equity. 

We have over 500 tons in bond in Barcelona, and as they charge $10.50 per ton, the 

total loss exceeds $10,000. The goods all paid duty when imported newin Cuba. ~ 

| Very respectfully, &c., | — 

cn | , JOHN B. HAMEL. - 

. _ [Inclosure 2 in No. 346.] : . , 

. [Translation.] ‘ . ; 

The general custom-house direction under date of 1st instant, says as follows: 

“The general department of hacienda (treasury) under date of 17th March last, | | 

communicates to this department the following royal order : _ | 

| «<< ILLUSTRIOUS SiR: In view of the appeal interposed by D. M. Canovas & Co., 

against the decision of the arbitral committee in the process of the Barcelona custom- 

house No. 5, 1885, we confirm the payment of duties on alot of old copper proceeding 

from Havana that was presented to custom-house in declaration No. 28,987, 1884, con- 

sidering that the freedom from duties pretended is only allowable on productions of 7 

the Spanish provinces of ultramar, determined by the law of 23d July, 1882. 

‘¢¢ Considering that the old metals in question are not the production of Spanish | 

provinces, but are generally unutilized parts of machinery and apparatus imported 

. from England, United States, and other foreign countries, therefore subject to duties _ 

in the Peninsula according to the royal order of the 7th of January, last past, pub- — 

lished in the Gaceta de Madrid 25th same month, His Majesty the King (that God 

save) has ordered that the decision against the protest. be confirmed, and proceed to 

exact the duties imposed on the said copper as foreign product, by royal order.’ 

‘‘By royal order L advise you of the same for the corresponding effect and its fulfill- 

ment. | : | 

_ “God save your excellency many years. oe 

_ “Barcelona, 15th April, 1885. | | 

| 7 , | | , ‘MARIANO RUSTRA.” — : 

{Inclosure 3 in No. 346.] . 

. . [Translation of the royal decree of January 7, 1885.] . a 

- TnxLustrious Sir: In view of the petition of various custom-house commission 

: merchants, ship-owners, and foundries, soliciting that the useless: and unutilized 

pieces of machinery imported from the Spanish provinces of ultramar be considered 

as production of said provinces, and consequently be admitted free of duties on being’ 

imported in the Peninsula; . | . | | 

: Considering that the law of commercial relations with the Spanish provinces of : 

_ America of June 30, 1882, only established free duties on certain articles, production 

of said provinces; | | ee | | |
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| Considering that the greater portion of the machinery referred to by the petition 
is imported in Cuba and Porto Rico from the United States and England for indus- 
trial or agricultural purposes ; ce , | 

Considering that the metals resulting from unutilized pieces of said machinery are 
not and cannot be considered as productions of the soil or industry of the Spanish 
Antilles; and : a | fs a 

Considering that the difference of tariffs and economical and commercial estimates 
of revenue and administrative systems between the Peninsula and the aforesaid prov- 

_ inces makes it very difficult to except the coasting trade (gabotage) from the deter- 
mined localities that are treated of, and might prejudice the interests of the treasury | 
if said machinery was imported into Cuba and Porto Rico paying insignificant duties: 

. His Majesty the King (that God save) has determined to refuse the concession so- 
licited. By royal order I communicate the same to you. God preserve you many 

_ years. | | 
Madrid, January 7, 1885. | : : 

| : . | GRYU. 
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF CUSTOMS. ae | 

| | ss No. 536. | | 

| Mr. Porter to Mr. Foster. | | a | 

No. 349.) | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
Washington, June 6, 1885. 

Siz: Referring to instruction No. 343 of May 28 last, I now inclose a 
copy of a further dispatch from Havana in the case of the fine on the 
American harkentine, Charles L. Pearson. 

| lam, &e,, | 
| | | JAS. D. PORTER, — 

| Acting Secretary. | 

. [Inclosure Lin No. 349.] . | 

. | Mr. Williams to Mr. Porter. oo | | | | 

No. 183. ] | CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, __ : 
7 | : Havana, May 21,1885. 

Sir: Referring to my dispatch 174, dated the 13th instant, in relation to the fine of $500 ~ 
imposed by the collector of customs at Cienfuegos on the captain of the American bark- 
entine, Charles L. Pearson, for not having had the manifest of his vessel visaed in the 
absence of an appointed Spanish consul by the local authorities of Sunderland, Eng- 
land, the port of departure, I now beg to inclose for the Department’s information a | 
translated copy of the communication of the intendant-general of finance, dated the _ 
13th instant, received on the 18th instant, in reply to my note to him of the 11th 
instant, by which you will please observe he accepts my proposition for the captain 
to deposit the money with our consul at Cienfuegos, who, in consequence will give 
the bond to the collector, pending the settlement of the dispute by our minister — 
with the Government at Madrid. . 

A copy of my reply to this communication, dated the 19th instant, you will also 
please find herewith. . 

Accordingly I have instructed the consul of the United States at Cienfuegos, Mr. 
. William P. Pierce, a copy of which instruction is inclosed, to give the consular bond. 
and to remit the amount for custody in an approved sight draft to the order of the 
honorable the Secretary of State at Washington. 

I have, &c., : | oo 
: | | , RAMON O. WILLIAMS, 

| | oe | a — Consul-General.
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TO , [Inclosure 2 in No. 349.—Translation.] 

Mr, Ruiz to Mr. Williams. | | | 

oe INTENDANCY-GENERAL OF FINANCE OF THE ISLAND OF CUBA, | 
— , | Havana, May 13, 1885. 

| _ In reply to the attentive communication you have addressed me underdate of 17th 
| April, ultimo, in relation to the fine imposed by the custom-house of Cienfuegos on the : 

. American bark Charles L. Pearson, for not having her manifest visaed and asking : 
this intendancy to declare the said penalty to be unwarranted, I have the honor to 
inform you that it is impossible for me to accede to your petition, inasmuch as the 
said fine has been applied in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1, article | 
121, of the ruling customs ordinances; but, in view of the desire expressed in your 
note of the 11fh instant, orders will be given to the custom-house at Cienfuegos to. 

| admit the bond as you propose, and in due course the proceedings in this case will be 
transmitted to His Majesty’s Government for decision, thus complying with the wishes 
expressed in your note aforesaid. —_- oe bo 

God guard you many years. , So _ : 
LUCAS GARCIA RUIZ. 

. ° se [Inclosure 3 in No. 349.] | . oe 

. : | Mr. Williams to Mr. Ruiz. oe : 

Se CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, . | | 
: : | | oo | a Havana, May 19, 1885. | 

/  * xEXCELLENCY: In acknowledging receipt of and replying to your polite communi- 
cation of the 13th instant, received yesterday, I can but express to your excellency : 

| my satisfaction at and appreciation of the conciliatory manner in which the gen- | | 
' eral government of the island has proceeded towards bringing about an equitable 

settlement of the affair, arising from the fine of $500 imposed by the collector of cus- | 
— toms of. Cienfuegos upon the American bark, Charles L. Pearson, for not having had 
her manifest visaed by the local authorities of Sunderland, England. — | 

_ For your excellency’s information, I'beg to state that, under yesterday’s date, I 
| have instructed the consul of the United States at Cienfuegos to the end that, after | 

| the captain shall have deposited the amount referred to with him, he give his bond 
‘and remit the money for custody to the honorable the Secretary of State at Washing- 
ton, until the receipt of the final decision of the Supreme Government of Spain, after 
hearing the representations of our minister at Madrid. | : 

Lhave, &c., 
: RAMON O. WILLIAMS, | 

7  Consul-General. — 

| __ [Inclosure 4 in No. 349.] an | | 

: | | Mr. Williams to Mr. Pierce. 

a | CONSULATE GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, — 
, 7 . | Havana, May 18, 1885. , 

SIR: I beg to transmit herewith the copy of a communication, dated the 13th in-  . 
. stant, and received to-day from his excellency the intendant-general of finance, by 

which you will please observe that he would issue orders to the collector of customs 
at your port to receive your consular bond to respond: for the fine on the Charles L. | 

_ Pearson upon the deposit by the master with you of the $500 till the matter shall have , 
been settled in Madrid. | | | | 

___ Upon the receipt from the master of the $500 in Spanish gold, and after giving your 
United States consular bond to the collector of the port, in the terms accepted. by his 
excellency the intendant-general, you will please remit the amount for custody in an 

| approved sight draft, with explanatory dispatch to the honorable the Secretary of | 
: State of the United States at Washington. | oo os 

Iam, &c., a 
Ss | | RAMON O. WILLIAMS, as 

| | Consul-General, — |
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. : | — No. 5387, | _ 

oo Mr. Porter to Mr. Foster. — . - | 

| | [Extract] i; : | 

No. 350.) | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
— Washington, June 8, 1885. 

Sir: Referring to late instructions in the case of duties levied in 
Barcelona on a. shipment of old iron from Havana by Messrs. Hamel 
& Co, * * * the question occurs whether the royal order of Janu- 
ary 7, 1885, is a Treasury ruling interpreting existing law and applying 
it to a specific case under consideration, or whether it is in fact a new 
rule imposing a duty on what has not heretofore been dutiable. Mr. 
Hamel claims that it falls under the latter category. If so, it would be. | 
clearly unjust to make it retroactive and collect back duties on entries 
heretofore admitted free, and it would, be equally a hardship to apply 
it in the case of shipments on the way before the new rule was promul- 

- gated in the place of shipment. Treasury rulings deciding the appli- 
cation of existing rules of law are of course within the competence of 
every Government, but even here their retroactive enforcement may 

~ involve great hardship, especially where the ground of the decision 
| - itself is so open to controversy as in this case. 

. lam, &c., a a 
| | | —— JAS. D. PORTER, oe 

| | | | Acting Secretary. 

| 7 No. 538. oo 7 

” , . Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. 

) No. 319.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| Madrid, June 10,1885. (Received June 23.) 

| Str: Referring to instruction No. 312, of February 27th last, in re- _ 
: gard to the Ocean Pearl, I am now informed by the minister of State 

that the fine imposed on that vessel by the custom-house of Matanzas, _ 
Cuba, has been remitted as to the part pertaining to the Treasury. I 

| inclose copies of the correspondence on the subject. By reference to. 
| my note of acknowledgment it will be seen that while I recognize the 

spirit of equity which has marked the action of His Majesty’s Govern- | 
ment, I have expressed regret that it was not thought possible to remit | 
the whole of the fine. | 

Iam, &e., | 
| a JOHN W. FOSTER. — 

| {Inclosure 1 in No. 319.—Translation.]  — 

a | Mr. Elduayen to Mr. Foster. : | 
: — | : | MINISTRY OF STATE, 

| a | | — -.. Palace, June 5, 1885. | 
EXCELLENCY: In reply to your note of the 31st of March last, relative tothe fine _ 

imposed on the captain of the American vessel Ocean Pearl by the custom-house of 
Matanzas, I have the pleasure to make known to your excellency that, as my colleague, 

- the minister of ultramar, has informed me, said fine in the part which belongs to the 
treasury has been remitted, | : | | : — 

Timprove, &c., 
J. ELDUAYEN.
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a | Fo [Inclosure 2 in No. 319.] | 

oe | Mr. Foster to Mr. Elduayen. an 

oe a _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, Oe 
7 | | Madrid, June 9, 1885. 

| EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the note of the 5th instant, in 
which your excellency informs me that your worthy colleague, the minister of ultra- — 

- mar, has condoned the part of the fine which belongs to the hacienda, imposed by the | 
custom-house of Matanzas, Cuba, on the American vessel Ocean Pearl. | | oe 

I hasten to recognize the spirit of equity which has marked the conduct of his_ | 
Catholic Majesty’s Government in this matter, and will take great pleasure in com- : 
municating the same to Washington. It is only to be regretted that the existing cus- 
toms regulations prevent, in the opinion of your excellency’s Government, the remis- 
sion of the whole fine imposed. “ - ' - 

I gladly embrace, &c., | | : 
| Oo JOHN W. FOSTER. | 

ee | No. 539. Mo OO 

7 Pa Mr. Bayard to Mr. Foster. a 

No. 853.) 0 s,s DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
: | Oo "Washington, June 17, 1885. | 

 §1e: Referring to instructions Nos. 343 and 349, of May 28 and June | 
6 last, in the case of the American barkentine Charles L. Pearson, itis __ | 
proper to say that Mr. Pierce, United States consul at Cienfuegos, re- ) 
ports in his No. 142, of the 26th ultimo, that the amount of the fine in | 
the case ($500) has been deposited with him, and forwards a draft for | 
$456.62 of that amount for safe-keeping pending the diplomatic con- © | 

_ Glusion of the incident at Madrid. oe ) a 
It is hoped that your representations in the case will be successful. | 

| lan, &e., a | oe | 

i moe — NOB40 | —_ 
SO Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. — —— 

No. 326.] _LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | / | 
, 7 | | Madrid, June 19, 1885. (Received July 6.) _ a 

Str: Referring to instruction No. 343, of the 28th ultimo, respecting. a 
the fine imposed on the American bark Charles L. Pearson by the cus- | | 

- toms authorities of Cienfuegos, I have to report that I have, by note | . 
of the 17th instant to the minister of state, applied to the Spanish 
Government for the remission of the fine, accompanied by a statement 
of the facts. The case shall continue to receive my attention. _ 7 | 

| | JOHN W. FOSTER. | 

Co No. 541. oe | oe : 

a Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. - a 
No. 327.] _- LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, =—_— | 

oe Madrid, June 19, 1885. (Received July 6.) 

Sir: Referring to your numbers 327 and 346, relating to the case of 
Mr. F. B. Hamel against the custom-house at Barcelona, I have to re- 
port that I have executed your instructions by addressing a note to the oo
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| minister of state, of which a copy is herewith inclosed.. When I shall | 
_ have notice that my note and its inclosures have been sent to the min- 

ister of finance, I will seek a personal interview with the latter minister 
to press the case upon his favorable consideration. | 

lam, &., co : : - 
| | 7 JOHN W. FOSTER. 

| 7 [Inclosure in No. 327.] - | | 

7 Mr. Foster to Mr. Elduayen. — le Bs 

| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 
Madrid, June 17, 1885. 

EXCELLENCY: Under date of December 10 last this legation sent a note to your ex- 
~  gellency asking exemption from duties which had been imposed on certain shipments 

from Havana, Cuba, of old or scrap iron and other metals, made by the American cit- 
. izen Mr. F. B. Hamel, and imported at Barcelona. Your excellency was kind enough 

- to refer that note to the minister of finance. I have since learned that the custom- 
house of Barcelona had been instructed to collect and had exacted the full duties on 
said shipments, the agents of the owner and the United States consul protesting _ 
against the payment thereof. The attention of the minister of finance having been 
personally called to the subject, your worthy colleague was so kind as to assure the 
chargé d’affaires of this legation that he would make a new examination of the sub- 
ject, with a view, if possible, of ordering the return to Mr. Hame] of the duties paid 
by him under protest. . | 

| Meanwhile, the attention of my Government having been called to the exaction | 
; of the duties at Barcelona, upon a further examination of the case, with new facts 

furnished by the consul-general at Havana and by Mr. Hamel, the Secretary of State 
has instructed me to again bring the subject officially to the attention of your excel- | 

: lency’s Government and ask for a revision of the case. To aid in this examination I 
inclose herewith a copy of a communication, and papers attached thereto, from the 

: consul-general, showing that the articles in question had paid duties in Cuba, and 
that the owner had acted in good faith, and was regularly engaged as a junk dealer — 
and not inimporting thearticles. In view of these facts, and of those submitted with 

- the note of this legation of December 10 last, my Government thinks the articles — 
ought to be considered as products of Cuba and so treated by the custom-house at 
Barcelona. | . 

| I also inclose a letter from Mr. John B. Hamel, of Philadelphia, showing the hard- 
oS ship of the duties collected under the circumstances, and suggesting that if it is not 

| possible to obtain a return of all the duties paid, that the Spanish Government at the © 
most should not collect more duty than that levied on old iron, &c., assessed previous . 

- tothe decree of June 30, 1882, respecting colonial products, 
I beg your excellency to be so good as to transmit the papers with the considera- 

tions herein set forth to the ministry of finance, in the earnest hope, on my part, that 
he may be able to conform to the wishes of my Government in affording relief to Mr. 
Hamel. - a 

- Limprove, &¢., | * 7 | 
| | JOHN W. FOSTER. 

No. 542. | | 

Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. | a | 

(Extract. ] . 

| No. 330.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
Madrid, June 24, 1885. (Received July 6.) 

Sir: The ministerial crisis .* * * may be better understood by 
some notice of the existing political parties in the countries. 

The political parties of Spain may be divided as follows: (1) The 
Conservatives; (2) the Liberals; and (3) the Republicans. The Con- 
servatives embrace the greater portion of the elements which were in-
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. strumental in re-establishing the Bourbon dynasty by placing the young 
King Alfonso XII on the throne, and to these are added the chief part oe 
of the former adherents of Don Carlos who have any participation in 

_ public affairs, that element having ceased to exist as an organized force | 
in the country. Under the administration of this party the constitution 
of 1876, now in force, was framed. * * * Initsranksare tobefound — 
the extreme royalists and partisans of the temporal power of the Church 
of Rome. Under various ministries it controlled the Government from 

- the advent of Don Alfonso in 1875 to 1881, and again returned to power _ 
in January, 1884, under the leadership of Sr. Canovas del Castillo, who 
is recognized as one of the ablest of Spanish statesmen of the present — 
century. | , | — : 

| The Liberal party claims to be distinctively and uncompromisingly 
monarchical and loyal to the present sovereign, but seeks to harmonize 
these conditions with the progressive and liberal tendencies of European 
Governments. ' It carried on a warm contest with the Conservative | | 

- party during the first years of Don Alfonso’s reign, and after being re- | | 
-inforced by a section of the latter party under the lead of Martinez _ 
Campos, and other generals who had taken an active part in the resto- 
ration of the King, * * * the Liberals, under the leadership of Sr.. 

- Sagasta, were called to assume the Government in February, 1881. The _ 
party had attained to power by a combination of all the monarchical _ 
elements opposed tothe Conservatives, and represented various shades 
of opinion and policies. Once in power, its leader found it impossible | 
to satisfy-all the elements which had supported him, and with the usual - 
tendency to conservatism which the responsibilities of government bring 
with them, his administration failed to satisfy the more extreme Liber- 
als, who organized a new party, known as the Dynastic Left. The pro- — 
gramme of this new party embraced the re-establishment of the consti- | 
tution of 1869, or a modification of the present constitution by the en- 
largement of the suffrage, greater religious liberty, the recognition of | 
civil marriage, trial by jury, further guarantees to the press, and other 
reforms. This division-of the Liberal party resulted in the overthrow 
of the Sagasta ministry in October, 1883, and the constitution of a cabi- - 
net framed by the Dynastic Left. But this cabinet was short lived,as | 
it was opposed both by the Sagasta Liberals and the United Conserva- | | 
tive party. In the apparent hopeless divisions of the Liberal elements, 
the King recalled the Conservatives to power under Canovas, in Janu- - 
ary, 1884. re - | 

The third party in Spain is that of the Republicans... They represent 
a large minority in most of the cities and manufacturing centers, and _ 
are an important factor in the elections. But they exercise very little 

. direct influence in legislative affairs, because of their internal differ- 
ences, being divided into at least three distinct sections, with opposing 

| details of policy, and with no concert of action among themselves. | 
_ he Liberal party out of power has had in the past year an oppor- | 

. tunity to learn the necessity of union, and taking advantage of the gen- : 
eral opposition awakened by the repressive measures of the present Con- | 

. servative minority, was able last spring to effect a combination of all | 
the elements opposed to the Canovas Government, including both the = 
Dynastic Left and the Republicans, and making the municipal elections | | 
held last month throughout the nation the occasion of a united demon- 

stration, they agreed upon a list of candidates for the city councils or 
ayuntamientos, and were overwhelmingly successfulin most of the cities. 
The result was a complete surprise to the ministry, and for a time it was 
thought they would be compelled to tender their resignations or make 

So 46 FOR oo a | : | :
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a modification by the admission of less extreme men to the cabinet : 
but no change occurred. | a Ba 

These elections, however, greatly encouraged the Liberals, and have 
led them to agree with the Dynastic Left upon a platform to be the fu- 
ture policy of the united Liberals. Sr. Sagasta’s opposition to the pro- 
gramme of the Left has been based upon the fact that it contemplated a 
constituent Cortes to adopt a new constitution or amendments of the | 
present one—a step which he regarded as fall of danger for the mon- — 
archical institutions of the country. He claims that all the measures 
referred to above as the distinctive reforms of the Dynastic Left can be 
carried out by legislation under the existing constitution. He has, 
therefore, accepted those measures in full, and pledged himself and his 

_ party. to carry them out by legislative enactments should he be recalled 
to power. This reconciliation, coupled with the result of the municipal 
elections of last month, has given the leaders of the Liberal party great 
confidence in its early restoration to power. They alleged that the 
country has in unmistakable ways condemned the Conservative min- 
istry; that the latter recognizes that it neither possesses the support of 
the nation nor the confidence of the King; that it precipitated the crisis 
of the 20th instant, making the King’s proposed visit to the cholera dis- 

trict a pretext to escape from the difficult position in which it had placed 
itself by its own folly and bad government, and that its early fall is 
beyond any doubt. | a | 

. lam, &e., | | a | | 
. JOHN W. FOSTER. 

. No. 543. 

Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. | 

~ No. 332.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 
/ Madrid, June 27, 1885. (Received July 13.) 

Str: The Spanish budget of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal 
_ year 1885-’86 has just been passed by the Cortes, and shows a total of — 

estimated expenditures of $179,429,378, and of receipts of $174,502,876. 
Thinking that some details of these governmental expenses and sources of | 
revenue would be of interest, I have prepared from the lengthy official _ | 
publication the following abstract: : 

EXPENDITURES, . 
The royal family : oe , | ‘ 

The King ..--.. 2-222 coon e eee ee eee ee eee cone cee eee wees eeeees $1,400, 000 
The Qucen .... 002. eee ee ene cece een cee ee tem eee canes coun ence 90, 000 
The Princess of Asturias (heir apparent)...... 2.0.0. .ce eee cece eens 100, 000 
The infanta Isabella (sister) -... 22222. een cece ne cece es ween wencne 50, 000 
The infanta Paz (sister) --.. -.-. 0. eee eee eee eee concen cee eee 30, 000 
The infanta Eulalia (sister). ..... 2.2... eee ne cone wenn cone concen 30, 000 
Duchess of Montpensier ...... 0.222. coe ee cee en cee nen mene cece cence ~ 50, 000 
Ex-Queen Isabella IL -... 020. ene cee nee cee c ee wee ween cence cess 150,000 
EX-King CONSOrt .... 2.22 ee cece e cee c ee ween ne nec nee cece en cnewes cess 60, 000 

Total ..- 20.220 222 nne eee cee e ne cee eee cee nee peeeee ceccesaccccecees) 1,960,000 

The legislatives bodies: = = . | 
| The Senate .... 2... cee cee cece ewe ce wee e ew aes cece cece ceeees eeee 185, 207. 

The Congress of Deputies - 2... 2. es ees cone cn ceee cece ee cone ee eens 214, 450 

Total 2.220. se ccne cunn cone coccns senses caccnescues nncous cecccceces 399, 657 | =
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‘The public debt: oo ne | a 

Interest and sinking fund. ee $54, 834, 687 

| Judicial charges: 7 
| Judgments and other obligations ...-.. 2... 220. cee e ween ee cee eee eee 433, 374° 

. PeNSIONS © 22. oe ne oe ee ce ee ce ee ees wae s cone wean wenn cee ee acces 9, 929, 363 : 

| Council of ministers: SS | | 
Prime minister and the presidency ....-..-....-- 2+. --0- - oo es ween wees 43, 850 

. Council of state. 2.2.22. 2 oe one ce eee we cee ce eee ween eee nee ee 176, 657 : 

© Total .. 2... ..2-ee eee eee cece cee eee cence ceceeeceeceeeeseceeceeece 220,507 00 

Ministry of state: | | 7 ne | | oe 
Diplomatic and consular service . .... ..-. 20. -- 22-2 eee eee eee eee eee 648, 032 | 

| Ministry and miscellaneous... 22. .2cees ccccne con ewe cee cee seen ee wane 285, 380 

Total...... pace cares cane eee nee cone ewes Shee ences waecsedhes. 928, 412 , . | 

Ministry of grace and justice: | 7 —_ 
JUCICIAl 2... eee eee eee cee eens eee cece es cweesencce scenes 2,697, 528 

. . Ecclesiastical . ...-----.--+ scree cane cone cee eee eee cree eee ne eee 8, 491, 692: 

‘ we : Total .... 2... .s0. enn n wees wane ene eee een e tween cence eee eenees 11, 189, 220 o | 

Ministry of War. .c.co..2cces cece ence coeees cee ceenee ceeeeeccecce cess. 80,854,723 
: Ministry of Marine... 2... +222 eee eens cece eee eee e eee ee eee ee 8,780,112 © 

Ministry of the interior: | | ees Ee 
| Telegraphs ...22- 0222 2c cee ene ce ees eens cee cee ee cee e cece eeee ewes 1,613,010 

Post-OffiC6 222. 02 oo cee cee ee eee ewe meee ween ee teen sees = 1, 904, 802 
| PYiSODS .. 222. 2-2 eee ee cee eee cece ne nace es cece meee cece ne cone cena 799, 916 

| Charities and public health 2... 2... 22. pene cee ee cece ee eee ene eees . 425, 904 
| ' Miscellaneous ... 22. 226. ene cone cee eee cece ne cece ne ce ceeeeceneeceee = 1,750,108 | 

| Total ..- 222 ence enue cece cove coccue succes concecceceee secces cucceee 6, 493, 737 

- Ministry of public work (fomento) : | a . 
| Public instruction... .. 22... econ cece ee cee ee ween ewan cece tween eccees = 1,544,463 © 

a Agriculture and COMMEerCe. ...--. 6.22 eee eee ce eee eee ee teen e eens 863,874 0 
| Public works ..2.2. 2.22 e 2 cen ee eee ce cee ee eee ences cee e ence wees 17; 664, 476. 

~ Miscellaneous. ....---.. 2-2. 22 nee cere ee cee cece ee ee eee ce ecee eens 1,817,104 

Potala. oc. cece cece ee cece cee ees cecees cence cneeus tecces seceeee. 20,889,917 
Ministry of finance ~~... 222. eee ene cee cee cee cee eee eee ee cece ee es 4,260, 665 | | 
Expenses of taxes and revenues... ... .--0---- 2-20 eee ee eee eee eee ee eee 28, 742, 965 | 

7 _ RECEIPTS, | ee 

The various sources of revenue are estimated as follows: | 

Tax on real PLOPCTty 22. eo eee cece cee ee eee cece cee cee ee cone ceee $36, 000, 000 
| Industry and trade... 220. iow eee ee ee ok cee ec ee cee eee cee ee eeee-- 8, 000, 000 | 

Transfers of lands, &. .. 2... 0.22 ee ween mene cece e comes cece ee eee eee eens 6,200,000 
Consular fees 2.2. eee eee eee ee ce cece cece cece ee cece ee eee ees 455, 000. 
Nobility fees.... 22222. 2 oe cee ne cee ee cece ce ene cee ee ene ee cence ees 140,000 © | 

| Poll tax 222 2.2. cee eee eee eee cee cee cee cee cee cee cece eseeee---e 160, 000 
/ TaCome tax .. 222. eee cece ce cece cee ee cece peewee cee eens ewe e cee nees = 3,528, 000 

Railroads... 2... - 22. eee wns ce eee ee ren cree we ee cee wwe eee eeeee-- 2, 200, 000 
Consumption tax .... 22... - eee cnn wee cone cece eee eee e cee eee eens eee 18, 600, 000 a 

| CustOMs ...- 222 cone ne ee eee ce en cee eee ene ce eee coe we eee eeeeeee-s 26,800, 000 
Stamps ~..- 2-2 eee cee coe cee ee ee cee cee ee ween com wee eeceecccee= 9,000, 000 | 
‘Tobacco monopoly... . 222... e eee ee eee cee ce ee eee cece ee eee eeee- 28,000, 000 

— Lotteries . 2... 2. eee ee eee cee ce ee cee cee cement eee eens eeee- 15,400, 000 
Sugar production ~ 2.2.22. 2 eee oe ee eee cen cece ee cee we ee eee eee 229, 000 
Salt tax 2.2. 22 - eee ek eee ce ene ce ee cee cee ee ween ween oe cee cee eee 240, 000 

— Mines 222. ee i eee eee eee ne eee cee ee cone chew cee e ee ecee ness = 1,871, G00 
State properties ..- 2... 222. eee ene e we ee cee cee ene tees ceeceececcee 5,049, 000 
Miscellaneous... 2 2. 2... eee ee cee coe cee coe e cow ens cece sees ceweeeeee-- 12,630, 000 : 

Total ...< 2c ceed cocccccccce ceccec conc cacccecocccs cocctececeece 174, 502, 000 |
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The official statement will be found in the Gaceta de Madrid, No. 176, 
: June 25, 1885, on file in the library of the Department of State. | | 

Iam, &e., - | : vo 
| | | JOHN W. FOSTER. | 

/ No. 644. | | & 

SO Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. | | - 

: [Extract.] _ 

No. 333.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Madrid, June 29, 1885. (Received July 15.) : 

| Siz: I transmit herewith a copy and translation of anotefrom Baron _ 
Blane, the minister plenipotentiary of Italy resident in Madrid, with 
which he inecloses his decision as arbitrator in the case of the American 
bark Masonic, which was submitted to him by this legation and the 
minister of state of Spain, on behalf of the two Governments, to adjudge 
the amount to be paid by the Spanish Government to the owner of said | 

: vessel on account of its seizure and confiscation by the authorities of 
Manila. — ° | 

| I also inelose a copy and translation of the arbitral decision, from — 
which it will appear that Baron Blanc has adjudged that the Spanish — 
Government shall pay to the owner of the Masonic the sum of $51,674.07. 

I also transmit a copy of my note to Baron Blanc, acknowledging the 
receipt of his decision, with an expression of my appreciation of the | 

| promptness and impartiality of his action, and reserving to transmit 
the more formal recognition of his services by my Government aitter 
you have been informed of the decision. | : | 

By the terms of the agreement of arbitration, the amount of the award, 
with interest at 6 per cent., is to be paid in Washington within six 
months from the date of the decision of award. — aS 

This equitable and satisfactory result confirms in the fullest manner 
- the justice of the position assumed and maintained for the past six 

years by our Government that the original seizure of the Masonic was 
an outrage upon American commerce, and that the prolonged refusal _ 

| of the Spanish Government to make a diplomatic settlement of the case 
- was a continued:-wrong and injury to the claimant. I am happy also to. 

note that it is a confirmation of the wisdom of the course pursued by me - 
with the Spanish minister of state in November last in insisting that , 

| the claim must be paid by Spain without further delay, and that if a | 
friendly agreement as to the amount due could not be reached, that | 
that question should be submitted to arbitration. 

: I suppose the original decision of award should be deposited in the 
Department of State, but will await your instructions on this point. «> 

: a: % * 8 & * ee ‘ 

Suggesting that a proper recognition of the services of Baron Blane 
| be made by our Government, _ | 

Iam, &e., 7 : | ) 
. | _ ! JOHN W. FOSTER. :
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| {Inclosure 1 in No. 333.—Translation.] 

os a Baron Blanc to Mr. Foster. a 

oo | : LEGATION OF ITALY, | . 
| oo , | Madrid, June 27, 1885. 

. -EXCELLENCY: Referring to the notes addressed to me by your legation, dated Feb- 
ruary 28, March 3, April 20, May 30, and June 11 ultimo, in regard to the high com- 
mission which the Governments of the United States of America and Spain did me the 
honor to intrust to me, I fulfill the duty by sending to your excellency the arbitral | 

_ decision rendered by me for the indemnity to be paid to the owner of the Masonic. 
At the same time I address an identical communication to his excellency the min- 

ister of state of His Majesty the King of Spain. | | 
a Receive, &c., oO - | | 

a oe oe BLANC. 

{Inclosure 2 in No. 333.—Translation.] . ‘ | 

. _ RoyauL LEGATION OF ITALY. | ee 
The undersigned, requested by a collective note of his excellency the minister of 

state of His Majesty the King of Spain and of the chargé d’affaires of the United States 
at Madrid, dated 28th February ultimo, in the nameof the respective Governments, 

. to decide in justice and equity, as arbiter, within a delay not exceeding six months, 
the amount of the pecuniary indemnity to be paid by the Spanish treasury to the . 

_ owner of the North American vessel Masonic in virtue of the decreed sentence of the 
council of state of Spain of October 16, 1884, and in accordance with the damages and | 
injuries duly proved by the claimant, has received from the high parties tu form his | 
decision the following documents : | : So 
From his excellency the minister of state of Spain the note of 30th May ultimo, 

containing appreciations in support of which are produced as proofs three documents, 
among which is an account of Josses and damages claimed by the owner of the Ma- 
sonic by way of compromise and without proofs, the 6th August, 1883, and amount- 
ing, including interest, calculated up to August 7, 1883, to $49,256.59; which claim _ 
his excellency the minister of state, in the same note of 30th May, taking as a basis 
the two other documents produced by him as proofs, that is to say, the expediente pre- 

- pared in the ministry of state, and the sentence of the council of state of October 16, 
1884, answers by an offer which he agrees to accept by way of equity, and notwith- 
standing the omission up to that time by the claimant of legal proofs with regard to 
the value and profits of the vessel, an offer amounting to $9,354.32, including interest 
calculated up to August 7, 1883. — | 
From his excellency the minister of the United States the notes of April 20, May 

30, and June 11, containing appreciations, in support of which are produced as proofs — 
seventeen documents, the knowledge of which has been offered at the same timeto 

.. the Spanish Government; documents recapitulated besides in a memorandum which 
concludes with an account of the losses and damages claimed in strict right as being | 
proved to have been suffered by the owner of the Masonic through the seizure and 
embargo of his vessel, this latter account amounting in all, with interest calculated | 
up to the 15th June instant, to $64,639.78. : oe ae 

' From the conviction which the undersigned has acquired after a careful examina- 
tion, the differences of appreciation, manifested in an equal spirit of equity and jus- 
tice by the high parties as to the amount of indemnity to be granted, originate almost 
entirely from the fact that by reason either of the distance or of the different juris- | 
dictions through which the procedures. and negotiations have been followed, the doc- 

: uments produced as proofs were not in their totality in the possession of each one of | 
the high parties when their respective appreciations were formed. | 

The undersigned, to discharge in its entire integrity the commission with which both 
Governments have honored him, had therefore to solve these differences of apprecia- a 
tion by basing his decision upon the documents produced by both parties as proofs. 

The undersigned, having enlightened his conscience in the best possible way by the | 
-  gerupulous verification of the proofs submitted in the arbitration, in virtue of the 

_ powers which have been conferred upon him by both Governments, declares in justice | : 
and equity that in conformity with the letter and spirit of the decreed sentence of 
the council of state of Spain of 16 October, 1884, according to his personal knowlege | 
‘and estimation, the sum to be paid as an indemnity by the Spanish treasury to the | 
owner of the Masonic, both as capital and interest up to the date of the present de- 
cision, is $51,674.07. 7 , / : oo 
Done at Madrid June 27, 1885. a, . | oo 

ae | | BLANC,
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| | [Inclosure 3 in No. 333.) OS | 

| | | Mr. Foster to Baron Biance. a 

, | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — 
: oo Madrid, June 29, 1885. 

EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency’snote + — 
. of the 27th instant, and of the arbitral decision of the same date accompanying said 

note, in which, in discharge of the commission which was intrusted to you by the Gov- 
ernments of the United States and of Spain, you decide that the sum to be paid as 
an indemnity by the Spanish Government to the owner of the American vessel Masonic 
as capital and interest up to the date of your excellency’s decision, is $51,674.07. 

In acknowledging the receipt of these documents, I desire to express to your excel- 
lency my high appreciation of the promptness and impartiality with which youhave 
discharged your trust, reserving a more formal recognition of the signal service, which 
your excellency has rendered the two Governments interested until the Secretary of 
State at Washington shall have official notice of your action. 

I improve, &¢., : / | 
, JOHN W. FOSTER. | 

| | No. 545. | | 

| Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. | ae 

No, 334.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| | | Madrid, June 30, 1885. (Received July 15.) 

Siz: Referring to your No. 336, of the 6th ultimo, in regard to pass- 
| ports in Cuba, I have to report that I deemed it advisable to defer ac- 

tion upon it until the expected commercial treaty negotiations had 
been entered upon; but on the 26th instant I received a note from the 

| minister of state, of which a translation is inclosed, in reply to one I 
| had addressed to him on the 31st of March, 1884, on the subject of the _ 

annoyances and injuries suffered by Americans visiting Cuba from the _ 
| passport system enforced in that island. A copy of my note referred 

, to was transmitted to the Department in my No. 199, of April 1, 1834. 
The substance of the minister of state’s reply is that no complaints have - 
ever been presented by the consul-general at Havana.to the governor- 

, general, and that if they had been presented they would have received | 
prompt attention. It may be well to forward a copy of the minister’s , 

.  hote to Consul-General Williams for his information. | | “ 
In view of the receipt of this note, I thought it opportune toactupon 

your instruction, No. 336, and I have accordingly sent to-day to Sr._ 
Elduayen a note, of which a copy is inclosed. As soon as the treaty 
negotiations are formally entered upon, I will follow up the subject by 
asking for the insertion of a stipulation providing for the abolition of 
the passport system in Cuba, and I will not fail to give you prompt in- 
formation of the views of the Spanish Government when made known 
tome. | | oy 7 

| JOHN W. FOSTER.
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ot — - [Inclosure 1 in No. 334.—Translation. ] 

Mr. Elduayen to Mr. Foster. 
7 : a! - MINISTRY OF STATE, | 

| - : . | Palace, June 25, 1885. 

My Dear Sir: With the data before me which my colleague, the minister of ultra- 
mar, has communicated to me, I am to-day able toreply to the note which your ex- : 

" cellency was pleased to address to me on the 31st of March of last year, in which you 2 
set forth the annoyances and injuries which, according to your reports, resulted to 

' citizens of the United States in Cuba from the manner in which the laws and regula- 
tions respecting passports are there carried out. 
From the data sent by the governor-general of said island, to whom an account was 

given of your excellency’s note to which the honor belongs to me,to reply, it appears 
that if annoyances and injuries do really result to the citizens of the United States — 
who visit Cuba by requiring them to observe the formalities prescribed in the legisla- 
tion concerning passports, it is also entirely certain that at no time has the consul of — 
the United States in Havana addressed himself to the governor-general, setting forth | 
these inconveniences, nor does it appear that the interested persons have resorted to 
him on their part with any request on this subject which has been unjustly denied. 

| This declaration is founded upon the fact that, notwithstanding the active steps 
taken by the superior authority of Cuba, no data has been found which show that | 
the consul of the United States has ever sought to put himself in accord with those 

| authorities in order to reach the most equitable legal means of modifying, in so far as | 
was possible, the demands and restrictions which the laws controlling the subject of 

_ passports establish both for citizens as well as foreigners. a 
. The system has been in operation for a period of many years and continues to be, 

without having up to the present occasioned any complaint on the part of other . 
Governments whom its existence might affect; and it certainly cannat be concealed | 
from the intelligent judgment of your excellency that the carelessness which the per- | 

| sons interested are accustomed to show is due in great measure to the steamship com- : 
- panies, who omit to inform them of the formalities which are to be observed in this 

matter in the island of Cuba. . aoe 
- But, in spite of this, it is not to be doubted that if the authorities and consuls of 
the United States would be careful to inform their citizens of the requisites with 
which it is indispensable for them to comply, the annoyances and injuries would not 

_ be experienced of which your excellency treats in the note to which the honor belongs 
me to reply. | | | Moe | 

_ Besides, the imputations are especially to be considered which are directed against : 
_. the Spanish officials, who are accused of not wishing to inform travelers nor to affix 

the risa when so solicited, or that they do not accept American coin. It is evident 
_ that these are confined to particular cases, of which no knowledge exists in those 

offices, and in respect to which no resolution of a general character could be adopted, 
first, because no law exists that the shore authorities should inform foreigners who ar- 
rive in the country of the practices and customs which they have to observe, as well 
as in respect to the acceptance of American coin, because it is provided that the dues. 
fixed for the legislation and issuing of passports should be paidin public stamps, and 
in the second place, no complaint having been produced against the refusal of the 
visa on said documents, it was not possible for the authorities to take any action in 
that direction. | | a 
On the other hand, as there naturally exist specified hours for business in all the | 

offices of state, it would be very easy that an interested party might enter not at the ——— 
proper moment, and that consequently he could not be attended to immediately. . 

| Respecting the indication which your excellency makes in your note that by the 
continuance of this order of things it might happen that the highest American offi- 
cials might be prevented from returning to their country in a given day if the neglect 
of some employé of the island interposed, your excellency will permit me to state 

| to you that there is no information that the officials or subjects of a nation friendly | 
_ to Spain, as is that which your excellency so worthily represents in Madrid, has at 

any time been withheld the consideration which is due them. Oo : 
The Government of the United States ought to be persuaded that the worthy su- 

. perior authority of Cuba will not fail to attend with all solicitude to any complaint 
which the North American consuls in the island may bring to, his notice, and will | | 
proceed to impose the punishment which is due to the Spanish official who may be 
shown to have maliciously occasioned the difficulties to which your excellency refers _ 
in your note. | Oo | 

| I improve, &c., : | oo | J. ELDUAYEN.
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, , oe [Inclosure 2 in No. 334.] | 

Mr. Foster to Mr. Elduayen. | eas 

7 mE a LEGATION OF THE UNITED -SYATES, 
ae , : - Madrid, June 30, 1885. . 

ExckLLENCY: I beg to thank your excellency for the note of the 25th instant, in 
. | which I am honored witha reply tomy noteof the 31st of March of last year respect- 

ing the annoyance and injuries which the consul-general at Havana reported to the 
Government at Washington citizens of the United States visiting Cuba were subject 
to on account of the laws and regulations respecting passports. ae 

I do not think it necessary to weary. your excellency by a detailed reply to the sev- 
eral points presented by your worthy colleague, the minister of ultramar. It may 

_ suffice to state thatdf the consul-general has not brought the complaints enumerated 
to the attention of the superior authority of Cuba, itis to be presumed that asthe 
annoyances are the natural result, in great measure, of the system of rigid passport 
inspection, and that they can only be effectually remedied by the removal of the sys- . 

| tem, he thought it proper to report the facts to his own Government for such representa- 
_ tion as it might think fit to make to the home Government at Madrid. 

The friendly spirit in which your excellency’s note is written and the intimation 
therein that the governor-general of the island would be disposed to listen with much 
consideration to the complaints which might be presented to him, strengthen me 

. greatly in the belief I entertain that his Catholic Majesty’s Government will give 
favorable attention to any suggestion which my Government may make with the ob- 
ject of avoiding for the future these annoyances. In this view of the subject I re- 
gard your excellency’s note as sent to me at a timely moment. ; 
Among other instructions which have been given to me by the Secretary of State in 

connection with the pending treaty of commerce between the United States and the 
Spanish Antilles, he has directed me to present the matter of the passport regulations 
of Cuba for consideration, in the hope that a stipulation may be agreed upon in that 
convention which will remove the present causes of complaint. a 

The right of the Spanish Government to adopt any just and necessary requirements 
in regard to passports was not questioned in my note, to which your excellency did 
me the honor to reply; but it is believed that the desirability of the relaxation or re- 
moval of the existing regulations has greatly increased of late years. In addition to 

- the fact that the island is happily in the enjoyment of peace and good order, and that 
the growth of commercial relations with the United States has largely increased the 
communication between the two countries, a new state of things has lately come into 

| existence which presents the question of passports in a fresh light to the two Govern- — 
a ments. Asa result of the great railroad development which has recently taken place 

in the States of the Union on or near the Gulf of Mexico, several railways leading to . 
different ports in Florida have been opened up within a short time and lines of 
steamers have been established from these ports to Havana, thus furnishing short and . 

| rapid routes to Cuba in addition to that: from New York, which has heretofore been _ 
almost the only passenger communication between the two countries. With the well- *_ 

_ knownsatubrity and mildness of climate, the beauty of the scenery, and the social at- 
tractions of Cuba, by means of these new lines of railroads and steamships that 
island may be made the winter resort of tens of thousands of Americans, to the great _ 
pecuniary benefit of its inhabitants. But that your excellency may see that it is no 
exaggeration to say that the present passport regulations are a serious impediment to 
the realization of such a state of things, I beg to direct your attention to a copy of a : 
communication accompanying this note, which the presidentof one of therailway lines — 
has addressed to the Secretary of State on the subject of the great annoyances and dis- 
couragement to commercial and passenger traffic causei by the system now enforced . 
of requiring passports visaed by a Spanish consul from all persons arriving at Cuban 
orts. | . . 

P The passport system, having been found a serious obstacle to the modern mode of 
universal and rapid travel, is now practically and tacitly abolished in Europe and 
most parts of America, except where a military state of siege requires every traveler 
to be identified and vouched for. It is believed by my Government that our relations 
with Cuba are so peaceful and intimate that this restriction to trade and travel might 
now be removed without detriment to the interests of either nation, and, in fact, to 
their mutual advantage. I have been, therefore, instructed by the Secretary. of State: 
to take an early opportunity to lay these views before your excellency, and to propose: 
and urge that a clause should be inserted in the commercial treaty abolishing the: | 
present system of passports. It had been my intention to reserve the question for the: 
negotiations which I have been hoping, from day to day, would be entered upon, but: 
in view of the reception of your excellency’s note of the 25th instant, I have thought: 
it opportune in acknowledging its receipt to submit the foregoing considerations, 

| I gladly, &c., | 
| JOHN W. FOSTER. ,
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eee | | No. 546. cee 

se | Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. 

a - . [Extract.] 

— No. 346.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | . 
“ oo Madrid, July 8, 1885. (Received July 20.) 

Sir: With my No. 333, of the 29th ultimo, I transmitted a copy of the 

decision of Baron Blane, the Italian minister, in the case of the Masonic. 

In addition thereto the baron has given me a copy of his memoir con- — | 

cerning the reasons for the decision rendered by the arbiter as to the 

indemnity to be paid to the owner of the Masonic, which he has sent to — 

his own Government to support his action in case it should be called in | 

question by either of the parties interested. I have his permission to | 

forward to you, which I do herewith in translation. : a 
: ee # ie * ® * * 

| 7 - | JOHN W. FOSTER. 

| a , | : [Inclosure in No. 346.] 

Memoir concerning the reasons for ihe decision rendered by the arbiter as to the indemnity io 
| - be paid by Spain to the owner of the Masonic. Mo 

| | - I.—VALUE OF THE VESSEL. | | 

In the account presented in 1883 by the claimant, without proofs and by way of | | 
amicable compromise, $14,500 are claimed as the value of the Masonic when seized. ~ : 

In the offers made by way of equity by his excellency the minister of state (note a 

memorandum of May 30), the value of the Masonic is fixed at $6,000. | 
---In the account presented at the arbitration on the same date, of 30th May ultimo, | 

by his excellency the minister of the United States, by way of strict right and the a 

| proofs, $22,000 are claimed as the value of the Masonic when seized. _ | 

Among the documents in due form, according to the laws of the United States, . 
presented to arbitration, those of disinterested origin in the claim prove that the , 

building of the Masonic, done in 1864, cost, rigging and accessories not included, 
$41,000; that the ship, on her departure from New York, was worth from $23,000 to : 

$25,000, and, according to the most precise estimate, $45 per register ton 539.80, viz, | 

$94,291, the rigging and effects being by themselves worth $6,838.45, and the copper 

sheets covering the bottom, $2,000; that her conditions of solidity have been certified 

as being in good order on the 16th of May, 1878, on her departure from New York, 

- by the Bureau Veritas, which classed her Al.1, the register of the American Ship- 

_ masters’ Association classing her on its own part Al.14. | | | | 
--But after her forced detention at Manila (January, 1879) the Masonic had expe- | 

rienced damages which diminished her value. The cost of repairs of those damages has _ 
been estimated by Captain Nichols (Blanchard?) and by the Mate Genn, in their affi- | 
davits, and without other proof, at $3,000, having reference to the current prices in 
the Hong-Kong docks; and by official information not produced at the arbitration, 
‘but stated by his excellency the minister of state to have been given by the comandan- 
cia de ingenieros of marine at Manila, where, according to the documents produced by | 
the claimant, the repairs are more difficult and expensive, at $20,000. | 

It appears that the vice-consul of the United States at Manila proposed to sell the 
. ship; but that this proposition was expressly occasioned, not by the gravity of ‘the 

- damages, but by the wish to avoid her confiscation with the total loss of the value, , 
on account of the refusal of the customs authorities to admit any protest or appeal , 
pefore the fine should be paid, and on account of the impossibility on the part of the 
captain to pay the fine for want of money ; besides, that proposition was not accepted 

: by the captain, who affirmed, and the mate also, that there was no authority to sell. 
For the appraisement of damages it does not seem conclusive that after the seizure and oe 

order for the sale issucd by the administration of the Philippines, and against which 
the consulate of the United States, supported by his Government, openly presented a | 
protest of nullity, the ship did not find a bidder at any price in the public auction oe
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which took place, in regard to which, besides, no document was presented to the 
| arbitration, nor have any documents likewise been exhibited relative to the final sale 

by the Spanish administration of the ship as wreck for $1,141.90. hs 
An ctficial report, not produced at the arbitration, but declared by his excellency 

the minister of state as having been given by the comandancia de ingenieros of marine , 
ut Manila, appraises the ship at $6,000, that is to say, less than the third of the sum | 
appraised by the same comandancia for the repairs; however, this appraisement is 
expressly based upon the affirmation that the damages were not caused by bad weather, 
but by a condition of fundamental and real decay of the vessel. 

It is unavoidable for the undersigned, in view of the above, to consider the offer of 
$6,000 as being one of those which the Spanish Government makes upon its general _ 
declarations and before the production of contrary proofs presented, in fact, sub- 
sequently at the arbitration. . : 

On the other hand, with respect to the claim of $22,000, based on the appraisement . 
of the damages at $3,000, the opinion of the undersigned is that the proofs furnished 
by the claimant, not being unimpeachable as to the latter figure, and the claimant 
being liable to be considered as bound by the claim of $14,500 made by him in 1883, 
the oniy one, according to the declaration of his excellency the minister of state of 
which the Spanish Government is officially aware, the appraisement of $14,500 made 
upon the invention at the time the seizure took place, presented by the claimant in 
1883 to the Spanish Government, and produced at the arbitration by his excellency 
the minister of state, remains a document for the benefit of Spain against the ap- © 

.  praisement exceeding that amount. _ 
In view, therefore, of the principles of equity and of the sense of conciliation which 

ought to prevail in an arbitral decision, the undersigned reduces the indemnity for the 
value of the ship to $14,500. He does not adjudge any interest on that amount, for 
reasons to be set forth below. | | : 

: IJ..-VALUE OF THE EARNINGS OF THE MASONIC. | | 

The claimant appraises them at $5,000 annually net. Whilst refusing that indem- | 
nity, in consequence of the reports which represented the ship as not being worth 
being repaired and unable to render profitable service, yet the Spanish Government 
admits in principle the verification of ordinary and reasonable earnings of a vesselin _ 
good condition and ready to go to sea. . | 

The proofs produced in the arbitration having established that the Masonic was in 
a normal state, in good condition of service, and ready to go to sea after repairs 
which it has not been shown would have exceeded an ordinary character, the under- 
signed considers himself bound to determine the probable value of the earnings lost 
by the claimant on account of the seizure. It is certified by witnesses not interested. 

. in the claim that from 1874 to 1877 the net profits of the Masonic had not been less 
than $5,000 a year. OC nn 

’ The same valuation presented by the claimant has been incidentally charged by 
the Spanish Government as being exaggerated, noting that the price of the freights 
at the time of the seizure were lower than ever, a remark which would give to the 
earnings of the Masonic in 1879 a decisive importance for the valuation of the prob- 
able profits of the subsequent years. _ | : oe 7 

The charter party, produced in authentic form by the claimant, proves that for the __ 
transportation by the Masonic from New York to Nagasaki, where it was bound, of 
7,500 (16,500?) cases of petroleum, there was paid 474 cents per case, say $7,837.50. 
It is alleged, but not proved, that the claimant would have received besides a sup- 
plementary fee of 5 per cent., the customary commission, say $391.87. . | 

It is proved that Bursley, a New York merchant, on declaring that he considered 
the Masonic as a ship of good service, was negotiating to charter the Masonic back 
from the Philippines to New York, offering $8 per ton of freight (50 per cent. greater 
than the register tonnage), say about $6,500; it is alleged, but not proved, that the 
claimant would be entitled to the same 5 per cent. customary commission. 

The voyage of the Masonic from New York to Nagasaki and back, feasible in one , 
year, would therefore have paid, if the seizure had not intervened, from $14,000 to. 

* $15,000. . | . : 
The valuation of the expenses, for a sailing vessel of 540 tons register, it does not 

seem ought to exceed the two-thirds of that amount. 
| The documents produced do not furnish the undersigned with data to modify, by 

: reason of the oscillations of the prices of freights after the year the seizure took 
place, the valuation which would result from the above for the probable earnings of 
the following years. | | : 

In general, it does not appear unreasonable to admit that a well-classed vessel, and 
which has not reached the termination of her normal duration, produces annually 12 
per cent. of her cost of construction.
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_ The undersigned must therefore admit the annual payment. of $5,000 as net earn- , 
ings lost from the 7th of May,.1879, that is to say, two months after the seizure, 
which took place on the 7th of March, a time deemed necessary for the repairs to be 
made at Hong-Kong, up to the date of the arbitral decision. | | 

_. With regard to the interest on the annual earnings asked by the claimant from a 
the date of the expiration of each year, it is stated, in opposition to this demand | 
among others, in the note memorandum of the Spanish Government of 30th May | 
ultimo, that the delays which have occurred in the settlement of this matter are . 
chargeable to the claimant, who, bound to submit himself in his petitions to the ad- 
ministrative jurisdiction to the Spanish laws, refused at first to. give the legal bond 
required for the proceeding instituted: by Kerr & Co., at Manila, in the name of the | 
captain of the vessel, before the council of administration of the Philippines. | — 

On the other hand, it is established by the documents Nos. 1 and 2, produced by his 
-excellency the minister of state— | | a 

That the decision of the council of state of October 16, 1884, confirms entirely the | 
decision given on the 9th of June, 1&82, by the sections of contentions of the council 
of administration of the Philippines, which had decided that, although the fact upon 

_ which the fine and seizure had been based, that is to:-say, the missing on board of 22 | 
cases of petroleum u entioned in the manifest, should have been ascertained to be - 
correct, which was not so (the cargo having been afterwards proved to be complete), 
the fine imposed and the seizure effected were in every case illegal, and that the owner 7 
of the Masonic was entitled to an.indemnity for the damages and losses which he 

_ ghould duly establish to have been suffered by him. | | 
That the grounds upon which the two decisions above mentioned are based imply 

the entire confirmation of the proofs of the facts and reasons of right furnished through | 
a diplomatic channel since 1879 by the Government of the United States against the — 
fine and the seizure. | | | Oe | 

That in 1882 the governor-general of the Philippines had officially acknowledged. 
the reasons for the seizure to be unfounded; that excessive severity had been exer- 
cised towards a ship of a friendly nation bound to a port of a third power, and ar-— 
rived by stress of weather without any intention of or attempt at a commercial oper- 
ation at Manila. oe 

That an indemnity was unavoidable, which could but increase with the delays; | 
that.an immediate solution was desirable, which was within the power of the Gov- 
ernment ; finally, that the refusal of the claimant to give a bond in the pending ad- 

- ministrative procedure was adiissible. . . - - | - : . 
_ That, in fact, by royal order of 19 July, 1882, the claimant was excused from fur- 
nishing the. bond. . - 

That by the resolution of the council of ministers of the same epoch, tbe minister of | . 
ultramar was authorized to finally settle the question as he might deem it nfost oppor- 

| tune. - | | : : oe 
, In consequence, the undersigned— : | 

Considering the just regards due to the position of the claimant, represented by the | , 
- Government of the United States as being a respectable citizen, almost ruined by the 

loss of his means of livelihood, and who, however, does not ask for compensation for 
losses which are not accurately appraisable during the past six years. | | 

In conformity with the spirit of impartiality which has characterized the opinions . : 
of the Government of the Philippines and of the two administrative councils which 
have given their decision in the matter in a contentious way ; ae | | 

In conformity with the sense of high equity of the declarations of his excellency 
the minister of state, inasmuch as he: admits in principle the 6 per cent. interest from 
the 7th March, 1879, for the cash capital which in equity and justice may bear inter- 
est, and inasmuch as in the offer of total indemnity made by the note of 30th May he 

_” includes the interest of the total capital which he found then proved; | 
 Adjudges the interest asked for the net earnings capitalized at the end of each year 

from the 7th May, and therefore does not adjudge the supplementary interest for the 
value of the ship.” | — eee 

se III.—EXPENSES OF TELEGRAMS. 

The sum of $250, admitted by the Spanish Government, is adjudged, besides the 
interest for six years at 6 per cent. , | pe 

- IV.—PAYMENTS MADE TO CAPTAIN NICHOLS. . 

| The claimant asks $3,443.41. | 7 oo | | 
The accounts signed by Nichols prove payments made for $1,967.20, of which $484 

aie for expenses of return from Manila to New York, which the undersigned acknowl- . 
edges ought to be admitted, and $69 for wages, which must be excluded, as already | 
embraced in the calculation of the net annual earnings. Neither does the undersigned _
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deem recoverable an account signed Nichols, amounting to $1,258.20, for Nichols’s 
journey from New York to Manila, made previous to the seizure, when Nichols was . sent to take the place of the deceased captain. _ - ee 

Finally, the balance of the amount claimed on this item is rejected, as it is not es- 
tablished by proofs, the claimant declaring he has lost the vouchers. | 

On the other hand, the Spanish Government offers $500 ; but the undersigned, inas- 
, much as the Spanish Government embraces in. that amount salary which becomes in- — admissible after the adjudication by the arbiter of the net earnings, does not think 

he ought to allow the claimant the benefit of said offer, and reduces the indemnity. 
for this item to $484, in addition to interest for six years at 6 per cent. | 

| V.—-EXPENSES PAID TO CAPTAIN GENN. > - 

| The claimant asks $294 for wages and expenses incurred as a consequence of the 
Seizure. . . 

The wages cannot be admitted as recoverable; but the seizure having prevented 
Genn from returning to New York on -board the Masonic, the sum of $250, admitted 
by the Spanish Government for the-journey back of Nichols, is adjudged: by the un- 
dersigned for the return expenses of Genn; in addition 6 per cent. interest during six 
years. | - 

VI.—CONSULAR FEES PAID. 

” The claimant asks $83, an amount estimated by the minister of the United States 
not to be excessive, the consuls of the United States being authorized in such cases to 
charge for their services as notaries. However, as there is no proof that the whole 
amount of that was paid for the two consular documents produced before the arbi- 

_ tration, the indemnity is reduced by the undersigned to the $25. offered by the Spanish 
Government, in addition to 6 per cent. interest durin gsix years. | 

a VII.—Fres To tHe Lawyers or New York. . - 

| | The proof not being produced, the indemnity asked of $1,500 is reduced to the $500 
_ Offered by the Spanish Government. No interest has been asked. | 

_ VUI.—TRAVELING EXPENSES BETWEEN NEw YoRK AND WASHINGTON. 

a | In spitetof the likelihood and moderation of the amount of $360 asked, the diffi- _ 
: culty of the proofs for such expenses, and the assurance given by the Government of _ | 

the United States as to the honesty of the claimant, the undersigned does not think. 
that he can deviate from the principle not to admit what is not proved by formal docnu-’ 
ments. For this item, as it is not admitted by the Spanish Government, the under- 
signed does not adjudge any reimbursement. - | | ae 

_ IX.—EXPENSES OF STAMPED PAPER AT Manta. | : | 

The demand of $25, admitted by the Spanish Government, is adjudged. No interest 
has been claimed. | | 

) - 7 No. 547. | | 

| | _ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Foster. | | 

[Extract.] : 

No. 372.] a -  - DEPARTMENT oF STATE, 
Washington, July 20, 1885. — 

Siz: The Department has learned with much gratification from your 
| No. 333, of the 27th ultimo, of the final disposal of the claim against: 

Spain growing out of the seizure, detention, and sale of the American | 
bark Masonic by the authorities at the Philippine Islands, more than _ 
six years ago. The decision of the arbitrator, Baron Blane, is equita- 
ble and satisfactory, and I take pleasure in sending you herewith, for
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delivery to the baron, a letter expressive of this Government’s appreci- 
ation of his services. | a 

*  * 7 * e ee BO 

Your supposition that the original decision of award should be de- 
posited in the Department of State is correct, and you are instructed to | 
cause it to be forwarded by the first convenient opportunity. , | | 

ss Tam, &e., : | | | 
a - | | T. F, BAYARD. 

; oo [Inclosure in No. 372.) | | | - | 

| _ Mr. Bayard to Baron Blane. Oe - 

| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
oO a e Washington, July 20, 1885. . 

| EXCELLENCY: It was with much gratification that this Government learned, - 
through General John W. Foster, the United States minister at Madrid, of the final | 
and equitable disposal of the claim against Spain of the owners of the American bark 
Masonic by your decision as arbitrator appointed by the two Governments to deter- a 

_ mine the amount of the indemnity to be paid by the Spanish Government. — : 
_ I take great pleasure in assuring you of the President’s high appreciation of your . 
services in this matter, which, as on a former well-remembered occasion, have been - 
so effective in bringing to a prompt and satisfactory conclusion questions of contro- ) 
versy between the two Governments, | ee oo 

Timprove, &¢., , oo | - - 
| | , 7 | T. F. BAYARD. | 

- No. 548, OC Oo 
| Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. 7 , 

No. 361.J © LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ | 
. — Madrid, July 22,1885. (Received August 4.) | 

‘Siz: I transmit herewith a note from the minister of state.of the 20th , 
instant, informing me, by direction of the King, that His Majesty’s Gov- 
ernment considers the award of the Italian minister in the case of the 
Masonic as binding and without appeal, and that the necessary meas- 
ures will be taken to make the payment in the manner agreed upon. | 

I also inclose a copy of my acknowledgment thereof, in which I state 
that I have no doubt I will be authorized by you to make a similar © | 
declaration on the part of our Government. - : 

_ Soliciting your instructions on this point, - 7 | 

| a JOHN W. FOSTER, 

= {Inclosure 1 in No. 361.—Translation. } . - 

a Mr. Elduayen to Mr. Foster. | a, | 
a , es _ MINISTRY oF STATE, . | 

| | Palace, July 20, 1885. | 
EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to make known to your excellency that in view of | - 

the arbitral decision rendered by the minister of Italy at this court under date of June oo | 
27 last, concerning the pecuniary indemnification which the Spanish treasury has to 
pay to the proprietor of the North American ship Masonic, and the Government of 
His Majesty considering that said decision is binding and without appeal, the King, 
my august sovereign, has deigned to direct that it be so stated to your excellency, and 
meanwhile the necessary measures may bé taken in order that the payment be made 
in the manner agreed upon. a | | Ss 
_ Timprove, &c., | Dos | : | | 

ee / a J. ELDUAYEN. | |
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[Inclosure 2 in No. 361.] 7 

- Mr. Foster to Mr. Elduayen.. CO 

| . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
: | Madrid, July 21, 1885. 

EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge your excellency’s note of yester- 
day, in which you state that His Majesty the King has deigned to direct that I bein- 
formed that the arbitral decision rendered by the minister of Italy in the case of the | 
Masonic is regarded as binding and without appeal, and that the necessary measures 
be taken for the payment in the manner agreed upon. 7 | 

I will have great pleasure in communicating this satisfactory information to my 
Government, and I have no doubt that I will be authorized by it to make, on its be- 
half, a similar declaration to your excellency. = => 

With sentiments, &c., co 
| | . JOHN W. FOSTER. 

No. 549. . - 

: | Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. | | 

No. 364.] _ LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, 
| Madrid, July 23, 1885. (Received August 10.) | 

Sir: After a lengthy discussion in both Chambers, the budget of Cuba 
for the fiscal year 1885—’86 was voted by the Cortes on the day before 
their final adjournment, and was published in the Gaceta de Madrid on 
the 17th instant. a | 

The budget, as is usual, is preceded by a law conferring upon the min- 
istry authority to adopt various important measures in connection with 
the finances of the island. It is authorized to revise the customs tariff 
in accordance with the law 188081, which contemplates its consolidation 
and simplification. . | 7 

: The existing tariff was hastily framed in 1870, avowedly as a tempor- 
ary measure, is possessed of very little classification or system, and con- 
tains over six hundred paragraphs of different dutiable classes. 

Under the law of 1880~81 the tariff of Porto Rico was revised 1n1382, _ 
| was reduced to two hundred and forty paragraphs, and greatly simpli- 

fied and improved. <A similar work has been projected for a long time 
past as to that of Cuba, but whether it will be realized the current year 
is doubtful. o | 

Under the law of July 20, 1882, a gradual reduction of the duties of 
the first and second columns of the tariffs is to take place, so that in ten 
years all duties on Spanish or Peninsula products will be abolished,and | 
a similar reduction is to be made in the difference between the third and 
fourth columns, so that in 1892 only the third column (on foreign pro- 
ducts) will be in force. This reduction on the 1st of July amounted to 
25 per cent. in the published tariff rates. . | 

In the table which I embrace in this dispatch it will be noted that 
there is a deficit already anticipated in the estimate of receipts, which — 
is provided for by a loan from the Bank of Spain of $4,134,499, and 

an authority is conferred for negotiating further loans if during the fiscal 
' year the deficit should be still greater, or if war or extraordinary dis- 

| turbance of public order should occur. For several yeais past there 
has been a constantly growing deficit in the budget, that for the year | 
just closed being stated during the discussion in the Cortes to be 
$10,000,000, but this was stoutly denied by the minister of the colonies 
(ultramar). At the end of each year this deficit is converted into a
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floating debt. To take up the debt of this character which has accu- | 
_ mulated for the past three fiscal years, the minister of ultramar was au- | | 

_ thorized to negotiate a loan of $20,000,000, bearing 6 per cent. interest, — 
redeemable in fifteen years, guaranteed by a pledge of the Stamp-tax, 

_ which it will be noted is estimated for the current year at $2,119,000. | 
The present interest and sinking fund charge on account of the Cuban | | 
public debt is estimated at $12,386,000. = = 
When the new loans contemplated during the year are effected this 

charge will be increased to $15,000,000 ; and the recognized debt. now © | 
about $190,000,000, will be increased, to say, $220,000,000. ‘The interest 
charge will then be, per capita $10, and the debt charge per capita 

_ $146.66. It was repeatedly stated during the discussion of the budget i 
in the Cortes that in a very short time the interest charge alone would 
consume the entire receipts of the insular treasury, and the only 
practicable. remedy proposed to escape complete bankruptcy was the 
assumption of the Cuban debt by the peninsula or national treasury. , 
But the minister of ultramar replied to this proposition, that in the = 

' present condition of the peninsula finances no minister would recom- 
mend it, that ifrecommended no ministry would approve it, and that 
no Cortes would vote it. | we | oe | 

_ The next charge in importance in the budget is $9,900,000 for the | 
support of the army (22,000 men) and the navy; this item, added to _ 
the interest charge, constituting considerably more than two-thirds of | 

_ the budget, and more than the total amount of the probable receipts 
for the year. | | a - 

_ Efforts have been made to reduce the expenses of Government by | 
_ the abolition of various offices, the reduction and discounting of salaries, — 

_ &¢c., the total reduction, as compared with the preceding year, being, 
$1,300,000. The following are the estimates for the fiscal year ending | 

- June 30, 1886: | , : - | 

Total expenses .. 0.2.22. 00 oe eee cece cence cee nee cence weecee eee ene $30, 787, 509 
Total receipts... 2... . eee. eee ee cee ee eee cee eee cee tee ee en ee ence ecee 30,790, 109 : 

Linclose a copy of the law and budget in detail, from which I have | 
compiled the following abstract: | | a 

EXPENSES. — , | : . 
General obligations : . | | | 

Ministry of the colonies ..-....-- 22... 22. cee eee ne eee cece cece $96, 800 
Tribunal of accounts... 22.2222. eee cee eee ce ene cece ee cee w eee 115, 500 

~ ~Pensions, retired list, &c...... 2222-2 1-2 ee eee eee eee eee nets teeees 1,290,000 | 
Interest, sinking fund, &c., of public debt ......-.....-.----------+ 12,386,608° 
Subsidy to steamers and railroads ...-.. 2.2.2 22-0 eens eee e ee cee 417, 690 © 
Miscellaneous items .... 1.2... 12 ee cee wenn ween cece ee nec e ee cece eee 55, 502 

| | | | 14, 362, 400 | 
_ Discount on Official salaries...... 2.2200 cece cece secs ceeeeceeeseecees 125,650 | 

| | wn 14, 236, 750 : 

Grace and justice: | | 7 ; . 
‘Tribunals... 2... 2.2.2. ewan eee canes cane ce cwne enemas tonnes cnucee 466, 696 
Clergy... 2 ie cee cone cane cone ween e cw enen coce cee ces cones ce ceee 480, 668 
Closed accounts .... 2.220 ccc eee neces came ccunes wnne cane cece cece - / 38, 110 

| | 985, 474 Oo 
| Discount on official salaries ...... eecces ences cuee cove wees cece cone 103, 216 

— | | ) | | 882, 258
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War: oe : | | 7 
Total expenses of army, &C .-- 220 cee ewe wenn cece cee e ee ee eee eee eees = 8, 159, 756 
Discount on Official salaries... ~~. ..-2-- .2 eee cee e es cee eee eee n ne eee 211, 098 

Cg 7,948, 658 

| Marine: | : 
Total expenses Of NAVY ..--. .- 2-25 cee mee ewe e en ween enon meee ese reccee 2,057, 814 
Discount on official salaries... 2... 22m. cnn eee w we ewe ens wees cane ene 87, 484 

| | 1,970,330 

Finance: a oe epee 
Total expenses of collecting revenues, &6 .......-.----------------- 1,380, 692 
Discount on salaries .... ..---- -- 2-02 2-22 eos wees com wee cee e eee enee- 38, 635 | 

oe 1,342, 057 

Interior : | . a 
' Civil guard, police, &¢ ...--. ---+ --- 220 oe eee nee eee ene coos eee ee eeee 2,732,283 

Public health ...... ------ +--+ enn cee e oe oe ene ce ee ne eee ee cece ee- 32, 450 
Postal and telegraph communication .....-..----------------------- 617,854 | 
Charities ..2.-2. 2-0. oe ne en ween ce ne ce eee ween ee eee oe eee en wee 93, 153 . 

-PrisONs .. 2226 ceo. eee nin wee cee Cee ce eee cone ce eens cee e ee ees 236, 709 
Secret vigilance expenses... ---- ---- -- 2-2-2 ee oe eee eee ene ween ee eee 25,000 
Secret fund, legation at Washington ......---.--+.----------------- 20, 000 
Espionage, American consulates. ...--..---.------- +--+ -----+------ 10, 000 

. Miscellaneous iteMS...... ------ eee n ee cone cece ee seen e cee cee cn eeee 407, 169 

| | 4,174, 618 
Discount on salaries ...... ceccce sccces cewnes cocenn sawens ceeees eonn 120, 177 

= | | "4, 054, 441 

Public works: | | Oo 
Construction of roads, &C...--- onus csesace enon weee eenveenh caevwee cece 270, 409 

: Ports, light-houses, &.....- ------ ----2- coe ene cee ene teen en cee eee-- 181, 812 | 
Public instruction .. 2.2. 0.222. ooo e conn ce een e cone ne wee eee eee eee eee 286, 075 
Miscellaneous... .... 2... 2 2. eee wee cece ses wen cone wens ena w erase cece 48, 331 : 

| | 786, 627 
. Discount on salaries epauweoene Seeeces cose ensen nen 2tena ee eaeee NRG Baas “see 7 51, 470° 

- : | Te eeu 735, 157 

RECEIPTS. | oo | 
Contributions and imposts : | SSB 

Tax on real property, mines, &C. ...- 2.22.2 ee eee eee e ee eee eee 3, 122, 000 
On industry, trade, and professions........ ----seeee2-------------- 2, 000, 000 | 
On cattle ..0 22. one ene ce wn ne we rns cen ce ee eee ene ee 950, 510 

. On liquors..-.-.---- 2. 22-22 cee ee cee ne ee eee eee ee ee eee cee cess = 1,000, 000 
Titles of nobility and orders .... ..---- ..---+ ------ 22+ eee ee eee ~ 10, 000 
Domestic servants (freedmen) .-... --..---- +--+ ++ e202 eee cere eens 25, 000 
Railroad and steamship traffic... .-.... --..---0 e202 eee- eee ------- © 468, 000 
Per cent. of municipal taxes, 5 per Cont ..... 2... . 6 2-00 fees eee eee 363,975. 

Miscellaneous... 2.26 cone oo cnn ween cee c ee cee ne cee wes wean wees sees 5, 000 . 

| | : | 7 7,939, 985 

| Customs: - | | | a 7 | 7 
- TMpOrts 2.00 -- 2c cece ne cee cee cece cece e cone nce mene ne ween ce cere nees 9,000,000 — 

EXports .--- 2-2 eee cee cee cone ne ween en ee ee cee cen e cece cece cece ee ee- 3, 300, 000 

Navigation 2... 2.0.2. coe. eee on cee ne ne cree eee cree cote ne cece cee 700, 000 
FUneS.. 2-2. enn oe eee ee eee cece cane eee wee cone cone wane cone ceee cee 100, 000 

Miscellaneous .. 2... cece ce cont cnne cone ce oe vecceues cone ewer er ence ee 5, 000 - 

| | , 13, 105, 000
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 Stamptax: ° | . | | 
- Post-OffiC@ 2.2... seen ee cece ee ce eee cone een enn en cerns nee cee anes $449, 100. 

| Telegraphs ..---. .20- nnn ee cnn cee e cen ee cnn ne tee ene sone cee wee eee 70,000 — 
All other stamps ..--.. .22. 02-222 cee eee cece e eee ee cere eeee eee e-- 1,600, 000 

a / | 8e 2,119, 100 

Lotteries ..---- --ce een oe ene e ween cece cece cee ee cece eee eeeceeencceceee. 2,663,125 
Properties of the state ........ 0... 22. eee e eee cee tee cee ene cece eee 307, 400 

Unusual receipts : | | we , ‘ | 
: Product of loan to balance the present budget .....----..-.--------- 4,184, 499 ay 

Miscellaneous items...-....---. .----- --- 2-0 eee nee cee cee eee ce eee ee 521, 000 | | 

| oo 4,655,499 
| Lam, &c., oe : 

| | - JOHN W. FOSTER, ~~ 

Ce | No. 550. ; | et 

a | Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. ae | a 

No. 366.) - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 

- | 7 Madrid, July 25, 1885. (Received August 10.) 

 §rr: An important law was passed by the Cortes on the 6th instant, = 
in regard to a general net-work or system of railroad construction in _ 

Cuba. By the “authorizations” voted last year by the Cortes (see my 7 

No. 233, of July 28, 1884), the ministry was empowered to modify the a 

existing conditions for the construction of what is knownas the Central > 

‘Railroad of Cuba, but it was found that nothing could be accomplished | 
by virtue of that authorization, and it was determined to pass a new _ | 
law offering such advantages and conferring upon the minister of ultra-_ . 
mar (the colonies) such powers as would secure the realization of this _ : 

- enterprise, which was felt to be one of the greatest needs of the island. 
The lines to be constructed under this law cover the central and east-_ 

ern districts or the provinces of Santa Clara, Puerto Principe, and San- 
tiago de Cuba, and are to have an extent of 891 kilometers, consisting _ 

of eight lines or branches. The construction is to be commenced within oo 
four months from the date of the contract, and the entire work to — | 
be completed within six years. The Government guarantees the com- 
pany 8 per cent. net profit upon the total capital invested, and the con- — 

- cession or charter is to continue for 99 years. The 8-per cent. guarantee _ 
will begin to.run on each section which is completed, accepted by the | | 
Government, and put in operation, and is to be paid quarterly in gold. ~ 

| If the profits exceed 8 per cent. the surplus is to be divided equally be- 
tween the company and the Government. The concession may be for- — | 
feited if one-fourth of the work is not completed in two years, or the | 
half in three and a half years. The forfeiture having been decreed, © : 
the Government may grant a new concession under conditions speci- | 

_ fied. as to the work done by the first company. ce . SEES 
Within twenty days after the law is officially promulgated the minis- a 

__ter of ultramar shall publish a call for proposals for the concession, to | 
be presented within thirty days. This call shall set forth in full the oe 
terms or conditions upon which the concession is to be granted, and shall - 
designate the maximum of the cost of construction upon which the 8 
per cent. profit is guaranteed. | pe rn | 

| The proposals shall state (1) the reduction offered on the maximum, | 

: 47 FOR, | - | :
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cost upon which 8 per cent. is guaranteed ; (2) other advantages offered 
to the Government over the published conditions; (3) the security or 
financial credit of those who sign the proposals. Before any proposal _ 
is received a provisional deposit of 1,000,000 pesetas ($200,000) must 
be made, and to secure the concession a definite deposit of 5,000,000 

= pesetas ($1,000,000) in cash or public bonds at the lowest quotations. 
For further details as to the provisions of this law reference is made to 
the text, which is inclosed herewith. . | : | | | 

| The language of the law is that “the Government” (el Gobierno) will 
| guarantee the 8 per cent. profits of the company. Thisexpression gave, 

rise toa debate in the Senate on the meaning of the words “ the Gov- 
oo ernment,” and to remove any doubt it was proposed to substitute these 

| words by either ‘‘the Spanish nation” or “the treasury of Cuba,” but 
the minister of ultramar objected to any amendment as unnecessary, | 

| stating that wherever in legislation connected with Cuba the words 
‘‘the government” were used they had no other application or mean- 

| ing than the government or treasury of Cuba, and tbat, in order to re- 
move all doubt on the subject, when the public proposals were asked _. 

_ as contemplated by the law, the terms or conditions under which they 
- wereto be made would state explicitly that it was the treasury of Cuba 
which guarantees the 8 per cent. profits. The minister also made a sim- 

| ilar statement in the Chamber of Deputies after the law had been voted. 
These declarations have given great dissatisfaction to some of the most. 
active advocates of this enterprise, and grave doubts are expressed . | 

| whether it will be possible to secure the proposals of responsible capi- 
talists when the concession is offered to public competition. os 

oy On the other hand, it is claimed that in some way the guarantee of » 
the national or Peninsula treasury will be obtained, and it is upon this 
understanding that a number of French, German, and English syndi- 

| cates are reported to be preparing to make proposals. 
| The minister of ultramar informed me two days ago that the law had . 

- been signed by the King, but that it would possibly not be published 
for two months, as it was desired to postpone the time for receiving the | 
proposals until a more favorable state of the money market. — “ a 

| | Lam, &c., | 7 es eee 
JOHN W. FOSTER. | 

| No. 551. 

| Mr. Bayard to Mr. Foster. 

No. 377.] : DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | Washington, July 25, 1885. 

oo! Sir: With reference to an instruction addressed to you by my prede- 
cessor on the 27th of February last, relative to the fine imposed at 
Matanzas, Cuba, upon the American vessel Ocean Pearl for alleged 
error in her manifest, and your reply of the 10th ultimo, copy of which 
was sent to the consul at Matanzas, I have now to inclose a copy of 
that officer’s reply, dated the 8th instant, setting forth a view of the — 

| proceedings in this case, which may be well deserving of thoughtful 
: consideration. It appears that the Matanzas office, which imposed the | 

: fine, was the one which, at the same time, recommended to the superior _
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office at Havana the remission of the half accruing to the Government; = __ 
but not the moiety falling to the officers who imposed it. 7 

_ The argument from this premise is obvious. The penalty was either = 
just or unjust, and we have the mosf direct evidence that it was unjust,. 

_ and a full recognition of the bona fides of the transaction from the very | a 
officers whose duty it was to administer the law for the benefit of the - 

_ Spanish Government. But while the Government derives no benefit _ 
from a penalty admitted to be imposed without good reason therefor, | 
the officers who make that admission are benefited. The penalty can- | a 

* not be just as to one-half and unjust as to the other. Asthis question  __ 
__ of the informer’s moiety is one of those to be borne in mind in thé - 

pending negotiations, it is deemed reasonable to send you this instruc- | 
tion. oe oe oo BS 

a a | FL BAYARD. 

ce Enclosure in No.37J a : a 

7 | Mr. Pierce to Mr. Porter. | | - OO | 

No.4] oe UNITED States CoNnsULATE, | 
. a - | Matanzas, July 8, 1885. 

_. Sir: [have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your instruction No. 75, of the 25th © | 
ultimo, addressed to my predecessor, in respect to a fine imposed on the barkentine 
Ocean Pearl, with its inclosures, in which I am informed that the Spanish Govern- 8 
ment has remitted that part of the fine pertaining simply tothe treasury, viz, $1,000. 

_ With respect to this, it will be sufficient to say that that part of the fine was re- : | 
.. mitted practically as far back as February, 1885, by the treasury department in Ha- 

vana, and all the supreme Government seems to have done has been to confirm the ~ 
action of the authorities there. | 7 | oo So 
The contention of the consul-general and my predecessor was to include in the re- . 

. mission the part pertaining to the customs officials in this ‘port,as well as the part 
relating to the Government. This seemed only fair and just in view of the facts that 
(1) the ten hogsheads were never on board of the vessel, having been left on. the 

~, wharf at Philadelphia—a fact that all admitted here; (2) that in all similar cases no 
_ fines have ever been imposed; and (3) that.inasmuch as no fraud waseither attempted or 

executed against the customs regulations of Cuba,no penalty should have beenin- — | 
curred, : ; - | 

| ‘Under these circumstances, therefore, itis a matter of profound regret that in the _ 
remission the part relating to the customs authorities has not been included, because _ 
if a vessel coming here under the conditions under which the Ocean Pearl did can | 
have fines successfully imposed upon it, there will be little security in the future in| 
cases where supposed derelictions are legitimate subjects of controversy. pe 

The facts of the case are already known to the Department, and are matters of | 
_ record, and it is not necessary to refer to them, and, as a personal criticism on the | | 

action of the authorities, I will simply submit the following: that the customs | 
rules and regulations are measures adopted by a Government to provide punishment 
in cases where these provisions have been violated; but in cases where no violation | 
has been effected or attempted I take it they are inoperative. : | 

_. Now, the pretext of this Government in this case is that (according to section 13, 
article 121) there appears on the manifest a certain number of articles which are ab-. 
sent in the cargo; in other words, a discrepancy appears, which constitutes a viola- - 
tion of a specific law, and in order to collect the prescribed fine they place a literal — 
and arbitrary construction on the law. If this is allowed to prevail, vessels will fre- | 
quently be subjected to fines in cases where a higher power than man causes the appar- . 
ent dereliction. For example, a vessel encounters a storm and an unknown quantity oe 

_ of her cargo is swept overboard. The usual practice is in such cases for the master 
_ to make out a protest before the customs authorities in order that the discrepancies 

between the cargo and the manifest may be accounted for, and the fine impending as. | 
incurred in the article above referred to may not be enforced. oe 

Why? Because no attempt has been made to commit a fraud. Is it any more a ; 
question of culpability on the part of the Ocean Pear! that she should have left her ten 

_  hogsheads on the wharf at Philadelphia than that they should have becn swept over- : 
_ boardinastorm? In the latter case the master makes his protest, which may or may not _ ;
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be true; nevertheless it is accepted. In the case of the Ocean Pearl the shippers make - 
affidavit to the fact that the.ten hogsheads were found on the wharf after the vessel 
left, before a notary public, which is certified to by the Spanish consul at Philadel- - 

| . phia. This was admitted here by the authorities themselves. Nevertheless a fine of 
| $2,000 was imposed, one-half of which is remitted by the Government of Spain, thus 

acknowledging the weight and truth of the evidence. If the supreme Government 
were so strongly impressed as to remit their part of the fine, on what grounds of 
equity do they insist on the payment of the other? This is all the more a legitimate 
subject of inquiry in view of the fact that the insular chief of the treasury, under — 
whose exclusive administration and decision all these matters are referred, has it in 
his power under sections 11 and 12 of article 26 to accept the explanation or certificates 
of shippers or masters in cases where derelictions are subjects of inquiry and to order _ 
all the proceedings against these vessels to cease. It was he who accepted the ex- 
planation of the master and the certificate of the shipper, and recommended tothe 
supreme Government at Madrid the remission of the treasury’s half. - | : 

IT cannot avoid the reflection that if he had been actuated by a conspicuous spirit 
of equity he would have ordered all proceedings to stop and the case would never 
have been referred to Madrid. 

It is proper, in conclusion, to inform the Department that the penalty will eventual-. 
ly fall on the owners of the Ocean Pearl who have given the consignee a bond for the 

: full amount of the fine incurred. Should the authorities here insist on payment, the 
bond will probably be transferred to them and execution will be enforced on the ves- _ 

_ gel whenever she enters a Cuban port. | — 
Iam, &c., | 

. FRANK H. PIERCE, 

| : : Consul. - 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Foster. 

No. 378.] | a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| Washington, July 29, 1885. 

Sir: Referring to instruction No. 377, of the 25th instant, and other 
correspondence in the case of the fine of $2,000 imposed last January, 
at Matanzas on the American bark Ocean Pearl, for the delivery of ten | 
empty hogsheads less than the number of two hundred and forty-five 
called for by the manifest, I now inclose a copy of a dispatch on the: | 
subject from our consul-general at Havana, adverting to the condone-. . 
ment by His Majesty’s Government of the moiety of the fine referred _ 
to, and intimating that the Matanzas employés of the customs may still 
continue to claim their $1,000, the other moiety. - | es 

| | T. F. BAYARD. — _ 

| [Inclosure 1 in No. 378.] 

Mr. Williams to Mr. Hunter. | — | | 

No. 231.] | 7 CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, 7 
: oe _ . Havana, July 18, 1885. 

Sm: I beg to inclose, for the information of the Department, the copy and trans- 

lation of a communication, dated the 7th instant, which by order of his excellency 

the governor-general of the island, has been addressed by the political secretary of 

the island to this consulate-general, informing it of the decision of the Madrid Gov- _ 

ernment in the case of the fine of the $2,000 imposed last January, at Matanzas, on 

the American bark Ocean Pearl, for the delivery of ten empty hogsheads less than the 

number of two hundred and forty-five called for by the manifest. 

It will be noticed that his excellency confirms what the Department has already ©
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- Jearned from our legation at Madrid, namely, that the King has been pleased to con- 
done that part of the fine pertaining to the treasury of the island. Butthisdecision _ , 
would seem to leave the inference that the part claimed by the employés is yet un- . 

: condoned by the Government of Spain, and that in consequence they still remain 
: with the right to collect their part. If such is the intention of the decision, it will 

be difficult to comprehend how the employés can collect from the Ocean Pearl their 
part, without appealing to the government of the island for the enforcement of the a 

- payment through the exercise of coercive measures, since they themselves possess no 
means tothisend. . - | oo 

oo ‘Again, the Government of Spain, having once renounced its ownrightsin thecase, | 
the legality of the rights of the employés becomes very questionable, since it must. _ - 

| necessarily spring from out of that belonging to their Government, and the cause by | 
relinquishment of the Spanish Government having ceased, the effects ought naturally 
to expire with it. Under these circumstances the Government of Spain couldhard:y 
enforce the pretensions of its employés with respect to the vessel when it does not | - 

- maintain its own, or, reversing the terms of the proposition, were the vessel in this ; 
case a Spanish vessel in the port of New York, the Government of the United States 
would scarcely enforce the collection of the claim of its New York custom-house offi- | 
cers after having given up its own. a | 7 - | : 

In the several interviews I had with the intendant-general of finance on this affair — a 
last winter, his excellency expressed himself each time very clearly in condemnation | 
of the unjust interpretation of the Matanzas employés in their application of the cus- 

| toms regulations to this affair, and regretted it was not in his power to quash it en- | 
’ tirely, for by paragraph 5 of article 121 of the present tariff, in case the difference 

of weight delivered had reached 10 per cent., the fine should have only been $10. __ 
The injustice of this fine will be at once apparent, if we take into consideration.its | | 

_ .disproportions to the amountinvolved. The value of the two hundred and forty-five 
| empty molasses hogsheads, at their market price in Philadelphia, at the most, of 

$1.50 each, would have amounted to $367.50. At the same price the ten missing hogs- 
- heads would have been worth $15, and the import duties on these, at 56 cents, only 

$5.60; yet, for this trivial discrepancy of only (<2) .04 per cent of the number of hogs- | 
‘heads manifested—a fine of $2U0 for each empty hogshead has been imposed, and | | 
although the Government of Spain has abandoned its part, yet the Matanzas employés | 
may still continue to claim their share of $100 for each of the ten empty hogsheads 
delivered short. — : oS | So | 
.In view of this possibility I beg to await the instructions of the Department. 

| I have, &c., . | 
a | | RAMON O. WILLIAMS, ©... 

| oe | Consul-General. 

Do CS [Inclosure 2 in No. 378.—Translation.} es Co 

- | | Mr. Cassd to Mr. Williams. | 

INTENDANCY-GENERAL OF FINANCE OF THE ISLAND OF CUBA, | oe 
oe : | Havana, July 7, 1885. 

By instruction No. 551 of the colonial ministry, dated the 9th of May ultimo, his 
_ excellency the governor-general has received the following royal order: | , a 

‘CEXCELLENCY: Referring to your excellency’s official note, No. 345, of 15th April 
ultimo, and to the proceedings (expediente) thereto annexed, relative to the fine Dt 
imposed upon the captain of the American vessel called Ocean Pearl by the customs i 

- authorities of Matanzas, the King has been pleased to condone that part of said fine 
_ pertaining to the treasury. | . | - ey 

| . ‘‘Which, by royal order, I communicate to your excellency for your information, | 
- . and for its corresponding effects.” a - 

. .. And his excellency the governor-general having ordered complance therewith on | oe 
| the 8th of June ultimo, I transcribe the same to you for yourinformation, having like- . 

-. wise to inform you that under this date the necessary instructions have been given to a 
the end indicated. | . = | | 

God guard you many years. | . te 
: | ae | roe FRANCO. CASSA. oe 

| so pe . a oe
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| CO No. 5538, 7 | 

a, Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. — | re 

| Doe . [Extract.] _ ee | 

No. 375.| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
| Madrid, August 3, 1885. (Received August 18.) 

- SIR: In my No. 364, of the 23d ultimo, I transmitted the financial 
, budget of Cuba for the current year as passed by the Cortes. Asasup- _ 

plement to that dispatch, and as showing the present condition of Cuba | 
aS viewed by Spanish statesmen, [have thought it would be of interest 
to give some extracts from the debate which the consideration of the | 
budget occasioned. | oe | | | 

oo The discussion occupied a full week in each chamber; but I have 
_ confined my extracts to the speeches in the Congress of Deputies, as 

| very much the same ground was traversed in the Senate. The financial 
| condition of Cuba was naturally the prominent topic discussed, anda = 

more wretched condition of affairs can scarcely be imagined in a re- | 
sponsible Government than that depicted in the speeches. Constantly - 

| growing deficits, temporary loans at more than 10 per cent. interest, the 
budget sought to be balanced by a bank loan in advance, the army 
four to six months behind in pay, rate of taxation more than double mS 
that of Spain, &c. Only two rays of hope could be given by the Gov- | 
ernment speakers: one was that the increased price of sugar might re- : 
vive that industry, and the other that with the opening of the Panama 

: Canal the harbors of Cuba might be made. flourishing free ports and | 
depots in transit. - | po OO 

Allusion was made to the fact that the Cuban debt, with the present 
deficit amounting to about $220,000,000, was mostly held by foreigners, 

- to whom had been given a pledge of the public revenues, and that un- 
less the interest was kept up promptly the dishonor of Spain might be- | 

| come worse than thatof Egypt. But all the speakers declared that the 
very. existence of the nation depended upon retaining Cuba, because 
-with its loss the prestige of the Spanish people would be gone. At the | 

| same time there were not wanting deputies who recalled the history of 
the loss.of the Spanish possessions in America, declared that the same = 
governmental policy was now being pursued, and warned the ministry 

| that a similar result might attend Cuba... : , 
eo * * % % * _ 

The deputies from Cuba lamented the indifference with which theaf-  - 
fairs of the island were regarded by the Spanish Government and peo- | 
ple, citing the fact that the sessions of the Cortes, when the budget : 

_ was being discussed, were often attended by seven to eight deputies 
only in a Chaniber of over four hundred members. . 

Lam, &e., | | 
| . - JQHN W. FOSTER. 

[Inclosure in No. 375.—Extracts from-speeches of deputies.] oO 

Debate in the Spanish Cortes on the Cuban budget for 1885~86. | i 

The debate on the Cuban budget in the. Chamber of Deputies was begun on the 
23d of June, and continued daily in afternoon and night sessions until the 30th. : 

. Sefior Tufion, deputy from Matanzas, Cuba, epened the discussion in oppositionsto — . 
the budget# Reviewing the ‘‘ authorizations” voted by the Cortes one year ago, con- : 
ferring upon the Government full power to arrange the publie debt, he said the min- 
istry had done nothing to improve the debt, but, on the contrary, it had aggravated the 

. situation, until now the interest charge exceeds the third part of the total net pro- |
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ductions of the island. As to the authority to negotiate a treaty with the United = =~ 
States, we have heard already too much of that subject; -he would only say that the 
Government had gone so far with its concessions to the United States that he was 
almost disposed to congratulate Cuba on the failure of the treaty. The authority con- . 
ferred to grant favors to sugars, tobacco, and other products of the island imported | 
to Spain.had not been used with-any benefit. Of the 540,000 quintals of tobacco con- 

-. sumed in Spain, 300,000 come from the United States and only 120,000 from Cuba. | 
’ The thirteenth “authorization” for the completion of the Central Railroad is a 
very important measure for Cuba, but he inferred from the statements made by the - 

- minister of ultramar that the law he has introduced will not be realized because the 
Peninsula will not guarantee the enterprise. ° | | oe 

The authority to negotiate a loan of $20,000,000 to cover past deficits in the budgets — | 
is virtually an increase of the budget of expenses from $30,000,000 to $50,000,000. The = 
interest charge is now $12,804,298. With the interest on the loans of $20,000,000 and as 
$4,000,000 it will be increased .to $15,000,000. The island cannot pay more than 

_ fifteen to eighteen millions of dollars of taxes, as the net value of its total exports is: 
- not more than thirty-five millions. It cannot bear this increased interest charge, and. _ 
the deficits will be greater, and who will be able to administer its Government? - 

The ministry has done nothing to resolve the great problems of the island, notwith- 
standing the full powers voted by the Cortes last year, but, on the contrary, itaggra- 
vates the situation with this budget. Isitany wonder that the people of Cuba are | 
“without hope from the present Government ? a a ey | 

| _ Sefior Garcia Lopez, of the committee having charge of the budget, replying to Sefior . 
_« ‘Pufion, said the Government had done all that was possible inthe way of reducing the ~~. 

expenses, and cited the reduction of the army estimates from $9,600,000 to $7,900,000. . 
a He .said the failure of the commercial treaty was not due to the Government, but to 

aradical change in the politics of the United States. The tobacco of Cuba is the | | 
! dearest in the world, and hence the consumption in Spain of the tobacco of the United 

| States, because of its lower price. A deficit- of $10,000,000 in the Peninsula budget 
causes no surprise, where it often occurs. Why should it occasion so much surprise 
in Cuba? The speaker attributed the present great depression of Cuba chiefly to the . 
low price of sugar, but now that the price is improving we may expect better times 

. there. The receipts for 1888~84 were $24,000,600, and the current year it will be as 
much, with $20,000,000 of back taxes to be collected. The price of paper money in 
gold was 244 when the Government began last year to redeem it, and it declined to 
218, although it has again advanced. | os / os 

a The minister of the colonies (ultramar), Count de Tejada, explained that the guar- 
antee of the projected railroad extension is the treasury of the Island of Cuba, but 
the Spanish nation has a moral obligation to see that the guarantee is kept. He as- 
 serted that the receipts for the year just closed ought to reach $24,000,000. In answer | 
to an inquiry, he said there had been no commercial balance or statistics of commerce > 
formed since 1863. ‘‘ There is a long period of confusion and: disorder in the treas--  ~ 
-ury department of Cuba.” - | |  , | 

Sefior Moret, late Liberal minister of the interior and formerly of ultramar, said 
that as Cuba had sent such large sums to the Peninsula in the times of its prosperity, 
the Peninsula ought to aid it in its times of adversity. He was of those who believed _ 

- that the question of money is a political question, and the Spanish people will not 
pardon that Government which allows a question of money to break the ties of na- — 
tionality. Cuba, to be released from her present situation, needs to be supported = 
on the vigorous arm of her old mother, and this support we must render in order to - 

_ give -her treasury full freedom. He was one of those who never shall believe that | 
“Cuba can be separated from Spain—he believed it impossible ; but if it should come, | 

- . that day the sun will truly set on the Spanish dominions. © | | oe 
Sefior Santos Guzman, of Havana (chairman of the committee on the budget), con- 

trasted the present with former budgets, showing that taxation had been reduced 
; from $34,000,000 in 1883~84 to $27,000,000 (not including the four million loan). The | 

failure to ratify the commercial treaty was brought about in part in the United States 
| by the adherents of the celebrated Monroe doctrine, in combination with the great | 
' tariff monopolists, who fancy with the rejection of the treaty that they will bring 

ruin to Cuba, and, in the desperation of the Spaniards, that doctrine might be putin — 
_ . - practice. He predicted great prosperity for Cuba with the opening of the Panama 
-. Canal, as it would become a great transit depot. oe | | 

Sefior Calverton, of Havana, called in question the receipts of the island for the year 
188485, as stated by the Government. Hesaid the report for the first nine months 
showed that the receipts had been $13,000,000 in gold and $4,000,000 in paper—equiva- - 

Jeng in gold to $15,000,000—and for the entire year they could not exceed $19,000,000. 
‘There will be a deficit of $10,000,000. To present a budget based on suchestimatesas 

- those submitted by the minister of ultramar is not to present a budget at all. A defi- — 
. git in the Penirtsula of $10,000,000 is not so serious, as it is borne by 16,000,000 of peo-. : 

ple, but a deficit of $10,000,000 in Cuba is another matter, as it has to be borne by |
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1,500,000. The tax in the Peninsula is $10 per capita, but in Cuba it is $20. The net 
value of the production of Cuba is $35,000,000 or $40,000,000, and the taxes are from 
$27,000,000 to $30,000,000. ee a - 

To redeem $1,200,000 of paper currency the Government had to borrow money at 10 
per cent., besides exchange, commissions, &c.; that is, to pay one debt by contract- - 
ing a greater one. In most countries the interest on the public debt remains with 
the inhabitants, but in Cuba the entire sum of $12,000,000 goes abroad annually. 

The economic condition of Cuba may have been somewhat influenced by the low- 
price of sugar, but that alone never could have produced the present ruin of the 
island. It is occasioned by artificial circumstances, which the Government can re- 
move; in fact, the impediments which the Government imposes, requiring the island 

| to follow the antiquated régime, is the chief canse of its embarrassment. In Germany ~ 
and France the Government is giving all possible encouragement to the production _ 
of sugar, whereas that of Spain is only imposing burdens and obstacles. The price 
of sugar in the Peninsula is 35 to 40 reales per arroba, while the planters of Cuba : 
would be glad to get 20 reales; but they cannot send it to Spain because that market 
18 closed to them by the high duties imposed. And the same policy is pursued as to 
tobacco. - | 

Assimilation with the Peninsula and identity of laws is the remedy in great meas- _ 
ure for the present evils of Cuba. It has no credit in the world because of its con-— 
stant deficits. It must have the financial guarantee of thenation. In that way only 

) can there be satisfactory consolidation of its debt, which now amounts to $198,000,060. 
Referring to the failure of the commercial treaty, he said that there was a marked | 

inequality in the powers of the two Governments in the negotiation of the treaty, | 
greatly to the disadvantage of Spain; that the latter was fully authorized not only 

° . to sign but to ratify the treaty, while on the part of the United States the ratification 
was subject to the approbation of the Senate. — | 

The minister of ultramar, replying to the criticism of former speakers, said that 
. the Government in its efforts to remedy the situation of Cuba had been contending 

' against the triple plagues of the low price of sugar, the decline ot the public credit, | 
and the depreciation of private property. The Government could not work miracles. 
In seeking to make an arrangement of the public debt with the creditors, the latter 
have always asked not only the guarantee of the national treasury, but that the pay- 
ment should be transferred to the Peninsula. Perhaps this may be done some day; : 
but at present public opinion is not prepared for it; no minister of any party would 
dare to assume the responsibility of it; no minister of finance or cabinet would ap- _~ 

, prove it, nor would the Cortes accept it. - oe | 
' If the Government should wait for equality of powers to negotiate a commercial | 

treaty with the United States, there would never be a treaty, for the Executive of 
. that country never possesses the power to ratify without the approbation of the 

; Senate. The failure of the ratification may be attributed to the fact that the treaty - 
was submitted to the Senate just After the Presidential election, and was really caused. 

. by the change of parties in the Government. Ce Ls pag ees a 
| It must be borne in mind, in discussing the budget, that the customs receipts have 

been diminished by a 25 per cent. reduction of the tariff, and the modus vivendi with — 
the United States, which abolished the differential flag duty, has also lessened the 
revenues. The deficits for the past three years have also to be provided for, amount- | 
ing to $20,000,000, to be covered by a 6 per cent. loan secured by the stamp tax. For os 

. this loan there will be an increased charge of $2,000,000 by way of interest and sink- 
. ing fund. The redemption of the paper currency begun by the Government has re- 

. duced the discount from 240 to 230. The national treasury has during the year sent 
$6,000,000 to relieve the Cuban treasury. Surely the Government must have some 
credit for what it has done and is doing to relieve the financial situation of Cuba. 

_ Sefor Calverton,.as to the proposed loan, was disposed to authorize not $24,000,000 
only, but $100,000,000, if it would restore the social and economic life of Cuba; but 
what he did not wish was to load down Cuba with debts which were of no utility. 

Seftor Villanueva, of Havana, asserted that with the twenty-four million loan con- 
templated by the budget the Cuban debt would amount to between $220,000,000 and 
$230,000,000. Who could assume the charge of such an inheritance, or how could a 
basis for an adjustment be reached? The Government had shown little foresight as to 
the negotiation of the treaty with the United States, as it ought to have taken into con- 

| sideration that a national election was pending, and that it might result in a change 
of Government there. He recalied the history of the events attending the loss of the. 
countries of the American continent to Spain, when no party would acknowledge re- 
sponsibility for the evils or seek a remedy, but matters were allowed to drift along _ 

, without paying attention to complaints, until the two continents were lost and Spain 
was responsible for the event. Thesame indifference was being manifested in regard 
to Cuba. Do you wish that a similar event shall happen now ? . 

__ Senior Duran y Cuervo, of Santiago de Cuba (of the committee) said: Spain will to- 
day aid Cuba, as it has done in past times, with the blood of its best sons to save the
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nation. As it has spent its blood, it will also be ready to exhaust its treasury for the oy 

Antilles if it becomes necessary; but it would be neither noble nor patriotic to abuse 
~ this generosity; the time has not yet come for the nation ‘to assume the Cuban debt. 

Something has been said outside this chamber about suspending payment of in- 
| terest on that debt, but he did not believe there was any deputy who would approve | 

_ . such a proposition. What would be its result? The bonds are mostly in the hands , 
| of foreigners, and their Governments would demand the fulfillment of the pledge of : 

the customs, and the Spanish nation would suffer a greater shame than Egypt. | 

-Sefior Armifian, of Havana, said it was necessary to maintain a strong army in 

- Cuba for many years, as the peace now existing was only an armed peace. Buta | 

notorious injustice is being done the army. How can you expect volunteers or en- 

| listments in an army to which is due from four to six months’ pay? Your discussion o 
here of the army section of the budget is all “in the air,” and without any practical - 
result, for the army in Cuba is always in deficit. It has already lost three back pay- 

| ments entirely, and with present arrears it is likely to lose another. Have not the | 
bondholders been receiving their interest punctually in gold while the regiments have 

“ not enough with which to buy theirrations? I donot say that the interest obligations | 

are not sacred, but they are obligations which may admit of delays; but the first 7 
necessities of life of the soldier will not admit of delays of any kind—the stomach . 
can’t wait. Se oe ; 7 a \ | 7 | 

| If the financial system now pursued is continued, the day will come when the entire . | 
- yevenues will not be sufficient to pay the interest of the debt. | pe 

The people which at the cost of such great sacrifices discovered and peopled a new 
- world will cease to be a nation if it allows that piece of soil, which we still preserve 

| in America, to cease to be Spanish. | - a a | oo | 
‘The minister of war, in answer to inquiry, stated that recruiting offices had been 

opened in Spain for the army in Cuba, tut that up to the present only three volunteers | 
-. have presented themselves in the Peninsula. It was now contemplated to let out the 

_ recruiting by contract. | | es pone | 
Seftor Labra, deputy for Porto Rico, formerly deputy for Cuba, had never entered - 

| upon the discussion of a budget under such bitter and sad feelings as now. Never — 
> was such. indifference manifested. Here we have been discussing this important sub- 

ject in the presence of only seven or eight deputies. a | : . 
. You may make the budget what you please, $36,000,000 or even $40,000,000; as Cuba 
"gan only pay eighteen or twenty millions, you will always have to increase the float- 

ing debt, until at last bankruptcy will come. And this is the road on which you are 
- hastening Cuba. The situation of the island is grave, gentlemen deputies. Individ- . — 

-. ual effort can do nothing; all should be united, and yet the deputies of Cuba are all 
divided. ae 

noe Think, think much of the significance, on the one hand, of the failure of the treaty 
, with the United States, and on the other of the appearance of filibusters. For pru- — . 

~ dential reasons he would not dwell upon this topic. 
If we make no effort to prevent the loss of the island, we shall lose our prestige in _ 

. Europe. It is dishonorable in a people to have reached. the height of greatness to - 
declare itself incapable of maintaining the Empire which its ancestors left it. A lit- 
tle while ago he was reading the great debates in the English Parliament during the | : 
war of Revolution in the United States, and he found them identical with those pro- | 
nounced here. What happened to England? She lost the United States. But Eng- 

~~ Jand corrected its errors and gave reforms to Canada. SN ne ee | 
- The minister of ultramar, to correct the statements made as to deficits in past — 

- budgets and the inability of Cuba to pay the present one, presented a table of statis: — 
tics to show that up to the 11th of June the collections tor the fiscal year had been 
$22,000,000. He said that all the financial troubles, the twenty millions deficits, the . 

-.  Joans, and the debt, had their origin in the impious war which the island suffered _ . 
; seventeen years ago—the unhappy war of separation; thence came all the calamities : 

of Cuba. | 7 | we det a | 
: Senor Sagasta, ex-prime minister and recognized leader of the Liberal or Fusionist 

party said: If many nations of Europe are making great sacrifices to acquire colonies, oo 
the nation which has them ought to make great sacrifices to preserve them, and in this . : 
sense he believed and said that the Spanish nation onght to make all the sacrifices 
it can to maintain and preserve the island of Cuba. The day in which Spain can, in | | 
view of the state of its treasury and finances, arrange the debt of Cuba, it ought to | 
arrange it, and the day in which it can give its guarantee for its loans, it ought to . 
give it. - | | , | | 

We believe that autonomy (in Cuba) is a danger, and we aspire to assimilation, ap- , 
| proaching it with that prudence with which it is necessary to advance when grave 

-. matters are considered. But, genthkemen, what is assimilation? Why, assimilation  — | 
| is the constant. aspiration toward equality of rights; but equality of rights with | 

equality of duties. He did not understand that one of these could be demanded | 
. without admitting the other also, | oe OO |
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- As it appears that the treaty with the United States has failed, it is necessary to ° 
supply its place with tariff reforms, preparing Cuba for the opening of the Panama 
Canal, so that it may then be converted into a free port. | a 

OO The minister of ultramar, again speaking, concurred entirely with the doctrines 
. announced by the illustrious chief of the Fusionist: party (Sagasta). In economic aid 

the limit is the possibility in the power of the forces of the country. In politics, as- 
| similation by a prudent road, and if at the end of the road there is greater develop- 

ment of liberty, so much the better, = ° | 
In the present moment it appears that the misfortunes of Cuba happily commence 

to diminish. He had the honor the day before to read a letter from an important offi- 
| cial of the island announcing better times. Listen to the words of the last communi- 

_ cation from the worthy captain-general. Is it not true, gentlemen deputies, that these. 
words make hope to revive in the breast? ‘‘ With the failure of the filibuster expe- 
dition coincides the increasing price of sugar. These events have created a favorable 
reaction. Gold has rapidly fallen six orseven points. Planters:are encouraged; pos: — 

: sibly credit may improve, now ruined both in and out of the country.” 
Sefior Becerra, ex-minister of ultramar, said: If it were possible for Cuba to become 

free, liberty would be impossible for it; it would go from one decline to another, from 
one state of anarchy to another, until one race would exterminate its rival, or until 
Cuba would be annexed by the United States, a vigorous and industrious race, but 
much more harsh and less yielding than the Spanish race. There is no salvation for 
Cuba except by and through Spain ;and I ought to.add that there is uo salvation - 
for Spain if we lose Cuba. He and his political associates (the extreme Liberals) 
hoped to see the day when every decree published in the Gaceta de Madrid (the official 
paper) should be ipso facto applicable to Cuba and Porto Rico. While there.are those 
who nobly and honorably advocate autonomy, there are also those defending these 
ideas who seek for the separation of Cuba from the mother country. If Cuba should 
cease to belong to Spain, it would become the depot of the negroes of the United 

| States; it would be a means of the latter country freeing itself from those to whom 
it gave freedom. In giving full rights to Cubans, it ought to be assumed, that.on re- 
ceiving those rights they would not employ them against the [mother] country. — 

Senor Portuondo, of Cuba, was one of those who had regarded the treaty with the | 
United States as only an incomplete and partial solution of Cuba’s embarrassments, . 
but there were those who looked upon it as the cure for all its ills. But thetreaty has — 
disappeared ; that hope has vanished. What now will you attempt? Have you no 

| remedy? Nothing but to pray Providence to help us? Blessed be your faith! No; a 
remedy must be found. 

| No. 554. - | | : | 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Foster. yee 

No. 384.] 7 .. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
_ Washington, August 4, 1885, 

. Sim: It is the President’s especial desire that, in taking leave of His 
Majesty on the termination of your mission, you should find appropri- — 

_ ate means of conveying the deep sympathy which the people of the 
United States, and this Government in their name, bear toward the 
sorrowing people of Spain by reason of the great calamity that now — 

, rests upon them, and express our prayerful hope that the dark cloud 
of pestilence may soon be lifted from the nation. | 

lam, &e., oO | | | 
| | T. F. BAYARD. _ 

No. 555, oo 

— Mr. Bayard to Mr. Foster. | OO 

, No. 385.] Co _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
, Washington, August 5, 1885. | 

: Siz: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 361, of the 22d . 
| ultimo, informing me of the notice given you by His Majesty’s Govern-
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ment that it accepts the award of the Italian minister in the Masonic | 
case, and will make payment as agreed. | | 

You will please make a responsive declaration on the part of the | | 
United States, accepting the said award as final. - 

Se DE, BAYARD. 

a No. 556. a 7 

Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. eh 

(Extract) a | . - 

No. 382.] ' LEGATION OF -THE UNITED STATES, | | 
oo : Madrid, August 7, 1885. (Received August21.)  - 

| Sir: Referring to your No. 372 cf the 20th ultimo, relating to the — | 
decision of Baron Blane in the ease of the Masonic, I have to report | 
that I transmitted your letter to the baron with a note on the dth in- 

_ stant, and to-day received his reply inclosing a letter addressed to you, | | 
which with copies of my note and his reply, Tinclose herewith, 

Noting your instruction as to the transmission to the Department) = __ 
of the original decision of award, I will embrace the first secure means | 

_ of sending it to the legation at Paris or London to be thence forwarded 
in the pouch. | - a : coe | ; 

ns eo * %  ® # # eo : 

lam, &e., . | Ot a: | | 
. | os JOHN W. FOSTER. | 

| | {Inclosure 1 in No. 382. J | | - 

| r _ Mr. Foster to Baron Blane | 

Oe | ee - | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, © | 
oe : ‘ | _ Madrid, August 5, 1885, ee 

ExceLLency: Confirming my note of the 29th of June last, [now have great pleas-_ : 
ure in inclosing 10 your excellency a letter addressed to you by the Secretary of — . 

_ State of the United States, expressing the President’s high appreciation of the service 
you have rendered in the arbitral decision in the case of the Masonic. = : : 

IT improve, &c., — 7 | | eo 7 
: ps - JOHN W. FOSTER. | 

. . - . | [Inclosure 2 in No. 382,—-Translation.] O a 

ee Baron Blanc to Mr. Foster. . | | - oe | 

oo | an | _ Legation or Ivaty, | a 
ao | oo , Madrid, Aygust 7, 1885. — 7 

_ EXcELLENey: I take the greatest pleasure in expressing to your excellency my | 
_ most heartfelt thanks for your note of the 5th instant, with which you have been — | 

good enough to transmit to me the letter of the Secretary of State of the United 
‘States, containing the expression of his Excellency the President of the United States . 
of his kind appreciasion of my performance of the duty conferred on me by the two 

- Governments of deciding as arbitrator the case of the Masonic. _ — 
I take advantage of the courtesy of your excelleucy, because I greatly desire to | . 

transmit to his excellency the Secretary of State of the United States the inclosed re- 
_ ply to the flattering communication with which he has been good enough tohonorme. | 

Accept, &, | - ] a = 

2 | | 7 a - BLANC, a
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| _. [Inclosure 3 in No. 382.—Translation. ] a 

| Baron Blanc to Mr. Bayard. ne 

| o -. LEGATION OF ITALY, a 
| , | . ne - Madrid, August 7, 1885. 

EXCELLENCY: I hasten to convey to your excellency the expression of my profound 
eratitude for the benevolent appreciation couched in such flattering terms transmit- 
ted to me in your esteemed note of the 20th of July last, which his Excellency the 
President of the United States was pleased to express on the accomplishment of my 
mandate of arbitrator in the case of the Masonic. . . 

I should be grateful to your excellency for being the medium of expressing to his 
Excellency the President the sentiments of respectful gratitude evinced by me for 
such a high testimonial and for the honor that devolved on me on this as well as on 
another occasion which your excellency was kind enough to recall, to smooth diffi- 
culties arising between the Governments of the United States and Spain. 

Timprove, &c., _ 
| | | BLANC. 

7 | | | No. 557. a 

| | Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. " 

No. 384. ] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 
: Madrid, August 10, 1885. (Received August 24.) _ 

' Sir: L[ am in receipt of your No. 377, of the 25th ultimo, referring to 
the moiety of the fine imposed upon the Ocean Pearl at Matanzas, Cuba, 

| and I have taken note of your instruction respecting the consideration _ 
of the question in the pending treaty negotiations. | 

It may be proper to recall the fact that during my residence here I * 
| have had occasion frequently to bring this subject to the attention of 

the Spanish ministers of state and of ultramar. With my No. 49, of July 
30, 1883, I inclosed to the Department a copy of a note of the 26th of 
the said month which I sent to the minister of state, presenting at con- 
siderable length the complaints of American shipping on account of 
Cuban custom-house regulations, and especially referring to the injus- 
ticé and hardship of the moiety system of fines. oe Se 

| The Spanish customs moiety system is somewhat similar to that which _ 
| existed a few years ago in the United States custom-houses, and which, 

on account of its unsatisfactory results, was modified by the law of Con- 
egress now in force. In conferences which I have held with the minister | 
of ultramar, he states the operations of the Cuban regulations to be as 

| follows: oo | | 

When a fine is imposed on a vessel or cargo for a breach of the tariff 
laws or regulations, one-half the fine becomes the property of the in- 
former. The legality of the fine may be contested by judicial or admin- 
istrative proceedings in the way proscribed by the regulations, and if 
by this method the fine is declared to have been illegally imposed, the 
whole of it is remitted; but when this method is not adopted, and resort 
is had to the supreme Government for a condonation of the fine, the. 
remission only relates to that part of the fine which pertains to the 

- . Government. In such cases a technical violation of the law is usually | 
admitted, and an appeal is made to the executive on the ground of an — 
absence of intent to defraud the revenues. The action of the Govern- _ 
ment in condoning the fine does not affect the question of the legality 
of its imposition, and hence the right of the informer to his moiety is not 

a _ taken away by the executive pardon, |
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- in the treaty of commerce, signed at Madrid, November 18 last, Ar- : 

ticle XVII was inserted with the object of placing these fines entirely 

under the control of the Government, adopting substantially the system . 

now in force in the United States. The project of treaty which I sub- / 

mitted to the minister of state on the 21st ultimo embraced this article. Bo 

| - | : JOHN W. FOSTER. | - 

| | No. 558. Oo ces : 

; Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. — | | 7 

No. 389.] hus: _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 

San Ildefonso, August 18, 1885. (Received August dl.) 

Sir: In my No. 327, of June 19 last, I reported my action up to that | 

date in the case of duty onold iron imported at Barcelona by Mr. F. 

- B. Hamel. Inow have to report that on the 17th ultimo I called in- 

formally upon the minister of finance and urged upon hima favorable > 

consideration of the question, with such arguments as I could adduce 

from Spanish law and the equities of the case, and with his permission, 

on the day following, I sent him a memorandum on the subject, of which 
I inclose a translation herewith. | mo oe 

Having received no information of a decision, and, in view of myex- 

‘pected early departure from Madrid, I, on the 11th instant, sent the 

minister of finance a private note recalling -his attention to the case, . 

and expressing the hope that he would be able at an early date togive  —_© 

it his attention. Iam how in receipt of an unofficial note from the = 

minister, of which I inclose a translation, in which he states that the cu 

representative of Mr. Hamel having instituted a legal proceeding to 

test the question, it is not possible for him (the minister) to inter- 

- yene in the case, which must now be settled by the judicial process. | 

| In view of this reply it does not seem prudent for the legation to push 

its efforts further for the relief of Mr. Hamel. | a 

Lam, &e., , a, : | : 
| | JOHN W. FOSTER. — | 

2 7 [Inclosure 1 in No. 389.—'Translation. } So . Y 

| | Mr. Foster to Mr. Gayon. re | : 

oo . 4 - Manprip, July 18, 1885. nS 

- My Drak Sir: I inclose to your excellency the memorandum which I promised you 
-. in our interview of yesterday relative to the old metals imported into Barcelona by es 

- the American citizen, Mr. Hamel. : es ree . L 

~My Government has manifested much interest in this question, and I hope that. 

your excellency will be able to regard it from the same pointof view asIhaveinthe 

said memorandum, and that you will decide the matter as soon as it may be convenient... | 
-. With the assurances, &c., 8 ! Be | | oe 

oo ws mo JOHN W. FOSTER. 

| : [Inclosure 2 in No. 389.—Translation.] a 

a | Old metal imported at Barcelona from Cuba. Mote, . | 

The notes of the legation of the United States to the minister of state of December | 

40 and 12 and June 17 last ask for the return of the duties collected at Barce- | 

Jona on two shipments of old or useless metals made by the American citizen, F. B,
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| : Hamel, from Havana, Cuba, on the ground that under the law of June 30, 1882, they 
were entitled to be admitted free of duties. . o . | 

The simple question presented is whether the shipments made by Hamei were prod- 
ucts of Cuba in the sense of the law of June 30, 1882. 

(1) Article 317 of the customs ordinances provides the following : ae 
‘Useless and old pieces of all kinds of metals are also excepted from the require-. 

a ment of a certificate when they proceed directly from the said ultramarine provinces, 
which pieces are considered for the effects of the tariff as products of said provinces, 
provided that from their character they can only be utilized as original products.” 

The shipping document certifies that the articles shipped were ‘‘ worthless articles 
_ of the railroads and foundries of the country.” .(See documents of custom-house of 

. - Havana, inclosed with a note of legation of December 12.) The first shipment by 
the corbeta Concepcion was passed free at the custom-house at Barcelona as old 
metals, and no question is raised as to the character of: the articles—in the language 
of article 317, ‘‘from their character they can only be utilized as original products” — 
and tbe documents show that the shipments by the Concepcion were actually sold to 
the foundries of Barcelona and used by them as such materials. : oe - 

(2) If the products of one country are introduced into another by the payment of 
duties, by that act they become nationalized, especially if after their introduction 
they change their character by manufacture or use. This is believed to be recog- © 

- nized in practice by the custom-houses of all nations. It is expressly recognized in 
principle by article 6 of the Spanish law of June 30,1882. —_ 

| By the affidavit of H. B. Hamel, agent of F. B. Hamel (inclosed with the note of 
the legation of December 10), it is proved that the merchandise shipped by Hamel 
‘‘consist of old copper and iron, brass, and yellow-metal clippings, and scrapsof such _ 
metals that have already been imported into this island (Cuba) and paid the corresponding 

| custom-house duties.” | . 
, With the note of the legation of June 17 is inclosed, among other documents, a cer- 

tificate from the inspector of eustoms of Havana that no old iron or other metals have 
at any time been- imported at. that port, the inference being that the articles shipped 

— . . by Hamel to Barcelona had paid duties in Cuba as new goods. The good faith of | 
Hamel in his business as an exporter of old metals and junk articles is fully proved 
by other documents. ; a 

| (3) It is shown that Hamel has been for years engaged in this business and had 
sent other similar cargoes to Spain, which, by virtue of the law of June 30, 1882, had 
been admitted free of duties. Justice and equity would seem to requirethat if a new | 

. order of hacienda is issued changing the practice as to the duties, he should have | 
: reasonable notice of that order, and that the cargoes shipped before the order had 

‘been made should be admitted under the former practice of the aduana. — 
| It is therefore claimed: (1) That tu be considered products of Cuba itis only nec- | 

7 essary to show that the articles in question came directly from that island and were | 
useless (see article 317); (2) that by the payment of duties on their first introduction 

| into Cuba they became naturalized products; and (3) that if the custom-house prac- 
tice is to be changed, Hamel should have reasonable notice before duties are collected 

| from him. . | a oo | | 

{Inclosure 3 in No. 389.—Translation.] . . a 

Mr. Gayon to Mr. Foster. ° - 

Private. ] MINISTRY OF FINANCE, 
~ August 16, 1885. - 

an  DeEaR.Srr: Replying to your favor of the 11th instant in reference to the metals | 
imported at the custom-house of Barcelona by Mr. F. B. Hamel, I have the honor tv 

. inform you that long before the first private note which your excellency addressed 
. me on this subject, the representative of the party interested had made use of the ad- | 

ministrative methods afforded by our laws, and the appeal made by him had been _ 
decided by royal order of March 17, and that it is not possible to nullify the effect 
of this order without having recourse, as Mr. Hamel’s representative has done, to the 
via contenciosa in the corresponding department of our council of state, before which 
his attorney can make use of whatever arguments and evidence may appear effective, : 

| although in the administrative proceedings they may have already been brought for- 
, ward at length. . | | . 

I give to your excellency, with great pleasure, all these details, since it is not possi- — 
| ble for me to interfere in a question submitted to the via contenciosa ; and a 

JT avail, &c., | | ' | 
| FERNANDO COS GAYON. > 

| a & | | |
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OE : Mr. Bayard to Mr. Foster. : ae 

No. 390.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = 2 ——- 
OO Washington, August 21, 1885. _ | 

 . ,Srr: Referring to instruction No. 376, of the 24th July last, touching : 
the passport system of Cuba, I inelose for your information a copy of a | 
dispatch from Havana, showing the local discontent .in Cuba with the | 
system. Although the. arguments it contains in detail are, perhaps, in- 7 
appropriate for formal presentation, it may strengthen our remonstrances 7 

_ against this system to show that we are not unaware of the local and | 
_ wide-spread discontent which, as would appear from the article inclosed | 
by the consul-géneral, pervades a numerous class of the population of 
Havana and other portions of the island. = : 

I am, &e., . . . oO | 

- . - [Inclosure lin No. 390.] ’ oes - oe . 

o | 7 ls Mr. Williams to Mr. Porter. ; | 

No. 249.7 CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, = : 
: . | Havana, August 12, 1885. | 

| Str: Referring in general to previous correspondence in regard to the annoyances  — 
of the present passport system in Cuba, and in particular to your instruction No, .92, 

_ of the 21st July ultimo, I now beg to transmit, for the information of the Department, | 
_ the translation and slip of an article taken from La Correspondencia of Havana, dated | 

the 6th instant, containing an editorial on the subject of passports. _ oo . p 
| Considerable interest has awakened of late upon this subject among the hotel- . 

_ keepers of this city, who find, greatly to their financial inconvenience, and by whom, 
_ Lunderstand, this article was inspired, that, owing to the increase of hotel facilities . 

- and. absence of passport annoyances in Florida, the stream of American tourists and 
| health-seekers, who used to come to winter in Cuba, now goes to that State. It was 

out of this winter travel that the Havana hotel-keepers formerly reaped their harvest. 
Its absence now tells adversely upon their business. From the same lack, many local 

-  ininor industries and occupations suffer alike, such as the retail stores, the street cars, | 
_ the livery stables, coffee-houses, the boatmen of the bay, even to the boot-blacks who | 

throng about the hotels in the winter, awaiting their American customere. And | 
when, of course, it is taken into consideration that all these industries and occupations  —— 

. pay taxes to the general government of the island as well as to the city government oe 
of Havana, it is manifest that any loss of business to them naturally decreases their * 

_ , ability to contribute to the public budget, and to its extent redounds in turn against 
the Government itself. | | oo 

In short, were we to search for reasons in favor of the abolition of the passport | | 
system of Cuba we would find that this island is much more in need of its suppression | 
than the United States. oo a | | 

| | Ihave, &c., | | oo | | | oo | - RAMON O. WILLIAMS, 
| | | ; | -Consul-General. | 

| . 7 {Inclosure 2 in No. 390.) | 7 : Se | 

os [Extract from La Correspondencia of Havana, August 6, 1885.—Translation.] . 

7 | a - PASSPORTS. oo - ee | | 

. . df there are no passports in Spain why should there be any in Cuba? We shall never cease asking that they be abolished. yo : | | lf _ We eall the attention of General Fajardo to this subject. The governor-general 
can do much in favor of the commerce, wealth, and progress of this island if he only | succeeds in convincing the home Government thatit is indispensable to do away with . . 

_ passports, Co oO _
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General Fajardo does not ignore that American tourists have a liking for Cuba, and 
in their opinion there is no nearer and better country to winter in. | . 

_ More than 100,000 travelers came south from the north and central parts of the - 
United States into Florida in the winter of 1884 to 1885. Some few came over into 
Cuba. Those who are well informed upon the subject say that this island is much — 
more beautiful, gay, varied, and pleasant than that State. In Florida there are ho- =| 
tels from which only sea ‘and stretch of sand can be seen. . 

* % * oe Fs . % % 

- But to come to Cuba the American tourist requires a passport. He has to write 
from Florida, or from wherever he may be, to the Department of State at Washing- 
ton, and then wait several days for the document, and afterwards has to dance at- 

oo tendance at the office of some Spanish consulate in the United States, besides paying 
a consular fee of $4. | a BS egy 

All this annoys the American traveler, accustomed like the Iinglish, the French, 
the German, and: lately even the Spaniards, to travel freely without being required 
to show their passports at every step. a | . 

Were it not for our passport system, of those 100,000 travelers who come every win- 
ter to Florida, thirty or forty thousand would come to Cuba. 

Our good friends the Americans—and they are our friends, although they did not 
ratify the treaty—have reason enough.to complain. Passengers sometimes arrive in 
Cuba by the steamship line to Cienfuegos. They come to Havana with their pass- 
ports in their pockets. If they wish to take passage for New York here the consignee | 
of the steamer requires their passports visaed by the civil government. Having _ 

. landed in Cienfuegos, where -the authorities have not indorsed their passports, they 
hence suffer here further delays and difficulties. | 

Russia is the only country that keeps up the same system asCuba. Notevenamong 
the Moors in Morocco are there passports. | _— | 

The damages arising from this state of things is easily to be seen. Hotels, restau- 
rants, barber-shops, coffee-houses, &c., lose these benefits, the more to be appreciated 
on account of the economic situation of this island. Add to this the fact that many 
establishments have to pay increased taxes—the Hotel Telegrafo, for instance, which : 

. has had an increase of 65 per cent. 
Everything here, except the land itself, conspires against the prosperity of the 

working man, and capital dissipates itself. | a : 
: General Fajardo doubtless knows that for all great cities, like Paris, London, New 

. York, Vienna, the movement of passengers is a good business. In Cuba it might be 
| « the same if the administration would only do a little towards removing the difficul- 

ties which prevent personal locomotion. 
We have close by a wealthy nation of 55,000,000 of inhabitants. The well-to-do 

| classes of the north and middle part of the United States during the winter search for | 
sunny climes, an agreeable life, in which they may find the advantages of civilization 
and the attractions of nature. Cuba offers them what neither Florida, Jamaica, nor. 

: the Bermudas can offer. . we mes 
Does it not appear to General Fajardo that we should do all we can to make this 

island the winter station of the American tourists? Then let the governor-general = - 
. propose to the home Government the suppression of passports. | me a oO 

a oe . Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. 

| [Extract] | | 

. No. 394.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
San Ildefonso, August 22, 1885. (Received September 5.) 

Siz: In view of my early retirement from this mission I have for | 
some weeks past been urging upon the Spanish Government the ad- 

- justment and repayment of the excessive cattle tax collected by the 
Spanish consul at Key West, Fla. After several visits to the min- 
istry of state and comparison of tables with the chief of bureau having 

. the subject in charge, I agreed to accept as the number of cattle upon 

7 which the tax had been paid 26,626, which was twelve less than the
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- number claimed in the documents sent through the Department by | 
Messrs. McGrew & Small, the attorneys in the case; but as there was | 
also an approximate discrepancy between the number claimed by them _ 
and the Treasury reports, and as. the concession only involved $8.60, I 

, considered the sum too trivial to delay the final settlement. | | 
In accordance with that agreement I am to-day in receipt of a note o 

_ from the minister of state, which I inclose. in copy and translation, in | 
which he states that on 26,626 head of cattle there having been paid ce 
$10,650.40 as consular taxes, the excess to be returned amounts to 
$7,987.80, and that the Spanish minister in Washington has been in- , 7 
structed to pay that sum to the Department of State in final settlement 7 
of the claim. | | - a a | 

To this note I have to-day made an acknowledgment of receipt with | 
the statement that a copy thereof will be forwarded for your informa- _ 

_ tion, as per inclosure. _ a oo | ; | 
__ [tis to be observed that only three-fourths of the amount collected | 

is ordered to be returned, 40 cents per head having been collected, which __ - 
the Spanish Government conceded was an excess of 30 cents above the | 

' amount fixed by the Spanish consular tariff of fees. Ten cents per | 
head is retained as legally authorized by said consular tariff, which di- i 
rects the collection of 10 cents tonnage dues on all shipments from the. | 

_ United States to Spanish ports. In accepting the sum of $7,987.80, | 
~ which I regard as in the interest of the claimants, it has occurred to me 

that it might be considered opportune to make the statement that its | | 
_ acceptance is not to be regarded as a recognition of the right of Spain — 

to collect a tonnage tax in American ports, in case you coincide in the | 
views expressed by your predecessors. Oo | 

eS RR e #* * * | | 

| a oe oo JOHN W. FOSTER. | 

Cos oo a | [Inclosure 1 in No. 394,—Translation. | os 

es Mr. Elduayento Mr. Foster, 
oe - | a MINISTRY OF STATE, | 

| oo San Ildefonso, August 17, 1885. 
EXCELLENCY—My Dear Sir: I have the honor to communicate to your excellency 

that from examination of the amount transmitted by the Spanish consul at Key West _ 
of the consular tax collected on the exportation of cattle from said port to theisland 

_ of Cuba, and likewise after its comparison with the statement which your excellency 
was good enough to send me in your note of the 27th of May last, it results that the 

_ number of head of cattle amounts to 26,626; that the tax collected comes to the sum 
of $10,650.40, and that, therefore, the return of the excess which has to be made Se 
amounts to $7,987.80. oO | : 

, Consequently, I have the satisfaction of announcing to your excellency that due 
| instructions have been sent to the minister plenipotentiary of His Majesty in Wash- a 
_ ington to deliver said amount to the department of foreign affairs as a definite pay-  _ 

_ nt of the pending claim. | | A 
I take advantage, &c., : : | : a | 

. | — | . J. ELDUAYEN. 

| O | . | [Inclosure 2in No. 394.]. . | | . 

| | - Mr. Foster to Mr. Llduayen. | co a 

Toh oe LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
a _ San Ildefonso, August 20,1885. 

EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency’s | 
- note of the 17th instant, in which you state that as a result of the comparison of. 

48 FOR a oe : ; eo ne
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data in your ministry, the Spanish plenipotentiary in Washington has been instructed _ 
to pay to the Department of State the sum of $7,987.80, as a definitive settlement of 
the claim for the return of the cattle tax collected. by the Spanish consul at Key 
West. | cea 

_ Assuring your excellency that I shall have great pleasure in communicating this 
information tomy Government, I remain, &c., ae | 

| | . ES JOHN W. FOSTER. 

oe No. 561. a 

| Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. So 

oe (Extract.] . | 

No. 396.| _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| San Ildefonso, August 24,1885. (Received September 8.) - 

Sre: In execution of your instruction No. 385, of the 5th instant,I = 
| now report that I have sent to the Spanish minister of state a note, of 

which a copy is inclosed, notifying him of the acceptance of the award 
. of the Italian minister in the case of the Masonic as a final disposition 

of the same. a | - - 
I have further to report that under date of the 18th instant the min- | 

oe ister of state has informed me that his colleague, the minister of ultra- _ 
mar, has given instructions to the governor-general of the Philippine 
Islands, which contemplate the payment of the award before the expira- — 
tion of the six months from its date as fixed in the agreement of arbi- - 
tration, thereby saving to the Spanish Government the item of interest _ 

_ for the unexpired term. A copy and translation of the minister’s note 
are inclosed. | = 

In acknowledging the minister’s note I stated that Ihad no doubt the 
action contemplated would be acceptable to our Government. 

: *  — * % | * * 

Tam, &e, © a ae | | 
: JOHN W. FOSTER. | 

: . [Inclosure 1 in No. 396.] | 

Mr. Foster to Mr. Elduayen. . 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 
_” San Ildefonso, August 20, 1885. ne 

EXCELLENCY: In due time I transmitted to my Government a copy of your excel- . 
lency’s note, in which you informed. me that His Majesty’s Government accepted the 
award of his excellency Baron Blanc, the Italian minister at this court, in the case | 
of the Masonic as final and conclusive. | , . 

. I-am happy to inform your excellency that I am now in receipt of instructions from 
the Secretary of State at Washington, directing me to declare to your excellency 

| that my Government on its part also accepts said award as final and conclusive. | 
I embrace, &c., | | , 

| | JOHN W. FOSTER. 

| - [Inclosure 2 in No. 936.—Translation.] _ . 

| : | Mr. Elduayen to Mr. Foster. 

- 7 a | MINISTRY OF STATE, | 
: Bo | . San Ildefonso, August 18, 1885. . 

EXCELLENCY : I have the honor of acquainting your excellency with the fact asmy 
: eolleague, the minister of ultramar, informs me under date of the 4th instant, that 

itis stated to the governor-general of the Philippine Islands that by a royal decree —
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of judgment of the chamber of contentious suits of the council of state of the 16th | 
of October, 1884, the decision was affirmed which the section of contentious suits of | 

- the council of administration of that island rendered on the 9th of June, 1883, con- | 

demning the administration of state to the return of the fine imposed by the central. | 

| custom-house on. the 6th of February, 1879, and affirmed by the decision of that in- | 

tendency of the 26th of March following, upon Osman P. Nichols, captain of the North _ | 

_~ American bark Masonic, and likewise to the payment of the damages and injuries | | 

which he may duly prove to have sustained. oe | - 

To decide as to the amount of this indemnification, the Governments of His Majesty 

and of the United States agreed to submit'the question to the arbitral decision of the 

minister plenipotentiary of the King of Italy at this court, and by the decision of the 

27th of June last, said minister has declared that the sum which ought to be paid by 7 

_. the Spanish treasury as indemnification to the owner of the Masonic, including both 

| principal and interest to the date of this decision, is $51,674.07. In consequence of. — 

| this, and seeing that the said amount admitted bears interest at 6 per cent. per an- | 

num from the date of the arbitral decision until the day on which the cash payment | 

: is made, and that this obligation is provided for by a credit of $53,500. in article 1, 

chapter 4, of section 2, “state,” of the existing budget of the Philippines, he may ar- : 

range that the immediate possession by that treasury may be had by means of a draft So 

on a commercial center of the United States to the order of the minister plenipoten- | 

_ tiary of Spain in Washington for an amount including the $51,674.07 plus the interest - 

on the latter at 6 per cent. per annum from the 27th of Juve last to the day fixed in 

the draft for its expiration and final payment at the point of its destination; his — a 

attention being called to the fact that payment is obligatory within the space of six | 

months from the date of the arbitral decision, and that it is advantageous for the 

Treasury to shorten the period of interest. The draft should be transmitted to the : 

Spanish minister in Washington in orderithat he may indorse it to the Federal min- - 

| ister of state, according as he will be opportunely advised. a 
I gladly avail, &c.,. | | | : | : 

Oo co | ae J. ELDUAYEN. 

. | ; [Inclosure 3 in No. 396.] . : ; 

le Mr, Foster to Mr. Elduayen, | , 

; . 7 - : LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 

| , San Ildefonso, August 22, 1885. | 

| EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency’s | 

note of the 18th instant, in which you communicate to me the resolution taken by | 

your worthy colleague, the minister of ultramar, for the payment of the amount a 

awarded to the owner of the Masonic by his excellency the minister of Italy, by 

-~ which it is contemplated to shorten the period of six months, within which it was 
agreed the payment should be made in Washington. : : eo 

I will lose no time in making known to my Government the measures proposed to be 

taken for this purpose, which I have no doubt will be found acceptable to it. 
| Timprove, &., - Oo — : 

. | . 7 OO JOHN W. FOSTER. 

~ . , : . No. 062. * 7 | . : | - | | . 

re Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. - gt | 

No. 398.] __ :LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, . 
: Madrid, August 26, 1885. (Received September 12.) | 

Sir: With my No. 366, of the 28th ultimo, I transmitted a copy of = 
the law recently passed by the Spanish Cortes, authorizing the minister Y 

of ultramar to grant a concession for the construction of a system of rail- 
roads in the central and eastern provinces of the island of Cuba. The | 

- Gaceta de Madrid, of the 24th instant, contains the official publication = 
| of the law and the conditions upon which the bids are to be received for | 

the concessions. As the dispatch referred to contains afull abstract both 
of the law and these conditions, I only deem it necessary to transmitat 

_ this time a copy of the publication in the Gaceta. 7 a 

. As noticed in my No. 366, the important question was whether the 8
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per cent. guaranty to he given by the Government was to be made ef: 
fective by the treasury of Cuba or of the mother country. Thedecla- . 
ration of the minister of ultramar in the Cortes seemed to be sufficiently 
explicit on this point, but the companies and syndicate which were ex- 7 

| pecting to compete for the concessions claimed to have a8surances that —_ 
in the official publication for bids the guaranty of the national or penin-- 
sula treasury would be pledged; but such has not been the case. In 
the 9th article of the conditions it is expressly stated that “the pay- 

| ment of the sums necessary to make effective the said interest (the 8 | 
| per cent. upon the capital invested) shall be made by the general treas- 

ury of the island of Cuba as a charge in the general budget of that isl- . 
and.” | | 

In view of this provision, one of the leading newspapers of Madrid | 
states that it is generally believed there will be no bidder for the con- 
cession. | 

Tam, &c., | | | | 
_ JOHN W. FOSTER... 

No. 563. | 

| _ Mr. Foster to Mr. Bayard. 

No. 401.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
, ; Madrid, August 29,1885. (Received September 12.) | 

Sir: Since my No. 326, of June 19 last, reporting the presentation of 
the application for the remission of the fine levied on the Charles L. | 
Pearson by the custom-house of Cienfuegos, Cuba, I have twice con- 
ferred with the minister of ultramar on the subject, who at my request © 
agreed to give it special attention. 

| I am now happy to report that I have received information through 
| the note of the minister of state of the 25th instant, of which a copy 

and translation are inclosed, that the fine has been condoned. | 
Of my reply in acknowledgment of its receipt, I also transmit a copy. 

3 It will be noted that the Spanish Government lays considerable stress 
upon this act as’a manifestation of its desire to gratify our Govenment, . | 
and directs attention to the fact that it is not to be accepted as a pre- . 
cedent. in similar cases, for the reason that it exercises an injurious in- 

| fluence on the national shipping and is prejudicial to the treasury. In © 
an interview which I had with the minister of ultramar to-day, he 

, Stated that he had no recollection of a similar fine imposed in Cuba 
', upon a Spanish vessel ever having been condoned. | 

_ _ He also informed me that the whole of the fine, $500, had been re- | 
mitted, as the informers did not in this instance participate in the 
moiety. 

Lam, &e., | | 
JOHN W. FOSTER. 

. oO {Inclosure 1 in No. 401.—Translation]. . 

- Mr. Elduayen to Mr. Foster. : oe 

| | : - MINISTRY OF STATE, | 
. a | Palace, August 25,1885. . : 

EXCELLENCY: Having duly transmitted to the ministry of ultramar your excellen- 
_  ey’s note, dated the 19th of June last, relative to the fine of $500 imposed at Cienfu- 

egos upon the captain of the American bark Charles L. Pearson, for absence of con- a
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sular visa, said ministry informs me that in view of the circumstances of the case, a 
+. and especially of the generous desires of His Majesty, it has been decided to condone __ 

the fine referred to; and it takes note, moreover, that such graciousness, which has al- 
ready been exercised on various occasions and which proves the lively desire always — 
felt by the.Government of His Majesty of showing the most cordial friendship for that Bs 
of the United States, can neither remotely establish a precedent in law or in any well- 
founded and reasonable manner be cited as a claim to further condonations, which 

: would result very disadvantageously for the national commerce, the liability of which | 
in analogous cases is always enforced, and would likewise be opposed to the exercise | 
of bona fide commerce and to the interests of the treasury, which find security onlyin «> 
the faithful and exact compliance with the customs regulations. : | | 

: In having the honor of giving this information to your excellency, | | 
- I avail, &ce., 7 _ | | 

| | | : . - , J. ELDUAYEN, 7 

| - | a [Inclosure 2in No. 401.) | | oa | 

| L | | . Mr. Foster to Mr. Elduayen. 8 | 

see mos = LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
se - San Ildefonso, August 27, 1885. — , 
EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency’s Cee 

note of the 25th instant, in which you convey to me the gratifying information that | 
_ His Majesty’s Government has ordered the condonation of the fine imposed upon the _ 

- American bark Charles L. Pearson by the custom-house of Cienfuegos, Cuba. Se 
_ While recognizing the generous and friendly spirit which has animated this action. | 

| of your excellency’s Government, I will bring to the attention of my Government the | 
mows set forth in your note by forwarding a copy thereof to Washington without 
delay. | : | | oo 

ao I avail, &c., | : | } 
| ee | | | ' JOHN W. FOSTER. | 

NO, 564, : | es 

| - | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Strobel. ee 

No. 394. ] ae | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, en 
ae eT | Washington, September 7, 1885. _ 

. Sip: I have received Mr. Foster’s No. 394, of the 22d ultimo, by which - 
it appears that the so-called cattle-tax, to be returned to McKay and | 
others, exporters of cattle from Key West, is to be $7,987.80, or three- | 
fourths of the whole amount of such tax charged by the Spanish con- 
sul at that port as fees, which fees constituted in reality an export tax, 
evied in our ports by a Spanish official, when no such tax is possible as 

| to be levied by our own officials under the organic law of the United | 
_. | States. | a en eS | 

_ While the sum of $7,987.80, to be returned through this Department, | 
_will be accepted and paid over to the claimants, it is to be distinctly | ) 
understood that in accepting this fraction of the tax levied the United — a 
States does not recognize the right of Spain to impose an export tax of | 

_ whatever amount in our ports, and this reservation will be made known | 
to the Spanish minister when he tenders the amount named. 

It is necessary to add thatif the word “entire,” in thetranslation of = ——«. 
_ Mr. Foster’s dispatch, which I inclose, of August 30, belongstothe words | 

_ preceding it, -viz, “I have arranged repayment cattle-tax,” then there | 
IS No occasion to remind Spain of the position of the United States above : 
stated. | | | ) oo 

_ _ It is supposed that the word “entire” goes with the words that fol- 
low it, viz, ‘fine Pearson remitted,” though it was not at first so read. — - 

ce coy OR a  T.F.BAYARD
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mc Mr. Strobel to Mr. Bayard. | . 

No. 439.] _ LEGATION OF THE UntreD STATES, | 
| Madrid, October 13, 1885. (Received October 31.) | 

| Str: Referring to Mr. Foster’s No. 389, of August 18,1 have the _ 

honor to inclose a copy and translation of a note received from the — 

minister of state on the 6th instant, reporting the refusal of the minis- 

ter of finance to return the duty collected at the custom-house at | 

Barcelona on a cargo of old metal shipped from Cuba by Mr. I. B. © 

Hamel, an American citizen. While it is to be inferred that the ques- 

tion is not yet settled, but is before the contencioso division of the 

council of state, which has the power to review on appeal the decisions of 

ministers of the crown in especial cases, I beg leave, however, to call 

| your attention to the arguments put forward in the note to justify the 

refusal of administrative intervention. ST 
Oo On page 20 of the Peninsula Tariff, in the edition ot 1876, we find — 

the following: . - | a 

Ninth provision; commerce with the Spanish provinces of America. (See note 3 of this 

tariff and article 317 of the regulations.)—Merchandise, the product of and proceed- 

ing from these provinces, which are not assessed in the tariff at the duties which, as | 

such, they ought to pay, shall be liable to half the duties fixed for foreign importa- 

tions of the same kind. : / 

Note 3 of the tariff simply restricts the above provision to goods 

a brought directly from the provincial ports, but article 517 of the regu- 

| lations contains the following: . — oO | 

To enjoy the benefits of provision 9 [j ust given above] * * * theimporters will be 

_ required to present, at the time of entry, a certificate of the custom-house of the port 

: of origin, proving that the merchandise is the product of these provinces. *~ * *. 

There shall be excepted from the necessity of the certificate useless or worn-out scraps 

| of any metal which proceed directly from the above-mentioned provinces of ultramar, 

, _ which pieces shall be considered for the purposes of the tariff as products of the same 

| provinces, whenever, from their character, they can only be used as raw material. 

| You will therefore observe (1) that the benefit or reduction to half 

. duty allowed by the ninth provision is only applied to merchandise on | 

the condition that it is “the product of and proceeds from the Spanish —- 

provinces of America;” (2) that by article 317 of customs regulations, 

scraps of old metal became entitled, even without giving a certificate of | 

their origin, to the half reduction allowed by this ninth provision, because 

2 ‘they shall be considered for the purposes of the tariff as a product of - 

the same provinces,” the only restriction being that they should be use- | 

ful as raw material, and not of any intrinsic value. : 

: In the face of this, however, the ministerial note says: | 

Article 317 of the customs regulations did not establish, as is supposed and alleged, 

freedom for useless metals proceeding from our Antilles, nor did it say; nor could it 

reasonably say, that they were the products of these islands, and even at that time half 

. of the duties was imposed on said metals as on those proceeding from foreign countries, 

and they never enjoyed the absolute exemption that is now claimed. | 

. 7 Here the writer falls into an absolute inconsistency by denying that . 

| this kind of merchandise was considered as the product of the Antilles 

and then admitting that it only paid half duty. Why should it not 

have paid full duty? Because by the explicit declaration of article 317 it 

was considered as the product of the Spanish provinces, and therefore 

_ entitled to the benefit of the ninth provision of the tariff, which provis-
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jon was restricted to goods which were the product of and proceeded . 

from these provinces. It has never been supposed and alleged that this 

article 317 entirely exempted such merchandise from duty, but that the 

article was a declaration by the Spanish Government that metal so old 

and worn out as to be only fit for raw material, when proceeding di- a 

 reetly from its provinces, was to be considered as the product of those _ 

_ provinces, and entitled to all the benefits resulting from such considera- © 

-. tion; nor is there any restriction made that such metal should be from 

the sheathing of Spanish vessels, because, on the contrary, the term used. 

~ is the broadest possible—scraps ‘of any metal” whatsoever. | = 

Down to the time of the establishment of the law of mercantile re- _ 

lations with the Spanish provinces of the 30th of June, 1882, all such | 

; metals were considered as products, and therefore entitled to the benefit 

of the ninth provision—the payment of half instead of the whole of the | 

regular duty—which reduction is admitted in the note. This law of the | 

| 30th June, 1882, was a sweeping advance towards free trade with the | 

- provinces. It allowed the products of Cuba, Porto Rico, and the Philip- 

3 pines to be admitted free of duty, except tobacco, aguardiente (a kind | 

| of brandy), sugar, cocoa, chocolate, and coffee. Duties on these ex- a 

eluded articles are to be reduced 10 per cent. during each year until » 

| July 1, 1892, when they are to be entirely abolished, and the principles 

of coasting trade (cabotage) applied. __ a | 

As scraps of old metal had, until this time, paid only half duty, for 

the single reason that they were considered the product of the provinces 

from which they proceeded, the unanswerable conclusion is that after 

the passage of this law they would, for the same reason, pay no duty at 

all, This was the view taken for more than a year, until, without warn- 

| ing, the duty was sprung upon Mr. Hamel’s metal, although during the © 

a intervening period several of his cargoes had been passed free; nor _ 

| should it excite surprise that the duty now levied is much greater than 

| it was before the passage of the law of 1882. To return to the old 

duty, based as it was entirely on the theory that merchandise of this: 

~ gort was a product of the Antilles, would anomalously admit that it was 

~. guch a product, but not entitled to the advantage resulting from that | 

~ fact, namely, free admission by the above law. The Spanish Govern- : 

ment has, therefore, entirely ignored its own tariff in operation prior to | 

1882, declares that old metals never were considered the product of the 

Antilles, and that they must now pay the duty collected from foreigners . 

not having by treaty the treatment of the most favored nation. — 

--* Yhe royal order of January 17, 1885, can only apply to this case by . 

endowing decrees of that character not only with retroactive force, but | 

also with the ability to abrogate existing laws, and it is to be hoped - 

: that the council of state will take cognizance of the facts to which I 

have undertaken to call your attention. The claim, it seems to me, does 

not rest upon any question as.to whether these metals have paid duty - 

under another form, the discussion of which occupies a large portion of 

the note, and is the basis of the royal order of January 17, 1886, but | | 

upon the historical fact that for a series of years, down to the passage 

of the law of 1882 giving freedom to the products of the Antilles, _ 

“ metals entering the ports of Spain were proclaimed by the customs 

regulations. to be the products of the Spanish provinces whence they 

- proceeded, and received all the benetits resulting from that fact. -Might 

it not be proper, therefore, to express some disappointment at the re- — 

- fasal of administrative interference where manifest injustice isnoteven — : 

- adorned by plausible reasoning? = ——. a oe 

, - .  Thave, &c., - oe | ee | 

oo | EDWARD H. STROBEL. |
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[Inclosure in No. 439.—Translation.] . os 

mo Mr. Elduayen to Mr. Strobel. 

: | MINISTRY OF STATES, | 
| Palace, September 28,1885. 

My Dear Sir: In reply to the note of your legation dated the 10th of December last, 
in reference to the claim of the North American citizen, Mr. F. B. Hamel, for the re- 

_° turn of the duties collected at the custom-house of Barcelona on the importation of 
metals proceeding from Havana, I am informed by my colleague of finance that the 
matter referred to was settled by the decision of the director-general of customs that | 
duty on such useless metals should be exacted, and that as the house of the con- 
signees in Barcelona appealed to the minister of finance, the decision for payment was 
confirmed by royal order of the 17th of May, 1885, which payment has been cashed, 
and with this, as far as the administration is concerned, the matter terminates ; that 

' the Barcelona house had recourse to the via contenciosa, and for the purpose of exam- 
ining whether this process can go on or not, the papers in the case are now in the . 
council of state. : | . . The minister adds that in regard to the same question as to whether metals in use- . 
less scraps ought to pay duty or not, numerous proceedings have been instituted, and 
in all it has been decided that the levying of duiy should continue, but as this did | 
not suffice, merchants, shipowners, and metal founders of Barcelona had recourse to 
the minister of finance, and solicited freedom of duty. This was denied by royal order © 

: of January 7, 1885, published in the Gaceta of the 25th of the same month. Oo 
The above-mentioned decisions find solid foundations on the following facts: That 

the law of mercantile relations with the Spanish provinces of America of the 30th 
June, 1882, on which the petitioners support their claim, only established freedom of | 
duty for some and.not all of the products of these provinces; that the great majority 
of the useless scraps in question proceed from materials, apparatus, and machines im- 
ported from the United States and England into Cuba and Porto Rico; that, there- | 
fore, the worn-out metals of said machines and property are not the product of the . soil nor of the industry of the Spanish Antilles, but of foreign industry; that the 
difference of tariffs, budgets, administration, and economic system between the Pen- 

_ insula and the Antilles render difficult the application of coasting-trade system, 
which is the very point under consideration would injure the Peninsula treasury — 

| whenever machines or any other property of iron or any distinct metal should be im- 
| ported into Cuba and Porto Rico with freedom or at a reduced rate of duty. 

| In like manner article 317 of the customs regulations of the 23d J uly, 1878, did not 
: establish, as is supposed and alleged, freedom for useless metals proceeding from our 

Antilles; nor did it say, nor could it reasonably say, that they were the products of 
: _ these islands, and even at that time half of the duties was imposed on said metals as | 

those proceeding from foreign countries, and they never enjoyed the absoluteexemption —_ 
which is now sought; said article 317 was extended only to exempt those metals from 
a certificate attesting that they were of Antillean origin when they were so in reality, 
with the additional circumstance that at that time the question was generally of copper 

| coming from the sheathing of Spanish vessels, which justified the facility or advantages © 
granted by the legislation mentioned, and, besides, in every case the benefit waslim- __ 
ited to half of the‘duties and formalities for importation, as has been explained, and 
what benefit it allowed is pow completely annulled by the promulgation of the law | 
of commercial relations with the provinces of ultramar, which established freedom, - duties, and regulations very distinct from what can be deduced from article 317 above 
mentioned, which article is in perfect contradiction with said law. Neither in the | 
‘spirit of the latter, nor still less in its letter, does it contain any foundation for the _—|’ 

oe opinion that from the fact that scraps of metal have paid duties in the Antilles at the 
time of their importation they are free from the corresponding charge on their arrival — 
in the Peninsula. | | : 7 
Extraordinary reforms of existing law would be implied by the acceptance of a 

principle like this. Such reforms would be nothing less than the unification of both 
tariffs, or the establishment of special duties to compensate for the difference between 
them when the foreign products which pay duties in either of said territories should 
pass to the other, nothing of which exists. These are the reasons, legal and of great 
weight, which have prevented the granting of the petition, and to which your note | 
which I now answer refers. . . So 

While having the honor of conveying to you this information, I avail, &C., ae 
: | | J. ELDUAYEN., 

. |
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| oe NO. 566. 7 oo os 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Strobel. 7 

No. 409.] — — DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - 
oe - - | Washington, November 4, 1885. . 

Sim: [have received your No. 439, of the 13th ultimo, and the copy 
_ which you inclose of a note received from the minister of state, report- = 

_ ing the refusal of the minister of finance to return the duty collected : 
at Barcelona on a-cargo of old metal shipped from Cuba by Mr. F. B. 
Hamel, an American citizen. ae | ee | 

You remark that the question is still unsettled, notwithstanding the — 
‘Ininister’s note, since the decision of the note “is before the contenciosa — 
division of the council of state, which has the power to review on appeal . 

- the decisions of ministers of the crown in special cases.” | 
- You state that the tariff of Spain in 1876 and later required. half the — | 
ordinary duties to be levied on products of the Antilles, and thatarticle = 
317 of the regulations thereunder contemplated all “uselessor worn-out = 

- -geraps of any metal” brought from the Antilles to be the actual product | 
of those islands, and therefore liable to halfrate duties. But in 1882, — 
you say, a law was passed which “allowed the products of Cuba, Porto — - 

_ Rico, and the Philippines to be admitted free of duty, except tobacco, _ 
- aguardiente, sugar, cocoa, chocolate, and coffee,” and for more than a | 

year after this law was passed that old iron or scrap metal from these a 
islands was admitted free, as a product thereof, and several of Mr. 
Hamel’s cargoes. were thus admitted. Suddenly the rule was changed 

— and Mr. Hamel was taxed on a certain cargo, and it is the duty thus ~ 
_ levied that is now under consideration. | | | | 

Your reflections on the arguments of the note which you inclose ap- , 
- pear just, and you can very properly reply to the note in the sense of 

your dispatch. It seems, however, that the treatment of oldironasa | 
product of the Antilles when shipped thence was a matter of regulation 
only. It was just as true then as now that the original iron came from 
various quarters other than the Spanish West Indies, except that. part 
which was mined and manufactured there. It would be wholly imprac- 

. ticable to attempt a separation of such metal from that which came orig- - 
- -Inally from outside theseislands. The law has certainly relieved part of 

nearly every possible cargo of old metal from duty, and if it is impos- 
_ gible to determine exactly what proportion, the importer should have _ 

the benefit of the doubt, and not suffer because of the ambiguity or- 
- obscurity of laws subjecting him to onerous taxation. a | | | 

| Lam, &e., | oe eo 
Bo | T. F. BAYARD. | | | 

| | No. 567. a rae eo 

| | 7 _ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Strobel. | _ 

No. 412.] oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - : oo 
/ | Washington, November 17, 1885. 

Sim: Referring to the instruction (No. 409) sent to your legation on / 
_ the 4th instant, respecting the duty collected at Barcelona on a cargo Clon 

of old metal shipped from Cuba by Mr. F. B. Hamel, an American citi- 
_ zen, I inclose, for your further information in the case, a copy of a letter 
from Mr. J. B. Hamel, of Philadelphia. | = | 

Tam, &, | | ee | Leu 
| . Oo - | T. F. BAYARD, ce
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" oe [Inclosure in No. 412.—Extract.] | oe . . 

| Mr. John B. Hamel to Mr. Bayard. | : : | 

| ; - WEST PHILADELPHIA, November 7, 1885. 

Sir: Your letter 6th instant received, and contents noted with thanks. 
The preamble of the decree of June 30, 1882, says that in order to give further facil- 

oo ities to the people of Cuba, cabotage is established, and thag the products of Cuba, 
| excepting colonials, will be admitted free of duties in Spain. This does not exclude . 

metals. - oo . 
At that time the duties on old iron was 1.35 pesetas (about 27 cents) per 100 kilo- 

grams, and for many years previous it had reached as high as 2.50 pesetas (50 cents), | 
yet they forced us to pay over $6,000 at the rate of 5 pesetas ($1) per 100 kilograms. 
Therefore it is not a treasury ruling, but fixing new duties that only Cortes can do. 
Onur first shipments after June 30, 1882, were admitted free, until November, 1883, when 
the customs authorities discovered that Cuba was not a part of Spanish possessions, - 
but some unknown foreign land, and therefore goods imported from Cuba ought to 
pay duties that had never before been paid. The minister of finance naturally sus- 
tained his employés. | | 

Old metals are the product of the country where they become old. Here we say | 
American or imported scrap-iron. All old metals paid duty when new and imported 

- into Cuba, and became nationalized. | | 
Iam, &c., | 

A - | JOHN B. HAMEL. |. 

| | | No. 568. . / 

_ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Strobel. | SS 

. [Telegram. ] - 

| , - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| Washington, November 27, 1885. 

STROBEL, - _ | 
Chargé, Madrid: 

Tender to Queen regent sincere condolence of President and people 
2 of the United States. © : : 

| | | BAYARD. 

, | | No. 569. es 

| Mr. Strobel to Mr. Bayard. | 

No. 458.) _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, Oo 
Madrid, November 28,1885. (Received December 14.) 

Str: Soon after the return of the King from La Granga (San Iide- 

- fonso) on the morning following the riot and attack on the German le- 

gation of the 4th of September last, rumors began to circulate in re- 
. gard to the dangerous state of his health. Intermittent attacks of 

. _ fever, inability to retain food, and dysentery were said to be the symp-_ 

toms, but it was the general impression that his lungs were seriously 

affected. | ; _ | 
The course of his disease must have been hastened by the nervous 

excitement resulting from the complications with Germany. The pros- 

pect of a foreign war or an insurrection at home, which at one time 

seemed to be the alternative, and the days of suspense, even after the 

prospect of.a settlement of the question, were sufficient to affect in- | 

juriously a much more robust constitution. Since his arrival in Madrid |
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I saw the King but twice, once on the 11th of September, when I was - 
presented to him at the palace reception in honor of the fifth birthday = 
of the Princess of Asturias, where his face wore a certain dejected look, | - 

'' but there was nothing in his appearance to show that he was in a criti- 7 
cal condition. The other and last time was on the afternoon of the 17th 
of October, on his return from the races which he had attended by the 
advice of his ministers, who feared that his absence might produce ap- — 
prehension and excitement among the people. I was then deeply im- — 
pressed by the change wrought by the intervening space of less than 
four weeks. Instead of being calculated to allay fears, his haggard and / 

, pale face in that scene of gayety rather played the part of the skeleton | 
7 at the feasts of the Egyptians—a reminder of the uncertainty of power | 
’ and the shortness of life. a | a | 

On the 1st of November the King lett Madrid for the Pardo, a coun- — | 
_ try seat about 8 miles from the city. Oneof humbler station might 
have obtained a new lease of life in the gentler climate of the south, ~ 
but political considerations kept him exposed to these cutting winds a 
and this changing temperature. The same policy of repression and — 
concealment in regard to the state of his health was kept by the Gov- | 
ernment to the very end. To the day of his death, the official Gaceta- ey 
reported every morning with unscrupulous monotony— | 

His Majesty, whom God guard, continues in the royal seat of the Pardo without | 
change in his important health. a a 

If a newspaper dared to allude too openly to the rumors of his feeble | 
condition, it was denounced; if a correspondent of a foreign journal _ 
telegraphed a reference to those rumors, the telegram was suppressed. 
Not more than ten days ago it was reported that he would have the 
customary reception and dinner on to-day, the 28th, his birthday. Then —_— 
his doctors thought that this might be too exciting, but he had ac- 
cepted an invitation from the Duke de Montpensier to spend a monthat 

_ - Sanlucar, in Andalusia; he would leave about December 1, and would | 
7 take part in a review before his departure. These statements, while oy 

they did not deceive many who believed that the King’s life was but a — 
question of a winter, did to a certain extent lull any anxiety as to an | | 
immediate disaster. | ae a : 
On the afternoon of Tuesday, the 25th, it was whispered in Madrid 

that the King was dead. The royal family, with all the evidences of | 
distress and excitement, had gone to the Pardo. * Around the presidency 

_and the other Government buildings was an increased number of civil | 
guards, and the troops were ordered to their barracks. What produced 
conviction, however, that the King, if not dead, was in all probability — 
dying, was the entire reversal of the policy of concealment. ‘While no.” 

- definite information could be gained from official sources, newspapers, 
| Conservative, Liberal, and Republican, undenounced and untrammeled, | 

proclaimed that he had been seized with a relapse, that his condition - 
was dangerous, even desperate. Oe | oe — : 

The Gaceta of Wednesday morning, for the first time, deviated into. 
admitting that he was ill, and published the telegrams senton thenight _ 
before to Sefior Canovas by the physician at the Pardo, describing his 

-. eondition in explicit and despairing terms. | ae 7 
It appears that on his return froma walk on Monday afternoon he was | | 

seized with an attack of dyspnea, or inability to breathe. This was re-_ | 
peated with increased violence at about 11 that night. During the fol-— : 
lowing day, Tuesday, the 24th, there was dysentery, attended with con- | 
siderable loss of blood. At about 4 o’clock on the morning of the 25th | |
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, he had another attack of dyspnea, which left him much enfeebled. His — 
respiration then became gentler, but was still very painful. Athalf- — 
past 8 he addressed a few words to the Queen, who had been contin- _ | ually by his side since her arrival, and then fell asleep. After ashort _ 
interval his breathing stopped. The Queen leaned over and placed her 
hand upon his forehead. He had died without a struggle. 

_ In the palace, but not in the room, at the time of his death were his _ 
| mother, ex-Queen Isabella, the Duke and Duchess of Montpensier, and 

his sisters, the infantas Isabel and Eulalia. Karly in the morning, 
when evidently convinced that the end was near, he had requested that 
his children, the Princess of Asturias and the Princess Maria Theresa, 
might be brought to him; they were sent for, but arrived too late. 

The King’s death was not officially announced until late in the after- 
noon by an extra edition of the Gaceta, but it was generally known be- 
fore that time. On yesterday the body was brought to Madrid with © 
the customary pomp, and has to-day been lying in state in the palace 

| and exposed to the public gaze. This morning it will be conveyed to 
the Escurial and placed in the Pantheon, the last restin g place of the — 

| royalty of Spain. The funeral ceremonies in Madrid will not be held - 
‘before December 10. | | 

Although it was dated the 25th, I did not receive until last night the 
official announcement of the event from the minister of state. Your | 
telegram of condolence arrived about the same time. It was well known 
that a new ministry had been formed, but the diplomatic representa- 
tives had as yet received no official notification of that fact, and since © 
the announcement of the King’s death was signed by Senior Elduayen, 
I thought it better to embody your telegram in a note to him, a copy of 

| which is inclosed, than to wait for the official information of the entrance , 
, of the new ministry upon their duties. This course, aS I have learned, 

a was also followed by other legations. : | 
Had Alfonso XII lived until to-day he would have just completed his 

twenty-eighth year, and it is a somewhat stran ge commentary that those _ 
who expected to meet him at the birthday reception given to foreign 
representatives, on this day saw him amid the hushed whispers of a mot- 
ley assemblage, and surrounded by the impressive but ghastly para- 
phernalia of deceased royalty. a | 

I have, &c., - | | 
, ‘ EDWARD H. STROBEL. | 

{Inclosure in No. 458.] 7 . . 

| _LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
" . . Madrid, November 27, 1885. . | 

_ EXcELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency’s . note of the 25th instant, conveying the sad intelligence of the death of His Majesty 
Don Alfonso XII. . 

At the same time I beg leave to transmit to your excellency the following telegram, 
just received from the Secretary of State of the United States: 

‘‘Tender to the Queen regent the sincere condolence of the President and people of 
the United States.” | | ) I will therefore entreat your excellency to convey to Her Majesty the Queen regent | an expression of the deep sympathy which is felt by the Government and people of a 
distant land for the premature and pathetic loss of one whose life was of such interest a 
to the world, and of a value so incalculable to Spain. 8 

I avail, &c., | | 
- | EDWARD H. STROBEL. |
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OE A — -No5700— se 
re | Mr. Strobel to Mr. Bayard. : 

No. 459.] : LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, en 
| | | Madrid, November 30, 1885. 

_ SiR: By the constitutional provisions, of which I inclose the original | 
and translation, the surviving parent acts‘as regent during the minority | 

_ of the sovereign. The Queen, therefore, in the Gaceta of the 27th in- | 
stant, proclaimed her regency as follows: | | So a 

In accordance with article 72 of the constitution of the monarchy, all the acts of the — 
Government will in the future be published in my name as regent of the Kingdom 

_ during the minority of the prince or princess who may legitinately succeed to the i 
throne of my deceased husband, Don Alfonso XII, according to the provisions of ar- | 

_ ticle 60 of the same’constitution. | ee | | 
On the same date she took before the council of ministers the oath | | 

required, the original and translation of which I also have the honorto - — 
inclose. | | Ce es | | : 

The heiress apparent to the throne is the young Princess of Asturias, 
who is only five years of age. Matters are somewhat complicated, how- ms 
ever,-by the fact that the Queen expects to be confined about next 
April. It is doubtful, therefore, whether the little princess will be de- 
clared Queen of Spain or whether there will be an interregnum until a 
the confinement of the Queen. If the Princess of Asturias should be. | . 
proclaimed Queen and a prince should afterwards be born, she would | | 
only have been a sort of provisional Queen, or Queen in posse, which 
would seem an anomaly. As yet, this question does not seem to have 
been considered, and probably will not be until after the official publi- 
cation of the Queen’s condition. __ | | | oe 

- ‘I have, &c., a | ee 
a EDWARD H. STROBEL. | 

| | {Inclosure 1 in No. 459.—Translation.] oe oO, a | . 

7 ao os CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS FOR A REGENCY, 7 a 

— ART. 60. The sovereign is a minor until the completion of the seventeenth year. 
ART. 67. When the sovereign is a minor the father or mother of the sovereign, and | | in the absence of these, the relative nearest in the succession to the crown, according _ to the order established in the constitution, will immediately enter upon the regency | : and will exercise it during the whole period of the sovereign’s minority. — 

- ART. 68. To be qualified for the exercise of the regency, the nearest relative must be po 
_. a Spaniard, must have completed twenty years and not be excluded from the succes- | | _. sion to the crown. The father or mother of the sovereign shall only be able to exer- . 

cise the regency while remaining unmarried. . 
_ Art. 69. The regent shall take oath before the Cortes to be faithful to the minor : | | sovereign and to guard the constitution and the laws. Ifthe Cortes are not assem- | bled, the regent shall convene them immediately, and in the meanwhile shall take the. | same oath before the council of ministers, and promise to repeat it before the Cortes as soon as they are assembled. » . . . ‘ART. 70. If there is no one qualified for the regency, a regency shall be named by | | the Cortes, and shall be composed of one, three, or five persons. Until such appoint- ment is made, the Kingdom shall be provisionally governed by the council of minis- : ters. , 

ART. 71. When the sovereign is unable to exercise his authority, and this impossi- bility is recognized by the Cortes, during this inability the regency shall be exercised _ by the sovereign’s eldest son. oo : | 
ART. 72. The regent and the regency, in whose name the acts of the government | shall be published, will exercise all the authority of the sovereign. | ArT, 73, The guardian of the minor sovereign shall be the person named by the de- - ceased sovereign in his will, always provided that he be Spanish by birth. Ifnone — |
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| _ has been named, the guardian shall be the father or mother, while remaining unmar- | 

| ried. In the absence of these the Cortes shall appoint a guardian, but the offices of _ 

regent and guardian of the sovereign shall not, except in the father or motherofthe | 

same, be united inthe same person, a 

{Inclosure 2 in No. 459.—Translation.] a 

; | | OATH OF REGENT. | | 

The president of the council, by the leave of Her Majesty the Queen regent, Dofia 

Maria Cristina Hapsburg-Lorraine, read article 69 of the constitution of the mon- 

archy, which prescribes the oath to be taken by the regent of the Kingdom, and in 

view of the fact that Her Majesty the Queen, by the death of her much-beloved con- 

sort, D. Alfonso XII, is called upon, in accordance with article 67 of the constitution 

. to exercise the regency, and as she has deigned to manifest her free and spontaneous 

wish to comply with the constitutional provision, in the presence of the council of 

ministers, having knelt before the crucifix and having placed her hand upon the 

Book of the Holy Gospels, she pronounced the following oath: 

‘““T swear, by God and the Holy Gospels, to be faithful to the heir of the crown dur- 

ing the minority, and to guard the constitution and the laws, and I promise to repeat 

this oath before the Cortes as soon as they are assembled. If Ido, may Godaidand 

defend me, and if I do not, may He call me to account.” | 

| | No. 571. 

- - Mr. Bayard to Mr. Ourry. | 

| No. 10.] | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ | 

a Washington, December 5, 1885. 

Sir: Calling your attention to the last clause of the commercial agree- 

ment of February 13, 1884, by which Spain. practically guaranteed the 

suppression of the fees on tonnage then exacted by the Spanish consuls 

here on the cargoes of vessels leaving the ports of the United States for 

: Cuba and Porto Rico, I have to say that, as appears by the inclosed 

7 copy of a letter from New York, these fees continue to be exacted, to 

the great harassment of our commerce. - . 

, Please state what action has been taken by the Spanish Government 

in the direction of suppressing these fees; and should you conclude that 

, the matter requires further representations on the part of the legation, 

I will thank you to make them. a | | 

Referring to instructions No. 111 of 10th November, 1882, No. 142 of 

- 3d March, and No. 151 of 14th March, 1883, on the consular tariff of 

| Spain, and other correspondence, a . a | 

| Lan, &., » a | | 

| | T. F. BAYARD. 

| | [Inclosure in No. 10.] . | 

- | Messrs. Alexandre § Sons to Mr. Bayard. og 

| a Se New York, November 28, 1885. 

, Sir: We beg to advise your Department that the Spanish consul continues to exact 

a duty of 10 cents per 1,000 kilos (2,200 pounds) as tonnage dues on cargo shipped 

by our steamers to Havana, which we were led to think was contrary to intention of 

- the late treaty made between United States and Spain, and so have continued paying 

same under protest. _ — . oo Co oO 

Can we not hope that this may be stopped e 

Respectfully, i . . _ 

oe | ae .  F, ALEXANDRE & SONS. |
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| —_ . _ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Curry. — an oes 

No. 11.] | - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | - 
| oe ee | — Washington, December 10, 1885. | | 

Sir: Referring to the instruction (No. 409) sent to your legation on og 
the 4th ultimo, respecting the duty collected at Barcelona on. a cargo 
of old metal shipped from Cuba by Mr. F. B. Hamel, an American citi- 
zen, I inclose for your further information a copy of a letter which - 
states that in 1873 the Cortes passed a law admitting old metals free 
when brought from the Antilles, and that the law has not been re- 
pealed. Please ascertain the facts, and if the statement is correct make _ | 
use of the argument suggested to fortify the instructions heretofore 
given youin thiscase. = ee a : : | 

. | ; : . : : : . T. F, BAYARD. 

ar , | | ° : | [Tnclosure in NoijJo08 ae | 

. | | Mr. John B. Hamel to Mr. Bayard. | Oo | oe | 

| ne | | | PHILADELPHIA, December 2, 1885. - 
a Sir: In addition to all the evidence I have presented to the Department claiming a 

from Spain a restitution of the moneys unlawfully collected from the agents of F. B. | 
Hamel in Barcelona, and claiming that the old metals shipped by him from Havana, | 
Island of Cuba, should be admitted free of duty in Barcelona, I have discovered that - | 
in 1873 a law was passed in the Cortes admitting old metals free of duty when im- | 
ported from the Antilles. That law was never rescinded, and could not be by royal 

_ order, but must be done by the Cortes, the same as the tariff cannot be altered in the : 
United States except by act of Congress. Will you kindly remit this to our minister? | 

Your obedient servant, | 7 | 
en a | | - ° JOHN B. HAMEL, — , 

~ CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF SPAIN AT | 
| | - WASHINGTON. — | CO | 

Dm Mr. Valera to Mr. Frelinghuysen. - poe | 

/ a | [‘Translation. | | | a ae 

| : - LEGATION oF SPAIN AT WASHINGTON, | 
| Washington, January 8, 1885. (Received January 9.) — ne 

The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary __ 
of His Majesty the King of Spain, has the honor to inform the honor- 
able Secretary of State of the United States that, according to advices © 
received both from the consulate in New York and from that at Key 
West, a lottery has been established in the latter city, the object of | 
which is the collection of funds to fit out piratical expeditions to the ar 
island of Cuba. | | Be a 

| As lotteries are prohibited in most of the States of the North Ameri-— 
can Union, and in view of the reprehensible purpose of those persons, oo
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: _t..é., to disturb the peace and order in a province belonging to a friendly 
nation, the undersigned trusts that the honorable Secretary of State 
will, so far as the laws of this Republic enable him to do so, prevent _ 

_ the Cuban filibusters from carrying out their design. 
The undersigned, thanking the Hon. Frederick T. Frelinghuysen in | 

_ advance for the interest which he will doubtless take in this matter,*> 
gladly avails himself, &e., _ an oo | - os 

. : JUAN VALERA. 

3 No. 574. : 

Mr. Valera to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

{Translation. } 

a LEGATION OF SPAIN AT WASHINGTON, | 
| Washington, January 15, 1885. (Received Janyary 16.) 

The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary 
| of His Majesty the King of Spain, has the honor to inform the Hon. 

Frederick T. Frelinghuysen, Secretary of State of the United States, 
that, according to information which he has received fromthe consulof | 
Spain at Key West, the Cuban insurgents residing there are actively — 
engaged in fitting out another expedition, which they propose shortly to 

: send to the island of Cuba. | 
| The undersigned calls the special attention of the honorable Secretary 

of State to the attitude of these constant disturbers of the tranquillity 
of Spain, and he trusts that he will speedily take suitable measures to 

. arouse the vigilance of the authorities at Key West, so that they may 
prevent the commission of any illegal act against a peaceable country 
which is friendly to the United States. | 

| . | JUAN VALERA. 

No. 875 | 

a Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Valera. 

| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ a 
Washington, January 16, 1885. 

‘ Siz: Acknowledging the receipt of your note of yesterday, in which 
_ you bring to the knowledge of the Department a report of a fresh fili- 
bustering expedition against Cuba being actively organized at Key 
West, I have the honor to say that I have communicated with the De- — 

: partments of Justice, the Treasury, and the Navy, and with the gov- 
. ernor of Florida (by telegraph), to the end that all possible concerted _ 

. action may be had to prevent a violation of the neutrality laws as appre-. 
hended. The result will be made known to you. | 

| Accept, &c., | 
FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. —
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. oo 7 | . | . | oo No. B76. ; , . | : : . 

_ ; ee Mr, Frelinghuysen to Mr. Valera. = | pe 
: ; ea | ss DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a ees - en, ce | Washington, January 21, 1885, . | 

_ Sm: Referring to your note of the 15th instant, communicating a | _, report of fresh movements against the peace of Cuba, I have the honor | 
to say that, as appears by letters of the 17th instant ‘and later, the 
Attorney-General and the Secretaries of the Treasury and Navy De- 
partments have given strenuous instructions to their officers in and — _. 

_ about Key West (some of which have already been carried out), to the © 
end of preventing by all possible methods the threatened violation of ome 
our neutrality laws. oo : Sy oO : | a Accept, &e., a a | | | | | 

mo | — | FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN, oo 

a | No. 577. oe Bos | 
| | —,. Mr. Valera to Mr. Frelinghuysen. 7 - 
a . OO [Translation.] a | os a _ 

| my LEGATION OF SPAIN AT WASHINGTON, _ 
oo Washington, January 26, 1885. _ (Received January 28.) 
The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary . _ of His Majesty the King of Spain, has the honor, by order of his Gov- _ ernment, to inform the honorable Secretary of State that, in viewof = 

_ the importance of the Spanish establishments on Rio Oro (Gold River), | latitude 23° 36/ north, longitude 9° 49’ west, at Angra- de Cintra, lati- . - _ tude 23° 6 north, longitude 10° 1/ west, and Bahia del Oeste(Western 
Bay), latitude 20° 51’ north, longitude 10° 56/ west) on the west coast of | | Africa, and in view of the documents which the independent tribes of 
that portion of the coast have signed in presence of the representative of | the Spanish Society of Africanists and Colonists during the expedition . 

_ which he made in the month of November last, His Majesty King Alfonso oo XII has been pleased to confirm the instruments signed in presence of 
the aforesaid representative, and to take under his protection the terri- — ee 
tories on the west coast of Africa comprised between the aforesaid West- : ern Bay and Cape Bojador (latitude 26° 8/ north, longitude 8° 17’ west), 
and wherein are comprised, in addition to the localities mentioned, Las — | Puntas and La Bombarda, without prejudice to existing rights of third one parties that may be proved. — | ee | cy The undersigned, &c., | . | 

oe, So JUAN VALERA. - | 

a Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Valera. oe 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| oo Washington, January 28, 1885, _ ee 

Sim: Acknowledging the receipt ot your note of the 8th instant, 
have the honor to state that, as appears by his letter of the 24thin- | | stant, the governor of Florida, after much pertinent inquiry, is unable 

oe 49 FOR | | oo oo , |
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| ‘to ascertain that the lottery for collecting funds to be used against — 
Cuba, of which a report had reached you, has any real foundation; but 

- the laws of the State will be enforced in the case if such,a lottery should 
be established. | me ) : 

. . As regards the late report of a contemplated fresh invasion of Cuba — 
from Key West, the governor observes in letters of the 17th instant 

: that he cannot discover any truth in the rumor, but has taken precau- 
| tionary action, notwithstanding. : | 

Adding that'a letter from the Treasury Department of the 27th in- | 
| stant conveys a like statement from the collector of customs at Key 

- West, I improve, &c., _ | oe | 
| FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. © 

_ - No. 579. | : 

| . Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Valera. - | 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | Washington, February 27, 1885. 

Siz: Referring to quite recent correspondence, touching a report of 
| the establishment at Key West of a lottery in the interest of political — 

: adventurers having designs against the peace of Cuba, I have the honor | 
to say that according to a letter of the Postmaster-General, founded on 

- official reports of his Department, there is discovered no foundation for 
the rumor in question. ~ | | 

Accept, &c., | | 
oO | FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. | 

. | | No, 580. | : 

| , . - Mr. Valera to Mr. Bayard. : 

- ‘[Translation.] . . 

; | | LEGATION OF SPAIN AT WASHINGTON, | | 
Washington, March 21, 1885. (Received March 23.) 

| The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary 
of His Majesty the King of Spain, has the honor to address the Hon. — 

_ Thomas I. Bayard, Secretary of State of the United States, for the 
, purpose of calling his attention to a rather disagreeable matter, con-: 

cerning which he desires to trouble him as little as possible, but still | 
does not wish to be charged with neglect in regard to it. 

Far from having any ground for complaint, the undersigned and the 
. Government which he represents feel grateful to the late administration | 

of the Government of this great Republic.for the good faith and zeal 
with which it endeavored (notwithstanding the great freedom enjoyed 

| here and the insufficiency at times of the preventive laws) to prevent 
: any disturbance of. public order in the neighboring provinces of a 

friendly nation ; ‘yet both hope for still more from the lofty conscien- 
tiousness, the uprightness and philanthropy of the men in whose hands 
the executive power of this Government now is. . } 

It is not now asked that the laws which are here called neutrality 
| laws may be enforced. This would be done if civil war should again
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_ unfortunately break out inCuba and there should be anything like an s 
_ army fighting for independence, against another which upheld fidelity — : 

to the mother country and the union of Cuba therewith ; fortunately, a 
_ however, there are now only here and there a. few lawless adven- — 
_ turers who, under political pretexts, begin in New York, Key West,- 

and other places, by taking advantage of the credulity of a few enthu- 
siasts, and extort money from them in a thousand different ways; they oO 
next proceed to make a semblance of carrying out their promises, and, _ A 

if they have sufficient courage, go to the island of Cuba, where, instead | 
of becoming revolutionary liberators, they lead the life of outlaws, in — | 
the company of other lawless men, plundering and stealing whatever | 

_ they can lay their hands on, burning plantations, kidnapping wealthy a 
persons for the purpose of obtaining a large ransom for their release, _ 

_ and endeavoring to elude the pursuit of the officers of justice in the oo 
uninhabited districts of the island, all of which cannot fail to result in 

' their violent death or imprisonment for life. Oo - 
In order to prevent such evils as far as possible, the undersigned  _— 

hopes that the Hon. Mr. Bayard will be able to cause the issuance of | 
_ suitable orders to prevent expeditions from going to Cuba, and like. . 

_ wise to prevent any steps from being taken for their organization. _ 
Some of the means used by the filibusters to secure means for fittingout 
such expeditions are expressly forbidden. by the laws of this Republic, a 
although their object itself is not condemned. Such is, for instance, the* foo 

_ lottery; and by way of furnishing evidence that tickets are sold here | 
_ as though for the drawings of a branch of the Havana lottery, theun- 
dersigned herewith sends Mr. Bayard one of those sold at Key West. | 
Public conspiracies are carried on, moreover, in that city against the 
peace of Cuba; meetings are held at which it is resolved to disturb that - 
peace, and to purchase for that purpose rifles, percussion caps, and cut- + 

~ lasses, and to enlist adventurers. | | Ce 
| Not a few of these conspirators, abusing the generous hospitality ex- - 

tended to them by this nation, have become American citizens, for the | 
_ sole purpose of injuring us with impunity under the protection of a citi- | 

zenship which they value only as it enables them to do this, and which 
_ 1s productive of no advantage whatever, but.redounds greatly to the . _ | 

disadvantage of the nation which harbors them. __ : | - 
The undersigned repeats that he is very sorry to be obliged to call 

the attention of Mr. Bayard to these evils, which he hopes will be rem- | 
edied as far as possible, since the burning of plantations and robberies - | | 
will thereby be prevented in Cuba, as well as bloodshed, and perhaps . 
the death of the very persons who go there in order to cause all this _ 

. harm, yet whose punishment, after all, must inevitably grieve those FO 
who inflict it. , . | a oo 
-  . The undersigned, &c., | BS | a. oe 

| | JUAN VALERA. ae 

Co . / No. 581. - 7 , 

| Mr. Bayard to Mr. Valera. . a “4 | 

ne “ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
Oe a - Washington, March 31, 1885. — a 

__ Srp: Ihave the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of 
the 21st instant, in which you call the attention of the Department to 
the means employed, as alleged, by persons in this country who plop =
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against the peace of Cuba, for the accomplishment of their designs, — 
| and more especially to the method of acquisition through the sale of 

lottery tickets in the United States. ee | | | 
| IT cannot refrain from expressing the appreciation felt by the Govern- | 

ment, of your assurances, so frankly and courteously given, touching © 
: the energy and sincerity with which the United States has endeavored 

to prevent the forwarding of aid from our shores to parties engaged in ~ 
, - promoting insurrection in Cuba, while at the same time, as regards the 

special communication of your note, I beg to observe that so-far as 
concerns furnishing funds to support Cuban insurrections, this Govern- 
ment can do no more than to recur to the often announced intention to . _ 
prosecute all persons concerned in disturbing the peace of a friendly 

| foreign State, so far as permitted by the neutrality and cognate statute 
_ . of the United States. | a | 
a So far as concerns the sale of lottery tickets in particular States, the - 

| matter is for State legislation. There is no Federal statute prohibiting 
sales either of lottery tickets or any other article of traffic, on the 
ground that the proceeds are to be applied to aid insurgents in afor. 

| eign land, nor is it a principle of international law that a sovereign is 
, bound in any sense to prohibit sales of any kind on the ground that 

the proceeds might go to unlawful objects. a | | 
_ There are, however, in most of the States in the Union statutes pro- | 

| Viding for the punishment of those concerned in lottery tickets, without 
reference to the object to which their proceeds may be applied. To 
secure the prosecution and conviction of the offenders in such cases the 
proper course is to apply to the authorities of the State where the lot- 
tery tickets complained of are sold, bringing the matter to their atten- 
tion by an oath made by a proper presentation to a State magistrate. 

- Accept, &c., . : a 
7 eo a | T. F. BAYARD. | 

| No. 582. OS | 

Mr. Valera to Mr. Bayard. oe 

. | [Translation.] os Loe 

—_ | | . LEGATION OF SPAIN AT WASHINGTON, 
: Washington, May 26, 1885. (Received May 28.) — . 

The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and -minister plenipotentiary 
| of His Majesty the King of Spain, has the honor to address the honor- 

~ able Thomas F. Bayard, Secretary of State of the United States, in order | 
| _to inform him that the consul of Spain at New Orleans has received in- 

telligence of the existence of arms and munitions of war intended foran __ 
expedition against Cuba, on board of a small bark named Adelina, at | 
present in the waters of New Orleans, and that-there is, moreover, an- 
other deposit of munitions in a private house in that city, and that these 

‘are about to be shipped, with the like destination, upon the brigantine 
schooner Mexico, chartered by the filibusters. | | 

The collector of New Orleans, General Badger, and the marshal, Mr. 
Pitkin, are informed already of these facts. The former has offered to 

. take the necessary steps to prevent the departure of any filibustering 
expedition, or of any articles contraband of war, but the latter states - 

| that in order to act in this matter he needs the authorization of his. 

superior, the Attorney-General. Oo 7 ,
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The marshal, Mr. Pitkin, was authorized by the former Attorney- 
_ General of the United States to intervene in the cases of this kind os 

_ Which might arise in the city of New Orleans, and the undersigned 
minister begs that, and will be thankful to the honorable Secretary of | 
State if, he will request the present Attorney-General to renew the said ce 

_ authorization for the present case and others of this nature which may __ 
_ arise in that port and within his jurisdiction. a ee 

os The undersigned, &c., « | a es 
oe " 7 JUAN VALERA. | 

| aa No. 5838 : a 

: | _ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Valera. — - | ve 
| oe | | a . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, © - 

ee | a oo Washington, May 28,1885. 
Str: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt to-day of your note _ | 

' of the 26th instant, in which you inforny me that the Spanish consul at | 
_ New Orleans has intelligence of certain deposits of arms and munitions __ | 

_ In the city of New Orleans, and on board of a vessel in the waters of ae 
_ that port, which are said to be intended for the equipment of a filibus-» a 

_. tering expedition against Cuba. In view of this you ask that the United 
States marshal at New Orleans be instructed, as on previous occasions, : ; 
by the Attorney-General, to take action in the case, seconding the action | | 

_ of the collector of the port, who, as you say, is prepared to act under | | 
his standing orders. | os an oe . 

I have hastened to transmit your note to the Attorney-General, with - | 
_ the request that the agents of his Department at New Orleans be in- 
_Stracted by telegraph that, so soon as the judicial mechanism necessary 

_ for the enforcement of the laws applicable to the case shall have been _ 
_ set in motion by due information made under oath by some person cog- | 

_nizant of the facts alleged, or possessing belief sufficient to thatend, 
those officers shall lend all due aid to further the ends of justice. — 

I have also transmitted a translation of your note to the Secretary of . — | 
_ . the Treasury, to the end that the co-operation of the revenue officers in 

. the enforcement of the law may be assured. Noe, | i | | 
Accept, &e., a | _ | 

So De DR, BAYARD. = 

| a _ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Valera, en 
. os . | [Extract.] | oe : | | | 

| . - : , | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, — | / : OO oe oo | Washington, June 13, 1885. » 
Srr: * * * IJ take this occasion to communicate, in connection ee 

with the note addressed to you on the 28th ultimo,. the following terms | 
of a telegram from the Treasury Department on the 29th ultimo, to the . 
collector of customs, New Orleans, viz: | -_ 

You will give United States attorney and officers acting under his direction, allaid = 
that may be legally given to prevent the shipment of arms by bark Adelina or other 
vessel in expedition against Cuba in violation of neutrality laws, : 

: Accept, &e., a a
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: pe No. 585. oy | 

Mr. Valera to Mr. Bayard. - 

| . . | (Translation.] Fo 

: | LEGATION OF SPAIN AT WASHINGTON, | | 
7 Washington, July 21, 1885. (Received July 23.) - 

The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary 
| ot His Majesty the King of Spain, has the honor to address the honora- 

ble Secretary of State of the United States for the purpose of informing 
him that, as he must be aware from his own experience and from the 
documents that must be on file in the Department of State, he errs more | 
from remissness than from zeal and insistence in presenting his com- 

-_ plaints, and that, in making the present complaint, he has been impelled ) 
to do so by the chief magistrate of the island of Cuba and by hisown | 
Government, both of which are painfully surprised at the boldness and 
insolence with which conspiracies are carried on in various parts of this - 

. Republic, especially in New York, New Orleans, and Key West, against _ 
the public peace of Spain and against the integrity of its territory, by 
endeavoring to collect funds for piratical enterprises, by forming associa- _ 

| tions for this purpose, and by holding public meetings at which Spain _ 
' is outraged by all sorts of insults and calumnies, and at which those 

present are incited to rebellion and civil war. yo 
- The Spanish Government is aware of the great and almost unbounded 

freedom that is granted by the laws of this Republic to the manifesta- ; 
tion of human will and the expression of human thought. Notwith- — 

, - standing this, it is unable to understand how certain acts incontraven- 
7 tion of international law and to the prejudice of a friendly nation can | 

be permitted or tolerated. Thus, for instance, when the news was re- 
ceived at Key West of the landing in Cubaof the expedition of Limbano 
Sanchez, that event was publicly and noisily celebrated with the knowl- 
edge and permission, if not with the open approval, of the local authori- 
ties, and not a few houses in the city were decorated - with insurgent 
flags. | 

In order to collect funds for the purpose of again lighting the torch — 
of civil war in Cuba, or at least for that of sending to Cuba parties of 
heartless plunderers, who burn, pillage, and kidnap, recourse is had to . 

: methods which are unlawful in many States of this Republic, without | 
any reference to the object thereof, such as, for instance, the sale of lot- 
tery tickets. : | 

The meetings which are held with a view to the fitting out of piratical 
expeditions are announced and convoked without the slightest conceal- 
ment in the newspapers; the organizers of these meetings, thatnodoubt | 

| may be entertained with regard to the object which they have in view, 

| style themselves generals. Even in the insurgent newspapers the talk 
is of arms, munitions, and other means of destruction that are to be sent 

+ te Cuba — 
a And against all these attampts to commit crime, which are crimes in | 

themselves, no efficient repressive, or, at least, no preventive, measures _ 
are adopted. The insurgent refugees consequently boast of being ~ 
rather protected than held in check, and this encourages them to greater 
boldness and incites them to. continue their criminal undertakings. 

The Hon. Mr. Bayard, Secretary of State, has said on previous oc- _ 
7 casions, in reply to various complaints presented by the undersigned, 

that the courts of the country are open to us; but, not to speak of the
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fact that this method of obtaining satisfaction is almost always very 
costly and inefficient; it implies the uselessness of a diplomatic repre- | 
sentative and presupposes that the friendly relations between the two 
countries are as if they did not exist, since in order to bring a case be- © 
fore the courts a mere private citizen or an attorney or mandatory of | 

‘the Government concerned is sufficient. . To | 
Another serious argument against appealing to the courts is furnished | | 

- by the system of trial by jury. The plaintiff would be a Government, 
that is to say, a moral entity. If there is no antipathy to this entity, it 
is not likely that any sympathy with it exists, while in Key West, for | 
example, the Cuban refugees, who would be the defendants, live on the 

> most familiar terms with the native citizens of.that locality. a | 
It is therefore evident, or almost certain, in view of the natural con- | 

dition of things in this world, that the defendants would be acquitted, 
as has already been the case on several occasions. Takethe caseofthe — 
extradition of Agiiero, who was not only acquitted, but after his ac. 
quittal was drawn in triumph through the.streets of Key West, sev- _ 

| eral local officers joining in the procession, and who was encouraged — | 
and assisted to go to Cuba, where, after pillaging, burning, and com- — , 

- mnitting a thousand other crimes, like an outlaw, as he was, he received - 
the reward that he deserved, viz, that of being shot. ) | 

The Hon. Mr. Bayard, Secretary of State, is doubtless acquainted with 
the character of the undersigned and knows that he is not given to | 
flattery, and that he understands and sincerely respects all thatis good | ce 
and great in this Republic; for this very reason, however,.he deplores oo 
and regards as almost incomprehensible this laxity in defending. a | 
friendly nation from the attacks of any conspirator, and this singular 
idea of calling neutrality this lack of discrimination between a legiti- | 
mate and civilized Government, which is regarded as friendly, and an 

- outlaw who seeks to make war upon that Government by means of rob- 
- bery, plunder, and incendiarism. One would think that there was no. 

-. room for neutrality in such a case, and that none was possible between _ 
two parties whose characters are so entirely distinct. One can under-. — 
stand how protection and generous hospitality may be accorded in this 

- great Republic to any one seeking refuge in it, and how such a one may | 
at length be honored with the title and status of a citizen, but it seems _ | 
incomprehensible that this should be done in order that, under the 

- ghadow of its glorious flag and believing himself to be protected and. | 
defended by it, he may endeavor to gratify with impunity all his evil 
passions and all his low aims and appetites; for many collect money. in — | 

- order to go to Cuba, and then, by way of furnishing evidence that they - | 
_ have received it, go there. | oe - | 

At the present time, notwithstanding the financial difficulties through 
which Cuba is passing, the secession party there has not sufficient | 

strength to set on foot a rebellion that could result in the independence _ a 
- of Cuba or in a serious civil war. Consequently all who go, like all who. 
have gone on filibustering expeditions, go, only, although with a political oo, 
pretext, to live on robbery, like a party of bandits in the wilderness. | . 

- Thus it is, that this Government ought (even from feelings of human- | 
ity, if feelings of friendship are not sufficient to induceit to do so) to’ | 
prevent such piratical expeditions with a firmer hand than it has hitherto 
done, since they are a blot upon civilization, under whatever pretext | 
they are organized, and since (the undersigned is sure of this) they can . 

~ now result in nothing but the disastrous death of the criminals or dupes 
who take part in them. ee | Se | 

| The undersigned, in calling the attention of the honorable Secretary
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of State to these matters, expresses the sentiments of his Government, 
and at the same time his own, and feels confident that the United ~~ 
States Government will appreciate at their just value the force of the 

_ reasons above stated, and that it will do all in its power to prevent 
attempts from being made in so conspicuous and scandalous a manner 

| against the peace, the welfare, and the territorial integrity of a friendly: 
nation, &e. | ee 

_ The undersigned, &c., | ne So 
| . | JUAN VALERA. | 

4 | No. 586. : eo _ 

: : - Mr. Bayard to Mr. Valera. | 

| : a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ——_” 
: an me 7 Washington, July 31, 1885. 

Se Siz: At the earliest. moment compatible with a due consideration of — 
the subject presented, I take pleasure in replying to the note of the 21st _ 
instant which you did me the honor to address to me concerning the . 

| manifestations of disaffected Cubans and their sympathizers in the | 
United States, and the powers and duty of this Government, under ex- 
isting law, in respect of such manifestations. | | ao 3 

The frankness and energy with which you present, at the instance of 
the chief magistrate of the island of Cuba and on behalf of your Govern- 
ment, the considerations which you deem pertinent to the matter would — 
cause a mere summary of your argument to suffer by comparison. Nor | 

| does it appear necessary to the purposes of this reply that.I should re- | 
cite your premises seriatim. It will be sufficient to regard the object 
you appear to have in view, which I take to be to cast upon the Gov- 

an ernment of the United States implied responsibility for “permitting” 
or “tolerating” expressions of sympathy in the United States on the __ 

_ part of those misguided persons who seek to disturb the peace of Spain, 
| and to urge the obligations of this Government to prevent such expres-. . 

sions from being made. Incidentally you appear to impugn the suffi- : 
ciency of the existing modes of procedure in the United States with | 
reference to infractions of law, as, for instance, when you advert to the 
apprehended results of trial by a jury of the vicinage where the offense 
may have been committed, and assume that the prevalence of popu- , 

. lar sympathy with the accused would “almost certainly” result in ae. . 
—  . quittal. | . . 

‘While the tenor of your note leads me to believe that you hold it the | 
duty of a Government to repress outward manifestations of opinions 

- which may result in overt violations of law, I would perhaps do you in- | 
justice if I thought you held it likewise an obligation on the partofthe 
Executive to repress public sympathy with the actors in the case. 

| - he sympathies of masses of men may be mistakenly bestowed upon ~ 
- unworthy objects, but error of this character is not in itself a crime. — 
amenable to the punitive arm of justice. _ | | os 

a As you are aware, the Executive of the United States has no author- : 
ity to take cognizance of individual opinions and the manifestation _ 

| thereof, even when taking the shape of revolutionary or seditious ex- _ 
pressions directed against our own Government ; and it is no less in- 

| _ competent to pass upon the subversive character of utterances alleged ——
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tocontravene the laws of another land. In the early life of thisGovern- 

- ment an attempt was made by the “alien and sedition” acts, passed in — : 

- 1798, to invest the Executive with authority over those persons, stran- _ 

gers or natives, who might by conduct short of overt crime imperil the 

- stability of the infant state, but those acts were exceedingly obnoxious — 

to the majority of the American people, and by their own terms were of - . 

very limited duration, and since their expiration public opinion would 
never have justified their re-enactment. The people of the United States — 

- _beeame early convinced of the uselessness and unwisdom of such stat- 

utes. Error being in such cases its own corrective, a safeguard is found 

in the fact that the open proclamation of nefarious intent renders it _ | 

harmless. | | ; CO oe 
- In passing from the mere announcement of the purpose to do‘unlaw- 

ful acts to the overt commission thereof, the domain of statute law is | 

entered. Our laws define and punish acts against the peace and safety 
of our own country and of friendly states: The neutrality act pre- 
scribes the duty of this Government in respect of acts harmful to its | | 

neighbors. And here let me notice the impression which seems to mark — 

a part of your note, that the statute implies ade factoneutralitytoward — 

; both.the foreign state and those whose acts within our jurisdiction may . 

 disturbits peace. 2. | — : a | 

— You say that you deplore— oo _ Oo 

. As almost incomprehensible this laxity in defending a friendly nation from the at- | 
tacks of any conspirators, and this singular idea of calling ‘‘neutrality” this lack of - : 

- discrimination between a legitimate and civilized Government, which is regarded as 
friendly and an outlaw who seeks to make war upon that Government by means of 

| robbery, plunder, and incendiarism. One would think that there was no room for neu- | 
.  trality in‘such a case, and that none was. possible between two parties whose char- 

acters are so entirely distinct. : oe | : on | 

~  T need scarcely remind you that the phrase “neutrality act” is a | 

distinctive name, applied for convenience sake merely, as is the term | 

“foreign enlistment act” to the analogous British statute. The scope | 

and purpose of the act are not thereby declared or restricted. The act | 

itself is so comprehensive that the same provisions which prevent our | 
soil from being made a base of operations by one foreign belligerent 

against another likewise prevent the perpetration within our territory 
of hostile acts against a friendly people by those who may not be legiti- | 

_ mate belligerents, but outlawsin the light of the jurisprudence of nations, - 
There is and can be no “neutrality” in the latter case. If the hostile = 
party carries his hostility beyond the pale of law, he commits a crime : 

against the United States and is amenable to the prescribed process . 
and punishment. — a _ | oe . 

This Government administers its own law in the case; it does not — | 
assume to visit with penalty conduct which, if committed within a | 
foreign jurisdiction, might be punishable therein.. To do otherwise 
would be, in effect, to attempt to recognize and administer within the - 
sovereignty of the United States a domestic law of another sovereign. - 

- Ags intimated in my note to you of May 28 last, proceedingsunder the. 
“neutrality laws” of the United States are “set in-motion by duein- | 
formation made under oath by some person cognizant of the facts - | 
alleged or possessing belief sufficient to that end,” but they are so set oO 
in motion in the name, and by the power, and through the officers of _ 
the Government of the United States. Prosecutions against any who | 
are alleged to have contravened those laws are not by suit inter partes, 
putin the name and behalf of the Government of the United States. 

\
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_ against the accused. The foreign Government against whose peace - 
, the alleged hostile act may be directed is not a plaintiff in the action, — 

as you seem to suggest. The Government of the United Statesis the 
plaintiff. eon pe OS 

The injury complained of is not to the foreign Government, but to 
- the peace and good order and laws of the Government of the United 

a States. And the Executive can no more punish or: repress offenses of 
_ this nature without the judicial ascertainment of the fact that an un- _ 
Jawful act has been committed than it-could by administrative mandate | 
award death on a charge of murder.. Neither in the one case nor in | 
the other could the representations of parties claiming to be aggrieved 
override the indispensable requisite of a judicial proceeding. The fact 
that the imputed act of wrong doing may, in its result, affect the peace 
of another state, does not supersede the law applicable to the case, and. 
recourse to that law cannot ‘imply the uselessness of a diplomatic rep-. ._ 
resentative.” SO ; | | | 

This Government does not and cannot undertake, as I haveshown, 
to control the workings of opinions, sympathy, and affiliation of senti- 
ments, and the expression thereof is not punishable in this country by 
law; but any affidavit, founded even upon mere information or be- 

| lief, charging a breach of any public law regulating acts against the 
| peace or safety of a foreign state, will lead to an exainination and. a 

prosecution by the district officers of the United States wholly at the | 
| ' public cost should the facts thus alleged ex parte be found to bring the | 

matter within the purview of the statute. | | 
| The law, being so in control of the case, must follow it to the end. 

The Executive has no authority over the judiciary. The expressions of 
* sympathy cannot be controlled, however misplaced. The acquittal of 

| persons charged with the most detestable crimes against society, some- __ 
times in the face of overwhelming evidence: f guilt, is frequently ac- 

, companied by the acclaim of a reckless, unthinking body of sympa- 
'  thizers. : | | | : | 

The Government of the United States is able confidently to aver the 
fullest compliance, uberrima fide, with its obligations to the friendly 
power of Spain, and to avow also its readiness to set in motion instantly 
all the ample machinery of its laws to prevent and punish any invasion | 

, of or intrusion upon her peace, her honor, and her possessions. Oo 
The indignation you feel, and which is reflected in your note, is doubt- 

. less very natural, but in the name of the United States, and in the in- 
_ terest of the harmony and good understanding which it is our common 

| duty and pleasure to endeavor to maintain, I am constrained to depre- 
cate the deflection of any portion of that indignation from its legitimate 

° objects towards the Government of the United States or its officials, | 
who, lam glad to say, heartily join with you in reprobation of those who 
defy law, whether in Cuba or in the United States. — | 

In conclusion, permit me to assure you that if any attempton your part 
or by your agents to cause the laws applicable to the case, and the in- 
ternational obligations of the United States, to be respected to their 
fullest extent shall fail, and the incident be brought to the notice of this 

_. Department, it will promptly lend its aid to vindicate the law and en- | 
force its remedies. ) | | ee 

Accept, &., | | 
| | T. KF. BAYARD.
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Cy Oo Mr. Valera to Mr. Bayard. | rs 

. ' | | a [Translation. ] oe ; | | | 

| _ UgGATION OF SPAIN AT WASHINGTON, 
| Washington, September 28, 1885. (Received October 2.) | 

The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary 

of his Majesty the King of Spain, has the.honor to inform the Hon. 

- Thomas F. Bayard, Secretary of State of the United States, that, as he — 

is informed by the consul-general of his nation at New York, the Cuban © a 

- revolutionists are preparing to celebrate in that city the anniversary of . | 

the outbreak of the insurrection of 1868, for which purpose they have . 

already appointed a committee of arrangements. | | oo | 

‘The undersigned minister, in bringing this matter to the knowledge _ 

of the honorable Secretary of State, does so solely in order that the | 

administration may be prepared to repress any expedition against the - 

peace and tranquillity of the island of Cuba that. the insurrectionists | 

may, perchance, desire to set on foot as a concomitant to their aforesaid 

- celebration. | 7 _ | | | 

7 - The undersigned, &c., | ee | oe 
— | JUAN VALERA. | 

NG BBB oe | 

a Mr, Bayard to Mr. Valera, 7 me 

- ss DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Ss 
_ Ot , : Washington, October 6, 1885. 

rr: L have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the | 

28th ultimo, relative to the threatened inauguration in New York, by 

Cuban revolutionists, of proceedings against the peace and tranquillity a 

of the island of Cuba, and to inform you that the Attorney-General - 

_ has been requested to take such steps in the matter, through the United | 

States district attorney at New York, as may be necessary to preserve _ 

the. neutrality of this Government, and secure the enforcement of its 

' Jaws in that regard. - ae | | ; BO 

 ———s Accept, &e., 7 | : - | 

| me -. | oo RR BAYARD. | 

: | a | No. 589. | ne - oo 

a Mr. Bayard to Mr. Valera. | | 

OC a _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| 7 ; . . Washington, October 8, 1885. . 

Sie: Referring to your note of the 28th ultimo, as to a possible ex- . : 

pedition to be set on foot in this country, against the peace of the — 
- island of Cuba, I have the honor to say that the attorney of the United 

States at New York has been directed to exercise all possible vigilance 
_ to discover and use means to prevent any violation of the neutrality 

laws in the direction indicated. 7 | oo 

| oe —_ o  ™ FR BAYARD,
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oe 7 Mr. Valera to Mr. Bayard. . | = 

. —— ; . . [Translation.] a a _ 

| ae LEGATION OF SPAIN AT WASHINGTON, 
_ Washington, October 10, 1885. (Received October 12.) 

_ The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary 
of His Majesty the King of Spain, has the honor, referring to his note of 
‘the 6th instant, to send to the honorable Thomas F. Bayard, Secretary 

| of State of the United States, the inclosed check for $7,987.80, being the 
oo amount of the claims presented by the United States Government to | 

_' that of His Majesty the King in behalf of. several American exporters 
| | of cattle to the island of Cuba via the port of Key West. Co 

. _ The accompanying table shows the names of the vessels, the number 
oo of head of cattle exported, the duties collected by the éonsulate of Spain, 

and the amount refunded to each exporter. | a 2 | 
The undersigned minister begs the honorable Secretary of State to be — 

pleased to acknowledge the receipt of this amount, and‘he gladly avails 
himself, &c. | , _ 

| | , JUAN VALERA. 

+ 7 [Inclosure.] | : 

= | oo MINISTRY OF STATE—SECTION OF ADMINISTRATION. 

- Vesa || Head of | Batis, Amount 
North American steamer Alabama ........002..2e--ceeeeeeeeeeee| 11, 644. | $4, 687 60 $3, 493 20 | 

‘Ellie Knight .2......0000.20 00.0200 eee. 5,976 | 2,390 40 1, 792 80 
. Lucy P. Miller...........-.-2.:--.-2..---] 4, 272 1, 708 &0 1, 281 60 
North American schooner Asa Eldridge.............cace.ceeneee- 1, 435 574 00 | 430 50 

: Sarah Hall.....22...2.- ee eee ee eee eee 1, 279 511 60 383 70 
. Spanish steamer Guillermo ......- 22.022. eee ee eee eee de eee 875 350 | 262 50. 

North American steamer Mira E. Pratt..............00-0.2----0-- 421 168 40 126 30 
Spanish steamer Habanero .........---.--0---- cence nee ene eens: 275 | - 110 00 82 50 
American schooner Arietis ............0..0 020 c ee nee cee nee cneeeee 100 40 00 30 00 

. -- ° Alice Vane... 2.20. e eee eee eee ee ewe eee 100 40 00 — 80 00 
Palma ...... 22-220 ee eee eee eee ee ened | 97 38 &0 » 29 10. 

American steamer Hutchinson ...... 2.2.22. .22.-0eeeee eens nceeneee 89 35 60 26 70 a 
Morgan .....00..0c0ecncveecceceewsccndeeereees| 57 22 80 (1710 | 
Chase sect nee eee n eter ence et eee eee e nn ee eens 6 2 40 1 80 . . 

| Total ... 22. .0-22 cece ecece ec ceceeccecceccncnercececcesses-|  , 26,626} 10, 650 40 7,987 80 

- | | No. 591. , | 

| Mr. Bayard to Mr. Valera. | 

a | | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
— . Washington, October 14,1885. 

Siz: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of 
the 10th instant, and of the check on Messrs. Riggs & Co. for $7,987.80 
which it inclosed, being an amount of taxes or fees on shipment of_ 

_ Gattle (over and above a certain charge) exacted by the Spanish consul 
at Key West in 1882, and paid by certain American shippers, James 
McKay and others. ‘The amount returned will be delivered to the per- 
sons thereto entitled. | ae : 

| - T. F, BAYARD,
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oo No. 59% a 
ne - Mr. Valera to Mr. Bayard. oo 

- oe | | - [Translation.] , 

| LG ATION OF SPAIN AT WASHINGTON, © | 
oo November 18, 1885. (Received November 18.) 

The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary . 
of His Majesty the King of Spain, referring to his note of the 6th of | 

_ October last, has the honor to transmit to the Hon. Thomas F. Bayard, _ 
_ Secretary of State of the United States, the inclosed draft, indorsed to | 

his order, for $52,939.72. This amount is sent by way of indemnity for 
the fine imposed by the central custom-house board of the Philippines 
upon Capt. Osman 8. Nichols, of the American bark Masonic, and in- | 

_ cludes interest at 6 per cent., payable from the 27th of June last,on 
_ which day the decision was rendered, up to the 23d instant, when pay- | 

ment was made. The undersigned begs the honorable Secretary of 
State to be pleased to acknowledge the receipt of the amount in ques- | 
tion, and gladly avails himself, &e. Ses 

; a } | - oe SU AN VALERA. 

| PAS See No. 593, | a Q 
a Mr, Bayard to Mr. Valera. — | a : 

OS co. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
On a Washington, November 25, 1885. | 

_ . Sig: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of __ Ls 
the 18th instant and of the draft which it inclosed, to the order of the =» 

_ Secretary of State, for $52,939.72, sent by way of indemnity to the claim- 
_ ant in the case of the Masonic, the amount named including the sum of _ 

_. $1,265.65 interest on the award of the arbitrator. | es 
The high sense of honor shown by His Majesty’s Government in _ 

_ dealing with this case is appreciated by the Government of the United __ 
~ States. I inclose the claimant’s receipt. = | a 

| Accept, &¢.,. : ee oo mT 
: | T. F. BAYARD. — | 

a - Lo _ No. 594. —— 7 . 

Co _ Mr. Valera to Mr. Bayard. a | | : cee . 

| . _ [Translation.] | | . 

a -— LEGATION OF SPAIN AT WASHINGTON, os | 
| Washington, November 28, 1885. (Received December 2.) — | ; 

: I perform a painful duty in communicating to your excellency the 
_ following telegram, which I received on the 25th instant, at1lo’clock 

p.m. It officially confirms the sad news which we already knew from | 
common report: - Oo oe - ; a oe 

- a The minister of state to the minister of. Spain at Washington. a | 

mo oo, oe EL Parvo PaLace, November 25, 1885. a 
_ In the discharge of the saddest duties, I have to inform your excellency of the pre- oe 
mature death of His Majesty Don Alfonso XII, which took place to-day, at this roya] _
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palace, at a quarter before 9 o’clock in the morning. The cabinet ministers at once | 
respectfully tendered their resignations to the Queen, expressing their readiness to 
continue in office until Her Majesty should reach such a decision ag she might deem 
best suited to the interests of the nation and of her august daughter. - 

| I have delayed transmitting the foregoing communication to your — 
excellency, awaiting the receipt of official information with regard to 

| the. changes that might be made in the personnel of the Government, 
inasmuch as Mr. Canovas, president of the late cabinet, had tendered | 
his resignation to the Queen regent. The latter has accepted it, and 
has requested Mr. Sagasta to form a new ministry, which, as I am offi- 

| cially informed, has now been done. The names of the new ministers 
| are given in the following dispatch : 

| The ambassador of Spain at Paris to the minister of Spain at Washington. - 

| - an - | Paris, November 28, 1885. 
The ministry of which Mr. Caénovas del Castillo was president having resigned, 

Her Majesty the Queen regent has intrusted the formation of a new cabinet to Mr. 
Sagasta, and it has been formed as follows, the members having taken the oath of 
allegiance to Her Majesty last night : 

President, Sagasta; state, Moret; grace and justice, Alonso Martinez; war, Jovel- 
lar; government, Gonzalez; public works, Montero Rios; colonies, Gamazo. | ; 

I communicate to you the foregoing by order of the minister of state. _ 
| | | CARDENAS. 

| T avail, &, | | 
| ) , | . | JUAN VALERA. 

| | No, 595. | oo 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Valera. | | 

| | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
: 7 | Washington, December 5, 1885. 

Stk: I had the honor to receive, on the 30th ultimo, your note of the 
28th, whereby you communicated to me the sad intelligence which had 
reached you of the death of His Majesty Don Alfonso XII, and acquaint 
me with the organization of the Government of Her Majesty, the Queen 

| regent. » oe | | | | 
Immediately upon the receipt of the like intelligence from the lega- _ 

tion of the United States at Madrid, the envoy was instructed by tele- 
graph to tender the sincere condolences of the Government and people 
of the United States with Her Majesty the Queen regent in her deep 
bereavement, and to express their wishes for the continued welfare of 
Spain under the wise rule of Her Majesty. — | | 

Accept, &e., | | : 
| | T. F. BAYARD. a 

| — No. 596. a | 

: 7 Mr. Bayard to Mr. Valera. | 

| | | | ‘DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
: | ae Washington, December 7, 1885. 

a Sir: With reference to the information recently communicated by. 
: you, of an intended violation of the neutrality laws, by the fitting out 

of an expedition at Key West against the peace of Cuba, I have the |
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honor to say that according to telegrams of the 2d instant from the | 
United States attorney and collector of customs at Key West thorough ~~ 

_ precautionary. measures have been taken to prevent any attempted de- oo 
. parture of suspected persons upon such an expedition. 7 

—  , Accept, &c, | | | : | 
an | oo | ee  . T. F. BAYARD. | 

| SWEDEN AND NORWAY. en 

| | , , No. 597. oN me oo 

: a Mr. Thomas to Mr. Frelinghuysen. i | 

‘ No.100.) © © . L&GATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - | 
Ce _ Stockholm, February 2, 1885. (Received February 19.) 

Sir: Ihave the honor to inform you that the doctrine of protection of | 
home products by the imposition of duties on importsis gaining ground 
in Sweden. The most active protectionists in this kingdom at present _ 
are the large landed proprietors, and their efforts are chiefly directed 

_ to the protection of the products of their estates. | Ot 
| The Swedish Diet was opened on January 19; the committees were 

~ chosen on January 24, and already motions have been made, in both the — 
upper and lower house, that duties. be placed on the agricultural prod- 
ucts ‘imported into Sweden. These motions propose the imposition . | 
of duties on pork, wheat, maize, peas, barley, oats, flour, groats, butter, oo 

. and cheese. All these articles are now duty free, except cheese, on 
which there is a duty of 7 6re per kilogram. The amount of duty asked a 
for varies greatly in the different motions, being from 14 to 12 crowns 
per 100 kilograms on wheat, 24 to 15 crowns per 100 kilograms on 
flour and meal, and 10 to 15 crowns per 100 kilograms on pork. These | 
motions have all been referred to the committee on ways and means, 
a joint standing committee composed of members of both houses of the 

- Diet. The committee will give the subject a careful and thorough in- 
vestigation, and will probably not report thereon for several weeks, 

_- perhaps not till the latter part of March. The matter will be fully dis- 
- eussed and excite an earnest contest both in committee and in the Diet 

- between the protectionists and the free-traders. | a 
Sweden until very lately has been inclined towards free trade. At oe 

| the present moment, however, it is impossible to predict whether: the | 
attempt to place duties upon the necessaries of life will succeed or not, © . | 
still less what will be the amount of such duties. It is certain that the | 
contest will be close, and it is well that American farmers and exporters 
be warned of an impending danger. OC ) , 
~The proposed duties are for protection, pure and simple. The exi- 

_ gencies of the Swedish treasury demand no new tax. Not only that, | 
_ but in so large measure do the present revenues of Sweden exceed her 

- expenses that the King in opening the Diet recommended areduction of = 
30 per cent. in some of the chief taxes of the realm. _ - | 

- The significance of the proposed duties to America will be appreciated. 
when itis recollected that the import of pork alone into Sweden amounts | 
in value to $2,000,000 a year, and is almost exclusively the product of — 
the United States. _ | |
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—  Twould fuither call attention to. the fact that the proposed duties 
concern Sweden alone and do not affect the sister Kingdom of Norway. 

I can assure you that I am keenly alive to the importance of these 
_. Measures, and I will inform you at once of every stage of their progress. _ 

- IT have, &e., eo es oe | | a 
OS | a WW. WW. THOMAS, JR. | 

| No, 598. 

| Mr. Thomas to Mr, Bayard. | 

; | (Extract.] 

No. 107,] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STaTEs, 
- . Stockholm, March 7, 1885. (Received March 23.) . 
= Sir: I have the honor to address you upon the proposed duties on . 

grain and pork imported into Sweden. | : 
| | Referring to my dispatch No. 100 on this subjeet, I have the honor 

to add thereto that no less than fifteen motions were made in the — 
Swedish Diet for the imposition of duties upon farm products. All of | 
these motions were referred to the joint committee on ways and means. 
This committee first considered the propositions for a duty on wheat, 

- and after a full discussion, lasting two days, voted 10 to 9 to report ad- 
versely thereon. | . | — | 

The committee then proceeded to the proposed duties on the other 
kinds of grain and pork, and voted in like manner, 10 to 9, to report: 

| | adversely on all with the single exception of maize. Upon maize (not 
. ground) the committee yesterday voted 10 to 9 to report in favor of an | 

import duty of one crown (.268 cents) per 100 kilograms (220 pounds). 
a * * * oR * * # 

It is certain that the large protectionist minority of the committee 
will bring in a minority report in favor of duties upon pork, grain, flour, | 

| meal, and probably other agricultural products. BC 
7 It must be remembered that this matter has not yet got beyond the com: — 

: mittee, which up to the present time has not reported thereon. What 
- _ action the Diet will. take it is impossible at this writing to forecast with 

any degree of certainty. It seems, however, probable that all proposi- 
tions to impose duties upon agricultural products imported intoSweden 

| will eventually be rejected by the Swedish Diet. 
: Much interest is manifested in the question throughout Sweden. 

| Public meetings are held in many cities and towns of the Kingdom, 
_ and Jong petitions both for and against the proposed duties are for- — 

warded to the Diet. | oo 
I will keep you informed of the further progress of this matter. 

| I have, &c., | | | 
| ,  W. W. THOMAS, JR. 

| | No. 599, ee 

: | at Mr. Thomas to Mr. Bayard. | 

No. 108.] _ -LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - 
, | Stockholm, March 20, 1885. (Received April 6.) 

Sir: I have the hovor to inform you of the final action of the Swedish 
Diet upon the propositions.to impose duties on pork and grain imported 
Into Sweden, ; a |
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I beg to refer in this connection to my dispatches Nos. 10@and 107 
upon the preliminary stages of these propositions; also to my cablegram 
to you-of this day. The committee on ways and means of the Swedish 
Diet, by a vote of 10 to 9, as fully described in my No. 107, reported | 
briefly as follows:. That a duty of one crown per 100 kilograms be im- - 

- posed upon maize (not ground); that all other grain, ground and un- © 
ground, be admitted duty free; that pork be admitted. free. _ | : | 
he minority of nine members of the committee brought in areport | 

placing the following duties: : | me | 
. Crowns. 

_» On wheat (not ground) per 100 kilograms........0.-.0-.ecee seeeteeeceeeeee 1.20 : 
On rye (not ground) per 100 kilograms. .... 2.222... 2 2.2 cece e cece cee eeeceesee 1 | | 

_ On barley (not ground) per 100 kilograms... .........22---0-.2-0 00+. e2eeee eres LO. 
| On flour, meal, and groats of every kind, including ground maize, per 100 kilo- : 

-  QTAMS 222. eee cee ee ee cee ee cee ce eee eee nen nec eee cece seeeacee 2,50 7 
On pork .... cee cee ce ee ee ee cen cere cee eee ween cemeenccesceee LO 

The committee reported to both chambers at the same time, but the ae 
- reports were earliest taken up in the first chamber. | | | 

_ The discussion here was long, animated, and exhaustive. The gal- 
-  Jeries were filled with spectators. Twenty-two speakers addressed the 

chamber, and were listened to with earnest attention and repeated ce 
_ applause. Bee a at 

| I have been a frequent attendant upon the debates of the Diet forthe = = 
last two sessions, but I have never before seen so lively an interest i 

' manifested in any question, both by members and spectators. 
At 10 o’clock on the evening of March 18 a vote was reached. The oe 

members advanced in line by provinces to the desk of the presiding 
officer and deposited in a basket their ballots, on which was printed | 
“Ja” or Nej” (““ Yes” or No”). Next the president called outeach | 

_ ballot, the secretary keeping tally. Then the president rapped to order | 
with his gavel and proclaimed that the first chamber, by a vote of 720 
to 52, had rejected all of the minority report imposing duties on grain 
and the products thereof. | | . - oe 

At the morning session on March 19 the first chamber, by a vote of © 
53 to 46, rejected all that portion of the majority report placing aduty - 
 onmaize ~ | 

The chamber then passed to the consideration of the proposed duty 
on pork of 10 crowns per 100 kilograms, or $1.23 per 100 pounds. In the , 

_ debate American pork was highly praised, and it was stated that’ the 
best medical authority in Sweden had declared American pork to be 

| the healthiest and cheapest food. The chamber then voted against the 
duty on pork, 76 to 42, | es pon Cs, 

_. The contest in the second chamber was, if possible, more earnest and — | 
exciting than in the upper branch of the Diet. The debate on the du- 

| ties on grain occupied two days, and more than forty speakers addressed 
the assembly. At half-past eleven on the night of March 19 the debate | 
was closed, and the duties on grain were rejected by a vote of 114 to 93. 
‘This afternoon (March 20) the second chamber voted, 102 to 94, to | 

reject the proposed duty on maize; and then, after a short debate, 
| voted down the duty on pork by a majority so large that it was not | 
~~ counted. Immediately thereafter I cabled the result. | - 

‘The importance of this parliamentary battle and its fortunate termi- a 
_ nation will be more accurately estimated when we remember that in’ | 

- 1883, the last year for which official figures have been published, the. | 
_ import of pork into Sweden amounted in value to more than $2,300,000, | 

| and was almost exclusively the product of the United States; also that | 
the value of the import of grain and its products exceeded $12,000,000, a 

— 60 FOR | | oo :
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But this action of the Swedish Diet is not only important; it is sig- — 
nificant and timely. At this moment the majority of the nations of 

_ Europe are placing protective duties upon the food products of our 
, country. A tide of prohibition against the grain and meat of America | 

_ is flowing over Europe. This tide is first stemmed in Sweden.. Let it 
not be forgotten that a little more than a century ago Sweden was the _ 
first power in Europe next after our ally, France, to recognize the inde- 
pendence of the United States. Let it not be forgotten that to-day, 
when most of-the nations of Europe are building up walls of protection | 
about their borders to keep out the cheap and healthy bread and meat | 
of America, this gallant, considerate, and friendly Kingdom of the 

7 north, after full discussion, votes to keep open her ports for the free. 
_ entry of these products of American soil. | 

I have, &c., | | | | 
| | | | W. W. THOMAS, Jr. 

° ~ No. 600. 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Magee. 

7 No. 3.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| | Washington, July 31, 1885. 

| Siz: I transmit-herewith for your information copy of a semi-official | 
note and memorandum sent to me by the Swedish minister on the 17th. | 
ultimo,* claiming for Sweden and Norway, under the favored-nation 
clause of the existing treaty of 1827 with the United States, the reduc- 
tions and exemptions which section 14 of the shipping act, approved 
June 26, 1884, gives in the matter of tonnage tax and analogous dues __ 
to vessels entering the ports of the United States when coming from 
ports within a defined geographical zone. | 

| . A reply to the Swedish minister is still under advisement. The im- 
portance of the claim calls for careful consideration. The intention of 
the act appears to have been to foster relations of intimate good neigh- 
borliness with the commercial district in our immediate vicinity. If 
Sweden and Norway possessed colonies within that district, it is hardly 
presumable that the benefits accruing to the trade with those colonies — 
would be claimed for the mother country also. There are, however, no | 
Swedish possessions coming within the provisions of the shipping act. 

It is also to be observed that the act creates no national favor de- | 
pendent on the flag of the vessels to which it applies. A Swedish ship | 
coming from a port in the defined zone is treated the same as an Amer- 
ican ship coming thence. It is quite apparent that considerations of 

: propinquity may lead to, and indeed demand, special relationships 
| between neighboring states which from their nature are not susceptible | 

of extension to distant regions where such considerations may not exist, 
and that even an equivalence of reciprocal favor, quam proaxime, how- | 
ever desirable, may be found impracticable. The special conditions 
may be deemed in some sort analagous to those on which colonial depend- 
ence rests, and as to these Sweden holds that the favored-nation treat- 
ment cannot apply. (See article 6 of the treaty of 1827.) 

It may aid to an examination of this interesting and eomprehensive 

— - * For inclosure see document No. 604, p. 789. .
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_ question to receive from you a statement of the manner in which the | ae 
-favored-nation clause in other foreign treaties of Sweden and Norway 
has been construed in case of contention touching reserved privileges. - 

You will not, however, discuss the question at present with theSwe- 
_ dish minister for foreign affairs. a | : | : 

Lam, &e., : a er | | : 
| | a TF. BAYARD. | 

: | No. 601.5 | | . 

a a. Mr. mugee to Mr. Bayard. ne : 

CO | | [Extract.] | hey a 

No. 25.) | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, © _ ao 
: Stockholm, September 7, 1885. . (Received September 21.) 

- §re: I have endeavored since my arrival at this legation to ascertain 
such facts touching the business and other interests of this Kingdom | 
as will acquaint you succinctly with their condition. “ mo | 

_ During the past five years the city of Stockholm, which is the trade A 
_ center of Sweden, has had a very rapid growth, with a corresponding | | 
and radical advance in prices of real estate. This has stimulated the | : 
business interests which have furnished the principal source of employ- | 
ment for both skilled and unskilled labor. Early the present summer 
a reaction followed the previous years of apparent prosperity, and the | | 
consequence has been that many contractors have failed. This has had | 
the attending effect of depressing prices of real estate, lowering ofrents, = 
and abandonment of building projects. | | an 

Other industries, notably the iron trade, have also been greatly de- __ Oo 
pressed, the output of iron being estimated not to exceed one-half of 
that in any one year in the past five. This is the most considerable i 

- industry for export trade of the Kingdom, exceeding in value all other — | | 
exported commodities. ,— | a , | eas 

_ Phe harvest, which is just being gathered, has been greatly damaged | 
by the wet weather of August, and it is estimated will fall below that) | 
of last year both in quantity and quality. Prices are uniform with 
former years... ee wo | - Les 

The money market is somewhat stringent, while interest runs at six. - 
per cent. This condition is caused not so much from the scarcity of. a 

- currency as from the uneasiness experienced by banks. and capitalists : 
by the recurring and unallayed rumors of war between England and | 
Russia. S» long as these disquieting rumors obtain there will bemore __ : 

_or less. apprehension in financial circles, thereby lessening ventures 
and causing a policy of conservatism to be pursued in relation to finan- 
cial transactions, not so rigidly adhered to in times of less uncertainty. . Po 
There is a pretty well defined opinion among well-informed business 
men with whom I have talked that war between the two countries will 
occur within the next six months. Altogether the business outlook is a 

not encouraging, and the same depressed condition of trade exists in | 
this country as apparently exists elsewhere. * | Be 

The political condition is extremely quiet. This is the season ofthe © 
year when relaxation from official life is taken—the ministers being all — 
 out.of town, and no interest taken in politics. The King is avery pop- | |
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ular ruler; the laws are not exacting, and there is an entire absence of _ 
all irritating causes, as there is of discontent or disquiet with the 
people. ee | | 

7 IT have, &e., - ; Serre | oe 
| Ce _ .. RUFUS MAGEE... | 

| No. 602. | 

| Mr. Magee to Mr. Bayard. 7 

No. 34.| , LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| Stockholm, October 9, 1885. (Received October 24.) 

Str: I have the honor to inform you that an application has been 
| made to me as minister resident for the issuing of a passport to an indi- 

vidual, a naturalized citizen of the United States, resident of the Terri- 
| tory of Utah, who purposed going to Finland. Irefused the application 

upon the ground that his only purpose in visiting Finland was to induce 
the people of that country to emigrate to Utah and connect themselves 
with the Mormon Church. | | . . 

In the absence of any instruction, I acted upon my own judgment in 
this matter, and as the question will, in all probability, present itself 
again, I desire your instructions as to my duty in the premises, and 

: whether the issuing of a passport, where I am satisfied the applicant is 
_@ citizen of the United States, is mandatory or only discretionary with 
me. _ 

I have, &ec., | “ 
RUFUS MAGEE. 

oe No. 603. . : 

| Mr. Bayard to Mr. Magee. . | 

No. 16.] 7 _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
: | | Washington, November 3, 1885.. 

Siz: Your dispatch, No. 34, of the 9th ultimo, asking for instructions 
. In regard to the propriety of your course in refusing to issuea passport 
to a naturalized citizen of the Territory of Utah on the ground of his _ 
proselyting for the Mormon Church, is received. | So , 

. As your archives will show, and as you are doubtless aware, in 
_ August, 1879, this Government sent circular instructions to all our 

ministers abroad to request all proper assistance from the Governments _ 
to which they were accredited in suppressing the proselyting for the - 
Mormon Church. In the face of such a circular, it would seem to be in- 

: consistent to issue passports to persons who are undoubtedly Mormon 
emissaries, even if they are American citizens. The law as to issuing | 
passports is permissory, not obligatory, and the decision is left with the 

| Secretary of State under section 4075 of the Revised Statutes. | 
Inasmuch as polygamy is a statutory crime, proselytism with intent 

that the emigrants should live here in open violation of our laws wouid 
seem to be sufficient warrant for refusing a passport. But it would be 

- well to have the fact of the applicant for the passport being a Mormon 
emissary, and actively engaged in proselyting, conclusively proved to ;
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~ your satisfaction by some kind of evidence which can be put on the files | 
of your legation and this Department. Thismightbe obtained, perhaps, | 

from. the police authorities or the public press in case any meetings were 

held for the object of inciting to emigration. | oe , 

- - It is noticed that in your report of the case you did not give the ap- 

plicant’s name. It would be as well to obtain in all such cases of re- : 

fusal of passport application a detailed statement from the applicant = | 

duly signed and sworn to in support of his application, a copy of which | 
can then be forwarded to this Department for its action and to refer to 
in case the application is renewed here. a | | 

Tam, &c., | | cS - CS | 
, | oe 1 F, BAYARD. | 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF SWEDEN © 
: AND NORWAY AT WASHINGTON. | = 

| - . No. 604. ee 8 SE 

SO _* Mr. Reuterskiold to Mr. Bayard. — | ae Sots 

. oo a LEGATION OF SWEDEN AND NoRWAay, Poa 
| ne Washington, June 17, 1885. (Received June 18.) | 

Sir: With reference to our conversation this morning Ibeg to inclose 
a short memorandum concerning the tonnage-tax question I spoke to 
you about. oe ae | | | 

- Accept, &¢., — Oo oe oe 

| | | eS L. REUTERSKIOLD. ——— 

OC | . — [Inelosure.] cos | 

oo | a MEMORANDUM. | oo 7 

By section 14 of an act approved June 26, 1884, ‘‘to remove certain burdenson the = 
American merchant marine, and encourage the American foreign carrying trade, and 
for other purposes,” it is enacted: | | , . | 

_ °. “That, in lieu of the tax on tonnage of 30 cents per ton per annum heretofore | 

imposed by law, a duty of 3 cents per ton, not to exceed in the aggregate 16 cents per — 

-. ton in any one year, is hereby imposed at each entry on all vessels which shall be | . 
entered in any port of the United States, from any foreign port or place in North 
America, Central America, the West India Islands, the Bahama Islands, the Bermuda | 
Islands, or the Sandwich Islands, or Newfoundland ; and a duty of 6 cents perton, not 
to exceed 30 cents per ton per annum, is hereby imposed at each entry upon all vessels 

_ which shall be entered in the United States from any other foreign ports.” | 
, - Article VIII of the treaty concluded between Sweden and Norway and the United | 

States of America, July 4, 1827, reads as follows: | - | _ 
“The two high contracting parties engage not to impose upon the navigation | 

between their respective territories, in the vesseis of either, any tonnage or other 
duties, of any kind or denomination, which shall be higher or other than those which Co 
shall be imposed on every other navigation except that which they have reserved to | 
themselves, respectively, by the sixth article of the present treaty.” mo 

. By virtue of the said article, a higher tonnage-tax than that imposed by section 14 
of the above-cited act of June 26, 1884, on vesseis arriving from ports or places in the 
countries therein mentioned, that is to say, 3 cents per ton at each entry, not to 
exceed in the aggregate 15 cents per ton in any one year, cannot, after the entering ° | 
into force of said act, be imposed upon vessels arriving in any pert of the United . 
States from any port or place in Sweden or Norway. © a a | 

| WASHINGTON, June 17, 1885. OO | Lo
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a No. 605. | - 
—_ ‘Mr. Reuterskidld to Mr. Bayard. oo 

| . [Translation.] | | . - 

| | _ LEGATION oF SWEDEN AND Norway, 
| Washington, October 4, 1885. (Received October 8.) 

Mr. SECRETARY OF STATE: | | | 
: _ By section 14. of the act approved June 26, 1884, the object of which — 

7 _ Was “to remove certain burdens on the American merchant marine and _ 
encourage the American foreign carrying trade, &c.,” a tonnage duty of 
3 cents per ton, not to exceed in the aggregate 15 cents per ton in any 

_ one year, was substituted for the duty of 6 cents per ton, not to exceed 
_. 80 cents per ton per annum, in the case of vessels arriving from certain 

countries therein enumerated. a 
On the other hand, the treaty concluded July 4, 1827, between the 

| United Kingdoms of Sweden and Norway and the United States’ of 
America declares, in Article VIII, as follows: Oo 

The two high contracting parties engage not to impose upon the navigation be- 
tween their respective territories, in the vessels of either, any tonnage or other duties 
of any kind or denomination which shall be higher or other than those which shall 
be imposed on every other navigation, except that which they have reserved to them- 
selves, respectively, by the sixth article of the present treaty, | 

_ which exception has reference to coastwise navigation. So 
Consequently the Government of the King is of opinion that vessels 

coming from Sweden and Norway should enjoy the benefit of the reduc- 
tion of the tonnage duty provided for in section 14 of the act of June. 
26, 1884. The royal Government thinks that there can be no doubt 

y whatever with regard to this right, since the treaty in force expressly 
provides that no higher duties than those which shall be imposed on 
every other navigation shall be imposed upon navigation between the 

ee respective territories, and that, consequently, vessels arriving from our 
ports have an absolute right to profit by any reduction allowed to ves- 

: sels coming from any port whatever, whether such reduction as regards _ 
| certain ports is based upon their geographical situation or their nation- 

ality. | | | | a | 
Having been instructed to communicate the views of my Government 

on this subject, officially, to the Government of the United States, I 
have, in obedience to orders received, the honor to ask that the reduc- 
tion of the tonnage duty to 3 cents per ton, not to exceed in the agere- 

| gate 15 cents per ton in any one year, may be extended to vessels from 
Sweden and Norway. 

_  tLavail, &., | | , | ae | | | | REUTERSKIOLD. 

NO, 606, | | 
| Mr. Bayard to Mr. de Reuterskiold. | | 

| 7 Oo DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| _ Washington, November 7, 1885. 

: Str: I had the honor to receive in due season your note of the 17th 
SO June last, touching the application of the provisions of the 14th sec- 

tion of the shipping act, approved June 26, 1884, in respect of the col-
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lection of tonnage tax, to vessels of Sweden and Norway, coming from .- 
‘ports of that country to ports of the United States, under the most-fa- =’ 

_ vored-nation clause of the existing treaty of 1827, between the United > 
_ States and Sweden and Norway. | 

The importance of the questions involved in the claim of the Govern- | 
ment of Sweden and Norway, and in like claims preferred by other ~° 

| Governments, has led to the submission of the entire subject to the 
_ judgment of the Attorney-General. The conclusions of the Depart- 

ment of Justice, after a careful examination of the premises, are, that— 

The discrimination, as to tonnage duty, in favor of vessels sailing from the regions | 
_ mentioned in the act, and entered in our ports, is, I think, purely geographical in 

- character, inuring to the advantage of any vessel of any power that may chooge to | oo 
_ fetch and carry between this country and any port embraced by the 14th section of —— 

the act. Isee no warrant, therefore, to claim that there is anything in the ‘most = : 
. favored nation” clause of the treaty between this country and the powers mentioned, 

that entitles them to have the privileges of the 14th section extended to their vessels 
sailing to this country from ports outside of the limitation of the act. | oe 

_ These conclusions are accepted by the President, and I have accord- | 
ingly the honor to communicate them to you as fully covering the points ne, 

- presented in your note of the 17th of June last. oo oe | 
| Accept, sir, &€¢., | - 7 | oe 

| | i T. F. BAYARD. : 

pecs No. 607. Doe | | 

Mr. Reuterskiold to Mr. Bayard. oe - 

| | : LEGATION OF SWEDEN AND NORWAY, | | 
. . Washington, November 11, 1885. (Received November 12.) os 

Mr. SECRETARY OF STATE: | : ca 
| _ Ihave had the honor to receive your excellency’s note of the 7th | 

instant, relative to the enforcement of the provisions of section 14 of the | 
shipping-act approved June 26, 1884, as regards tonnage duties. a 

. After having, on the 17th of June last, sent your excellency a mem- | 
orandum on this subject, [addressed to you, under date of the4th of the 
following October, an official note, in which I stated the view taken of . 
this question by the King’s Government, and asked, in obedience to | , 

_ the instructions which I had received, that the reduction of the tonnage _ | 
duty provided for in section 14 might be made applicable to vessels com- Oo 
ing from Sweden and Norway. | oe oe 

_ As your excellency has seen, both by my aforesaid note and by the > 
memorandum, the royal Government, in making this request, did not 
do so on the ground of Article II of the treaty of 1783 (which was con- | 
tinued in force by that of 1827), which article has reference to the usage | 
to be accorded to the most favored nation, but it took as the basis of its 

~ claim, Article VIII of the treaty of 1827, which reads thus: oe 

. The two high contracting parties engage not to impose upon the navigation be- 
tween their respective territories, in the vessels of either, any tonnage or other duties 

_ of any kind or denomination, which shall be higher or other than those which shall | | 
+ be imposed on every other navigation, except that which they have reserved to them- 

selves, respectively, by the sixth article of the present treaty, - 

_ which exception has reference to coastwise navigation. _ - 
- Under these circumstances the royal Government cannot consider 
its claim as having been set aside by the statement made by your ex- | 

- cellency in your note of the 7th instant, since the refusal of the United —
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| States Government to extend to vessels coming from Sweden and Nor- — 
way the benefit of the reduction of the tonnage duty provided for in 

| - section 14 of the aforesaid act, was based solely upon its interpretation 
of the most-favored-nation clause, to which clause my Government did 
not appeal. 7 oe ye OS | . 3 

I consequently have the honor again to submit the claim of my Gov- 
-. ernment to the consideration of the United States Government, beg- 

| ging it to be pleased to consider the clearness with which Article VILI 
of the treaty of 1827—which article constitutes the basis of the claim— 
provides that neither of the contracting parties shall impose any ton- 
nage duty higher or other than that imposed on every other navigation. 

I,trust that the United States Government will think that Article 
VIII of the treaty of 1827 is susceptible of no interpretation differing 
from that of my Government, according to which navigation between 
the territories of the contracting parties, in vessels belonging to either 
nation, is entitled to the benefit of the reduction of tonnage duties es- 
tablished by section 14 in behalf of navigation between the United — 

_ States and certain territories therein enumerated. 
| Accept, &c., —_ 

| a | REUTERSKIOLD. | 

SWITZERLAND. — | 

. ~ No. 608. | | | 

Myr. Cramer to Mr. Frelinghuysen. . | : | 

| No. 183.] LEGATION OF ‘THE UNITED STATES, 
Berne, November 26, 1884. (Received December 9.) 

a Sir: The following statements are copied from the New Zug Gazette 
(Neue Zuger Zeitung) of November 22, 1884, viz: ) 

| _[Translation.] , 

The petition for pardon of Joseph Binzegger, of Baar, who, in 1867, was sentenced _ 
- to imprisonment for life on account of repeated incendiarism, together with the let- 

ters of recommendation from the director of the prison, the director of police, and the — 
governing council, were read. By secret voting, that is, by 56 out of 66 votes, it 

| was resolved to remit the remainder of the sentence to the petitioner upon the condi- 
tion of his promised emigration to America. © , 

. These statements appeared among the proceedings of the sixth session : 
of the grand council (legislature) of the canton of Zug, as published in 
the New Zug Gazette of November 22,1884. I have no reason todoubt | 
their corectness. — a 

| The discharge from prison of this Joseph Binzegger (a convict, who, 
in 1867, had been sentenced to imprisonment for life on account of re- 

: peated incendiarism), upon the condition of his emigration to the United 
States, appeared to me to be such a clear case of violation of the act of 
Congress entitled ““An act to regulate immigration,” approved August 
3, 1882, that I felt it my duty to address a note, of this day’s date, to 

| the Federal Council, protesting against the action of the grand council 
| of the canton of Zug, in this case. | 3 

A copy of this note is herewith inclosed. | | 
: I trust the Department will approve my action in this case. © 

| | Iam, X&e., Ce. | | Lo - 
Co | - M. J. CRAMER.
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me . __[{Inclosure in No. 183. ] nO . meee 

7 | . Mr. Cramer to the President of the Swiss Confederation. | - oe ta 

| / UEGaTION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
— | oo Oo Berne, November 26, 1884. _ 

Sir: The undersigned, minister resident of the United States of America, near the - | 

, Swiss Confederation, has the honor to inclose herewith a copy of the Neue Zuger | 

Zeitung of Saturday, November 22, 1884, containing among other things an extract 

of the proceedings of the sixth session ( November 20) of the cantonal council of the 

~ eanton of Zug, in which it is stated that said council, by a secret vote of 56 out of os 

66 votes, resolved to discharge from the penitentiary one Joseph Binzegger upon the | 

condition that he emigrate to America. Said J. Binzegger is reported in said proceed-. ’ . 

| ings to have been sentenced in 1867 to imprisonment for life on account of repeated. — | 

incendiarism. The undersigned, having no reason to doubt the truth of these state- | 

ments, takes the liberty, under standing instructions from his Government, to protest 

against the release from prison of such a man as Joseph Binzegger ‘‘ upon the condition 

that he emigrates to the United States of America.” It is sincerely hoped that the High : 

Federal Council will call the attention of the cantonal council of Zug to the laws of oo 

the United States, which prohibit the landing of such persons in the United States, - | 

and which, in case an attempt is made to land them, require their return by the same. 

vessel that carried them. | - : 

| | The undersigned, &c., - | | : : 

| — | oo M. J. CRAMER, | 

ceeds oh. No. 609. | - 

pe Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Cramer, So 

No. 118.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
ee, , Washington, December 11,1884. 

rm: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 183, apprising | 

me of the resolution of the Swiss cantonal authorities of Zug, to granta 

release to the prisoner J. Binzegger, a confirmed incendiary, on condi-. 

tion of his emigrating to.this country, and to commend your zealand = 

- promptitude in protesting to the Swiss Government in the premises. > 

. It is hoped and presumed that the action of the High Federal Gov- - 

: ernment will prevent the consummation of the design to land this ecrim- 

inal on our shores, as a violation of the comity which should obtain 

between the two Governments; but should it in any way transpire that _ 

Binzegger embarks en route to this country, you will please at once tel- 

| egraph the facts. Meantime I shall ask the Secretary of the Treasury 

| to take the necessary steps for the return of Binzegger, if he lands here. — 

‘It is, of course, desirable to be advised of the name of the vessel by - 

which he leaves Europe and the date of sailing. vies | 

| Referring in connection to instruction No. 16, of December 3, 1881, 

- addressed to you, and especially to Ibx. Doc. No. 62 (Senate), Forty- _ 

sixth Congress, third session, which you have, | oe | 

| a FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. 

ee Se | | oo No. 610. | | | | 

So | | Mr. Cramer to Mr. Frelinghuysen. — | - 

| No. 188.] |  LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, oe 
) So Berne, December 18, 1884. (Received December 31.) 

Sir: In my dispatch No. 183, of the 26th ultimo, I had the honor to _ 

inform you that in a note to the Swiss Federal Council of thesame date > 

_. (a copy of which was inclosed in said dispatch), I protested against the
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discharge from prison ordered by the grand council of the canton of 
Zug of one Joseph Binzegger, who had been sentenced to imprisonment 
for life on account of incendiarism , upon the condition of his emi grating 
to the United States. nee 

On the 16th instant a note was received from the Federal Council, — 
| dated the 15th instant, in which it is stated that, in general, the fed- 

eral authorities had done all in their power to prevent the emigration of _ 
improper persons ; that in the particular case of Joseph Binzegger he had 

. been pardoned without any restrictive condition, and that instead of his 
- going to the United States he intends to emigrate to Buenos Ayres. 

A copy of this note, with a translation thereof, is herewith inclosed. __ 
lam, &c., / SS 

{Inclosure in No. 188.—Translation.] 

| The Swiss Confederation to Mr. Cramer. | | 
| | BERNE, December 15, 1884. 

Sir: By the note of the 26th of last November you have sent us a copy ofthe Neue . 
Zuger Zeitung of the 22d of November, in which it was said that the grand council 

_ of the canton of Zug had pardoned one named Joseph Binzegger, who had been sen- 
tenced to irprisonment for life, upon the condition that he emigrate to America, and 7 you have protested against the condition attached to that pardon. 

_ _ We have first of ali to call your attention to the faci that the federal authorities 
have done all in their power to prevent the emigration of persons who by the laws of | 
the countries (beyond the seas) are not permitted. to land, by introducing article 10, | 
line 4, of the law of December 24, 1880, concerning the operations of the agents of 

- emigration, a law which prohibits these agents of emigration to expedite such per- 
sons as the laws of the country of their prospective destination decline to receive as 
emigrants. The confederation could go no further without going beyond its own | authority; it is therefore the duty of the countries beyond the seas to reject those 
emigrants who intend to enter therein in spite of existing laws. On the other side, - 
we do all that is possible, so that the communes and cantons shall not rid themselves, 

| by the means of emigration, of their criminal inhabitants or those who are unable to 
earn their own subsistence. | 
We have therefore informed the government of the canton of Zug of your com- 

plaint and requested it to inform us of this matter. By a dispatch of the 6th instant 
we are informed that Binzegger has been pardoned without any restrictive condition, 
and that the police director had purely and simply set him at liberty. He adds that 

. it is like every young man, namely, that Binzegger has been sentenced as an incen- | 
diary, and that after 18 years of imprisonment he has been earnestly recommended 
by the prison director to be pardoned by the grand council, after which said director, 
having praised Binzegger for his good conduct, affirmed that far from constituting a 
dangerous element to society, he might yet honorably make his way in the world. a 
The latter, however, manifested no intention of emigrating to the United States, but | 

- intended to go to Buenos Ayres. — . | 
: ' Accept, &c., | | a 

In the name of the Swiss Federal Council, | WELTI, . 
| President of the Confederation. 

| | Chancellor of the Confederation. 

| No. 611. © 

. Mr. Cramer to Mr. Frelinghuysen. — : 

No. 199.) _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — | 
Berne, Janwary 22,1885. (Received February 6.) | 

- Sig: I have the honor to transmit to you, herewith inclosed, a copy 
of a letter from Mr. George L. Catlin, United States consul at Zurich, | 
dated the 19th of January, 1885, reciting the.sad case of a boy, and ap- 
plying for a passport for him. |
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. It appears from a certificate of birth and baptism issued by the pastor 
of the German Presbyterian Church of New York City that said boy _ 
was born in New York City, and is the illegitimate son of a widow, from — | 

_ Regensdorf, of canton of Zurich, Switzerland, who appearstohavebeen 
residing in that city at that date; whether her husband was a citizen of . | 

_ the United States is not quite certain. On her return she received a 
_ passport from this legation. .* a 
+ From the dates of the documents it appears that she returned to | 

Switzerland with her son at atime when the latter was about four years oe 
 ofage. She has since died. es Op ot 

The following is an exact transcript of the records of this legation | 
| concerning the passport issued: ato SO be Sass 

| Record of passport No. —for Mrs. ——-—- ————-, accompanied by aminorson,ofthe 
United States of America. Description, none given. (Naturalized.) Authority, see 
voucher No. 193. | | | : | eae: 

os Now, said boy has not been in the United States since the year.1871.. _ 
 -Underthbese circumstances I am unable to decide whether he is a citizen 
of the United States. Ifthe Department decides that he is a citizen, I _ 
request to be informed whether, he being in such needy circumstancesas 
Consul Catlin reports, this legation may issue a passport to him gratis, 

oo Tam, &., oe oe | | . 
| | | | . : M.S CRAMER. | | 

| a - : {Inclosure in No. 199.] | | | | 

| os | Mr. Catlin to Mr. Cramer. SO) | 

7 | ces ore CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES, : 
| . a | | Zurich, January 19, 1885. 

| Srr: I venture to call your attention to the case of ———- ———- (a boy); age, 18; | 
| born at New York, September 7, 1866, and now employed at Aussersihl, in the suburbs of 

this city, as a baker’s apprentice, without other compensation. than his board and lodg- 
ing. Heis an orphan, but I have in my possession a passport issued in the name of his 

_ mother, now deceased, showing her to have been also a citizen of the United States. 
I have also his baptismal certificate, authenticated by the Swiss consul at New York. 
The youth is absolutely penniless, but is called upon almost daily by theauthoritiesfor = 

_ his legitimation papers, and as he has no means to pay a fee for his passport, though } 
_ Claiming, and I trust rightfully, American citizenship, I beg to refer the matter to 

: your kind consideration, and remain, &c., | | 
oo - on GEORGE L. CATLIN, — : 

. | | | oe _ Consul. 

cee 7 Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Cramer. — we eh | 

No. 126] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
ing en = | _. Washington, February 13, 1885. 

. Sir: Your dispatch No. 199, of the 22d ultimo, in relation to the case 
of an orphan boy now resident in the city and canton of Zurich has 
‘been received. - oe eo eS 

___ As is shown by the inclosures of your dispatch, he was born in New | 
_ York on the 7th of September, 1866. His mother obtained a passport __ 

| as an American citizen from your legation in 1871. She and her son — | 
having gone back to Switzerland in that year, the mother has since | 
died and the youth resided in Switzerland since 1871. He is so far
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| a citizen of the United States that he may, on obtaining his majority, . 
(owenty-one years) elect which nationality he wili adhere to, the United 

| tates or Switzerland, and until he attain such age he is entitled, asa 
citizen of the United States residing in Switzerland, to the protection 
of this Government; and consequently he is entitled to a passport. The 
passport issued by your predecessor (Mr. Rublee) to the mother, is 
marked “ gratis,” the lady being, as is supposed, in needy circumstances 

| at the time, and you add that the young man is working as an appren- 
| tice, receiving as compensation only his board and clothing; and under 

these circumstances you desire to be instructed whether you may issue — 
a passport to him without the required fee of $5. | 

The fee in question is prescribed by act of Congress, and I have no 
authority of law to give you express permission to dispense with that 
charge. : | | 

| lan, &e., 
oo FRED’K T.FRELINGHUYSEN. | | 

| No. 613. | 

| Mr. Cramer to Mr. Frelinghuysen. 

No. 204.] 7 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Berne, February 20, 1885. (Received March 6.) — - 

| _§$re: On or about the 5th of this month Mr. Henry Theodore Chris- 
tian Emeis, M. D., called at this legation and made the following state- - 
ments, namely : | | | 

(1) That he is a naturalized citizen of the United States, and that his _ 
health having broken down while practicing medicine near Dayton, 
‘Ohio, he came abroad, and especially to Switzerland, for the purpose of 
regaining his health. ~ oo. 

| (2) That while he temporarily sojourned at La Chaux-de-fonds, can- 
ton of NeuchAtel, he was, on the 1st instant, expelled from the territory 

: of that canton by its police authorities without any valid reasons. - 
. Having given a detailed (verbal) account of this matter, he then re- | 

quested me to lay his case before the Swiss Frederal Council and request 
that the decree of his expulsion be revoked. I requested him to furnish , 

| evidences of his American citizenship. He showed me the following — 
documents: | oO | Oo | 

; (1) A duplicate certificate of naturalization issued by the court of — 
common pleas for the city and county of New York, on the 22d of , 
March, 1879, showing that he was admitted to become a citizen of the | 
United States on the 13th of April, 1871.) | 

(2) Passport No. 13,271, issued to Henry Theodore Christian Emeis 
: by the Department of State on the 20th of June, 1879, and bearing the 

signature of William M. Evarts as Secretary of State. The description 
| therein given of Mr. Emeis is as follows: | | 

Age, 40 years; stature, 5 feet 72 inches, English; forehead, high; eyes, blue; nose, 
medium; mouth, small; chin beard; hair, brown; complexion, medium ; face, oval. 

It is needless to say that both these documents appeared to me to be 
genuine and correct, proving Mr. Emeis to be a naturalized citizen of 

| the United States. He also showed me other documents, letters, &c., — 

| which proved to me his identity. :
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| _- In this connection I may be permitted to say that, to judge from re- 
peated interviews I have had with him, he appears to me tobe agentle- 

| man of culture and refinement, to say nothing of his professional edu- 
- cation and practice, incapable of intrigue and illegal acts. © 

Under these circumstances I did not feel at liberty to ignore his case. 
Hence I requested him to draw up a statement thereof in writing (in - 
duplicate) addressed to this legation, which he did on the 7th instant, — | 
though he did not deliver it here until several days afterwards. | 

___ Under date of the 19th instant I addressed-a note tothe President of __ 
| the Swiss Confederation relative to this case (before that date I was | 

_ unable to write on account of illness), and inclosed therein Mr. Emeis’s | 
letter. A copy of this note is herewith inclosed. In said noteI stated __ 
that it appeared from said letter that Mr. Emeis’s expulsion was the _ 

— result (1) of a misunderstanding between himself and the police au- oy 
_ thorities of La Chaux-de-fonds respecting the kind of documents re- 

quired to identify himself for the purpose of obtaining a permit of resi- 
_ dence; and (2) of an unfounded suspicion entertained against him by . 
_ some ill-disposed person in that town that he was either a spy or some- 

_ how connected with anarchists, who had caused it to be made known in 
some way to said authorities. I further stated that I considered Mr. oe 
Emeis a man of good character, against whom no evidences had been a 

_ produced tending to prove him guilty of having violated the laws of the 
_ eanton of Neuchatel or of Switzerland, or to be a spy, or connected | 

with anarchists, and that therefore his expulsion appears to have been | 
_ a hasty matter. I then requested the High Federal Council to cause 

_ the authorities of Neuchatel to revoke the order of expulsion as an act | 
| of simple justice due alike to Mr. Emeis and to the country of which he 

is a citizen, and thus to relieve him from a stigma that would otherwise 
_ attach to his character through life. | | | 

I trust the Department will approve my action in this case. fe 
| I have, &c., | : " 

: oo | M. J. CRAMER. 

a | — [Inclosure in No. 204] ° woe 

| - | Myr. Cramer to the President of the Swiss Confederation. / | 

| Oo | | / LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
oe | | . a Berne, February 19, 1885. 

Sir: The undersigned, minister resident of the United States of America near the 
.. Swiss Confederation, has the honor to transmit to your Excellency, herewith inclosed, 

a letter dated February 7, addressed to him officially by Mr. Henry Theodore Christian 
Emeis, a citizen of the United States, in which he narrates the circumstances under 
which, though an innocent man, he was,on the Ist of this month, expelled from the 

| territory of the canton of Neuch4tel, and in which he appeals to this legation to see 
to it that justice may be done him in this matter. oo | | 

: The undersigned begs to state that Mr. Emeis has submitted to this legation suf- a 
ficient proofs that he is a duly naturalized citizen of the United States. It appears . 
from the inclosed letter that his expulsion is the result (1) of a misunderstanding be- 

- tween himself and the police authorities of La Chaux-de-fonds respecting the kind 
of documents required to identify (legitimate) himself for the purpose of 0 taining a 

_ permit of residence; and (2) of an unfounded suspicion entertained against. him by 
some ill-disposed person in that town that he was either a spy or somehow connected 
with anarchists, who had caused itto be made known in some way to said authori- 
ties. Co | ee | a , 

. Judging from Mr. Emeis’s statement contained in the inclosed letter, as well as from a 
the personal interviews the undersigned has repeatedly had with him, it appears that. , 

_he is a harmless traveler, guilty of no improper, illegal, or even suspicious act. He  — 
came to Switzerland for the sole purpose of having his health restored by the Swiss 4
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mountain air. Nor have the police authorities of La Chaux-de-fonds, or of Neuchatel 

been able to produce any evidences whatever, which tend to prove that he has been 

| guilty of having violated the laws of that canton, or of Switzerland. He honorsand | 

respects the laws, the Government, and the people of Switzerland. He never had, | 

nor has he now, any connection whatever with anarchists, nihilists, or socialists. He 

-detests their beliefs and practices as much as all right-minded men do. Neither 

is he a spy either of the German or of the French Government, as some ill-disposed. | 

person imagined. There really is no valid reason for his sudden and immediate expul- 

sion, and so far as the undersigned is aware, no valid reason has been assigned on 

the part of the authorities of Neuchatel for their action in this matter. It appears to 

have been altogether too hasty. . a SO | 

The undersigned cannot but think that it is hard that a man who appears to be en- 

tirely innocent, a man who is a citizen of a friendly power, should be thus harshly | 

dealt with; that he should thus be unjustly deprived of his good name, and be ob- — 

liged to go through the remainder of his life with such a stigma upon his character. 

The undersigned, therefore, takes the liberty to ask, through your Excellency, the 

High Federal Council to request the authorities of the canton of Neuchatel, as an act 

. of simple justice to Mr. Emeis, to revoke the decree of his expulsion from the terri- 

tory of that canton. This act of justice is due to that gentleman, as well as to the 

country of which he is a citizen. It is to be sincerely hoped that the authorities of — 

| that canton will the more gladly make this reparation to his character, as his expul- 

sion appears to be the result both of a misunderstanding and of an unfounded suspi- — 

cion against him by some ill-disposed person. : 

The undersigned embraces, &c., ; 

. . vO | oo M. J. CRAMER. 

a Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cramer. | Se 

No. 129.] _ . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - 
: | | Washington, March 9, 1885. 7 

Sir: Your No. 204, of the 20th ultimo, relative to the expulsion of | 

Mr. H.T. C. Emeis, a naturalized citizen of the United States, from the 

territory of the canton of Neuchatel, has been received. : 

The statements which you communicate in regard to the passport, cer- 

| tificate of naturalization, and description of Henry Theodore Christian 

Emeis are verified by the records. | | | 

The letter of Mr. Emeis addressed to you on the 7th ultimo seems to 

be an honest and true statement. It appears therefrom that Mr. Emeis — 

| had been a considerable period making trial of different altitudes in 

Switzerland for his health; that his movements from place to place, 

though perfectly comprehensible from a proper point of view, were either 

willfully or otherwise misinterpreted; that his comparative ignorance of 

| the French language, and of the adulterated German of the locality, 

complicated the case, and that the concluding act of the local authori- 

: ties was to expel him from the canton. | 

You say you have requested the High Federal Council to cause the au- | 

thorities of Neuchatel to revoke the order of expulsion as an act of sim- 

ple justice, due alike to Mr. Emeis and to the country of which he is a 

citizen, and trust your course will be approved. . 

It appears to this Department that such an act as you solicit at the 

: hands of the Swiss Government is the least thing which could be asked | 

for in the way of reparation, and to its extent it can be but acceptable. 

Your course, therefore, is approved. 

| | 2 | T, F, BAYARD.
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es | Mr. Cramer to Mr. Bayard. te 

— No. 209.] _  LEGATION OF THE UNITED Stats, Os 
eae . | : Berne, March 9, 1885... (Received March 23.) — 

_. Sie: Referring to my dispatch No. 204, of the 20th ultimo, and its 
Inelosure, both relating to the case of Mr. Henry Theodore Christian 

_ -Emeis, an American citizen, who was expelled from the territory of the 
canton of Neuchatel, Switzerland, during February last, under the sus- ee 
picion of being either an anarchist or an agent provocateur, I have now oe 
the honor to inform you that on the evening of the 6th instant I re- | | 
ceived a note from the President of the Swiss Confederation, dated the | | 
5th instant, in reply to my note to him of the 19th ultimo (acopy of 
which I inclosed in my dispatch to the Department above referred to), . 
In which he communicated to this legation (1) a copy of-aletterfrom — 

_ the police department of Neuchatel to the Swiss Federal Council 3 (2). 
copies of notes that passed between the local police authorities of the © : 

_ town of La Chaux-de-fonds (from which town Mr. Emeis had been ex- 
_ pelled) and the central police department of the Canton of Neuchatel. oe 

Copies of all these notes, with translations thereof, are herewith in- | | 
closed. nee : / Le ee Ba 

These notes are supposed to furnish the reasons on account of which | | 
Mr. Emeis was expelled from the canton of Neuchatel. 7 : - 

It will be remembered that in my note to the President of the Swiss | | 
Confederation of the 19th ultimo I stated that in my opinion the expul- 
sion of Mr. Emeis was the result of an unfortunate misunderstanding 

_ between the latter and the police authorities of La Chaux-de-fonds, and a 
that I requested the High Federal Council to cause a revocation of the ——_ 
decree of expulsion. _ a an | | 

It will also be noticed that the High Federal Council stated inits note 
of the 5th instant that if, after having taken knowledge of the docu- | 
ments inclosed therein, I was in a position to give a positive declaration | 
that Mr. Emeis is neither an anarchist nor an agent provocateur, it 

- would recommend to the authorities of Neuchatel the revocation of 
said decree. It is further stated in that note that it had been noticed - - 

_ that Mr. Emeis had “disappeared” from Berne as soon as he had knowl- 
_. edge of the arrest of anarchists in this city. — | oe 

_ In regard to this last statement an explanation is due to Mr. Emeis, : | 
which will show that his “disappearance” from Berne on the day the : 

_ anarchists were arrested here was a mere unforeseen coincidence. On 
_ Thursday, February 26, Mr. Emeis called at this legation and informed 

_ me that on the following day (that is,on Friday, February 27)-he was : 
going to Geneva, as the climate there is better than in Berne, and re- 
quested me to forward to him any news about his case. It so happened - 

_ that on said Friday (February 27), early in the morning, anumber of 
_ anarchists were arrested. Nobody knew anything about these contem- 

_ plated arrests (except the proper authorities) until after they had taken . 
place. Certainly neither Mr. Emeis nor this legation had any previous a 

_ knowledge of the same. It so happened, too, that a few days there- — 
_ after a paragraph appeared in a daily journal published in this city, | | 

alluding to the “mysterious disappearance” of Mr. Emeis, and other- | 
wise damaging to his character. As soon as he had read said para- 
graph he took the next train for Berne, called at this legation (that. | 
is, on Thursday, March 5), and asked my advice. I advised him (1) Pace
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to present himself to the police authorities and ask for a regular per- 
| mit of sojourn in Berne; (2) to call on the editors of said journal and 

request them to retract their derogatory statements about him, other- 
| wise he would de obliged to institute legal proceedings against them; 

| and (3) to proceed to Neuchatel, nothwithstanding the decree of ex- 

| pulsion, call at the central police headquarters of that canton, state _ 

| his case, and ask for an immediate investigation thereof. He acted 
upon my advice, and the result was that on Saturday, the 7th instant, 
he called at this legation, stating that the journal in question had re- 

| tracted its remarks against him, and showing me an order, issued on | 
| the 6th instant in due legal form by the president of the council of 

state of Neuchatel (who is also chief of the cantonal police department), 
| to the effect that in consequence of fresh information having been re- 

| ceived, invalidating the suspicions of which Mr. Emeis had been the _ 
| object, the decree of his expulsion had been revoked, and that he is at 

liberty to freely sojourn in that canton. A copy of this order, with a 
translation thereof, is herewith inclosed. | 

| It being evident from the note of the Swiss President of the 5th in- 

stant that the High Federal Council was then not yet entirely satisfied 

- as to the character of Mr. Emeis, I felt it my duty to address another 

, note to the same, repeating the opinion I expressed in my first note as 

to the character of this gentleman, and as to his expulsion having been 

the result of an unfortunate misunderstanding, corroborated, as it was, 
by the opinion of the authorities of the canton of Neuchatel, and at the 

same time I inclosed a copy of the decree of revocation. A copy of this 
| note ‘is herewith inclosed.. a a | 

| This case is-now settled to the entire satisfaction of Mr. Emeis. I~ 

trust the Department is also satisfied with the manner in which it has 

7 been conducted by this legation: 
I have, &c., | 

oe . | iy | M. J. CRAMER. 

. . . {Inclosure 1 in No. 209.—Translation.] 

. | . . The Swiss Federal Council to Mr. Cramer. : 

| Be : . | Burne, March 5, 1885. 
: Referring to the valued note from the minister resident of the United States of 

: America of February 19, relative to the expulsion of Mr. Henry Theodore Christian 

Emeis, a citizen of the United States, the Swiss Federal Council has the honor to 

communicate to him a copy of a report from the police department of the canton 

of Neuchatel, dated February 24, together with copies of a correspondence between 

the police director of La Chaux-de-fonds and the central department of police of the 

eanton of Neuchatel. . ; _ 

In this connection the Swiss Federal Council observes that in case the minister - 

-resident of the United States, after having taken knowledge of said documents, isin — 

a position to give a positive declaration that Mr. Emeis is neither an anarchist nor © 

an agent provocateur, 1. €., an agent that provokes to sedition, it (the Federal Coun- 

cil) would not hesitate to submit to the authorities of Neuchatel such an assurance, ~- 

in 2 recommendatory sense, to their favorable consideration. Moreover, it has been 

noticed that said man, as soon as he had obtained knowledge of the arrest of anar- » 

, chists and of the investigations and house-searchings instituted agaiast them, dis- 

appeared from Berne. | : - _ | 

The Swiss Federal Council, in having the honor to return herewith the inclosure 

of said valued note, avails itself, &c. _— | 

In the name of the Swiss Federal Council. . 

The President of the Swiss Confederation, , 
me oe, SCHENK. 

The chancellor of the Swiss Confederation, . 
a | | = RINGIER.
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foe | | [Inclosure 2 in No. 209.—Translation.] oo 

The police department of the republic and canton of Neuchatel to the federal department of - 
os | justice and police at Berne. - | | 

a a a —s NevcHATEL, February 24, 1885. | 
Mr. FEDERAL COUNCILOR: | . - - ; - 
The motive which has determined as to decide upon the expulsion of Mr. Emeis is — 

that he has furnished the police with false information concerning his personality . : 
and his antecedents. After having declared that he was a German subject, origina- 
ting from Schleswig-Holstein, and finding himself without documents of legitimation, 
he ended by exhibiting an American passport which has been delivered to him as a 
citizen of the United States. After having maintained that he came from Davos, | 
pressed by questions about the circumstances of his sojourn at that place, he con- 

| fessed that he had not been there for some years past. In turnit resulted in his per- . 
sonal declarations that he has recently sojourned at Géschenen, where, as you know, —— 
a deposit of dynamite is located. 7 oo | | 

| These facts being given, and the singular way of carriage of the person, certain 
suspicious talks held by him at a dinner-table and taken down by an editor of a jour- 

_ nal wlio ate with him, we have had the honor to inform you, and we have pronounced 
his expulsion from the canton of Neuchatel. Besides, it would be rather difficult to | 

_ say whether one should consider this individual as an anarchist, or as an agent of a 
foreign police, the conduct of the one and of the other resembling each other very | 
much, i ae | | | 

Be pleased, &c., - oo oO as 
The councilor of state, chief of the department of police, | : | 

| oo Do : CORNAZ. — 

- . . [Inclosure 3 in Ne. 209.—Translation.] 7 . 

| _ The director of the local police to the central-department of police, Neuchatel. , 

i | oe : CHAUX-DE-FONDS, January 19, 1885. . 
Sir: We have actually in our city a certain Henry Theodore Christian Emeis, who 

affirms that he came from the province of Schleswig-Holstein, where he is a doctor of 
medicine. He does not practice here, but says he came on account of bis health, and 

_ will only remain here a few weeks longer. He is the bearer of no papers, and has 
given to understand that he will leave immediately on the melting of the snow, and 
that for that reason he considers it superfluous to have his documents of birth sent 
to him at the moment of his departure. According to his statement he has also so- | | 

_ journed at Davos, where he says he was allowed to remain in peace. a 
This individual lives in our town at the Coté d’Or, and will leave immediately if . | 

_ he is pressed for his documents. To you as well-asto the prefect I state thiscase be- 
cause of the doings which agitate Germany and other foreign parts. | . 

: _: Believe me, &c., “6 | | | - ae 
The director of the local police, . , Se | | | | 

a a Be oS FRITZ ROBERT DUCOMMUN. © | 

| — | . | a [Inclosure 4 in No.209.] oe | | 

— | The police department to the director of the local police at La Chaux-de-fonds, 7 . 

- . | | | Nevcuaret, January 22, 1885. | | 
Sir: In reply to your letter of the 19th instant, we beg to inform you that we will 

tolerate the presence of Henry Theodore Christian Emeis at La Chaux-de-fonds if he. 7 
. ¢an prove that he sojourned at Davos before his arrival in your town. | oo 

Believe me, &c.,; a | . | a 
_. Inthe name of the police department, eo : | 

| | ee | ee PS a CORNAZ. oy 
_ 51 FOR 7 ee Be a :
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| [Inclosure 5 in No. 209.] . : 

_ The director of the local police to the central department of police, Neuchatel. 

| a CHAUX-DE-FONDS, January 24,1885. 
Siz: To carry out the instructions of your dispatch of the 22d instant concerning 

Henry Theodore Christian Emeis, I sent for this amateur to come to my office and com- 
municated to him your decision. After some hesitation he declared that he had not — 
been at Davos for some years past, and, moreover, that he was no longer a German, 
put an American citizen, and finally produced the passport, which I herewith inclose, 
and which you will kindly return. | OC | | 

Regarding the observations which I have made on the subject of his first and sec-. 
ond statements, he replied that he did not think that one would be so exacting, that 

| he had not understood me well, and other such hore or less evasive remarks, 
Believe me, &c., | | 

The director of the local police, . . | 
| _ FRITZ ROBERT DUCOMMUN. 

‘ [Inclosure 6 in No. 209.—Translation.] ot 

a NEUCHATEL, March 6, 1885. 

The department of police declares that in consequence of new information it has 
received, which is of a nature to. invalidate the suspicion of which Dr. Emeis, of 

| American nationality, has been the object, the order of expulsion pronounced against 
him has been revoked, so that he can freely sojourn in the canton of Neuchatel, pro- 

» vided he deposits his papers and takes a permit to sojourn. : 
[SEAL ] , CORNAZ. ° . 

[Inclosure 7 in No. 209.1] 

Mr. Cramer to the President of the Swiss Confederation. - | 

| | . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, . 
: a . Berne, March 7, 1885. | 

. Str: The undersigned, minister resident of the United States of America near the 
: Swiss Confederation, has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Excellency’s 

valued note of the 5th of this. month, together with the three documents contained 
therein relative to the expulsion of Mr. Henry Theodore Christian Emeis, an Ameri-. 
can citizen from the canton of NeuchAtel. 

After having carefully considered the contents of your Excellency’s valued note and 
- of the documents referred to, as well as the statements made by Mr. Emeis in his ~ 

own behalf, the undersigned has the honor to say that he believes Mr. Emeis to be 
neither an anarchist nor an agent provocateur, and that the suspicion attached to him 
as such arose from an unfortunate misunderstanding between him and the police au- 
thorities of La Chaux-de-fonds. oe | Ba | 

Relative to the fact that-Mr. Emeis “disappeared” from Berne on the morning of 
the arrest of the anarchists, that is, on Friday, February 27 last, the undersigned begs _ 
to suggest that it was a mere coincidence, for on Thursday, February 26, Mr. Emeis 

called at this legation and said he was going to Geneva on the following day, al- 
though he knew absolutely nothing of the intended arrest of anarchists on that day. 

Besides, as soon as he had read in Der Bund of March 3d, a notice to the effect 
that he had mysteriously or suspiciously “disappeared” from Berne, he immediately 
returned, called, at my advice, on the editors of that journal, and requested them to 
correct the false impression made by said notice; otherwise he would be obliged to_ 
institute legal proceedings against them. Such a correction appeared in that journal 
of the 7th of this month. - 

In addition to all this Mr. Emeis, in the face of the decree of expulsion, went, on 
the 6th of this month, to Neuchatel, called on Mr. Cornaz, president of the council of 
state, and chief of the police department of that canton, and stated the real nature | 
of his case. Upon a personal examination thereof, Mr. Cornaz, too, found that this 

. affair arose from an unfortunate misunderstanding, issued an order, duly signed and - 
. sealed, revoking the decree of expulsion, and handed it to Mr. Emeis. The under- 

_ signed has the honor to inclose herewith a copy of said order. an 
In thanking the High Federal Council for the wiilingness it has expressed to aid, 

under a given declaration in procuring a revocation of the decree of expulsion pro- ~ 

nounced against Mr. Emeis, the undersigned avails himself, &c., 
| | | nn M. J. CRAMER. |
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| No. 616. oe 

| =: - Mr. Cramer to Mr. Bayard. | | ees 

No. 225.) LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
es : _ Berne, May 8, 1885. ‘(Received May 25.) 

Srr: I have the honor to inform you that Mr. Gifford, the United © 
- States consul at Basle, sent me the following telegram this morning: a 

Seventy-five Mormons forwarded this morning from Basle to New York via Ant-- 
werp. - a ee 

In reference to the contents of this telegram I beg to makethefollow- 
- Ing observations: , - i | aS 

(1) It is not stated that any one or more of these seventy-five Mor-. 
- mons are polygamists. Indeed, none of them can be such, as the laws | 

. of Switzerland prohibit polygamy. en A a 
a (2) It is not stated that any one or more of them are paupers, pros- - 

titutes, or other such persons as are prohibited from landing in the — 
United States. | cee | a | ; | 

(3) Under these circumstances I did not feel myself authorized to 
| prohibit their departure from Antwerp. . Of course it was too late to | 

_ protest against their departure from Basle. — | | oe | 
(4) This dispatch will probably reach the Department several days 

in advance of the landing in New York of the steamer from Antwerp, 
_ that is to carry these Mormons to our shores. Hence telegrams may | 

easily be sent to the authorities at the place where the immigrants land | 
in New York, requesting them to investigate these cases; and hence, 
too, I did not think it necessary to send you a cablegram concerning 

-. this matter. : ot | | | 
| The steamer carrying these persons (name not known to.me) will 

probably sail from Antwerp on Saturday the 9th instant. | 
| Tam, &., ae | : oo | 

eS . Se, | So  °M. J. CRAMER. | | 

| | | ee —  No617 ae 

. OT | Mr. Cramer to Mr. Bayard. ee A 

= [Extract] oo Pe Oo 

No. 229.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| Berne, June 8, 1885. (Received June 20.) 

 §re: Mr. Robert Emden, of St. Gall, Switzerland, twenty-three years 
of age, and a son of Mr. Moritz Philip Emden, a naturalized citizen of | 
the United States, but residing and doing business at said city of St.Gall, m, 
addressed a note to this legation, under date of April 15, 1885, and in- | : 
closing an affidavit, in which he attempts to prove that according to _~ 
‘the provisions of section 2172 of the Revised Statutes of the United - oo 
States he is a citizen of the United States, and that therefore he makes __ | 
application to this legation for a passport. A copy of his letter and © 
affidavit is herewith inclosed. I requested young Mr. Emden to make | 
application for a passport in due form through the United States con- 
sulate at St. Gall, as also to submit to this legation his father’s nat- a 

_ wralization certificate. Last Saturday, the 7th instant, such an appli- a
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oe cation was received through said consulate, dated May 31,1885, together 
with a duplicate of said naturalization certificate. — } a 

= * Ka % % | 

From these documents it appears that Robert Emden was born at 
St. Gall, Switzerland, on March 4, 1862; that his father was natural- 
ized on the 28th of June, 1854; that young Robert Emden has never 
been in the United States; that he is now twenty-three years of age, 

| and that he wants a passport for the purpose of going to Strasburg to 
| study. a | 

Now, in view of the fact (1) that Robert Emden has never been in 
the United States; (2) that his father’s right to be entitled to a pass. 

: port was doubted by the Department for several years, as the corre- 
spondence on this subject between the Department and this legation 

| during 1880~83 will show; (3) that section 2172 of the Revised Stat- 
utes of the United States says, “‘The children of persons who have 
been duly naturalized under any law of the United States, being tnder = _ 
the age of twenty-one years at the time of the naturalization of their 
parents, shall, if dwelling in the United States, be considered as citizens 
thereof,” this legation does not feel itself at liberty to issue a qualified 

| passport to Mr. R. Emden before first having submitted his case to your 
consideration. It may further be stated that Mr. Moritz Philip Em- _ 
den, the father of Robert Emden, has not been in the United States for — 
many years; nor is it certain, so far as 1 know, that he ever will return 
thither. | | , | 

It is so often the case that a.certain class of persons go tothe United — 
States for the sole purpose of becoming naturalized, and without in- 
tending ever to assume the obligations of citizenship. After their nat- 
uralization they return to their original home, enter into business, marry, — 

- and have families, and their children are not even sent.to the United 
States before reaching the age of majority; in some cases not even then. | 
They thus avoid assuming the obligations of citizenship in both their 
original homes and the country in which they were naturalized. The 

a sons of some of these persons born and residing abroad do not even as 
much as their fathers did, that is, they fail to go to the United States on 

, reaching the age of majority to acquire citizenship according to law; | 
, and yet they claim citizenship in our country, which they have never 

seen, much less resided therein; nor have they ever performed any 

duties or assumed any obligations of citizenship. Such a person is Mr. 
Robert Emden. The question is, are such persons entitled to passports, 
that is, to the protection of the United States Government ? | 

I have, &c., : | , 
| | . M. J. CRAMER. 

{Inclosure 1 in No. 229.] 

Mr. Emden to Mr. Cramer. | . Co 

: . St. GALL, April 15, 1885. | 

- Sir: I have to renew my application for a passport through the United States con- 

. sulate at St. Gall, and have the honor to submit herewith my deposition, duly swornto =~ 

. before the United States consulate at this place,and in further proof of my nationality 

- and right to such passport inclose the certificate of naturalization of my father, which . . 

--_made him a citizen of the United States before I was born, and which, in conjunction 

with his passport, fully establishes his citizenship. _ . : 

I would also respectfully refer to the statutes of 1802, sec. 2172, which reads as fol- 

: lows: ‘And the children of persons who now are or have been citizens of the United 

States shall, though born out of the limits and jurisdiction of the United States be
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- considered as citizens thereof.” Also the United States statute of 1855, in which it is 

provided by law that persons born out of the limits and jurisdiction of the United 

States whose fathers were or shall be at the time of their birth citizens of the United — | 

States, provided that the right of citizenship shall not descend to persons whose fathers | 

never resided in the United States. Be | | | 

Of course, there can be no question raised as to whether my father ever resided in 

the United States, as he holds a passport issued by yourself on the 16th day of Feb-— ey 

ruary, 1885. - | nn os | . 

- I hope you will be able to grant me my passport on this additional proof of my 

undoubted nationality without further trouble to yourself. — OO 

If, however, you are still undecided about the matter, I would respectfully re- | 

quest that you submit copies of my letters with inclosures, &c., to your Government, | 

and ask that it may have the earliest attention possible, as the delay is interrupting | 

my studies and causing me considerable trouble, | a oo oe | 

I hope you will be kind enough to make a copy of my father’s certificate of natural- 

: ization and attach it to my affidavit, the cost of which will be paid by my father. : 

Iam, &c., | a 

| | oo ROBERT EMDEN. 

i a - [Inclosure 2 in No. 229.] oe - 

Robert Emden, being duly sworn, upon oath deposes and says that he isthe identi- 

cal person named in a passport issued to Moritz Philip Emden on the 15th day of Feb- | 

-fuary, A. D. 1883, by the Hon. M. J. Cramer, minister resident of the United States, 

residing at Berne, Switzerland, in which passport this deponent is described asthe | 

~ Mninor child of the said Moritz Philip Emden, then a citizen of the United States, 

: temporarily residing at St. Gall, Switzerland. This deponent further declares that | 

~ at the time of his birth his father, the said Moritz Philip Emden, was a full and law- | 

ful citizen of the United States, and enjoyed and still enjoys all privileges as such | 

subject, his last passport having been issued to him by the minister resident of the | 

_  - United States at Berne on the i6th day of February, 1885. a 

--' This deponent further declares that at the time of his birth his fathér was a full 

citizen of the United States, as is evidenced by a duly-authenticated copy of a certifi- 

gate of naturalization issued by the superior court of the city of New York, herewith 

submitted, and marked Exhibit A. — | ve | 

This deponent further declares that it was always and still is his wish and desire to 

remain a citizen of the United States; that he has never performed any deed or act 

| which wuuld void his citizenship or place him without the jurisdiction or protection 

of the Government of the United States; that it is tho full intention of this deponent | 

to return to the United States to live at some future time: that. the object in asking 

a passport from the American minister at Berne at this time is to enable this deponent — | 

to complete his studies at the Strasburg University in Germany, as it is well under-. 

_. - gtood that the police regulations of the German Empire require the deposition of a 

passport or other papers showing the nationality of the person, and as this deponent — 

has arrived at the age of 21 years his name has been excluded from his father’s pass- 

port, and his only remedy is to make direct application to the proper representative 

_ of (his) the Government of the United States at Berne. | 

oe | a : os . ROBERT EMDEN. | 

Sr. GALL, April 15, 1885. 2 ee : | | . 

Subscribed and sworn to before me at the consulate of the United States at St.Gall, 

| Switzerland, this 15th day of April, A. D. 1885. : | - 7 

oe a CO - EMORY B. BEAUCHAMP, | 
| United States Consul. . 

ia . - No. 618. 7 

| | Mr. Cramer to Mr. Bayard. a | — 

No. 235.) | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 

oe | Berne, June 20, 1885. (Received July 6.) | : 

Sir: Hermann Bliimeling, a German by birth, was naturalized in the 

- eourt of common pleas of Hudson County, State of New Jersey, on 

the 24th of October, 1870, as will appear from a copy of the inclosed | 

certificate of naturalization, | | or |
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Said Hermann Bliimeling was married to Margareth Job at Hoboken, 
ON. J., on the 10th of June, 1862. On April 16, 1872, ason was born to 
them at Elizabeth, N. J., who was baptized in St. Michael’s Roman 
Catholic Church of that city on May 4, 1872, receiving the name of | 
Carl Henry Felix Bliimeling. | , | 
xo the 3d of May, 1873, said Hermann Bltimeling died at Elizabeth, 

Mrs. Margareth Bltimeling, his widow, for the purpose of improving 
her health, went to the canton of Grisons, Switzerland, accompanied by _ 

| her son, whose name is mentioned above, having no other official docu- 
ment of legitimation than her husband’s certificate of naturalization, a 
copy of which is herewith inclosed. | i | | 

She has since then become weak-minded or insane, so that she was 
placed in an insane asylum at Pirminsberg, canton of St. Gall, Switzer- _ 
land, where she is still. The police authorities of the canton of Grisons 
made application in her and her son’s behalf to the United States con- 
sul at St. Gall for a passport for herself and her son, referring to Arti-— 
cle IV of the treaty concluded between the United States and Switzer- 

~  Jand in 1850. | oo a 
The United States consul at St. Gall referred this application to this 

| legation; but, as stated by said police authorities, Mrs. Bliimeling being 
| insane and her son being a minor, they are thus unable to comply with 

| the requirements prescribed for the purpose of obtaining a passport. 
As this legation has no authority to modify or suspend these prescribed | 
requirements, it sees itself unable to issue a passport in this case. IO 
therefore take the liberty to refer it. to the Department, with the re- | 
spectful request for instructions in what mode or form a passport may 

- be issued to this unfortunate lady and her son, who is a minor. - 
I have, &c., 

7 . M. J. CRAMER. 

| No. 619. 

| . Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cramer. . os 

| No. 145.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| a Washington, June.27,1885. 

 §Sre: Your dispatch No. 229, of the 8th instant, referring to the pass- 
port application of Robert Emden, has been received. This seems to 
be the same case as the one referred ‘to in your No. 203, of the 16th of 
February last, which was fully disposed of in instruction No. 130, of 
the 10th of March last, approving your letter to Mr. M. P. Emden of the — 
1ith February last. In that dispatch the name of Mr. M. P. Emden’s | 
eldest son was not given, but it is supposed that the Robert Emden in | 
your No. 229 is the eldest son previously alluded to. This Department 
sees no reason to change its former decision, as conveyed in instruc- | 
tion No. 130, that the passport application of Mr. Robert Emden, al- 
though he is the son of a naturalized American, cannot be granted, be- 

_ cause he is not and never has been “dwelling in the United States,” | 
- according to section 2171 of the Revised Statutes, which phrase it is 

- noticed is carefully omitted from the version of the statute given in 
Mr. Robert Emden’s letter of the 15th of April last to you,if the copy _ 
of it inclosed in your No. 229 is correct. | | oe 

—_ Tam, &., _ | | a | 
| | | | : T. F. BAYARD.
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| sees | *  No.620, — | ~ 

ne - Mr. Porter to Mr. Winchester. | a 

No. 4.] | os _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, —— | 
oe 7 OS Washington, July 11, 1885. ee 

Sir: Mr. Cramer’s Nos235, of the 20th of June, asking for instructions _ | 
| in regard to issuing a passport to Mrs. Mary Bliimeling, an inmate of 

an insane asylum at Pirminsberg, Switzerland, is received. = | |. 
_ Tt appears that Mrs. Bliimeling derives her American citizenship from _ 

~ her husband, Hermann Bltimeling, who, as shown by a copy of his citi- —_ | 
- gen-paper inclosed in Mr. Cramer’s dispatch, was duly naturalized in | 

Jersey City on the 24th October, 1870, and therefore is entitled to have _ - 
-@ passport. | es oe ps | 

| The only objection to issuing the passport arises from the fact that. 
the person applying for it having become insane cannot make the 
written application and affidavit and take the oath of allegiance as re- | 
quired by diplomatic regulations issued by this Department. a 

--In answer to this it may be said that as a general rule the affidavits 
and other similar applications of the guardian or nearest friend of an | 

- Insane person are received, where the object is to assert a right, as if 
, made by the insane person himself. . Even were this not the case, the | | 

regulations in regard to issuing passports are not imposed by Congress, | 
_ but are discretionary with the Executive, and may at any time be inter- 

- preted or modified by the Department of State. They should certainly . 
- not be applied in such a way as to exclude from a passport persons by 

- whom it may be most needed, as in the present case... | | 
~ You are therefore instructed to issue a passport to Mrs. Bliimelingin , | 
accordance with section 120 of personal instructions, the requisite decla- _ | 

_ rations being made by her guardian or some friend acting for her. The oo 
2 name and date of birth of her minor child should also be inserted in the | 

passport of the mother. an | a mo Te ae 
| It is to be observed in this connection that the statute of 2d of Au- © 

gust, 1882, prohibiting the immigration of a “lunatic, idiot, orany per- 
son unable to take care of himself or herself without becoming a pub- © 
lic charge,” applies by its terms only to persons who are not citizens of => 
the United States. | a | a 

- tis not understood from Mr. Cramer’s dispatch that the applicants | 
are unable to pay the usual passport free. __ | | 7 o - 

Tam, &e., . a es is 
oe oe pg a JAS. D. PORTER, ot 

| : Acting Secretary. — 

| No.621. — © | foe | 

| Mr. Bayard to Mr. Winchester. | nee a 

_ No. 12.] _ | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
, - | Washington, August 15, 1885. | 

_ Sie: Your dispatch No. 5, July 30, 1885 (Consular series), in which 
you ask as to the meaning of the “personal instructions” received by 
you from the Department of State, dated July 3, 1885, in regard to mar- | 
riages, has been received. 7 | - | 

_ These instructions are explained in some detail in a circular to the :
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consular officers of the United States, a copy of whfch is hereto attached, 
and which you may havealready received. I begin addition to make the 
following statements: TO 

| | (1) In the opinion of the Secretary the act of Congress to which you _ 
_ refer does not affect marriage of persons domiciled in the particular 

States of the Union. Hach of these States is supreme in its legislation 
: as to all matters relating to the conditions of marriage, as well as of di- 

vorce, within its limits. OO oe | . 
(2) Even to marriage abroad of persons domiciled in the District of 

_ Columbia or in the Territories over which Congress has jurisdiction, the 
| presence and attestation of a consular officer is not, under the act of | 

Congress, necessary. Such marriages, if otherwise valid in the District 
of Columbia or in the Territories, would be valid, although not solem- 
nized before a consular officer. Nor does the presence of a consular offi- 

7 . cer by itself give validity to marriages otherwise invalid. . | | 
(3) It is very questionable whether, even as to marriages of persons 

domiciled in the District of Columbia and in the Territories, the act of 
Congress has any effect out of those jurisdictions. It is a principle 

| of international law that the forms of solemnizing marriages must con- — 
_ form to the rules established by the law of the place of solemnization. : 
No particular sovereign can withdraw from the operation of that prin- 
ciple the marriages of his subjects when solemnized abroad. He may | 
say, “In my own dominions these marriages shall be valid,” but he can- 

' not by such a decree change the rule of international law in this re- _ 
spect, which is accepted by foreign nations. In other words, the gen- 
eral position is, that a local law cannot extraterritorially affect the law _ 
of nations. We have applied this rule to cases where foreigu sovereigns 
have attempted by local decrees to vary international law in respect to — 
blockade and to piracy. There is no reason why the same rule should | 
not be applied in respect to marriage, and the British Government in 

| its instructions to its diplomatic agents has been careful to make this | 
distinction. It has told them that while marriages of British subjects | 
abroad in ambassadors’ residences would be valid in the British do- 

_ _ minions, they are, in the opinion of the crown officers, ‘not necessarily 
valid without the dominions of Her Majesty.” (See Lord Stanley’s letter. 
of February 8, 1867, cited in 2 Fraser on Husband and Wife, 2d edit., 
(Edinburgh, 1878), 1312.) : - | 

(4) There is no reason, however, why a consul should not permit. mar- 
riages of American citizens, no matter what may be their domicile, to 
be solemnized in his presence whenever they desireit. While he cannot ~ 
either make or unmake such marriage, he gives in his certificate a _ 
memorandum which willenable him, when living, to refresh hismemory - 
when called as a witness to the fact of the marriage, and, after his death, 

; such a memorandum may be admissible as documentary proof of the 
| | marriage. The fact, also, that the marriage took place in his presence | 

would lead to the inference that it was entered into advisedly. | 
(5) The conclusion, which cannot be too strongly impressed, is that 

when a marriage is solemnized by citizens of the United States in a for- 
eign civilized country, the form of solemnization must be in accordance 
with that prescribed by the local civil law. If the mode of solemniza- 

| tion is good by this law, it is good everywhere; if itis bad by this law, 
it is bad in all countries which do not specially validate it- by statute. 
It is true that there are certain exceptions to this rule, in respect to 
local forms which are oppressive or which are impossible or which mili- _ 

_ tate against the rational religious convictions of the parties; but these 
exceptions are so rare that it is not necessary here to notice them, or to
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_- regard them as in any way diminishing the force of the rule that the 
— mode of solemnization must be in accordance with the law of the place 

of solemnization.. — eS oes - 
-_It is true, also, that in some European countries the Jaw is that it is | 

sufficient to validate the marriages of foreigners within their bounda- _ 
ries that the law of the domicile of the parties be observed. Butthis | 

_ is only an application of the rule that the law of the place of solemni- | 
gation must in such cases be supreme. Whenitsays, “Youcanfollow 
the law of your domicile,” it gives effect to the law of such domicile | 
only because it itself chooses so to ordain, = Ban BE | 

In conclusion, the importance of the maintenance in this respect of — 
the supremacy of the law of the place of solemnization cannot be too oo 
highly estimated, nor can our consular and diplomatic representatives 
impress too strongly this rule upon those who come to them for advice. 
Any variation from this rule may lead to the annulling of marriages 

- entered into in good faith, and in the bastardizing of the issue of such © 7 
marriages. = Be Lae | 

Tt is proper to add that the object of this instruction isnot tode- 
~ termine as to the validity of any particular marriages that have taken 
place or may hereafter take place. Questions of this class are forthe 
‘judicial tribunals, The function of this Department is simply to in- | 
struct its diplomatic representatives in civilized countries what advice to oo 

"give citizens of the United States applying to them for information as | 
to the proper mode of solemnizing marriages, and the answer must be | 

- that the ceremonial prescribed by the law of the place of the ceremony 
must be adopted. They should also be advised that the act. of Congress. | 

above referred to cannot operate outside of the District of Columbia © 

and the Territories, and that even to persons domiciled in the latter a 
jurisdictions it is a matter of doubt, which can only be settled in each uO 
ease by judicial deeision, whether the act would be regarded by foreign 

- courts as changing, so far as coneerns their action, the rule of interna- | 
~~ tional law above stated. a , os os 

‘lam, &., | | ee oo : 
le . | T F. BAYARD, | 

SO : No. 622. | oo ee | 

ro | | Mr. Winchester to Mr. Bayard. | 

No. 8.] 7 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - 
/ - Berne, August 26, 1885. (Received September 7.) — 

| Sir: Referring to dispatches No. 130, March 10, 1885, and.No. 145, > 

June 27, 1885, addressed by the Department of State to my predecessor, | | 
-. in reference to the application of Mr. Robert Emden fora passport, 

 - have the honor to’submit the following statement: _ oo Oo ca 

- - The dispatch No. 145, June 27, 1885, was received by this legation 

after the departure of my predecessor, and I had assumed the duties of 

the position. Immediately upon its receipt Mr. Staub, the United 

States consul at St. Gall, from whence Mr. Emden’s application was 
made, was informed as to the decision of the Department in Mr. Em- | 

- den’s case, and the citation of the section of the Revised Statutes re- 7 

- lating thereto, as set forth in the dispatch. This legation is nowin 
receipt of a letter from Mr. M. Ph. Emden, the father of Robert Emden, 
urging the claim of his son toa passport, a Bs |
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It has occurred to me that the Department may have labored under - 
a misapprehension as to the correct status of Mr. Emden. It does not | 
seem to me that his case is embraced by section 2172 of Revised’Stat- 

| utes, under which it is placed by dispatch of June 27, 1885. Thatsec- 
tion could only apply to children in esse at the time of the naturaliza- _—_- 
tion of the parent. Whereas Mr. Robert Emden was born in 1862,and 
his father was naturalized in 1854. a | 

Is not his claim to citizenship to be determined under section 1993 ) 
Revised Statutes, whereby the father’s naturalization conferred upon 
his children subsequently born the privileges of citizenship, though 
‘born out of the limits and jurisdiction of the United States” ? 

| _ Mr. Emden has made affidavit, accompanied with satisfactory proof, | 
that he is the identical person named in a passport, issued under instruc- 
tion from the Department of State, No. 19, January 12, 1883, by this — 

: legation to M. Ph. Emden, in which he was described as a minor child 
of said M. Ph. Emden; and further, that it is his intention soon to re- 

| turn to the United States, and that the passport is desired for the pur- | 
pose of continuing his studiesin Germany. In view of the facts stated, 

_ I have felt constrained to accede to the request of Mr. Emden, and 
resubmit his case for the consideration of the Department. However, | 
I felt it to be my duty to say that there are other grave features in Mr. 
-Emden’s case, which may materially affect its apparent merit. ~ 

| Mr. Emden, although twenty-three years of age, has never been 
_ within the sovereignty or territorial jurisdiction of the country whose 

, protection he claims. Whilst continuous residence abroad does not of 
itself work a forfeiture of citizenship, certainly the right of an unlimited ° 
residence away from a country, the citizenship of which is claimed by _ 
one of foreign birth—by inheritance, as it were, from a naturalized 

_.  parent—is very undesirable and rests upon very precarious foundation. 
Such persons, as a matter of decency, even if not of statutory require- 

- ment, should be compelled, at least occasionally, by their personal | 
presence, to evidence a willingness to contribute to the support and 

, assume the obligations of a citizenship which they are so quick to in- 
_ voke in their behalf when demanded by their interests. | | : 

| My brief experience has furnished ample évidence that many aliens | 
seek naturalization in the United States without any design of perma- 
nent residence there, but solely for the purpose of returning either to — 
their native or’some contiguous country, and, by means of their citi- 

| zen’s papers, escape obligations to the country of their actual habitation _ 
and discharge none to the country of their adoption. It is a shameful 
prostitution of American citizenship, and it will doubtless some day ne- | 

| cessitate the enactment of a law limiting the time which a citizen shall — 
. absent himself under a pretended animo revertendi, enjoying the advan- | 

tages of two nationalities without participating in the burdens and du-. | 
ties of either. | | 

The books of reference within reach of this legation being very limited, 
I have not been able to find any statement of the law as established by 
precedent or judicial decisions, as to what should be regarded asevi- 

- dence of the absence of an intent to return, and what is the extent of 
the obligation of the Government towards those claiming to be citizens 
domiciled for many years uninterruptedly in foreign countries,engaged 
in business, marrying, and their children claiming citizenship of a coun- 
try they never have and in all probability never will see. | | 

| To what extent can this be carried before the right exists to justify 
by a refusal of the recognition of the claim of protection by means of a | 
‘passport? : oo :
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__ Without any purpose to prejudice the case of Mr. Emden, it should | 
_ probably be stated that Mr. Emden’s father, Mr. M. Ph. Emden, expe- | 
. rienced considerable, difficulty in securing the renewal of his passport, 

it being the subject of correspondence between thé State Department | 
and my predecessors from April, 1881, to January, 1883, when, by in- | 

_ struction from the Department, it was issued, having been previously 
- twice refused. A full history of his case, if desired, may be found in — 
|. dispatches No. 203, April 23, 1881, No. 12, November 14, 1882, and No. — oe 

_ 19, January 12,1883. The dispatches referred to herein are those from 
_ the State Department to this legation. | 7 | a 
oo I have, &c., So | 

| - BOYD WINCHESTER. . | 

: No. 623. ae 7 a 

| | Mr. Porter to Mr. Winchester. — , / 

No. 14.] | . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, © oe 
a | po Washington, September 14,1885, | 

Sim: In reply to your No. 8, of 26th August, 1885, concerning the — 
_ application of Mr. Robert Emden for a passport, I have tosay that I. 
now understand the facts in the case to be as follows: Mr. Emden was. 7 

_ born in Switzerland in 1862, and has never. been in the United States. — 
_ His father, a Swiss by origin, was naturalized at New York in 1854, and 
appears to have soon afterwards returned to Switzerland, where, as sar 
as the papers show, he is still resident. ; | _ 

| In view of the many attempts in late days of persons, Swiss by birth, | 
to relieve themselves of Swiss allegiance by formal naturalization in | 

_ this country, without accepting permanently the duties imposed ‘by cit- 
izenship in the United States, it is impossible not to desire to scrutinize 

_. Closely an application of this kind, made by a young man who has never | 
_ been in the United States, basing his claim on the naturalization of his 
. father, who appears never to have permanently accepted the duties of 

his naturalization. | | ee os : 
Undoubtedly, by the law of nations, an infant child partakes of his a 

father’s nationality and domicil. But there are two difficulties in the 
way of applying this rule to the present case. Inthe first place, a par- 

_ ent’s nationality cannot, especially when produced by naturalization, be — | 
_ presumed to be adhered to after a residence in the country of origin for | 

_ 80 Jong a period as in the present case. In the second place, the rule = 
aS to children only applies to minors, since when the child becomes of __ 
age he is required to elect between the country of his residence and the | 
country of his alleged technical allegiance. Of this election two inci- 

_ dents are to be observed; when once made it is final, and it requires 
_ no formal act, but may be inferred from the conduct of the party from ~ : 

_ whom the election is required. ol 7 —— Le _ 
__ Applying these tests to the present case it can hardly be said that _ ‘Mr. Robert Emden’s claim to be a citizen of the United States is, as a . 

__ matter of international law, made out. The burden of proof is always 
_. on the applicant for the passport, and here there is no evidence to prove 

either his father’s non-abandonments of his United States. citizenship | 
or his own election of such citizenship, save the applications of father 
and son for ‘passports. . cs : | ,
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| In theforegoing remarks, the sections of the Revised Statutes bearing - 
a on questions of this class have not been considered. These sections 

| areas follows: | ee we | | : 
Src. 2172 [eriginally enacted April 14, 1802]. The children of persons. who have 

been duly naturalized under any law of the United States, or who, previous to the 
passing of any law on that subject by the Guvernment of the United States, may have . 

_ become citizens of any one of the States, being under the age of twenty-one years 
at the time of the naturalization of their parents, shall, if dwelling in the United 
States, be considered as citizens thereof; and the children of persons who now are : 
or have been, citizens of the United States, shall, though bern out of the limits and 

- jurisdiction of the United States, be considered as citizens thereof. * * * 
Src. 1993 [originally passed April 9,18666]. -All children heretofore born or here- .. 

after born out of the limits and jurisdiction of the United States, whose fathers were‘ 
or may be at the time of their birth citizens thereof, are declared to be citizens of the 
United States; but the rights of citizenship shall not descend to children whose | 
fathers never resided in the United States. - 

If reliance is placed on the first clause of section 2172, the applica- 
tion must fail, since that clause applies only to children “‘ dwelling in the 
United States.” If, however, Mr. Emden seeks to come in under the 
second clause of section 2172, or under the more general terms of sec- | 
tion 1993, he is met with the difficulty that he is no longer a “child,” 
but that he is of full age, and that his citizenship is no longer deriva- | 
tive, but is a matter of personal election. If he solemnly elected, on 
arriving at full age, to be a citizen of the United States, the proofs of 
such election must be produced. If, on the other hand, he made no such 
election, but by remaining in Switzerland is to be inferred to have ac. | 
cepted Swiss nationality, he cannot now obtain a passport as a citizen 
of the United States, If this be the case, his proper course, should he © 
desire to become a citizen of the United States, is to come here in-per- 
son and become naturalized. _ ee | co 

| In accordance with these views, you are, therefore, requested to de. 
cline to issue a passport to Mr. Robert Emden. ee | - 

_ Tam, &e., | | | | _ : 
. JAS. D. PORTER, 

| : | Acting Secretary. ; 

| No, 624. a | | 

| Mr. Winchester to Mr. Bayard. — , a 

No. 23. | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ns 
: Berne, October 29, 1885. (Received November 10.) | 

Sir: The Federal Assembly, at its session of June, 1885, resolved to. | 
revise articles 31 and 32 of the constitution, concerning freedom of 
trade and the right of the cantons to levy import duties on wine and 
spirituous liquors. | | | 

| This resolution was submitted to the popular vote on the 25th instant, 
and was carried by a majority of 72,584,.the vote standing, yeas, 

| 229,619; nays, 157,035. It wii be the duty of the Federal Council to 
| prepare and submit to the Federal Assembly for its consideration and 

adoption suitable and efficient laws for the execution of the proposed 
- revision. 7 | | : | 

This amendment of the constitution presents two prominent features. 
It is a surrender, or rather a return, to the cantons of a right trans- | 

| _ ferred to the federal Government by the constitution adopted in 1874, — 
as to the regulation and taxation of public houses and -retail of spirit.
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_ uous liquors in such manner as may be necessary for the public welfare. | 
It is also the result of a movement to resist and correct the evil influ. © — 

| ences attending the free distillation of what are known as potato spir- : 
its, the use of which has become very alarming, both as to quantity and | 
its ruinous consequences. The statistics of the penitentiaries, lunatic 
asylums, and houses of reform, all unite in reporting the use of this pe- — | 

~ -culiar distillation, which is said to possess a very large per cent. of fusil 
Oil, as very rapidly increasing the number of alcoholic patients and crim- — 

| inals. The report for 1883 shows that 40 per cent. of the male and 23 ne 
- per cent. of the female convicts were intemperate, and of children placed - 

in houses of correction, 45 per cent. of the boys and 50 per cent. of the 
girls were attributed to the same cause. It is estimated that 1,440,000 
liters (a liter approximates a quart) were distilled last year, consuming 

_ 72,000 sacks of potatoes, of 200 pounds each. The object of the revis- 
' ion is mainly to restrict by taxation the distillation of this brandy, as ss 

it is known in Switzerland. a : ee | - 
_ Under the existing law many of the cantons were allowed to retain | 

their import duty on wines and spirituous liquors until 1890, but by the 
_ proposed revision, theright will terminate, except in so far as to legislate | : 

| against the introduction of adulterated or impure compounds. The net 
receipt from the license of public houses and retail sales of quantities = 
less than 2 liters, is to go to the cantons from which realized. The net | oo 
receipt from the tax on distillation and additional import duty on spirit- 

_ uous liquors is to be distributed between the cantons in proportion to a 
| population, with the proviso that at least 10 per cent. of this amount 

must be devoted by the cantons to temperance propaganda. The  _ 
cantons are in this way indemnified for the loss they suffer in being de- 
prived of their geld on cantonal duty, which to the canton of Berneis = 
equal to a million of francs per annum. Itis doubtfulif the needed) = 
legislation for the carrying out of this important revision of the consti- 
tution, can be obtained sooner than the spring session of the Federal 
Assembly. | | | | | Oe - 

Tam, &e., ae | | ’ 
oe BS — BOYD WINCHESTER. _ — 

. | | No. 625. | a 

a! | _.. Mr. Winchester to Mr. Bayard. — conn 7 

No. 24.| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
, | Berne, November 4, 1885. (Received November 16.) _ 

_ §rr: I have the honor respectfully to ask instructions in the follow- | 
imgease: | 7 Dts 

o Richard Greisser submits the following facts to this legation, upon 
| which he desires “papers to establish his American citizenship,” which | 

~ would be a passport. oS oe | | 
His father emigrated from Germany to the United States in March, 

1867, locating at Delaware, Ohio; there he married a lady from Balothal, , 
Switzerland, in 1868, and in September, 1869, the petitioner was born. 

_ His father returned to Germany in 1870, and as far as known, had not | 
‘‘ declared his intention tobecome a citizen.” He died soon atter hisre- | 
turn to Germany, and the mother and son shortly afterwards removed | 

| to her native place in Switzerland, where they have since that time and 
are now residing. - a |
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Mr. Greisser makes his claim of citizenship on the ground of being 
_ born in the United States. | Se ves 

The precedents and instructions bearing upon this case, so far as the 
limited library and the records of this legation furnish, are so unsatis- 
factory and conflicting that I have declined to doanything untilspecially  —_ 

| instructed from the Department. - | ee 
On the one hand, regardless of section 1994, Revised Statutes, and the 

_ fourteenth amendment to the Constitution, where the meaning may be — 
, embarrassed by the words “not subject to any foreign power,” and | 

‘‘subject to the jurisdiction thereof”, I find it held by the Attorney- _ 
General, in 1859, that ‘‘a free white person born in this country of for- 

. eign parents is a citizen of the United States,” and again, in 1862, “a 
_ child born in the United States of alien parents who have never been nat- _ 

uralized is, by fact of birth, a native-born citizen of the United States, 
and entitled to all the rights and privileges of citizenship.” This doc- 
trine was distinctly announced by the Secretary of State, Mr. Fish, in | 
1873, and asserted with the sanction of the Department in a case very 
similar te this one, arising in Germany in 1882. , 

_ The weight of opinion seems to be, that where native-born children 
| are removed from the United States while under parental control, and 

domiciled abroad with their parents, they have the right of election of 
| citizenship on arriving at maturity ; that it is a birthright, and cannot 

be divested without the consent of the party enjoying it. : | 
On the other hand, I find the nationality by birth laid down as follows / 

by Wharton, Conflict of Laws, section 10: | | : 

. The children born abroad of American citizens are regarded as citizens of the United 
States, with the right, on reaching full age, to elect one allegiance and repudiate the 
other; the same conditions apply to children born of foreigners.in the United States. 

This is substantially repeated in the inclosure from the Law Bureau | 
of the State Department of date May 4, 1885, which states— , 

OO That the citizenship of the father descends to the children born to him when abroad, 
os is a generally acknowledged principle of international law. 

| It has also been intimated, if not expressly held, that there should 
be a personal subjection to the jurisdiction of the United States to 
complete and maintain this character of or claim of citizenship. 

Young Greisser produces certificate of marriage of his parents, and 
certificate of his birth, properly authenticated, and doubtless the facts 
as stated by him are true. Shall this legation issue a passport to him? =| 

: I have, &c., | | | a : 
| | BOYD WINCHESTER. 

| | | No. 626. | | 

oO Mr. Bayard to Mr. Winchester. | 

No. 26.| DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | ee Washington, November 28, 1885. | 

Sir: Your No. 24, in regard to the request of Richard Greisser for 2 | 
passport, has been received. In reply, I have to say that on general | 

_- principles of international law [ do not consider that Richard Greisser 
| is a citizen of the United States. He was, it is true, born in 1867 in the | 

State of Ohio. His father, however, was at that time a German sub- _ 
ject, and, so far as we can gather from the facts stated, domiciled in
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- Germany. The son, therefore, so far as concerns his international re- | 
: lations, was at the time of his birth of the same nationality as his 7 

father. Had he remained in this country till he was of fullage and | 
then elected an American nationality, he would on the same general | 
principles of international law be now clothed with American national- _ 
ity. But so far from this being the case, he left this country with his | 
mother when he was under two years old, apparently joining the father | ) 

in Germany, to which country the latter had previously returned, and me 
then, after his father’s death, moved with his mother to Switzerland. — 

_ His technical nationality and domicile would, therefore, during his 
minority and his father’s life, be in Germany, and afterwards in Switzer- | 

- land. oe : | | es 
It does not follow, however, that though on general principles of in- — | 

ternational law his nationality and domicile are in Germany, he may — | 

not in this country by force of our special legislation be a citizen of the 
- United States and as such entitled to a passport. We have in the : 

naturalization legislation of modern civilized states numerous illustra- 
tions of the rule that, the law of nations, as to particular matters, may | | 

| be, as to such particular countries, either expanded or contracted by local | 
legislation, and we have, therefore, to inquire how far the rule above oe 
 gtated is affected by the legislation of the United States. es no 

| By section 1992, Revised Statutes, enacted in 1866— aa | 

All persons born in the United States, and not subject to any foreign power, ex~ 
cluding Indians not taxed, are declared to be citizens of the United States. | - 

| By the fourteenth amendment of the Constitution of the United States, | 
‘ratified in 1868— | | | | a 

All persons born or naturalized in the United States, aud subject to the jurisdiction | | 
thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State in which they reside. — 

--_ Richard Greisser was no doubt born in the United States, but he was | 
on his birth “subject to a foreign power” and “ not subject to the juris- 
diction of the United States.” He was not, therefore, under the statute | 

and the Constitution a citizen of the United States by birth; and it is | 

- not pretended that he has any other title to citizenship. | co . 
: Tam, &., — - 2 | | | 

- - | oe TF. BAYARD. 

: | ‘TURKEY. | es me 

| a ~~ No627, ee | 

| Mr. Heap to Mr. Frelinghuysen. oe | 

| No. 451.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, eee 
- Constantinople, November 21, 1884. (Received Dee. 10.) ~ 
 §re: I respectfully submit for your information copies, with transla- — 

tions, of three notes from this legation to the minister of foreign affairs 
relative to the claim of an Ottoman subject, Serkis Kurkdjian, against 
the Rev. George C. Knapp, an American citizen. Bag 
... The case briefly stated is as follows: | 

Mr. Knapp purchased in 1859 a dwelling-house in Bitlis, Armenia, — 
belonging to an insolvent debtor of the Ottoman Government, and which _
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, _ was offered for sale by the Imperial authorities of that place. Mr. Knapp 
having complied with all the requirements of the law, obtained a full -_ 
and complete title to the property in the name of an Ottoman subject, — 
as foreigners were not at that time allowed to hold real estate in Tur- 

-key. Subsequently, in 1877, when the law was enacted enabling for- | 
eigners to own real property the title deeds were made out in hisname 

-and delivered to him. ~ me re ee 
- In 1866, however, Serkis Kurkdjian, the son of the former owner of 
the property, commenced proceedings to recover possession, and the | 
case was called up successively before three different courts, the last | 
one being the cheri-ecclesiastical court—the highest tribunal in matters 

. | of real estate, whose decisions are without appeal —and their findings _ 
were in each case adverse to Kurkdjian and confirmed Mr. Knapp’s | 
title. Kurkdjian persevered, however, and two years ago obtained 
from the president of the court of first instance at Bitlis a decision de- | 

| claring the sale illegal and sentencing Mr. Knapp to restore the prop- | 
| erty and pay to Kurkdjian a considerable sum for rent, damages, and . 

interest. , | | | 7 
I endeavored, as the inclosed correspondence will show, when I was 

in charge of the legation, to obtain an order from the Porte to stop 
these proceedings, but my remonstrances were of no avail, and I re- 
ceived on the 18th instant a note from the ministry of foreign affairs 
requesting me to order Mr. Knapp to restore the property in question 
+0 Kurkdjian. I inclose copies of this note and my answer, with trans- : 
lation. oo. a , 

_ Mr. Knapp was with Mr. Reynolds in their unfortunate encounter with | 
| Moussa Bey, and has left for the United States. I have advised him to 

| call at the Department to give such further explanations as might. be 
required both in regard to the Moussa Bey affair and this attempt at 

| spoliation.. : 
It seems evident that if the Government was at fault in selling the 

| property at Bitlis, it is not Mr. Knapp who should be made to suffer — 
| for the error, and if he should eventually be compelled to surrender the 

property it shculd not be done untilthe amount paid for it, the sums 
| expended for repairs and improvements, and the interest of the money 

has been refunded. _ oe | : | : os 
Iam, &c., | . | | | 

, a . | G. H. HEAP, © - 

| | Chargé d’ Affaires ad interim. 

a _ [Inclosure 1 in No. 451.—Translation.] 

, Mr. Heap to Sawas Pasha. 

oo : ° LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — , 
| . - Constantinople, March 23, 1880. 

In answer to the note addressed to this legation by the Imperial ministry of foreign 
affairs, relative to the property belonging to Mr. Knapp, a citizen of the United States 

a of America residing in Bitlis, and claimed by a certain Serkis, an Ottoman subject, | 
. T have the honor to submit to your excellency that about twenty-four years ago an | 

Armenian died who was declared an insolvent debtor of the Ottoman Government. — 
In August, 1859, his house was put up at public auction by a Government ofiicial, and 
Mr. Knapp, having made the highest bid, a mazbata, signed by the aforementioned | 
official, as well as by all the members of the medjlis of Bitlis, was given to him onthe 
25th of August, 1859, to assure him the possession of the hadjet.
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= The following day, August 26, 1859, at the mekhémé of Bitlis, the Cadi Abdul Aziz | 
Effendi gave Mr. Knapp the hadjet of the property in the name of Bedras, son of Kirkas, - 

| as at that time American citizens had not yet obtained the right to possess real property | 
: in Turkey. This hadjet contains all the particulars relative to the manner of and the 

_ motives which induced the Ottoman Government to make this sale. a | 
In 1875, by a document given to Mr. Knapp, the council of Bitlis recognized him . 

_ as absolute proprietor of the said house ; Bedras, in.this instance, simply lending his So 
name, | 

Serkis, son of the former proprietor of the said house, brought in 1866 an action 7 
against Mr. Knapp, the consequence of which was that his demand was rejected and a 

_ Mr. Knapp received an ilam by which he was declared unquestionably proprietor of 
the house in question. a ae oo | a | 

_. Later, another attempt was made by the same Serkis, and the governor of Erze- 
roum after examining the said papers, namely, the mazbata, the hadjet, and theilam, 

- gave a decision against Serkis. 7 | : | 
_... In presence of what has been said, and of the documents mentioned aboveofwhich : 

copies certainly exist in the archives of Bitlis, as well as the special circumstance, | 
_ which is, that Mr. Knapp did not buy the property in question from a private person | 

| but from the government itself, it is with regret that I see myself under the necessity _ | 
of informing you, excellency, that the legation of the United States of America finds | : 

_ it impossibie to comply with the wish expressed by the Sublime Porte in the above- . 
_ mentioned note, which requests Mr. Knapp to be required to appear again before the 

tribunal for this affair, the more so as Mr. Knapp has nothing in common with the : 
said Serkis, Oo . - oo e a 

This legation has no doubt that the Imperial ministry of foreign affairs will ap- 
_ preciate the justice of this, and will also acknowledge that if Serkis had the right to — | 

Lring an action against any one it could certainly not be against Mr. Knapp, who 
| bought the property claimed from the Government, and the purchase of which by 

Mr. Knapp was confirmed three times. 7 | | : : 
, Accept, &c., a OS oo oe 

- | : _G. H. HEAP. | oe 

| -._- [Inelosure 2 in No. 451.] | aa | | 

oo Oo | Mr. Heap to the ministry of foreign affairs. a 

| | | | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 
. ~ Constantinople, October 29, 1880. 

___ In answer to the note verbale of the Imperial ministry of foreign affairs, numbered sis 
59,177: 12, the American legation hastens to inform that ministry that if it did not feel Fo 
called upon to request Mr. Knapp to appear before the competent tribunal of Bitlis | 

_ in order to answer to pretended difference with the Ottoman subject Serkis, it was be- . 
_. cause it considered all legal measures in this matter to have been fulfilled, as it stated | | 

in the note of this legation No. 6, dated the 23d of last month, addressed to the Im- - _ perial ministry of foreign affairs, copy of which is herewith inclosed, which gives a : circumstantial detail of the purchase by Mr. Knapp of the property which is the sub- __. ject of complaint of the Ottoman subject Serkis. : Lo | . 4 In case the Imperial Government should not feel satisfied with the explanations con- — | | _ tained in the said note, it has every means in its power of obtaining information from - the authorities indicated. | . : 
This legation hopes that the Imperial ministry of foreign affairs will recognize the __ _ eminent injustice of obliging Mr. Knapp, for having in good faith bought a property 

sold to him by the Imperial Government itself, to appear again before the tribunals to - answer the vexatious charges of an individual he does not even know, and with whom | he bas nothing in common. . : | a - 
If the Ottoman subject Serkis wishes to bring an action for the recovery of the prop- 7 erty he should bring it against the Imperial Government who sold it, and not against : Mr. Knapp who bought it from the Government in good faith, after fulfilling all the conditions required of him, and paying the entire sum into the hands of the compe- © 

tent authority. , | | | 
7 - Accept, &c., a ' oo 
a . G. H. HEAP, ~ 

| _ §2 FOR | | | | oe
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7 [Inclosure in 3 in No. 451.| 

| | Mr. Heap to Assim Pasha. a a 

. LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
. | — Constantinople, July 11, 1881. 

Mr. MINISTER: I received a letter from the Rev. Mr. Knapp, an American citizen 
7 residing at. Bitlis, who complains again of the annoyances caused him by a recent de- 

cision of the court of that city. | — 
To make your excellency acquainted with Mr. Knapp’s complaint, it will be neces- 

sary for me to review what I have already had the honor to transmit to your excel- 
| ency. : mo 

About twenty-four years ago Mr. Knapp leased a house in Bitlis belonging to an 
Armenian, this Armenian died before the expiration of the lease, and was declared an 
insolvent debtor by the Ottoman Government, and in August, 1859, his house was 
put up at public auction by an authorized official of the Government. Mr. Knapp _ 
being the highest bidder, a mazbata, signed by the said official, as well as by allthe 
members of the medjlis of Bitlis, was delivered to him on the 25th of August, 1859, 
to assure him the possession of the hadjet. } | | , 

| The following day, August 26, 1859, at the mekhémé of Bitlis, the Cadi Abdul Aziz 
| Effendi gave Mr. Knapp the hadjet of the property in the name of Bedras, son of | 

Kirkas, as at that time American citizens. had not yet obtained the right to possess — 
_ real propertyin Turkey. This hadjet contains all the particulars relative tothe man- 

ner and tothe motives which induced the Government to make the sale. 
In 1875 by a document given to Mr. Knapp, the council of Bitlis recognize him as 

absolute proprietor of the said house, Bedras, in this affair, simply lending his name. 
Serkis, son of the first proprietor of the said house, brought in 1866 an action 

against Mr. Knapp, the consequence of which was that his demand was rejected and 
. . Mr. Knapp received an ilam by which he was declared unquestionably proprietor of 

the house in question. Later, another attempt was made by the same Serkis, and the _ 
governor of Erzeroum, who, after examining the papers above mentioned, that is to 
say, the mazbata, the hadjet, and the ilam, gave a decree against Serkis. | oo 

Now, a judge recently appointed at Bitlis opens the question again, and declares 
the property to have been iilegally sold, and that Mr. Knapp must give it up to the 

. claimant, and, further, pay lim 200 livres damages. a | | 
It is with regret that I feel myself again under the necessity of asking for the in- | 

tervention of the Imperial Government to put an end to these vexations and this per- 
secution, as one can give no other name to this Serkis’s maneuvers. 

: It is clear that if, as was decided by the judge of Bitlis, the Ottoman Government | 
| sold this property illegally, the Government should suffer the consequences and not 

Mr. Knapp, who bought it in good faith and who has been in possession for 22 years 
with his title deeds legalized and confirmed by all the formalities required by the 
Ottoman legislation as well as by its authorities. | 

I hope your excellency will recognize the eminent injustice of obliging Mr. Knapp > 
for having in good faith bought a property which was sold to him by the Govern- | 
ment, after fulfilling all-the conditions required of him and who paid the entire sum 
into the hands of the competent authorities, to be obliged to appear again before the 
tribunals to answer the vexatious demands of Serkis. If the latter, who is an Otto- 
inan subject, wishes to sue any one about this property, he should sue the Ottoman . 
Government and not Mr. Knapp. The Government gave Mr. Knapp his title deeds; 
it is therefore the duty of the Government to defend him. 

If your excellency wishes to examine or have examined authenticated copies of the 
title deeds of Mr. Knapp, I will hasten to transmit them to you. 

| In consequence of what precedes, I beg your excellency to give instructions to the 
' governor or pasha of Bitlis not to allow Mr. Knapp to be molested nor evicted from 

the house in question until the case be considered here and a decision taken. And in 
consideration of the urgency of the case, the slowness of postal communication, and . 

. the arbitrary behavior of the authorities of Bitlis, I beg your excellency to give 
them their instructions by telegraph. oe ° 

Accept, &c., | 
So oo : G H. HEAP. 

[Inclosure 4 in No. 451.] . 

sO Ministry of foreign affairs to the legation of the United Statcs at Constantinople. ©. 

: SUBLIME PORTE, November 18, 1884. 
The legation of the United States remembers that the property in contestation be- 

. tween the Rev. Mr. Knapp and the Ottoman subject Serkis Kurkdjian was adjudged =~ 
to the latter by a judgment of the tribunal of first instance of Bitlis.
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| In consequence of information and explanations furnished by the United States 
| _ legation, the ministry of justice gave this affair serions examination ; it results to-. Oo 

day, from a report from that department, that the judgment given has acquired a final | 
/ character, and that, moreover, in matters of property, foreign intervention is not au- 

mitted. | Oo | | 
The Imperial ministry would be, therefore, very much obliged to the legation of ' 

the United States of America if it would be so good as to invite the Rev. Mr. Knapp a 
to evacuate the house in question, reserving the right to make good his claim legally | | 
if he considers his interests injured. : : Oo 

: oe - [Inclosure 5 in No. 451.] . a 

— | Legation of the United States tv the ministry of foreign affairs. a 

: | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ' oo 
oe | Constantinople, November 20, 1884. : 

The legation of the United States of America has received the note verbale num- 
_ bered 76,611 37, and dated the 18th instant. which the Imperial ministry of foreign 

_ affairs has done it the honor to address to it on the subject of the house in dispute be- 
_ tween the Rev. Mr. Knapp and the Ottoman subject, Serkis Kurkdjian, which was | 

awarded to the latter by a decision of the court of first instance of Bitlis, and demands - 
that this legation should require Mr. Knapp to.surrender tho house in question. | , 

| The legation of the United States has on several occasions had the honor to explain 
- to the ministry of foreign affairs the circumstances of this suit and its reasons formot 

. thinking that it should order Mr. Knapp to submit to the claims of the said Serkis, 
whose only recourse is against the Imperial Government, as is explained in the note | 

_ of this legation-No. 64, dated the 11th July, 1881, of which a copy is inclosed, and as ia 
| shown by the documents in support which are in the possession of the ministry of 

_ justice. - a - | . 
Considering the unquestionable rights of Mr. Knapp in all this question, and the | 

official documents, and the sentence which he holds given by the tribunal of the cheri, . , 
_’ this legation thought it might hope that a just and equitable solution would have 

been the result of a serious examination of this question. But such not being the.- 
case, the ministry of justice insisting upon the execution of the sentence of the tribu- 
nal of first instance of Bitlis,and,on the other hand, Mr. Knapp, who had the mis- 
fortune to be the companion of Mr. Reynolds when they were attacked by Moussa Bey, 
being now on his way to Washington for the purpose of following up these affairs, | 

- this legation can only submit the question to his Government and ask for instructions. — 

ee a No. 628. — | OO . 

Ce _ Mr. Heap to Mr. Frelinghuysen. . a | | 

No. 453.] _ _ _LEGATION OF THE UNITED Srares, > 
Constantinople, December 1, 1884. (Received December 22.) 

Siz: Twenty-four years ago the American Board of Commissioners _ | 
_ for Foreign Missions opened two schools at Harpoot (Armenia),one for — 

boys and the other for girls. These schools have grown into the male . 
_ ‘and female department of the Euphrates College. No permit or license 

_ to open these schools was obtained from the Government, or seems to 
have been required at that period. 1t would appear that it was not | 

_ until January, 1883, that the director of the college received a note | 
from the mudir (sub-governor) of the district, making inquiry if the | 

- school had received the authorization required by law. - | 7 
Relying upon the long period that the school had been in existence es 

and the approval it seemed to obtain from the authorities, the mission- 
aries did not consider it necessary to make application for a permit —. 

- until April last. The application remained without notice from the
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provincial authorities, who have now ordered the college to be closed, 

| and threaten, if the order is not obeyed, to close it by the exercise of 

force. . 7 | : 

I received a few days ago a letter from.Mr. Peet, the treasurer of the — 

Bible House, inclosing a statement from the director of the college, and 

| about the same time a telegram from Colonel Everett, Her Britannic — 

Majesty’s consul at Erzeroum, was shown to me by the British chargé 

Waffaires, which stated that unless immediate steps were taken, the 

execution of the order to close the school would ‘soon follow. 

In looking into the case it will be seen that the missionaries have un- 

. fortunately failed to comply with the law. They delayed making appli- 

| tion for a permit until a long period had elapsed after a “ board of edu- 

cation” for the district had been organized. This board was appointed 

a in 1876, and a permit should have been asked for at once. 

| This is one of the points against them. Another is, that since the | 

Jaw regulating the opening of schools was promulgated, additions have 

| been built to the dwelling house of the director and converted into a _ 

| school without the sanction of the authorities; and the third is that the 

director refused to allow an inspector of schools, appointed by the im- 

perial authorities, to inspect the girls’ school, on the ground that he was 

@ young man and unmarried, and when the authorities sent a remon- 

strance on the subject to the director, he replied that it was true that 

he had refused admission to the inspector, and that he would continue 

to do so. a | | 

I inclose a copy of my correspondence with Mr. Peet, and ofanoteI — 

| addressed to the Porte on this subject, with a translation of the same. 

This case is an additional evidence of the necessity for establishing a 

consulate at Siras,in Asia Minor. All this trouble would probably have. 

: ‘been avoided if our citizens dwelling in that region had a competent 

and judicious person, conversant with the laws and usages, to whom 

Oo they might apply in case of necessity for counsel and assistance. | 

, American missionaries in Turkey are surrounded with people who are 

jealous of their work. Up toa recent period ithey did not meet with 

--Inuch opposition, but their success in establishing schools and obtain- 

ing scholars has inflamed the bigotry of rival Christian sects, and every 

opportunity is now taken to impede their work. | 

| Iam, &c., oe a oe 

| / G. H. HEAP, : . 

ne -  Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. 

~ [Inclosure 1 in No. 453.] | | 

. Mr. Peet to Mr. Heap. 
oo. - Brsite HOUSE, 

. | Consiantinople, November 19, 1884. 

| DEAR Sir: Referring to our conversation of to-day in regard to Mr. Barnum’s new 

difficulty at Harpoot, I herewith inclose a copy of a paper lately received from him 

on the “relation of the college (American) at Harpoot to the Turkish Government.” 

From this it appears that the objection of the Government, although doubtless to the 

entire enterprise at Harpoot, is now aimed at the girls’ school occupying a newly 

inade addition to the house lately occupied by the Rev. Mr. AUen. 

The case now on hand is this: During a late call by Rev. Mr. Barnum on the vali 

: he was told (by the vali) that an order to close the girls’ school had been received from 

the department. of interior, because the building in which it was held was built for a 

house but now used asaschool. They are daily expecting to be confronted by an of- — 

. ficer charged with the execution of this order. If they should, it is difficult to say 

what the result would be, as the school is in their own private house, which they feel 

justified in defending from intrusion. According to their statement just at hand, the
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order, if executed, will be resisted till forcible measures are used; to what extent. ' 
beyond that point I can’t say. They seem determined to hold out against what — | | 

_ they deem an invasion of their rights of domicile. | : 
The position seems to be a grave one. I hope.you will write at your earliest op- 

portunity to Mr. Barnum, giving him some hints as to the lines on which he can rely 
for assistance from the embassy, and, if you are willing to do so, some advice asto 

_ the course he had best pursue would be, I know, very gratefully received. I feel it | 
to be one of those cases in which the action ‘taken there ought to be in perfect har- 
mony with the views held by the legation. I would suggest an early communica- oe 

_ tion, as events there may come to an issue very soon. | | | 
With many thanks for the attention already bestowed upon the case, eS 

I am, &e., oe 
, W. W. PEET. © Lot 

a . {Inclosure 2 in No. 453.] © . 

felation of the college at Harpoot to the Turkish Government.  - r 

_ __Itis now about twenty-nine years since Harpoot became a missionary station. . 
_ Very soon after the arrival of the missionaries they opened a school for boys and an- 

other for girls in the city. | . 
: These were the germs which were fostered and developed until they grew into the | | 

male and female departments of the ‘‘ Euphrates College.” 7 , 
In 1876 the first board of education for the district was organized here. They sent — ae 

out a circular asking for a list of pupils and studies in all the schools. The first re- 
: sponse to this circular was from us. This board visited the male department and the - 

vali subsequently visited the female department, and all gave us the highest com- 
mendation. From that time to the present we have responded to every request for 7 
the programme of study, &c. The schools have had frequent visits from the higher 
officials in the civil and military service. . 
In the autumn of 1882 a superintendent of schools (maaurif mudir) and an inspector 

 -» . (mufettish), from the Harpoot vilayet, arrived from Constantinople. I learned at the 
_ time that before they arrived here they made the boast to some persons who went 

out to escort them into the town that they would take the American schools in hand. ~ . 
I called on them several times, and told them we should be glad of their assistance in 
the improvement of our schools, &c.; and although they visited the schools, they 
seemed to be under some restraint, but showed no open opposition. | 

In January, 1883, I received a note from the. mudir, asking how many schools we 
had, and whether they had the “ authorization required by law”; also the names of 

| the teachers employed in them, and whether they had the necessary diplomas from 
the ‘‘department of education.” To this I replied, giving a list of the teachers and 
the lessons which they taught, and stating their credentials, saying if something 
more than these credentials were needed they would be happy to be examined, each : 

_ In hisown department, for a diploma from the board of education. Nearly two years : 
_ have passed and we have heard nothing about examinations or diplomas since. | 

In the same communication I stated that we had a school for males and another 
‘ for females, and several departments ; that the germ of the first was planted twenty- 

| five years ago, and of the latter twenty-four years ago; that at that time, so far as we 
know, there were no regulations regarding permission to be obtained, and that the | 7 
schools had frequently been visited officially,and no one had said that we ought 
to seek such permission, but we now learned it for the first time. I said, however, 
that we hadvno desire to proceed contrary to law, and made a formal request for per- | 
mission. In conversation with the mudir he said that permission could be granted: | 

_ here if the vali favored it; if not, it must come from the central board. He promised | 
_, to aid in securing it. The vali also said there could be no possible objection to it, as | 

he said, “ We have visited the schools and have already expressed our approbation.” — 
_ No reply to this application having been received, as I was about to proceed to Con- 

_ stantinople, I spoke again to the vali (in April), saying that I would like to have the 
request considered, so that if it was retused here I might make application at Con- 
stantinople. He replied, ‘‘The idou myliss has been very busy, and wéhavenotcon-  —s— | 

_ sidered it; then, too, we have attached no importance to it, for what other school 
| has received permission to be?” => , | a 

The following June I mentioned the case to General Wallace, and he expressed a 
serious doubt as to the wisdom of making a formal application for permission, as it | 
would be a tacit admission that we had hitherto been in the wrong; so the matter was 
dropped, and we have heard nothing more about it directly save occasionally rumors | 

_. that the maaurif authorities proposed to close the college. a ; | 
| These gentlemen have been exercised about another matter, The girls’ school
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| ~ never had separate and special quarters. It was opened in Mr. Allen’s house, and as 
its needs of room increased Mr. Allen gave up some rooms and built others for him- 

| self, he all the time paying a large tax on the whole building. Two years ago last 
spring Mr. Allen built another addition to the same building, giving up his former 
house entirely to the girls, and for-nearly a year he occupied the new premises. One 

| year ago he allowed the female department to go into the new rooms, and he returned 
| to his original house. | | Ce | | 

The board of education have made formal complaint that a building which was | 
erected as a house is now used as a girls’ school, and also the inspector of schools, a 
young unmarried Turk, wished to see whether it was really occupying these premises, 
but he was not allowed to doso. The vali sent me the complaint, asking for explana- 
tion. I gave the facts about the dwelling as above, and also said that not only was. 
the inspector denied admission to the girls’ school, but he always would be. | 

If it is thought best to make a formal application for the college to be recognized — 
as such, we are willing to do so, unless, as General Wallace suggested, it is implied | 
that its continuance has been illegal, and so run the risk of a refusal, and if a firman 
can be secured for the. premises now occupied as girls’ school, we shall be only too 
glad, as it will save some 5 lires a year in taxes. | 

| From the very first we have used extreme care to give the Government no just oc- 
.  easion to find fault. The whole trouble now comes from the two officials sent from 

Constantinople. Whether the animus of their strong opposition to us is from the 
central department at Constantinople having failed to do anything to improve the . 
Turkish schools, they wish to show that they have done something Dy interfeiing with 
us, or whether it is envy that our schools should so far outstrip their own, 1s not easy 
to decide. —_ . 

- - | ALN. BARNUM. | 
HaRpPoot, October 3, 1884. a | . 

| | . [Inclosure 3 in No. 453. J . : 

| Mr. Peet to Mr. Heap. oe 

CONSTANTINOPLE, November 21, 1884. | | 
Dear Sir: Dr. Barnum, of Harpoot, mentioned in a communication lately received : 

that, in his opinion, if some notice was sent from our legation to the vali of each 
province in which American citizens are residing, to the effect that the English con- 

| suls are the protectors of American citizens, it would meet a felt want now. Possi- 
bly it is best not to interfere with the course which your communication to Washing- | 
ton may have in this regard, but on this point you will know best. 

- Yours, &c.,. 
| | W. W. PERT. 

[Inclosure 4 in No. 453.] | : - 

Mr. Heap to Mr. Peet. - : coe , 

Co LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, Doe 
. Constantinople, November 24, 1884. . | 

oO Sir: Your letter of the 19th instant, inclosing a statement from Mr. Barnum con- 
cerning the school at Harpoot has been confirmed by a telegram the British embassy 
‘has received from Colonel Everett, Her Majesty’s consul at Erzeroum. I sent Mr. 

| Gargiulo to-day to the minister of public instruction, as I am suffering with a bad , 
cold, &c., and cannot go myself. The minister stated that he had sent an order by | 
the direction of the council to close all schools that had not received permits from the . 
Government, and that he could not recall it except by order of the same council. I 

. have written a note to the minister of foreign affairs, requesting him to have the or- 
. der suspended, and made formal application for a permit for the school. | 

. in case the authorities persist in closing the schools, my advice would be for Mr. 
Barnum to protest against such an act, but to offer a passive resistance only, leaving 
the responsibility to the authorities if they employ force, which I donot think they 
will venture to do. — oS . 
The suggestion that I should inform the valis that American citizens are under the 

protection of English consuls is altogether inadmissible. I have written, as I said I 
would, to the Secretary of State, and must await his instructions. | | 

: G. H. HEAP. - :
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a a . | {Inclosure 5 in No. 453.) | me . | | 

| _ | : Mr. Heap to Assim Pasha. | | 

7 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| | . Constantinople, November 24, 1884. | 

| Mr. Minister: I have the honor to inform your excellency that I am informed by . 
a recent communication from Harpoot that the authorities of that place have been 
instructed by the imperial ministry of public instruction to summarily close the Amer- 

_  iean school of Harpoot on the plea that this school had not obtained a permit. | 
_ A measure of so rigorous a character could only be justified in the case of aschool | | 
opened after the law on the subject was already put in vigor. But your excellency , 
will Tam sure, agree with me, that the school in question having already been in opera- 
tion twenty-four years with the knowledge and to the satisfaction of the authorities a 

| who have visited it on several occasions, that a board of public instruction has been 
in existence in Harpoot only since 1876, and that this board never made a complaint | 
on the subject of the permit until the end of last year, in consequence of which Mr. 
Barnum, the director of the school, addressed a request in due form in April last to the - 
vali, with the object of obtaining the necessary permit; but notwithstanding all Mr. 

_ Barnum’s urgency, his request has, so far, remained without effect. . 
| Your excellency will, I am sure, acknowledge that it would hardly be equitable to 

take such summary action with regard to schools of this category, and that since ap- 
| plication for a permit was made seven months since, it is but right that the result of 

— this application should be awaited. : : 
In-order to avoid any further delay, since the vali has paid no attention to Mr. Bar- 

_ num’s application, I have to request of your excellency that a permit be granted for 
the American school at Harpoot, and to beg you at the same time to have orders sent 

- to the authorities of Harpoot to suspend all action until this question is settled. 
a I beg, &c., | : oe | (oe 

| | . | G. H. HEAP. 

- — -No. 629.0 = 7 

Oo Mr. Heap to Mr. Frelinghuysen, 

No. 457.) | _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED StaTEs, | 
ye Constantinople, December 18, 1884. (Received Jan. 5, 1885.) | 

. Sir: The managers of the printing establishment at the American | 
Bible House having complained to the minister of public instruction of 

_ certain measures tending to injure the sale of the Bibles printed by 
_ them, he expressed the wish to see Mr. Gargiulo, the interpreter of the — - 

legation, on the subject. The latter called at the ministry on the 15th —_ 
_ Instant and has embodied the conversation he had with the minister in 

a report, copy of which is inclosed. _ It will be seen by this report. that 7 
the new regulation of which the missionaries complain, will, if enforced, 
be of a nature to inflict much injury to their trade in books. an 

_ An occurrence that has recently come to light will, I fear, cause 
trouble to the missionaries and increase the prejudice of the Turks 
against the dissemination of their books among Mohammedans. 

| _ Mr. Wyndham, the British chargé d’affaires, came to see me some 
days ago, and informed me that Messrs. Bliss and Dwight, American __ : 
missionaries, had called on him to ask for his official interference in behalf 
of fifteen Mohammedans who, they stated, having embraced Christianity, 

_ had been imprisoned by the Turkish authorities in a village near Con-- 
stantinople, and were being starved to death. They added that there 
were some two hundred others in the vicinity of Mersine on the Gulf_ 
of Caramania, who were ready to abjure Islamism, and whose safety 
was in jeopardy. The missionaries. assured Mr. Wyndham that these | 
conversions were brought about by the reading of their books and not a 
by personal persuasion on their part. If this is the case, the removal _ 
Of obstructions to the sale of their books will become still more ditficult, |
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‘In answer to Mr. Wyndham’s inquiry as to what the United States 
_ legation would be inclined to do under the circumstances, I replied 

| that I was of opinion that my Government could not interfere in the 
matter, as the converts are Turkish subjects, but that I would report the 
subject to you and await instructions. In the mean time I was ready 
to take any unofficial action that might be thought useful. Mr. Wynd- 

| ham had already seen the ministers of foreign affairs and police, and | 
had been assured that there was no foundation for the assertion that 
these men were either imprisoned or being starved. or 

Nothing could have occurred of a nature more likely to arouse the 
violent fanaticism of the Turkish population. : 

| G. H. HEAP, 
. Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. 

| [Inclosure in No. 457.] . OS | 

| | | Mr. Gargiulo to Mr. Heap. 

| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - 
| 7 —- Constantinopie, December 17, 1884. 

Srr: I have the honor to inform you that his excellency Moustapha Pasha, minis- 
oO ter of public instruction, having expressed the wish to see me onaccount of some mat- 

ters concerning the American Bible and Mission Societies, I called on him on the 15th 
instant. Hesaid he had sent for me to inform me that the books which are published 
by the Bible and Mission Societies must hereafter bear on their title-pages the in- 
scription that they are ‘‘for the use of Protestants”; that unless this is done no pub- 
lications of these societies will be allowed by the board of public instruction ; that 
the gospel as it is published by those societies differs from the gospel of the Greeks, 
the Armenian, &c., and that ifI doubted it he would submit a copy of itto the Greek 
patriarch and ask him to express his opinion on the matter. : 

7 I replied that the matter had already been argued and the discussion exhausted as 
, to the inscription on the title-page of those books. That instead of that inscription, it 

had beep agreed to insert on the title-page that the book was ‘published and printed 
at the expense of the American Bible and Mission Societies.” That there is but one 

a Bible and but one gospel universally for all Christians, und that it was not my business — 
to argue about it; and as to my consenting that it should be submitted to the Greek 
patriarch, I could not acknowledge his authority in this question nor recognize his 

| right to intervene in our business matters; but at the same time, I added, that I did 
not pretend to forbid his submitting the gospel to whomsoever he pleased. That the 

| American missionaries had already objected to that inscription and that they will 
never submit to a treatment different from that offered to other creeds and sects. 
Finally, I asked him to show me the paragraph of the law which requires such an 
inscription [there is none]. ‘To this hereplied, ‘‘We make the law ourselves, to suit 
our convenience.” I closed the discussion by saying that the question being brought 
to such a point, I did not feel authorized to discuss it any further unless I received 
Anstructions from the head of the legation, to whom I should report. 

In connection with what precedes I must state that since three or four years a great 
many difficulties have been raised to the circulation of the books of the missionaries 

. within the Ottoman dominions, in consequence ot which Mr. Wallace, United States 
minister, caused the Ottoman Government toappoint a commission with the view of _ 
finding some method to put an end to these constant: vexations. That commission, 
which was held at the board of public instruction, and on which Dr. Dwight and 
myself were appointed as commissioners, agreed that every book that was published 
should bear on its title-page the number and date of its authorization by the said 
board, with the indication that it was published by the American Bible and Mission . 
Societies; that with regard to the books already printed and those coming from 
abroad, a slip of paper with the same inscription should be pasted on their title-page. 
There is hardly a year since this arrangement was made with the department of. 
publie instruction, and it is already totally disregarded. 

The effect of accepting this new proposition will be the following : 
(1) All the books which these societies have now in hand will be excluded from 

circulation. . . 7 | | a | |
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(2) No book coming from abroad will be allowed to enter the Ottoman territory on 
account of its not having the inscription required. = : 8 ce 

(8) Finally, the Turkish authorities, immediately after its acceptance, will forbid oe 
the introduction of the books thus marked in places where there is no Protestant 
community, and through this policy strike a deadly blow to the business of the Ameri- . 
can Bible and Mission Societies, and completely destroy the work of sixty years. | 

Such being the state of affairs, I respectfully submit the case to you, sir, and await 
your further instructions. , | 

Iam, &c., - | | 
| —_ a A. A. GARGIULO, 

eS . Interpreter of Legation.  . 

| | No. 630. : : | : 

. 4 

| Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Heap. | 

~~ No. 249.] 0 _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, res a 
oe | - Washington, December 31, 1884. | 

~ Sir: I have received your No. 453, of the 1st instant, relative to the 
American “ Euphrates College” at Harpoot, Asia Minor, which the lo- | 
cal authorities there threaten to close.on the plea that a permit had not 
been obtained. | _ - a a a 
- Your note of the 24th ultimo to the minister for foreign affairs, re- — 
monstrating against any summary action of the character described, | 
meets with the Department’s approbation and approval. a 

You may further say to that minister that the President takes es- - 
pecial interest in this case, and, deeming the equities so conclusively on 

- the side of the American college at Harpoot, he hopes that. the merely _ | 
| technical point of the permit will be covered by the issuance of one in 

response to the application which was promptly made by the managers 
| of the college as soon as they received their first official intimation that Oo 

permit was necessary. | es 
You will press this point with all the friendly discretion at your com- _ | 

| mand, since the forcible closing of the college now would have an irri- 

tating effect on American sentiment and impair the strenuous efforts of 
| this Government to lessen the strain which has unfortunately grown 

up in our relations with that of Turkey. — 7 7 | a 
| Tam, &c., | ce oe 

| FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. a 

. | ~~ No, 631. | | | ae oo 

Mr. Wallace to Mr. Frelinghuysen. oes | 

No. 460.] os | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
fee Constantinople, January 8, 1885. (Received January 27.) — 

| Sir: [have the honor to forward for your consideration a communi- - 
- gation received yesterday from the Sublime Porte relative to the case of 

| Dr. Pfilaum. — an | | | 
~ You will observe his excellency admits that some “irregularities” 

| have been discovered in the proceeding against the doctors, andthenin- | 
_ forms us that the judge and another official of the tribunal have been :
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OS relieved of their functions, and the president himself has been duly 
reprimanded. | a : . 7 = 

Are the punishments inflicted satisfactory to the United States? It 
is for the President to answer. © 

If, without impertinence, I may express an opinion, it appears to me 
from the admissions here conveyed that there is a greater necessity 
than ever for vigorously pressing the indemnity demand in Dr. Pflaum’s 

| behalf. oe | : —_ | | 
Very respectfully, &c., | a oo 

- | a . LEWIS WALLACE. © 

| Inclosure in No. 460.—Translation. } 

| Assim Pasha to Mr. Wallace. | | 

. a SUBLIME PORTE, January 7, 1885. 
Mr. ENvoy: Referring to my note of the 30th of last April, No. 74404, 19, I have the © 

honor to inform you that after inquiry made by the ministry of justice, it has been 
found that certain irregularities occurred in the management of the affairs concerning 

. Dr. Maurice Pflaum, an American citizen. The examining magistrate, as well as the 
| recorder of the court of Asos, have, consequently, been removed, and the president of 

“ _ the tribunal, himself, has been duly reprimanded. | : 
Accept, &c., | | : 7 

| | | oe ASSIM.. 

| No. 632. | 

Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Heap. | 

No. 251.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| Washington, January 10, 1885. _ 

SiR: I have received your No. 457, of the 18th ultimo, relative to the | 
sale of books printed at the American Bible House, and the obstructions 
placed upon the sale of such volumes by the Government of Turkey. \_ 
You also inclose a report of an interview between Mr. Gargiulo and the 7 
minister of public instruction respecting the subject. oe 

. _ You will say to the Government of Turkey that we regard this matter _ 
as settled by mutual agreement, as Mr. Gargiulo’s report com petently — 

| shows. The joint commission of a year ago, to which he alludes, pre- 
pared regulations for the class of publications mentioned in your dis- 
patch, and we assented tothem. This, then, constitutes an international 

: understanding and one not to be set aside by either party unless for. 
- good and sufficient reasons, which are not now apparent. The United _ 

States expects and insists, therefore, that this agreement shall be duly 
| observed, but if experience should have developed objections to the 

present mode of operation, and Turkey should ask for a commission of _ 
revision, setting forth the grounds for such action, this Government | 
would be happy to consider that request in connection with England 

| and other Christian powers concerned. os | 
Iam, &e.,. | a | He 

| FRED’K T, FRELINGHUYSEN. 

‘ ,
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| - Mr. Wallace to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

No. 461.) , LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Constantinople, January 13, 1885. (Received January 31.) 

Sir: I have the honor to inclose for your consideration a copy of a — 

communication received yesterday from the Sublime Porte relative to | 
the affair of Messrs. Knapp and Reynolds. oo 

It follows the proceeding in the case of Dr. Pflaum by saying that 

irregularities having been committed by the judge of the examining _ 

court and the deputy of the imperial prosecuting attorney, they (the | 

judge and the deputy) have been “put under judgment.” | 7 , 

In the first place we are not informed of the irregularities discovered. 

In the next place we are not told what the judgment is under which , 

the two officials have been put. Nevertheless, the President is expected 

to be satisfied with what is here doled out to us and forego further de- | 

mands. Such is evidently the purpose of the communication. 
Mr. Knapp is now in America; wher here he was taken by the inter- a 

preter of the legation before the minister of justice, and in answer to a | 

question put by that official said, “‘ They brought four or five mentome, —_ 

and I was asked if any of them were my assailants; I pointed at one | 

of them and answered, ‘Yes, that is the man’” The individual thus = =~ 

_ clearly identified was Moussa Bey, who I am informed is to be seen | 

every day going about in perfect freedom. oo | 

I respectfully advance the same opinion in this matter as in the case 

of Dr. Pflaum. - | | | _ 

Coa Very respectfully, &c., — | : | | 
| a | | LEWIS WALLACE. a 

. ‘ ee | : : . 

| | {Inclosure in No. 461.—Translation.] | oO 

Assim Pasha to Mr. Wallace. Oo 

Co : an | SUBLIME PoRTE, January 12, 1885. | : 

Mr. Envoy: Referring to the note of my department, under date of the 21st of last 

April, No. 74294, 17, relative to the act of aggression. followed by robbery, of which 

_ Messrs. Knapp and Reynolds were the victims, in the vilayet of Bitlis, I have the 

honor to. inform your excellency that the inquest made by the ministry of justice. | 

having revealed certain irregularities committed by the examining magistrate and 

the deputy imperial prosecutor, these two magistrates have been put under judg- 

ment. oo | | ra . 

. Concerning the examination and judgment of the affair itself, the judicial author- . 

ities will carry them out with the greatest activity, and there is every reason to hope _ : 

that they will shortly be entirely finished. oe | | | | 

In reserving to myself to make known to your excellency the’ solution obtained as 

‘goon as it shall have been communicated to me by the ministry of justice, [ seize, &c., | 
a | ASSIM. | 

7 a No. 634. oo 7 Ho 

_ - Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Wallace. Oe 

No. 254.) _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| —. Washington, January 22, 1885. | 

Sir: I herewith transmit a copy of a note from the minister of Turkey 
at this capital, of November 26, 1884, in regard to the disputed inter- | 

pretation of the fourth article of the treaty of 1830, between the United _ |
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States and Turkey. I have merely said in reply that a copy of this note 
would be sent to you for your information in the examination of the 
matter under the instructions which have already been given to you. 
What the Department desires now is a full report from you upon the 

: subject. | Te Se os : 
You will observe from a perusal of Tevfik Pasha’s note, that the ground 

is now changed, and that the words “ arrested and tried” are the only 
ones which are regarded as wanting in the Turkish text. These are not _ 
in juxtaposition in the English text. | | 

Tevfik’s collocation of these words in one phrase is somewhat mis- 
leading. The words are in two different clauses: | a 

(a) They shall not be arrested and put in prison by the local authorities, and 
(b) They shall be tried by their minister or consul and punished. | 

It is not denied that the prohibition against imprisonment by the local 
authorities exists, and itis not logical to insist on the omission of “ arrest”. 

| without which no imprisonment would be possible. And all the versions 
| agree that our citizens are to be punished according to their offense only © 

through the instrumentality of their ministers and consuls. How such 
instrumentality can award and inflict punishment in accordance with 
the offense, if the necessary stage of judicial ascertainment is omitted, 

| ‘does not appear. — i | 
The citation by Tevfik Pasha establishes the very fact he attempts to 

| refute, that Rhind’s negotiations were in French and that the Turkish | 
text submitted to him by the reis effendi was said to be the exact equiva- 

| lent of the text agreed upon in French. I may here properly advert, 
then, to our view that the words “ following in this respect the usage ob- 
served towards other Franks” is merely explanatory of the specific treat- 
ment there accorded and defined in the article, and 1s not to be deemed 
as the essential clause subjecting the treatment of American citizens to 
all the changes it might thereafter undergo. 

_ As for the state of jurisdiction in 1830 Tevfik Pasha’s statement is re- 
stricted, and not borne out by a historical examination of the facts. The 

7 distinguished publicist, Pradier-Fodéré, than whom there is no higher | 
authority, in a paper contributed to the Revue de Droit International et 
de Législation Comparée in 1869 (tom. I) sums up the procedure under — 

| | the capitulations as follows (p. 126): | | a - “s 

Liinviolabilité du domicile et dans le cas de flagrant dél't, la défense aux autorités 
locales @arréter dans une maison européenne, méme un indigéne coupable, sans Vassis- 
tance d’un officier du consulat owde V’ambassade; ledroit pour les nationanx des pays | 
de Voccident d’étre jugés par leurs ambassadeurs ou leurs consuls dans toutesleurs con- 

. . testations civiles ou criminelles, et V’autorisation pour les autorités ottomanes de pré- . 
ter main-forte aux agents diplomatiques et aux consuls pour assurer l’exécution des 

| sentences rendues. / | | 

Or in English, as follows: | a 

The inviolability of domicil, and in the case of flagrante delicto, the local authorities 
to be forbidden to make an arrest in a European house even of a guilty native, with-. 
out the help of an officer of the consulate or embassy; the right of citizens of nations | 
of the West to be judged by their ambassadors or consuls in their civil or criminal liti- 

. gations and ihe authority to be given to Ottoman officials to assist diplomatic agents 
and consuls in securing the execution of pronounced sentences. | 

So far as the Turkish position may be inferred from what has been _ 
said heretofore, it implies contention for four alternate stages of pro- 
cedure, Viz: | | Oo 7 | 

(a) The Turks to arrest (which is expressly forbidden by the capitula- 
| tions). | | ae | 

_. (b) The minister to imprison. Ce |
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(ce) The Turks to try the accused in the presence of their minister or | 
consul. (but without the latter exercising any of the “instrumentality ” oe 

~ which the treaty of 1830 admittedly reserves to them); and a | 
(da) The minister or ‘consul to “punish” in accordance with the offense _ 

_ (although all instrumentality in fixing a punishment in accordance with 
the offense is denied to the minister or consul). | | 

Nothing could better show the incongruity of the Turkish claim than 
this formulation of their position after some twenty years of discussion. 
Under the circumstances, therefore, 1 can only reiterate the oft-re- 

_ peated assertion of this Government, that it is still without any intelli- 
gible and congruous English or French version which the Sublime Porte 
admits as correctly interpreting the Turkish text, certainly nene can be 
deduced from Tevfik Pasha’s present note. ; ae | 

_ - Your report is awaited before further instructing you in the premises. — : 
Iam, &e. oe : | : 7 

| | FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. 

ho | | : No. 635. | | | | | - 

Slop | Mr. Wallace to Mr. Frelinghuysenw ee 

No. 466.] — LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | SO 
Constantinople, January 24, 1885. (Received February 16.) | 

Str: I have the honor to report that I transmitted a note requesting __ 
_ the minister of foreign affairs to inform me if 8 per cent. ad valorem was | 
the tariff rate now levied upon goods imported from my country, and 
whether that was the rate imposed upon imports from other .countries. 

The inducement to send this note with its inquiries was a suspicion 7 
that a misapprehension of the tariff now in enforcement against our - 
goods had grown out of the use ina recent dispatch of his excellency 

- Yeviik Pasha of the words ad valorem, without a statement of the rate a 
of duties levied. * : | | 

Yesterday I called upon the minister of foreign affairs, and had a pleas- 7 
ant conversation with him upon the subject. He said the note had been _ | 
referred for information, and that as soon as the necessary reports were : | 
at hand he would give me an answer. Speaking, then, of the matter _ 

- generally, he said he understood that America was receiving exactly the _ | 
_ Same treatment in this respect as the other powers. “In fact,” he pro- | 
ceeded to say, ‘‘we have no power to do other than treat her commer- | - 
cially as a favored nation” = = ©. a ee | 

The signification of the remark you will at once understand. Itook it — : 
_ aS a broad recognition of our claim under the treaty of 1830, and if the - 

idea is that of the Sublime Porte, we certainly have no cause of com-— 
_ -plaint on that score. _ | oe | 
: I asked him how the negotiation of the new tariffs was progressing. 

He replied substantially, ‘The tariffs with France, Germany, England, | 
- and Russia are nearly completed.” a 7 | 

“And what of the treaties?” | an 
— We have not begun with them yet.” 

‘‘Ts it the purpose of the Sublime Porte to make one and the same 
treaty with all the powers?” I asked him. | a | | - 

“Yes; one unique treaty with them all.” | | | 
“Then,” I said, “the initiative lies upon the Sublime Porte. Have -
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you a treaty drafted to present to the powers? If so, I would be glad 
of a copy for immediate transmission to my Government.” . 

| His excellency seemed to recognize the j ustice of the remark about 
the initiative being upon the Porte, for he answered without demur, 
“The council of ministers is now engaged upon the draft of a treaty ; 
It is pretty well advanced, and when finished I will be happy to furnish 
you a copy for your Government.” i | 

| From the minister of foreign affairs I went to his highness the grand 
vizier, and led the conversation to the same subject. He said he had 

_ seen my note of inquiry, and repeated that it had been referred for re- 
, port; he also said that it was his information that we were bein 2 treated 

exactly as the other powers; that 8 per cent. was the rate of collection 
: upon our goods. He asked me when our delegate would be sent to ar- 

range anew tariff. I replied that if it appeared officially that we were | 
a receiving the same treatment commercially as the other powers, I was 

quite confident you would direct me to send our delegate at once to enter 
upon the work. All the authorities of my Government asked was sim- _ 

oe ple equality. He then asked me about the new treaty. I told him I 
_ thought if we entered upon the work of arranging a new tariff, at least 

a revision of the old treaty followed as a-‘matter of course. He hoped | 
| America would come in with the other powers, as the aim of the Sub- 
a lime Porte was to put them all, as far as possible, upon a perfect equality _ 

of privilege. = | 
The following points, evoked by the conversation repeated, appear to 

| offer themselves tor consideration by the Department : | 
(1) If duties are now being levied upon our goods by this Government 

| at the rate of 8 per cent. ad valorem, which is exactly that provided for . 
by the treaty of 1862, and the same rate is being imposed npon the im- 
ports of the other powers, we have no ground of complaint against the 
Sublime Porte on this account. | 

oo (2) Our claim to favored nation treatment being thus practically ad- _ 
mitted, is it not good policy on our part to go with the other powers and 
perfect a new tariff arrangement with Turkey as soon as possible. ae | | (3) Such a tariff arrangement necessarily leads on to at leastarevis- 

| ion of the commercial treaty ; if so, and the Sublime Porte contem- 
plates a unique treaty with all the powers, our equality being thus con- 
served, what objection can there be to our entering with the other 
powers into the new treaty arrangement? | : a 

I presume to advance these points now that the Department may be 
somewhat prepared for prompt decision when the reply to my note shall 
have been received. _ | | | | 

A copy of my note of inquiry is herewith. inclosed. , | | 
| Very respectfully, &c., oe 

| CS | | | - LEWIS WALLACE. | 

. {Inclosure in No. 466.] . 

7 | | | Mr. Wallace to Assim Pasha. 

| | _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ | 
| | —  Coustantinople, January-9, 1885. 

EXCELLENCY: To enrwie me to satisfy my Government and possibly correct its 
present understanding of the affair, I have the honor to request your excellency to be 
so good as to inform me if the tariff at present in force against the goods and prod- . 
ucts of wy country imported into the Ottoman Empire is the same as the tariff in 
force against the goods and products of all th® other powers in commercial relations
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with the Sublime Porte. Will you have the goodness to inform me, also, if, a8 I have 
heard from credible sources, the tariff so in force is but 8 per cent. ad valorem? - So 

» — Should your excellency be able to answer me affirmatively on these points, I donot °- 
doubt that my Government will at once direct me to authorize the American consul- | | 

-. general at Constantinople to begin the arrangement of a new tariff in association with SO 
the imperial delegates. _ | | | 

. lL avail, &c., , | | _— . 
| LEWIS WALLACE, | | 

| No. 636. a oe | 

oe . Mr. Wallace to Mr. Frelinghuysen. OO 

No. 467.| _  LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Constantinople, January 24, 1885. (Received February 16.) 

| Siz: I have the honor to inform you that the affair of Euphrates Col- , 
lege (American) at Harpoot, Rev. Mr. Barnum, president, appears to be OS 
advancing toward a friendly settlement. | a | 

_ Mr. Heap, while in charge of the legation, made a strong represen- | 
tation of the case to the Sublime Porte, and pressed the issuance of a 

_ permit for the college. Upon my arrival I followed the matter up, and | | 
. the result of our joint efforts is a telegram from the minister of public — 
instruction to the authorities of Harpoot, that the formalities required = | 

_ by law must be fulfilled, and a permit given at once. | - 
I have written to Mr. Barnum, informing him of the telegram, and 7 

- advising him to comply heartily with the law. _ - | 
The same college authorities appear to have imported a printing press | 

_ in connection with their institution. By the law they should have ob- 7 
_tained a permit to use it before printing anything. Nevertheless, they a 
published some pamphlets or small books without the license, and were 
fined £50 Turkish. Upon examination of the law I became satisfied 

_ that, the facts being admitted by the college people, there was no way 
to escape the penalty, and I advised its payment. It seemed to me 
good policy to do so, for as long as the demand was unsatisfied, it was 
reasonable to expect the application for the permits, one for the college / 
the other for the press, would be refused. Besides that, as a rule of : 
conduct, it appears to me that the legation cannot be expected to inter- | 

_ pose in cases where our citizens attempt to carry on business in defiance | 
- of the imperial laws. - as | | oe 

 Lhave, &ce., oo | | | 
| | : | “LEWIS WALLACE. | , 

| | | | | No. 637, | | | . | 

| | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Wallace. Ce | 7 

No. 257.] — | _DEPARIMENT OF STATE, 
ae | | | ~ Washington, January 29, 1885. 

Str: [ have received your No. 460, of the 8th instant, wherein you 
report that the Sublime Porte now admits the discovery of certain ir- | 
regularities in the treatment of the caseof Dr. Maurice Pflaum and that | 
the removal of two officials and the reprimand of another have been a 

_ made in consequence thereof. It would seem fitting, in the Depart- 
ment’s judgment, that this admission of irregular treatment of thecase
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Should be followed up by an immediate offer on the part of the Govern- 
ment of the Porte to make due reparation to a wronged American citi- 

_. zen. But if such offer be not made within a reasonable time, you are. 
instructed to renew your demand for the payment of a suitable money 

: indemnity. If this step becomes necessary, you will press it with all 
_ consistent force and effectiveness. | a 

| In this connection I herewith transmit a copy of a letter from Mr. 
| Magnus Pflaum, of Pittsburgh, dated the 8th instant, in regard to hi 

brother’s case. I have given to Mr. Bayne, of the House of Representa. _ 
_ tives, who referred the letter hither, the present status of Dr. Pflaum’s 

case. | | | —_ 

FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. 

| {Inclosure in No. 257.] | 

Mr. Pflaum to Mr. Bayne. : | 

| : PITTSBURGH, PA., January 8, 1885. 
~DeEaRr SR: I dislike to-impose upon your good nature as well as your time, yet once 

in awhile I really cannot help myself. My present request. is one of an unusual 
nature, in which I am compelled to urge your assistance. 

. My brother, Dr. Maurice Pflaum, from whom we have heard but little, got himself : 
. in trouble with some Turkish official somewhere near Smyrna, Asia Minor, was im- — 

prisoned, and grossly maltreated, for which a claim was filed, at Constantinople by 
| _ General Lew. Wallace, our ambassador to the Porte. | 

From what I can learn, this matter is now pending nearly a year, and must be on 
a file in the State Department at Washington; our consul at Smyrna informed me that 

. my brother suffered both mentally and physically through the barbarous treatment, 
and is but a wreck of his former self. oe _ —_ 

I also heard that his practice is destroyed and that he is really in needy circum- 
stances. : 

He being an American. citizen our Government should certainly take some active — 
" and speedy steps towards obtaining justice for him. _ 

Can you oblige me by,doing something to have this matter attended to? At all 
| events, let,.me know the status of the case. - 

An early answer will place me under speeial obligations to you. | 
Yours, &c., , : 7 —— 

. . | | | MAGNUS PFLAUM. ~ 

| | No. 638. | | 

| Mr. Wallace to Mr. Frelinghuysen. ee 

No. 468.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
Constantinople, January 30, 1885. (Received February 16.) 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your dispatch No. 
251, touching the sale of books printed at the American Bible House, _ 
&ec., and beg to say in this connection that previous to the receipt of the 
dispatch I had been endeavoring to arrange the matter. _ 

| ‘The course pursued was to sound the minister of public instruction. 
privately, through Mr. Gargiulo, and ascertain his views and disposition. 
Much to my astonishment, he informed the dragoman that he had never 
sent an order of the kind claimed to have been received from his depart- 
ment by the censor at Erzeroom. You will find the claim of the censor 
fully described in the inclosure herewith transmitted. This negation 

| of his excellency the minister was confirmed by his secretary. )
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| Thus enlightened, I called upon the minister in person, and at his 
suggestion agreed to send him an unofficial note explanatory of the i 

~ several points requiring settlement between the legation and his depart- | 

ment. Conformably to the understanding I drafted a communication oo 
covering the points, and will send it to him to-day. | | 

| think the probability of effecting an arrangement in the manner dis- 

~ closed will justify me in withholding a forma) note to the Sublime Porte ~ 

through the minister of foreign aifairs in accordance with the viewsand 
instructions contained in your dispatch No. 251. In case I fail in the 

- negotiation with the minister of publicinstruction, my next step will be 7 

to carry the matter to the Sublime Porte; then I will base my demand | : 

‘upon the ground you point out, viz, of an international arrangement. | 
Hoping my course will meet your approval, oe 

a | | LEWIS WALLACE, | 

| ‘[Inclosure in No. 468.] | | . 

| Mr. Wallace to Moustapha Pasha. | | . 

| . | | - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
. . | Constantinople, January 27, 1885. - 

| My Dear ExceLLency: Referring to the conversation I had with your excellency —.. 

the day of my recent call, I beg to ask your attention in an unofficial way to the iol- 
lowing circumstances : | | 7 

From reports received at this legation, which I consider reliable, Dervich Effendi, — 

the censor at Erzeroom, speaking to the Protestant head of the community there, read _ 

. an order, which he said had been received from Constantinople, to the effect tlrat 
the books of the American Bible House in the latter city could only be sold in cities | 

- and towns in shops rented for the purpose. The effendi gave warning at the same 
time that any one found transgressing the order would be imprisoned. Subsequently : | 

the same effendi repeated the communication to the Protestant Askabad, and added 

that the order from Constantinople was stricter than ever before, and that the books 
of the said American house must pass censorship there (at Erzeroom) and be stamped 
there. | : ' , | | | oo 

Permit me to remark that I think Dervich Effendi is mistaken about the purport of © . 

the order, for when I recall the repeated instances of your liberality in the matter of 
| the books of the American Bible House, it is incredible that such a rule should have | | 

been issued by your excellency’s direction or with your excellency’s knowledge. 
‘The argument in the matter is very simple. The books in question are but the 

stock in trade of the house, exactly as dry goods and hardware are stock in trade. 

The right to sell them is a treaty right, and the mode of selling them is fairly in the | 
discretion of the dealers, who are at liberty to rent shops and sell them over the coun- | 

ters or to hawk them about in the streets and highways, or both. If the books were 

dangerous property, like gunpowder or petroleum, the case would be different ; the 

Government would then be at liberty to subject them to proper regulations devised 
for the safety of the publie. I cannot permit myself to think for a moment that your 

_ excellency would take a step, the effect of which must be to place the Scriptures and | 
Holy Bible, so sacred in the estimation of so many of His Imperial Majesty’s Christian - 
subjects, in the category of dangerous property. Such action would shock the whole | 
Christian world. | | 

As to the secondary censorship, claimed by the effendi for Erzeroom, of books which a 
have been examined and formally permitted by the board of censors of your excel- o 

= lency’s department, it would appear to be an inconsistency, and, if carried out, must 
inevitably lead to censorial conflicts, and reclamations against the Imperial Govern- 
ment for damages. , | | : 

| I beg your excellency to suffer me to lay another matter pertinent to the subject | 
| before you. I am informed that an order has gone forth from the board of censors Oo 

connected with the department of public instruction that for the future no permits , 
for the sale of books by the American Bible House will be granted except the words 
‘for Protestants only” be put upon the title-page. 

If such an order has been issued, your excellency will not fail to see that the con- se 
dition is outside of the arrangement effected last year between the deiegates repre- 
senting, one the department of public instruction, another the Bible House, anda 

_ third this legation, the object being to put an end to the constantly recurring diff- _ 

| - 68 FOR | | | |
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culties in connection with the business of the said Bible House. Moreover, the restric- 
. tion would be invidious, exceedingly hurtful to thé business of the house, and unten- 

able in any view the subject will admit of. — : oO 
So confident am I.that your excellency will look at these matters as I do, that I 

venture the straightforward requests that the censor at Erzeroom may be corrected in 
his construction of the order sent him, and the Bible House be returned to its privi- | 
leges of sale under the arrangement mentioned; also, that the words “for Protes- 

jants only” may not be required to be put upon the title-page of books of the said | 
ouse. 

Iam, &c., 7 
| - LEWIS WALLACE. 

os No. 639. 

| Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Wallace. 

No. 260.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
: Washington, February 4, 1885. 

Siz: I have received your No. 461, of the 13th ultimo, inclosing a 
copy of a note from the minister for foreign affairs admitting the dis- 
covery of unnamed irregularities in the case of Messrs. Knapp and Rey- 
nolds, and saying that certain officials have been “put under judgment” 
on that account. a | 

This step is viewed with satisfaction as evidence of a desire on the 
part of the Turkish Government to recede from the deadlock into which 
the matter has fallen through the action of the Turkish authorities, and _ 
of a purpose to act in accordance with international comity and right 
counsel. It remains to be seen, however, whether substantial justice 
for these injured men can be reached, and certainly no less will satisfy 
US. a 
Under all the circumstances of this case the Government of the . 

United States rightly expects that the Government of Turkey will make 
early and duereparation to Messrs. Knapp and Reynolds for the outrages" 

; perpetrated by Moussa Bey, whose identity is beyond question. 
: - You will, however, be governed in presenting the matter to the Turk- 

| _ ish Government by the terms of my instruction to you of the 29th 
ultimo, No. 257, relative to the case of Dr. Plaum. —| | . 

Iam, &c., | | | ve ess 
. , FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. 

No. 640. | | _ 

| Mr. Wallace to Mr. Frelinghuysen. : 

No. 471.] : LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| * Constantinople, February 6, 1885. (Received February 23.) 

Siz: It appears from the inclosures herewith forwarded that the gov- 
ernor of Syria has closed a couple of schools, which, for a long time past, 
have been conducted under the supervision of American Presbyterian ° 
missionaries in that province. | | 

You will observe that there are threé questions raised by the proceed- 
ing, one touching the schools, another relative to shutting up of a place — 
of worship, and a third one respecting the seizure of property alleged 
to belong te Dr. Eddy, an American citizen, resident in Beirut. Hach | 
of these points, it seems to me, requires separate consideration, and, 
possibly, separate action. Common prudence demanded that I should
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have the fullest information as to the facts. Applying myself to the | 
reports which have reached the legation through the consulate-general, = 
the meagerness of recital by Consul Robeson became apparent. » These a 
recitals you will find in inclosures numbered 1 and 2. ee 

To obtain something more satisfactory, I addressed a note to Consul- : 
General Heap, a copy of which is forwarded as inclosure No.3. The | 
bearing of the several points of inquiry to be sent to Consul Robeson 
by Mr. Heap will be at once manifest to you. a co | 

— With a view to obtaining, if possible, the Turkish version of the affair, 
I sent a verbal request to the minister of public instruction to be good 
enough to telegraph the governor and ask him why he had closed the — 
schools. Answer was returned that the step had been taken under the 

- general departmental order requiring permits. If this should be con- | . 
firmed, as I do not doubt it will, by Consul Robeson, we shall knew that _ 
the managers of the schools, whoever they are, were in the wrong at 
the outset. In saying this I take it for granted that you do not desire | 
me to take a position maintaining as a right anything in the nature of | 
business which is clearly violative of the laws of the Empire. _ | 

In the next place, it may turn out that the place of worship, the school, 
and the residence at Ain Kunyet Banias were all under one roof and | 
occupied by natives of the country; and,should it so appear, then, keep- 
ing the affair divided into the three branches, I think you willfurther | 
agree with me that the legation will have no justifiable demand upon | me 
the Sublime Porte, as respects the school and the place of worship, for 
the reason that our Government has never assumed a protectorate over | 
institutions purely native. — 7 | — i 

Protection of Protestant Christian subjects of the Ottoman Empire 
has heretofore been assumed by the English, and their authority for , 
such protection is referable to the treaty of Berlin, just as protection | 

_of Catholic and Greek Christians in the Empire appears to have been | 
allotted to France and Russia, respectively. | | | | , 

_ Then, with respect to the house as the property of Dr. Eddy, if it — 
should turn out that it was occupied by a native (or natives) of the 
country, in fact a subject of His [Imperial Majesty, the redress must be | 
sought by and in the name of the occupant, who, in my opinion, must | 
address himself to the imperial tribunals. In short, I can see but one 
phase of the affair in which the legation can rightfully interfere by di- _. | 
rect demand upon the Sublime Porte, and that is in the eventuality a 
that there is no tribunal of the country invested with jurisdiction tore- 9 
store the property to Dr. Eddy upon presentment of his complaint. In — 

- the absence of such tribunal, the seizure becomes a confiscation by the | 
Government, and the departmental order reaching no farther than Do 
simple closure of the schools, stretching it to confiscation of the property | 
is illegal, and therefore a proper subject of demand for restitution by the 
legation. | 7 | oe ne 

| Entertaining these views of the case, as it is likely to be presented — 
_ when all the facts are in, I have thought best to ask you for further in- | 
formation, and to submit my opinion to your judgment in anticipation | 
of the full statement by Consul Robeson. = __ | | 

_ Upon receipt of the dispatch from Consul-General Heap, a copy ot 8 
which is herewith inclosed, marked No. 5, I sent an unofficial note to = 
the minister of public instruction with requests which, if acceded to : 
by him, will have the effect to settle the whole business in the simplest | 
and most expeditious manner. | | ee | 

_ A copy of the note last mentioned is transmitted as inclosure No. 4. : 
- Lam,&e, | | So 

a a | | : LEWIS WALLACEK, — |
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. - [Inclosure 1 in No. 471.—Extract.] | . 

ae | Mr. Robeson to Mr. Heap. . oO 

ee os UNITED STATES CONSULATE, — 
, | ho Beirut, January 14, 1885. 

. Sir: I beg to inform you that the Turkish authorities in Syria, have recently 
closed two American missionary schools, one at Ain Kunyet Banias, the other at 

-  Mejdel Shems; also the place of worship in the same buildings. The school at Ain 
Kunyet Banias has been in existence for twenty years, the other at Mejdel Shems for 
fifteen years. The schools have been closed against the petition of the people and the 
protest of the missionaries. Further, the Turkish authorities have seized and sealed 
up the buildings, placing the governor’s seal on private property belonging to Dr. | 
Eddy, American citizen, missionary residing at Beirut. | | 

I have the honor to inclose copy of letter addressed by me to the vali of Syria on | 
a the subject. | 

* % * % * * . (oe 

Tam, &ce., | | 
| | JOHN T ROBESON. 

[Inclosure 2 in No. 471.] 

Mr. Robeson to Almed Hamdi Pasha, Governor-General of Syria. 

UNITED STATES CONSULATE, | 
. - Beirut, January 9, 1885. 

HicHNEsSs: It is with deep regret that I learn that the Turkish authorities at Ain 
Kunyet Banias and Mejdel Shems have closed the Protestant schools at those places 
against the prayers and petitions of the Turkish Protestant community there, and 

the protest of the American missionaries, under whose supervision the said schools are 

-  garriedon. These schools, as your highness is doubtless aware, have becn in existence, 
the one at Ain Kunyet Banias, for twenty years, the other, at Mejdel Shems, for fifteen 

years; during this time no complaint of any kind has been made against any one 
connected with the schools referred to. Your subordinates have not only closed the 
schools against the petition and wish of the Christian community, butalso have closed 

their place of worship in the same building, thereby denying them the right of wor- 
shiping God according to the dictates of their own conscience. Irespectfully beg 
to express the hope that your highness will be kind enough, in the interest of educa- 

tion and free worship, to allow the said schools to be reopened until such times as the 
proper permit be granted by the Turkish authorities in Syria, and that the Christian 

, community be permitted to worship hereafter without molestation. 
. Further, ] am compelled to call your highness’s attention to the illegal act of the 

Turkish authorities at Ain Kunyet Banias, who have seized and sealed up the doors 

of a building, the property of Dr. Eddy, an American citizen, thereby denying the - 

| owner the right to enter, use, or control in any way his property. Seizing and plac- 

: ing the governor’s seal on private property, without due process of law, amounts to 

confiscation. Therefore, I respectfully but earnestly demand, in the name of my 

Government, that your highness will cause the seals to be removed from the doors of 
the building and the same delivered up to the owner or his agent. 

I respectfully beg your highness to let me have an answer to this note at your earli- 
est convenience. | 

Accept, &c., 7 
| : | JOHN T. ROBESON. _ 

[Inclosure 3 in No. 471.] 

me | Mr. Wallace to Mr. Heap. 

¥ | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
: —- Constantinople, January 27, 1885. 

-Srr: In the matter of the closing of the schools at Ain Kunyet Banias and Mejdel 

Shems, about which you wrote me under date of the 23d instant, the minister of pub- 

: lic instruction, at my request, has telegraphed the proper authorities to inform him 

immediately why the action was taken. _ : 
I made this request notwithstanding it appears from the note with demands, ad- 

dressed by Consul Robeson to the governor-general of Syria, that the schools in ques- 
- tion were noteAmerican schools in the proper sense of the term, but native schools.
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carried on under the supervision of the American missionaries. The difference will 
be obvious to you. Now, while his excellency the minister is telegraphing, I suggest 
that you write Consul Robeson, and get from Rev. Mr. Eddy what he has to say on 
the point. | | . 

As to the seizure and sealing up of Mr. Eddy’s house by the Turkish authorities at 
_ Ain Kunyet Banias, the course to be taken depends upon whether Dr. Eddy at the 
time inhabitated the house as his residence. If he did, the action of the authorities 
was illegal under the protocol concerning real estate held by Americans in Turkey, 
and the legation has clearly the right to interfere; otherwise Dr. Eddy must have . 
recourse to the proper Turkish tribunal to recover his property. | | * I will be greatly obliged to you, consequently, ifon this point you will ascertain 
through Consul Robeson (1) if the house seized was at the time Dr. Eddy’s residence ; | 

_ (2) if it is nine or more than nine hours’ travel from the residence of a United States : 
consul or consular agent; (3) if the place of worship, the school, and residence were | | 
under the same roof; and (4) if the house of worship was used as such by Turkish —— 
subjects, or by a congregation of American citizens: | 

Tam, &c., | 
a : | LEWIS WALLACE. | OO 

a | Inclosure 4 in No. 471.] . . a 

. Myr. Wallace to Moustapha Pasha. — = 

oO | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
: _ Constantinople, February 1, 1885. 

_ My Dear EXceLtency: I beg to inform you of the closing of a Protestant school - | 
at Ain Kunyet Banias and a like school at Mejdel Shems, in the province of Syria, . 
both of them being under the supervision of American missionaries. In taking this OO 
step I suppose his excellency the governor-general proceeded under your excellency’s a 
order directed against schools carried on without permits. Without wishing to raise 
any question as to the legality of the steps taken by the governor in the cases, I | 
wish merely to express the opinion, based on information come to me, that the failure 
to apply for the permits is really traceable to want of precise knowledge of the law, . 
in the first instance, and of your excellency’s order for its enforcement in the second . 
place. The school at Ain Kunyet Banias has been in existence for twenty years, the 
one at Mejdel Shems for fifteen years. _ oe a | | . 
Under the circumstances I suggest, and request in the interest of education generally, | 

that you give the supervising authorities an opportunity to apply for, and obtain the 
permits, and that for this purpose you direct his excellency the governor to recall his 
orders in the affairs for the present. _ , a oe . 

It is to be further remarked that in closing the schools a house in Ain Kunyet | 
Banias belonging to Dr. Eddy, an American citizen of Beirut, was taken possession of 
and sealed up, and is now standing in that condition. A place of worship in oneof -— | 
of the school-houses was also shut against the Protestant community. I cannot see 
that any harm would be done if these affairs were restored to the statu quo ante at oe 
the same time with the schools, and I accordingly make request to that effect. : 

Lam, &c., | , | : 
. a | a LEWIS WALLACE. : 

| .  [Inelosure 5 in No. 471.] Soy —_ 

* Mr. Heap to Mr. Wallace. | - 

. UNITED STATES CONSULATE-GENERAL, os 
| | | Constantinople, January 23, 1885. 

__ Sir: [have the honor to transmit copy of adispatch I received to-day, from the : 
United States consul at Beirut relative to the closing of the American missionary 
schools, and the place of worship in the same building, by order of the governor-gen- 
eral of Syria. Also the seizure and sealing up of the buildings, and placing of the - 
governor’s seal on the private property of Dr. Eddy at Ain Kunyet Banias, an Ameri- . can citizen and missionary residing at Beirut. | | 

These schools have been in existence for fifteen years and twenty years respectively, 
but I infer from Mr. Robeson’s letter to the vali of Syria, a copy of which is inclosed , 
in his dispatch, that no permit had been obtained for them. They therefore seem to 
be in the same position as the Euphrates College at Harpoot, to which a permit has a 
recently been ordered to be given by the minister of public instruction. a 

Mr. Robeson does not state whether a permit had been asked for by the directors :
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: of these schools or whether notice had been given, as in the case of the college at Har- | 
poot, that unless the law was complied with and a permit obtained the schools would 

, - be closed. There seems to be a determination on the part of the imperial authorities 
60 carry out very strictly the orders from the Porte to close all schools that have not 
complied with law regulating educational establishments throughout the Empire. 

I would respectfully suggest that the minister of public instruction be requested to 
instruct the authorities of Syria to remove the injunctions they have placed on the — 
schools until time has been given to comply with the law and application for pe mits 
made. — | | | | ae 

. Had these schools been recently opened, there would be some justification for so ~ 
rigorous an application of the law, but their directors might reasonably have sup- 

_ posed thas having been in existence without complaint or remonstrance {or so long a- 
period before the promulgation of the law, they were exempt from its application. 
It does not appear from Mr. Robeson’s dispatgh and its inclosure, that a strict appli- 
cation of the law was called for in this case, #nd there is reason to expect that when 
it is fairly presented to the minister of public instruction, a liberal interpretation will 
be given to it, and orders be sent to allow the schools to be reopened and the mis- 
sionaries permitted to comply with the regulations. | 

As regards the second case presented by Mr. Robeson, which you will-find explained 
in his dispatch and its inclosure No. 2, I would submit that it does not appear to call 

_ for the intervention of the United States consulate at Beirut. 
The closing and sealing of Dr. Eddy’s house seems to demand an immediate ex- 

planation on the part of the authorities, and, unless the act can be justified, repara- 
tion of an exemplary character. ~ _ 

. Tam, &«, | | 
| | | G. H. HEAP. 

Mr. Wallace to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | a 

| No. 475. | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Constantinople, February 12, 1885. (Received March 6.) 

| Siz: In the matter of the circulation and sale of the books of the 
American Bible Society, and the closing of the schools at Ain Kunyet 
Banias and Mejdel Shems, which formed the subject of my dispatch to 
the Department, No. 471, I have the honor to inclose a report of the 

| | dragoman of the legation, dated the 10th instant, which will show that 
my private and unofficial resort to the minister of public instruction is 
working very well. | | | ee 

7 I also inclose a copy of a letter to be sent by next mail to Rev. Dr. 
Eddy at Beirut, which distinctly informs that gentleman and his asso- 

_ ciates of the action proposed to be taken by the minister of public in- 
| struction, and that the opening of the schools depends upon their ap- 

| plying for the permits required by thelaw. My present understanding | 
is that the reopening of the place of worship and the return of Dr. 
liddy’s property:go with the reopening of the schools. Should this not. 
be the case, it would appear that the failure in those cases Will readily 
yield to a formal demand. | 

" . Thave, &e., : : | 
| | | | LEWIS WALLACE. 

. oe | [Inclosure 1 in No. 475.] | 

| | Mr. Gargiulo to Mr. Wallace. 

| LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, 
. | | . Constantinople, February 10, 1885. 
Sz: I have the honor to state.that I had an interview with the minister of public 

| instruction with regard to the matter of the schools in Syria and books of the Bible | 
Society in general. The minister said that a letter would be forwarded to the gover-
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nor-general of Syria instructing him to give permits to the schools as requested in | | 
| your last communication, if the supervisors of the schools made application therefor | 

in accordance with the law. —— , 
As to the question of the books, he referred me to the president of the board of educa- | 

tion, who assured me that he will report favorably for the restoration of everything to : 
its former condition; that is, the arrangement perfected by the commission insti-  __ 
tuted some two years ago about the circulation of books must stand good; and with 
regard to the inscription on the title-page of the books, the statement lately adopted | 
that the sentence that is published, at the expense of the American and English Bible 
Society, should be sufficient. He assured me that such a report would be made and 
delivered to the minister of public instruction, upon whose decision the question 
rests. — . Sear | 

oo Tam, &c., : a 
: - A. A. GARGIULO. | ; 

| | Oe [Inclosure 2 in No. 475.] | ae . | 

| my . Mr. Wallace to Rev. Dr. Eddy. ee oe 

| | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ : 
| oO Constantinople, February 10, 1885. 

_ Dear Sir: In the matter of the closing of the schools at Ain Kunyet Banias and 
Mejdel Shems, in Syria, it may be of interest to you to know that I have succeeded 
in getting the minister of public instruction to send an order to the governor-general 
to issue the permits required by law for the schools upon application made to him 
therefor. I took this step without knowledge if you desired to make such application 
or what your views upon the subject are. My idea was to have the schools opened in 
the quickest possible time, and to return you possession of the house now sealed up 
at Ain Kunyet Banias without your resorting to law. . 

To have carried the business to the Sublime Porte in the way of formal demand, 
making a diplomatic question of it, would have been to leave the schools, the place 
of worship, and the house closed for an indefinite period. It is, therefore, for you and — 
your associates to decide now whether you will apply for the permits or not. I donot | : 

- assume to advise you in the matter. My opinion is, however, that as a rule it is bet- _ | 
ter to conform to the law of the country in which we find ourselves. 

| I should be glad to hear from you directly upon the subject. | a 
Iam, &c¢., | ° | 

oe me . | oe _ LEWIS WALLACE. | 

| Mr. Wallace to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | oo 

No. 476.) — LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | a 
| Constantinople, February 23, 1885. (Received March 9.) , 

Sir: [ have the honor to inclose herewith a copy and translation of 
the reply of the minister of foreign affairs to my request to be informed 
of the rate of charges imposed by his Government upon goods and prod- : 

~ uets of the United States imported into Turkey. 7 | 
It will be seen that the rate is thus officially given at 8 per cent. ad nn 

valorem. Also, that it is the same as the charge upon the merchandise 
of all other countries except Austria. The reason of the exception _ 

| lies in the fact that the Austrian commercial treaty is now the only one | 
- with an undisputed future expiration. Finding that in a number of | 
items his people were paying duties in excess of the 8 per cent. the am- 

- bassador of that power asked the rate to be applied to them in common. | i 
The Sublime Porte declined to accede. | | |
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| You will observe the solicitude the worthy minister expresses touch- 
ing the speedy co-operation of our delegate in the work of revision of 
the tariff and the preparation of a new treaty of commerce. | a 

| The matters are respectfully submitted for your consideration and 
instruction. | ae ge a —— 

| __ The schedules of several of the powers have been completed, notably 
that of the English, and as it is reasonable to suppose the. impositions 
upon the products of these latter have been carried to the greatest pos- 
sible point of reduction, the labor of our delegate, should he be put to | 

| work, will be greatly simplified by reference to them. If it were nut. 
| for the contention about the treaty, I should not hesitate to direct the 

negotiation to be immediately begun. Such a course would be amply 
covered by instructions heretofore received. As itis, however, I think 
best toawait your further pleasure in the affair. Revision of the tariff 
‘would seem to carry with it necessarily a revision of the treaty, in part. 

; at least. | | | , . , | 
oe Waiting your judgment and direction, a | 

I have, &c., 
se LEWIS WALLACE. | 

[Inclosure in No. 476.—Translation. ] | 

Assim Pasha to Mr. Wallace. — . a 

| | SUBLIME PorRTE, February 23, 1885. | 
Mr. ENvoy: In answer to the note your excellency was good enough to address me 

the 19th of last January, No. 237, I have the honor to inform you, npou information 
I have lad given me by the general administration of indirect contributions, that the 

| products and merchandise of all countries, with the one exception of Austria, are now 
| subject in Turkey to the regime of 8 per cent., to be collected on the estimated value — 

of the different articles, and that the commerce of the United States is actually under 
the same regime. os | 

In informing your excellency of what precedes, I have no doubt that in conformity 
with the promise contained in your above-mentioned note, you will kindly use your 
good offices to have Mr. Heap authorized to communicate without delay with the dele- 
gates of the Imperial Government to finish the new tariff and the new treaty. 

: Accept, &c., | | oe 
i | ASSIM. 

| : - No. 643. | | 

Mr. Wallace to Mr. Frelinghuysen. 

No. 477.] — LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
Constantinople, February 24, 1885. (Received March 9.) 

| Sir: I have the honor to report that the affair of the American Col- 
lege at Harpoot hastens to a satisfactory settlement. A note from Mr. 

: Barnum, of that institution, informs me that the application for official 
recognition of the schools bas been sent to this city, presumably for | 
ministerial approval. | oe | | _ | 

Iam, &c., | Oo 
| | a LEWIS WALLACH.
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| > No. 644. | ee oe 

Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Wallace. | 

No. 265.| | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
| Washington, February 25,1885. | 

Sir: I have received your No. 467 of the 24th ultimo, saying that | 
the affair of the “Euphrates College” at Harpoot was advancing toward = 
a friendly settlement; also one from Mr. Heap, under his consular series = 
No. 379, of the 22d ultimo, reporting that the minister of public instruc- _. 
tion had ordered the authorities at Harpoot to give the necessary per- | 
mit to that college. The Department has been much gratified at this 
apparently amicable adjustment of all differences, and it approves your | | 
course in recommending the college authorities to pay the fine of which 7 
you speak. | | me a 

: Lam, &e., | | | - 
| | | oo FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. ee 

a No. 6450 a 

| a : | Mr. Frelinghuysen to Mr. Wallace. : | 

~ No. 268.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, — | a 
_ | | | Washington, February 27, 1885. | 

Str: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 466, of the 24th = 
ultimo, reporting conversations with the minister of foreign affairs and 
the grand vizier respecting the proposed new treaty of commerce be- 
tween Turkey and the United States. oo 

_ This Government is as much interested as Turkey in removing all | 
- eauses of misapprehension, and if it will benefit our pending reclama- | | 

tions you may assure the Porte of the good disposition of this Govern- _ 
ment. | a Se | | : es | 

_ Further report will, however, be awaited before definitely instructing 
you to make a hew tariff and treaty. ©. oe | 

lam, &e., ' re 7 | 
OO | FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. © | 

| So | No. 646. | | 

Mr. Wallace to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

No. 479.] ss LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, —__ 
, | — Constantinople, February 28, 1885. (Received March 17.) 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit to the Department a copy of a note | 
_ which will be sent to the Sublime Porte to-day. —— 

- The subject is the affair.of Dr. Pflaum. Your instructions seemed to | 
contemplate the allowance of areasonable time for the Turkish authori- _ 
ties to offer compensation to the injured party for the wrongs done him. oe 
In my judgment, the time elapsed since the receipt of the communica- | ) 
tion of the minister of foreign affairs containing his admission in the 
case has been amply sufficient for the purpose. | 

Lam, &e., _ a | | 
— | Oo | LEWIS WALLACE. |
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| -[Inclosure in No. 479.] os - 

| Mr. Wallace to Assim Pasha. - —— ne | 

| _— LEGATION oF THE UNITED Status, 
Constantinople, February 27, 1885. 

EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your note No. 77172, 1, 
| and dated the 7th of last January, in which you were pleased to acknowledge the 

discovery of irregularities in the treatment of Dr. Pflaum, an American citizen, whose 
case has been already a subject of correspondence between your excellency’s ministry 
and this legation. You were also good enough to inform me in the same communica- 
tion that two officials concerned in that affair had been removed and another one 
reprimanded. | : , . 

In the judgment of the Department of State, to which I transmitted your note, it 
would seem fitting that the admission of the said discovery of irregularities in the 

° treatment of Dr. Pflaum, should be followed up by an immediate offer on the part of 
. the Sublime Porte to make due reparation for the wrongs inflicted upon him. Nosuch 

| offer having been made, however, I am under the necessity, following my instructions, 
to renew the demand heretofore made for indemnity in behalf of the unfortunate citi- 
zen mentioned. You will greatly oblige me by answering this communication at your 

| rarliest convenience. | | . | | 
I seize, &c., . . 

: | LEWIS WALLACE. 

| No. 647. 

| Mr. Wallace to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | 

No. 480. ] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ~ 
Constantinople, February 28, 1885. (Received March 17.) - 

StR: Referring to your dispatch No. 260, relative to the affair ot 
Messrs. Knapp and Reynolds, I have the honor to inclose herewith a 
copy of a note in their case which will be sent to-day to the minister of 

. foreign affairs. The communication, I beg to say, is in accordance with 
| your instructions in the matter of Dr. Pflanm (see Department dispatch 

No. 257), and I hope it will meet your. approval. | : 
Tam, &.,. | | 

| ee LEWIS WALLACE. 

| | | -[Tnclosure in No. 480. ] , 

| Mr. Wallace to Assim Pasha. a , 

| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| . — Constantinople, February 27,1885. _ 
EXCELLENCY: Immediately upon receipt of the note, No. 77230, 2, dated the 12th 

of last January, which you did me the honor to address to me relative to the outrage 
perpetrated by the Kurd, Moussa Bey, upon the American citizens, Messrs. Knapp 
and Reynolds, concerning which there had been much correspondence between your 
ministry and this legation, I referred it to the Department of State of my Govern- 
ment. a . 

| The admission in the said communication of the discovery of irregularities in the 
affair of those gentlemen serious enough to justify the Sublime Porte in putting cer- . 
tain officials connected with them under judgment, was viewed by the chief of the | 
Department as satisfactory evidence of a desire and purpose on the part of the amperial 
Government to act in the matter in accordance with international comity and right 
counsel. The further view of my Government is that the judgment under which the 
delinquent officials have been put, whatever it may have been, is not a sufficient sat- 
isfaction for the extreme personal injuries inflicted upon Messrs. Knapp and Reynolds. 

Lest the Sublime Porte may conclude otherwise, 1 have the honor to renew the de- 
mand for a money indemnity heretofore made in their behalf, and to request youto __ 

_ be good enough to give me an answer at your earliest convenience. | 
I avail, &c., | - | | . ” 

| . LEWIS WALLACE. |
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| : No. 648. - | | | 

| a Mr. Bayard to Mr. Wallace. _ | | 

- | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a 
| No. 274.] a Washington, March 13, 1885. | 

_ Sire: I have to acknowledge the receipt of Mr. Heap’s No. 451, of 
November 1, 1884. It relates to the claim of Serkis Kurkdjian, an Ot- 

| toman subject, against the Rev. George C. Knapp, an American citizen, | 
for the recovery of a dwelling-house in Bitlis, Armenia, which the latter , 
purchased at a Government sale from an insolvent debtor’s estate. Mr. 
Heap’s dispatch presents the case fully, showing the measures taken by | 
Mr. Knapp to retain possession of his property, the efforts of the Otto- | 
man subject to despoil him of his rights, and the assistance rendered by ss 
your legation in behalf of the purchaser. For convenience I shall briefly 
recapitulate the main features of the complaint before proceeding to - | 

| give the Department’s conclusions respecting it. | nae ee 
In 1859 Mr. Knapp bought the property, which was offered for sale _ 

by the Government authorities at Bitlis. As at that time foreigners 
were forbidden to hold real estate in Turkey, he complied with all the 
requirements of the law and obtained a full and complete title in the | 

| name of an Ottoman subject, father of the present complainant and 
former owner of the premises. In 1877 a law was enacted allowing 
foreigners to possess real estate. Thereupon Mr.’ Knapp had the title- | 

| deeds made out in his own name and delivered to him... In 1866, how- 
ever, Serkis Kurkdjian sought to divest Mr. Knapp of his rights and 
instituted proceedings to recover possession of the property. The case 
was successively called up in three different courts. In each thedecis- 

| ion was adverse to the Ottoman subject and confirmed Mr. Knapp’s title. . 
The last contest was in the ecclesiastical court, the highest tribunal in - 
matters of real estate in Turkey, and from whose decision there is no | 
appeal. Notwithstanding all this, the complainant, about two years — : 
ago, succeeded in obtaining from the president of the court of first in- | 
stance at Bitlis a decision declaring the sale illegal, and sentencing Mr. 
Knapp to restore the property and pay to Serkis Kurkdjian aconsider- _ , 
able sum for rent, damages, and interest. | ON ee — 

. It appears that Mr. Heap’s efforts with the Sublime Porte in behalf of . 
Mr. Knapp were without avail, for in a note to your legation of Novem- — 
ber 18, 1884, the minister for foreign affairs confirms the order of the 
president of the court at Bitlis and requests Mr. Heap to have its order | 

| obeyed. Mr. Heap in his note to that ministry, in reply of November 
20, 1884, protests against this action and submits the matter for the De- 

| partment’s consideration. Ihave accordingly given Mr. Heap’s dispatch co 
careful attention. Mr. Knapp should continue the contest in the Turk- : 
ish courts to maintain his right to the property; otherwise he will be 
compelled, under the decision of the court at Bitlis and the order of the 
minister of foreign affairs, to evacuate the premises and deliver them 
up. Still ifhe thinks best to do this, Mr. Knapp has his remedy against __ 
the Government of Turkey for the amount of the purchase money and 4 

, ror any expenses he may have necessarily incurred in defending his 
rights. eee | | | | Coen, 

| The court holds that the sale, in 1859, to Mr. Knapp by the authori- | 
ties of Bitlis was illegal, and the minister for foreign affairs confirms this 
view by his note of November 18, above mentioned. If the Ottoman — 

_ Government is willing to abide by such a decision it is not seen why Mr. 
: Knapp should complain, insomuch as that Government is thereby com- |
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pelled of necessity to make his advances and necessary expenses under : 
the sale, good. That Government, too, in supporting the decision of the 
court at Bitlis virtually admits its liability to Mr. Knapp, and is conse- 
quently estopped from setting up any defense as against his just demands |. 
unless there shall be found some condition in the sale of the property 
which shall relieve it of such responsibility. Under these circumstances | 

_' Mr. Knapp should vacate the premises as desired by the minister for | 
foreign affairs and immediately present his claim to the Government of — 
Turkey for the purchase-money delivered to that Government, and also 
for any sums necessarily expended in the prosecution of his rights, If 

: the property shall have advanced in value he is clearly entitled to the 
difference, whatever if may be. As he has had the use of the property 
he has no just claim on account of the ordinary repairs placed upon it; 
neither has he a claim for interest on theinvestment. But beis unques- 
tionably entitled to reimbursement by the Government of Turkey for all. 
amounts he may have expended in the defense of his acquired title, in 
addition to his purchase-money. You will accordingly be governed by 
this instruction in further treating the matter. ©, , 

Iam, &e., od | 
| | T. F. BAYARD. 

| | : No. 649... | 

: ‘Mr. Bayard.to Mr. Wallace. | , 

No. 280.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, * 
—— Washington, March 25, 1885. 

Sir: With reference to your Nos. 479 and 480, inclosing copies of | 
_ notes which you have addressed to the Sublime Porte in the cases re- | 

' spectively of Dr. Maurice Pflaum and Messrs. Knapp and Reynolds, I 
have to say that it is hoped that the Turkish Government will perceive _ 
the justice of tendering adequate reparation for the actual injuries and 

- losses sustained by these gentlemen. a _ 
The language of which you make use in your notes referred to ap- 

pears to be peremptory, and if it includes a demand for exemplary or 
consequential damages, the Department will reserve its opinion thereon 
until the detailed examination which is necessary can be given to all 
the pending matters between the two Governments with a view to dis- 
posing of them collectively in the interest of harmonious relations. | 

| Iam, &c., | | 
| 0 UDR BAYARD. 

- a No. 650. 

| Mr. Wallace to Mr. Bayard. . | 

No. 4874] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, — 
| Constantinople, April 3, 1885. (Received April 20.) 

. §re: Continuing the affair of the American College, reported in my _ 
dispatch to the Department, No., 477, I have the honor to add that the 

. minister of public instruction is now pleased to say that on the 6th Feb- 
: ruary last he forwarded a telegram to the vali of Mamouret-ul Aziz 

- (Harpoot) instructing him to deliver a permit for the school (college) on SO
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request and under the conditions prescribed by the regulation on the 
ve subject. If the permit has not ere this been issued, I suspect it is be- 

cause of the non-payment of a fine imposed upon some of the college 
| attachés for the use of a printing press without a permit therefor first 

obtained. 7 : a | Oe 
_ My views of the action proper in both the cases are disclosed in a let- 

| ter to Rev. Mr. Barnum, of which a copy is herewith transmitted. 2 
Lam, &e., : coe a 

LEWIS WALLACH. : 

[Inclosure in No. 487.} cr oe — 

| Mr. Wallace to Mr. Barnum. ce 

. | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a | 
: | | | a Constantinople, March 28,1885. | 

_ My Dear Sir: I sent the dragoman cf the legation to inquire about the latest ac- | 
tion of the Porte touching your college, and he reports that the minister of publicin-. 

° struction, onthe 6th day of February last (24th January, 1300), certainly senta telegram 
_ directing your vali to deliver a permit to your authorities on their request, and under 

° the conditions prescribed by the law. This ought to be the end of the trouble. There 
' is a possibility that the vali may stop the issuance of the paper until the fine about 

the press is paid. My last conversation on that subject with Mr. Peet resulted in his | 
_. saying that the £50 would be paid by your folks in Harpoot. I suggest that you do 

| this immediately, if it has not been already done. : | 7 2 
a With many good wishes, Iam, &c., | ne | , 

. Bo LEWIS WALLACE. 

No. 651. | | | 

| Mr. Wallace to Mr. Bayard. a | | 

No. 490.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, : 
a so — Oonstantinople, April 6, 1885. (Received April 23.) 

Siz: Referring to the instructions in your dispatch No. 274 touching 
. the real property of Rev. Mr. Knapp in Bitlis, your observations affirm- 

ative of the liability of the Turkish Government to make compensation 
| in the event of the disseizin of that gentleman have been particularly 

| noted. In confidence that the principle would be recognized by the De- | 
partment, I beg to add that I had already ventured to act upon it. 
Upon learning some months ago that the adverse claimant had ob- | 

tained a judgment against Mr. Knapp before the inferior tribunal, and | 
) that he was moving for an execution, I sent the dragoman of the lega- 

tion to his excellency the minister of justice to represent that the 
previous judgments of Mr. Knapp in the higher court could not be . 
invalidated in the manner proposed; that a seizure of the property by 
the Imperial authorities and ouster of the occupant would be practically 

: a confiscation; that it would be my duty then to make immediate de- | 
mand of the Government for the purchase money paid, with interest 
for the value of improvements made, and for the expenses necessarily 

- incurred in defending the title. a. | an an — 
_ The minister, appreciating the protest, sent me assurance that he 

| would cause what he called an “opposition proceeding” to be instituted . | 
| to prevent the issuance of an execution and for the voidance of the | 

Inferior judgment. I was satisfied with the assurance. | . 
| Some weeks ago, however, information was brought me that the
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claimant had obtained an order for the execution out of the ministry of 
justice here, and had gone to Bitlis to push his rights. Investigation 

, of the matter disclosed that the minister of justice had acted in good 
faith; that at his instance the minister of finance had sent an order to 
the governor at Bitlis to commence the opposition proceeding in behalf | 
of the Government; that unfortunately the minister of justice, Hassan 
Fehmi Pasha, had been sent by the Sultan on a special mission to Lon- 
don, leaving his department in control temporarily of another official ; 
that this latter, in ignorance of tbe action taken, had actually ordered 

| an execution to be issued. This intelligence was immediately followed — 
by news from Bitlis that the claimant had appeared before the house in 
dispute with a hundred men to have delivery of the possession. 

I made haste to call upon the minister of foreign affairs and inform 
him of the action of his colleagues, the ministers of justice and finance. . 

_ He suggested that the subject-matter of the suit being real property, the 
legation could not rightfully interfere in the business. The position had 
reference to the protocol and law conceding to foreigners the right of 

| holding real estate in the Ottoman Empire, signed by President Grant 
| in 1874. I replied to the suggestion by convincing the minister that I 

| was not interfering; that the interference, if such it could be called, 
| was, in fact, by high officials representing the Imperial Government, the 

object being to save the latter from the payment of money in satisfac- 
tion of a demand in favor of Mr. Knapp, which could not be denied; _ 
that the order for the commencement of the opposition proceeding inthe _ 
name of the-Government was an admission of the demand, &e. 

The minister of foreign affairs, thus informed, at once recognized the 
| propriety of my representations, and promptly set about the correction 

of the mistake. In course of the conversation he broadly assented to 
the principle of liability on the part of the Government in the eventual- 

| ity of Mr. Knapp’s ouster... . 
oe I have the satisfaction now, as the latest intelligence received from 

Bitlis, to inform you that an official, Rachid Effendi, has been appointed 
| by the local government at Bitlis to institute the opposition proceeding 

referred to, and I think it quite safe to presume that the new proceed- 
| ing has been, by this time, begun. If so, there is little doubt of the va- 

cation of the claimant’s judgment, and of the final quieting of the title : 
in Mr. Knapp. At least, as Mr. Knapp still holds possession of the 

| property, all the legation can now do is to watch the outcome. In case 
of failure of the new action your instructions will at once apply. | 

| Iam, &c., | , 
LEWIS WALLACE. 

| No. 652. | . 

| Mr. Wallace to Mr. Bayard. 

| [Extract.] - 

No. 491.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Constantinople, April.9, 1885. (Received April 27), 

a Sir: I have the honor to transmit for your consideration a copy, with _ 
| translation, of a note received yesterday from the Sublime Porte upon : 

_ the subject of the demands compensatory of the injuries and wrongs 
i done to Messrs. Reynolds, Knapp, and Pflaum. | -
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As this is the second refusal of the claims by the Imperial Govern- _ 
~ ment, it would seem that the legation may properly hold itself acquit of | 

further action in their support until you are pleased to favor it with 
further instructions. | a | : | 

# ge *% %* * * * 

It may not be improper to add that my course throughout the affair 
was governed by instructions. © oe | eee 

Lam, &e., —_ Oo | 
. Me | LEWIS WALLACE. 

. | | [Enclosure in No. 491—Translation.] | | | 

| | . Assim Pasha to Mr. Wallace. | | 

-.. SUBLIME PoRTE, MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 
- - ee pe / April 6, 1885. Ce 

Mr. ENvoy: I have received the two communications which your excellency ad- a 
dressed to me, dated February 27, Nos. 240 and 241, demanding an indemnity in favor | 
of Dr. Pflaum, Knapp, and Reynolds. , | 

: Inasmuch as the Imperial minister has had the honor to observe previously to your | - 
- excellency that in penal -matters there is no provision giving a private individual, . 

who considers himself injured in his rights, permission to claim pecuniary indemnity . | 
: ‘from the state, I regret, therefore, my inability to accede to your excellency’s demand. 

I believe, however, having added, that it is lawful for the parties interested to | 
. bring suit against the magistrates for prejudice to their cases by reason of irregulari- | 

ties in the proceedings. — | : 7 
Will you accept, &c., | oo a | a : yO oe a ASSIM. 

| | | ’ No. 653. | | 

| | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Emmet. | a 

No. 289.) — DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
| | Washington, May 29, 1885. | | 

| Sir: This Department has received a dispatch of the 20th ultimo, 
from the United States consul at. Beirut, stating that the Turkish 
‘bureau of nationality at Constantinople had recently declined to cer- | 
tify to the American citizenship of Messrs. Kevork Gulizyan and Bedros 

- Iskiyan, on the ground that their passports did not show that they left | 
the Ottoman Empire prior to the promulgation of the law of 1869 for- 
bidding Turkish subjects to leave the country without permission to | 
become naturalized in another country. The refusal referred to, for the | 
reason alleged, seems so extraordinary, at least, that you will protest oe 
against it, and endeavor to have it corrected so far as it may have been 

- or may be applied to the persons above referred te. OO ee 
Passports are issued by this Department to naturalized citizens upon | 

- the production of the certificate of naturalization.. There is nolaw of 
~ the United States requiring a passport to state when a naturalized cit- 
- jzen left the country of his birth, or to embody that statement inthe 

' passport. It has not been the practice of this Department to insert _ 
such a statement in the passports issued to former Turkish subjects or a 

- to any other naturalized citizens. <A different course might imply that 
the right of the foreign government to participate in or to make the
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naturalization of its subjects conditional was acknowledged here. This 
it has never been and probably never will be. 

The Turkish law referred to also seems to be defective or ambiguous, 
inasmuch as it assumes that every Ottoman subject.who leaves his native | 
country has an intention to become naturalized elsewhere. If this be the 
meaning of the law, it must be contrary to facts ot daily occurrence in 

| that Empire. It may be that Turks, in proportion to their number, do 
not travel as much as inhabitants of other countries. Still, itis believed 
that comparatively few of those who do go abroad leave home for the — 
purpose of changing their nationality. 

Ihave, &, a | | 
| | 7 T. F. BAYARD. 

No. 654. - 

oo Mr. Porter to Mr. Emmet. — | 

, No. 293.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
- | | Washington, June 8, 1885. 

Str: I herewith inclose copies of letters from Mr. J. J. Arakelyan, of 
Boston, of the 16th and 29th ultimo, complaining that the Government 

| of Turkey imposes taxes upon and exacts onerous duties of his rela- 
tives in the town of Arabkir, owing to his absence. | 

Upon the receipt of Mr. Arakelyan’s letter of the 16th, he was told. 
that before any measures could be taken in the premises he must fur- 
nish proof of his naturalization. His letter of the 29th, therefore, inclosed 
a certified copy of such paper. | 

° Taxation may no doubt be imposed, in conformity with the law of 
nations, by a sovereign on the property within his jurisdiction of a per- 

| . son who is domiciled in and owes allegiance to a foreign country. Itis — 
| otherwise, however, as to a tax imposed, not on such property, but on 

the person of the party taxed when elsewhere domiciled and elsewhere 
a citizen. Such a decree is internationally void, and an attempt to exe- 
cute it by penalties on the relatives of the party taxed gives the person 

- as taxed aright to appeal for diplomatic intervention to the Govern- 
ment to which he owes allegiance. To sustain such a claim it is not. _ 
necessary that the penalties should have been imposed originally and | 

| expressly on the person so excepted from jurisdiciion. It is enough 
if it appears that the tax was levied in-such a way as to reach him 
through his relatives. 

| It is desired, therefore, that you bring the complaint of Mr. Arakel- 
yan, as cited in the inclosed copies of his letters, to the notice of the 
Ottoman Government, requesting that the sum received for any taxes 
imposed on his relatives on his account be refunded, that the value of 
the road services rendered by Mr. Arakelyan’s brother be returned, and 
that no further taxes on account of Mr. Arakelyan be imposed on his 
family. a , | : a | 

Tam, &e., _ so 
. a | | . JAS. D. PORTER, 

| | Acting Secretary.
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| cae [Inclosure 1 in No. 293.] Oo | | ; - | | 

| - Mr. Arakelyan to Mr. Bayard. — pe 

a : | . | - Boston, Ma 16, 1885. | | 
__ DRaAR Sir: I was about nineteen years old when I left Turkey and came to the United 

_ States. It is now nearly eighteen years that I have been in this country, where I have _ | 
_Inarried an American lady, and become so permanently settled, that it is not likely I. 
shall ever return to the East. . For more than fourteen years I have been an American 
citizen, tax-payer, and voter. My father, Arakel Jangigian (an Armenian), with his 
family, resides in the town of Arabkir, Harpoot Pashalik, Turkey. His circumstances, | 

- ‘like the majority of those in that land, are not in a prosperous condition, and I. am oe 
obliged to aid him pecuniarily. : } oo 

— Letters from him tell me that the Turkish Government not only continue the habit 
of collecting taxes from him, on my account, but to improve the: roads of that vicinity 

_ (compelling the people to work without pay) they have taken my young brother and | 
kept him double length of* the required time because of my absence. | : 

_- I thought the best way to adjust the matter would be to write you the facts, feeling 
- sure that you will ‘kindly exercise your official power to right these wrongs and have. 

_ justice done to these poor people. Above all, to see that the Turkish government does | * 
not require a tax and substitute for an American citizen who resides in America! a 

Cannot our minister there at Constantinople, through your request, inform the Turkish 
Government that I have ceased to be honored by being their subject? They must drop - 
my name from their records. But of course you will know what is best to do. I feel | 4 

| anxious for my father and family, and whatever you may do to relieve them from such — 
oppression will very greatly oblige me. | — a 

oe Yours, respectfully, | pe , So 
: . | oe JACOB J. ARAKELYAN, | 

Cas | [Inclosure 2 in No. 298.] - - a _— 

| . - Mr. Arakelyan to Mr. Bayard. | | | 

| oe a Boston, May 29, 1885. a 
DEAR Sie: Thanking you for your favor of the 26th instant, I inclose the certified 

copy of my certificate of naturalization, which it did not occur to me to mention be- «+. 
fore, supposing the fact of my being a citizen and voter implied that I must have been 
naturalized. I beg leave to correct one statement in the first letter, wherein I said I a 
had been a citizen for fourteen years, whereas I find it will be thirteen years in November. - 

I shall most gratefully appreciate your endeavor to convince the Turkish Government , 
' of the injustice of which I feel I have ample ground for complaint, when taxedin a 

-country which I left while still a minor. In fact, I cannot perceive that they have a | 
‘ight to tax me, or take a substitute for me, any more than for thousands of other 

_ American citizens residing in America and paying their taxes here. _ | 
_ Very respectfully, ° | | - 

| | | _ JACOB J. ARAKELYAN. | - 

a No. 655. a —— oo | 

ae | _ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Emmet. - | 

- No. 296] | | - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - 
| | BF Washington, June 29, 1885. __ - 
___ ‘S1g: I herewith inclose a copy of a letter from the Hon. John V.L. 

, Findlay, of the House of Representatives, from Maryland, of the 23d os 
instant, and of my reply of the 29th, in-regard to the case of Mr. E. we 

_ Chryssofondis, of Baltimore, who lately visited Turkey, his native 
~ country. . | 7 , _ SO 

.. _ Your attention is particularly invited to the allegation quoted in my | 
Jetter to Mr. Findlay, to the effect that the Turkish officer at Darda- 

54 FOR . 7 | :
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7 nelles had stated that his Government had made a treaty with the other 
| powers by which a Turk who returned to his former allegiance forfeited 

' his citizenship elsewhere acquired, and became again a subject of Tur- | 
key. You will examine into the matter, call upon the consular agent 
at Dardanelles for a report, and make due communication thereof to _ 

_ the Department. a | | _ 7 | 

| So T. F. BAYARD. 

. [Inclosure 1 in No. 296.] ° 7 . / : 

| | ; Mr. Findlay to Mr. Bayard. - | . | : 

| - BALTIMORE, June 23, 1885. 

DEAR Sie: The case of Elifthirios Chryssofondis, to which I called your attention 
orally yesterday, is in brief as follows: : 

Mr. Chryssofondis is of Greek parentage, but was born within the jurisdiction of 
Turkey. He was afterward naturalized in Greece and subsequently became an Ameri- 

. can citizen, of all which facts I have the proper documentary testimony beforeme. The 
rest of his case is accurately enough stated in the inclosed slip, taken from hisownac- 
counts of himself and published in this morning’s issue of the Baltimore Sun. J make . 
this slip a part of my statement. a ‘ 

Two questions arise on this statement: . 
. ' (1) What are Mr. Chryssofondis’s rights ? | | 

| (2) What steps are necessary for their enforcement? | 
| And upon these points your opinion and action are respectfully solicited. 

: _ Very truly yours, : 
| JOHN V. L, FINDLAY. : 

| . [Inclosure 2 in No. 296.] 

. : TURK OR AMERICAN. | 

. oo | - [Reported for the Baltimore Sun.] ) 

Representative John V. L. Findlay had an interview yesterday with Mr. Bayard, Sec- 
retary of State, at Washington, in regard to the action of the Turkish Government offi- - 

_  ¢ials toward Mr. E. Chryssofondis, confectioner of Lexington street, Baltimore, whose 
: rights as an American citizen were disregarded during a recent visit to Turkey, his na- 

. - tive country. | , . . 7 
Mr. Chryssofondis left Turkey when a boy and went to Greece, where he was natu- 

ralized. Afterward he came to Baltimore and became a citizen of the United States. 
- _ On January 15, 1885, he left Baltimore for a visit to his native town of Renqui, about 

three hours’ ride from the Dardanelles. He arrived there March 1, and remained at 
home with his father and family forty-five days. On April 17, desiring to leave the 

_ Dardanelles by steamer for Smyrna and thence by Marseilles to Baltimore, he applied =—«_— 
to the American consul for the necessary pass. The consul sent an interpreter to the 
Government office, but the officials returned a message that the man who wanted. the 
pass must come for it himself. Mr. Chryssofondis went. He was asked where he was. 

: born, and replied in Turkey. | 
, As soon as the officials heard that he was a native of Turkey they declined to give him, 

a pass. He showed his United States naturalization papers, but they were tossed back — 
- to him and he was told they were no good. Turkey, they said, had made a treaty in 

1867 with all other nations by which a Turk who returned to Turkey after attaining citi- 
, genship elsewhere became again a subject of Turkey and forfeited his other citizenship. 

_ Mr. Chryssofondis returned to the consul, who cut matters short by sending him on. 
. hoard the steamer by his own boat the next day. He reached Baltimore May 24, 1886. 

Mr. Chryssofondis says if he had not escaped he would have had to pay about $3 
| or $4 taxes for every year since he left Turkey in 1860. The question submitted to the 

_ Department of State was whether or not the Turkish Government had any control over. 
-Chryssofondis on his return to his native country after becoming naturalized in the. 

7 United States, Mr. Chryssofondis says that unless his rights as an, American citizen, —
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are established he will not be allowed to hold property or do business in Turkey, nor to | 
leave if he went to visit his family. He could not inherit property from his father, nor | 

| could his father give him back property purchased with money sent home by him. He mo 
has no desire to return to Turkey to live, but wants his property rights protected. — 

| | [Inclosure 3in No. 296.] 

Fa 8 Mr. Bayard to Mr. Findlay.. _ | . - 

_ Se te _. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
Ls | Washington, June 29, 1885. - 

- Srg: I have'the honor to acknowledge the receipt.of your letter of the 23d instant in 
- regard to the case of Mr. E. Chryssofondis, of Baltimore, and to say that there is no ms 

- treaty of naturalization. between the United States and Turkey. In default thereof, ~ | 
however, no case is known in which the latter Government has failed to recognize the | 
effect of a valid naturalization of a Turk in the United States on the fact being proved. | 
This Government makes no distinction in such a case between the treaty right of natu- 
ralized citizens of whatever origin and those of native citizens. (See section 2000, Re- : 
vised Statutes of the United States. ) Me 

In the case of Mr. Chryssofondis there would seem to have been some confusion at Dar- | 
. danelles as to the sufficiency of the evidence of his American citizenship, and no attempt - 

seems to have been made by him or by the consular agent there, Mr. Frank Calvert, to — 
. getthe matter right. Mr. Chryssofondis is stated to have presented to the local offi- 

Glial a certificate of his naturalization of which the officer declined to take cognizance. | 
_ The proper paper to present would have been a passport issued by this Department or 

by the United States legation at Constantinople; and this Government has no knowl-.— - 
. edge of the sufficiency ofa United States passport, duly visaed by the Turkish authori- 

ties, being questioned in Turkey. | a Be 
: ‘The Turkish regulation prescribes the evidence required of foreign travelers, namely, ot 

a passport, certified by the Turkish consul at the port of last departure and counter-_ 
signed by the local authorities. Persons going to Turkey without the required docu- 
ments cannot expect to escape inconvenience; but if they are disturbed, the establishment 
of their identity and status through the United States legation at Constantinople should = sit 

3 not be difficult. _ oo | | a 
__ Mr. Chryssofondis seems to have made no attempt, threugh the consularagent or lega- 

. tion, to assert his right as an American citizen; but quitted the country voluntarily 
, the next day, and, so far as can be seen, without the slightest effort on the part of the 7 

Turks to interfere with his personal liberty. On the facts presented in your letter and | 
. 1ts accompanying printed statement, there would seem to be no just ground forcomplaint 
against the Government of Turkey. The most that can be said is that, in the personal : 
conversation between Mr. Chryssofondis and the Turkish officers at Dardanelles the lat- De 
ter is alleged to have made the remarkable statement that ‘‘ Turkey has made.a treaty | 
in 1867 with all other nations by which a Turk, who returned to Turkey after attaining — | 

~ citizenship elsewhere, became again a subject of Turkey and forfeited his other citizen- 
ship.’?’ The Government of the United States is not a party to any such treaty as is 
here mentioned, and none such is known to exist between Turkey and any other powers. 

| The officer would appear to have been misinformed, and the legation at Constantinople 
will be instructed to ask that he be correctly advised. __ | 

| I have, &c., | | : - 
| Oo | TT. F. BAYARD. oe 

Oo No. 656. oo - 

| Mr. Emmet to Mr. Bayard. | 

No. 513.) : . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| oe Constantinople, July 21,1885. (Received August 10.) 

_. §rr: I have the honor to report that yesterday, being the day set = 
apart by his excellency the minister of foreign affairs for receiving the | 
heads of the various legations, I availed myself of the occasion to bring 
to his notice the cases embraced in dispatches Nos, 293 and 296, This _
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| means I deemed much more expeditious than communication by writing. : 
7 I beg to embody our interview, as follows: — 

| _ His excellency states that the majority of cases where the naturaliza- 
: tion of Turkish subjects is questioned are found to be people. who have ~ 

_ left the Empire to escape payment of debts, evade criminal process, or 
without obtaining leave of the Government, and by remaining absent 
for a length of time and returning under the protection of an American 
passport expect immunity from everything remaining of record against 
them. Furthermore, he says that the Ottoman Government can have — 
but one standard for the consideration of the naturalization of persons _ 
formerly Ottoman subjects, and which is fully stated in the law pro- 
mulgated January 19, 1869. | | - 

By examination of the Législation Ottomane, vol. 1, page 8, art. 5, | 
I translate as follows: oo : a ) 

ArT. 5. The Ottoman subject who has acquired a foreign nationality with the 
authorization of the Imperial Government is considered and treated as a foreign sub- 

| _ ject. If, on the contrary, he has naturalized himself as a foreigner without the pre- | 
liminary authorization of the Imperial Government, his naturalization will be con- 

- sidered as null and void, and he will continue to be considered and treated in all | 
| respects as an Ottoman subject. No Ottoman subject can in any case acquire foreign 

naturalization until after obtaining an act of authorization delivered by virtue of an 
Imperial iradé. 

His excellency stated that but one thing remained to be done by 
those who have violated the above law, and that was to file a petition 

| stating all.the points of their several cases, and particularly a cause for 
changing their nationality, with the Turkish minister in America, who 
in turn will forward the same to the locality whence the petition origi- | 
nally came, and if found to have left a clean record after him, there | 

—_ _ will be no difficulty in obtaining the Imperial iradé, considered so indis- 7 
_ pensable in the above law. | | | 

Without this last precaution all naturalized Turks are debarred from 
inheriting from Ottoman subjects, notwithstanding that the property 
may have been acquired through the thrift and industry of the foreigner. 
And in case the latter purchases property he cannot bequeath the same 

. to other than an Ottoman. oo ce 
| In reference to filing these petitions with the Turkish minister in 

America, I made particular inquiry whether it would not be preferable . 
to have the same come through the channel of the State Department 

| and this legation, to which his excellency replied that by the personal 
: application to the minister he would be enabled to pronounce at once 

, whether the applicant could obtain relief, and thereby save much time 
and labor. a 

lam, &e., | | | 
: | | _ WM. C. EMMET, 

| oo Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. 

No. 657. — a 

| — Mr. Emmet to Mr. Bayard. a ae 

| No. 515.] | _ LEGATION-OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| | Constantinople, July 23, 1885. (Received August 10.) 

, Srg: I have the honor to report that, on receipt of your dispatch No. 
| 296, I addressed a communication to Mr. Frank Calvert, United States 

consular agent at the Dardanelles, a copy of which I have the honor to _
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inclose, and likewise the answer thereto, in reference to the case of Mr. 
| EE. Chryssofondis. _ | | | 

The statements contained in Mr. Calvert’s answer are almost arepe- 
_ tition of the facts stated under cover of dispatch 296, with the addi- ~~ 

tional information that the proofs of Mr. Chryssofondis’s naturalization, ; 
. consisting of a passport and a declaration of renunciation to foreign 

allegiance, were submitted to Consul-General Heap some time before 
_ they were shown to the Turkish authorities, and were pronounced as. | 

| incomplete by Mr. Heap. a, SO oo , 
_ The ground for refusing recognition by the Turkish authorities was 

. the law of 1¢69, which I cite in my dispatch No. 218, and thatlaw will 
likewise prove a barrier to Mr. C.’s inheriting from his parents unless | 
he takes the steps elsewhere indicated to obtain the Imperial iradé. . | 

_  - Under the present state of circumstances his father cannot convey prop- 
erty to him, although the same was purchased with money earned in 
America and sent to Turkey for investment. BO a 

His only relief on that point is the disposal of the property by his - 
_ father, during his life, and the return of the purchase money, or his 

share of it, to the American claimant, unless he obtains the iradé. a 

Bo - - | ‘WM. C. EMMET, 
er : | | Ohargé @ Affaires ad interim. | 

me ee [Inclosure 1 in No. 515.] ._ - | a | 

a a , Mr. Emmet to Mr. Calvert. | | 

_ Ne _ UNITED STATES LEGATION, - | 
- . : | a Constantinople, July 16, 1885. | 

| - Srp: By dispatch received this day from the State Department I am directed to com- | 
| municate with you and ask for all the information at your command in reference to the | 

ease of Mr. E. Chryssofondis, of Baltimore, Md. | | eee - 
The following statement has been submitted to the State Department, and I furnish it 

| to you for confirmation or alteration as your knowledge of the same may dictate. ce 
_ _ It seems that Mr. E. Chryssofondis, claiming Greek parentage, though born in Turkey, 

_ returned to his native town, Reukioi (about three and one-half hours’ ride from Darda- 
— nelles), March 1, last, upon a visit to his parents, from his adopted country, America, : 

| ‘after an absence from Turkey of twenty-five years. a | 
- About April 17, desiring to return to America, he applied for a pass from the American - | 

consul at the Dardanelles, who in turn sent for same to the Turkish officials. An an- | 
' swer was returned by the latter that the applicant would have to appear in person. This 

being complied with, Mr. C. was asked where he was born, and when he replied ‘‘in — 
. Turkey’’ the Turkish officials absolutely refused to grant a pass, notwithstanding he’ 
showed his naturalization papers. - a | | 

| ]t is further stated to the State Department that during the interview between Mr. C. : 
_ and the officials they justified their action by virtue of a treaty claimed to have been 

- entered into in 1867, whereby all Turkish subjects who became naturalized in foreign 
. lands and returned to Turkey forfeited all their rights acquired elsewhere. The date is | 

what I have particular reference to, and whether they did not mean the law of 1869, 
enacted in reference to naturalization. In making answer to my inquiries, you will 
please state whether Mr. C. had and exhibited a passport, in addition to his naturaliza- , 
tion papers, and all other points which you deem as bearing weight. | | 

If you have any means of ascertaining the truth of Mr. C.’s claim to Greek parentage, © 
_. it would add an interesting phase to the*question under investigation. | 

Tam, &c., : | | | 
| | : . WM. C. EMMET, | 

| | - United States Chargé d’ Affaires ad interim.
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| a  [Inclosure 2 in No. 515.1. | . ) 

Mr. Calvert to Mr. Emmet. — = . 7 

| : UNITED STATES CONSULAR AGENCY, 
| _ Dardanelles, July 20, 1885. 

Ste: I have received your dispatch No. 205, of July 16, with reference to the case of 
Mr. E. Chyrssofondis, of Baltimore, Md. | 

in reply, I have the honor to furnish the facts that have come to my knowledge. Re- 
- specting the parentage of Mr. Chryssofondis, I can state I know his father personally. 

He is a native of the town of Reukioi, in this neighborhood; a Greek by religion, not by 
nationality; by birth a ‘‘rayahb,’’ or non-Mussulman Turkish subject. According to the 
statement of Mr. Chryssofondis, he left his native town of Reukioi about twenty-eight 
years since. After a residence of thirteen years in Greece, where, I believe, he becamea 
Greek naturalized subject, he proceeded to the United States in 1870. In March, 1885, 
he returned to this country on a visit to his relatives. The documents he produced to | 
prove his American nationality were a passport and a declaration of renunciation to for-' 
eign allegiance. 

_ At the time of Mr. Chryssofondis’s arrival, and at his request, I wrote to Mr. Consul- 
General Heap, at Constantinople, to inquire if he would be protected as an American 

- citizen from the Turkish authorities. Before receiving a reply I saw Mr. Heap per- 
sonally. He verbally informed me he was of opinion Mr. Chryssofondis’s naturalization 
papers were incomplete, and advised that Mr. C. should, before his projected second visit 
to Turkey, provide himself with all necessary documents, when Mr. Heap would demand 
from the Porte a recognition of Mr. Chryssofondis’s American nationality. 

Mr. C., on his departure from this place, applied for a pass, which was refused by the © 
Turkish authorities. As he would not have been allowed to embark elsewhere, I per- 

- mitted him to go on board a steamer from the consulate in a boat I was sending off. : 
The Turkish authorities justify their attitude in virtue of the treaty of 1869, in refer- 

ence to naturalization. I may add that Mr. Chryssofondis did not produce any docu- 
ment to prove a residence in Greece. | | | 

I have, &c., FRANK CALVERT, 
Consular Agent. 

| No. 658. 

OO Mr. Emmet to Mr. Bayard. 7 

No. 516.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | | 
| | Constantinople, July 23, 1885. (Received August 10.) | 

Srz: I have the honor to report that during an interview had with | 
the minister of foreign affairs, on the 20th inst., the particulars of 

+ dispatch No. 293 were fully discussed, with the following result: = ° - 
His excellency presupposes that at the time Mr. J. J. Arakelyan 

| _ left his native town, Arabkir, some of his relatives entered into bonds, 
thereby enabling him to absent himself from home, and hence the ex- 
action of taxes and labor on his behalf since his departure. | 

. If Mr. Arakelyan will take the trouble to file a petition with the 
Turkish minister in America, setting forth the facts of his case, his 

~ reason for becoming naturalized, and exhibiting the proofs of his nat- - 
uralization, the minister will forward a communication to the authorities _ 
of his former home, and have his name. stricken from the records, thus 
relieving his parents from the burden of further taxation or labor on 
his account. As to the restitution of moneys already disbursed, or re- 
muneration for labor performed, his excellency said there would be no. 
hope for recovery. In his own words, “We will forgive him for the 

| future, and he must forgive the Turkish Government for the past.” - 
The system of bonding would-be absentees is quite a general practice 

in Turkey, and will undoubtedly be found the origin of the above case. 
I am, &e., , | 

oe WM. ©. EMMET, 
| : ‘Chargé W Affaires ad interim. 7
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: ao | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Coz. | Oe | 

| No. 6.[ OC — DEPARTMENT OF STATE, - | 
| an | Washington, August 17, 1885. : 

- Sir: Ihave received Mr. Emmet’s No. 515, of the 23d ultimo,inregard = 
to. the complaint of Mr. E. Chryssofondis, of Baltimore, and have ex- 
plained the situation of the case as therein reported, as well asin Mr.” 
 Emmet’s No. 513, of July 21 last, relative to the naturalization of Otto- 
man subjects, to the Hon. John V. L. Findlay, member of Congress from 
Maryland, who communicated Mr. Chryssofondis’s grievance to the De- | - 

-- partment. I have also stated to Mr. Findlay that instead of the petition —_ 
| for an iradé being made direct to the Turkish minister here, provided | | 

Mr. Chryssofondis desired to comply with the Turkish regulationsin 
question, if he would cause the Department to be fully advised upon the — 
subject, and furnished with proof of Mr. Chryssofondis’s naturalization, 

| the necessary application would be made to that minister through this __ 
Department. eo | | ee | oe | 

a Tam, &e., a , Be ° 
oe OO Oo _ T. F. BAYARD, | | 

Oe Seg hy . Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cox, | | - 

—No@] Be DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ | 
| | Washington, August 17, 1885. | 

| Srp: I have to acknowledge the receipt of a dispatch, No. 516, of _ 
the 23d ultimo, from Mr. Emmet respecting the complaint of Mr. J.J. 
Arakelyan, a naturalized. American citizen of Boston, Mass,, and to 7 
say that I have apprised him of the purport of Mr. Emmet’s dispatch 
as well as of his No. 513, of the 21st ultimo, concerning Ottoman sub- - 

_ jects who have obtained a foreign allegiance without permission of their = 
| sovereign. I have also advised Mr. Arakelyan that rather than that 

_ he should make the application for an iradé direct to the minister of an 
. Turkey here, provided it was his intention to comply with this Turkish : 

- requirement, if he would explain the situation fully to the Department, | 
in addition to what was here known touching his naturalization, proper 
application would be made to that minister through this Department. 

| ae a T. F. BAYARD. - 

BT ee Oe No66. | 
- | | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cox. _ | co | 

No.9] | | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, : 
| a Washington, August 17, 1885, 

-. Sim: I herewith inclose a copy of a letter from the secretary of the | : 
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions at Boston, Mass., of the - | 
29th ultimo, and of my reply thereto of the 17th instant, in respect of 
the cause of American missionaries in the Ottoman Empire. | |
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It is not deemed necessary to dwell upon any particular cases, the — 
| record of which is in the legation at Constantinople, for it is assumed 

that you will have familiarized yourself therewith as one of the initial 
| duties incumbent upon you. While from the nature of these cases the © 

conduct of this class of questions must be largely intrusted to your 
discretion, yet it is not to be supposed that you will be any less active 
than your predecessors in endeavoring by every means known to the 
intercourse of sovereign states to.secure all due protection and redress _ 

| for your countrymen who take up their abode in Turkey and observe 
its laws. | : 

You will communicate freely with the Department on this subject as. 
| you may deem it necessary, and while giving your own views as to the 

| result of the practical knowledge you may be able to obtain on the 
SS spot, you will ask such special instructions as you may think needful. _ 

You will rest assured that it is the purpose of this Government to go _ 
| to all proper limits in protecting American rights and interests in Tur- 

- key, and any suggestions that you may offer as to the proper method of 
doing so will have careful consideration. At the'same time you will 
not disguise from the Porte our sense of disappointment at the inade- 
quacy of the protection accorded to law-abiding citizens of the United 
States in Turkey, and the bad impression which must be created from 

| the continued failure to punish offenders whose identity has been amply 
| - established. The Turkish Government is no less concerned than our- 

| Selves in seeing to it that no imputation on its good faith shall be pos- 
sible, and that no culprit shall be screened from the consequences of — 
his acts. The Government of the United States recognizes in the mis- | 
Sionaries an honest and worthy set of men who have achieved a vast: 
amount of good and whose welfare is dear to multitudes in this country. 

: They not only deserve all the protection possible, but should be shown 
. every proper sympathy in their life-work. | 

| Adding, in conclusion, that the Department hopes soon to be favored 
with such practical views as you may find occasion to present in regard 

| to this important subject, | 
a Tam, &e., : oe | | 

| | | | T. F. BAYARD. : 

oO [Inclosure 1 in No. 9.] : 

. Mr. Clark to the President. — | 

| | AMERICAN BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS FOR FOREIGN MISsIons, 
CONGREGATIONAL HOUSE, 1 SOMERSET STREET, 

| . | i Boston, July 29, 1885. 

Sie: In behalf of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions I beg to 
call your attention to the need of more efficient protection of American interests in the Turkish 
Empire. You are aware that the larger part of American residents in that empire are | 
connected with different missionary societies, hence the officials of the United States of 
different grades will naturally be brought into relations with them quite as often as with 
other Americans, perhaps oftener. - : . 

The following statistics will indicate in some measure the extent of the work in charge 
of the missionaries of the American and Presbyterian Boards of Missions within the limits 
of the Turkish Empire. The number of missionaries, men and women, from thiscountry _ 
is over two hundred. They are to be found at the most influential centers of influence, 
from Macedonia to the borders of Persia on the east, and from the Black Sea on thenorth 
to Arabia on the south. Between three and four hundred towns and cities are occupied © 
by missionaries in person or by their agents. Aboutone hundred and fifty churches have 
been gathered with over ten thousand members. | . | 

| Nearly a million of dollars is invested in educational and publication enterprises, in-
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| cluding eight institutions of college grade attended by over one thousand students, and 

_ from seventy-five to eighty high schools and seminaries with some twenty-five hundred a 
pupils. | 

\ Not far from two hundred millions of pages of works for educational and religious | 
purposes have been issued from the press in six different languages. — | 

: Rev. Dr. Gilman, one of the secretaries of the American Bible Society, has kindly given 
me the following items, touching the work of his society: = = | oo | 

| The American Bible Society has large investments at Constantinople and Beirut in 
| electrotype plates, printed books and sheets, and electrotype apparatus—the value of the __ | 

same being not far from $125,000. | | : | 
At those two points it manufactures not far from fifty thousand volumes a year in 

Turkish, Armenian, Bulgarian, and other languages used in the Turkish Empire. | 
_ Its whole work is philanthropic and benevolent and aims to make it possible for the — . 

“subjects of the Turkish Empire, of whatever language or ancestry, to become possessors 
of the Holy Scriptures which have done so much for ths prosperity of the United States. 

oo No commercial profit is sought for or received; but no attempt is made to force the 
Seriptures upon persons reluctant to recéive them. = | | 

Besides the property of the Bible Society, the trustees of the Bible House have a build- 
_ ing at Constantinople, which, with the land on which it stands, cost not far from $80,000. | 

_. The missionaries and others connected with the interests above outlined ask, and we 
ask for them, only the enjoyment of the rights and privileges accorded by treaty stipula-_ | : 
tions to American citizens as such. We ask no favors for them as missionaries, but only 
as American citizens in the prosecution of lawful callings. a oe 
_ It is not to be disguised, however, that the Turkish Government of late years has be- : 
come more and more jealous of our influence, and of the work we are doing in enlight- 
ening the people. Hence restrictions have been laid upon us in Many ways, and the. 
protection and the privileges granted to other nationalities are no longer accorded to us | 

+ as in former years. — tS 5 
(1) The first restriction to which I would refer relates to the distribution and sale of a 

- publications, such as have been duly approved by Government censors, and which are, | 
_ therefore, property to be regarded as objects of commerce. In repeated instances of late ° 

_ men employed to sell publications have been arrested and the property in their hands 
_ seized. After due representation to the civil authorities, and wearisome delays, the in- ; 

dividuals arrested have been released and property restored, but no adequate reparation - 
has been made for the loss of time and for the damage done by the detention of prop- | 
erty. The Government has made promises of reparation again and again, but the prom- 
ises have not been fulfilled. In one case, that which occurred at Gallipoli, General. 
Wallace demanded £100 Turkish indemnity for losses incurred, but our Government did | 
not sustain him in pressing the claim, and so it wasdropped. Of late similar cases have | 
occurred in the region of Erzeroom, and to such an extent have these restrictions been : 

| enforced as seriously to interfere with the prosecution of our labors in this direction. L 
_- (2) Another restriction which has greatly hindered our work of late has been the | 

withholding of the usual permits for the erection of school buildings. We have been 
allowed to publish school books to a large extent, and to educate teachers, but when we | 
ask permission to erect school buildings for the proper carrying out of this branch of the. | 

_ service, these permits are either withholden altogether, or we have been subjected to . . 
ruinous delays. These permits have been given in most instances to the French, but - 
re not given to Americans. - : oe 

(3) The gravest matter of which we have to complain is lack of security for the lives 
and property of missionaries, especially in the interior. Not’ only are permits or safe | : 
conducts withheld in some cases, as at Erzeroom and Van, from missionaries desiring to 
travel in the prosecution of their work—safe conducts by which they could secure guards - | 

_ for their protection—but two of our missionaries abouttwo years since were striken down 
_ on the highway and severely wounded by repeated sword-cuts and no redress has ever ee 

, been secured for this outrage. The principal man concerned is well known and repre- : 
sentations have been made touching the case to the Turkish Government, and promises . oe 
abundant have been made that he should be arrested and punished, but nothing has 
been done. On the contrary, this man is treated with very distinguished consideration 
by the local authorities and his example is referred to as evidence that Americans, as 
such, have no rights and no just claim on the protection of the Turkish authorities. | 

In this case also General Wallace, on being instructed by the United States Govern- | 
_ ment to press the matter of redress with vigor, and to secure proper indemnity, did so, | 
expecting the support of his Government in such demands.as he might make. He de- 

_ Mmanded £1,000 Turkish, as indemnity for the injuries done to one of these gentlemen, Dr. ; 
_ Reynolds, and £500 Turkish indemnity for injuries done to Mr. Knapp, hisassociate; but - a _ when he came to press these claims on the Turkish Government he was again held in check 

_ by his own Government, and everything was left to the good sense and kind feeling of the oe
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Turkish authorities. Iam sorry to be obliged to refer to such neglect of American citi- 
zens on the part of its Government, neglect now so continued and repeated in so many 
instances as to make our American citizens blush at the very name ‘‘American.’’ Is it 
not possible for Americans, as such, to. enjoy in Turkey the same immunities and the ~ 
same protection which other nationalities accord to their subjects? | 

I might add to these instances other illustrations.. It may be enough to name one. / _. 
Mr. Knapp, some twenty years ago, purchased of the Turkish Government a house in 

Bitlis; but of late the order has been given, first through local courts and afterwards 
confirmed by the authorities at Constantinople, that he give up his house to one who © 
comes forward as a claimant of the property, and not only give up the house, with all 
the improvements made on it, but pay twenty years’ rent thereon. This is in a city in | 
which the American name has been so discredited by failure to secure the proper pun- 
ishment of Moussa Bey, the principal man involved in the outrage upon the persons of 

. Messrs. Knapp and Reynolds. : | 
| These matters and others will come to the early attention doubtless of Mr. Cox on 

reaching Constantinople. He will find in the files of his office abundant information 
touching these matters. Mr. Heap, the consul-general of the United States, in conse- 

‘ quence of ill health, has been worried, doubtless, by many of these complaints, and has 
-  ghown less sympathy and less readiness to secure redress for our grievances. In one in- 

stance a civil suit, which, in accordance with former precedents, and in accordance with _ 
oO the judgment of English and French consuls, should have been settled in a consular 

. court, was thrown into one of the Turkish courts, where it was a foregone conclusion 
. that unfavorable judgment would be rendered on our claims. 

The reason alleged by Mr. Heap, as reported to me, was that the consular court had 
no power to enforce its decisions. This was a new revelation, and I cannot but hope 
that my informant was mistaken. It was too painful a confession of the entire weak- _ 
ness of the United States officials in the Turkish Empire to secure redress for our 

a citizens. oo me . 
I will only add the strong conviction, grounded on former precedents, that the occa- 

sional presence of our Mediterranean fleet in Turkish waters, or the frequent visit of some 
of our ships of war at Smyrna,:the Dardanelles, or Salonica—not as a menace, but as a re- 
minder to the Turkish Government of the existence of the United States as one of the . 
great powers of the world—would add very much to the influence of the American 
minister, restore the credit and the prestige of the American name, and contribute not 

_ # little to securing the rights and privileges of American citizens in aceordance with 
treaty stipulations. 

Yours, &e., a oo | 
7 - N. G. CLARK, 

| Lo : | | Secretary. 

[Inclosure 2 in No. 9.] 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Clark. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, . 
| . | Washington, August 17, 1885. 

Sim: Your letter of the 29th ultimo to the President, advocating the cause of Ameri- 
can missionaries in Turkey, has been received and referred to me for reply. <A copy of 
it will be at once sent to Mr. Cox, our present representative at Constantinople, to whose 
discretion the conduct of this class of questions must be largely intrusted. He will 
doubtless feel it a pleasure as well as a duty to interest himself in the matter, and it is 
not supposed that he will be any less active than his predecessors in endeavoring by 
every means known to the intercourse of sovereign states to secure all due protection 

- and redress for American citizens who take up their abode in Turkey and observe the 
laws of the Ottoman Empire. | | 

. . Your letter intimates an opinion that past administrations have been lax in not press- 
ing and enforcing demands for reparation and pecuniary indemnity in certain cases to 
which you advert. I find that the peremptory demands in question were made by Mr. 
‘Wallace without due prior authority; and having been refused by the Turkish Govern- 
ment, an insistence upon them, and especially a determination to enforce them, would 

| thave entailed great responsibilities. Had it been the purpose of the last administration 
' +0 proceed to any international extremity, the order to demand indemnity would doubt- 

less have proceeded in the first instance from the Department of State. The wisdom of 
presenting, by way of ultimatum, peremptory demands for money payment in cases of 
this character is not apparent, for it is a rule of international law that sovereigns are not 

| giable, in diplomatic procedure, for damages to a foreigner when arising from the mis-
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conduct of agents acting out of the range not only of their real but of their apparent 
| authority. This Government could not admit such a demand upon it on the part of any" ae 

. foreign power, and it cannot be expected to make such a demand against a nation with | 
which it treats as an equal sovereign, unless it has acquired by treaty the right to 

O SO. . a 7 
But this view of the matter is qualified by the right to expect that, when the circum- | 

_. stances of the case warrant it, the Government found morally in default will hasten to | 
' render proper reparation to the injured party. This is what Mr. Wallace appears to 

have been directed to press for by every means in his power, and Mr. Cox will bein- | 
_ structed in the like sense. He will spare no efforts to impress on the Government of the 
Porte our earnest conviction that we have a right to expect that justice will be meted . 
out to the offenders, and that such reparation will be tendered for the injuries suffered | 
aS wall comport with a due sense of justice and of deference toward a friendly power. — | | 

am, &c., | | ey | 

2 7 | DB BAYARD. 

Os | No. 662. | | | 

| _ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cow my | 

No.10] oe | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
oe oe Washington, August 17, 1885. 

Str: I have to acknowledge the receipt of a dispatch from Mr. Wal- | 
lace, No. 491, of April 9, 1885, reporting the adverse decision of the | | 

~ Government of Turkey to the claims for indemnity preferred by the | ~ 
United States on account of the assaults committed upon the Rev. G. | 
©. Knapp and Dr. G. C. Reynolds and Maurice Pflaum, M. D.. oe | 

_ The minister for foreign affairs maintains that his Government is not 
to be held pecuniarily responsible for the acts complained of, and asserts _ ) 
that it is lawful for the parties interested to bring suit against the 
“magistrates for prejudice to their cases by reason of irregularities in. . , 
their proceedings.” ee | on Bas | 

Tam unable to accept this reply as either a final or satisfactory answer. 
The magnitude of these offenses, no less than the cruelty which partica- ) 
larly characterized the treatment received by Messrs. Knapp and Rey- | 
nolds, leaves no other course open to this Government than toagain ap- | 
peal to that sense of justice which should alike animate Turkey and 
prompt her to make honorable amends for these crimes. | oo 
Ido not, however, deem it necessary to review the entire correspond- : 

ence in each of these cases, since it is fully before your legation. I. oe 
therefore content myself with a brief reference in each case, and trust 

- that you will speedily familiarize yourself therewith and renew the ap- 
plication for a money indemnity for these outraged American citizens. 

_ In so doing you will keep in mind the general views as to this class of | 
claims expressed in my No. 9, of the 17th instant.. | ae: | 

_ The assault upon Messrs. Knapp and- Reynolds was committed May. 
31, 1883, by Koords near Bitlis, and was accompanied with robbery and - 
-attempted murder. Dr. Reynolds received ten sword-cuts, while Mr. | 
Knapp: was beaten over the head with a heavy club. Both gentlemen — - 
were tied, gagged, and dragged into the bushes and left to die. — | 

The case of Dr. Pflaum occurred also in 1883, April 28. It originated 
in an unpaid bill for medical services rendered to Tahir Effendi, of Axar, - 

_ and involves the disputed Article IV of the treaty of 1830, with a pe- | 
culiar advantage on the side of this Government. “The governor of - 
Axar,” says Mr. Wallace, ‘did not confine himself to arresting Dr. - | 
 Pflaum, and trying and sentencing him; he went the full figure, and pun- 
ished him also.” | | - | : |
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__ It needs also to be remarked that in connection with these cases the 
| Government of the United States has not yet succeeded in obtaining — 

satisfactory treatment by Turkey. ~~ | 
Mr. Wallace’s dispatches Nos. 460 and 461, of January 8 and 13, 1885, 

present the latest developments in the cases previous to his No. 491. 
| His No. 460 contains a note from the Turkish Government relative to. 

: the case of Dr. Pflaum. It acknowledges the discovery of certain ir- 
| regularities, announces the removal of two officials, and the reprimand 

of another. His No. 461 concerns the case of Messrs. Reynolds and 
| Knapp. It also acknowledges the discovery of some irregularities, and 

| states that certain officials have been “ put under judgment.” | 
oe In the case of Dr. Pflaum, Mr. Frelinghuysen replied, under date’. 

of January 29, 1885 (No. 257), that in the Department’s judgment it 
seemed fitting that this admission of irregular treatment should be fol- 
lowed by an immediate offer on the part of the Sublime Porte to make 

. due reparation to a wronged American citizen. Mr. Wallace was ac- | 
cordingly instructed to renew his application for a suitable money in- 
demnity, should he not receive within a reasonable time an offer of set- 
tlement from Turkey. Respecting the complaint of Messrs. Reynolds 
and Knapp, my predecessor remarked in his instruction (No. 260) of 

: February 4, 1885, that the reported action of Turkey was viewed with 
| satisfaction as evidence of a desire on the part of that Government to 

recede from the deadlock into which the matter had fallen through the 
‘ action of the Turkish authorities, and of a purpose to act in accordance ~ 

| - with international comity and right counsel. ‘It remains to be seen, 
; - however,” adds Mr. Frelinghuysen, “ whether substantial justice for — 

these injured men can be reached, and certainly no less will satisfy us. 
-  _ Under all the circumstances of this case, the Government of the United 

- States rightly expects that the Government of Turkey will make early 
| and due reparation to Messrs. Knapp and Reynolds for the outrages per- 

| _- petrated by Moussa Bey, whose identity is beyond question.” 
| | _ So much depends on the tact with which a pecuniary claim on a for- — 

eign Government is pressed and on the influence of the officer present- 
ing it, that Ido not think that even two refusals from Turkey in the 
present cases should place this Government in a position in whicha — 

. third application through a new minister would be improper. | 
a I cannot but regard that these claims possess much merit, and that 

the Government of Turkey should be urged to settlement. I am not 
disposed to say that our insistence should be such as to disturb the | 
friendly relations of the two countries, and with these remarks I feel 
that I may confidently leave the subject largely to your discretion. 

The Department will be glad to receive a full report of your action, 
| when taken. : a : 

lam, &e., | 
| , ae T. KF. BAYARD. 

: | — No. 663. oO | 

| | | | 7 Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cox. : : a 

. No. 15.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
: | Washington, August 27, 1885. 

Sir: Adverting to the Department’s instructions No. 293, of June 8, 
to Mr. Emmet, and No. 7, of the 17th instant, to yourself, I herewith in- — 
close a copy of a letter from Mr. J. J. Arakelyan, of the 20th instant,
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giving an account of his coming to the United States in order thatan 
_iradé such as that referred to by Mr. Emmet in his recent dispatch . 

Inay be obtained from the Porte. This letter of Mr. Arakelyan’s, in — 
- connection with the information already before your legation, will place 

_ you in possession of the necessary facts in this case upon which to pe- SO 
_ tition the Turkish Government for an iradé, so that hisname may be 

stricken from the records, thereby relieving his parents from the bur- 
den of further taxation or labor on his account. | 

_ _ You will use your best endeavor to obtain this. action with as little : 
delay as possible. — Oo a | , Soe! | 

Tam, &e.,, | : Se | 
wee Oo - T. F. BAYARD. | 

oo | |  [Inelosure in No. 15.] oe ae . | oo 

oe mo Mr. Arakelyan to Mr. Bayard. | , | oo : . 

| Oo | | | Boston, MaAss., August 20, 1885. 

DEAR Sir: Your favor of the 17th instant was duly received, for which please accept a 
most hearty thanks. Ishall be highly pleased to have the State Department continue 
in their request to the Turkish Government to right the matter affecting unjustly an 
American citizen, and to secure an iradé if that seems best in the Department’s judg- | 
ment. | , | | , 
The facts, in brief, of my coming to the United States, and, becoming one of its citi- 

zens, are as follows: When I was a boy, and my father was residing at Erzeroom, away 
from his family, he sent for me to join him there, leaving Arabkir, where I was born. 

_ While I was.at Erzeroom my father’s business compelled him to go to Trebizond, leav- | 
_ ing me.alone for two years, in which time a few of my friends, with myself, became de- 

sirous to go to the United States. Accordingly, in 1866, five of us left-Erzeroom for this - 
country, but when we reached Trebizond, where my father still was, he at once ob- : 
jected to my plan, and my companions continued their journey without me. At length 
my father, seeing that I should never be satisfied till I reached America, embraced the ~ | 
opportunity to let me go in the spring of 1867-with an American family, Mr. M. P. | 
Parmelee and family, who were at Trebizond as missionaries of American Board of Com- | 

- missioners for Foreign Missions. —_ SO oe a 
_ On reaching Constantinople we met a Mrs. Walker whose husband had died at Diar- - 

_ bekir, and she had come to Constantinople with her children to join other missionaries __. 
in returning to this country. I was then engaged to assist her in the care of her family 

- from Constantinople to Boston, where we arrived July 15, 1867, going at once to her ‘ 
father’s home at Auburndale, Mass., where I remained, studying, about one year. From , 

_ there I went to Riverside Press, Cambridge, Mass., Messrs. H. O. Houghton & Co. pro- 
prietors, with the intention of learning the art of printing, and returning to Turkey. 

But as time went on my plans changed. On the 4th of June, 1879, I married an 7 
_ American lady at her home in Lancaster, Mass. In February, 1883, I left the Riverside 

Press, and opened a book and newspaper printing office at 226 Franklin street, Boston, — : 
_ where I still continue in business, residing at Cambridgeport, Mass., where I have been | 

naturalized as you already know, having in your possession a certified copy of my nat- 
uralization paper. Se, | oo / | 

Please observe, in view of the above facts, that there have been no obstaclesto my 
coming to this country besides my father’s unwillingness to part with his son, at first, | | 

_ and that no one has ever entered into bonds for me that I know of, nor did I ever hear 
of such a custom, as I must have done had any such arrangement been entered into for ~ : 

_ me, as the Turkish minister of foreign affairs presupposes. | ne oe oo : 
7 There is no need to state that the facts in the case do entitle me to the protection and 
_ privileges of a citizen of the United States, and I feel sure that since you have so kindly a 

and faithfully done so much already for me and for the right, you will eventually, with 
persistence, see wrongs righted and satisfaction gained. Thanking you again for the — 
attention you are bestowing upon the matter, - . | 

 Tremain, &c., . . — ey 
| 7 J.J. ARAKELYAN, | 

| . : | | . | | * |
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| | No. 664. a 

| | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cox. : | 

| No. 16.] _. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 7 
| Washington, August 29, 1885. 
Sir: I have received a dispatch, No. 429, of the 7th instant, from Mr. . 

Heap, consul-general at Constantinople, in reference to the expulsion 
| from Safed, Palestine, of two American citizens, Louis Lubrowsky and 

_ brother, Hebrews by nativity, because of their religious faith. It ap- 
pears that these brothers on their recent arrival at. Safed were required - 
to give bonds in the sum of 400 Turkish pounds to leave the country in 
ten days or obtain a special license to remain. | 

: . The facts in detail will be found narrated in the correspondence which, 
it seems, Mr. Heap brought to the attention of Mr. Emmet on the 22d* 

: ultimo and 3d instant. For this reason I do not inclose to you a copy 
of Mr. Heap’s dispatch, but you will immediately call upon him for such 
further particulars as you may desire, should the facts not be fully 
before your legation. a 

This case is commended to your attention as one in which the De- 
- partment entertains the confidence that you will take the greatest in- 

7 terest and with which you will be competent to deal as a due regard 
for the rights of American citizens requires. 

It is to be borne in mind, however, that those rights, under treaties, 
are to be measured in a certain degree by the rights conceded to other 
foreigners. of the most favored nation.. You will be careful, therefore, | 
to make no untenable demand as of right. But friendship and inter- 
national comity entitle the United States to ask and expect that no 

| | race or class distinction shall be made as regards American citizens 
abroad, and this Government cannot acquiesce in any such prescript- 

: ive measures which compel its citizens to abandon Turkey solely on 
- account of their religious proclivities. | 

| Mr. Heap’s dispateh will acquaint you with the extent of his action 
and that of the consul at Beirut to prevent this wrong. 

, Tam, &e., | —_ : . 
| a 1) FF BAYARD. 

| No. 665. _ OO 

| Mr. Cox to Mr. Bayard. | | 

[ Extract. } 

7 No. 14.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| | Constantinople, September 18, 1885. (Received October 5.) | 

oe $rr: I have the honor to inclose copies of correspondence had with 
the English minister, Sir William A. White, in reference to affording _ 
American interests the protection of the English vice-consul at Har- | 
poot, especially having in view the undisturbed continuance of the 
American college at that point. | | 

You will be pleased to see that we are indebted to the courtesy and 
vigor of English officials at a point where none of our own is stationed, 

_, and also that the same is extended to our countrymen in as gracious a 
manner as it usually has been effective, ] . |
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The above case comes under the general instructions recently received _ 
through your dispatch No. 9. That dispatch gives a large discretion oe 
in securing “all due protection and redress for your [our] countrymen | 

- who take up their abode in Turkey and observe its laws.” © | 
' There are cases pending which need prompt attention, and as to_ | 
which I will confer with the Department if any emergency not foreseen | | 

shall arise. — . os ae Cy : | 
_. A case was brought to me yesterday of the most flagrant character, _ 

viz, the robbery in June last of Rev. Mr. J. F. Smith, his wife and son, _ 
- and a Miss Wright of Marsovan, Asia Minor. The robbers (Circassian 

soldiers) were arrested; but no punishment has been had,and noreturn 
of the stolen property found upon the robbers. This robbery took place — . 
on the highway, nine miles from Tocat, under circumstances of aggrava- - 
tion. I have made a full representation to the Porte in such diplomatic 
terms as it is possible to use and be in earnest. _ re 

| * BR * ee *# # a | 

I refer to these cases (all comprehended under. your No. 9) to show | 
you that I have received your dispatch and am studying up the corre- | 
spondence with a view to the best mode of redress. ; 

| e 8 # a # * RO a 

J have, &c., | | a | | | 
7 Pe oe | 8. 8S. COX, | 

ee _ ' - [Inclosure 1 in No. 14.] | . - | . 

Pe | | Mr. Cox to Mr. White. — | / a | 

— | Sn LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| _ | Constantinople, September 11,1885. 

| DEAR Sre: Some months ago the Ottoman Government decided to enforce its law— . _ 
almost fallen into desuetude—against achools existing within its territory. no oe 

. There is an American college existing from custom, never having been interdicted for . 
lack of a ‘‘permit,’’ at a place called ‘‘ Harpoot.’’ It is, according to the map, near | 
the thirty-ninth parallel of latitude and about 150 miles south of Trebizond, Asia Minor. - 
The American directors of this college apprehend difficulties from the local authorities of , 

_ the vilayet, although application has been made according to the law for the ‘‘ permit.”’ 
| These local authorities do not respond to Ottoman Government at the Porte as to cer- | 

tain information on which the latter desire to base their ‘‘ permit’’ for the college. | 
| Inasmuch as there are no American officials of any grade at or near this place, and as . 

_. the apprehension of the Americans is well grounded; and inasmuch as there is now tem- . 
_porarily resident at Harpoot an English vice-consul, Mr. Bajadjoin, who is your Gov- | 
ernment’s representative at Diarbekir, a resident of the country and a gentleman of in- — 
fluence with the natives of that neighborhood, and a man of probity and benevolence, 
may I not respectfully ask your kind offices in behalf of the college through his inter- — 
vention in the premises ? . , : - oo 

_ Isthere a precedent for such a request and for acquiescence in it? Yes. In 1882 | 
some difficulties arose with regard to Dr. Kingsbury, of Samacow in Bulgaria. He was | 
in the habit of attending medically the American families in Samacow. He was ar- . 

- yaigned before the Bulgarian authorities, or rather required by them to present him- : 7 
self before a medical body at Sofia and display his diplomas and verify their authenti- 
city. Hecomplied. The next day, however, he was summoned to appear in court and 
answer charges for illegally practicing his profession and selling drugs. There was no | 

- American consul there. . oo 7 eo | | 
On the 7th of October, 1882, the American legation here requested the Earl of Duf- 

ferin, the English minister, to be good enough to take Dr. Kingsbury under his special | 
protection. | | | | | 

_. . Owing to the good offices of Mr. Lassales, the difficulty was happily terminated. 
It is upon this and numerous other precedents of your uniform kindness that rely | 

_ fora similar kindly interposition on behalf of thé worthy teachers and directors of the | 
~~ -eollege at Harpoot. _ a | | | | : . 

| tam, &., | oo | - 
| | So Co S. 8. COX. ©
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[Inclosure 2 in No. 14] | a 

. | Mr. White to Mr. Cox. 

| | -  -, THERAPIA, September 14, 1885. 
. Srg: I had the honor to receive your letter of the 11th instant, in which you ask me | 

to instruct Mr. Vice-Consul Bajadjoin to use his influence in assisting the directors of 
_ the American college at Harpoot in obtaining fromgthe local authorities an answer.to an 
application addressed to them by the Sublime Porte for certain information which is 

- necessary before the permit for this college can be granted. 
I have lost no time in addressing a dispatch to Mr. Vice-Consul Bajadjoin instructing 

him to use what influence he properly can in the sense of your wishes. _ : 
Thave, &., | | | 

co : oo W. A. WHITE. 

No. 666. ae | 

| Mr. Cox to Mr. Bayard. a 

| . [Extract] a 

No. 22.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, _ 
: Constantinople, September 24, 1885. (Received October 12.) 

Str: Your dispatch No. 16, of August 29, refers to the proposed ex- 
| pulsion from Safed, Palestine, of two American citizens, viz, Louis 

Lubrowsky and his brother. They are Hebrews, but, as I took good 
- care to ascertain authentically, they are American citizens. | 

Before my audience, I was called on to advise with Mr. Heap, the 
consul-general, as to this very case. My first concern was the ascer- 

| _ tainment of their citizenship. After that, as the inclosures will satisfy _ 
you, we were not derelict in anticipating, as it were, your stringent in- 
structions for the protection and vindication of American citizenship 

* | in this case. - 
The arrest, or rather the bond required of these brothers, was not 

_ because they were guilty of crime or otherwise amenable to Turkish | 
— Jaw.: The simple question and response was, ‘‘ Are they not Jews? If 

so, they must go.” We said, “No! unless by superior force.” The tel- 
egram we sent made this our conclusion plain. * * * 

No more is heard of the case. That signifies a suspension of the 
| attempt to expel. ae | | : _ 

7 ae * a *# . & | . 

| T inclose to you the dispatch of Mr. Heap, which is a résumé of this 
business. . ; | 

| os | [Inclosure 1 in No. 22-—Fixtract.] / 

. | - Mr. Heap to Mr. Cox. . | 

| | | | CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, 
- ' . Constantinople, September 21, 1885. 

Sir: Referring to my communications to Mr. Emmet, dated the 22d of July and 3d 
ultimo, relative to the arbitrary order of the authorities of Syria to expel two American —_ 
citizens residing at Safed, in Palestine, solely.on account of their religion, I have the 
honor to submit, in compliance with your verbal request, a copy of all the correspond- 
ence that has passed between this consulate and that at Beirut in relation to this affair. 
since the date of my dispatch of the 3d ultimo to the late. chargé d’affaires ad interim. _
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, _ With your approval I instructed Mr. Robeson on the 6th of August to protest against | 
_ the expulsion of American citizens on account of their religious belief, and qualified the  —{ 

order as an act not only contrary to humanity and justice but in violation of treaty stip- 
ulations, and that the American Government would not view it with indifference. . | 

I telegraphed again, with your consent, on the 18th of August and requested Mr. Robe- 
son to instruct the Messrs. Lubrowsky to yield only to force, so as to leave the entire es 
responsibility of this illegal act to the Turkish authorities. __ | So | 

OR * x * Ko % % | x | 

- Should the authorities of Syria have concluded to desist from the execution of their 7 
_. threat to imprison the Lubrowsky brothers unless they left the country there will only re- _ a 

' main the obtaining of their release from the bond they were required to give to leave the | 
- eountry in ten days or obtain a special license to remain, and the repayment of the money | 

- extorted from one of them on‘his arrival by a policeman. ee cad 
In all this transaction Mr. Robeson has acted with good judgment, discretion, and , 

firmness. _ . . a 7 oO Be 
Lam, &e., eS 

| ed | G. H. HEAP, _ 
oe | | ye | | Consul-General. : 

a : | _  [Inclosure 2 in No. 22.] | - | | | | 

_ 7 Mr. Heap to Mr. Robeson. ss a | 

Bagel | | _ .  CONSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, 7 
s ; : | | Constantinople, August 6, 1885. | 

Str: I received on the 30th ultimo a telegram relative to the expulsion of American _ 
- -eitizens from Syria by order of the local authorities, without process of law or even 
_ eharge of crime or misdemeanor. In answer to this telegram I telegraphed to you to- , 

day asfolows: | | : ee . eae 
‘‘T confirm my telegram of 31st July and now instruct you to make an energetic pro- 

test against the expulsion of American citizens on account of their religious belief. 
-. This act of the authorities of Syria is as contrary to humanity and justice as it is to chs 

treaty stipulations and the ancient capitulations, and will not be viewed with indiffer- 
ence by the American Government.’’ fa . | 

I telegraphed to you on the 31st July in answer to a telegram received from you on | 
the 30th, instructing you as follows: — | oe 

‘* If Lubrowsky brothers are American citizens declare that they are under American . 
protection, and that their expulsion without due process of law and conviction of crime : 
or misdemeanor would be illegal and in violation of international comity, treaties, and 
capitulations. Porte will be asked to arrest action of provincial authorities.” _ ~ 

You will please institute immediate inquiry into the cause of the delay in the trans- 
mission of your telegram of the 30th July, received yesterday afternoon. oo : | 

My instructions by telegraph are so comprehensive that it is unnecessary for me to | | 
say more at present. : | a a , 

-. Tam, &e, . | : | oo | | . 
| poe a a a G. H. HEAP, — | 

: | | - | a oo Consul-General. 

| [Inclosure 3 in No. 22.] an 

oo a Mr. Robeson to Mr. Heap. — | wee 

| _ CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES, 2 
| : a Beirut, August 6, 1885. — 

Sig: I have the honorto acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch, dated July 23, rela~ . 
tive to the order of the Turkish authorities of Safed to expel Mr. Louis Lubrowsky and ° 
brother American citizens residing at that place. _ In ‘answer, I beg to inform you that 

- [have asked Mr. Schumacher, United States consular agent at Haifa, to furnish me, for ee 
the United States consulate-general, with the passports, &c., of said persons, and as soon 7 | 

_ as I have received the same I will transmit them to you. _ | Oo | | 
I have, &., | oo | | 

- a JOHN T. ROBESON, | 
a Ls ee Consul. | 

- §5 FOR | | : | aoe |
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| [Inclosure 4 in No. 22,—Telegram. ] . 

: | Mr. Robeson to Mr. Heap. ; 
| a : | oo Barro, August 7, 1885. 

_- Your telegram, received several days ago, was lodged by me with Vali, and by Schu- 
macher with Mutassarif of Acca, against the expulsion of or illegal interference with 

. American citizens at Safed, or elsewhere in Syria, by Turkish authorities. Particulars 
by mail. : | | 

| | Sn __, ROBESON. 

| [Inclosure 5 in No. 22.] oo, : | 

Mr. Robeson to Mr. Heap. | - 

. +. GONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| I Beirut, August 7, 1885. 

Sr: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your telegram of the 3ist ultimo, 
also your telegram of yesterday, as follows: : | 

‘T confirm my telegram of 3ist July, and now instruct you to make an energetic 
protest against the expulsion of American citizens on account of their religious belief. 
This act of the authorities of Syria is as contrary to humanity and justice as it is to 
treaty stipulations and the ancient capitulations, and will not be viewed with indiffer- 

| ence by the American Government.’’ Se 
On the 30th July, I received a telegram from Mr. Schumacher, United States con- 

sular agent at Haifa, informing me that an order had been received by the governor of 
Acca from Constantinople to expel the American Jews residing at Safed. I telegraphed » 

| to Mr. Schumacher immediately to protest. strongly against such illegal proceedings, and 
beg to inclose herewith a copy of Mr. Schumacher’s protest, addressed to the governor 
(with translation), at which protest the governor expressed his indignation when the 
same was handed him. On the Ist August, I also addressed a protest to the Vali of 
Syria, to which no answer has been received at this consulate. As mentionedin my _ 

| . dispatch to you of August 6, 1885, I have asked Mr. Schumacher to furnish me im- 
mediately with the proofs of Mr. Louis Lubrowsky and brother’s American citizenship. 

Tam, &e. | a : | . 
co _ -- JOHN T. ROBESON, 

| Co , | United States Consul. — 

[Inclosure 6 in No. 22,—Translation.] 

| Mr. Schumacker to the mutassaryf of Acca. ae 

- ConSULAR AGENCY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| | : Haifa, July 31, 1885. 

EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 
16th July, in which you inform me that according to orders received from Constanti- 
nople you have instructed the kaimahan of Safed to exile the American Jews residing 
there. , 

In answer I beg to state that a Jew, if once a citizen of the United States, enjoys the 
same rights as the believer in any other religion, and I therefore energetically protest 

against any such action of your excellency as above mentioned, which is a violation of 

_ the treaty between the Sublime Porte and the United States, which treaty allows citizens 
of both respective powers to reside untroubled in either of the countries, and leave the 

execution of the orders you mention to the entire responsibility of your excellency. 
| Tam, &e, | | a 

i OO | _ , J. SCHUMACKER, 
. | | oO oe _ United States Consular Agent. | 

° Enclosure 7 in No. 22.) OO 

| Mr. Robeson to the governor-general of Syria. . 

| | 7 po, CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
: a Beirut, August 1, 1885. 

. Hiauness: I hasten to inform your highness that I have received information that the 

Mutassarif of Acca, in obedience to instructions received, has ordered the kaimahan of 

| Safed to expel the American, citizens residing there, who I understand to be Louis Ly-
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browsky and brother. These gentlemen are citizens of the United States and are entitled ne 
_. to the protection of the American Government, and I declare their expulsion without due | 

_ process of law, conviction of crime, or misdemeanor to be illegal and in violation of in- 
ternational courtesy and treaty stipulations existing between the United States and the 

| Subhme Porte. : : CS | OS SO 
| I protest against any American citizen being illegally molested or interfered with by 

the Turkish authorities. - . , 7 ee . | 
_ [request your highness to arrest all proceedings against the gentlemen referred to, 
and please let. me know at your earliest convenience what course your highness has os 
deemed proper to take in this important matter. Oo | | — 

| I improve, &c., Oo — | | / 
| | an - | , | JOHN T. ROBESON, oan ae | : . Consul. 

a . Enclosure 8 in No. 22.] 

Oo oe _ Mr. Robeson to Mr. Heap. | nok 

| te | | | _ CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES, er . 
. | 7 Bewrut, August 14, 1885. _ 

-_ Srp: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch, dated August 3, | 
inclosing a copy of a dispatch of July. 22, addressed by you to W. C. Emmet, esq., Oo 

. United States chargé d’affaires at Constantinople. Your dispatch and inclosure refer © 
to the order to expel Louis and Jacob Lubrowsky, American citizens residing at Safed, 

_ which order evidently was based on the ground that the Lubrowsky brothers are J ews. | 
_ In answer I beg to thank you for the energetic manner in which you have.taken up . 

_ the case of these American Jews, and I hope. you may succeed in getting the Porte to _ 
recognize these people as American citizens in the full senseof the word; alsoin having  —_ 

_. the Turkish authorities at Safed give up their bond and to return the money takenfrom _ 
_ Jacob Lubrowsky by the police. , | me a | ~ | 

_ To-day I have received the passports of Jacob and Louis Lubrowsky (and telegraphed _ 
you to that effect), which I beg to inclose herewith, and as soon as their naturalization 
papers are received I will transmit them if you desire the same. — 

_ The Vali has paid no attention to my protest in the matter. a : 
: Mr. Schumacker, the United States consular agent at Haifa, writes that he has not | 

been able to hear anything from either Jacob or Louis Lubrowsky forsome days. Safed ne 
is about two and one-half days on horseback from Haifa, and is said to be a rough and | 

-’ dangerous country to travel in. | | | 
Tam, &e., oe ee | | 

| | Co _ JOHN T. ROBESON, : 
7 a | a Ce Consul. 

a | | _ _[Inclosure 9 in No. 22.] | | | | 

a BO Mr. Heap to Mr. Robeson. — | : 

. os CoNSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
: | | Constantinople, August 19, 1885. 

a Sie: I telegraphed you yesterday as follows: ‘‘ Dispatch received. You will instruct oo 
the Lubrowsky brothers not to yield to order of expulsion unless force is employed. The 7 

~ responsibility of expelling American citizens from Ottoman territory on account of their 
religion and using force must rest with the Ottoman authorities;’’ and have just re-— So 

_ ceived your answer informing me that, owing to ill-treatment and sickness, Jacob 
, Lubrowsky has returned to América. _ | . a oo, | | - 

Should recourse be had to force to expel Louis Lubrowsky from Safed, you will please 
‘general against this illegal exercise af power, and report the case to the Department of | 
make eareful inquiry into all the circumstances, present a formal protest to the governor- . 
State with copies of all the documents hearing upon it, : | 

Tam, &e., a | | -_ 
: OO 7 oe | '  G. HH. HEAP, | 

| | | . . Consul-Greneral.
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. _ [Inclosure 10 in No, 22.—Extract.] - - 

| 7 Mr. Heap to Mr. Robeson. , a / 

/ ConsULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, . 
| . . Constantinople, September 1,. 1885. 

Siz: * * * JT have nothing further to say relative to the threatened expulsion by __ 
SS the local authorities of Lubrowsky brothers, pending information from you whether the 

order has been executed, withdrawn, or allowed to fall in abeyance. 
Tam, &c., | 7 

| OS G. H. HEAP, 
, a - Consul-General. 

| | No. 667. — - 

a Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cox. | | 

No. 27.] | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ | 
| | Washington, October 8, 1885. 

Sig: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your No. 14, of the 18th 
: ultimo, and commend your course in committing the protection of 

American interests at Harpoot, where this Government has no consu- 
lar representative, to the care of the English vice-consul there, which 
you have been enabled to do through the kindness of Sir William A. 

- | White, Her Britannic Majesty’s minister at Constantinople. You will 
convey a suitable expression of the thanks of this Government to Sir 
William for his much appreciated courtesy, which adds but another proof 
of the uniform kindness of Her Majesty’s diplomatic and consular au- 
thorities in Turkey under similar circumstances. | - 

T shall also direct Mr. Phelps, the United States minister at London, 
to acquaint the foreign office of your request, and of the pleasure which ~ 
Sir William A. White’s ready compliance therewith has given. , 

Tam, &¢., | 
: | oO TT. F. BAYARD. 

) ) No. 668. | 

' Mr. Cox to Mr. Bayard. es 

| . [Extract.] | 

No. 25.] | | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| Constantinople, October 10, 1885. (Received October 26.) 

Sir: Upon April 9, 1885, General Wallace, in his No. 491, reported 
the adverse decision of the Government of Turkey to the claims for in- 
demnity for the assault upon Rev. Drs. Knapp and Reynolds, and Man- 
rice Piaum, M. D. | | 7 

| On the 17th August ultimo, in instruction No. 10, you advised me to 
pursue the claims for pecuniary indemnity. Your letter was quiteim- _ 
perative. It was what it ought to have been. Thereply of the minis- — 

_ ter of foreign affairs you summarized. You declined to accept his 
reply as either final or satisfactory. Thereupon I made a study of the
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- cases, reading up and noting all the points in each from our imperfect 
records; and I wrote to the minister ad interim the inclosed dispatch. 

| You observe that I have made your non-acceptance of the minister’s - 
-* reply the basis of the renewed application, copying proper parts of your : 

. Instruction for the reopening of the cases; only as yet the reopening. | 
* * * Jam now awaiting the appearance and action of anew min- © 
ister, Said Pasha, minister at Berlin. He will come to the foreign affairs — | 
office here with a reputation for sense and liberality, and for special : 

- knowledge and judgment in affairs of this very nature. ThereforeIdo ~~ 
not press the matter overmuch as yet. In this IT have the concurrence «= 

_ of the Bible-house people and missionaries. | 
ge * * a  # ot - | 

 Thave, &c., | oe eo 

| RT oO [Inclosure in No. 25.] . ae 

ee a Mr. Cow to the minister of foreign-affairs ad interim. | ee Ee 7 

a os | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| | 7 Oo _. Constantinople, September 28, 1885. , 

| EXCELLENCY: The inclosure is an extract from the letter of the Hon. T. F. Bayard, — 
. Secretary of State. It pertains to a question which has been unduly vexed. A new 

administration has supervened in my country; a new President has been elected; a new 
cabinet have been installed; a new condition also obtains here; so that we may reopen 
these matters without prejudice. - | | | po 

The tenets of religious freedom of our ‘new order are not unlike those of the greatmen — 
of your race who have tolerated differences of faith. oO . 

‘It was one of the sentiments which led me here, viz, that this land, so often im- 
- pugned, had been gracious toward religions of differing ceremony and thought. Ihad . . 
read its history and believed in its ultimate and liberal justice. | : a . 
_ When, therefore, such a stringent letter came as this I inclose, which looked to the em- | 

_ barrassment if not unhappiness of my service here, I had either to blame my prede- 
cessor (which would have been discourteous) for his lack of suavity, or to blame the 
Turkish Government for its insensibility to an unredressed crime. Thereis no real rem- . 

__edy on the proposition allowing us to sue your magistrates, because they have prejudiced \ 
by their irregularity the cases referred to. | ao 

| The Secretary of State advises me that he will not accept this reply as final or satis- 
factory. : a o, ne : 

- The question, then, is, before we discuss the merits of the case will you review the Oe 
cases? Ifnot, my duty is plain. It is only to report that fact to my Government. I. . 
have avoided making this question for almost a month, for I knew you were preoccu- | 
pied with other troubles, in which you have the sympathy of a great people, quite aloof 
from you in every way, except in sympathy. o 

_ The answer to this dispatch will besimply regarding the reopening of the cases referred 7 
to, with a view to pecuniary remedy. oe aoe | . - 

| ~ Tawvail, &c. ne meh | _ | 
a 7 _ 7 | 8S COX 

_P. 8.—For full particulars of the above cases I refer to dispatch of my predecessor 
No. 198, January 24, 1884, and other dispatches in yourarchives. May I add the letter / 
of Mr. Cole, which is a painful commentary on this delay and denial of justice and re- | | 
ward of the guilty by promotion in office? I earnestly entreat your attention to this | 
extraordinary state of affairs. Evidenced by the inclosures: Extract and translation | a 
from instruction No. 10 of Hon. T. F. Bayard, Secretary of State, Washington, in refer- es 
ence to the Knapp, Reynolds, and Pflaum assault cases; and letter of R. M. Cole, and | | 
translation. “ | | :
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Oo No. 669. - . 

a | Mr. Cox to Mr. Bayard. 

: ‘[Extract.] Pe 

: No. 26.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
, Constantinople, October 13, 1885. (Received October 27.) 

| Sir: I have the honor to transmit to you a copy and transiation of 
. @ dispatch received from the new minister for foreign affairs ad interim, 

Aarifi Pasha. | | | | 
_ [texpresses a desire to renew the tariff conferences. As the tariff dis- 

| cussion is of much importance and has been conducted at the request of 
the Department of State by the consul-general, Mr. G. H. Heap (for rea- 

| sons which will occur to you), and as it was suspended suddenly, with- . 
out result or effect, I do not feel authorized to renew the negotiations 

| without the special direction of the present administration of our Gov- 
ernment. Such direction should name the delegate also. 

_ It may be inferred that unless we engage in this negotiation we may 
be at the mercy of any tariff which the Ottoman Government may im- 

. pose. * * * If we negotiatein good faith it is not probable that our 
country will be at any disadvantage in respect to importations to which 
other countries are not subject. — | os 

| It will be observed that the dispatch of Aarifi Pasha refers incident- 
ally to the making of a “ commercial treaty.” No “commercial treaty” ) 
was in contemplation or in debate when the tariff discussions were going 
on; but would it not be wise to discuss such a treaty along with a new 
tariff? | : 7 : : : 

* + * * # % * 

| As the initiative step for all treaties must come from the State De- 
, partment, I await its. directions, and have so said in my correspondence 

with the Ottoman Government, herein inclosed. 
# * * RB ; * * 

| As Aarifi Pasha has since I began this dispatch been superseded as 
, foreign minister, and as Said Pasha, recent minister to Berlin (a man 

of large and liberal views), has taken that post, of which Iam to-day 
officially advised, and especially as our own Government has a new Ad- 

_huni:tration and, perhaps, new policies as to economies, &c., I have 
SS thought it wise to await your instructions before touching the question — 

; of tariff or a commercial treaty. 
8 * * * a a * * 

I have, &c., |  ~—6 8. 8. COX, 

_ {[nelosure 1 in No. 26—Translation.] Oe 

| . Aarifi Pasha to Mr. Cox. | 

Co _ SUBLIME PoRTE, MINISTRY oF FoREIGN AFFAIRS, . 
oo oo October 3, 1885. 

Mr. ENVoY: By its verbal note of the 23d of February last, the Imperial ministry, 
- in having the honor toinform the United States. legation that the régime to which Amer- 

ican commerce of importation is submitted, is actually identical to the one which regu- 
lates the products and merchandises of the other countries, requested it to kindly au- 
thorize Mr. Heap to place himself in communication with the delegates of the Imperial 

| Government for the conclusion of the new tariff and the new treaty of commerce.
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As, however, this request remained without effect, and on the other hand, the nego- | 
- tiations entered into with the delegates of the other states for the conclusion of the new 

_ tariff are terminated with some of them and far advanced with others, I beg of your ex- | 
_ ¢cellency to kindly have Mr. Heap invited to enter as soon as possible in communication 

with the delegates of the Ottoman Government. | | 
— Accept, &e., | | a | . | 7 

| a a ee ) | | A. AARIFI. ~ 

a | [Inclosure 2 in No. 26—Translation.] = . . . 

OO Mr. Cox io Aarifi Pasha. oe ne 

| Do LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| —— oo Constantinople, October 9, 1885. _ | 

. Hiauwess: Your letter of October 3, 1885, invoking a renewal of the conferences with 
the authorities of the United States had upon the tariff regulations and foracommercial = =—=—_— 
treaty, is received. | ee 7 : | 
It is perhaps to be regretted that the former consultations were ineffectual, for since Oo 

they occurred great changes have taken. place in the administration of the Government = 
I represent. A new administration, and perhaps with different: economic ideas as to 

trade and commerce, has appeared... Iam myself new to the situation. Therefore,I 
have consulted my Government before beginning any new conference. I have written : 

- to Washington for instructions (as I am not exactly sure that the instructions to my 
_ predecessor and the appointment of Mr. Heap as delegate will be repeated), so as to direct oo 
my own action. I will omit'no reasonable exertion to make practical response to your 
suggestion. Trade is sensitive and business depends on the promptness as well as on the 
wisdom of negotiations. a | | . 

| May I say to you, highness, that I fail to observe in former conferences any discussion 
ag to a commercial treaty, but no such treaty now exists. between the Ottoman and Oo 
United States Governments, and there should be one. I have asked for instructions as. _ 
to that point also. | Se | , . 

oo - Accept, &e., Ho oo : , | 8 | | 
| | | . a | 7 . § 8 COR, - . 

| | oo , No.. 670. a ae ) Oo 

a oe Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cox. . | Be , 

No. 31.] | _  .. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
| | | Washington, October 15, 1885. 

Str: Your No. 22 of the 24th instant has been received, and the 
action of Mr. Heap, therein reported, in opposing the order ot the Turk- oe , 

_ ish authorities for the expulsion of the brothers Lubrowsky, American _ 
citizens, from Safed, in Palestine, solely because of their Semitic faith, 
meets with the approval of the Department as anticipating the instruc- 
tions sent to you on the 29th of August last. : | | 
. This Government cannot assent to any religious test being applied to _ | 
citizens of the United States by any power whatever. No officer ofthe = 
United States is constitutionally competent to admit the validity of | 
such a test. Hence, Mr. Heap’s telegraphic instructions to Mr. Robe- os 
son that the Lubrowsky brothers should not yield to the order of expul- 
sion, unless force were employed, is approved as discreet and proper. | : 

~ It is hoped that your anticipations may be realized, and that, in view of oo 
the attitude taken by the legation, the matter may rest without further _ 
proceedings against the parties. a | 

| Tam, &c., os oo 
, | | | T. F. BAYARD. |
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| a No. 671. — | 

| | a Mr. Cox to Mr. Bayard. 

— No. 31,] - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, a 
| Constantinople, October 17, 1885. (Received November 2.) 

‘Siz: [have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of the dispatch, 
, with its accompanying papers, which I have sent to the Porte, in pro- 

test of certain school taxes levied on the island of Mytilene. | 
I hope it may meet with your concurrence. | 

| | I have, &c., | | 
| , | S. S. COX. 

| - | [Inclosure 1 in No. 81.] Oo | 

- ‘ . Mr. Cox to Said Pasha. 

| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
. oe | Constantinople, October 17, 1885. 

EXCELLENCY: I inclose for your observation a copy of a letter from the United States 
consul-general here, Mr. G. H. Heap; and also a copy of another letter to Mr. Heap from 

| ‘the United States consul at Smyrna. | 7 
‘These inclosures show a grave apprehension on the part of the consular ‘agent of the 

United States at Mytilene, because of a peculiar circular of the governor of that island. 
. ‘That circular refers to the levying of a school tax upon the property of foreigners. =~ 

. No one, whether foreigner or otherwise, whatever may be his abstract right in the | 
premises as to taxation, objects to proper and legal provision for educational objects. | 
Nor does it appear that the foreign residents of Mytilene have waived their right to ob- 
ject on principle to the payment of any school tax, but they do object, and I respect- 

. fully desire now, on behalf of Americans resident in Mytilene or elsewhere in Turkey, - . 
to protest against the levy of two separate and distinct school taxes, one by the central 

_ and the other by the communal or municipal government. | 
. If it be said that the tax complained of has not yet been consummated by either the 

, _ formal levy or its collection and payment, I respectfully answer that it is against the 
. right to levy this double tax that we protest; for if it can be done in this form in one 

| island it can be done anywhere in the Ottoman Empire, and if done by the municipal 
| and central governments it can be done by other Turkish authorities, until the tax may 

be not only doubled but tripled or quadrupled. | a 
I trust, excellency, that this protest will call attention to that which may grow into 

a precedent and thus produce added trouble in the future. | 
| I take this opportunity, &c., oo 

. [Inclosure 2 in No 81.] | . 

| Mr. Heap to Mr. Cox. - 

| CoNSULATE-GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, 7 | 
a | . 4 Constantinople, October 14, 1885. 

_ Srp: I have the honor to inclose copy of a dispatch from Mr. Stevens, United States 
. consul at Smyrna, No. 134, of the 5th instant, with two inclosures relating to the im- 
position of a double school tax—Governmentand municipal—on the property of foreign- 
ers at Mytilene. oe 

- As I have no information that any American citizensown real estate at Mytilene, I 
. would respectfully suggest that the only notice necessary to be taken of this measure is 

the presentation of a protest at the Porte, to prevent the act of the governmental author- 
_ ities of Mytilene, if carried into effect without opposition, from serving as a precedent 
for similar action in the other provinces of the empire. 

Iam, &c., 
| : G. H. HEAP. .-
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oe | [Inclosure 3 in No. 31.] . — 

a ae Mr. Stevens to Mr. Heap. : | : 

oe : . CONSULATE OF THE. UNITED STATES, _ 
| | - a | re Smyrna, October 5, 1885... 7 

Sg: I have the honor to transmit herewith copy of a communication just recived from - 
. M. M. Fottion, our consular agent at Mytilene, inclosing copy of a circular issued by . 

- the governor of that island, both having reference to the levying of a school tax upon 
_ the property of foreigners, and to ask that you will lay them before the legation for such 

action, if any, as may be deemed advisable. | ne oo : 
_It would appear that the objection of foreign residents of Mytilene is not to the pay- . 

ment.of a school tax levied either by the Ottoman Government or the local community, | 
but to the payment. of a double tax as now exacted, namely, one by the. Government 
and one by the community. Heretofore, I believe, foreign residents in Mytilene were | 

- compelled to pay only a school tax imposed by the communities where their real estate 
was located. | . . i oO | | a 

Iam, &c., a ae a | i: = 7 
ee | W. E. STEVENS. | 

7 , : oo No. 672. | a | 

| os | Mr. Oox to Mr. Bayard. re oe 

. co {Extract.] ; 

— No. 35.) LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | oe 
| Constantinople, October 24, 1885. . (Received November 10.) _ ) 

Siz: Referring to your dispatch No. 289, addressed to Mr. Emmet, 
_ late chargé, in which you take exception to the ruling of the bureau of 

. nationality in reference to the non-recognition of Messrs. Kevork Gulig-- | 
yan and Bedros Iskiyan, I have to report as follows: a oe | 

In compliance with your instructions, Mr. Emmet entered a protest 
against theaction taken by the bureau. ILhavethehonortoincloseacopy _ 
thereof, as well as of the response thereto, with a translation. The latter — 

- will show you the view the Turkish authorities take of naturalization 
of Ottoman subjects, who have evaded or failed in full compliance with 
the law as laid down in their statutes.- It is likewise a repetition of the _ 
dispatch forwarded by Mr. Emmet to the Department of State, No. 513, : 
in which the question of naturalization was discussed with the then oe 

- Ininister of foreign affairs and his decision fully set forth. So | | 
¥ — oR * *% ; % a 

. To one who has, in and out of Congress, regarded the fusion of various ee 
_ national stocks under one flag as an evidence of those attractive forces | 

_ of our institutions which draw the emigrant to our shores; to one who ~ | 
‘believes with Lord Bacon that ‘all nations that are liberal of. naturale 

_ ization are fit for empire,” these evidences of a lack of advancement are 
| regrettable. In this age of locomotion they tend to impede adventure  — 

and progress. The United States has emancipated itself from feudal- | 
2 ism; it has announced on these very Levantine shores, with no ambig- 

_ u0US Voice, its principle as to the indefeasible right of emigration and 
expatriation; it has fixed it in treaties with other civilized and progres- 
sive nations. The doctrine is that no man can be bound in any service _ 
to a Government whose citizen or subject he has ceased to be by vol- 

‘  untary naturalization elsewhere. The old feudal doctrine was that no ~ 
_ subject can go from the country where he was born or where he igs  —_ 

without the consent of his lord and master, the Government.  _ |
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How is it, then, with those who, on being naturalized with us, return 
to their original home, claiming to be American citizens under our pro- | 
tection? Our duty and practice are plain. He must, as a universal rule, | 
exhibit an exemplified copy of the decree of the court adjudging him, as 
a citizen, under the seal and signature of the clerk or prothonotary. 

| If the document be fraudulent on its face, or circumstances indicate that 
fraud has been committed in obtaining it, information to the State De- 
partment should at once set in motion the United States attorney for 

7 the district where the decree was procured, to apply to the same court — 
, to have it canceled. | 7 7 

__ I have little or no library or conveniences here for such discussions. | 
I cannot quote precedents, and such is the condition of our archives here 
that I cannot even utilize those of our records. But our courtshave 
held that a certificate of naturalization, like that of a judgment, im- 

_ ports absolute verity. It cannot be questioned except before or by the | 
tribunal which made the record... | 

The Turkish minister asserts what I am not prepared to deny, that | 
“Guligyan and Iskiyan did not exhibit to the bureau any document 
except the passport; ” and he argues that such a paper does not consti- | 
tute, of itself, a sufficient title or proof to enable a native Ottoman sub- 

) ject to acquire a foreign nationality. | | 
- Now, whether the passport has or has not the effect of the record of 
naturalization, I am not able to decide. I should rather regard it as of 
lesser dignity and vigor, inasmuch as the naturalization is supposed to | 
be the judgment of a judicial tribunal upon proofs. N evertheless, in. 
your dispatch No. 289 of May 29, 1885, you say “that passports are. 

| issued by this Department to naturalized citizens upon the production | 
_ of the certificate of naturalization.” But does that imply that other _ 

Governments must regard the passport as absolutely verifying the citi- 
zenship? . | | 

All the Turkish bureau seems to want to know, as I surmise, is, the | 
time of the emigration of the subject—i. ¢., whether he left before 1869 
without permission, or after 1869 with permission—to emigrate and be 

_ naturalized abroad. Since the passport does not show this, nor the 
certificate except by its date, inferentially, the authorities require the 
certificate of naturalization itself to be presented. But, asIunderstand 
your letter of 29th May (No. 289), you refuse to acknowledge the legal | 

| right of the Ottoman Government to make such a demand. In fine, 
you do not recognize the Turkish law of 1869 as affecting our natural- 
ization. , 7 | | . 

Since the passport does not show when a naturalized citizen left the 
| country of his birth, and need not show it, as you well say, the pass- : 

port goes for nothing with the Turkish officials. It is the certificate 
they desire tosee. Its “examination is indispensable.” For what pur- 

| pose? “To establish under what conditions the naturalization has 
| been acquired.” It holds that without its imperial authorization (under 

the law of 1869) “the naturalization is invalid, unless it took place . 
within the legal forms.” What legal forms? Not those prescribed by 
the United States laws, but within the legal forms of the Ottoman 
Empire, to wit, before the promulgation of article 5 of its law of 1869, 
forbidding Turkish subjecis to leave the country without permission to | 

-. become naturalized in another country. sy 7 
Notwithstanding all we say, the fact remains that the Turkish bureau 

. Of nationality have determined, in spite of our protest through Mr. Em- 
met (No. 251), that the certificate itself must be presented in order to 

| establish the nationality, which depends on the date of emigration ac-
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- eording to theirlaw. The Ottoman Government insists on going behind 
the record to give vigor to its own law, or, as you say, “participate In | 
or make the naturalization of its subjects conditional, a doctrine which 
was never acknowledged by the United States, and probably never - 

will be.” — Oe | 
_ Whether American naturalized citizens, returning to their native 

country, should have all the advantages of the protection of the laws _ - 
of that country, and, at the same time, claim our protection, in viola- . 
tion of such laws forbidding their expatriation under certain conditions, 

is a question not clearly raised as yet by this discussion. Nor do I 7 
know what is the status of these men now claiming citizenship of the | 
United States; but when native Turks come here to live, and seek to * 

- acquire real estate under the ‘“‘capitulations” and protocols, which en- — | 
_ able all foreigners to hold such property here, then the question of - 

citizenship is at once mooted, and not generally until then is the law * . 

of 1869 evoked as a touchstone of citizenship abroad. | oo 
aR a a 

I have made another respectful protest to the Turkish authorities. 
This you will see by a copy of my dispatch to Said Pasha herein in- po 

oo *  * # re oe | 

Upon this question of citizenship, so often appearing for your solu- 
tion, doubtless you have formulated certain instructions foreveryphase = = =——— 

- and emergency, including a statement of the virtue and cogency of the 
_ passport when presented as evidence of citizenship. _ OO | 

_ | forbear, therefore, to present to the Porte any definite conclusion. — 7 
- Jawait your instructions, and until they come no further steps will be | 

taken, and so I have had the honor to inform his excellency the minis- | 
ter of foreign affairs. os | oe 

 Lhave, &c., — | | S. 8. COX, | 

- co oe DO [Inclosure 1 in No. 35.] _ eee - 

oe Ss oe Mr. Emmet to Assim Pasha. oe . | . 

NE - | ss LEGATION oF THE UNITED STATES, __ | 
— es | Constantinople, July 6, 1885. : 

_ -EXcELLENCY: I have the honor to inform your excellency that a dispatch under 
- date of May 29, 1885, has been received from my Government, making complaint of . | 

the action taken by the bureau of nationality in declining “‘to certify to the Ameri- | | 
| can citizenship of Messrs. Kevork Guligyan and Bedros Iskiyan, on the ground. that , 

their passports did not show that they left the Ottoman Empire prior to the promul- 
_ gation of the law of 1869, forbidding Turkish subjects to leave the country without. 

~ permission to become naturalized in another country.” a | 
In accordance with instructions from my Government, I hereby enter a solemn pro- 

test against the action taken by the bureau of nationality, and request that thesame _ 
be modified and corrected so far as the interests of the above-named persons are af- | 

- fected. 0 | | 
’- Persons applying for passports in the United States are obliged to produce decu-- | 
mentary evidence of their naturalization, and in order to obtain such evidence they | 
must have been residents of the country for at least five years, and declared their in- - . 

_. tention to become a citizen; but an American passport never sets forth these details, 
and consequently those presented for certification and held by the parties hereinbe- | 
fore named are not defective inform, — —* Pel | ws | , 

_ In seeking the redress for these American citizens, I have the honor to ask your ex- | 
- cellency’s most favorable construction of the rules appertaining to naturalization, and 

likewise to have your views upon the interpretation of the Turkish law, which may | . 
serve as a guide in future for cases of a similar nature. a | 
-.-_[ take this opportunity, &c., ° | oe 
a oo, an . WM. C. EMMET, | 

| Oe! | : Chargé @ Affaires ad interim. :
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[Inclosure 2 in No. 35,—Translation. ] . 

| Said Pasha to Mr. Cox. | 

: | SUBLIME PORTE, MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 
: | a _. October 15, 1885.. 

Mr. yvoy: The Imperial ministry has received the dispatch that the legation of the United States of America- was pleased to address to it, dated the 15th of July last, 
No. 251, relative to the naturalization of Kevork Guligyan and Bedros Iskiyan. 
The competent bureau of my department, after having taken cognizance of this doc- ument, remarks that the claims of the persons in question: could not be admitted, inasmuch as they have exhibited no document in support of them except a simple 

passport. Now,such a document is not of itself sufficient to give a native Ottoman . subject a foreign nationality. : . | | 
The examination of the certificate of naturalization delivered by the foreign Govern- 

ment is indispensable. In fact, it is important to establish under what condition the naturalization has been acquired, for no naturalization obtained without the authoriza- 
tion of the Imperial Government is valid unless it took place in legal form before the " promulgation of the law on Ottoman nationality, and any naturalization subsequent _ to this law is considered as being null, if the formalities prescribed in article 5 are | not fulfilled. oe | | 

This is, in a general way, the line of proceeding followed for the verification of na- tionalities, and the competent bureau cannot depart from it in the special case of the 
. two aforementioned persons. 

I am persuaded that your excellency, after having taken cognizance of the pre- : ceding remarks, will be pleased to acknowledge, in your high sense of justice, that there has been nothing irregular in the action of the bureau of nationalities. - I have, &c., | : | . : 
| | | : SAID. 

. [Inclosure 3 in No. 35.] 

: . _ Mr. Cox to Said Pasha. . 

a LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| Constantinople, October 22, 1885. | 

EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch of : 
| - the 15th instant, Nos. 80363, 12. It presents the decision of the bureau of nationali- 

ties declining again to certify to the American citizenship of Kevork Guligyan and . 
of Bedros Iskiyan. They claimed to be American citizens. This may or may not 

| be fully authenticated by the Lassport of the Department of State, although a pass- 
port is never issued without the production of the record of naturalization. Whether 
the passport has the effectual quality which my Government asserts for the certificate 
itself, I do not now discuss. The fact remains that your bureau declines to recog- 
nize the citizenship of these men for reasons unsatisfactory to my Government, and 

_ against which I am instructed to protest. a oe 
Whether or not they presented to the bureau their passport only, your dispatch 

. goes to the point of questioning their certificate of naturalization, when com letely ~- 
- exemplified as the decree of a court of record. To be sure, our Government has no 

| naturalization treaty with the Ottoman Government, as it has with Great Britain and 
other powers; but with or without such a treaty, its principles are fortified and 

| settled. As expounded by Mr. Secretary Seward, in his instructions to an American 
minister to England, on the 23d of September, 1868, these principles are: 

* That it is the right of every human being, who is neither convicted nor'accused 
of crime, to renounce his home and native allegiance and seek a new home and trans- 
fer his allegiance to any other nation that he may choose; and that, having made 
and perfected his choice in good faith and still adhering to it in good faith, he shall 
be entitled, from his new sovereign, to the same protection, under the law of nations, 

_ that that sovereign lawfully extends to his native subjects or citizens,” 
Afterwards, in framing the treaty with Great. Britain, it was agreed by both the 

powers that the old doctrine that allegiance was due to the soil upon which a man 
is born should be abandoned; and that any man may change his nationality to bet- | 
ter his condition. I may say that, as my country is the result of immigration, which 
has been greatly increased by facilities of naturalization (and, indeed, all countries , are, to a great extent, the result of the locomotion of men and nations), there is for. 
us a significance in the doctrine which places the matter of protection and alle-
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giance above all others in importance, and which your excellency, with your well- 
Known large and liberal view of human society, will at once appreciate. Oh 

But since there is this contrariety of view, may I respectfully request that the mat- — | 
ter may be allowed to rest until I hear again from Mr. Bayard, theSecretary of State ? . 
I have sent him acopy of the dispatch of your excellency. a 

Accept, &c., , | | | 
| ee - - _ S. 8. COX. | 

7 No. 673. a oe ae 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cox. — a a 

 No.386.]) DEPARTMENT OF STATE, . . 
| | Washington, October 28,1885. 

Sir: Your dispatch No. 26, of the 13th instant, in regard to the re- 
sumption of tariff conferences with the Porte, is received. = | 7 

, In view of the friendly disposition in the premises on the part of the os 
Turkish minister of foreign affairs and the grand vizier, as described in 
Mr. Wallace’s No. 466 of the 25th January last, and as the accession of => 

- a new and, as you say, liberal-minded minister of foreign affairs seems 
to afford a favorable opportunity for a renewal of the negotiations rela- 

| tive to a new tariff on the part of Turkey, and eventually, if possible, a 
commercial treaty, Mr. Heap is hereby authorized to take partinany = 

~ conferences for that purpose under your general supervision. — ae 
| This Department, though not fully admitting that the Turkish Gov- 

ernment gave due notice of the abrogation of the treaty of 1862, never- | 
theless is disposed to waive that point and to participate with the other 
treaty powers in the conferences.on the tariff revision onthe basis ot 
the most-favored-nation privileges being granted to the United States 

‘in any new agreements, as were in fact conceded by the treaty of 1830. | 
If new instructions for Mr. Heap should be necessary, as seems to be | 

. implied by ‘his dispatch to you of the 10th instant, they should, as he : 
- suggests, correspond with those given to the delegates of the other na- | 
tions, making no allusion to the treaty of 1862 as to a revision of tariff. 
By Mr. Wallace’s No. 476 it appears that “the Austrian commercial _ 
treaty is now the only one with an undisputed future expiration,” and . 
that the Sublime Porte has declined to accede to the request of the Aus- | 

/ trian ambassador that the rates applied to other nations may be extended 7 
to his. This cireumstance will not probably, however, stand in the way | 
of tariff négotiations with other nations, or in the drawing up of iden- 
tical commercial treaties, as is reported by Mr. Wallace in his No. 466 _ | 
to be the desire of the Turkish Government. It is desirable that you _ | 
should obtain and transmit to the Department a copy of the draft of any | 
such treaty which may have been prepared by the council of ministers | 
as intimated by the late minister of foreign affairs to Mr. Wallace. It | 
is presumed that Mr. Heap has followed out his own suggestion of mak- 
ing a valuation of the articles of importation and a comparison of the | 

- same with those charged on them as a basis of agreement concerning 
the. rates of duty to be charged. Mr. Heap appears to indicate ina | 

~ general way within what limits. the new rates will range. | ee | 
~ It is intended that these instructions should enable you to appoint Mr. : 

- Heap as delegate from the United States for conference with the dele- | 
gates of the Ottoman Government and those of other nations with a | 
view to a new commercial tariff. : Be 

a I am, &c., 7 | | | | 

So a oe | ae T. F. BAYARD. —
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oe No. 674. SF 

| | | Mr. Cox to Mr. Bayard. | 

| No. 44.] | _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| Constantinople, November 3, 1885. (Received November 16.) 

Siz: Your dispatch No. 31, dated October 15, is at hand, and in an- 
swer thereto I have the honor to state that no further information has 
reached this legation in reference to the expulsion of the Lubrowsky 

- brothers from Palestine, on account of their religious belief. 
_ . . . Owing to the prompt action of Mr. Heap, which you commend, I trust 
7 that this particular case is concluded, and hope that no more cases of 

_ the kind may call for our action. | | | | | 
I have, &c., ) S. 8S. COX. 

| | . No.675. | : 

| | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cox. 

| No. 44.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
_ Washington, November 11, 1885. 

Sir: Your No. 31, of the 17th ultimo, relative to a dispatch of our con- 
Sular agent at Mytilene, transmitting to our consul at Smyrna the pro- 

- test of foreigners in Mytilene against a decree of the governor of that. 
island levying a tax on foreigners for the local public schools, is re- 
ceived. | 

As Mr. Fottion’s dispatch is not among your inclosures, it can only 
be inferred from Mr. Stevens’s dispatch of the 5th ultimo, Mr. Heap’s of 
the 14th ultimo (which you inclose), and your note to the Imperial min- 

| ister for foreign affairs, that there is no protest against this school taxon 
the part of American residents in Mytilene, as Mr. Heap says he has no 

7 information that any Americans own real estate there, but that Mr. 
_ Fottion’s appeal to the consul is a general one in the interests of foreign _ 

residents on account of two school taxes ordered, respectively, by the 
central and by the communal or municipal governments. If this is so it 

: would go to prove that there was no discrimination shown against . 
American residents, even supposing, as does not appear from the corre- | 
spondence, that they would, not owning real estate there, be taxed at 
all, unless this is an income tax, which is not stated. 

| On general principles it is safer not to protestagainst local ordinances 
until at any rate the rights of American citizens appear to be specifically  ~ 

| invaded, so as to cause complaints from them; and for the views of this 
~ Department on the general subject of the taxation of our citizens abroad 

. I would refer you to the Hon. Hamilton Fish’s instruction, No. 29, of the 
. 21st of November, 1874, to our minister at Berlin. The ground is there 

taken that as long as a tax is uniform in its operation, and can fairly 
_ be considered a tax and not a confiscation or unfair imposition, no suc- 
cessful representation can be made toa foreign Government on behalf 
of the parties complaining, and that complaints of excessive taxation — 

| are more properly questions for submission to local courts. . . 
The fact that part of the-tax goes to local and part to Imperial schools 

. would seem to afford no additional ground for objection. 
. A Government has a perfect right to say, ‘‘ We will establish and 

raise taxes for certain central universities, which are for the benefit of
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the whole land, while local and primary schools are to be established - 
and taxed for by municipalities.” This in analogous matters is the con- | 

stant practice in the United States. | | - a | 
Unless, therefore, there are other points in the case not clearly un-— | 

| derstood by the Department, I must consider your note to the foreign 

office protesting so strongly against the tax as premature, and you are | 
requested to transmit the minister’s reply to it as soon asreceivedtothe 
Department, before having further correspondence with the foreign 
Office on the subject. | ; | | Pe So 

Pee Lam, &e., | Cs | oe 
| | / | PF BAYARD. 8 

a | — . No. 676. Oo - 

CE Mr. Cow to Mr. Bayard. 5 7 

—_ ; -. [Extract.] oo oe oe 

No. 55.] ; _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
Constantinople, November 14, 1885. (Received November 30.) > 

| Sir: The most important dispatch which has been transmitted tome 
since my arrival is your No. 9, dated August 17, 1885. It inclosed a 

~ eopy of an elaborate letter from the secretary of the Board of Commis- 
sioners for Foreign Missions at Boston, Mass., and a copy of your reply. 

| It referred generally to the most important class of questions aris- | 
ing here. They concern teachers, missionaries, and their investments. —. 

-  _- They urge protection, security, and redress to our countrymen who abide | : 
- in Turkey and “observe its laws.” They particularly refer to certain . 

cases with which Iam familiar. | | Be | a 
_ [ have obtained all the information I could about this class, and have 
persistently made request for the opening of the cases of Knapp, Rey- - | 
nolds, and Pflaum, with a view to a demand for pecuniary indemnity. | 
- e * er ae e * %  #* oe 

In your letter to Rev. N. G. Clark, secretary of the Board of Com- | 
missioners, you did not countenance such an ultimatum for “ damages 
arising from the misconduct of agents acting out of the range not only 
of their real but of their apparent authority.”. You regarded such a a 
case as a “ moral default,” for which reparation should be tendered to | 

‘the injured party. Ee | 
In the letter of Rev. N. G. Clark, secretary, reference was made, in 

no stinted language, (1) to the restrictions of the Turkish Government 
-  uponthe distributions and sale of publications, &c.; (2) to the with-— oa 

holding of the usual permits for the erection of school buildings, &e,; _ | 
_ (8) the lack of security for the lives and property of missionaries, and | , 

especially those of the interior, &e. | Se Ce 
Oo e oe a * * % = | 

You left much to my discretion, besides giving me definite limitations 
-. upon that discretion. In the absence of any mode by which redress oe 

ean be enforced, all that can be done is to persuade, remonstrate,and = => 
urge personally and by letter these various grievances upon the atten- | 

_ tion of the ministers of the Porte. | rcs . 
_ Another obstacle to an understanding of these matters is the entire , 

change of the ministry since your dispatch No. 9 was received. AS 
_- you desired to be informed from time to time of the progress made in a
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| these matters, so as to advise mein the premises, and as you requested 
me to “ask such special instructions as I might think needful,” I have 
the honor to present an interlocutory report of the situation as it ex- 

_ ists to-day, and to solicit your judgment as to what further urgency to 
make. | oan on 7 o 

| _ (1) As to the first—restriction against the sale of publications—I 
_ have the honor to observe that the question is not new. Particular 

cases have occurred frequently and remonstrances as frequent. The 
records of the Department show or should show this fact. | 

_ Under the advice of the agents of the Bible Society here, we post- 
poned the presentation of special cases until the advent of the new _ 

- minister of public instruction, Munif Pasha. He had achieved a repu- 
tation, when once before in this office, of liberality and intelligence to- 
ward our schools and missions. On his taking office I at once attempted 
to pay my respects to him. He was absent at the conference of the Ot- 

-  toman ministers on the paramount question of East Roumelia. Last 
week he returned the call. We had quite a satisfactory interview, dur- 
ing which I referred to the magnitude and permanency of the educa- 
tional and missionary operations of the American societies and our 

| other chartered organizations in the Turkish Empire, with their 25,170 
pupils, their 50,000 attendants upon religious service, their 150,000 aver. — 
age sale of Scriptures, religious books, tracts, &c.; their manufactories 

| of books, newspapers, &c., with an annual expenditure of $360,000, and. 
having a capitalized investment at 3 per cent. of $12,000,000, and pay- 
ing their taxes, and giving steady employment to natives and aliens, - 

_ with a real and personal property of $1,000,000. Whether these facts 
tend to astonish or frighten the authorities here by the immensity of 
this benevolent American movement, they certainly demand in a cor- 
responding degree great vigilance and protective care. They should 
not be the target for the aggressive fire of the Turkish Government. 

Thrice this minister, Munif Pasha, had fixed upon a time to give us _ 
a decision as to the sale of books and the permits for and protection of 

pe the schools and colleges, but the matter was postponed. At last, on 
the 10th instant, our dragoman called to obtain some satisfaction on 
these points. | ; 

On the colporteur matter the minister said that he could not then dis- 
pose of it, as some, instructions on that matter had been transmitted | 
to him from the Sublime Porte, but he thought it would facilitate its so- a 

| _ lution if it were presented to the minister of foreign affairs in a forinal 
way. What this meant I could not conjecture. ThereuponIaddressed 
to his excellency Said Pasha, the foreign minister, the letter, a copy of | 
which isinclosed. It is intended to ascertain from him what the ob- — 
stacles contained in the instructions were, and what the law authoriz- 

_ Ing the inhibition of these sales, if any; and if no such law exists, then — 
, to request that the obstacles be at once removed and that the sales may _ 

go on as heretofore. I fear that we shall have little or no satisfaction 
in this regard, as other language used by the minister indicated that he 
believed that the colporteurs were propagandists of the Christian reli- 
gion, and that as Turks only sell their books to Turks, and as they are 
in their own land, the same rule does not apply to these American 'pub- 
lications. Oo | | | 

If an answer to my letter is received before this dispatch goes, on _ 
_ Saturday, I will inclose a copy. — 

It may be said, however, in this connection that the suggestion of 
| ~ Rev. Mr. Clark in his letter above referred to, that other nationalities 

here have immunity in the sale of their publications, which is not ac-
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- corded to our missionaries, is hardly borne out by the facts. Let me 
quote what he says: a | | 

_. Hence, restrictions have been laid upon us in many ways, and the protection and 
: the privileges granted to other nationalities are no longer accorded to us as in former | 

years. a | | | , : 

_ A portion of this statement is not, so far as I can learn, exactly cor- 
rect, aS no other nationality is granted this protection and these privi- — 

. sPgesy among which is the sale of publications. This is my present be- oS 
— liefi~ | - : . SO  , 

_ (2) As to the permits for schools, colleges, &c. It may please you - 
to recall the case at Harpoot, where the school was threatened with - 

" being closed, because of the lack of a permit. That school began a score : 
_ and more of years ago—a long time before the law existed requiring a - 
permit. It has run without objection. A permit was appliedftor when —- 

_ the law wasmade. re ~ | a 7 
_ Correspondence ensued between the opposing local authorities and | 
the central and controlling authority here as to the propriety of grant- it 

_ ing a permit.. The local authority pretended to await action here, and 
vice versa. This is the case where I asked the British minister to re- . 

_ quest the British vice.consul, then in the vicinity of Harpoot, tointer- | 
vene to prevent the closing of the school. You will remember that = 
the British minister did so; but the request came too late, as the vicee 

_ consul had left the vicinity of Harpoot. Still he wrote, promising 
_ what help he could give. In this emergency the missionaries here re- 7 

quested my action. This action was promptly taken.) « ©. 
_ The minister of public instruction has apparently done better than I __ 
expected or requested. He has agreed to forward a general order to all 
the places where such schools are in existence, directing the governors of 
to refrain from closing American schools where a request for the regu- - 
lar permit has been made by the principal of these institutions. He . | 

_ also promises to take the necessary steps to furnish the permit to them = 
as soon as possible. If this promise be kept, it will be a great gainin = = 
this direction, for it assures not only the continued existence of the 

_ schools now open, but a permit for the establishment of new schools. | 
_ (3) As to the outrages upon citizens, teachers, missionaries, &c. . This | 
is the troublesome question. General Wallace wrestled with it'in the 
case of Knapp, Reynolds, and Pflaum. * * * * a ae 

_ Your dispatch on this matter was more imperative than any dispatch a 
which General Wallace received. It was justly so. I could not fail 

_ but catch its spirit, and in presenting your points, or such of them as _ | 
were proper to be sent to the foreign minister. = = a | 

a He # ® ee oe eo Ho 

_ What called for additional indignation was a fresh and new outrage. Oe 
It appeared in the unchallenged statement from Bitlis * * * that a 
instead of punishing Moussa Bey, * * * he was made caimacam, 
or local governor of the sandjak or sub-province where the assaultand = 
robbery were committed. This was made known to the authorities here __ 
and was recounted in my dispatch to you. 8 Ce 

_ The new minister of foreign affairs has not yet replied to my letter. 
_* * * ‘Tonly asked in it the privilege of reopening the cases,and 

_ presenting them for pecuniary compensation. Jasked no other reniedy. - 
No other remedy will likely ever be given, and no other remedy will — a 
be of any avail to assure future protection to our people. However, I : 
learn that this matter of Moussa Bey has been referred by the minister a 
- O6FOR = «= | = - —
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| of foreign affairs to the legal adviser of that department to make a re- 
. port. | oe | 

| ' ‘This report, as is alleged, was delayed by not being translated out of 
French into Turkish. The tenor of it, however, as near as Ican gather, _ 
is, or may be, to advise a trial to bring Moussa Bey and his accom- _ 
plices to justice. * * * I believe such a trial would not eventuate 
in the conviction of the malefactors, or in their being mulcted in a fine 
and imprisonment if convicted. * * * Ifthe trial were ordered and 
took place, no advocates for the prosecution would really be there to 
scrutinize the proceedings. Itis not certain that the aggrieved parties : 
would be there to testify. One of them, Mr. Knapp, is now in America. 

; _ We have no consul in Asia Minor to attend and see that the trial is fair, 
| ‘as was the case with the assailant of Colonel Everett, the British con- — 

| sul at Erzeroom, the other week, when the robber and assassin was con- 
_victed. No dragoman from our legation or consulate would be there, — 
unless ordered to go from here or from Smyrna on the special mission. 

| There is only one adequate remedy and measure to assure future se- 
curity, and that is pecuniary compensation, to which should be added 

| a fair and speedy trial and punishment on conviction, superadded to 
the disgrace and dismissal from office of the chief offender. © 

a In order to discriminate properly and justly as to the grievances of 
oe which complaint is made by the Rev. Mr. Clark in his memorial to the 

_. President, which you inclosed in your dispatch No. 9, I beg respectfully 
| to say that his statement as to one point is to be accepted. with much 

qualification. That statement is this: oe , 

| Mr. Knapp, some twenty years ago, purchased of the Turkish Government a house. 
in Bitlis, but of late the order has been given, first through local courts and after- 

. ' wards confirmed by the authorities at Constantinople, that he give up his house to | 
one who comes forward as a claimant of the property, and not only give up the house 
with all the improvements made on it, but pay twenty years’ rent thereon. This is 
in a city in which the American name has been so discredited by failure to secure the 
proper punishment of Moussa Bey, the principal man involved in the outrage upon 
the persons of Messrs. Knapp and Reynolds. | 

I have no doubt that Mr. Clark’s complaint is right. | 
But what is the legation to do in the presence of a question as to real 

_ estate? Such a question comes under the protocol. * * * This | 
protocol regarding real estate places foreigners under the Turkish juris- | 
diction, and the mterference of the legation is, by virtue of its terms, 
promptly rejected by the Turkish authorities. oe : 

Still, it must be said that but for the energetic exertion of this lega- 
tion Mr. Knapp’s house would long ago have been confiscated. Although 

Oo the matter ts not yet finished, there is a reasonable expectation that his 
house will be saved to him. As to the payment of twenty years’ rent, _ 
this question not being a real estate question, this legation will see that 
all possible assistance is granted him when he is called upon for pay- 
ment. | | 

| A review of another case of atrocity may aid you to give me those 
spécial instructions which you desire we to ask. That other case was 
the robbery. of Rev. J. F. Smith, of Marsovan, in the province of Sivas, 
while journeying with his little son of twelve years and Miss Wright, . 

| on the road to Mardin, in June last. They were attacked by four — 
| mounted Cireassians and ruthlessly assaulted and robbed, and almost 

in the presence of the police. ‘True, the arrests were made of the crim- 
7 inals, but the property was not and is not restored, nor are the c:iminals | 

tried or punished. No answer has been given to our representations. _ 
The local authorities are waiting the orders from Constantinople to pun- 
ish the robbers. My representation was, of course, to the minister of
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foreign affairs. He communicates. to the minister of justice, while this _ 
officer likely communicates with the local authorities before he issues - 
any orders, | TE STAN et | | 

| In the case of Rev. Mr. Smith, I have taken the liberty of writing — | 
courteously again to the foreign minister. I respectfully requested from 
him a response to my former dispatch. I inclosea copy of this dispatch | | 

- herein. Init I quote your own language. I can add nothing to it to © | 
_. give it more impressiveness. I have also referred briefly to an article 

_ in the London Times of November 4 to enforce my request. foes | 

- In this.dispatch I have also made a summary of the immense invest- | 
ments—monetary, mental, moral, and religious—which Americans have | 
made within the Turkish dominions. - | - a Co 
Since my presentation of these cases, Dr. Pflaum, who is an Ameri- 

can, and now surgeon on an Egyptian vessel running to this port, | 
. has called to make anxious inquiries as to the indemnity in his case. 

It was an outrageous case. Ifthe Porte should tender monetary com- | 
_ pensation, Iam satisfied it would not amount to what has been de. | 

_ manded; but this is in the distance, and the amount is not yet to be 
considered until some such tender ismade. | eee | 

_. This morning the consul-general, Mr. Heap, presents another case of bla 
- unredressed outrage—that of an American citizen, Carapepari. He was | 
raising a vessel at the Isle of Artaki, under contract, whereupon he was _ . 
wrongfully aceused of fishing with machinery for sponges, without li-_ 

| cense. In the most arbitrary way he was fined, andimprisoned twenty- = 
three days. finally his case comes here, and he with it. He, too, has 
had much trouble and no recompense. His case is in process of exam- _ oe 
ination, as it is said, by the police here; but as to its settlement, judg- : | 
ing by other cases, of what hope have we? None whatever, so long as — 

— such outrages as those referred to remain unredressed, and our Ameri- | 
can citizens are treated as without the pale, notonly of this Government 

~ and society, but outside of the treaty stipulations made to protect them _ ” 
- agsuch, * * * ks Po | ee | 

‘These cases may give you an idea of the modes by which justice is | 
| vindicated here when Americans are the victims of injustice and vio- 

ence. an , : _ / ee 
- You have said in your dispatch No. 9 of the 17th of August, that I | 

should communicate freely with the Department on these subjects, and, | | 
. while giving my own views as the result of the practical knowledge I 

- may be able to obtain on the spot, ask such special instructions as [ - - 
. may think needful. . its ne Sloe Moy 

You further ask me for suggestions as to the method, up to allproper 
limits, of protecting American rights and interests in Turkey. You ee, 

- . ask me, further, not to disguise from the Porte your sense of disap- - - 
_ pointment at the inadequacies of the protection accorded tolaw-abiding = 

citizens of the United States in Turkey, &c. You may be assured that, ee 
atthe risk of being too undisguisedly frank, I have represented the. 

» keenness and mortification of our disappointment in this regard and the | | 
sympathy of the multitudes in America in the noble “ life-work” ofour . 

- missionaries. : | os oe a 

| These breaches of good faith and treaty are not justifiable because 
of any alleged propagandism by our sects or religionists whose societies 
are under Turkish dominion. The work which is impeded is plilan- | 

_ thropic. It is not done for lucrative reward; no attempt is made to | 
force the Christian Scriptures or tracts upon the reluctant. = :
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| The “work” has grown to be large, because it has been regarded as | 
a safe, by the same guarantees and privileges granted to other national- 

- ities. After wearisome delay and iteration after iteration of the facts _ 
and principles involved, no damages are allowed and no reparation | 

- made. | eres ; poo : | 
It is true that these benevolent men preach Christianity to those who 

voluntarily come to hear. They sell books to those who please to buy. 
| Their object is not, as they claim, to proselyte. They desire men to con- 

form their lives to a better standard. In thisthey donot infringe upon 
' the decrees of this Empire so frequently upheld where the Greek, Arme- 

nian, and other churches are involved. ‘To the end that the American : 
churches and schools should be self-supporting, they have for sixty years 
exercised great tact in avoiding to give offense to the susceptibilities 
of others in their midst, and they confidently assert that never has one 
specific charge against the American missionaries or their employés for _ 
illegal or offensive conduct been made, much less sustained. Their con- 

| duct, both at the Robert College and elsewhere, may have been im- + 
_ pugned at first as dangerous. to Turkish society and the Mohammedan _ 
religion, but as time tested it the highest and best men of the Turkish 
administration have testified to the ennobling results which have been 
achieved here for civilization by our countrymen. 

I have, &ce., | - . | | 
, _ $8. COX. — 

, [Inclosure Lin No. 55.] a . 

: SO - Mr. Cox to Said Pasha. : 

| ' LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| a . | Constantinople, November 12, 1885. . 

EXCELLENCY: Believing that the anxieties with which your Government, and espe- 
+ gially your office, is environed have somewhat abated, and observing in the London. 

Times of the 5th of November a statement highly eulogistic of your excellency’s 
prompt cognizance of unsettled affairs, especially with reference to the claims of . ~ 

_ British subjects, I am emboldened to ask your excellency to regard the unsettled af- 
_ fairs presented by this legation. - . 

| The cases of Dr. Pflaum and Messrs, Knapp and Reynolds have been long pending 
before you. : : 7 

. Another case of robbery under aggravating circumstances is that of Rey. J. F. Smith 
oo and his party by four mounted Circassians in the province of Sivas. It was presented 

to your predecessor on the 18th day of September last. The robbers were arrested, but — - 
there has been no punishment and no delivery of the stolen property so far as we 
know. The case depends on the action of the central Government here in Constan- 
_tinople. Will your excellency have the kindness to give a response to my dispatch 
in that case? os : . . " 

Mr. Bayard, the Secretary of State, in reference to this class of cases has used such 
expressive language that I take the liberty of quoting it as the judgment of my Goy- 
ernment. In a recent dispatch he says: : a | oo | 
‘You will not disguise from the Porte our sense of disappointment at the inadequacy  ~ 

of the protection accorded to law-abiding citizens of the United States in Turkey, and 
| _ the bad impression which must be created from the continued failure to punish - 

offenders whose identity has been amply established. . The Turkish Government is no : 
less concerned than ourselves in seeing to it that no imputation on its good faith — 
shall be possible, and that no culprit shall be screened from the consequences of his 
acts.” a | | | - | 

There are other cases besides that of Rev. Mr. Smith, which I refrain from present- 
ing now, not because they are insignificant, but because I desire to preserve the : 

Oe unity of these dispatches. - | . | 
I may add incidentally for your general observation that the magnitude of Ameri- 

can interests in Turkey calls. for corresponding protection and security. These in- | 
| terests are summed up briefly thus: There are eleven different societies of American. 

origin and charter in Turkey. The number of American missionaries, men and women, _
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__- 4g over 200, They are to be found at the most influential centers, from Macedonia to a 
the borders of Persia in the east, and from the Black Sea on the north to Arabiaon 
thesouth. Between three and four hundred towns are occupied by missionariesin = 
person or by their agents. There are 1,049 Turkish subjects employed as assistants or — 

_ agents. About 150 churches have been dedicated, with alarge membership. Nearly a oe 
_ niljion of dollars is invested in educational and publication enterprises, including 8 | 

institutions of college grade, attended by over 1,000 students, and from 75 to 80 high | 
schools and seminaries, with some 2,500 pupils. - So 7 | 

_. Not far from two hundred millions of pagesof works for educational purposes have 
_ been issued from the press in six different languages, The American Bible Society | 

has large investments at Constantinople and Beirut in electrotype plates, printed - 
_ books and sheets, and electrotype apparatus. Their value is not far from $125,000. - 

_ At these two points it manufactures not far from 50,000 volumes a year in Turkish, a 
Armenian, and other languages used in the Turkish Empire. Besides the property __ 
of the Bible Society the trustees of the Bible House have a building at Constantino- Be 

_ ple, with the land on which it stands. They cost not far from $80,000. | | : 
The annual expenditures of the societies within the Turkish Empire for the support => 

of schools and colleges, fur rents and repairs of buildings, for taxes on real estate, : 
for manufacture of books and newspapers, and for salaries of the 1,303 persons em- | 

_. . ployed as above stated in the various operations of the societies, is $360,000. This | 
sum annually is sent from America to Turkey. It may be regarded as the proceeds | 
of 3 per cent. of American capital set apart for the purposes of these societies and 
amounting to $12,000,000. Not one of these persons, not a piaster’s worth of these 
values, has ever menaced the order or established institutions of the Ottoman Empire. | 
No charge of offensive proselytism has ever been made, or if made verified. / 

In view of these great benefactions, may I not confidently second the appeal of the 
| President of my country and the Secretary of State, in the interest and concord of 

_ both nations for the better security of the persons, lives, and property of our citizens? 
» Lavail, &e., | | | oe | _ 

oo _ [Inclosure 2 in No, 55.] 7 : a - 

ae : | Mr. Cox to Said Pasha. — | Sy 

: oo, a | 7 LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
os — | ae Constantinople, November 14, 1885. a 

_. EXCELLENCY: In reference to the disposition and sale by colporteurs of the publica- | 
tions of the Bible Society, of Which American citizens are recognized as lawful pro- 
prietors, I have tle honor to state to your excellency that Iam informed that instruc- 
tions have been transmitted to the minister of public instruction from the Sublime 

_. Porte forbidding the sale of such publications. _ | | : ° | 
As this seems to be in derogation of established usage and in restraint of legitimate : 

‘business, may I ask your excellency to have sent for the information of my Govern- 7 
ment, which earnestly protests against such restrictions, the law which justifies them, _ 

° or, if no law exists, to relieve my fellow-countrymen of the harassing obstacles thrown | 
in their way by the officers of the Ottoman Government. oe . 

| Thave, &c., es : 7 , , 

| Be , Mr. Bayard to Mr. Cow. | 

—  No49J 0 DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ns 
| - Washington, November 28, 1885. 

Sig: I have received your No. 35, of the 24th ultimo, having especial _ 
_ reference to the cases of the naturalized American citizens, Kevork a 

_ Guligyan and Bedros Iskiyan, whose registration in.the Turkish "bu- = 
_ reau of nationality is refused on the sole evidence of their passports, 

- and embracing general considerations on the subject of the right of. 
-. expatriation. | oe a | | So
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Separating the special and general topics, we may consider, first, the 
present case of the two persons mentioned, and, further, the broader 

| principle affecting our naturalized citizens of Ottoman nativity who 
may return to Turkey. a eee | | | 

— It would appear from your remarks that these two persons seek reg- 
| istration as foreigners, in order to be qualified to hold real estate as 

| — such. “Nor do I know,” you say, “what is the status of these men 
now claiming citizenship of the United States, but when native Turks 
come here to live and seek to acquire real estate under the ‘capitula- 

| tion’ and protocols which enable all foreigners to hold such property — 
here, then the question of citizenship is at once mooted, and not gen- 
erally until then is the law of 1869 evoked as a touchstone of citizen. — 
ship abroad.” , . | | 

If their purpose in seeking registration as American citizens was to __ 
avail themselves of the right which Turkey concedes to foreigners, — 
under certain conditions, to acquire and hold lands in the Ottoman 
Empire, and were it made a condition precedent to such acquisition — 

7 and holding of real property that the party shall not have infringed 
the Turkish law concerning Turks who emigrate and assume a foreign 
allegiance without the previous consent of their Government, then this 

| - Government could not well object to the parties being called upon to | 
| qualify themselves for the enjoyment of the privilege they seek. Every 

_. sovereign State prescribes for itself the terms and conditions upon 
which title to lands within its jurisdiction may be acquired and held. 

'. If Turkish law imposes a disability, as to the tenure of real property, | 
upon a Turk who has became naturalized elsewhere without the pre- 
vious consent of his Government, then the question would be one of | 
the subjection to municipal regulations of those who have voluntarily - 
placed themselves thereunder, in a matter over which those regulations 
have sovereign and exclusive control. And the Turkish Government | 
having the right to investigate the cases of persons applying, as for- 

oe eigners, for the privilege of holding lands, or for any other personal —_- 
7 privilege over which muuicipal laws have control, it would seem to 

have the right to demand of them such evidence as would enable it to 
ascertain whether the applicants labor under any disqualification, and, 

| in event of their refusal to produce such evidence, to withhold the 
privilege sought. | | | , | - 

_ The important distinctions are, however, to be borne in mind between 
-amunicipal privilege and a personal right,and between withholding 
such privilege and imposing a penalty. This may be illustrated as 

| follows: To hold real estate, or to enjoy any other municipal right con- 
trolled by statute, the applicant may be called upon to qualify himself. 
The burden of proof is with him. If he do not furnish the required 

| proof, he simply fails to obtain the privilege sought. But, on the other 
hand, if the statute visits the individual with a’ penalty, the burden of 
proof lies upon the power which seeks toinflict the penalty; theparty can- — 
“not be called upon to criminate himself, and he must be presumed to bein- 

_ nocent until his crimeis proved. At the present time a striking instance 
is found in the penalties which are attached in certain countries to the 

_ profession of a particular creed. The power to expel a Jew from Turkey 
is claimed, notwithstanding that, as a foreigner, he may have treaty 
rights of residence. Expulsion being of the nature of a penalty, the 
ground of its application is to be proved, like any other charge against - 

- the individual. oe a : 
In short, withholding a privilege may comport with the executive . 

function; the imposition of a penalty is essentially a judicial function.
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- -Henee, in its dealings with Turkey, as with Russia, this Government 

- cannot acquiesce in the executive imposition of a penalty, especially on - | 

account of race or creed.. To the executive of another country allour = 

-_ gitizens must be equal. If they, being voluntarily in a foreign land, - , 

. contravene its municipal statute, it is for the law to ascertain and pun- 

ish their offense. | | rn | . 

If, therefore, registration in the bureau of nationality were sought by | 

-. the two men in question merely as aformality whereby to qualifythem- 

‘selves for municipal rights, this Government could not object to the - 

- application in their case of any reasonable test or mode of trial to ascer- 

tein whether any legal disability existed to prevent the concession of 

the privilege sought. ae Ce | me 

Tam not sure, however, that the matter is capable of consideration => 

- within these narrow limits. It seems to trench upon the broad question — 

_ of the right of expatriation, and to involve application to any and all 

- Turks who, being naturalized in the United States, may return to 

 Yurkey., — | | | nes | | Le | 

I have not been able on cursory search to find in the files of the | 

| Department the text of any law or regulation establishing the bureau 

of nationality and’ defining its function. I have, however, read the law 

of nationality of January 19, 1869, and find in it the following sugges- > 

tive article: en | ay | 

Arr, 9. Every individual inhabiting Ottoman territory is reputed an Ottoman sub- . 

ject, and will be treated as such until his character as a foreigner is verified in a | : 

regular manner, Se | ee Pee | 

From this I infer that the bureau of nationality is established to 

«verify in a regular manner” the alienship of all foreign inhabitants — | 

of Turkey, and record the fact. | - os = | a 

~ Ag in the case of Guligyan and Iskiyan, the bureau has declined to 

-. admit them to registry, except on certain proof being submitted, it may = 

: ‘be inferred that the evidence called for is deemed essential to the reg- 

-_- qlar verification of the foreign status of the parties, and this especially : 

with reference to article 5 of the law of 1869, which reads thus: - 

Art. 5, An Ottoman subject, acquiring a foreign nationality with the sanction of. | | 

| the Imperial Government, will be considered and treated as a foreign subject. If,on | = 

the contrary, he has obtained foreign naturalization without the previous authorization | , 

. of the Imperial Government, such naturalization will be considered as null and void, 

and he will be regarded and treated in every respect as an Ottoman subject. No Otto- os 

. man subject can in any case naturalize himself as a foreigner without obtaining a 7 

deed of authority in virtue of an imperial iradé. , | Os | , 

-_-It would be desirable, toward a fall understanding of the subject, to 

know the powers and functions of the bureau of nationality, with ref- | 

erence to the fifth and ninth articles of the law of 1869, which I have _ 

quoted. Is the bureau merely designed to afford to aliens an oppor- 

_tunity to record their status? Or is registration therein made obliga- 

tory upon all aliens, and does the absence of analien’s namefromitsbooks 
: create, ipso facto, for the purposes of Turkish jurisdiction, the presump- = 

tion that he is an Ottoman subject, and entail upon him the treatment 

| as such contemplated in the ninth article of the law? SE 

. And, further, is the bureau made competent to. exercise the quasi- | 

judicial fanctions of deciding, under article 5 of the law, the statusof 

- @ Turk who may have acquired a foreign nationality ? pe He 

— -You are expected to etilighten the Department on these points, send- 
-- ing hither; if possible, the text of any law, decree, or regulation under 

which the bureau of nationality may have been organized, or of any | 

: rules or regulations defining its functions and powers. | | | |
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| Pending your report as to these points, I may probably give some 
attention to the general principle involved where there is international 

. conflict of laws concerning the right of expatriation. The United States | 
hold steadfastly to that right. The doctrine was well enunciated in 
1868 in the words of Mr. Seward, quoted by you in your note of Octo- _ 
ber 22 to Said Pasha, and in even more precise terms was incorporated 
in an act of Congress approved 27th J uly, 1868, now section 1999 of the 
Revised Statutes. Under the law of 1869 the Porte is understood to 
claim that it can discriminate between naturalized and other citizens of 

| the United States, and treat as Turkish subjects those Turks who have . 
been naturalized in the United States since 1869 without the prior con- — 

| sent of the Ottoman Government. | | 
| _ This Government has never admitted, and cannot now admit, the doc- , 

. trine for which the Porte contends. Within our domestic jurisdiction 
we are bound to uphold and enforce the right. of expatriation, and our 
assertion of that right follows to every foreign country the alien who has 

| become a citizen of the United States by due process of law, and regards 
him as the equal of a native-born American citizen. We may not aban- 

_ don the assertion of that right in favor of the counter assertion of the 
Government of such a person’s original allegiance. | 

The laws of the United States thus inhibiting absolutely any discrimi- | nation between their native-born and naturalized citizens, the same form | 
of passport is prescribed for all alike, and, under international law, is 

| _ to be accepted everywhere as prima facie evidence of nationality. Our 
| _ duty is limited to the positive one of lawfully certifying the fact of 

_ American citizenship, and this Government cannot be expected to go 
| beyond the bounds of its power and duty by assenting to such a conten- — 

tion on the part of a foreign Government as would, if logically carried 
out, involve the negative obligation to show that the citizen had not at 

| Some previous time been subject to another power. | - 
I am aware of no Government whose contention in this regard appears 

to go as far as that of Turkey. Other Sovereign states, itis true,deny __ 
_ the right of expatriation without prior consent, but none, to my knowl. - 
edge, imposes upon every alien resorting to its territory the burden of 

| - disproof. | Oo | 7 
The contention of Turkey may in factbe found to go even further, and 

| assert a power on the part of the Porte to forbid the Government of the 
| | state whose citizenship a Turk may have lawfully acquired from diplo- 

| matic intervention in his behalf, if the Turkish law declares him to be. 
still a subject of the Porte. Ido not know that this is so; I trustitis | 

_ not. There may be an analogy, however, between the Turkish rule of 
So registration and the Mexican law of matriculation. In Mexico, all 

_ . foreigners are required to deposit their passports in the ministry of _ 
_._ State at the capital and take out a certificate of matriculation, which is 

alone admitted as evidence of their rights as foreigners in that country. . 
| _ Failing such registry, they can assert no civil or judicial rights of 

_  alienage; and the law even proclaims that no diplomatic intervention 
of their Government will be admitted in their behalf under whatever __ 

_ circumstances. The United States have for years contested this posi- 
tion, asserting that no municipal statute of another country can over- | 

| throw the reciprocal relations of a foreigner with his own government, 
or impair the obligation of the latter to intervene for his protection in — 

_ ease of wrong or denial of justice. ee - | 
| But, extreme as is the Mexican position, it merely rests on the execu- | 

_ tion of a formality. It accepts the passport as the evidence of alienage, | 
| and simply substitutes, for municipal effects, one form of indiscriminat. 

ing certification for another... ne | | :
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The Turkish rule, on the contrary, rests on a vital discrimination be- | 
- tween classes of foreigners ; it imposes a burden of proof unknownelse- | 

where, and it assumes not mnerely to treat certain persons as ‘Turks until a 
the contrary is shown, but.to make them Turks. . | Oo 

The question is, in its broadest aspect, one of conflict between the | 
laws of sovereign equals. The authority of each is paramount within | 

_ .its own jurisdiction. We recognize expatriation as an individual right. _ | 
- Turkey, almost solely among nations, holds to the generally abandoned bi 

doctrine of perpetual allegiance. Turkey can no more expect us to re-- , 
~ “nounee our fundamental doctrine in respect of our citizens within her — 

_territory than she could expect to enforce her doctrines within the United => 
_ States by preventing the naturalization here of a Turk who emigrates a 

without the authorization of an imperial iradé. | ee 
--_In such eases, where the disagreement is fundamental, a conventional | - 

arrangement is practically the only solution to the difficulty. Founding © 
on the volition of the individual as an ultimate test, the United States, — : 

_ without impairing their doctrine of the inherent right of expatriation, | 
but rather confirming it, may agree upon certain conditions, according | 
to which a person who has-been naturalized in the United States and a 
returns voluntarily to the country of his original allegiance, there tore- — - 
main for a stated period, may be held to have created a presumptive _ | 

_ {ntent-to resume his former status, and thereby abandon his acquired | | 
nationality. We recognize theindividual right to do so; repatriation _ | 
is as equally aright as expatriation. = = = ——— - | : | 

The United States have negotiated treaties of naturalization with — 
several Governments, including Turkey. The latter, signed August 11, 

- 1874, was ratified by the Senate with amendments, and subsequently — - 
~ exchanged on the 22d April, 1875, at Constantinople. It subsequently | 
appeared, however, that it had been ratified and exchanged by Turkey | 

- under a misapprehension of its true meaning. As you will see by pe- | 
rusal of Mr. Maynard’s No. 11 of July 6, 1875, the Turkish Govern- © 
ment supposed us to stipulate that two years’ residence in the country 
of original allegiance should operate to forfeit the nationality subse- — 

- quently acquired by naturalization. Mr. Fish held that the true mean- — L 
ing was that such residence created a presumption of intent to remain, 

- which might be rebutted, like any other presumption, by competent , 
‘proof. a - so 
- Our position in this regard has always been consistent, although in oo 
other quarters, the misapprehension into which the Ottoman Govern-- : 
ment fell in 1875 has been found to exist. The reason of our positionis | 7 

- @lear. The treaties.we have made simply recognize and define an exist- | 
: ing status under the laws of the two parties; they do not assume the a 
_. Jegislative or judicial power of making and unmaking citizens. They 

- leave the laws of the land of return free to operate, after two years, to 
- restore the former allegiance. The treaty does not restore the original | 

- gtatus any more than it can forfeit the acquired one, and perhaps leave 
the party without any national status whatever. Moreover, forfeiture _ 7 
of status is essentially a penalty, and the Porte’s understanding of the _ - 

- treaty signed in 1874 would have involved the assumption by the United 
States Executive of the power and obligation to apply such a penaity | | 
to an American citizen who, under certain circumstances, might reside | 
in Turkey. for more than two years. There is no statutory warrant for a 
the exercise of such a power, and for the Executive to assume it would 
be repugnant to the principles of our Government, according to which 
no man can be punished without due process of law. Hence, no form - 
of international accord was possible with Turkey which would have — 

- imposed on the United States the obligation to declare the forfeiture  —s_
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. of rights which an alien might have duly acquired under the naturali- 
. ration statutes through the decree of a competent court. 

I refer to the past treaty negotiation to correct what seems to be a 
- . misapprehension on your part, for you say that “the treaty failed of 

| confirmation in the Senate because of one inconsequential word.” The 
difference between imposing forfeiture of citizenship and recognizing its _ 
renunciation is not inconsequential—it is-vital. And, as a fact, the 
failure of that treaty was due to the Porte’s withdrawal of the ratification 
it professed. to have made and exchanged under a misapprehension of 

_ the purport of the Senate’s amendment. | | : 
; Of all our naturalization treaties with foreign Governments, the most 

, , clearly phrased are with Great Britain, Austria-Hungary, and Den- . 
-mark, copies of which are herewith sent you. Article III of the British 
treaty covers the point under consideration by providing for and recog- _ 
nizing the lawful recovery of original allegiance and renunciation of 

. that acquired elsewhere by naturalization.. So,also, with Article IV of 
| the Austro-Hungarian treaty. The latter is, furthermore, noticeable as 

providing for and. defining the jurisdictional rights of the country of 
original allegiance, when the native thereof, returning thither after 
naturalization abroad, is amenable under its laws for an offense com- 
mitted before his emigration. | | 

a _ Mr. Boker’s treaty was negotiated five years after the Ottoman Gov- 
| ernment adopted the law of nationality. Ifthat law wasno obstacle then 

. to a naturalization treaty with the United States, it should not be now. 
| It should be your earnest effort to induce the Porte to negotiate again | 

, on the subject, with a view to a just and mutually honorable accommo- 
. dation. You should make clear to the minister tor foreign affairs that — 

, the Executive is strictly inhibited from acquiescing in the jurisdictional _ 
claims of Turkey, for it can neither recognize nor impose forfeiture of. 
rights acquired by lawful naturalization ; but that we stand ready, by 
treaty, to respect any process whereby, under Turkish law, duly ap- _ 

| plied, the voluntary act of a naturalized Turk who returns to reside in 
Turkey may operate as a renunciation of his acquired status and re- 

| ~ sumption of original allegiance. The limits within which such a ne- 
gotiation may be conducted are found in the Americo-Turkish treaty of 

- - -: 1874, as amended by the Senate, and in our treaties with Great Britain 
and Austria-Hungary. , a 

: LT await, as before stated, your report on the function and powers of _ 
the bureau of nationality. Meanwhile, this instruction will make.clearer 
to you the attitude of this Government on the general question of the 

_ treaty rights of our citizens in Turkey, whether native or naturalized. 

Tam, &e., | TF BAYARD, | 

. CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF TURKEY AT 
| WASHINGTON. | | 

| | No, 678. 

| , Tevfik Pasha to Mr. Frelinghuysen. | | 

{Translation. ] oS . 

— IMPERIAL OTTOMAN LEGATION, 
7 Washington, April 26, 1884. (Received April 29.) 

The Imperial Ottoman legation has repeatedly been under the neces- 
sity of making representations to the Department of State in relation | 
to the jurisdiction which is assumed by the United States copsuls in
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. Turkey over American citizens who have been guilty of crimes or mis- 
demeanors committed within the territory of the Empire, to the exclu- | 
gion of all intervention on the part of the Ottoman authorities, and that oe 
‘not only in cases in which the injured party is a foreign subject, but — 
also in those in which such party is an Ottoman subject. . 

The Sublime Porte has always opposed this view of the United States, 
.. which is based upon an erroneous translation of Article [V of the treaty _ 

of 1830. | . Oo os foes 
' . - Without wishing, Mr. Secretary of State, to enter upon a minute dis- 

cussion of this question, which has already formed the subject of much 
correspondence between the two Governments, I will say that Article . | 

_ IV of the said treaty does not create an exceptional régime in favor of 
American citizens. re | Lo 

: _ The expression found therein ‘following the usage observed towards _ — 
(other) Franks,” can leave no doubt on this head. | . oe | 

_ it clearly shows that neither more nor less was granted to American 
citizens than was granted to the subjects of other powers. I beg, more- | | 
over, toremind you that. according to the declaration of Mr. Porter, then 

- representative of the United States in Turkey (which declaration has | 
--- never been disavowed), the Turkish text of the treaty of 1830 is the only | 

| one that is binding, and as that document says, *‘In case any dispute. 
Shall arise between the two contracting parties, the said instrument (7%. ¢€., 
the Turkish text) shall be the only one according to which the difficulty 
shall be settled.” It was not until the year 1868 that Mr. E. Joy Mor- | 

| ris, then United States minister at Constantinople, raised this question 
of jurisdiction, basing his action on the English translation of the | 
Turkish text.of Article IV of the treaty of 1830. 7 | 

The case in which he did so was that of two Americans, Romer and. | 
| Lamar, who had been concerned in an affray in Syria. | | | 

_ here are in that translation entire phrases which are wanting in the 
Turkish text, which is, I repeat, the only one that is binding. ae 

*. A long discussion between the two Governments followed, and Mr. 
_ Morris, by order of the Department of State, had new translations of Oo 

Article IV made at Constantinople, by six dragomans who were at- | oe 
tached to various embassies there. According to the admission of the . 

- °, Department of State not one of those translations contains any phrases" | 
~ or words that would grant to the representatives of the United States — 

the right of jurisdiction which we contest. In view of these facts, Mr. | 
Fish, who was at that time Secretary of State, laid the question before _ . 

' - the Senate, as appears from a dispatch addressed by him to Mr. Mor- © : 
ris. Sixteen years have elapsed since then, and notwithstanding the > 
reiterated efforts made by the Sublime Porte, both here and atConstan- 
tinople, no decision, so far as I am aware, has been reached by that — 

_body on this subject. | - | - | 
The United States Government, yielding to evidence, finally adhered, — , 

it is true, in principle, to the view taken of this question by the Sublime —— 
Porte. It will be sufficient for me to quote in this connection the dec- —— 

_ Jaration made by Mr. Evarts, then Secretary of State, to my predeces- oe 
sor, in the name of ‘his excellency the President: “Iam directed,” wrote — | 
the Hon. Mr. Evarts, May 14, 1880, “‘by the President to admit, on the 
part of the Government of the United States, that the United States 
are bound by the Turkish text of the treaty of 1830, which was signed | 
in that text above.” [Mr. Evart’s note says in that text alone] . 

‘‘T make this admission the more cheerfully in view of your repeated —s_—© 
assurances, in the name of your Government, that not only shall the | 

' true extent” [Mr. Evart’s note says intent] “of that text be observed, 

ro 7 SO : : a om
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| _ but also that the citizens of the United States, within Ottoman jurisdic- 
. tion, shall have the treatment accorded to the citizens or subjects of the 

most favored nations” [Mr. Evarts wrote nation] ‘either by treaty or by 
virtue of existing local laws or customs.” _ a | 
Aristarchi Bey took note of this declaration, and, in his reply to the | 

honorable Secretary of State, gave the most positive assurances that 
citizens of the United States should enjoy, in Turkey, the same privil- — 
eges and immunities as citizens of other countries. - Nothwithstanding 

| these declarations, which ought to have put an end to the difference — 
existing between the two countries, the Washington Cabinet thought 

_. proper once more to remit the examination of this matter to Constanti- 
nople, as stated by the Hon. Bancroft Davis, then Acting Secretary of | 
State, to Aristarchi Bey, under date of December 30,1881. You were ~ 
also pleased to assure him, Mr. Secretary of State, that the necessary 

| instructions had been forwarded to the representative of the United 
States in Turkey, to enable him to settle this difference. No settlement 

| has, however, been reached. | | 
a In the meantime, cases of crimes and misdemeanors continue to occur 

in the Empire, and frequently give rise to differences of opinion and to 
difficulties between the Ottoman authorities and the American consul- 
ates, to the great detriment of the regular course of justice. 

Thus, quite recently, the United States consul at Beirut positively 
__- refused to receive and forward to its destination a Summons issued by. 

_ the public prosecutor, which cited an American missionary of Saida to — 
appear, he having been guilty of a violation of law. | oe 

In calling your serious attention, Mr. Secretary of State, to this fact, — 
I beg you, by order of my Government, to be pleased to hasten the set- 
tlement of this question of jurisdiction, which has remained so long in © _ 
abeyance. = ae a 

To sum up, the Sublime Porte cannot make, in criminal cases, any ex- - 
_ ception in favor of American citizens; it guarantees to them, however, 

| all privileges and immunities that have been heretofore and that are 
now enjoyed by the subjects of other powers. I am authorized to 

a give you, on this point, Mr. Secretary of State, the most formal and ex- 
plicit assurances, without either hesitation or reticence. My Govern- 
ment feels every confidence in the sentiments of equity and justice 
which actuate the Washington Cabinet, and it hopes that the differ- 
ence which has for so many years existed between the two countrics on | > 

. | this point will, through your conciliatory spirit, be definitely terminated. 
Be pleased, &c., — SO | So | 

oo — | | HUSSEIN TEVFIK, | 

| : | No. 679. ae 7 

| Mr. Frelinghuysen to Tevfik Pasha. © : 

: a DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
:  —-- Washington, May 31, 1884. — 

. Srr: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the _ 
26th ultimo concerning the true interpretation of article 4of thetreaty | 
of 1830, between the United States and. the Ottoman Porte, in so far 

| _ a8 it concerns the treatment of American. citizens accused of crime in 
| Turkey. a a . 

It appears to be your desire to avoid the extended discussion of de- . 
tails which has attended this question for several years past, and treat
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- 4itin its most practical aspects. To that end youconfine yourrepresen- _ | 
tations to certain elementary considerations which, if I rightfully un- 
derstand ycur note, you regard as conclusive in themselves and aS 
rightly sufficient to have closed the controversy before now, under the 
instructions given to the United States minister at Constantinople to 

_ examine and settle the facts... | | oe | 
_ This Department is equally desirous to avoid traveling anew the path 

of previous argument. The matter seems to it to be one readily re-- / 
stricted to precise limits within which it might have been determined =| 
at any time in the past fifty years if your Government had met thereal . 
issue by a positive statement of the precise meaning of the Turkish text 

"of the fourth article in dispute. | Ce | 
- A part of your argument appears to rest, permit me to say, on a fal- 

- lacious assumption. You go back to Mr. Porter’s declaration in 1831, _ 
' that the Turkish text should be the standard in case of doubt as to the © 
meaning of the treaty, and you next quote (with some verbal inaccura- | 
cies) the words of Mr. Evarts in his note of May 14,1880, as follows: 
“Tam directed by the President to admit, on the part of the Govern- so 
ment of the United States, that the United States are bound. by the 

| Turcish text of the treaty of 1830, which was signed in that text alone. 
I make this admission the more cheerfully in view of your repeated as- a 

-- surances in the name of your Government that not only shall the true 
intent of that text be observed, but also that the citizens of the United | 

_ States within Ottoman jurisdiction shall have the treatment accorded 
' to the citizens or subjects of the most favored nation, either by treaty or 

by virtue of existing local laws or customs,” both of which you take as 7 
- showing that “the United States Government, yielding to evidence, - 

- finally adhered, it is true, in principle to the view taken of this question | 
by the Sublime Porte.” You surely do not wish to be understood as a 

. Claiming that an admission of the Turkish text as the standard is equiv- : 
-alent to a blind acceptance of the interpretation which the Porte may — © | 
see fit to give to that text, where the language itself is ambiguous. 
As Mr. Bancroft Davis, then Acting Secretary of State, had the honor 

- toinform Aristarchi Bey on the 30th of December, 1881— —_—_. oo 

_ _'The President has not intimated a purpose of yielding to the Ottoman construction 
_of the treaty of 1830, or of abandoning in any way what he regards as the just rights 
of the United States. ~ _ | So fo | | 

~ The simple question is now, and always has been, what was the mean- 
ing of the treaty of 1830? In other words, what did it stipulate for 
American citizens in Turkey in 1830? ao es, 7 | 

You are doubtless familiar with the precedent correspondence, and 
will therefore recall without difficulty the many occasions on which this | 
Government has asked that of Turkey to furnish an intelligible para- 

- phrase of the disputed article, and to explain what was the usage toward _ 
other Franks in 1830. Not the slightest attempt to enlighten this Gov- / 

- ernment on those two all-important points has been made. _ | a 
The treaty was negotiated, as you are aware, in the French tongue. _ 

The commissioners agreed upon a text in French, embracing certain Oo 
_ stipulations. The reports of the negotiations which accompanied the © | 

text showed the occasion for those stipulations and their nature. With | 
-. regard to the clause in dispute, forbidding the arrest and imprisonment | 

of American citizens by the local judges, and leaving to their ministers 
or consuls the power to punish them, as in the case of other Franks, _ 7 

. the negotiators remarked that this clause was not always strictly ob- | 
served in the case of other Franks; that the Turkish authorities in = 

- 1830 frequently arrested Franks, who were thereupon demanded and
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obtained with difficulty by the foreign ministers. There seems to have 
been no doubt in their minds as to the extent of the stipulated privilege. . 

. The French text, so agreed upon, was accepted by the Turkish nego- 
. tiators, and the American negotiators were thereupon furnished by the 

Turks with aversion in the Turkish language, which they were assured 
was a faithful equivalent of the French text agreed upon. | 

If, under these circumstances, the effect of translation was to occasion 
differences between the two texts, it would seem to be due to transla- 
tion from French into Turkish. However this may be, they could have 
been verbal merely, for to suppose that, under the assurance of equiv- 

| alence, a Turkish text was submitted radically different from the French 
text agreed upon, would be to impute something very like bad faith to 
the Turkish negotiators—an imputation which this Government has no. _ 

_ desire to make. | . 
The Turkish Government denies absolutely the existence in the Turk- ~_ 

ish text of certain phrases found in the English text. It says: 

I The words “ they shall be tried by their minister or consul and punished according to their 
offense” no more exist in the text than the words ‘‘they shall not be arrested.” — 

__ Omit these words and the remaining text becomes utterly meaning- | 
less. Nothing whatever is stipulated save the usage observed toward | 
other Franks. This must be more than “merely the effect of transla- 
tion.” : _ | | - | 

_. ‘This Department possesses twenty or more translations from the orig- 
inal Turkish text, made by eminent scholars and impartial experts. | 
All these versions, without exception, contain phrases closely following 
those which the Porte says do not exist at all, and all, despite wide ver- . 
bal differences (merely the effect of translation), agree in stipulating 
that no American citizen shall be imprisoned in a Turkish prison, but 
shall. be punished through the instrumentality of his minister or consul. 

_ The inference is irresistible that something of the nature of an extra- | 
territorial privilege was stipulated, and that the words on which your 
Government lays such stress—“ following in.this respect the usage ob- 

| served towards other Franks”—are simply explanatory. They refer 
_ merely, by way of illustration, to a well-known state of things existing —_ 

in 1830, when, as Mr. Rhind shows, all the foreign ministers success- 
| fully resisted the occasional mistaken effort of a Turkish officer to ar- | 

rest Frankish subjects. They do not contain by limitation the whole 
' of the concession. | | 

Moreover, this explanatory clause as to the treatment of other Franks | 
| was clearly not intended, in 1830, to subject American citizens for the 

future to whatever changes might thereafter supervene in the Turkish 
treatment of other Franks. The stipulation was meant to rest on a 
solid basis, not on a delasive quicksand, shifting with each varying _ 

: provision of Turkish law. This is evident when we remember that in 
1830 there were no tribunals to which foreigners were amenable, and 

7 that the system of jurisprudence to which the Porte claims that Ameri- 
can citizens are to be subjected originated long after the treaty of 1830. 

The Turkish ground as to the judicial treatment of Franks changes 
every year. One example will suffice. In the past correspondence the | 
Porte and its representative here have repeated with the most solemn 
asseverations the assurance that the treaty in the Turkish text dis- | 
tinctly reserved to our ministers and consuls the sole right to wmprison 

| American citizens even in pursuance of a Turkish judgment whose 
-_ -validify we have denied, and yet, recently, an American citizen, Dr. 

Pfiaum, has suffered imprisonment.in a Turkish prison by virtue of a 
Turkish judicial sentence. | 7 :
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_ [may recognize a desire on the part of the Porte to bring the treat- | 
— mentof all Franks underthe provisions of.its recent judicial legislation ; , | 

but this desire is limited in its effects by treaty rights: It wouldappear 
to be the intention of the Porte to eliminate from the last part of arti- : 
cle 4 of the treaty of 1830 all that enunciates any specific privilege, Co 

and leave only a vague favored-nation clause, whereby American citi- 

"gens shall receive the most favorable treatment which for the time being 

‘ may be accorded to any other Frank. This a very narrow result. We _ | 

are willing toregard the phrase touching the treatment of other Franks 

as having some of the quality of a most favored-nation clause ; that is, 

if any other Franks have a more favored treatment than that specifically = | 

stipulated in our treaty, an American citizen might rightly claim such 

extension of favor. But it is not in itself a most-favored-nation clause, 

nor does it stand alone, independent of the specific stipulations of the | 

article in which itis found. | | | oa 2 

- _In every aspect of the case there are two vital considerations: first, 

the true meaning of the text of the treaty, and, secondly, the treatment _ 

of Franks in 1830, when the treaty was signed. ‘As to both of these Oo 

_.our efforts to obtain a distinct declaration from the Porte have failed. _ | 
Our last attempt to obtain the needed light on the subject has been com- 

pletely ignored. An instruction, No. 44, of March 3, 1882, was sent to 

_ Mr. Wallace, summarizing the whole situation in the frankest spiritand — . 

with the sole desire to put an end to this controversy. On the 29th of 

October, 1882, Mr. Wallace communicated a copy of that dispatch to his ws 

- excellency Said Pasha, the Porte’s minister for foreign affairs. No an- a 

- gwer has been made. As I infer from your note of April 26,1884, that => 

you are not even aware of the existence of my communication of Mareh | 

8, 1882, I send you a copy thereof for your information, omitting the in- | 

closures, which, as you will see, are of record in your legation. | / . 

- I write you this from a courteous desire that. you may fully compre- - 

- hend the situation, not with any purpose of transferring the discussion _ 
- back to Washington for speculative and impractical discussion. As lI : 

said in my note to Aristarchi Bey, of August 29, 1882, ‘General Wal- : 

— lace is in a position, under the instructions heretofore sent to him, to 

respond to any proposal or argument which his excellency the minis- 

ter for foreign affairs may see fit to address to him.” — Oo 

- Accept, sir, &c., ae | 
a 7 FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. : 

| - No. 680. 7 Td oo 

| oo _ Tevfik Pasha to Mr. Davis. | oe 

— oe oS ' [Translation.] _ oO | oe 

, - IMPERIAL OTTOMAN LEGATION,. | 

| | Washington, August 30, 1884. (Received August 30.) 

~The Sublime Porte, in the exercise of its incontestable and uncon- 7 

tested right, gave notice, at the prescribed time and in due form, of its 

desire for the cessation of the effects of the treaty concluded between | | 

the Imperial Ottoman Government and the United States in 1862. As |
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@ consequence, the treaty in question has ceased to exist as far as the 
Sublime Porte isconcerned. - —= | a | | a __ It is true that the Washington Cabinet, endeavoring to base its ac- . 

_ tion upon certain matters of form, has sought to maintain thatthis no- | 
_ tice was null and void. The Sublime Porte, however, strong in the jus- 

_ tice of its cause, has energetically and unceasingly opposed this view, 
and has always insisted that the treaty was definitively abrogated. | 
_ The Department of State, after many negotiations, finally consented 

| to acknowledge the validity of the notice, on condition that the Otto- 
man Government would agree to grant to American citizens trading ia | 
Turkey the same privileges and immunities that are granted to the sub- - 

| jects or citizens of nations whose treaties of commerce with the Ottoman 
Empire have not yet expired, and provided that the said American cit- 
izens might enjoy the same until the expiration of the treaty of com- 
merce that had the longest time to run. ~~ 

The Sublime Porte, while recognizing the spirit of conciliation shown _ by the Washington Cabinet in this matter, has found it impossible to 
accept this proposition. To do so would have been to admit that the | | notice given by it was an empty formality, since, according to the new | convention proposed by the United States, the consequences of the said _ notice were to be null and void, and American citizens trading in Turkey 
were, in a word, to be placed in the same position in which they were — | before the notice was given. . oe 7 

| The Sublime Porte has therefore been compelled to declare to the - : chargé affaires of the United States at Constantinople that, consider- 
ing the treaty as no longer having any legal force, it will levy an ad 
valorem duty upon American goods introduced into Turkey. Still, out 
of regard for the United States, with which it so much desires to main- 

. tain friendly relations, and with a view to avoiding even the shadow of — | a complication, it has repeatedly solicited the American legation at Con- 
stantinople to be pleased to appoint delegates for the purpose of nego- 

SO tiating a new treaty and a new tariff. Mr. Heap, however, has as yet 
| taken no such step. He has confined himself to informing the Imperial 

| Government that he has referred the matter to his Government. 
The Sublime Porte trusts that the honorable Secretary of State, be- - 

| _ ing convinced that it is in the right, will be pleased to instruct the rep- : 
: resentative of the United States at Constantinople to negotiate anew 

. treaty and a new tariff with the Ottoman delegates; for, once more, it — 
| is impossible for the Imperial Government to recede from the position 
7 which it has taken in relation to this question. | - 

. | No. 681. 7 

) Mr. Frelinghuysen to Tevfik Pasha. 

oo _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, a 
oe 7 Washington, October 24, 1884. 

- Srp: I have had the honor to examine the note verbale dated the 30th 
_ August last, and handed by you to the Acting Secretary of State, Mr. 

Davis, on that date. You therein review, from the position held by the - 
. Government of the Porte, the pending questions between the two 

countries concerning the duration of the effects of the treaty of 1862, 
and communicate the declaration made to the chargé d'affaires of the ~
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_ United States at Constantinople, that, considering the treaty as no 
_ longer having any legal force, the Sublime Porte will levy an ad valorem - 

_ duty on American goods introduced into Turkey. And you conclude 
by stating the desire of the Porte that the United States legation at , 

_ Constantinople be directed to' appoint delegates for the purpose of ne- | 
gotiating a new treaty and a new tariff. | | - ere . 
_I have noted especially the concluding words of your note verbale, that — 

_ “itis impossible for the Imperial Government to recede from the posi- 
tion which it has taken in relation to this question.” | - my 

I regret to seein this communication an apparent departure from as- 
surances repeatedly made by the Government of the Porte, both at Con- — 

_ stantinople and through its representatives in this capital, that the = 
' goods and citizens of the United States should receive in any contin- 

gency the treatwnent of the most favored nation. The proposals here- | 
_ tofore made by us to continue such treatment while negotiating anew ~ 

. treaty were based on these assurances of Turkey. ~ eo | oe 
_. As relates to these assurances, I need scarcely do more than refer you  & 

to the words of your own note of May 22d last, wherein, while stating - 
the.inability of Turkey to accept the letter of the proposal made by the a 

— United States, you make the following declaration : a ee 

As to the fear which you express that the commerce of the United States willbe 
placed on a lower footing in consequence of the abrogation of the treaty of 1862, while . 

_ other powers have treaties of longer duration, and that American commerce will | 
thereby be subjected to a disadvantageous régime, I can assure you, in the name of | 
my Government, that the Sublime Porte entertains no such idea. The esteem and oe 
regard which it has always manifested for the United States area sure guarantee that ey 

-. it will maintain their rights asit has done in the past. | | : 

Many such declarations might be cited from the notes of yourself and 
your predecessors and of the ministers of foreign affairs of the Porte 
to the same effect, but in more unequivocal language even than yours. 

_ Besides these assurances, the United States are, in virtue of a treaty 
whose existing validity is beyond a doubt, entitled to the treatment of 

_ the most favored nation. © | : : : | ee 
__ he proposals heretofore made by this Gevernment, and which have  ——™ 

_ been declined by that of the Porte, were based on these assurances, , | 
_ and looked simply to the continuance of the most-favored-nation treat- _ 

ment so long as other nations should be more favored than our own, | 
and no longer. In this respect our proposals are not at variance with _ 
the drafts submitted by your own Government to the United States 

_ Ininister at Constantinople. The principle sought to be confirmed in 
both is the same. rn a oe ey oe 

_ This Government stands ready to negotiate a new treaty with Turkey, 
whereby the commerce of the United States may be subject to the same | 

_ increase of taxes as the commerce of other nations with which Turkey | 
has concluded or may conclude treaties, such treaty to take effect with — | 

_ the general inforcement of the new tariff. _ | | an | 
_. Icannot but view the present notification, whereby the Government — | 

of the Porte ignores its assurance of and agreement for favored treat- = 
- ment, and seeks to place the commerce of the United States on the 

_ basis of a higher taxation, while other powers are, for the time being, 
— entitled to a lower rate, as unfavorable to that good feeling which should 
mark the negotiations for a reformed tariff and a new treaty. os 
.This Government would willingly do all in its power to maintain the | 

_ good understanding which should exist on such an important matter | | 
between two friendly nations; but it must be quite evident to you that | oo 

_ this Government cannot willingly accept the rejection by the Turkish _
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| Government of the fandamental basis upon which the negotiation has 
: hitherto proceeded. - Se ; 

- The representative of the United States at Constantinople has been _ 
instructed to protest against any instance which may come to‘his knowl- 
edge of the levying of ad valorem duties against the products of the 

| United States to which the products of other nations may not be at the © 
time liable, as a violation of the treaty, of 1830. , . 

I avail myself, &c., oo | - 
—— | | FRED’K T. FRELINGHUYSEN. | 

No. 682. | 

| Tevfik Pasha to Mr. Frelinghuysen. 

2 7 {Translation.] |. 

IMPERIAL OTTOMAN LEGATION, 
. . Washington, November 26, 1884.° (Received November 28.) 

Mr. SECRETARY of STATE: I have had the honor to receive the note 
_which you were pleased to address to me on the 31st: of May last rela- 

. tive to the interpretation of Article IV of the treaty of 1830. 
| This question, which has been kept so long in abeyance, has been the 

. subject of so many controversies, both here and at Constantinople, that 
another detailed examination of it would, as you are pleased to remark, 
have no practical result, especially since you have decided, as you are 
pleased to inform me, again to transfer the discussion of this matter to 
Constantinople. Nevertheless, the regard and the consideration which 

- Jentertain for all communications from the distinguished head of the 
Department of State, compel me to endeavor to reply to some, at least, 

" of the arguments contained in the aforesaid note. | 
| | The whole question on which we are unable to agree is, you Say, 

«the exact meaning of thé treaty of 1830. In other words, what did 
that treaty stipulate for American citizens in Turkey in 1830?” You 

| add: , oo 

Although this Government has repeatedly requested that of Turkey to furnish an 
intelligible paraphrase of the disputed article, no attempt to enlighten this Govern- 
ment on this all-important point has been made. . _ 

You will permit me, Mr. Secretary of State, to appeal to your recol- 
lection on this subject. As long ‘ago as 1868 Ali Pasha informed Mr. 

| Edward Joy Morris, the representative of the United States at Constan- 
| tinople, how the Sublime Porte interpreted this article. We have al- 

| ways maintained the same interpretation, as is shown by the volumin- | 
- ous correspondence which has taken place on this subject. Aristarchi 

Bey, moreover, at the request of one of your predecessors, transmitted - 
| to the Department of State a French translation of the article in ques- 

tion, which was made here, and for which he was directly responsible. 
You will therefore be pleased to admit, Mr. Secretary of State, that the 

| Imperial Government does not deserve the charge that “it has done 
nothing to enlighten that of the United States on this all-important 

| point.” . pO | 
As to the definition of privileges that were enjoyed in Turkey by 

the subjects of foreign powers in 1830, which definition you say you — 
, have asked us in vain to furnish, I will take the liberty of stating that
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this is an entirely new requirement, which seems to me to have been | | 
formulated for the first time. An examination of the correspondence 
‘shows that, in 1880, Mr. Blaine, then Secretary of State, in his negotia-_ 

| tions with my predecessor, was disposed to consider as sufficient a dec- , : 
~ Jaration on our part. to. the effect that American citizens should enjoy ~ : 

the usage and privileges granted to other nations. Thisdeclarationwe ~~ 
did not hesitate to make. You now ask us to specify the nature of the | 
privileges that were granted by us to foreigners in 1830. This request OS 
appears to me singularly to complicate the question. By the treaty of  —._—© 
1830 the Sublime Porte simply promised to allow citizens of this Repub- * — | 
lic to enjoy the privileges granted to other Franks, and to treat them in _ 
all respects on the same footing with the latter. Now, the privileges _ 
granted to foreigners by the capitulations cannot represent an absolute 
and immutable state of things, and one never susceptible of any varia- : 
tion. The usage may be modified according to the progress of the 

| times, or according to the mutual consent of the parties; from which it | | 
ig evident that if any change were to take place in the status of for- — 
eigners in general, Americans would have to submit to the common | * 
law, and could claim no special privilege beyond what was enjoyed by : 
other foreigners. It would therefore be practically useless to inquire, 

- Mr. Seeretary of State, as you suggest, what privileges were granted to 
 foreignersin 1830. © «=. Ce hee 

In the instructions given by the United States Government to its 
- plenipotentiaries charged with the negotiation of the treaty of 1830, it | | 

is expressly enjoined upon them (see Notes upon the Foreign Treaties | 
_ of the United States, page 1060, revised edition, 1873,) to conclude a . i 

treaty upon the most-favored-nation basis. In other words, the United | 
tates instructed their negotiators to secure for American citizens the 
same usage that was granted by the Sublime Porte to other Franks at | 

- that time. The following, Mr. Secretary of State, was the status of _ 
Franks in Turkey in respect to criminal matters, according to the text 
of the capitulations then in force : oe _ a 

If a Frank commit a murder or other crime, the authorities shall take cognizance _— 
thereof, but the judges and officers shall not proceed to do so save in the presence of 
the ambassador, the consuls, or their substitutes. - : 

This is the rule by which the Sublime Porte has always been guided | 
in cases of crimes or misdemeanors committed by foreign subjects or | 

- Gitizens residing in Turkey. Americans, I repeat, cannot claim excep- | 
tional usage ; the expression found in Article IV of the treaty of 1830, | | 
viz, ‘following the usage observed towards other Franks,” cannot leave 
the'slightest doubt on this head; it conclusively proves that nothing 
more was granted to citizens of this Republic than to the subjects of other | 
powers. | ce _— a ee a 

As to the opinion, which is also erunciated for the first time, that the 
treaty was negotiated in French, and that the Turkish text was but a | 

translation for which the Ottoman ministers were responsible, it is re- 
futed by the American documents themselves. I will take the liberty, | 

~ Mr. Secretary of State, to quote in support of this assertion, the follow- | 
- ing passage from the “Notes upon the Foreign Treaties of the United — | 
 - States,” page 1061: | | - | | eS : 

- _He [Mr. Rhind] submitted a draft of a treaty to the Reis Effendi. Some days later 
- he was shown the Turkish text of a treaty, and was told by the Reis Effendi that it _ 
was drawn ap in strict conformity with the one which he had submitted, and on the 
7th of. May the treaty was signed, the Turkish text being signed by the Reis Effendi, 

. as it had been prepared by him, and the French text being signed by Rhind after eg- | 
amination and comparing it with the Turkish, — J Be
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Lower down on the same page are found the following words. 

It appears from the archives of the Department of State that four translations 
, were sent to America: (1) an English translation from the original Turkish, not veri- 

. fied; (2) a French translation from the original Turkish, verified by Navoni, the . 
American dragoman ; (3) another French translation in black ink, with annotations in 
red ink ; (4) another English translation, made from the French. - No French version 
appears to have been transmitted to the Senate with the Turkish text. 

| Do not these quotations, the number of which might easily be in- 
creased, most clearly prove that the Turkish text is the original, and 

« that the English and French versions are merely translations, which 
' were verified by the American delegates? The imputation, therefore, 

of acertain degree of bad faith on the part of the Ottoman negotiators, 
_ would be, tosay the least, underserved. I am glad to see, moreover, 

that you are pleased to declare that the United States Government | 
desires to make no such imputation. | | | 

| _ The Department of State has, you say, more than twenty translations 
of the original Turkish text, made by competent and impartial persons. , 
All these versions, you add, without exception, agree in stipulating, not- 
withstanding certain differences of expression resulting from translation, - 

_  . that “no American citizen shall'be imprisoned in a Turkish prison; but _ 
shall be punished through the instrumentality of his minister or consul.” 

. The Sublime Porte has always maintained that the words “arrested __ 
and tried” are not found in the Turkish text of the fourth article ofthe _ 
treaty of 1830. It is now glad to find that they are not in thetransla- 

- tions of that article which the Department of State has caused to be made. | 
Their omission, moreover, does not render the rest of the article “utterly | 
meaningless.” Your own quotation is the best proof of this. | Oo 

| As to the assertion that previously to 1830 there were no Ottoman 
courts to which foreigners were amenable, it seems to me to be a mis- 
take as to fact which you will, I doubt not, Mr. Secretary of State, | 

| hasten to admit, when the true state of the case shall be better known 
toyou. Foreigners charged withthe commission of any crime were then 

| tried by a cadi, in presence of their consul or his representative, as ap- 
pears from thevery textof the capitulations. That magistrate has now 
been superseded by a court composed of several judges; but, although 
the form of the tribunal has changed, its jurisdiction remains the same; 
that has not deprived foreigners of the privilege of the presence of their 
consul or dragoman, which is secured to them by the capitulations. | 

To sum up, Mr. Secretary of State, the Imperial Government, forthe 
foregoing reasons, can do nothing more than fulfill the promise which 
it has so often made, viz, to accord to American citizens, in penal cases, 

' the usage, privileges, and guarantees that are enjoyed by other foreign- __ 
ers. The treaty of 1830, if the official and original text in the Turkish - 

| language be taken as the standard, stipulated for nothing moreintheir | 
, favor. On this basis alone will the Sublime Porte negotiate the case | 

arising with the United States legation. _ . 
You are pleased to inform me, in conclusion, that you addressed a 

dispatch to the United States minister at Constantinople on the 3d of _ 
March, 1882, giving him the necessary instructions to bring this con- 
troversy toaclose. On the 29th of October, 1882, General Wallace sent _ 
a copy of that dispatch to his excellency Assim Pasha, minister of for- . 
eign affairs; to this communication you say that no reply has been re- 
ceived. In this connection you will permit me to inform you that the 
Sublime Porte, anticipating, as it were, the step-about to be taken by — 

. the Department of. State, addressed a note.to the United States lega- 
/ tion, July 6, 1882, more than a month before it received General Wal-
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— lace’s communication, stating that it would be glad to discuss the final , 
_ Settlement of this matter with the representative of the United States. 
As I have reason to suppose, from the note which you did me the honor 
to address to me on the 3lst of May, that you are not aware of the ex- | 
istence of the communication which thus emanated from our ministry | 
of foreign atiairs, I herewith transmit to you a copy of it. 

In conclusion, I earnestly beg you, Mr. Secretary of State, by order 
of my Government, to be pleased to instruct the United States legation 

_ at Constantinople to enter without delay into negotiations with the ~ 
Sublime Porte with a view to the final settlement of this question, — 

: which has been a subject of discussion for so many years, and which Sb 
_ threatens to last for an indefinite period, to the great detriment of the = 

well-recognized interests of both countries. oN . 
-. Be pleased to accept, &c., a | . eee , 

— oe | © HUSSEIN TEVFIK, _— 

| . a - {Inclosure.} / . 

Be / a 7 | ‘Said Pasha to Mr. Wallace. - 

a ee SuBLIME PoRTE, MInIstRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 
| . | July 6, 1882. . 

- JT am compelled to recur to the disagreement that exists between the Sublime Porte 
and the United States Government in reference to the interpretation of Article IV of 
the treaty of 1830, concluded between the two countries. — a ae : 

According to the Washington Cabinet, American consuls in the Empire have the 
right of jurisdiction over American citizens-who are guflty of crimes or misdemean- 
ors, to the exclusion of any intervention on the part of the Ottoman authorities, not 
only in cases in which the victim is a foreign subject, but also in those in which the 

| injured party is an Ottoman subject. - . | | 
_  . This interpretation, which tends to sanction.a mode of procedure at variance with | 

the practice observed towards all other foreigners, without exception, can in no wise | 
be accepted. . oe . : oO 

It can have arisen from nothing but an error in translation or a misapprehension. — 
: The Imperial Government can by no means grant to citizens of the United States a : 

usage different from that which is accorded to other foreigners residing in the Em- | : 
pire. | | | _ 7 | | 

_ This question has been much discussed, both here and at Washington. Aristarchi 
- Bey informed me, shortly before he left Washington, that the Secretary of State had | 

told him that he had sent you instructions to enter into communication with the Sub- 
lime Porte with ® view to the settlement of this disagreement. | 

I think it proper for me to notify you that I shall be happy to enter into negotia- —_— 
tions for the final settlement of this matter. . | 

Accept, &e. oe a 

7 | + No. 683, - oe 

: Tevfik Pasha to Mr. Frelinghuysen. os ae 

| | | : IMPERIAL OTTOMAN LEGATION, | 
| Washington, November 30, 1884. (Received December 4.) | 

Mr. SECRETARY oF STATE: I have had the honor to receive the note 
which you were pleased to address to me, under date of the 24th ultimo, 
In relation to the treaty of commerce between Turkey and the United. 
States | S | 

In reply I can but renew to. you the assurances which the Imperial _ 
Government has repeatedly given to that of the United States, that | 
American merchants will receive, in the dominions of his Imperial |
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Majesty the Sultan, the same usage as those of other nations, as is stip- 
| ulated in Article I of the treaty of 1830, which is the only treaty that _ 

_ igs now in force. as ore - 
_ The Sublime Porte, in an arrangement to be concluded between the _ 

two countries to take the place of the treaty of 1862, which has ceased 
: to exist, would be perfectly willing to place American merchandise on 

: the same footing as that of the most favored nation. It would’ have to _ 
be well understood, however, that. this stipulation should be reciprocal, 

7 - and interpreted as it has been hitherto understood in the law of nations. 
That is to say, that just as American goods imported into Turkey would _ 
receive the benefit of any advantage granted to a third power, so Otto- 
man goods would enjoy in the United States all advantages that, for 
any reason, should be accorded by the Washington Government to the 
goods of any other country. : | 

: As to the transient question what usage will be accorded to Amer- 
ican goods in the Ottoman Empire, so long as no new treaty shall be 
concluded, I have every reason to believe that such goods will be sub- 
jected to the same usage as-those of other nations, with the exception 

| of imports from Austria-Hungary, upon which, for the present, specific . 
: duties continue to be levied; goods from all other countries pay ad va- 

lorem duties. The Sublime Porte was therefore very much surprised 
when it learned that-the representative of the United States at Con- 

' gtantinople had been instructed to protest every time that ad valorem — 
duties should be levied upon American goods, unless the same duties ~ 
should be levied upon the productions of other nations. oe 

This decision cannot fail to complicate the situation, and to give-rise 
to new difficulties, without doing any good. The United States lega- 
tion, moreover, will not have occasion to protest, notwithstanding the 

| instructions of its Government, since ad valorem duties are levied upon 
the goods of all in general. , oo | 

I have been instructed by my Government to beg you earnestly, Mr. 
Secretary of State, to be pleased to instruct the United States dele- 

| gate to take part, without delay, not only in the preparation of the new 

tariff, but also in the negotiations for the conclusion of a new treaty to — 

take the place of that which the Sublime Porte has regularly denounced. 
Be pleased, &e., | | - | 

| S HUSSEIN TEVFIK. — 

| | - VENEZUELA. — | 

| : No. 684. | 

a 7 a Mr. Baker to Mr. Bayard. - . 

oo [Extract.J . 

No. 49.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
| oo 7  Garacas, March 23,1885. (Received April 20.) 

Str: Referring to my dispatch relative to the custody of ships’ papers 

, -in Venezuelan ports, * * * it now becomes opportune to add some- 
thing further in the same premises. ee a 

. | It will be seen from my No. 768, of date October 15, 1883, that the _ 

~ matter was brought to the notice of the Congress of that year, but not 

. determined, and it will be seen from my No. 877, of date March 26th
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- dast, that it came forward as unfinished business to the Congress of 1884, a 
- and I have now to add that, as it appears that that Congress did not | . 

determine it, it seems to have come forward as unfinished business to 
- the Congress of the present year, which recently commenced its sessions. | 

- Lealled this afternoon upon Sefior Qiienza, and drew his attention to / 

the matter at considerable length, and in avery earnest manner. He | 
‘indicated-that he would give it his attention. I shall follow itup with — | 

due earnestness, to the end of inducing a proper change inthe Venezue- — 

lan law on the subject, to be made by the present Congress, if possible. _ 

- Tam, &e., oo me Sea Ds oe! 

oo : |  JHRHU BAKER. | 

. | , | No. 685. a - ee 

es | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Baker. - we es | 

No. 51.) DEPARTMENT OF STATE, oo | 

Bo ~ Washington, March 24, 1885. | 

_ re: I transmit herewith a copy of a dispatch dated the 4th instant 

(No. 197) from Mr. Winfield S. Bird, United States consul at La Guayra, 
- detailing the cireumstances under which the American schooner Lanie_ : 

Cobb, of Bangor, Me., sustained damages while in the port of La © 

Guayra, and the conduct of the Venezuelan authorities in reference 
— thereto. | a er oo 

- The facts in the case appear to be briefly as follows: On the 21st of ) 

February last the Lanie Cobb, while lying at anchor in the port of La 

-_ Guayra, wasrun upon, as itis alleged the evidence fully shows, with great = 

- garelessness by the Venezuelan schooner Ana Eulogia, owned by the 

- President of Venezuela, and in the service of the Venezuelan Govern- 

- ment. Application was promptly made by the master of the Lanie Cobb oo 

and the consul to the customs authorities for the usual survey upon 

- the-schooner, in accordance with law. Permission, however, to goon 

board for the purpose in question was only obtained after considerable | 

delay, but the report of the surveyors was at last obtained and filed, — | 

with an estimate of the damages, in the consulate. 
It is stated that owing to the peculiar circumstances of ownership 

and service of the Venezuelan schooner, an effort was made toeffecta 

private adjustment of the matter, but that it was attended with nosuc- 

cess. Application was next made in due form of law to the judge of 

hacienda at La Guayra for investigation and redress, but the court de- _ | 

nied its jurisdiction, and referred the master to the collector of customs, — | 

| who is, ev officio, captain of the port. The latter officer stated that relief | 

could only be obtained before the aforesaid judge, but it was again in- | 

| sisted at the court that the case could not be considered there. Finally a 

the master appeared once more before the captain of the port, and asked - 

that proceedings for his relief be instituted, but was told “to go out of 

court.”. It would seem, therefore, that every available means to obtain 

a hearing in this case before the Venezuelan authorities has been ex- - 

hausted, and that a denial of justice must follow, unless the matter can Oo 

—. be adjusted through diplomatic channels. eS 
. You are instructed to investigate the case, and to report whetherin~ 

your opinion the facts are such as to warrant a demand by thisGovern- 

*-menton that of Venezeuela for damages in favorof the master of the Oo 
-  Lanie Cobb. | | a . Se os 

Pam, 80 Be T.F,BAYARD |
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{Inclosure in No. 51.] . Oo 

: a Se Mr. Bird to Mr. Hunter. _ 

No. 197. ] | | | UNITED STATES ConsULATE, 
| : La Guayra, March 4, 1885. 7 

Ste: I have the honor to invite your attention to the followin g statement: | | On the 21st day of February ultimo the American schooner Lanie ‘Cobb, C. H. Cobb, 
master, of Bangor, Me., while lying quietly at anchor in this roadstead, was run upon in 

_ the most careless manner, as all the evidence fully shows, by the Venezuelan schooner . Ana Eulogia, and her bowsprit, cut-water, and all head-gear broken or carried away. _ Said Venezuelan schooner belongs to General Crespo, President of Venezuela, and was and is in the servicé of the Venezuelan Government. | On the 24th February ultimo Captain Cobb came ashore to this consulate and asked for a survey upon his vessel, in accordance with law, and the preliminaries having been 
arranged we repaired to the custom-house to obtain permission to go on board of said ship 
for that purpose. After an interview of about two hours, permission was reluctantly granted to the United States consul alone to go on board. The necessity of taking on board the surveyors also -having been at last demonstrated to the collector in the most _ respectful and persuasive terms, his more reluctant consent was finally obtained. The 

_ surveyors repaired on board, held the survey, estimated the damages, and duly filed | their report in this consulate. a | 
The peculiar circumstances of ownership and service of the Venezueian schooner hav- 

ing been duly considered, it was deemed most proper to endeavor to effect a private , adjustment of the matter; and to that end the writer, the United States consul at La 
Guayra, acting simply as the agent of the master, duly instructed and authorized, went 
to Caracas. It will, doubtless, suffice to say that no offers of adjustment were made to 
him, and all proposals of compromise on his part, expressed in the most equitable terms, were curtly rejected. : . OO —_ 

| As a last resort the master aforesaid, after much loss and delay, applied in due form _ of law to the judge of hacienda, in La GuayYa, for investigation and legal redress. He 
was informed that his court had had no jurisdiction, and that he must apply to the collector 
customs, who is ex officio captain of the port.. Upon application in proper form to this 
latter officer he was there told thatrelief could only be had before the aforesaid. j udge, to. 
whom he again repaired. Again the said judge insisted that the cause could not be 
considered there, and instructed him to go back to the said captain of the port. Finally 
the said master appeared before the said captain of the port, and, in respectful and due 
form, asked that legal proceedings for his relief should be instituted. In legal parlance 
he was then told to go out of court. : : 

Having conducted this whole cause, either officially or as the agent of the master, I , beg to assure the Department of State that the foregoing is an accurate, though very 
| temperate, statement of the circumstances connected therewith. 

Teo much cannot be said in commendation of the prompt and intelligent manner in . which Charles R. Rohl, esq., United States consular agent at Caracas, lent his services 
toward the settlement of this most disagreeable affair. | | 

| . If deemed necessary, copies of survey, estimate of damages, protests, and declarations 
in this cause will be promptly transmitted. a a 

Tam, &c., | “WINFIELD 8. BIRD, | 
| | Consul. 

No. 686. a 

Se — Mr. Baker to Mr. Bayard. | | 

No. 53.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Caracas, March 30, 1885. (Received April 20.) . 

Sir: At about 1 p. m. on the 28th instant my attention was arrested 
_ by a phenomenon that may be worthy of brief mention. All ofasud- 

‘ den I heard a subdued roaring sound, somewhat like that of a storm 
7 or of the sea at a distance, and leoking towards the patio of my house | 

I observed the ground and vegetation darkened thickly with flitting 
Shadows, and looking upwards I saw immense masses of locusts moving
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over the city in a northern direction, so dense as to sensibly obscure the . 

light of the sun, and causing the roaring sound I had heard as they 

- moved rapidly along. _ a Oo ri . 

It appears that the locust invaded Venezuela in formidable numbers 

at Maracaibo and vicinity on the 29th and 30th of May, 1881 (see the 
account thereof which I gave in my No. 418 and its annex, of date June | | 

26 of that year), and that they have spread eastward over the coun- _ 
try, and continued in it from that time hitherto, doing much damage— 

so much so that the Government alleges “the devastating plague of 

locusts” as being the cause of that scantiness of grains produced in the | 

. country which has led it to the temporary removal of import duties on 
‘corn, rice, and beans. | Oo a 

- Since the first appearance of locusts in Venezuela, in 1831, I have ob- 

served many swarms of them pass over Caracas, some continuing for a 

much longer time in their passage than those whose flight Tobserved - 

on the 28th instant; but the masses of these last seemed to be more 

dense than any I had previously seen, and in no other instance dof 

recall the roaring sound with which their flight was attended. . oo | | 

_ oe | : JEHU BAKER. 

oe a 7 No. 687. ee we : 

Be .. Mr. Bayard to Mr. Baker. | ee 

No. 56.) _ | DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
. : a Washington, April 9,1885. 

Sr: With reference to my instruction to you, No. 51, of the 24th | 
ultimo, relative to the injury to the American schooner Lanie Cobb, I~ 

have now to transmit for your information a copy of dispatch No. 201, 7 
- March 14 ultimo, from the consul at La Guayra, containing a state- _ | 

ment in detail of the facts attending the damages sustained by the afore- | 
- gaid schooner. an a 4 oo a a 

| | I am, &c., — | | Co oo , 
i | _ - TT KF. BAYARD. 

| | - : . [Inclosure 1 in No. 56.] - | an i | 

me | | Mr. Bird to Mr. Hunter, oe Ln 

No. 201.] Pie ae - Unrrep States CoNsuLATE, _ | 
| | —_ os a La Guayra, March 14, 1885. , 

Sre: Referring to dispatch No. 197 of date March 4 instant, upon the subject of 
damages sustained by the American vessel Lanie Cobb while in this port, I have the | 

honor to submit the following additional and more explicit details: a . 
_. As‘has been stated, the master of said vessel made application to this consulate on . | 

| February 24 ultimo, for a survey. The preliminaries were arranged, and Benjamin — 

F. Cushman, master of the schooner Addie M. Bird, of Rockland, Me., Evan Jones, | 

- master of the brig Fleetwing, of Cardiff, Wales; and Charles G. Jackson, an English oe 

ship-carpenter, long resident at this port, were selected to hold said survey. Thereupon 
they repaired to the custom-house with a dispatch, as follows: . - | 

: | UNITED STATES CONSULATE, 
. | . ee | La Guayra, February 24,1885. 

SrENor: The American schooner Lanie Cobb, having suffered serious damages and in- | 
juries from being run into by the Venezuelan schooner Ana Eulogia, Ihave the honor =
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oo to request that three surveyors may be permitted to go on board of said vessel to ascer- 
tain her present state and condition and what had best be done for the interest of the 

- parties concerned. | a | | se | A 
° Tam, &ce.,. oo | : a 

— WINFIELD S. BIRD. 
| Sefior MARCELIANO MARTIN, : | 

Collector of Customs at La Guayra. | | 

The above is substantially, if not literally, an exact copy of said dispatch. __ 
These surveyors returned to this consulate shortly afterward, and reported that the 

said collector had refused to grant them the permit thus requested. 
At 3 o’clock, p. m., of the same day, in company with said surveyors I went person- 

ally to see the said collector. He informed me that my dispatch to him was written in 
a English, a language not understood by him, and that until the return of the official in- 

terpreter from Caracas, about which he could give me no intelligence, he would decline 
to proceed inthe matter. I asked permission to explain, in his language, what I desired; 
but, in polite terms, he refused. I urged upon him the necessity of holding the survey 
without further delay, in order that the master might assume the responsibility to move 

_ the vessel from her position in dangerous proximity to the rocky. beach. He voluntered — 
to render us all necessary assistance, but, with due thanks, he was reminded that until 
a lawful survey had been held we could not take the risk to move her. He then in- 
sisted that he had the right to nominate one surveyor, the master of the Venezuelan 

. Should name another, and the American master should appoint a third, to hold said sur- 
vey. | - 

Against such a demand I respectfully and firmly protested, and assured him that I 
proposed to hold this survey merely in compliance with my official duty, and that such = 
survey had no reference to proceedings in the Venezuelan courts but was to be instituted 
in pursuance of the laws of the United States. He declined to allow the American con- 
sul even to go on board of said vessel, but, on referring to the law, concluded that he 
might be permitted to go unofficially. He finally consented, after much persuasion, to | 
allow the surveyors also, as private individuals, to go on board. A permit for the con- 

. suland thesurveyors, in writingand in such terms, wasthen conceded. Theconsul declin- : 
: ing to proceed on board under such conditions, but without intimating, in any manner, 

. his refusal or dissatisfaction, then requested the said surveyors to repair on beard of said 
: vessel. Owing to the lateness of the hour, they suspended action until the following 

_ Inorning, when they went on board, held the survey, and made their report on oath and 
in due form of law. It should be remarked that, before proceeding on board, these sur- 
veyors were informed by the consul that the Venezuelan vessel belonged to the President 
of Venezuela, and that they should be very careful to make an accurate survey and to 
render a just and reasonable estimate. a | 

7 On the following day, at the solicitation of the American master, the consul, in a 
purely private capacity and acting as the agent of said master, thereto duly authorized 
and instructed, repaired to Caracas to see General Crespo, and, out of respect to him, to 
endeavor to effect an amicable and private adjustment of the affair. In company with 
Charles R. Rohl, esq., United States consular agent at Caracas, he called three times, 

| when, at last, an interview was accorded, in which General Crespo remarked that, although 
the Venezuelan vessel belonged to him yet she was in the service of the Venezuelan Gov- — 
ernment, and that therefore we should call to see the minister of war in reference to it. 
During the interview Mr. J. E. Linares, a confidential friend and reputed business agent 
of General Crespo, was also at the house though not present. At 3 0’clock, p. m., of the 

' same day we called to see the minister of war, and were informed by a sentry at the 
oe door that he had gone to the country, and that it was impossible to say when he would 

return. I then went to the legation of the United States and requested Mr. Baker, the 
minister, to address a note to the said minister of war, hoping by this proceeding to 
reach his ear. He advised me to follow up my action and to appeal to him later on, 
when, in his judgment, his intervention would be more effective. Having to dispatch 
a vessel from La Guayra I then returned there by the first train, leaving the matter in 
the hands of Mr. Rohl, the aforesaid United States consular agent, from whom, on Sat- 
urday evening, February 28, ultimo, I received the following dispatch: _ | 

a UNITED STATES CONSULAR AGENCY, | 
~ Caracas, February 27, 1885. 

| Str: As you had to leave yesterday without being able to settle the affairoftheLanie | 
Cobb, and requested me to do all I could during your absence, I went to see Mr. J. E. 
Linares, who is, as it seems, an intimate friend of General Crespo. I told Mr. Linares I 
had nothing to do officially in this business, but I would be glad if asettlement could be _ 
arrived at, and that I acted as a friend te the master. 

ae wa oo : Co |
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Mr. Linares was at first entirely indisposed tomake any advances looking to anamica- = 

ble and equitable adjustment of the difficulty, alleging that the Venezuelan master was | 

not to blame for the accident; but .after an extended ‘conversation, during which I as- . | 

~ sured him that the American master was disposed to entertain a fair and reasonable prop- , 

- osition, and that such matters were usually arranged between the parties without resort _ 

to legal process, I prevailed upon him to write to Mr. W. Carias Perez, his agent in La | ; 

} Guayra, and consignee of the Venezuelan schooner Ana Eulogia, to ascertain the damage | 

and try to come to an agreement with the master of the Lanie Cobb. a | 

I beg to felicitate you over the now favorable aspect of this most disagreeable affair. 

Tam, &., - | So | : 

a | CHARLES R. ROHL. | 

| ‘WINFIELD 8S. BIRD,. Esq., . | OS . 

— - United States Consul at La Guayra. — . , : es a 

On receipt of the foregoing dispatch, I promptly repaired to the office of Mr. W. Carias _ | 

Perez, the agent of Mr. Linares, and represented to him that. we had been informed that — 

Mr. Linares had instructed him to confer with us. He replied that he had been thus 7 | 

instructed, and asked for a statement of our demands. I assured him that we did not | 

- eome to him in that spirit, but that we only asked for a fair and equitable settlement. 

We requested him to make to us some proposition to that end, but he declined. . We 

then proposed that he should select one surveyor, we would name another, and those 

surveyors should calla third, neither of whom should be a Venezuelan or American, - 

who should proceed to arbitrate and settle the question, and that we would be boundby 7 

their decision. He said that the proposition was satisfactory, but that he must consult a 

with Mr. Linares by telephone before he could accept it, and that on the following _ 

- morning at 9 o’clock he would give me a definite reply. On passing along the street 

the same evening at 9 o’clock, however, I met with him, when, calling me to the light, 

he drew from his pocket a memorandum, as he stated, of his telephonic conversation oe 

with Mr. Linares, wherein he was instructed to make no compromise, but to advise us — 

that the courts were open.to us. - a oe 

‘Thus thwarted, delayed, and finally repulsed in our earnest endeavors to arrive at a — . 

prompt and mutually satisfactory arrangement of the cause, we were at last driven to | 

resort to legal redress in the Venezuelan courts. Accordingly on Monday morning, March. 

2instant, a note was addressed and delivered to the judge of hacienda in La Guayra 

as follows: : | - a | . 

~ Lo oo, [ Translation. ] a oe 

| _— oe . oe LA GUAYRA, March 2, 1885. | 

_ Sre: The American schooner Lanie Cobb, under my command, having suffered material | 

- damages by a collision from the Venezuelan schooner Ana Eulogia, I have to beg that 

you will please name experts to estimate the damages and to accord me justice. | 

. Your obedient servant, a * 

| | | vn C. H. COBB, Master. : | 

Mr. NicHoLAS BELLO y BELLO, | | —— . | 

| | : Judge of Hacienda. a J | 

After perusing the foregoing note, said judge politely informed us that the cause was 

not within his jurisdiction, and referred us to the law, as follows: Article VI, Attribu- 

tion VI, Chapter II, Law V of the Custom-House Regulations; also articles. 118, 119, 

and 120, Title VII of the Marine Register. He then directed us to carry our complaint 

to the collector of customs, who is ex officio the captain of the port, and before whom all | 

proceedings in such cases must be primarily instituted. After addressiug a note to that | 

officer, in terms exactly similar to those of the foregoing note addressed to the judge of 

- hacienda, we went to the custom-house and delivered the same in person. On reading 

it he remarked that the matter was not within the scope of his duty. Even after he . 

was cited to the law, as above referred to, and after examing it, heinsisted that we should - 

go back to the court of justice from whence we came. On returning to said court the 

judge, in courteous and convincing terms, ordered us back to thesaid collector of customs. 

On a final presentation of the matter to the attention of said collector, after informing us : 

- that the other vessel had left the port, which had been effected with his permission and | 

under cover of night, he puta period to our oscillatory peregrinations and solaced our. 

suspense by stating that he would not further consider the case. . ae : 

From various unofficial sources the information comes that the authorities here claim | 

that the Venezuelan was crossing the bows of the American, and to avoid ‘the collision 

ealled to the latter to pay out her chain, which she neglected or refused to do, and that | 

-. therefore the Venezuelan is not responsible for the casualty. In the light of alltheevi- | 

- dence this assertion is a mere afterthought.and subterfuge, since it. is distinctly proven a 

that the Venezuelan was some distance to windward, and, attempting to tack ship, failed os 

| in the effort and drifted helplessly down upon the American without dropping her anchor 

er hauling in any sail. | | | | a |
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Such are the facts and circumstances surroundix g this affair from inception to conclu- sion. * * * For the wrongs and injuries offered to the American master no words will suffice to express the sincere contempt and the profound detestation of every gen- erous nature. | | . | Herewith are submitted copies of all of the official papers in this cause. 
| Tam, &c., . | 7 | | | : se WINFIELD S. BIRD. 

[Inclosure 2 in No. 56.] | 

No. 1.] LA GUAYRA, VENEZUELA, February 23, 1885. 
WINFIELD 8. Brap, Esq., | . a ; oO United States Consul at La Guayra: : | 

, SIR: The schooner Lanie Cobb, under my command, arrived at this port on the 15th 
instant from Savannah, Ga., laden with lumber, and in consequence of damages sus- tained by being run into on the 21st instant by the Venezuelan schooner Ana Eulogia, I have to request that you will please call a survey upon the said schooner to ascertain - her present state and condition, and what had best be done for the interest of the par- ties concerned. . . | | : | | C. H. COBB, Master. 

No. 2.] | UNITED STATES CONSULATE, | 
. . La Guayra, February 23, 1885. | EVAN JONES, | | | : 

Master of the brig Fleetwing, of Cardiff, Wales; | 
BENJAMIN F. CUSHMAN, | - | | | OO : Master of schooner Addie M. Bird, of Bockland, Me.; 
CHARLES G. JACKSON, | . Se , Master Ship-Carpenter : | 
GENTLEMEN: Application having been made to this consulate by C. H. Cobb, mas- — ter of the schooner Lanie Cobb, of Bangor, Me., of the burden of 230.85 tons, or there- ; abouts, for survey upon said schooner in consequence of having sustained damages and , injuries on the 21st instant by being run into by the Venezuelan schooner Ana Eulogia, 

whereby she is rendered unseaworthy, you are hereby respectfully requested to repair alongside and on board of said schooner, and after a careful and minute éxamination and survey of every visible part of her hull, spars, sails, and rigging, report to this con- 
sulate under your own hands in writing her present state and condition, and what in oO your opinion had best be done for the interest of the parties concerned. 

Given under my hand and the seal! of this consulate the day and year above written. | [SEAL. ] —_ | WINFIELD §S. BIRD, . 
. | United States Consul. 

| — No. 3.] LA GUAYRA, VENEZUELA, February 24, 1885. _ WINFIELD 8S. Brrp, Esq., | | | : United States Consul at La Guayra: 7 
. Sg: Pursuant to the accompanying warrant of survey to us directed, we, the under- 

signed, repaired on board of the American schooner Lanie Cobb, of Bangor, Me., of the. burden of 230.85 tons, or thereabouts, and after a careful and minute examination and | survey of every visible part of her hull, spars, sails, and rigging, do report as follows: | We find the patent of windlass gone, the bowsprit broken, the cut-water gone, the . bobstay bolts dragged out of the stem, the martingale and jumper-stays gone, the bee on 
starboard side of bowsprit gone and plate on bowsprit bent, the stays chafed, the head- 
rails on both sides gone, the jib-boom guy on starboard side gone, the flying-jib halyard 
parted, the anchor with sixty fathoms of new 1;4,-inch chain lost, thirty fathoms of new _ 

a 3-inch line lost, one hawser parted, the forecastle head started, and the flying-jib dam- 
aged. | | | a, 

And we recommend that the master make such temporary repairs as are necessary, 
and proceed with dispatch to Curagao or some other contiguous and safe port in order to 
make permanent repairs. In confirmation of which we are willing, if required, to attest. — 

_ Given under our hands at-La Guayra this the 24th day of February, A. D. 1885. © 
EVAN JONES, | | . 

. Master of the brig Fleetwing, of Cardiff, Wales. | BENJAMIN F. CUSHMAN, | 
Master of the schooner Addie M: Bird, of Rockland, Me. 

| | CHARLES G. JACKSON, 
Master Ship-Carpenter, of Maiquetia, Venezuela, |
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No. 34. ] | Coe Estimate of repairs. a | a 

. Estimate of the probable cost of repairing the schooner Lanie Cobb, of Bangor, Me., a | 
agreeably to the report of the ‘survey of the 24th February instant; and in accordance . 

__-with the cost of labor and material at the port of La Guayra, as follows, viz; 

For repair of windlass__------.---------------------------------------- $25 00 
_ For new bowsprit---..-------------..-----. ----------------------+----- 300 00 

For a cut-water___..-.------ .-----.~---..----- ------------- ------+------ 350° 00° | 

_ For repairing bobstays-_---------------------------------------+--------- 10 00 | 
For new martingale and jumper-stays-----------.------~----------------- 20 00 a 
For new bees and plate on bowsprit---....------------------------------ 50 00 
For repairing stayS__-.---------------------- eee ee eee eee eee tne 15 00. . 
For new head-rails. _-..-------.--.-----------..------------------------ 20 00 

~ For new jib-boom guy-..---------------------------------------------- 20 00 
For new flying-jib halyard_...-..-.------------------------------------ 12 00 oe 
For new anchor, 1,600 pounds, at 8 cents_._.-.--.----------------------- 128 00 

. -For 60 fathoms new 17,-inch chain, '7,500 pounds, at 10 cents..__--------- 750 00 
For 30 fathoms new 8-inch line-..-------.--------------------.---------. 6 00 
For repairing hawser-_......----------------..--------------------------- 500 | 
For repairing forecastle head_.__..-...------------+--------------------. 1500 
For repairing flying-jib------------.------------------------"---------- 5 00 

Total repaits --_.------ 22. nee ne eee eee eee 1,736 00 | a 
For two weeks’ delay_------------------. ~---------------------------- 250 00 | 

"Total in United States gold._----------------2----eeeeeeeeeneee-- 1,986 000 
| Be | LA GUAYRA, VENEZUELA, February 24,1885. oo 

‘We, the undersigned, surveyors of the schooner Lanie Cobb, of Bangor, Me., averon 
oath that the above and foregoing estimate of repairs is accurate and just, to the best of 7 
our knowledge and belief. _ : ee . | Po as 
os , a | EVAN JONES, » Ss : 

. ee _ Master of brig Fleetwing, of Cardiff’, Wales. : 
| as Ces | BENJAMIN F. CUSHMAN, - 

| . | Master of schooner Addie M. Bird, of Rockland, Me. 
. _ | CHARLES G. JACKSON, - | ae 

| | ae _ Master Ship-Carpenter, of Maiquetia, Venezuela. — | 

‘Sworn to and subscribed before me this 24th day of February, A. D. 1885. | : 
(SEAL. ] : oa | WINFIELD 8. BIRD, » 

a. - | : BS oe United States Consul. - , 

Received, La Guayra, February 24, 1885,of Winfield S. Bird, United States consul, the a 
~ gum of $5 each, for holding the foregoing survey and making estimate of repairs. — : | 

| coe EVAN JONES. | oe 
| . BENJAMIN F. CUSHMAN. 
' , CHARLES G. JACKSON. 

No4] 2 | ene -° UNITED STATES CONSULATE, > a 
oo, ae | _ La Guayra, February 24,1885. oy 

I, the undersigned; consul of the United States at the port of La Guayra, do hereby 
certify thatthe foregoing are the true and genuine signatures of Evan Jones, Benjamin | / 
F. Cushman, and Charles G. Jackson, surveyors, appointed by me, of the American , | 
schooner Lanie Cobb, of Bangor, Me., and as such are entitled to full faith and credit. _ 

Given under my hand and the seal of this consulate this the day and year above 

written. ane a - oe | 

| [SEAL.J- | CT . - ‘WINFIELD 8. BIRD, ee a 
. - | | | a | United States Consul. 

“ - [Inclosure 8in No.56.] 00 : oe _ a | 

os : | | | oo UNITED STATES CONSULATE, | 
. 7 a | _ La Guayra, February 28, 1885. : 

: By this public instrument of declaration and protest be it known and made manifest | 
unto all to whom: these presents shall. come or may concern, that.on this the 28th day a 

- of February, A. D. 1885, before me, Winfield S. Bird, consul of the United States at the 
__ port of La Guayra, personally comes C. H. Cobb, master of the American schooner Lanie | 

Cobb, of Bangor, Me. , U.S. A., of the burden. of 230,85 tons or thereabouts, recently ar-— .
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— rived at the port of La Guayra from Savannah, Ga., U. S. A., laden with lumber, and 
requires me to note his protest: and together with the said C. H. Cobb, master, also | 
came W. M. Wentworth, mate, and H. P. Baker, seaman, of and belonging to the crew 
of said schooner Lanie Cobb, all of whom being by me duly sworn on the Holy Evange- 
lists of Almighty God, did severally, voluntarily, freely, and solemnly declare, depose, 

| and state as follows, that is to say: re 
| . That these appearers, in their capacities aforesaid, arrived in and with thesaid schooner 

at La Guayra, Venezuela, withoutaccident or causalty on the 15th day of February, A. 
D, 1885, at 3 o’clock p. m., and tock good and safe anchorage in said port of La Guayra; 
that on Saturday, the 21st day of February instant, at 4 o’clock in the evening, the 
Venezuela schooner Ana Eulogia, belonging, as they are informed and believe, to the 
Venezuelan Government, started to sail outofthe port of La Guayra; that she stood across 
the bow of the Lanie Cobb, and that when she was to the windward and about 400 feet 
from the said Lanie Cobb, then lying safely at anchor, sheattempted to tack ship and mis- 

| tacked, and that thereupon, making no effort to haul down any sail nor to drop anchor, 
she drifted down upon the said schooner Lanie Cobb; that no anchor was dropped from. 
_the said schooner Ana Eulogia before she drifted upon said schooner; that some party 
on board of the Ana Eulogia hailed the Lanie Cobb, but that their language wasin Span- — 
ish and could not be understood, but that said party did not hail until the schooners 
were in collision; that the mate of the Lanie Cobb called out in English before the col- 
lision occurred to the parties on board of the Ana Eulogia to drop anchor and he would 

7 pay out his chain; that no anchor was dropped; that before the Ana Eulogia struck the 
_Lanie Cobb the mate of the latter vessel began to pay out the chain; that the said Ana 
Eulogia drifted against the Lanie Cobb, and to save the latter from further damage or 
total loss her anchor and chain was slipped; #hat when the chain was slipped a line was 
bent into it, but that the keel of the Ana Eulogia cut the line and the anchor and chain 
were lost; that thereupon the Lanie Cobb drifted away from the said schooner, and with | 
her second anchor was anchored in a most dangerous position near the beach; that her — 
windlass patent was broken, and she was therefore so disabled that it Was impossible to 

_ extricate her from her pesilous situation; that in the collision the windlass patent was 
broken, the cutwater, obstays, martingale, and all head-gear were broken, and thebow- 

. sprit and all attached to it was carried away. | 
. And these appearers, upon their oaths aforesaid, do further declare and say: that at the | 

time of during and after said casualty they, together with the others of the ship’s com- 
. pahy, used their utmost endeavors to preserve the said Lanie Cobb from all manner of 

loss, damage, or injury. | | . 
_ Wherefore, the said C. H. Cobb, master, hath protested, as by these presents I, the 

| said consul, at his special instance and request, do publicly and solemnly protest against 
all and every person and persons whom it doth or may concern, and against the winds 

: and waves and billows of the seas, and against all and every accident, matter, and thing 
had and met with as aforesaid, whereby and by reason whereof the said vessel Lanie 
Cobb already has or hereafter shall. appear to have suffered or sustained damage or 
injury. And do declare that all losses, damages, costs, charges, and expenses that have 
happened to the said Lanie Cobb are and ought to be borne by those to whom the 

: same by right may appertain, by way of average or otherwise, the same having occurred 
. _ as before mentioned and not by or through the insufficiency of the said Lanie Cobb, 

her tackle or apparel, or default or neglect of this appearer, his officers or any of his 
mariners. OS 

This done and protested in the port of La Guayra this the 28th day of February, A. 
~  -D. 1886. | 

. . C. H. COBB, Master. | 
| } - 7 W. M. WENTWORTH, Hate. 

| : H. P. BAKER, Seaman. — 

In testimony whereof these appearers have hereunto subscribed their names, and I, 
the said consul, have granted to the said master this public instrument, under my hand 
and the seal of this consulate, to serve and to avail him and all others whom it doth or 
may concern as need and occasion may require. - . 

[SEAL. | | | 7 WINFIELD S. BIRD, 
| . - So United States Consul. 

: [Inclosure 4 in No. 56.] _ 

: . | | UNITED STATES CONSULATE, 
Fe, | | | Lu Guayra, March 2, 1885. 

Before me, Winfield S. Bird, consul of the United States at La Guayra, personally ap- 
peared Benjamin F. Cushman, master of the American schooner Addie M. Bird, of Rock- |
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land, Me., who, being by me duly sworn on the Holy Evangelists of Almighty God, volun- a 

tarily and freely deposes and states, as follows: | —— a ae Oo 

: ‘On the evening of February 21, 1885, I witnessed the casualty that. occurred to the OR 

American schooner Lanie Cobb, then lying quietly at anchor in the port of La Guayra. . 

I saw the Venezuelan schooner Ana Eulogia as she filled away, her foretop boom high 

- up and sheet well off, so that the foresail was not full to the wind, and could not, there-- eo 

fore, drive the vessel from across the bows of the American schooner. I remarked im- oe 

- mediately to my mate that she would collide with the American schooner. When the — 

Venezuelan captain saw the danger he undertook to tack ship, but never hauled in any 

- head sail; and so he drifted down about thtee hundred feet on to the American schooner - : 

without attempting to drop anchor. And even after he was afoul of the American | | 

schooner and across her bows he néver hauled in any sail except the mainsail. While .— 

- afoul of the American schooner a kedge anchor was run from the Venezuelan schooner 7 

to windward, but failing still to haul in sail, the American was helpless to free herself : . 

- from the Venezuelan schooner without slipping her anchor, which was promptly done. | | 

| | | BENJAMIN F. CUSHMAN, | | 
a oe . - . Master Addie M. Bird. — : 

- Sworn to and subscribed before me this the day and date first aforesaid, as witness my 7 

| hand and official seal. : ee | | ae os 

[8EAL. ] Oo | 7 _ WINFIELD §. BIRD, . | | 

| a ae rene United States Consul. | 

- pO a [Inclosure 5 in No, 56.] : / . | 

« | , UNITED STATES CONSULATE, ~ oS 

| a a | La Guayra, March 2, 1885. 

By this public instrument of declaration and protest be it known and made manifest : 

- to all to whom these presents shall come or may concern, that on this day before me, - 

-‘Wintield S. Bird, United States consul at the port of La Guayra, personally came and 

appeared C. H. Cobb, master of the American schooner Lanie Cobb, now lying in this 

port of La Guayra, who, being duly sworn upon the Holy Evangelists of Almighty 2 

God, does voluntarily, freely, and solemnly depose and state as follows ; that is to say : — 
That on the evening of the 2ist day of February, 1885, the Venezuelan schooner. 

Ana Eulogia, which schooner, according to information. and belief, is either owned or 

: chartered by the Venezuelan Government, ran afoul of the said Lanie Cobb, then lying 

quietly at anchor, and seriously damaged and injured said schooner Lanie Cobb ; that. 

he called a survey upon said ship and sought to have the matter settled amicably, with- | 
- out resort to law, to this purpose engaging the good offices of the United States con- 

sul at La Guayra and the United States consular agent at Caracas ; that no offer of 
arrangement or compromise was made to him, and that all offers of compromise made 
on his part were peremptorily refused ; that, in the mean time, the port authorities 

| had permitted the Ana‘ Eulogia to sail from the port of La Guayra; that on Monday 

. a. m., the day and date herein first aforesaid, he addressed a note to the judge of | 

hacienda, in La Guayra, asking a survey on his vessel, and measures of justice, by | 
whom he was referred to the collector of customs; that he thereupon addressed a note , 

- in similar terms to the collector of customs but that the said collector referred him | 

-. back to the said judge; that thereafter the said judge refused to act in the matter | 
and referred him back to the said collector; that on again recurring to said collector, . . 

he absolutely refused to offer or afford to him, the said @. H. Cobb, any relief or any — 
measure looking toward relief. | ra | on a 

_ Wherefore the said master, C. H. Cobb, hath protested, as by these presents I,.the said : 
consul, at his speeial instance and request, being fully cognizant personally ofthe truth = | 

_ of every statement made on this, his said declaration and protest, do publicly and sol- 
emnly protest against all and every person and persons whom it doth or may concern, | 
and against the winds and waves and billows of the seas, and against all and every ac- 
cident, matter, and thing had and met with aforesaid, whereby and by reason whereof oe 

-- the said schooner Lanie Cobb already has or hereafter shall appear to have suffered or =: 
_ sustained damage or injury, and especially against the action of the legal authorities of 

'. the Republic of Venezuela as aforesaid. And do declare that all losses, damages, costs, 
charges, expenses, and delays that have happened to the said schooner Lanie Cobb are | 
and ought to be borne by those to whom the same by right may appertain by wayofav- = 

| erage or otherwise, the same having occurred as before mentioned and not by or through 
the insufficiency of the said Lanie Cobb, her tackle or apparel, or default or neglect of | 
‘this appearer, his officers or any of his mariners, re a |
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Thus done and protested in the port of La Guayra this the 2d day of March, A. D. 1885. | : . , | In testimony whereof this appearer has hereunto subscribed his name, and I, the said consul, have granted to the said master this public instrument under my hand and the seal of this consulate, to serve and to avail him and all others whom it doth or may con- 
cern as need and occasion may require. oe : 
[SEAL]. WINFIELD 8. BIRD, 7 

| : | : United States Consul. C. H. Cops, “ - | 
Master Schooner Laney Cobb. On 

| No. 688. | 

- Mr. Bayard to Mr. Baker. 

No. 58.] : DEPARTMENT OF STATE, — 
| Washington, April 21, 1885. 

SIR: Referring to the correspondence on file at your legation concern- 
ing the deposit of ships’ papers, and especially to your No. 7 68, of Oc- 
tober 15, 1883, I have now to inclose a copy of a dispatch, No. 204, of 

_ the 18th ultimo, from the United States consul at La Guayra relative to : the embarrassing and inconvenient practice of the Venezuelan authori- | 
| ties in retaining the registers of American vessels while in the ports of 

| that Republic. | _ — 
| You will at once take occasion to press upon the Venezuelan Govern- | 

_ Inent the necessity for a modification of the law complained of for the 
conclusive reasons already advanced. 

You may, if you deem it necessary, confer with your British colleague | in the matter and act in concert. But the subject is one which should | 
receive early and attentive consideration. | 

| | 7 | | T. FE. BAYARD. | 

; a [Inclosure lin No. 58.] 

Mr. Bird to Mr. Hunter. - . 

| No. 204. ] 7 _ UNITED STATES CONSULATE, : . . . - La Guayra, March 18, 1885. 
Sie: I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a communication received this 

day from the United States consular agent at Carupano. | : | 
_ The custom of retaining possession of registers of vessels, as practiced by the Vene- zuelan authorities, therein complained of, causes annoyance and inconvenience to masters and consuls, and the attention of the Department of State has been called to the subject 

| in dispatch No. 12, of date March 22, 1881, from Mr. Siler, my predecessor in office, as well | 
as in my dispatch numbered 12, of date September 21, 1881. | . 

~ Lam, &e., 7 a | 
WINFIELD 8. BIRD, | 

- Consul. 

oo [Inclosure 2 in No. 58.] | | . | 

7 _ Mr. Quesnel to Mr. Bird. | 

| | CARUPANO, March 16, 1885. 
Str: I send you by safe way vouchers directed to the United States minister to Caracas, and pray you to use same very safe way to have them forwarded to Mr. Baker. By / reading my letter to him you shall be quite informed of what is going on.
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| I have now to inform you that in the last thirty days we have had four American | 
- schooners carrying corn, and that the two last ones went away without taking their papers | 

in the consulate nor filing the requested documents. These schooners are the Willie | | 
A. McKay, Capt. Angus K. Mathison, started for Barracoa, Puerto Rico, and the Wide — Q 
Awake, Winfield, master, started for Maracaibo, whereshe could be seized. ‘This proves —— 
once more that it is inadmissible that the custom-house authorities in the ports of Vene- 
 gaela take the papers of an American vessel, and give them back to the captain without aa 
passing through the consul. It should be negotiated with the VenezuelanGovernment = 
that the papers must be remitted to the custom-house by the consuls and give back to 

.them. Ifsuch had been the case-when the Ethel A. Merritt arrived here, I am confi- 
dent that no struggle would have arisen. : | vos | - one 

~- Yours, &c., | a a 
oe | : ROBERT QUESNEL. | | 

ee ee No. 689. eee ee - 

es coe Mr. Bayard to Mr. Bakers 

No59) 005° 0 ss DEPARTMENT OF STATE, _ 
. : Oo | Washington, April 22, 1885. — | 

: Sir: Adverting to my instructions to your No. 51, of March 24 last, 
and No. 56, of the 9th instant, I have now to transmit for your further 

_ information a copy of a dispatch from the United States consul at La | 
— Guayra, No. 202, of the 16th ultimo, giving additional incidents relative - 

tothe casualty sustained by the American vessel Lanie Cobb, of Bangor, | | 
Maine, in the port of La Guayra. ae Le | 

oe lam, &c., | a - aren | 
| es T. F. BAYARD. — | 

ra ane [Inclosure in No. 59.] So | ; a a 

. ps Mr. Bird to Mr. Hunter. Ss a | 

No. 202.) — ee | - - UNITED STATES CONSULATE, 
a | . La Guayra, March 16, 1885. 

Sip: As pertinent to the subject of dispatch numbered 201 of date March 14,instant, ’ 
from this consulate, and as supplemental thereto, [have the honor to communicate the 7 
following additional information: oe oe ne 

— On the morning of February 22, ultimo, the day after the casualty to the American vessel — 
: Lanie Cobb, the master of the Venezuelan vessel, Ana Eulogia, was ordered to Caracas, . 

and on arrival there was committed to prison, where he still remains. The crew of the | 
_ Lanie Cobb stated that the said master was in his cabin in a state of intoxication when | 

_ the collision occurred, and from his known intemperate habits this statement may be a 
regarded as highly probable... — he | ; : 

Attention is directed to the fact that although the captain of the port was informed | . 
‘on February 24 ultimo, through an official note from this consulate as well as in a per- 
sonal and official interview with him on the same day, of the damages done to the Amer- 
ican vessel by the Venezuelan vessel, yet, contrary to all precedent in such cases, he per- 
mitted the Venezuelan vessel to sail from the port on the following night. a | 

_ On the 2d instant, as the American vessel was about to sail a party of Venezuelan offi- | 
cials went. alongside or on board of her. It has been since learned that they had re- — | 
solved themselves into some sort of commission, had investigated the matter in the ab- | 

| sence of the crews of both vessels, and without any notice given to this consulate, and 
had arrived. at a judicial conclusion that the American was not entitled to recover dam-_ 
ages, and that this action had been submitied to and approved by the President himself. | 

Tam, &c. | - wos 
Poe . WINFIELD §. BIRD. 

_ 08 FOR | vs | na
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| No. 690. | 
| . _ Mr. Baker to Mr. Bayard. oo | 

No. 80.) _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
: 7 | Caracas, April 22, 1885. (Received May 7.) 

_ Sir: With reference to your dispatch numbered 51, of date 24th 
ultimo, relative to the case of the American schooner Lanie Cobb, and _ 

. instructing me to investigate the case and report whether, in my opinion, 
thé facts are such as to warrant a demand by our Government against | 
that of Venezuela for damages in favor of the master of the Lanie 
Cobb, I write to make the preliminary statement that I have given 
the matter of your said instruction my promptest practicable attention, | 
and have addressed a dispatch to Mr. Bird, United States consul at La 
Guayra, of this date (of which I inclose a copy herewith), requesting 
him to transmit to this legation as promptly as practicable all the inform- 
ation his consulate may be in possession of relative to the case, thus seek- 
ing the data essential to the formation of a proper opinion in the case. 

‘ JHHU BAKER. 

| : [Inelosure in No. 80.] | | oe — 

_ | Ur. Baker to Mr. Bird. | - | 
 LEGATION oF THE UNITED SraTEs, 

. Caracas, April 22, 1885 
Sig: I have recently received an instruction from the Department of State relative to 

the alleged careless injury of the American schooner Lanie Cobb by the Venezuelan 
schooner Ana Eulogia, at the port of La Guayra, on the 2ist of February last, instruct- 

| ing me to investigate the case, and to report whether in my opinion the facts are such _ 
as to warrant a demand by our Government on that of Venezuela for damages in favor of 
the master of the Lanie Cobb. I will thank you, therefore, if you will transmit tv this — 
legation, as promptly as practicable, all the official information which your consulate 
may be in possession of relative-to the case. _ 

Tam, &c., | 
| | | JEHU BAKER. 

| _ | No. 691. | — | 

| | : Mr. Bayard to Mr. Baker. - a 

No. 60.] | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
So | Washington, April 24, 1885. - : 

Sir: [ have to acknowledge. the receipt of your No. 49, of the 23d 
, ultimo, and to approve your revival of the question of the custody of 

_ Ships’ papers in Venezuelan ports, which it announces. You will press , 
the subject with all due earnestness to a successfal conclusion. The 
Department’s recent instruction respecting the matter will demonstrate 
its importance. a | 

, qT. F. BAYARD,
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| No. 692, Be oo 

Oey - Mr. Baker to Mr. Bayard. ne 

No. 88.] LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, ne 
cea ase Caracas, May 6, 1885. (Received May 22.) 

| Str: Referring to your No. 51, of date March 24 last, and to my 
— No. 80, of date 22d ultimo, both relative to-the case of the American — 

schooner Lanie Cobb, and also to your subsequently received Nos. 56 — 
and 59, of the respective dates of the 9th and 22d ultimo, relative to*the | 
same subject, I have the honor to inclose herewith: | . | | 

: (1) A copy of a dispatch (No. 43) from Mr. Bird, United States con- | 
- sul at La Guayra, to myself, of date 25th ultimo, inclosing to me the . 

-  officialinformation relative to the injurv done to the American schooner | 
Lanie Cobb by the Venezuelan schooner Ana Kulogia. | oe | 

_ (2) A copy of another dispatch (No. 44) from Mr. Bird to myself, of 
' date the 4th instant (written at Caracas), indicating that he had been 
_ informed, and that he believed, that the master of the Lanie Cobb, at | 

some trifling expense, recovered his anchor and chain before sailing | 
_ from. the port of La Guayra, which, in the estimate of repairs, were | 

valued in the sum of $878; and further indicating that all the officialin- 
formation in the case, as furnished me in his said No. 43, was promptly | 

- transmitted to the Department of State. | re | 
In compliance with your said instruction No. 51, I have given the case 

_ all possible attention at the earliest practicable moment, with the result | 
that the officially-stated facts in the case, from the cousulate at La 
Guayra, appear to me to warrant a demand by our Government. on that oe 
of Venezuela for damagés in favor of the master of the Lanie Cobb, 
keeping in view: what Mr. Bird says respecting the recovery of the. 

- anchor and chain of said vessel. a | ree | 
- However, from abundance of caution, I will add, that inasmuch as it Tl 

appears that the officially-stated facts in the case, from the consulate at . 
_ La Guayra, are now before the Department as before this legation, I | 

- recommend that they be carefully and critically examined before pre- 
 ferring the claim. | | a a oe 

lam, &e., | SO | JHHU BAKER. 3 

| a a [Inclosure 1 in No. 88.] ; | 

oo “ Oe Mr. Bird to Mr. Baker. oe | | | 

No 43] 2 | ss UNITED STATES CONSULATE, | , 
| : oO | La Guayra, Aprit 25, 1885. 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your dispatch No. 35, of date 22d, _ 
instant, and, in compliance with the terms of the same, to submit herewith all the of? | 

‘ficial information relative to the injury done to the American schoonor Lanie Cobb by 
_ the Venezuelan schooner Ana Eulogia. | | , 

Tam, &c., - a : | - : oe 
| = | WINFIELD 8. BIRD, . | 

ee . | | - United States Consul. 

De _ [Inclosure 2 in No. 88.] ~ oe _ . 

oe _ Mr. Bird to Mr. Baker. 7 

. — | a UNITED STATES CONSULATE, | | 
No. 44. | _ | . | : City of Caracas, May 4, 1885. \ 

Str: As supplementary to the official information in the matter of damages tothe 
American schooner Lanie Cobb, communicated to you in dispatch No. 43, of date April . 
25 ultimo, from the United States consulate at La Guayra, I have ® state that I have
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been informed, and believe, that the master of the Lanie Cobb, at some trifling expense, 
recovered his anchor and chain before sailing from the port of La Guayra, which, in the 
estimate of repairs, were valued in the sum of $878. All the officialintormationinthis | 

| case, as furnished you in the above mentioned dispatch, was promptly transmitted to the 
Department of State at Washington. | 

: Iam, &e., oe | 
: WINFIELD 8. BIRD, © | 

. ~ United States Consul. 

No. 693. | , . me 

: Mr. Baker to Mr. Bayard. oe 

. . | [Extract.] . . 

No. 93.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Caracas, May 11, 1885. (Received May 22.) 

Sig: Your No. 58, of date 21st ultimo, relative to the custody of ships’ © 
papers in Venezuelan ports, was received on the 5th instant, and at 
the earliest possible moment I have executed the instruction therein 

| contained by addressing a note on the subject, of this date, to Senor 
Qiienza, a copy of which I inclose herewith. oe 

You will have seen from my No. 49, of date March 23, that I had 
properly resumed the matter before the date of your said No. 58. 

* * * o#  # * e | 

I have certainly urged the matter insistently and persistently, but 
there appears to be an obstinate reluctance on the part of this Govern- 
ment to make the desired change in the laws of the country respecting 
the custody of foreign ships’ papers; and, a8 tending to explain this 
reluctance, 1 draw special attention to my No. 912, of date April 30, 

| 1884. | 
Iam, &c., a JHHU BAKER. 

. | {Inclosure in No. 93.] | | , . 

| Mr. Baker to Mr. Qtienza. 

| | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, | 
| ~ Caracas, May 11, 1885. 

Srp: Referring to the interview I had with your excellency on the 23d of March rela~ 
tive to the custody of foreign ships’ papers while in the ports of Venezuela, and referring _. 
generally to the antecedents of that matter in your excellency’s ministry, and especially 
to my memorandum on the subject, of date May 10, 1883, and of what Sefior Seijas said 
relative thereto in his Memoria for 1884, page 43, I have the honor to inform your ex- — 

. cellency that on the 5th instant I received a very earnest and urgent, though entirely 
| g friendly, despatch from my Government in relation to the same matter, in which I am 

| . instructed ‘‘to at once take occasion to press upon the Venezuelan Government the ne- 
cessity for a modification of the law complained of for the conclusive reasons already 

. advanced.’’ | } 

Your excellency will observe from the cited memoria of Mr. Seijas that the Govern- 
ment of Great Britain has concurred with that of the United States in the ‘‘ desire that 
a change may be introduced in the national legislation which may permit the respective 
consuls to keep such documents, now deposited by authority of the law in the custody 
of the custom-house administrators. ’’ _ 

I believe the reasons set out in my said memorandum are conclusive. I know that 
_ the feeling of your excellency’s government towards the United Statesisremarkably _ 
friendly, and I again earnestly and urgently, but in the most friendly manner possible, 
draw attention to the propriety and importance of making the desired change in the ex- 

TO isting law of Venezuela on the subject of the custody of foreign ships’ papers while in 
her ports. | | 

J with pleasure avail, &c. | : 
| - JEHU BAKER,
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ne . Mr. Scott to Mr. Bayard. pong 

No. 12.] | -  LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, oe | 

| | Caracas, July 3, 1885 (Received July 31.) ee 

Str: I have the honor to transmit the following inclosures: No.1, ~~ 

note from Dr. Benjamin Qiienza, minister of exterior relations, inclos- | 

- ing a decree of President Crespo in relation to the revolutionary steamer — | 

Justicia Nacional. No. 2, decree referred to in No.1; No.3, reply of Mr. 
— Scott to Dr. Qiienza’s note of the ist instant. Phe 

| The inclosures will convey to you partially the political condition of . 

affairs now existing in Venezuela; and from an interview had with Dr. | 

- Qiienza, minister of exterior relations, he expressed the view that the ak 

__-present revolution was of no magnitude and would soon be suppressed | 

by his Government. - co | po a 

As far as personal observations can ascertain anything, the Govern- 

ment in the last ten days has been very active in enlisting troopsin _ 

and around Caracas, and large bodies of armed soldiers have already | 

| been sent to the front with the intention of suppressing the rebellion. hee 

- Oarupano seems to be the only portion of Venezuela thatisin the 

- possession of the enemy, and the head of the revolutionary element — | 

- geems to be one General Pulgar, who is said to be in command of the | 
steamer referred to in inclosure No. 1. a 7 - . 

- Tf anything of importance should occur between now and the sailing | 

| of the mail steamer Caracas on the 7th instant, I will communicate the | 
- game.to the State Department. 7 | 
: Thave,&., = | ee . | 

oe a ee - _ OHARLES L. SCOTT. | 

| | _ [Inclosure 1 in No. 12.—Translation.] we we oes 

| Dr. Qiienza to Mr. Scott. | | — | 

gee | a | Caracas, July 1, 1885. | 
- Srp: On the eastern coast of the republic a revolutionary movement has appeared 
against the Government of the nation and its institutions, and the President has ordered a 
me to bring it to the knowledge of your excellency, and to send, as I have the honor of , 

now doing, a copy of the official gazette containing a decree which declares piratical the _ , 
‘steamer which the disturbers of the public order have called ‘‘ Justicia Nacional,’’ and 
which they have taken to.serve them in effecting their predatory plans. The Govern- _ 

ment has confidence that your excellency will efficiently co-operate in the sphere of your | | 

powers and duties to overthrow the reckless, extravagant design resulting from these oo 
| mad and wicked aspirations. Ss os oo oS 

Accept, &c., - eS BUR as ane | 

| es “ 5 oe oo heyy ‘BENJ. QUENZA. - 

| a [Inclosure 2 in No. 12. Translation. ] oO - Oe 

| | we _ Decree of President Crespo. | - oe | 

The constitutional President of the United States of Venezuela, considering, that the 
_ Venezuelans harbored in the Antilles have not ceased to conspire against the peace of the : 

- United States of Venezuela, even to the point of equipping a steamship of war, with | | 
which they have skirted the coast of the Republic, dispersing and attempting to capt- 

~ ure the ships with which the Government guards them, and continue todo so; and 
said vessel, not being commissioned by any nation, has no right to be upon the ocean, - |
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and in order to prevent the serious injury which such piracy, without government ot - 
OS flag, may do to both national and foreign commerce, decrees as follows: 

ARTICLE 1. The steamer which is called the Nacional Justicia by the revolutionists 
who have embarked upon her, commanded by General Venancio Pulgar, and bound for : 
the shores of Venezuela, will be considered and punished as a pirate. | 

ART. 2. The said steamer may be pursued and captured by privateers whether they 
_ belong to Venezuela or any other nation. . oo . 

. ART. 3. In case the capture shall be made by foreign public ships or by privateers 
. the Government of Venezuela will make no claim to the prize, which will be ceded to 

the captors with an additional reward of 50,000 bolivares, to be adjudged them out of . 
the public treasury. . | : | 

ART. 4. Citizens or foreigners who, in consequence of this decree, desire to equip 
privateers will request permission of the Government of the Republic conformably to. 
the ordinance in force. " | 

ART. 5. The prize will be adjudged by the competent tribunals conformably to the 
a _ existing laws of the Republic and the provisions of this decree. . 

ART. 6. The ministers of war, of marine, of exterior relations and finance are charged 
with the enforcement of this decree, and with communicating it to all whom it may con- 
cern. . 

Given, signed, and sealed with the great seal of the Federal Executive and counter- 
signed by the ministers of war, marine, exterior relations, and finance, at the Federal Pal- 
ace of Caracas, on the 30th June, 1885, in the 22d year of the law and 27th of the feder- 
ation. 

SO | | | | JOAQUIN CRESPO. 

\ [Inclosure 3 in No. 12.] . . 

a Mr. Scoti to Dr. Qiienza. , 

a LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, - 
. Caracas, July 2, 1885. — 

. Sig: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note, dated July 1, 1885, 
inclosing to me a copy of the decree with reference to the steamer J usticia Nacional. [I : 
will convey the intelligence contained. in your note to my Government at the earliest 
opportunity. | a , 

Accept, &c., , 
| CHARLES L. SCOTT. 

| 7 7 No. 695. , 

| | | Mr. Scott to Mr. Bayard. | | 

No. 16.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
: ] Caracas, July 7, 1885. (Received July 21.) 

Str: You will perceive by a reference to dispatch No. 12, dated the 
3d instant, that the attention of our Government was called to a revolu- 
tionary movement in Venezuela, and also inclosure of a note from Dr. 
Qiienza, the minister of exterior relations, with a decree from the 
President of Venezuela, declaring the vessel, the steamer Justicia _ 
Nacional, a pirate. | : 7 

_ Since writing the above dispatch a battle between the Government 
: and the revolutionary forces has been fought at Carupano, and the 

_ latter are reported to have been defeated and routed, and have fled to _ 
the island of Margarita, of which they are in possession, and still - 

| assume a hostile attitude to this Government. 
Knowing and appreciating the attitude which our Government has 

recently assumed in protecting the lives, liberty, and property of Amer- 
| ican citizens in the United States of Colombia and Ecuador, and being 

| apprehensive that the rights of American citizens might be jeopardized,
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I requested an interview with Dr. Qiienza in relation to the pending _ | 
disturbance in Venezuela, which was courteously granted. __ | a 
At 4 o'clock p. m. on the 7th instant, I met the minister of exterior 

relations, at his office, in accordance with a previous arrangement, and 
inquired particularly of him in regard to the progress of the revolution. | 
He replied that he “believed that the revolution was suppressed, and _ | 
that the steamer Justicia Nacional would soon be captured by his Gov- ~ | 
ernment.” ; a ae 

- Feeling interested and anxious about the large commercial interest 
' which numerous citizens of the United States possessed in Maracaibo, | 

Puerto Cabello, and La Guayra, I asked him if there was not danger , 
of the Justicia Nacional capturing some one of these ports on the Ven- 

— ezuelan coast before she was taken by his Government. He replied _ 
“that there was no danger of this occurring, asall these ports hadforts = 
of sufficient armament that would easily sink this vesselif sheattempted _ 
to enter any of them.” | | ea oe | 

- [then asked him “if there was danger of American vessels being in- 
 terfered with on the high seas by the Justicia Nacional.”. Hereplied | 
‘there was danger of this vessel interfering with small vessels, and | 
that he considered it advisable for the United States Government to_ 

| send a ship of war to Venezuelan waters to protect American com- ' 
- merce.” | Oe —_ 

_ As far as I am able to judge or form an opinion from surrounding cir- | 
--- gumstances and transpiring events, I think it would bea precautionary — | 

- act to send a United States ship of war to the Venezuelan coast, as it 7 
would be an intimation to this Government, as well as to the revolu- | 

 tionists, that the United States intended to. protect all American inter- 
- ests and rights here. The wise and brave policy pursued by our Gov- | 

ernment on the Isthmus of Panama saved many lives and much prop- a 
erty, and, recognizing that “an ounce of preventive is worth a pound _ 

_ of cure,” I think that a ship of war being sent down to Venezuelan oo 
waters at this juncture of political affairs in this country, might be pro- a 
ductive of much good, and could not possibly result in any harm. © | 

 Thave, &c., aS ee | oe oe 
- CO A CHARLES L. SCOTT, | 

ae — | No. 696. | . oe ee | 

| | Mr. Scott to Mr. Bayard. | - 

| No. 19.] _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, © 
oe Caracas, July 9,1885. (Received July 21.) 

: ' Sir: On the eve of the departure of the steamer. Caracas for the — 
United States, I received the inclosed communication from the minister. | 
of exterior relations, in which he announces that the decree of the 30th 
of June, in regard to the Justicia Nacional, and referred to in my dis- 
patch No. 12, as inclosure No. 1, has been amended so as to include the | 
steamer El Torito. I have the honor to submit the same to your con- © 

_ gideration, with previous dispatches on the same subject. 
 Thave, &., _ . | | | 

ee . Be CHARLES L. SCOTT. | |
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| | Inclosure 1 in No. 19.—Translation.] | | 

Te Mr. Qiienza to Mr. Scott. 5 7 | 
—  CARACAS, July 9, 1885. | 

Sir: I have the honor to inclose a copy of No. 3556 of the Official Gazette, in which 
is inserted the executive decree of the 7th instant, declaring pirates the steamers Jus- 
ticia Nacional and El Torito, formerly the Annette, the previous decree of June 30 being 

| so far modified. | | 
Accept, &c., . 

. | . | BENJ. QUENZA. 

. [Inclosure 2in No. 19.] . a 

Mr. Scott to Mr. Qiienza. | oho. 

. . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
. Caracas, July 9, 1885. | 

: Sir: I have received your communication of the 9th instant informing me that the 
| decree issued by your Government on the 30th of June, 1885, had been so amended as to 

include the steamer El Torito. This fact has already been announced and will be con- 
veyed to my Government by the mail steamer which takes its departure for the United 

| States.on to-morrow. 
Accept, &c., 

: , | CHARLES L. SCOTT. 

| : | No. 697. | | 
oe Mr. Bayard to Mr. Scott. oe 

No. 15.] | ‘DEPARTMENT OF STATE, — 
| a a Washington, July 24, 1885. 

| Sir: With reference to your dispatches No. 12, of the 3d instant, and 
| No. 19, of the 9th instant, reporting the decree of the Venezuelan 

| Government declaring the revolutionary steamers Justicia Nacional and 
El Torito to be pirates, I have to inclose herewith, for your guidance in 

_ framing an answer to the notes addressed to you by the Venezuelan 
minister for foreign affairs, copy of the correspondence* which has re- 
cently occurred between this Department and the legations of Colombia 
and Venezuela at this capital, from which you will perceive that the 
question of the competency of a sovereign, by municipal decree, toin- 
vest a revolted national ship in the hands of organized insurgents with | 
the international character of piracy, recently arose in the case of a like — 
decree promulgated by Colombia, and that our answer was that we 

- could not recognize such competency, and that the character of the ves- 
sel and her acts, per se, could alone determine her piratical or non-pirat- 
ical status under the law of nations. — 7 | 

| Iam, &c., | | 7 
| T. F. BAYARD. 

oe Mr. Scott to Mr. Bayard. . a | 
— No. 21.) © oe _ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 

| | 7 Caracas, July 24, 1885. (Received August 11.) , 
Str: I had the honor to inform you in my ‘dispatch No. 12 that the 

| Republic of Venezuela was threatened with revolution, and also, in dis- 
* For correspondence referred to see documents numbered 194, 197, 211, 708, and 709, 

pages 252, 254, 272, and 935. | | :
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patch No. 16, that it would be advisable to send a ship of. warto Ven- 
-_ezuelan waters to protect American commerce. oe 

- ‘Since the forwarding of the said dispatches referred to, the Venezue- _ 

Jan Government has been very active in suppressing the rebellion, and, — , 

as you will perceive by the inclasures herein transmitted, has been tri- 

umphant and successful in its efforts, and peace has been once more re- | 

established, and order now prevails in this Republic. - | Te 
As far as my personal observations extend, the present peace seems eS 

| to be substantial, for the revolutionists are apparently hopelessly de- 

feated and without resources to renew their revolt against the present | 

_ Government. ee — eat eas veil es - 

- Congratulating our Government on the satisfactory termination of the 

late Venezuelan difficulties and troubles, | Bae 
Tam, &., Be ee 

CE i A ge | CHARLES L. SCOTT. 

ra * | [Inclosure 1 in No. 21.—Translation.] | ae oe — 

Be & Mr. Lander to Mr. Scott. - — ae - oe cee | 

| els | | "Caracas, July 20, 1885. 
Srp: Ina document, notable both on account of its form and contents, the President of = 

- the Republic announces to the Venezuelan nation the triumph of peace, declaring con- 

_- gtitutional order re-established. With great satisfaction I call to your excellency’s at- 

tention this pleasing event, making manifest as it does, the hearty assistance rendered » 

by the people of the Republic, who with all ardor have united themselves with the Gov-_ | 

ernment to make abortive this reckless and chimerical attempt; and so efficaciously that 

a few days have been sufficient for the purpose. “eS . 

| The enemies of public order having been conquered and at once pardoned, the regen- | 

erated Republic will continue calmly on the path of progress, to which it is called by its : | 

fixed destiny, led by the distinguished chief of the nation, whose lofty qualities have 

manifested themselves as plainly in the peaceful labors of the cabinet as in the arduous. Set 

tasks of armed conflict. | | : - fae OE TEAS Oe Bah : 

| Feeling sure of the friendly feelings which your excellency entertains for the people 

and Government of the Republic, and on that account you will receive this news with . 

pleasure, I at once communicate it to you, and I inclose herein a copy of the eloquent doc- | 

ument to which I have alluded. BB | 7 
Assuring, &c., oO SAILS ey ae a 

| | | | MANUEL. THOMAS LANDER. | 

od 7 of [Inclosure 2 in No. 21,.—Translation.] 7 Ce . 

Joaquin Crespo, constitutional President of the United States of Venezuela, a | 

| te Pk Fi to his fellow-citizens: - 

I announce to you the triumph of peace. Before everything else we have to congratu- 

late ourselves and the regenerated country on the happy termination of the unjustifia- 

ble rebellion, which lasted less than one month, and in only twenty-two days has been 
suppressed at Carupano, in Margarita, and on the sea. We have all performed our duty 

_and look for no other reward than that of feeling assured of the welfare of the Republic 

and of the grateful fruition of satisfied conscience. me | ee eee 

Hardly was the cry of insurrection raised in the east, when the national sentiment, —_. 

with patriotic enthusiasm and the loftiest reliance upon the law, protested against the — | 

| disorder of the revolt and against the wicked inspiration of hate, which the factious ex- 

- iles, themselves proscribed for the crime of their mad ambition, unfurled ag their flag. oe 

- Chiefs without authority dreamed of climbing into power over ruin and death; of in- — 

_* volving Venezuela in the darkness of crime; of breaking to pieces the constitution on 

_ the ruins of the Liberal party, and of establishing the dominion of force, the right of | 

| violence, the license of rancorous passion, the authority of furious reaction, and the | 

barbarous rule of lawlessness. , Oo 7 | |
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. Against this picture of desolation Venezuela took her place on the side of beneficent _ peace, and the Government whose duty it was to defend her organized armies with the activity which the case demanded to reach by sea and by land the wretched invader to- _ day overtaken by the punishment of defeat.° = = = | : If for the shameful crime of rebellion and disloyalty neither the humiliation of defeat nor the terrors of conscience, nor the shame of failure, nor the inexorable stroke of justice are enough, there remains still for the misguided and deceived unfortunates the disdain of foreigners and the indifference of oblivion. For our country their mother weeps with lacerated heart the madness of her sons, laments the blood that has been shed, and asks for all, with her unbounded pity, that forgiveness and that oblivion. In the august presence of the Republic let us have done with every wicked personal division, let us _ ¢alm our hatred and resentment; let us know how to bear with much, and to love one another with the common love of country, which imposes upon and claims from us every kind of sacrifice. If the language employed to announce to you the deplorable rising _ was harsh, that was justified by the passion of the moment, and the holy anger of ‘wounded. patriotism, and the cry of fury caused by the punishment of crime which does _- not produce such pain as the treacherous kiss of perfidy. . - | After the combat, after the sad performance of our duty, after the victory, we have to lament the misfortune which has occurred and cast the mantle of clemency over the nakedness of our faults, and profoundly lament that the conquered of yesterday have not desired, as they ought, to save the precious interests of this glorious country. The Re- , public has given solemn proof that the public peace cannot be interrupted easily or with impunity; and, now recuperated by the general and mighty aid rendered by the nation in support of the laws, by the simultaneous efforts of the good and loyal, who have ral- lied about the Government, we will enter at once upon the process of election, which is to crown with the splendor of liberty the termination of the last struggle against the fero- cious monster of civil war. Thelaws are enough for the prosperity of the Republic; the law which has been defended is the same law which saves us; to obey it, to glorify it, is now our common object; the rights and duties of the citizens are harmonized, and thisis— _ what constitutes'public order; the precepts of the law having been fulfilled by authority =. which if they involve the rigor of public punishment, do not prevent the opportune ex- ercise of magnanimity; the citizen having been endowed with all his rights, and especially with that of the exercise of the free and orderly duty of suffrage, Venezuela will set forth to her glorious destiny under the government of the constitution, the sole majesty of the . ‘Republic; we will build up the peace of the future, and assure to ourselves forever the glory of the national regeneration. - | 7 . Venezuela, full of faith I promised you the speedy announcement of peace, and I now declare re-established the constitutional order—it is my honor to return to you intact, | this precious treasure, and if the performance of this duty merits crowns of triumph’ I - will place them on the brows of the victors, to whom I give, for my country and for my- self, the expression of my gratitude and a congratulatory embrace. | 

~ JOAQUIN CRESPO. 
yg CARACAS, July 19, 1885. Oo . | 

. [Inclosure 3 in No. 21.] 

. Mr. Scott to Mr. Lander. 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
. eo Caracas, July 22, 1885. 

w18: I have the honor to acknowledge the réceipt of your communication of the 20th instant, informing me of the establishment of peace in Venezuela, and also inclosing a 
copy of the most admirable and patriotic address of General Joaquin Crespo, President of the Republic of Venezuela, announcing the same, and congratulating his people on the happy result. a — Cn I assure your excellency that the above important intelligence has been received with | profound pleasure-and sincere gratification, as the result gives assurance of the future 
peace, weal, and prosperity of Venezula. The glad tidings that the revolution has been | Suppressed, and that order and peace have once more been restored to Venezuela, will be | received by my Government with the profoundest satisfaction and the deepest gratifica- tion. oo. , 

Assuring, &c., | | 
_ , —— CHARLES L. SCOTT.
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| | . No. 699. , ties a 

| Mr. Bayard to Mr. Scott. — eu .. 

No. 22.) - — DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
an es a Washington, September 3, 1885. So 7 
Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of Mr. Baker’s dispatch No. — | 

88, of May 6, 1885. It relates to the claim of the master of the Ameri- «= 
ean schooner Lanie Cobb, of Bangor, Me., against the Government of | 

~ Venezuela, for being run into while lying at anchor in the harbor of La 
Guayra by the Venezuelan schooner Ana Eulogia, February 21, 1885. | aa 
~The Department’s previous instructions in respect of this claim are 
numbered 51 of March 24, 56 and 59 of April 9 and 22,1885. These, | 

_ with their’several accompaniments, contain all information requisite to | 
an. understanding of the facts on which the claim is based. . 

With this correspondence before him, Mr. Baker has referred the sub- © 
_ ject back to the Department for examination and instruction previous | 

to presenting a claim to Venezuela for the wrong alleged to have been _ 
sustained by the claimant. © oe ESE a 

_. It appears that the schooner Lanie Cobb arrived at La Guayra, Feb- a 
ruary 15, 1885, from Savannah, Ga., laden with lumber, and that while | mo 
lying safely at anchor in the harbor of La Guayra, was negligently and 
carelessly run into by the Ana Eulogia and considerably damaged. The 
declaration and protest of the master and crew of the American schooner _ 

and the testimony of an eye-witness to the occurrence agree that the = =| 
fault was entirely on the side of the Venezuelan vessel, and that no ade- Oo 

— quate attempt was made by those manning her to prevent the collision, _ 
nor, after the collision, to free the vessel. ne | | 

While afoul of the American schooner, states Benjamin F.Cushman, , 
master of the ,Addie M. Bird and a witness of the casualty, a kedge | 
anchor was run from the Venezuelan schooner to windward, but fail- 
ing still to haul in sail, the American was helpless to free herself from 
the Venezuelan schooner without slipping her anchor, which was 
promptly done. / . el ae 

A survey of the American vessel was at once requested by her master 
of the consul to ascertain her present state and condition ; also what had 
better be done in the interest of all concerned. Mr. Consul Bird ac- . _ 
cordingly appointed Messrs. Evan Jones, master of the brig Fleetwing, 
of Cardiff, Wales ; Benjamin F.Cushman, master of the schooner Addie an 
M. Bird, of Rockland, Me.; and. Charles G. Jackson, master ship car-— | 

_ penter, to make the desired survey. Their duty was carefully performed, 
and from their itemized estimate it would seem that the probable expense - 
of repairing the damage done, in accordance with the cost of labor and abe 

_ materials at La Guayra, amounts to $1,736. To thissum they add $250 — 
for two weeks’ delay, which aggregates $1,986 as the total sum due in 
United States gold. OR SS OS Seo he at ean | 

In submitting a claim for this amount you will bearin mind what Mr. 
Baker says regarding the recovery by the master of the Lanie Cobb of — 
his anchor and chain, at a trifling expense. In the report of the survey a 
these articles were estimated at $128 and $750, respectively. If Mr. | 
Baker's statement is found to be correct, the total damages are to be _ 

- reduced in accordance with this later estimate. 7 RE Ay | 
_ With this brief history of the case, it seems not inappropriate to here 

refer to certain facts developed in the attempted adjustment of the mat- 
_ ter by the consul. It is to be regretted that the Venezuelan authorities, , 

instead of interposing technical obstacles to a satisfactory settlement of
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the affair, should not have placed the responsibility where it belonged, 
and have made due, immediate, and courteous reparation for the damages 
thus sustained through the culpable negligence of those in charge of 

, the Ana Eulogia. | . fe | 
It appears that the surveyors appointed by Consul Bird to make a 

OS survey of the damages sustained by the Lanie Cobb were refused ad- 
| mission to the vessel, and were only permitted (although reluctantly - 

done) to go on board of her at the urgent insistanece of the consul. The 
pretext for the refusal is offered in the fact that the consul’s letter to the 
collector of customs at La Guayra was written in English, which Sefior 
Martin was unable to read. He therefore declined to take action re- 
specting it until the return of the official interpreter from Caracas, as to 
the time of whose coming, however, no intimation was given. Mr. Bird 
offered to explain to the collector, in Spanish, what was desired, but this 
offer was refused. Upon the consul urging the necessity of the survey 
in order to remove the vessel from her dangerous proximity to the rocky 

_ coast and thereby avoid possible further. damage the collector volun- 
teered to render all proper assistance; but this Mr. Bird declined to 
accept until a lawful survey had been held. The coliector then insisted 

| upon the right to name one surveyor, the Venezuelan vessel the other, 
and the American schooner the third. To this proposition Mr. Bird 

a very properly objected, adding that the survey was directed in accord- 
ance with his official duty; that it had no reference to proceedings inthe _ 
Venezuelan courts, but was instituted pursuant to the laws of the United 
States. At first the collector refused permission to Mr. Bird to proceed 

: on board of the vessel, but finally consented, upon being referred to the. 
| law, to his going there unofficially. Mr. Bird, however, declined to visit 

the vessel under such conditions, but was forced to accept a permit for 
the surveyors to go on board of her as private individuals. , | 

- It seems that the Ana Eulogia, although the private property of 
President Crespo, of Venezuela, was at the time under commission of _ 

| the Venezuelan Government. Under this peculiar circumstance of 
ownership and service of that vessel, it was deemed fittin gby the consul _ 

| that a private adjustment of the. affair should, if possible, be arranged; 
and every endeavor tending to promote this end was resorted to, but 
without success. | " —_ 

. With this solution of the difficulty in view, Mr. Bird visited Caracas. 
. in a private capacity, and as the authorized agent of the Lanie Cobb, 

endeavored to effect an amicable private adjustment with General 
Crespo. He admitted the ownership of the vessel, but said that as she 
was in the service of the Government, the secretary of war would 
have to be consulted. That officer, however, was absent from Caracas, 
and as no one was authorized to say when he would return to the city, 

: official business obliged Mr. Bird to proceed to La Guayra without | 
seeing him. The further prosecution of the case was therefore com- 
mitted to Mr. Charles Kk. Rohl, United States consular agent at Car- | 
acas, but ina private capacity. Mr. Rohl’s efforts, although consider- — 

| ately presented to Mr. EK. J. Linares, an intimate friend of General 
Crespo, with a view of obtaining an amicable and equitable settlement, 

| _ proved fruitless. 7 . | | 
Under these circumstances, acting upon the written advice of Mr. 

Rohl, Mr. Bird again undertook to arrange the difficulty at La Guayra 
with Mr. W. Carias Perez, the agent of Mr. Linares, and who, it was 
understood, had been instructed by his principal to confer with the 
claimants. Mr. Perez admitted his authority in the premises, but all
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considerate efforts to satisfactorily arrange matters came tonaught, 
and the claimants were finally remanded to the courts for redress. | 

- On the 2d of March, therefore, the master of the Lanie Cobb ad- | 
dressed a note to the judge Of hacienda, setting forth that his vessel = _—© 
had suffered: material damage by colliding with the Ana Eulogia, and | | 
asking the naming of experts with a view to assessing damages and ac- 
cording justice. The judge, however, decided that the complaint was _ 

. ‘not within his jurisdiction, and referred the parties to the collector of 
customs as the person before whom such. matters should primarily be _ | 
instituted. Thither the claimants repaired, only to be told that their __ | 
redress lay with the judge of hacienda, who again insisted that such | 
was not the case, but that the collector of customs, as ex-officio captain 
of the port, had jurisdiction. But this officer refused absolutely to en- | 
tertain the complaint. | : | | oe, a | 
A clearer case of a denial of justice than this can scarcely be con-— 

ceived, and that, too, after every reasonable effort on the part of those oe 
- injured by the disaster had been put forward with the most considerate 

regard. They sought to enforce no unjust demands, but in a. spirit of 
- commendable fairness endeavored only to secure an equitable settle. 

ment, which, after much circumlocution, was denied them. It appears 
— inconceivable that in so strong a case no more attention should have =~ 

been given by the Venezuelan Government to the representations of the _ 
 @laimant and no greater desire evinced to accord them substantial jus- oo 
tice, and it is earnestly hoped that your presentation of the claim diplo-. | 
matically will result in a full and frank admission of wrong on the part — 
of the Venezuelan officers and an immediate offer of due reparation. A 
demand more lenient than this the Venezuelan Government cannot pos- | 

' - sibly expect, while the United States must require that the rights of : 
American citizens who have been unjustly or unreasonably dealt with | 
by a foreign Government should be respected and their just demands — | 
made good. anes Pa ORE os Se pes a : 

=: The ownership of the vessel can have no weight in pressing this — a 
' @laim, although it is true that upon the claimants learning that the | 

Ana Eulogia belonged to President Crespo they endeavored, in view of | 
that fact, to arrange a private adjustment of the matter. At the time | 
of the accident the Ana Eulogia was under commission of the Venezue- — | 
lan Government, and that Government by every rule of reasoning is re- 
sponsible for the damage to the Lanie Cobb on account of the careless __.. 

- and inexcusable acts-of those on board of the former vessel. While, 
_ a8 previously stated, President Crespo’s ownership ought not to have ~ 

- any effect in aggravating damages, yet his high office places himina 
position in which he must be personally cognizant of the injury done | 
and peculiarly sensitive as to its redress. 

- There are other matters to be taken into consideration besides the | | 
_ pecuniary claim for the losses sustained by the collision. That of it-— 
-‘self is of small moment when compared with the influence such action  —_— 

as how appears on behalf the Venezuelan officials must eventually 
exert on the seafaring or commercial interests of the United States  —s_—. 

. and other nations whose vessels visit Venezuelan ports. It is neither 
a pleasant reflection nor one conducive to security and international 
confidence to feel that in case of accident such as befell the Lanie Cobb 

_ there is no possibility of remedy before the civil or judicial tribunals of = 
- Venezuela, except upon the diplomatic presentation of the complaint 

after the failure of all other efforts. — ere eee | = 
The right of our citizens to demand compensation for damages which | 

they may sustain, as in the accident to the Lanie Cobb, as well as that | oe
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of a Government to insist upon due reparation of such wrongs in behalf 
of its citizens, whenever necessary, is one which belongs to them by the 
rules of international law, and which ig so recognized by all civilized — 

| countries. | oe 7 : 
With the information already before your legation in connection 

| with this instruction, you will be in a position to make all due and nec- 
essary representations to. the Venezuelan Government. In doing so, 
you will accompany your note to the minister for foreign affairs with 

| such copies of papers as you think proper, and press the claim to a sat- — 
isfactory conclusion with all possible dispatch, reporting your action __ 
fully to this Department. | | 

| I am, &¢., ) | ae 
| a T. F. BAYARD. 

| No. 700. oo 

Mr. Scott to Mr. Bayard. — ST 

No. 35.] | LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, = 
- Caracas, October 14, 1885. (Received October 31.) - 

Sir: I have the honor to inform you that immediately on the re- - 
ceipt of your dispatch No. 22, dated Washington, September 3, 1885, | 

| I addressed a note to the minister of exterior relations, of which the in- 
closure is a copy. . _ 

I also accompanied said note with an exhibit, containing the protests, 
declarations, and affidavits of the persons mentioned in your said dis- 
patch in support of the claim of the master of the Lanie Cobb. As soon | 
as: I am able to obtain an answer thereto I will forward the same tothe 
Department of State, and will endeavor to keep you advised as tothe | 

| progress of the case, as requested to do. | | 
Iam, &e., Oo 

| | CHARLES L. SCOTT. 

. [Inclosure in No. 35.] . 

7 Mr. Scott to Mr. Lander. m oo 

. . LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES, 
7 | : Caracas, October 12, 1885. | 

oe | Str: I have the honor to inform you that I have received instructions from my Gov- | 
ernment to present and press the claim for damages of Capt. C. H. Cobb, master of the 

4 American schooner Lanie Cobb, of Bangor, Me., against the Venezuelan Government 
for being run into while lying at anchor in the harbor of La Guayra, by the Venezuelan 
schooner Ana Eulogia, February 21, 1885. . . | 

It appears that the schooner Lanie Cobb arrived at La Guayra February 15, 18835, ° 
from Savanah, Ga., laden with lumber, and that while lying safely at anchor in the 
harbor of La Guayra was ‘‘ negligently and carelessly’ run into by the Ana Eulogia, and 
considerably damaged. 

To establish the above allegations you will find attached hereto an ‘‘exhibit’’ contain- 
| _ tng the sworn protests and declarations of Capt. C. H. Cobb, sustained by the affidavits 

of W. M. Wentworth, mate, and H. P. Baker, seaman, of the schooner Lanie. Cobb, 
, strongly sustained aud corroborated by the sworn testimony of an impartial and dis- 

interested witness, Capt. Benjamin F. Cushman, master of the American schooner Addie 
M. Bird, who witnessed the collision between the two vessels from the deck of his vessel, 
the Addie M. Bird, on the 21st of February, 1885. | 

Immediately after the occurrence of the collision between the two vessels, the Lanie 
Cohb and the Ana Eulogia, on the 21st of February, 1885, in the harbor of La Guayra,
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_ Captain Cobb, the master of the first-named vessel, on learning that the President of | 
Venezuela was the owner of the Ana Eulogia, and from respect to the high official posi- 
tion of the owner, resolved to use every effort to have his claim fordamagesdone his 

_ vessel-by the Ana Eulogia quietly and amicably settled without resorting to legal meas- : 
ures. or this purpose he called on the United States consul at La Guayra. and also Foe 

_ procured the assistance of the United States consular agent at Caracas, and with them 
made every effort to have the matter in controversy satisfactorily adjusted without ap-. 
pealing to the legal tribunals of Venezuela. But no proposition for adjustment was 
made to him by the parties from whom he had :sustained so much wrong and damage, | 
and all advances made by him for an amicable settlement were rejected, and all offers . 
of compromise made on his part were peremptorily refused. | (Shwe oe 7 

In the mean time, on the 23d day of February, 1885, Captain Cobb made application | : 
_ to the United States consul at La Guayra for a ‘‘survey’’ on the schooner Lanie Cobb, oe 

' In consequence of having sustained damages and injuries on the 2ist of February, 1885, 
~ by being run into by the schooner Ana Eulogia, whereby she was rendered unseaworthy, | 
and in consequence of said application the United States consul at La Guayra granted oo 

_ the request, and appointed asa ‘‘ board of survey’’ the following-named persons, namely, 
Messrs. Evan Jones, master of the brig Fleetwing, of Cardiff, Wales; Benjamin F.Cush- 
man, master of the schooner Addie M. Bird, of Rockland, Me., and Charles J. Jack- 
son, master ship-carpenter, of Maiqueta, Venezuela. This ‘‘ board of survey,” on the . ~ | 

_ 24th day of February, 1885, proceeded on board the schooner Lanie Cobb, lying then — 
damaged in the harbor of La Guayra by reason of the collision with ‘the schooner Ana 

. Evlogia, and after a ‘‘minute and careful examination and survey made’’ a report. 
_ While referring to the report of the ‘‘board of survey,’ I deem it just and properto  - - 

_ State that while the full amount of damages ascertained by the ‘‘board of survey’’ ag- 
gregated $1,986 in American gold, that since this estimate was made the anchor and 

_ chain have been recovered and restored to its owner, and that said anchor and chain be- | 
ing valued at $828, deducting which from the total estimate of $1,986 leave a balance » 
still due of $1,158 from the Venezuelan Government to C. H. Cobb, the master of the 

_. Lanie Cobb, and the amount of $1,158 is the amount which the Government of the 
_ United States believes that the said Cobb is equitably and legally entitled to receive 

from the Venezuelan Government in satisfaction of the injuries and damagesthathisves- - | 
sel, the Lanie Cobb, sustained by the ‘carelessness and negligence’’of the captain of 7 
the Venezuelan vessel the Ana Eulogia, in running intoher onthe 21st of February, | a 
1885, being at the time in the employ and under the control of the public authorities ot 
the Venezuelan Government, as acknowledged and:admitted by persons high in authority. 

Having, your excellency, thus outlined and briefly summed up the salient points in 
the case of the Lanie Cobb, and havingexamined carefully all the facts involved in the . 
controversy, I cannot conceive how any other conclusion can be arrived at than that the 7 

_ damages and injuries sustained by the Lanie Cobb by being run into on the 21st of Feb- oO 
ruary, 1885, in the harbor of La Guayra, by the schooner Ana Eulogia, were entirely at- : 
tributable to the carelessness, mismanagement, or ignorance of the captain of the 
schooner Ana Eulogia, for the schooner Lanie Cobb, from all the evidence, was lying | 
quietly at anchor and did not move an inch from her proper moorings until struckand ~ 
run into by the Ana Eulogia, and that the captain of the Lanie Cobb did all in his 
power to avert the collision by slipping his anchor, which he actually lost in endeavor- 
ing to save his vessel, but afterwards recovered it as before stated. ae 

_ Ifthe Cobb had been under sail and in motion some doubts might arise as to which 
vessel was in fault and to be the most censurable for the collision; but it is an estab- 
lished, undeniable, and admitted fact that the Lanie Cobb was at anchor, and consequently 

_motioniess, and this circumstance alone precluded all suppositions even that by any action 
- of hers was this collision caused and the consequent great injury and damage sustained — | 

- whilst riding at anchor off La Guayra and being run into by the Ana Eulogia. _ eS 
| Ido not hesitate in the belief that when your Government becomes acquainted and | 

_ familiar with all the facts and evidence in this case that it will most readily and cheer- 
fully make reparation for the wanton wrongs, damages, and injuries that the LanieCobb _ 
has sustained in Venezuelan waters from a vessel floating at her mast-head the Vene- 7 
zuelan flag, and commanded by a Venezuelan officer, who was in the service of your Gov- : 
ernment at the time the collision occurred. 2 ts - | 

My Government with extreme reluctance resorted to diplomatic measures to bring the : 
case of the Lanie Cobb to the attention of your Government, and has deferred request-- 
ing reparation for the injuries sustained by the said vessel on account of the high esteem — 
entertained for President Crespo, the alleged owner, and also from the strong hopes. that | 
the matter would be satisfactorily adjusted without resorting to diplomatic interference. © 
And it is now from a stern sense of duty and in the performance of the high obligations 
that my Government owes to all her citizens to protect their lives, liberty, and property in — 
every: land and every clime that she instructs her minister and representative at the Re- — 
‘public of Venezuela to use every effort in his power to protect the lawful rightsand just |
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, demands of Capt. C. H. Cobb, the master of the schooner Lanie Cobb, and to respect- 
fully request that your Government make reparation for the injuries done and damages 
sustained on account of the collision of the Ana Eulogia with the Lanie Cobb in the 
harbor of La Guayra on the 21st of February, 1885, by paying to the said Cobb the sum. 

: of $1,158 in satisfaction of said damages. a | 
In addressing your excellency on this subject I havestrictly confined myself toa recital — 

of the evidence, and made no reference to the law applicable and governing this case; for 
| ' if the sworn testimony contained in the exhibit attached to this note be true, it estab- 

. lishes a case so emphatically just and so transparently meritorious that citation to legal 
rules and precedents would be both trite and unnecessary, and I am willing to leave all law 

| points pertinent and involved in this case to the ‘‘law officer’’ of your Government, 
having all confidence in his abiJity and fairness. | 7 | | . 

Trusting sincerely that after a full and fair investigation of this case the decisions of _ - 
your Government will be such as to increase and strengthen the most friendly and cor- 
dial relations ‘en now so happily exist. between our two Governments, | 

7 ye | CHARLES L. SCOTT. 

: | No. 701. | 

: Mr. Bayard to Mr. Scott. a 

No.35.] 0 | _ _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
- Washington, December 4, 1885. . 

Sir: The consul of the United States at Maracaibo, in a dispatch of _ 
the 30th October last, calls attention to the embarrassments occasioned 
to American shipping by the practices prevailing at the custom-house 
there regarding ships’ papers. He incloses a copy of his No. 20, of May 
15, 1879, making suggestions touching the prevision of a remedy forthese | 

| embarrassments. an ‘ 
I inclose a copy of the original dispatch, and have to ask that you will | 

solicit at the foreign office the changes in the customs regulations there 
| suggested by the consul. | | | 

Iam, &c., | T. F. BAYARD. 

. _ [nclosure in No. 35.—Extract.] a 

Mr. Plumacher to Mr. Porter. | 

| No. 335.] | Unirep States CoNSsULATE, | 
| -... Maracaibo, October 30, 1885. | 

Sig: I have the honor to inclose a copy of my dispatch No. 20, of May 15, 1879, which 
I beg you to be kind enough to read, as I am since a few months placed in the same sit- 
uation as in 1879, and since that time I have seen many changes in the custom-house of 
this consular district, but by personal influence I have always been able to get what I - 
required to protect our interests, and I always received the ship’s papers with the 
exception of the ship’s register, which only is delivered after the vessel’s dispatch from 
the custom-house. As I have stated in my dispatch No. 20, I hold the custom-house at 
Maracaibo a very unsafe place to keep the register and papers of vessels. The officials 
are unwilling to give a receipt. : Se | 

I have, &c., oo | . 
a | E. H. PLUMACHER. , 

. . | - [Inclosure 2 in No. 35.) | | . 

Mr. Plumacher to Mr. Hunter. : : . 

No. 20.] - Unirep STATES COMMERCIAL AGENCY, 
/ ' Maracaibo, May 15, 1879. 

_ Srp: I take the liberty to draw your attention to certain laws of the United States 
of Venezuela, of which I inclose a Spanish extract and an English translation. , You 
will observe that this law is of such a tenor that consular officers cannot comply with
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_ their duties; neither can the masters of vessels. I refer to Article XII, United States 
Consular Regulations, reciprocal duties of consular officers and masters of American: 
vessels, including the duties under the shipping act (2118, 121, 122, 123, 124). - 

_ _. According to 241 of the law:of Venezuela the masters of vessels are compelled to de- 
‘liver up all and every one of the ships’ papers and they must be kept by the administra- 
tor of the custom-house until the vessel leaves the port. Permit me to state for your : 
information that as soon as a vessel arrives at this port the custom-house authorities a 
send at once their officials to pass the visit, and all the ships’ papers are taken from the | 
master, but no receipt is given. The masters of vessels generally not speaking Spanish, | 
and unacquainted with the laws of Venezuela, give up their papers unwillingly, and as | 
the so-called interpreter very often does not master the English language or the language 
of the nation under whose flag the vessel belongs, delays and unpleasant feelings are the 
result of it. | ee res | a 

_ The masters are obliged to report themselves at this office without papers, and com- 
“ plain bitterly, and I have to go myself to the custom-house and after much delay and , 

| trouble the articles and crew-list are delivered to me; but never the register of the ves- 

_ It has happened that, since I am here, parts of the ship’s papers of several American °~— 
_ vessels have been lost by the custom-house officials, the vessels being obliged to leave . 

_ without them, provided with a certificate from my hand. During the short time that I | 
- have the honor to represent our country at this port, I have seen three entire changes of 

the authorities in charge of the custom-house, and if a political demonstration should __ os 
_ be made, or during times of revolutions, the custom-house is a much exposed place. If 

this law is not changed it will be impossible for consular officers to do their duty strictly, : 
~and serious inconveniences may happen to vessels in case the ships’ register should be mee 

_ lost which could not happen if the ship’s papers were duly deposited at the consulate. 
_ I hope you will forgive your humble servant for making the following suggestions to 

-. regulate it to the satisfaction of both countries: Po os 
| (1) The register, articles, crew-list, and other documents belonging to a vessel should oo 

be (or may be) taken by the custom-house officers or proper authorities of the port, Biv; 
ing a specified receipt for them to the master of the vessel on delivery. After forty-eight | 
hours the captain should claim his papers from the authorities, return his receipt, and _ 
give them to the consular officer, who shall give to the authorities of the portacerti- 

_.  ficate proving that said papers have been duly deposited at the consulate by the master _ | 
of the ship, | ee | Sens ae are 

, (2) The consular officer should not return the register or any other one of the ships’ - 
_ papers which have been deposited with him to the master of the vessel until the master 

_ presents to the consular officer his clearing papers granted from the proper national | | 
- authorities namely his sailing license. x | a rs | ne | 
a I believe this is all that is required for a satisfactory settlement of this question. | : 

If a consular officer at this port or a master of a vessel should violate the law the 
vessel is anyhow in reach of the authorities of Venezuela as‘ the vessel has to sail down - 
to Fort St. Carlos, pass its guns and afterward to be towed to sea over the bar. At 
Puerto Cabello and Laguayra the vessels anchor under the guns of the fortifications, — 
therefore in reach of the authorities. == : vee 8 ee | 

Since General Guzman Blanco has taken charge of the Republic and has expressed his © : 
intention to facilitate the connections with other nations I believe we would find the 

_ good-will and assistance of the Government of Venezuela to regulate this point satis- | 
factory toall, Pe a : ee 
Hoping you will be kind enough to give to the foregoing your attention I embrace . 

_ this opportunity, &. = : ee os - Ee, 
| -  E. H. PLUMACHER, | | 

| OO ap we | | | United States Commercial Agent. — | 

Extract of laws corresponding to foreign vessels according to the ‘Codigo de Hacienda” of 
| mo | : Venezuela. 7 Say | 

_ LAWS APPERTAINING TO VESSELS ENTERING OPEN PORTS. rene 

2 40. Vessels entering at any of the open ports of the Republic of Venezuela must be | 
_ visited by the administrator orsurveyor of the custom-house, the chief of the inspectors, 

and such necessary help 4s may be considered. needed, this visit to be made after the __ 
_ usual sanitary call. If the chiefs of the custom-house cannot callin person on the ar- 

riving vessel they must be duly represented by a deputy who is not from the inspector’s 
office. . a | a : | 

_ 89 FOR Ue ha PE Se 

, : . \ a a , ‘ | ;
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@ 41. If the entering vessel comes from a foreign. port, the captain’s or supercargo’s 
- duty is to deliver— ae 

(1) The patent of navigation which remains with the chief of the custom-house until 
, the vessel’s departure; | | ne | 7 

(2) The certified manifest or manifests; oe | Oo 
(3) The enveloped and sealed paper, or papers; — a 

_ (4) A copy of the signed bill of ladings, even if the vessel arrives from the Antilles. 
| (5) List of effects of the vessel’s use and of the stores, according to ¢ 8; | 

(6) The crew-list of the vessel, and list of effects of the captain’s and crew’s use; | 
(7) The list ’of passengers, mentioning the number of packages of baggage, stating 

_ where same were taken aboard; | oe | | 
(8) A list stating what the vessel carries as ballast, as per 3? 16; and | 
(9) The correspondence, which is delivered by the chief of the inspector to the post- 

master. . | | : * 

a (¢ 42) If the vessel arrives in ballast her captain or supercargo is only obligated. to. 
. present the documents as per Nos. 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9of the preceding paragraph. | 

‘CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE LEGATION OF VENEZUELA 
AT WASHINGTON. 

| | No. 702. : | | 

| Mr. Soteldo to Mr. Bayard. | 

| (Translation. ] - | 

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF VENEZUELA, | 
=. | Washington, April 2, 1885. (Received April 3.) 
Most EXCELLENT Sir: I have the honor to submit to your excel- 

| lency’s consideration an abstract of our interview of this day, which 
was held in pursuance of your excellency’s note of the 25th ultimo, and 
of my reply of the 31st, which I wrote on my return from New York, 
as soon as I received your aforesaid note. 

~  Tealled at-the Department of State before 12 o’clock (because I had 
learned that the Cabinet was to meet at that hour) for the purpose of 
having an hour appointed. After a brief explanation of my failure to 
receive notice of the appointment in time, and of my two days’ absence 
in New York, we agreed to meet at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, and did 
so meet. : - Co 

Your excellency began by urging the necessity of fixing the amount 
of the indemnity to be paid to Mr. Wheelock, according to the agree- 
ment made. This, you said, was all that remained to be done; that you 
had read everything bearing upon the case, the papers containing 
which you showed me. | . : 

I replied by agreeing to the necessity of concluding the final ar- 
rangement in question, remarking that I had proposed $2,000, for the 
reason stated in my communications, and that subsequently, when I. 
visited the Department of State in pursuance of the appointment made 
with me by your excellency’s predecessor, although 1 was punctual, 

| notwithstanding the receipt of the communication which contained it, 
with the difference of the distance only, I was received, after waiting 
a long time, by Mr. Davis, who at length promised to let me know 
whether the $5,000 would be accepted or not, I havimg offered that amount 

; as the maximum, and having told him that I was not authorized to in- 
: crease my previous offer any more; but as Mr. Baker, the minister of 

the United States at Caracas, officially reported to his Government
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that Mr. Amengual, as minister of foreign relations, had told him that 
our Government was willing to pay the claimant $5,000, I did not - 
doubt Mr. Baker’s veracity, nor did I doubt that my Government would . 

| fulfill any promise that it had made; that I had been kept waiting for | 
the answer of the Secretary of State, which, after all, had not been. 
given me, and that my offer could not. then be increased. © oot | 

_.- Your excellency told me that you could not possibly accept $5,000 or 
_ any similar amount, notwithstanding your earnest desire to settle the | 

question in the manner most satisfactory to both countries, because — 
| $10,000 had been offered to the claimant in the name of our Govern- | 

ment, which sum had been refused, and that you thought that you | 
could make but a very small reduction on the minimum fixed by your 

| predecessor. — a oe ee | 
I told your excellency, in reply, that no offer of $10,000 had been - | 

_ made to Mr. Wheelock; that he had called on me in New York, request- . 
ing me to hear what he had to say, and that I had told him that I could | 
treat with no one but your excellency in relation to his claim; thathe 
had urged me to read a letter from the Department of State, whereby - | 

_ he was informed that an immediate request was expected from me for : 
_ an interview relative to the instructions which, according to Mr. Baker, | 

had been communicated to me, by my Government for the settlement | 
of his claim. I told him that as long as he should continue to dream | 
of large sums, which Venezuela would never pay, a settlement would = 
be absolutely impossible, inasmuch as Venezuela was under no obliga- , 
tions whatever to indemnify a person who had not had recourse te her a 

_ courts, which alone had power to redress grievances similar to his. 
Your excellency told me that the only thing that we had to do was : 

to fix the amount of the indemnity, and proposed to me, with a view to ca 
settling the matter, that my Government should pay $10,000. -I said — 
that it was absolutely impossible for me to agree to that, because the in- — 

| ‘structions which I had received since I had made my offer to Mr. Davis. 
limited me to $5,000, and that the dollar in Venezuela was understood 
to be equivalent to. about 74 or 75 cents in United States money, as | 
was shown by the consular certificates in Venezuelan ports on invoices — . 

. of shipments from Venezuela. - ce - | 
Your excsllency at Iexgth proposed that we should reduce the $10,000 | 

— to ten thousand Venezuelan dollars, thereby reducing the amount to | 
$7,500, and finally to $7,400, provided that the payment should be made | 

. strictly in cash. — | ed - 
I told your excellency that I would exceed my limits by $1,000, feel- | 

ing satisfied that my Government would approve this, solely for the a 
sake of pleasing your excellency and the present worthy administration, 
but that I required time, it being impossible, under the circumstances, | 
to pay the amount in less than two installments, payable in bills of ex- oe 

- change at sixty days’ sight; that my Government would send the first 
in three months for $3,000, and that it would send the remainder three _ 
‘months afterwards, likewise sending a bill of exchange at sixty ‘days _- | 
for $3,000, and thereby making good its payment of $6,000. | hes 

- Your excellency finally agreed to these terms, accepting, with its ex- 
planations, my aforesaid proposition, and saying that you would express | 
your acceptance thereof in writing as soon as possible, so that I might ao 
inform my Government without unnecessary delay. | | a | 

Hoping that the foregoing statement will meet your excellency’s ap- 
proval, Lhave,&c., a pe 

BS a | | A. M. SOTELDO.. a
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, No. 703. 

Mr, Bayard to Mr. Soteldo. 

: | | _ DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | 
Washington, April 3, 1885. 

_  §re: With reference to my interview with you of yesterday, I have . 
| now the honor to state that my understanding of the terms agreed upon - 

asa final settlement of the claim of John E. Wheelock against Vene- | 
zuela is as follows: | 

Venezuela promises to pay, as an indemnity to John E. Wheelock for 
_ the injuries inflicted upon him at the hands of the authorities of that 

| Republic in the year 1879, the sum of $6,000. Of this lump sum $3,000 _ 
is to be paid in three months and $3,000 in six months from this date. | 

| This Government cannot but regard the amount so fixed as most in- 
adequate to compensate Mr. Wheelock for the bodily suffering and the 
pecuniary losses he sustained. In consideration, however, of the long 
delay which has already occurred in reaching an agreement in this case, 
and in consideration, moreover, of the assurance which you have given 
that the sum of $6,000 is in excess of what you were authorized by your 
Government to pay, I am constrained to look upon the settlement as the 

: best that could be obtained, and it is accordingly accepted, contingent 
upon the faithful fulfillment by Venezuela of the terms of the agree- 

* ment above cited, as a final satisfaction of the claim of John EB. Whee- 
lock against the Republic of Venezuela. oe 

I beg to add, Mr. Minister, an expression of my own gratification that 
_ this question, which has been a matter of controversy between the two 

Governments for so many years, may be looked upon at last as finally 
adjusted. 

Accept, &e., | | | 
| | | T. F. BAYARD. . 

No. 704. oO a a 

| | Mr. Bayard to Mr. Soteldo. | : : 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, © 

| | | Washington, April 10,1885. _ 

Sir: With reference to your note to me of the 2d instant, and to my 

~ note to you of the 3d instant, giving in writing our respective under- | 

_ standings, which are found to be in accord, of the terms of the agree- 

ment arrived at orally during our interview held on the 2d instant, ex- 

pressly for the settlement of the claim of John EK. Wheelock against 

Venezuela, I have now the honor to add, in order that all possibility of 

a mistake on that point may be avoided, that it is my understanding | 

that the $6,000 agreed upon as a final satisfaction of the Wheelock 

claim is to be paid in the currency of the United States. | | | | 
a _ Accept, &c., | a a 

: T. F. BAYARD. ©
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oh NO TOE, a — | 

: Mr. Soteldo to Mr. Bayard. SO 

. a | [ Translation. ] “ a oe | 7 

os - LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF VENEZUELA, _ 
cee Washington, April 13, 1885. (Received April 13.) | oo 

Most EXCELLENT Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, ee 
by this day’s mail, of your excellency’s communication of the 10th in- | 
stant, wherein you state that our two versions of. our respective notes 

| of the 3d and 2d instant agree with each other, and that your excel- 
_ lency understands that the $6,000 which are to be paid by my Govern- | 

ment as a final settlement of Mr. Wheelock’s claim are, according to 
our arrangement made on the 2d instant, to be paid in current money | 
of the United States. cao oo cy . pe OE, Lo 

I have the honor to declare that your excellency’s understanding of 7 
the case meets with my approval, and once more to sign myself, &c.,. 

oo ne) re A. M. SOTELDO. | o 

A - No. 706. | — OC | 

os | | Mr. Soteido to Mr. Bayard. | oe : 

| | el | (Translation.] = a 

oe LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF VENEZUELA, | 
: | Washington, June 29, 1885. (Received June 30.) _ 

Most EXCELLENT Sir: I have the honor to inform your excellency « _ 
that my Government has been pleased to approve the arrangement - 
made by me with your excellency as a settlement of the claim brought 
several years since by John BE. Wheelock, on account of the ill-treatment | 

_ which he had received from a police commissioner in the mining district 
- of Guayanua, Venezuela. ee 

- My Government, nevertheless, desires on this occasion to appeal to 
_. your excellency’s sense of rectitude, to the end that it may not be under- 

Stood that, in making this payment, which it does out of pure deference __ | 
to the great people of the United States, it accepts the precedent that 
any one who considers himself injured or aggrieved by the acts of public | 
functionaries, and still less by those of private individuals of the nation, 

_ may disregard the ordinary means of redress, i. ¢., the competent courts ss 
of the country, and have direct recourse to the diplomatic interference of ae 
his Government as a means of securing reparation, when, according to 
the laws of Venezuela, as well as those of every other country, itis the — 
province of the courts of justice alone to redress the grievances of com- ae 
plainants in cases similar to that of Mr. Wheelock, the proper investi-. 
gation and judicial examination of the facts of a case being impossible 
otherwise than by means of judicial proceedings, which are the safe- 
guard of individual rights, as they are that of the social order of states. _ 

__-I beg your excellency to believe me when I assert that the disorders 
and abuses which would accrue to the people of Venezuela, and, I may | 
add, to those of the other Spanish-American Republics, front the fatal 
abuse of seeking the redress of injuries suffered by individuals of — 
foreign nationality directly, by way of diplomacy, without submitting =
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them to the laws and competent courts, would so undermine their wel-. 
| _ fare and their very existence, their financial system and every vital 

- element of sociality and good government, that, however much it might | 
- be desired to comply with the requirements made, it would beimpossible _ 

to continue to do so without seeking an efficient remedy for the-evil. 
Allow me to eall your excellency’s attention to my previous communi- 

cations on this subject, and to ask, in the name of my Government,the _ 
co-operation of that of your excellency, with a view to arresting this 

: evil at once, since, while it exhausts our revenues and frequently dis- 
turbs our reciprocal international relations, to the detriment of the © 

. great interests of our. countries, it gives rise to“interminable abuses 
| and to such demoralization that it has compelled us to enact special — 

laws for the regulation of all matters connected with such claims, there- | 
by rendering it impossible even for the Executive to take cognizance of 
and settle such questions, it being his duty to refer them to the judicial © | 

_ branch of the Government, which alone has power to enforce the laws 
in private cases. : : : , | 

. Similar statements were made by my predecessor, who transmitted, | 
to your excellency’s Department copies of the laws in force in Venezuela | 
relative to claims of foreigners and natives of the country. 

. IT am ready to deliver to your excellency the first of the bills of ex-. 
: change, at sixty days, for $3,000 in United States money, which I have 

received from my Government, and which I have ordered to be accepted 
at once. I will place it in your excellency’s hands, hoping you will be 

| pleased to accede to the wishes expressed in this note, so that the evil 
referred to may be remedied. 

\ I gladly renew, &c., — : | A. M. SQTELDO. . 

| No. 707. . | | 

_ Mr. Bayard to Mr. Soteldo. a 

| . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, July 7, 1885. 

Srr: I duly received your note of the 29th ultimo, in relation to the 
payment of the claim of Mr. Jobn E. Wheelock, and in the interview | 
with which you honored me on the 2d instant you handed me a draft 
at sixty days’ sight for $3,000 which, when paid, will discharge the first 
moiety of the payment agreed upon in settlement of that case. oe 

Due.notice is taken of your intimation, on behalf of the Government 
of Venezuela, that this adjustment of the Wheelock maiter is not to be 
deemed a precedent authority for the future disposition of this class of. 
cases by diplomatic intervention without recourse to judicial remedies. 

. In thus taking cognizance of the formal expression of an under- 
| standing which was, I presume, in your mind as well as mine when _ 

we reached a practical adjustment of the Wheelock case, I am not, of 
| _ course, to be understood as laying down a rule of diplomatic intercourse 

. for mutual governance in future cases arising. _ 
As'sovereign states, both the United States and Venezuela have the 

undoubted right to be satisfied, each for itself, that no wrong done to 
its citizens by the other passes unredressed; and neither sovereign can 
rightly be expected to recognize validity as attaching to the municipal — 
enactments of the ore which may assume. to bar the exercise of the — 
rights given by international law to the other. _ a 
a Accept, &c., . T. F. BAYARD. |
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| : Mr. Soteldo to Mr. Bayard. 

Fo o _ [Translation] = | oy | ae 

| LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF VENEZUELA, 

oo Washington; July 21, 1885. (Received July 22.) 00 

Sre: Lhave the honor to inform your excellency that my Government, 

in the use of its legal powers, issued, on the 7th instant, a decree de- 

_ ¢laring pirates two steam vessels now respectively named Justicia Na- . 

- cional.and El Torito (the latter having been formerly called Annette), : 

which vessels have been armed by unauthorized persons for the osten- 

sible purpose of arousing to insurrection the coasts and ports of Vene- - 

- guela, but which do not belong to the registry of any government, nor | 

have been manned in any legal form, nor are other than a danger to. 

- commerce and to the security of those seas and coasts where they begin 

| as revolutionists, and will end by doing injuries of every kind, notonly 

to Venezuela and her citizens, but to foreign commerce, and to all those . 

_ who cultivate commercial relations with the country. Ce | 

‘The mission of extermination begun by the crews of those two vessels | 

makes them unworthy of being admitted into the ports of friendly na- | | 

~ tions; and my Government hopes from that of your excellency that the os 

naval authorities of the United States will consider them beyond the a 

pale of the law, in conformity with the terms of the aforesaid decree, 

and will not permit them to be supplied with fuel or provisions, but will. | 

| rather cause them to be subjected to the procedure of the competent 

authorities, because of the irregularities, the criminal purposes and acts 

of those who man them, and other circumstances pertinent to the case, | 

if they should in fact arrive at any points within the jurisdiction of the 

- United States. ee : | Be - 

~My Government will appreciate at its full value the friendly course 

of that of your excellency in the present case and under the circum- | 

stances set forth. | | \ | ee | 

~ JTimprove, &c., rs ee a yg 

a | : 7 ) A. M. SOTELDO. 7 

. | a — No. 709. oo ogee " 

Mr, Bayard to. Mr. Soteldo. oe | 

: Oe oe DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = ) 

: | . ae —... Washington, July 24, 1885. | 

Sir: I have-the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of — : 

the 21st instant, informing me that your Government issued on the ith 

' instant a decree— | | | | 

: Declaring pirates two steam vessels now respectively named Justicia Nacional and ca 

_, El Torito, the latter having been formerly called Annette, which vessels*have been 

armed by unauthorized persons for the ostensible purpose of arousing to insurrection : 

the coasts and ports of Venezuela, but which do not belong to the registry of any Gov- : 

ernment, nor have been manned in any legal form, nor are other than a (danger to ” 

commerce and to the security of those seas and coasts when they begin as reyolution- . | 

; ists, and will end by doing injuries of every kind, not only to Venezuela and her | 

’  ¢itizens, but to foreign commerce and to all those who cultivate commercial relations — 

with the country. , - So 7 

: & .
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Under these circumstances, at the instance of your Government, you 
request that the naval authorities of the United States will consider 
these vessels— Oe oe 
Beyond the pale of the law, in conformity with the terns of the aforesaid decree, 

and will not permit them to be supplied with fuel or provisions, but will rather cause 
them to be subjected to the procedure of the competent authorities because of the ir- 

_ regularities, the criminal purposes and acts of those who man them, and other cir- 
cumstances pertinent to the case, if they should, in fact, arrive at any points within. 
the jurisdiction of the United States.. — ; . 

In reply I have the honor to inform you that, while it is entirely for- 
. eign to the purpose of the United States to give aid or comfort to the 

. enemies of Venezuela, this Government cannot admit the international 
effect of the Venezuelan decree declaring certain vessels in the service 
of insurrectionists to be pirates. The position which this Government 

| has taken in respect to this question is so fully set forth in recent cor- : 
respondence with the Colombian legation at this capital that I feel that — 
I cannot better acquaint you with what are conceived to be the inter- 
national obligations of the United States in the premises than by in- 
closing to you, which I now have the bonor of doing, a copy of that cor- 
respondence.* | 

In addition to the authorities therein cited, I would invite your atten- 
tion to the general principle touching this. subject as laid down in a 
treatise on international law by the eminent English barrister, William 

| Edward Hall, which is as follows: oe 

| By the municipal law of many countries acts are deemed piratical, and are pun- ’ 
ished as such, which are not reckoned piratical by international law. Thus the slave 
trade is piratical in England and the United States, and in France the crew of an armed. 
vessel navigating in time of peace with irregular papers become pirates upon the 
mere fact of irregularity, without the commission of any act of violence. It is 
scarcely necessary to point out that municipal laws extending piracy beyond the 
limits assigned to it by international custom effect only the subjects of the state en- 
acting them and foreigners doing the forbidden acts within its jurisdiction. 

| It does not follow, however, that because this government declines to 
regard the vessels to which you refer as pirates they will be received 

: into the ports of the United States with the same privileges that are 
. accorded to vessels bearing the flags of recognized Governments. 

Such vessels cannot receive in our ports those immunities to which they 
would be entitled upon an exhibition of proper papers.’ While taking | 
this position, however, I wish to be understood that it is here assumed _ 
with the usual qualification that gives to vessels coming to our ports 
in distress, even though they be without regular papers, such hospital- 
ity as is approved by the law of nations. | 

_Aecept, &c., . 
T. FE. BAYARD. 

No. 710. ' 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Soteldo. — | 

| . DEPARTMENT OF STATE, = 
_. Washington, October 16,1885, 

Siz: Referring to your note of the 2d April last, and to the payment 
of the first installment of the Wheelock indemnity (of $4,000) on the 3d 
July last, I have the honor to state that, so far as this Department’s 

252, 254, and 272. 
&
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records are concerned, it does not appear that the second half of the — 
indemnity, due October 3, has been received. . - 

- Presuming that some accident has retarded the payment, I take oc- 

 casion to suggest that, in case the next payment is to be made, as the — 

first was, at 60 days’ sight, the sixty days should not commence to run 

at a date later than the 3d instant. | oe 
Accept, &¢., | : / Se a 

| | PL, BAYARD. . 

a | a No. 71k. Oo en | 

Mr. Bayard to Mr. Soteldo, : | 

~ a | - DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ~ gO 
. a es 2 Washington, December 7, 1885. _ 

Sr: I have the honor, in the interest of Mr. Wheelock, the Ameri- 

ean citizen in whose favor an award of $6,000 was made not long since — | 

. by Venezuela, to call your attention to the circumstance that the second 

installment, due October 3 last, has not been received at this Department. | 

Lean but express great regret, in which I believe you will share, at 

| this seeming failure to carry out the international pledge referred to. __ 

Accept, &c., - | ee — 

| Bae | wo 2. F BAYARD. — 

ee —  No712 | | - | | 

Mr, Soteldo to Mr. Bayard. Co 

ee LEGATION OF THE UNITED. STATES OF VENEZUELA, _ . 

es |. Washington, D. C., December 12, 1885. — 

| Most EXCELLENT S1R: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt _ 
of your communication of October 16th and of that of the 17th instant, 

- both of them referring to the unfortunate circumstance of the delay that 

has occurred in the payment of the second installment ($3,000 in United 

States money) as payment in full of the $6,000 agreed to be paid in final - 

settlement of the claim of Mr. John HE. Wheelock. oe | 7 : | 

| I expected to receive the sum required from my Government before => 

this, so as to be able to deliver it simultaneously with my reply to. the 

first of the two notes above reférred to, and I was still expecting it, since. 

my Government is very desirous to send it, when I received the second, 

to which Ireply without delay. © | Lo a 

— The settlement made, which provided for the payment of $6,000, in — 

- two installments, in three and six months, by means of bills of exchange | 

at sixty days, did not reach Caracas before the adjournment of the Na- — 
tional Congress, in consequence of which the amount stipulated could b ot, 
be inserted in the budget which governs the disbursements of the pub- | 

- lie-treasury. My Government was therefore compelled to make the pay- | 

ment out of the sum appropriated in said budget as a contingent fund; | | 

the first payment ($3,000) was made on the 3d day of July by means of 
a draft at sixty days. The fund appropriated to disbursements of this 

character having, however, been subsequently exhausted, owing to un- . 

foreseen circumstances, the present delay in the paynieut of the second a
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installment has occurred, to the great regret of my Government. The 
balance due will, nevertheless, soon be paid, because, according to the 
latest advices received by me from the ministry of foreign relations ~ 
the urgency of the case has been brought to the notice of the President 
of the Republic, as has the necessity of making the payment in question \— 
with as little delay as possible. : A — 

I sent a copy of your excellency’s note of October 16th to my Govern- 
ment by the next mail thereafter, and I yesterday sent a copy of that of | 
the 7th instant. I do not doubt that the money necessary for the pay- 
ment will be sent me so as to enable me to satisfy your excellency’s just 
demands. 

oo, Accept, &c., SO A.M. SOTELDO. — 

a No. 713. | | a 

| Mr. Bayard to Mr. Soteldo. 

| _. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
| Washington, January 14, 1886.. 

| Srr: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the | 
12th ultimo, and to say, that in view of its contents, I had expected to 
receive for Mr. Wheelock the second half of the award of $6,000, due that 

' gentleman from Venezuela, prior to this date. The prompt payment of 
the first installment without any qualification or reserve whatever, and — 

7 the entire absence from the arrangement made with you of any subordi- 
nation of the settlement to the pleasure of the legislature of Venezuela, | 

_Inakes it impossible for this Government to formally admit that the 
second installment\stands on any different footing from the first, which 

_ has already been paid, under the terms of the arrangement. It is ex- 
pected that the honor and good faith of Venezuela will be shown by a 

| ' similarly exact and scrupulous execution of the compact in its entirety. 
While forbearance seemed proper, in view of the embarrassment of the 

| _ Venezuelan Government, in the regard mentioned in your note, the 
continued delay makes it incumbent to announce that this forbearance is 
shown by way of courtesy only, and can imply no abandonment of the 
rights in the premises or qualification of the letter and spirit of the - 
original engagement. It is very desirable that the President should be © 
enabled to announce to Congress at.an early day the complete adjust- 7 
ment of the Wheelock incident; and to this end I have thehonor to in- © 
vite the payment of the second installment forthwith, with added inter. 
est to cover the delay. an ee 

a Accept, &e., : : - — 
. | : DR BAYARD. 

a No. 714. | 

_ Mr. Soteldo to Mr. Bayard. | , | 
| ) | - {Translation.] e . | oo, 

‘  LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF VENEZUELA, 
Washington, January 26, 1886. (Received January 27.) 

_-EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your 
-excellency’s note of the 14th instant, urging the payment of the second 
half of the $6,000 due in settlement of the claim of Mr. Wheelock. IT _
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have transmitted it to my Government, which will regret as much as | 
your excellency’s this unexpected delay, caused by the unforeseen expend- - 

 itures growing out of the revolution which broke out after the pay- 
ment of the first installment of $3,000, which was paid before the pres-- 

- ent impediment occurred. «| Ce | 
Do not doubt, excellency, that my Government is striving toredeem | 

_. the publie faith pledged fcr the fulfillment of this international obliga- a 
tion, and that it feels the greatest regret at seeing it still pending for | 
reasons entirely foreign to its volition. - | oe | 

_. Hoping an early conclusion of this affair, I take pleasure, &c., Oo 
Soe re a A. M. SOTELDO. | 

Se ee | No. 715. | as 

a Oe Mr. Bayard,to Mr. Soteldo. SO mo 

Bee DEPARTMENT OF STATE, | | 
) | a | _ Washington, March 12, 1886. 

rr: I have the honor to inclose herewith my formal receipt for the | a 
draft for $3,000 on account of the Wheelock indemnity, which you — 
handed me on-the 10th instant. _ a ae, 3 Ro 

. -L regret that I cannot accept this draft as in full satisfaction of the oe 
obligation of your Government under the agreement of the 3d of April 
last. You will, of course, remember that you proposed to present to | 
the United States, in settlement of Mr. Wheelock’s claim, two bills of 
exchange for $3,000 each, one at the end of three months and the other | 
at the end of six months from the 3d of last April, and that although I 
regarded the proposed indemnity as inadequate, I reluctantly accepted | 
your proposition, but only upon the express condition of the faithful | 
‘fulfillment of itsterms. > | | cs 

It is not necessary for me to inform you that by the terms of our agree- 
- ment the second bill for $3,000 should have been presented here on the 

3d of October last, and that more than five months have elapsed since - 
that date. For this breach of performance it seems to me that the least. | 
possible satisfaction would be the payment by your Government of in- — - 

~ terest on the delayed payment, which, at. the rate of 6 per cent. per | : 
~ annum for five nonths, would amount to $75. Se Pe 

| Teeling sure that you will recognize the justice of this view, have 
to request that you will be pleased to accept, &c., eo 

| - | ae T. F. BAYARD. © 7
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| oe Intervene .. 2... 222. eee eee ee ee ee ee cet eee eee ener ceeeteece | 19,27 
| in Germany; case of Ernst F. Heitmtiller.... 2... .....2.. 2-24 .-....-.-- 406, 426 | 

~ . in Germany; Louis Lang, David Lemberger, Gerhard Weintjes, Charles. os 
7 _ Weniger, Theodore Petersen, Ferdinand Ravermann, Ernst F. Heit- 

- motiller, Frank Austin, alias Ferdinand Ostertag, Constant A. Golly, poe | 
\ Meyer Gad, Frank Buddack, Rudolph Lieffert, David Lemberger, C. L. -. a 

| George, Jacob Wilhelm Thraenert ..... 5.2.2. 22. 22. ene eee eee eee eee 428 
. Missionaries: protection of, and of converts to Christianity,in China .-..... 1470 

anti-Christian riots in Canton in September, 1884 .-.......-.....6.--... 162 
flight of missionaries from Bihé and Bailunda, West Africa......... 631, 647, 648. 

| _ ‘permitted to teach in Mozambique... ...---. 2.20. eee eee eee eee eee cee) 646 
arrival at Lisbon of the Right Rev. William Taylor, missionary bishop | 

co of Methodist Episcopal Church, from the west coast of Africa.:....... 648 : 
| schools in Armenia.....-. - 22. 222-2 eee ce ee ee eee ce eee oo BID, 825, B31 | 

- schools in Syria .... 2. oe ee ee ce cee chee cee eee eee eee eee ees B34, 838 . 
American missionariés in Ottoman Empire -..---.-2-.------.----5--2--- B55 ! 

+». general discussion of missionary interests in Ottoman Empire ......-..- 879 © 
Monahan, Thomas R.: arrested at Toluca, Mexico; intervention of United _ | | 

| - States in his behalf not admitted, because he had not matriculated; a, 
matriculation laws...-. 0... 2-0-2 eee eee cee cece eee cee eee | 569 ° 

Mormons: immigration of recruits from India...--.....-. .2 222. .-e eee ee eeee 444, 448 
emigration of Mormons from Switzerland to United States............... 803 | 

Mossell, E. C.: settlement of his claim against Hayti .........----..22...-. 493 | 
Mozambique: missionaries permitted to teach there .........2....---------. 646 
Miiller, Israel: arrest of, in Russia .........222....2--..--..----. 658, 663, 669, 671, 672 | 

Nationality, Bureau of. (See Bureau of Nationality.) = Cd 
: Naturalization: case of frandulent naturalization; State Department refuses co 

to intervene in behalf of person claiming citizenship................-. 19, 27 
. Claimed by Charles Drevet .... 22.22. 22. eee ee eee ete cece ve enee 369, 373 

- > eases of Ludwig Hausding and Johannes Weber ..........-.-.--2..-..- 894 
- _ case of Robert Emden, in Switzerland... ...... 22.22. .2222...-----...-808, 806, 809 

refusal of Turkish bureau of nationality to certify American citizenship | 
Io, of naturalized Turks .-. 122.6: 2 eee eee ee ce eee ce eee ce eee ea ne B47, 873, 885 — a 

| Netherlands: conflict between police authorities and workingmen at Amster- | 
0 08 RE 9 74 * 

- movement in favor of universal suffrage ..-.....-. 222-22 ee ee eee eee ee TF 
| deficit in budget -... 202. 2 ee eee eee ee ce eee ee cee wen ee ee 578 | 

revisiun of colonial customs tariff...... 22 ee cee cee ew wee cece —6h83 
- - monetary measures... 2.2. 2-2. eee ee en eee ee eee eee cece eee eeee 583, 

- projects for revision of constitution... ........ 2-2. 0000 oe eee eee wee 585 - 
- Neutrality: obligation of neutral Government to prevent its citizens from 

joining in hostile movements limited by jurisdiction ............22... (161 
_ United States maintain neutrality in war between China and France ... 168,172 oa 

' -- supposed hostile expedition of Gaitan against Colombia............2... 231 
| _. ‘enforcement of neutrality laws of United States in reference to Colombia. 234, 238. 

+ cease of steamer City of Mexico .... 2... 20. ee ee cen ee ee ee ee ee ne ee we 253, 259 
| discussion of neutrality laws of United States with Spanish minister.... 770 | 

_ Ocean Rearl. (See Matanzas.) — - -_ - So |
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Passport: refused to Charles Drevet, claiming as American citizen, by minis- 
ter to France... 22. 222 - eee eee ee ee cee cee eee eee eee e eee e ee 369, 373 

cancellation of passport of Karl Klingenmeyer by United States minister a . 
in Germany. ...-----2 222 eee eee cee ce eee cee cee teen cence eeeeee 391, 396, 401 

cases of Ludwig Hausding and Johannes Weber, in Germany .....-.---- . 394. 
of persons going to Cuba required to be viséd by Spanish consul.....-.. 711, 726 . 
discontent with system .......----- 0-2-2 eee ee ne cee een nee eens 751 
fee cannot be dispensed with by Secretary of State........-......-.---- 794 
case of Robert Emden, in Switzerland -............--.--------.-~--- 203, 806, 809 

_ Paupers: immigration of, prohibited....... 0.22. -- 22-22. pee eee ee eee 445, 792 
Peru: case of Owen Young, murdered at Tecapa-.587, 589, 596, 598, 600, 605, 607, 611, 616 

‘contest between Cacéres and Iglesias ....... 589, 595, 596, 597, 599, 601, 603, 605, 616 
meeting and proceedings of constituent assembly, at Lima....-......... 595, 597 

; Government officials driven out of department of Ancachs, by Indians ... 597 
. Truxillo seized by revolutionists. .......--.---------------- eee eee ees = 600 

censorship of the press ....-2-. +222 2. eee ee eee cee ee ence cee ee eee eee 603 _ 
Cacéres issues ultimatum... 2... 22.22. ee ee eee ce eee cee ee wees 606. 
precautionary measures taken to protect American interests in Truxillo. 608 

- occupation of Canta by Government troops ..-.-. 2.2.2. 22-2. eee eee eee 609 
order against political suspects .. 2... 0... ..---0 -e eee eee eee eee eee ce eee 615 
Cacéres declares that protection will not be granted to subjects of such 
Governments as refuse to recognize him as a belligerent .......--.---- 620 

estimate of forces of Cacéres... 2.2. cee ee eee cee ee ee ee eee en eee = 622 
success of Government forces at Cajamarca ..-:.-.....-----------+------ 623 
rules of decision of court of arbitration in Chili .... 2.2... 0.222. ---.-.-- 625 

- repulse of revolutionists....... 2... .2---5 222 eee ce eee ee ee eee eee 625 
progress of Government troops ..-... 222-22. eee cee ee ee cee eee 626 

. defeat of Cacéres.. 2.22. 22 ee eee ee ce en ce eee eee wee ee eceeee 627 
denunciation of treaties with United States -........----.---...---..--- 630 

Petroleum: alleged discrimination against American petroleum in France. .. 376 
Pflaum, Dr. (See Turkey.) - oe | : 
Piracy: discussion with Colombia ..............---. -... 209, 252, 254, 264, 269, 272, 275 

refusal of United States to treat as pirates certain revolutionary vessels : 
so proclaimed by Venezuela -...-.2. 2... 228 eee eee cee eee ee eee 935 

Population: character of, in Hawaiian Islands...........-. 2,-2.2. 2-2-0 0 -e6- 472 
Pork, American: bill before French Chambers to cancel prohibition against... 367,373 

failure of bill....2.. 02 ee ee eee ce ne cee cece cee wees 8VD, 377 
| _ -proposed duty on, in Sweden and Norway ..........---..--...---.------ 784 

| Porto Rico: translation of manifests ......-....--. ..--.. ------2-- ---- 676, 684, 688 
exaction by Spanish consulsin United States of fees on cargoes bound for 

Porto Rico ...... 0.2222 eee ene ce ee eee cece ee cee cee cece ceee > 166 
oe Portugal: correspondence relative to flight of missionaries from Bihé and Bail- 

unda, West Africa. ...-...----- -- 2-22 eee ee eee ee cece ee eee tees + 631, 647, 648 
| foreign missionaries permitted to teach in Mozambique....-....---...-. 646 

arrival at Lisbon, of the Right Rev. William Taylor, missionary bishop - 
of Methodist Episcopal Church, from west coast of Africa ........---. 648° — 

tonnage tax under section 14, of act of June 26, 1884, in connection with | 
Article XIII of treaty with United States of August 26, 1840.......--. 653. 

Prestan : revolutionist in Colombia, captured by Government forces ........ 217, 279 
° executed .... 122-22. 2 eee eee ee ee ee ce ee ee eee nee ee eens 223 

Protection : growing sentiment in Sweden and Norway in favor of protective 
duties .... 0.222. eee cen ee ee ce ce ee eee cece ee neeees 783 

Public debts: punctual payment in Argentine Republic.... -.......---.-.-- 3 
. debt of Spain ..... 21-2 ee ee ee ee ee ne eee cee eee ween eee 722 

/ R. | | 

Railroads: extension of, in Argentine Republic ....-..---.. .-.--- ---------- 2 
attitude of Clhinése Government with respect to construction of ......-- 180 

. Spanish Cortes passes law in regard to construction of railroadsin Cuba. 737,755 
Rausch, Andreas. (See Immigration.) — | 
Ravermann, Ferdinand: rules announced by Germany as to naturalization = * 

Oo end the expulsion of foreigners.....--..----  ---.---.---------- 392, 399, 404 
| Revolutionary pamphlets: the Executive of the United States cannot take ee 

- cognizance of, whether directed against this or another Government. - 53 
Rice: treated by French in China as contraband ..........-...-..----------, :161 
Rice, Harry: naturalized citizen of United States, arrested in Austria-Hun- _ 

gary, on charge of owing military duty ...-...-....--.------------ 19, 27 
Rock Springs: attack on Chinese at ...-..-.-..----- 0 ---- eee eee eee eee 187
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- Russia: residence. of foreign Hebrews....------++--++ sseeee cree ene 655, 663,669,670 

- -- Jeannette expedition......--.------- dv eeeee ceeceeectcuseee. 657, 665, 670, 672, 673 : 

_. Arrest of Israel Miiller de nnecnaccce cee creecseecececees 658, 663, 669, 670, 671, 672 | : 

: - Opening of St. Petersburg and Cronstadt Canal....---------------+--++ ~~ 660 - 

Manufacture of sugar ..-...------202-2--eee cece es eeeee reeset 672 | | 

| -- Journey of Lieutenant Schuetze to Russia, to take testimonials to Russian _ Bo . 

benefactors of Jeannette survivors cence ceccaecceeee 666, 670, 672, 678, 674, 676 a 

: Schuetze, Lieut. W. H.: journey to Russia to present testimonials to bene- | | 

factors of Jeannette survivors -....------se0-+-+-+ ...666, 670, 672, 673, 674, 676 a 

Scrap iron. (See Barcelona.) OE es a Se Se | oT 

Seattle: attack on Chinese ...-...-----.----+e--¢-ceerereyyrt yr 193 

.- Shipping act, of June 26, 1853. (See Tonnage tax and Treaties.) . 9°... 

_ $hips’ papers: retention of, in Venezuelan ports ..--.....------902, 912, 916, 914, 928 

Spain: translations of manifests in Porto Rico ......--c+. e-e-2--e- ----677, 684, 688 

ease of the Masonic .....------ ------ ------ reer ...--678, 687, 695, 724, 729, 754 | 

— *eattle-tax at Key West ..--------------20- ce renect tees _..-683, 703, 710, 752, 757 

oe duties charged on cargo of scrap-iron at Barcelona ....-.- 684, 700, 707,714,718, . ° 

| Py ee a a 719, 749, 758, 761,767 : 

-.. fine imposed on barkentine Ocean Pearl, at Matanzas .... _..---688, 718, 738, 748 oe 

passports of persons going to Cuba, required to be viséd by Spanish | 

a CONSUL 2... ce cnc ce ects ce ccee eee e ee ences s cee cee wees teen eens cone rene 711, 726 

~ fine imposed on Charles L. Pearson, at Cienfuegos, for not having mani- 

. “fest ViS6d . .eccec coc ecc ce cece cone cere cone cone cee eeeeeee ceenes 712, 716, 719, 756 

- - mninisterial crisis nn wees debe abeue edi aeuwdeuiecvsccerenace veseee o - F20. 

| budget for 1885-86 cece e cee eee cee eee ene e es eeee eeeene ceceeb cess ene nee: 722000 

- pudget of Cuba for 188586 ...--. .-- 22s een ee cece ee teen tenes tte ree: 734, 742 

passage of law in regard to railroads in Cuba ..---..--------++--++--+- 737,755 

| - pestilence ...-.-..---- occa ene ccc eee seed Che cwe cece es seen ee ee eneecees 746 

| discontent with passport system in Cuba ....-..----+------eeeeer secre 751 

death of Alfonso XID .....-..---- ----e eee ene cee cere erence cer rtte | 762: 

regency of Queen proclaimed ee ee cecwnncaceceeceeeceeceecceeeeserees 165 | 

exaction, by Spanish consuls in United States, of fees on cargoes destined — 

a ~ for Cuba and Porto Rico ...--..----+ e-ee nce eee cere ee cece ceee ree 766 - | 

alleged schemes, in United States, to assist Cuban insurgents ...--.---- 767,709 

protectorate over certain territories on west coast of Africa ...--------- 769 

Statue of Liberty: received at New York ..-..----------- ececececcee cece 369, 374 Oo 

- §ugar: manufacture in Russia bee ee cee cere cece eee eee e cere reenee eres | 672 : 

Sweden and Norway: growing sentiment in favor of protection .--.-..--.- 783 | 

proposed duties on grain and pork ..-...--------20 sere pe eer ee ett 784 

: construction of favored-nation clause of treaty with United States, of _ a . 

| 1827, in connection with section 14 of act of June 26, 1884°..........- 786,789 7 

commercial, political, and social ondition .----.-------+------s-7200-> 787 | 

-_ passport refused by American minister to agent of the Mormon Church... 788 ¢ 

Switzerland: release of Joseph Binzegger, confirmed incendiary, from prison, | . 

| on condition of emigration to United States ; protest of United States 

Minister ..-. so cecccc coc eee cecees ceecte ere ceee tester csccer encore eeee 9 TOR 

+ passport fee cannot be dispensed with by Department of State......---- 794. 

ease of Christian Emeis, CXPUISION .... 2-22 e een ee ee eee eee eee eee 796 

emigration of Mormons to United States ...--..-------+--++-+---r ee czen 803 | 

passport case of Robert Emden ..-----..---+-+++--- cece eee eee eaee ss - 808, 806, 809 - 

citizenship case ......-.----------- eee ete eee eee vee eee veneee sete ceeeee 805,807 

| - foreign marriages by United States citizens ...--...--------e8 sere ere eee 807 

| right of cantons to levy import duties.........-------++-++---- weceececee 812 

' citizenship of Richard Greisser .. 2. eee cee eee ee cee eee cee teens ce eeee 813 

Taylor, William: missionary bishop of Methodist Episcopal Church in United oo 

- States; arrives at Lisbon from west coast of Africa........----------- 648 

- Telegraphs: improvement of telegraphic. communication between United. oe 

OE States and Argentine Republic .....--2--.----+..e--+ eee eeeeee eens 1,40 

erection of line in Corea under agreement with China.........--------- . 304 

Tonnage tax: application of section 14 of act of June 26,1884, to vessels of ms 

_ Denmark coming from ports of that country to United States, under - | 

article 1, treaty of April 26, 1826, with Denmark -.....---.-----+----- — 862 00¢~«¢~—— 

| under Article XII of treaty of 1875 with Belgium ...-..--...-----.----- 64 

ander act of June 26, 1884, in connection with various German treaties... 44?
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| Tonnage tax—Continued. ee a ae 
under section 14 of act of June 26, 1884, in connection with Article XIII - 

of treaty between United States and Portugal, of August 26, 1840 _-.. 653 | under treaty with Sweden and Norway of 1827, and section 14 of act of : 
June 2 a 789 | Treaties: construction of Article XII of treaty of 1875, with Belgium... .... 64 

between Russia and Corea_._.........20.0. 02-002 e ee eee cee eee eee 361. 
construction of Article I of Danish treaty of April 26, 1826 -............ 362 
between France and Ouachitas .........2.. 0.222. 02022. cee ee ees eee 389 _ construction of two-years clause in treaty of 1868, between United States 

and Germany ..-......2....200. 0. cece eee ee eee eee ..-.-.- 392, 415, 419, 420, 438 a Article XII of consular convention, 1871, between United States and Aus- 
tria-Hungary applies only to seamen in the territory of the respective OO parties... 1.0.2. ee ee cee ne cee eee cee ce cee ee. 556 

convention between China and Japan................-...---------. ee 563 . | denunciation by Peru of treaties with United States, with a view to new. 
conventionS....-2. 2.22. .2220e eee ne ee eee eee eee eee ee ee eee 630 

construction of Article XIII of treaty with Portugal of August 26,1340, > 
in connection with section 14 of act of June 26, 1884 ................. - ‘653 : construction of favored-nation clause in treaty of 1827 with Sweden and 

oo Norway, in connection with section 14 of act of June 26, 1884. ........ 786,789 
.* disputed interpretation of Article IV of Turkish treaty of 1830 ..... 2... 827 . 

_ proposed new treaty of commerce between United States and Turkey . .. 841. 
discussion of Article IV of treaty of 1830 between United States and . 
Turkey . 2.2.2. 02.22. ce eee eee cee cee een ee eee eee 890, 398 

- _ Turkey gives notice of termination of treaty of 1862; discussion........ 895,901 Truxillo: seized by revolutionists._...... 2.22.0 0..20. 220-022 eee eee ee 600 
precautionary measures to protect American interests ..--.. 2... 0...0... 608 

. Tunstall, J. P.: claim of British subject against United States for murder of 7 | his son in Territory of New Mexico ...............:...2---------. 449 
Turkey: case of the Rev. George C. Knapp........-..... weet eee -- +. 815, 843, 845 . 

schools established in Armenia by American Board of Commissioners for | so 
Foreign Missions. ...............---...--0.--- .---819, 825, 831, 840, 844, 862, 872 

obstacles to sale of Bibles._............022. 000. 0...-.-. 22-22... -...823, 832, 838 
case of Dr. Pflaum....... 22.02... 2.........-.2.-... ---.....825, 831, 841, 844, 859 
case of Messrs. Knapp and Reynolds.................... 815, 827, 834, 842,859,868 
disputed interpretation of fourth article of treaty with United States of 1830 827 
import duties on goods from United States ....--...........-...-.-. _... 829, 839 

, mission schools in Syria .--.-. 2.2.22. 0222 e cee eee ee cee eee eee 834, 838 
_ proposed new treaty of commerce with United States..............-.... 84k 

. bureau of nationality; certification of citizenship of United States. ..847 , 373,885. 
exaction of duties and taxes at Arabkir.........._...........--..-..... 848, 854 
question of citizenship .......-. wove cere e eee eee ee 2ee ee 2.049, 853, 855, 860 
expulsion from Safed, Palestine, of two American citizens .......... . 862, 871, 878 . 

: tariff discussion. ... 22. 222222. eee eee eee cee ee cee cee cece cece eee. 870, 877 
. school taxes in Mytilene .-.... 2.2.22. .22 200. ol. cece eee eee --ee---- 872,878 

general discussion of missionary interests in Ottoman Empire... .... ---- 879. , jurisdiction of United States consuls; Article IV of treaty of 1830...... 890,898 
notice of termination of treaty of 1862 .............2....2...22......-. 895, 901 a 

. . y, | ; 

Van Bokkelen, C. A.: claim against Hayti .....477, 481, 491, 493, 497, 507, 512, 521, 522, 
| : 529, 531, 534, 537,542,547 

_ . Venezuela: retention of ships’ papers.......-..........22..-- --. 902, 912, 914, 916,998 - 
| . case of Lanie Cobb .. 0.0.2 eee eee eee eee ee eee ee - 903, 905, 913, 915, 923 

| locusts... ... 02-22. 22-222 eee eee ce eee cet ee cee eee cee recess 904 
President Crespo proclaims revolutionary steamer Justicia Nacional ae 

pirate Pott tet ne eee ee ne eee eee eee cee eee 917 | 
refusal of United States to so treat it ......222. 2.0022 .c. eee eee eee ee eee 920 : 
Wheelock case 21. 0.0. ee ne ee ce ce ee eee ce eee cee ee. 930, 936 

oe Ww. | 
Weber, Johannes: case of naturalization. ..............0--. cee cece eee eee 304 

. Wheelock, John E.: claim against Venezuela .....................--....... 930,936. 
Williams, Mrs. Evan: claim against Hayti .....2. 2.2... 20..00022..02200 0-0. 5400 

.  Young,Owen: murdered in Peru .............. - 587, 589, 596, 598, 600, 605, 607, 611, 616 .
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